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NOVISSIMA VERBA.—I.

,
TAKE up again my pen to record the occasional Thoughts which

S|Ti^e a very old observer of current events' in the world of

change and storm in which we live.^ When I noted them in the

.
3t year of the great war (Obiter Scripta, Chapman and Hall,

ij^O) the dominant fact was that “a^war of Classes was about

tf’^supersede tii\ war of Nations.” The Russian Revolution had

sent a thrill of expectation through the democracy of the human
iH' .. There wafs coming on?. I said, “a new Social Order as deep

^d as wide as any in the/history of civilisation.” Nearly two

jyears have passed.. Aiid'^all these things seem to have increased

tenfold. Russian revolution has been followed by that of Ger-

many and of AudcHa. Kingdoms, Constitutions, Churches,

peoples are in chaos. Above all, the relations of the great and

tl^ small nations, of Capital and of Labour, of trade and taxa-

iibn, of the State and the citizen, seem about to convulse

civilisation.

* « * * * «

I never joined the early enthusiasm for a League of Nations.

It seemed to’*me to be premature—^impossible in the actual moral

yit iditions 6i nations. In May, 1918, I wrote thus : “A general

^Ihd peaceful League of Nations will never be formed until the

f^nversion of mankind to a purer moral and religious form of

jife^* It was the dream of an eloquent professor who roused

l*/.:and^hopes in the people—into which practical statesmen were

irawn and* almo^ forced to take part. In the golden age of

Ilemocracy the cool sense of political wisdom is swept away.

Could nations work in harmony whilst old hatreds, ambitions,

\3ars, jealousies, and greeds remained untamed? So far from

liring them, the war^^d vastly stimulated them. When, after

in' orgy of glhrihcationi amiabilities, and rhetoric, the Nations

at last met in cohference in Paris, the old passions and desires

were bent on mastery*. ..

« « • « « 0

VOL. OVU. ^.S. B
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ihe diurk

called d^beratione went on. Tiej were really disfitiikaj

oompromises, rather than deliberations. The grandio^ C^ejiiiii

of the President with his Fourteen Points was an acaSeniic

gramme ‘With ho statesmanship of concrete knowledge and i

applied to the real facts of the wori^v t
needed incessant modification, reservations, exceptions, whereii

the splendid enthusiasm of Mr. Wilson was continually bafiSted

by diplomatists, who seemed to be using a tongue that he hard]^

understood K, The statesmen and the soldiers of Frafice insisted

on strategic' guarantees; Britain was bound to claim separate

membership for her Dominions, and had to keep Ireland, Egypt,

Syria, and India out of the self-determination formula ; Italy was
keen for the old Hun doctrine of grab ; Japan was out for Pacific

islands and a good slice of China. In the midst of these very

human Powers the President stood fer international Brotherhood.

He had a hard time of it !•

« « « » »

Clearly the only real statesman the^ was our Prime Minister.

His energy, rapid intelligence, vei^tility, sense of realitiSlH

patience, self-command, and debating over and over again

saved the situation and dominated the Conference. He made the
President see the hard facts that stood befwe his visions.* He

* made the “Tiger” feel that soldiers mui^ not ov^ride jx)litical

necessities. He withstood Italian bandits and Polish, Koumanian,
and Hungarian ambition. His obvious ignorance of the old
Balance of Power, and his fortunate innocence of diplomatic vice
made him the proper moderator of a new Europe and the child-
hood of young nations. These gifts made him as completely
master of the Conference as Bismarck ever was al/Berlin. It
is a misfortune that Mr. Lloyd George is impulsive,'^ almost to^
much the opportunist, the too-willing servant of the demoCTS^
he loves and from w'hich he rose. Withal, he is the’ new leader
of a new time.

'
,

Mr, Wilson made fatal mistakes which staihp hinS as a pre
'

tentious amateur in State-craft. He came over with nothing
but a vague Utopia, of which he had not worked out either the
details or the obstacles. Next, he refused to accept the co-operj
tion of Experienced men opposed * to, idBot^in party; and ev<^
of influential men of his own party;- He affected to act aw:
autocrat ; and Europe was long ready to accept* him as Dictator,
He absented himself from his proper duties dhd his own people,
Bd that for mdnths he^saw his authority to speak for America



AWfly mtf Ditter opposition and distrust. He draggeddihe

Ci^venant., into the Treaty, wasting months ‘when the

t Qemy«were regaining their cohesion, and almost risked thereby

ii recflwM of the we^. Finally, in the Conference, his ignorance

^
! the European' imbroglio and his constant change 6t plai;

C;^uc^ thh action of the Powers to apathy, inconsi^encieB, pro-

crastination, and discredit.

• .
• « • • * .

» { am not judging Woodrow Wilson as an American statesman.

He is clearly one of the noblest enthusiasts in the piTblic Leaders

of the world. His view of the dominant authority of a President

of the Bepublio is entirely right; and his proud insistence on
unity of control is a true gospel in these days of anarchic incon-

stancy and servility to every gust of opinion. As an American
President he is a worthy successor of Washington, and for the

simpler and localised problems of the Bepublic he was almost an
ideal Ghie£sExecutive. But when he came to recast European
civilisation, hb was the Professor, the essayist, the idealist he ever

was ; and he undertook a task for which he had n6 experience,

vnd in which he was at ,fault. He is a great orator, but no

debater : a great moralist, preacher, inspirer—^but, like Demos-
thenes, Cicero, or Burke, he failed when he brought his idealism

to compose the wqft'Jd after an awful war and a yet more sinister

revolution. Idealists ruin things when they meddle with Euro-

pean conVursions, as the Tsar Alexander, Joseph II., and many
more have found. Wilson has gone far to ruin Europe.«***«»
At the moment of the Armistice the victorious Powers were

paramount masters, and the Bepublic and its President were

acknowledged as their Head. They could have made—^they ought

to have nfeie—a conclusive Peace with the enemy in November,
or' at lat^t in December. Instead of that, they wasted two
months in parades) banquets, oratory, and progresses in which

Wilson figured as the Grand Pacificator. In coming to Europe
he was bound to show that he had united all parties at home,
as did Lloyd George, and that he fully represented the Bepublic.

We took his word for it—till the crash came, like an aeroplane

when the pilot has lost control. The tragedy was the result of

over-weening arrogance and practical impotence in great states-

fhanship..

# ‘ 4*9 « * 9
• •

In the end of 1918 the one thing urgent was Peace. Instead

of making peace, Wil^n led the nations and their rulers to discuss

bis vague scheme of a Pacific League,, as if the Cozfiference were
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an International Congress of Jurists. He went .about trying i

indoctrinate the public of Europe with the Idealism of Pea<

much in America he sought to indoctrinate the citizens wil

the Idealism, first of Neutrality and then of War to sav^ Demi
cracy. If there is one lesson in strategy the war has taught,

is the ngges^^ of suddenness, of rapidity, of unity, of secrecy^

the supreme^wer of Napoleon, Frederick the Great, Cromwel
And Foch^ But, as dominated by Wilson, the lessons of peai

lAftmed by the Conferences were—dilatory discussion, change <

plan, impracticable promises, postponed decisions. *Europ
America, the world would have hailed a definite peace made j

• 1918. Wilson forced on us a truly idealist Covenant, whic
cannot get to work until late in 1920—^if it can ever work thei

The Paris Conference dragged on like that of Vienna—uiii

Napoleon left Elba. The opponents in the Senate, have a vei

strong case against the Covenant : a practical Peace they wou
have willingly accepted. Its danger to us. all is e^ent—ne
wars, unrest, impossible tasks, and disappointment—/fnot despa
—lurk in every class. If, by the doubly tragedy of. Wilson
ignorance, obstinacy, presumption, and his physical collapse, tl

League of Nations is not yet dead, it\s postponed at least f
months—whilst chaos is at hand, and the "vast burden of tl

League of Nations is thrown on England and France.
* • » « *

^

The war, and many documents, books and revelations of oi

time, have deeply changed the estimate of Frederick the Grei
which Carlyle in the ’sixties sought to establish. TThe King, i

we see now, gave a great development to, though he was m
at all the author of, Prussian militarism that has brought Eur
pean civilisation so near to ruin. But, though Fredericlj enlarge
the system he iiilierited, he is not re6ix)n8ible for the Inonstroi
orgy of public crimes which his successors brought upon tlie worl^
One of the latest studies of the Prussian King is the Life b
Norwood Young (Constable and Co., 8vo., 1919). This book
with aU its industry and vigorous reasoning, is rather an indiCI
ment than an impartial history. Frederick was neither a blun
erer, a poltroon, nor a monster—but a consummate master of th<wil waft in which he and his contemporaries were steeped-

as Carlyle-for his Life oi
Frederick deals ^lely with his wars. The three wars occupied
oriy ten of the forfy-six years of Ms feign. Of the thirty-sb^ of peace m wMch he reorganised- Prussia and meed it tobe the bestogovemed State of the eighteenth caitury. Carlyto
told us not igpch. Mr. ^oung teUs us ahnoet nothing
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The estimates of George Eliot called out by her cent^ary

support, I ^hinlc, what I have said in more, than one review of

her ^rk that her reputation will surely, but slowly, revive from

the ^depreciation into which younger generations, a nef7 atmo-

sphere, and a more hustling life has cast it down of late. Again,

sound criticism agrees with me in holding that her supreme gifts

in her earlier, lesser, and rural romances, notrih tha greato

stories of her famous age. Though Romola is artificial, Middle-

warcA overcrowded with banalities, and Daniel d)er.ond^ un-v

'pleasantiiher work as a whole will appeal to a cultured and si^u^^

audience as having a peculiar and noble form of Wmiance. As
do Milton and Wordsworth, she will retain her own body of

readers, more select than numerous. And this will be a per-

manent light in English literature.«««««*
I am deeply interested in the Outspoken Essays of the Dean

of St. Paul’s (Longmans, 1919). The new study of Our Present

Discontentis<^B indeed an independent survey of our chaotic con-

dition by one who is at once a religious reformer and a social

^jhilosopher. ^ It is not for this Ebview—much less for me—^to

analyse the essays on gt. Paul, the Churches of Borne and of

England, Cardinal .Newman, Dr. Gore, and personal survival.

But the .1 can’s unsparing review of current Democracy,

Patriotism, -Birth-rate, the Future of our Pace, must command
attention ;^nd rebuke the popular optimism of politicians and
journalists who live by pleasing constituents and readers. The
motto of thia book, from Euripides, is

—

a-fcXrjp* aKfiOrj, Much of

it is, indeed, **a hard saying.” In* such times as ours, what we
want are true things, however hard. It is the only chance of life.«««»««

It is a hopeful sign to find a popular Prelate of our ancient

Church at];acking with resolute vigour and in a scientific spirit

such com,p]ex social problems as Population, the statistics of birth

and maternity, the future of our Bace, Emigration, the Empire,

Patriotism and international Brotherhood. What popular catch-

words, what favourite nostrums, and mendacious fallacies are

cut to the bone by the Dean’s masterly use of the logical knife

!

Withal, he speaks as a priest should, his scientific knowledge
infused with religion as well as with morality. There is nothing

in it of the vagueness of the popular sermon, of the sentimentalism

of the philanthropist. * It is.the voice of a thinker on society who
is entirely ^*outspokeo,” .who is not afraid to tell truths to which
the ignorant masses are blind, and which the experienced are apt

to conceal or disguise.
* e
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Xhe most terrible of his forecasts is the pidjpre he draws of

the future’ of the English race. “We are witnessing the diwline

of the industrial revolution of 160 years ago. The cancer of

Industmlism has begun to mortify, and the end is in sight”

(p. 101). In some 200 years, he says, the vicious Industrialism

in which we live will have worked out its own exhaustion. The
reckle'S^wast*^ of our coal, the concentrating life in unwholesome

cities, and the ambition of organised Labour to get more ip

' material value than it chooses to produce—will force our impos-

sible population to be reduced and take to country life to grow

food. It is a dismal forecast—depending on the condition—if

statesmen, workmen, and capitalists all continue to hold by their

present habits and ideas. For my part, I think 200 years rather

too liberal a limit of time.

* * *

The recent revolution in our Parliamentary system has delivered

over Britain and the Empire to millions of men and^.*omen who
are utterly ignorant both of economic certainties 4nd of inter-

national relations. These millions are reaHy tame, well-meaning,

potential Bolshevists— the essence of Bolshevism is the purpose

to give the manual labourers the sole coihrol of all labour and the

entire enjoyment of the product of tb’eir wort. To this Marxian

result politicians, philanthropists, and social Reformers combine

to lead by a series of graduated and disguised surrenders. They
promise, compromise, and capitulate. It is the “bedside fnaUner ”

of our Ministers.«•«**«
I would not say that mortification has begun, and I look for a

recovery of health within two generations rather than 200 years.

But in my darker hours I can see a vision of our glorious England
reduced, after passing through long and cruel sufferings, to be

forced to grow its own food, to live again in pure air and in touch

with Nature, and without the rage for artificial enjoyments. Out
beautiful, but very moderate, island would be more like Ireland,

or even like Holland after its decline at the end of the seven-

teenth century. Many States of our English race wilLbe pros-

perous and growing in many parts of the globe. In the mean;
time, half our present population will enjoy a stationary condi-

tion of health, contentment, and peace. The fate of the other

half—is silence.
,

•

* • * • * «•

The Dean, as I have said, is quite as much a reformer in

religious as in social organisation. Indeed, .the larger part of hie

is devoted to movements ip Churches, Boman and Anglicap,
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to tbe Bpiritual {Hx>bl6m8 of mysticism and immortality.

With these, in this plaoe, I have no business to deal. .But, As a

Churchman,* Dean Inge is quite as outspoken as he is on
Spcialisip. “A profound reconstruction is demanded,” he says.
**The new type of Christianity will be more Christian than the

old, because it will be more moral ” (p. 135, essay on Bishop Gore
afid the Church of England). We all want to see in detail the

Dean’s new type of Christianity.

* ««»»*«
I have onjoyed the essay on the Greek Anthology in Sir Edward

Cook’s new (and, alas ! his last) book, More Literary Recr^ttons

(Macmillan, 1919)—^a very pleasant book of literary criticism,

which challenges thought even if we do not accept all its verdicts.

His account of these exquisite short poems, and of the incessant

attempts to kanslate them, occupies more than a third of the

book. These pages, with about 190 pages on Classical quotations

and Pliny^s Letters,^ make delightful reading. Would that our

young poets of to-day would study these epigrams and mottoes

—

their clarity, simplicity, restraint, pathos. Not a word is wasted

^n needless epithets, not a line but has a plain thought, startling

in its brevity, and yet haunting the memory by its grace. The
history of this wonderful collection is a key to the Greek genius

—by the long age§ over which it lived, and grew, the various lands

and the diverse types of culture in which it flourished.

• « * * » *

The non-scientific public is quite right in taking a lively interest

in Professor Einstein’s new theory of Space, but quite vnrong

if they ask to have the theory made plain to them. In detail,

it can only be made intelligible to those who are versed in the

higher mathematics, and indeed the very recent learning inter

apices of* the highest mathematics. They who carefully study all

that has been published by Professor Eddington, Sir Oliver

Lodge, Dr. Crommelin, Professor Wilson Carr, and others in

the Times, may see three things : (1) that a profound shock has

been given to current ideas about Space, Time, and all absolute

th^ries, about* the Universe ; (2) that for practical purposes our

ordinary geometry and astronomy need hardly any correction;

(3) that they who desire to follow out Professor Einstein’s vast,

subtle, and intricate calculations must steep themselves in the

»very recent geometry of four dimensions and the like mysterious

novelties.
^

’

« # • « » « •

For myself, making no pretension to such learning, I am
mtmsted only in the signal reaction of the new theory on the
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general philosoj^y of the Belative. All the more so, becaose in

this Be^w, exactly fifty years ago, 1 wrote *an essay to show
that all absolute ideas about Space, Time, the Uifiyerse, or the

geometric and physical conditions of the world outside the range of

our immediate observations are futile. “We have not, and cannot

have, any proof that our laws of nature and of things exist out-

side of.the human mind in the mode in which we conceive thefn.’*

“Does the Infinite Universe through Space conform to the modes
of mind of the human mites which inhabit this planetary speck ?

*’

The objective order of the Universe, I wrote, may be utterly

different from our conceptions of it : even Space, Time, .ffither.

Gravitation are only our human ideas, the best explanation of our

observations we have yet given. It is possible they are only our

dreams. For myself, the Einstein “revolution in science ” has

given me no shock. It only falls in with the philosophy of Bela--

tivity which I have preached all my life.

Frederic Harrison.
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Oi7T of the confusion which at present covers all ^ur knowledge

of the Bussian problem one fact stands clear. From a purely

lailitary point of view the star of the Bed Armies seems to be

jp the ascendant. For the moment, at any rate, General Jude-

nitch has*disappeared as a factor of an/ importance "in the situa-

tion. Kolchak is in full retreat, and, like every defeated force in

the Bussian civil war, is sorely beset not only by the difficulties

of his military failure, but also by grave political dangers in his

. own rear. Denikin is admittedly in a stronger position, but even

on this section of their front the Beds are at least holding their

own. However unpalatable such an admission may be, few

sensible popple will deny that, as far as their military power is

concerned, the Bolsheviks, both as regards Bussia itself and as

regards the -outside world
,
are in a far stronger position than at

any previous moment in their turbulent career. It will be main-

tained, however, that in a civil war like that which is now
ravaging Bussia the 'actual military situation—that is, the actual

• gains of territory and extensions of front—are insignificant com-

pared with the political situation which exists in the districts

controlled by the respective combatants. This is an axiom which

will be readily admitted. Even here, however, unless radical

changes are to be made in the interna] administration of the

DeniMn Government, it will hardly be denied that the political

machine of the Bolsheviks, however hateful it may be to our

conceptions of government, is at least as effective as that of any

of their adversaries.

^ Here is a* state of affairs which, if its correctness be admitted

(and the recent statements of the Prime Minister bear eloquent

testimony to that correctness), must inevitably cause serious mis-

givings in the minds of the Entente statesmen, and may even

lead*to a radical change in the ineffective and sometimes double-

faced poficy wliich the Entente has pursued towards Bussia

during the course of the past twelve months. What direction

that change of policy may take must be left to the prophets. At

tjiis late stage of the day, when the world is weary of war and

of the making of wars, an ^ffdctive intervention in Bussian affairs,

quite apart from the 'question of its desirability, seems hardly

feasible. Still more impossible is it to attribute any serious

significance to the strangely mis-timed and unhappy reference of

Mr. Lloyd Gecvge to Disraeli and the poljpy of a weakened Bussia.

voii. ovn. '
N.S. B*

*
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If such be- iodeed the policy of the British Gpvernmeiit-’Hui^j

unfortunately, this conviction is gaining ground amongst Bussiahc

of all parties—the present economic situation of the whole oi

Central Europe and the danger of a general European catastrophe

of overwhelming magnitude make it difficult to conceive anj

policy more wicked and more fruitful of disaster than that

wilfully prolonging anarchy in Bussia. . Few English people, how
ever, will have any illusions regarding the purely opportunist

nature of the,Prime Minister’s statement.

Aie we th^n to be driven, **as a logical result of the sequence

of our mistakes in Bussia/* into a policy of negotiation with the

Bolsheviks? Prinkipo, at any rate, is once more in the air. In

view of the ignorance which still prevails in British circles regard-

ing the real nature of Bolshevism as a political force, the moment

.

is therefore singularly opportune for a review of the character

and philosophy, of the man who may fittingly be described not

only as the creator of Bolshevism in Bpssia, but also as the

virtual inspirer and fountain-head of a movement which has pene-

trated into every civilised country in the yvorld. *
.

Vladimir llyitch Ulianolf, or, as he is generally known, Lenin,'

was born at Simbirsk on the Volga on April 10th, 1870. His
father was a State Councillor, and Lenin himself was therefore

a “hereditary nobleman.*’ Brought up in the Orthodox faith,

the young Lenin was educated at the Simbirsk Gymnasium, and
at the age of seventeen entered the Kazan University. In 1887

his father died, and his mother, who bad a small estate in the

Kazan Government, received a State pension. In the same year

Lenin himself was expelled from the University of Kazan and
forbidden to reside within the town on account of his participation

in a political demonstration organised by the University students.

In the same year, too, his brother Alexander was»ekecuted as =

one of the conspirators in a terroristic plot against the life of

the reigning Emperor. It is interesting to note that in addition

to this brother, another brother, Dmitri, was placed under poHce
supervision at Podolsk in the Government of Moscow. In fact,

the whole family, in spite of the father’s official position, seems
to have been deeply imbued with violent revolutionary, sentiments.

Lenin’s sister Maria was a member of the Eussian Social-Demo-

cratic Party, and on more than one occasion came into collision

with . the Eussian police on account of her political beliefs^

Another sister, Anna, was wedded toA political suspect, while
Lenin himself married Nadejda Konstantinovna Krupskai^ a
political exile.

In 1891 Lenin entered the Petrograd University, qualified in
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an4 although he never practised, became an ^'assislant

bister.*’ was at this stage of his career that he first began

tmting Socialist articles for the subterranean Press. 1895

he nftbde-the first of his many journeys abroad, where he came
into contact with George Valentinovitch Plechanoff, the ** father

ol Bussian Social-Democracy *’ and, like Lenin himself, a pure

Bussian of noble birth. In 1896 Lenin returned to Bussia and
was again arrested by the secret police on account of his Socialistic

activities amongst the Petrograd workmen. On this occasion he
Cas exiled for three years to Siberia and completed his sentence

in the cold confines of the Yenisei Government. On the expiry

of his time he was forbidden to live in either of the Bussian

capitals, in any university town, or in any industrial district. He
therefore went abroad again. From this date until his return

to Bussia through Germany in the notorious ** sealed wagon ” in

the winter of 1917 his whole life was passed in plotting against

Tsarism abroad and in secret visits to Bussia to collect money and

to examine on the spot the revolutionary situation inside Bussia

it^lf. At the beginning of the present century Lenin was already

oge of the leading figures in the Bussian Social-Democratic Party,

and by the summer of 1903 he had so far established his position

as to be able to challenge his former teachers on questions of

.policy and organisajiion, and to create a party of his ov^n which

after the formal split in the Bussian ^cial-Democratic Party

was to be Jcnown in the future as the Bolsheviki. The years from

1903 until 1914 were spent abroad, and included visits to most

of the European capitals, including London, with at least one

visit to his native country. They were years of considerable

activity. In addition to his own studies and to his controversies

with the Mensheviks, he devoted a large portion of his energy

to the dissemination of illegal literature in Bussia, to lecturing

*to his discfpleB on Socialism, and to the training of agents and

agitators for dispatch to Bussia. During those years his most

faithful adherents were Zinovieff, Kameneff, Lunacharsky, Stalin,

*and«the agent-provocateur Malinovsky, who seems to have duped

Lenin most successfully. At the time of the outbreak of the wqr

Lenin, together with Zinovieif, was living in Galicia, a favourite

resort on account of its proximity to the Bussian frontier. With
some difficulty he succeeded in making his way to Switzerland,

wh^e he began again with renewed energy that work of revolu-

tifinary propaganda which wa& later to reap its full harvest in the

^Ishevik revolution of •October, 1917.

-In Lenin’s personal appearance there is nothing to suggest

, fcdntly a resemblance to the superman. In the records of

secret police he is described as follows: Short

B* 2 •
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of ataturo, thick-set, with short

^moustache* and beard he has diaved r nose 8ligh%# op,

pieroinff eyes, bald with high forehead ; nearly^^waya caraes on

his arm a waterproof cape ;
constantly changes his head-gear from

a sheepskin-fur hat to a Finnish cap of English tweed with a

peak like a jockey’s ;
walks with a firm gait.” Except that to-day

he wears a brbwnish moustache and a short, stubbly beard, and

that his forehead is deeply wrinkled, the description does credjj:

to the photographic accuracy of the police official who made it. ^
At the first glance Lenin strikes one as an insignificaftt-looking

little man who would not hurt the proverbial fly. Unlike

Trotsky, there is certainly nothing in Lenin’s facial expression to

suggest his connection with a party which has earned undying

notoriety for the cruelty and the ruthlessness of its methods.

Lenin is always smiling, always good-humoured. He never loses

his temper, and in the many crises through which he has passed

liis admirable self-control has been one of his greatest ^sets. His

methods are not in any way dictatorial, and yet there is some-

thing in those steely-grey eyes that suggests sftpreme power,

something in that quizzing, half-contemptuous, half-smiling look

which speaks of boundless self-confidence and conscious

superiority. If within the inner councils ofi his Government he

suggests rather than commands, so much is ho a dictator of the

intellect that, as Mr, Ransome has well said, his Xvell-reasoned

advice is far more compelling to his followers than any command.

His private life, so far as is known, is completely blameless, and

even his worst enemies have been unable to deny' the simplicity

and almost austere frugality of his daily wants. His personal

courage is beyond question. It is the courage of a fanatic,

sublimely conscious of the infallibility of his doctrine and of the

cause which he has championed. From time to time it has been

suggested in the Press that Lenin is far more moderate than most

'

of his colleagues, and that he has been driven almost against his

will to countenance measures which are distasteful to him. This

view is scarcely correct. Lenin is, above all things, impersoiJal.

Personal likes and dislikes have no place in the <x)ld, hard k)gio

of that calculating mind. If he is against the *terror,* it is for

well-reasoned tactical considerations and not through any personal

inclinations towards clemency. It is only fair to state that Lenin
is equally free from any of those personal feelings of vengeance

which characterise the actions of sonre of his colleagues. Bui
in order to realise his dream of world-revolution etery obstacle

must be swept away, and if the attainment of this object demands
cruelty Lenin will be the last to shrink before it. His code 'if

honour, if a peculiar one from our point of view, is nevertheless
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fa one> fatid ther« aire more diamt^^
&om uad from all taint of worldly

gain, ^ than the Bolshevik Prime Minister. In personal inter-

course, even with his enemies, his manners are invariably cour-

teous and correct. His extensive knowledge of foreign countries

fapd of foreign labour conditions is a great advantage to him in his

present position, and, in addition to an intimate acquaintance

jvitb the 'German language, he speaks and writes English with,

^lerable accuracy and fluency. His intellectual attainments reach

a fiigh Ifevel. He has read widely in philosophy* and political

economy, and in either of these subjects he is capable of holding

his own with the most brilliant European professors. Whatever
may be his faults and his shortcomings, few will deny that he

towers above the rest of his colleagues like a giant amidst a race

of dwarfs.
« « « * « . »

Such, iq brief, are the main biographical features of Lenin's life.

A definite analysis of his philosophy and of his political doctrine

is a far morh difficult matter. Indeed, whole volumes might

easily be devoted to an account of the various crises and contro-

versies through which •Lenin has passed during the transition

stages of his development as a Bolshevik Socialist. Here it will

only be possible to give the briefest outline of a political thesis

which to-day has taken its practical form in the Soviet system

of government and in the dictatorship of the proletariat.

The chief planks of this political programme are taken straight

from Marx, but the Marxism of Lenin is a revolutionary Marxism

and is sharply to l>e contrasted with the evolutionary Marxism

of the Bevisionists. Indeed, Lenin claims that he himself and

his adherents are the only genuine Marxian Socialists, and that

the Kautskys, the Bernsteins, and all the non-Bolshevik Marxians

have betrayed Karl Marx and with him the whole cause of

Socialism. In Socialism there is only one god—Marx—and Lenin

is his prophet. Like Marx, Lenin bases his whole political doc-

trine on the belief that “capital is a mightier and more terrible

power than political despotism,” and by a further development of

this argument lie reasons that a capitalist democracy with all its

shibboleths of freedom and of government by the majority is a

greater danger to the proletariat than a reactionary autocracy,

^t was this conviction which formed the chief reason for his long-

standing quarrel with the 'Mensheviks, who were prepared to

concede to the bourgeoisie at least a temporary recognition of

their right to existence. Lenin, on the other hand, maintained

that a Liberal revolution in Bussia would strengthen rather than

weedEen the ^oinination of capital, an^ for that reason he was
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tot^y opposed to any form of cooperation with^tbe bonrgeeiBie,

however democratic or advanced it might be. He believed, and
firmly cbelieves to-day, not only that there can be no Socialist

State without the universal destruction of capital, but that capital

can only be destroyed by force. In his opinion no greater fallacy

exists than that universal suffrage in a capitalist State is eW^
“capable of expressing the will of the majority of the people or

. of giving political effect to that will.” Hence his violent con-

troversy with the constitutional Socialists whom he has attacked

with a bitterness far exceeding his persecution of the reaction-

aries. All his hopes are based on the proletariat, and, accepting

the Marxian contention that the State is merely a weapon in the

hands of the controlling class for the suppression of the expro-

priated class, he approves the dictatorship of the proletariat as

a temporary weapon for the destruction of the controUing class

until such time as all class distinctions have been destroyed and
all form of State becomes unnecessary. The transition stage

from capitalism to communism can only be accomplished by force,

and then only if the social revolution be universal and not con-

fined to one country. ** Outside civil war for Socialism there iSf

no possibility of progress in Europe ”
THis belief underlies every-

thing that Ijenin has written, and there is ho real evidence avail-

able to-day to show that he has ever abandoned that belief.

Until the outbreak of the Great War Lenin was regarded by
most of the leading European Socialists essentially as a wild

Utopian dreamer. As 5!Iinovieff, his chief lieutenant in exile,

writes :
“We must admit quite openly that the representatives

of Russian Internationalism were regarded then as a band of

emigrants, separated from the masses and in no way representing

any considerable number of the working classes.” The war, how-
ever, made a great change in Lenin's position. From the
beginning he foresaw with remarkable clearness that pathological

state of unrest which was to be the inevitable result of a struggle

of this titanic nature. His dream of world-revolution, if formerly
only a dream, became at once a practicable reality. To give a
definite form to that vague and unformed spirit qf revolt, which
the war was developing daily amongst the masses, became at once
the main object of his life. Unlike the majority of the Socialists,

he took no side in the great conflict. To Lenin the war was a
capitalist, and imperialist war in whwh both sides were equally^

guilty. “The whole economic and diplomatic history of the past

ten years shows that both groups of the combatant nations have
systematically prepared for a war of this kind. The qriestioh as
to who struck the first blow or who ’first ’declared war has ho
importance in defining the tactics of the Socialists. Phrases abopt
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the defence o{ one’s ftftherlandi about resistance to hostile

inyanon, about a war to end war, etc., are merely forms of

deception of the masses employed by both sides.” Thp prole-

tariat knows no fatherland. Starting with these premises, Lenin

set himself to work for the defeat of his own country, and also

the same time to undermine in all countries the position of the

Socialist-traitors, the Socialist-pacifiefts, and th^ Socialist-com-

j>romiser6 ; in a word, of all those Socialists who, by supporting

the war or by tacitly acquiescing with it, were poispning the mind
of the ^oletariat, and who refused to work immediately and

actively for a revolution in their own country. Work in this last

direction Lenin regarded not only as the sacred duty of every ^

Socialist, but as “the only work deserving the name of Socialist.”

Lenin’s great advantage lay in the simplicity of his programme.

While other Socialists were hesitating between Internationalism

and Patriotism, discussing formulas of self-determination and
*

peace without annexations, or embracing eagerly schemes for a

League of Nations and universal disarmament, Lenin went

steadily forward witt his militant programme of violent and

^catastrophic revolution. The attitude of the patriotic Socialists

did not worry him greatly. He foresaw that the inevitable war-

weariness amongst* the masses would gradually undermine the

position of the Hyndmans and the John Wards in all countries.

It was precisely against the so-called Socialist-pacifists of the type

*of Bamsay Macdonald and Kautsky, the advocates of the League

of Nations and of disarmament, that the full force of his invec-

tive w'as directed. “In all the leading countries,” be writes, “two

currents of Socialist opportunism (every Socialist who is not a

Bolshevik is an opportunist) are noticeable : first, the open,

cynical, and therefore less dangerous social-imperialism of Mes-

sieurs les Plechanoffs, Scheidemanns, Legins, Albert Thomas’,

Vanderveldes, Hyndmans, Hendersons, etc. ; and, secondly, the

covert Kautskian social-imperialism of Kautsky, Haase and the

Social-Democratic Party in Germany ; of Longuet, Pressmann,

Mayeras and others in France ; of Bamsay Macdonald and other

leaders of theJ.L.P. in England ; of Martoff, Tcheidze and others

in BusSia; arid of Treves and the other so-called Left reformers

in Italy. ... Of these the covert opportunists, the Kau'tskians,

are far mose dangerous and harmful to the working-class move-

ment, because ibey disguise their support of their union with the

*
first group by means of specious Marxian phrases and pacifist

: folihulsB.” * These opportunists are to be the object of “the same

merciless struggle as the Black Hundred and the bourgeoisie,”

To Lenin himsell these questions of democratic peace, Leagues

of Nations, and universal disarmament presented no difficulty.
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Each one of these questions implied in itself some form of com-

promise with capital. To Lenin there can he no compromise

with a capitalist democracy. The bourgeoisie must be dfe^royed

and no* bolstered up with democratic catch-words. “One of the

forms of deceiving the working class,” he writes, “is pacifism and

the abstract gospel of peace. . . . Peace propaganda, unaccom-

panied by a cull to revolutionary action by the masses, can onfy

sow illusions, debauch the proletariat with feelings of trust in the

humaneness of the bourgeoisie, and make them a plaything in the

hands of secret diplomacy.” Under capital peace is a .phantom
’

illusion which can never be realised until capital is destroyed.

I’hose Socialists, who preach peace without at the same time

advocating catastrophic revolution, are either “conscious or un-

conscious lackeys of the bourgeoisie.”

The same argument is used against the League of Nations,

which is rejected by Lenin as a false formula for Socialists : first,

because, when communism has triumphed everywhere, a League
of Nations will be superfluous ; and, secondly, because *a League
of Nations under capital implies inevitably a League of capitalist

States against the Socialist States. “A freh League of Nations,”

he concludes, “is impossible without a more or less long and

obstinate struggle between the Socialist republics and the other

Governments.”

His views on disarmament are expressed even more forcibly.

After describing the formula of disarmament as the invention of

those Socialists who are frightened alike by the horrors of

imperialist wars and of civil wars, or who, as Bucharin puts it,

“fear like fire the armed struggle which alone can decide the

question,” Lenin goes on to say : “Disarmament is a Socialist

ideal. In the Socialist society there will be no wars, therefore

let us disarm. But he is ru> Socialist who expects the realisation

of Socialism outside social-revolution and the dictatorship of the

proletariat. A dictatorship is a governing power w-hich operates

directly on force. Force in the twentieth century consists not

in fists and sticks, but in troops. To put disarmament into oneU
programme is tantamount to saying : We are against the employ-
ment of arms. In this there is not a grain of Man[iBm. It is as

though we were to say : We are against the use of force !
” He

therefore advises the young proletarian to learn the use of arms.

“You will be given a rifle,” he writes. “Take it, and learn well

your task, as a soldier. Military science is necessary for the pro-

letariat—^not in order to shoot down your brothers, the working

men of other countries, as the traitors of Socialism advise you to

do, but in order to fight against the bourgeoisie of your own
country, to put an end to exploitation, poverty, and wars, not by
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means of good intentions, but by means of a victory over*the

bourgeoisie and its disarmament. Civil war and not civil peace—
that i%olir watchword.’*

•

Although Leninas programme is essentially a militant one, this

mtist not be regarded as a conclusive proof that he Is preparing a

military machine to enforce Bolshevism in other countries. He
bblieves implicitly that world-revolution on Bolsbevik* lines is

illisyitable* and that to-day it is almost within sight in every

country. He believes, too, that this revolution can only be

accomplished by armed force and by the same methods as the

Bolsheviks themselves employ. But while he spares no effort to

popularise these methods in other countries and to denounce those

Socialists who disapprove of these methods; while, too, be has

created in opposition to the second International a third Inter-

national of his own which is committed to his programme of

violent civil war, he certainly does not entertain any idea of

embarking on. a campaign of revolutionary conquest in other

countries, although in his programme he does not exclude the

possibility of extending %rmed help to the struggling proletariat

abroad. He believes profoundly, ho^^ er, in the international

proletariat, but, if^the masses in other countries fail him, he is

not so rash as to suppose that in that event military action on his

part can remedy matters. Time, he believes, is on his side. Ho
can afford to be patient. Lenin, indeed, in spite of being so

doctrinaire, is astute and far-seeing politician who has fre-

quently to exercise a much-needed restraint over the revolutionary

exuberance of his more impatient colleagues. He is the Fabius

Cunctator of the Bolsheviks, the supreme prophet, to use his

own expression, of “tacking and tacking again.” And just as

•during thef !5fest-Litovsk negotiations he counselled peace with

Germany~a peace which, he carefully explained to his followers,

was to be only a breathing-space, so to-day, and indeed for months

• past, he has advocated peace with the Entente.

W^Jiat exactly. lies behind this peace offer it is difficult to say.

Conditions in Eussia have changed enormously since the days of

Brest-Litovsk, and it is possible that force of circumstances has

compelled Lenin to modify many of his theories. In spite of the

apparent strength of his military position, it may even be that he

iEf already conscious of the economic failure of Bolshevism, and

that his peace«offer is the outcome of that failure and of a genuine

desire to save at least some part of the revolution. It is more

probable^ however, that, as on all previous occasions where he

has been fordbd to compromise with the bourgeoisie, Lenin
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reg;aj:ds peace with the Allies merely in the light of a temporary

expedient to tide him over a difficult period.

In lony case, however, it is impossible ,to close one’s 'eyes to

the fact that the policy of negotiation with the Soviet Government
may soon become a necessity. What is of real importance is that

those people in this country who are not genuine advocates» of

Bolshevism, but who are yet ardent supporters of a peace policy

with the Bolsheviks, should realise clearly the dangers whi/7h

such a policy involves. Many people outside Bussia are ledJo
support this policy by a genuine conviction that peade between

the Allies and the Soviet Government will bring peace to Kussia.

This belief is almost certainly erroneous. Even if the raising of

the blockade and the complete withdrawal of all Allied support,

l>oth moral and financial, were to lead to the collapse of Denikin

and Kolchak, it is practically certain that neither the Mensheviks

nof the Social-revolutionaries would recognise any agreement con-

cluded between the Bolsheviks and the outside worl/1. Even if

both these parties are for the moment under an eclipse, it would

be rash to presume that their influence .has finally disappeared.

Indeed, the Social-revolutionaries, even at the present moment,
are giving proofs of their activity in the numerous movements
which have so gravely disturbed the into'nal administration of

the Kolchak Government in Siberia. Once their fear of Kolchak

and Denikin was removed, it may be assumed that all the anti-

Bolshevik Socialists would unite in a partisan war .against the

Bolsheviks.

This argument is not to be considered as an afgument against

the policy of negotiation. There is, indeed, something to be said

for the theory that Bolshevism thrives on outside aggression in

that this enables the Bolshevists to lay all the blame of their

economic failure on the blockade and on the hostile activity of

the Allies, and that once this aggression were removed 'Bolshevism'

would die a natural death. What must be clearly recognised is

the fact that both by the Entente Governments and by the Lenin

Government any peace concluded by the two parties must'

inevitably be regarded in the light of a pis-aller. To neither side

does it present any real solution of the Bussian problem. " By Ijenin

it would be announced to the masses as a triumph over* Denikin

and Kolchak in particular and over the world-bourgeoisie in

general. At the same time he would realise that, if his doctrine

of force and of the dictatorship of the proletariat is not supported

by the masses in other countries, peace* with the*^ outside world

might easily involve the failure of communism and the renuncia-

tion of most of those principles which be .has advocated so con*

sistently for the past fifteen years. X«



BB5IND THE SCENES AT BJOBKOE AND AFTEB.

By Alexander Ibwolsky.*

I.

The publication of the secret treaty between the Tsar and the

dFerman Emperor by the Bussian il^volutionary Gtovernment in

i917, together with the telegraphic correspondence exchanged

by the two sovereigns, has given rise to many controversies and

a copious literature. Some of the books and newspaper articles

in which it has been discussed are clearly partisan in their nature

and charge Emperor Nicholas unjustly with being guilty of the

most heinous of crimes : that of betraying his ally, France

;

others, written in a more equitable spirit, are necessarily incom-

plete, and fail of convincing because the author did not have

access to the original documents.

The treaty of Bjorkoe was signed the year before I assumed

tjje direction of the foreign policy of my country, so I played no

immediate rdle in that qpisode, but in my capacity as Minister

of Foreign Alfairs I-was enabled to inform myself minutely of

, all the facts beariijg upon it. I am convinced that I should fall

short of my plain duty towards the unfortunate sovereign whom
I served Sor so many years, and whose good qualities, aS well

as whose weaknesses, I recognise, if I did not contribute my,

testimony to a discussion that has been unduly confused by

polemics.

The international situation, in the spring of 1905, presented an

aspect that was peculiarly complex and even threatening. The

unfortunate war with Japan not only had resulted in the enfeeble-

ment of Bussia, but had shaken the whole edifice of European

politics. This political system, for a long period, had been based

upon an equilibrium of forces, notoriously unstable : a dual

alliance between Bussia and France, counter-balanced by the

triple alliance between Germany, Austria-Hungary and Italy.

The immediate md natural effect of the enfeebling of Bussia by

the war and, more still, by the revolutionary movement provoked

by her military defeats, had affected dangerously the dual alliance.

It was realised in Paris as well as in Dondon that the balance

o? power could not be re-established unless England should

reDounce her traditional policy of “splendid isolation and

develop a very inuch closer understanding with France. An

Impcurtant step in thiq direction had been taken, under the special

(1) Ex-Miiiifeter of Foreign AfbiiB in Busito, and before and dnring the war,

the overthrow of the Mcmarohy, BoHdan Aidba«ador at Pane.
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in^iratioD of King Edward VH., by the Anglo-French agree-

ment regarding Egypt and Morocco in 1904. This agreement

developed rapidly and soon took the form of a veritable Entente

Cordiale. During the Eusso-Japanese War this entente made

itself felt in the most efficacious manner by helping towards a

peaceful solution of the quarrel between Bussia and England,

which arose Vrom the Dogger Bank incident and threatened to

end in an armed conflict.*

(1) Tho Dogccr Bnnk incident took place on the night of the of OctoWr,

1904, when Admiral Bojdestvensky’s fleet, en route for tho Par East, was crossing

the North Sea. Falling in with a flotilla of Hall fishermen, and belie\dng that

ho was surrounded by Japanese destroyers, whose presence in those waters

had been rc^ported by the Kussian Biirean of Information, the admiral opened

firo. An English trawler was sunk and several others were seriously damaged*

One of tho Bussian cruisers, the Aurore, was also hit. Admiral Bojdestvcnsky

surely must have recognised his blunder tho next morning, but none the less

ho continiu'd his voyage without stopping, and persisted in his version of a

Japanese attack. This incident aroivtod the liveliest indignation in England

and eaino near provoking a rupture with Bussia. Being at thatWiime Minister

at Coptinbngon, I was naturally the first to be informed as to the truth of what
had taken place in tho North Sea. A few days before, I had yisited the fleet

during its passage through the Grand Belt, and 1 could see that tho admiral
and many of his officers wore in a state of nervous excitement over tho report

that had reached them, to the effect that dosttoyers had been dispatched by
Japan to European waters. This report emanated•from an individual who
colkKl himself Karting, but whose real name was Landesen, a former anarchist
who had come into tho service of tho Bussian Police and who Inter became
notorioiis as chitJ of the Bussian Secr?>t Police in Paris. Ho had como to Copen-
hagen several times and communicated to mo his reports on tho svrbject of the
presence of Japanese destroy«jrs in the vicinity. Being distrustful of him,
I mode my own investigations and was soon convinced of the fanciful nature
of his infoiTnation, tho sole object of which was to extort huge sums of money
from the Bussian Government. I believed it to be roy duty to inform whom
it might concern in Bussia, but my warning was imheoded. For my part, I
perceived a danger for our fleet, not from Japanese destroyers, but because of
its hasty and defective preparation, which rendered its passage through the
Grand Bolt very hazardous. I obtained from the Danish Government not
only the help of its be.st pilots, but also the presonoe of its gunbaats, which were'
stationed so as to indicate the dangerous xx>ints throughout tho pntire length
of the straits. The pass^ of tho Grand Belt was thus ef^ctod without confusion
or accident, but immediately after emoxging from the straits an incident ensued
which, happily, entaUed no serious consequences. The admiral, righting frame
Norwegian cargo boats, mistook them for Japanese destroyers and fired several
shots, without, however, reaching them. I was therefore hut littla astonished
when I learned what hod taken place a little later in the North Sea. Some ti-mai

afterwards I obtained tho testimony of an eye-vritness, a Danirii bandmaster
who accompanied the admiral, and who, after leaving the fleet at Tangier,
had come back to Copenhagen. I reported his testimony to my Government,
which lefiised to believe it and continued to give credit, against all the evidence,
to tho version of Admiral Rojdestvensky. •

Finally, the French Government, profiting by its* close relationB with Russia
as well M England, interposed its good offioes, which led to the formation, in
conformity with the Hague Convention of 1899, of an^investigating
composed of French, Amerioan and Austriati delegates, who met at Paris
under the presidency of Admiral Fournier. The very able r^oit of this com-
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,
pa the other band, the German Emperor, who had done ey^ry-

tihing in his j^wer to encourage the Tsar in his policy of adventure

in tl^*Far East, now profited by every occasion to poisen the
relations between Eussia and England. The ruler of Germany
had long nourished a plan for isolating England and regrouping

th^ European Powers so as to form an anti-English league on the
Continent. A similar grouping had been effected temporarily

iu 1895, when Euscda, France and Germany joined in presenting

aj;^ ultimatum to Japan affcer the treaty of Simonoseki. Emperor
William \fas the soul of this hybrid combination, in which France
only joined half-heartedly, Eussia more or less unconsciously, and
from which England prudently withheld. This combination had
only a short life, but, nevertheless, it produced abominable results,

for to it may be ascribed the initial causes of the troubles which
took place in the Far East in 1900 and, in consequence, of the

subsequent conflict between Eussia and Japan.

In fact, ^fter having set on foot a diplomatic procedure which

evicted Japan from the continent of Asia, the German Emperor
himself took- forcible possession of Jiiao-Chiau and encouraged the

Tsar to seize the peninsula of Liao-Tong, with Port Arthur, which

had just been torn from the grasp of Japan. This action, essen-

tially immoral in itfeelf, excited bitter resentment on the part

of the Chinese as* well as the Japanese. In China it was the

point of departure of the Boxer movement, whicl) brought the

forces of- the Powers to Pekin and served as a pretext for the

occupation by Eussia of a part of Manchuria. In Japan it

heightened thd feeling of anger against Eussia for having aided

in depriving the Japanese of the fruit of their victories. Later,

it was again due to the impulsion of Emperor William that the

Tsar engaged in political activity in the Far East; in this con-

nection the famous telegram may be recalled to mind, in which
the Kaiser, after an interview off Eeval, saluted Emperor Nicholas

with the pompous, but all too illusory, title of “Admiral of the

Pacific.” Most characteristic of the methods of William II. is

the fact that, at the same moment when he was pushing the Tsar

inter difficulties with Japan, he was doing his very best to further

the est^blishiflent of the Anglo-Japanese alliance, which

strengthened Japan and increased the chances of a conflict with

Eussia ; the posthumous papers of Count Hayashi, signer of the

iguBsion, while verifying the error ooxnxnLtted by Admiral BojdesivenRky, rocog-

niaed hia good faith and exonerated him from all blame as far as concerned liis

duty to humaiflty. Russia agreed, with good-will, to pay indemnity for the

damage caused. It may safely be said that, thanks to the amicable character

infused by France into the labours of the comnussion, this painfal difficulty

was settl^.not only without further embittering the relations between Russia

and England, but in a manner preduposing the two nations towa^s greater

friendship in tl|e future.
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of friendship and friendly mediation. France, as I hear from Japan, is

already infdnned of these plans and, of course, a party to this arrangement,

taking, as usual in the new entente cordtaZe, the side of England. {They are

going io offer you a bit of Persia as compensation, of course far fr^ the

shore of the Gulf—ga va eane dire—^which England mcans*to annex herself,

fearing you might get access to the warm sea, which you must by right, as

Persia is bound to fall under liussian control and government. This wqpld

give either a splendid commercial opening, which England wants to debar

you from. Probably your diplomatists will have reported all this to you

before, but I thought, nevertheless, it my duty to inform you all I kndV,

all of winch aro authentic, serious news from absolutely trustworthy souroes.

Lansdowno's ^’ords are authentic, too. So you see the fuitire of your

army is brightened u)) and you will soon bo able to turn the tables upon the

enemy. May God grant you f«jll success, while I continue to watch every-

where for you. Best love to Alice. “Willt."

In this telegram the Germaa Emperor is seen to be not merely

inciting the Tsar against England, but even suggesting doubt

as to the loyalty of France. Other telegrams reveal similar

attempts in that direction. In one he denounces % pretended

})lan on the part of England and France “to revive the old

Crimean coinbinatiou “
; in another he accuses Fftince of having

“clearly abandoned Russia throughout the war, while Germany
has aided Russia in every way possible*’

The telegraphic correspondence betweeir the two sovereigns

enables one to follow, almost from day to (hiy, the progress of*

Emperor William’s efforts to win over the Tsar to his project of

a confinental league against England. The unfavourable turn

in. the events of the war caused Nicholas II. to be all the more
receptive to the ideas of his cousin, who took advantage of the

situation to show his cards more plainly, to the extent of pro-

{wsing a treaty between Russia, Germany and France, destined

“to put an end to English and Japanese insolence.”

But at the very moment when the Kaiser thought he had
attained his object a serious difference arose betw^eea Ihem : the*

German Emperor insisted upon an immediate signing of the

treaty by Russia without the knowledge of France, which was
to be invited to join afterwards; the Tsar ^wsitively refused his

assent to such a proceeding, repugnant to his feeling of loyalty

to France as well as to his good sense. The folfowung telegram,
ad(h*essed by him to the German Emperor on November 23rd,

root, gives proof of the Tsar’s sentiments

“Before r ^ning the proposed treaty, I think it would be proper to subnet
it to France ; long as it remains unsigned ©ne can make certain modifilca*

tions of details in the text, while, if already approved by us both, it will seem
as if we tried to enforce the treaty on France. In this case A failure might
easily happen. Therefore I ask your agreement to acquaint the Government
of France with this project, and, upon getting their answer, shall at o5ce let

you know by telegraph.*’
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Now it was precisely the scheme of “enforcing the treaty on
Prance “ th^t the Kaiser had in mind, so he hastened to reply to

Emperor Nicholas by the following telegram, which I scannot

refmin from quoting in extenso for the reason that, from the
first line to the last, it strikes me as being so thoroughly charac-

teristic :

—

“Best thanks lor telogram. You have given me new proof of your perfect
hy deciding not to inform France without my agreement. Neverthe-

lera it is my firm conviction it would bo absolutely dangerous to inform
France before we both signed the treaty. It would have an effect diametric-
ally opposed to our wishes. It is only the absolute, sure knowledge that wo
are both bound by the treaty to lend each other mutual help that will bring
France to press upon England to remain quiet and keep the peace, for fear of
France’s position being jeopardised. Should, however, France know that a
Biissian-German treaty is only projected, but still unsigned, she will

immediatdy give short notice to her friend—if not secret ally—England, with
whom she is bound by entente eordialc^ and inform her immediately. The
outcome of such information would doubtless be the instantaneous attack by
the two allied Powers, England and Japan,, on Germany in Europe as well as

in Asia. The enormous maritime supremacy woiild soon make short work of

my small fleet,
^
and Germany would be temporarily crippled.

“ This would upset the scales of the equilibrium of the world to our mutual
hdi'm and, later on, when you begin your peace negotiations, throw you alone

on the tender mercies of Japdn and her jubilant, overwhelming friends. It

was my special wish, and, as I understo^, your intimtion too, to maintain
.and strengthen this ciidangered equilibrium of the world through expressly

the agreement between Russia, Germany and France. That is only possible

if your treaty becomes fact before and if we arc perfectly d*accord under any
form. A previous information of France will lead to catastrophe.

“Should you, notwithstanding, think it impossible for you to conclude a
treaty with me wiifhout the previous consent of France, then it would bo a far

safer alternative to abstain from concluding any treaty at all. Of course, I

shall be as absolutely silent about our pourparlers as you will bo; in the same
itaianner as you have only informed Lamsdorff; i so I have only spoken to

Billow, who guaranteed absolute secrecy. Our mutual relations and feelings

would remain unchanged as before, and T shall go on trying to make myself

useful to you as far as my safety will permit. Your agreement of neutrality

was communicated to mo by the Emperor of Austria, and I thank you for

your telegram doing the same. I think it very sensible and it has my fullest

approval. Best love.”

Th^se arguments were not successful in overcoming the

objections •of Emperor Nicholas, and, in the month of December,
the proposed treaty appeared to be definitely abandoned. We
theft see the Kaiser renewing in another direction his efforts to

bring the Tsar into an alliance. At that time England was
cahsing difficulties in the sppply of English coal for the Kussian
Fleet, and the German Emperor took advantage of this oppor-

tunity to offer Bussia the assistance of the German merchant

(1) The truth is that Count Lamsdorfif, Russian Minister of Foreign Affairs,

was not kept informed by Emperor Nicholas with regard to the projected treaty.
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marine, and obtained in exchange a declaration^from -the Bussian

Government that “Bussia considers herself bound to sustain

Gern^ny by every means in her power in connection' vjfith any
difficulties that may arise frond having delivered coal ^ the

Bussian Fleet during the present war.”

This amounted almost to a treaty of alliance, but it w'as

regarded as merely a half-success by Emperor William, who, alter

letting several months pass without renewing his efforts, finally

decided, toward the end of the summer of 190i5, to try a mas&r-
st.roke. If, he had not been able to convince the Tgar throfigh

coiTespondence, he told himself, he could gain his end by getting

into personal contact with his cousin. In this he planned most
cleverly, for whenever the tviro sovereigns were together, the

impetuous personality of the German Emperor had always

dominated the weaker and more refined nature of Nicholas II.,

who, for his part, was quite conscious of this inequality and dis-

trusted his jx)wers of resistance to the shock of his cousin's fiery

eloquence. On several occasions I have noticed the^nervousness

with which the Tsar contemplated an approaching interview with
him, a sort of dread that did not pass until their meeting had
terminated. It is easy to understand,^ therefore, why the kaiser
resolved to make an unexpected visit to Emperor Nicholas.

On account of the difficulties es'iting betw'ecn Sweden and
Norw'ay that year, the German Emperor had given up his usual
voyage to the Norw^egian fjords and was cruising in the Baltic,

off the Swedish coast. At the same time the Tsar had betaken
himself to the waters of the Finland. Archijielago, near Viborg,
seeking rest after the emotions and fatigue of that anxious
summer in Bussia. On July 23rd the world was surprised by
the unlooked-for appearance of the Kaiser, on board the Hohen-
zoUem, in the roads of Bjorkoe, where the Tsar’s yacht, Pole
Star^ was anchored at the time. There ji was that* the famoufl
interview took place and the secret treaty was signed that has
aroused such widespread interest and comment since its disclosure
by the Bussian Bevolutionary Government.

It has been proved beyond all doubt that the Bjorkoe inter-

view W'as adroitly brought about by Emperor.William, in spite
of the claims of the German Press, inspired by the Wilhelm-
strasse, attributing the initiative to the Tsar. The telegraphic
correspondence between the sovereigns of itself is sufficient to
establish the truth, but there are these other circumstancee to
be taken into account, namely, that the German*Emperor knew
very well that the Tsar had only his family and personal entourage
at Bjorkoe ; that Count Lamsdorff , whpse opposition he had
good reason to fear, was not included in his sovereign’s suite

:
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it was imperatiYc; to forestall his being summoned from St.

Petersburg, ox^y a few hours away. Finally, when proposing in

his teleg<ram8 to visit the Tsar, the Kaiser imposed the utmost

secrec^as to his project, and the secret was so well guarded that

no one on board the HohenzoUem, nor in dermany, and still less

in Bussia, knew a word of it until the last moment. In a tele-

gram, dated July 21st, the Kaiser expressed himself*as rejoicing

in the prospect of seeing what a face his hosts would make wher^

he appeared in view of the Pole Star. “A fine lavlsy—tableau

!

he added at*the close of the telegram.

Following is the text of the secret treaty signed at Bjorkoe,

as it was found by the Bussian Bevolutionary Government in the

archives of Tsarskoie-S^lo and published simultaneously with the

telegraphic correspondence exchanged between the two Emperors

before and after its signature :

—

Their Imperial Majesties, the Emperor of all the Bussias, of the one

part, and the Emperor of Germany, of the other part, with the object of
* assuring the peace of Europe, have agreed upon the following points of the

treaty hereinafter related, with reference to a defensive alliance :

—

"Article I. If any European State shall attack cither of the two Empires,

the Allied party engages to aid his co-contractor with all his forces on land

and on sea. *

“Article II. The high contracting parties agree not to conclude a separate

peace with any enemy whatsoever.

"Article III. The present treaty shall bo in force from the moment of

the conclusion of peace between Bussia and lapan, and may only bo canceUed

by a yearns previous notice.

"Article IV. When this treaty goes into effect, Bussia will take the

necessary steps to make its terms known to France and invite her to subscribe

to it as an ally.

" (Signed) Nichoiwis.

WiLI/UM."

The publication, in August, 1917, of the secret treaty of

Bjorkoe produced great excitement in France and in England

;

there was a tendency in the Press of both countries to qualify it,

as far as the Tsar was concerned, as an act of bad faith—even

tleasdn, if you like, to his ally France. Although this interpre-

tation -did not tally with the text of the treaty, nor with the

circumstances in \^ich it was signed, it was warranted, in a way,

by an article of a Bussian journalist which bad appeared some

little time before the publication of the secret documents found

at Tsarskoie<S41o. In that article he related certain disclosures

which had been made to him.on the same subject by Count Witte,

whose intimate *friend he represented himself to be.

Here is what Count Witte is described as having said to the

aforesaid journalist, ‘after swearing him to secrecy for the period

of that statesman's life
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Within a few dayn after 1 had entered upon my duties as President of the

Coiineil, the Minister of P'orei^n Affairs notified mo that he desired ’to confer

with me upon an affair of state of the highest importance. * It was then that

I ledrned from l»im of the existence of a treaty of offensive and defensive

alliance between tho tw'o Emperors. I w'as astonished and shocked by the

knowledge of this secret document, which I deemed contrary to all the rules

of {Ktlilical equity, of governmental honesty and to all permissible forms of

conduct. Afjttinst what country was an offensive meditated? Wh8 had

E
ntersigiHid tho treaty? Against whom? Evidently against France, which
ays had been an dlijeet of William's cupidity; against the same F^noe
JSC 'pt.oplo had comduded an alliance with us in tho interest of _ their

safety.”

This declaration of Count Witte, if it was really made in the

words above quoted, is not only inexaet as to material facts, but

it contains a statement that he must have known to bo quite

false. As will appear later, Count Witte had knowledge of th^

treaty of Bjorkoc, not for the first time when he was appointed

President of the Council, that is to say, in October, 1905, but

throe mouths earlier, immediately after his return from America

in August. This may be no more than a lapse of memory on the

part of the author of the article, but that which undoubtedly

emanates from Count Witte himself is the assertion that tho

treaty of Bjorkoe was an offensive and defensive treaUj directed

against France, the ally of Russia,

The same assertion reappeared later in the book, so remarkable

ill many respects, written by the English publicist. Dr. Dillon,

and entitled The Eclipse of Russia^ which w'as published in 1918

and contained a recital of facta communicated by Count Witte

personally to tho author, who, as is well known, enjoyed his full

confidence. Dr. Dillon, being obliged to recognise the falsity of

his friend’s statements, upon comparing them with the text of

the treaty, saves himself from the dilemma arising out of this

very evident contradiction by explaining that Count Witte’s

memory was not alw^ays to be relied upon during the last years

of his life, and that he was oppressed by the danger -of the treaty

being construed as a move hostile to France.

The truth is, I regret to say, that it is not a question of weak
memory on the part of Count Witte, but that in this case as on
other occasions he misrepresented the facts bn account of the

deep-seated dislike which he felt toward Emperor Nicholas, a

feeling which, in his later years, developed into a veritable hatred.

While endeavouring to be fair and just to the memory of C^unt
Witte, wild towered above the level of ordinary men, not merely

by his great qualities, but even in his failings, I cannot too

severely condemn such an act of posthumous revenge as he com-

mitted, not only in revealing to a journalist a^ State secret of such

tremendous importance, but still more in having accused his
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'sovereign of a criiDe of which he must have known him to be

innocent.

Now that we know the exact text of the treaty of Bjorkoe»and

the cir^mstances surrounding its signature, it is quite impossible

to sustain the accusation brought against Emperor Nicholas by

Count Witte and accepted by Dr. Dillon, as well as by some

other writers of lesser standing, of having committe*d an act of

trea^n toward France. At the time that the Eussian Eevolu-

tionary Government published the secret documents !• took' pains

to correct, as far as lay in my power, the false construction placed

upon the treaty, by communicating what 1 knew about the

subject to an editor of Le Temps, M. F. de Jessen, whose inter-

view with me was published in the issue of September 15th, 1917.

Having learned all that had taken place at Bjorkoe and having

an exact knowledge of the terms of the treaty and the contents

of the telegrams exchanged between the Emperors—a knowledge

gained, as bqfore-mentiqned, during my subsequent direction of

the Ministry of Foreign Affairs—^it was manifestly my duty to

correct an inaccurate version that not only smirched the

repqjbation of Nicholas II., but was also calculated to reflect

discredit upon all Eussia. •

I have the satisfaction of knowing that the article in Le Temps
contributed materially to enlighten the public with respect to the

rdle played by the Tsar in this affair, but inasmuch as Count

Witte’s accusation of treason has been revived with remarkable

force and talent by Dr. Dillon in his work, The Eclipse of Russia,

I cannot refrain from re-entering the debate with the more com-

petent, authentic and complete testimony that my former office

as the Emperor’s Minister of Foreign Affairs enables me to

contribute.

It is necessary, in the first pla^e, to recall the circumstances

ifl the midst* of which the Tsar found himself on the arrival of

the German Emperor, and to endeavour to reconstitute his state

of mind and feeling at that juncture. In the course of the few

months preceding the famous interview he had seen his armies

defeated by the Japanese in Manchuria; his fleet, under the

command of Admiral Eojdestvensky, had been annihilated at

Tsushima; the revolution was spreading throughout Eussia and
the absolute power of the Tsars was menaced by the masses, who
claimed the right of representation in the councils of the nation.

All this, in the eyes of Emperor Nicholas, was the consequence

of his war withf Japan, that distant Power which would never

have dared to provoke Eussia, never would have had the slightest

chance of vanquishing her on the battlefield, but for the aid of

England, the hereditary enemy who crossed Eussia's path every-
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where, in Europe as in Asia. Is it to be wondered at that, und^
such conditions, it was not difficult for the Kaiser to persuade

the Emperor of liussia to join him in his plan for a continental

coalition against England, and to serve us an iiistrumdnt for

drawing France in also? \Vc have seen, however, that after

several months of correH[xiudencc the German Emperor had^uot

succeeded iii*ovcrcoining the sentiment of loyalty which prevented

the Tsar from signing the treaty without previously havjng

secured the udhcHion of France. The moment and the place were

admirably ohoseii liy the Kaiser for triunipliing over the scruples

of his eouHtn, who was alone at Ejorkoc, defenceles.s, one may say,

against the impetuous attacks of a guest w'ho, at the end of his

three days* stay, had gained complete domination over the will

of his host,

I w’UB told by the Tsar himself tiiat the treaty was signed only

a few iniyutes before Ernx)eror Willianrs departure, after a

breakfast that took place on board the Hohemollcfn, Certain

writers have ventured to insinuate that the quality and the quan-

tity of the vine served at that rejKist had something to do with

the tronsent of Emperor !Nichola8“-a piece of vulgar gossip that

it is easy to refute when one has had-occasion, as I have, to be

often present at similar breakfasts. A like h}qx)thesis is, more-

over, superflnoiis for explaining the Kaiser’s.success, as he under-

stood too well how- to manage the Tsar without having recourse

to so brutal a j>r(x*eediug. At each interview' the Kaiser, con-

summate actor that he was, took pains to ap^)ear in a different

r6k

;

every part that he took was carefully studied in advance

and udaptixl to the ptu tieular circumstances of the place and the

moment ;
he gave his victim no time to reileet and no chance to

e.scaiHJ liis flowery eloquence and overhearing manner of argu-

ment.

When the two sovereigns, left alone, had affixed ' their signal

ttirt^s at the foot of the text wtiich had been previously prepared

by the Kaiser, tlie latter insisted that the instrument should be

countersigned. Ho had taken pains to bring with him on his

voyage a high functionary of the Department of Foreign Affairs

of the Empire, Herr von Tschirsky, w’ho afterwarids became Secre-

tary of Stale for that Department and w’hose signature could be

considered to take the place of his chief's. There being no
personage of equal rank or capacity in the Tsar’s suite, the Ger-

man Em{X!ror suggested calling upon Admiral Birileff, Busdtan

Minister of Marine, wffio happened to be on board the Pole Star

as a guest. The old sailor, entirely unversed in matters per-

taining to foreign politics, was summoned at the last moment and
did not hesitate to set his hand to a document of whose contents
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he was not even* afforded any knowledge; in fact, one of the

{)ersons in the Tsar's suite told me that, while Admiral Birileff

was writing his name at the foot of the page, the upper part

was covered by the Emperor's hand. When the Admiral was

interrogated by Count Lamsdorff afterwards, he declared that if

be ^ouid find himself in the same position a second time he

would do the same, considering that hi8«duty as an*officer of the

N^vy had obliged him to obey without questton any order given

hivx by his Sovereign Lord.

(To he continued.)



THE NORTH RUSSIAN EXPEDITION.

Now that the RuK.siiin Expedition is over it is {Kjssn>le to consider

ill some measure the of tiiiit curious adveiilurc in tho great

)>criod of history in which it has jdayed its Iniinblo part. The
outline of its- story at least is conimou property. How it began

one of t»He tiniest of those side-shows which the wfr made so

celebrated ; how it came to wield a momentous influence, perhaps

even yet hot fully appreciated, on the last phase of the struggle;

and how in tho end it developed by tho inexorable force of events

into a definite mission of sufiport from this country to one of

the jirotagonists in the great internal fight of the Russian people.

The. original expiedition has, as a fighting force, certainly

reeeivwl no more than a fair meed of admiration and fame. It

was composed of men all certified as unfit for active wvvice. It

went forth norrilnally “for garrison duty on the Nlurman coast,”

instructions which conjured up i)erhapB no more than the visbn

of a long, dreary, and very cold winte’r in huts on a bleak and

destilate shore; ‘with the tKissible mitigation of having a portion

of the British Fleet aiudiored comfortingly and watchfully

beyond.

Actually this little force penetrated hundreds of miles into a

country s<wc('ly less wild than Central Africa or liabrador, a

country' snow-clad and frozen, consisting of one vast and almost

impenetrable forest wherein for league upon league a man will

meet with no human habitation and us like as not travel over

hitherto untrodden ground. Exct‘pt for two single lines of

railway, widely separated from each other, the only means of

communication is along the rivers or in tracks across the snow.

In tliis great solitude the category men of the British Army spent

the winter; often in little gi'oups of ten, twenty, or thirty, in

isolated bloc*.khouseR with infrequent reliefs, without relaxations,

for long i>criod8 without mails or news from lioine. They had

nothing to do but to gaze out into the forest or the darkness, watch-

ing for the enemy who from time to time would creep up dressed

in wliite or plastered with snow to surprise the defence.

Not tiiut the force itself was inactive. It carried out raids and

advances, adjusting a position here, strengthening- a weak spot

there; but such w»ork mostly fell to the larger units—half bat-

talions and companies billeted in villages; it was the platoons

and sections alone on outpost duty in the forest on whom the

time hung so heavy and the strain was so great. Small wonder
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if there were cases of breakdown under such an ordeal ; and even

now and agajn disaffection among the men.

That,there were cases of this sort is undoubted. The absence

of nffiils and newspapers in particular created discontent. The
feeling to which men **up the line** are always prone, that the

fellow at the base is not “doing bis bit/’ was widespread. This

impression was on many occasions during the war ootbing but a

profound injustice, but the burden of proof lies with the men at

tlie base, and in.tliis case it Is to be feared that a severe scrutiny

could ill be borne.

Of all these circumstances the Bolsheviks did not fail to avai^

themselves. Accounts reporting, and doubtless greatly exaggerat-

ing, the labour troubles in England were disseminated amongst
the troops, and inevitably liad their effect on men whom circum-

stances had united to cast into a restless and despondent state

of mind.

It is a matter for surprise, then, not that there were a few

cases of trouble and discontent, but that on the whole this little

army of townsmen, no longer in their first youth and vigour, so

finely endured the ardours of a most difficult adventure.

*With the coming of spring, however, Generals Ironside and

Maynard were faced with a delicate situation. The fundamental

difficulty of this was the condition of their Bussian allies. The
North Bu.ssian Government was not successful. It was composed

initially of refugee {loliticians from Petrograd and Moscow, who,

having assumed the reins of government, showed themselves

unwilling to share their res{K>nsibilitic8 or win the coKiperation

of the local leaders. Its chief, M. Tebaikowsky, a man of high

integrity and held in wide esteem, but now old and broken, still

lives in the exile in which the greater part of bis life has been

spent. The Government has certainly been beset by difficulties

;

it has had pi^tically no revenues, and the luck of communication

and the means of transport have made all questions of organisation

a hundredfold more perplexing and obstinate; but it has bad

great opportunities, and it cannot be acquitted of the charge of

havipg cast them away.

The life of the inhabitants of this region centres entirely in

the village community--each community being almost self-

supporting. This fact, coupled with the existence of the

Zemstvo system, affords a fascinating field for experiment in

Ideal government. Instead of devoting themselves to the estab-

lishment as far as was po^ble of a settled state of affairs in the

Archangel government which might have won to them in loyalty

not only the people of that melancholy district, but many in other

parts of Bussia to whom tidings their policy might Have

TOL. cvn. • N.S.
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reached, the administration flouted the Zemi^tvos, trifled with

crises, nursed their own dignity, and alienated the people.
‘

Thp leading ofhcials, as with most of the officers of the Army,

were purely reactionary. They had no discoverable idea, except

to restore the old state of affairs, jwssibly in a somewhat modified

form. With the shibboleths of such a iX)licy they approach^ a

people sick t.) death of war and all that it entails, and sought

to enlist thcii- sympathy in a cause from which they were remote

and for ho|>e,s which, even should they mature, could hold nei^ier

gliiniour iKir promise fur them. *

Small wonder that their army was often disaffected and dis-

loyal, and that they themselves were drifting into the position

of pensioners of the Allied Governments.

Ji was this lack of unity and enthusiasm amongst the Eussians,

and particularly the troops, that formed the most serious problem

which the British military authorities had to confront. When
the dispatch of the Belief Ex{)edition had disposed to some extent

of the difficulties aroused by the depression rife in the original

force, and by any serious danger that w^as threatening it, they

were faced by three [lossible courses. „

Firstly, to pursue a vigorous offen/jive southwards towards

Petrozavodsk by General Maynard ;
south-eastwards with a view

to effectii;g a junction with Ivoltchak and perhaps striking a

decisive blow at the IBolshevist armies by General Ironside.

Secwidly, to remain where they were defending the province and

Government of Archangel. Thirdly, to evacuate. The first of

these courses was open to three objections :
(a) the smallness of

the British forces and the difficulty of securely guarding coni-

mnnicutions during the advance
;
(b) uncertainty with regard to

Koltchak’s {wsition—-an uncertainty later to be amply justified;

(c) the most serious of all, the danger of carrying out ambitious

operations at any moment of which heavy loss or^Ven disaster*

might overtake British troops as a result of the defeqtion of the

Russians to whom they were allied.

These objections, together with the state of public opinion at^

home, hostile both by reason of the strong labour revolt and the

general repugnance to any addition by a new nnlitary enterprise

to the sacrifices and burdens of the late war, put an extension

of the campaign out of the question. This was, of course, greatly

emphasised when the retreat of Koltchak’s right wing from Perm
destroyed i\\l hopes that had existed of^a solution in that quarts.

The attitude of public opinion in England demanded, also, that,

if the second course was to be persisted in, a precise term should

be set to the defence. It was clearly impossible that we should

go on indefinitely holding the North Russian Government’s hand
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and buttressing it Sgainst its enemies in an occupation which must

involve us in further and greater obligations by its protraction.

Equally clear was it that there could be no sincere conviction*that

the dissolution of Bolshevism was imminent, still less that a

settlement of Hussia would immediately follow it. Beyond this

loomed the consideration of the old axiom about the.dry rot that

besets any army condemned to the defensive. There remained

the» third course, which was pursued.

Ib may not be out of place to revert here for a moment to the

Kiissian troops with which we were co-operating, and* on whom
many strictures have been passed in this country and some slur

may seem to have been placed in the foregoing remarks. No
slur is intended. It seems, perhaps, unnecessary at this time of

day to protest against the use of the word “loyal” with regard

to various sections of the Bussian peoide; yet it is frequently

used not only in newspapers and common talk, but even in the

most olficial*communications. Loyal to whom? to what? Per-

sonally, to Denikin, or Koltchak, or Muller? or one of the

liundred lesser leaders of wdiom in this -country nothing is heard?

lf)litically, to Tsardom, which is destroyed? Or to constitu-

tional monarchy, which Bfissia has never had? Or to the new
democracy? To some Bussian theory as yet untried, or to some
allied principle as yet unaccepted? and, if an allied principle, to

which? To the limited monarchy of Great Britain? or to the

republicanism of France, or to the republican autocracy of the

United States? It is not quite so trivial a matter this as it first

appears ; if nothing else, the use of the word is helping to keep

the minds of millions of people in this country in confusion as

to what is happening in Bussia. It keeps alive a suspicion that

that nation could have to-morrow an orderly, democratic and
<;ivilised goyernment on Western lines, if it would abjure

Bolshevism, and abandon its flirtations with a ridiculous ideal.

This is a thousand miles from the truth, as all who have seen

anything of the Bussians will understand.

There is therefore no justification for regarding even the

mutinfius Bussian soldiers as traitors. They are for the most
part peasants of tJie North—eking out what would seem to any
Englishman an almost unendurably dark and dismal life; often

on the boundary-line between starvation and existence ; content

so Ipng as they could keep on the safe side of that boundary,

giving nothing Jbo the outside world and receiving little from it.

Their years pursue an even tenor; a short, strenuous summer
spent in providing for the long inaction of the winter, when they

lapse into a purely aniihal life, sleeping, eating, and quarrelling,

tin the snow be^s to melt once more.
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Yet even liere a germ of greater aapiratiens is not entirely

absent. The village schoolmaster or some specially intelligent

and prosperous peasant, fresh from a course at a provincial univer-

sity, will often liold a series of lectures during the winter. Thus

will be obtained scraps of information on a curious medley of

subjects. Astronomy, history, rural economy, chemistry, and* the

like, according to the taste of the lecturer or his fortune during

his course. Unhappily, these courses go neither far enough nor

deep enough to leave many permanent traces behind them. ..Yet

with the bxoad humanity of her people and her pecuRar facilities

for getting at all of them, it may well be that in the realm of

“continual” education Hussia has a great future before her.

Leading such a life, under a government to which their poverty,

their remoteness, and the sterility of their land made them of

little account, they added to their natural patience a reclusive

detachment from outside events, a philosophic resignation easily

begotten in those dwellings in the silence and mystery of these

vast solitudes and beneath their great, ever-changing sky.

For generations they had been ruled by Tsars. Well 1 the Tsars

had gone, men said never to return. Everywhere the old tiadi-

tions were shaken, the old systems htd been thrown down. So

he it. They owed allegiance to no cause or party. Indeed, what

cause or i>arty would concern itself with thein—these dwellers in

the w'ildcruess? There was talk of a thing called communism.

But had tliey not already, they demanded, a very good system?

It was true every man held his household gods, his cattle, the

yearly fruits of his labours in his own possession ; away with the

monstrous idea that anyoue else had a right to these ! But the

land, which was entirely the source of them all, was not this

redistributed every twenty years or so to meet the changing needs

of the community? What more in this respect could be desired?

There was talk of constitutions and governments, but little',

it seemed, could either affect a society so’ simple as theirs. One
thing only they asked of men, to be left in peace to sow, to

gather, and—to exist. This, however, was, in the nature <Jf

things, what the rival parties could not do. Again and again it

was a question of which party came first to % village, whether
Ivan or Gregory became a Bolshevik or a “Constitutional” con-

script. Do not let us blame them, then, if again and again Ivan
refused, when it came to the poini, to proceed to the cutting of

Gregory’^ throat, or to let Gregory have the opportunity of

shooting at him. Nor must we forget that thesd were the men
—and not the politicians, the exiled publicists or financiers who
from time to time address us on behalf of* “despairing Bussia”—
who spent three Bussian winters in the trenches; ill-fed, often
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indifferently led and cared for, with one rifle to half a dozen men,

before *the mi^ni&ent equipment of the German armied and the

violence,of the German guns.

InXace of all the perplexities and difficulties which this situa-

tion presented, General Ironside pursued a courageous course, and

what most people will agree was the only possible military policy.

The North Bussian army was a broken reed ; he sought to make
it a living thing. First be infused with some new energy and

enthusiasm the lifeless battalions that already existed- Secondly,

he endeavoired to create a new force from the numerous Bol-

shevist prisoners in the hands of the North Bussian or Allied

troops. This action was imposed on him by a twofold necessity :

that of increasing at all costs the man-power at his disposal, and

the need of revealing some clear superiority in the service of the

Allied rather than the Bolshevist armies.

This brave and far-sighted effort has not received the recog-

nition which in great measure it deserved. It failed chiefly

because the* mistake was made of including sincere Bolshevists,

commissars, etc., in the ranks of the new regiments, and these

became, of course, a corrupting and mutinous influence amongst

the rest ; and because, alsoothe Ihison between the British officers

and their commands—at all times a source of difficulty—was not

sufficiently secured.

,

What ensued is well known to everyone. All endeavour failed

to avert the disastrous mutiny of the Bussian troops at Onega

from which followed the loss of that town, not to speak of valu-

able lives ; nor did the devotion and courage of the gallant fellows

who commanded the new legion of "converted ” Bolsheviks suffice

to prevent the tragedy of Dyer’s battalion. May it be some

consolation to those who mourn them that, even in the midst of

the chivalry and high romance in which the last few years have

been so prolific, their inspiration glowing from this da^ comer

of the earth cannot fail to hold a high place in the future tradi-

tions of their country.

Some have found it easy
^
to blame General Ironside and his

subordinates for their ^are in these events : it seems less easy

to remember thab inaction would at that time not only have been

dishonourable, but was fraught with no less danger than any line

of action ; that in doing what they did, undoubtedly conscious of

the risks, they followed in the main the one course that might

haVe put t^ situation on its feet.-

After thera failures events moved quickly to their close. What
exactly were the possibilities which the Government had in view

when and after the Belief Force was dispatched will perhaps

never be known. The mutinies at Onega and Troitsa*, and the
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defeat of Koltchak, all pointed in one direction. Evacuation

became inevitable. There were, indeed, great preparations for

an offensive, urbanely called an “offensive defensive,
’J

or the

covering operations for evacuation. If this was all that was
intended it is difficult to understand why, for instance, gas

should have been imported in large quantities. Gas may or may
not be a “reasonable *’ weapon in war. It is a matter of opinion

whether it is as a weapon viler than, say, high explosive, and the

best, that is to say the most experienced, opinion is by no means
even largely affirmative on this point. But the excl*imation8 of

horror which its first employment four years ago evoked in this

country, and the stand then taken on the conditions of the Hague
Convention should have made any idea of its use, even if only

in shells, in the North liiissian campaign out of the question.

From follies and inconsistencies such as these we shall presum>

ably have no protection till the national conscience becomes
sufficiently coherent and informed to curb the cynicism of our

public men.

The first of these covering operations, the Dwina offensive in

August, certainly seemed to meet with great success. After a few

hours of somewhat faint resistance the Bolshevist defence

apjHsared to collapse, and it was commonly reported that their

whole line on that front had disappeared. The appearance of

hajf-starved animals which the Bolshevist soldiers who were

encountered, or captured, presented, certainly was not calculated

to inspire great dread of their forces in that region. Despite all

this, the enemy succeeded later in raiding Ust Vaga, several

miles within our salient (though here they retired before a quarter

of their number), and when General Sadleir Jackson’s brigade

finally withdrew down the Dwina they found the river bank north

of list Vaga occupied by the enemy, who inflicted several casual-

ties on the men in the passing barges. The offensives and with^

druwals on the Vologda and Murmansk fronts offered a less

difficult problem, backed as they were in each case by the railway.

So the expedition ended. How great were the difficulties with

which it had to contend will be readily understood. That it added

lustre to our military history can scarcely b€w claimed. There

were in it many brave men and a few able ones ; but the general

level of conduct w^as not high. To give one small instance ; the

too pre\ ideiit custom of bartering redounded little to our credit.

Under certain circumstances barter was justifiable and neees-

sary ; but the widespread disposal of ‘food and spirits—especially

spirits—^to a penurious population, under a system of exchange,

reflected on others no less than the barterer himself. It may
appear to some, to be of little good now that the expedition is
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:>ver to drag such incidents from the mud. There can, however,

an the other hand, be as little good in concealing froni ourselves

practices which are unfortunately the talk of many •others

[>esides ourselves ; though it must be freely admitted that we were
act alone offenders in this matter. In so far, then, as it was an
effort to regenerate a fallen an^ distracted neighbour the expedi-

timi has little claim to success.

But what of the future? From a political point of view no one
will impugn the expedition. It was bom of the AJlied necessity

in*1918, itiwas directed against no party in Russia, and if after its

primary task was accomplished it remained to serve those who had
shown it hospitality when it came, that was no more than the

fulfilment of a debt which the occasion demanded of our honour.

But if we regard it as an incident in our uncertain and shifting

policy towards the great problem of Russia as a whole, what
then? On this subject the nation is still divided between two
schools of thought : one claims that as Bolshevism is directed

towards establishing a world system it is the enemy of us all and
must be treated as such ; the other urges that Russia’s concerns

are a matter for her alone, and that she must deal with them as

she will.
,

If the first point of view is correct, then surely military enter-

prise was not only justifiable, it was required, and we are in

fault for ever having permitted it to collapse.

In this case nothing can excuse the lassitude or trifling which

leaves our own salvation to the counter-actions of the saner

elements in Russia. Ijong since an army to which all civilisation

should have contributed ought to have been dispatched to assist in

extirpating this. evil.

But if, on the other hand, the second opinion is correct, has our

jxilicy been wise or statesmanlike or humane? Can, indeed, this

constant srlternation between supporting factions and laisser fadre

be deemed a policy at all?

At present there is a great tendency to use Russia as a new
weapon in the class and party warfare of the Western nations.

Thq JPresB, the speeches in Parliament and elsewhere, all reveal

the taint* of party cleavage loyalty to party principles. No
one can help perceiving it. Here on one side are ranged the

financiers and capitalists—those latest bogeys—^jealous for their

privileges, fearful for the consequences that a too-revolutionary

theory may have for a field of so fair a promise. With them the

finer elemeivts of conservatism, who, whilst they mourn the

disappearance of old traditions, tremble for the effects of a

grotoi^ue adventure upon mankind. Over against them are those

whom, for want of a more comprehensive term, we may call the
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BocialiBts, uncertain whether they may not hail in the Bolshevists

simply some new a[)08tles of their creed, eager at ;all events to

champion anything which may dispel the old spirit and er.throne

the new.

Yet there are tw’o facts that are clear enough. It is to the

interest of us all to restore peace and order in Bussia with the

least delay. It is the duty of us all to do everything in our power

to accomplish this with the least ]K)Hsii)le bloodshed and misery.

The effort at, PrinkijK) failed. Is it therefore established that

all such effo/'ts must of necessity fail? It may be thah it is, but

the fact has not yet been demonstrated to the world. Is it clear

that if the blockade were raised, if ail parties were treated

impartially, if eflorts were made to re-establish intercourse and

trade, we should not thus find a settlement sooner for Russia than

by any other means, and at the same time hold in our hands a

weapon against further outbursts of atrocities?

There are those wlio will shudder at tl^e idea of treating all

parties impartially. Yet it is diflicidt to see, if this matter is

to be treated on a itussian and nut an international basis, how
we can do less. Those who make such a point of earning Russian

gratitude can scarcely hoiie to win much of it by taking sides

in a struggle in which the Russians are themselves distracted

;

and few wdll now dare to urge that Bolshevism has been imposed

by a small group of fanatics against the will of the ivhoie people.

Bolshevism is largely, and perhaps incalculably, an evil and

vicious thing, but it has a transient fascination for unfortunate

people and certain good iioints w^hich it is only folly to ignore or

deny. Nothing will aim a deadlier blow' at the evil within it than

the restoration of saner conditions in Russia. Certainly nothing

will do more than Bolshevik failure under such conditious to dis-

courage its supporters in other countries. The present situation

invests it for many with a halo of martyrdom which its destruc-

tion by a greater persecution and terror will only increase.

Every precept of the Christian faith, Humanity, our obliga-

tions to posterity, all demand that we should not rest till we
have achieved such a settlement, or proved it to be indisputably

beyond reason and hope. NotbO^g less can odemonstrate to

Russians of all parties that we desire only their welfare and pe^.
Nothing less can justify us when the judgment of history is given.

Here is a land of immeasurable resources torn by internecine

war ; can w'o who claim a foremost place in the leadership of the

world find no fitter task than to take a hand in h^ slaughter or

stand idly aloof while it proceeds?

Are we to confess that the vision of fellowship we formed

during the years of darkness has dissolved wdth the coming of day?

J. H. Mabtik.



THE LEAGUE OF NATIOilS AND ANGLO-AMERICAN
UNITY.

History repeats itself, not only because the nftture of man
changes but little with the centuries, but also because those great

political entities, which we call nations, are, as Edmund Burke
once eaid ef civilisation, that it was “a triple contract between
the noble dead, the living, and the unborn.” The living can
never wholly ignore the dead but potent members of this triple

alliance, and this is the underlying cause of America’s reaction

against the League of Nations.

It followed one of the most notable debates in the history of
the American Senate and in the forum of public opinion. For
five monthp the members of the Senate, representing on a basis

of equality the forty-eight States of the Federal Union, whose
ambassadors they are, debated the question as to the extent to

which America was prepared to part company with its traditional

policies as formulated by .the founders of the Republic, and this

debate was continued among a people numbering over one
hundred millions. ,

America’s entry into the European War was not a departure

from such policy, as is commonly supposed. The founder of the

American Republic in his farewell message clearly distinguished

between the **extraordinary emergencies” in world politics, in

which the American people ought to take a part and which amply
justify ” temporary alliances” with nations of kindred ideals and
similar interests, and the ** ordinary vicissitudes of her (Europe's)

politics or the ordinary combinations or collisions of her friend-

ships or efimities.” The Senate’s rejection of the Treaty shows

that the American people are not willing to ignore this distinc-

tion, and that the dead Washington is a more potent force in

controlling the destinies of the American people than the living

Wilson. The verdict of the Senate should not be misunderstood.

The effort to implicate America *'by artificial ties in the ordinary

combinations or collisions ” of European politics is dead' beyond

resurrection.

It is not generally remembered that this is not the first time

tfiat America has been inyited to become a member of an Euro-

pean League of Nations. Nearly a century ago, after the Peace

Conferences in Vienna of 1814 and 1815, and of Aix-la-Chapelle

in the autumn of 1818, it was attempted to form a compact

between the five piincip^ European Powers—^Austria, France,

vot. cvn.* N.s. c*
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Great Britain, Prussia, and Eussia—for thti preservation of

universal {)eace. When England, under the wis# guidance of

Lord* Cast!ereagh, (lo(‘lined to be enmeshed in this “League of

Peace,*' the Tsai' Alexander informally invited the United States

to become a member of the “Big Five,” and to Jhis end his

Foreign Minister sounded the American Minister at St. Petnsrs^

burg as to the disposition of the United States, if such an invita-

tion were formally extended to it. The matter was referred,to

the Washington (lovernment, James Monroe then being Pijesi-

dent and John Quincy Adams Secretary of State, and in a very

striking communication from the latter to the American Minister

to Eussia, under date of July 5th, 1820, the United States

declined the invitation. The reasons assigned for this course are

so pertinent to the present crisis and so prophetic as to justify

cjnotation. Among other things. Secretary Adams said :

—

political Hystcm of tlio United States ik oIbo OKRentially extra-

European. To Htaud in finn and caiitioua indepepdcnce of all ^entanglement.

In the European system, has been a cardinal point of their policy under

ev<*ry administration of their Government, and from the peace of 1788 to

this day. ... It might, ])erhaps, \m sufficient to answer that the organisa-

tion of our Government is such as iM»i to admit of our acceding formally* to

that compact. But it may bo added that* the President, approving its

general principles and thoroughly convinced of the benevolence and virtuous

motives whiob led to the conception and prt?Ridcd at the formation of this

system by the Emperor .Alexander, believes that the fJnitod Statejs will more
effectually contribute to the great and sublime objects for which it was
concluded by abstaining from a fonnal participation in it than they could as

stipulated inemhorH of it. . . . But independent of the prejudices which
have boon excited against this instrument in the public opinion, which time

and an experience of its good effects will gradually wear away, it may be

oheereed that for the repoHe of Europe as well as of America, the European
and American political system should be kept as separate and distinct from

each other as possible.'*

With the retroactive wisdom of recent months, is it not now
apparent that Secretary Adams was right in the sentence last

quoted and italicised? Can it be doubted that Europe would

have made a better and speedier peace if America had taken no
part in the Paris Conference, other than in the discussion and*

determination of such general questions of world policy as* con-

cern all nations and are not local controversies between*European

States? The American representatives in Paris—or shall I say

representstive?—preferred, without any mandate from his

countrymen, to intervene in questions like Fiume, the Si^r

Basin, Danizig, and Thrace, and has done so at a great sacrifice

of America’s good relations with ' former friends and without

rendering any real assistance to the Allies, whom it was, in good

faith, trying to serve by a well-meant, but none the less pre-

judicial, course of intermeddling.
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That this action wiU cause deep disappointment and even

greats irritation in Europe is recognised with regret by all

thoughtful Americans, and it is important that it shall not be

misinterpreted in Great Britain or France ; for it was well said

by Lord Bobert Cecil, in words that the writer can only para*

ph^se from memory, that the best hope of the world for the

preservation of a just peace lies not so much in fhe League of

^tions as in the spirit of mutual co-operation between the mem-
bei^ of the great alliance which called it into being.*

I recent^ took occasion to say, at a luncheon in* New York
to Lord Finlay, that if the formation of the League of Nations

had led to any alienation in sympathy between Great Britain and
the Cnited Btates, it would have been better that the League had
never been born, and that, on the other hand, if, as I then

anticipated, America should refuse to become a member of the

League, the great cause of peace would not be lost as long as

Great Britain, France, and the United States co-operated, not

as a formal alliance, but as a genuine entente

^

to preserve the

peace of th^ world. The Anglo-Franco-American entente is not

dcttd, even though the League of Nations be in a moribund

condition.

It IS vitally necessary that the three nations should understand

each other in this* hour of disappointed hopes and avoid any

misinterpretation of motives ; for I can only repeat what I took

occasion to say nearly a year ago at a luncheon of the Pilgrims'

Society in London :

—

“ Anglo-American unity, upon which the peace of the world so largely

rests, depends less upon the expedients of statesmen and obligations of

written treaties than upon the potent sentiment of loyalty to the great

destinies of the English-speaking race;
"

and I ventured to add an obvious truism—which, though a truism,

is too often ignored—that “the great essentials to this unity are

appreciation and understanding."

In the inevitable moral reaction from the heroic spirit of the

war, and in the disappointments of the Paris Peace Conference,

this ^mutual appreciation and understanding have unfortunately

undergone an appreciable diminution.

In an article that I contributed to the North American Review

for July, 1919, entitled “A Reply to Lord Robert Cecil," I pre-

dicted that the proposed League, without drastic reservations,

would “not secure the assent of the requisite two-thirds, or even

a majority, of* the Senate." I added that the controversy in the

United States over the question of such acceptance or rejection

was “slowly undermining the Anglo-American entente.^ Time
and the event have verified this prediction.

c* 2
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What is necessary is to salvage out of the ivreck as much as

is DOW possible. To do this it is necessary that misunderstandings

on both’ sides of the ocean should be avoided. For example, it

is believed l)y many Americans that the League of Nations was
the subtle suggestion of British Etatesinanship, whereby the great

Empire would efPccTiially dominate the destinies of civilisation.

Thoughtful Americans, however, recognise that the blunder of

attempting to create a League of Nations at a time wheb the

im|>eriitive need of the world was practical reconstruction on

economic knes, was primarily the error of the Am^ican peace

representatives, who first induced Great Britain and then virtually

forced France to accept that which the clear sanity of French
statesmanship w'as disposed to reject as both illusory and

inopportune.

It is not so generally appreciated in America, even among
thoughtful men, that the multiplied vote of the British Empire
was not desired by England so much as by its great and virtually

independent overseas dominions. Few Americans realise that

this recognition of Canada and Australia as separate international

entities is, in fact, an injury to the centralised power of England

in the control of the international c-elations of a world-wide

Empire.

It is, however, not only in America that mkapprehensions must

be corrected; for recent utterances have shown that there is a

distinct misunderstanding in Great Britain and France as to

several essential features of the present crisis. Thus, it has been

intimated by a distinguished English publicist that the action

of the Senate is a virtual “repudiation “ of America’s promises,

and it has been said in France, on very high authority, that the

action of the United States is virtually a “tearing up” of the

Treaty to which the United States is morally committed, and that

France will be slow hereafter to give any engagements of America

their face value.

These suggestions are unfortunate and most prejudicial. They
injuriously affect the political relations between the three great

liberal democracies of the world, w'hich can only rest upon a

friendly public opinion. They will intensify the optxjsition in

the United States to any further attempt to secure the assent

of the Senate to the proposed Ijeague of Nations. The American

people are not conscious of any bad faith in this matter, and this

must be clear to any fair-minded man who wdll consider the

events of the last twelve months.
' The European nations had ample and exceptional warnings that

the American peace representatives had no authority to emnmit
their country to any treaty obligations. Under the Constitution
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of the United Stsdes, there cannot be, in fact, any such thing as

an amhassadqir or peace commissioner “plenipot^tiary.” It is

true that Colonel -House, who flitted between the Chancelleries

of E&ope with an undefined and extra-Constitutional authority,

called himself the V* Commissioner Plenipotentiary of the United

States,*’ and that the chief commissioner of the United States at

the Conference was the President of the United* States; but,

wisely or unwisely, the United States, from the very beginning

of the Government, had given explicit notice to all 4he world in

its Constitution that no official, however great or illustrious, could

commit the United States to any treaty obligation, except “by
and with the advice and consent of the Senate,” and “provided

tw^o-thirds of the Senate present concur.”

The writer, when in England in the autumn of 1918, was sur-

prised to see how little this provision of the Federal Constitution

seemed to be known. If known, little practical recognition was
given to it^ Apparently no attempt was ever made by repre-

sentatives of the European Governments to ascertain whether or

not the views of the American Peace Commissioners were those

of the American people, as expressed in the final treaty-making

organ of the GovernmenWthe Senate of the United States.

I quite appreciate the difficulty and delicacy of such a question

;

but the times were •critical, delays were fatal, and it was, as it

seems to me, the part of common prudence for the Paris Con-

ference to examine with great care the credentials of all repre-

sentatives, to see whether they had unlimited or only limited

powers.

Apart from this fact, there was an even more significant warn-

ing to the Paris Conference in the Congressional elections of 1918.

President Wilson saw fit, on the eve of the general election of

November of that year, to ask his countrymen to indicate by their

votes at the polls whether or not they were prepared to give him
authority to negotiate in their behalf, with a moral obligation to

accept his conclusions. While such an authority could only be

moral and could not override the explicit provisions of the Con-

stitution—for, in America, the majority only rules within a

strictly limited sphere of power—^yet a favourable response to this

appeal for a blank power of attorney would undoubtedly have had

controlling influence in compelling the Senate to confirm any

action which the Peace Commissioners might take. In the elec-

toral controversy which followed, the opposition not only urged*

the American people to refuse this unlimited proxy to their Presi-

dent; but the discussion turned largely upon two of the once

famous “Fouiteen Points,” namely : the freedom of the seas and

the League of Nations. As to ishe former, the American people
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were opposed to any proposition to weaken tl^e effectivenoss of

the great Naval Powers of the world, of which the JLJnited* States

was ene ; and, as to the League of Nations, whDe the American

people, as 1 ventured to show in “The Beckoning,” which T pub-

lished in England shortly after the Armistice, were in favour of

a league of nations—meaning thereby the general principle of

international *co-uperatiun—yet they did not propose to commit
themselves in advance to any form of such a league; for they

realised the possibility that a league might be formed with which

they would have no sympathy, and which would imfKise obliga-

tions which the American people did not desire to assume.

. Upon these issues, the American people, by an overwhelming

majority exceeding one million votes, refused to grant the Presi-

dent an unlimited moral authority to commit them to any peace

programme, and, incidentally, thus manifested their repugnance

to some of the “Fourteen Points,” including the freedom of the

seas and any league of nations which would impair the sovereignty

of tli|^ United States. (I may say parenthetically that the Presi-

dent’s “Fourteen Points ” represented only his individual opinion,

and did not, either legally or even morally, commit the Sen^bte,

to whom the Constitution had given tlie power to accept or reject

any proix>Ked Treaty negotiated to give binding obligation to the

“Fourteen Points.”)
,

Not less significant was the well-known but too soon forgotten

fact that when, shortly thereafter. President Wilson announced

his intention to go to Paris, the announcement was met with a

storm of protest throughout all America, a protest in which his

closest advisers and his most ardent journalistic supporters joined.

It may be doubted whether the sentiment of the American people

was ever expressed with greater unanimity. No one can gainsay

the fact that President Wilson went to Paris in the teeth of

almost universal opposition in his own country £tod without

respect to party.

In this, the invincible common sense of the American people

was again manifested. From their own bitter experience, they

reasoned—even thought subconsciously—^that President Wilson’s

nebulous theories—compounded of scholastic •formalism and a

vapoury internationalism—^would only cloud the skies and muddy
the waters of the Paris Peace CJonference. Contemporaneous

judgment has only anticipated the- verdict of posterity that the

Paris Conference would have made ,a better peace if Presidfent

Wilson had not injected into an infinitely complex and surpass-

ingly difficult problem his illusory abstractions.

When he returned in February with the first draft of the

Covenant of the League, the American people agun gave notice
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to the world in an unmistakable manner that they did not favour

it, and, to *'make assurance doubly sure,” more than one-third of

the Sepate--^which had the power to defeat any treaty-^-gave

foritfal notice by the so-called ground robin'* that the proposed

Covenant would not be accepted by the American people.

Whatever the verdict of history may be as to the failure of the

European Peace Commissioners to give due consideration to the

limited character of President Wilson’s credentials when he first

went to Paris, and while it will undoubtedly recognise the great

difficulty qf any such inquiry by them at that time, ^ven though

the American people had, in the preceding November, given an

emphatic expression to their views
;
yet when more than a third

of the Senate thus formally stated to the Peace Conference that

the requisite two-thirds could not be obtained for the Covenant

as originally drafted, it will amaze posterity that in the grave

crisis which then confronted Europe, the statesmen of Europe

paid so little heed to the action of the Senate, but continued to

follow President Wilson, as the children of Hamelin followed the

Pied Piper. It is true that when the Senate gave this significant

warning of its final action, in February, 1919, the Supreme

Council, in President Wilson’s absence, did wisely conclude that

the League of Nations should be made the subject of a future

and supplemental Treaty. This was the part of wisdom and

safety, and had that policy been adhered to, there can be no

question that the Senate of the United States would have ratified

the Peace Treaty, with the exception of the Shantung clauses,

ae to which it would have contented itself with a mere disclaimer

of responsibility.

Unfortunately, on President Wilson’s return to Paris, the

European statesmen, responsive to his demand, reconsidered their

action, and again forced the Covenant back into the Treaty, and

thus again made the fatal blunder of inextricably interweaving

the Covenant with the Treaty.

Americans take a just pride in the fact that the American

Senate accepted \he challenge, and refused to permit its high

prerogative to be defeated by that which was virtually a policy

of coercion. The action of the Supreme Council in this matter,

was a fatal blunder. That was the time for the Peace Commi^

sioners to demand that President Wilson should reconcile his

pretensions of absolute power with the Constitution of the United

States and the action of a majority of the American Senate.

This will be more clear to English readers if the situation be

reversed.

Let us suppose that England had a rigid, written Constitution

which limited the power of its Government by providing that
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neither the Prime Minister nor the King, in
,

whose name the

Prime Minister acta, could make a Treaty unless twp-thirds'of the

Hous^ of Commons concurred in its wisdom. With this limita-

tion of authority, let us suppose that Mr. Lloyd George hah dis-

solved Parliament before the Peace Conference met, and had

appealed to the li^nglish electorate to give him a mandate to

negotiate a Treaty of Peace with a league of nations as an integral

part thereof, and that on this issue the English people had elected

.a House of Commons in opposition to the Prime Minister by

overwhelmiing majorities. In such an event, Lloyd George would

have resigned, fjet us suppose that he had had a fixed tenure of

power, like the iVesideni of the United States, and had thereupon

announced that he intended to proceed in person to Paris to

negotiate a Treaty ufxin the principles as to which he had vainly

appealed to the electorate for a vote of confidence.

Let us further suppose that, under these circumstances, Mr.

Lloyd George had gone to Paris, in opjxisition to general

public sentiment irres[)ective of party, and had negotiated a Treaty

with the objectionable provision, and that, during the progress of

the negotiations, more than one-third of the new House
,
of

Commons had signed a formal statement that they would not

accept the proposed league of nations in the form negotiated by

the Prime Minister. Let us imagine that Mr. Lloyd George

proceeded to negotiate th(' Treaty with the objectionable features,

and then submitted it to the House of Commons. Can anyone

question that an English House of Commons, as always jealous of

the maintenance of its Constitutional institutions, would reject a

Treaty an integral part of which had been negotiated in open

defiance to its wishes?

Finally, I ask my English readers to suppose that, under these

conditions, France and the United States accused Great Britain

of bad faith and charged them with a repudiation of their moral

obligations. Would not the English people bitterly resent the

imputation?
^

In view of these facts, how can any Englishman or Frenchman'

fairly say that the American people have acted in had faith or

have “repudiated” any obligation? The conscience of America

is so free from reproach in this respect that any intimation that

she has acted in bad faith will intensify the growing feeling in

America against any further participation in world politics; for

the one otit standing result of the long debate in the Senate has

been a swift and portentous reaction *in the American mind in

favour of the policy of isolation which, while adapted to America's

infancy, is no longer worthy of one of the master States of the

world.
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ADotber misinterpretation is not less irritating and mischievous.

Thoughtful Americans have read with surprise the repeated state-

ments.in tlie English and French Press to the effect that the

opposition to the League of Nations in the United States Senate

is a narrow and partisan one, dictated, on the one hand, by a
disposition of the Eepublican Party to play politics, and accen-

tufited by a strong personal dislike of President•Wilson and a

desire to deprive him of his laurels.

* This suggestion is as unworthy and unjust as the other sug-

ge*8tion, 89 frequently voiced by European statesmen-in congratu-

latory addresses to President Wilson, that it was his sagacious

statesmanship which led the American people into the war. The
fact is that the American people led their President into the war,

and that there was never a time, from the sinking of the

“Lusitania,” that they would not have participated in the war if

President Wilson had given any intimation of his willingness to

recommend that action. With admirable discipline they waited

for their Chief Executive to give the word of command, and finally

compelled him to give it.

It is equally unfair to suggest that the defeat by the Senate of

the Treaty is a narrow q^thibition of rancorous partisanship. It

is true that the votes in the Senate to some extent divided upon

party lines. This
^
was only so because a large majority of the

Democratic Senators felt constrained to support the President in

one of his vital policies. But not only did a considerable minority

of the Democratic Senators oppose the Treaty ; but, if it had not

been for its inevitable effect upon the next Presidential election,

it is altogether probable that a majority of the Democratic

Senators would have joined their Eepublican colleagues in reject-

ing the League of Nations. The votes taken on the amendments

and reservations and upon the final resolution of ratification do

not represent the full force of the opposition to the abandonment

of America’s traditional policy.

While it is true that, with few exceptions, the Eepublican

• Senators refused to accept the Covenant without reservations

which virtually nullified it for practical purposes, yet it is an

error to assume 4ihat it was done for partisan or personal reasons.

So far as partisan advantage was concerned, the Eepublican

Senators, when the League was first submitted, had much to gain

by accepting it ; for when the President brought the first draft of

the Covenant from Paris last February, there was an undoubted

disposition of«the American people to accept it, not because they

liked it« but beqause they were indisposed to complicate a critical

world ffltuation by rejecting that which had been done in their

name, even though they had given ample and thrice-repeated
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warnings that they did not favour the League of Nations. It

was then common opinion in the United States that the Repub-

lican party was aliiiost certain to he returned to power, in the

I’reHidential election of There were thousands of KeiAibli-

caiis of tlie tyjKJ of ex-1 'resident Taft and President Lowell, of

Harvaixl University, who warmly favoured the League of

Nations; and at that time it seemed probable that, if the Repub-

lican Senators opposed the League of Nations, it might result

in a party K(;hiHni that would lessen the probability, amounting

almost to ajnoral certainty, of their return to jwwer. <If, on Ihe

contrary, they accc])ted the League of Nations, and such action

disappointed the American people, the primary responsibility

would be that of tlie Democratic administration which negotiated

it. The Republican I'arty had much to gain and little to lose,

as it then seemed, by a [Kilicy of inaction, or tacit acquiescence in

President Wilson’s League.

From every standpoint of party advantage, tlierefore, the

Republican Senators could have ratified the Covenant of the

licague ; but upon the broadest grounds of patriotism and because

the Covenant would permanently affect the destinies of the

American people, tliey preferred to rislj a party schism to defeat

tlie project which, in entire graid faith, Ihey regarded as a menace

to the best interests of the United States, and, indeed, of the

world, which cxiuld only be injured by following this will-of-the-

wisp into the morass of disaster in wdiich civilisation now finds

itself.

Even more unworthy is the suggestion that the opposition was
actuated by a mean envy of President Wilson’s laurels or a dis-

like of his personal methods. This phase of the matter I do not

care to discuss; for all Americans feel, without regard to their

previous opinions, a deep sorrow at the physical calamity that has

Wallen the President, and they are indisposed now to express

the resentment which they once undoubtedly had as to the Resi-
dent’s attempt to force, the Covenant upon them by methods
w^hich, if they did not contradict the letter of the Constitution,,

certainly violated its spirit. Undoubtedly the attempt to defeat

the jirerogative of the Senate by interweaving the Covenant with
the Peace Treaty did accentuate the opposition ; but it is an alto-

gether different proposition to suggest that this natural resent-

ment against an extra-Constitutional method was due to any
personal dislike of Mr. Wilson. The sooner that the French tfnd

British Press, responsive to the suggestions of Prerident Wilson’s
American newspaper organs, drop this line of argument the
better; for if the American Senate bad felt that the Covenant
could be accepted in the form adopted by the Paris Conferenoe,
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they would have done so, without regard to their views with
respect to the ^President’s personality and methods. To assume
othen^se is* to impute to the American Senate—and indeed to

the*American people—^an unworthy and indeed ignoble attitude.

In attempting to interpret American public opinion I have
some reasons for my conclusions. I have just returned from a
Bjlhaking tour throughout the United States, in which I travelled

over seven thousand miles and addressed nearly thirty public

fheetings. It is difficult for anyone to interpret public opinion
in Americjp, unless he has had such an experience ; foj the country
is a vast one, and that which is true of New York is not neces-

sarily true of California. The impression made upon me in thus
mingling with thousands of my fellow countrymen throughout
the United States and covering a period of nearly three months
was that the thoughtful people of America were deeply interested

in the question, with a preponderating and swiftly increasing

majority against any participation by the United States in such
a proi)Ose5 League. As the debate progressed in the Senate, a

remarkable change of opinion took place. In some large cities,

where, in February, it was impossible to organise a meeting to

oppose the League, hve^ months later the sentiment against it

was overwhelming.

I am writing several days after the Senate has rejected the

League, and it is significant that there is little disappointment

expressed by the American Press, outside of the narrow, partisan

Press.

I have so far spoken of the thoughtful people of the country.

As to the masses, the swift reaction against further participation

in European local questions was unmistakable, in no class more
so than in that of the returning soldiers.

This last result is one of the tragic results of this misguided

attempt to create a super-State. When the Armistice was signed,

the American people had so far abandoned their former policy of

so-called ‘'splendid isolation ” that they would have approved and

welcomed a recognised entente between Great Britain, France,

Italy, and the United States. Never was the opportunity more

auspicious. Unfortunately, too much was attempted. It is now
obvious that the United States, while willing to be the helpful

friend of its sister democracies, was not disposed to be a partner

of a large number of nations, some democratic and some autocratic,

and with some of whom she had scant sympathy. The greatest

opportunity to combine Ihe liberal and kindred democracies of

the world into an effective entente has been largely wasted.

Especially deplorable is the effect of this misguided attempt

upon Anglo-American relations. The maintenance of those rela-
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lions is of more consequence than tny league of qations. It may
not be too much to say that the best hope of the worj^d rests -upon

the friendly co-operstlion of the two great divisions of the EUiglish-

speaking race.

If this great entente did not rest upon a surer foundation than

the Paris Peace Conference and the League of Nations, the

thoughtful inah could onlv despair of the future of civilisation.

Fortunately, even tlie folly of the League of Nations cannot

destroy the strong foundation u]:)on which the Anglo-Franco-

American entente now rests. That foundation consists not only

of kindred interests and ideals, which will inevitably make for

co-operation; but upon the powerful, though sentimental, fact of

the comradeship of arms. It is cemented by the blood of those

who fell in battle and now sleep in France. No temporary

differences or passing irritation can destroy the sacred blood

C/omradeship of the great alliance. The spirit that will preserve

it was never more nobly voiced than by Abraham Ijinc9ln in con-

cluding his first great Inaugural :

—

“Wo are not enemies, b«t frionds. We must not bo enemies. Though
passion may have strained, it must not break, our bonds of affection. The
mystic cliords of memory, stretching from evorj|T battlefield and patriot grave
to every living heart and hearthstone all over this broad land, will yet swell

the ohoruH of the Union, when again touched, as surely they will be, by the
hotter angels of our nature."

Jambs M. Beck.



A MAN^S PEAYER.

Tse earth cries aloud to the Heavens with the voi^e of the winds

and the seas,

fo confusion of heart through the ages, man cryeth out even as

these^

0 Lord, from the pit of this turmoil,

Give us ease

!

The Heavens are black with great clouds, and filled with the

noise of their rain,

From the uttermost parts of the earth, the heart of man cries

in pain—

0 Lord, from this travail of boitow,

Save again!

On the cliiTs and the roc^s of the sea, break the troubled waves,

and the tides,

Like foam from the shock of their strife, the life of man flickers

and dies.

0 Lord, from the death of this living,

Bid us rise I

From the barren heart of the mountain where scorn piles height

upon height

:

From dank marshes th* home of oblivion; from forests where

never is light,

0 Lord I Ifke their prayer, ours, come to thee

Through t^iis night.

All the birth of the worlds were molten, and the heart of the

world is fire

:

And the pulse of*their flame is in us, the reflection of their desire.

0 Lord ! to a place in Thy heaven,

Behold we sinful aspire.

Arthur E. Lloyd Maunsell.



THE ETHER VERSUS RELATIVITY.

A Plea for Simplicity, and a Suggestion for Expbrimeint.

The meritorioiis effort of Mr. Denton, of the Northampton Poly-

technic Institute, to explain the elementary foundations and

general . bearing of the Theory of Relativity in words of one

syllable (so^to speak) in the Times Educational Supflenumt of

December 4th, 1919, will suffice to show the general reader how
complicated and artificial the wdiole thing is.

In saying that, 1 am not abusing the genius of Einstein and

his brilliant disciples. I can but admire the skill with which

they wield their ponderous instrument ; and in so far as they get

results whicli stand the test of observation they are fully justified.

Tliey themselves will admit that the complete theory is com-

plicated, and involves an unusual kind of mathematicftl calculns

;

but they have a doctrine—most of them—that our physical

theories, perhaps all our theories, are founded upon convenience

lather than upon an impossible striving towards absolute truth.

They hold that one theoi7 may be handier, or more comprehen-

sive, or more uwifnl, or more convenient than another, as a state-

ment of w hat occui’s in nature, but that we Have no right to call

one truer than another. They may hold that we can consider

the sun as revolving round the earth, or the earth as revolving

round the sun, according to the way we want to, deal with some

problem ; but that convenience of statement is no test of truth.

And, in fact, that absolute truth, in these as well as in all other

matters, is beyond us.

With this attitude, if I have not misrepresented their position,

I totally disagree. I hold that, although our theories may be par-

tially erroneous, they aim at truth. It is not convenience only

towards which we are devoting time and energy, but absolute

truth
;
though, of course, we can only hope to attain it in scraps.^

The earth really does rotate on its axis ; the host of heaven does

not revolve around it once a day. And no amount of convenience

or inconvenience of treatment will make these assertions any-

thing but tnie as far as they go. The oblateness of the earth is

due to it.s rotation, and not to some imaginary influence of

revolving etnrs.

Take another concrete case. I hold ‘that either the ether exists,

or it does not exist. It is a question of fact, not of convention.

I hold also that there is only one ether, so far discovered or likely

to be discovered, and that as regards locomotion it is stationary

;

that all motion is the motion of matter through it, and that this is
• ^
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absolute motion •in the only sense we can give to that term.

Motion through ether is the only thing we can mean by “absolute

motion.^’ The ether is our standard of reference.

For convenience we may legitimately treat an observer as fixed

and the ether as streaming past him, just as we may reduce any

parade of matter or any body to rest for the purpose of writing

down its behaviour with respect to surrounding bodies ; but such

tijpatment is recognised as pure convention, not reality. It is

infinitely unlikely that any given piece of matter is really, in the

absolute sdhse, stationary. We all, in the custom of our daily

lives, reduce the earth to rest, ».e., we ignore its motion, and

attend only to motion relative to it. To express absolutely the

motion of railway trains and steamboats would be a silly com-

plication. Yet everything an absolute motion, and for

exceptional purposes it may be necessary to attend to it. The

ether is not really streaming past an observer. It is stationary,

^
and he is moving through it. But, so far as he can observe, he

can detect no difference.

An imaginary pragmatist might say, Then there is no difference.

Jf any pragmatist does say so, then I differ with that pragmatist.

I differ even on bis own test of how far it affects conduct. To

tell a man that he is moving through a medium but that he can

never find out his rate of motion, and that the existence of the

medium will never appeal to him nor make any practical differ-

ence, is not the same thing as telling him that no such medium

exists. For the former statement might set him wondering

whether he could not make some discriminating experiment.

To tell a man that he has inherited a fortune sunk in the ocean

or buried in an unknown island, and that he can never get at it,

may be the means of stimulating, him to all manner of hazardous

and probably unremunerative adventures. So, on the pragmatical

test, the truth, contrasted with convention, does effect conduct.

The simplicity and straightforwardness of the idea of absolute

motion, and of the ether as an infinitely extended uniform medium

Vith specific properties generally denoted in Physics by the

letters K and fx, transmitting light at a definite pace and itself

stationary,* is so clear and manifest that we should be foolidi to

give it up needlessly except on clear demonstration that it is

false. Not a single known fact demonstrates that. The new

th^ries try other methods of expressing the facts, methods which

in skilled hands turn out fertile, and so seem to acquire a justi-

fication. But they onlj^ really and effectively justify themselves

if they prove frae, t.e., if they really represent actual fact, and

not merely express the results of our sophisticated observation.

For that the experience of an observer is sophisticated by his
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own motion is obvious
; the fact is known to every traveller in a

railway train who looks out of window. And if sueh a traveller

maintkins that he is entitled to deny his own motion, of t<^ say

that his motion has no meaning, and that the furrows in the fields

may with equal truth be said to be contorting themselves as they

appear to be—or that the difference between the two statemants

is only one of convenience—then he is making just the kind of

misstatement against which 1 am contending. •

The relativists are anxious to maintain the velocity of light

as a fixed 'unalterable constant, independent of all fhotion and

of what the observer may be doing. On the stationary-ether

theory this goes without saying. If the ether were really stream-

ing past an observer at a certain pace it would certainly carry

witli it any liglit coming from a distant source, and would thereby

increase its velocity relative to the observer : though I agree

that he might not be able to find that out. The light would still

be travelling through the ether at its own proper pace, but it
^

would be partly conveyed by the motion of the medium as well.

It has no connection with the observer and no connection with

the source. It consists of waves advancing through their own
proper medium. Whatever the source is doing makes no differ-

ence to the speed of light—any more than the subsequent motion

of a ship would affect the speed of a swimmer after he had jumped
overboard and left it. He swims on at his own pace to his

destination. If the ship, having dropped him, steams away from

him in the opposite direction, and if it is the only thing on which

a bearing can be taken, a spectator may imagine that the man
is swimming faster than he really is. But if the spectator is on

a boat putting out to meet the swimmer, and if the boat keeps

its fixed distance from the ship, and if the ship is the only object

to be seen, everything will api>ear normal, and the^ man's real

speed will be his apparent speed, as obtained by estimating the

distance of the (receding) ship and the time taken in transit. The
water being stationary, everything is simple. (The reader must

be lenient with the analogy and remember that the supposed

spectator is unaware of his own and the ship's motion, and cannot

see the man till he arrives.) If, however, the* man kwam frean

point to point down a river, it is obvious that his speed relatively

to the banks would be greater, thopgh relatively to the water it

would be the same as before. The reason we so easily admit

that is because we can use the land •as a standard of reference.

We have no standard of that sort in a stream of efther.

Ae theory of relativity says that we have no means of ascer-

taining any motion except that relative to source and receiver.

And that is true on any theory r for we do not observe light itself.
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we observe the o|}ject that emits the light; and if that object

is stationary v^th respect to us, the motion of the medium or our

motion through the medium passes unknown.

I Contend, however, that whereas motion is a pro|)erty of

matter, the ether of space must as a whole be at rest—whatever

significance we can give to the rather undefinable term “rest.*’

And yet when source and observer are both fixed to barth, and so

both moving together, they cannot at present tell their motion,

for only relative motion of source and observer can be perceived.

The uniformity of the ether is the difliculty. It we cjould have

a down-stream in one place and an up-stream in another, observa-

tion would be possible. An optical observation of this kind was
actually made, in the middle of last century, by the Fizeau exi)eri-

ment with two parallel opposite w'ater currents; but no one

supposes that we can control ether drift and localise it, as* we can

streams of water. So we all agree that the velocity of light in

space, i.c,, i^ ether, is fixed and definite. We also all agree that

*our motion through the ether has never yet been observed, and

that if we assume the impossibility of observing it by any sug-

gested experiment, however ingenious, we shall probably, for

some time, be quite right. • And in so far as this assumption of

impossibility enables us to obtain theoretical results, we are

justified in making that assumption provisionally, just as we do

more positively by assuming the impossibility of “perpetual

motion,”

We need not admit that never by any means whatever shall

we be able to observe motion through the ether; but now that

gravitation has shown that it no longer holds aloof, but can be

included in the same class with other forces, the chances are

heavier against us than they were before.

The difficulty is caused-by ever3rthing in the ether going at the

same pace. If electric |ignal5 had travelled differently from optical

signals, ther^ would have been a chance; but light is itself an

electro-magnetic phenomenon, and now—^by this eclipse verifica-

tion of the predicted deflection of a ray of light—gravity has

shown electro-magnetic relations likewise. So has cohesion, and

every known force.*

The ether is clearly one ; and so uniform in properties that it

cannot be brought to book by anything in our present knowledge.

We know that it must possess an electric and a magnetic constant,

but *as yet we know neither their nature nor their valuO'—at least

not with any certainty,. apart from reasoned speculation. The
one metiteal thing we know about the ether is the speed at wifich

it transmits waves.

To attribute such a property of wave-transmission to a mere
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abstraction like geometrical space, with noticing in it and no
specifiable properties, is to stultify ourselves; least,' if we
believe in the wave theory, and in the possibility Of our ascer-

taining and stating the truth of reality, and not only in our

undoubted power of writing down convenient equations.

So far 1 have six)keii as if we had no power of making any
kind of ether-stream—as if no jwt of it could ever be put ipto

locomotion. . But that is not certain. And in the view of com-

I>etent mathematical pliysicists an exception must be made for

a magnetic field. It has not been proven, but it is quite possible,

and as some think likely, that some ether is very slowly flowing

along lines of magnetic force; so that, in a very strong field,

refined optical means might be found of detecting the flow. For
our magnetic fields need not be all in one direction : we may have

a reverse field adjacent and parallel to a direct one, and we may
split a beam of light into two and send each half ^own one of

these fields—one with, one against, the ether flow—and then*

reunite them and look for shift of interference hands when the

magnetism is reversed. ^

1 have done this—T did it at LivtyjKK)! carefully many years

ago—the experiment is described in the Philosophical Magazine *

for April, 1907: but the speed of magnetic streaming be ex-

pected, on my estimate of ether-density, is admittedly much too

slow to be observed, unless extraordinary and expensive means
are employed. T feel sure that the experiment ought to be

rei>eated under greater advantages, because it would prove or

disprove a rational theory of magnetism, and would, moreover, give

us (if successful) a measure of the density of ether. The two

ether constants would both at once become known. We already

know their product, pK ; all need now is to measure one of

them. The suggested experiment w^onld
jp

all probability do it.

A positive result of this kind would have an enormous effect on

our knowledge of nature, in what are at present its hidden parts

;

and I see no reason why a National Ijaboratory should not under-

take such an experiment, as detailed in my special paper on the

subject in the Philosoplvicnl Magazine for May, 1919*.

The strength of the theory of relativity is the negative result,

hitherto, of all direct experiments on the ether. All successful

experimenis, hitherto, have involved the motion of matter rela-

tive to matter. Hence the idea has,arisen that nothing else*can

ever be observed. A single positive result on*the ether itself

would discredit the theory of relativity as a statement of real

fact—it would certainly curb its more, fantastic moods—and would

start us on a happier and simpler crusade.
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. One thing must be emphasised. Any talk about several ethers,

or about an ether attached to the earth, is nonsense'; and one

would think can only be seriously suggested in order to* bring

into* contempt the whole idea of a universal omnipresent con-

tinuous medimn which welds the discrete particles of matter into

an organised cosmos.

T feel inclined to borrow Newton’s mode of esipression here,

and to say that no one with a competent faculty for rational

pliilosophising can dispense with such a unifying, medium, in

the light of familiar facts open to our perception. .Without it

we are all in vacuo and unable to conceive the mechanism of the

simplest force between separated bodies. And all bodies are

separated. Matter is porous to an extraordinary degree, as

IJoroiiR as a solar system.

With Matter alone, the universe cannot be got to work. With
Mind alone, metaphysicians may some day be able to manage it.

But from the point of view of a Natural Philosopher, however

far the achievement of Idealistic Monism can ultimately be

pushed, wo cannot speak in that language yet. And however

thmgs bo ultimately explained, for present purposes three funda-

mental things are required : viz., Mind, with its rudiment Life;

Matter, with its element the electric charge ; and Ether, with its

fundamental properties equivalent to elasticity and inertia—^the

vehicle of gravitation, the foundation of Electricity and Mag-

netism, and the transmitter of their interaction, Light.

Oliver Lodge.
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I.

In utleinpting u Kuivey, u(K)ii merely personal principles of selec-

tion, of a nuHibcr of the. novels which have made their appearance

between Be{»tenibcr and Christinas of the year ^st closedf

it would not be fair, either to the writers or to the readers of

novels, to conceal the fact that there has been a war. The autumn

Action season of 1919 has been essentially a transition season.

It has seen the ap{)earance, by the normal emergencies of the

trade of authorshif)—to W'hich have been added emergencies of

the trade of publishing which have not been normal—of novels

written during war together with novels written aftqr war; and

the first start on a footing not altogether level with the second.

The first, it is at least likely, were conceived in a spirit of duty

which, if it has not deserted the novelist, is pretty certain to

have deserted his auditors. The second, on the other hand, have

every likelihood of having been conceived in a spirit of relief, as '

at an incubus removed. Like children graced in their concep-

tion, these should have the happier chance. There is to be added

to them, of course, although for these it is a little early, those

novels of war written not in a spirit of duty, but of quite cool

and calculating resolve. One of these combatant’s novels, and

one only, we shall find on our list. The greater number of those

practising the art of fiction, with established recognition, in the

autumn of 1919 w^ere practiang it, one thinks, in the autumn

of 1914 ; and one is not conscious in the case of more than one

or two of them that the intervening years have been marked by

a cessation of their labours. The young novelists wl\o have seen

war, and who have come home with the determination that others

shall see it, are not at present altogether so observable a pheno-

menon as the young jioets who have done the same thing. But

these, as has been remarked, are as yet early days ; and even now
the groat w^ar novel may be meditating. It took Tolstoy six

years to settle down to War and Peace, and then he cast his own
experiences, for greater objectivity, into a war of fifty years

before.

We come then to our novels Conceived in a spirit of duty, and

this seems quite the kindest interpretation to put upon Mr. Gals-

worthy's. Mr. Wells the other day—in an extremely- spirited

preface to that very spirited fantasia, The Gay-Dambeys, which
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iinfortunately doea not fall quite within our period—spoke of the

“pure*’ lidvelist, with just the faintest tinge of roguish malice;

and surely, in the sense that we may suppose to have been Mr.
Welfs's, Mr. Galsworthy is the purest novelist who ever lived.

He really could make a novel, we feel-sensitive, understanding,

refiqed, and guaranteed up to the personal brand^out of any-

thing. At all events Mr. Galsworthy has made a* novel out of

tljp war, as experienced upon the home front. Mr. Galsworthy

has a curious instinct for going straight for a gate which we
should expect the novelist to fall at; but Mr. GalsWorthy does

not fall, he rides off a chivalrous figure of social sympathy. In
his S(Unt*8 Progress Mr. Galsworthy goes straight for the War
Baby. That the war baby is in itself something which one thinks

of, if one thinks of it at all, as grossly exaggerated, almost as

an exploded newspaper myth, like the Russians, does not deter

Mr. Galsworthy, but, on the contrary, characteristically, stimu-

lates him. *It is as if he said to us, very gravely : “There were
‘ war babies, and I will show you one.” He does, and it is impos-

sible to deny, such is Mr. Galsvrorthy’s art, that his specimen

po^esses perfect authenticity. If, in cold blood, and with our

frigid social prepossessiona which have survived a war, we can

doubt the lapse of Noel Pierson, daughter of a Bloomsbury

clergyman, have we not her impassioned statement
—“I did it

80 that we should belong to each other”? But Mr. Galsworthy

has spared us nothing of proof, nothing of passionate conviction.

It must have been so. The English countryside, peaceful, beauti-

ful ; the beginning of love, love under the hothouse conditions of

war, under the shadow of impending orders ; the permission for

marriage refused, delayed, disliked—oh, yes, from the best

motives, from the kindest, most fatherly motives, but these war

marriages, my dear, they give no time—no time—the coming of

orders, sudden at the last, instantaneous, a last walk, a few hours,

only a few; hours, in a muddy field. . . . Horrible, horrible!

Then London, Victoria, khaki, khaki, and more khaki, a moment's

Embrace behind milk-cans, one of those partings, the train going

out, a figure, a face, a waving hand. . . . Mr. Galsworthy's

porters, Mi\ GalsWorthy*s policemen, are kind, so kind and sym-

pathetic and understanding. When the blow comes (we are

conducted to France for the purpose, and in a single numbered

section Mr. Galsworthy gives us communication trenches,

ass^bly trenches, the barrage lifting, young Morland's body

“shot through 'and through”) it is upon Edward Pierson, Mr.

Galsworthy's saint, that its force falls. A skilfully realised figure

;

his church, his music, the memory of his dead wife, his girls,

this war—^horrible, but fine, fine, the elder nursing, married to a
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doctor, a iiiateriali«t, the yuiingcr . The blcAv falls, the blow

not of ilk! boy’s dtintli, but of his girl’s shame. It is the last

night of the year, and bhlsvard I'ioifion, wounded, wjrely strioken,

liiiH s|>ent it in s]ip[>ers and dressing gown, on the couch of his

working nKun. The dawn breaks:

Ih thut yuir,
’

"Tb«* Kiri liinn-«i ;
‘ Ves, sir. J'm sorry I wok** yon, sir, 'Avpy Nt'w^

Vfar, »if !
’

“'Ah, yos. *A }Jiif)|>y .Ni*w Y^riir, llossi**.*
''

How often has Mr. (lalswurthy worked oni einotions jubt

thus; how skilfully he still diH‘s it : and how *Nitre, how very sure

we are, that il does not matter.

We turn next, I think, |it*i'ha|>s by >.on»e kind (d association,

to Mr. Morh'V Itolxnls. Mr. Morley Itolx-rt^ has written many
Ins>Uh, in many moods; sad books, and jolly books; books which

have seem«?d to r-all for attention, ar»d other lHK>ks which have

not so much s<>(*med to eaii for attention, but have sometimes

hetter deservtsl it. Ihurtu of Wooirn is ;i Ixsjk which calls for

attention. Hie war is in it, hut hardly of it : to turn from the

last h<M»k to tiiis one is to find the war infinitely rece<led dial

become a liackground. There is a war baby in it, but the war
hahy is in the backgrouiid. Mr. Morley lloberts is sorry for

women; one has the iitinressioii that Mr. Morley Roberts is

always sorry for wuiiieii, in his more serious w’orks, and that the

war has hut heighteued this sorrow. His lKM>k is “a study of

a group.*' lleatriee is iiiiinarried, is [lining for children, hut her

mail (one forgets his name) is at the war, and is not free.

Heatriee’s sister, Ann, is married to dohn, a brutal city man, and

would be fiXH* to give liufipiness to a painter. 'J*lieo, tbeii* couBin,

has achieved happiness in her own way, and she it is who,

returning from Italy, brings into the h(X)k the war baby, whose

father, an ofl’ieer in the Italian army, in the most literal Fen»e

does not matter. Hilary and George, another pair, are, as if by

miracle, happily married. Here wc have Mr, liobert8*s group,

and for t)ne half of his l>ook he [days variations very happily

u[xm it. But we stwn scent what Mr. Robetts is p^fter : Mr.

Roberts is after tragedy, and when Mr. Roberts is after tragedy

his books cannot i^or long liold out against him. This book

becomes Ami—Ann, and the brute John, and the painter, and

Ann's and John’s little girl, w'hose name we will not trouble

about; and the rest become chorus,' a suitable .tragic chorus.

While Beatrice pines for love, but is denied by marriage, Ann is

tortured by marriage, and pines for love outside it. “Marriage

is nothing ; love is everything.” Ann, worked on by the cruelty

of her husband, worked on by the scarcely concealed encourage*
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ment of tbone about het*, makes the great decision : in the absence

of her husband she goes to her painter by night, but her painter

dies in her arms of heart failure. Ann, stupehed with grief, yet

sees ruin facing her
: perhaps it is not she who sees it so clearly

as Keatriee, to whose house she comes after midnight. She
comejg at an exciting moment for the reader; rlohn l^as returned,

iinexp<;*cteilly susi)icious, has been assured on the telephone by

Tie^triee that his wife is sjiending the night with her, and has

b<^'n tricked by a ruse iu which the accidental resemblance of

a maid’s haif to Ann's plays a part. Ann really comes/and John
returns. He detects the ruse, is drunk, mad, and nothing will

stop him. He beats on the bedroom door, while within Ann,
giving her cliild to drink out of the same glass, takes })oisoii.

All the chorus are suitably grou|XHl : the bed with its tragic

hauling—everything is effective. An effective scene is that in

which Beatrice goes straight round to the house of .John, finds

him, a .sinister iigure being kind to his dog, and breaka, not

gently, the news to him which lie has rushwl away without

learning. Mr. M(»rley Koberts knows to the full the value of the

n^tuiin to the normal after tragedy ; his minor protagonihis are

shown being happy again, and Beatrice, when her man returnH

*on leave, has learned enough to he go<)d to him, wife or no wife.

“Life should be so beautiful; life is so very cruel, especially to

women.” It may be so; it even is so; but Mr. Morley Roberts

has .shown not life being cruel, nor even war being cruel, but only

a certain John bting cruel, who does not convince us, at any

rate as an advisable husband.

Two further studies of society against the background of war

we have—both of them, may we suggest, duty iKxiks in a degree

that Mr. Morley Roberts’s was not altogethf'r? Of the two, Mr.

• Cannan’s and Miss Romcr Wilson’s, one prefers Miss Wilson's.

Fo|^ one thing, Miss Wilson is the younger artist. In a writer

so experience^ by now as Mr. Cannan, w^e are not sure that the

minor achievement of Time and Eternity is excusable. To
dAiominate it a minor achievement is to suggest that one knows
what the book has achieved; but the fact is that one does not

know what il has achieved. Mr. Caiman calls his book “a tale

of three exiles,** and all three—Perekatov, Valerie du Toit,

Stephen Lawrie—are out of the war, above the battle. So much
one apprehends of them. The first is a Russian journalist, the

second a young woman of birth and means from South Africa,

the third a Scottish young gentleman from Manchester, in his

ihird or fourth incarnation in Mr. Cannan's fiction. The book

takes the fesrm of a conversation (not a continuous conversation

that is reserved fco: Miss Dane) which precipitates a murder;
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l)ut\he tum*der does nol really imix>Be form iipou the conversation.

Ah,for the war society which moves around the ta^^ing principals^

wo Go not very vividly rec^qgniBO it ; hut only that it is distasteful

to Mr. Cannaii. One is afraid the fact is that Mr. Cannan,

despite superhcial appearances, has taken himself easily again.

If we remember Martin Schuler, we may think that Mias Komer
Wilson has faken herself easily. But the first book of a promising

writer ought not to be remenibered against his or her secjpnd

book. First books are written, sometimes, from conviction ; and

second bdbks are written, very often, from professional expediency.

There is plenty of time for Miss Wilson to write another Martin

Schuler. If All These Young Men, in the meantime, is written

out of her stock-in-trade : her sensibilities. They are sensibilities

which one likes, and, ip its own way, one likes her book. To
claim for it tliat its incoherence, one might almost say its inconse-

quence, quite consciously and deliberately sets out to mirror or

typify the mood of a section of 1918 society, woul4 be to claim,

one thinks, too much. Nevertheless, Miss Wilson’s book secures

a more fresh elTect of truthfulness than Mr. Caiman’s. There
really is oppression over it—over the young women in it, and
the young men they found in that spring to hand; and there arc

pleasant pictures of the country, which affords Miss Wilson’s*'

young people their relief.

Against the four bdoks we have chosen, which in varying
degi’ee have “done ” the war at home, we have now to set the
book which makes a solitary attempt to “do”—the war. This
is Mr. A. P. Herbert’s The Secret BatUe. Mr. Herbert’s book
is better than good journalism; it is very nearly a good novel.
It has surely “done” Gallipoli, and it has done France, less

finally, but better than one has seen it done 'elsewhere. Mr,
Herbert’s (probably tme) story of a young officer shot for
cowardice has served him both well and ill. It has served him
well, in the sense that it has given him something simple and
single for his imagination to work upon, while itre-creates the
field of war; but it has served him ill, in the sense that it has
tied him down to those actual truths of fact which are sometimes
less convincing than the imaginative truths of fiction. Too much
in Ml. Herbert’s narrative is made to hang on accidental enmities
and chance re-meetings; and its final effect is not to say, “In
war this is the kind of thing which happens,” so much as, “In
the late war, owing to an accumulation of fortuitous eiJeum-
stances, and to a defect in the procedure of Field General Courts,
martial since reformed, this thing on one occasion at least did
actually happen.” The reader may think that Mr. Herbert set
out with the former intention rather than the latter, and may be
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inclined to attribute his partial failure to inexperience. G?his

partial failure reduces the effect of his book, but it does not

destroy it; and The Secret Battle remains up to the presei)t the

one important example of the combatant’s novel.

II.

«

We make a break, and get away from the war novels’. Mr.
SM^innerton’s September is a novel into which the war enters,

but it is not a novel conditioned by the war. Its*theme, in a

more complete degree than that of Mr. Morley Holierts, exists

without it. Mr. Swinnerton is not interested in pleading the war
in extenuation of anything. For the first time, in his novel, the

war is strictly an irrelevancy, an intrusion ; and this is what it

is going to be in a great many novels for a good many years to

come. The contemporary noveli&t, however, is primarily inter-

ested in his contemporariesf^ so that Mr. Swinnerton ’s Marian

,

Forster lives, in this novel, through the years 1914 and 1915. It

might even be asserted that Mr. Swinnerton 's Cherry is true, and

belongs recognisably, to those years, and to the years subsequent

to 4hem, in a degree in which she would not have been true, or

belonged recognisably, to 'any years prior to them. This may
be so ; but essentially Mr. Swinnerton’ s study of persons is true

with a truth that is not limited by accidents of time or locality.

He has, that it to say, a theme of universal and not merely par-

ticular interest, and he works it out in the most convenient setting.

Mr. Swinnerton’ s theme is that of the passing of romantic love,

from the age to which it is less, to the age at which it is more,

proper. His heroine is a woman in her last thirties, to whom
fifteen years of marriage have not brought contentment. Late

in her summer comes, as she thinks, the prospect of that happi-

ness which Jbas been denied to her, in the love, outside marriage,

of a man a dozen years her junior. But Nigel is of Chdrry’s

generation ,jand Marian, despite disparity of years and sympathies,

is of her husband Howard’s. Howard and Cherry, Marian and

*bJigel—^these combinations are against Nature; and Marian’s

realisation and acceptance of this fact is Mr. Swinnerton’s story.

Its success* lies in a scrupulous and beautiful adherence to the

truth of character. The whole of the story is enacted in the

mind, and observed through the eyes, of Marian (although not,

of ix)urse, in the crude first person) ; but such is the quality with

which Mr. Swinnerton has endowed the central figure of his

book that each” of its other figures is drawn with an equal sym-
pathy. For the merely technical accomplishment of a feat that

is not a tour de force but a deliberate attainment of unity which

VOL, cvn. N.S. D
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definitely justifies itself, it would not be possible to have too much
admiration. Thus, no word is 8j)oken of Cherry which is not

Marian’s thought of her at the particular moment ; %hese thoughts

pass, by the nature of the action, from harshness, through charity

and mere j)uz/lement, to a warm liking; and all the w'ay Mr.

Bwinnerton carries us not only with Marian, but with what we
feel to be hipiself. Similarly, his scheme debars him £rom«'ever

showing us Nigel and Cherry together without Marian ; and yet

the new orienlaiion, wliich is the crisis of the b(X)k’B emotional

movement, is made entirely natural and convincing. Mr. Swin-

nerion has ac]iievo<l two women admirable in their contrast, and

the scenes between them are the finest in the book. The book

its(ilf is the best thing Mr. Bwinnerton has done, better, because

more diflicult, than his Nocturne, and the most serious achieve-

ment of the season’s fiction.

Mr. Compton Mackenzie, for the moment, has eschewed

serious achievement. NevertheleH ho has achieved the most

genuine personal siiccess, not only of the season, but*of the year.

Poor Pielatiom has been everybody’s diversion, and it lias been

everybody’s diversion because it has been Mr. Mackenzie’s.

There is plenty of time to take Michael Fane and his Sylvia

through the rest of the war ; in the ifieantime Mr. Mackenzie is

out for a holiday. This very sound instinct of Mr. Mackenzie’s

has been so heartily endorsed by his public that it- becomes per-

missible to doubt whether Michael Fane and his Sylvia ever will

J;)e taken through the rest of the war. But sufficient for a season

are the novels thereof ; and Mr. Mackenzie has achieved a success

which may incline his extremely individual gifts, we feel, into any

direction, even into that of the theatre. Poor Relations already

has all the air of innning an unconntaBle number of nights

—

as long as anything, more soberly romantic, of John Touchwood’s.

Mr. Mackenzie’s dramatist, wdio achieves affluence by the simple

and* unblamable power he has of waiting “rosified** plays, and

then finds his family on his back, is a figure of opmedy quite

ripe for the stage. But if John Touchw^ood’s creator turns aside

ta.shine in another milieu, w'ho is there that will not deplore the

characteristic effects shall miss?

—

Keep your eye on the ball,’ Jolm gruflSy advised him. ‘ Xnd don’t shift

your position.’

’*‘()ne, two, three,* murmured Laurence, raising the club above bis

shoulder.

Forel * -Tnlm shouted to a rash member of the household who ^ was
crossing the ii»( of fire.

*

* “A lump of turf was propelled a few feet in the direction of the

admonished figure, and the ball was hammered down into the soft earth.

you distracted me by counting four,' Laurence protested. * My inten.

tion was to strike at three. However, if at first you don’t succeed . .
.' * **
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In Mr. Mackenzie’s comic pages a kind of exemplified pun has

come into its own, and it is an instrum^t very proper for the

expression of^exuberant vitality. It would be but a part of this

boola—but a part, for example, of the Bev. Laurence Armitage,

cleric and stage neophyte—^tbat would get into the theatre, how-

ever vigorously that part seems to clamour at times for entrance;

and*one is very glad to see the whole of it on tbe»printed page,

where for the moat part it heartily justifies itself.

•Is the mantle which Mr. Mackenzie is perhaps .preparing to

dpff, about^ oo fall on the shoulders of Mr. Brett Young? It

would be, of course, a mantle worn with a difference. But of all

our round dozen, Mr. Brett Young is the only novelist who posi-

tively shows signs, a little late in the day, of starting off on the

chronicle. His Young Physician is one Edward Ingleby, the son

of a Midland chemist, and up to the present he has gone through

one of our public schools and a medical course at North Brom-
wich University. Where others have been before Mr. Brett

. Young, as fn the school pages, Mr. Brett Young sees sufficiently

with his own eyes to be interesting ; and where others have not

been before him, as in the early history of a “medical,” he steps

intb his own field, and has no difficulty in giving it authenticity.

Why is it, therefore, thal, in face of all Mr. Brett Young’s

excellent wofk, one finds oneself hesitating to accord the

enthusiasm which should be due to it? Perhaps it is because one

feels this to be to some extent a “made” chronicle; because one

is not altogether unconscious of Mr. Brett Young Upping up and

saying : “Now I am going to do it.” Since Mr. Brett Young is

certainly going to do it, we are fortunate that he has so many
unmistakable qualifications. We leave Edward Ingleby, aged per-

haps twenty-two and in the year 1901 or so, embarking as ship’s

doctor at Birkenhead Docks. On an earlier page we have read

:

“China. . • . Africa. ... * Some day,’ he said to himself, ’I

will go to Africa. . .

”

Prom Mf. Brett Young one turns, without too great a jolt, to

^Miss Kaye Smith. Miss Kaye Smith’s Tamarisk Town is also

an excellent piece of work. One only does not know whether,

if it had not beenjthere, one would have missed it. For one thing,

Mr. Oliver Onions had already written a somewhat similar history

of the making of a seaside resort; and for another, it is of the

essence of Miss Kaye Smith’s fictions that we can hardly regard

them as of spontaneous occurrence. It is in the carefully

arranged landscape, with figures, that this writer excels. We do
not know that her figures, even in their setting, move us on this

occasion to very strong interest. A certain Edward Moneypenny
is understood to be young, to conceive a town in love, and to
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grow old in love for it ; but neither the passage of the man to age,

nor that of the town 'to youth, stays in the memory as. extra-

ordii\arily life-like. One is conscious while one reads that it is

being done, and one is conscious afterwards that it has been done.

This is, no doubt, ])roi'eKKional fiction, and of a good quality ; but

there is no thrill in it.

Tw'o bookikof our list remain, and they are both by wofnen.

Miss Olemence Dane’s is a third book, Mrs. Virginia Woolf’s a

second; and^ each has made a great impression, not equalled *in

this seasoq, one thinks, l)y any male writer of kinged literary

age. To take Miss Dane’s Legend first. Miss Dane has set

herself the interesting task of creating a character wholly by

means of the conversation of other characters. To add to the

disciplinary nature of her adventure, Miss Dane has decided that

the whole of tlie conversation which forms her book shall take

place on one evening, and in one room. This double event, the

reader feels, should be good enough if Miss Dane can pull it off

;

and it is not iwssible to deny that Miss Dane has pulled it off.

But what is the nature of our interest? The nature of our

interest, one thinks, is purely technical or sporting. The thing

has been done, is our first thought ; but our second thought to

ask just what precisely has been done. Technique, it seems, is

rightly employed to give to the chosen theme the greatest possible

effect ; but technique which seeks to give adventitious interest

to a theme not intrinsically possessing it is perhaps not so rightly

employed. Told in a complex fashion, a story is not an essen-

tially different story from the same story told in a straightforward

fashion. Miss Dane’s story, told in a straightforw'ard fashion,

concerns a certain Madala Grey, who wrote very remarkable

books, and wrote them because she was a very remarkable woman.
She was, in a word, a genius; and genius, we have reason to

believe, is not conscious of its powers. But Madala ^Grey, being

a professional writer, had to submit her writing life to the atten-

tions of other people, who, while not possessing genius, were

conscious of such powers as they possessed to their finger-tips^

Thus Madala Grey became the proUgde, and finally the mistress,

of a coterie, but always eluded it. Madala Gre}^ did the elemental

things ; she married and enjoyed friendship. The coterie thought

the first a degradation of the artist, and the second an occasion

for kno^ving scandal. Finally, while still in youth, and after one
year of marriage, Madala Grey died; and when the news of«her

death reached the assembled coterie* its members talked about

her, and revealed the measure in which she had eluded them.

This is the point at which Miss Dane’s book begins, and there

seems to be a good reason why it should not begin earlier. If
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it had be^n oarUcr, it would not have appeared so remarkable

a bookl JudgjBd purely on its merits, one would not have thought

Miss Dane’s a very promising theme; but Miss Dane has* been

clever enough to make us think it more interesting than it really

is by presenting it to us not as a theme, but as a jigsaw puzzle.

In strictest sense her book is a tour de force. We are moved
to admiration not by what Miss Dane has to give us, but by the

ii;^anner in which she gives it to us. Viewed the next morning,

it appears smaller 'work than we thought it; and we are even

conscious cPf crudenesses imposed, instead of removed, by the

chosen method of narration. Nevertheless, Legend is extremely

interesting and laudable, as technical enterprise is bound to be.

An average season is hardly likely to contain too much of it.

In reading Miss Dane’s book one can hardly be unconscious

that there was once a writer called Henry Tames
;
but in reading

Mrs. Woolf’s, there might be no other writers. One is uncon-

scious of influence, unless it is that of Dostoevsky
;
but Dostoevsky

* cannot be an influence for an English writer, he can only be

an inspiration. Certainly Mrs. Woolf’s people do nothing curious

in ©rder to be in any foreign fashion, or because their creator is

impressible. They do nothing, one w^oiild say generally, other

tlian Mrs. Woolf would suppose them to be likely to do after

somewhat exceptionally long acquaintance. This feeling of long,

intimate, and enjoyable community of experience is thoroughly

characteristic of Mrs. Woolf, and she shares it with her readers.

It is largely imparted by sheer physical analogy : one lives in

Night and Day a week or so in order to read it, and a w^eek is a

long time to spend in any fictional company. Mrs. Woolf writes

long books, but she does so neither . from diligence nor incom-

petence. She does not write longer books than several other

authors, but she writes books that are longer in proportion to their

subject-matter. Nevertheless, she fills space without niggling, and

without inflation. Wherever the reader opens the book he will find

it of an equal, and of an equally firm, texture. Everything

follows in its due order, and everything is given what one feels

to be its due weight. The only test of a long book is the cumula-

tive test, and thitf test Mrs. Woolf’s book passes. At the end one

really knows a very great deal about her people ; or, rather, it is

not w'hat one knows, but the degree of undocumented intimacy

one possesses. After all, at the end of it, what does one know,

in the sense of facts that could be produced before a jury? Balph

Denham gets *to know Katherine Hilbery ; Eaiph knows also

Mary Datchet ; Katherine has known William Kodney for a very

long time, and becomes engaged to marry him; Mary falls in

love with Balph
; Balph falls in love with Katherine ; Katherine
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falls out of love with William. This is the emotiotiai situation

by Mrs. Woolf's two-hundred-anil-fiftieth page, a1^ which' point

two couples on holiday, Katherine and William, Ralph and Mary,

take their respective ways home after a chance meeting. During

these walks home, Kallicrine tries to break of! her engagement

with William, but has not the heart; Ralph proposes marriage to

Mary, but slid* lias observeni his feeling for Katherine, and refuses.

With a mental “as we wore ” we start in on the second half of

Mrs. W'onlf’ Sr novel. On her three-hundred-and-sixtieth page there

enters Cassandra, whose function it is to facilitate Regrouping.

Those details may appear idle, hut they are not so. ^Trs. Woolf
is gonenuiK to herself in Ihi* matter of space, but she knows
what she is doing. Tbcoreticnlly, it may be that some unwritten

law of proportion is disobs«uwcd by her. After reading one hundred

and (‘iglity thousand words one ought, perha]is, to possess an

Idiol ; one ought, that is to say, to have laid bold of a touchstone.

Nifjhi and Day is not a touchstone, but mcToly a long, although

not a really coinplex, story. One may think it probable that in

the fntnr(‘ i^rrs. Woolf will write shorter hooks, and yet find

this a very good one, and, with Mr. Swinnerton’s, the best of

the season.

P. r. Howk.
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Dubinq the final stages of the war a little group of women met

to discuss a wider utilisation of those new sources of energy

revealed, or emphasised, by the Government “Call to Women.**

•The members of the aforesaid group (most of whom were active

in national Ejervice) had found fresh cause to deplore the non-

existence of some common and regular meeting-ground for women
awakened to a sense of public responsibility.

In contrast to an earlier scheme (a House of Ladies, proposed

by opiwnents to women’s full share in political life) the new
scheme was to realise the principle of a Commons. It was to

afford a hearing for all the shades of opinion represented in the

present House of Commons, and for some which are opinions

• not represehted there.

Naturally enough, among those who responded to the first

general call to discuss the idea were some who misunderstood its

]>ui^ose. They thought that the conveners of the suggested

Council, Parliament, or whatever it might come to be termed,

accepted, for all time, the principle of separation of the sexes in

political organisation. The conveners were duly warned that some

of the women present did not believe in these divisions between

men and w^omen. The conveners answered that precisely because

they themselves did not believe in those divisions, they hoped to

see built an emergency bridge between men and w^omen actively

concerned in public affairs—between groups and persons who as

yet have no easy, regular means of communication and inter-

action.

Many looked forward wdth confidence to the woman Member
of Parliament. Yet few women who have served on boards of

guardians, br have been one of two or three on a committee

^composed almost entirely of men, are under any illusion as to

the difficulty which the little advance guard of women Members
of Parliament wdll find in securing for their views adequate time

and attention in a body overwhelmingly masculine.

In any case, the immediate future is the first concern. As

yet no woman’s voice is heard in Westminster.^ Until it is, let

it Jbe heard somewhere, was the proposal before the meeting.

The answer expected caYne duly: “Woman’s voice is heard!

—in a hundred different quarters.”

(1) While this is in the press the first voice is raised : Lady Astor's, making a
stronger point by apt interjection (as the Press admits) than many another M.P*
by a set speech.
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That is true ; and it is the root of the trouble.** It is the reason

why the woman's voice is so often lifted in vain. i
^

Th6 main interest of that particular meeting turned out tp be

quite other than anything foreseen.

Two strongly supported views emerged in debate ;

—

1. There w'as not the slightest need, nor—confronting-, a^we
must, the labours and costs imposed by Keconstruction—was
there the slightest excuse for such a Council. ,

2. Tlie need for it w'as so great and indubitable that, in effect,

such a Council already existed.

Thereupon, a spectacle to rejoice the irresponsible. A lady

rising to prove that her society (in truth, a great and vigorous

one!) fulfilled all the requirements of comprehensive representa-

tion, consultation, and pressure-bringing upon JParliament. That
speaker smartly succeeded by another, who protested that, on the

contrary, a quite different body—one to which she belonged (and

of admittedly notable membership) performed all the desired

functions, and that no other assemblage for the ends named
had any valid reason for existence.

I do not say that one of these societies might not have been

broadened and re-shaped so that it would serve the larger aim,

could the presiding genius have been willing to accept leadership

of one of the parties rather than headship of the whole—which
position was totally incompatible with the idea under discussion.

We had, both then and thereafter, renewed proof (1) of the

delusion that women are sufficiently organised already ; (2) of a fear

on the part of present leaders of organised groups lest some other

bcMiy should interfere with, or share, their work and their influence.

The net result w^as further to emjdiasise the very 'weakness the

meeting was called to consider : women’s mental imprisonment

in strictly circumscribed w-ork. The efi’ect of that long imprison-

ment is a shrinking from cither giving or accepting a wider

responsibility—a shrinking, in short, from acceptance of the

democratic principle.

The least of the ills resulting from this unchecked tendency
is a very orgy of overlapping—multiplication of aims, of offices,

of officers, of salaries. Among the greater ills are : loss of time,

misuse of talent and dissipation of energy.

Pages could be filled of instances of costly effort made by one
society or another, acting on the soundest impulse toward the

public good "baulked and defeated in. the end because use had
not been made of forces outside the society limits.

A central council, in effective relation 'with organised women
throughout the country (—^throughout tlie Empire I—), might be,

in respect of the basic and abiding interests of mankind, more
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thoroughly “representative” than any body in existence. Such

a Council might *also be the quickest means of showing women
that specialiAsd work on the one hand, and correlation pf the

results of that work on the other, are two aspects of the same
philosophy of service.

Without the specialised work and the specialised knowledge

borfi of it, we are like people asked to build an engine with no
equipment beyond plans and specifications. Equally, without

^idance of the vision which foresees the finished whole, the

skill of thq individual workman will be in vain. Hp can make
his wheel, his screw, but he can neither make the engine nor

run it. He is not so unlike, as he may think, to that workman
lent by special favour to one of the new munition factories in

America. The man came with a record of nine years* service

in the greatest motor works in the world. “What did you do

there?*’ his new employer asked hopefully. “I put in bolt

seventeen.” “Not for nine years!” “Yes, for nine years.”

A great* number of women are engaged in putting in bolt

seventeen. We must, of course, have that bolt put in. But we
need not, as we do, devote to it our best brains.

If women would not to the end of time work blindly, leaning

on others for knowledge of the engine, how to repair it, how to

drive it, they will be obliged to study the relation of the parts

to the whole. Hardly a woman in these days but belongs to

leagues, societies, boards; associations. Nobody denies that on

every side magnificent isolated efforts are made by this group

and by that to serve the nation. We know of the striking initial

successes that devotion and, hard work have achieved. Again

and again we have said : That battle is won I Eor instance,

women at great cost have procured some piece of legislation, such

as the passing of the Mental Deficiency Bill. And when it is

passed, as .it was some years ago—^v^hat then? That is the end

of it, until, at some less pressing season than any lately seen,

women take up the matter again, and again pour out time, talent,

,
devotion—in greater profusion than wisddm.

Women are deeply concerned with both the theory and the

practice of education. They have some representation (outside

Parliament) on various bodies concerned to lay well and truly

this corner-stone of the civilisation that is to be. As practical

people, women know the importance (far transcending any ques-

tion of their personal need) in enlisting first-rate talents for this

service and in securing' equal pay for equal work. Women
teachers have* done all they can to secure this measure. They
thought that by putting in bolt seventeen they would be able to

drive the engine. Again and again they have failed.

VOL. eVTT. N.S. p*
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Id questions of liousing, of national healtb^ of conditions in

the dangerous trades, women arc active in putting in bolt

seventeen.

Miich preached as it has been, w’on»en have hardly begun to

realise the power (jf e-o-operation, nor the waste of time, energy,

money, life itself, in unrelated effort.
^

The ever (?I<'arer jipprelieii.sion of these truths by a certain

class of men may cause public affairs tq move with an irresistible,

Revolutionary (piickness along the line of governance by and

through iiidiistriiil power. «

If that dws not come about a “Mother House” might be a

steadying factor in a gravely thr(‘atened system.

The rej)r(*sentalivo charael('r of the women assembled; their

closeness to tlit? intiMcsts of older; the certainty that their

majority wf)uld favour the discipline of sober Evolution rather

than the intoxication of Revolution—might save a repetition of

the lesson tliat viol(?nt and cruel nu'asures can defeat jibe noblest

ends.

To consider for a moment wliat sucb a parliamentary union

might immediately achieve : women in combination could arnqng

other tilings do away with Hie most glaring absurdity in the

Representation of the IVofde the jaovision by which a vote

was allowed to every schoolboy-soldier and was denied to every,

one of that aiTny of the other sex—munition workers, V.A.D.’s,

and the vast majority of those whose war service provided the

reason expressly given wdiy, in the opinion of legislators, votes

could no longer be denied to women.
Our appreciation of the character and service of that army

is not less than the alleged appreciation on the part of men. We
see in the young woman of to-day a helper and a herald—the

most inspiring figure of the time. She will “count” beyond

our dreams.

The Mother House could offer to that army of Hope oppor-

tunities which, foe the time being, are found nowhere else

—

amongst others, an invaluable training-ground for future Mem-
bers of Parliament. But one sees in the project primarily : A
Clearing House of Ideas.

It could act as the great Time-saver. Projects which smaller,

less widely-informed bodies boggle over, through sitting after

sitting, could in the Mother House be examined by the dis-

interested, i>ttacked, defended, and finally threshed out in the

full light of day. With ex])ert help, never before obtainable,

material could he produced for the formation of an enlightened

public opinion.

As a result of this winnowing, women would have their con-
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sidered findings ceady to preseint in^time to supplement or to

correct thon^rhaps necessarily—^basty conclusions arrived at

on some occasions “in another place.” Women experts could,

for instance, assemble and illustrate information upon (^jptain

results (as bad for men as for women) of displacement in industry.

Th^ could give a wider currency and an incalculably greater

force to practical views on sanitation and public lealth. They
cpuld take at last their just share of responsibility in the burning

question of international relations.

We havtf had before our eyes for five years a d&ily object-

lesson, showing that those issues believed by some in the past

to lie outside woman’s sphere, have in truth their very core and
centre in her being. But let no woman think that out of supine-

ness on other public questions she can rise suddenly into an

activity that shallcount in these tremendous decisions. Not even

six million sound opinions will count if the holders of those

opinions are unversed in the method by which opinion is trans-

lated into power.

Hard as women the world over have had to work for votes,

they will have to work harder still to accustom Parliament and

the general public to realise that the views of professionally-

trained, or life-trained, women must be reckoned with in shaping

a satisfactory public policy.

It may be that the first step towards ensuring that their views

shall be reckoned with, may be the acquirement among women
of a habit and a facility in formulating conviction more openly

than has yet been attempted, and learning to support convictions

(or submit to their correction) in the cross-fire of debate. Practice

in this duty is one of the best clarifiers of vague good intention

;

one of the best ways of releasing latent intellectual energy and

so preventing women from being mere echoes and thus im-

poverishing’counsel. If women know they will have to put them-

selves on record, they will be stirred to see that the record shall

not shame them—^nor their children.

* If the women of Germany had cultivated that habit, what
might they not have saved the world I Had the women of Bussia

been better prepared to use their power, what might not Demo-
cracy have gained

!

I made it my business in the first year qr so of the Bevolution

to ask more than one person newly arrived from Bussia about

the* women. Were they really enfranchised? Oh, yes. They
were even elected to the Soviets. They had been seen at the

meetings. But never once—and this is of peculiar interest to

us—never had any of my interlocutors heard a woman raise her

voice in public. They coidd not all be supposed to be timid.

D* 3
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The likelihood wus that Ihtiy were wary. They knew' themselves

haiiipered hy their inex|K?rience of public life. A Ikassian woman
was even amonf^st the liantlfnl of delegates to the fateful Con-

ference of liresi-Linivsk. Wliat contribution did she make?
What did she w) much as think of that duel between the prac-

tisiMl diplomat, von Kuhimann, and the lu^adiotig n)K)stle of

philoKojdiic anarchy—Cniimiissioncr for the Pco])Ie Trotsky?

What did th»‘ woman think of the world-sliaking result of that

encounter? 'J'ln* world has lUiver heard. She and the women of

the Soviets are unver.'icd in that wliich t‘vcrv jM»t-hoifi<e politician

knows ; liow to exph'.-s conviction in juddic. There were among
the women Soviet members, we arc told, lliose who could think

straight and spealc to the —in private. In Council they sat

and waitclied and listened. We are told on the autliority of a

close observer that the women of llimi.ar\ nitide the same mis-

take and paid the hitter price.* -

British womei\ will do more than “sit and watch and listen.

But w'ill they do more than earry on their unrelated group

activities? If it were possible for atiy women to do more at this

stage of hislorv it sliould be the British, ^riiev have the oldest

|Kilitic.al tradition, the longest |H»liticul training. That tradi-

tion and that training, reinforced by ibe valiant practice of the

past dozen years, would seem to ]>oint to liritish women as natural

leaders in that eontrilmtion which is the privilege of these islands

to give the world.

With my own view’ of the main dirticulty I shall not expect

many at first blush to agree; /.c., that womairs striking suceoss

ill the le.sser tasks is a liandieap iu her Jissumidion of the larger.

She is ti>o iibsorbiHl in, loo liyjmotisod by, l>olt seventeen to see

it and kindred imiiortanh details in their true proportion, as means
to an end.

The (‘lid should be l\»wer— that .spiritual, or, as T prefer to

call it, that moral Bower which is the sole antidote to the per-

version of physical ]>ower which has desolated the world.

The probUnn, then, is the directing of the Woman-l'ower. They
do not neeii to prove afresh (and yet they will !) the devotion, the

incorrigible ]>atienoe, the will to work resident in their sex.

What they have yet to prove is a fitness for leadership combined

with a fitness for co-operation. Elizabeth Bobiss.

(1) "I vtenf iKkrt-icularly imjwfwoil,” says Alice Rirjza Hunt ,
“ with the similarity of

n proWera im>MuiUHl in both countries” [Italy mul Hungary]. '* It isanover>cou-

MMontious eiTiu'onient in favtiur of men, who they think migjit bo able to dp the

work botU'r,” said one of the Hungarians. In Italy, one of the most prominent
women leaders told me that the problem of the lack of self-confidence in really

capable women was most diiBcult to solve. ** Our only hofw few good leadmhip
among women in the future is in the training and help wliich we can give to the

young girls now,” said tliis experienced leader.
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“Parliament and Uio Courts of Wostniinstor are voiierflble to me; how
venerable; gray with a thousand years of honourable ago I . . . For a
thousand years this English Nation has found them \iseful or stipporinble

:

they have Kerved this English Nation’s want; bern a road t.f> it through the

abyss of TimA . . . Arts of I’arliament are vcnorablo; but if tlrt?y correspond

not with the writing on the ‘ Adamant Tablet,’ what are they? Properly their

raie clement of vcnorabh'rieas, of strength or greatness, is, that they at all

times correspond thfiTwiiU as near as by Imnuin ]*ossibility they can."

—

Carlyle's Pa-nt and Present. ^

Do the actions <vf the ]»eoj>l(‘’s i*e[»re.senlat.ivt*s at Westminster

(orres[X)nir with the writinij on the “Adamant Tablet*’? Grave
dissatisfaction with Parlianicutary fTovernnicnt is widely felt and.

expre.ssed fo-day. The undoubted decline in the prestige of

I’nrliainent ha.s been tra<‘od to different causes : its unresponsivc-

ne.ss to that public opinion wliich elects it, but lias no right to

recall it ; the conge.stiori of its business, and the apparent irnpos-

sihilify of getting urgent measures through speedily, if at ail

;

the pressure of ** interests”—often antagonistic and always selfish

“-uj)on its deliberations, which paralyse its action and lower its

elliciericy
; the encroachments of the Cabinet and the party

system—those are among the causes given why men have ceased

to look to 8t. Stephen's with confidence and hope. It may only

he a. p}i.ssing phase ; but even a teiufiorary decline in the popularity

of our Parliamentary institutions at such a time is ominous and
disturbing. Men of diverse ]x>litical creeds are at one in their

denunciation of the “politician,” and in their criticism of the

legislative •machinery. But there is by no means the same
unanimity as to the proper j>anace» for the ailments of the body

folitic. There are those who would probably welcome the break-

up of our Parliamentary system, .so that its place could be taken

by some form of Soviet government. Such a solution would be

by no means to* the taste of the majority of the malcontents.

Though they criticise freely, if they were compelled to choose

between such an alternative, they would vote for a continuance

of the present system—with all its deficiencies—rm the principle

that it is better to—
“bear those ills we have

Than fly to others that we know not of."

Our Parliamentary institutions, w-hatever their defects, arc British

through and through. They have grown with the nation's
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growth ; they are the results of bitter battles loqg sustained ; they

reflect as in a mirror the national qualities as well as national

defects
;
and their removal would leave the nation, the Empire,

and the world all the iK>orer. Eor these reasons, among others,

thoughtless or unreasonable criticism is to be deprecated. All

IMirtics wlio are not enamoured of Soviet riih* should liend their

energies' to the task of mending rather than ending the legislative

and administrative machine. A system of government which has

on the whole stof)d the tests of time and < irciimsfancrs so well,

and wliieli Jias so often been iruNlified and develo|)ed to meet the

exigencies of cliangc, is surely capable of further modification

iitid dcvelojmient to nu-et the needs of this new time. All men
of good will shoulrl take counsel together. They should look

" before and after.” Wli^l. developments are j'ossible or desirable

in tile imnie<liate future? Social and indu.slrial unrest at the

moment is in/)st niarlo'd. TailMuir is dissatisfied with the results

<if the last (Jeneral Eleition, with the subsequent ])olicy and

acts of the (loveriimcnt. and even witli its own representatives

in .PnrlianuMit. It is demanding aimtlier appeal to the country.

It li<»pes to lie in tlio place of |H)wer in the course of a few years.

I.

But can the country look forward with equanimity to a Labour
Govornuujnt ns the result of the next General Election? Upon
tbo liasis of an extended and now generous franchise Buch a.result

is quite a |xjssil)ility. Under normal circumstanees the country

should be ]irepared to face such a contingency without dismay.

This is a democratic age. Our institutions are gradually becom>

ing more democratic in spirit and method. Organised Labour
is an integral and indispensable element in the life of the nation,

and no fair-minded person would deny to Labour its fair share

in the onerous task of government. Its opiKirtunity will surely

come. But the general conditions are not normal, and are not

likely to be for Beveral years to come. Further, there are some

cogent reasons why a Labour Government after the next election

would be a risky and therefore an undesirable ^xperiinent.

For one thing, the country was not favourably impressed by the

haste with which the representatives of Labour were withdrawn

from the Ciovernment after the signing of the Armistice. I will

not stress the point in dispute whether “the end of tl^war”
meant the cessation of hostilities, or the signing. of the general

Peace. The party’s action showed a readiness to sacrifice the

larger interests of the nation to the narrower interests of party.

To outsiders it stood forth as a young party in a hurry. Soi^
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of its leaders seeped too anxious to regain for themselves and for

their party fre<edom to fight for their own hand in the impending
General Election. The spirit of party seemed to triumph over

the*spirit of patriotism. As events transpired such a policy was
shown to have been wanting in foresight and statesmanship. The
party purposed running some 300 candidates; they hoped to

sechre the return of at least one half of that number ; but only

fifty-nine w-ere elected. Had Labour stood by the Government
ftntil Peace had been signed, and faced the General Election with

the “comp^ict” unbroken, can there be any reasonable doubt but

that the party’s membership in the new Parliament w^onld have

been substantially larger than the above figure?

Further, the party’s representatives were withdrawn from
responsible administrative work at a thne when such experience

in the difBciilt art of government should have proved invaluable

to a future Labour Government. Good natural abilities are not

in themselves sufficient for the governance of a great modern
State. Practical experience of the conii>lexities of legislative and

administrative work is of the first im]>ortance. With its repre-

sentatives in the Government up to and after the December
election, the party would have been able to exert its full influence

in all reconstructive schemes, and help mould and fashion the

Government’s social and economic legislation. These advantages

were sacrificed for the doubtful boon of unfettered freedom. AH
this seemed to indicate a. lack of foresight and an immaturity of

judgment in the leaders of the party wdiich ill-fitted them for the

heavy task of governing the country.

Another reason wdiy we cannot look forw'ard to a Labour

Government in the near future without grave misgivings is the

composite character of the party. On its political side it stands

for Trade Unionism, the Fabians, the British Socialist Society,

and the Independent Labour Party—three avowedly Socialistic

societies and one of a political hue somewdiot less pronounced.

Its programme, as officially set forth in Labour and the Social

Order, is Socialistic through and through. We are fold that, in

the judgment of the party, “what has to be recx)nstruct€<l after

the w^ar is.not tl^s or that Government department, or this or that

piece of social machinery; but, so far as Britain is concerned,

society itself.” It boldly advocates the nationalisation of all the

instruments of production, of distribution, and of, exchange.

From the nationalisation of land to the municipalisation of our

milk supply everything should be socialised. Further, in the

State thus socialised there must be democratize control of industry

;

whilst such drastic changes in the incidend^ of taxation should

be introduced as would amount to a revolntion in national finance.
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The programme is rounded off by a levy on capital to pay off, “if

not the whole, a very Bubstantial part of the entire National

Debt.'' The policy of the party is certainly not wanting in

thoroughness or definiteness. Yet for some time certain of its

leaders have been urging upon the party the adoy>tion and endorse-

ment of another item—»Syndicalism or “Direct action.” For

months past tlTis {leril has been held over tlie nation like a sword

of Damocles. Its advocates may or may not understand its real

nature and implications; it is doubtful whether their followers

do; but it is certciin the rank and file of Trade I'nionfsin do not.

This movement, whicli is the negation of true democracy, and

is subversive of constitutional government, had its origin in

France towards the end of last century. Until recently it found

its chief expression among the Latin races. The political con-

ditions of the French nation at the time explain, if they do not

justify, its emergence. The Wilson scandal, the Panama scandal,

the national ferment over the Dreyfus case, the factious spirit

of political parties—all this made serious Frenchmen despair of

getting the necessary social and economic measures through

Parliament by the ordinary method. Then recourse was had.to

Syndicalism. This new movement has two main planks : the

first is that a given industry belongs to its own union or syndicate

—the mines to the miners, the factories to the factory workers,

all the means of transport to the transport workers. In its

essence Syndicalism is sectionalism of a most pronounc/ed type.

The second plank is the “general strike,” or “direct action,” to

attain political as well as economic ends. The trade and com-

merce of the country may be held up, and the normal life of the

nation be paralysed that organised Labour may bring alx)iit

political changes which may have little or no connection with

ec/onomic questions. From the economic view-point Syndicalism

cannot be justified. There is its sectionalism : “The mines to the

miners.” It was seen how that doctrine worked out in. the recent

miners’ strike in Yorkshire and Lancashire. Because mine-owners

and miners were at variance tens of thousands of workers in other

trades depending upon a supply of coal became idle, while the

general trade and commerce of the country suffired cruelly at a

time when the real interests of Labour, no less than of Capital,

demanded the largest output possible. There is nothing sec-

tional about the industrial world. It is an econdhiic whole.

Strike at one industry and you injure other industries. Help on
one vital industry and you benefit all others. Work creates work.

The whole mecbaqjp^of industry and trade is as closely knit

as is the mechanism of the human body. Syndicalism is a denial

of that fundamental truth.
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Then there is the thoroughly vicious principle of makmg use

of industrial ^organisations to secure purely political ends. It

tends to undermine constitutional and representative g(fvem-

men{. The free use of such an instrument must inevitably issue

in anarchy and chaos. The use in this country of such an
instrument is neither desirable nor necessary. There is another

and a better way. With an extended franchise the democracy

can come into its own along constitutional lines. In quite a

legitimate way Labour can bring such pressure to bear upon
Parliament «s to secure every reasonable concession in the large

domain of economics. As to political questions, the party has

just the same scope and freedom to make its influence felt as any

other party in the State. Democracy is endangering its entire

position by playing in this way with a thoroughly undemocratic

instrument. It is a boomerang which, if used, may return and

injure the thrower. Before me as I write is a little volume

—

SyndicalisWit by Mr. J. Bamsay Macdonald. In the space of

'some seventy pages he defines the aims, states the principles, and

criticises the actions of Syndicalism in a way that leaves nothing

to be desired. Why is he silent now when some of his friends

would use an instrument which he has shown to be undesirable?

These are some of the reasons why thoughtful men—quite

apart from politicians—cannot look forward to an early accession

to power of the Labour Party without misgivings. The party

should at least be given time to attain to a degree of homogeneity

in purpose and policy it has not yet reached. The country has

yet to be persuaded that as a party it is moderate, reliable, level-

headed. Time should be given the sane and clear-seeing men
among its leaders to educate their party and to free it from the

malign influence of the few wild men who would lead it into

devious and dangerous paths.

II.

But how is this peril to be avoided? Certainly not by a return

on the part of the two historic parties to pre-war ruts, routine

and antagonisms. * Are there any valid reasons why they should?

The war has not left the political world precisely where it found

it. Party shibboleths and distinctions are at a discount. Yet

here and there politicians seem eager to return to the old methods

and machinery. They are in search of an effective party slogan

;

they are selecting the “planks” of the platform. They seem

impatient for the time when they can once again send the fiery

cross through the land and summon their adherents to the party

standards. Does not this indicate a failure to realise the radical
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changes wrought by tlje war, and is it not a jnisreading of the

real temper of the nation? Parlies there necessa^ly will be in

the future as in the ])aRt. But do not the timcs*call for a re-

grouping of political forces, and a new alignment of political

machinery? During almost the entire period of the war Con-

fwrvatives and Ijiberals have worked together in ajiparent har-

mony, and l;(T the manifest benefit of the country. Must Aiose

who, during the scjjwin of stress and stniin, have been political

friends now Ix'coim*. once more, by reason of the inherent nature

of things, political foes? In each group or parly there is a centre

with a right and a left wing. Wliat are the fundamental differ-

ences between tlie “centre** Const'rva live and the “centre**

liberal? Aj^art from obsolete party cries and distinctions it

would be dillicult to say. Is it an exaggeration to say that the

differences in outlook, method and aim between Sir Frederick

Banbury, M.P., and Lord Henry Cavendish-Bentinck, M.P., are

more marked than arc the differences between the latter and the

right w'ing and even centre of Idberalism? It is easy for party'

leaders, consciously or unconsciously, to elevate prejudices into

the place of y^rinciplcs, and to magnify mole-hills of fsecondary

divergences into inountaiiis of primary differences. But at such

a time as this facts should be faced. There is a greater political

gidf between a Liberal and even a mmlerate Socialist, than there

is between the Tjiberal and the most pronounced Conservative.

Just here most Liboriils and Radicals are the victims of a strange

illusion. liiberals still regard the Labour Party as in a sense

the left wing of Badicalism, just as the latter is the left wing of

Liberalism, There was a time, and it is not very remote, when
this was so. Trade Unionism was primarily an economic, and
only in a very secondary sense a iK)litical, organisation. For a

time it "was content that its few representatives in the House of

Commons should supywrt the party whose programbae was the*

more promising from the standpoint of Labour. That time is

past. As we have seen, the party has been reorganised upon a

socialistic basis, with a definite and far-reaching programme.
Since his election as member for Widnes Mr. Arthur Henderson
has stated that his is the only party which hasHaken.the country

into its confidence as to its inethods, aims and ends : “However
much we may be criticised and denounced as dreamers, they are

our plans which hold the field/’ They have selected their flag

and, appart iitly, have nailed it to the mast. Yet at the 'Widnes
election the Liberals decided to support Mr. Henderson, and their

votes secured his election. Mr. Henderson did not, because he
dared not, promise to return the compliment elsewhere. At
Rusholme Labour ran its ow^n candidate; with the result that
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the Liberal can^date was a bad third. From the Press we
learned that there is a deep feeling of resentment among
Liberals at Ihe presence of a Labour candidate in the* field,

the feasoh assigned being, that Liberals threw the whole weight

of their organisation into the scale on the side of Mr. Hen-
derson at Widnes, and offered no opposition to Mr. Glynes

in fhe Platting division.*’ But that is simply* a proof that

Liberals do not understand tlie real meaning of the platform
”

ahd programme of the Labour Party. The party is in no sense

the left wing of Liberalism or Eadicalism. The party is avowedly

out to reconstruct social life and revolutionise industrial life.

The party is collectivist whatever may be the individual views

or convictions of some of its members. Upon the basis of its

programme there is no room for compromise with either Liberals

or Conservatives. As to the Eadical, he has one affinity with the

Socialist, but a more fundamental difference : both desire radical

legislative innovations; but while the former desires less State

' interference and control and greater scope for personal initiative,

the latter demands a more extended State interference and far

more drastic State control. Modern Eadicalism was born and

flourished in the era of unregulated Individualism ; with the pass-

ing of that era it, too, will pass avray. It is full time Liberals

and Eadicals realised the great changes the years have wwked.

III.

What is the duty of men of moderate views in face of this real,

if not imminent, danger? Is it not to concentrate their forces,

to stand together, and help save the State and nation from revolu-

tionary and disintegrating tendencies that threaten both? It is

plain that neither Liberalism nor Conservatism can cooperate

with Labour on the basis of the latter’s avowed policy and pro-

gramme without breaking away entirely from its past. Is it

equally plain that Liberals and Conservatives cannot work

together along the lines of a progressive programme such as the

day demands? It is not a time to hug delusions or follow an

ostrich poliqy. Sslient facts should be faced, and a line of policy

in keeping with the facts should be decided upon without delay.

When the real objective of Germany’s naval policy became

plain to Sir John Fisher he* quietly and unostentatiously withdrew

the -fighting ships from the Mediterranean and concentrated them
in the North Spa. To those who had eyes to see that was an

admission on the part of the Admiralty that the danger-centre

had shifted. Subsequent events have abundantly proved how
sound was that judgihent. Within recent years far-reaching
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clianges liavo boen goin|^ on in the i)olitical Up to the

present the two iiistorio parties have supplied little evidence that

they •have proj)erIy appreciated these chanj^jes. rt the govern-

ment of this country in the near future to be along the lines of a

modified individualism with here and there a dash of State

Socialism, or is it to he transforined into a thorough-j^oing

S()(‘ialisin? That is ilu' question which should be faced and

answered. If the former he the path of wisdom and safety, and

the latter the road of a. dtangerous exj»i»riment, how may tfie

first he laL'cn and th(^ s(^<'ond avoided? By a return of the two

historic parties 1<» the fild party ruts and more or less obsolete

party metliods? Surely not. Let the centre and left wing of

(V)iiservatism r-oalesci* with the centre and right wing of

Fiiheralism, and thus form a real and strong national f>arty, with

a j>rngramine at once cautious and progressive, holding fast to

those, things which liave proved gotsl and useful in the past, yet

reaching forth to things tliat are before. We may be told that

there are fundamental dilTerences that still divide, and should

divide, the two historic parties. What are they? The Welsh
( 'liureh (jucstion has liecn Itnally settled in an amicable manner.

Is it Ireland? But the average English Unionist is just as anxious

as the average Ijiberal to solve the Irish problem n^xin terms that

will be mutually satisfactory to the two Irisli parties. There lies

the real crux of the ))robleni to-day : the failure of the Irish to

agree among themselves as to what they really want or wdll

mutually accept. That ditficulty confronts the two historic

j)artie.s equally. Its solution w*ilJ soonest be reached by mutual

co-o|HU‘ation. Is it the question of Free Trade that divides, and

must divide, the two parties? When prejudices and party pre-

dilections are laid aside, is not a modified Free Trade more or less

of a ntx^e8.sity to an island nation such as ours is? No party can

hoj)© to cariT a scheme of thorough-going Protectioft. Imperial

Preference, tlie protection of certain “key” industries until they

are able to liold their own against all competition, and the pro-

tection against “dumping” of sweated goods at less than cost

price in the country Avhere they were manufactured—upon such a

policy both moderate Liberals and moderate Conservatives should

be able to agree. In tnitli there is nothing that fundamentally

divides the main forces of the two historic parties. The matters

niKai whicli they differ—or think they do—are trivial compared
with the numerous and great questions with regard to which
they are in substantial agreement. Is it wise, in the face of a
real danger, to minimise points of agreement and magnify points

,
of divergence? Patriotism and the instinct of self-preservation

alike seem to suggest a policy of concentration and co-operation.
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There is a clamaiit call for the exercise, by the leaders of the two

historic parties, of a generous andbfar-seeing statesmanship. Will

the^ prove equal to the demands and the opportunity of the

times?

It may be unreasonable to expect—human nature being what

it Conservatives or all Liberals to identify themselves with

a really national party. It may not even be desirable that they

lyiould. The more pronounced among Conservatives may come
to the conclusion that they can best serve their country and

further th^ principles for which they stand by remcftning apart

from the main body. Be it so. The more advanced Liberals,

on the other hand, and some who still regard themselves as

Kadicals, may elect to throw in their lot with the Labour Party.

The Independent Conservatives—by whatever name they may
choose to be designated—should prove a salutary check upon the

(lovernment of the centre party whenever it is in danger of

yielding tog much to the pressure of the Socialist-Labour Party

;

whilst the sprinkling of Liberals and Badicals among Labourists

should contribute an element of moderation and steadiness to

th^it party.

In this regrouping of parties the point to be emphasised is tlie

fact that the highest interests of the nation and the Empire require

that the government of this country for a good many years to

come should be in the hands of strong, capable and experienced

men whose hands are upheld by a party that lias not only gained,

but can retain, the confidence of a substantial majority of the

entire electorate. The need for this was enifiliasised by a recent

occuTTeiice.

The country was jdunged. into, perhaps, the most serious

industrial conflict in its history. The sudden action of the

N.U.It. w’as a piece of sectionalism of the worst kind. Regardless

of the larger interests of the community, and upon absolutely

inadequate .grounds, the leaders of the raihvaymen flung down
a challenge, not simply to the Governmemt, but to the nation.

Transport was paralysed and the trade of the country thrown

into confusion, while the life of the whole community was

endangered over* a question of wage-rates tliat could affect no

single railw’ayman in the country for several months to come.

The Government begged the railway union to postpone their

strike, wrere it only for two or three days. But, in the grave

words of the Prime Minister :

—

“ They declined to grant even this respite to their fellow-countrymen, and

a service upon which the life of a. whole people so much depends w'as stopped

with practically no warning, and the Government has reason to believe that

the strike has been engineered for some time by a small but active body of
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mfoi who labour tirt^leiwly, but inaicliotiKly, to exploit theFLabour organiaaiioiu

of tliiB country for subverMve enda.'^
^

This ainister movement on the part of one of the most poii^rful

Trade Unions in the country should give point and force and

urgency to the n.^grouping of tK>litieal forces along the lines

indicated in tfiis article.
*

a * a » . a »
«

Since the foregoing was written the n*eeiit Hpcoches of the

Prime Midisier uiid Mr. .Asguith at Manchester havif brought, in

a slightly dilTerent form, the main subject of the above article

to the forefront of practical fiolitics. Mr. Lloyd George’s speech

was a reasoned and i)Ovverful plea for a contiiuiation of national

unity, and it was at the same time a fine defence of the Coalition

Government. He said that as national unity during the war
was vital to victory, it was equally vital to tlie establishment of

a tsound pea<*e. Domestic problems awaiting solution are of a

kind that can be solved better by a Coalition Government than

by party warfare. There is a great terrain on which common
action is possible. livery one of the recent resolutions of the

National Ijiberal Federation could be put into law by the present

Coalition. Kven a happy solution of the Irisli problem is made
jKJssible by Unionist sacrifices under a Coalition, He asserted

that more and bettor luogressive legislation has been carried by

the Coalition Government during the past three years than could

)X)Ssibly have been achieved in any other way. It has effected

the greatest franchise reform of the ages.’ It has secured a mini-

mum wage for the agricultural labourer. It has placed on the

Statute Book the boldest and most comprehensive Education Act

known in our history. Tlie Health Act and the Housing Act Sir

Donald Maclean has described as “a very great measure.” There

are the* Traiisixirt Act, and the Electricity Bill now passing

through the House of Commons. That was not a bad record for

a “reactionary Government” during three anxious years: two

in waging a colossiil war, and one in negotiating a difficult peace

in the midst of complications, complexitie.s and burdens of endless

labour troubles at borne and abroad. In the course of his speech

the Prime Minister put two pointed questions to Mr. Asqnith :

(1) What would he have done, as the founder of the first Coalition

Government, if his Government had remained in power to the

end of the war? Would he have dismissed his Unionist colleagues

immediately the Arrni.stice w^ns signed on Ae ground that he had
no further need of them? (2) Is he prepared to say that he will

never serve his country in any honourable or serviceable position

so long as he has to act with men of a different opinion, without
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demanding that they should sacrihce their principles? Mr. Lloyd

George closed his speech with the warning that civilisation is

confronted wfth a new and menacing challenge—the challenge

of S&ialism against private enterprise ; and he made an appeal

to all who regard our present social and economic system as

essentially sound to help the Government to save it by making

it more worth saving.
* ‘

A few days later Mr. .Asquith spoke from the same platform,

and took up the Prime Minister's questions. Mr. Asquith is a

past master «n the art of condensed and lucid exfiositicm ; but his

answer to this part of the s]»eech—the only part jKu*tinent to my
present pur|x)se—was scarcely a good illustration of those quali-

ties in wliich he unquestionably excels. In bis reference to tbe

first question he harked hack to “ the trick election " of last

December, and athrmed that be would never have cons(*nted to

tliat. But what was the Prime Minister's jH)siti(>n at that time?

i'reparations were being completed for the inoht momentous

'IVuce Congress in the history of the worhl. To secure a Peace

(‘omniensurate with the colossal war it was most dcsiral)lo tliat

the British delegates should have hehind them not r»n)y a. strong

(lovernmcut, but also the backing of Parliament and tbe country.

• Could they be sure of either? The then House of Commons was

inoribund—it had outlived alike its legal term and its usefulness.

Such as it was, could the Coalition Covernment have de}>end(?d

ii}H)n it for unwavering siqiport in the making of a sound I*eace?

'I'he memories of the preceding April were still fresh in tlie mind
of the Prime Minister, when Mr. A.squilh— departing for the first

and last time from the irreproachable attitude of a patriotic leader

of the Opposition in war time—:gave countenance and sup))ort to

what had all the appearance of a conspiracy to overthrow the

Governnxent. At the moment affairs were most critical on the

Western froftt, and an alternative OoveruiTient w'as not in sight.

It was but natural that the Prime Minister should wish to guard

against a refietition of such an episode during peace negotiations.

After saying what he would not have done Mr. Asquith

indicated what he would have considered to be his duty under

the circumstances,* The Coalition was formed for the period of

the war to meet a great emergency. In his judgment that emer-

gency "was at an end with the signing of the Armistice." With
the signing of the Armistice "we should have recovered the

freedom w^hich wae just as important to one wing of the Coalition

^ as to the other.". But does that bear the stamp o^statesmanship?
- Mr. Asquith went on to refer to the divergence of views between
the tw^ wings upon social questions. But neither he nor his

followers have frankly faced the fact that it was impossible to
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separate peace negotiations from some solutioi^ of pressing socu

problems. Immediately the Armistice was signed the work c

demobilisation commenced, and at the same tim& the work o

social reconstruction became a necessity. To say that the tloah

tion Government should have confined itself to the task of makini

a good Peace and have loft the solution of social problems to j

new I’arlianftjnt is scarcely a practical j)roposition. For ‘mon

than twelve months the Allies have been striving to achieve i

Peace, and the work is by no means completed. To say that'ir

the rneautijiio groat and ciainani social problems should reinair

in abeyance is the counsel of folly.

Witli respect to llie second question of the Prime Minister’s,

Mr. Asquith did not face it with his usual frankness and candour.

With a present following of some twenty-eight members of the

House of Commons, he indulged in heroics when he said : “I

have a very strong conviction that the Liberal Party is perfectly

capable of governing tins country, and if the question is put to

me, 1 am prepared to associate with anyone whose views and aims

are whole-heartedly, without reservation or disguise, with those

agencies which have almost always been the dominant purposes

of Liberalism.” In face of the menace to which the Prime

Minister referred, an answer like that by no means meets the

case.

Mr. Walter Iluiiciman recently declared : “There is no reason

in the world why the best element in the Labour Party and the

best element in the Liberal Party should not work together cor-

dially where there is ground for agreement.” But with the

Labour Party’s formulated social programme—printed, published

and circulated before the last election—what prospect is there of

fruitful co-operation between two such parties? The main body

of Liberalism in tlie country is by no means prepared to. go in for

undiluted Socialism in all directions, while the Labflur Party has

not showm the slightest inclination to modify its
^
pace or pro-

gramme to suit the pace or the taste of what it regards as a

limping Liberalism. Further, if Mr. Runciinan thinks it quite

legitimate that “the best element” in both parties should co-

operate, if they can, is it a crime that “the best .element ” in

Liberalism and Conservatism should continue the fruitful oo-

o[)eratioii of the past three years? What he suggests is a doubtful

experiment; what he seems to condemn is an established fact:

Mr. Asquith said at Manchester that it was their business as

Liberals to w'o^;k in season and out of season for the restoration

of the reign of political sincerity. A very worthy aim I With
all due deference I w’ould help in this work by setting forth a few
facts which should be faced :

—
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1. The events ef the past three years have proved that there

is much more^in common between the main bodies of the Con-

servajjive and Liberal Parties than there is between the main

body of Liberalism and even the more moderate section of the

Labour Party.

2. JThere is little prospect for years to come that any one party

will be suflBiciently strong numerically to dispense with the assist-

aiye and co-operation of some other party ; therefore, if the King’s

Government is to bo carried on, the principle of “give and take,”

of some measure of compromise and accommodation* will, of

necessity, have to be practised. To maintain the contrary is to

belie the past political history of our country.

3. If such a policy he<x)me a political necessity in the near

future, what line of conduct should the practical statesman adopt?

Poes not political wisdom suggest the line of least resistance?

That is to say, should he not look out for a ]x>litical alliance, or at

least for a working understanding, with the party whose social and

economic views make the nearest approach to his own? If so,

in what direction shoiild he look? To the Ijabour Party?

Scarcely. Socialism involves not only a fundamental divergence

in method, but nothing less than a revolution in the social and

’economic life of the country.

It is a noble aim to usher in the “reign of plitical sincerity.”

This can best be done by first of all facing the salient facts.

D. Henry Rees.
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separate j)eace negotiations from some solutioi^ of pressing social

problems. Immediately the Armistice was signed the work of

demobilisation commenced, and at the same timfe the work of

social reconstruction became a necessity. To say that the Coali-

tion Government should have confined itself to the task of making

a good rea(;e and have left the solution of social problems to a

new rarliani^nt is scarcely a practical proposition. For *more

than twelve months the Allies have been striving to achieve a

J*eace, and the work is by no means completed. To say that* in

the meantime great and clamant social problems should remain

in abeyance is the counsel of folly.

With respect to the second question of the Prime Minister’s,

Mr. Asquith did not face it w'ith his usual friinkness and candour.

With a present following of some twenty-eight members of the

House of Cominons, he indulged in heroics when he said: “I

have a very strong conviction that the Liberal Party is perfectly

capable of governing this country, and if the question is put to

me, I am prepared to associate with anyone whose views and aims

are whole-heartedly, without reservation or disguise, with those

agencies which have almost always been the dominant purposes

of Liberalism.” In face of the menace to which the Prime
Minister referred, an answer like that by no means meets the

case.

Mr. Walter Punciman recently declared : “There is no reason

in the world why the best element in the Labour Party and the

best element in the Liberal I’arty should not work together cor-

dially wdiere there is ground for agreement.” But with the

Labour Party’s formulated social programme—printed, published

and circulated before the last election—what prospect is there of

fruitful co-operation between two such parties? The main body

of Liberalism in the country is by no means prepared to go in for

undiluted Socialism in all directions, while the Labour Party has

not shown the slightest inclination to modify its pace or pro-

gramme to suit the pace or the taste of wdiat it regards a« a

limping Liberalism. Further, if Mr. Riinciman thinks it quite

legitimate that “the best element” in both parties should co-

operate, if they can, is it a crime that “the best . element ” in

Liberalism and Conservatism should continue the fruitful co-

oiKjration of the past three years? What he suggests is a doubtful

experimect ; w-hat he seems to condemn is an established fact:

Mr. Asquith said at Manchester that it was their business as

Liberals to w'ojk in season and out of season for the restoration

of the reign of 2X)litical sincerity. A very w-orthy aim ! With
all due deference I would help in this work by setting forth a few
facts which should be faced :

—
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1. The events of the past three years have proved that there

is much more^in common between the main bodies of the Oon-

servajive and Liberal Parties than there is between the main

body of Liberalism and even the more moderate section of the

Labour Party. •

2. ^here is little prospect for years to come that any one party

will be sufficiently strong numerically to dispense with the assist-

aiye and co-operation of some other party ; therefore, if the King’s

Government is to be canned on, the principle of “give and take,”

of some melisure of compromise and accommodation", will, of

necessity, have to be practised. To maintain the contrary is to

belie the past political history of our country.

8. If such a policy beox)me a political necessity in the near

future, what line of conduct should the practical statesman adopt?

Does not political wisdom suggest the line of least resistance?

That is to say, should he not look out for a }.)olitical alliance, or at

least for a working understanding, with the party whose social and

economic views make the nearest approach to his own? If so,

in what direction should he look? To the Ijaboiir Party?

Scars'.ely. Socialism involves not only a fundamental divergence

in method, but nothing les-s than a revolution in the social and

economic life of the country.

It is a noble aim to usher in the “reign of jxditical sincerity.”

This can best be done by first of all facing the salient facts.

D. Henry Pees.
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The m«Kt burning ])o]itical question to-day is the right distribu-

tion of |)o\ver. To take only one instance—the recent strike. To
anyone who atteinplK to stand above the hurly-burly of current

events it would aj)pear a stufjcndoiis manifestation of the struggle

between the two contending ideas now striving for i)olitical and

economic i^upreiTiacy, the old conception of the geogrttphical state

and tlic newer or revived conception of industrial or craft

solidarity. In I'ingland the one is top-dog, in Iliissia the other,

while Germany is at present the cockpit of both. 'About three

years ago the editor of the Fortnightly kindly allow^ed me to

do an article on a very remarkable book, Janus and VestaJ in

one chapter of which the outlines of the present struggle were

clearly indicated and its i)ossible solution foreshadaw^ed. Time
has only served to bring out the justness of the views therein set

forth. The author, Mr. B. Branford, has now had the happy

idea of expanding the chapter in question and of reiuiblishipg it

under the title of A New Chapter in the Science of Governments

In its present form it is a work of extraordinary actuality and

interest that no student of the times can afford to neglect. I

propose, as far as possible, in order to alter the thinker’s points

as little as I can, to sunnnarise it, where practicable, in his owm
language, and in any case to follow his lines of thought.

In the midst of the series of ])oUtical earthquakes and tidal

waves that have follow^ed in the wake of the late war we may
well feel assailed at times by a sense of hojielessness of success-

fully grappling with- these titanic forces. And yet^ there is no

real need for despondency. Man can indeed yield to fatalism

and so sink to ruin, or, as all history sbow^s, save himself by

reacting against the dangers that beset him. But such a reaction

means neither reaction pure and simple, nor doctrinaire adhesion

to some cast-iron and abstract plan, which rules out important

known factors or those which inconveniently revead themselves

as the plan is hastily put into operation. A plan there must be,

but it m\jst be founded on patient survey. Diagnosis must pre-

cede cure, and diagnosis wdll show that there are some problems

of statesmanship that must be handled at once, such as (say) the

feeding of the hungry, others which require treatment in the

near future, as getting the aforesaid hungry people into employ-

(1) CUatto & Windus, 1916. (6b. net.)

(2) Chatto A; WinduB, 1919. (5b. net.)
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ment, and, thirdly,•those which concern the remote future. This

policy of the r^ote future is what will fashion the polity of the

new gra. It ^mands statesmanship, w'hose ultimate goal and

object is to give a stake in human affairs not merely to every

individual, but also to every geographical group of individuals,

be it Jamily, village, city, region, nation or State. “True polity

is immanent in temporal necessities, yet breathes the spiritual

air, of a timeless vision.** Progress must come by prudently

grafting new branches on to the old trees, involving the co-opera-

tion of both ^xes, all classes and regions and nations, and finally

of the seven continents. But w'hile individual and community-

building is the watchword of the new era, yet “a sober limita-

tion
, a reverent finitude, a self-imx)osed proportion ** must be the

motto of those wlio build it. Policy remote (or polity) is not a

matter of decisions or principles, but the fostering of the right

spirit in the folk themselves, the giving them a new heart, or,

rather, developing the heart that is latent in all. Polity is the

living community co-operatively creating, readapting and gradu-

ally realising some great Design, which is not Pan-Slavism or

Pan-Germanism, but in its broadest sense Pan-humanism—only

fully realised at first in the souls of the contemplative—for the

‘dream ever precedes the drama. Yet, if it comes, as all great

thought comes, first in the bosom of the few, be it a Christ or

His disciples, its spirit must be such as to be intelligible to all,

in order that all may therein co-operate, and such co-operation

is only possible when means are provided for all. whether indi-

viduals or groups, to have their say in it. Like every true creed

and gospel, it alone can grow and reveal the manifold richness

and truth inherent in its conception, if it is understanded of all

and open to all for free discussion, especially by the leaders of

every group,•whether imperial statesmen or village Hampdens,
women as well as men, the young as well as the old, and especially

by the leaders- of the great cardinal groups of humanity's occupa-

tions. Secrecy is the only enemy it has to fear, for true ideas

gather strength and solidity the more they are mooted.

But what are the great cardinal occupations of humanity?
They are 8ix*in number, and no more, of which three are con-

cerned with the realities of life as temporal, and three which are

concerned with the ideals of life as spiritual. The 'crafts which
are temporal fall into three great divisions—Mechanical (engin-

eering, manufacture, mining, transport and the like). Vital (agri-

culture, forestry, medical, hygienic and so forth). Social (domestic,

institutional, legal, municipal, civil service, etc.). The respective

corresponding spiritual ones are Artistic, Educational, and
Heligious.
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TIm?sc! primitive eanlinnl proiipfl are constantly inter-penetrating

one another anil tliiis making for human solklarity, or diiTerentiat-

ing fro/n one aiiotlier and thereby increasing the sum total of

knowledge. Hut I heir n prewntative and rcsfionsible leaders, one

and all, mm-t make tlieir eontrihiition to the great design men-

tioneil idiove. In this parliiiment of humanity it is the boimden

duly nf every leadiu*. Imwever humble, tf) give his opinion—of

course, in the right filaei* and at the right time. On those lines

!il«u!e ean the im-'eni world pruhlenjs he solve<]—and not by that

pieremeal' opportunism that, forgetful of the twofdld solidarity

of man, Iri*-': to isolate one diflimlty and throw a sop to discon-

tent hv trying to settle it. h’rom this eolleetion of vieirn the new

state.suian wlwllu r he writelic.s over the destinies of a hundred,

or a huiuln-d milli«»n, will eomjwjse his rcrif ir of tlie whole ques-

tion and .allot to each faetor its relative importance? in the picture,

tiuudv's to I he eompi eluMi.sive td all the cardinal cate-

gories of statecraft present in hi.s mind, not in the siarit of a

doetrinuire wlio forc‘<*s facts into a pre-determiiii’d system, hut of

a doctor who knows he imi.st look for the presenct^ or uhsonee of

(Uirtain typical symptoms if he is to arrivi' at a corroid diagnosis.

To illustrali* this |Hiint Mr. Hranford give.s the following striking

synoptii-al .sketch of the prevailing Kiiropean unrest.

Two .M'hools of political thought at pre.sent divide Kurope,

Those who think in g<‘ographie:iI terms of the home, the town-

ship, the region, I he nation, the commonweal or empire where it

exi.'^ls, passing through (he entire gamut of what may he called

th(' regiomd scries of complete eo-citizen.shij>, as represented by

suci'essive expanding units of the conception of who is my neigh-

bour. 'This ground pattern of coruvntrie units may he said to

represent the warp of society. And what i.s the weft? Nothing

I0.SS than those enormous occupational activities of ’fnan already

mentioned, included under the tenn.< sivcialism. guild, syndicalist,

lalniur and capital, emjdoyer and emplovtM*, which no statesman

can afford to ignore to-day, and which have hitherto been too

often mistnislod or mishandled, gigantic movements which are

threatening to scat thems<'lves in the very chair of State and

which auur n guIiUion can alone utilise, for the common weal. To

attempt to suppress this growth is to attempt to suppress Nature,

while, if I ft to them-selves, ihey cannot fail to develop into wide-

reaching ucrioixilieH whose existence will prove as detrimental to

mankind as every hnprrittm in imperio must necessarily be.

These growth .s—federations of employers, confederations of

labour trade unions and the like—are absolutely natunl and

inevitable growths, and the failure to study them as such is largely

due to the |>reseiit neglect of the study of i>olitical science, which
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has its laws as xjjueli as any other branch of science. Man
* is, in 'fact, imt of Nature, and his ix)litical growths and

organisations lull as much within the sphere of natural science

as questions of bodily growth, or the habits of anininl^, or

the behaviour of metals. 'From this point of view a monopoly

as a natural fact is neither gocxl nor evil, but iin object of study.

\Mjel! this has been carried out, then the further qlieslion aris(‘s

(a question of ethics)—Is such a tiling injuri(»us to stKiety, and,

if «o, how can it be regulated to redouiul to the heiiefit of society?

The state.snjpn must be master of both sciences, but h(i will

accomplish nothing unless he keeps them at the outset distinct

in his mind.

In a nutshell, then, the cardinal political problem confronting

mankind is to weave the new weft of tlu^ sane elements of

oocui»ationalism into the old warp of geugrajdiical jxditics

(n‘gionulism.» to form an urgently needed and essential tdement

of the great design (jf the coming polity. Kach of thesi* two great

[(lives, when'once organised and isolated from the othi.'r, becomes

an absolute danger
;
the geogra[»hicai in the form of an absolute

state like that of Louis XIV., or Holtenzolleni (lerinany, the

occupational in some syndicalised worhbgroiip in (say) slopping

^ ,or linance, or u Soviet of syndicalised workers, or in a joint

alliance of employers and cm]>k)yees which, whenever realised,

would inevitably load to the exploitation of the consumer. An
excellent historical instance of the latter is the old Hanseatic

licaguc, essentially a syndicalised herring groii]>, which finally

antagonised the principal nations with which it did business,

though its destruction was hastened by tlie migration of the

herring from the Baltic to the North Sea, where the League
came into collision with the Dutch and the f^nglisli. The present

Whitley Councils, valuable as they are as a State recognition of

these naturak forces, will nevertheless, if they prove a success,

have to take into account the geograjihical factor and give

adequate representation to the comumcr on their boards.

Counsel must precede Council, and, if Council is to be sound,

all important categories must be called in to give evidence. Who
is more interested lhan women in keeping the hearth-fires burn-

ing? Yet not a single woman was called before the recent Coal

Commission, nor was any woman repre.senting either the general

public or the miners' waives placed on the Commi.ssion, and there

was only one solitary representative of the consumers. Yet it

a question that vitally concerns the consumer, who should have

e had half the representat ive.s on the Committee, tlie other half

going in equal parts to coal-owners and employees who represent

the producer element. Similar neglect of a vital factor is to be
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seen in the reciprocal contempt of Western ant] Eastern statecraft

for their FC8j)ccti?c cultures, and yet the keeping of the peace

between East and West largely dc])endH on a routeal appreciation

of each other’s achievttinciitK in thought, religion and scieclbe.^

Eiit true 8t:itfH;raft deimiiids sImi a historical study of its prob-

leiriB, and a study of niodhcval thought would ho of the highest

value tu-il:iy; if only as showing that the. statecraft of those'times

was not an isolatetl thing, hut a highly coiuplox sijuthesis of the

whole science. <jr the jteriod. Eesting as it did on the solid bfisis

of all the tluMi known human knowledge, the science of juris-

prudv.nv.v was developed pre-eniiiion(!y as tlic science of [)o!itical

foresight and prediction. It ultiiiiateiy fell into discredit through

pUHliing too far its analogies witii the human body and mind,

but in its thinking about the nature of corf>nrati(>n8 and legal

|)ersonaIify problems that huvt^ come to life with a vengeance

to-iluy, to take only the Trade, rnions as an instance, we have

muc.h to learn, as well as from its (‘xami)Ie, by laying under con-

tribution in our turn the sifience of to-day, especialfy the science

of the living body (biology) and the science of personality

(psychology), i.e., the psycholcjgy which is not merely

mechanistic, us the prevailing psychology is, but vital and i^ial.

Biology is indeed, in other ways, coming by its own. It is not

for nothing that the most |H)werful guild and trade union of

modern times is that which deals with life in all it.s mainfesta-

tions, the medical profession, which by its sturdy development

a tx)litioo-nicdicttl organisation indicates its determination to

be adequately repres(?ntod in the government of the country.

The three hundred years* old supremacy of the lawyer i.s passing

away and that of the doctor is rising into prominence. The rulers

of tile next generation will look at questions with medical as well

as legal eyes.

But organisation, ini|K)rtant as it is, is only ona of the three

cardinal factors of Oovernmeut—machinery, organisation and

administration—for Government is like man subject to scientific

law in the three realms of matter, life and society. Man is, in

fact, an energising xiiccbanism. an organising being, and a social

liersonality. The statesman, therefore, should be acquainted with

the law‘6 of rnechanology, biology, and politico-social science,

with, of course, its ethical corrections. The more real and first-

hand hi^ acquaintance with all these three is, the surer will be

bis judgment.

During the last hundred years England, in becoming pre-

dominantly an industrial community, has become obsessed by

(1) Of the 180 Bngliah oxperte who went o^-er to tlie Paris Conference not

one was an authority on the Far East, the only person present who had first-

hand knowledjiA was a journalist with <sily a semi-ofneiaJ status.
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«^echamst ideas, ^ the exclusion of vital. A striking instance

of this is that in the realm of world-thought, in spite of her

population bekig many times that of previous fruitful eras in her

histofy, she has only thrown up one world-genius—Darwin, vvlio

was really a late-fruiting apparition of the ideals of the previous

generation, being a sort of super-breeder and gardener who saw

things* in the light of the science of life whose root ib^organlsation.

Life is, in fact, the central mediator in Nature between mechanism
aifd humanity; a great organiser is one who has absorbed into

his scjtil and J>ody the root priticiples and crafts of organic nature.

England’s negknjt of agriculture has cost her dear in many
ways, while CJennany's careful fostering of the same, backed by

her command of the mechanical arts, was the true foundation

of her amazing .strength of organisjition. Ilaf»|>ily, liowever,

J'higland had not forgotten the tliird factor, that is supreme in

all enduring polity, the hninanity of man, that underlies the

science of rnancraft and is tiu? living spirit in administration

;

401(1 so, though defective in organisation, slu? won through.

Machinery, organisation, administration are, we re]H*at, the three-

fold concern of all true statc.smansliip, and demand not merely

a knowledge of the three-fold sciences of mecbanology, biology

*and .socjology, but also an acquaintance with tbe’c(;rresponding

crafts, whether manual or mechanic, field, forest or fold, or folk

craft, in the handling of human beings. This last is happily a

strong feature of English statesmanship, thanks* largely to the

public spirit pervading our schools and universities.

But if for pur|K)ses of thought we are obliged to separate things

into categories, wc must none the less rtgneralier that Nature is

one, foul 8c tient, and that all things are inter-related. If it is

true we must divide to conquer, we must none the less recombine

to rule. Divisions into water-tight coinjiartments in the Govern-

ment lead to tyranny and anarchy. It cannot Be too clearly

kept in view that the Ixxly ixilitic is one, and hence there might

well be written up on every public building, as a supreme

warning: “What is injurious to one unit is injurious to every

other.”

Vainly the* cynic reply: “It will last my time.” The
spirit of the. beginning is the spirit that is dominant and decisive

of the end. It has, in fact, all the pre-eminence of a first impres-

sion. Moreover, owing to the growing interdependence of the

w^orld, there is no room for a long run for impunity to-day, and

^Nemesis that fprmerly limped now travels post. Hence all

^ statesmen must for the future hear in mind that the world is

formed of social units whose weal is interdependent and whose
woe is also common.
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Of this slowly emerging solidarity the Leagi^ or (as the Prench

call it) the Society of Nations is a significant symbol. The era of

interdependence as against independence has begun. But this

interdependence is two-fold. In its geographical form, whet er

embodied in family, city or State, it is indeed, and must remain,

predominant, but it can no longer hope to be stable unless it also

combine wiWi that other form of interdependence, the Obcupa^

tional, and still less can the latter hope to rule the roost alone.

The reason why the geographical groupment of mankind is

insufficient in itself to secure stability lies in the \pry nature of

trade competition and the struggle to ])ossess the cultivatable

parts of the earth wliieli are limited in extent, ^ well as of

internal party, class or race struggles, which exercise, especially

the latter, very serious disintegrating influences. Instances

abound. In the late Hapsburg Empire we had Austrians versus

Hungarians, and the latter again against the Slovaks. In

Germany the series ran German Empire, Poland, Prussian

Poland. In Britain we have British Empire, IrMand, Ulster.

In fact, it may be laid down that any organisation of political or

economic units working in dominant isolation from each^othet

on one and the same plane tends to periodical instability and

strife. He that is not with me is against me. On the other hand^

when men are linked together by strong professional or trade-

union ties, then a miner (say) in the Forest of Dean feels more

in sympathy »with one in Durham than with the non-mining

element of his village or county. In any case the geographical

idea takes with him second place, and this tendency is growing.

Yet—

’• Unless tlicHO two politieal groupings (old and new) can learn to under-

stand each other syniputlieticaJly, to respect each otlicr, to make reasonable

sacrifiet^s on each side with a view of co-operation at all stages of political

action for the coruinou weal, social unrtrst tliroughout gthe world will

assuredly advance wdtli giant strides, and civil strife of the inteusost degree

will bring a furtlu*r coiiinion woe upon mankind. IiLstead of co-operant

evolution there will continue and increase an unregulated competition,

ultimately culminating in world-w'ido revolution, anarchy, and chaos

—

a

dread condition of society, ultimately disastrous to all classes.'*

At present we have a sharp division bettTeen the two; giant

industries neglecting the duties and claims of citizenship, citizens

calmly viewing the agonies of dying groups of industries. In

education we have advocates of specialism and those of general

education, in government discussions between centraliseiB and

decentralisers. Each has got hold of one side of the truth. But
the two must be co-ordinated at each stage with the home
and its ever-expanding units of hamlet, city, etc., as basis, for

the home is greater than the occupation, since the occupation
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lirocee^ from it^ Or, in otlier words, tho^new occupation^]

guilds must be woven into the old political entities, town, region,

State and thb like. Otherwise capital and labour, severally oi

conjointly, will ruin citizenship* In the task of reintegrating

occupationahsm into the political fabric, much inay be expected

from loomen, who, above all, have the welfare of the family and

the children at heart.

But how can this interweaving be done?
*The English House of Commons has been until recently a

chamber to«protect mainly the financial interests of ihe citizen

as a consumer; the House of Lords has likewise until recently

been a chamber to protect the financial interests of the citizen

as a producer, or, in the past, at least as an agricultural producer.

Subsequently, and owing to the industrial revolution, it has

become less and less representative, and so has lost power. The
financial balance between the two has thus been destroyed and
the lower House saddled with the impossible task of regulating

‘ both consumption and production, though constituted on a basis

that only fits it for the former function. Only an upper house

(or ^senate), representing all producers, whether employers or

employees, can redress the balance. Such a reform must also

take into account the judicial functions of the upper chamber,

which will be more important than ever, as it will be called upon
to furnish new types of judges to serve as arbitrators in connec-

tion with guild, trade and labour disputes, the vital need of whom
has been so woefully apparent during the recent strikes. And,

finally, this new temporal collectivity should be balanced, as in

the olden days, by an extended representation of the spiritual

side of the nation’s work, including not merely the bishops and

representatives of the Churches, but also of the other two great

cardinal spiritual occupations—^Education and Art.

The fair regulation of consumption and production is the funda-

mental raisdn d'itre for these two instruments of government,

whatever the unit of government may be. It may be objected,

however, that in local government as it is there is only apparently

one chamber, but a little investigation will show that the other

element is mpres^ted, albeit insufficiently, by co-opted members
taken from certain specialist ranks (a modem device) and by
aldermen, who are really the modern representatives of the guild

aldermen of olden times.

This bicameral movement is bound, in fact, to ^tend not

merely downward to local govermhent, but upward beyondi the

nation, including the empire or commonwealth and ultimately the

Fjde world itself, thereby fostering the ideal of true world-citizen-

ship, not^ih^^^yague and vacuous cosmopolitan type; ignoring

VOL.
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alik« race and natiouality, but one which rompreheuds and tranti*

cends a love of family, locality, nation and race - truly a far-off

yet perfectly definite ideal ! There is. in fact, iiO jioinl in the

unending Kpinil of interdeiK.‘iideiJce where one can draw an

absolutely hard and fast line. To put it in a [)aradox, the safety

of the home lies beyond the home and the safety of the country

beyond its hArders. And the converse is equally true, or, as Mr.

Branford puls it :— ^
who lovi'H not truly hin family ramiot. Ii.vi* hi-; nativi- hoiiif.

" in* wliA lovi'H n»it truly hi?, ualivi* hniiu* i-iiTiTiul truly lovi*’ hisi country.

Ill- wli-i lovi s Tioi truly liis (‘miiiti'v Iruly luvi* huiiiaxiit_\,"

Bui the unaivhist may say that not merely two, but one

t'lminbor are unnecessary, to wbieli llie answrr is that the nu*re

tixisienee. of government as a natnrai plxejiomenon is an indt"\

of Uio equality and inequality of man. J^’or -

•' WiTo all ‘qual, govrrninmt woulil be unru iTssary : Wi-n- ail mm
unequal, it would he iiii}H».HKibli*. Thu iHTmnial problem 'of governiufiil

liea in iho paradox that each individual is <‘qual in his common humanity
to every other, and yet also unequal by tliu very existence', of his uniepu*

peraonality that gives rise Ui endless manifold degrees (*f capoe'ity, the

indestructible rcK)ts of a perennial evolving bierarehy, or aristocracy. Jne.vit-

ahly, therefon-, all governiin'iit is thus eternally democratic, and yet also,

otvrnally nrisbH^ratic, though the arishs'rueles it thn ws up may he vastly

ditTenni from one another.”

In other words, it deals with the two <'atcgones of quantity and
quality. .Nol{* how this di.stinction was recognised by tl>e

eighteenth-eoiitiiry nsi* of the latter word to express the iip]>er

classes.

The new .social unit of gtnerninent arising from the fu.sion of

regionalism and oeeu[»atii>iialisni will he alike economic and
inditical in nature because essentially tinuneial, for polities and
economies will be merged in ulvutity through t'manqe, which has
long been I he supreme influenet* in the temj»oral world, though
this is only gradually coming to light. Hence bicameral govern-

ment. by providing two planes of interest for the individual, w’ill

ludp to soften <lo\vn i'maneial quarrels that otherwise might lead

to foreign or civil strife, as hi.s geographical, interests may pull

him one way and his trade or professional interests another.

Again, the two chambers should act as clearing-houses not only

for differeiu es between eousiiiner and producer, but also, where
the hicamend system is extended still wider, to a fair distribu-

tion between the rival parties in such matters as world credit,

raw material, regulation of emigiation, wages, etc,, some of whicji

the late war 'has already brought into prominence. When this

has been bnnight about, the much-disputed questions of Free
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Trade and Protection will have become largely meaningless, for

their objects will have been merged in the problem ‘'of fair distri-

bution and ecenomic opportunity to every citizen and every region'*

(froAi hamlet to empire), “according to natural products and

natural needs, combined with the fair distribution of responsibility

for equivalent compensation where it is proposed to raise or lower

pricfis according to privileges renounced or benefits received.”

Free Trade and Protection found their raison d*Hre in the fact

that hitherto no practical means had been distjovered for world

regulation qf economic situations and tendencies. Laisscz jaire,

in fact, was a tacit admission that the old mediaeval doctrine of

I lie justum pretium could no longer be realised, iiut under the

new conditions in which these problems are rii])idly becoming

world-wide iiroblems, this iiii]jos.sibility no longer exists. If the

various regional units, .small and great, do not ultimately com-

bine to fix them, they will be fixed by international linunce, and

that to the disadvantage of the con.sunier. Nor can one nation

<lo this any longer for itself alone. Germany is a supreme

instance of a nation trying to erect itself into a self-sulhcing unit.

World-power was not within its [Kiwer to grasp, and hence the

inev*itable downfall. Mankind will end by realising, as the sensti

• cl iuterdependence grows, that economic plague stxits anywhere
are as dangerou.s as epidemic.s, and still more fatal, because, while

the former attack the body of man, the latter injure his soul.

The more Occuiiationali.sm .spreads beyond national frontiers,

the better protection will it be against nationalistic megalomania.

Tills knitting tcjgetlier of Gccupationalism and Kegiouaiism may
Well lead in the end to the solution of the hitherto insoluble

Irish problem.

Moreover, the sharp logical di.stiuclion betwi!en consumer ami

producer does not exist in real life, for every citizen is both a

consumer aad producer. From the ixdnt of view of livelihood

he is a producer, from the pcant of view of having to maintain

his fitness for carrying on his liveliluxKl he must consume utilities.

Bo that at every step he has to satisfy the rival claims of the

two instincts. Hence, while to solve these claims it is imperative

to regard him frdm this two-fold iKiint of view, it is equally

imperative to find some |X)liticai machinery by which these claims

may be reconciled, when mankind are considered in groups.

Again, it is essential to clear away once for all the fallacies that

have gathered round the phrase *' produce*’ of “labour.** If we
regard man under the three-fold asjx^ct at mechanical, organic

and human, the “produce** of azn' lalxjur of his does not differ

in kind, but only in the degree into which each of these three

factors enters. Mere mechanical energy enters into all labour,

B 2
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whether the raiBcrallcd “brain ” or “manual “ labour. As a matter

of fact, as far as mechanical energy goes, an executant musician

in playing for a couple of liours may s]>cn(l inofc mechwical

energy than a hard-working bricklayer does in a day. Again,

the emotional stress of the statesnian when speaking, or the

great creative artist at ^^ork, calls into play far more musclar
strength and energy than are available to the average man. This

is especially true of the orator, in whom the concentration of all

the resources of the body in resi)onse to the psychic upheaval is

airiazing. ' •

Again, all varieties of lalK)ur are interdependent and therefore

indispensable. None of us cun live without the other. It is

useless to try to suppress any, except those that are really para-

sitical. Naturam cxpdlas furca tamcn usque recurret. A vain

attempt w^us made at the French Revolution to suppress lawyers I

Of all these callings one may say, to parody Voltaire, if they

were not in existence, it would be necessary to crej^te them. A
short, one-sided view looks on lawyers, priests and doctors as semi-

])ara8ites of society
;
but a deeper insight shows that each fulfils,

or should fulfil, a definite function in society. Any useful activity

is “labour,” and “produce” is the result of any useful activity.

This applies not merely to any person directly producing

“wealth,” like a farmer, but equally to anyone indirectly doing

so by forecasting the w^eather, like the meteorologist, or still

more indirectly doing so by transiiiitting these forecasts, as a tele-

graphist to the farmer, or making them available for him, like the

newsj)aper coiiniositor, since each is engaged in useful activity and

thereby co-operates by his labour in the production of wealth.

Equally is this true of the work of the novelist, the preacher, or

the playwright, whose activities are devoted to the fe~creation of

mankind on the spiritual plane. The fact is, no one can create

new matter or energy. They can only transfer or 'transform it,

whether in their own bodies as consumers or by their acts as

producers. Hence we have got to drop once for all the idea that

distribution is something radically different from production and

consumption, just us we have got to drop the i)ernicious distinc-

tion between mainuil work and brain work. No single concep-

tion of economic or t)olitical science has Avorked so long wd so

fatally against the kuni(iMtfiuf(cin of all labour, especially in respect

to the 8i> called working classes, as well as against its highest

productivity and against the social sedidarity of man.

('learly nil lalwur whatever is both corporal and psychic. The
j^HVchic element has until recently been ignored, but certain work-

shop problems are bringing it at last into prominence, notably,

for instance, the fact that while worktime increases - in .mathe-
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matibal progres&dfD, psychic exhaustion increases in geometrical 1

By his experiments with idiots, S4guin has shown for all time

that the corporal side of man can do nothing till the psychic has

been awakened. It is the psychic that sets the machine going

and drives it. Hence all work is “labour,” and one form of labour

only varies from another according as the massive or the minute

muSbles are called into play by the psychic urge, or according

to the degree of psychic energy involved in the operation, whose
ftnal moving forces lie in those glands and organs of the body
which are |he power-stations of the emotions. And .so, in final

analysis, at the back of all “labour,” be it that of artisan or

artist, lies human emotion. To rouse that human emotion to its

highest pitch is, therefore, the prime condition for maximum
productivity and the healing of the peoples. Henceforth let

labour no longer insist on the manual element of its work, which
is but an ingredient, but on the human element which gives it

the indefeasible right to rank this aspect of it with the highest.

To come*back to the new guilds and their evolution and incor-

[loration as the second chamber of the respective regional (or

jirovincial) national state or world councils. These assemblies

will need supplementing on their judiciary side by a fair number
of guild arbitrators, for not only a new type of lawyer is needed,

but the education of the existing one demands reform, as Mr.

H. H. Seville points out. Owing to profound social changes, the

political struggle has shifted from a fight against oppression by

the (rovernment or the Grown to an appeal by the people to the

Crown and the Government for protection against wealth and

property. Hence the lawyer of the future must add to his

individualist training, in the principles of personal and individual

freedom, a profound study of economics, politics and social

science*.

Furthermore, the discussions in these second chambers should

be public and open. They should each serve as a clearing-house

for the differences between the main various occupational groups,

thus balanced among themselves, and again collectively balanced

against the geographically-elected first chamber of consumers,

^ofiteering, strikes, lock-outs and the other evil.s of unlimited

competition should therefore be gradually eliminated or

ameliorated by regulation and the force of public opinion backed

up by a Press representative of all shades of opinion.

A few of the main differences between the two chambers may
be noted. In ^tbe first, the representatives will be elected by

public choice, which is more or less exposed to change. Here,

then, the elector is the predominant partner. In the second, the

representative will be the nominee of his guild, and bis tenure
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is likely, owinf? to his f)iesti^o within the guild, to become per-

manent. Youth jind inidcllc age will predominate in the first

chamber, senescence and old age in the second. Ihc deputy or

member of the first lioiise will fond to be progressive, the senator

(member of the second) is likely to be conservative. The deputy

will receive a salary and no ])en.sion, fhe senator a pension and

no salary. 'Plie d(^|)i]ty will concentrate on the present, the

senator on the j)aKl or the future, or both. The Senate, again,

in terms of jjopular excitement, will l>e the clininpion of minori-

ties, ns indeed tlie IToiise of Ijords has been in tlic last; few years.

On the otb(T hand, llio lower TTonsc, as representing the citizens

gepgraphiciilly, will always remain the predominant house.

As regards the eonijx).siiion of the Senate, it may possibly

contain in its ultimate form an equal number of spiritual and

temporal members, the spiritual naturally including representa-

tives, not merely of religion, but of Education and the Fine Arts,

that belong to the spiritual crafts. As for finance, the lower

chaml)er will continue the existing geographical taxation on the

basis of family ability to pay, and the other wall inaugurate a

system of taxation according to the several guilds’ ability to pay.

This some may object to as Diarchy, but the answ^cr is that one-

man government has proved in the long mn to be defective, and

we must get back to the principle of multiple sovereignty. The
family exemplar demands it ; Home with its two consuls, Egypt
wdth its two PharaoliR, are instances of two of the most durable

governments that have ever existed, and, curiously enough, of

the greatest of the y>rc-w'ar German businesses, the Badische

Aniliii-Fabrik w’as under two general managers. Liberty and

interdejiendence increase together. And, finally, there must be

equitable representation in the second chamber of employer and

employees of all guilds and, of course, a due proportion of women.

Bankers wall be roj)rcsented in both chambers, for the banker

is the supreme figure in temporal things, since all realities have

their price. To those wdio object \o capitalism as such the answer

is that it is a natural and inevitable growth, and the only thing

to do is not to try to abolish it, which is impossible, but to

regulate it in such a w^ay as to redound to the benefit of the

community. Taxation has got to be looked on not as insurance

money or legalised blackmail, but as payment for social services

received, and so it may finally come to pass that by. a strange

paradox the rich wall be among the most highly esteemed, because

they contribute most to the w^elfare of the community

!

Step by step with the passing of the absolute State into the

interdependent State must go the passing of the absolute inde-

pendence of employer and employee. Not that this foreshadows
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the disappearance of private property,' based as it is on the

primal needs of the family, but of the current fallacy of absolute

private property, which no known legal system has ever recog-

nisedf. The idea of absolute independence is a chimera due to

our unconsciously transferring the concepts of absolute logic into

the world of reality. As a matter of fact, Man is finite by nature,

infinite in spirit ;
he is therefore a being in<de-finitb and indefirir

able. Man is therefore free and determined because he is

in-de-terminate.

“ Man is a1)oing botli ordered and chaotic, and is therefore inchoate [or

in the making, to use Wells’s phrase].
** Man is a being both the same and yet different from other men; and

therefore is a eimilar being.
*' There is both equality and inequality amongst men; and tlierefore

interequaXity.

'*Man is a being both dependent and independent; and so interde'pen-

dc»e.”

Or, in a word, man is a creature and a creator in one, and so

the more we obey the laws of Nature, tlie freer we become, for

servjoe and mastery go together.

Again, everyone is, as producer, employed by the whole com-
• uiunity, every man, as consumer, employs the community,

whether he be a beggar eating a crust of bread or a multi-

millionaire, and thus every man has an interest in both sides of

the question.

But the slow and painful transition towards the new order of

tilings can only come about, as has been already said, by a corre-

K|X)nding change of heart. Hence the supreme value and import-

ance of the spiritual crafts already alluded to. With the political

economic transformation must go step by step a religious, educa-

tional and artistic conversion. Domine dirige nos is no vain

saying. Here, again, a study of mediaeval thought may teach

us much, whether in what to follow or to avoid. For instance,

the restraints placed by the mediaeval Church upon trade were

doubtless injurious from one point of view, yet their basal aim
was sound—to safeguard the moral welfare of every citizen against

exploitation# It ib significant in this connection Chat the Arch-

bishop of Canterbury is still an ex-officio member of the Board
of Trade! Religion, Education and Art must be the preachers

and pioneers of the new movement, the counsellors of our future

councillors.

(1) The three primal and indestruoiible portions of the natural man for

substantial and reasonable satisfaction in food, sex, and property find in these
three things the respective instnunenta for self-preservation, race maintenancef
and family livelihood.
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Their position in the six-fold hierarchy of th€«w’orlds of Nature

and of Spirit is plain from the following table :

—

THE THREE WORLDS OF NATURE.

Outward
GorroRpondiug

craft
•

Mechanical Craft
(Industry)

Oi^ganic Craft

(Agriculture, etc.)

Folkoraft
(economic, politick,

legal, domestlb and
administrative

activities)
f

Typflfl of naturul

inUdligeiico

(tiatiiral Bcioiicftt)

Mechanology
(Pliysics, Chemistry,
Engineering, etc.)

Biology €lociology

THE THREE WORLD8 OF SPIRIT.

Outward
corresponding

art.

Fine Art Education Church

Types of spiritusl

intelligenco

(Spiritual trutli)

Aesthetic Logic. Ethic

«

It is well to note that there are six, and six only, cardinal

occupations, though their interdependence is unlimited. A man

may, for instance, belong to one, yet have a footing in one or

more of the categories. Thus a gardener, inasmuch as he uses

tools, exercises a mechanical craft, or, as regards selling his

produce, exercises a social craft, thus utiliBing his knowledge of

human nature; but his main trade is gardening, the others are

Hiibsidiary.
*

In accordance, then, with this principle of interdependence and

interpenetration of occupations, one may naturally expect to see

the mechanical groups evolving not merely their expert followers,

but their representatives in politics, law. banking, education

^including publicationl
,
religion and art. This is, indeed, already

liappening in America in respect to certain technical colleges

which are developing not merely the av>pn)prrate education, but

also their study of law ai\d tx)Utics, while even in England we
have already mining schools, miners’ members, and the trade

unions of mines have their own doctors.

So will it be, doubtless, with the agricultural guilds and also

with Ute political, each eager to throw out connective tissue to

link it up with the others. And the same might be expected

from the spiritual guilds. Incidentally, in connection with this

interde|Huideni^e, Mr. Branford brings out -very strikingly the
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indissoluble boind*linkiiig together great poetry and great politics,

,giving chapter and verse to show how great poets (Isaiah, Dante
and the like) bave a profound grasp of polity and great statesmen

(Solomon, Pericles, etc.) a deep- reverence for poetry. It is not

for nothing that a poet once said that what matters was not the

making of the laws, but the songs of a people. Mr. Branford

acutely adds that the exclusion of women from the political arena

has probably been the root cause of the rarity of great female

]^bets, and prophesies the advent of great women statesmen and
great woman poets.

Once this law of interdependence is recognised in the labour

world, the present stniggle between craft and industrial unions

will become meaningless.

Most difficult of all will be the evolution of art guilds, but they

should get help from old friends like the Churches and new
friends like the Schools. Their ideal, however, is plain enough

—

the creation and maintenance of high SBsthetic quality of work
and the substitution of the SQsthetic spiritual welfare of the com-

munity for the commercialisation that threatens art to^ay. Art,

of qpurse, is here taken in its widest sense of music, the drama,

architecture, horticulture, and all the so-called arts and crafts.

> • One of its new, if most difficult, duties will be to exercise over-

sight over the machine-made produce and see that it is really

a thing of beauty.

But amid this evolution of craft and guild life, the periodic need

of re-organisation and re-co-ordination, of the whole of which they

only form a part, must never be lost sight of. For he who co-

ordinates governs, and he that specialises is governed (how true

of the pre-war German, the most over-specialised and therefore

the most over-governed of men!). In the temporal sphere the

co-ordinator is the Banker, in the spiritual the Philosopher. The
Banker is the Supreme CouncDlor, the distributor of opportunities

(no credit means necessarily hand-to-mouth existence) and the

Philosopher is the Supreme Counsellor, the interpreter of life.

Their education as co-ordinators, whether men or Tvomen, must

absorb something substantial of the six spheres of culture, in

order that J;hey toay have a bird’s-eye view of all, and their

education must be a humane one, as indeed ihust be that of all

citizens, no matter whether in the latter case the education be

in the main literary, scientific or craft in nature. The pupil, not

the subject, must be the first and last consideration, and so the

teachers should .be no mere specialists, but language-humanists,

nature-humanists or craft-humanists, as Mr. Branford has pointed

out elsewhere. Only under the teaching of humanists can

dehumgnised indnstiy again become humane. But, granted this

VOL. CVIL N.8. a*
'
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|»orttulat<*, r.pircidlihalioii is i-.HM'iitial to every li)rin of complete

eduratiun
,

u.s pref^aratinii im- livi'liiuKxl.

hilt, as lius uireaiiy tiocii hiiiteii, thv of bicameral

fjovenniic'iii I'.unnitt stu|i at the iiutiuiial sta^e. The hritiah

Knipirc or roiiniinn^M'.ai, for which Mr. Bruiifurd HUggeats the

name Jhitamcriiidia, will ultimately ilciiiand the creation of

Hiinilar iiiHtrimieiitK of goveriiinont for itself in the coming era.

What will the .spirit of that ora he? A Kuinmary study of the

ideals (»f the la.sl |KTi<Ml of the pre-war ora, that of the Frenc'ii

Bovohition, will furnish uh with .several clues. Xhe French
devolution, which was directly due to the inequitahle incidence

t>f taxation. oxf:es.sive centra Iisat ion of |»ower at the e\]K‘ri.s(‘ of

local government reaultiiig in a definite exclusion from polilicdl

vsrpcTience of the ma.ss r»f the jH'Ople, succeeded in estahlishing

oneo and for all the iinproscriptahle rights of the individual and
Ilia equality before the law, hut, owing to the very evils which
brought it about, neglected to insist on the equally inijxjrtant

doctrine of his self-sacrificing duties, ignorcMl tradition (which is

history) and the realities of local difl’erenees (which is geography),

w’hilc its conception of tlie nation as un absolute sovereign State

with an oflicial bureaucracy impartially functioning in the

interest of all ojicned tlic way for a genius like Natx>lt?on to

identify himself with the State (once more repeating the formula
of the reiat cest inoi), or to make himself, thanks to his kuow'-

ledge of geography (as '‘IVejndcnt <»f the to|H»graj>hical cabinet ”
!)

and his |»assioii for history {ride his passion for llutaix-h), master

for a time of the whole inechaniBm. Thanks to liiin and hia

military predecessors, its doctrines spread like wildtire through

]<iUr4))H\ overthrowing tyranny right and left, and finally com-
passing, by the s])irit it aroused without, the downfall of the

Kaix)k»onic tyranny it.self. But through its Umsez-fairc spirit it

<‘stablishod unlimited comj)etition , lending thereby to the new
forms of economic slavery, while its glorification of the State

found its final incarnation in the late Crovernment of Germany,
the last word in megalomaniac comj>etition on the international

scale. The duty of the new era, then, is to bold fast to what was
good in the French Revolution, while oliminaiing its evil effects

and incorjioraling the new ideas now coming into play. What,
then, is die new programme?

*' Tho simultaneous cooperation of the whole human race, family by
family, city by city, region by region, natiop by nation, institution by insti-

tution, towards the gradual evolution of a world pidity-of citizens offering

increasing scope alike in duties and in righU to child, woman, and won,
family, city, n^gion, nation, race, and institution, and doing justice to each
according to its own living nature and ita own particular needs, towards a
united culture of iu?ienoe and art rtxited in domestic, civil, moral,SDational,
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«id racial culture : V^wards the loft; aud aublimo task of the discover; and

creation of a veritable religion with a world conscience of which the founda-

tions are the grgat religions alread; evolved. The new spirit must be rooted

in the past, alive in the present, pru|)hetic of the future, . . . for without

vision the peoples perish."

How, then, slmll these ideals l>e curried out as far as the British

coinniotiweal is concerned? All the world awaits the spirit in

which we act; just as the wliole world looked on yesterday at

the w'ay in whicli the late strike wa.s handled. On uh the mantle

of goveniment once worn by the Koinau Empire lias descended.

Tu rtgcTc tmperio, BTitamice^ memento.

How, then, shall the.se ideal.s be carried out? If Counsel should

precede Council, then it would seem that three stages are neces-

siiry. \ small conference of both Ihiiises of I’arliament; a large

consultative and constitutive convention t*f the Britamerindian

Commonweal; a smaller cominitlcc apjHunted Iw, and reporting

to, the Convention.

The Convention should contain representatives of all regioiiB,

institutions, grouj)s, tt‘injx>ral and spirit iial, including male and

female, af»d also the tlnee generations, youth, rniddle-age and age.

Eailre numbers, as history sliows, should not prove a drawback.

, The re|Kirting committee .should be cornposc'd partly of members
of the (’orivention, j)ar(ly of co-opted political thinkers, not merely

of English nationality, but also of <listingiiished foreigners. This

is no new innovation. The hi.story of many CJrcek towns shows

that they asked foreigners to advise on, and even devise, their

eonstitution.s. (Jeneva did the like with niarke<I success.

I'he committee would make a .synof>tic survey and then refX)rt

I'V slow instalments, domestic and foreigrj r-riticism being alike

taken into account. Its siiggestion.s would be finally embodied

in Bills and pa.ssed through the various stages of rarliainent.

which would in the first instance pass the proposals as experi-

mental and subject to revision after a siatrsl number of years.

Step by step with this .should go the bolding of corresjxmding

regional conventions (civic, regional and national), for in this

way only can the rival claims of producer and consumer be recon-

ciled whether locally or higher in the scale.

A word or two on the survey itself is Eeccs.sary. Three cardinal

elements appear to be inherent in it. The first, an empirical,

is one in which the English nation, by reason of tlieir practical

sobriety, patience, saving humour and good sense, are justly con-

sidered by the nations of the world as paramount. The second
' element is the scientific, in the formulation of social categories

and legal principles for reducing to order the vast wealth of

disconnected social and political data. This is the province of

B* 2
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sociology and jiriliticul science, in which the English with tl^eir

indifference in the inasH to logic are certainly surpaased by the

Latin races. Here, then, is just a ]>aint on whidh it would be

wise to strengthen the hands of our varioufi sociological and

|X)li(ical thinkers, hy adding a few distingiii-lied foreign jurists,

wiciologists anri |K>liliciil pliilosijpherH. '.riie hist element is the

rnalirv, whieli liises into i\ great work of art the contributions

of *'Xj)enerice and logic, a stage tliul deiuaiuls tlie co-operation of

the executive and llu* contemplative genius, l^io often in opposi-

tion to-diiT. In this I'udd England has prcxlnced many first-

rate men a.s any count rv, and women too Mo cite only Queen

I'llixabeth.), though tli«' palm in fMilitical thinking must be

uw^urded to tlic ancient Greeks, who alone have heeii supreme in

all these branches—a sufTicient reason to ensure the j>erinanent

study of Greek in our universities, thereby dispensing them from

the ignoble im]>osition of “forcible feeding,” to wliicb Oxford

still clings to-day.

Finally, survey and scliome-making must develop together,

acting and rea<’ting upon eacli oilier. Nor must those who are

at work on the great design commit the hewdting sin of political

thinkers and conventional statesmen of neglecting the instincts

(those 80-called Freudian complexes) of tlu* undifferentiatod

ma8.se8 from whom all forms of social and jxilitical organisation

in reality proceed, that ”peo|»l«*” whom one may delude in part

or for a lime, but whose intuitions in the long run are unemng.

Here we must stop, hoping, however, that our analysis, faulty

and imjxjrfect as it is, gives at least an inkling how the book

under review absolutely bristles at every turn with suggestions

and warnings on the jirescnt world crisis, whether the topic be

labour unrest, the jirevention of strikes, the regulation wages,

the reconciliation of the claims of the individual and the State,

the n^gulation of capital, the health of the }>eoj»lo, the revival of

local life, tlie handling of foreign affairs, the consolidation of the

British Empire, the refashioning of education, the socialisation

of art, and the restoration of the spiritual element to its rightful

place in the life of the individual and the community. There is

a hunger and thirst to-day in the souls alike of the learned and

the siinjde to sot things right. If this' article is successful in

leading them to tlie b(^k of wlijch it is the humble exposition,

it will not have been written in vain.

CUIUDRSLEI BrERETON.
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WuKN the nation is at war the op|X)neut8 of reform speciously

argue that it is inexpedient to swop horses in the stream. When
l>eace superx'enes the public interest in military alfairs, without

which no Secretary of State is powerful enough to carry impor-

tant clmnges through Parljanient, is apt to decline with the

disappeuraiiee of tlie. immediate danger of war and the reappear-

ance of the problems of |K!ace. The present, however, is a kind

iff interregnum Ix'tweon i»eace and war. Tlie dark iiutnace of

(ierman conquest luis been overcome, but the state of EiiroiK?

is none the less full of menuee, to which Mr. (.’burchiil has sliown

himself more alive than any of his colleagues; the coiulitiou of

Jiussia and the attitude of Bolshevism genenilly towards France

and Britairt equally justify and demand the most vigilant pre-

cautions for material defence ami for the enforcement of the

Treaty of Peace.

l^may be said, tlien, in s()it(» of unusual diilieultics resulting

Imm political and liiiancial exiiaustron, from war-weari iiess among
the loyal subjects of the British Crown, and reviving sictivity

among the disloyal and unwholesome elements of our [Hipulation,

tlial the present year affords opjH>rt unities which may md recur

for many a decade of placing our military administration on a

sDimd and |U‘acti<;al liasi.s. Mr. Cliurchill has shown his under-

standing of the importance of his rdfr and courage in meeting

the problems which Iiad to he dealt with without delay, such as

the Demobilisation, and the reconstruction of the Army of the

Rliine
; it remains for him to prove that he can construct on a

greater scale and on a more permanent foundation h)!* the future.

He has many i>ersonal advantages which none of his predecessors

had, in that he served several years in the Army in jwace, com-

manded a battalion for several month.s in France during the war,

witnessed other campaigns as war correspondent, and directed

the aU-embracing strategy of the Navy at the most critical period

of its duel with German power. The exijerience thus gained

ought to be invaluable, whether the noniasures adopted were

successful or otherwise; moreover Mr. Churchill is singularly

fortunate in being almost unopposea in Parliament. His position

may’ be too strong, for some expert criticism is almo.st indis-

^pensable to vast.schemes of reform.

When Parliament was prorogued in August the only indications

given by the War ’Minister of the future organisation of the Army
cenebsM in the appointment of fourteen Generals to commaiid
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Teiritoi'iai dtviKioiiH, but these? officersi howe\pr zealous, have

not yet had iiiiich opiiortiiiiity of doing anything at all, though

they have had plenty of Icistire for thinking over (the difficulties

which heaet them, ih'fore the former organiHation of lle^lars,

SpiTisil KcKerve, aiul 'rerrit4)rials is permanently adopted it is

woilh while to in<|iiire how the seheine starved in the past and

how it is likely to tit in witli our future re<juiroiucnts. UhlesB

the Iasi iiH|uiiy ran he answered satishudorily, the renewal of an

iinsuitablf? and insunieieiit military organisation long since

obsolete eannot he loo strongly eoiideintufd. its adisptinn would

attest the eoiiijdete haid\ru]>ley of all military statesmanship at

the. War OlVuto and in the (hivtTiiinent

.

Let ns first reeall the situation of the 1i'i‘gular Anny in the

la.'^t two wars, 181K) and l*.)l I. in I'^O'.l wj* had to deal with n

wliito militia armed and din‘<’ted in the most uiiconveiitiunal

manner, and this i?nemy waged* a eharactoristie colonial warfare

against us as eontrastod witli the type of war-arrned masses of

Kurope, Asia, or Auu'nea. In tlie later stages the Boers broke

up into guerilla bands, whieb were dilVieidt to find in the vast

territories <if S(uith Africa, but iu the first six months of the^wur

they met us in armies of a]»proximat(‘ly the same size as our own,

which olTered an easy target to our leaders liiul our eominanders

and exeeutive stalV undt*rstood eontemporary tactics, but we
failed signally h» erii.sh the lio.stile armit's and ex|>tmded an

inordinate ircMiMire an<l efi’ort in tlu* guerilla war. For

neither pur|H)se dkl our militarx syMein prove fitted, and the

expansion of tlu‘ .Army depended nivm large drafts of untrained

volunteers led l)y amateur ot'tieers, xvho were accorded tlu‘

high rank whieli it t<H»k professional officers thirty years of hard

and varied service to attain. In this and in many other respects

liritain sustained lasting injury in the lV>er War, but it might

at least have served ns a warning and inspired a revival of mili-

tary efficiency, especially after its lesst;)ns had been accentuated

by the ]xusso-tlat>anese War in Manchuria.

W'hen the liiberals came into office in tlie winter, 1905-1906.

immediately at the close of the Manchurian war, Mr. Haldane

became AVar Minister with i>owers of Comrnander-in-Chief,

and governed the Army till 1912, when he became Lord
rhane4?llor. Even after that date he continued to influence

military jxdicy, and if |vnvor is a xvord which can properly be

ap)died to such a flabby conglomeration as the last Liberal

Government, he was all -powerful. He personally negotiated with

the German Kaisei- and Ministers, both in this country and in

Germany, and had the amplest means of knowing the danger to

which this country \x*as exposed.
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He will nevcr^ persuade the masses of his countrymen to trust

him again. They have finally condemned him, but the light

which his career has thrown u()on technical incapacity and the

deadly peril involved thereby is of great value. He has recently

defended his administration, but when he writes on strategy

he seems to mean policy and organisation. His policy w^as to

f>uf 160,000 men into line with the French, and tlie organisation

by which he hoped to effect it was to make up six divisions of

•infantry from the battalions in Great Britain, which were used

as training de|)6ts to sij|)ply drafts for the battalions in India.

'I’he cavalry and artillery were in rather a better position. These
six divisions were due to take the field in twelve days, and w^ere

to turn the^scale against the OcTinans in the first great clash of

arms; behind them stood what remained of the Militia now
lal>elled Special Keserve ami fourteen divisions of Territorials who
\vt?re not ex})ected to be fit for field .service for six months, by
wliieh time the war was to have been won. These divisions

(Mmstituted a reserve for unexpected ilevclopments.

Tlie event swiftly revealed the absurdity of Haldane’s calcu-

lalions and the feebleness of bis military advisers. In.stead of

six <livisions, only live reached the first battlefudd, and one of

them was very late. Nineteen clays after we entered the war,

and twenty-four days, after war was certain we managed to ptit

the first four divi.sions into line. I'o exj)eot these trcK)i)8 and their

commander to turn the scale when seventy divisions or more
were figliting on each side was a.sking rather much, nor did they

have a fair chance from other points of view'. 8o little care had

been taken to harmonise our action with the French that our

little army was set down on the exijosed flank of the French line

to meet a two-fold suj>orioriiy of Germans with a great superiority

of artillery. The result was Mens.

Disastrous as the oj^ening of the campaign was, victory might

still have been achieved in 1914 if any considerable proportion

of the Territorial divisions had been thrown against the German
flank in October, 1914. The fact that these troops were not

used in the terrible crisis of the Yser battle, when the fate of the

Entente hung iiiK)n a thin line of British riflemen, proved to

demonstration that our military system before the w'ar was as'

vicious as it could well be. What, then, is the remedy? It would

be folly not to use to the full the military spirit w'hich made a

Territorial Army possible, and not to exploit the traditions

created by the war, but nothing was proved more clearly than

that untrained soldiers under amateur leaders, how'ever brave,

have no manner of chance against anything like the same number
of trained soldiers led by trained officers. Whatever they aire
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called—whetlier Regulars, Militia, VolunteerBi pv Territorials

—

is of far less importance than that the troops who will have to

meet the first shock in a future war should have an irreducible

minimum of instruction, and that their leaders should be pro-

fessionally coiii[)etcn1 , especially their superior chiefs. This is

quite iin])osHil>le unless both officers and nun serve u period,

which will vary in the estimation of military uutliorities, ))ut wiiich

can roughly he stated ns not less than three montliK continuously

for the rank and file, not less than six months for a subaltern officer,

nr twelve months for a sii|KM‘ior oilicer, and those ^)eriodH are

little enough if the enemy has longer training. The difficulty of

reserving the higher ranks of the Territorial Army for trained

officers iii.slead of eonlerring these eominands upon rich men with .

jtoliticu] influence is not likely to be Jess in the future than it

juovcd ill the past ; moreover, fourteen divisions are none too

many for the pur|K^ses of liome defence, even rf the next w'ar has

to he waged oversea. Instead of sending these divisions intact

to the front, a sounder system would he to ke(q> them perman-

ently at home, hut to draw upon them for re.Herve l>attalions to

the army in tlie field and for drafts wJiieli sliould ))e immediately

replaced in tlu* Territorial units by recruits. The principal defect

of the Regular Army has been its dual obligation to furnish the

garrison of India and to furnish an Expeditionary I^^orce for

Euro[wan pur^wses. The double role can only he performed if

behind the Regular Army stands a Reserve Army having sutticient

training to enable it to take its place in line on the breaking out

of hostilities, and sufticient numerical strength to treble the cadres

of the Regular Army iHuinanently maintained at home.

The necessity for such an organisation seems dimly to have

been understood by Haldane and his advisers, for the Militia w-as

converted to the pur|Hise in 1907 and re-christened the Special

Reserve. Parenthetically it should be said tliat an army organisa-

tion is eiTective in direct ratio to its simplicity, and therefore the

creation of complicated categories of Reserves and Special

Reserves was wrong. But the chief blunder consisted in neglect-

ing to provide for the expansion of the first line when war
overtook us. The plan adwted was to call up the so-called Army

'

Reserv’e, consisting of sbliners who had served seven years with

the Colour. and with these men to fill the regiments assigned

to the Expeditionary Force,, of whom they formed about half

of the infantry. The plan had all the disadvantages, and none of

the advantages, of using reserves for the first line. Since these

soldiers had been trained in the foreign service battalion of their

regiment, they were strangers to their officers and non-commis-

sioned- officers. Their experience of soldiering had been mostly
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in India, so tLat.they knew nothing of European campaigDing

by experience at manosuvres. For example, <• our infantry had

never practised quartering in villages after a day's march and rapid

reassembling at dawn. This omission in their training accounted

for much of the loss in prisoners in the disastrous retreat

from Mons, and hardly tallies with Haldane's boast of being

able *10 beat German conscript armies with high])^>trained pre-

torians. However un(x>pu]ar, the truth is that the technical

tmining of the German conscript in two years was incomparably

superior to ^he Haldane pretorian training of seven years, and

incomparably more useful for European conditions; though,

happily, the innate superiority of the Briton as a fighting man
counted for a great deal and largely redressed the balance in our

favour ; but we owe no gratitude to the War Office for that fact.

Then the military ixilicy of thiwing all our best soldiers into

the thick of the desperate struggle at Mons and on the Yser was
incredibly and criminally wrong. These soldiers should at any

rate have been used as the core and nucleus of their regiments,

which should have been expanded by less highly-trained levies,

and the combined pcTHonnd wmild speedily have acquired

the ‘standard of their corps. Even the Bulgarians had an

• organisation which enahle<l them to convert companies into

liattalions . on mobilisation. Our system resulted in the

erearn of our troops being sacrificed in the partial struggles of

1914 and 1915, when, owing to our feeble numbers, we were play-

ing a subsidiary r^la ]'>erforce. Therefore, in 1919, when General

Haig played for the maximum in the Somme campaign, and when
we could, and should, have destroyed the weakened German host,

our gallant volunteers lacked the professional leaven without which

army can accomplish much in the open field against formidable

adversaries. This fact alone excuses the troops, though the High
Command should have made allowances for it in assigning such

terrible ordeals to our infantry divisions. Thus the process was

continued, and in 1917 we had even fewer real soldiers, either

as leaders or troops, than in 1916 ; moreover, the Passchendaele

and Cambrai offen.sives w'ere to some extent handicapped by the

fact that botlt^ were ill-planned and ill-dir 'ted.

Organisation and High Command are intimately connected. A
competent Commander-in-Chief knows what he*want8 and the

organisation w^hich will best enable him to execute his plans.

This -organisation is immensely important, whereas we treat it

a secondary consideration to be attended to wb'en the crisis

arises. It is then too late, since time is required for any military

organisation to produce good results. The problem which faces

the present Army Council is to create the framework of three
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separate military forces, each of which is essential. We have

always required, and still require, large British forces to serve

in India and in the Mediterranean. There is no prospect of these

troops being reduced below 100,000 men ; the figure of 160,000 will

be a safer calculation for some time to come. Behind them we need

a second line of Begnlar troops to train drafts and on occasion

to reinforce flic first line. Finally, we require an army fA: the

defence of these islands, and the military situation created by the

alliance of 1914 has decreed that this army must be prepared for

employment on the Continent at short notice; i^^ its turn it

requires a Home auxiliary force to reinforce, to guard lines of com-

munications and the territory of the kingdom. Our requirements

are similar to the French, although our insular position makes it

necessary to assign to the Navy some of the most important

duties of the French Army. The campaign of 1914 clearly

demonstrated the limits of naval action, however superior our

Navy may be to any hostile fleet or fleets which can be brought

against it.

Yielding to the temptation of dealing with the pressing need

of the moment, an^ shirking the problems of the future, succes-

sive War Ministers have maintained efficient Kegular troops for

oversea service, but at the expense of the other two, the llegularc

Army at \\ome, and the Territorial Army for Home Defence.

Nor did the Haldane wdieme of 1907 meet the necessity of using

wW our strength as early as \X)5sibk>. There is, in fact, no other

way tlnvu the t>bvious one of training s\ifficient soldiers for a

brief period—say, for tlie sake of argument, six months’ con-

tinuous . ree.niit training — aTul einhcHlying thorn in a lleserve

which is organised in peace to be called up on the outbreak of

war and iininediately absorbed in the fuOd army. Naturally such

a Keserve should have distinct rlu.sscs for the men trained in each

year, and the oldest classes should l>e called up last. The cadres

of the Regular Army quartered at home alone can supply the

maoliiiiery and should be used for the organisation and training of

the real Be.seno uf the Army, Only the best instructors shouki

be allotted, and no pains .**houUi he spared to make servk*e in it

attractive and effective. Haldane's Bpecial Reserve^was neglected

to foster the Territorials* and eonsequently dwindled even below

the strength of the former Militia. There arc officers and soldiers

trained in ihe late war who could be enrolled, and whose ranks

can 1>e filb\l in the future by short service men trained by Regular

officers. If only young men were trained annually twelve

contingents would furnish a reserve of over 4(X1.000 soldiers.

Elasticity of service should be permitted, so that men who could

train in the Territorial units might volunteer for active service
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as a second ichdon of the Beserve. By such an organisation

the seventy line battalions of the Home Army could promptly

be expanded 4o seventy regiments, each 3,000 strong, with due

complement of other arms and auxiliary service, and the existence

of such an organisation would go further to protect the world in

general, and our country in particular, from the losses and incon-

venience of another great war than a dozen Leagiibs of Nations.

Nor would such an organisation be expensive, even if liberally

ffiund, paid and equipped. The excuse of excessive cost has

always beei^a false excuse, for if the millions cheerfully voted by

Parliament, even in the dark days which immediately preceded

1914, had been employed with reasonable economy and wisdom
the Expeditionary Force could have been increased by several

divisions. To-day and for tl^ next three or four years the cost

would be slight, owing to the large numbers who have been

trained, and who might be recalled to the Colours. The conditions

under which the British troops lived in India before the war were

a national disgrace, and reformers in and out of Parliament

should see to it that not, only the pay is increased to a reasonable

rate, but that the transporting of troops by land and sea is

adequately aud humanely i)erformed ; that modern hygienic

* devices should be installed in the Indian cantonments to enable

our soldiers to live in them during the ton-id season without

ruining their health. It is -iirprisi/ig how little interest the

soldiers’ fricnd.s have taken ifi this all-important question, but the

Army t^niiicil does not deserve to get recruitwS for oversea service

while the trfK)p.s are as disgracefully neglected as formerly. Life

in the tropics for tlic private soldier must shorten his life almost

inevitsihly
; thertdore nothing should l»e left undone which is

Icasible and reasonable to improve his lot.

One of the most misleading statements in Haldane's apology

gave the reader to understand that lii.s <d»>ice lay between a con-

script army of two millions on the continental fiat tern as

adv(x:ated by the late Lord Poberts, or the plan which produced

four divisions only to cross swords with the Germans at Mons.

By varying the terms of enlistment, by short service with the

Colours and * well-organised Army Beserve, it has been shown
how easily the Home Army might have been expanded. Even
if we could have launched a dozen divisions at the German flank

irt 1914 the Kaiser’s Government would certainly have hesitated

twice and thiice before invading Belgium. Haldane’s 160,009

men must have included non-combatants on the scale of an

Oriental ^mtentate at a durbar more than the field state of a

modem army, seeing that it gave less than 70,000 combatants.

If the Army of the future is to fulfil its principal rdle, which
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18 to jireverit und dincouragc the hostility oi our rivals and
Ifotential onetiiio6, it will need many other reforms; it must
become far muni ionnidabie in projxirtion to its numbers than

aiiytliinf;r we have {XiSsohiscHi lit?retofore ; but the problem of

building up ati adinp/uK* Ib'hi'rve by short service, a Reserve

which should, if ]>os.siblc, never be less tha!i half a million trained

Koldiers, cotneS lirst and foremost. The 'I'orriturial Army sliould

guard borne territory, KlKiiild al.so constilute a rcjK'rvc, but cannot

in peace be expeeb'd to undergo the strenuous and continuous

training wjiich is indisjaiiisable lor serious military operations.

Jt is Iianl enough for the Territorial to give up his fortnight’s

holiday hy the sea for his aiiiiii:il training, l)ut two weeks’ training

precwled hy a lew cvejiing drills is a travesty of the education of

the. rank and lile of a modern ann||^ The otlicers, p'Mforce, are

even more uninsinieted in (heir imiltifarious duticb than the

soldiers; hut tlie grout diiliculty which besets Mr. Churchill is

the oHicer corps.

The Territorial roginuMUs hefon^ the war wore ofiicered by

gontlcnion with groat Kx^ai intliu'iioo essimtial to tho |K)pulur

recruiting of thoir n)rps, and of groat |H)litical iidltionct*. Some
of llu'so gonil<*inon had served in the Army, and a certain jm)-

IHirtion had learnt lludr duties hy taking all op|>ortnnilios of doing

military duty
;
hut as a body they were amateurs. Nevertheless,

they had influoiu^e onougli to gain commands up to the rank of

colonel, and itt .some instances of brigadier, in spite of the mani-

fest injnstioe of putting them on the same seniority as their

professional comrades. To palliate this absurdity it was the

fashion to attack the Regular oflTicer for his alleged inferiority

of intellect and skill, and much nonsense was printed by the

“stunt” journals during the war about this same vast reservoir

of intellect which the amateur officers of Territorial and New
Annies were supposed to include. Now it is not altogether

certain that the 10,000 Regular officers were so devoid of military

aptitude or intellect, but if they were it was entirely due to their

treatment by the War Office and Parliament.

Regular officers were underpaid, had no legal status, had no

means of obtaining a fair hearing of a grievance pr injustice;

their life was dangerous to health, and their duties were

as monotonous as the Army Council could make them. They
had to endure the promotion over their heads, after long and

faithful fix'rvice, of the favourites of authority whose wealth and

influence brought them to the front. Even when and where

merit was honestly rewarded it was invariably administrative

ability, never the ability to train and lead soldiers in the fight.

Tite tendency to adore the golden calf n’as fatal to the prospects
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of the hereditary fighting chiefs which our landed gentry and

military families still produced ; every iinportant command in the

Anny^ with But few exceptions, was entrusted to ofiBoe men, and

the result of this policy was imprinted on every battle of the war.

If the men who had planned and directed the (Gallipoli landing,

the relief of Kut, the Somme, Passchendaele, Carabrai, and the

spring campaign of 1918 had been in closer touch with the

actualities of fighting, iliese disasters would ))robably have been

ill most cases British victories.

It has got* to be faced that the rule of an army entliils a great

deal more than administration and office work, essential as they

are. A successful General must be in close spiritual touch with

Ills troops, his spiritual home should be a British regiment. In

spite of Leagues of Nations, Bolsheviks and Pacifists, wars are

not yet impossible or unlikely in other regions than Russia. The

remedy for an iinintcllectual and stagnant officer corps is to

pay it a living wage, 1o deal fairly in the all-imiKirtant question

of promotion, and to give it due legal status. An officer should

not be liable to dismissal from the Service unless convicted of

an pffence. The excuse of inefficiency is generally false, because

no inefficient candidate should everTie given a commission,
*

A w’ell-governed officer corps with sound technical education

should furnish the leaders and instnictors of the Reserve of our

lighting line, and should not be pushed aside to make room for

wealthy bourgeois who serve a fortnight annually in some Terri-

torial unit, though the latter will be useful for less serious con-

tingencies, such as were formerly entrusted to tlie Auxiliary

Forces. There is much profession of faith in Democracy in these

clays. It is the fashionable cant, but it does not seem to have

been digested that the soldier in the ranks has the right to be

skilfully trained in peace and led in war. If not, he is bored in

peace and massacred to no purpose in war. No one, therefore,

has a stronger interest in true Army reform than the soldier who

is never consulted, and the vast class of working people whence

he comes. But the political and trade representatives of this

class neglect the Army, or regard it spitefully, because they seem'

to fear it may be used to curb the violence of the mob in case

of trade disputes or seditious strikes. This w^nt of harmony

within the State itself undermines the military efficiency of the'

nation, and results in the higher ranks "of the Generals list con-

tending for the prizes of the Service rather than risking their

# position bv striving for reform—a vicious circle.

Cecil Battine.
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ALTHornii Mark Tai»leyK may liavo the defects of their quapties,

they are nevertheless ufceful menihers of a coininunity. Their

cheeiy habit of making; tlic best of thini^^s is a corrective of the

des|X)ndency into whicJi reverses and disappointments plunge

j)ex)plc of hiss resilient fibre. Making the best of thiifgs, however,

is not to be confounded with indulgence in fantastic and delusive

h()|KJ8; and in con.sidering tlie financial ])0.sition of our country

in those dark and (lej)rt‘.ssing times it is noce.ssary to emphasise

the distinc.tion ludween a resolution to tackle our problems \\ith

ligtit hearts, and a foolish l)elie.f in tlu‘ mirage of an easily-

roijoverod prosperity. Rose-coloured spectacles may give a

deceptive glow to the prospect, but they do not make the wilder-

noaa to blossom. If most Englishmen are to-day uncertain

wliether they ought to chant dirges or rend the air with songs

of thanksgiving, their uncertainty is excusable, for there has .been

a similar vacillation in MinisCerial circles. We should all he glad

to feel sure that the more hopeful views of our financial future

are well founded; hut are we able to feel sure? Let us see.

If tlie Chancellor of tlu^ F.xcheqiier's latest estimate is realised,

the revenue for the current financial year (emling March 31st,

J9‘20), on tlio existing basis of taxation, will he sufficient to meet

the ex|>cndilure, and tliere will he no need for any new^ or

increased taxes next year utiless . Of eoiirse, there is an

“unless.” Financial forecasts in these days, notwithstanding the

aupiKised infallibilily of the f>t*r?nanent Trea.<ury ollicials, are

invariably qualified ^^ith “ifs” and “provideds” and “nnlesses.”

The “unless” in Mr. Chamberlain’s estimate is two-fold. All

will he well, and we shall make both ends meet, provided the

House of Commons dot's not sanction any additional expenditure,

or vote for accelerating the repayment of the National Debt. It

may be that the former proviso covers a shrewd antici|)ation of

what is likely to haf>|)en. For instance, the House ^of Common.^

has approved of the increase of Old Age Pensions to lOs. a

• week, which will cost the country another .I:T0,0fX),(X)0 a year,

and to that extent will upset Mr. Chamberlain’s Budget.

Dr. Addison’s projwsed building subsidy, again, if approved

by the House, will cost the country millions of money for

which Mr. Chamberlain has not made any allowance. The

Government Bill for a comprehensive Unemployment Insurance

scheme must, if adopted, inevitably involve contributions by
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the State—anothar new liability of the “unless*** category.

Then a good many people think fifty years too long a period

over which tit spread instalments of the Sinking Fund, and

may persuade the Government to make larger annual pay-

ments to be provided for by additional tax revenue. The “unless,**

therefore, is a sort of red light warning us to be conservative

ill our arithmetic and restrained in our cxjiectatioifs.

lint if these glum doubts should prove to be unfounded, not

oifly is the apprehension of new taxes a bogey, but, what i.s

ecpially corniprting, we are encouraged to look next year for a

substantial surplus to go in reduction of the National Debt. This

agreeable picture was disclosed to the public with all the vclat

of a great surprise. It reminded one of the dissolving views that

list'd to he a jiopular entertainment, in which a- snow-clad s(;ene

:mvl leafless trees melted into a bla/e ol sunny beauty. This

ye ar a deficit of 1*171,000.0(10: next year a suijdiis for tlie reduc-

tion of ca])ital debt ! 'Fliese kaleidosco];ic changes in estimates

Would seem to be a sfieciality of the (joveronient, for no siKinor

had Mr. (Oianiberlain startled us with his brilliant performance

llian^ the President of the Board of ^JVade, who had put G.s. on
to the iirice of a ton of coal in July, bewildered the public by

Making ol! 10s, in Xovernber. One wonders wliat will be the next

.\i:iut Sally put up in order that the Government may have the

credit of knocking it down again. But, reverting to the Budget,

what becomes of the deficit next year? With what magic of

woven paces and of waving arms is it spirited away? The change

is so like a conjurer ’.s trick, or a quick-change artist’s meta-

luorpliosis, that it i.s incomprehensible until it is explained ; and

then liow ridiciilcmsly simjde it looks. The deficit, it must be

understood, is largely an accidental deficit; it is the result of a

.series of disapfxiintments in the nature of “deferments of

receipts ’’—credits that have not materiali.sed as they .should liav^

<lone. To wit, Germany’s liability for the cost of the Army ot

Occupation has not been paid ; the trading capital ailvanced to

the Food Control has not been rei>aid ; and the liabilities of the

Allies are discovered to be much larger than was exjiected. These

combined deferments contribute £’341 ,()00,(XK) to the deficit.

Then there is the increased expenditure since the last Budget
was framed—war j^ensions, war bonuse.s, police grants, increased

pay to the Army, Navy and Air Force. The Chancellor’s calcu-

lations for next year appear to be based on the presumption that

,^he postponed or deferred receipts will not be deferred again

;

that Germany will pay up, that the Food Control will cease from
its speculative activities, and that the Allies will make haste to

discharge their unforeseen debts. Nothing could be more com-
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forting. The wiiiter of our discontent is rnad^ glorious summer,

at any ruU proiniHiiig spring ; \vc arc no lunger galloping along

the road to ruin; \vc are, instead, being led tbVougli verdant

pastures and by the side of still waters tu idyllic scenes of surpluses

and re<hiced Debt.

It is a pretty j>icture, but prudoncie siigge.4s that we ought

not to lose oiir heads <iver it. There have been slips before to-day

)>etween fbe <'iip of sur]»lus and the li)> of hope. We must not

forget tbose "it's." It tuaij happen that the l-'ood ('untrol will

not be wound up next year; the as^^ts to be realised Wfij/ bring

in less than the estimate; in short, sttvera! things winj iMTur to

.s|Kiil the Chnncellor's charining aniicipathu)^. I a t iis hojK* it

will be (dberw i.se. W<‘ should, perliapi:. Jia\e been able to hope

with greaU»r contid<*Mce if the revision of the c^stiimites had been

a little less like, a volie^/ace. When a Minister, who in August

was sitting in sackclolfi and ashes, beating his breast and utter-

ing larnentations. begins, in October, to dance like a chikl with

a new toy ; when tl»e threnodies of an “In Memoriam “ are

exchanged for the “light fantastic toe” of “IV Allegro"; there

is a natural anxiety about the next turn of the wheel. ^ Mr.

Ascjuith has put the ease in a caustic but not unfair sentence :

“The estimates, whether of revenue or of expenditure, of assets

or of liabilities, of debt or of deficit, are little better than hap-

haxard conjectures put forward tinluy, to be corrected to-morrow,

and to 1)0 com])letelY replaced the day after to-morrow.”

But, after all, next year’s is not the balance-sheet that is going

to determine our future iiiuincial obligations. We are bidden

to study the balaneivslieet of a “normal” year. What, then, is

a normal year, and when is it coming? A normal year, it is

explained, is when all war ex|H'iiditure has ceased and ail trading

departineiiis liuve been wound up ;
when all subsidies have been

withdrawn, when loans to Allies and Dominions liave stopped,

when training schemes for ex-soldiers have been completed, when

the c(^l of labour and materials toill not differ from that now

obtaining
f
and w'hen nothing is included on either side of the

account for interest or sinking fund on debts due by or to Allied

or Associated Governments. And when are we to enter into this

fascinating Utopia? How long will it fake to accomplish so

compreheti&ive a rearrangement? A j>eB6iini8t might say that the

normal year is as far off as the Greek Kalends. Even an optimist

might hesitatet to tie himself down to a date within a decade.

We may, indeed, be driven to follow the plan of young girls who

count their cherry-stones to see when they are going to

married : “this year, next year, some time, never.” Not “this

year” certainly, and quite as certainly not “next year”; so these
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may l>e cliinregarM, and are left to choose between a vague

time” and a hopeless “never.” Windfalls in the shape

of delayed settlements cannot, of course, keep dropping ad

infimtum, and there must come n time (at least one would think

so) when even the War Oftice will get back to a peaoe*time

mntine, when all our extraordinary liabilities will have been dis-

charf^d and all our extraordinary assets realised. At some future

but indefinite date we sliadl no doubt find our finances in relatively

stdtic conditions, but, even so, it may not be safe to speak of that

as “tlie gocKltiine coming.” The Budget for a “normal” year

i-i framed u|)on ostiinates of an exi)enditure of £808 millions and

a revenue of £800 millions. Towards this revenue it is expected

that laxt's <in the present basis will yield £750 millions. The
intc‘r(‘st and sinking fund on the Hebt is calculated at £360
millions, and this apparently will have to be found annually for

lifty years. ITnIess. therefore, the revenue shows remarkable

i'X|)ansion. or unlooked-for economies are effected in expenditure,

this tax burden of £750 millions may endure for the best part

ot half a eenturv and be a legacy of liability for millions of people

not vet born.
%

It rannot be said that the ofiicial figures in connection with the

•Natifjjial Debt arc satisfactory. The gross total of the Debt on

.March Mist, is estimated at £8,t)75 millions, wdiich includes

floating and funded, sliort-terin and long-term debt. So far this

i-i a frank staitunont, although it is not clear if the wliole of our

debt to tlie I'nitetl States is included in the trdal. It is when
N\e come to the estimated set-off in the nature of obligations of

Allies and l>orninions and war assets that the Government appear

to have taken a su|)er-sangmne view. The obligations of Allies,

for iii.staneo, are estimated at £1,740 millions, and the intended

inference is that this amount is a good asset. But how much
of it is likely to be recovered? There is the Bussian item of £568
millions of pre-revolutionary liability, to which must be added,

as Mr. Bonar Law- has told us, £1,350,P(X) lent to the Provisional

Government since the Armistice. Even if Russia recovers her-

self, and sets up a stable constitutional Government willing to

<lcal honestl}; with her external creditors and to cancel the

Revolutionary decree of repudiation, bow many years will it take

her to discharge her liabilities, or, indeed, to pay interest upon
them with any regularity? Then there is Belgium. Her debt

to us of £98 millions is still treated as an asset, although with

^be best will in the world she could not pay such a sum even if

H were spread over scores of years. Serbia figures for £20
millions, and other Allies (without including France and Italy)

for £79 millions. ^Hiat likelihood is there of these amounts ever
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findiiifi thuir way into tlic British P’xche(jnor?« According to the

inflated oatimaleB in the While Paper, a total set-off is arrived

at of ,f2,r)2G millions, including .€425 millions for ‘surplus stores, •

ships, stocks of commodities, cl<;., and €2d0 millions for arrears

of oxecKH j>rofits <liity. These; so-callcd assets seem to be of a

particularly aincnahlc kind, being equally available to adjust

revenue or capital account as may bo convenient. Why the paid-

up «'X(vss protiis (hjty should go to the credit of the Inland

lu'venue, and the arrears of the same duty he ap)>lied to the

adjust mer;t of debt, is a financial puzzle. But even if we take

ail these ligures as above suspicion, they show tliat the net debt

on March .'Mst will not he less than €5,450,H5I),(KK)
;
and to accept

them in that spirit requires a very generou.s exorcise of the san-

guiiM* toinfHTament that counts the chi(;kcns before they are

hutehed.

No credit is taken for our share, whatever it may prove to be,

of the indemnity that (jennany will presumably be called upon,

and (‘.oin]M‘lled, to pay. Although there scema to he a growing

tendency to heli<*vc that the prospect of any indemnity at all is

heeoming “fine by (logrocs and beautifully less,** it is, neverthe-

less, incredible that (lermany should be able to evade payment on

any pndext of inability, or by any tricky avoidance of the Treaty’

terms. Wlisd tlu* amount will be asse.SHed at, when it will be

paid, and how it will he |>aid, arc, for the prqscnt, matters i>f

conjecture. If put up to public auction the recoverable amount

unuld prtjliably fetch only a job-lot price.

Leaving this nebulous region, let us come down to solid fact

and the jinijxisal.s to whicli it has given rise. Those relate lo the

substitution of funded for floating debt, and to methods of a more

or less controversial kind for iviping out a considerable part of

the funded debt itself. There is no uncertainty about the extent

of the floating debt. If we include all the obligations maturing

within the next five years, it amounts to about €2,500 millions.

^ According to the Chancellor, the Treasury bills and Ways and

Means advances amounttHl on October 25th to €1,286 millions,

hut probably at least another €100 millions will have to be added

by March Hist. In addition there are €163 inillions»of Exchequer

bonds maturing within the next three months. These short-term

loans have to be met as they fall due, and it can only be done

in the existing conditions by renewals in one form or other, and

these renewals will depend very much upon the rates ruling in

the money market. The disadvantage of Treasury bills and

banker's advances is not merely that they have continually to be

renewed, but that they may have to be renewed when money is

-'tight'* and the interest rate on loanable capital is high. Thus
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the rate of discount may change from time to time, and there

is at leaat a possibility that for renewing loans borrowed origin-

ally at a low rate the Government may nltimately have to pay a

nmeh higher rate. Quite recently they had to increase the dis-

count on Treasury bills, coincidentally with a raising of the Bank
of Knj^Iand miniiniim to 0 pt’sr cent. Various theories have been

put fonvard to account for that inoj)portuue change. The most
feasible seems to be that the Bank thought it necessary to check

the undue expansion of crcdit.s or to limit American borrowing

from Englislii hanirs in furtherance of speculations in tommodi-
tios, and that the I^ixchequer had to “go with the swim.”
Although there has lav'ii a considerable amount of StcK'k Exchange
giimlding. there luis certainl}- been no such reckle.ss sj>ec*iiIation

on liorrowed money here as in Wall Street, and it is not clear that

|}ier(‘ was any real need for a step nhich cannot hut liandicap

legitimate business enterprise at a critical tinu*. 1'ho fact remains

that rrovernment removals have to he made on less favourabh*

t(*rins. As we are <jiiite unable to pay off these floating debts

and to have done with thorn, the desirability of substituting a

long-term loan at a fixed rate i.s self-cvhlent. It is taken for

granted in some rjuariers that a higher yield than has yet been

?)fl’ered in War Jjoa ns would be necessary in order to float success-

lully sueli a. loan as is wanted. The Chancellor, however, would

no doubt be reluctant to bring out a Itian (in terms more favonr-

abli' to investors tlian those of the Victory Tjoun, because he would

either have to jail the latter in an inferior j^iosition or to give them

oj»}v)rtunity of exclianging into the new loan. The Prize

bond or Lottery wdieme, which in the opinion of its advocates

was the only way of insuring financial salvation, has been unequi-

vocally condemned by the House of Commons, and as we have

jirobably beard the last of it there is no occasion to analyse or

even summarise the arguments for and against. The salient fact

in the debate was Mr. Chamberlain’s uncompromising opposition

grounds of expediency. It is not likely that he would have

throwm over any legitimate means of raising money if he had

felt himself, as Chancellor, to have been financially in extremis.

We must, theiefore, hope that he sees his way to a funding opera-

tion on orthodox principles, for almost anything would be better

than a continuance of the present short-term borrowing on

Treasury bills, and the further expansion of credit by bankers*

||dvanoe6, the inevitable consequences of which would t)e additional

Elation of the paper currency and an increase in the already

j^vrohibitory prices of all essential wmmodities.

There is, of course, the jwssihility of paying off debt by a more

exj^itious method than that of a cent, sinking fund. A
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levy on capitsil liiiH i»o(;n udv(x;atril and is ofro of the planks in

tlif* platf<»rin of IIm* Jjalxnir Party, .ind^in^ by sf^cochcs that

have been made, iIkto is anythinj^ hut aBreenient between its

advocates as to what "a levy on capital " means. Is it intended

to l)c an expropriation of material prof>erty only, or of wealth

in the larj^er sensv of whatever can be ext;hnnged for money?
We often talk of a inau’s brains bein{( his “capital,” and this

is (dearly sr) in the case of the artist, the author, the barrister

and the pbysi(dMn. Is it pro|x)scd to (.capitalise the earning

|M)W'ers oi‘ th<‘ intellectual clas.seH and then to iniila;^a levy on the

assumed value? ;\ working man's strength and skill are his

(capital on vvln(di lu' recudves a dividend in the form of w^ages;

i.^ it t(t l)(j tri^atcd in a similar way? It is true that in ordinary

Kpoe(di cafdtal means w(‘allh that is employed for reju-odneing

itwilf ill the form of income. Manufactories are capital, land is

(tapital, in V(*s( merits are (‘apital, all busin(‘ss is (tarried on by
means of cajdtal. Hut io im|M.».st» a levy on any of these would

he to lessen tbeir product iv(? results; in other words, to diminish

their incomcM^arning ]Mjwer. I'or no levy on capital worth con-

sidering could be ivalised on capital itself. Tt could only be

realised on the incenne from e.apital, and for smdi an op(»ration

to iiuik(» any impression on tlu^ National Dolit it would have

be repeated again and again. We should be systematically

devoting ourselves to the slatighbT of the goose that lays the

gold(*n eggs. To reduce tlui initioirs income would lie an illogical

way of cutting down it.s debt, .s*iiu*e to reduce income is not only

to rediK'e ilu^ ymld of the income tax, it is also to limit both

the saving power of tlie [x^oide and the spending ]X)V\’er iijx>n

which so much of I In* nation’s industrial prosperity depends.

Many who iliscus.s this subj<»ct seem to think that the class prin-

cipally affected by such a levy would be the wealthy people who
live on the prwoeds of their investments without doing any work

or performing any public service. This is an erroneous view,

hut even if it were correct you could not touch that class without

touching their investments: you could not shear off a portion

of their wealth without lessening its productive power. And what
about the capital invested in War Ixinns? To Jeave that out

while bringing in capitel invested in railways and ^mines would

be invidious and inccpiitable ; to bring it in would be a breach

of faith, if not of honesty, on the port of the State. What would

be thought of a private borrower w^ho acted on such principles?

What name would the City give to a transaction of the kind, if

such a trau.'iaction were possible? Wliat would the Old Bailey

have to say if .^o impudent a scheme were put into force by the

private borrower? A levy on capital would enable the Govern-
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ment to reduce soikie part of the debt and perhaps to repudiate

another part; but it would restrict the industrial activity of

thousands of ^terprisos and to that extent would reduce their

output just when increased exports are the only lifebuoy in a

boiling sea of troubles.

Another and a more reasonable proposition is the taxation of

war profits. But in attempting to assess and collect *KUcb tax the

Inland Kevenue authorities would undoubtedly encounter difii-

ciiTties. There are aril .sorts of war jirofits, and to tax them all

on the same •principle would be to dt> grave injiisticer Profits

anioiintiiig to fortunes liavc been made by metliods that would
not stand investigation in d court of coinmercial honour, and if

the ofTenders were stripi>ed of every ill-gotten jieriny it

would be no more than they de.serve. At tin* other end of the

>cale are tljo j»rolils made by men wlio have given brains and
energy without stint to the prcMluction of urgently needed war
uiaterial, and who have .served the State loyally and w’ell.

Selwt'eii the t\vt> extremes are many degrees both of service and

responsibility. A tax that made no distirudion would be an

iiiMryment for punishing the innocent and the guilty alike. The
principle of a tax on war ]>rofit8 is laic enough if it could be

"applied with discrimination and enforced with justice: In the

(jpiuion of the Inland Peveniie authorities, who have given 8{)ecial

attention to the subject, the difticulties are inHUf>erable, but vve

are nut bound t(» take that as a final verdict. A Sel£H,*t Committee
hiis been ap[Kjinted to rejxirl iij>on the advantages and feasibility

of the proposal, and its recommendations will be awaited w’itli

much interest.

In considering all lli<*sc laopisahs it i.s nect^ssary to keep in view'

tlie yl6se connection* between the financial and the economic

|K).sition8. Our budgets and our plans of finance have to be read

by the light of our foreign trade, for in that, and in that alone,

lies our hope of salvation. It is a gloomy outlook. Imports are

still exceeding exports at the rate of many millions a month,

to say nothing of the heavy {>cnalising of our trade by the fall

in the American exchange. So far as this excess is due to

increased purchases of raw materials it is a Impeful sign, and

another and more hopeful sign is the evidence of increased manu-

factured exports. But, in spite of these encouraging points, the

adverse balance is enormous. It seenfb absurd to talk about

reducing debt when we are commercially increasing it by leaps

and bounds. It is a commonplace w'hich cannot be repeated too

K>ften that the only methods of dealing with the excess of imports

are greatly to increase exports and to diminish to vanishing point

the purchase of foreign luxuries smd eveiything we can possibly
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(lu without. IncTuiistHl t*.\]iurtK df^pcud u|KJij iucreas^Ml produc-

lioii, iticrciiKcd {uoductiuiJ (iepends u|)on contenteii labour, con-

tended labour dfj>crid.s upon a lower cobt of living, and a lower

co8t of living dejiends on the rcbtrictioii of CJoveriijnent credits

and of the facilities for creiiting floating «lebt. I'nle.ss wc can

bring our iiiijKjit.s and «‘.\|>orts into a more ivasonabh; economic

relation to eurh other, (jur nutioiiul liabilities are bound to increase.

We iiiiiKt e.Npand our niarketH. stimulate and extend our trade,

and (Iniid the. eivilised world witii mir nuiJiufueture;-. iligtier

wag4*s will not lielp t4> inerea-M* ex|MjrLs ; they wiM do just tho

<ip|KJsiU*. I'iveiw wetioiiiil udvanee in wages means a further

inereaKo in the ensl <il living for tli:* othi‘r .'^eetion.’^. It i.s the

heart-l>n‘alviiig la.sk of the fahU^i Si.syphus over again. With
infinite lalwair the stone is rolleil up the mountain only to roll back

again. The real—the only- remedy lies in reducing (lovern-

iiuuit wast(5 and the co.st of living ail round, and that i.s the main
thing to which the Cjoveniimml .should address thenj.selve.s. To
put a summary end to the F(kkI Coiitrol an»l let prices take their

naturul competitive course is one ohvi<jii.s step in tlie right direc-

tion. The cost of living will not be reduced by raising tlie bank
rate, or by issuing non-convertible paper currency, i>r by contimnil

boiTX)W'ings from accommodating hunkers. Wc jnust get out of

the war-rut, and we must get out quuikly.

b'or deflation is the key to a sound financial poli(W’. It is all

very well for tlie Prime MiMi.ster to try to brighten the outlook

with his quips and pleasantries. 'J’o s;iy that there is no ground

for desjxjiidcucv is one thing ; to make it }i]>pear that our <i'S,(K)0

millions of National Debt, our revenue deficit of i.'174 millions

for the current year, ami our atlvers<‘ trade l)alance of

millions a year are mercie.s we «»ught to he thankful for is a very

<lilTtMv.nt thing, Mr. Phamberlain. to do him no more than justice,

is alive to the importauco of restricting Government borrowing

for Ways and Means, also of contracting the redundant currency

note issue. It is easier said than done. Instead of resolute action

we have ttK> much pious opinion and va^)ouring rhetoric. There

are outstanding tnoro than JfiKK) millions of Treasury notea, not

a tenth of which are represented by gold. Like the fisherman in

tlie ** Arabian Niglit.s.” we have liberated a genie and lack the

ptiwer to liijike him captive again. Yet in some way or other,

and at some steady raU or other, this inflation of paper money,

for which the Government is entirely responsible, must be .got:

rid of, or price.s will not fall, labour will continue to be discon-

tented, production will limp instead of gallop, and all our ills

will be multiplied to such a disastrous extent that even a jocular

rreniier will be unable to dispel the gloom.

H. J. JVNKIKOa.
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Thk year 1918 will ahvaya be regarded us a record year in the
hisloi^’ of English education. Until the beginning of the present
century the ciahns of education cannot be said to have been
i<‘Pogni.sed as matters of urgent national im])ortance. As early

as I87'J the ^talo undertook to contribute to the ekjinentary
nlucation ol ail children, and their attendance at scliools, iiiain-

laiiied |•artly l>y voluntary .subscriptions, or troiii the rat»*s, was
made (ibiigatorv. Hut it vva.s not till the year 19U‘2 that the State
ndly n*eiigiii>ed its wider resjioiisihilities as regards {K>pnlar

itliicatiuii, ami included in its annua! I’arliaiiieiitaiy e.stiinates

gniuLs ior secoiulary and .strictly lechiiolngu-ul ins(nicti<»n. From
fiiat date education in all grades was brought under the watciifu)

care ol a Ikiard pre.si<lcd over by a niend>er of the Cabinet, and
repre.sotUed in the ll(»iis<‘ of (.*oinrii<»ns by a Parliamentary Secre-

tary.^ As the Treasury grants were gradually increu.sed the control

^

exercised by the Hoard, either directly with the assent of Purlia-

^ueut. or imlirectly by means of prescrilKe<l rules and reguintion.s,

gov*‘ruing the conduct of grant-aided schools, became more
sti ingeiit.

Even before the war not oidy elementary but also secondary
and tivbnological education had been luougbt very largely under
the eontrol of the State. Many scIkkjIk f»f different types were
i.MwdliuL' to accept (lovernmerit g^rant.s and rerjjained outside the

iiijiional .sy.steiu. Their funds from ancient endowments and from
their pupils’ fees enabled the.se .schools to curry on and to retain

their freedom, both as regards the character of the in.struction

hich they provided and the conditions under which their schools

were conducted. They welcomed the adaji.ssion, by means of

scholarships, of chiklren, who had received their early education

in the public elementary or other school.s, whose parents might
he unable to pay the usual school feet*. J3ut they were under no
obligation to admit such pupils, nor were they required to provide

free places.

Gradually, however, the cost of secondary education w'as un-

avoidably increased by the necessity of introducing into the curri-

culum new subjects taught by new methods. The intrusion of

^ science and of hand-work involved the provision of expensive

%paratu6, fittings and materials; and the demand for the better

hygienic arrangements of school buildings added largely to the
- cost of the new education. Whether or not the training so pro-
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vided prodtircd more cupublc: citi/eiiK than th^at given at the old

grammar Mrli(K>lK, the demand fur it cuiiid not he resisted; and
HirhuolH unahriisteil hy ( iuveriiiiieiit grantK lound it ever more and

more difiicuit In give tlie sort of education which the recognised

uuthoriticH on the subject, backed by jiiiblie opinion, considered

eHsentiul as a fitting j»repurutiuii for nearly all vocational pursiiits.

It was easy to foresee that after the war. owing to the diminution

ill the prodiicliikii of all miieli-needed r,(»niinodilies and to the

inflation of the ciirn iicv by the large increa^e of paj>er money,
the salaries of the teachers, never t<K> high, would need to be

generally raiM^d, if .^inly 1o hiing their reimineration to tiie level

of pre-war coixlitioiis. All '•chooh, lluMefore, snpfKirted hy

endow'inents only, however adecpiate, and by their puj>ils’ fees,

were faceil. in the new circumslances that liad arisen, by diffi-

culties which seemed almost insii{au‘uhle. Jt was soon realised,

however, that the dilliculty as regards teachers’ salaries might be

overcome. Parents who appriniated the advantage of sending

their ehildren to bcIuhjIh free frtun State control were not a verst*

from flaying liigher fees, in order to secure for their hoys, and

eap(Huaily for their girls, the conditions of education and the sort

of training whicli they approved. Tlu‘ freedom from buteau-

crutic regulations was worth paying for. In otlu*r countries tli^s

nationalisation of education Inul had the (‘ffeit of intensifying

instead of lessening, a.s was ex|H*cte<l, clns> <lisjinctions. Both

in France and in the United States of .\ineiica the ecolvs Ubrex,

or sehiK)l.s /ree fn»rn Oovernineiit control, are largely attended

hv the tdiiidreii of fuirents who can afford to pay adequate fees.

The higher salaries, therefore, offered to teachers in schools

conducted in accordance with the rules pre.scrilxHl hy the Board

of Education, whilst increasing the difficulty of other schools to

ooiiifH'te with grant-ttkled institutions, did not prevent a large

number of privately condpeted and endowed schools, whil.‘4t

retaining tlieir indcfiendcnc^^, from securing competent teachers,

or from providing instruction adapted to modern needs. The
School Teachers (Superannu^ition) Act, which was^ paesed in the

autumn session, 1918, has, however, considerably added to the

difficulties of schools which are not grant-aided. • As first intro-

diK^, the Bill offered non-contributory i)ensions to those teachers

only wh<» had served in schools under the direct contrd of the

Board. That some scheme of [Mansions was needed, which would

fi-ee' teachers from the anxiety of making provision for their old

age and would enable them to retire from the discharge of their

onerous duties before advancinf- years had rendered them less

alert, was generally admitted. As a fact, the managers of many
educational institutions had already arranged contributory pension
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ecbemes for the^ employees. The Govemmeut scheme differed

from these in being non-contributory, and was strictly limited in

its application. The Bill, however, w'as welcomed with en-

thusiasm by teachers in all schools to which it applied, and for

that reason, perhaps, was subjected to scant criticism in Parlia-

ment. It is indeed doubtful whether the Government clearly

realKed the full consequences of their own measure, or w'hat its

effect might be on the development of secondary education. The
higher salaries provided by Treasury and municipal grants,

together with the offer of non-contributory pensions^ placed all

grant-aided schools in a privileged position, \v)iich promised to

secure for them the best qualified candidates as teachers. The
exclusion from tlie pension seheino of teachers who had servetl

their whole lime in other scb(X)ls would certainly have resulted

in comi>elIing a large number of highly etlicieiifc sehools, pre-

viously felf-Hup|)orting, to accept (hivernniont grants and Govern-

ment control, in order that their teachers might be eligible for

fiensionsh' This increase in the number of grant-aided schools

would have added largely to the cost of public educaticiii, at the

very time, too, when e<*onomy in administration is one of onr

n^tit pressing needs. By an aniendinent introduced into the

J^ill, after much discussion, other s(:h(M>ls were brought within

the pen.sions scheme under conditions, some of which, but by

no means all, are indicated in the Act, the Board being eirqioweretl

to prescribe by rules fiutlier conditions, which may be varied

from time to time. Sulijeet, even, to these conditions, the educa-

tional advantage of enabling a large number of efficient schools,

whkdi might otherwise have been brought under bureaucratic

control to retain their independtuice, free to develop their work

on their own lines, cannot be over-estimated.

• There is, however, one class of scliools which, owing to the

terms of the Act, is seriously threatened. They are the jirivately

conducted schools, schools maintained exclusively by the pupils’

fees, without help from the Treasury or from the local rates.

They include practically all preparatory and boarding schools, the

great majority of which are open to inspection by tiic local educa-

tion (tuthority, by a university or by the Board. The danger that

they fear is that they may be squeezed out of existence by their

inability to attract competent teachers. The proprietors of these

schools fully realise the difficulties by wliich th^y are confronted,

owing to the Government’s conditional offer of pensions. But it

is not the proprietors only who would suffer. The public gener-

^ ally would be the losers if these schools were closed, or if they

were served by an inferior ^ss of instructors.

This defect was clearly foreseen when tber Bill was centered

VOL. cvn. H.B. F
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in the House of Cioinnions. More than one sjfeaker referred to

it. During tlie dificuKhion. 1 expressed the hope that later on,

in some? future session, an Amending Bill might i)e introduced

founded on a wholly dilferent principle; and 1 suggested that if

the qualified teacher in an efficient school, instead of any par-

ticular type of school, were laade the pensionable unit, the

benefits of the A(;t might be extended, and the adininistrktion

of the Act would be corres|»ondingly siinpIificHl. It was clear,

however, that the principle underlying the Bill, whether wise

or not, was too fiindainental to be modified by an
^

amendment
in (Joininittec. That princijde was considered essential to the

scheme; it was regarded as educationally sound and economic-

ally necessary.

Another s<'t of teachers—the lecturers, demonstrators and

assistants in our universities and university colleges—felt that

they too were unfairly excluded from the purview of the Act,

and expressed very strongly, and not without reason, their equal

right to pensions. They apj)ealed to the Senate of the University

of London and to the governing bodies of other universities for

countenance and assistance in making representations to the

>rinister of Kducatiori for an amendment of the A(*t, that woiJd

give them the same advantages as were offered to the tc^achers

in grant-aided sc’hools. It is certain that no class of teachers is

more deserving of (;onsideratioi\ than they are. Their salaries

are generally very small, their op|x)rt unities of rising to the j)osi-

tion of professor are limited, and yet their services to the State

are of inestimable value. The definition of a “grant-aided**

school seemed to have been so wonled as expressly to exclude

thcjii from sharing in the benefits of the Act. .\eeording to the

'Act, the exjwession “grant-aided school” means “a jdace of

education (oilier than a University or University C’oIIege) in

receipt of grants from out of moneys provided by I’arliament.**

1’here can he no doubt that all our modem universities would have

come within the definition of grant-aided schools if they had not

been di.stinetly excluded from it. Being so excluded, their

service as teachers is not covered by the definition of “recognised

servke,” as .stated in the Act, and con.sequently is not j>en-

sionable.

These considerations have evidently weighed with the Board,

and, ttccordingly, the *rroasury. on the recommendation of the

Board, since the Bill left the House, have made a series of

Deeliviations as to what is understood by “qualifying service,**

that may largely extend the benefits? of the Act.

In order to understand how the Act may be found to operate,

it is lucessary carefully to distinguish the two kinds of “service**
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indicated in the Kct, and the precise meaning attached to each.

These services are distinguished as recognised ” and ** qualifying

service”; and whilst the definition of “recognised” service is

clear and precise, covering service in certain types of school only,

“qualifying service” has a much wider and far less exact denota-

tion. As a general rule, a teacher must have served for thirty

yeai^i in order to be i^ensionable. The amount of his j)ension can-

not exceed one-eightieth of his average salary during the last five

^t;ar.s of liis service ‘‘in respect of each completed year of recognised

service.” instance, a teacher may have given, sa.y, thirteen

years of “qualifying” service and seventeen years of “recog-

nised ” seivice; and in that case he would be eligible for a pension

computed on his seventeen years’ service, suliject to the further

provision that the amount of his i)ension cannot exceed one-half

of his “average” salary as above defined. Whether, therefore,

a teacher who lias not been wholly engaged in “ recognised
”

service is eligible for u pensi<»n under the Act dejxjnds upon the

definition of “qualifying” service.

Now tlje delinition of “cpialifying ” service is very wide.

.\<*cording to the Act :

—

Th<' expression • (jualifjiug service* nu-an.s any employment jn|^}i«;

• e!i]»;u!ify of a toncliov or otherwise*, which the Treasury, on the. rccommcnda*
lion of the Jkmrd, may diclarr to be (jualifyiug st-rvico for the purpose of

t ahmiating the ]M*riod qualifying for a siijHinmnnation allowance.”

That definition, it will be seen, places very wide, indeed almost

unlimited, [K)wers in the hands of ihe Jioanl of lulucation, by
enabling them to recommend to the Trea.sury the character of

rlie cinployraent that may be jMmsionable. The words “in the

capacity of a teacher or otherwise ” not only j)eJinit tTie Board
to recommend the serv ice of a teacher in any type <»f school or

educational institution as qualifying for a j)ension, but extends

their powers to the recommendation of employment other than

that of a teacher. The words “or otherwise” were evidently

intended to cover the duties of inspectors, directors of education,

and other i)crson8 employed in educational work under local

educational authorities; but although it is very doubtful whether

the Board would recommend, or the Treasury would sanction, the

provision of a pension to any person employed in service wholly

uneducational, I doubt whether Parliament realised the full

extent of the powers entrn.*^1ed to the Board when the Bill was

under discussion.

Under the clause, however, the Board have been able to recom-

fiiend, and the Treasury have declared, service in a private school,

or in a university or university college, as “qualifying service.”

It cannot be denied that such service is educational, and it would

F 2
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havo been diniciilt for the Board to decline to i^'commend, or for

the Treasury to refuse to accept* su<‘h service as included in the

definition of "qualifying” service. Even so, no teacher from a

private school or university would be [)eiisionable, unless he had
6|)ent some years in a grant-aided or other school, in which the

service given conies within the deiinitiuii of " recogni.scd *' service.

The Act. ho interpreted, is more generous in its operation than

was ui lii>l Mip|)osi-(i, and is educationally sounder, a.s at least

IKTinitting, without a coin{>lt‘te loss of pension, the transfer df

teachers fmm one ty|>e of school to another. A teacher gains

valuable experience from such a transfer. A young man fresh

from the iiniversity might learn much in a ]>rivute or jireparatory

Hcbooli under the guidance of a g<Kid headmaster, which he would

find of iiiestimahlt! advantage to him if subsequently engaged in

a graTit-abied or other public scdiool. Moreover, a teacher who
had sei'ved for some few years under a distinguished university

professor, and had hcltsid him in his research work, whether in

science or in any branch of humanistic learning, would carry with

him to a seixindary school very sjiccial experience and a know-

ledge of scientific inotb(Kl, which would exceptionally well qualify

hitp for tcuclung in any tyiie of scliool. Among other educational

bodies which have consiilered the effects of the Act, the Associa-

tion of llcfuliniHtresw.s has fully recognised the advantage of

such transfer of teachers. At a meeting of that Assadation hold

a few weeks since it was resolved "That the unity of the teaching

profession requires that all duly qualified leachers whose years

of service havo been spent in any schools, imignised by the Ikiard

of Education us efficient, should be eligible for State pensions

on the same conditions as teachers in grunt-uide<l schools. Then

aion-e can he secured that free circulaiion of teachers among

different types of schools which is essential to educational

progress,^*

The effect of that re.solution would be to extend still more

widely the provisions of the Act, but the resolution correctly

expres.scs the only educationally sound principle on which a

State- sup^Hirtod teachers’ jumsion-scheme sliould be based. I

have, however, referred to it here to show, in the words I have

italicised, ibo approc;iation of the headmistresses of the advantages

that may l-o gained, even under the Act, by the passage of

teachers through different tyjiea of school without losing their

qualification for pensions.

It is not long since the condition of our secondary education

was pronounce<l on the highest authority "chaotic.” The new
Act is undoubtedly an important factor in the organisation of our

secondary education, and is calculated year by year to render our
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education less cltiotic, by bringing under the control of a central

authority an increasingly large number of our secondary schools.

This effect of the Act in modifying our existing system of educa-

tion must not be overlooked. When Matthew Arnold some fifty

years ago raised the cry, “Organise your secondary education,”

he could scarcely have contemplated any scheme or organisation

so fer-reaching in bringing different types of school under the

direction of a Government Department as the Pensions Act

ef 1918.

It will be seen that by restricting the years of pensionable

service to ‘^recognised ” service only, tl»e effect of the Act must
be to encourage all teachers to spend a certain number of years

in a school that is grant-aided, or in one of the limite<l numl)er

of schools complying with the sevenil conditions laid down by

the Board and approved by the Treasury for the purix)se8 of the

Act. Any Government Department eritrusted with the power

of determining the conditions under which 8tate-aid, in the form

of money grants or teachers’ pensions, may be given to a school

is able to exercise, should it so desire, a strictly directive influence

on the character of the instruction provideil in the school. Such

inlTuence may bo helpful to the country or not, according to the

j»olicy of the Government that may be in ]K)wer. The example

<»f Prussia is not encouraging, and although this country has had

reason to rely on the good sense of tlu? jHJople in (jvery emergency,

no one can forest^e what sort of Government may in the near

future hold the rein.s of |xj\vcr in its hands. We have sexm the

effect of bureaucratic control in education in its influence on the

teachers and preachers of Germany, and through them on the

mental and moral character of the citixen.s. Such control may
grow slowly and its influence may gather strengtli almost imjwr-

ceptibly, but its |K)tentiaIity has to bo considered in connection

with every Act of J’arliament which widens and strengthens the

authority of the Board of Education. In educational matters,

as in other lines of policy, we stand at the parting of the ways.

In the pa.st, we Lave found safety in the freedom and variety of

our secondary schools. It is in those schools that our children

are taught^and trained during the most irapre.ssionab!e period

of their lives. The progress of civilisation and the growth of

spiritual, as opposed to mere materia! ideas, may bo accelerated

or retarded by the character of the instruction and by the kind

of discipline which the children of all classes of the community
receive in one or other of our different types of secondary schools,

^t is essential, therefore, that we should do what we can to retain

in our educational system some remains of that freedom in school

organisation which has enabled us to build up our Empire, and
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wliich, even under iiltered social conditions, iiiuiy' helf> us to hold

and to develop it.

I liave HO far referred to some of the direct re.sBit8 that may
follow from the wider powers which the Act confers on the Board

of Kdneatiun, and from the ;;radiial drifting of good secondary

sc:ho(dH, previously self-sup|)orting, under Cioverninent control.

But this is nc'tt the only feature of the Act which may have a

.serious elTeci on the develo{>mcnt of our (siucaliorial .system. Mo
statement has yet la*eii made of the cost to the Kxchequer of

the grant of these new pensions, ]t vvonld he very difficult to say

what that (;<»st may lu*. seeing that the conditions under which

pensions may he awarded are ind fully defined in the Act, but are

largely left to he determined hy the 'I’reasniy on the recorn-

inendatioii of the Boai>l. In the “Kstirniiles for Civil Services*’

for the year eialing .March 31si. 111*2(1. is iiudnded a round sum
of -fl ,()I)0,(KM1 as "superannuation allo\vanc< s and gratuities*’

mider the recent Act; hut im details are given, nor could they

easily liavc been supplied, as to how this sum has i>een computed .

The country will not. 1 am sure, grudge the expenditure of public

funds in making the profession of schoolmaster more attractive

to well-educated and eonqadent teaehers. Ihit in these days,

when etVorls are being made to eiit down the cost of (iovernrnent

Departments and to h'sscii olVieial eontrol, the public may expect

to receive some precise information as to the judhable annual

exjienditure to he incurred, not only this year hnt in future years,

by the award of lht'.*.e |H’nsions. 'Phey ma> also di‘sire to know'

tlie conditions under which these pensions will he granted, and

the amount of money that may be required for the iidmiiustrution

of the Act. It is feared that the complexity of the Act, the

difticulty of interpreting many of its clause.^, and the consequent

heavier duties to he thrown u|)on the Board of luliication may
necea.sitate some increase in the Board’.s stalT of ofiicials. The
applications for pensions from .scliotd.s and individuals will be

numerous, and each must be con.sidered separately on its merits.

In deciding what constitutes "qualifying ser\dce’’ many difficult

questions must arise, and the nnmber and value of the pensions

to be awarded will depend on the recommendations oC the Board.

It is only reasonable to expect that the settling of these matters

will necessitate an increase in the Board's staff of insiiectors,

secretaries and their assistants.

No estimate can at present be given of the probable number
of preparatory and other private schools that may be transferred

to Ijocal Education Authorities and converted into grant-aided

schools, unless the Act is so amended as to qualify the teachers

of such schools to be eligible for pensions. If any large number
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of schools sboul<) yield to the temptation to surrender their free*

dom and to alter their character in order to improve the financial

position of their teachers, the country’s outlay on public educa*

tion might be largely and unnecessarily increased by the payment

of grants in addition to [)ension8, without any corresponding gain,

and indeed at some loss, to the progress of education. All these

mafters affecting the administration of the Act afid the expendi-

ture involved have yet to be considered. As the Act stands,

feachers, in order to be eligible for pensions, are not requiaed to

submit evidence of their qualifications, such as members of

other professions are expecte<l to jH>ssess, in order to be registered

as duly qualifit*d to practise. Those qualifications are assumed,

if, a.s has been suggested, the qualified teacher, instead of a

|)articiilaj‘ type of school, were made the pensionable unit, the

benefits of the Act would be more widely spread ; the cost of

a<lministrati()n would be lcssenc<l : and schools would not be

tempted to aci-ept State control in order to attract to their

st'rvice coin|H}tent instiMictors. The Act, so amended, would be

a more satisfactory factor in our educational system, and after a

tiijje the charge on the Exchequer would undoubtedly be less than

that involved in gradually bringing all schools under the grant-

’ aided and pensionable sclieine of the (Jovernment.

If the ]X)ssibility of such an amendment of the Act is not at

once considered, some supplementur}' scheme of pensions must

be arranged, wliich will enable scliools to retain their independ-

ence, and at the same time to ofl’er to their teachers benefits fully

equal to those provided by the recent Act. Any such arrange-

ment, however necessary with a view to the i>reservation of

efficient private and other self-supporting schools, would create

a cleavage in our educational system which would seriously affect

its national character. ^loreover, it would effectually destroy

the unity of the teaching profession, and would be attended with

other drawbacks to educational progress.

Having regard, therefore, to the general interests of secondary

education, and to the imi^rtance and difficulty of some of the

problems raised by the School Teachers (Superannuation) Act,

I cannot bnt think that the Government would be well advised

to apix>int a Select or other Committee to reconsider the whole

question of teachers’ i)ension8, with a view to recommending the

^st means for preserving the unity of the profes-sion and for

securing to all duly qualified teachers, employed in efficient

schools, and of persons other than teachers engaged in recognised

educational work, adequate facilities for obtaining pensions on

their retirement from active service.

Philip M.4gnus.



WAR KKACTIONS ]N AMERICA.

This is a time of evolution and not revolution in America. Cer-

tain alien and* revolutionary influenC'CS have attempted to take

advantage of the turmoil and eonfunion ^'hich attend evolution

to (Tcate what reaemhit^s a revolutionary movement. TheKe
infliien(M.^H have failed mid will roiitinue to fail in their efforts

for at InUHt a long time to come. The idea.s tliey hold :ind the

inoHKure.s they advocate are extraii<»oiis to Amchcaii eharaeter and

mental habit ns thesi^, are to be found in a vast majority of one

hundred and ten million )>eo|ile. That this alien indnen.-c \< far

from negligihh*. that it ran t-au-^e disturhanee in tin* life of the

nation, and that it can eonip1i<‘aie an alreiuly ernnpliiMte.l

tion ami thus inahe more dininiit the .solution of national and

internationiil tu'ohle.rns is true. Imt that it ran triniMpM now or

for years to eome is iin|K»ssihle. 'I’lie Anii'riean (i•^v^>rnnn‘nt as it

stands re.sts ahsoliitely ii|Hin the will of a majority of tlu* peti^tle.

M’hc f<irm of this (lovenunent had its birth in itiealiMn ainl has

been maintained by tliis spirit through many eris(*H and, in spite

<if human imjH^rfee.tions, for a |H*riod tkov extending to le-arly

VM years. It h\\< stood the r«*st (d revolution. ei\il war. many
inf(*rnational w.W'i, :ind. ah(»v«* all, a fvri(»d of materialism wliich

might well have hroni:ht it to an end.

The gieiit«‘si danger wliieh can eome U) the insiimtions of a

repuhlio hou.sed in a land of great natural resources with an elec-

trical atmosphere is a material prosperity which may overshadow

the spiritual life, warp the standanls of idealism, and bring an

erroneous |H’rs|K'ctive. The American nation has met and passed

this most dangerous stage in material development. Ifigh-water

mark was reacluMl just after the Spanish-Amcriean War. Since

that time the spiritual indicator has shown a ste.idy rist* in

idealism above the of luaterinlisin which for a shon time in

the life of this nation threatened to overwhelm the landmark.^

set for the guidance of all the j>eople by those who designed and

brought into being the (lovernment of the United Siate.s of North

America, l or over one hundred years America has been the

Metva. the
t
romiscil land, the land of milk and honey, for the

oppressed and over-burdened of all the earth. Nearly fifty million

pwple have arriveil at Aineriean ports who were jwsaessed of such

modest means as to be classed as immigrants. Among them from

time to time have come those who were exiled from their own
countiies for reasons of State. Some of these were welcome and
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have made good cttizens in the new world. Others
» those wha

made a bodness of crime or of opposition to the established order

DO matter whai that order might be, came along as well, and in

tbe earlier days of immigration were not discriminated against.

rp to 1690 immigration into tbe United States was of a

character desirable in any country. As Northern Europe became
more {prosperous tbe people stayed at home, the exodus from that

part of the world ceased, but the numbers of immigrants into the

t'lfited States became greater than ever. This new tide of

humanity floiged from Southern and Eastern Europe, and it was

not long before the American {people became alarmed at tbe

{ossible danger therefrom to their health, their mentality, their

social standard, and their free &cb(X>l system, and immigration

restrictions were imfposed whicli are made stronger with each

passing year. With all these restrictions it has not been possible

1o exclude the fairly well-educated, shrewd and sympathetically

hnanced immigrant with international rather than national sym-

nathies whose thought and {purpose wen* concentrated u{X)n the

desti BL'tion of all centralised authority and the value of projperty.

WJjon the Russian Revolution became an ac(^onipIi«hed fact

those who brought it about and those who came into power as a

f£'^^dt saw IK) reason why the boundaries <pf tlieir {political beliefs

should run with the political boundanes established under the

old order. Tbe whole world offered itself as a field for propa-

gaiirla first, and lor practical ojperalions when the spoken and

VMiUcn word should have dime its work. The seed of revolution,

alroady {planted among the Briti.sh and .'\mericun {X''0{»leB, latent,

it is tnie, but kej)t ali\c l>y a small hut effective organisation

resting under the wing of radical but less harmful organisations,

v.as encouraged to germinate. The {p.'ivchologic state of the world

was favourable. War reactions had cast the jKXjple adrift from

usual moorings, and the situation in all j>hasf*s of life, material

and spiritual, was confii.sed. Revolutionary organisatic/DS became
active, ca{>ahle agents travelled about the world well .su{)pljcd with

fuiuls, all societies professing so-calltKl radical beliefs lent them-

selves, wittingly or unwittingly, in a greater or less degree, to

revolutionary ,work, and even trade unionism did not disdain to

accept the aid of the extremists in the belief tliat when the time

came it could call a halt u{;)on destructive forces. The crisis thus

created came quickly in England; in fact, less than six months
after the Armistice. It has just been reached in the United

Htates, and the signai of its [la fusing and of the real futility of tbe

T^olutionary idea was the arrest and de{)ortation during the past

month of all the alien leaders of this movem^t so foreign to

American institutions. Tbe most significant feature of this
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druf^tic move on the part of the United Stales Goveinment was

the u holO’hcai'ted «uptK)ri given the (ioverninent by the {)eopIe,

im luding the iHtx)ur element now engaged in a dmflict w'ith the

cons'tituted aiithoritii‘8 over matters wherein they eontd have had

the support of the deiX)rteeB.

The tliHturbanre now in iinigress in Anioriraii industry is a

phiiM' of eeonotnie evolution and not si>eiai revolution, and as such

it will eontinue until eertuin ini|M)rtunt results are achieved. The
treiiiendoiH inifKirtanee ol the |>re>i»n( phase of Anie*nean in(iu^-

trial evdlution inu'^t be appreciated, however, if* the trend of

events is to be even partially un<lerst<K)d. A Cijiihtruetive interval

has !.u‘en reacluHl in indiiHtrial America between things as they

have been for the past twenty-five years and things as they are

in hi*. Va*-! and basic ctianges in iTonomic |H>li( y are iinfxmding

wliieh will re<|uire readjustment of methods and point of view.

Indu>^trial slavery is a thing of the past. It may he denied that

Miu’h slavery exist (»d, luit the sweat .sho])s of the hig cities, the

slums of all cities, the forlorn residenee seetions id' the industri'i'

settlements are all t«Hi elor|uent of eonditums from which ffuinai

beings cannot os(ia|M' to he ignortd. Some of thene unfavourable

conditions were <Teated by tlie workers theni-selves, some by the

indilTermce of employers, and some by reasons of en\ironiiu‘iif.

It is these things which the awakened consciousness of the

workers now ivjimU as lieing an im|M>sition. High wages, shorter

hours, better working and living conditions are what the manual

workers of the world are struggling for, some intelligently, some

blindly, aiul some destructively with a l>lind rage that would

destroy the very fahrii- of which they are a part.

'fhe thought heeome.s insistent that iKuhaps the [loint of

highest per nipita industrial productiveness in the United States

has been reached and passtnl, that the present outbreak against

conditions as they are is a des|H»rate reaetiou and revolt against

the driving |H>wer which has l»cen so merciless in demanding

always just a little moro than a man should be called u|)on to do.

Vast figuivs of industrial atUivity, great fortunes built up for

companie.s or indivuluals, and almost incredible millibns in foreign

trade do not necessarily mean a hap]>v, well-careti-for and con-

tented }‘‘,>pulation, as sometimes they are found *to rest upon

lalxiur ox; ting under conditions <iuile the reverse or sufficiently

unlike to ensure constant agitation and an inevitable protest more
or less well organised. It is in the matter of organisation that

lies the great difference in conditions a.s they exist in America

and in the United Kingdom. In the latter country labour

organisation has progressed far. Collective bargaining, co-opera-

tive supply, and a united voice in ixditics are accomplished facts.
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Tbe power has been in tib hands of orj^anised labour in Kngland

to improve the conditions of its employment for years past, but

it required thtf reactions of a great war to reveal this truth to

those whom it most concerned. Now that it is realised, llie con-

sequences are iinriiediately apparent. Organised labour ia

.America is twenty-five yi*ars behind its prototype iy the I’nited

Kingdom. The open shop is .still a considerable factor in indus-

trial America, labour raist\s no concerted voice in its own behalf,

it lias no unanimity of |>olitical action, it is still ixissible to play

{»ne se(*ti<»n o* tlie country against aiiother, to divide the forces

of labour upon one «)r another question, or even for one indu.stry

to "scab” the eflorls of another t(» obtain certain results.

'riiat trade unioni.siii has not tra\elit‘<i far in tlic L'nited

States is due to several eauses. wliiidi may Im* brrtadiy stated to

he geographical, social and (H)litical. .America is comparatively

a new land •, the jxqMilation is not yet welded intt> !i harninnious

\v)iolf‘ which reacts us a single unit to any event or idea. A
siifticieiit nuudier of petqde have not iti the past been equally

affected by an existing condition to bring about u widespread and

elTectivc pHitest. Jiacial instincts and sympathies arc so varied,

rat'ial preiudices too recent, to bring the working men, using the

Word it) the scum' of manual workers, all under the same banner

at a call to arms. Individual com|K‘tition and jealousy is natural

under <uch circiirnstiUices, and has bceu encouraged by tbe

employer as one of the m<ist active agents in stimulating pnxliic-

tiun. Trade unionism is in its infancy in America as compaml
with Kngland, where its foundations were laiil in the (iiiikls of

centuries ago. Also in America it has not reached the stage of

becoming a jHilitical organisation to any extent, for it is as yd
in tbe purely economic jdmse of develofaneut. That thi.s will

('hange. and in fact is already changing, is apparent. Those who
in the recent industrial conference held in W'a.-^hington between

employers and employed opjxised colieetivi- bargaining to a

where a hopeless deadlock wa.s reached, have done much to liasleu

the tdiange, to solidify lalxuir, and to coniince it of the necessity

of united action and the development of fxilitical iK>wer. Kollec-

tive bargaining i.s going to prevail in the I’nitcd States as it has

prevailed in Kngland, and to refu.se to recognise this inevitability

is^ simply to postpone the day when the treaty between capital

and labour will be made that recognise.s the rights and limitations

of each. It must be a partnership, and until the articles are

d«twn and agreed to, a state of wai* will exist. No permanent

settlement will ever be reached by one side beating the other in

& test of strength. Tbe man who would shoot tbe strikers i.s as

unintelligent as the man who would ruin his employer.
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While AmericaD labour is not organiaed intb a regular political

party, there is much politics involved in the situation. A national

election is due next year. The leaders of both the great political

'

partly are sparring for advantage. There is a temptation for

the politician to ride both horses that he may be sure to arrive.

There is too little disinterestedness in the handling of dangerous

situations by those who can have their say. The Government of

the United States is to-day in a most unfavourable position to

lead the way to industrial peace, for it is practically headlesel, in

that its strongest and most fearless member lies^n a sick bed

forbidden to give further of his wasted strength to the problems

that would otherwise come before him. The Cabinet is not par*

ticularly strong, for no President of the United States of great

strength of character and jwsitive convictions has ever had a very

strong Cabinet. The two do not go together. To-day is the

opportunity for a great and wise man of strong personality,

occupying a position of authority who is honest, fearless and

desirous of but one thing, and that is to benefit the nation as a

whole, to take the situation in Iiand, brush aside all personal

interests as unimportant, and lead the people into a path ^11 can

travel without undue advantage to anyone. Perhaps no one man
is equal to such a task as this, for it is as critical a time in the

history of the nation as when the North and the Bouth fought for

ascendancy one over the other and ended by uniting in a common
cause—the upbuilding of a great nation living ii|:)on a wonderful

freehold on which there is room for all creeds of beneficent

character and which affords opix)rtunity for any form of physical

or mental activity desiring expression.

It has been seen fit to invoke the aid of the courts to relieve

the immediate stress of the labour situation. This may, and

probably has, served a purj)06e, but that it cannot lead to a real

settlement is obvious. The same questions will arise again and
again until an answer is forthcoming. The labour question cannot

be settled by force of any kind, that of law or arms, and in time

all nations will be compelled to a recognition of this fact. The
old order has gone, destroyed by the varied influences of the war
and their effect upon the mentality of mankifid.. It cannot be

restored, and those who are attempting to do so are but delaying

progress towards a more amicable understanding, or, if not that,

the truce that must be made between two great forces which is

necessary before a harmonious effort is possible.

The course of events in America is enormously significant as

to the importance of the reactions of war upon all the world.

If America, remote from the sound of the guns, uninvaded by
the enemy, bearing the minimum loss in life and property in pro-
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portion to population, if this America is so manifestly reacting

to the effects of the war, what must be the changes which have

come to the peoples of lands actually forming part of the battle-

field? It was Mr. Frederi^, Harrison who, in the pages of The
Fortnightly Beview some time during the war, made a sugges-

tive remark to the effect that no one then realised what the war
was going to do to the world, and few did. It w-ould make for

more rapid reconstruction if more people to-day realised what has

happened to human mentality, for it is almost incredible that so

many, even those in high places, should talk and act ad though

the war had been merely an interruption, and now that it was
over there was no reason why life should not proceed along old-

established lines.

The recent elections in America were unimix)rtant, as they

always are in a year between the Congressional and the Presi-

dential contests, but note was taken of tlie surprisingly small

Socialist vote when so much Socialism is abroad in the land as

expressed in the spoken and written word. The reason for this

is that many people in America who bdlieve in and advocate

certaip socialistic ideas do not accept the whole creed, nor do

they believe in the ability of an out-and-out Socialist Party to

govern the country to its advantage. Their purix)8e is more or

less to socialise the policies of the existing parties, and this is

coming about with considerable rapidity. The American voter is

a rather practical sort of i>olitician. He does not believe in third

parties, nor does he care to cast his vote for a candidate who has

no chance of success.

The recent recrudescence of race trouble between whites and

blacks is largely a war reaction, and many of the blacks have

become members of Socialist organisations in which they have

received recognition. The great labour unions have in the past

excluded negroes from membership, but in their effort to extend

their power the negro has been made eligible. There is nothing

more dangerous to the welfare of the negro race than to exag-

gerate its importance. The great weakness in the character of

the negro is vanity. The greatest of them appear to become
victims of this* trait at critical moments and thus fail the people

of which they are leaders. Americans who know the negro get

along with him better than do those who are aware of him only

theoretically. For this reason the Southerner is more successful

than the Northerner in such matters. Americans who come to

England are always surprised at the relative importance attached

*ihe negro problem in America by Europeans. They have to

come to Europe to learn that it is the burning question of the
hour in their own country and that the Government and the
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nation are scKtn to he overwhelmed with it^ didicnities. The
reactions of war have iiitenaified the problem, it is true, and

[icriiaps drawn tiinif attention to it than before, but in the rriimia

of Atjjeriruns this problem (x:ciipies far from first idjce t'linoujv

the ipieBtioiis of the da}, the settlement of which rmiy bt* con-

sidered as vital t<j the future life of the country. '.rinTe is deep

concern that race war shall he made impisNihle : many a)>lt; men
have j'iven rlieir fiiiie aix] energies to the work of education

and eraiiioiiuc improvejiieiU, hut it i.-^ necch.^aiy to conic to ICurftja,*

to tind ^'nicwiuie picture of a black |K)fudatiog overrunning

America, dc.slroyiug tlie institutions of tlic Ifepuldic, and in the

en<l driving the wliito into the .sea. I’lic war n-acted u|>on the

blacks of iiil eivdised couiurics and perhap.- in otliers. fn

Kngland an<[ I'runci there has 111*011 tioui)ic. hot a race not in

Jjiveipool springs from juacii 4 ally tin* same cauM s as y lace riot

in ( liicago, and the latter lias no more siguitiiaucr* than llie

forriu'r except tliai it involves larger numhet'. jiud more daiiiage

is done, ’riie recent out breaks <»f violence in l-'iigland in which

vvliit«'.s and blacks weic conccriu'd may i bly assist ila Moglksh

people to a better muh'i>iaiiding as to th»* relative jm|KU-tancc of

such cvciitK in the I'nitcd States.

fmmediatc'ly lollnvMug llie Armistiee the great Amctican indu**

trial cotic»'nis sent tloar »'\peits i«) lAuope to report a^ to the

best manner in \xlneh to -e-^tablish American foreign trade,

'rinse men were trained observers, practical to a fault, arnl grimlv

InitbfnI. 'I'hey letnrned f.) those who sent them and re|K.»rted a

(h'vastalcd land v\here the people were (inly eoucernod with

luiv ing aetuiil nccesNitiev, and that there wi'ie many vvlio were not

able to do even litis. Iw‘ttir« the war the four hundred ntiili<»n ja ople

of Western lOnrope honght aluoad about I' ’wo* ij ot

goods m<ire than rliev .Mild in foriign market.*', and they had the

money to pay lor what they wanted, 'ro-dav tliere is not s(» much
nuniev to sjK*nd n|H»n imjHiris. foreign exchange militates against

.such pinvha.si s; there not so mneh Niirplns material, raw or

rnannfaetnred. Ic. trade v\ith, and the purchasing }>ovvor of the

tiverage unit lor anything necessary or not neee.^isary is far btdow

the pre-war stamlanl. It htvaine evident, therefore, that before

America coidd ivsiinie a profitable t‘X}>ort trade with Europe the

iH'oplo of that part td the world must Ih' given a cliance to regain

then- former purchasing |>ower, and lliai if thi.« was to be

a<‘i\ - nplished within a reasonable time America must help. The
American Ciovernmeni mhih took its cne and announced its

willingness to postjKine the |vayment by the Allies of indebted-

nesjir due to interest on war loans and to put forsvard a plan for

funding this debt in a series of long-time loans at a low rate of
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intercut. The (loverninent went farther than this, for it gave

f

*
tfanciion to propaganda in favour of the purchase of British goods

^
in America and the facilitating of iinix)rts from British sources

to aid the Tniied Kingdom in restoring its balance of trade, the

norma] rate of exchange, aiwl to make luinecessarv tltc exjH)rt of

so much gold or the Hoating of more foreign loans. I Vivale enter-

prise (%me to the ai«l f»f the Tnited States (tovernineiit in this,

for great buying oiganisati(»ns weiv brought alHui! witlj practic-

al!}* unlimited for the purchase of all the manufactured

gfH>ds which c^uld be produced lor exiK)rf in llu* I'nited Kingdom.
As matters stand to-day. the ICnglish manufaclurer is ofTertnl an

unlimited market without the trouble or risk of doing the business.

All be has to do is to produce the goods and (h-liver them to the

dri'kside in his own enuntry. rhere they will he taken over,

^^»ld at gMw»d market prices, and paid for in <as]i. the whob* fraris-

aetioM being guaranlt'eil by financial ih^titutioiis of enormous

wealth and recngniseii respnnsibiliiy. All this is being d<iM<* witJi

he approval of the American ( loveinmcnt
, or, in other words,

Aiili the appi-ovjil of tb«* American |K*ople. 'rih*n‘ lu-ver has }»ecn

::ny prejudio* agaiu-t buvign go(»ds in America after tln.-y bad

run the gauntlet of the < ustiim>. but the |»ie.‘*ont attitude is more

'Y-' ^ban negative, for it is }H>sitively irieiKlly,

Fourt(*<'ri mouths after tlic Armistice and many rnontlis after

the Peace Treaty with (lermany was jnrmulatwi Ibis document

i'' still before llu* Senate <d the I’nited States awaiting approval.

Alt«T many werks <»f debate* all .-ugL'e-'ted amendnientH were

def'ealt d, but certain r<*.ser vat ions w ere a»lopted to wliicb Bresi-

deni Wilxon lias refu.sed bis a.s.'^eul. The situation at. the inoiuent

js at a deadlociv. An arteiiij't was marie to declare (Maice with

(iermanv without ratifying the 'I’reaty, but this lia.s been defeated.

.\r the present time, therefore, wliilc to all intent.s and piirpo.se.s

-Nnurica is a.s.'-isting to rarry out the terms of the IVc-aty (.'on-

gress has rcfnse?d to ratify, the I’nited States is still technically

at war witli Germany, ft mu-st not he aswnined. however, that

all tl':e delay and controversy over the 'rrealy are due to jx>Iiti<?s.

There are certain lieliefs, prejudices and prin<*iplcs wfdl estab-

lished in the irpnds of the American |M-op!e. of the most

imjKH'tant of these is a reluctance towards coiuruitiing tlie. f/nited

States to foreign advtMUure or any fwrticipation in the jK>litic;il

affairs of other nations. Contrary to all traditions, America hak

just experienced, and is still concerne<l with, a .splendid adventure

in foreign lands. The fieople went dilo it whole-heartedly and

J enthusiasm and will see it through. With victory, however,

came a certain reaction, leading the nation hack again to better-

known and long-trodden jwths of conduct, and as the jxjnduhim
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swings it perhaps goes farther than would seem logical to those

who are not familiar with the intense American nationalism of
*

the days before the war. America has lived, all through the lives

of this and the older generation, in a state of ** splendid isolation,"

tind to abandon this position is repugnant to many schools of

American thought. The Treaty will be ratified in time, however,

and probably when the final test comes there will be found no

rcBorvatioLis which will jeopardise the great cause it was drawn

to perpetuate—the future peace of the world and freedom for

each democracy to work out its own salvation. The world-wide

dettu*mi nation that this idea shall survive and prevail is the

greatest war reaction of all, and it manifests itself nowhere so

strongly as in the United States of America.

James Davenport Whelplby.
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The name of Ixabricle D'Annunzio in much in men’s mouths

to-daj;. Very different estimates are heard of his character, and

very different judgments of his policy. But the one outstanding fact,

which makes him a figure of considerable interest, is that a poet,

ti ^^dramutist and an artist should, after he is well past his fiftieth

year, suddenly display himself m an adventurer, the head of expe-

ditions intended to capture places ()y force of arms, and a leader

who, tliuugli lie calls himself patriotic, scorns to be working against

the, true interests of his country. In the present essay, of course,

1 am only concerned with the iu*t work of D’Annunzio. His politi-

cal and his martial activities do not conc^:m us except so fur as

they serve to indicaUi cei-taiu qualities which appear also in his

literary ami dramatic work. There has always been something

lavish and extravagant in all that D'Annunzio has produced—an

excess of horror if he has to deal with things liorrihlc, on e.xccss of

jiassioii if he has to troat of love. And this exitess, which is mere

homlfast at one end of the scale, and morbid affectation and decadence

at the other, this over-riiieness, this over-richness, hiu'hingcr of

decay, is so much a part of his tenii>crarnent that it drives him to

.
extravag.'uit acts of folly in the sphere of practical politics. That is

a point of coniictaioii perhaps hetwecii D'Anmiuzio the adventurer

at Fiuiijc, and D’Annunzio the author of novels and druinas. Jleck-

lessness, extravagance, the gift of rhetoric, of liigh-.sounding words,

an iinineiisc ambition, an inordinate egotisrii, such, combined as we
.shall see with the nature of a dnmiutic artist and a poet, with a

vast st-oek of hfarning and a great intereHl in arclntology, are the

main attributes of the loan whom 1 am considering. As we
read of his inkntions or his acts we hecrane uwurc that he repre-

sents a real danger, not only f<jr his own country, hut for Europe

at large. At the moment when grave deliberations as to the futun?

of Fiume were being discussed by accr(?dited rei)resentatives of

Italy, like the J’rciiiicr, Signor Xitti, and the Secretary for Foreign

.\ffairs, Signor Titloni, and were on the point of soiuc thdiiiik con-

clusion, D’Annunzio suddenly embarks on a filihnskring expedition

to Fiumc, which <lestroy.s most of the chancc.s of a pacific setthi-

rnent. That is D'Annunzio ’.s rt^al offence. He rnuy call himself a

patriot, but patriotic in the true sense of the word he is not, and

Italy’s sincere lovers and friends are the first to deplore such exhibi-

tdons of violenc-e and crude force as those which threaten the Dal-

matian coast, as they have already overpowered Finrne itself. Ad-

vOTturers of this kind begin with w'hat they call a spirited policy,

and end by becoming for all practical purposes rebels against their

Government and their countrj'. What amount of sympathy he

VOL. evil. H.S. 0
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inanagea to secure in Italy among the sailors and in the army is

not easy for a foreigner to say. All we (‘.an do is to hope that a

solution may rapidly be found ol the problem, and that Fiume may
come peacefully into the hands of Italy by an umingement which,

while it satisfies the natural aspirations of the Jugo-Slavs, leaves

Italy also contented and happy.

I.

This is how D’Annunzio stands with us to-dsy. It is not, lis

1 have said, our present business to regard him either as a filibuster-

ing captain or a spirited patriot. We arc only to look at him ns

a dramatist, as a literary and not a politi(ial forces Let us go back,

then, for a time in his history, and attempt to see how lie has

gained his present position as one of the most cultured and con-

summate masters of Italian prose and verse. Gabriele D’Annunzio

was bom in the country of the Abmzzi in 1863, and is therefore

fifty-six years of age. He had the' precocity of genius, for while he

was still at school he published, a small volume of verses, which

attracted no little attention. He went to Borne in due course, and

commenced his literary career by belonging to a group of young

writers who, if they owned any sovereign leader, probably ackaow-

ledged themselves disciples of Carducci, while they clung to their

own ideals and principles of art. D’Annunzio no doubt learnt from

them to be an enthusiastic patriot in politics, while in literature

it w'tts their guiding maxim to attempt to replace excessive roman-

ticism by a return to classical models. D’Annunzio did not renmin

constant to this last principle, for tJiough in form he is classical,

and in his first play, “The Dead City,” took as his model the

tragedies of Athenian dramatists, he has allowed himself a large

measure of the romantic spirit, both in his novels and in his dramas.

His earlier poems wore to some extent inspired by his native pro-

vince. Many of them are descriptive of the Abruzzi landscape,

while in a number of sboH stories he has lingered almost lovingly

on the charms of the peasant life and rustic traditions and beliefs.

But apart from this he had begun in a style of his own to express

views and opinions which brought dowTi upon him the hostility of

the critics, although many of his contemporaries hailed in him an

innovator and refonner of the richest promise. When the school,

or group of young men to which I have refeired, was dispersed,

the various members took up different occupations. D’Annunzio

became a journalist, joining the staff of II Tribuna, Gradually his

style developed, aud his mind became more mature, and the pro-

duction in 1886 of a love poem called “ II Libro dlsotta “ revealed

ouv author as an assiduous student of the Benaissance, which he
exemplified also in his later work, "Francesca da Rimini."
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U.

A new form of creative activity oommenoeB with his novels. In

dealing with GFabriele D’Annunzio’s art work, the points of chief

interest are concentrated in the romances and dramas which he

produced after 1889, when he was twenty-six years of age. In

1889 he published his first novel, ” II Piacere,” which in its English

version is called, ’’The Child of Pleasure," and qfiickly followed

it with ’’ LTnnocente," and in 1892 by “Giovanni Bpiscopo."

“Jj’Innocente," when it was translated and published in Paris by

Georges Herelle, created the most profound impression, and
D’Annunzio Enjoyed a fame in the French capital which at no time

of his life could he have ever hoped to obtain in London. In 1894

appeared “ II Trionfo della Mortc!,’’ and then “ Le Vergini delle

Bocce," to be succeeded by that sordid masterpiece, “ II Fuoco,”
with its splendid glorification of Venice and its marvellously opulent

style. The author gives us the scheme of his romances under the

triple head of the Bomances oi^^e Bose, the Bomances of the

Lily, and the Bomances of the Pomegranate. To the first of these

belongs the “Triumph of Death," to the third “The^ Flame of

Life," (II Fuoco); the whole series ending with the “ Triumph of

Life,J' to balanee the pessimism of the “Triumph of Death" in

the earlier list. The image of a pomegranate, with its bursting

seeds and its red life, rims through much of D’Annunzio’s work,

and serves him as the symbol of art and its victory.

Let us pause for a moment over two of these novels. What is the

theme of the “ Triumph of Death We have as hero and heroine

Giorgio and Ippolfta. The heroine is a splendid figure. She is a

great sensuous animal, abounding in physical vigour, full of a joyous

sense of life, cruel and tender, beautiful and yet gross, gay and

sombre by turns. D’Annunzio loves to portray his women as replete

with rich and rare characteristics, marked also with distinction,

material or spiritual. But his men belong to an inferior standard

;

they are, as a rule, racked with nerves, fitful and feverish. Giorgio,

in the “ Triumph of Death,” is a feeble libertine, groaning under

the fatal curse of premature old age, of barren and cynical pessimism.

He is alternately attracted to and repelled by the heroine ; he envies

that frank enjoyment of existence to which he cun never attain.

He can live neither with her nor without her, and because she

seems to be slipping from his fingers, he can only retain hk mas-

tery of her fale by killing her and himself in a desperate plunge

over the cliffs into the sea below. Begizming with a tragedy in

the first chapter, the stozy ends with a tragedy in the last. Between
the two extremes are to be found many pages of poetry, of tender

appreciation of Nature, of rare artistic skill, of subtle and penetra-

analysis; but also, from the first sentence to the last, a per-

sistent touch, if not of cruelty, at least of callousnesEH-an utter and

careless disregard whether the humanity he draws suffers without

hope and perishes without chance of redemption.
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And this iropression is confirmed when we turn to The FliEune

ol Life/* Stelio Effrena, the hero, is a great constructive poet and
idealistic dreamer, representative of the living forces which belong

to and inspire the modem Italian life, and, indeed, transcending

them in his own prophetic vision. But he is utterly selfish, com-
pletely self-absorbed. The acts which he performs, the persons

with whom liv associates, above all. the great tragic actresi, La
Fuscarina, the partner of his exuberant ecstasies, are but instru-

ments in bis self-development. He uses them, and he throws them
aside. I’hey apparently belong to the present, while the poet .pos-

sesses th(f promise imd po^ncy of the future. With rare appre-

ciation of his own j>crsoiiality, D’Annunzio paints himsdlf under
the image of Stelio Effrena, the latter name significant of that

unbridled audacity with which the artist claims to possess and
absorb his own peculitu' world. In the impassioned speech which
he makes on the ocwision of some groat ceremony in Venice, Stelio

desca-ibes himself as the interpreter of the old Italian art and the

iiisjjiror of the new—the mtin wlf^ revivifies drama and music and
dancing, and blends all the rhythmic arts into a unity of irresistible,

beauty. He asserts himself to be the true successor of Richard
Wagner, not indeed the lineal successor, l)ut the inheritor of the

same v»igue ehuotie jirtistic im})ulse—not a barbarian, but a polished

Italian, utilising for his own purposes the crude ideas of wliicli

Wagner dreamed, and refining their Teutonic quality into purer
essences.

All this sounds vague enough, except for those who have read
D’Annunzio. It is impossible to appreciate the man, with his

extraordinaiy qualities, so imperfect, so faulty, so emotional, and
yet so masterly an artist, unless one tries as best one may, to

saturate one’s self with the atmosphere of the south. Gabriele D’An-
nunzio is the incarnation of the Latin genius, at all events in one
of its latest forms, just as lludyard Kipling is the incarnation of

the latest type of Anglo-Saxon genius. They are widely difierent,

of course. One depicts and consecrates the violence of those naked
elemental forces which shine in battle; the other, more difficult

for us northerners to realise la* describe, is the artist pure and
simple, intoxicated wdth sounds and scents and colours, a wholly
unethical power

^

with pregnant ideas and unashamed sensuality,
recklessly greedy of a richer and more gorgeous^ life, snatching out
of the very corruption in which he revels a grace and glory of his'

own. The style of the artist is one of the most wonderful things
about him. He has invented new harmonies of prose, and words
v hich, like a rich variegated garment, cloak but do not conceal the
movement of his thoughts. Read the first hundred pages of ** The
Flame of Life," even in its English setting, and you will feel that
you are at home with an author who rivals Pindar’s magniloquent
phrases, and dreams once more with Agathon and Plato in a new
version of the Symposium. That is, of course, the verdict on the'
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purely artistic side ; from every other side the judgment is different.

** The Flame of Life,” is a fugue' or a rhapsody on the old theme

of Elle et liiui,” the endlessly interesting subject of two artists

conjoined by momentary passion. Stelio Effrena, the poet and

dramatist, lives with La Foscarina, the great tragic actress. The
man is young ; the woman is ageing. We know that it is only one

haltifcg-placc in the divergent development of the •pair, that the

poet is going to fresh woods and pastures new after his brief intoxi-

cation. One gorgeous image runs through the book—the image of

autumn, like a beautiful woman laid to rest in an opalescent grave,

beneath the ^uiface of the Venetian canals, whore she can see above

her the moving waters and the floating seaweed. It is the tragedy

of La Foscarina’s soul, shamelessly laid bare for us in these pages.

III.

The name of the actress “ La Foscarina,” modelled after Eleonora

Duse, who appeared in most of D'Annunzio’s plays, naturally leads

to the consideration of the dramas. There is no question that

D'.Anminzio’s ” The Dead City,” which was produced in 1808, is

one of the most remarkable of modern tragedies. In certain respects,

in ils unity of action, its steady approach to a long anticii)ated

goal, and the sense of fate which overhangs the whole action, Tho
Dead City ” comes near to the traditions of the Greek theatre. The
plays with which it might bo compared would be Shelley’s ” The
Cenci ” and Ibsen's ” Ghosts,” for in these, too, the sense of fate

predominates, and form and structure are on tho Hellenic model.

In Ibsen’s well-known play we have tho doom of heredity, tho

fashion in which the children’s teeth arc set on edge because the

fathers have eaten sour grapes, that rigid a|)portionment of punish-

ment to crime which the Greeks called Nemesis; and, once more,

a strict unity of action, the only unity which is of real importance

in the structure of plays. In both the plays of Shelley and of

D’Annunzio we liave a bold and striking treatment of the utter

demoralisation of a society, in the one case given over to lust and

cruelty, in the other case contaminated by the example of the past.

The last point is the one which strikes one most forcibly in reading

D’Annunzio’s ” The Dead City.” It was a play originally written

for Sarah Bernhardt, and the particular theme makes it somewhat
difficult to describe. A party of explorers at Mycense, consisting of

a married pair, Alessandro and Anna, and a brother and sister,

Leonardo and Bianca Maria, during all the feverish heat of a Greek
summer, are devoting themselves to their task of recovering the

remains of the great figures who have made Mycenee famous. Three

them have become hopelessly perverted in their relations with

one another, and the only reason that can be assigned is that tiie

poison of a past period has entered the veins of the modem explorers,

The whole race of Atreidae was, as we remember, under a curse,
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and frpxn ioilier to son iiie cnme on lei^

iwnge, ^ mom dopx]^ ^pople
o^t. "i!h^ is Agamennum, toe of ^oene, •Ttoo itoi^
to daughter Xpihigenia^ Then is his wife, Clytemneetra. who,
partly becauBe he had murdered toeir child, partiy because toe had
made ifigiatoue her paramour, Ilea in wait for Agamemnon's returp

from Troy and kills him, together with the Princess Casss^dra,

whom the conquering King bad brought with him. And then follow

the deeds of Orestes and Electra, the killing of .^gisthus, the killing

of Clytemnestra, and the punishment that falls on the shoulders

of Orestes’ tho matricide, which can only finally be refiioved by the

direct intervention of Athene. Here we have a poignant chronicle

of crime descending from father to son; and as tho shadowy figures

are evoked from their ancestral tombs, Leonardo and Alessandro,

Anna and Bianca Maria become aware that they are breathing a

tainted atmosphere and struggling with some hideous nightmare.

Anna is the one beautiful and immaculate womnn of the quartette,

and she is blind, attended by a nurse, who plays her part, too, in

the drama. Alessandro had fallen desperately in love with Leonardo’s

sister, Bianca Maria, and Leonanlo himself had become guilty also

of a criminal affection for his sister. Hideous sind terrible as the

theme is, it is worked out with a poetry of thought, and a delicacy

and grace of diction, which redeem it as literature, and, indeed,

put it in a high place among the tragedies of the world. The sense

of style never leaves D’Annunzio. It is imjirintcd on every speech

which he writes; he cannot help but be an artist, even when he

is dealing with subjects forbidden and with the monstrous sugges-

tion of incest. (Tddly enough, the speeches put into the mouths
of those poor and guilty wretches mmind us of Maeterlinck in the

half-sensuous, half-mystical phrases which come so naturally and

so easily to their lips. There is the same kind of dreamy medita-

tive languor, the same moral atrophy, tlie nervelessness of those

we call decadent—because civilisation in them has become rotten,

and past luxury has killed their appreciation of ethical laws. Anna
remains as the representative of sincerity and purity—perhaps sym-

bolised in the fact that she is blind—and lives her own internal

life in accordance with the laws of her own nature. During one of

the visits to London of the great Italian actress, Eleonora Duse,

it was proposed to put this drama on the English stage, but the

Censor very properly intervened. There are one or two plays which
are for various reasons impossible, at all events, for a general audi-

ence, and D'Annunzio’s play has to be relegated into the same
category as the great masterpiece of John Ford. In boldness of

conception, and skilful unravelling of plot, “ The Dead City ” is

one of the most remarkable of D’Annunzio’s drsunatic efforts, and
)t admirably illustrates some of the general tendencies of the school

to which he belonged. He had been hailed as an enfant prodigue.
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jA geniiu ^dbio brifig :^^ soi^
|)^u;^ But taritu^^ not un^

natuT^y, regarded, and stall regaid), him as a decadent, a notorious

porverto of public morids.
*

Meanwhile, the play iteelf is also a fine illustration of his immense
entiiUsiasm for antiquarian research. I cannot do better than quote

somS of the passages in which Leonardo the explorer tells his

companions of the wonderful discoveries he has made. The trans-

IStion is by Mr. Arthur Symons:^
** I don't ]pow how to tell you, I don’t know how to teH you what

I have seen. A succession of tombs; fifteen bodies intact, one

beside the other, on a bed of gold, with faces covered with masks of

gold, with foreheads crowned with gold, with breasts bound with

gold; and over all, on their bodies, at their sides, at their feet,

over all a profusion of golden things, innumerable ns the leaves

fallen from a fabulous forest: an indescribable magnificence, a great

dazzling light, the moat glittering treasure that death has over^

heaped up in the darkness of the earth, for centuries, for thousands

of years. - . . For a moment my mind leaped back hundreds and

thousands of years, breathed the terrible legend, trembled in the

horror of that ancient massacre. The fifteen bodies were there,

with all their limbs, as if they had been laid there, just

after the murder, lighfly scorched by the funeral pyres too

soon extinguished: Agamemnon, Eurymedon, Cassandra, and the

royal escort; buried with their garments, with their weapons, with

their diadems, with their vases, with their jewels; with all their

riches. The masks preserved the faces from the contact of the

air, and the faoes must have remained almost intact. One of the

bodies exceeded all the others in stature and in majesty, wearing

a large crown of gold, with cuirass, girdle, and shoulder-

plates of gold, surrounded with swords, spears, daggers,

cups, covered with innumerable discs of gold scattered over his

body like petals, more venerable than a demi-god. I leant over

him, while he melted away in the light, and I lifted the heavy

mask. Ah I have I not indeed seen the face of Agamemnon? Was
not this perhaps the King of kings? . . . And Cassandra! How
we have loved the daughter of Priam, * the flower of the prey ’

!

Do you remember? How you have loved her, with the very

love of Apollo! You liked her when she was deaf and silent

on her car, for her * look as of a wild beast but newly caught,
’

for the Delphic fire that smouldered under her Sibylline words.

More than one night her prophetic cries have awakened me. . . .

And she was there, just now, stretched on a bed of gold leaf, with

innumerable butterflies of gold on her breast, with her forehead

browned with a diadem, with her neck circled with necklaces, with

her fingers covered with rings ; and a golden balance was laid on

(l)|l>'Aiuiunrio's "Dead City** (Heinemaan}.
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hei* breast, the symbolic balance in which the destinies of men
are weighed, and an infinity of golden crosses, formed with four

leaves of laurel, surrounded her; and her sons Teledamus and

Pelops, i)ound with the same metnl, were at her side like two

innocent lambs.”.

IV.
«

In 1B08 D’Annunzio produced his play called ” Gioconda.”

Although the plot is, of course, entirely different, the general spirit

of the i)if!co recalls in many ways ” The Dead City.” Instead of a

tremendous enthusiasm about archoBological remains, •we have in

” Gioconda ” an enthusiasm for the sculptor’s skill, and whereas
in the earlier play the hero’s imagination is fired by the discovery

of a pristine age when Agamemnon was king, the hero of “Gio-
conda,” a man who is called Lucio Scttdla, is a passionate devotee
of art. The langu.ago in both plays has the same ripe, or over-ripe,

richness and cxu})erance. To the principal actors are allotted

speeches full of a fervid eloquence, wdiich gives to them a certain

declamatory character, quite unlike the ordinary conversation of

ordinary men and women. Apart, however, from superficial dif-

ferences, the men whom D’Annunzio loves to depict are spiritually

and ethically alike. They are all artists in their way, keenly alive

to every suggestion of beauty; they are also, to use our modem
nomenclature, endowed with “ an artistic temperament ” which
inevitably brings them to ruin. So it happened with Leonardo in
‘‘The Dead City”; so it happens, too, with Lucio Sett^la in
“Gioconda.” Lucio is a weak neuropath, feverish, excitable, in-

constant, changeable, wholly wanting in will-power, incapable of
any decision, a prey to changing moods of hope and despair, of
pain and joy, of love and hatred.

One particular aspect of the artist’s nature is carefully underlined
in this play. The sources of inspiration come to him he knows
not whence, and affect him in fashions which he cannot explain
to himself. In the present instance there is one woman, and one
woman only, who can inspire the artist. She is Gioconda Dianti,
whose every movement suggests to the sculptor a fresh idea, so
that when he visits the blocks of marble in Carrara in company with
Gioconda he sees at once the designs which lie imprisoned in the
dead squares of marble. Unhappily for himself, Lucio cannot find
any inspiration in his beautiful wife, Silvia Settdla. ‘ She has all
the virtues, she has all the sweetness, of a fine and affectionate
nature; she loves her little child Beata; she is beloved by her sister
and her husband’s friends. But, despite the fact that she has lately
•^nvod her husband—^for be attempted to commit suicide, and she
mirsed him through a long and dangerous illness—she has no real
influence over him, no promptings of conception or idea, no real
illuminating instinct as to the tasks which the sculptor sets before
himself. When the play opens Lucio SettAla has just recovered
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from the eh'ectfi of his attempted suicide, and it looks as if he

was goin^ ti; adopt a new career. But, alas! the infirmit;y of the

man is that ha cannot be constant to one thing. His thoughts go

bock to the woman who waits for him in the studio as his model,

whose spirit and features have already been incarnated, so to speak,

in the wonderful figure of the Sphinx, Lucio's masterpiece. Feeling

how f>owerlcss she is to divert her husband from the fatal fascina*

tion of Gioconda, Silvia determines to go herself to the studio and

confront her rival, '.llicre a vivid scene trikes idace, beginning with

some dignitv on either side, but soon leading to that stormy vocifera-

tion in wliiclf Italians excel. Thus, in order to conquer, poor Silvia

undoubtedly stoops. She tells the lie that her husband had sanc-

tioned the banishment of Gioconda, and the latter, in her mad rage

at being turned out, rushes at the statue, to push it from its pedes-

tal and smash it into atoms. To save his precious work of art at

any cost Silvia intervenes', with fatal consequences to herself. The
heavy stone falls on her arms, and destroys those beautiful hands

which even her husband was proud. For the rest of the play

hIic is a mutilated thing, unable even to hold out her arms to the

little child, Beata, who, at the very close of the play, comes to

her to offer her flowers. Here is the tragedy which a wholly selfish

artisl can produce—the domestic ruin for which he is himself per-

sonally responsible through his waywardness and inconstancy* The
play is dedicated to Eleonora Duse, because she, too, had beautiful

hands. 1 saw it when Madame Duse presented it in London. It

was the acknowledged gift of this actress to raise every part which
she represented up to the level of her own fine and generous nature

;

and few characters suited her better than that of the patient wife,

Silvia Settdla, maimed in her effort to break the ignoble yoke which
made her husband a slave.

As in reference to “ The Deati City ” I gave a quotation expres-

sive of the intense ai’dour of the explorer, so I give in the present

instance one out of many passages which illustrate the imaginative

fervour of the artist. This is how Lucio describes the influence

upon him of his model Gioconda:^

She is always diverse, like a cloud that from instant to instant

seems changed without your seeing it change. Every motion of

her body destroys one harmony and creates another yet more beau-

tiful. You implore her to stay, to remain motionless, and across

all her immobility there passes a torrent of obscure forces, as

thoughts pass in the eyes. Do you understand? Do you under-

stand? The life of the eyes is the look, that indefinable thing, more
expressive than any word, than any sound, infinitely deep and yet

instantaneous as a breath, swifter than a flash, innumerable, omni-

potent: in a word, the look. Now imagine the life of the look dif-

fused over all her body. Do you understand? The quiver of an
eyelid transfigures a human face, and expresses an immensity of

(1) P*Anniinrio*B ** Gioconda** (Heinemann).
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joy or sorrow. The eyelashes of the oreature whom you love are

lo^K'ered ; the shadow encircles you as tlie waters encircle an island

:

they are raised, the flame of summer bums up the world. Another

quiver, your soul cli8.solves like a drop of water; another, you are

lord of the universe. Imagine that mystery over all her body 1

Imagine through all her limbs, from the forehead to the sole of

the foot, that flash of lightning, like life! ” And the wonderful

thing is that the woman who con be thus described may be all the

time in herself w'orthless or maleficent. •

By no means the least interesting of the plays of B’Annunaip

is the one which he calls The Daughter of Jorio,” ftod describes

as a pastoral tragedy. The scene is laid among the mountains of

Abruzzi, and, with his usual care for detail, D’Annunzio has

presented us with an astonishing mass of information about the

shepherds, and still more about their customs, habits and traditions.

The first act, for instance, deals with the ceremony of betrothal,

and all the elaborate forms of procedure are detailed with a careful

hand. The second act paints the life of a shepherd far up in the

mountains during the summer and early autumn, before the winter

drives him down into the lowlands. During the good season the

shepheids feed their flocks in the mountains, coming down from
time to time to their native village, and then returning after three

days. It is a life of solitude, and, to some extent, of idleness.

Time hangs heavy on the hands of the shepherds, and they there-

foiv occupy themselves with carving in wood and bone. But what
w^e specially note, ti characteristic, indeed, of the whole drama,
is the mystical atmosphere. Owing, perhaps, to their solitude, the

shepherds dream dreams and see visions. An intense superstition

reigns over their lives, and sacrilege i.s a charge which is readily

brought against all who do not conform to the ritual prescribed

through many ages past. The story is a tragic one. Aligi, the son

of Candia della Leonessa and a somewhat brutal shepherd called

Luzilro di Roio, lins been betrothed, w’ithoi/t his owm wishes appar-

ently being consulted, to a little girl called Vienda, and. as 1 have
already said, the flrst act is occupied with the ceremony of the
betrothal. But suddenly there comes Ein interruption. A wild-

looking girl dashes into the room asking for protection from certain
rude shepherds, who intend to maltreat her. This 'turns out to
be the daughter of Jorio, Mila di Codra, concerning whom exist
su.spicions pointing to witchcraft. The company assembled in
t andia’s house we all for driving the fugitive runaway outside and
giriug her up to the untender mercies of the shepherds. This is

Aligi ’b first impression also, but as he was laying his hand on the
wretched girl he saw behind her a silent angel, the guardian of
Mila’s soul, and as one of his sisters, Omella, is also strongly moved
to pity, the final result is that the daughter of Jorio is allowed to
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remain in safety. But, of course, the betrothal has l>een fatally

compromised by 'this unexpected act. and the wiser ones do not

expect any f^ood to come from so ill-omened on interruption.

In the second act wc have the consequence. Aligi is up in the

mountains, and with him is Mila di Codra, as innocent lovers, it

is true, but also as daring characters who have broken the tradition

and are only too likely to siifier. Then, after the appearance of

various personages—an old woman gathering herbs, the saint of the

nfbuntain and a demoniac—rthere comes on the scene Aligi ’s father,-

Lazdro, who Jias made up his mind in his brutal way that if anyone
'

Is to have Mila di Codra in his possession it will be himself and not

his son. A furious quarrel takes place, and in the excitement

the moment, hardly knowing what he is doing, Aligi seises a weapon
and kills his father.

And so we come to the third act, which, like its predecessors, is

occupied with ceremonial—the cei’semonial of dealing with a parri-

cide. The mun who is proved guilty of this grave chargi of murder-

ing his father, according to ancestral rules, is to be imprisoned in

a sack with a dog, a cock, a viper and a monkey, and cast into

the sea. Very sorrowfully his relations and friends gather round to

see tJie accomplishment •of this cruel destiny, when Mila di Codra

once more checks fuH^er proceedings by taking all responsibility

upon herself. She declares that it was she, and not Aligi, who
struck the fatal blow, and so eloquent arc her arguments that she

persuades the villagers, who fu*e, perhaps, in their secret hearts

only too glad that the guilt has been removed from one of them-
selves to a sorceress. 'Phe drama ends with the condemnation of

the daughter of Jorio to be burnt at the stake, a willing sacrifice

for the sake of the man whom she loves. In this strange drama
the characters are all drawn with careful strokes, and we feel that

the author has given us a curiously interesting and exact picture

of the pastoral scenes which make his tragedy. The Abruzzi, we
remember, was D’Annunzio’s birthplace, and he dedicates the drama
to all those kinsmen or fellow-citizens of his who dwell between

the mountain and tlie sea. It is only one more proof of the extra-

ordinfu^ care with whicli the Italian dramatist worked out all the

conditions which his story involved. In this piece his local colour

is as strong as that in ** Francesca da Rimini.”

•

VI.

I have taken ” The Daughter of Jorio ” out of its proper order,

but I must now return to the capital achievement, as some would
deem it, of D’Annunzio, the great historical drama of the renais-

sance, “Francesca da Rimini.” In this play our author is quite

as much historian as dramatist. He is painting a picture of the

thirteenth century in Italy, with all its riotous strength, its pas-

sianate cruelty, its lust of blood, its quick sensitiveness to beauty.

G* 2
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When “ lYancesoa da Rimini ** was acted for the first time at Rome
by Eleonora Duse and her company in December, 1901, the per-

fonnan(?e was the signal for the outpouring of a va&t deal of con-

troversy, such as reminded some of the critics of the battle royal

which w'as waged over Victor Hugo's ** Hernani.” The performance

lasted five hours, and it is said that, owing to the noise in the

theatre, many* of the speeches were inaudible. No audience ''likes

to sit ft)r five continuous hours in a theatre, despite our Wagnerian

experiences. Rut afUir that earliest and somewhat inauspiciows

premiere, .the j)lay was freely cut and acted with the greatest suc-

cess ill tlie cliicf cities of Italy, and also in London. The piece is

a gnrxl deal more than a tragedy of two lovers; it is a study of an

age of blood. Tf revolting things happen in the course of the drama,

if a firisoner is killed in cold Vilood in a dungeon while his cries

come up to the ears of the principal jiersonages of the play, if the

licroine lierself is so intoxicated with the strong wine of battle that

sh(< wants tft scatter Orfadv fire broadcast and slioot down her foes,

there is ready reason for all thesis things in the fact that they, or

sornotliiug like them, actually occurred. In “ Francesca da Rimini
"

D’Annunzio has taken his task with the utmost seriousness, and

has determined to set before our eyes a Jiistorical picture full of

eniditt^ arclueological details. It is no smooth talc of love—simple,

sensuous, passionate—sudi as Mr. Stephen Phillips gives us in his

version. It is a iiic'.turc of war and bloodshed, of treachery and

accusation, and in each act there is the recurrent note of savagery

as w'oll as of romance, of fraternal discord quite as much as the

passion of a man for a maid. It is a great historical panorama,
in which each scone as it pusses before our gaze has to be illus-

trabul out of the annals and records of the time. Features like

these, liow'cvev, hardly make for the success of the play on the

boards. For the dramatic success we must look beyond the

historical udonmient, tlio lurid panoply of Tvar wdiicb lu', has spread

over his main personages. Wo must look to the simple theme itself,

the loves of Francesca and Paolo, the revelation of their intrigue,

the vengeance tiilvcn ujjon them by the furious husband. In the

real story Paolo luid Fi-ancosca were both married. She was a

mother and he a father of children, and it was only after ten years

of marriage that Giovanni, who went by the name of Gianciotto, or

the cripple, surprised them together and stubbed them. Dante
in the fifth canto of his “ Inferno,” omits evei^thing except the

bare facts of love and death; D’Aimunzio refers once or twice to

Paolo’s wdfc, Oriibile, hut not to the children. He makes the story

move steadily from the beginning to the end of the passion, and
the scenes betw^een the lovers breathe the romantic fervour with
which tlie poet-dramatist has enriched all his scenes of love. They
are very human beings, though it ought, of course, to be added
human beings of the thirteenth century in Itialy. They are fond
of luxury, they dove beautiful things, they linger over memories.
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and rejoice in t^es of braverj and romance. Paolo was an accom-

plished Italian, a perfect archer, who had considerable skill in

music, and lo^ed his horse. Francesca, full of tender feeling, yet

is capable of being stirred up by excitement to wild deeds and words,

she is so intoxicated with the strange .new and perilous beauty

oi the Greek fire that she runs the rislc of setting all the battleineiils

in flgme. Indeed, round her personality violent de^jds are always

circling. In her father’s house brother fights with brother, and it

ii^ her brother’s bleeding face which appears to her through the

burred window at the close of the first act at the moment when she

is seeing Paalo for the first time, and has just offered him a rose.

In herself she hates cruelty, but is forced to exist on it as her daily

food. She betrays her husband, it is true, but then he had won
her unfairly, and she does not feel that she is dcung wrong in loving

another. She has no scruples, yet with sensitive nervousness sJk;

feels the }>ioximity of the fate to which she is doomed. Observe,

too, as an indication of the direct and practical way in which these

riiurtial men of the thirteenth centui-y went about their business,

that in the final scene, when Pjiolo is trapped and both lovers are

slain, the husband indulges in no moralising speeches. lUt l)end.s

Ills crooked knee with a painful inovcmenl, picks up liis sword,

aud*ljrcaks it over the other "knee.

VII.

Tbeiv are other later <lramas of BWiiiuinzio to which I have no

space to refer, but we have now siilHcient materials for a general

estimate f)f the Italian poet's dramatic workmanship. It is not

vciy easy to form a just estimate, because while there is so iniicli

that appeals to us, there are also certain qualities which repel our

sympathy, and, indeed, induce in some cases a feeling of disgust.

In all these })ltiys the literary critic must k(3ep as strictly as may
bo to the artistic interest and justification, and leave whoUy on

one side the ethical aspects. And that is a very difficult thing foi*

either English audiences or English writers. Very fiiw indeed of

our English authors have been able to keep the two points of view

separate. If we take characteristic examples amongst ou|||elve8 of

those who have composed novels or plays, we shall find that most

of them have in the execution of their artistic task kept their eye

on a didactic*aim. Shakespeare is an exception, but then he is an

exception to most rules. Thafjkeray is an example ready to hand;

so, too, is George Eliot, and many others, including Dickens, who,

with no little sentimentality, presents us with his moral. But the

result is that when we are called upon to gauge the work of a purely

impiethical genius like Heine or Maupassant, or D’Annunzio, we find

purselves embarrassed by national prejudices and by our strong

ethical judgments. It is easy, of course, to string together sen-

tences of blame or praise. We may deride D’Annunzio’s heroes.
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SperiUi, Hennil, Aurisps, ^sensitive, BUBc^ept^;

steeped in voluptuous self-indulgence. Or we may say glib and

facile things about Uie heroines, who are undoubtedly formed ki

finer moulds. But the main task of literary criticism is to define

the artist, to describe his special genius, and illustrate the aims

which he sets before our eyes.

In the first «,p]ace he is clearly a poet, who bathes his creations

in a poetic atmosphere, who abounds in lyrical ecstasies and writes

pages. oft(‘n rhetorical, and extravagant, but not rarely of true

poetical e.\'<'cllem*o. His stjde is one of the most remarkable things

about hiirr. 'I'his is a point which, of course, only ^Italians can

properly cstiinate, and even they find it difficult to read D’Annunzio,

so fond is he of stmugc words and so devoted to archseological details.

Ho describes pieces of armour, for instance, as an expert, and
whenever he seelis tir) get the ]>roper background for his creations lie

will dig deej) in archaic lore and show u scholarly delight in all

technical details of his work. If we ask, further, whether he is a

dramatist, the. answer also is fairly clear. There (‘an be no (lues-

tiou that be af)preciat(?s the dramatic point of view, that he gives

us dramatic situations, that his ))orsonages, at all events most of

them, are tinglingly tilivc'. But thi\y all speak D’Annunzio’s lan-

guage, nob always the language apjjmpriate to their own charac^ters,

and the author’s love of purple passages sometimes makes his

dramatic wheels roll heavily, and dedays the onward march of tdie

drama. And it is a vv(»aknes8 in him, and not a strength, that he is

f>rc(xscupied with partkMilar typt's of humanity, whom wc have to

describe as neurotic and febrile. Two characteristics belong to all

D’Annuuzio’s heroes, 'riiey have a love of beauty, and they are

full of that st(jrjny passion wliich never luilts before an obstach^,

and usually d(X)ii]s themselves and those wliorn they love to an

ignoble fate. D’Annunzio is an artist first and foremost, but not

of a virile or healthy staiii]). His work seems to have all the arti-

ficiality of a too self-(!onsci(Mis artist. It is over-rich, over-ripe, and

therefore contains within itself tlu* seeds of proximat(.> decjay.

W. L. Courtney.
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Two distinct conceptions exist of Angelica Kaufmann—Sir Joshua
Kejoiplds' ** Miss Angel.” The one represents her gs a sentimen-

talist of the first order—posturings vapouring, wheedling, fiattering

and flirting; the other as a beautiful Soul, richly gifted by nature,

cruelly persecuted by fate, of whom Steinberg could say, ” her
very faults «re lovable,” and of whom Goethe could Write, ” I

wish 1 might bind myself in closer ties to^hls fascinating woman.”
These two conceptions appear at first sight to be diametrically

opposed to each other, but a closer study of Angelica’s character

and career leads rather to the belief that they are*due to the different

points of view taken"by those who are responsible for them. Like
every other human being, she was made up of mingled qualities

and defects; her admirers fixed their gaze upon the former, her

critics upon the latter, and it is only by examining both that the

woman herself can be discovered.

The task is made harder, moreover, by the fact that Angelica

is a* heroine of fiction, both h'rench and English, and the more
that the reader admires, for example, Miss Thackeray’s charming^
romance, ” Miss Angel,” the more difficult it is to keep in mind
that it does not profess to be historically accurate.

That Angelica Kaufmann shared in the sentimentalism of her

day is indisputable; the very subjects of her pictures are enough

to prove it—Andromache fainting at the sight of .^neas, Sappho
bemoaning the death of Fatroclus, Calypso calling heaven to wit-

ness her affection for Ulysses, Sylvia lamenting over a favourite

stag, Ariadne abandoned by Theseus, Psyche fainting, Cupid drying

Psyche’s tears, Penelope weeping over the bow of Ulysses, Binaldo

preventing Armida from suicide, the parting of Ulysses and Pene-

lope, etc., etc. It was the age of pseudo-classicism and pseudo-

romance, and it was not possible that one of her susceptible tem-

perament should escape the general infection.

It was on age, also, when women were expected to weep and

swoon oh the smallest provocation, and when their achievements

were never considered apart from their sex; and it is.here that we
find the answer to the question how such men as Beynolds can

have been blind to the feebleness of her conceptions and the faulti-

ness of her drawing. They were lenient to her because the artist

was never judged apart from the woman, and this attitude towards

her is well symbolised in the celebrated picture of the first mem-
bers of the Boyal Academy, in which, though one of their number,

,jldie is only represented by the portrait of her which hangs upon

the wall. As an artist she was with them, but being a woman,
.jibe could never be of them.
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Angelica was bom in the year 1741, at Coire, in the Orisons,

and from her earliest years was taught by her father, Johann Joseph

Kaufmann. The story of her life has been graphically written by

the Cavaliere Giovanni Gherardo Be liossi, in a volume published

in Florence in the year 1610, an#he has much to say of her infant

talents for art and music, and of the extraordinary care with which

they w^ere cultivated. At eight years old she began to paint po**-

^ traits, and from that time onward she never laid down the brush

until Beath himself took it from her hand. Be Bossi relates maj^y

charming stories of her girlhood. At Como, when only eleven years

old, she painted the portrait of the venerable bishop. In Borne

she painted the portrait of Winckelmann, sat at his feet and listened

to his outpourings on Art, while his praises of her work were so

enthusiastic that it was generally reported that he was in love with

her. In Milan she studied seriously, but in order to obtain admission

to the Art School she was obliged to disguise herself as a boy. At

Castle Montford a young musician fell in love with her and with

her exquisite voice, trying to persuade her to relinquish her paint-

ing; whereupon she begged a priest to come to her rescue and get

her father to send the musician about his business, utilising the

episode in a picture of Orpheus and Euiydice—Orpheus, as her

husband afterwards told Be Bossi, being a portrait of the rnustcian
^ who had striven to lead her away from her work.

But the true rotrumce of her career begins when she was brought

to England by the wife of the English Ambassador at Venice,

Lady Wentworth. Angelica at this time was in thcj full loveliness

of her ,7outh. “ Urn tagliafa r graziom la hocca,'* says Be Bossi,

hianrhi ed cguali i denti/—a mouth well-cut and sweet, teeth

white and even—and he gotis on to describe her wonderful blue

eyes, so full of expression that only those wlio had met her glance

could imderstfind what worlds of meaning it was capable of con-

veying.

It seemed, indeed, that the fairies had been so lavish in their

gifts that her life Avas bound to be one unbroken scene of delight

:

fine ladies and great artists fell victims to hei’; orders for pictui’es

poured in, she was fluttered, followed, feted and caressed. Royal
commissions made her the fashion, and her talent for mural decora-

tion brought her handsome offers from the most celebrated archi-

tects of the day.

Nor was the adoration offered to the woman less ‘striking than
the homage paid tc) the artist: every man who met the glances of

those melting blue eyes succumbed to their fascination. Sir Joshua
Reynolds in his diary gives her the tender name of “ Miss Angel,*’
and by the entry “FioW” in connection with her shows that he
made her offerings of flowers. Nathaniel Banoe proposed to her
more than once, and Fuseli, for her sweet sake, was as adamant
to poor Maiy Moser.

As every sun-ray has a shadow, so every beautiful woman has
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a foil,” runs a cynical sentence, and it was certainly true in the

case of Angelica Kaufmann. Mary Moser was n ” precise woman,”
says J. T. Sn^ith, the pupil and biographer of the Dutch sculptor,

Nollekens. She was prudent, plain and sensible—all the adjectives

that could not possibly be applied to Angelica were applicable to

her—^and that they were both nominated members of the Boyal

Academy at the time of its foundation only added point to the

contrast between them. Mary was an excellent craftswoman, h®r

ajpi limited by her achievero :nt; Angehoa a genius, whose powers
of execution were not equal to her powers of conception.

Apart from her unrequited love for the handsome Fu^li, Mary
had a fine turn for humour, and J. T. Smith quotes a delightful

letter written by her to her friend, Mrs. Lloyd :

—

** Come to London and admire our plumes—we sweep the sky I

A Duchess wears six feathers, a lady four, and every milkmaid one
at each corner of her cap. Your Mamma desired me to enquire

the name of something she had seen in the windows in Tavistock

Street: it seems she was afraid to ask, but I took courage, and
they told me they were rattlesnake tippets. However, notwitli-

standing their frightful name, they are not very much unlike a

heaufong, only the quills are made stiff and springy in the stamhing.

FaslTion is grown a monster; pray tell your opemtor that your hair

must measure just th.ee-(pjarters of a yard from the extremity of

one wing to the other.”

There are no rattlesnake tipfiets in the windoivs in Tavistock

Street nowadays, but those who haunt that solemn region of pub-
lishing offices may well spare a sympathetic sigh for the heavy-
hearted Mary Moser. For heavy-hearted she was, in spite of her
lively letters. Fuseli's striking face and romantic manners had
captured her heart, but he remained stony and indifferent. J. T.

Smith gives an amusing description of a dinner at Nollekcn's house,

of which he, as a small boy employed in the studio, was an interested

witness through the crjick nt the door. I’he conversation was not
of the most refined order, and need not be repeated here, but one
passing jest which came to the lad’s ears slir)ws that Mary’s love-

lorn condition \vas well-known to the comj>any.
” Don’t crack the nuts with your teeth. Miss Moser; you’ll si)oil

’em,” cried Nollekens, whereupon his father-in-law, I^Ir. Welch,
added the sly remark, ” Aye, and what would Mr. Fuseli say to

that?
”

But Mr. Fuseli would not have cared a straw if Mary had broken
every tooth in her head : that was the tragedy of the situation.

He may have been to blame in leading her on. Smith thinks that
he was, and says that in early life ” he suffered each of his many
female admirers to suppose herself the favourite fair. Miss Moser

one period, drew that conclusion, and for a long time he flirted

with Angelica Kaufmann, but he found at last that that lady’s
glances were directed towards Sir Joshua Beynolds.”
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IFuseli's biographer, John Enowlee, in Uie memoir published in

1881, takes a somewhat different view, and says that Mary flat-

tered herself that the feelings which she had were njutual.
’

' But
however this may bo, the letter which he wrote in answer to her

pathetic effusion of June, 1770, proves clearly enough that he had
not one spark of affection for her:

—

“ If you have not foi^'otten at Rome,” she writes, those frjsnds

whom you remembered at Florence, wTite to me from that nursery

of arts and raree-show of the world which flourishes in ruins. I

suppose there has been a million letters sent to Italy M-ith an
account of our exhibition,- so it will be only telling ytu what you
know already to say that Reynolds was like himself in pictures

which you have seen; Gainsborough beyond himself in a portrait

of a gentlemau in a Vandyk habit, and Zoffany superior to every-

body in a poi't-rait of Garrick. Angelicii made a very great addition

to the show. My mamma declares that you arc jm insufferable

(jreuiture, and that she speaks as good English as your mother did

high German. My father and his daughter, long to know the pro-

gress ,y«ui will make, particularly

Mary Mo.seb,

who remains sincerely your friend, and believes you will oxqlaim
or muttf^r to yourself, ‘ Why did she send this d nonsense
to me? ’ ”

Poor Mary ! Not all her sprightly messages, not all her uncon-
cealed longings to hear of his welfare, not even her handsome allu-

sion to her rival, cjould melt Fuseli’s hard heart. For ten months
no answer reached her, and when in April, 1771, a letter came
to hand, she must have told herself, that silence was better than
such a cold repulse as this:

—

** Madam,—

I

am inexcusable. I know your letter by heart, and
have never answered it. But I am often so very unhappy within
that I hold it a matter of remorse to distress such a friend as Miss
Moser with my own whimsical miseries (they may be fancied evils,

but to him who has fancy, real evils are unnecessary, though I
have them, too). I beg my warmest compliments to your papa and
mamma, and am unaltered, Madam,

Your most obliged servant and friend,

Fuseli.”

After this there was nothing more to be said. Maiy Moser went
on her solitary way for twenty-two years, and then put an end
to all jests and condolences on the part of her acquaintances by
giving her hand in 1798 to Captain Lloyd, now left a widower by
the death of her friend; while Fuseli, having let off his resentment
against Angelica with the caustic remark, ” She pleased, and demred
to please, the age in which she lived and ike race for which she
wrought,” consoled himself in 1788 by marrying a Miss Rawiins
witii whom he passed a wedded life of thirty-five years.
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Bub what of Angelica, while Mary Moser was thus enduring the

pangs of unrequited love? Miss Gerrard, her English biographer,

says that her indifference to Fuseli arose from the fact that he was
poor, and coulol not satisfy her ambitions. But this seems a hard

saying : the suitor was clever and attractive, and nob only Mary Moser

but Mary Woolstonecraft and a host of other ladies were languish-

ing for his love; but Sir Joshua’s merits outweighed Jiis a thousand

times, and the heart that was drawn towards the one was scarcely

likely to be attracted by the other. That Reynolds paid her great

u^ntioDS has never been questioned : why he did not come forward

is a problem •that will never now be solved. They were c*ontinually

together, they painted each other's portraits, and their names wem
constantly coupled by their friends and jicquaintanct5S. Thus Gold-

smith concludes his burlesque on the invitation to dinner that tiiiinc

too late with the fdlowing lines:

—

“
’Tia Reynolds’ way
From wisdom to slr«ay,

And Angelica's whim
To bo frolic like him ;

Hut alas! your good woi’ship.'», how amid they he wiser.

When both liavc been spoilwl in to day’s .If/iv ?
”

Tl4i.s was ail allusion to the Advertiser'

a

pooticul ci'itiqiu' of An-

gelica’s recently-finished portrait of Reynolds:

—

“ When the likeness she hath done for tluus

Oh ! Reynolds, with astonishment we see,

Forced to submit, with all our pride we own
Such strength, such harmony excelled by none,

And thou out-rivalled by thyself alone!”

Strength is the very quality denied to Angelica by her critics.

Peter Pindar laughed at the

—

feeble males

That figure in her painted tales.”

Count Bemstorff, the Danish Prime Minister, after praising the

tender charm of her women, comments on the want of virility in

her men: They are shy creatures; some of them look like girls

in men’s clothes, and it would be impossible for her to portray a

villMn.”

But perhaps this very strain of weakness was what appealed

to the great painter, and ^though De Rossi says that art was all

his delight, and that he had closed his heart to every other passion,

it was to him that she turned for help in her difficulties ;' she begged

his interference when her pictures were badly hung at the Academy;
' she asked his aid when the great c^amity of her life fell upon

her.

. The inability to portray a villain that Count Bemstorff notices

<y»%ay have made it equally impossible for her to detect one; but

a veritable villain appeared upon the scene, he had little

difficulty in victimismg her. It was at a diniiiter party at Dr.
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Burney’s house that she first met the man whom De Rossi describes

as being of fine aspect, great talents and noble manner. He was

introduced to her as the Count de Horn, a Swedish Ejpbleman, much

interested in art, and so far all the accounts agree ; but at this point

they separate, some saying that Angelica lost her heart to him,

others that she never really cared for him, but that she was flat-

tered by his attentions, and deceived by his representations §o far

as to marry him. De Rossi, whose biography was published only

three years after her death, and who obtained his information fr^i

her cousin and from the private papers that were put into his hands,

says that' he made gradual inroads upon her heart—» poco a poco

Hi fa fiirada nel cuorc di lei. Mr. Fitzgerald Molloy and other later

writers say that her heart was never concerned in the matter ;
while

.1. T. Smith sums up the position in a cniel sentence: “Angelica

Kaiifmann was a great coquette, and pretended to be in love with

several gentlemen at the same time. However, she was at last

rightly seiwcd for her duplicity by marrying a very handsome fellow

'personating the (^ount de Horn.”
But whatever Angelica’s secret feelings may have been, the facts

of the case admit of no disput<\ Her lover, whose mother’s name
was Brandt, and who had no right to that of his father, had come
to Fngland us an jidventuror in the chai'acter of the Count de Horn,

ill whose hoiisij he had been brought up as a servant. Attracted

l)y the young artist’s reputation and success, he made love to her,

and was soon her accepted suitor. “ She was determined to show
her friends with whom she had flirted that she had at last made a

good hit,” says Smith, ” and therefore, without the least hesitation,

at onct? gave her hand to the impostor.”

But she did not at once boast of her “good hit,” for at the

Count’s request she kept their engagement secret until he had
received })apers that he was exf>ecting from Sweden ; and when he

ctune to her one day in much seeming distress, saying that enemies

were plotting for his arrest and e-xecution, and that the only thing

tJiat could save him would be his niaiTiage with one so high in

(’oiirt- favour as herself, she immediately consented to a privuk?

union. The doubte whether a marriage actually took place, and,
if so, at what church it was celebrated, have been cleared up by
Miss (.Tcrrard, who has discovered the entry in the registers of St.

James’s, Piiscadilly. The service was performed by a Mr. Baddeley,
the curate of the church, and the two witnesses signdd their names
as Annie Horne and Richard Home—a curious circumstance, con-
sidering the name under which the bridegroom passed, but one
which is not explained.

As soon as the deed was done, it was confessed to Angelica’s
father, and, according to De Rossi, a terrible scene followed. Joseph
Kaufmann pointed out to his daughter.that she had no real know-
ledge of the man to w^hom she had pledged herself, and his enquiries
were received with fury by the County who tried to silence him
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with menutjes since he could not satisfy him

—

mostra ?7 Conte il

piu itrrihiic irritamento; grida^ minacciaf ma non puo mponderc

alle interroyaisibni, ohe risolutamente gli fa il suoccro.'*

Be Kossi quotes a remark made by Angelica to her father to

the effect that he heed not disturb himself, since if Horn was an

impostor, her marriage would be invalid, and that she had only

agreetl to it on this condition. Mr. Molloy says t£at this showa

that it was only the title she cored about, but the remark is capable

of*another interpretation, for it might very well imply her implicit

trust in her husband’s veraeitv. But however this may have been,

the impostor was soon shown in his true colours. Coming one

day to her house, he ordered his wife to leave London with him,

and on her refusal sent a lawyer to her, who told her that Horn
was legally entitled to all her possessions, but that, being of a

generous nature, he was willing to separate from her on tlie payment
of £500. Angelica, on this, employed a lawyer in her tura, who
speedily discovered that Horn not only had no right to the name
under which he had mamcjd her, hut that he had a wife already,

and that she^ could obtain her freedom by making this known.

But badly as Angelica bsd been treated, she still had some feeling

for yic villain who had deceived her. The penalty for bigjuny at

that time was hanging, and rather than endanger him, she paid

the reduced demand of £300, and a deed of separation was signed

on February the tenth, 1768.

Many fables have gathered round this story, and not the least

scimdalous of the fables is that mentioned in the Biographie Gene-

Tale of Paris: ** Des htographes ont accuses Ucynolds d*avoir pre-

pare ce complot et initie cc malheureux d sun role pour sc vengcr

Ics dedains d'Anyeliqaef mats ce fait n'est pas certain.**

It is only fair to Sir Joshua to say that there is not a scrap of

evidence in support of this statement, thkt his upright and honour-

able character is sufficient contradiction of it, and that the fact

that he remained her friend as long as he lived proves that he was

capable of no such petty vengeance.

Count Bernstorff has left a graphic pen picture of Angelica as he

saw her six months after this terrible catastrophe. “ It would be

impossible to pass such a face without looking at it,” he says, ” and

once you have looked you must admire. There are moments when
she is absolutely beautiful : thus, when she is seated at her har-

monica, singing Pergolesi’s Stabat Mater, her large, expressive eyes

are piously raised to heaven, her inspired look helps the expression

of the divine words—at this moment she is a living St. Cecilia.

Alas I that so much beauty and such talent should have failed to

secure for this gifted woman any measure of happiness. The sad-

oiius of her whole air betrays an inward discontent, which is the

consequence of her unfortunate marriage which has ended in a

separation. The whole story is pitiful, and this misfortune has

spoiled her life.”
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But Angc^lica’s spirit was not quite so easily crushed as the com-

passionate Count Bernstorff imagined. .Her art was kft to her, and

with a fine courage she took up her brush once more, and forced

herself to go on using it. A large number of her pictures were

exhibited at the Royal Academy, and, in addition to this, she under-

took an immense amount of work for the brothers Adam^ who

employed her to detjorate tlie walls, and ceilings of many of the

hous^^s that they were then building in different parts of London

;

while in 1773 she was one of the artists selected to execute rau?al

paintings -in St. Paul’s Cathedral.

But Angelica was not the kind of woman whom Cupid could leave

to tread the patli of labour unmolested. Her life, to its very end,

was swayed by emotions, and news of Horn’s death having reached

her in 1780, she gave her hand the next year to Antonio Zuochi,

a Venetian painter, sixteen years older than herself. This marriage,

like lier first one, has given rise to much controversy. De Rossi

says that her father saw in Zucchi a husband well suited to his

daughter, and that in accepting him she obeyed the paternal will,

while the marriage settlements have been adduced by other ‘writers

as a proof of her want of affection for her elderly husband. That

her feelings towards him w^ere not romantic seems to be confixmed

by after events; but the clause in i^e settlements securing £5,000

for her own use, and enjoining that Zucchi is not to intermeddle

therewith,” was doubtless inserted by her wise old father, who had
already seen her landed in terrible difficulties by her impulsive

nature. Zucchi had money of his own, as well as a house in John
Street, Adelpbi, imd he seems, to have been quite content that his

wife’s property should be settled upon herself.

The newly-married pair settled first in Venice, Angelica’s father

living with them, and after his death they removed to Rome.
Till Zucchi ’s death, which took place in 1795, he constituted him-
self the major-domo of the establishment, taking all business on
his shoulders, and allowing her to work at her painting undisturbed.
Whether he did this, as De Rossi says, because he thought her
povrers as an artist worthy of adoration, or, as later biographers
have hinted, because he thought of her more as a breadwinner
than as a wife, cannot now be determined. But that he did not
wholly satisfy her heart can hardly be doubted in the light of the
correspondence between Goethe and the Angel, whose powers of
fascination were none the less potent now that forty-eight years had
passed over her head. Goethe tells the story himself in the
ItdlieniBchc BeiHc, and it is a story that has been told again and
again in tlie course of the world’s history. Similar tastes drew
them together, he could open his mind to her, he could talk to
her of his books and literary projects, secure of her sympathetic
comprehension, till at last the time came when the books
were laid aside, and they read in the volume of each other’s
hearts.
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** It is well known/* says Oppermann in his Bregenzer Wdlder,
*' that Goethe's admiration for Angdioa was such that, had she

been free, he ^uld have made her his wife, and that a marriage

with her would have given that repose to his life which was wanting

in his union with the Vulpina; but such was not possible, as the

artist was, at the time of Goethe's visit to Borne, the wife of Zucchi."

Thftt Angelica fully reciprocated his feelings is shown by her

letters. Thus she writes on May 10th, 1788: ** 1 live such a sad

life, and because I cannot see what 1 most desire, all and everyone

is indiffeirent to me, except perhaps our good friend Buffenstein,

with whom I*can speak of you. The Simdays which once were days

of joy have become the saddest days. They seem to say, ' We
return no more ’

; but I will not believe this—^the words* return no

more ’ sound too hard.'*

This allusion to the Sundays is explained by Heinrich Duntzler

in his life of Goethe. ** She was indeed an angelic soul," he says,

writing of the tie between the poet and the artist, ** full of t^der
womanhood, pure and ardent, and Goethe felt a deep and exquisite

attraction to her. Every Sunday he visited a picture gallery with

Angelica, and dined at her house. Each confided to the other his

and her whole passion and mood. Angelica was not happy, as her

husband, notwithstanding their good means, wished her to go on

painting for sale/’

For some time alter Goethe’s departure, the correspondence went
on apace. On May 17th she writes: ** 1 thank you a thousand

times, my dear friend, for the joy your letter from Florence has

given me. When I think of you 1 grow confused. I sit with the

pen in my hand, have much to say, would wish to say much to

you—every pulse of my heart suffers and complains. But of what
use is all this? Nothing 1 can say will bring you back to me. It

is better 1 remain silent; your feeling heart can imagine the rest.

Since the 2drd, that last and fatal day, 1 have been in a dream, out

of which I cannot rouse myself. The lovely sky, the most beautiful

scenery—alas! even the divine in art—excites nothing in me. I

am indifferent to all. 1 really believe 1 am on the outer edge of

that folly of which we so often talked. In the other world 1 hope,

it will be arranged that all dear friends meet never more to part,

and so I hope for a happier life above.”

On August 5fii she writes: ** Dreaming again, you will say; but

I know you will forgive me. I dreamt last night that you had come
back

; I saw you a long way off, and hastened to the entrance door,

seized both your hands, which 1 pressed so closely to my heart

that with the pain I awoke. 1 was angry with myself that my joy

in xriy dream should have been so great, and that in consequence my
Juip^iness had been shortened. Still, to-day 1 am content, for 1

nfiVe your dear letter written July 19. I rejoice that you are well,

an3 wish yon an unbroken course of happiness. For me, I live

the life of hope in a better world.”
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Qoeihe’s affection for her was no more lasting than wen* a hiin-

clrcd others of his love fancies, and when the widowed Duchess of

Weimar paid a visit to Home in the following year,the could write

of his innamorata in dispassionate terms: ‘"You will have seen

Madame Angelica by this time, and this excellent woman must
from many different points be interesting to you."

The I)u(?bcs* and her ladies were enchanted with Goethe’s friend,

and write of her in their letters to him as " cine herzliebo Frau/’

"a beautiful soul," eto. ; while to Angelica herself the Duchess
WTote in .till* most gushing strains from Naples: "How is your

health, my dear little Vonian? And are you alwaj^s ^)usy- always
at your easel Ah ! come to Naples ! Come to us 1 Tell dear old

Zijcchi to bring you. h’arewell, dearest, best of little women.
Think of rnt^ ns often as I do of you.

" Your Amalia."
lliit one word of affection from the poet would have outw'eiglied

all ihi^su effusions from the great lady, and that word Goethe w'as

(‘nreful not to uttcT. Even while he was in Home he had not kept
tuitirel.y clear of otlier love affairs, and now that a year had passed
be had no wish to ex])osc himself to any demands that she might
make upon him. Ordered by the Grand Duke to go to Italy to
bring his mother home, lie made no attempt to see Angelioir," but
only agreed to go on the condition that he might wait for the Duchess
in Vonice instead of going down to Borne.
A ln.st comiuiinicution passed between them in 1797, when he;

write, to her to say that the poi*trait she had painted of the Duchess
was fading, and that re-varnisliing had been suggested. " But 1 am
afraid that a wrong varnish ignorantly applied might do more luirm
than good and irretrievably ruin the work. Will you therefore have
the kindness to tell me what varnish I should use, and what medium
I should employ to secure it."

Whatever inay have been the ultimate fate of the Duchess’s por-
trait, no varnish that could bo applied, no medium that could be
employed, was powerful enough to prevent the portrait of Angelica

'

from fading from Goethe’s heart; but whether her affeetions were
so deeply wounded as might be supposed remains an open question-
At any rate, we find her indulging in just such another sentimental
friendship with the learned Professor Herder, of GSttingen, whose
letters to his wife from Borne are exceUent reading:—

Angelica reminds me of a Madonna, or a little dove," he writes
naively te good haus-frau. " She fives retired in an ideal worldm which the little birds and the flowers dwell. Poor old Zuochi
18 a good sort of man in his own way: he resembles a Venetian
nobleman m a comedy,"

-

impression this gifted creature has made upon
y d IS indelible. It will last my whole life, for she is utterly

and incapable of insincerity
She knows not what meanness is, and although she is perhaps the
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most cultivated woman in Europe, is full of the sweetest humility

and the most angelic innocence. I tell thee all this, my own,

because I know that from thee 1 need hide nothing, and because

thou wilt rejoice w^ith me that after my bitter months of solitude

I have found this pearl, or, rather, lily, which Heaven has vouch-

safed to me as a blessing jind reward. It is in this light I regard

her.”* ,

Frau Herder seems to have sympathised in his feelings at first,

even going so far as to send her husband's ” blessing and reward
”

a kiss in a letter to him, for he writes to her:— •

” I gave hcT’ thy kiss as it stood in thy lette, without transferring

it to her lips. Once I did kiss her on the forehead, and once she

unexpectedly seized my hand and would press it to her lips. There,

that is all between us. I thank my God that He has made rno to

know this pure soul, and that through her T cairy away onc^ pleasant

memory from Rome.”
But the wife’s complaisant mood did not last lo'Ug apparently,

for a little later, Herder addresses another letter to her, which has

in it a strain of explanation, and even of excuse:—
‘‘ In every way Angelica is worthy of being joined to us by a

close bond of friendship. She often says to mo that the whole happi-

ness of her life depends upon the continuance of this bond; that

she would wsh to die now, since she has (and truly only for s\ich

a short time) seen and known me: it is to her as a dream. 1

write to thee, my dearest, everything, l>ecauso it is my hfibit to do

so. Thou knowest that these words of hei’s df> not make me vain,

but rather humble. I look iiiJon the friendship of this dear and

noble woman as a gift that Heaven has sent me, which has turned

me from all else, and in a theoretic manner has elevated my thoughts

imd improved my whole being, for she charms the mind, purifies

and softens it, and is a good, tender creature. Do love her for

my sake, dearest; she is so good, and her life is not happy. Thou

must promise an eternal friendship to her, and with me render '

thanks to Heaven who has given her to me to know and to love.”

Frau Herder probably rendered her thanks to Heaven when she

got her susceptible professor home again, and saw him settled down
to his duties in Gottingen, At any rate, he paid no further visits

to his Roman lily, and when he wrote a letter of introduction to her

for a lady who ,went to Italy in 1795, he couched it in very distant

language :

—

” Farewell, gentle mistress of the new art and of modest beauty,”

is its conclusion. My wife desires her devoted remembrances.

It is so long since you have written that you must have forgotten

us, but we have not forgotten you. Once more farewell. My kind

to Herr Zucchi.”*

.
Zucchi died in this same year, and the fact that he only left an

anhiiity of £15 to his wife, while the rest of his property went to

his brother and nephews, has been taken as a proof that he had no
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real affection for her. It should not be foi^gotten, however, that

Angelica had ample means of her own, and her letters after His

death show that she had no fll-feeling. She speafts of
”
the irre-

parable loss sustained by the deai^ of my worthy husband, friend

and best (‘nmpanion,*’ and adds: *' 1 have a -high regard for the

family of my deceased husband, and approve what he has done in

favour of them.'*

Her cousin, Anton Kaufmann, had taken up his abode with her

when Zucehi's health began to fail, managing her affairs for lier

in the way that her husband had done, and she probably needed

some such wise counsellor, for an unexplained allusion in a letter

written by Ikt from Corno in the year 1800 shows that time had
not availed to check her feminine impulses. After mentioning a

former visit, when she had “evaded Love’s arrow,” she says:
” One day, wandering with some chosen companions through the

delightful woods belonging to a friend’s villa, in a shady spot 1

came once more upon Love. He was asleep. I drew near to him.

He awoke and smiled in a friendly manner at me. Ho recognised

me, albeit Time had silvered my golden hair. Suddenly he arose,

misohiovously determined to avenge the slight he had received from

me in my early years. He pursued me, and, taking deliboraijp aim,

threw his arrow at me. T had all the trouble in the world to escape

the dart.”

She was sixty when those words wore written—a time when most
women can wonder at will without any fear of being made a target

for Cupid’s arrows; but when six moro years had {>a8Bed away she

was struck by a dart aimed by a hand from which there was no
escape. Early in 1807 her health began to fail, and the religious

thoughts which I)e llossi quotes from her papers breathe a tender

spirit of trust and resignation. She passed away peacefully on
November the fifth, while her cousin was reading to her a hymn
for the sick.

Et in Arcadia ego I Both Angelica and Sir Joshua Beynolds

painted pictures of Arcadian nymphs and shepherds dancing near

a tomb. “ What can this mean? It seems to me very nonsensi-

cal! ” growled Dr. Johnson. But Reynolds was not so terrified

of the autocrat as most people were. *' The King could have told

you,” was his calm reply. “ He saw it yesterday and said, ‘ Ay, ay,

Death is even in Arcadia.’ ”
«

Full of charm as Angelica undoubtedly was, her personality, no
less than her art, bore traces of the unreality of that pseudo-classical

age: she was hailed as a Grace, she posed as a Muse, but grief

and loss are present even in Arcadia, and as we remember the pangs

that she suffered we cannot regret that Love’s arrows have no longer

power to wound her, and tha^
After life’s fitful fever she sleeps well.”

Mary Bradford WBiriNG.
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Vision db Noel.

L6LiA,*|)oup^e de cinq ans, duetto et blonde, joue, sous lu vugue sur-

veiliance d'lme bonne, dans le jturdin patemel qui avec la maison
6nok)t son univers.

Les airs protecteurs ot doctes du £r6re de sept ans, dej5., d^-

marquent rimanchissable liniito, la superiorite des grands sur los

petits. Pourtant, il a beau cssayer do lui tout expUquer, ou en

dernier recours la m^priser d’une mouc lursquo la question d^passe

son savoir, L^lia indifi^rento se retranche en soi-meine ct son

imagination r4soud le probl^me.

Aujourd’hui dans le soleil, elle court, cchappant ti la poursuite

factice d’une bande fol^tre. Elle cst seulo apparemment; seuie

egalement b connattre rimportanoe et le but dc sa course bien que

ses paroles n’eussent point su les definir.

Criant sa joie, traversant les allies, bondissont les obstacles, elle

va, v^ent, acham^e, accompagnant le vent, narinos ouvertes

curieuses des moindres senteurs dparses, et les pafiillons, petales

volants s'attardant aux deurs, sont moins rapides.

La jupe courts ^vase sa silhouette, ernprisonno les jainbes

longues, semblables aux battants d’une cloche sonnant dos Paques

enfantines.

Enfin essoufflee, jetont un hurrah triomphant, elle s’adaisso dans

I'herbe, son riro lib^re eclate et brandissant la palm# chirnerique elle

se complait en sa victoire, et I’annonce b tue-tete.

La bonne acquiesce par habitude, continuant lu leqon du fr^rc,

mais Jacques, lasse par Tapplication soutenue, arraclie un ennsente-

ment facile et s'<^lance vers sa soeur.

— A quoi qu’on va jouer tous les deux, die?

L41ia raxn^ne de loin ses grands yeux pour le fixer.

— Eh bien oui.., je te parle. je t'offre de jouer...

11 mesure la minuscule Leila, insiste en Tentrainant

:

— AUozis, viens...

Nullement dattee, elle lui tourne le dos, hausse les opaules et

declare

;

— Non... je ne veux pas de toi, tu es trop brusque, tu me fais

toujours mal.

Jacques, se souvenant des recommandations patemelles, soupire,

accabl6: ** G’est bien emb^tant que vous soyiez si
'
gosse '... ct puis

lesjples qa ne comprend rien, qjs pleure pour tout, et on dnit toujours

.j reoevoir des taloches pour avoif froiss^ on ne salt quoil...

bien, alors, va-t’en... j'ai assez de xhes amis...

— Quels amis?... tu n'as meme pas tes poup^es ni ta

menagerie 1

1
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— Mcs amifl vivent, repute-t-clle, convaincud, montrant dti

doigt, — tiens, voilk Mimi, Jean, Colette, Eobert.

II roule dos yeux <'rearqiiilli^a autour de lapelouse fide et s’esolaile.

— Dicu, que tii os bete. mais il n'y a pereonne... personne, ma
pauvrc petite...

FroiHRf'^e, rniiiH nullement dbranice, L^lia so l^ve, toise le grand

frerc aveiiglf,*et soenrtant do lui, tr&s digne, d^^clare:
'

— Puisque tu no veux pas ‘ les * voir, laisae-moi tranquille. Moi,

je les ftime parce qu’ils sont doux... •*

II roflrtchit. »Sa maman comj>te sur lui en sa quality d’ain^, pouit

la y)roiuger... ni'5anTnoins elle abuse de sa faiblesso jusqu’ii insinuer

*des pr<^soncoB fantastiques. . . cjertes lui aussi croit aux belles f6es qui

exaucent les vaiiix et transfomient les petits garqons en princes

charrnants ln^Toiques, mais le livre referme, Jacques oublie ces

mirages des heures de recompense pour s’ebrouer dans les realitt^-s

des jours methodiquement divis^s par lo travail et la bniyante

reert'-ation.

Alors?... quo signifie la boutadc de L^lia?

11 cherclio. Qui sait si les petites fillfjs ignorantes n’ontendent

pas lo s(3cr(‘t des focal’ on peut-etre qu’elles leur apparaissent?...

i'loin de resp(;ct pour son raisonnement, il suit I’enfant sans^ bruit.

Elio choisit tramiuilleinont sa cachette, derri&re un troillage de
roses grimjiantes.

Il guette, rctenant son souffle... il esp^re voir ime forme humaine
slH'udor du tronc, lii on face d’ello... sous la feuillaison d’emeraude...

'rranquillo. Ltf'lia sourit, se poncho, semblo tk*.outer, ses mains ont

des tcndresscs inattenduos, sos bras des ctUincries reserv^es selon son

caprice. Sa niipe mobile exprime une respectueusc attention, sa

bouclie tour a tour sovto ou consentante s’offre au oerclo invisible

qui concentre en die, Tidole, sa ddvotion tacite.

Jac,(iues haletant epic le nioindrc fremissement...

Cinq t^tcmelles minutes...

Il n’y tient plus, d'lin 6lan ramassc il saute et mule aux (‘.otes do
Li4ia terrorisce qui hurle de toute sa peur.

La bonne, le ptiro, la m^re, le jardinior accourent, se precipitent,

surgissant de partout, le chien joint aux lamentations un aboiement

hyst^rique.

Jacques, tdiuri, tremble, incapable de comprendre ce d^chaine-

ment, le p^re giflc sa figure deconiitc, on le renvoie sous I’escorte

sevfere de la gouvemante, tandis que la mfere, serrant centre elle

Ldia, remmfene, ecras^e de baisers; et nul ne chereba le pourquoi

do la sotidaine tempete II

Des jours, des semaines, L^lia ne difi^re des autres que par la

fiamme qui veille dans ses pupilles varies bordees de noir, eUe

accepte le fr^re et ses brusqueriel aimantes.

Mais la famille s’afflige de ce s4rieux deplaof^. de ce myst^re qui

la cerne et la rend plus fragile.

La nuit, de terribles veils assonimcnt son sommeil, les cauche*
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mars la pounuivent longtempa avaiit que les mota apaisants, lea

If caresses ne les puissent dissoudre.

L'^igme de^ce c^eau qu'uii jnonde oil s’agitent des Stres

transformant les valeurs vtsuelles, d^passe les suppositions.

Les docteurs consiilt^s diagnostiquent, dgalexnent arrogants, leurs

ignorances:

— hallucinations provoqu^es par exo^s de nerfs surnm corps trop

scnsitif, la croissance, la oomprdhension, remettront I’^quilibre.

Tapie derri^re sa petite ame, L^ia, timor^c par la dure raison des

grandes ombres humaines, serre contre son cceur ses ch^es visions,

ses cornpagnotH. Qn s’achamo les lui arracher soumoisement, elle

les aime, elle defend des m^chants son tr^sor et ne poiirrnit los

abandonner sans znourir.

...Autour de son regard elle sent letonnomoat inquisiteur.

Blessde de ce doute perpituel pour ses amours ntuves et fortes, elle

replie ses ailes sur sa foi et apprend la mvlancolie de la verite.

Durant de lentcs heures elle sc confio an chien: Icchant les

menottes tendres, la brave bete approuve, et les yeux ronds ex-

pressifs et muets inten-ogent davantage. Les pattes lourdes se

calent gauchement entre les genoux aceueillants. Dicky, sa cliose,

docile, palpitante, lidMe, lui appartient uniquement. Elle abuse

de sa *i)uisBance pour s’en convaincre et s’en r^jouir. Ce batard,

aussi inintelligent qu’affeotueux, au premier regard se voua ii sa

despote souveraine.

II se rend compte qu'il eut agonise lamentabloment, trainant sa

patte cass^e, si un poignet fdible et d6cid4 ne I’avait arrach6 aux

roues brutales. Malgre son mal il reconnut le sauveur et I’esp^rance

future.

L’enfant t6moin de I’acoident banal, risquant l*4crasement,

s’dtait effectivement jet(ie dans le tumulte de la rue, ne calmant ses

sanglots qu’avec la promesse qu’on r<icueillerait et gu(^.rirait son

protege. Nul ne se souciant de le reclamer, Dicky, choy6, retrouva

I’usage de sa patte et sa gaiety.

Incapable de s’orienter, il exasp^rait par son manque de flair et de

comprehension. Brusqu4 par la domesticity, toiyr^ pAi les maitees,

Lyiia seule le g&tait.

Elle I’instruisait aussi. Comme on lui ddfendait d’arr^her les

fleurs pour ne pas abimer les plates-bandes, elle lui murmurait douce-

ment de ne les jpoint pi^tiner pour ne pas les blesser, revisant ainsi

naturellement la leQon pratique en conseil d amour.

Or, Noel approchait, escort4 de ses frimas.

Fr^re et soeur vidant leur coeur de tous leurs souhaits, languis-

saient, fascinys par la veOiye mystique et les cheminyes pro-

metteuses^*,

hf
~

.'j^ysus en naissant enverrait ses anges chargys de joujoux, ei Lyiia

^
, savEit que ses amis racoompagneraient.

Dans le remuemynage du ch&teau bien chaud, Jacques et IiyUa

Se serrant la main, circulaient en chuchotant derriyre les portes
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La Boupire... Jusqu’^ dix kilometres k la fonde» battus^ :

tous ies sl&s, nulle trace de l*aiiimal... sfirement xportr apr^s une •

joumee entiere dans la temperature glaciale...
^

Leiia s'dctiHppe de la prison des careBses qui tente de retarders

I’aveu, elle n*ecoute pas le leurre inutile, elle s'eiance, mal pour-

Buivief jusqu'k la grille du pare.

Dicky, la^queue entre lea jambes, apeure, contrit, attend qu’on

lui ouvre...

Noel, 1919. Eegina Begis.

**• The Editor of this Review does not undertake to return any

manuscripts ; nor in any case can he do so unless either itamps

or a stamped envelope he sent to cover the cost of postage.

It is advisable that articles sent to the Editor should be type-

written.

The sending of a proof is no guarantee of the acceptance of an

article.
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Peace is made—by us with some of our enemies 1—peace is not

made by the biggest and most powerful of our conir^es in war.

Peace is m^e—but not rest. .Peace opens a vast array of most

arduous and menacing problems. Our condition in 1920 seems

more full of toil and peril than it was in the autulnn of 1918.

In the first placci the so^alled Treaty of Peace and its monstrous

Covenant are impossible, ruinoiis, suicidal—and must at once

be recast. To modify it in detail is not enough. It must be

recast, and that in the absence of its principal/ author. And then,

inextricably entangled in the Treaty and the Covenant, tremen-

>4douB obligations lie on us to reconstruct nations in Europe and.

In Asia. At the same time, our own Parliamentary system is in

dissolution within and without; and Labour problems are at

least as numerous, as urgent, and as perplexing as they ever

before have been. On Britain in 1920 there lies a task as heavy

as any in its long, glorious history.
• « « *

The withdrawal of the American Bepublic from the cause of

the Alliesi—even if it be not final but temporary—^has reduced

Europe to a series of dilemmas. The Treaty of Peace hangs on

the Covenant ; the Covenant hangs on an effective League of

Nations ; the operative League of Nations was designed 'to meet
the action of Mr. Wilson, who is designated to summon the

Scions, us also he is the official and irremovable President ol

the United States. At present he shows no signs of giving way
to the demands of his own country, nor to the necessities of the

Allies. In this colossal stale-mate of all the Great Foymrs little

really permanent cap he settled. Their vast schemes of

structidn are still hardly more than drafts and progr^tneGf.

These vast schemes were fea^ble only by the enormO^ toces
;aiidjhe paramount authority wdjich they held collectively at

lii November, 1918, thV men
m’iiins flushed with victory, and nothing but des^^

They could have imposed

liiirbpe^ Fourte^ months have passedv T^ clamoni^

ypli*.:'OTO. H.B. .a
'
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to be dezDobilised ; the five miilious are now hardly one minioity.

For a year the Powers have wrangled and intrigued against eaioh

other. Their credit is gone; they are defied, insulted, and

tricked ; their own people complain and threaten them at

And the only one ol' the Powers which was not exhausted ajidi

ruined will l|ave no more to do with them, and refuses to share

in the awful resjwnsibilities she has drawn on them.
« * « » * «

For tlie moment it is in vain to hope that the American pe(Sple

will Booii relent and bring help, in vain to call upon the League

of Nations. As well call upon Baal. Until the League is a solid,

united, and recognised power, with international authority, and

controlling at least armies of a million or more, perfectly equipped,

they can do nothing except perorate and pass more orders. They
have not one-tenth of the force and the prestige they possessed

in 1918. They can raise no new armies, no more Victory Loans.

They are war-weary and almost insolvent. Whilst they talk of

reorganising the Middle Europe, settling in peace the Balkans,

removing the Turkish Power from Europe, protecting Armenia,
Syria and Palestine, reconstructing Persia and Mesopotamia—do
they realise that any one of these may mean a new war? Still

more, do they realise that our new masters, twenty millions of

voters, the advancing party of Labour, will vote neither men
nor money for war?

‘ « « » » • «

The key to the Labour problems of the world lies in the

attitude of workmen to the principles as well as to the practice

of the Soviet Government of Bussia. None but the more violent

groups of Socialists have anything but repudiation of the ferocious

tyranny with which Lenin and Trotsky are trying to carry out

the fundamental doctrines of the Marxian creed. The important

question is—^How far do Sodalists generally hold by the basis

of the Bolshevist system—the domination of society by the

manual labourers, by force, if and when possible and necessa^?
Light may be thrown on this by studying a book put out by Ihe

Independent Labour Party in their Library and publish^ by
the Natiqnal Labour Press of Manchester, London, and Leicester

—The Dictatorship of the Proletamt, by Paiil Kautsky, now
translated by H. J. Stenning. Eautaky, as the editor very truly

says,^ is the most eminent Socialist writer of the Continent. An
Austrian by birth, he lived in ^rinaz^ and in England, haf
worked all his life with the Mmofi^ Sockdists, edited Ihe xema^
of Karl Marx, and in 1882 founded the Voue Zeit.

Karl Kautsky is the ablest and most.^stematic exponent:^
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fSoctslism of the Marxian type, of wbioh he ii, with some differ-

ences, the legitimate heir. His book, which is a criticism of

Bnssian Bolshevism, was published just before the Armistice of

1918 in Vienna. The preface to the English translation, whilst

amiiutting that “they have made mistakes,’* that the Soviet

j^vemmeht “have accomplished wonderful achievegientB,** warns

iBritifL Sodalists of the difference between the conditions of

Bussia and those in Western countries, “between what may be

exp^ent as a temporary measure and what is best for stable

conditions.** • Kautsky* 8 whole argument, which is close and

judicial, is that the dictatorship of the Soviets is hot democracy,

but is4he tyranny of a section only of the proletariat, explained

and perhaps justified by the local conditions of the Bussian

people, but is not true Socialism, and is not possible in Western

nations where democracy is established. “Democracy and Dic-

tatorship are irreconcilable,** he says, “and the whole proletariat

of the world is attached to the principle of general democracy.”

Lenin's dictatorship is not democratic—and< “Socialism without

democracy is unthinkable.”

^
* * « « « «

Karl Kautsky is ready to hail the ascendancy of Society by the

proletariat and their control of the State, if it be secured by

democracy and not by dictatorship. The Bussian Bevolution “has

for the first time in the history of the world made a Socialist

Party the rulers of a great Empire.** “No wonder that the pro-

letarians of all countnes have hailed Bolshevism. The reality of

proletarian rule weighs heavier in the scale than theoretical con-

siderations.” But the error of Bolshevists is in obtaining rule

by the wrong tfiethods—by imposing a dictatorsbip which demea
liberty to all, defies other proletarians, and does not include

peasants. To assume that these dictatorial methods are applic-

able to Western nations is the defiance of democracy and is false

Marxism. Marx always thought it possible that in England atid

Ai|ierica “the proletariat might peacefully conquer political

power.** ** Confining the outlook to trade interests iiarn^wf the

nfind, and this is one of the drawbacks to mere Trade Uniqaiiaia.**

“Democracy sijfnifies rule of majority, but not less ihe prpteetimi

of ii^ Kautsky's book forms a

SbctafiBm---which is this. The methods of the

aro ^ong : their ultimate pi^se is right. It m^ of

th^ Sta^ by the manual labourers of the cities, not: :^nding
WhOilall the soil.

* e * .#
.

50^^ sm^ a flux of occBa^ai

poetry, but is ^ hardi discords mad
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hard to understand—that it is refreshing to eome upon verses

which have the true ring of melodious phrase and clear graceful

thought. I notice in the Spectator of January lOtli four stanzas,

signed Evelyn Grant-Duff, which seem to me to be the genuine

thing :

—

TO A KINGFISHER.

A splash, a dart, a gleam o£ blue,

A spray of jewels rainbow hue,

Between the rushes gray and bare,

Sweet little sapphire of the air.

Thou flasliest 'gainst the \V«*steru sky

Whore the once lovely colours die,

Their sunset death and eerie mist

Hangs o’er the waters thou hast kissed.

\\"oiiJ<l that our young l)artls would give us some more like that.

* * * * * *

1 one of the very first to honour the genius of Thomas
Hardy. 1 have indeed long studied his philosophic insight almost

more than his romances or his poems. In both there is the sub-

stratiini and undertone of a serious thinker on human Hfe

—

albeit of ilie dismal school of Lucretius. Long since recognised

as the accepted doyvn in the art of romance, Thomas Hardy has

always seemed to me to have a high j)oetic imagination that no

one since Browning has shown. The Dymstfi present a Miltonic

world-drama—such as rises far beyond the roach of Tennyson,

Swinburne, or any contemporary poet. For years past we
JJunlyitcF have seen in the reviews, magazines, and journals

short poems that could be instantly recognised as his without

any* signature at all. With all his range of subject, from the

world around and Nature before us, the conception and the tone

were always his own, like no other man’s. It was therefore with

peculiar interest that I took up the new volume of Lyrics (Mac-

millan and Co., 1919).******
It is an amazing evidence of fertility, even in mass and variety

of subject. This first volume of Collected Poevis has 521 pages,

and about the same number of sei^arate poems. They range over

more than fifty years. The scene is mostly Wessex, of which
every hill and dale, every moor and down, village and farm, church
and graveyard (especially the graveyards), inspire thoughts.

What Tjakeland was to Wordsworth, that, as we all know,
Wessex is to Thomas Hardy. If the field of vision is hmited to

two or three counties in South-West England, the immediate
subject is of almost infinite variety—from the vault of heaven and
ideal space to the smallest flower, bird, tree, or pond, the humblest
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byre, sheepfold, doorstep, or head-stone. We, who have looked

out for these occasional lyrics in magazines, knew how, as Words-

worth says, the meanest flower that blows touches the poet’s

heart. Burns, Wordsworth, Tennyson, saw unutterable meaning

in the simplest things. So too, in a rare sense, does Thomas
Har^. This volume is one long hymn to the })0(»try seen by

him in his native home.
* « « « «

•

It is not on tlie jiootic beauty of tliese lyrics that 1 wish to

dwell ; nor shall my reverence for the poet’s genius and my love

for an old friend jnevent me from speaking my whole mind. We
saw that these lyrics were always pitched in a very minor key.

Sorrow, regret, disa])pointment, pessimism, despair, the grave,

the dead, ghosts and the after-world, was the burden of all. And
these w'ere broken only by wild tales of revenge, murder,

treachery, gibbet, and jail—fierce love, savage penalty, and brutal

crimes of rude peasants. These lyrics w’ere gloomy—but full of

])ovver and tragic poetry. They took high place beside Shelley’s

Cenci and Sixtnzafi in Dejection, or Tennyson’s The Sisters and

his hizpah. Yes ! but in these 600 lyrics of Thomas Hardy there

is almost nothing else. This is too much. Shelley, Keats,

(Joleridg^, Tennyson, could be weird and sad enough at times,

but the world and man had other meanings for them, and they

often revelled in nature, with ho])e, and joy, and love. But in

this mass of lyrical effusion. Nature is a graveyard ; man is a

hopeless mystery ; love works out tragedies ; Death ends all—but

it leaves ghastly wraiths on earth.

One heading might serve as title for nearly every jx>em in

this collection. It 38 Memento Mori. He says ;

—

TO LIFE.

0 Life iviih the sad scared face,

I weary of seeing thee.

1 huow what thou would ’si tell

Of Death, Time, Destiny.

(p. 107.)

This is tlie idea, the refrain, of the whole series. The Earth is

—

“the torn troubled form I know as thine.** There are bridals

—

but Nature cares not if they turn out well or ill. One wedding
ends in a fire and leaves the bridegroom “a charred bone.** The
lover goes to wed bis bride. He is met on his way by her

phantom, i.c., his ideal image of her; when he reaches her house

he finds her “pinched and thin **—she is the real woman of fact,

of flesh and blood, the other was only his fancy. So the poet
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raid to Love-““ depart thou. Love”—“thou hast fea^res piti-.

less, and iron daggers of distress.” Love replies that depar-*

tiire would end Man’s race. “So let it be, Mankind sfiMl

Weill but this is a veritable “Dance of Death.” Aa,^ the

famous monkish myths, pictures, or tombs, Death ia stipreiiM

Lord. The rich, the powerful, the beautiful, the hippS^, the

joyous, the bride, the mother, the lover, the illustrious, the-t^lyv
all have the grim Skeleton beside them. So medieval mystics

saw human life. So Thomas Hardy seems (in poetiy) to see it.

« * * * *

This is not Byron’s pose, nor tlie moaning of Shelley aOd

Keats. Byron, Shelley, Keats, were all exiles from home, decried,

destined to early death abroad. And yet their i:>essimism was
occasional. But Thomas Hardy has everything that man can

wish—long and easy life, perfect dome^ic happiness, warm
friends, the highest honour his Sovereign can give,Hhe pride of

a wide countryside. We Itnow him as a warm friend, a gracious

host, rich with every kind of public and private virtue. To me
at least, he never looked so mournful as in the photograph in

this volume ; nor did I ever hear from his lips the weird wail of

these verses. There.is no affectation in them. They are his own
inmost thoughts—^his philosophy of life. This monotony of

gloom, with all its poetry, is not human, not social, not true.

Such plain speaking pains me, and I must justify it. His song

to Annabel is
—

“leave her to her fate, Till the Last Trump,
farewell.” “I look into my glass And view my wasting skin. And
say : Would God it came to pass, My heart had shrunk as thin !

”

He meets Despair and says, that black and lean may be earth,

yet the heavens are bright. No I cries the Thing—it is night

above too ! Jubilate is a poem of the dead in a churchyard coming

np out of their graves to dance and sing. Christmas Eve brings

up a buried soldier to ask why is it called “Anno Domini”?
When the Earth is at last extinct and become “a corpse,” the

Lord wull repent having “made Earth, and life, and Man.” In a

churchyard, the dead “mixed to human jam,” complain of the

new parson levelling the sward and moving their memorial stones.

The curate secures that an old pauper going to the workhouse
fliiall not be separated from his wife. Why I to be separated, he
snys, is the one thing that reconciles me to the House I Boses
from the Riviera in winter are pleasant—bnt, poor things, they
will rot in our cold land.**««««
The poor birds, too, have the same fate waiting them as man

and flowers have. Shelley’s Skylark may thrill us with rapture.
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Ptrt near Jj^born it is fallen to egrth
—

'*a pinch of unseen,

unguarded dust : a little ball of feather and bone.-* buU-

hhcHes sing fibm dawn till evening, but they do not know of—
^All things making fdr Death’s taking 1

*' So, too, the dear little

johin is a happy bird in a sinning sky—but in heavy snow, says

he, turn to a cold stiff feathery ball.’* The titles, of the lyrics

sugjgest the same tale. “Eevulsion,” Death and After,”

Beyond,” ”The Souls of the Slain,” “Doom and She,”

‘^God-forgotten,” “By the Earth’s Corpse,” “The Levelled

Churchyard, *<^ “7n Tenehrk, I., II., III.," “I have lived with

Shades,” “Bereft,” “The Flirt’s Tragedy,” “The Dead Man
Walking,” “He abjures Love,” “The Dead Quire,” “The Vam-
pirine Pair,” “After the Ijast Breath,” “Before Life and After,”
“ The Unborn ” are warned not to be born, “ The Ghost of the

Past,” “God’s Funeral,” “Ah I are you digging on my grave?”

“The Obliterate Tomb.” “The Choirmaster’s Burial
” “For life

I had never cared greatly,” “The coming of the end.”

At the coronation of King George V. the buried kings and

queens below ask what the noise and disturbance mean. At his

funeml King Edward VII. soliloquises that perhaps if he were

to live again he would rather be a plain man. Vanitas Vani-

tatum. It is not so much

—

Mors janua Vitae, as it is rather

—

Vita janua Mortis. And the Portal opens to the Nether-world,

not to any world above.
« - « ' » * * 0

Wo do not shrink from the poetry of sorrow—but we want

something else. The Inferno should lead up to Paradiso. But
in these 500 poeihs there is little happiness, joy, or hope—save

the mirth in some soldiers* songs and fair-time jaunts. I say

nothing of the form, which is always vigorous, rare, and of unique

quality. Only I regret that, like Meredith, Hardy follows the

bad example of Browning, who would deliberately fashion verses

of harsh discord. Here are many poems without a trace of

melody. And there are pieces in this volume which are painful

to see; too gruesome, even cynical. “Time’s Laughingstocks

”

has some cruel pieces
—“A Sunday Morning Tragedy ” and others,

such as “The Buined Maid”; the fifteen “Satires,” pp. 391-398;

“Her Death and After.” But, certainly, “Panthera” is a myth
with a Satai ic grin which should never be unearthed to-day.

* 0 0 0 0 0

My philosophy of life is more cheerful and hopeful than that

of these Lyrics—but they do not at all diminish my entire admira-

tion for The Dynasts and for the Romances. Truth to say, I

believe in Thomas Hardy as a great^ writer of prose—^both in sub-

stance and in form—more than of verse. In romances at any
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rate, tliough we see the T-incretian unilertone in them all, the

scene is above groiuifl ;
the actors are all living and are often

happy and prosperous. These delightful stories -^f his—of real

jjfe—are, and must be, men and women—lovers—^husbands and

wdves, in a living world. And real life is not fated to end in

nothingness.

.

« * ^ * * * * '

I take a lively interest in the new translation of the grand

medieval Epic—Chanson de Roland. Captain C, Scott>Moncrieff

has now 'turned these 4,000 lines into very literal, slightly archaic,

English, in the original assonance measure (The Song of Roland,

Chapman and Hall, 1919). It is a bold and successful venture.

Both the poem itself and the new version raise special problems.

The date, locality, and authorship of the famous Song of Boland

are somewhat uncertain. Its rude, and at times its barbaric,

ferocity is not quite congenial to modern taste in poetry, satiated

with Idylls of the King. Then, assonance is alien to English

rhythm—^perhaps is impossible to acclimatise with our double-

knotted and crashing consonants. The questions are : Can these

fierce shouts of bloodshed, massacre, and torture be made pleasant

to those wdio enjoy the poetry of to-day? Can the crude assonance

of 4,000 lines—without rhythm or melody—^l)e made tolerable to

English ears?
« « « « «

Captain Scott-Moncrieff has solved, both problems. The
“Ivoland** is the best preserved of the early medieval . epics. It

certainly belongs to the end of the eleventh century, just before

the last Crusade, and it presents us with a living picture of that

fierce time of battle and fanatical Christendom. Its joy in car-

nage and every horror of the battlefield, its passion for knightly

honour, reckless chivalry, feudal loyalty and justice, its deadly

r.^ge against the Infidel and the Saracen, its blind devotion to

(Uinrch, ritual, and priests, are only relieved by occasional gleams
of friendship, womanhood, and Nature. But its intensity,

vitality, and strength make it a great poem, less horrible than the

Niehelnngen, and less fantastic than the Arthurian legends. The
poet believed it all to be true, and he exults in eVery act of his

heroes. Cleaving an enemy from the skull to the chine is every-

day’s work. Tearing a traitor limb from limb by wild horses is

<'endal law. Massacring a hundred thousand Paynims is God’s
Kuvice. An Archbishoj) is one of the foremost Paladins. All

this the Normans who conquered kingdoms in the eleventh cen-
tury held to he true chivalry and pure religion.******
This monotony of slaughter and fanaticism reads rather thin in
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prose, whether English or French. To transform it into rhymed
couplets would destroy its grand simplicity, much as Pope’s coup-

lets destroy th£ Iliad. To modernise it into Tennysonian blank

verse would take the sting out of the lines. It has to be in verse

-*-then, in what verse? Captain Scott-Moncrieff takes the ten

syllal^e heroic line of Shakespeare and Milton—^but neither in

blank verse nor in rhyme. He follows the original which is in

aB|onance.. That is, the vowel sounds rhyme, but not the con-

sonants
—"rage” and "shame” are go(^ assonance

^
so are

"chiefs ” and “seat.” The same sound in vowel, but not in con-

sonant, endings has to be kept up all through the "laisse,” or

stanza—which may run from ten to fifty lines. The effect of

this assonance in English is faintly perceptible, unless it runs into

true rhyme ; but it gives an impression that it is not blank verse,

and the sense is not carried on by involution of the verses. The
result is a quaint sense of archaism which has not the fine melody
of rhymed verse, nor the measured dignity of blank verse, nor yet

the baldness of plain prose.««««•»
Nesvt, the l<jiiglish ised is slightly archaic, or rather of th(;

primitive ballad form—like a child’s tale. Thus, the effect of the

unusual assonance, coupled with the antiquated form, produces an

impression of sustained old-world chant, intended solely to be

heard, not to be read. This is essential to the spirit of the poem
—which never was anything but a Chanson—a ballad for the voice

—not the eye. No prose can give the ring of the verse—with its

sense of speed and fury, and of almost delirious passion which
believes any extravagance. Again, no regular modern verse can

picture the blood-lust and savagery which were held to be heroism

and i)iety eight centuries ago. To my ear, the strange assonance-

rhyme along with the old-English phrasing come nearer to the

original than either prose or verse could attain. So I take the

experiment to be a success ; and I advise all w'ho care for medieval

history and for primitive epics to study the original side by side

with Captain Scott-Moncrieff’s translation.»«««*•
As a specimen (at once of success and failure) I quote the lines

of the last prayer and death of Iloland (CLXXVl—2334-2396) :

—

“ Very Father, in Whom no falsehood is.

Saint Lazaron from death Thou did'st remit,

And Dan-iel save from the lion's pit;

My soul in me preserve from all perils

And from the sins I did in life comin||»! "

His right-hand glove, to God he offers it

Saint Gabriel from’s hand hath taken it.

Over his arm his head bows down and slips,

VOL. CVU. U.S. H*
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He joins his bands : and so is life finish’d.

God sent him down His angel chcrubin

And Saint Mich«ael we worship in peril;

And by their sido Saint Gabriel slit;

So the Count’s soul they bare to Paradis.

Now I have before me three versions in modern French jffose—

of F. Genin,*1860; of Alex de Saint-Albin, 1866; and oflidori

Gautier, 1894. And I am clear that the new verse translationis

quite as accurate as those, and gives a far truer sense of the riMe

lilt of the old Chanson,

Needless to say that much of this might be improved. It is

obviously a first attempt and Captain Scott-Moherieff talks of a

new edition of his work. In the first place he must base his text

on that of L^on Gautier, edition classique, with all its Notes and

Glossary. Then let us beg him to print the original text on the

same page, or, better, on the opposite pa^e of the translation.

am not going to criticise details; but there are two words, the

translation of which seems to me quite inexplicable. Why is It

(of course le from ille) always translated “that ’* instead of

“the ’* ? That Emperor, that Count, that King become tiresome.

Again, why is chevoMcher always “canter,” instead of “ride,”

“gallop” or “trot”? Even in a charge of twenty thousand

knights, they stick to the ladies’ pace, and never break into a
gallop.

That Emperor he cantors on witli rage— (1812)

Canter therefore! Vengeance upon them do! (2426)

The idea of Charles at the head of 100,0(X) knights “cantering,''*

of the massed chivalry of France charging with a Hyde Park
canter on the Payiiim is too much to bear.

« « « » •

Assonance suits the wild primitive swing of the ancient Chant.
But let assonance never be introduced into English verse. It is

utterly inapplicable to our tongue, which multiplies and sounds its

final consonants—w^hilst in French and Latin tongues these con-

sonants are mute.

Quant Bollant vcit que bataille scrat, (1110)

Plus se fait fiers quo leun ne leupars;— (1111)

Pronounced in French this couplet makes a fair rhyme.

When liollant sees that now must be combat,
More ^rce he’s found than lion or leopard

—

This couplet in English does not rhyme at all.

Fbedebig Habrison.
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II.

Npw, after having reviewed the circumstances attending the

conclusion of the treaty of Bjorkoe, if one examines, the text

thereof withMue care, one cannot but be convinced that Emperor
Nicholas never dreamed of entering into an alliance hostile to

France, and, consequently, there can be no question of treason

on his part. It is true thu>t the first article of the treaty provides

that **if any European State attacks either one of the two

Empires, the allied party engages to aid his co-contractor with

all his forces on land and sea ” ; the imperfect phrasing of this

article, if construed without regard to the context, might perhaps

warrant the supposition that, in case of an aggression by France

against Germany, Russia would be bound to take the side of

the tatter Power, but such an interpretation is rendered abso-

lutely impossible by the tenor of Article 4 of the same treaty,

according to which Russia was to take the necessary steps to

acquaint France with the terms of the treaty as soon as it was in

force, and to propose that France adhere to it as an ally. It

is superfluous to demonstrate the absurdity of inviting France

to join am alliance directed against herself.

The evidence, therefore, all goes to show that the treaty of

Bjorkoe was in no. way an act of treason to France. It is^qually

clear that it was aimed against England, and England alone. At

the time the treaty was signed England was still the almost open

enemy of Russia; an armed conflict between the two countries

had just been avoided, thanks to the friendly intervention of

France, but the hostile influence of England continued to make

itself felt everywhere, to the detriment of Russia. Was it npt

natural, even legitimate, on the part of the Tsar to seek a guaran-

tee against England, by means of a continental coalition?

But while Emperor Nicholas must be absolved from any intent

of treason toward France, it is true, none the less, that he was

guilty of a grave error in judgment when he yielded, after so

long a resistance, to the persuasion of the German Emperor and

allo^d himself to sign the treaty without having previously

ibtsdned the adhesion of his ally. As soon as the Kaiser had

departed and he had leisure to reflect upon what he had done,

be realised his mistake, and when he returned to St. Petersburg,

so Count Lamsdorff told me, he appeared to be very much worried

H* 2
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iuid even embarraflsed during the audiences which he granted to

his Minister of Foreign Affairs. He let some fifteen days pass

before he decided to speak of the treaty ; Count Lamsdorff was

literally appalled when he learned of it, and exerted himself with

all the force at his command to show the Emperor the danger of

the situation .and the absolute necessity of taking immediate

measures for the annulment of the treaty. The Tsar saw that

he had fallen into a trap, and gave Count Lamsdorff carte blancjie

to take whatever steps might be necessary to get him out, a task

to which 'Count Lamsdorff applied himself with all his experience

of affairs and with an energy worthy of the highest praise.

At this stage of the game Count Witte appeared on the scene,

having recently concluded the treaty of peace with Japan at

Portsmouth. Count Lamsdorff, on account of their personal and

[)olitical intimacy, counted upon his help to escape from the

imbroglio caused by the w'eakness of the Emperor. On hie way
home from America Count Witte had stopped at Paris, where

his visit coincided with the most acute phase of the dispute

between France and Germany on the subject of Morocco ; he had

occasion to meet the French Ministers, who did not conceal *from

him their fears of a possible rupture. Knowing that Count Witte

had been invited by Emperor William to visit him at his hunting

lodge of llominten, the French Government asked him to do

whatever he could to smooth the existing difficulties and bring

about an arrangement. Count Witte w^as all the more ardent in

lending his aid to the Ministers of the Bepublic becai^e he was
engaged in preparing the way for an important loan, destined to

re-establish the financial situation of Bussia after the war, and
because he well knew that the success of the loan depended upon
the turn that the Moroccan affair might take. At Bominten the

Kaiser showered flattery and attentions of all sorts upon Count
Witte, whom he recognised as soon to be the head of the Bussian
Government, going so far as to treat him almost as a royal per-

sonage. There is little doubt that the conversations between the
Bussian statesman and the German Emperor had a favourable
influence upon the negotiations in progress at that same period
between the French Government and the German Ambassador
at Paris. Was the treaty of Bjorkoe also touched upon, and did
the Kaiser reveal its contents? T used to think so, for one reason,
because ho telegraphed to the Tsar oh September 11th asking if

Count Witte, whose arrival at Bominten he was expecting, had
been informed of the treaty, and, if not, whether he might speak
of it to him. Emperor Nicholas replied that so far only the
Grand Duke Nicholas, the Minister of War, the Chief of the
General Staff, and Count Lamsdorff had knowledge of the treaty,
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but that ha had no objection to having Count Witte informed.

In spite of this, however, according to a detailed account of bis

visit at Bomiiften, communicated by Count Witte to Dr. Dillon

and related in the latter’s book, the Kaiser spoke only in a general

way of his plan for a great coalition of Continental Powers, having

for its object the assurance of a permanent peace in Europe, and
abstained from any direct allusion to a treaty already signed by
him and the Tsar. Count Witte explained to Dr. Dillon later

tlTat the Kaiser’s reserve was probably due to a fear that the

revelation would call forth a vehement protest, such as he had
made some years before against the arrangement concerning

Kiao>Chiau and Port Arthur. While the account quoted by Dr.

Dillon contains numerous errors, I believe it is exact as far as

concerns this point, and that it was not until after his return

to St. Petersburg that Count Witte was informed of what had
taken place at Bjorkoe by Count LamsdorfF.

Truth compels me to say here that Count Witte, when asked

by Count Lamsdorff to aid him in his efforts to annul the unfor-

tunate treaty, gave most intelligent help and displayed the

greatest energy. For so doing he deserves all the more credit

because he had for a long time cherished the idea of an alliance

between Eussia, Germany and France. It seemed to him that

such an alliance, if not expressly aimed against England, should

be, at least, formed without the participation of that Power. He
believed, moreover, that' it would tend to link the interests of

continental Europe to those of the United States of America.

Dr. Dillon mentions in his book a very curious conversation on

this subject between Count Witte and the German Emperor
during the latter’s first visit to St. Petersburg after his accession

to the throne in 1888. "On that occasion the young Emperor

expressed his approval of Count Witte’s idea in general, but

objected strongly to the exclusion of England from the combinar

tion, and maintained that America was the enemy against which

•all Europe should wage a tariff war without mercy.

In an article dealing with the Bjorkoe affair, appearing in the

Revue de Paris during 1918, M. Bompard, Ambassador of France

at St. Petersburg at the time the treaty was signed and an

extremely intelligent observer of men and things in Russia, after

portraying Count Witte to the life, gives his opinion of that

statesman and his foreign policies in the following terms :

—

•• M. Witte was axudous to avoid at any price the calamity of a European

war. Now it was very evident that a European war could only have its

aouroe in Germany. I am convinced that he placed no reliance upon the

military power of Russia to prevent it; therefore he could think of nothing

more effective than an alliance with Germany. But such an alliance, of

itself, would have made of Russia the satellite of Germany, so he persisted in
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his idoA of bringing Franco in os a Uiird party. In the mind of M. WittSi

Oermany represented force ond France money; associating himself with both

those nations, Russia would at the same time benefit by th^ force of the (me

and the money of the other, without running the risk of having to submit to

either 's hegemony. He was obsessed by this idea and advocated it whenever

occasion arose. It would be a mistake to conclude that he had in view Ae
enslavement of France to Germany in place of Russia; his opposition to the

treaty of lijorkoe, wJiich would have h^ that very effect, is abundant proof

that he ontertuinod no such thought. He did not realise that the inevitable

outcome of his cherished plan would be prejudicial to France, no matter bpw
it might be brought about. A Franco-German alliance, with or without the

accession df Russia, was distinctly Utopian, and the German GoVemment
itself had never contemplated it seriously, except in the fashion attempted at

Bjorkoo.”

These lines impress me as being a most exact resunU of Count

Witte’s state of mind. It would not have been strange, especially

after his flattering reception by the German Emperor, if he had

taken up the defence of the treaty of Bjorkoe, but he was too

far-sighted not to comprehend the Tsar’s blunder as soon as he

saw the text of the treaty, and he did not hesitate to join Count

Jjamsdorff in his efforts to get out of the difficulty.

The n%oliation8 which ensued between St. Petersburg^ and

Berlin, and which only bore fruit after passing through a succes-

sion of varying phases, were most delicate and arduous, as may
easily be understood. Two accounts have been published so far

on this subject : that of Count Witte, reproduced by Dr. Dillon

in his book, The Eclipse of Russia^ and that of M. Bompard, in

his article in the Revue de Paris.^ Both records, though inexact

as regards certain details of no great importance, concur with

the facts which I learned from Count Lamsdorff and from a study

of the documents filed in the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and in

the private archives of Emperor Nicholas in the Palace of

Tsarskoie-S^Io.

I will now state, in brief, what happened. Count Lamsdorff

began operations with a triple attack of an unofficial nature, by

means of. a private letter from the Tsar to Emperor William, a.

letter from Count Witte to Emperor William arid an informal

communication of the Eussian Ambassador at Berlin to the

(1) Ih this article, substantiated by original documenta Imd
V!<| tha wapaTtlaUty > Bompard does not hesitate to affirm

that for all those who knew Emperor Nicholas well, hixnseif in(diuded, the loyalty
of the Emperor to France admits of no doubt. The impartiality of the fonner
Ambassador of France at St. Petersburg is all the more praiseworthy because
he might well have been prejudiced by a natural feeling of dislike for the Emperor.
I wUl refer later to the circumstances which led to the departure of M. Bompm^l
from St. Petersburg, when he was accused, most unjustly, by the police of
canying on improper relations with the most advanced radicals in the Domna.
Them reports of the pohoo had the effect of malring Nicholas II. suspioiouB of the
distinguished French diplomat, and, in spite of all my efforts, I was unable to
dispel a prejudioc that eventnally caused the Ambassador's
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Chancellor. The object of these representations was to call

attention to the invalidity of the treaty of Bjorkoe on account

of its not having been countersigned by the Bussian Minister of

Foreign Alffairs, and to the contradictions in the text, which made
it necessary to subject the contents to a careful examination and
revision. None pf these proposals met with any success. (The
reply to Count Witte’s letter was made by the Chancellor.)

Meanwhile, Bussia and the United States were about to ratify

tfie treaty of Portsmouth, and it will be remembered that this

was the time indicated for the Bjorkoe agreement to become
operative. Count Lamsdorff accordingly resolved to press the

negotiations with greater energy, and he wrote forthwith to

M. Nelidoff, Ambassador of Bussia at Paris, asking if it was
possible to sound the French Government on the subject of an
eventual adhesion of France to the treaty of Bjorkoe. M. Nelidoff

hastened to reply, without even consulting the French Govern-

ment, that France, w^hicb bad never become reconciled to the

order of things created by the treaty of Frankfort and which had

just enteiwd into the Entente Cordiale with England, would never

consent to join such an alliance. A new letter was thereupon,

addressed by the Tsar to the German Emperor for the purpose

of explaining the impossibility of carrying out the provisions of

the treaty of Bjorkoe under the existing circumstances, and at

the same time Count Lamsdorff sent instructions to Count Osten-

Sacken to declare in a formal manner that, the adhesion of France

not being obtainable for the moment and the obligations of the

treaty of Bjorkoe being incompatible with those of the treaty

of alliance between France and Bussia, it was necessary that the

Bjorkoe treaty should remain inoperative until such time as an

agreement on this subject could be established between Bussia,

Germany and France. Count Osten-Sacken was instructed to

add that considerable time and patienc/C would be indispensable

for persuading France to join Bussia and Gennany, but that the

Bussian Government would use its best efforts to attain that end.

None of the responses obtained by Count Lamsdorff or Count

Witte from Berlin contained—my recollection on this point is

positive—stny forinsil acknowledgment of the annulment of the

treaty of Bjorkoe, and the Bussian Minister of Foreign Affairs

was obliged to content himself for a while with a partial acquies-

cence ; but he held in reserve his intention to demonstrate later,

by actual deed, that Bussia did not consider hersplf bound in

any way to Gennany, and remained faithful to her alliance with

France. The occasion for this presefite^ itself at the time of

the Algeciras Conference.

The Tsai made no further reference to this question in his
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private correspondence with Emperor William, although the

correspondence was continued for some time without, however,

being couched in its former tone of intimacy and confidence, and

with less and less frequency as time went on. The German
Emperor, on the other hand, did not abandon his project at first,

and tried in every way to persuade his cousin to acknowledge the

validity of the agreement which they had signed at Bjorkoe, not

contenting himself with repeating his former arguments and his

calumnies against France and England, but endeavouring ^to

prevail u|)on the Tsar's mind by the employmentvof dramatic

plirases and of language coloured with mysticism. A curious

example of these efforts is to be found in a telegram which he

sent to Emperor Nicholas on October 12th, 1905, that is to say,

at the moment when Count Osten-Sacken had just delivered his

decisive mesfiage at Berlin '
.. g,,„ck8boto. Osims.

October nth, 1905.

“Tlie working of treaty does not—as we agreed at Bjorkoe—collide with

the Franco-Bussian Alliance, prQvided, of course, that the latter is not aimed

directly at my country. On the other liand, the obligations of Russia toward

France can only go so far as France merits them through her* behaviour.

Your ally has notoriously left you in the lurch during the whole war, whereas

Germany helped you in every way as far as it could without infringing the

laws of neutrality. That puts Russia morally also under obligation to im;

(to ut dee. Meanwhile, the indiscretions of Bclcassd have shown the world

that though France is your ally, she nevertheless made an agreement with

England and was on the verge of surprising Germany, with British help, in

the middle of peace, while I was doing my best to you and your country, her

ally. This is an experiment which she must not repeat and against a

repetition of which I must expect you to guard me. I fully agree with you

that it will cost time, labour and patience to induce France to join us both,

but the reasonable people will in future make themselves hoard and felt.

Our Moroccan business is regulated to entire satisfaction, so that the air is

free forjbetter understanding between us. Our treaty is a very good base to

build upon. Wo joined hands and signed before God, Who heai^ our vows.

I therefore think that the treaty can well come into existence.

"But if you wish any changes in the w'ords or clauses or provisions for the

future, or different emergencies—as, for instance, the absolute refusal of

France—^which is improbable—

1

gladly await any proposals you will think lit

to lay before me. Till these have been laid before me and are agreed upon,
the treaty must be adhered to by \is as it is. The whole of your influential

Press, Nowoeti^ Novoie-Wremia, Rouee, etc., have since a ^^i^tnight become
violently anti-German and pro-British. Partly they are bought by heavy
pums of British money, no doubt. Still, it mahos my people very chary and
does great liarm to the relations newly growing between our countries. All
these occurrences show that times are troubled and that wo must have clear
courses to steer; the treaty we signed is a means of keeping straight, without
interfering with your alliance as such. What is signed is signed, and God
is our testator. I shall await your proposals. Best love to Alice.

“WlMT.”!

(1) T have the impression that this talegram, the original of which I had on
oppostunity to peruse, was signed : " Your friend and ally, Willy.”
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it is evident, from the above, that Emperor William, in spite

of the clear refusal of the Bussian Government to ratify, the

treaty, cherished the illusion, or at least the hope, of maintain-

ing his influence c^er the Tsar, and that it was only after the

publication of Count Lamsdorfl’s instructions to the Bussian

plenipotentiaMS at Algeciras that he was oblige^ to admit his

discdlnfiture.

During the two years that succeeded the events I have just

described the Emperors had no further meetings, and when, in

the year 19Q7, an interview took place at Bvinemlinde/ at which
1 was present in the capacity of Minister o^ Foreign Affairs, the

Tsar so dreaded a recurrence of the Kaiser's insistence that he
charged me to forewarn the German Chancellor that the treaty

of Bjorkoe must be considered as definitely abrogated, and that

he could not listen to any arguments on the part of the German
Emperor in favour of its revival.

1 have already done justice in these pages to the farsighted-

ness shown by Count Witte in connection with the Bjorkoe treaty.

Although he had meditated for a long while upon a project of

alliigice between Bussia, France and Germany, he had the good

sense to perceive, from the beginning, that the method adopted

by Emperor William could not help causing a rupture of the

bonds which united Bussia to France. Nevertheless, he was
still a strong partisan of the project, and, feeling very sure of

his own diplomatic ability after his success at Portsmouth, he

thought he could induce I^rance, in time, to adopt his ideas, and,

with this object in view, he had an ardent desire to obtain the

post of Ambassador of Bussia at Paris. In France as well as in

Germany he enjoyed a considerable prestige in the financial world,

and counted upon carrying out his plans with the help of certain

groups belonging to la haute finance. He tried by every means

in his ]X)wer to supplant M. Nelidoff at Paris, but always met

w'ith a firm refusal from Emperor Nicholas. For my part, I was

convinced that the appointment of Count Witte to Paris was

inadvisable and even dangerous from the point of view of our

relations with France and with England, and I confess that I

consistently opposed it w^hile I was Minister of Foreign Affairs.

I believe that Count Witte was seriously displeased at this opposi-

tion. During his frequent visits to Paris he did all he could to

further his Utopian plan, but failed to gain any considerable

number of adherents.

A few days after the conference of the Emperors at Bjorkoe,

and while I was still Minister at Copenhagen, 1 learned that the

Kaiser had sent word to King Christian IX. that he would stop

at Copenhagen on his way^back to Kiel, on board the Hoheti*
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toUem. I have already meDtioned the sudden visits that Emperor f

William was in the habit making at the Danish capital; ej^h

timA he came there was a flurry of excitement ifot only at the

Court, but throughout the couniJf ,
due to the resentment of the

Danish i)eople against l*russia and the HohenzoUerns, dating

from the spoliation of 1804 and still enduring. The royal family

shared this resfntment in the fullest degree, and the presence of

the Kaiser at (Copenhagen was always a source of bitter refla-

tion to King (Christian IX. and his suite. The aversion of tne

Empress'Dowager of Kussia, second daughter of the King, for

Gernumy and oveiytliing German was so pronounced that, when
she came to see her father, she arrived always on her yacht, in

order not to liave to cross Germany ;
when bad weather or the

season of the y(?ar obliged her to return by land through Ger-

many, she refused to cross the narrow straits between the Danish

isles and the German coast in a steamer flying the German
colours, and, instead, took a Danish boat to Wamemunde, where

a special train of Bussian railway carriages awaited her and

transported her to the Bussian frontier with as few stops as pos-

sible. King Christian ’ s third daughter ,
the Princess Thyra, married

to the Duke of Cumberland, had a still greater hatred for the

Germans, if that were possible, for, during the unfortunate war
of the Duchies, she had not yet left the paternal home and had
shared the anguish and even the physical fatigue of her father,

and the remembrance of all those sufferings had never been

effaced from her memory. At the period of w^hich I am now
writing, her husband, son of the last King of Hanover, who bad
been dispossessed by Prussia, shared her feelings.^ It happened
that one of the Kaiser's unexpected visits caught the Duke and
Duchess of Cumberland unawares at Copenhagen ; rather than be

compelled to meet the Gernuin ruler, the ducal couple hastened

to leave the Danish capital on the same day he arrived. This
incident gave the Princess Marie d'Orl^ans, wife of Prince

Walderaar, King Christian’s third son, an opportunity for one of

those witty remarks for which she was famous at the Court of

Denmark : at a great dinner, given that day at the royal palace

in honour of the German Emperor, she was heal’d to exclaim,
clearly enough not to escape the ear of the imperial guest : “Oh,
what a nice sauce, and how well it runs; it might be called

Cumberland sauce !

”

As for Emperor William, he never appeared to have any mie-
givings regarding the impression which he produced upon his

(1) At a later date, in spite of this prejudice, the lure of the Guelph millioiiB
and the Duchy of Brunswick induced him to consent to the marriage of his son
with the daughter of Emperor.William.
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hosts ; on ihe contrary/ he seemed to be ^nfident that his mere
presence and the irresistible effect of his persohahty

hearts. Prepsidng a rd2e to suit the occSdoni as was his ^^oht/
he affected an exaggerated defi^ence for the person of the old

King, whom he knew to be adored by his people, imagining that

this woald endear him to xhe Danish public. F^r instance, at

the close of one of his visits, when taking leave of the Sing at the

station, he astonished the bystanders by kissing the hand of

iCLristian IX. Alf his efforts to gain popularity were of n& avail,

however, and every time he came to Copenhagen the Danish
authorities were obliged to take measures to prevent hostile

demonstrations on the part of the populace.

In the summer of 1905 public feeling in Denmark was particu-

larly inimical toward the Kaiser for two reasons: during that

summer the German authorities had accentuated the vexatious

measures to which the Danish population of Schleswig was sub-

jected and had caused the expulsion of a certain humber of young
Danes; moreover, there were persistent rumours in circulation

to the effect that the Emperor was trying to persuade Sweden
and^Eussia to join him in closing the Baltic to the men-of-war

of all States not bordering on that sea. A campaign in favour

of this plan had been inaugurated by the serqi-official Press of

Germany, causing uneasiness in Denmark as well as in England,

and even determining the British Government to order one of

its squadrons to cruise in the Baltic Sea, touching at different

Danish, Swedish and Gennan ports. This cruise, by the way,

displeased the Kaiser particularly, and gave rise to comments that

were far from courteous on the part of the German Press.

Emperor William's visit to Copenhagen, or, rather, to the

Ch&teau of Bemstorff, where the royal family was in residence,

was understood to be of a private character, and consequently

there was no occasion for the foreign diplomatic corps to meet

him. I was therefore very much astonished when the German

Minister, Herr von Schoen (afterguards Ambassador at St. Peters-

burg, Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs, and, finally,

Ambassador at Paris when war was declared in 1914), came to

tell me that Ihe Emperor wished to see me ; he added that, as

no similar invitation had been extended to any other member of

the diplomatic corps, I was requested to say nothing about it

to my colleagues. In my efforts to discover the reason for being

lipnoured in a manner so exclusive, I could not, of course, imagine

that the Kaiser considered me as the representative of a new

and precious ally whom he flattered himself to have acquired

at Bjorkoe; I came to the conclusion that the Tsar had spoken

ito him of my probable appointment to Berlin and that he was
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curious to know something about me beforehand. I had never

met Emperor William, arid the prospect of a conversation with

him; I confess, profoundly impressed me. •

The audience took place at night, in the German Lt'gation,

and was attended with a certain air of mystery. It was to this

conversation that the Kaiser alluded in a telegram which he

addressed to {he 'l^sar on his return to Germany, August* 2nd,

1905, and in which he gave an account of his stay in Denmark.
T w'ill recite this telegram without abridgment':

—

"Sassnitz (Isl.\nd oj^ Uugkn), Aiiijiist 2nd, 1905.

“1 o'clock, night.
‘ n.M. TAB Empehob :

—

"My visit passed off well under the extreme kitidncss shown me by the
whole faniily, especially by your dear old grandfather. After my arrival I
soon found out through reading the Press reports, Danish and foreign, that
a very strong current of mistrust and apprehension was engendered against
my visit, especially from England. The King had been so intimidated and
public opinion so worked upon that T was unable to touoh the question we
agreed I was to mention to him.

"The British Minister, dining with one of my gt?ntlom(‘n, used very violent
language against mt‘, accusing me of the vilest plans and intriguer and
declaring that every iMiglishmon knew and was eonvinced that I was working
for war with and for the destruction of England. You may imagine what
stuff a man like this inny have been distilling into the minds of the Danish
family, Court and people.

I did all in my power to dispel the cloud of distrust by behaving quite
uncouceraedly and making no allusion to serious polities at all. Also,
considering the great number of channels leading from Copenhagen to London
and the proverbial want of discretion of the Danish Court, I was afraid to let
anything he known, as it would have been communicated immediately to
liondon, a mr.st impossible thing as h»ng as the treotv is to remain secret for
the present.

"By a long conversation with Iswolsky, however, I was able to gather that
the actual Minister of Foreign Affairs, Count Babcn, and a number of persons
of influence, have already come to the conviction that in case of war and

Baltic from a foreign Power, the Danes expect, their
inability and helplessness’to uphold even the shadow of neutrality against
invasion being evident, that Russia and Germany will immediately take steps
to safeguard their interests by laying hands on Denmark and occupying it
during the war, as this would at the same time guarantee the territo^and
the future existence of the dynasty and country.
"The Dmes «re slowly redgning thomselveg to this aItom»tWc and makineup thoir minds acco^ngly, this being exactly what you wished end honed

'J. touch the subject with the Danee, rad

f?
““"ions- n »“ better to let the idea develop and

iot them draw final condusione themselvce, so tiiat

"P°“ o" teJl b> line with
“oontees. Tout vient i point i jai tait aitendro.'

Norway has been arranged np to the

to
consented to everything, and there is nothing

to be done ray more. I talked with Charles about hie prospects and fou^him very sober, and without any illusions about hie task. 'What do you ei^
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to the programme of festivities for your allies at Cowes? The whole of the

Crimean veterans have been invited to meet their * brothurs-iu-arms * who
fought with then^ against Russia. Very delicate indeed. It shows 1 was
right when I warned you two years ago of the reforming of the * old Crimean
combination.' They are fast warming up again with a vengeance. Weather
was fine. Best love to Alice. “Willy/’

In .this telegram, as one may see, Emperor William, after

having recounted and explained in his own fashion the appre-

hension and distrust caused by his visit to Denmark, refers for

the first time to a plan which evidently had been discussed

between liim*and Emperor Nicholas at Bjorkoe, and which pro-

vided for the occupation of J^enmark by tlndr joint forces, in case

of a war between liussia and Gerniaiiy on the one side and
England on the other. At the same time the Kaiser attributes

to me certain statements with resi>ect to a suj^posed tendency,

on the part of the Minister of Foreign Afiairs and other influential

persons of Denmark, to seek in the ])roposixl plan a guarantee

for the integrity of their cuuntry and the safety of the dynasty.

When this telegram was published by the Jlussian Itevolutionary

(roverninent in 191.7 it caused some little consternation in the

Scaitflinavian countries, particularly in Denmark, for it revealed

a project concerning which nothing had transj)irod up to that

time, and seemed to imply that lUissian diplonuury, in my person,

had <‘()ntributed to its formation ; it helioves me, therefore, to

make some explanation.

My conversation with the German EiujKMor lasted for more

than an hour, during which certain of the words which he uttered

struck me as being so significant that I hastened to convey my
impressions in a private letter to Count Lamsdorff ; unfortunately,

I did not preserve the rough draft of that letter, but I have a

very clear recollection of the conversation, nevertheless.

For instance, I remember distinctly how astonished I was

when the Kaiser, after saying a few words about his interview

with Emperor Nicholas at Bjorkoe, but, of course, without dis-

closing all that had really occurred, took up the question of the

general political situation and proceeded to explain with great

eloquence the necessity of assuring the peace of Europe by

entirely new methods, expressing the conviction that this object

could only be attained by a union of the three great Continental

Powers—Russia, Germany and France—directed explicitly against

England. Not thinking for a moment that he had anything in

inind beyond a sort of paradox or political Utopia, I replied that

such a plan would be undoubtedly admirable if one could bring

it toiipass, but that a grouping of the Powers named appeared to

me impossible, for the simple reason that France, in the actual

state of affairs, would never consent to join it.
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My reply appeared to displease the Emperor, who insisted upon

knowing the reasons upon which I based my opinion; conse-

quently I could do no else than explain in the most prudent terms

at my command that France was divided from G-ermany by a

deep abyss, created by the loss of Alsace-Lorraine, and that until

that abyss was filled up the French people would never Ije the

friends of the Germans.

At these words the Emperor’s displeasure developed iyto

unmistakable anger, and it was in a voice almost beyond his

control that he made this most astonishing declaration :

—

“The question of Alsace-Ixirraine,” he cried, “I consider to

be not only non-existent at the present hour, but as having been
cut out for all time by the French people themselves. I threw
down the glove to France, d propos of the Moroccan affair, and
she dared not pick it up ; having then declined to fight Germany,
France has renounced for good and all any claims she may have
had in rcs^Kict of her lost provinces.**

I thought at first that this outburst was merely one of the
bouiadcs for which the Kaiser was famous, but 1 soon perceived
that it was a deep-seated conviction of his, for he reverted seA^eral

times in the course of our conversation to the strange idea that,
from the moment that France had bowed to the German threat,
at the time of the Moroccan dispute, she no longer had any right
to invoke her long-standing grievances as a ground for refusing
friendship with Germany, As I continued to express my doubts
of a material change in the psychology of the French people the
himjxjror surprised me still more by declaring that, if, after all,

France persisted in Jier refusal to join the projected alliance,
there were ways to bring her into it by force.

This part of the conversation made such a vivid impression
upon me and so absorbed my attention that my recollection of
the other subjects discussed by the Emperor is somewhat less

precise ; but I am absolutely sure that the words which he
attributed to me, regarding the supposed tendency of Denmark
to see a guarantee against possible aggression on the part of
England by means of Russo-German occupation, were miscon-
strued, to say the least. I knew, as everybody knew, that the
Danes lived in constant dread of foreign invaeion, but no one
in j >emnark had in mind any other possible invader than Ger-
many

; the Government was perfectly cognisant of the military
weakness of Denmark and the impossibility of resisting aggression
alone for any length of time, but its traditional policy had been
to seek aid from Powders whose great fault in the past bad been
to allow the subjugation of Denmark by Germany. Further-
more, it was a notorious fact that there existed in Denmark a
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party—^tbat of tbe Badicals and $ocialiats~~wbicb opposed any

increase whatsoever in mibtary expenditure and preached non-

resistance to oiftside invasion from any source ; it is very possible

that, in response to a questioD of Emperor William’s regarding

'the state of tbe public mind in Denmark, I may have mentioned

this fact, but it would be absurd to attribute sucl^ ideas to the

Dani& Minister of Foreign Affairs, when I knew that Count

Baben’s chief reason for being more inclined than his prede-

cessors to cultivate good relations with Germany was to ameliorate

the lot of the Danish population of Slesvig. Besides, htow could

1 have spoken of an attack by England and a Busso-German

occupation of Denmark, when I was in total ignorance of the

conversations that had taken place at Bjorkoe? Such eventuali-

ties were beyond all probability in my conception.

There was still another reason why I, of all the diplomats

accredited to Copenhagen, should have been least suspected of

treating lightly the question of Denmark’s neutrality or sym-

pathising with an eventual violation thereof. It will be recalled

that I had been requested during the Busso-Japanese war to

obtain permission for the
2
)assage of Admiral Bojdestvensky’s

fleet through the Grand Belt, that is, through straits controlled

by Danish sovereignty. This occurred before the Hague Con-

vention had deflnitely regulated matters concerning the passage

of neutral straits in time of war. Japan made every effort to

persuade tbe Danish Government not to grant right of way to

the Bussian Fleet, or at least not to lend it the assistance of

licensed pilots; but, basing my demand upon the precedent

established during the Crimean war, in favour of the allied fleets

of France and England, I succeeded in obtaining the same

facilities, and others still more important, for the Bussian Fleet,

thereby helping to establish a great principle of international

jurisprudence, namely, that of the free navigation of neutral

straits in war-time. So it w'ould have been, to say the least,

illogical and unnatural on my part to discuss with Emperor

William a possible violation of this principle. At a later time,

when Minister of Foreign Affairs, I was instrumental in main-

taining the sMus quo in the Baltic, which signified, among other

things, the inviolability of the territory of Denmark and the

respect for her rights as a neutral Power.

Alexander Iswolskt,

Formerly Bussian Minister of Foreign Affairs

and Ambassador to France,
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" Great critici^ have taught us one essential rule. ... It is this, j^t if

ever wo should find ourselves disposed not to admire those writers or artists,

Livy and Virgil, for instance, Uaphaol or Michael Angelo, whom all the

learned bad admired, not to follow our ow'n fancies, but to study them
uutil we know how and what wo ought to admire; and if we cannot arrive

at this combination of admiration with knowledge, rather to oelieve that wo
arc dull, than that the rest of the world has been imposed on. It is as good

a rule, at least, with regard to this admired constitution (of England). We
ought to understand it according to our measure; and to venerate where wc
are not able presently to comprehend."

—

Edmund Bukke.

To foreign publicists the British Constitution is an enigma so

perplexing that they are apt to take refuge in De Toeque-

ville’s famous aphorism. What they do not understand does not

exigt. “En Angleterre Ja Constitution n’existe pas.** English- -

men, congenitally averse from political introspection, have been

more ready to obey the admonition of Burke : to venerate where

fcJiey are not able to comprehend. ^J'hey grumble at the

English Constitution as they grumble at the English weather;

yet in the main they regard it as something which, if not

divinely ordered, has come down to them as a valued heritage,

the product, if not of 8upren\e wisdom, at least of a series of

happy accidents providentially vouchsafed to a peculiarly favoured

people. The attitude alike of foreign critics and of English

eulogists demands explanjition. It may be given in a single

sentence : the English Constitution, unlike the constitutions of

most foreign States, does not consist of a single charter or code

;

it is neither (in the main) wTitten, nor rigid, and it is therefore

IHSculiarly adaptable to changing circumstances and singularly

susceptible of almost unconscious and uni)erceived modification.

Never have these attributes of the English Constitution been

more clearly discernible than during the recent war. Without
l>arade, almost unnoticed, without any statutory enactment, with-

out the formal assent of the Sovereign Legislature, without any
reference to the electorate, changes so sudden and profound as

to be almost revolutionary w^ere effected in the most cherished

of our political institutions. In the twinkling of an eye the
Parliamentary Executive w'as, in December, 1916, transformed
into a War Directory.

“The efi&cient secret of the English Constitution may be
described as the close union, the nearly complete fusion, of the
executive and the legislative powers. . , . The connecting link
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is the Cabinet.*' Thus wrote Walter Bagehot in this Bevibw
about half a century ago. “The Cabinet,** wrote Mr. Gladstone,

“is the threefold hinge that connects together for action the

British Constitution of King or Queen, Lords and Commons. . .

.

It is perhaps the most curious formation in the political world

of modem times not for its dignity, but for its suld^lety, its elas-

ticity, and its many-sided diversit}" of power." Like other

features of our Constitution, this “curious iwlitiesl formation
*’

was the resultant of a long prtwess of evolution, hut hy the dawn
of the nineteenth century the essential characteristics of the

Cabinet system w*ere definitely formulated and securely estab-

lished. The Cabinet must be politically homogeneous in com-

position ; it must be resjionsible to the majority in the House
of ( onimons

; its members must admit mutual res|X)nsibility and

must acknowledge subordination to a common head. The Prime
Minister is, therefore, in Ijord Morley's precise phrase, the “key-

stone of the Cabinet arch.** This system, by general consent,

worked well in tranquil times, so well, indeed, that it has been

extensively copied in the modem State. In British colonies the

adoption of the Cabinet principle, the idea of the resj>onsibility

of the local Executive to the local Legislature, was held to

' inaugurate “Responsible Government.**

The principle was not adopted in the FederaV C'onstitviiion ot

modern Germany, and, what is more remarkable, it found no

pJfjce in the Constitution of the United States of America. The
Fathers of the American Constitution preferred the practice of

Cromwell to the precepts of John Pym. They devised not a Par-

liamentary but a Presidential Executive. The i>reference was
deliberate. “Those politicians and statesmen who have been the

most celebrattxl for the soundness of their principles and the

justice of their views have declared in favour of a single Executive

and a unanimous Legislature. They have, with great propriety,

considered energy as the most necessary qualification of the

former, and have regarded this as most applicable to power in a
‘ single hand.* ** Thus wrote Alexander Hamilton in The
Fcderalut. The Executive, therefore, was vested by the Con-

stitution in tlie’ President, who was to be elected by the people for

a fixed term. Between the President and Congress there was no
necessaity correspondence, nor was he politically responsible to it.

On the contrary, such responsibility is expressly repudiated hy
Hamilton. “However inclined we might be to insist upon an
unbounded complaisance in the Executive to the inclinations of

the people, we can with no propriety contend for a like com-
plaisance to the humour of the Legislature. . . . The same rule

which teaches the propriety of a partition between the varkms
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brandies of power teaches ns likewise that this partition ought

to be BO contrived as to render one independent of the other.”

Nor did the Constitution provide for anything iA the nature of

a Cabinet. Under Section 2 of Article 11. the President “may

require the opinion, in writing, of the principal officer in each

of the executive departments, upon any subject relating Jo the

duties of their respective offices.” These principal departmental

officers have in course of time developed into something whjch

is now commonly known as the “Cabinet.” But between the

American Cjihinet and the British Cabinet there is«as little like-

ness as between a British Consul and a Boman Consul.

In England Cabinet Ministers are the colleagues of the

Premier ; in America they are the servants of the President ; in

England they are collectively responsible for the policy of the

Ministry ; in America they are severally responsible, each for the

administration of his own department, to the President
;
but the

policy is the President’s, not theirs ; in England they must, by

convention, sit in Parliament; in America “no person holding

any office under the United States shall be a member of either

House during his continuance in office” (Art. I., Sec. 6^; in

England the initiative in legislation is virtually vested in the

Cabinet ; in America neither the President nor his Ministers can

initiate legislation, although by Presidential messages he may
recommend it. The Presidential message is curiously typical of

the American Constitution, representing as it does something
between a King’s Speech and a Prime Minister’s oration. Wash-
ington delivered his messagtjs in person and with something of

regal state
; Jefferson started the practice of sending his messages

in writing, and the precedent thus set was followed without
interruption until the advent to power of President Wilson.

^

To what purpose the foregoing comparison, the main points of
which have become the commonplace of political commentators?
It has not been inflicted upon the reader without design. The
world-war was fought, we were told, “to make the world safe
for democracy.” But “democracy” assumes manj^orms. The
unitary Bepublic of France, with its “Constitutional” President
and its Parliamentary Executive, is poles asunder from the :

federal Bepublic of the United States with its PreSdential
Executive and its all-powerful Judiciary ; while both present points
of contrast to the Constitutional Monarchy of England, to a
British Empire, partly federal, partly unitary, wholly Parlia-
mentary in Government. Yet all three are democracies, thou^
democracies of varying types. Will each remain true to type, or
can one discern signs of an approximation between them?
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The qneBi ion may l>e presaed in reference to our own Constitu-

tion ; but it is by no means .easy to answer it. Industrial evolution

is relatively obtitisive in its operation
; even the careless can hardly

fail to observe its processes. Constitutional evolution is far more
subtle, and is apt to evade the notice even of the vigilant expert.

But indications were not wanting, more particularly during the

two last years of the war, that as regards the Constitution we
were passing through a period of phenomenally rapid modifica-

tion. Time, however, is needed before wc can pronounce with

certainty w^h#ther the changes then registered are destined to

permanence, or whether tliey were merely toini^rary adaptations

to circumstances which are already ])assing away. But in any

case it is unlikely that changes so fundamental can have been

effected without leaving some jx'rmanent traces upon a Constitu-

tion so sensitive and so malleable as ours.

It is, therefore, important to ascertain, as precisely as we may,

what the changes w'ere, and we may then consider how far they

are likely permanently to modify the working of our political

institutions.

The first, and to ordinary obsemtion the most obvious, effect

•' of war was to give an enormous impulse to the development of

^bureaucracy. The expansion of existing Government departments

out of all recognition and the creation of new departments was,

of course, an inevitable result of the transition from peace to war.

But in this, as in other directions, the outbreak of war did but

exaggerate and accelerate tendencies already in operation. Some
years before the war shrewd observers called public attention to

the rapid growth of the permanent Civil Service, and noted it as

a new phenomenon in English administration. Thus, in 1210, Pro-

fessor Bamsay Muir wrote : “Bead any history of England in the

last (i.e., the nineteenth) century, you wtU gather the impression

that the Cabinet and the House of Commons have been the only

operative instruments of our Government
;
you will hear nothing

about the permanent officials, everything about the politicians"

{Peers and Bureaucrats, p. 22). And again : “For the purpose

of exercising effective control over the bureaucracy, and of

guarding against its defects, the system of Parliamentary

Ministers, though not without its merits, is inadequate”

(ibid., p. ,78).

Whether Professor Ramsay Muir would be so ready to eulogise

bunmeratic, at the expense of political, control, as he was ten

years ago may be doubted ; 1 quote him primarily to prove that the

pheBMMnenon under discussm was noticeable some years before

the war. A pennt less, emphasised then than it must be now is

that the growth of bureaucracy was one of many indications thatj
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under the subtle influence of the Fabian Socialists, we were

moving rapidly in a Prussian direction. Prussia was the

creation of her kings, backed by a highly disci][51ined army and

by a Civil Service second to none in authority and efiScienoy. If

England has been pre-eminently the home of free Parliamontary

institutions, J^nissia lias been not less conspicuous fer the

eflSciency of its administrative system; if England has stood for

representative democracy, Prussia has stood for bureaac];9.tic

autocracy. Are the vanquished about to take captive the victors?

Is Parliamentary Government about to give place to a dominant

bureaucracy? That the danger is not wdiolly remote will be

disputed by no one who has a knowledge of the facts. That the

administrative departments which have been either called into

being or vastly enlarged to meet the exigencies should have been

closed down again or very rapidly reduced in the relatively brief

period since the signature of the Armistice, was not quite a reason-

able expectation. Put Parliament will have to exercise untiring

vigilance if the new bureaucracy is not to be allowed to instal

itself as a permanent institution far more potent in reality than

the Legislature itself.'
•

There has, indeed, been some tendency in recent years for

Parliament to abdicate, in favour of the permanent departments,

even its legislative functions. Englishmen used to be dis-

tinguished from their Continental neighbours by tbeir “instinc-

tive scepticism about bureaucratic wisdom.** The result was seen

in the exceptionally detailed character of our statutory enact-

ments. We attempted, perhaps too much, to provide beforehand,

by legislative provision, for every contingency which could c^on-

ceivably arise. This characteristic feature of English legislation

has, however, tended of late years to disappear. Far more dis-

cretion is now commonly left to the administrative departments.

I'arliament is more and more disposed to lay down by Statute
only general rules and to leave it to the departments to issue

statutory orders, which become operative after “lying on the
table *’ for a given number of days. This tendency towards legis-

lative delegation was remarked by a singularly shrewd observer
of English Government methods us long ago as 1908. In his
(lovernment of Englavd, published in that year, President'Lowell
ot Harvard writes :

“Wo hear much talk about the need for the
devolution of the ]X)wer of Parliament on subordinate representa-
tive bodies, but the tendency is not mainly in that direction. . . .

The real delegation has been in favour of the administrative
departments of the Central Government, and this involves a

(1) Of. in support of statement in the text the Beport of the Sdeet CommitUe
on Natumal JBxpenditure for dealing, inter alia, with the Ministry of Labour, and
iasoed in Deoember, 1019.
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sinking departure from Anglo-Saxon traditions with a distinct

approach"" to the practice of .continental countries’* (Vol. i.,

p. 363 seq,), •

This delegation may be wise or unwise ; it may be inevitable

;

what is certain is that it does not make for nWonal eoonQmy.

Writin|[ from recent and intimate knowledge of varicvyis impc^tant

departments, old and new—knowledge gained as a member of the

Select Committee on National Expenditure— do not hesitate

to affirm my conviction that the House of Commons can never

regain that control over expenditure which it ought to* possess

and to exercise, unless and until the recent tendency towards

legislative delegation is arrested. Departments, more especially

the nevrer departments, are naturally eager to justify their

existence. The more functions they arrogate to themselves

j

the more money they spend, the larger the place they fill alike

;
in public esteem and in the economy of the State. It is human

;

nature for an official to magnify his office
;
but the inclination,

if indulged at the expense of the community, is one which, alike

in the interests of economy r. id of genuine constitutional govem-
nicnt^should be closely was hed.

Much more significant, however, was the change which the

\N ar emphasised, if it did not initiate, in the relations between the

Jjegislature and the Executive. The close connection between

them, maintained by the Cabinet, and the responsibility of the

Ministers to Parliament are, as we have seen, the outstanding

characteristics of that form of Pepresenfcative Democracy which

Britain was the first to elaborate. But war applies an acid test

to institutions. We gradually realised the fact that you cannot,

in Mr. Lloyd George’s characteristic phrase, “run a war by a

Sanhedrim.” In December, 1916, the Sanhedrim disappeared,

and the Cabinet of twenty-two members was replaced by a War
Directory of five. Of these only one, the Chancellor of the

Exchequer, was the head of an administrative department, and to

that function Mr. Bonar Law' added the duty of leading the House
of Commons. In the twinkling of an eye a levolution, greater

than any whicli had taken place in England since 1688, had been

silently and unobtrusively accomplished. The close connection

between the supreme Executive and the Sovereign Legislature

was dissolved ; the Prime Minister ceased, except at long

intervals, to attend Parliament; an increasing body of Ministers

—^not members of the Supreme Executive—administered each

his own department with little reference to colleagues; some of

the Ministers were men wrho had never seen the inside of the

House of Commons and several had been selected for their several

offices without any regard to Parliamentary experience or acceptr
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auc& ; uollectiv^^ resjionHibiiiiy vauinlied ; each Minister was

aiiswerubUr f<*r bis <>\vii department.

Side by .4id»: witli the War l>ii<‘ctoiy there \\itH called into

cxiHteiicc, i>y the liat of the I'riine Miitister, but amid general

iipplauKc;, an in.‘ditiition hiilierto wholly unknown to the Con-

stitution—thv hriix'iifti War Cabinet. In the deieiaration pf war

the I hunitiionK aiul India had had no voice. They found them-

HelvcH Huddeiily (r>ut after 19J1 not jjcrhapB unexj^iectedly}

involved in a woild-uar without their own consent. To the

waging of llu* war they had niagiiificently contributtd ; they were

now eailod u)>on tu share with the Ministers of the motherland

the iesp<»nsilnlii y of eiunlueting it. In May. 1917, Parliament

wan “olheially and formally aiajnainled,” through the medium of

tin? I'riiiie Minisier, “with an 4 vent tliui will eonstitiite a memor-

able landiiiaik in tin? const iiutional hisforv of the British

Ktnpirr.** I during the early spring of 1917 the British Cabinet

had become “for tin- time being an Iinperiiil War C'ahinet,” So

siUTessl'ul was the experiment that it was resolved that this

Imperial Cabinet .shouKl not “be allowed t«» fall into desuetude,”

and the I'riim* .Minister expressiMl tlu' gein.Tal hope that ‘‘the

holding of an annual Imperial Cabinet to dinuss foreign affairs

and otlu!i' uspeel.s uf lm|HTial |M.diey will become an accepted con-

vention of the Ibilihli C<»nstitulion.“ In the summer of 1918

the experiment was renewtd, and on August 19th an announce-

ment was nuub* that llic meetings had proved of such value that

tliev would liofieeforth “he lield at regular intervals.” It tseeincd

as if a highly signilicant stage in the evolution of a truly Imperial

Constitutum had been regi.Niered, The itiea of a Federal Legis-

lature had long lumg fire, hut there aj'peared to he firm ground

for the liojH* that we had at least seiuired an lnnH?riiil Hxecutive.

The higli hopes then entertained have not, it would seerrii

been eoinpletelv realised. From an answiT given by Mr. Bonar

Law to t!ie present writer, in the Ib.>u.*^e of C’oramons in August

last, it apjx'ars that the lm|H?riiil War Cabinet has not met in

fvondon since Peceinher. 1918; hut during the Peace negotia-

tions in Pans a similar organisation, known as the British Empire

Delegation, existed and had frequent meetings. Since the break

up of the Confeiviue, Dominiim statesmen have been, naturally

enough, prtx>c\*ut>ied with domestic affairs. It would, however, be

nothing short of a disaster if the embryonic institution which did

such admirable work <lurjng the last stages of the wtir and during

the negotiations for f^eace were not to develop into a permanent

adjunct of the Itnjierial Constitution. The Imperial Confezenoe

is due to meet uguin next siimuH>r, and it is devoutly to be hoped

that it will not se|mrate without having given a permanent form
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Uj the lm|>erial Cabinet. Should it succeed in doing so, the per-

manent institution of an Imjienui b^xecutive can hardly fail to

H react u|X)n the ^organisation of our domestic iiduiinistrut ion. At

the moment we seem to have slipped back into tlie prtu-wur Con-

stitution. I'he War Directory has vanished ; the Sanliedrim has

roaptHJared. Not (jiiite in the old form ; fur the institution of a

jxjrmanent Sccrettiriat must profoundly modify an institution

liitheilo characterised by informality ami discontinuity of pro-

tH'tfiire, wliile the custom , ineviiuble during the war and still, it

appears, conVnued in j^eaee. of a^lniiiting lo Cabinet meetings

Mini.sters and otluu*» who are not regular members of the Cabinet,

must <me imugiiies, ha\e im|>ortant consequences.

In one resjH'ct, however, the pravwar <*,onveiitiuri has not

!>etMi restored, 'i'hc Prime Miuishr lias not rosiimcd the

leadersliip of tlie Mouse of Commons, iior doe.s lie regularly attend

its sittings. Towards the chi.^i- of last session the Prime Minister

mideriook to attend arid jjer.^oiially aiiswt'r tpiestions on one day

a week, and lie rlrupped in m<ire fiequently in the course of

debates. Ibit lliough the Decree nisi lias not yt'i been made abao-

hite, Micro has been no eompItUe resumption of conjugal relations

U twcen the Ib'ud of the Executive and the Ijegislaturc. Whether
^witli the luulfiplication uf iv^poiisibilities and the increasing com-

plexity of his t'unciion.H a Prime Minister should ever again bo

expected to undertake the hara.s.sing and luboriouB task of leading

the House of Commons is fair subjoct for debate. That the

continued ul>.*>ence of the Ihiiue Mini.ster from the Treasury

Bench must inflict some damage UjioJi the prestige of l^rrliament

is a truth too jiatent to be ignortM] ; and no one rvalises better than

Mr. f.loyd George that Parliament cannot, at this moment, afford

any loss of pre.stigc. The whole principle of Hepresentative

Cfovernment is challenged—and from more than one quarter.

Nay, the integrity of the c<mtra]ised State is threatened. Clamant
critics call for the dis-solution of the Central Government and
the Betting up of a number of Soviets, representative not of

loeuliiies but of crafts. Syndicalism, jioiitical as well as economic,

is the fashionable prescription for the cure lA the ills with wdiich

the body |x)litic is supjwsed to be afflicted. Anything which

tends to emphasise the divorce between the Imperial Legislature

and the Executive which has hitherto been respondent and

responsible thereto, can hardly fail to encourage these disintegrat:

log tendencies, and still further to diminish the waning authority

^ ot "i^arliament,

can it fail to react upon the character of the Executive.

The Prime Minister will derive his authority not from the Parlia*

mentary majority, but directly from the electorate which created
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that majority. The tendency, becoming every day more marked,

for Ministers to discuss executive policy not with the representa-

tives of all classes of the people in the House of* Commons, but

with the delegates of organised industries in Whitehall, must in

the long run affect the relations between the Executive and the

Legislature. /I'he development may be inevitable, but it cannot

be viewed complacently by any who appreciate the peculiar genius

of the English Constitution.

One thing only would reconcile Constitutionalists of the older

mode to* the new fashion—if it were to register a-fui*ther stage

in the evolution of a truly lm£)crial Constitution. Is it altogether

fantastic to anticipate tliat the process of disintegration may
j>rove to be (.‘omj)atible with a higher integration ; that devolution

may be complementary and not contradictory to federalism? If

the British Prime Minister, in relinquishing the leadership of a

Parliament which is Imperial only in name, w'ere to be left free

for the discharge of executive functions truly Imperial in scope,

the gain would more than compensate for any possible loss. But
before we cun acquiesce in the loss we must make sure of the

gain.

Can we do so? It is certain that we cannot unless the advocates

of Imperial unity, the friends of the Greater Commonwealth,
show themselves at least as vigilant and energetic as the leaders

of the revived International. For the Syndicalist movement is

not native in origin ; it is a foreign importation, and its ramifica-

tions are world-wide. Yet it is not wholly alien from British

traditions. So far as it represents a reaction against over-

centralisation, against the bureaucratic type of Socialism so long

advocated by the Fabian Society and their kind, Syndicalism may
be said to conform to English type, to encourage those local

activities by which the spirit of Anglo-Saxon freedom was
originally nourished. On the other hand, the essential genius

of Syndicalism is not neighbourhood, but craft organisation. The
two may accidentally coincide, but in essence they are distinct,

if not antagonistic. The binding-tie in syndical organisation is,

not that of locality, but of industry. Hence the hollowness

of the present demand for “Nationalisation.” Nationalisa-

tion implies State ownership of land, raw materials and capital

of every kind ; State organisation of industry ; State employment
and direction of labour; State control of transport and public

utilities ; State distribution of commodities, and so forth.

Nationalisation or State Socialism would mean, in effect, the

setting up of a vast bureaucracy, the conversion of the whole

nation into a disciplined army of State ofBcials who would control

all the processes of production, distribution and exchange. To
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all this the younger Bchool of ** Socialists ” in England, as else-

where, is diametrically opposed. They join %ands with the

bureaucratic Soeialists in their anxiety to eliminate the individual

capitalist and the private employer. Like the Socialists, they

have imbibed from Karl Marx the theory of “surplus-value,” the

idea that all capital is the result of the exploitation ^of labour, or,

more T)riefly, of robbery. Like the Socialists, they would pull

down the existing structure of industry, but as to the method of

reconstruction the two parties are entirely at loggerheads. The
* ideal of the one is the State ; of the other the craft.

Political theory corresponds with economic, and I have referred

to the latter only to enforce and illustrate the former. If State

Socialism be, as I submit, the economic complement of Bepre-

sentative or Indirect Democracy, Syndicalism is the economic

complement of Direct Democracy.

Does the recent reaction in favour of a more direct form of

Democracy contain within itself any germ of wholesome doctrine?

If it does, it is surely the part of high statesmanship to attempt

to discern it and to separate the good seed from the chaff. Nor
are there wanting writers of discrimination who would seem to

favour this view. The lively interest in the conduct of

political affairs now manifested by the younger generation of

working men wdll not, we may rest assured, be satisfied by the

giving of a vote at longish intervals for the election of a repre-

sentative in the House of Commons. The intervention is too

intermittent^ and the results of it too remote. A similar tendency

is observable in industrial organisation. The older Trade

Unionism i^said to be losing its influence with the younger men
for a parallel reason. The more elaborate the organisation, the

higher the centralisation. Hence the movement towards works

committees and the growing influence of the shop stewards. The

central office and the general secretariat are too remote.

The point cannot be further elaborated now, but the symptoms

of the approaching change are too numerous and too diffused to

be lightty set aside. En Angleterre la constitution pent chariger

sans cesse ; ou plutdt elle n'existe pas. De Tocqueville’s aphorism

embodies a profound truth ; it also contains a pertinent warning.

The. more continuous the process of change, the more essential is

it to discern its direction, and, if it may be, to determine and to

guide it ; to harness the restive steeds to the car of orderly evolu-

tion, and dot to permit them to stampede towards revolution.

J. A. B. Mabriott.
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Eighty-five
^
years ago Disraeli sardonically observed in his

Vindication of the Constitution that in times of great political

change and rapid j)olitical transition political parties have gener-

ally found it convenient to be rebaptised. The Unionist Party

at the present day sadly needs another journey to J;he font. Its

name and its creed are alike outworn. Unionism is stone dead.

It was a noble and lofty cause, and it would have been happier

for Ireland and the whole United Kingdom had Irishmen been
willing to accept the Union and live loyally within it. But they
are not so willing, and they reject conversion with cursings,

shootings and proclamations of an Irish Republic. So there is

an end of Unionism till the need of it is rediscovered onde more,
as rediscovered it doubtless will be.

The name of Tory will not do. It is as obsolete as that of

Whig, and Gibbon derided both as foolish, obsolete and gdious

words” as long ago as 1790, though he was certainly far in

advance of his generation. The aim of pure Toryism was to
increase the prerogative of the Crown, but that cause was hope-
less by the end of the eighteenth century, though select coteries

of neo-Tories ha\'e toyed from time to time with the idea of its

revival. Disraeli, in his younger days, was attracted by it, and
its alluring outline stood out sharply amid the misty ideas of that
\oung England which had visions of “a genuine aristocrsicy

standing around a real throne.” In a famous passage in Sybil it

was prophesied that “Toryism will yet rise from the tomb over
which Bolingbroke shed his last tears—to bring back strength to
the Crown,’ and one of Sidonia’s most sweeping generalisations
in Coningsby is that “the tendency of advanced civilisation is to
pure Monarchy.” If that be true, the world must indeed be
sli])ping backward fast, for the cause of “pure Monarchy” was
slain outright during the Great War, at least so far as this and
the next generation are concerned. Prerogative in England
c?x pirod with George HI. There is no prospect at the polls for
Mny iwlitical jiarty which wears the Tory label save of extinction.
The only fitting place for a pure-principled Tory is a museum
(H* a mausoleum.

Not even when hyphenated with the blessed word Democracy
is there hope for Toryism. A Tory-Democrat is a contradiction
in terms. The two elements can only be forced to unnatural
coalescence by denaturing each. The Tory is not made demo-
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cratic, the democrat is not made Tory, by any ingenious method

of ticketing. According to the theory of Tory-Democracy, parties

should not be* divided horizontally, according to classes, but,

according to opinions, vertically. The phrase is clever, but it

does not correspond with the facts of human experience. There

was just a remote chance that Tory-Democracy might succeed

when two parties only—^Liberal and Conservative—strove for

power. The cranks in the Liberal Party—powerful out of all

proportion to their numbers—antagonised hosts of working-class

voters, who ajvere content to let the ancient institutions of the

land alone so long as they obtained generous and frequent instal-

ments of remedial legislation. But the rise of the Labour Party,

which neither Disraeli nor Lord Kandolph Churchill foresaw,

has altered ti^e situation beyond recognition. Disraeli, indeed^

committed himself to the astonishing prophecy—at least it sems
astonishing now—that **the formation of a new party is destined

in English politics to be never more substantial than a vision.**

If only that saturnine glance could range over the present Front
Opposition Bench or could scan the serried rows of delegates at

a Special Trade Union Congress, convened with the object of

putting “compulsion** on the Government! The rise of the

Labour Party—and it is not yet fully risen—sweeps the old

theorising into limbo. The instinct of the Eegency Tories was
perfectly sound. They knew in their bones that Peform, the

industrial system and “French principles** meant sooner or later

that their day was done. It has taken nearly a century for their

sun to set.

The friends of Tory Democracy are fond of saying that the

ancient institutions of the country arc cherished by the Demo-
cracy. It would be much truer to say that the rank and file of

the working classes are not actively hostile to those institutions,

so long as they do not feel them to be oppressive or injurious to

themselves. There is, for example, little llepublican propaganda,

though a strong section of the Labour Party is llepublican in sym-

pathy and conviction. Compared with the intense feeling which

existed a century ago, the change is remarkable. Moreover, there

exists a very deep and genuine respect for a Sovereign whose life

is whole-heartedly given to the service of his people, and for a

Boyal Family every member of which is inspired by the King’s

strong sense of duty. But the sceptre, which long since became
a pageant, has lost even the shadow of prerogative, and the

.^hrone has become a symbol which Loyalists revere and Bepub-
licans respect. Unless some outbreak of fool-fury sweeps over

Great Britain, the institution of Monarchy is safe for many years

to come.

I
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The House of Lords stsiiids in a very different case. It has

ceased lo believe in itself as an integral and essential part of the

Constitution. Though long conscious of its need <Jf reform, it has

let its many opiX)rtiinitics slip. At almost any time during the V ic-

torian era it was possible for a Conservative Government to carry

out the reform of the House of Lords, if the Conservative^Peers

had been ready to make substantial concessions on the hereditary

principle. But they listened to their Eldons and their Lynd-

hursts, and the urgent necessity for self-sacrifice was never

adequately recognised or pressed by their leaders. Al'ways, when
it came to the point of action, excuses for inaction were found,

with the result that when the oft-threatcued battle between the

two Houses was seriously joined, the Peers lost their veto, and

the composition of their House still remained unchanged. Out-

wardly things look the same, but the House of Lords has lost

the status of an indojKoident and self-respecting Second Chamber.

With his own hands Tjord Curzon helped to open the flood-gates

through which the waters of democracy are pouring, w^hen he was

a cojivscnting party to what is practically universal suffrage with-

out a settleiiK'nt of the Second ('hamber question.

I'he principl<^ of aristocracy itself has also fallen in popular

estimation. Can anyone conceive a publicist of to-day penning

the following sentences?

“Tlio House of Coiiunous is uo iij.»rc tlio House of tlic people than the

llnnse of Lords.”
" TIk? aristoeracy are the artnal loaders of the people. Belitvo me, they

are the only ones.”

“There is no possibility of ever establishing in England a more demo-
cratic form of Government than the present English Constitution. The dis-

position of property in England throws the government of the country into

the hands of the natural aristocracy. I do not believe that any scheme
of the suffrage or any method of election could divert that power into other '

quarters.”

Disraeli seems to be writing of another and a different world,

as indeed he was, and of recent years—unfortunately, but, "pex*

haps, inevitabl}^—the Peers have largely helped fe strip them-
selves of the political power which they once possesdiid. An
hereditary aristocracy implies hereditary property in la.ndw

Wealth in stocks and shares does not confer anything like Ife
same political influence that is conferred by breadth of acM.
The creation of colossal fortunes out of industry ha>8 undermined
the influence of aristocracy, as it used to be understood, and in the

- last twelve months we have seen the nobles of England hastening >

to divest themselves of the landed estates which it was the pride
of their grandfathers and great-grandfathers to accumulate. The
more landed property is regarded apart from ancestral feeling> ^
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from attachment to hereditary estates and from long and honoured

connection between owner and tenants, the more will the pditical

authority of thS Slnglish aristocracy decline. It was land which

gave them their old status and made them the natural leaders

of the peasantry. But the twentieth century finds great wealth

attaching principally to successful industry, from* the ranks of

which the House of Lords has of late years been largely recruited.

Tlys indeed has strengthened its representative character and

added authority to its debates, but it has scarcely increased the

political stabtlity of the Peerage.

All talk of strengthening the House of Lords is outside prac-

tical politics. If there is a strong Second Chamber a quarter of

a century hence—which is highly problematical—it certainly will

not be a House of Lords. If there is no change—and no Govern-

ment will touch the question unless it is absolutely comptilled

—

the House of Lords will survive very much as the Roman Senate

survived in the days of the Empire—its members loaded with

honorific titles and distinctions, but possessed of no real political

independence. It is too late to revivify the principle of Aristo-

cracy. Plutocracy, divorced from land, is fatal to it. The mag-

nfites of industry and the magnates of finance have had, on the

whole, a disintegrating influence. Burke spoke of the noble

families of England in his day as “the great oaks which shade

the countryside,” and contrasted them with the gourd-like growths

of newer men. It is true that most of these great oaks had

nourished their original roots in political corruption, but they

had grown in time into the sound timber of a true aristocracy.

Aristocracy requires an age of leisure. This is the age of hustle.

Lord Palmerston’s death in 1865 set Lord Shaftesbury musing

on the new epoch then about to open and the “vast and irrevocable

changes” which he felt to be impending. His reflections are

Worth recalling :— ,

“ We seem as though we were going to do everything that we most difi-

liked. No’ one wishes for reform, and yet everyone will give it. The
,

Parliament is cedled moderate, and even Liberally-Conservative, but it will

prove d^idedly revolutionary. The period is approaching when the real

effeets of the Reform Bill will begin to be felt, for many of the calmest

and most thinking men foretold, at that time, that while many and. great

changes would take place, as they have done, there would be no oi^anio

revolution till after the lapse of some twenty or thirty years.

*'Twd vast changes may be traced within the last few years, changes
in the mode of thinTrftig and of the estimate formerly attached to

40eas and institutions, pie elective franchise is no longer considered as a
.^^eans to good government, but is, in itself evei^ where good government
laists, a right and an enjoyment for the people. . . . The position of the
House ol Lords is materially lowered, and such must nec^arily be the
issue of enlarged designs and powers in the House of Commons. . . . The
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long and short of our present positfpn is that the time has arrived for the

triumplt of the ManobeHtcr School* of which Gladstone is the disciple nnd
the organ.*' »

That passage bears striking testimony to the political prescience

of Lord Shaftesbury, and—mutatis mutandis—it is wonderfully

apj)OBit(^ to oftr own situation. The war has levelled our pillars.

The fra noliise is, or si)eedily will be, universal . The House of Lords
lias lost its ]»olitica] independence. The House of Commons ];iaB

not merply reached its zenitli, but—in the estimation of many
obsiTvers—has started on the path of decline. The Labour Party
is advancing swiftly, not only along the beaten constitutional path,
but jilso along paths unbeaten and unconstitutional. Grovern-
ments aie threatened with compulsion by “industrial force,’*

unless within a given time they signify their conversion to a
given ix)licy which they have deliberately rejected. Jack Cade
no longer approaches Parliament Square with a tatterdemalion
escort and a humble petition of rights ; the Eight Hon. John Cade
takes the Central Hall, at Westminster, for his headquarters and
issues an ultimatum backed by the Triple Alliance of the most
formidable Trade Unions in Great Britain. This is peaeeful
Kevolution, infinitely more dangerous to the established order
than the despairing risings of famished workmen which filled
Sidmoiith and Castlereagh with such terrors a hundred years ago.
Obviously, it is not a favourable moment, therefore, for Con-
servative principles. Politicians must be men of their time, or
they are doomed in advance to perpetual futility. Democracy is
vict()rious. It must be the function of Conservatism to put, if
]iossi!)le, a bridle in Behemoth’s month, when Democracy seeks
not the reform, but the overthrow of the existing system.

Ihe Labour attack is being skilfully directed. No, crusade is
now preached against the Crown, or against Aristocracy and the
House of Lords, or against the Church, or against Imperialism.
It was in these directions that the old attacks used to be developed,
but of late they have been discontinued. The Crown is beyond
reach of the slanders of malevolence. The House of Ijords,
deprived of its veto, is no longer formidable. The Church was
never more doubtful of the text of her message, if never more
certain of the genuineness of her mission ; even the EstabUshment
excites nothing liive the same hostility as it did fifty years ago,
\riien it \va^ the sworn enemy of Liberal reform. The survival
of a few Bishops in a decaying House of Lords is no longer an
furtive offence to a rationalistic electorate

; indeed, the Bench of
Bishops 18 probably more progressive in its outlook than the
general body of the clergy, and if ever the Second Chamber ques-
tion IS raised in earnest, the prelates will fold their white wings
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and decorously withdraw. Imperialism, again, which mammon-
worshipping Liberals detested and distrusted, ft found to be quite

compatible witH democracy, and the new synonym for the British

Empire is the British Commonwealth of Nations, of which the

Crown is the golden link. How can British Labour denounce

Impeiialism, when the democracies of Australia, Canada and New
Zealand accept their own interpretation of it without hurt to their

vehement democratic prejudices?

It is not suggested that the British Labour Party frankly accepts

these institntfons as integral parts of the British Constitution. Its

quiescence means that the present moment is not deemed oppor-

tune for attack, and that better results are promised by a con-

centration of their energies in an attack upon property, upon the

capitalistic system, and upon the bases of the existing order of

society. This is a shrewd decision. The capitalistic system until

comparatively recently has borne with terrible hardships upon the

working classes. Throughout the Victorian era capital was cruelly

unjust to “the labouring poor.” But they are the “labouring

poor” no longer; and they are the masters of their own fate.

They hold in one hand political, and in the other industrial,

power. They can, when they choose, capture the House of

Commons and nominate the Government ; they can dictate—and

are dictating—through their Unions the conditions of industry,

and their leaders—^brimful of self-confrdence and self-sufldciency

and impatient of the remaining obstacles in their path—are bent

upon taking the fullest advantage of instruments which have been

thrust into their hands by the two historic political parties, as

the result of their frantic bidding against one another for Labour

support. So long as Liberals and Eadicals made the landed

interest their principal target, the rest of the moneyed classes,

whose fortunes were in the Funds or in stocks and shares, or in

their own businesses, paid no particular heed. Landlords, they

said, must look after themselves. But now it is the institution

of property itself which is challenged, and large industrial for-

tunes excite an even fiercer animosity than large landed estates,

because they have been more directly and more rapidly accumu-

lated out of the labour of the working classes. Enoch Graggs in

Endymion expressed a sentiment which still finds general utter-

ance when he said that he would “sooner be ruled by gentlemen

of estatci who have been long among us, than by persons who
build big mills, who come from God know^s where, and when they

^-•^have worked their millions out of our flesh and bone, go God
knows where.” It is no new doctrine that property is theft, but

it is rather a new development that owners of property should be

deprived of their possessions not by the violence and pillage which
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UBUally accompany revolution, but by the deliberate and foinxial

processes of legislfttion. In either case, however, the result is

confiscation, and capitalism, by its development of Trusts and

Combines, whose published balance-sheets sometimes reveal

almost incredible profits, positively invites attack and facilitates

the task of iUs would-be executioners by obligingly reduci»g the

number of its necks. On the Sankey Commission the representa-

tives of the miners objected to the proposal to pay the royalty

owners for wbat was to be taken from them. Hmc mea sunt:

vcicres migraie coloni. That is the spirit which toimates the

Labour Party and sweeps it along. If the assault on the mines

and on tl»e railways is successful, the turn of the other great

industries will speedily follow. There will be ho waiting to' see

if the experiment is successful. It is so much simpler to declare

it an assured success beforehand. Nationalisation means that the

control of industry will be taken out of the hands of private

individuals and transferred to Government Departments, acting

through a bureaucracy which will be dependent in each case upon

the pleasure of some union or federation of unions, whose prin-

cipal care will be that its members have as easy a time as possible.

Yet, for good or ill, England’s greatness depends on her industrial

prosperity and progress, and these in turn depend upon private

enterprise and individual energy. The Prime Minister, in his

speech to the .Liberals of Manchester, said that the real issue of

the present as well as of the future lay between Private Enterprise,

on the one hand and Socialism on the other. Here are his actual

words ;

—

“ Tile State must educate, the Stutc must assist where necessary, the

State, must sliield tho weak against the arrogance of the strong, but the

life—tlie. life—sjirings from individual impulse and energy. That is one
view, what is the other? That private enterprise is a failure, tried and
found wonting, a complete failure, a cruel failure. It must be rooted out

and the community must take charge as a community, to produce, to

distribute, as well as to control. Those are great challenges for us to

decide.”

Mr. Tjloyd George was right. Labour has been loudly declaring

war on the capitalistic system ever since it established a separate

party organisation. Yet both the old parties clung to the delusion

tuni they luid only to find the right formula and Labour could

be charmed once more to heel and help to' swell the Badical or

Conser\^ative triumph.

Even now Liberals cannot believe that Labour will never again

serve as their Left Wing. Mr. Asqnith himself quite recently

expressed the pious hope tliat Labour would in the future, as in

the past, enjoy the hospitable shelter of the Liberal Party. He
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^ ftny rate was magnanimously ready ^ for)^ and f6rget/and

promised that in the wide Liberal fold a warm place should be

found for his eld allies. It was very like some fallen favourite

of the stage meeting his successful younger rival and offering

him a minor part in the mysterious play which is to take the

town by storm, but which the other knows will npver be put on
the l^lbards. Mr. Asquith cannot forget the years from 1906 to

1914, when, though Labour was not in formal alliance with

Lfberalism, the understanding between them was complete, and

its influence,upon the domestic policy of the Liberal Government
was great enough to place the Trade Unions above the law. That
arrangement was entirely satisfactory to the Liberal chiefs and to

the Hadical Left, which is hardly less Socialistic than Labour
itself

;
but Labour is now openly contemptuous of the snail-pace

of Liberal progress, and, above all, its leaders are itching for

power.
^
But the average middle-class Ijiberal has little more

sympathy with extreme Socialism than has the average Conserva-

tive. Marxism and Liberalism have nothing in common. The
nationalisation of industry is repugnant to the ideas in which

Liberalism is rooted. The Liberal manufacturer of the North is

still more than half inclined to echo'»-at least in the privacy of

his counting-house—the words of Oobden that he would “rather

live under the Ley of Algiers than under a Trade Union Com-
mittee,” and he hates, beyond words, the bureaucratic control

which is inseparable from the nationalisation of industry. The
purely Nonconformist view of Marxism and Socialism must be

very mixed, for Labour presents two contradictory sides to the

world. One is the Brotherhood side, which is engendered in Non-

conformist chapels; the other is the street-comer side, which is

aggressively free-thinking and atheistic. The one is Eousseauism

;

the other is sheer Jacobinism.

There is no effective place for a strong Liberal Party between

a strong Labour Party and a strong Conservative Party, provided

that the latter is sanely led and recognises the necessity of moving

with the times. No doubt the results for Liberalism at the last

election were too bad to be true, like the results for Unionism in

1906. But, after all, what does official Liberalism stand for at

this juncture apart from Free Trade in its old pedantic and pre-

war interpretation? It is not sought to minimise the importance

of the fiscal stumbling-block in the way of the formation of a

strong united party out of the existing Coalition. No one will

l^fexpect fanatical Free Traders, if they remain fanatical, to accept a

policy of Protection, or even of full-blooded Tariff Befonri. ^But,

as matters stand, there is no likelihood of either, both being about

as dead as pure Gobdenism, unless and until the Labour Party

VQL. cvn. N.S, I*
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tansi "Piiiatectiom^^ as it quite possibly may when it finds #haj^

r be the only means of maintaming its newly-woh rates

( shorter hours. The concessions in fiscal matters which Cpa&
tion Liberals are asked to make to their colleagues are very stnall*

; and fiscal differences, therefore, need be no insuperable obst^le

to closer political union, even though compromise means diedding

a number of extreme Free Traders and the disgruntling dt the

extreme Protectionists. What else stands in the way ? Certainly

not Home Buie, because the cause of Unionism has been abdh*

doned by(Ionservatives—sorrowfully, it is true, and ^igainst their

deliberate judgment, but in recognition of the fact that three-

quarters of the Irish people think that they would rather be badly

governed by themselves that well governed by Great Britain.

liiqMjrial Defence? There is no difference on that head between

the two parties in the Coalition, but there is the gravest difference

between them and Labour and*between them and most of. the

Independent Liberals.^ Fiducation, again, used to be an acid

test between Liberals and Unionists. But now most sensible

people have progressed beyond the stage when they could be

lashed into simulated fury over “right of entry” or the prepos-

terous cry of “Boine on thq Rates.” The greatest Fjducation Bill

of recent times has been passed without the religious question

being raised at all. Nor need the Constitutional Question prove

a serious obstacle. Tlie day of the House of Ijords is over. But

the great majority of Coalition Liberals believe just as strongly

as their Conservative colleagues that a Second Chamber is a

necessary part of the British Constitution. Thus, whenever the

House of Lords question is raised again, it can only be raised as

a Second Chamber question, the necessity for which is common
ground to both sections.

The more, therefore, the supposed obstacles to union are tested,

the less fonnidable they appear. But this is only the negative

side of the argument. The positive side is vastly stronger. The
clamant necessity for a strong, solid Centre or Conservative Party
must be felt by every citizen with a sense of responability. The
whole of Europe is a shaking quagmire. All the countries bor-

dering on the Russian morass are trembling for their new-found

(1) It is one of tho ironies of the situation that the old Liberal Imperialist
Olii-'fs should bo left in command of tho Liberal remnants which were most
opposed to Liberal Imperialism, while tho Frimo Minisfer, who began as a Little
Englander and was always most reluctant to spend money on Imperial Defence,
is now the leader of the Liberal Imperialists. The Liberal Imperialists, with few
exertions, belong to the Coalition; the rank and file unofficial Liberals are as
little fit to be trusted with Imperial Defence as is the Labow Party. With
both it is an obsession to trust blindfold to the League of Nations—a rickety
prop—nndto reduce the Service Estimates irrespective of imperial responsibility
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despaxring will sink lower deplhs of despair/ (The United Btates,

which was expected to assist in helping the world to its feet,

shrinks back into its old isolation. HoW is Britain to stand fast if

she is rent by domestic disunion, or is being turned upside down by

a Labour Government striving to fulfil the revolutionary promises

on which it has climbed to power? It is not true to say that the

alternative to a Socialist Government in Great Britain is a

reactionary Government, and it is a malicious falsehood to

describe the present Government as reactionary. Its record, com-

pared with that of any other Government of modern times, has

been wildly Badical. The reactionaries do not count. There are

not more than a handful of Tories, and they dare not express their

real minds in public. The fact is that in these days even a Con-

servative Party must be a Reforming Party or it cannot live, and

its reforming measures must be generously conceived.

It is interesting to recall the declaration of policy which Disraeli

made in addressing the House of Commons for thei first time as

Prime Minister in 1874. He said that tlie domestic, policy of

the new Administration would be “a liberal [)olicy.” Naturally,

the Opposition lauglied, but Disraeli was quick to turn their

merriment to profit. He rej)eated the phrase. “A iihoral policy

—a truly liberal iHilicy—a policy that will not shrink from any

changes which are required by the wants of the age we live in,

hut will never forget that it is our haj>]>y lot to dwell in an ancient

and historic country.” Where is to be found a better d(jscription

than that of true Conservative iiolicy, unless it be in Lord Ran-

dolph Churchill’s great speech at Blackpool in 1884 when he said

that his party’s “only aim should be to increase and secure within

imperishable walls the historic happiness of English homes”?
Labour may say that it has been preaching for years tJic

doctrine that ‘‘the wants of the age” require changes. Yes,

but such changes must be regulated by prudence, and tJie

virtue of prudence is most clearly recognised by interest.

Conservatives need not shrink before the taunt of intei*est.

The defence of vested interests—always presuming they are

honourable interests—is a patriotic duty, and none are more
,

tenacious of their class interests than Trade Unionists. But what
are the supreme vested interests of this ‘‘ancient and liistoric

country”? There is the Crown, which exists only for the good

of the people and the protection of its' liberties, for the welfare

the Empire, and the unity of the British Commonwealth of

Nations. There is the British Empire itself—^tlie grandest heri-

tage which ever descended to a free people, which has been

extended during the war by the valour and devotion of its sons,

I* 2
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but which can only be maintained by continued sacrifice

and by perpetual vigilance. There is Liberty, not in any

narrow sense of the term, but the Liberty \thich is gravely

threatened by recent developments of Trade Unionism, and

especially by the threat of powerful agglomerations of organised

Labour united to put compulsion upon the State. The aujpcnicy

of Labour threatens the whole fabric of the State—constitutional

and industrial. Its creed is a creed of subversion. In so far as

it has a philosophy at all, it profe.sses the destructive philosophy

of Marx', and its most philosophical elements are the most violent

and the most revolutionary. Many people talk of a Labour
Government as though it were an alternative Government, in

much the same way that a Liberal iiB(id to be the alternative to

a Conservative (auvernment. If it were, there would be nothing

so very formid.'ible in th(i prospect. But the creed of Labour is

opposed root and branch to the creed of Conservatism.* The one
is the absolute negation of the other. The fact that the majority

of those who will place power in the hands of the first Labour
Government will not be revolutionaries will not stay the revolu-

tion. It is not the Kerenskys w^ho are to be feared, but those

who come after. Labour has been eagerly teaching the people

how to make the task of carrying on the King’s Government
im^ssible. They will be driven on to extremes, the thought of

which is now repu^ant to, and repudiated by, all the more
moderate elements in their ranks.

There should be no delusions about the political prospects of
the immediate future. All the recent bye-elections have shown a
tremendous landslide towards Labour, which demonstrates the
extreme instability of the new electorate. The mood now seems
to be that Labour should be given a chance to show what it can
do, because the Coalition has not fulfilled its promises, and the
country is dissatisfied with the non-appearance of the millennium.
Yet if the millennium had come it would not have been recog-
nised, and the dissatisfaction would not have been appreciably
less. All parties in turn say that they have confidence in the
ultimate common sense and fairness of the English people. But
it is not very much consolation to Conservatives to know that
when a Labour Government has caused some irreparable damage

our Imperial interests, or destroyed some ancient institution
in a fit of passion, tlie people who returned them to povver will
rend them at the next election. The temper of the country is
certainly not revolutionary. But it is unstable and unreliable;
it cannot be depended upon to keep a steady political course.
Conservatism cannot hope to outbid Labour. At that game it is

bound to lose every 'time. On the other hand, if it resists—as
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it is too often inclined to do—the reform even of glaring abuses,

because it is afraid that the abuses cannot be cut away without

damage to the Structure to which they cling, Conservatism will

make no appeal to the great bulk of the electorate. Till the

world setiles down again after its stupendous upheaval Con-

servatism will be fighting a losing battle; its drfeats will be

many; its successes few. Nevertheless, the natural instinct of

the, English people is Conservative, individualistic and intensely

patriotic, and it will take a long time to breed British insularity

out of our bcfties. Long-liaiied cosmopolitanism is repugnant, if

not to British ideas, at any rate to British prejudice ; and when
the Socialistic theory-mongers have half ruined British industry,

there will be a great clamour to be let alone.

The most urgent need is a spetidy return to the old two-party

system. But that is only possible by the fusion of the great

mass of Liberals and Conservatives into one party. The extreme

Conservative Kight, the remnants of Toryism, have nowhere to

go if they quit the main body. Therefore, they will stay. The
lladical element of Liberalism, which has more sympathy with

Labour than with the Liberal Centre, will break away and join

the Labour Party, which itself is a mass of discordant elements

and warring sections. So long as the Coalition is in power the

disintegrating tendencies will probably remain in the ascendant.

Independent Liberalism will cling to its vain hopes till it has bad

further humbling, experiences at the polls; then, if a Labour

Goverilment is returned to power, its first Budget is likely to have

a v^ persuasive influence upon Liberal opinion towards Con-

servatism. The mercantile element in Liberalism has always been

its strongest support, and it has always been soundly individualistic

at heart. A large part of the Eadical lawyer contingent may
withdraw towards Labour, because Labour will have plenty of

patronage to bestow; but commercial Liberalism—threatened

with nationalisation and its attendant bureaucracy—will gravitate

towards its old opponents. But if Liberals and Conservatives were

wise they would not wait for the triumph of Labour before they

joined forces; rather, they would hasten to come to terms,

sinWng personal differences and antagonisms in face of the cer-

tain defeat which otherwise awaits them from their exultant

adversary. Others may discuss this matter in terms of ideals.

Terms of interest less vague are more easily understood, and they

also in closer correspondence with facts.

4#- J. B. Firth.
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Every war teaches its own lessons, and the main deduction which

has been drawn by some highly qualified observers from ^he
recent ^.niggle by sea is that the battleship is doomed owing to

the develfjpinent of the submarine on the one* hand and of

aircraft on the other. Surface craft, it is claimed, have been

rendered obsolete, and it would be to waste money either to

retain in commission, at heavy expense, those which have been

bnilt or to continue to construct such vessels. While we have

our own prophets on this side of the Atlantic of the doom of

the battlesliip, an officer of the United States Navy has gone

further than to pronounce sentence and has delivered a considered

and reasoned indgmeiit. llear-Admiral W. F. Fullam has

claimed that “there are five different methods of attack that

involve the possible destruction of the immense and costly ships

that are now regarded as the measure of sea-power.** The
methods of attack which are, in his opinion, to drive the present

tyjxjs of surface ships from the seas are : (1) the plunging fire of

modern guns at extreme ranges of 16,000 yards and above;

(2) attack by bombing from aircraft; (3) submarine mines;

(4) torpedoes fired from destroyers ; {C)) torpedoes fired from aero-

planes.

If this formidable indictment against the familiar types of

service men-of-war w^ere supported by irrefutable evidence, all the

existing fleets of the world might as well be sunk as a measure

of wisdom and economy, for the maintenance of these ships repre-

sents heavy annual charges on national funds. The scuttling of

the condemned ships under the White Ensign would mean the

destruction of war material which has cost this country from

to £300,000,000. When the melancholy ceremony
had been carried out, presumably in the Atlantic, the taxpayers

would have to resign themselves to the building of another fleet

{n*presenting new, unproved, and fantastic ideas), which would

o-st at least as much money, unless British maritime interests

w ere to go unprotected and tlie British Isles and the other parts

of the British Empire were to be left “without defence against

invasion. For in the absence of defence by sea, whether by sub-

mersible craft or surface vessels, security against invasion of the

British Empire, widely distributed over the oceans of the world,

cannot be provided. An army is not, and never can be, effective
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against the invader who comes by sea. That is an old truth,

which the great Elizabethans established for all time. Sir Walter

Baleigh, in hifi History of the Worlds made the great avowal,

which is this country’s “sure shield,” and the vindication of the

course of policy which it has pursued since the Spanish Armada
was defeated. •

" I say that an army to be transported over sea, and to be landed again

in* an enemy’s country, and the place left to the choice of the invader,

cannot be resisted on the coast of England, without a fleet po impeach
it; no, nor cti the coast of France, or any other country; except every

creek, port, or sandy bey, had a powerful army, in each of them, to make
fjpposition.”

“
. . . For there is no man so ignorant, that ships without putting themselves

out of breath, will easily outrun the soldiers that coast them. * Les armdes

lie volent point en poste;’
—

‘ Armies neither flye, nor run post,* saith a

Marshal of France. And I know it to be true, that a fleet of ships may be

seen at sunset, and after it at the Lizard, yet by the next morning they

may recover Portland, whereas an army on foot shall not be able to marcli

it in six days. Again, when those troops, lodged on the sea-shore, shall be

forced to run from place to place in vain, after a fleet of ships, they will

at length sit down in the midway, and leave all at adventun,'.”

Every dovelopment of physical science since Raleigh wrote

those words has emphasised their truth ; the steam engine and

the long-range gun—the latter capable of firing a shot weighing

over 2,000 lb. from Calais to Dover—have underlined the i>rin-

ciple. An army, with all its encumbering paraphernalia, can

move no more swiftly now than then ; but, on the other hand,

speed at sea has been multiplied four, five or six times, and the

movement of ships is no longer at the mercy of changing winds.

Seeing that we, as islanders, are so dependent upon sea-power,

we shall do w'ell carefully to examine the lessons of the war

before wc consent to sink the existing British Fleet. It is not

the first time that the battleship has been condemned. As long

ago as 1880 Lord George Hamilton, then First Lord of the

Admiralty, confessed, in introducing the Naval Defence Act, that

he had hoped some two years before that the Nile and Trafalgar

would be the last battleships to be built in this country. It then

appeared, he added, as if there was to be a general cessation of

armour-clad building, and that for reasons not far to seek

—

torpedo-boats had come into use, and naval officers were inclined

greatly to exaggerate the effect of the change. The result was
that the second European naval Power—France—practically sus-

pended her armour-clad building; and other nations followed her

example; “but, since then, owing in part to the development

in quick-firing.guns, and partly to the invention of new explosives,

a great impetus has been given to battleship building.” The
construction of battleships for the British NaVy was consequently
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resumed. During later yearsi the argument between the advo-'

cates of the gun ship and the apostles of the cheap and quiddy-

oonstructed torpedo vessel continued without abatement ; but the

advantage lay with the former, with the result that more and
more of the nation’s capital was invested in battleships and large

cruisers, and k; response to the inexorable demand for heavier

armament and higher speed, the displacements increased from

year to year. The Trafalgar^ to which Lord George Hamilton
referred, displaced 11,940 tons, and the cost was ^19,192 ; on the

eve of the war, the newest battleship was the Queefi Elizabeth,

which displaced 27,500 tons, and cost upwards of £2,500,000.

The menace of the torpedo, though it reacted on naval design,

and the pleas of those naval officers and others who urged the

folly of putting “too' many eggs in one basket,” were ignored, in

deference to the weight of instructed naval opinion. And thus
it happened that, in spite of the tentative decision reached by
the Admiralty in 1887, in spite also of the remarkable develop-

ment which the torpedo underw'ent, and in spite, furthermore,

of the appearance of the submarine and the rapid progress in its

design, w'e possessed on the outbreak of war in 1914 the incom-
parable Grand Fleet.

It might he assumed from much which has been written since

th4i signing of the Arnitsticc that the war had been won by sub-
marines and aircraft. In that event victory would have gone
not to the Allies, but to the Central Powers. What did happen?
The latter abandoned the use of the seas completely so far as
merchant ships were concerned, and almost completely in the
matter of mcn-of-war travelling on the surface. On the other
hand, the Allies could not have continued to exist unless they
had been able to draw reinforcing strength from the seas. The
Allies, in other words, had to use their mercantile marine resources
to the Utmost, ex^wsing to attack by enemy submarine and air-

craft from 15,000 to 16,000 merchant ships.
‘

It would be difficult

to form even a rough estimate, of the number of times these
vessels entered and left the danger zone in the course of their
voyages over a period of upwards of four 3^ear8 ; but it is apparent
that the enemy had ample opj^rtunities of proving the value of
both the submarine and aircraft. In order to protect this enor-
mous volume of traffic, the Allied navies—and particularly the
British Navy-~had to maintain an efficient watch and ward,
cruising both in the war zone and beyond the limits of the war
zone, for it should be recalled that German submarines operated
off the Atlantic coast of the American continent.

It is an historical fact that, although the Central Powers pre-
sented no targets for attack by the Allies, and the Allies were
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compelled to offer hundredEi of thousands of targets to the Central

Powers, well equipped with submarines and aircraft, it was the

Allies who won? Over a period of many months, the Germans
believed that with the aid of their subpiarines they would force

the Allies to sue for peace. They attached no importance to air-

craft gs weapons of destruction, but relied exclufiively on the

submarine. If it be suggested that they failed to make efficient

use^of their air power in fighting the Allies’ sea power, it may be

replied that in the opening months of the war they tested aero-

planes and airships. Not a single British warship was destroyed

either hy airship or aeroplane in the course of the long war,

although it might have been supposed that the North Sea pro-

vided an ideal area for their use. Aircraft similarly failed in

attacking merchant vessels, though in the early months of the

struggle the former were without an apology of defence.

The submarine, on the other hand, proved for a time, but only

for a time, an effective \vea|)on against merchant ships, once the

Germans had abandoned all regard for international law and the

dictates of humanity. But it was only against merchant vessels

that the submarine was effective, even for a time. Throughout

the course of the war, extending over a period of more than four

and a half years, no battleship, battle-cruiser, or cruiser of the

Grand Fleet, each presenting a large target, was destroyed by

the enemy as a result of submarine attack. The significance of

that failure can only be adequately appreciated if the activities

of these vessels in the North Sea, and even in the Bight of

Heligoland (in close proximity to Germany’s naval bases) be

borne in mind. British seamanship and the high speed of the

ships defeated the enemy. And what is the record of the sub-

marine war on commerce? At first it api>cared as though it might

succeed, for it was a departure which took not only British sea-

men, but all the seamen of the world, by surprise. No provision

had been made by either the British, French, Italian, American,

Japanese or other naval authorities for countering the submarine

employed as the Germans employed it. Lord Jellicoe in the

emergency was recalled from the Grand Fleet, and, on becoming

First Sea Lord, this officer, in aesociation with Vice-Admiral Sir

Alexander Duff and other experienced seamen whom he brought

with from the North, devoted himself to the problem of

countering the German submarine. The extent to which the

submarine was mastered is partially revealed in the figures of the

' sinkings of merchant tonnage. In April, 1917, 516,000 tons of

British shipping were destroyed, and in October, 1918, the sink-

ings had fallen to 54,577 tons. That is one side of the account.

Captain E. E. G. E. Evans, in his recent book, Keeping the
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Sdosi gives a little table showing t^e other sido~4be steady jtto-

gress whkih was made in sinking submarines

Year.

Aver4[e number ol

Bubmarines sunk.

1914 ... 1 per month.

1915 ... 1.6

1916 ..* ... ... 2 •

1917 ... 6.^

1918 ... •

It may be said that these figures merely show how effective .

were the operations of small craft in hunting the sut^marines and

destroying them. It may also be urged that the results were

mainly due to the introduction of the convoy system. “ An officer

of high rank on the active list of the U.S. Navy,” signing himself

“Glaucus,” writing in the New York Herald U.S. Merchant

Maiine Supplement of November 12th last, has declared that

‘‘England finally held starvation at arm’s length by a method

long understood, but the Admiralty was very loathe to use this

method, and it was not until American counsel was added upon

our joining the war that the Admiralty at last agreed to throw

overboard the patrol system and adopt the convoy system.” There

is not a statement in that tong sentence which is not inaccurate.

The implication that the convoy system was the one and only

source of the defeat of Germany’s submarines rests on no founda-

tion. Convoys were introduced by the Admiralty in February,

1917, and it was the entrance of the United States Navy into

the war in the following summer which enabled the system to

be further developed. Secondly, the patrol system was not

‘‘thrown overboard,” but, after the convoys were running, was

still further developed
;
at the time of the Armistice the British

Navy had 3,700 patrol vessels engaged in hunting down sub-

marines. The convoy system and the activities of the patrol

assisted in defeating the submarine campaign. The Northern and

Southern barrages in the North Sea also contributed powerfully

to that end. The Straits of Dover, as Admiral Sir Beginald Bacon

has explained,^ were finally closed by mines by the end. of 1917,

as soon as suitable mines were available. The Northern Barrage,

which required 70,000 mines, could not be begun until July 8th,

1918 ; by July 29th a complete barrier had been created from the

Norwegian to the Scottish coasts, but this great war plan, in

which the British and American Navies co-operated, had not been

carried to completion before the Armistice' was concluded. These

two barrages not only destroyed many submarines, but they exer-

cised a powerful deterrent influence on the enemy; under the

menace of one of the most awful deaths the system of voluntarily

(1) The Dover Pairolt 191S-~17 (Hutohiiuon).



recraitiiig in Germany for i^e U-bpats broke down, and at last

the oompolsory meMures adopted for manning the submennble

craft hastened* the mutiny
: which finally broke up the German

Navy. ..

' '

Admiral William Sims has given an interesting explanation of

the d^eat of the enemy’s submarine campaign, tracing it to the

superior strength in surface ships which this country supported.^

hals laid bare a secret which has gone hitherto largely unrecog^

nised, and hence the false deductions which have been drawn from

the naval In the first place, he has reminded us*:—

-

" All tlie time that we were aceking for a Bolution of the submarino
problem, we really had that solution in our hands. The seas presented

Wo impressive spectacles in those terrible months o( April, May and June,

1917.

“One was the comparative ease with which the German submarines were
sinking merchant vessels ; the other was thedr failure materially to weaken the

Allied Fleets.

“If wo wish a counter picture to that presented by the Irish Sea and
the English Channel, where merchant shipping was constantly going down,
we should look to the North Sea, where the British Grand Fleet, absolutely

intact, was defiantly riding the waves.
“ The uninformed public explained this apparent security in a way of

its own; it believed thai the British dreadnoughts wore anchored behind

booms, nets and minefields, through which the submarines could not pene-

trate.

“Yet the fact of the matter was that the Grand Fleet was frequently

cruising in the open sea, in the waters which were known to be most in-

fested with submarines.

“The Gennan submarines had been atiompting to destroy this fleet for

two and one half years. It had been the German plan to weaken this

great battle force by * attrition,’ that is, to sink enough battleships to make

possible a general engagement with some chance of success; yet the sub-

marines had not destroyed a single dreadnought.
“ In this situation, merchant sliips constantly being torpedoed and battle-

ships constantly repelling such attacks, there was certainly much food for

thought."

As Admiral Sims has also remarked :

—

“There was no mystery about the immunity which these great fighting

vessels enjoyed, for the submarine problem so far as it affected the battle

fleet had edready been solved.

“ The explanation was that whenever the dreadnoughts put to sea they

were preceded by a screen of cruisers and destroyers. These surface craft

apparently served as a kind of impenetrable wall, against which the German

Tl-boats were beating themselves unavailingly.

“ To the casual observer, however, there seemed to bo no reason why the

destroyera should have any particular terror for submarines. Externally

they are the leaat impressive war vessels afloat.

"Sailing ahead of the battle squadrons, the destroyers were little, un-

graceful objects upon the surface of the water; they suggested fragility

(1) Ptar«m*s Magaainet November, 1018.
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falim thw strength, and the idea that th^
batt^f^ b^nd them at first seemed ahabat grotesque.

Yet these little vessels really possessed lk>wer g£ overcoDd^ the

Bul^arine. tThe war had not progressed liar when it became apparent

U-boat could not linger anywhere near this speedy little siirfSoe vessel

Without running serious risk of destruction.

*' Events soon demonstrated that, in all open engagements betiweas Sub-

marine and destroyer, the submarine stood very little shsnce. The reason

for this was simply that the submarine had no weapon with which it ooiidd

successfully resist the attack of the destroyer, whereas the destroys had

several with which it could attack tiie submarine.

“ The advantage which really makes the destroyer so dangemus . . . is ita

excessive speed. On the surface the U-boa^ makes little more than fifteen

miles an hour, and tinder the surface it makes little more than seven or

eight.

“ If the destroyer once discovered its presence, therefore, it could reach

its prey in on incredibly short time.
" It could attack with gun, and, if conditions were favourable, it could

ram—and a destroyer going at thirty or forty miles could out a submarine

nt^arly in two with its strong, razor-like bow.
“ In the early days of the war, these were the main methods of attack,

but by the time I had reached London another and much more frightful

weapon had been devised.
*' This was the depth charge, a large can containing about three hundred

pounds of T.N.T., which, exploding anywhere within one hundred feet of the

submarine, either destroyed or so injured it that it usually had to come
to the surface and surrender.

Tlie depth charge looked like the innocent domestic ash can, and
that was the name by which it became popularly known. Each destroyer

eventually carried twenty or tliirty at the stem; a mere pull on a lever

would make one drop i.uto the water.

“Many destroyers also carried strange looking howitzers, made in the

shape of a Y, from which two ash caiws could be hurled fifty yards or more
from each side of the vessel.

“Tlic explosion when it ensued within tlio one hundred feet I have men-
tioned as usually fatal t/^ the submarine would drive the plates inward,

sometimes making a leak so large that the vessel would sink almost
instantaneously.

“At a somewhat greater distance it sometimes causes a leak of such serious

proportions that the submarine would bo forced to blow her ballast tanks,

come to the surface, and surrender.**

The methods adopted for protecting the Grand Fleet from sub-

marine attack proved to be effective when applied to merchant
'ships ; the one success was deduced from the other.

Let the fullest tribute be paid to the officers and men who
carried out convoy duties; let a full measure of praise for their
resource and tenacity be accorded to the officers and men of the
patrol service

; let due credit be giv^ to those who planned and
laid the great mine barrages ; but, when all is said, the ultimate
credit for the defeat of the enemy lay not with these, but' with
the Ghrand Fleet, consisting of battleships, battle-cruisers, light

cruisers, destroyers, and other surface craft; Every defensive
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^'OCly tl^o fsot that the battleships kept the'Oenaaii fleet at bay mai^e itc

possibly for tiie destroyers and other surface craft to do theii; beneficent work.
In an open sea battle the surface ships would have disposed of tbeidennan
flMti but let us suppose for a moment that an earthquake or scone othw great

natural disturbance bad engulfed the British fleet at Soapa Flow. The world
would then have been at Germany's mercy, and all the destroyers the Allies

could have put upon the seas would have availed them nothing, for the
Germim batUeships and battle.ciiiisers could have sunk them or driven thiw
into their ports.

*'Then Allied (sommerce would have been the prey not only of the sub-

marines, which could have operated with the utmost freedom, but of the

German surface craft as well. In a few weeks the British food supplies

would have been exhausted. There would have been an early end to the

soldiers’ ammunition, which Britain was csonstantly sending to France. The
United States could liave sent no forces to the Western front, and the result

would have been the surrender which the Allies thomsclves, in the spring

of 1917, regarded as not a remote possibility.”

The naval war was w n by the gunned, armoured and swift

surface vessels of the British Fleet, whether battleships, battle-

cruisers, or light cruisers; and everything else, destroyers, sub-

marines, and aircraft, were extensions of the power which resided

in those large ships.

At a moment when the cry was being raised that the future

lay with submarines and aircraft, Admiral of the Fleet Lord
Jellicoe was being dispatched by the Admiralty, the repository of

all the lessons of the war, on a mission to the Oversea Dominions
to lay the foundations of a policy of Imperial naval defence. What
conferences took place between him and the Sea Lords before

he sailed were, of course, conhdential ; but there is no doubt what
Lord Jellicoe’ s opinion is as to this controversy or as to the

policy which the Dominions should adopt. Wlien visiting Aus-

tralia and New Zealand, he urged that those Dominions should

co-operate with the Motlier Country in the provision and main-

tenance of a Pacific Fleet. Lord Jellicoe, while not ignoring

either submarines or aircraft, has suggested that eight battle-

ships of modern Dreadnought type, eight battle-cruisers also of

modern type, ten light cruisers, forty modern destroyers, two
flotilla leaders, and two depot ships for destroyers should be pro-

vided.^ Lord Jellicoe’s opinion on the future of our naval power
. must carry great weight, since he was not only Commander-in-
Chief of the Grand Fleet during the most critical period of the

war, but as First Sea Lord put into operation the methods which

eventually led to the enemy’s submarine campaign being

(1) Sydney Corzefipondent’to the Tmee, t>ecember 12, 1919*
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decisively defeated; no fewer than 203 of these craft were

destroyed from first to last. Lord Jelliooe passed from New
Zealand to Canada, and at Montreal, in an addrets to the Cansr

dian Club, he dealt sjiecifically with the question—Is the battle-

ship doomed?

“I would utter /jno word of caution,*’ he said, “against tho school—two or

three schools, rather loud spoken schools, that are so sure that these two
weapons (aircraft and subKiariue) are going to knock out the navies alto-

gether. I liavc met air-enthusiasts who sajr that nothing Mill live on the
seas, not oven submarines under the seas, when the aircraft of the future
attacks them. I have met submarine officers w’ho say thalP nothing that
floats on tho s<‘a M’ill ever withstand ilio attacks of the submarine of the
future.

"Now, gentlemen, I liave every respect for the enthusiasm of any par-
ticular arm, but 1 do not think that the time has yet come w'hen the surface
ship is knocked out. It is a very tempting thing for people who handle the
public purse to say, * X. says the aircraft will knock out navies,' or ‘ Y. says
that tho submarine will knock out navies; don’t let us spend any more on a
navy.’

”

Lord Jellicoii went on to describe the operations of the Grand
1 leet in face of all the submarines and airciiift which the enemy
could muster, and said something of the work of the Tenth Cruiser
Squadron in intercepting enemy trade to the far north. He paid
ttibule to the splendid activities of the Auxiliary Patrol and to
the fine courage exhibited by merchant seamen ; and then he
reminded liis hearers that “at the top of the whole organisation
lay the Grand Fleet,” which “was tho pivot of the whole of the
Allied tiaval oirerations.” In the light of Lord Jellicoe’s recom-
mendations as to the constitution of a new Pacific Fleet, and
of his remarks later on at Montreal, no doubt exists as to the
views of this officer, with unrivalled knowledge and experience
as seaman and as administrator.

What is the Admiralty’s view as to the future of the battle-

ir u
war successive Boards

which embraced the best seamen of the Navy continued to build
battleships and cruisers, in spite of the arguments against “put-
ting too many eggs in one basket ” and the claims advanced by
torpedo enthusiasts. It is well that they did so, for otherwise
the war would have been lost by the Allies. Eawjh battleship and
ennser as it was laid down represented an improvement on its
predw^rs; the displacement of the former advanced from
11,(H O tons to 27,500 tons represented in the battleships of the^wn Elizabeth class which were passing to sea when the warb^e out, and from 7.000 tons to 28,600 tons, the displacement
of the battle-cruiser Tiger. Lord Fidier, as First See Lord, was
responsible for the final leaps in displacement.
Later developments are particularly interesting. At th& end
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of 19'16 the battle of the Falkland Islands fully conhrmed the

wisdom of the conception of tile battle-cruiser, and underlined the

lessons drawn fsom the actions in Heligoland Bight and off the

Dogger Bank. On May 31st, 1916, the Battle of Jutland was
fought ; Sir David Beatty again used his battle-cruisers with fine

courage and tenaci^, and then the battle fleet under Lord Jellicoe

came on the scene, and, under a devastating fire delivered as the

evening was drawing on, the enemy turned for his home ports.

Th(f action was decisive, for the Germans, in Kpite of all their

submarines, airships and aeroplanes, refused subsequently to face

the Grand Fleet.

It became the duty of the Board of Admiralty, with Admiral

of the Fleet Sir Henry Jackson as First Sea Lord, to deduce

the apjU'opriate lessons from the reports of the senior officers of

the Grand Fleet. Did they decide that the battleship was
doomed? Did they conclude that the day of the battle-

cruiser was over? On the contrary, they came to the con*-

elusion that the battleship was the vital factor for obtaining

command of the sea, and that the battle-cniiser was an essential

complementary agent. A design w-as eventually prepared by Sir

Eustace Tennyson D’Eynconrt, the Director of Naval Construc-

tion, embodying in one hull the characteristic features of the

battleship and the battle-cruiser. Provision was made to carry a

greater weight of armour than that of any vessel previously built,

protection ,being afforded to the deck and gun jwsitions against

plunging fire ; arrangements w^ere made for a more complete sub-

division of the hull, and “blisters” or “bulges” were to be fitted,

experience having shown that no ship having this ingenious

invention of the Director of Naval Construction w'ould sink

under the blow of a torpedo ; measures were taken to protect

the deck from bombs or torpedoes discharged by aircraft.

The Hood also carries anti-aircraft guns. The design embraced

the same main armament as was mounted in the battleship

Queen Elizabeth—eight 15-in. guns—but the speed was increased

from 25 to 31 knots. Instructions were given for four of these

ships to be laid down in the autumn of 1916, but only one had

been launched by the time the Armistice was signed. So three

of the vessels were abandoned for reasons of economy and have

been broken up, and H.M.S. Hood, which is now about to serve

as the flagship of Vice-Admiral Sir Eoger Keyes, commanding the

Battle-cruiser Squadron of the Atlantic Fleet, survives as the

only representative of this new type. The Hood, owing to the

combination of qualities which she possesses, is the largest man-
of-war ever built, and she has also been the most costly, the

expenditure upon her having been ^96,035 ,000. Is the Hood a
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battleship or is slie a battle-cruiserV She is both, and, if she ia

not unsinkable, it is at least oerteSn that she would survive the

explosion of a torpedo.

It may be suggested that the Board of Admiralty in laying

down H.M.S. Hood and the three sister ships were reflecting the

conservative ,tendencies of senior ofi&cers wedded to the ^cepted

formula of naval power. That explanation is, however, exposed

if we glance further afield to ascertain what is being done by

other l^ovvers. There are only two other navies of first-class

importance now that the fleets of Germany, Austria-Hungary

and Itussia have ceased to exist, while the development of the

French and Italinn navies has been arrested for five years. What
is Japan doing? TJie Japanese Navy Department has in course

of construction two battleships of 32,000 tons, and is preparing

to lay d(jwn two battle-cruisers, larger and more jwwerfully

armed than any hitherto constructed. But for the most remark-

able evidence that the battleship is not doomed we must look

to the United States. ^J’he American naval authorities shared

to the full all the secrets of the Allied naval Powers, and, possess-

ing ample financial and industrial resources, they are in the

twsition to translate into ships the well-considered lessons of the

naval war. Since the Hood and her sisters were begun in this

country, the Americans liave made great headway in strengthening

their fleet in battleships and battle-cruisers. The latest report

of Boar-Admiral B. H. GritFen, Chief of the Bureau of Engineer-

ing, reveals that the following vessels are now under construction

in the United States :

—

Battleships 10
Battle-cruisers 6
Scout cruisers 10
Fuel ships 3
Gunboats 2
Ammunition ships 2
ilcpair ships 1
Hospital ships 1

Destroyers 166
Mine sweepers r.

.

9
Tugs, sea-going ... 18

Tugs, harbour »..> 96
Oil barges 8
Submarines 65

Patrol boats, Eagles 46

Neither Great Britain, Germany, nor any other country has
ever ha<l under simultaneous construction so large a number of
a.nnoured ships as the United States has in hand at present ; and^
within the past few w^eeks the General Navy Board has recom-
mended Congress to aijthorise the laying down of two more
battleships as w^ell as an additional battle-cruiser. ^Nothing has
been revealed as to the size, armament, and speed of these three
vessels, but presumably in every respect they will mark an
advance on recent designs. The latest battleships to be laid down
in the United States will displace 48,200 tons, will mount twelve
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U6*ln. gqns as their iiyiiii armament, will be pierced for two
21rin. torpedo tubes, and wifi have a speed of 23 knots. It has

been jsemi*<>ffi<siigly announced that their armament protection

and under-water protection against torpedo attack will be un-

usually complete and will include features which the experience

of the^war has shown to be of the most vital importance. They
are also being equipped for meeting attacks by aircraft. As
originally designed, the six battle-cruisers vrere each to displace

38,400 tons, and the designs provide for a speed of 35 knots.

Since Mr. Josephus Daniels, Secretary of the United States Navy,
visited Europe last year, in company with his principal technical

advisers, it has been decided to re-design these battle-cruisers,

and it would not • be surprising if the ships closely resemble

H.M.S. Hood. The cost of each of these units will range from
dG8,000,000 to ^610,000,000. With these sixteen large capital

ships already authorised, if not in all cases actually laid down,
the Navy General Board, as has been stated, urges that three

more, larger and more costly, shall be begun. In the light of the

constructive policy which is being pursued in the United States,

as well as in Japan, it is apparent that the naval authorities of

neither country are prepared to admit that the battleship is

doomed.

The attitude which the present Board of Admiralty is adopting

towards this problem was revealed by Mr. Walter Long in the

House of Commons on December dOth last. A new body of Sea

Lords has recently taken office, with Admiral of the Fleet Earl

Beatty at their head.

“We see it stated sometimes, on the authority of great and famous men,

that the day of the capital ship is over and that it is to be destroyed. If I

stand hqre and say 1 do not accept that view and am not prepared on behalf

of the Board of Admiralty to adopt it, I shall be told by the superior critics

that it is because i am a stupid old fogey who cannot think of anything new,

and who lives entirely in the past. I do not mind if that criticism is made,

because I am in remarkably good company. As it happens, the present naval

members of the Board of Admiralty have the immense advantage, amongst

good qualities, of youth. They are singularly young men for the offices

in which they to-day find themselves, and it is really not a very sensible

thing to say that these men, full of knowledge, full of experience, gained in

the naval ..battles of the war, and keeping themselves fully informed by the

constant study of these questions, are not ready to conceive new ideas.,**

Mr. Jjong protested that the Board of Admiralty was not blind

to the **immense possibilities of the future.” The naval authori-

ties were carefully investigating all the problems created

by the development of the submarine, the airship, and the

aeroplane. “The Admiralty, through the scientific depart-

ments, are working regularly and incessantly,” he added, “on
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these scientific developments, and they believe that in these are

to he found more probably the solution of the difficulties than

in the abandonment of the great ship which his told, and will

tell again, when it comes to a great conflict, and when weight of

metal is essential in order to secure the balance of victory.”

It is interesting to recall that, exactly ten years ago, Admiral

Sir Reginald Bacvon, tl\e first Inspecting Captain of Submarines,

in an address before the Institution of Naval Architects, foretold

the building of a ship of as great displacement as H.M.S. Hood.

“Constnictionally 4ihere seems no doubt,” he saW, “that the

larger the ship the more likely she is to survive the blow of a

torpedo,” and he went on to aver that “we still had plenty of

places where we could berth ships 100 per cent, larger than the

Dreadnought and without any real inconvenience.” He thus

envisaged a ship of 40,000 tons displacement ; the Hood displaces

41,400 tons. In summing up, Sir Reginald Bacon said :

—

“All considerations of offence and defence point to increase in size of

battleships as modern gun construction advances. But since the modern
battleship no longer holds the supreme position which in the old days made
the battleship the sole ultimate arbiter of sea power, it is improbable that, as

the torpedo improves, battleships, unable to defend themselves against any

form of torpedo craft, will be built merely to fight battlesliips. The functions

of the large cruiser will therefore be assumed by the battleship, high speed

will become more and more necessary, and armour protection will be less

accentuated than at present.’^ The linlc between the ocean-going destroyer

and the battleship will become closer; raid we may reasonably expect that the
huge monsters of the future will always be accompanied by torpedo craft of

high seiugoing speed as defensive and offensive satellites.

“The battleship as now known will probably develop from a single ship
into a battle unit, consisting of a large armoured oruisor, with attendant
torpedo craft. Line of battle, as we now know it, will bo radically modified,
and the fleet action of the future will, in course of time, develop into an
aggregation of duels between opposing battle units. The tactics of such units
open up a vista of most exhilarating speculation, and will afford to the naval
officer of tlie future a scope for his tactical skill never dreamed of by us or
our predecessors. The whole future is pregnant with radical obliteration of
our present notions as regards tactics, but we may confidently prophesy that
size of ships and power of gun will increase and increase until war, the great
arbiter among theories, will confirm or reconstitute our opinions regarding
naval armaments."

The greatest naval war of all time has since been fought. In
the knowledge of the characteristics of H.M.S. Hood, and ^
the great capital ships which are being constructed in the United
States and .Tapan, we can appreciate the accuracy with which
Admiral Bacon foretold the oc^rse of naval construction. Ships
even larger than those he suggested, to the amazement of his
hearers, are now being built on both sides of the Atlantic. In

(1) Di this respect, H.M.S. Hood and the American and Japanese ships belie
Admiral Bacon’s prophecy.
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this country naval construction has for the time been arrested

mainly by economic pressurei on the one hand, and, on the other,

by the obliteration of the naval power of <7ermany, Austria-

Hungary and Bussia. The Board of Admiralty is content to

study afresh all the data which the war has provided and to pre-

pare fi^ns for the future development of the fleet vy:ith deliberate

care and with full appreciation of the probable future of the

subjnarine, the airship, and the aeroplane. This country, possess-

ing a fleet never more supreme than to-day, can afford to watch

and wait. But the statements of the First Lord, the opinions of

Lord Jellicoe, and the activities of the United, States and Japan

supply ample evidence that the great capital ship is not dead.

The other day ‘it was reported that the world was spi^dily

coming to an end—the date was mentioned—and a good many
people believed the prophecy, just as they are willing to find

justification for killing the great capital ship in fantastic state-

ments as to the coming apotheosis of the submarine and the

influence which aircraft dropping torpedoes will have on naval

warfare. Experience has, however, shown, first, that the sub-

marine was formidable mainly because it was new, and, secondly,

that there is nothing more difficult than for an aeroplane or air-

ship to hit either a ship of war or a ship of commerce when
steaming at a moderate speed and following a zig-zag course.

Moreover, the man-of-war will not be without anti-aircraft guns.

If the confident assertions of “futurist** enthusiasts rested on
sure foundations, the fate of our mercantile marine, apart alto-

gether from our war navy, would be sealed from the day war
opened, and we should be condemned to starvation, for under no
practicable scheme could this country be fed either by submersible

craft or aircraft.

There is no finality in naval design, because physical science

never stands still, but is always advancing from one triumph to

another; but at a moment when H.M.S. Hood is passing into

active commission this countiy may take some pride in having

provided a vessel which embodies the post-war ideal. The Hood
has the armament of a battleship and the speed of a battle-

cruiser, is practically unsinkable, and carries four anti-aircraft

guns, besides being defended against bombs and aerial torpedoes.

What the future may have in store, who can say? But the prob-

ability is, assuming that the New World has navies, that this

new composite vessel of remarkable powers, on which upwards
8f ,000,000 has been expended, indicates the line upon which
naval constructors, reflecting the considered opinion of the young
and war-tried sea officers of to-day, will continue to work.

Archibald Hurd.
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Would a Kiirvey of the books published in France during the

year 1919 alTord an accurate.idea of the nation’s activity? Gr,

to put the question in another way, would a librarian, shut up

lor a whole year in his library with nothing but his books around

him, be able, without any other contact with the external world,

to form an adequate idea of what is being done and thought in

a great civilised country? The picture, wo imagine, would be
singularly incomplete, especially if the country in question

happened to be Fiance. Everywhere one sees the scars of the

fearful ordeal through which she has passed and traces of the

unimaginable suffering she has been called upon to endure. How
fares it with her at the present hour? Books, indeed, shed a

considerable light on the matter. They are the medium adopted

by all who have a message to impart, be they men of thought

or men of action, or, to state the matter more simply, by all

who have a narrative to unfold, a story to tell, or a testimony

to deliver. Undoubtedly, then, the lx)oks published during the

year do give some idea of recent and current events, and they

prove how profound is the interest which, despite the heavy task

confronting her at home, Franco is taking in the progress of the

world and in those great problems of which the fate of nations

and of humanity at .large demands a prompt solution.

Those w'lio beheld the Russian Revolution and managed to

eBca]>e wuth their lives from the Bolshevist inferno recount their

experiences and tell of the scenes of horror and bloodshed that

were enacted before their eyes. Such books throw fitful and

lurid flashes over the ghastly scene and awaken in the reader’s’

mind feelings of agonised curiosity and stupefied amazement that

such outbursts of madness should still be possible in a world that

prides itself on having reached an advanced stage of civilisation.

Other countries, too w^eak or too weary to intervene, look on

helplessly at the criminal misapplication ^f political principles

and theories that have been refined and tempered by centuries

of inquiry and discussion in the long attempt to bring about the

reign of human liberty. And now they behold the fabric of their

dreams foundering in a welter of the most hideous tyranny and

the basest instincts of the race.

The war of class against class is a dangerous thing. It is no

less baneful than the militarism which incites nation against

nation. Can it be that this age is destined to turn a deaf ear
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to words of peace and love, and that Christ’s divine message

has lost, at all events for the men and women of this generation,

its pure and noble signification? From every war the antagonists

emerge maimed and impoverished, nor is there any quarrel in

the world, be it the most futile or the most grave, which is not

sus^p^ble of settlement by arbitration if it is approached by
both parties to the dispute in a spirit of genuine faith and
goodwill.

Ofhere are hundreds of books published in the course of 1919

which describe the Great War, the suffering it entailed, and the

results that have come of it. A great many of the combatants*

jotted down their impressions during the long years of fighting.

These notes they gathered together and put into shape, and as

we turn the pages of the volumes thus formed we come upon
passage after passage of moving beauty and incomparable

grandeur. Of such books it would be impossible to give a com-
plete list, but we cannot forbear from mentioning the notes that

M. P. A. Muenier, the driver of a motor ambulance, lias collected

and published under the title of lyAngoisse de Verdun. That
epic stniggle, during which the whole of the French Army was
brought up in relays to prevent the Clerman hordes from batter-

ing their way through the gate of Franco, is set out. with

marvellous skill in these arresting pages. At length victory lighted

on the banners of the French, English and American troops, and

the hapless inhabitants of Belgium and France were set free

from the tyranny and the menace that had hung over them for

so long.

Then there came books of another sort : stories of the hostile

occujiation, records of the sufferings of the invaded jieople and of

the atrocities committed by their oppressors, stories of heroism,

and admirable patience. These books will afford much important

material to the future historian, and the readers of them will

be enabled to form an idea of the moral torture endured by

millions of innocent people and to estimate the terrible nature

of the sufferings for which no Peace Treaty could even formulate,

much less exact, adequate compensation.

Then, again, there are the cities which came under fire and

which were destroyed piecemeal, such as Bheims, whose

mutilated cathedral, one of the glories of the world, still rears

aloft its proud towers, blackened and gnawed by the flames, in

undying witness of the vandalism perpetrated by the barbarians

from beyond the Ehine. AH these martyred cities have had their

^ chroniclers, and one of the best of them is M. Henri Malo, who,
r combining the accuracy of the historian with the charm of the

literary artist, has graphically described those never-ending bom-
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bsildmeots which imposed so long and terrible a trial on Dun-
kerque, Ville Herdique,

Next summer will no doubt bring thousands and thousands of
tourists to France—it were perhaps better to say pilgrima for
the tragic grandeur of the ruins and the poignant pathos of the
cemeteries demand a word of deeper import than is connote! by
“tourist." These spectacles of an unmeasured woe will, we hope
inspire them with an indexible resolve to render the recurrence
of meb Wrs for ever impoedble. Through the various stwes
of theii' pilgrimage they could not have a better guide than L
beautiful book by M. Henri Bidou, La Terre Hiraque, which
will prove an indispensable handbook for all who desire to visit
the battlefields.

More ambitious is the task attempt by those writers >who set
out to give a general history of the war. Among the most
successful efforts in this class of work must be mentioned
L Histoire de la Grande Guerre, by M. Victor Giraud, and La
Grande Giiem »ttr le Front Occidental, in which the progress

Western front is set out with remartoble
slull by General P^t. who has recently pubUshed in the Anglo-Ireneh Beuieto articles of the greatest interest regarding themrt
payed by Field-Marshal French during the opening weeks of

airthTAir*’!i''
worthy of record that of

hWK ®"e*8ed in fighting, the

isr "P ^ ^*'® 'Written
nothing for pubhcation concerning the part played by them. TheGermm mditary commanders were the first in the literary fieldand they have presented their cause in their own way, put a
gloss on their defeat, and ascribed the responsibility for it to any
and everyone but themselves. Those who were in supreme com-mand rf the British forces have published lengthy volumes which
nave stirr^ up violent controversies and called forth heated
demals. The generals who bad command of the Canadian,
Australian and other contingents have published narratives of the
rdles which they played and the battles in which they were
engaged. Italians and Americans have followed suit. Neither
Joffre nor P^tain, nor indeed any of the great leaders who com-manded armies, or groups of armies, on the French front or in
the Bast, not even Foch himself, have published a line on what
they ^emselves performed. In deference to the laws of militarydmplme, they have been content to leave to (jthers the ta& of
rntrapretog their actions to the general public. Journalists and
authors have wntten more or less interesting monograriis about
ttem, of whi<* those which M. Bend Puaux and Coumiandant
Grasset have devoted to Foch caH for spedal mention. A work
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of wider scope, which its author, M. Baymond Becouly, has

entitled Foch, le Vainqueur de la Guerre, is not so narrowly con-

fined to the pe^nal side of the great soldier. It would be

impossible to speak of Boch without bringing in Olemenceau, and

'*the Tiger” has also had his biographers. M. Gustave Geffrey

and M. Louis Lumet have produced in collaboration a work

entitled Clemenceau, sa Vie, son QSuvre, which fs remarkably

well written and is, moreover, adorned by numerous excellent

illustrations. The abolition of the censorship has at length made
it possible to publish a obtain number of works which a variety

of reasons rendered it inexpedient or dangerous to bring out

during the war. Two of them deserve special notice. The first

is from the pen of Capitaine Dutil, who gives some remarkably

interesting details concerning the tanks, or chars d*assaut. His

book reveals the all-importint part played by these cuirassds de

terre, or land-ironclads, monsters which that remarkable prophet,

H. G. Wells, imagined years ago and even described in a tale

which is to bo found in one of his volumes of collected stories.

The other work although different in character, is none the less

important
; it at last makes known La Verite sur V Offensive du

16 Avril 1917—the real facts about the offensive of April 16th,

1917. It is from the pen of M. Paul Painleve, formerly War
IMinister and subsequently Premier, to whom, without the

smallest justification, people had freely imputed the responsibility

for the check given to. this sanguinary and costly enterprise.

J-)ocuraents which have now been brought to light prove beyond all

cavil that the great mathematician, in whose hands the direction

of the war then lay, has been the victim of the basest calumnies.

For more than two years he was obliged to hold his peace and

to maintain a silence which the most violent and unjustifiable

attacks could not tempt him to break, and all this time calumny

was busy, stealing in wherever it could find an opening, like a

noisome stream, spreading itself abroad, growing ever more
ample and more foul. In Parliament M. Painleve might have

publicly vindicated himself, and his book, which is based on
irrefutable documents and figures, will enable the reader to judge

the merits of the case. Public men must needs be imbued with

lofty virtues, and I know of no one who was put to a more severe

test than M. Painlev^, considering himself, as he did, bound to

maintain silence and to say nothing in his own defence when a

single word would have scattered the lying rumours concerning

him like chaff before the wind. Now we do him the tardy justice

recognise that it was he who was the first to place the Allied

mrces under a single command. This command he entrusted

to Foch, in whose genius he reposed the fullest confidence. Is
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;

it iwmiseible to hope that^eryone is now clear upon Qwb

We doubt it. Baaile is usually right—“Fling tnud ^awwgVan^

some will always stick.”
. /*, ^

The American participation in the conflict also IHrtliHM^!,Its''

contingent of new books. ISiey are fw l^nhmerous to ,

in detail, and^ what is still more remarkable, they aro aJlj^#^ .,

rate quality. Refeience must be made fitst and fpreiti09t> to

M. Andr^ Tardieu’s UAmirique en Armes. Then l^e wMe xrf

L’Armde Amdricaine dans le Gonflit Europien is recdunte^ by

Lieut.-Colonel De Chambnm and Caplltaine Marancbes. Next

M. Alfred Bourcier gives us a series of impressions in ia Yolume

entitled Dans VAmerique cn Guerre, and, as curiosity was quickly

aroused concerning the Allies whose home lay so many thousand

miles over tlie sea, a host of works of a more general character

were soon placed within reach of the general public. Amongst

them we must mention the excellent Prdcis de VH^toire des

Etats-Unis compiled by M. Henri Hovelaque.

A whole literature has been called into being by the discussion

of the Peace terms. Everyone seems to have had advice to give

on the comprica-ted questions involved, and there have been some

excellent things written on this subject. Whoever has followed

the discussion that has been going on in the Press and in books

concerning the arrangements necessary to ensure a lasting peace

cannot but conclude that the most practical solutions, the most

idealistic suggestions, Iiave enmnated from France. But far be

it from us to invite a controversy on this delicate subject. Three

works stand out as especially important and worthy of the

reader’s attention concerning the Treaty of Peace with its various

modifwjations and the League of Nations. These three works
are ; Le Pacte de 1919 et la SocieU des Nations, by M. Ldon
2bourgeois ; Le TmiU do Paix, by M. Louis Barthou; and Le
Traite de Versailles du 28 Juin 1919, by M. Grabriel Hanotaux.
It is not necessary to remind our readers that M. L^n Bourgeois
w'as several times Prime Minister of France. The work which
he accomplished at the Hague Conference in favour of inter-

national arbitration earned for him the surname of “Le PAre
de la Soci^t^ des Nations ”—^the Father of the League of Nations.
M. Ijonis Barthou has also held the Premiersliip. He drafted
ihe report of the Parliamentary Commission entrusted with the
duties of examining the Peace Treat/, and it was in this capacity
that he proposed its ratification to the Chamber of Deputies.
M. Gabriel Hanotaux, who is an eminent historian and member
of the Academic Fran^aise, fonherly held for several years the
position of Foreign Minister.

When accounts had at last been settled with the aggressors
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France called her Parliament together again. Aniong the men
ahe summoned to take control of her destinies were some who
were new to polities, but who, whether as civilians or as soldiers,

had played an impcRrtant part in the organisation of victory . She

retained in her couns^ those members of the former Pariiar

ment w^o had done their duty, who had acted with ^a full sense

of the lofty nature of the task they had been called upon to

perform. On the other hand, a clean sweep was made of all

who Iiad mainifested any sort of sympathy with the elements of

disorder and revolution. True, some few who were worthy of

readmission to her deliberations were treated with scant grati-

tude, yet on the whole a deep significance attached to the elec-

tions in France. The representatives who will sit on the

municipal, regional, and legislative councils have already been

chosen. In a few weeks the executive will also be appointed.

People are asking whether Monsieur Poincar6 will be re-elected

as Chief Magistrate of the Eepublic. There are rumours that he

is not particularly desirous of resuming the burden. Be that

as it may, there is no doubt that in the course of his seven years

of office he had to deal with situations of tragic difficulty. He
beheld France within an .ce of having her capital besieged and

occupied by the foe, and of suffering irremediable defeat in the

struggle. Time and again he was called upon to give utterance

to the thoughts, the hopes, the aspirations of his country. His

si)eeche8 showed him to be the worthy compeer of the great

statesmen of history. The volume containing his Messages, Dis-

GOUTS et Allocutions constitutes a collection of passages in which

a lofty idealism, a firm moral purpose and faith in the immanent
justice of his country’s cause, are set forth in language that

exhibits French style at its best. Before the war M. Raymond
Poincan? had been elected a member of the Acad^mie Fran9aise,

in which the Bar is always represented by one of its most

distinguished members, and the fact that the choice lighted upon

him is an indication of the literary repute in which the great

advocate was held. His professional speeches were shining

examples of forensic eloquence. More than this, the speeches

he delivered during the war were animated by an ardent

patriotism. Through them there ever breathed the spirit that

prompted the poUus of Verdun to cry, “Ils ne passeront pas”—
They shall not get through.

It is, of course, the rule of the Academic Fran^aise to include

.
among its members men who have made themselves famous by
tniir achievements in literature or scholarship, who have made
a profession of Arts and Letters. But it also reserves some of

its forty seats for men who have attained distinction in other

VOL. evil. N.S. K .
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domains, men of action, soldiers, politicians, clerics, dipl^ats,

and great administrators, and all, no matter what their vocation,

have this distinction in common, they are all I'reat Frencfameh*

Among these illustrious citizens the brothers Paul tmd Jhles

Cambpn enjoy the esteem and respect of everyone. A
honours itself by honouring its great servants. Jii, Pint
Gambon, the present French Ambassador in Ix>ndoh, gmatly
prides himself on his membership of the Acad4mie des Sciences
Morales et Politiques. His brother is now a member ol the
Academic Fran9aise. Thus, in addition to the elaborate ambas-
sadorial uniform, they both have the right to wear the famous
garb with the green palms which was designed by order of
Napoleon, and which has been made the object of so much
raillery and sarcasm, but which nevertheless, when all is said
and done, is one of the few uniforms that are not also a livery.

M. Jules Gambon, in a work which he entitles Le Gouvemement
General de VAlgdrie, has related one of the finest chapters in
the history of France. M. Jules Gambon was appointed
Governor-General of Algeria in 1891, a post h© relinquished in
1897 to become Ambassador at Washington. Thence he went to
Madrid in 1901, and thereafter, in 1907, to Berlin. He was still

there in 1914, when he quitted the German capital amid the jeers
and insults of the infuriated mob. Under his administration
Algeria entered upon a period of great prosperity' and so well
have his successors continued the liberal traditions which owe to
him their inauguration or development that at the present moment
the vast North African colony is ripe for political and economic
union with the mother country.

M. Jules Gambon’s work shows what a great public servant

^

can perform for the honour and welfare of his country, for the
• advancement of civilisation and the enlightenment of bWward
races. As we read these chapters we are conscious how profound
a sense of duty animates those men who have served the Third
Kepublic, strong in the conviction that they are serving a
Government whose guiding principles are Liberty and Fraternity.
It was men trained by masters such as these who formed those
armies whose courage nothing could daunt, whose spirit nothing
could quell.

Nor in the civil domain were examples lacking to inspire us
with a longing to rival the virtues of our forbears. The various
volumes of collected articles in which M. Maurice Barr^s has
essayed to define VAme Frangaise et la Guerre—the Spirit of
France and the War—indicate how French worth and French
courage revealed themselves to those who, feven in France itself,
were so blind as to have lost faith in them; Doubtless M.
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Maurice Barres has analysed with much insight the various

manifestations of the French national spirit, but there are oettain

aspects of it whibh, notwithstanding all his efforts at impartiality
,

he has not succeeded in setting forth with due completeness, and
in many respects his books fall short of their writer's aim. It

'

is ini^esting to compare them with La Dicmpoiition du
Socialisme AUemand—^The Decay of Gherman Sbcialism*-^which

Professor Charles Andler, of the Sorbonne, sets forth wdth such
merdiesB and convincing clearness. Himself a Socudist, Plo-

,
fessor Andlev is one of the greatest French authorities on Gher-

many, of which he possesses a curiously intimate knowledge and
of which, in the days before the war, he openly professed his

admiration.

We do not say that everything is perfect in France, and we
get an idea of some things in which reform is urgently needed
when we read M. Henry Leyret’s Le Gouvernement et le Parle-

merit. The author was private secretary to M. Waldeck-
Eousseau, formerly Prime Minister and one of the ablest states-

men to whom the fortunes of the Bepublic have ever been
entrusted. With such a chief to inspire him M. Leyret also

acquired that sense of iuty and devotion to the common weal

which has been the distinguishing characteristic of so many great

Frenchmen. Since those days he has played the part of spec-

tator of the political arena, and never has there been a better

informed or more profound commentator on political topics and
events. His work should be in the hands of all who desire to

make a study of the institutions of republican France, their

working, their defects, and the reforms necessary to enable them
to adapt themselves, more readily, more automatically, so to

speak, to the ceaseless evolution of ideas. The new Parliament

will be called upon to discuss these reforms, and M. Henry
Leyret’s book will prove an invaluable guide to all who are

desirous of following the debates on the question with intelligent

interest.

While the political and economic life of France, thrown into

temporary confusion by Germany’s savage onslaught, is getting

back to the normal, her intellectual activities have been more
pronounced than ever. They had mdeed never been interrupted,

for ever since the existence of men with the capacity for thought

nothing has availed to prevent them from using their brains.

The utmost the censorship was able to do was to impose restric-

^tions which patriotic motives compelled one to respect, indeed,

^hile longing all the time for the return of the days when that

'freedom of expression which democracies hold so dear should

be once more restored to its pride of place. Wh^ we speak here
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of intellectual activities, we refer more especially to those forms

of composition which are usually included under the headings

Fiction, Poetry, Criticism, History ; in short, everything that may
be classed as Literature. Clearly the war has brought forth

books which, but for it, would never have seen the light, and has

made writers of men who in time of peace would neverr have

dreamt of taking to the pen, because they would have had nothing

special to relate. They would have been absorbed in their o;^n

occupations, business, commerce, or administrative work, where

they would have had no inclination to take to authorship. But

now we are going to speak of professional authors, of men and

women who have devoted their lives to writing as a fine art or

to literary scholarship. Let us first of all give our attention

to the novelists, though our survey of this field must perforce

be rapid and by no means complete or exhaustive. We shall, of

course, keep our own personal predilections in the background,

our only desire here being to give our readers some indication

of the outstanding works that have been published in the realm

of fiction during the past year. There are people to whom the

names of M. Ben4 Bazin, for example, or M. Paul Bourget are

anathema, while others deem that there are no writers in the

world to compare with them. We take no sides in the dispute,

but merely record the fact that no new work has been produced

by M. Eene Bazin, whereas M. Paul Bourget has just published,

for the delectation of his admirers, a romance entitled Laurence

Albani, It is written in M. Bourget’s familiar style, but it is

briefer than usual, a circumstance doubtless not unconnected with

the paper shortage. It will afford our readers no less interest

to learn that Anatole France has not yet been able to give us a

continuation of his delightful Petit Pierre, an English version

of which, by J. Lewis May, joint editor of the bilingual monthly,

the Anglo-French Review, is shortly to be added to John Lane*B
authorised series of translations of the master’s works* We hear,

however, from a highly credible source that we shall shortly be

revelling in the promised sequel. May we soon hail its advent 1

It is not without some misgivings that I venture to embark on
the ocean of fiction. For a long time—maybe it is so still

—

foreigners used to look askance at anything in a yellow cover.

They thought it was a sure indication that sennething unseemly,
something that could only be read “behind the arras,” so to

speak, was to be found within it. No greater mistake was ever
made. Thousands of articles and hundreds of books have been
written on the matter. Morality in art is a delicate subject, not
so much in itself as on account of the susceptibilities of the

people who treat of it. Shakespeare has received the attentions
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of the eixpurgator, and the Catholic Church has forbidden the

reading of the Bible, at all events of the Old Testament. Let

us, then, say thift the French have a Shakespearean and Biblical

way of treating the problems of life and morals, and let that be

the end of it. Among the books I am about to mention there

are, I,dare say. some which would bring a blush, to the cheek

of the immortal Thomas Bowdler, but I am sure they are no

broader than Shakespeare and certainly not so broad as the Bible.

Then, again, when a foreigner reads a French book, let him
beware of forming too hasty a judgment. Let him not, “mounted
uf>on the airy stilts ” of his lofty prejudices, condemn a book

which is iwrhaps wTitten with a high moral purpose. The French

have been praised because they have the moral courage to look

facts in the face, and from those facts to draw a high moral lesson.

Zola's perpetual aim was to issue a w^arning of the dangers

involved in giving w’ay to the baser passions, such as alcoholism,

sexual vice,- in a word, the seven deadly sins. His constant object

was to show that those who indulged in them were bound to come
to hopeless grief. Before we condemn our neighbours let us

remember what Pascal said : “What is truth on this side of the

Pyrenees is a lie on the other.”

But let us get back to our novelists. French gallantry demands
that I should first of all mention Madame Colette Yver and her

Cousins Rkhes. The other Colette, the lady who is known simply

as Colette, has given us nothing this year, but anyone who
wishes to know to what heights of excellence a great woman
writer can attain should ask his bookseller for her previous works

and notably her inimitable stories of dogs and cats. Nor has

Madame Bachilde favoured us with any new product of her

talented pen for whole months past, but a new volume, we hear,

may be shortly expected. On the other hand, M. Louis Dumur,
the author of those exquisite tales of Genevan life, such as Les

Trots Demoiselles du Pbre Moire, has written a powerful and

vigorous novel entitled Nach Paris^ which tells the story of a

Boche who took part in the dash on Paris. It should be read

through from cover to cover, without flinching, because it is true

;

and then—well, set your teeth and clench your fists, for there

are some crimes too horrible for human nature to forgive. In
Grandgoujon M. Rend Benjamin has drawn an unforgettable

portrait of a “Cuthbert,” and he has also whetted his satire on
the men of law, parasites and plunderers, in his Le Palais et ses

9ms de Justice,

There is originality in M. Louis Chadourne’s Le Mattre du
Novire, and originality and the personal touch to boot in M.
Henri Bachelin’s Le Village, M. Binet-Valmer*s Lucien, M,
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Victor Goedorp*B Le Rempart, M. Emile Henriot’s Valentin,

M. Henri Diivernois’ Edgar, M. Gaston Chdrau’s Le Monstre,

M. Andrd Maurois’ Ni Ange ni Bite, M. Edmcmd Jaloux's Lee
Amours Perdues, M. Charles Darennes’ Les Conquirants d*Idoles,

Jeanne Landre’s Madame Poche, Paul Wenz’s Le Pays de Icurs

Peres, Leon Worth’s Clavcl chez les Majors, and A. T’SerJeven’s
Les Sept Parmi les Hommes, and I might go on to quote a score

of others.

The poets seem to have been less productive. Some of 'the

best of them have not broken silence—^Henri de^Hdgnier and
Francis Yield Griffin among others—and the “Blind Fury” has
for ever sealed the lips of Emile Verhaeren in whom the violation

of his country by the Huns had called forth a lyrical outcry of
poignant and incomparable beauty. Only he on whom had been
bestowed the title of “Prince of Poets ” to wit, Paul Fort, has
continued to pour forth his Ballades Frangaises so charming in
their inexhaustible diversity. He has given us three volumes of
them

—

Les Chansons d la Gauloke, Les Enchanteurs, and Barhe
Bleue, Jeanne d'Arc et mes Amours. Since he has taken to
babbling those cliildish litanies of his and become a worshipper
at the shrine of Notre Dame de Lourdes, Francis Jammes has
lost that insight into the everyday life of men and women that
gave so great a value to his poems. As for PauI Claudel, whom
one must admire under penalty of passing for a Boeotian, he is

suffering from a kind of amorphism complicated with Catholic
mysticism which makes his vrork about as great a puzzle as a
cubist picture.

On the other hand, it is with agreeable ease that we are able
to follow Les Sentiers dans la Montagne, traced by M. Maurice
^Maeterlinck, our European Emerson. More recent, vigorous, and
singularly original is the work of M. Georges Duhamel which the
Mercufc de France was the means of revealing—and, indeed, a
revelation it was. From his pen come two books of poignant
interest : La Possession du,Monde and Les Entretiens dans le
tumulte.

Biography is a department in which the English flatter fiiem-
selves they are past masters, and in truth they have to their credit
some in^miwable examples of the art ; but the French seem to
l^ssess in a greater degree the faculty of depicting a man “in
his habit as he lived.” They have a way of the
superfluous and of only including in the picture just so much as
IS necessary to paint a living, speaking portrait, bringing withal
to their task nil the knowledge and research requisite to the
production of a thoroughly sound and reliable piece of work. In
this category we place the fine monograph of M. Charles Bouvet
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*>

OQ Les Couperins, organistes de Saint Gervais, The church

of Saint Gervais has rich musical traditions, both vocal and

instrumental. Every Easter week lovers of religious music come
from far and wide to listen to its glorious services. It was in

this- church that many people met their deaths on Good Friday,

1918, when a shell from Big Bertha struck one ojf the pillars,

with the result that a portion of the roof came crashing on to

the congregation. Since we are on the subject of music, wo must
refer, en passant, to the admirable Essais sur Vdmotion musicale,

by M. CamilJe Mauclair, and the collectefl correspondence of

Hector Berlioz le musicien errant 1842-1852, edited by M. Julien

Tiersot. The letters in this volume relate to the most moving
and sorrowful period in Berlioz’s career, years when disappoint-

ment fell heavily upon him, when his days were embittered by

the non-success of his Damnation de Faust, now universally

regarded as a masterpiece. Liszt, Meyerbeer, Theophile Gautier,

Jules Janin, Balzac were his principal correspondents.

The annals of literature abound in mysteries, and the Shake-

spearean question—we might almost call it “TAffaire Shake-

speare**—is still a lon^ way from being settled. One of the

most important contributions that have appeared on the subject

for a long time past is a work in two volumes entitled Sous le

Masque de William Shakespeare, by Abel Lefranc, Professor of

French Literature at the College de France, Directeur de TEcole

Pratique des Hautes Etudes (Sorbonne), President de la Soci^t4

des Etudes Babelaisiennes, etc., etc. “Professor Lefranc’s work

will be found to mark a new era in Shakespearean controversy,**

says Sir George Greenwood in the Anglo-French Review, In a

recent letter received by us from Professor Lefranc he stated

that a third volume on the Shakespeare mystery was about to'

see the light. It will be abundantly stocked -with fresh argu-

ments against the traditional doctrine. Meanwhile the Professor

has brought out an edition of the hitherto unpublished works of

Andr4 Chdnier.

A proof that a good biography need not necessarily be a long

one is afforded by M. Andr4 Fontainas who, in La Vie d*Edgar

Allan Poe, has given us a little masterpiece in less than two

hundred and fifty brief pages. The author, who is a poet,

historian, and art critic, belongs to a generation of writers and

critics who, with St4phane Mallarm4 as their centre, used to

i^ard Edgar Allan Poe as one of those geniuses at whose shrine

' ii was meet to bum the incense of their admiration. He has an

ihtimate acquaintance with the American author, and his

biography fills a gap, inasmuch as Professor Lauyri^re’s volu-

minous work is not easily accessible to the reader.
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It is time to bring this survey to an end, but we must not

conclude without recommending to the attention of all interested

in the French language in its vital, living form the admirable

studies of military and provincial slang by Professor Albert

Daiizat. On the other hand, all who wish to improve their know-

ledge of Frepch literature during the past thirty years will find

it very profitable to read M. Alfred Poizat’s Le Symholisme, de

Bauddairc d Claudel. What, after all, is symbolism but a label

which critics, for the sake of greater convenience in discussion,

and often as a mark of contemptuous condemnation, applied to

waiters, poets, and artists of the most divergent talents and

tendencies. They had, indeed, when all is said and done, no

other connecting-link between them than that they published

their works in the Mercure de France

,

which, founded in 1672,

was revived in 1889 by a group of young men whose manuscripts

were unfailingly rejected by the editors of other newspapers and

])eriodicals. The Mercure at first boasted oidy thirty-two pages

and appeared once a month. In less than ten years the number
of pages had increased tenfold. It now came out every fortnight,

and its circulation went on increasing steadily. When w-ar broke

out it ceased to appear for seven months, then it resumed publica-

tion with two hundred and twenty-four pages, while from

December 16th onwards it will be still further increased by the

addition of sixty-four new pages, with that series of monthly

chroniques which was so unique and indispensable a guide to

all who aspire to keep themselves au courant with the trend and

development of ideas.

Peace year in France is drawing to an end amid signs of the

happiest augury. The elections clearly show that the vast

majority of the people are on the side of law arid order. In the

realm of economics the outlook is no less reassuring. The factories

are getting to work again, and the quantity of articles produced by
them is going up by leaps and bounds. The agricultural and wine-

growing districts promise a yield on a scale i^t very, far short

of the pre-war standard. The people have lost, nothing of their

former love of thrift. The amount deposited in the savings

bank, per period of ten days, has increased from 5 npiillioh< francs

in 1913 to 35 millions at the present date>^ Finally, in the world
of thought, the intellect is more active than ever. Those who
know France and saw how she strove during the war to repel

the invader, and how, since the Armistice, she is striving to

make good her losses, entertain no shadow of doubt that she
19 entering on an era of glorious renaissance. '

Henry D. DavraY;



PEOBLEMS OE THE MIDDLE EAST.

(1) The Abab Question.

HowBVEfi severe may be—and is—the pressure of our domestic

problems, it will not do for us to ignore the fact that the situation

in Asia generally shows no improvement, but on the contrary has

become more threatening, the growing menace to the British

Empire in particular being very Jstinctly noticeable. The

Middle East is in ferment, and so is the Far East. The long delay

in reaching a settlement with Turkey is ol)viously a reason to some

extent for the disturbed state of affairs in the former region, and

the same unfortunate delay has been attended by a somewhat

marked reaction on India, where Mahommedan opinion appears to

have crystallised in the demand that the Sultan of Turkey should

remain at Constantinople as Caliph and “Commander of the

Faithful.** It may be Remarked, in passing, that this concern

for the Grand Turk on the part of the* Mahommedans of India is

of recent origin. But Turkey is not the chief reason for the

deeply troubled situation in Asia—that is to be found in the mili-

tary triumphs of the Ked Armies of Lenin and Trotsky
, ^

in

Europe, as well as in Asia. As last year closed the Bolshevists

were in effect victorious almost everywhere. The proH^ng

effort of Yudenitch had gone down in disaster before them, but

that has proved the least of their successes. They have heavily

defeated both Koltchak and Denikin, and these are the defeats that

matter. On the one hand, the Bolshevist victories over General

Denikin in the area above and bordering on the Black Sea have

as their natural consequence the opening up to Bed assault,

whether by arms or propaganda, of the western side of the Middle

East by way of Caucasia. On the other band, the successes of

the Bolshevists ' against Admiral Koltchak in Siberia, and their

advance in Trani^Caspia to the frontier of Persia, combined with

their intrigues in Afghanistan and among the tribep north of it,

have brought them into contact with the Middle East and India

on the North. And this contact, it would seem to be inevitable,

means conflict, for by its nature Bolshevism is aggressive or it is

nothing
; it aims at the conquest of the world, not alone of what

was Hussia. With Mesopotamia, Persia, and India, actually or

l^iirtually, in her hands, Great Britain will be called on to bear the

ta?int of this conflict, if it develops. The situation is dangerous.

iS^le the general position in Asia is thus grave, there is, happily,

one bright spot. The problem of Syria, which only a few months

"'voL. evil. N.s.
^

^

^

^

^
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ago looked formidable and likely to embroil the French and onr-

selvesi may be regarded as solved.

In an article entitled “The New Middle East in the Making,**

which was published in this Bevibw for October last, the writer,

after discussing the Anglo-Persian Agreement, signed in the pre-

ceding August, went on to consider the Arab question, together

with some of the problems that question involved, among them

being the fate of Syria. Since the article was written furijier

light has been thrown on the subject by various books dealing

with Arabia, Mesopotamia, and Persia, by statemeiSts, official or

otherwise, in the Press, and by the deppatches of Sir Reginald

Wingate, which apj)eared in December last and gave an account

in considerable detail of the operations in Arabia of the Hedjaz

Arabs who ultimately, with other Arabs, co-operated with Lord

Allenby in the overthrow of the Turks in Palestine and Syria.

Sir Reginald was General Officer in Command of the operations

in the Hedjaz, and much of the information he supplied was new.

The Arab campaign opened on June 9, 1916, Mecca and Jeddah

being captured within a month. The atjiack on Medina, how-

ever, was a failure, the Arabs had to retreat, and the Turks in

their turn moved on to the re-taking of Medina, but in this they

were unsuccessful because they were diverted froip their objec-

tive by the raiding of the Hedjaz railway hy the Arab forces under

the Emir Feisal and his brothers. Many of these raids were car-

ried out by Colonel (then Captain) T. E. Lawrence, who also,

when a captain, “brilliantly planned and executed " the opera-

tion which resulted in the capture of Akaba. A fascinating Life

of Lawrence, by Lowell Thomas, is now running serially in the

Strand Magazine, under the title of “The Uncrowned King of

Arabia,’* and this provides still further information of interest and

value. At the outset of their revolt against the Turks the Arabs

were victorious because they took the enemy by surprise, and it

is clear that later they would not have been successful had not

the Allies, mainly the British, come powerfully to their assist-

ance. Mr. Lowell Thomas writes :

—

Because of the scarcity of munitions, the revolutionary Arabs ran out of

supplies after their first success, and it would have been impossible iox them
to have gone on if the Allies—particularly -Great Britain—^had not come to

their rescue. The British not only sent supplies to the Arabs, but gave them
important military encouragement; they sent them a number of their most
brilliant young officers to co-operate with the Arabs and offer them
suggestions.^

Among these officers was Lawrence, and according to Mr.
Lowell Thomas, it was Lawrence who brought about the unifica-

(l) Strand Magazine, January, 1920, p. 46.
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tion of the Arabs in the struggle against the Turks—it had been

understood that this was the work of the Emir Feisal. Mr.

Lowell Thomas* says (with some pardonable exaggeration per-

haps) of this really wonderful achievement :

—

Tlie spectacular achiovements of Thomas Eduard Lawrence, the young

Oxford graduate, are still unknown except to a handful of hi^ associates. Yet

quietly, without any theatrical headlines or fanfare of trumpets, he brought

the disunited nomadic tribes of Arabia into a unified campaign against their

Turkish ^oppressors—a difficult and splendid stroke of policy which caliphs,

statesmen and sultans had been unable to accomplish in centuries' of effort.

Lawrence placed himself at the head of the Bedouin Army of the King of the
,

Hedjaz, drove the Turks from Arabia, and restored the caliphate (stc) to the

descendants of the Prophet. AUenby liberated Palestine, the Holy Land of

Jews and Christians; Lawrence freed Arabia, the Holy Land of millions of

Mahommcdans.i

After reading this, one may be excused wondering whether

Lawrence was responsible for revivifying the idea of a great Arab

Empire—the idea that had impressed itself on the Emir Feisal,

and of which he has been the exponent and advocate. Early in

October last the Emir, in an interview published in the Jetoiah

Chronicle, said, after stating that from the Arab standpoint,

Palestine was an Arab province and not a separate country, that

the intention of the Arab leaders was to build up an Arab Em|are,

which would include, as a minimum, Mesopotamia, Syria, and

Palestine, “From that we cannot recede,** he added; “there is

not an Arab throughout the world who would not resent any

whittling down of this our minimum claim.’* When he. was told

that nearly all Jewry, relying on the famous declaration of Mr.

Balfour, expected the setting up in Palestine of a Jewish National

Home, which would develop in time into a Jewish State, the

Emir replied that such an expectation was not in consonance with

the Arab programme. At the same time, he appealed for the

friendly co-operation of the Jews, who, like the Arabs, were

Semites, in the formation of the Arab Empire—in which case a

concentration of Jews in Palestine might make of that land a

“Jewish sub-province of the Arab Kingdom.” In a word, he

made it perfectly apparent that he regarded Palestine as Arab.

His attitude naturally was disconcerting to the Zionists who be-

lieve in and look for the complete restoration of Palestine to the

Jews. In this connection it is worthy of remark that some
Zionists in Palestine are represented as having offended the

natives by the arrogance of their bearing, and that they have

^^^cited the su^icion that there is a design on the part of the

Zionists to supplant the peasants, the present proprietors, in the

possession of their lands. Further, Christians and Mahomme-

(1) Strand Magazine, Januavy, 1920, p. 42.
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dans are declared to unite in denouncing these Zionists ; numbers

even of the Jews, resident or long-settled in the country, are re-

ported as regarding witli disfavour the political a'ctivities of these

intrusive co-religionists of theirs. Be these things as they may,

there is no doubt that the Emir FeiRal’s uncompromising state-

ment with respect to the Arab claim to Palestine vastly perturbed

the Zionists generally, and an effort was made to get him to

modify the position he had takm up.
,

In November last the English Zionist Federation held a meet-

ing in London to celebrate the second anniversary ••of the publi-

cation of Mr. Balfour’s letter. In the course of the proceedings

Mr. Herbert Samuel, M.P., announced that he had had a con-

ference with the Emir, from which it appeared there had been

some misapprehension. The Emir had understood that he had

been asked to define his attitude towards the immediate estab-

lishment of a complete Jewish State in Palestine. But, said Mr.

Samuel, all Zionists recognised such a step as impracticable, and

no responsible Zionist leader had suggested it. Admittedly, the

placing of a majority (Arab and other noii-Jewdsh inhabitants of

the Holy Land) under the rule of a minority, which would be

contrary to the first principles of democracy, would be the effect

of the immediate establishment of a complete Jewish State in

Palestine. Mr. Samuel said that the Zionists desired the promo-

tion of Jewish immigration, Jewish land settlement, the conces-

sion to Jewish authorities of many of the public works of which
the country stood so much in need, Jewish cultural development,

and the fullest measure of local self-government in order that the

country might become a purely self-governing commonwealth.
Later in his speech he declared that *‘the creation of a Zionist

Palestine coincided with the fundamental objects of British

policy,” and this is tnie. The plan has been and still is to con-

stitute Palestine as a separate political unit, with Great Britain

as mandatory supervising the carrying out of the Zionists* schemes
for organising a National Home for the Jews. But unless the

Emir w'as absolutely inisreported in the interview mentioned *

above, this plan was not and cannot be looked on with favour
by him and the other Arab leaders. Their new Arab Empire was
to include Palestine, as well as Syria and Mesopotamia, and, of

course, Arabia. British policy regarding Palestine has not under-
gone any alteration, and still meets with the approval of the great

majority of people. But Great Britain must see that all races
in that country receive fair treatment and that existing rights

are respected. There must be no arbitrary, harsh Zionising
the Holy^Land. It seems, however, as certain as anything can
bei in these uncertain times that Palestine will not form a pro^
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vince of an Arab Empire, and that this part of the Emir's dream

must go.

With the problem of Palestine eliminated from the Arab ques-

tion, the problem of Syria comes up next for consideration. Apart

from the religious associations connected with the Holy Land,

Syria js far more important than Palestine, which is a poverty-

stricken, small country, much of it infertile, though capable of

development. If the Lebanon be left out, as would appear to be

the case in the settlement which has been adumbrated in the

Press, Syria •is even more predominantly Arab than Palestine,

and it has much larger opportunities. Along the coast, on which

are the harbours of Beirut and Alexandretta, the latter of which

will probably become a great port, the population is very mixed,

but in the interior the cities—Damascus, Homs, Hama, and

Aleppo—with the areas surrounding them are Arab. Indeed,

Damascus is an Arab capital, and from it the Hedjaz railway ex-

tends southward well into Arabia proper. It is not in the least

unnatural that the Emir Feisal and the other Arab leaders who
support him should make Damascus the centre of the Govern-

ment of the Arab Empire of which they dream—or dreamt. But
just as other interests intervene in Palestine to prevent the realisa-

tion of that dream, so do other interests intervene in Syria with

the same result. The whole world is aware that these other

interests in Syria are the interests of France ; this is not a new
thing, for it has been recognised for many years. It has been

well understood that in that part of the world France would

possess the land after it passed from the Turks. When King

Hussein, of the Hedjaz, then Grand Sherif of Mecca, was en-

couraged by the British to revolt against the Turks, he was

assured that, conditional on that revolt taking place, the British

would recognise the independence of the Arabs in the territory

south of latitude 37 deg., except in the Baghdad—Basra areas

of Mesopotamia, and also except in the regions where Great

Britain was not free to act without detriment to the interests of

France (the italics are the writer's). It is plain from this, which

is quoted more or less literally from a letter of Ck>lonel Lawrence

published in the Times

,

September 6, 1919, that the Arab leaders

knew from the outset that Great Britain stood by il^ance with

regard to her claims to Syria ; they could be in no doubt Ikbout

it, though they mighi be in doubt as to what precisely the^ claims

WOTe,

^^.^What these claims were was explicit in the Sykes-Picot

which was made between Great Britain and France
iii May, 1916, a time when the Great War was being waged none

too prosperously by the Allies. For information respecting this
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AgiBementr—the official text has not been disciosea--^we lo!^

debted again to Colonel Lawrence's letter in the i^eired

to in the foregoing paragraph/ The Arab provinces of Turkey

were divided into five zones, one of them being the French area,

and this was defined as the Syrian coast, from Tyie to Alexan-

dretta, Cilicia^, and most of Southern Armenia, from Sivas to

Diarbekir. The other zones were Palestine, which was declared

to be “international,” the block of territory reaching from Haifa,

above Palestine, on the west, to Tekrit, in Mesopotamia, 'and

thence to the Persian Gulf, which was declared to be British, and

interior zones covering the Provinces of Aleppo, Damascus, Urfa,

Deir, and Mosul, which were declared to be “independent Arab
”

—the whole vast area being placed under two political

“influences,” one French, the other British. French influence

was to extend north of the line drawn across Syria and Mesopo-

tamia from Haifa to Tekrit on the south to the line of latitude

37 deg. on the north. With respect to this region Great Britain

agreed that she would not seek any political influence within it,

and that France should have priority, both economically and

politically, besides having the right to provide such advisers as

the Arabs desired. British influence w^as to extend south of the

Haifa—^Tekrit line to a line drawn across Northern Arabia from

Akaba to Koweit, and with regard to the region thus specified

France made an agreement similar to that which Great Britain

had made for the other region. What was meant exactly by the

independence given to the Arabs under the Sykes-Picot Agree-

ment was none too definite. Perhaps something clearer was seen

in a British statement made in Cairo in June, 1917 ; it gave an
assurance that Arab States which were in existence before the

Great War, and Arab districts freed by the military action of

their inhabitants during the war, would remain entirely inde-

pendent. Colonel Lawrence says of this assurance that it was
unqualified, and might have conflicted with the British promise
to the Grand Sherif, as well as with the Sykes-Picot Agreement,
but that friction was avoided by an arrangement between General
Allenby and the Emir Feisal, as the result of which the Arab
army operated almost entirely in the area assigned to the Arabs
by the Sykes-Picot Agreement, i.e., in the Hedjaz and Eastern
Syria.

When the next declaration of British j^P^icy respecting the
Arabs was made Turkey had collapsed and had been granted an
armistice

; the Arab army of the Emir Feisal had been in occupa-

tion of Damascus for three or four weeks. This declaration was

(1) Li 1917 the Bolshevist Government published what purported to be this

Agreement.
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tiiftide jdintiy by Great B^tain aud SVaDce» and is extremely

importabk^ ClolQiiel Lawrence says that it was interpreted

in the Orient as.cHanging the British and French zones set forth

in the Sykes-Picot Agreement into spheres of influence. It was
published on November 8th, 1918, and is worth quoting in full :

—

The pbjeot aimed at by France and Great Britain in prosecuting in the

East the war let loose by the ambition oi Germany is the complete and defini-

tive emancipation of the peoples so long oppressed by the Turks, and the

establishment of Governments and national administrations deriving tlieir

authority from the initiative and free choice of the indigenous p9pu]ations.

In order to catry out these intentions France and Groat Britain are at one

in encouraging and assisting the establishment of indigenous Governments
and administrations in Syria and Mesopotamia, now liberated by the Allies,

and in the territories the liberation of which they are engaged in securing,

and in recognising these as soon as they are actually established. Far from

wishing to impose on the populations of these regions any particular institu-

tions, they are concerned only to ensure by their support and by adequate

assistance the regular working of Governments and administrations freely

chosen by themselves (i.c., by the populations referred to in the first clause

of this sentence). To secure impartial and equal justice for all, to facilitate

the economic development of the coimtry by inspiring and encouraging local

initiative, to favour the diffusion of education, to put an end to dissensions

that have been too long taken advantage of by Turkish policy—such is the

policy which the two Allied Governments uphold in the liberated territories.

Though the Arabs are not mentioned by nanie in the above

declaration of the two Great Powers, two points stand out which

have a bearing on the Arab question. One is that France and
Great Britain aimed at the complete and definitive emancipation

of Syria and Mesopotamia from Turkish rule, and the other is

that France and Great Britain also aimed at establishing

indigenous governments and administrations as soon as possible

in these countries. In an article entitled *‘The New Middle

East,” which appeared in this Review for April, 1919, the writer

gave a connected account of the evacuation by the Turks of parts

of the Arab regions which they still held after the signing of the

Armistice. Mention also was made of the presence in Paris

during the Peace Conference of delegations and representatives

of the nations and peoples of the Middle East, all intent on

making out the best case for themselves. Among these repre-

sentatives was the Emir Feisal, whose picturesque and attractive

personality made a decided impression. A Syrian Committee was
much in evidence. But the Conference paid little attention for

some time to the East, whether Near or Middle or Far, beyond

receiving and hearing statements of claims ; its serious preoccupa-

‘liion was with things it deemed of wider significance.

\ Meanwhile Allenby organised Palestine and Syria (Meso-

potamia was outside of his orbit) under a sort of Government
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which was known as the O.E.T.A., these letters standing for

Occupied Enemy Territory Administration. . The O.E.T.A. was

divided into four parts—South, West, East, aijd North. The

South consisted of Palestine; the West of the coastal region,

north of Palestine to about Antioch, and bounded easterly by the

Lebanon ; the East of the territory stretching south from about

Aleppo to the 'frontier of the Hedjaz, and lying partly, dn the

north-west, over against O.E.T.A. West ; and the North, which

comprised the former Turkish vilayet of Adana. As time went

on O.E.T.A. North and West had a French administjation. South

remained controlled by the British, and East had an Arab

administration under the Emir Feisal, with its capital in

Damascus. All this organisation was subordinate to AUenby;

it was purely provisional from the nature of the case, the govern-

ing factor being the military situation, coupled with the absence

of a settlement with Turkey. It will be seen that the French

were by way of getting a portion only of the territory to which

they were entitled, under conditions, by the Sykes-Pioot Agree-

ment. France wanted the rest of it, and this led to the agitation

in the French Press which was a marked feature of the early

autumn last year, and which placed a certain strain on the rela-

tions between our French friends and ourselves. The French
' thought they were being treated unfairly, and that their position

in Syria was being compromised. The upshot was that in mid-

September a new Anglo-French Agreement was reached, the

effect of it being, according to a statement in the Temps, the

-withdrawal of all British troops from Syria and Cilicia (Adana)

and their replacement by French forces, except in the cities of

Damascus, Hama, Homs, and Aleppo, which were to continue

under the administration of Feisal. The exception, it may be

supposed, w^as contingent on order being maintained in these

cities by the Arab administration. The Agreement pacified the

storm in France, and in November last the British troops

evacuated Syria and Cilicia in favour of the French.

General Gouraud, one of the most distinguished soldiers of the

Great War, was appointed French High Commissioner and
Commander-in-Chief, and, in accordance with the arrangements
made by the Governments concerned, he replaced AUenby as

head of the military administration of Syria and Cilicia. A
Reuter telegram from Cairo—Lord AUenby was now High Com-
missioner for Egypt—announced that Cilicia, and O.E.T.A.
West, including the Lebanon, Beirut, Tripoli, and Alexandretta,

had been handed over to Gouraud, whose forces, moreover, had
relieved the British in the area north and north-east of Aleppo,

in the Marash, Aintab, Urfa, and Jerablus districts, and in which
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the Turkish authorities had been permitted, for some unaccount-

able reason, to continue their administration, apparently as before

the war. The same message stated that O.E.T.A. East, including

Damascus, Hama, Homs, and Aleppo, had been transferred to

the Arab administration under the Emir Feisal. This announce-

ment appeared in the British Press about the middle of December.

It wifi be noticed that under the new Agreement the French

practically obtained military possession of something more than

the zone allotted to them under the Sykes-Picot Agreement. And
there was wrapped up in this fresh deal the understanding that

the Emir Feisal and the Arab administration of what had been
O.E.T.A. East were to look to France and not to Great Britain

for advice and support. In plain words, the idea, the dream of

an Arab Empire, so far as Syria was concerned, was shattered.

France, with plenty of experience of the Arab in Africa, and with

'

her eyes fixed on the inexorable realities of the situation vM-vis
the Arabs generally, can hardly be imagined as enamoured of an

Arab Empire in Asia now or even in the comparatively near

future. The Emir Feisal had intimated that the Arabs relied so

much on Great Britain that unless great care was taken the

removal of the British troops would cause a serious position of

alTairs, but that nothing unfortunate would occur if the people

knew that the withdrawal did not involve a partition of the

country or a final decision. The final decision rests, of course,

with the Peace Conference, and in point of fact the evacuation of

the British forces was accomplished without incident. There

have been incidents since France took over Syria, but in reality

they have not been very important, and are probably a witness

to the present incapacity of the Arab for self-government rather

than to any undue pressure by the French. It is well to recall

what the Arab is—not in the least progressive ; civilisation, as

we consider it, means little or nothing to him; he is a “born”

reactionary.

Mesopotamia was to form part of the Arab Empire. As a

geographical expression the term Mesopotamia is somewhat

loosely used, but, roughly speaking, the word covers the old

Turkish vilayets of Mosul, Baghdad, and Basra, otherwise the

region called Irak. This territory is still occupied by the Meso-

potamian Expeditionary Force. Under the Sykes-Picot Agree-

ment Mosul was to be “independent Arab,” but under French

influence—which, so far as is known at this writing, is not being

exercised ; Mosul does not seem to have been dealt with in the

hew Anglo-French Agreement. It is true that Irak is inhabited

largely by Arabs, but they are divided into many tribes, often

in the past at variance with each other, nor are they all Sunni
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ICahoDunedtos, as ate moat of kin elsewbetef

tainly do not regard DamasouB as the capital of all

nor King Hussein of the Hedjaz and his familj^ as kf^diS /piEiirt^

mount over them. On this subject an article, written at Bagh*

dad, by the Special Correspondent in the Middle East of the

Times, and published in that journal on December 16th, is most

illuminating. ’From this it is learnt that three questioni were

addressed to the people of every administrative district of Irak

in November, 1918. The first was, Were they in favour of an

Arab State, under British tutelage, from the northern boundary

of Mosul vilayet to the Persian Gulf? The second was, if they

answered the first question in the affirmative, Were they in favour

of placing the new State under a titular Arab head? And the

third asked, Whom did they suggest as Emir of the State? The
answers are thus summed up by the correspondent :

—

Ttio replies received are an inestimablo rcvelatron of tbo mind of the

eouniry and of its elementary political condition. With tho exception of two
minority representations, signed by about 4/> persons in one case and 143

in the other, received from Baghdad and tbo neighbouring Kadhimain respec-

tively, which ask apparently for an independent Musulman Arab State, and

8ugg(tst as ruler one of the sons of the Sherif of Mecca (Sing Hussein of the

Hedjaz), there is practically complete unanimity that no Arab Ehiir is pos-

sible. The unanimity of the tribes is unbroken on the point, and out of a

population of two and a half millions some two millions arQ tribesmen.

In this article an extract is given from the reply of the district

of Nasiriyeh, which was signed by 271 tribal sheikhs and not-

ables, who discussed the matter very fully and frankly. Their

conclusion was that they did not want an Arab Emir; they

said :

—

*' If you arc bent on appointing an Arab Emir we would request you not

to do it now, but after some years. When you have handled and adminis-

tered the Irak and El Jozireh (Arabia) you will then be able to decide whence
an Emir should be selected, whether from Mecca, the Yemen, or Syria. It

can he taken for granted that if the Emir were selected from amemg the

nobility of El Sa’dun, the Sadat of Basra would say they were more qualified

for the post. Similarly the people of Baghdad would grumble at the appoint-

ment, and the same applies to the people of Mosul and all the Arabs of

El Jezirob. We should thus remain disputing with each other till we died.

. . . Our last request ... is that the affairs of the Irak may kindly be
managed by his Honour Sir Percy Cox. . . .We request the British Govern-
ment to return liim to us and to our brethren of the Irak. We cannot ade-
quately express our appreciation of his love and sympathy for the Arab
nation.”

From ull parts of Mesopotamia came this demand for the return
of Sir Percy Cox, the present British Minister at Tehran.
General, too, was the demand that Irak should be one compact
country, from the north of Mosul vilayet to the Gulf.
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indepenaent in {act, but this does not mean that they will draw

together to form a Confederation^ There is no great driving

force in that direction from within, and events tend the other

way. The unification of the Arabs which was achieved during

the ww has not endured. Since the writer drew attention last

October in this Eeview to the conflict between the King of the

Hedjaz and the Emir of Nejd-Hasa, a conflict in which the latter

stands with^his fanatical followers for the extreme *Mahom*
medanism of the Wahabis, and the former appears as the repre-

sentative of orthodox Islam, there has been no approach to a

settlement of their quarrel, which is concerned with the delimita-

tion of their respective frontiers, and has already led to severe

fighting, with a victory for Nejd-Hasa. Perhaps the British, who
have been appealed to in the matter, may succeed in composing

the dispute as to boundaries, but they can scarcely be expected

to succeed in composing the religious diiterences, for they go

very deep. There is no Arab unity in Arabia proper—this is the

truth. And it would seem to be unlikely in the last degree that

the two leading native States—much the most considerable in

Arabia—^will ever come into any sort of real political association.

Nearly all the tribes are divided by conflicting interests

and century-old feuds, and this division still persists throughout

Arabia.

It will be seen from all that has been set forth in this article

that to all intents and purposes the Arab Empire, instead of con-

sisting of Palestine, Syria, and Mesopotamia as a minimum, has

been whittled down to the long narrow strip of Eastern Syria

which contains Damascus, Hama, Homs, and Aleppo. This is

the same thing as saying that there is no Arab Empire. And
from what leaks out—there is little direct information available

—^it is to be feared that the erection of the East Syrian territory,

under the Emir Feisal, into a State is a rather artificial business,

and that the Arab administration leaves much to be desired

—

which is precisely what was to be expected in the circumstances.

What, then, of the official statement of the British and French

Governments of November, 1918, to the effect that they aimed

at establishing indigenous governments and administrations in

the lands freed from the Turks? That was a definite statement

of a definite policy, and it must be implemented sooner or later,

simt the facts suggest that it is advisable to do so later rather

than sooner. Long tutelage will be necessary for success in these

efforts in setting up Arab States. The Arabs are a congeries of

tribes, some settled, and some nomadic ; and the desert is in the
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blood of every one of them. Government in the modem sense

is unknown to them. There are those who maintain that the

Arab is incapable of governing a modem civiKsed State as it

should be governed. This is a hard saying, but with enough truth

in it to indicate what is the real difficulty of the Arab question.

At least it may safely be said that the establishment at present

of Arab States, without firm and strong guidance from outside,

is undesirable, and might be disastrous both to the Arabs them-

selves and to the general interest.

BoberTiMachbay.



PROBLEMS OP THE MIDDLE EAST.

(2) PlLSUDSKI AND THE KeW POLAND.

Whoever has come in contact with the Polish people has found

that, ioiirteen or fifteen months after the resurrection of their

country, six or seven months after the signing of the Peace

Treaty by Germany, there exists a feeling rather of sorrow than

of anger in respect of Great Britain. It is as well to frank

about these tnatters ; it is only after recognising such national

sentiments that we can search for the causes and endeavour to

establish really friendly relations. The British are held in the

highest esteem
;
the Poles, who j)OS8ess the spirit of tradition like

all who in exile or in bondage have clung tenaciously to the hope

of restoration, feeding their faith on historical memories, admire

profoundly the love of tradition in Great Britain, and even seek

to found in some measure their Parliamentary institutions upon

ours
;
our love of liberty and our large tolerance are held up for

model. Indeed, in spite of their closer contact with the French,

and the influence of the French culture and conceptions npon

them, British ideals and British power are.looked upon as the

most solid and excellent things, and they would be prepared to

do almost anything for our whole-heaited support.

But yiey cannot acquit us of the charge of thwarting their

legitimate aspirations and of placing obstacles in their political

path. So generally is the belief held that we have crabbed and

cribbed the New Poland, that we should certainly make an effort

to understand the Polish point of view. There have been, on

both sides, painful misunderstandings due to inadequate informa-

tion. Certainly in England the importance of the rdle that

Poland is destined to play in European politics is but dimly

realised. Mr. Lloyd George appears to consider Poland as one

of a dozen negligible little nations, to be directed by the Entente.

America made ^ proposal to take Poland under her wing, which

grievously insulted the Polish people. France also would like

to rule Poland from the Quai d’Orsay. It is not sufficiently

remembered that there must be a political hierarchy among the

nations which extend from the Baltic to the Adriatic, forming a

rampart to the East, and that Poland, by numbers, history, and

territorial extent, is undoubtedly at the head in such an hierarchy.

. The true reason for the eclipse of M. Paderewski is precisely

to be found in the disappointment that Poland experienced in

East Galicia. The region is only leased, as it were, to Poland

for a period of twenty-five years. Now in the rebuilding of a

great country a quarter of a century is short
; but in that space
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of titne all the capital that is required for the development of a

district should have been sunk. There are great natural lidieB,

but the exploitation of the oil wells cannot be Encouraged as it

should be if there exists a perpetual State of uncertainty. The
devastated condition of Galicia is deplorable, and Poland will have

a considerable 'task in front of her to repair the ravages o£ war.

Is it not natural that, with some doubt about what will happen

in a few years, Poland should experience some uneasiness and

resentment? It is not unfair to liken East Galicia to a business

in which the man who sets it going and who provides the funds

is informed that another may reap the reward. The Buthenian

minority in this admittedly mixed population would have had its

rights preserved ; but by leaving the question open, the Peace

Conference has given another "field to intriguers, whether of

Ukrainian or other origin. As on previous occasions when the

wishes of Poland have been unfulfilled, British diplomacy was the

cause of the Polish failure.

England appears to the Polish people to be in constant opposi-

tion. This was only the latest of a series of blows which had
gradually undermined the reputation of M. Paderewski, who
came to be regarded, as too weak, too disposed to relinquish tlie

fight without a struggle because of a complacent personal amity
with British statesmen. It is more or less inevitable that until

the Bussiaii situation becomes less confused the frontiers gener-

ally on the East shall be left untraced, though the inconvenience
that thus results is evident. But it is not only the Bussian fron-

tier that remains undefined ; everywhere there is an incertitude

which renders difficult the national consolidation. It is impos-
sible to arrive at a knowledge of the extent of the Polish territory,

of the Polish population, of the Polish riches, of the Polish means
of production. There ai*e innumerable administrative difficulties

owing to this lack of clarity. All the disputed territories are hot-

beds of intrigue; Poland is thrown into unhappy rivalry with
Czecho-Slovakia, with Lithuania, and even with Bumania, and
it would indeed be strange if Germany and Bus^—whether the
Bussia of the Bolsheviks or the Bussia of the “one-and-indi-
visible” patriots—did not take a hand in stirring up strife. In
'.reschen and in Upper Silesia in particular it is realised that, in
face of German manoeuvres in the months that precede the
plebiscite, Poland can only look on helplessly while popular
opinion is directed against her. Dantzig and the free access to
the sea, which is indispensable, remain in German hands until

the ratification of the Treaty. Bightly or wrongly, England
receives the blame for all the refusals of territorial demands and
all the delays which result from the institution of the plebiscites.
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Clearly much of this feeling is totally unjustified by the facts,

but when it is common knowledge 4hat the British Premier

declined to ratify in at least one case the opinion of his own
experts and of the representatives of other Powers, tjhe acceptance

of this attitude as the general attitude of England fatally follows.

Our Bolish friends cannot be too plainly assured -that our only

aim was justice; that there has always been, in our sincere

search for equi^ble solutions, a desire to give the most enduring

base to 'the New Poland that could not be challenged by any

adversary. And, on the other band, it is as well to remind our-

selves of the immense political possibilities of Poland, which is

undoubtedly, placed between Germany and Bussia, the key-State

of Europe. The centre of gravity will lie neither at Paris nor at

Moscow, neither at London nor at Berlin : it lies at Warsaw.
In considering the present state of Poland, at the end of some-

thing over a struggling year of life, it is essential that we should

stay to study that remarkable man. General Pilsudski, who is the

President of the Polish Bepublic. There is no more striking

figure in Europe, and it is surprising how little seems to be known
of him and of his character and political views in England. We
have no room for two personalities in our conceptions of a foreign

country; and as M. Paderewski was already known, and was

picturesque, and appeared on the Paris stage, he had all the lime-

light. Many who know Poland, and who have watched her in

this painful but glorious year of history, not only look upon

Pilsudski as the principal pillar of the New Poland, but also as

one of the greatest of her long line of heroes, and as, perhaps, in

a time when there are so many who can destroy, the greatest

builder of our age.

If we have failed to recognise the worth of this soldier whose

sword has become a trowel, who did not cease patiently and

sagaciously to march towards the achievement of bis hopes in

the teeth of Allied opposition and of the opposition of his own
countrymen, Poland has at last ,recognised what manner of man
he is. He has recently been acclaimed as the real saviour of his

country, the vejritable apostle of Poland. No matter where he

went on this triumphal tour, he was uproariously welcomed. In

Lemberg, as in Posen—^where an attempt had been made to turn

German Poland against Bussian Poland and Austrian Poland--^

as in Cracow—^the ancient capital of Poland where kings were

crowned—^he was saluted as the noble regenerator, the man who
has realised national unity in a land which was divided between

three Great Powers speaking different tongues. Not only did the

peasant applaud him, but the proprietor also ; not only a party,

but a people. He has had a hard struggle, and, as will be appre-
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QWtled from what I have already said, stability has not yet oeen
attained ; but unanimously Pilsudski is taken as the represonta*

tive man—the man who has not only hewn* out a temtoriai

Poland, but who has given Poland a soul.

People are fickle; popularity may pass; but history will

assuredly WTite the name of Pilsudski with the name of Kosciusko.

More fortunate than the great insurgent, Joseph Pilsudski has
seen his patriotic dream come true. What manner of man is this

who, in spite of the distrust of the politicians, the old diplo-

matists, took his riglitful place as the true Polish ‘leader? His
principal outward characteristics are his simplicity and his calm.
He is the chief citizen, but he lives humbly, disdains useless

ceremony, remains poor, devoting himself not only to the large

affairs of State, but to the welfare of his soldiers, to the domestic
needs of the people. Ilis ardour is equal to his abnegation, but he
preserves a steel-like exterior: cool, temperate, tactful, cour-

ageous, far-seeing, and without those personal foibles, those petty
vanities, that often assail the strongest characters in success.

Implacable, he is quiet
; with definite opinions, he is conciliatory.

When the politicians, fearful of this strange man who had suffered

in Bussian and German prisons, who was one of the leaders of

Socialism during an association with the party of nearly twenty-
five years, brought in Paderewski to counter-balance his influence,
he accepted Paderewski with open arms and made him his best
friend and assistant. This example of how he can take any tool
presented to him blade foremost in the hope that it will cut him,
and wield it for national purposes, is an excellent example of his
gemus for statesmanship. Between him and M. Dmowski, the
polished diplomatist of Petrograd and Paris, supple, opportunist,
conservative, there seemed no possibility of collaboration; but
even M. Dmowski was compelled to acknowledge that the simple
soldier, the former preacher of armed revolt against Eiissia, the
agrarian and social reformer, was not a demagogue, not a hot-
head, not a Bolshevik, but a clear-thinking man of action.

It is amusing to remember the grotesque panic that was pro-
duced in the oflicial world when there emerged from the German
gaol of Magdeburg this rebel who had repulsed with scorn the
iKigus German offer of a camouflage “autonomy.” Even many of
hi 3 fellow-countrymen who had long striven for freedom could
not but regard askance a man who had been deported to Siberia

;

able politicians with orthodox methods do not get themselves
deported to Siberia. Already he had raised legions which con-
stituted the new national army. At the Armistice he came
soberly to a work still more difficult than the striking of blows
for freedom. He had created the Polish Army—he had now to
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recreate a counky. The Bolsl;eYik scare was beginning, and the

democrat was distrusted by the emigres. His immediate object

was unity; and* he effaced himself internationally. The diplo-

matists were not molested by him ; he silently strengthened his

army. He fought ; he fought with ill-shod, ill-clad, ill-nourished

troop% in whom he had inspired his own heroic faith ; he fought

on all the borders of Poland, against the Bolsheviks, against the

Germans, against the Ukrainians, against invaders on every side,

and where it was not necessary to fight it was necessary to keep

guard. Tha* Germany would have driven by force the toles out

of Upper Silesia had he not been vigilant, ready to oppose force

against force, is certain. His military performance alone has

been prodigious. To-day Poland has a splendid army of 600,000

men.

Even his political adversaries could not but admire such energy,

such resolution, such skill; as the Bolshevik legend which h^
been woven upon this patriot wore thin, he rallied the suffrages

of all parties for his constructive policy.

To expose the guiding principles of Pilsudski is to indicate the

orientation of Polish politics. Just as the doctrinaire Socialist

will not admit that there is any possible reform outside Socialism,

so Pilsudski the patriot would never in the old days admit that

there could be any real amelioration of the condition of the

Poles without their complete emancipation. He was intransigeant

on tthis point, and therefore to-day he stands naturally for the

full freedom of Poland—a Poland without fMtraves, a Poland

which shall not have to rely upon its ancient masters, Germany
or Eussia, in an economic or political sense. This means, of

course, that he, like the majority of Poles—even those who are

the least tainted with Imperialism—demands, in the adjustment

of the Eastern frontiers, that count should be taken not merely

of absolute ethnological majorities, but also of traditional links,

and, above all, of economic necessities. The line should be a

logical line. It is imjwssible ever to arrive at a boundary in which
one or the other country shall not have, in a given district, a

majority of the nationals of the other. To push the theory of self-

determination too far will lead to absurd results. A country

should be compact, self-contained as far as possible, and uvMaire.

But Pilsudski has not the impossible ambitions of certain Polish

statesmen
; be has not the smallest desire to take in great groups

of peoples who claim their independence. He believes he has
%und the solution of a number of territorial disputes in the prin-

ciple of Confederation.

This is the great idea of Pilsudski which deserves the closest

study and, in my opinion, the support of Allied statesmen—^an
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Badtem Confederation which will unite/ in their common intez^

and for their protection, all the Baltic States, the Ukraine (though

the Ukraine is in chaos, nobody can foresee its future, and in

practice it had better be left out of our plans for the present),

Ozecho-Slovakia, if she will come in, and indeed, further to the

East, Biimania and any other States that can be induced tp form

one great solid buffer, sustaining each other, and by their

solidarity preventing each other from being crushed out of exist-

ence between the upper and nether millstones of the Eastern

and the Western Powers. i

The Poles are often charged with being visionaries, and their

grandiose dreams are supposed to enter into their politics. As a

fact I have always found them coldly realist, with an intense

practical sense in the international domain. It is, 1 think, not-

ably the case of PiJsudski, who is not so much concerned to bring

negotiations for a Confederation to a successful issue on paper,

as to establish first the fact of a Confederation. Create the

reality, he says, and afterwards the formal conventions will easily

be made. There is now, I think, little illusion in Polish circles

about the possibility of the Baltic States living by themselves

and to themselves. They cannot. They must either be the

vassals or the protdg^s of some Power, or they must form a big

Confederation. If they escape the Bolsheviks or the Bussian

Loyalists—and Poland and the Baltic States are not unnaturally

or improperly asking if the danger to their existences does not

rather lie in the restoration of a Military or a Monarchical Dic-

tatorship at Moscow than in the Soviet regime—^they will inevit-

ably fall into the hands of Germany. Germany is not so dull

that she does not discern the advantages of having the control

of this Baltic seaboard, of commanding Eussia in one sense or

another from this Baltic platform. Poland would not have hesi-

tated to go across Idthuania to aid the Baltic States against the

Bolsheviks and to dislodge the Germans had not the Peace Con-

ference decided otherwise. If these States are indeed to be

indei)endent—and I will not discuss the rather conflicting con-

ceptions of the Quai d’Orsay and the Foreign Office—^then they
must, by the force of events, be driven to the Pilsudskian policy

of Confederation.

At the least a Customs Union is essential, and so is a military

alliance. Poland envisages a special position in the Baltic ports,

and a protective pact. With most of her Baltic neighbours the

relations of Poland are admirable, and one might almost say that

the Confederation is already in process of formation. With
Lithuania there are territorial differences that have caused some
strained feeling. A curious detail is that Pilsudski is of Lithu-
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Boiaji origiBf as; 1 bdieve, is Paderewski—that is to say» they

wm b<m on ifflrit(»^ Lithuania probably rightly claims,

but whidb the Poles believe to be Polish. In any caie, he has

probably as complete a knowledge of Eastern problexnk as any

European statesman, and when we consider our own policy in

these parts we must remember two things—one, that Pilsudski

will continue to have for some time a dominant influence upon

Poland—an influence which will turn Polish policy into definite

and permanent channels; two, that he is not disposed either by

temperament•or by ignorance to work out a wrong policy on

behalf of the Entente.

An illustration of this latter statement is his attitude towards

Bolshevism. It is now also the attitude of Poland, but is far from

being understood by the Allies. Poland accepted to be used in

her early days as a weapon in the hands of the Entente; but

only so far as such acceptance was compatible with her own
interests. Pilsudski is anti-Eussian (most Poles, remembering

their subjection and their sufferings under the Tsar, are anti-

Bussian); he is anti-Bolshevik, since his greatest desire is an

orderly and ordered Poland. But his principle, and the principle

of his compatriots, is not to interfere in Bussian affairs. His
policy was* defensive and not aggressive. He could at one time

easily have marched to Moscow. He would not. The conse-

quences of the adventure were too hazardous. It is as well to

realise that, apart from the strict defence of Polish territory and

the occupation of small buffer tracts of land a little beyond the

Eastern frontier that Poland actually expects, Pilsudski’s policy

has been purely one of complacent acceptance of Allied wishes

in principle, because it was essential that Poland should not

become in the slightest degree separated from the Entente
;
but

also of their application always with a prudent regard for the

national interests. Poland emphatically does not want to find

her hand turned against every man. She is not to be forced

too far.

Poland is to%e the kernel of this Eastern Confederation. The
point I have often made, which it would be wong’ to stress too

much, but which certainly is of some importance, is that in such

a Confederation there must necessarily be less heartburning about

the precise frontiers. There are no clear ethnic frontiers; that

is the truth*. Whatever line is drawn, for example, between
Poland and Lithuania must be conventional. It could not satisfy

HBij^er country
; it will dissatisfy them less if they have liens of

social amity and of commercial arrangements. There is no ques-

tion of crushing out the little States ; it^ will be a free union of

free peoples. By her history, by her geographical situation, by
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her large populatioiii by her superior capacity for organisation,

Poland is necessarily the chief star in this galaxy of States. The

Entente has made some woeful mistakes in Eastern Europe, and

the hands of Pilsudski have been perpetually tied. What he

strives for is inevitable unless confusion is to endure, unless little

State is to go out after little State like the morning street lamps

at the passing of the lamplighter ;* and I think that Pilsudski,

who is, it is more and more evident, the one man upon whom
the destinies of I’oland depend, should be left to pursue his

policy in peace. •

Here is the true alternative to the “Pologne Forte” so dear

to the Quai d'Orsay, that is to say, to the “largest possible

Poland,” which, according to some diplomatists, should take in

populations to which it can only put in the most shadowy claims.

As an ally, even in a Europe in equilibrium, even i^th the

restoration of the old Balance of Power, a Confederation of Poland

and her neighbours would be better than the hugest patched-iip

Poland. Strength in the sense in which the word is used in sohie

Entente circles is the synonym of weakness, for there will only

be produced internal troubles, while disputes with neighbours

will be multiplied.

At the present moment the Polish Army is one of ‘the largest

in Europe. Whether it is ne>cessary to retain 600,000 men under

arms may be doubted, but it is certainly the policy of Pilsudski

to possess great forces while Poland is in a transition stage. The
effect of this upon economic conditions is obvious. These soldiers

are necessarily non-productive, and constitute a heavy burden
for the rest of the community. There are, in addition to the

feeding and clothing and arming of these men, large devastated

regions to be cared for. These are the two chief difficulties in

the economic domain. Without them there would be no trouble

about the ravitaillement. There are plenty of foodstuffs for

Central Poland; but the regions liberated from Bolshevism are

in an unhappy dependent plight.

A mistake seems to have been made in fixin^the imemploy-
ment doles too high. The out-of-works are certainly thus saved
from any tendency to Bolshevism; money appears to be an
excellent anti-senim for this disease. But the price paid is over-

much. The eagerness to set to work disappears, and it has there-

fore been found advisable to reduce the amount. Agriculture is

prospering, and at Lodz and Warsaw factories are humming.
The mines are being exploited, though a good deal of improve-
ment is still called for.

Considering the low value of the Polish mark—it can be
exchanged at the rate of five or six to the franc, and the franc.
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of course, in its turn is extremely low—the cost of living is rather

surprisingly moderate. It would sound bad enough expressed

in pounds and shillings, but the relation of prices with the value

of money has to be remembered. It is clear, however, that with

the exchange against her Poland requires aid from the more

fortunate nations if she is to obtain proper supplies of raw
materials and manufactured goods. She needs bng credits.

America rather clumsily proposed these credits, forgetting that

there is a psychology of nations. Poland is proud—^perhaps it is

her failing. Ihe American conditions included the introduction

of experts in all branches of Polish industry and commerce,

which, rightly or wrongly, in the opinion of the Polish rulers,

constituted a veritable management of Polish affairs. Bather

than Accept such sort of assistance Poland prefers to suffer. But
it is to be hoped that she will not be allowed to suffer more than

is unavoidable. There are great national riches, whether in

timber, in minerals, or in petrol, which are a sure guarantee to

all who now help in building up ihe new-old land.

What it means to organise a new country can hardly be realised.

A year ago there was practically no administration. There were

three- sorts of Poles—German, Bussian, and Austrian—who,

although preserving their nationality, had acquired the conflicting

characteristics of these three countries, having lived under

different laws and different administrative systems. To have

welded them into one people under one administration is the

gigantic achievement of a single year. If I have dwelt at length

upon the personality of Pilsudski, it is because I believe that

only a popular personality who is, as it were, a synthesis of the

nation, who is taken as embodying its ideals, was capable of

fusing and fashioning a people recast in such conditions.

Politically, as I write, the prospects of permanence of the new
Cabinet do not seem very bright. The majority can be easily

shifted, and even the measure of agrarian reform which was
passed is again in question. The idea is to break up large pro-

perties in land, "but to expropriate the owners with proper com-

pensation. The Poles, unlike some classes of Bussians, possess

a strong sentiment of the sanctity of property, and although it

is absolutely necessary if Poland is to be a partner in modem
civilisation that the landed estates should be divided, dispossession

of the great landlords, who remind one in some districts of feudal

figures, is to be conducted with scrupulous fairness. The measure
which fixed (with certain exceptions) the limit of holding at 400
acres was only passed in^he Sejm by one vote. It is sought to

raise it to 750 acres. In such a reform it is a mistake to proceed

too swiftly and too radicaily.
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M. Skulski, who was called to be Premier, is a new and largely

untried man, although I have excellent reports of his adminis-

tration at Lodz, where he was Mayor during the German occupa-

tion. The significatice of his selection is that Poland is more
than ever opposed to Germany. There are, it is true, German
menaces to v/hich a firm front is the ^nly reply ; but as^oland,
after all, simply must live on good terms with hen big neighbour

if she is to live at all, this policy may be taken as a passing phase.

As for M. Patek, my impression is that the ex-Minister at Prague,

who also replaced M. Paderewski during som^ of the Paris

negotiations and who displayed some finesse in the Teschen
dispute, is a man of tact and judgment without having any sp^ial
competence. The Cabinet generally is regarded as essc^tiMly

Conservative, and cannot look for a long life. There is on^inan/
whose grip upon Polish affairs, whose undoubted sincerity, and
whose proved ability make him more and moi^ the strong pillar

of Poland—^Pilsudski.

Sisley Huddleston.



PROBLEMS OF THE MIDDLE EAST.

(3) The Turkish Tangle.

History has proved that Turkey has been the scene of, and the

reason for, war after war, and that for many years the numerous

questions connected with that country have been responsible for

some of the greatest difficulties in European diplomacy.
.
Whilst

for the moment Germany and Eussia may have been removed

from the arena of Near Eastern intrigue, and whilst the Ottom^
armies may have been defeated on the field of battle, the situa-

tion^to-day is none the less difficult in that the satisfactory settle-

mehi of the EasWn Question and the future peace of the world-

depend upon whether the Peace Conference, reassethbled in

Paris, can come 'to arrangements which will prove workable,

and upon whether, when once a settlement has been arrived at.

Great Britain, France and Italy, with the direct or indirect

support of the United States, will be prepared to enforce the

maintenance of that settlement.

Before entering into details, let me, however, briefly remind

my readers of the extent of the territories at present involved in

the Turkish Question. In Europe th^e is the small area which

remained Ottoman after the Balkan Wars. In Asia, whilst no

decision has been published on the subject, there seems no ques-

tion of the re-establishinent of the Sultan’s political authority

(except perhaps a nominal authority typified by the maintenance

of tile Turkish flag or by the existence of a theoretical suzerainty)

in Syria, Palestine, the Hedjaz, Arabia or Mesopotamia, that is

to' say, in those parts of his former dominions situated to the

south of a line approximately drawn west and east from Alex-

andretta to Mosul and on to the Persian frontier. Practically

the whole of these areas had passed out of Turkish hands either

by the force of Allied arms or by the direct wish of the inhabitants

at the time of the signature of the Armistice. For these reasons,

therefore, and because it would be contrary to the letter and the

spirit of the Fourteen Points and of the declarations of Mr. Lloyd

George and other statesmen to return these territories to Turkey,

we have, so far as that country herself is concerned, only to

occupy ourselves here with what remains of the Ottoman

Dominions in Europe and with the"' Asiatic possessions of the

#ii^n situated to the north of the above-mentioned line. These

territories fall into, and should, I think, be discussed as, three

mate or less distinct unitS'—Constantinople and the Dardanelles,

Armenia and Turkish Anatolia.
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In a speech delivered in the House of Commons on December
18th Mr. Ijloyd George rightly stated that in the future ‘^we

cannot trust the same porter ” to guard the Straits. That state-

ment, which naturally attracted the widest attention, was un-

doubtedly in part responsible for the announcement which
appeared in the Matin of Paris on December 31st to the«eff^t

that the Turkish Government would be tranBferr€;^ from' Con-

stantinople either to Broussa or Konia, and for the subsequent

authoritative statement published in the Times of January Ist,

that no decision on the point had then been reached. As we dp
not, therefore, really know whether or not Mr. Lloyd George and
M. Clemenceau actually agreed, at least in principle, to a **bag

and baggage ** policy during their recent conferences in London
(in that case the announcement of the Matin might in fact be
correct, though still diplomatically inaccurate and premature),

as the Prime Minister seems more recently to have veered in the

direction of the retention of at least a nominal Turkish authority

at Constantinople, and as the question may be settled ere the

publication of these pages, the only course which remains open
to me is to examine the several alternatives capable of adoption

by the Peace Conference reassembled in Paris, and to discuss

very briefly the various advantages and disadvantages of each
of them.

The first and all-important questions are whether the Sultan
should be removed out of Europe and whether all or the greater

part of the Ottoman territory, situated to 'the north of the above-

mentioned line, should continue, at least nominally, to form part

of Turkey. These questions are practically interdependent, for

the departure of the Ottoman Government from Constantinople
would practically mean the dismemberment of Turkey. Conse-
quently, if we are agreed, as I think thai all serious students must
be agreed, that the same “gatekeeper** cannot remain in undis-

puted charge of the Dardanelles and the Bosphorus, then it must
be recognised that the Allies are faced by the necessity of arriving

at a decision perhaps more momentous to the civilised world,
especially to this country, than any other arising out of the war.
The difificulties of that decision, which must almost unavoidably
be taken partly on grounds of principle and partly on those of

expediency, have been greatly increased by developments, some
of which occurred during, and some of which have taken place
since, the termination of the war. Thus, whilst from March,
1915, until her claims were renounced, it seemed clear, though,
I think, highly unsatisfactory, that Bussia must have Coiistanti-

nople, the collapse of that country left the world without any
obvious method of resolving this all-impiortant problem. Again,
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after waiting for more than a year in the untiring hope that the

United States would assume a rdle of*all-preponderating influence

in the Near Kast, Europe is once more thrown back upon her own
resoiii^s, and this at a moment when the local situation has

become far more coihplicated and acute than was the case at the

time of^the signature of the Armistice. And, lastly* although

there is every rea&pn to hope that, before the publication of these

pages, the differences between the standpoints of Great Britain

and of France will &ave been reconciled, those differences: must
unavoidably have their bearing upon a problem any ’^ssible

solution ^ which is J^ssessed of present and future dangers.

Fn>m whatever standpoint we may look at the Turkish Qufi^-

tion^ it is necessary to create a special Constantinople zone ciT

area. That zone and the world highway which it controls

should be unfortifled, and open in times of peace and of war to

the ships of commerce and of war of all nations, thus fulfilling

the peace conditions laid down by Mr. Lloyd George and by Mr.
Wilson. Moreover, as is the case with the Suez Canal, the Straits

should be neutralised, that is to say, no belligerent act should be

permitted to take place there, except in the eventuality of an
attack from without. The frontiers of that zone, in Europe and

in Asia, should, therefore, be such as to ensure the protection

and good administration of the Straits which constitute an inter-

national waterway quite as truly as do the great rivers of the Euro-

pean Continent. On the West, and in Euroi)e, the boundary

should be that of the pre-war Turkey, that formed by the Eivers

Maritza and Ergene, or that made by the Enos-Midia line—a line

agreed to by the Great Powers at the time of the signature of

the Treaty of London of 1913 and a line wliich was to form the

frontier of the area actually conceded to Eussia by Great Britain

and France under the arrangement of March, 1915. In Asia

Minor, and consequently on the south and east of the Straits

and of the Marmora, the districts bounded on the east by the

lower stretch of the Eiver Sakaria and on the south by a line

drawn from the main bend of that river just to the north of

Broussa and on to the Mediterranean coast at or near the Gulf of

Edremid, should go with Constantinople. The establishment of

such a zone, which should include the islands of Imbros, Tenedos
and Castellorizo, expressly left to Turkey by the London Ambas-
sadorial Conference of 1913-1914, in order to enable iihat country

to protect the outer entrance to the Dardanelles, would render

.ttelfcraits practically safe from the danger of interference with

-heir neutrality.

So* far there is unlikely to be any serious disagreement with

the suggestions which I have made. We now, however, come

VOL. ovn. N.S. L
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to the highly controversial questions bound up with the future

position of Turkey in or not in this area, and with the nature

of the external control or actual administration to be set up for

its safety and good government. With regard to the former of

these problems, three alternative courses appear to be open to

the Peace Conference. Pirst, the Ottoman Govemnjpnt, as

such, might be relegated to Asia, the Sultan being allow€<l to

remtin at, or at least to execute his spiritual authority in, Con-

stantinople and the surrounding territory. Secondly, the Turks,

driven ’from Europe altogether, might be compelled to establish

their seat of government at Broussa, Konia or Angora, as a purely

Asiatic lV)\vor. And, thirdly, Stamboul might continue to be the

seat of the Ottoman Government and the residence of the Saltan,

Turkey in that case remaining the nominal Sovereign Power in

the Straits zone. The adoption of either of the two first-men-

tioned plans would necessitate the creation of a new governing

authority at Constantinople, whereas the acceptance of the third

proposal would entail the bringing into existence of what would

have to be an effective controlling force.

At the moment of writing (January 14th) it would seem that

any one of these schemes is capable of acceptance by the Peace

Conference. It remains, therefore, not so much to prophesy as

to explain what may be the results, advantageous and disadvan-

tageous, of decisions, one of wdiich must almost inevitably now
be taken in Paris. There is nothing to be said in favour of the

first, that is, for the retention of Constantinople merely as the

residence of the Caliph. The city, as a city, is not sacred to

Moslems, and such an arrangement cannot be justified by

expediency or principle. Indeed, the establishment of a sort of

‘‘Vatican ” would, in fact, lead to religious and political complica-

tions. For instance, instead of gratifying the world of Islam,

what would amount to the imprisonment of the Caliph might

well have an opposite effect. Politically, too, the acceptance of

such , a solution would mean the establishment not of a spiritual

chief, dispossessed of all temporal power, but of a Pontiff Sultan,

whose worldly dominions, in any eventuality, must extend almost

to what would be the confines of his- then only religious domicile.

The Turk, therefore, must either be driven from, or remain

in, Constantinople. The adoption of the former policy, apparently

favoured by »Mr. Lloyd George when he made his speech of

December 18th, would carry with it. a well-deserved punishment
for the crowning Turkish atrocity—^the shocking massacre of

Armenians during the war. Possessed of an appearance of

finality, it would also gratify the sentiments of the subject

nationalities. But to set against these advantages banishm^t
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would mean a decreased opportunity for Turkish intercourse with

Western civilisation, without any guarantee tliat a better start

would be made in fresh surroundings. Further, to those who
know the country and its conditions, it is clear that, once exiled

to Broil ssa, or still more to Konia or Angora, instead of being

uiaintajned at Constantinople as a sort of hostage^ the difficulty

of exercising control over the Ottoman Government and the

dangers of Bolshevism would have been considerably increased.

Thus, instead of being able to employ direct pressure, made real

if necessary by the presence of an International Fleet’ at the

Golden Horn, the Allies or even the League of ISations would be

in the position of being obliged either to de]x.*nd on mere words,

wiiich do not count with Turks, or to send a military expedition

to enforce their decisions in a capital situated at a distance from

tlie sea coast. Moreover, the Turks definitely expelled, there

would arise the problem of finding a new^ system of fjorernment,

not merely of control

^

on the Straits—a problem the difficulty

of which would he greatly enhanced by the aspirations of Greece

—aspirations in that case much less easy of disappointment than

were the Sultan’s authority to bo prolonged, at any rate in name.

From the more strictly British point of view, although we
know' that it has become the habit of the Government rapidly

and completely to change its policy, the enforcement of retribu-

tion upon Turkey would carry with it a direct reversal of Mr.

Lloyd George’s originally expressed war aims, for it is almost

unnecessary to repeat that he said, in his memorable speech of

two years ago, that **we do not challenge the maintenance of the

Turldsh Empire in the homelands of the Turkish race with its

capital at Constantinople/* without making any suggestion that

this statement was intended not as a post-war pledge, but merely

as an “offer** or as an “invitation** to the Ottoman Govemnient
then to sue for an independent peace. Such a pledge, which cannot

be broken without something more than the mere juggling of

words, is important, for, whilst even if it be true to say that tlie

inteiest displayed in Turkey by- millions of non-Ottoman Moslems
is of more or less recent growth, we have it from the Aga £han,
from Mr. Ameer Ali, and from other distinguished authorities,

that the feelings of Islam are now very real and deep upon the

subject. By acting in the face of such warnings and by courting

a danger, which seems ip be recognised in France and Italy,

neither of whom have as many Moslem subjects as Great Britain,

^ would force into prominence the question of the

Caliphate, the Sultan’s claim to which is based partly upon the

fact that he is still the greatest Mohammedan Prince of the day

—a question the settlement of which de^nds, not upon the
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victors in the war, but upon the wishes and sentiments of the

Moslem world.

For the above and other reasons, to wdiich 1 w-ill now allude,

it therefore seems that there is much, in fact, almost everything,

to be said for the alternative i)olicy, apparently advocated by
France and Italy, namely, for the maintenance of Tnrk^ in a

limited area of Euroi)can territory and for the retention of her

Government at Gonstantinople, that Government being subject

to strict and definite control in things concerning the Straits and
their protection. The setting up of such control, which, if neces-

sary, miglit, for tlic moment at least, take the form of the pro-

longation of the existing administration, carried out by High
Coinmissioncrs of the Powers, would in itself be simpler than
the creation of a sovereign authority to replace the Turks. This

sohilion of the problem would also avoid the dilliculty of ceding

disputed territory to either Greece or Bulgaria, for were the

Turks to be removed from Constantinople, this might well mean
a reduction in the size of the European section of the Straits

area in such a manner that Adrianople and the surroimdihg

country would be located beyond it. So far as I am aware, too,

whilst much has appeared in the Press upon the ..subject, no
justifiable argument Las yet been produced to prove that a con-

trolling body would be any more susceptible to intrigue than

would be a new sovereign authority. And, lastly, although many
of the high moral standards enunciated during the war have not

been and will not be realised, and although the Greek element
of the population may ])rodominate on the shores of the Straits

and of the l?iack Sea, (Constantinople is Turkish on the basis of

nationality.^

The next difficulty arises from the fact that whether the Turks
stay or do not stay in Constantinople, in any case it becomes the

duty of the Peace Conference to decide upon the nature of the

regime to control or to re])lace them—a r^girnf^ the determination

of which is likely in either case to be governed by more or less

tlie same i^rinciples. It is here that it is particularly regretful,

altlioiigh Mr. Morgenthau, writing in the New York Times so

lately as November last, still believed his country should accept

(1) Viscount Bryco in Tranaeaucasia and Ararat^ gives 800,000 as an estimate of

the total population and states that of these, ** the Armenians reckon themselves
at 200,000, the Greeks are nearly as numerous, the Mohammedans more numezoitt^
probably 350,000.**

A correspondent of the Times, writing from Constantinople in the issue of that

I»aper for June 26, 1919, says : “ The majority of the population is certainly com-
posed of Turkish-speakiiig Moslems, who probably form, about seven-twelfths of

the entim population of the city. The bulk of the land belongs to Tittkish

landlords.’*
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a mandate in the Near East, that there seems J)ut a meagre hope

that America will now be persuaded to undertake a responsibility

for ^’hicli her qualifications are absolutely unique. This un-

willingness to risk complications and to set an example of high-

minded unselfishness to the civilised world—an unwillingness

wliich%inay make all the ditrcreiice between a success and a

failure in the Turkish settlement—necessitates the formulation

of some other alternative, an alternative almost unavoidably to

lie souglit by a ju'ocess of elimination of what is impossible rather

than by a sel<rction of what would be desirable. Thus, whilst the

Turks would probayj/ prefer the control of England to that of

any other country, and whilst very many of them would un-

doubtedly object to the single presence of France at Constanti-

nople, it seems hardly, likely that either of these two Powers

would accept such an onerous responsibility as a pennanency,

especially as a European acceptor might ultimately be brought

into dangerous relations with one or more systems of government

in Eussia. Perhaps Italy, and certainly Greece, would take a

different standpoint, but, even could an agreement be secured

upon the subject, for the Conference to hand o^er the Straits to

either of these countries, and particularly to the latter, would be

for it to close ifcs eyes to the national and international conditions

of the past, of the present, and of the future. Consequently, and

as a pis dUer^ it seems almost inevitable that, for the moment at

least, resort must be had to the creation of some form of Inter-

national Commission, if possible to be established under the

presidency of an American, enemy countries not being allowed

to be represented, at any rate until such time as it may be decided

to permit them to enter the League of Nations. Finally, whilst

the existence of such a Commission would have to be made real

by the presence of naval and perhaps of limited military forces,

the costs of administration of the Straits area might be defrayed

by the imposition of maritime dues, by the taxation of the

inhabitants, and, if necessary, by an international subsidy to

which the United States might perhaps contribute. Unsatis-

factory as such a divided superintendence or such an international

executive might prove, in this case it would at least have as

advantages that, once the fateful question of the position of

Turkey is decided—and that must be definitely decided now—the

rules . for international administration need not now be very

strictly codified, and time might be called to the rescue either

the United States is prepared once more to come to the

asBistanoe of mankind or until such a time as the future of Eussia

becomes much more clear than it is to-day.

Whilst Constantinople constitutes the pihee de resistance of
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the Eastern Question, so far as Europe is concerned, the future

distribution and government of Asia Minor are, in fact, far more

important to the various subject races of Turkey. It goes without

saying that Armenians have been murdered in the capital and

that Christians have been maltreated in the European Provinces.

Nevertheless, Jiowever dreadful may have been Ottoman #nisrule

in the Balkans, it has been nothing to be compared with that

represent(*d by the massacres and deportations which have taken

place in recent times in the Asiatic dominions of the Sultan,

when the years 1894, 1896, 1909, and 1915 are anmng the most

bloody in history. Consequently, althougl^it might be a grati-

fication to humanity at large, and i^articularly to the oppressed

nations of tlie Near East, to witness the departure of the Turks

from Constantinople, that departure itself would do little, if

anything, to put an end to the gradual process of extermination

whicli has been in progress in Anatolia for years. For these

reasons, therefore, and because so long as there is unrest or

disorder in Turkey so long will there be an ever-recnrring danger

of, and excuse for, foreign inten^ention, it is incumbent upon the

Peace Conference to find a solution of a problem which is ren-

dered unusually complicated by the fact that, whilst the Turks
only constitute an army of oc(aii>ation, they are actually the

largest element of the population in many of the districts which

they misnile.

In the opinion of such authorities as Mr. Morgenthan—an

opinion with which I tlioroughly agree—the question of Asia

Minor should be dealt with in two categories, Armenia and

Turkish Anatolia. With respect to Armenia, w^hich should either

be entirely independent of Turkey or, ai^any rate, subject to only

a nominal and theoretical suzerainty, there is but little divergence

of opinion, for it seems practically an accepted fact that an

Armenian State should now be brought into existence. Conse-

quently, the primary problem here is one of Irontiers—a problem

which cannot be decided exclusively upon the ethnological dis-

tribution of the inhabitants, for to adopt this course would be to

reward the Turks and other Moslems who have endeavoured to

solve the Armenian question by means of the destruction of that

race. Here, therefore, the only foundation upon which to work
is to establish a State sufficiently large to secure its independent

existence and to enable it to receive emigrants now domiciled

l>eyond whatever may be its future frontiers. If this thesis be

accepted, I think that the six so-called Armenian vilayets (with

the exception of North-Western Sivas), together with the eastern

part of Trebizond, should become part of Armenia, her southern

frontier being made contiguous to whatever may be the northetn
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boundary of Mesopotamia. The Armenian Republic of Ararat

is reported to have elected to become part, and therefore should

be included. For the rest, that is, the questions of Cilicia and

of a port upon the Mediterranean, a solution must depend largely

upon the arrangements arrived at for the distribution of Syria

and ujiiDn the identity of the Mandatory or Protector of the new
State.

When we come to the remainder of Anatolia there are two

alt(‘rnatives—disruption and the maintained integrity. The adop-

tion of the finst would probably mean the at least partial* realisa-

tion of the Atiglo-Franco-RuKsian agreement of 1916, of the Pact

of London, and of Greek aB]urationi> at Smyrna. Such an

arangement, carrying with it a series of different mandates, would

almost cjertainly cut off Turkey from the Mediterranean, and in

robbing that country of areas which are preponderatingly Turkish

in race it would jirove neither durable nor fair. Rejuvenated

integrity, on the other hand, would maintain, as Turkish, terri-

tories the population of which is probably 75 per cent. Moslem,

and it would avoid the establishment of two rivals—Italy and

Greece—as neighbours in Asia. No doubt therefore remains in

iny mind that the easiest and least unsatisfactory course of

adoption w'ould be for the Allies to abrogate the above-mentioned

agreements, rendered obsolete as they are by the exit of Russia

from, and the entry of America into, the war, and to prolong a

supervised and controlled Turkish administration, with its capital

at Constantinople or elsewhere, in all the areas situated to the

west of the Armenian frontier.

Turning to the question of mandates, we are once more in an

unhappy position, for, es the United States seems destined to

refuse any serious commitments, not only the mandates, but also

the mandatories, may have to be different for the two areas of

Asiatic Turkey. Armenia, who cannot at once stand on her own
legs, will require strong outside influence to create, to assist in

the development of, and to strengthen the actual State, to ensure

to its inhabitants, Christians or Moslems, majorities or minori-

ties, absolute equality before the law, and to safeguard the

integrity of the frontiers. In the Turkish zone the task of the

superimposed authority will consist in controlling and purging

something which already exists and in guaranteeing to the non-

Turks the fulfilment of the “privileges” which they already

possess or with which they may be endowed in the future. These
di^culties, which might be satisfactorily overcome by means of

distinct mandates, held by a single mandatory—Great Britain

or America—cannot, I believe, be surmounted, to the advantage

oi the world and of the peoples concerned, by any other single
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country. Faiitc de niiaux, therefore, the Conference may be

compelled to agree to the appointment of a single High Com-

missioner, or group of High Commissioners, for Armenia and to

a French or some other mandate for Turkey, the respective con-

trolling forces being responsible either directly to the League of

Nations or to. the executive authority established on the*Straits

—an authority which w^ould then be paramount throughout the

areas the destinif's of w'hich are discussed above.

In the foregoing pages I have endeavoured to place before my
readers some of the conditions and considerations likely to

influence the future of Turkey. So many are the entanglements

and so multitudinous are the complications, that I make no claim

to have found a satisfactory solution of a question which seems

well-nigh insoluble, or to have discussed all the features of a

subject which must occupy the attention of experts for months,

if not years. The problems of finance (the expenditure necessary

for the achievement of the several schemes and the apportion-

ment of the Ottoman debt), of a unified system of jurisprudence,

and of the economic relations to be established between the

several units are only a few of those to which no reference has

been possible. The solutions of these problems and of many
others can only bo found by the display of a conciliatory spirit

on the part of the Allies—a conciliatory spirit which, if it means
sacrifices to-day, will have its rewards in the future. For many
years prior to the war tlie Near East w'as a storehouse of explosive

material. It will so remain until its problems are settled upon

a rational and fair basis.

H. Charles Woods.

P.B.—On re-reading the above article I find two points upon
which further stress might be laid :

—

. (1) The historical antiquity of, and the religious justification

for, the attachment of non-Turkish Moslems to the Sultan and to

Turkey matter to us far less than does the actual existence or

non-existence of that attachment, which is the practical point.

(2) Whilst there may be actually nothing from the religions

standpoint in the removal of the seat of the Caliph from iOon-

stantinople to Asia Minor, the banishment of the Sultan

affect his claim to the Caliphate, in that, for reasons well

plained by Mr. Wilfrid S. Blunt in his Future of Islam, the right

of the sword an I the non-existence of a temporal rival constitute

one of the reasons for the spiritual rule of the House of Othmaii.
January 20th, 1920. H. G: W. :



WORLD-EEVOLUTION.

The phenomenon of the moment is the prevailing belief of the

world that it is on the eve, if not in the midst, of a “ revolutionary
”

epoch.

Revolution is a term of widely varying connotation. The
history of ev^ry people presents its own peculiar type of 'struggle

to substitute a new political or social order for the one already

existing. With the growing industrialisation of the world, and its

marked psychological effects upon every civilised people, the nature

of this struggle inevitably tends to be determined by the interaction

of economic conditions.

In general, two movements characterise the ceaseless effort to

re-act to environment—first, the conscious subversive element,

Socialist, Syndicalist, Communist, or what not, and, secondly,

the evolutionary tide of human energy directed to this or that

phase in the gradual transfonnation of society.

All progress alike among the nations inter se and within the

nation itself is due to the sway of ideas—or, wluit comes to the

same thing, culture-types—now comj[ietiiig, now co-operating.

The War was rooted in the national idea which had been inculcated

into the German mind. The antecedent causes of Bolshevism are

clearly traceable to the environment of the Russian people. The
present world-unrest, ever since the centre of European gravity

shifted to a self-centred and energetic i)eople in the heart of the

Continent, has similarly been developing under the two-fold

pressure of German ambition and the growing power of a vast

proletariat. This pressure is making itself felt far beyond

Europe’s own confines. Thus the whole East to-day is quivering

with restlessness—-the psychological effect produced by cables,

wireless telegraphy, the modern Press, a prodigious propaganda,

the amazingly improved communications which have plunged the

Orient into a new atmosphere, and, perhaps above all, by the

theory of the self-determination of 'peoples on the wl|K>leBale plan

of President Wilson, which has upset the mental balance of all

racial minorities.

But the world-revolution which we are invited, with ceaseless

iteration, to regard as imminent, if not of enemy origin, has been

and manipulated as part of a concerted scheme to create

and use the class-war, not for what is grandiloquently called *'the

eisojtomic emancipation of the masses,’ * but to undermine the

national stability of every country by turns. Germany is, in short,

VOL. OYHi N;B* L*
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still sowing the wind and has deliberately elected to risk reaping

the whirlwind. Nay, more than that, she threatens, if she cannot

make a better bargain, to become the plague-spot of Europe.

Eevolution, every whit as much as Kultur, was Germany’s
message to mankind. It was no sudden artifice devised under the

stress and strain of War, but a settled purjx)se during years of

Peace. “Divide et Imj^era ’* was the old Hapsburg *motto.

“Erst zerteilen, dann besitzen”
—

“First split up, then possess”

—might liave been the maxim of the Hohenzollcrns. Penetration

,

always directed against national sovereignty, was not merely an
economic challenge or business ruse. It predicated Deutschtunij

and Deutschtum denied the right of any other nationality to bo

-co-equal, much less purahiount, even at home. And if these

designs have been stealthily pursued they have been almost

of)enIy proclaimed.

Germany, as we all know now, long ago founded schools for

teaching sedition. Since 1909 there has been a subsidised

machinery at Berlin for training Indian, Turkish, Persian, and
Egyptian nationalists, for instance, who wore sent on to Madame
Caina at Paris or to Oxford and Cambridge for a finishing touch.

Anarchism, which is nothing if not cosmopolitan, has had its secret

centres even in our seats of learning. Certain “circles” have
there long worked in secret, consciously or unconsciously, on
parallel lines with the Berlin and Paris schools. Indian anarchists

hovered—and are still hovering—bet\\ een Berlin and Bernt!

;

London and Paris.

The French Yellow Book of 1914, giving the documents relating

to the negotiations which preceded the Declaration of War,
contained an “ Annexe ’’ (dated Berlin, March 19th, 1913) to a

Report forwarded by M. Etienne, Minister of War, to M. Jonnart,

Minister of Foreign Affairs. Of indubitable authenticity, this was,

although anonymous, obviously the work of a high military

authority. It was entitled “Note Regarding the Strengthening of

the German Army.”
It placed German aims and methods in a clear light :

—

‘‘Neither the ridiculous clamour for revenge of the French Jingoes, nor
the English gnashing of teeth, nor the wild gestures of the Slavs will turn us
from our end, which is to strengthen and extend Deutschtum throughout
the entire world.”

This candid avowal of an aggressive purpose was cynically
followed by counsels as to the necessity of instilling into the
German mind that any war would be defensive. And then, as
to the means, it went on :

—

“Disturbances must be stirred up in Northern Africa and in Russia. This
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is tt means of absorbing forces of the adversar^r. It is, therefore, vitally

neoeasury that through well-chosen agents wo should get into contact with
influential people in Egypt, Tunis, Algiers, and Morocco, in order to prepare
the necessary measures in case of European war."

A plan, constructed with malefic ingenuity, was then sketched

out foia using “secret allies,” and it was put significantly in the

light of the present outbreak :
“ The higyptian School is specially

suited for this. More and more it gathers together intellects of

the Mussulman world.” A ” rising” in Egypt has iiev^r since

possessed any element of surprise. Its raison (Vdire has been
pro-German and pro-Turk suggestion working u|X)n all chronic

discontent. For a foundation for invoking first the environment
and then revolution at will was well and truly laid not only in

lt)ut in almost each and every country which came wdthin
the German orbit.

German Ambassadors, Ministers and Charges iVA ffaires, acting

ujKDn orders from Berlin in their own and neighbouring countries,

have deliberately iJursued the policy and practice of seditious

agitation. Prince Biilow in Italy, Prince Eatibor in Spain,

Prince Eeiiss at Teheran, Count Bernstorff in America, Admiral
von Hintze at Peking and Christiania will serve as examples of

diplomats who abused their official immunity to instruct German
(onsuls to ])romote sexual, jKditical, and industrial strife. Mr.
Justice Bailhache, in the case of the B.B, Tennyson, pointed the

obvious moral from the indubitably authentic instructions to naval

Maehes, one of the pidees de cunriction, to enlist and pay
anarchists and criminals. And these acts were so synchronised

or serialised as to produce a cumulative effect and convince society

that its dissolution was drawing nigh.

I)r. Paul licnsch—who has just been aj)pointed by the new
Eepublic to the professorial staff of Berlin University—with

amazing, but all the same calculated, indiscretion confessed ' that

Germany’s ix)licy has long been, and was throughout the war,

frankly revolutionary—the nuance is obvious but immaterial.

“But these years” (i.e., 1893-1913), he says, “also raised to the

full height of its world-historic significance that antagonism

betw'een Germany and England which had long been latent ; and
they finally revealed the revolutionary rdle which Germany has
to play in this world-war.” Again, elsewhere, he put it : “We
should perceive that in the present world-revolution Germany
represents the revolutionary, and her great antagonist, England,

^the counter-revolutionary side.” We can accept the admission.

7 is true in a much wider sense than Lensch intended. The two

(1) Three Years of World RevoltOiont (London, 1918).

L* 2 .
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nations are respectively the protagonists of the conflicting ideals

—the ethic of Force and the ethic of Civilisation.

Lensch dates back the assumption of this “revolutionary”

policy to 1879, when Bismarck re-instituted Protection, because

the decision placed Germany in a position in relation to the rest

of the world of “ the representative of a higher and more advanced

economic system.” The conclusion is characteristically Teutonic,

and as an admission usefully illuminates the back of the German
mind, showing that they deliberately construed their world-

mission* to be in truth one of “Divide «‘ind Conquer#”

M. kautsky has lately caused no little sensation by publishing

some of the ex-Kaiser’s reckless annotations to reports. In one

of these, vvliicli has attracted a totally needless amount of atten-

tion, Wilhelm 11. records the necc.ssity of giving orders to German
Con.suls to stir up insurrection, and avow^s his intention of seizing

India. If there is nothing new in these amiable avowals, the

Political Review (December 12th, 1919) adds a useful confirma-

tion from the Deutsche AUgemeinc Zeitung—Count von Moltke’s

suggestions to the Foreign Cilice to incite revolts in Poland,

India, Egypt and the Caucasus. If it is retorted that all this is

ancient history, it may be remarked at once that the same i>olicy

is being actively carried out to-day. It is easy to find perfervid
*

admirers of the Peace Treaty and the pact of the League of

Nations who laugh at the idea of any present-day German con-

spiracy, with or without Bolshevik support, to plunge mankind
into anarchy. But facts are stubborn things, and we have to

face the truth, that world-revolution is being feverishly fomented

by Germany and German agents. The api>eal of the German
Socialists to the world proletariat has never been denied or con-

cealed. The Allied working classes are to make common political

cause with Germany in defeat, rescind the Peace Treaty, sweep

away Imperialism and capitalism, and establisb upon the ruins

a new social order.

What W'as the agency by means of w^hich the idea of an

impending revolution was to be inculcated? The question brings

us naturally to the consideration of Massensuggestionf that

formation of a psychological mass—wdiich is a science in Germany
—a powerful auxiliary in a campaign of corruption. To create

an atmosphere is the supreme metier of the Teuton. We must
never lose sight of the elementary fact that, as well as revolution

itself—alw^ays more easily threatened than accomplished—Ger-

many has aimed at the creation of a fitting environment. If a

people oan be persuaded that a social cataclysm is impending,

the event comes at once within the range of the practical. That

the British working classes were on the verge of revolt against
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capital and authority ; that France was passing through a succes-

sion of crises which must inevitably result in disintegration ; and

that the extrema Italian Socialists would, in conjunction with

other intransigent elements, sweep away the dynasty and establish

a republic, are now commonplaces of German propagandist

suggetfion.

Nobody, it is true, can have been so blind to the lessons of the

history of our own times as to doubt that for generations evolu-

tionary forces have been at work effecting momentous social and
political changes. A “revolution,** loosely so-called, has always

been more or less in* silent ju-ogress. But neither the fact nor the

legitimately disruptive effects of the war nor the peace suffice to

explain the exaggeriited character of the noisy ferment which is

all but universal. Wlien we reflect that enemy activities can be

clearly demonstrated to have been directed to this purpose, the

conclusion as to the efTective cause of niiich of this world-unrest*

is irresistible. German agents in neutral countries have long

been vehement in their warnings of impending jwlitical and

industrial catastrophes, and studiously active in endeavouring to

bring them Jibout. You can take each country by turns, and you

will find, as well as the often scanty subversive rmterid, evidence

that a forcing-house atmosphere has been created from outside.

Thus, fore-ordained to be in any event the first of the fruits of

peace, it is, in truth, small wonder that revolution should be

en Vair,

The use of the Press has long been, and is still, Germany's

trump cai'd in this cami)aign of imposture. The manii>ulation of

the neutral organs of public opinion ^ has already been sufficiently

indicated. But, considered in this context, it presents an amazing

study. For world-revolution, as if it were an accomplished fact,

is now the burden of their song. The flamboyant mouthings of

self-confessed anarchists have had pride of place, and that not

merely in their own or in Germanised organs, but in the inde-

pendent Press. It must have long been surprising to every

thinking mind that every malcontent, Pacifist, Communist, or

merely variegated, should have so long had his fulminations, with

ns ordinarily limited to the publicity of Hyde Park, loudly

trumpeted through our own Press. For there is not a fragment

of proof that their views to-day have any more genuine public

approval than they had during the war. There seems, in short,

to be lacking any sense of proportion. One is tempted to diag-

nose the activity of the publicity agent.

“^^^For the revolutionary ferment of the moment, wherever it

exists at all homogeneously, is transparently artificial, if not in

(1) Bee GemaniCand the Netaral Preee (Fo&tniobxly Bavnew, June, 1919.)
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its cnriginB at least in its appiKcatidha. The most ciirsoiy ^imiiha^

J^n will be enough to convince most people that, if fostered by
vB^tive anarchists and strengthened by economic stress, it is,

in its present manifestations, whatever its type, mainly

alieh in form.

! The United. States, at any rate, have given this interpoetatibn

to their ** present discontents by shipping 5,000 alien anarchists,

who were plotting revolution, to their homeland. A similar

“round-up ” in Ireland might usefully supplement the unanswer-

able disclosures of our Press Bureau last May as to the enemy
backing of Sinn Fein—^whose reign of terrOr is fast emulating

that of Moscow. Civil war in Ireland is exactly what the German
Irish Society would desire as a Peace Celebration.

Monsieur Clemenceau and Mr. Lloyd George admit that their

Governments possess cogent proofs of the working of foreign

influences designed to stimulate the paralysis of labour as part

of a concerted plan. That aliens are keeping constantly alight

the fires of strife between employers and employed is a matter

of common knowledge. But this, it must never be forgotten,

does not point to anything like mass-corruption having been

accomplished. The whole thing is, at the moment, perfectly

simple. Massensuggestion may sway a multitude absolutely un-

conscious of being influenced from without, and therein lies its

insidious power. A trade dispute may be unconsciously so

twisted as to play the enemy game without the men concerned

having the least inkling that they are not free agents acting

solely in their own interests. Yet few can pretend that it was

merely a coincidence that the deliberations of the Peace Con-

ference w^ere so interrupted by strikes and threats of strikes that

it seemed as if they w'ould prove largely abortive.

If, again, we look around to-day see strikes, obviously

factitious, in France, in Italy, in the United States and Canada.

Holland, and, for that matter, every country in Northern Europe,

has been, and is being, chronically threatened from within with

the “iiniversaj strike,” one of the enemy’s favourite weapons.

The amazing part of the whole business has been its ubiquity.

It is no w^onder that the w^orld has become obsessed with the

belief that a universal industrial cataclysm was impending. We
hoar one day of an impending “universal strike” in Denmark,
or Sweden, and, almost before we are assured that it had been
staved off, the same madness seems to have seized the Argen-'

tine. Then it crops up in Spain or in Switzerland, or breaks out

in Australia, and so on. Now it is quite unnecessary to pretend

that the working classes of all these countries were, or are, all

contaminated with Germanism or Bolshevism, or both. But the
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German provocalor works underfund, and chq^^es his myr-
midodB with practised skill. He doesnH attempt to preach a&y
of the Potsdam philosophies. He pitches upon any grievanoei old

or new» and fans the slumbering embers of discontent into a
flame, and then goes off to do the same thing elsewhere. He
belieiiies in the force of cumulative effect. •

“Direct action” and. “Internationalism,” his favourite shibbo-

leths, are vague if well-worn terms to the toiling millions in every

country, who rarely do much hard thinking for themselves. Their

leaders proclaim that the industrial workers of end country are

bound to the industrial workers of another by a stronger com-
munity of interests than to the ruling class at home. The masses,

nevertheless, remain intensely national, even if the currents of

feeling excited ebb and flow according to general economic con-

ditions. There is not a fragment of evidence that any revolu-

tionary virus has infected the heart of the people in any country.

It really ends, where it b ;|inR, with insurgent minorities.

But the artificiality of ihe whole cosmojwlitan phenomenon is

sufficiently demonstrated by the fact that the world is now
passing through an epidemic of aggressive and many-sided propa-

ganda. If the movement were the outcome of a genuine outburst

of mass opinion, it would not require any such adventitious aids

to publicity. In every country, again, it is not the people, nor

even the working classes, but extremists of every nuance, often

of alien birth, that have all the limelight. If we simply consider

for a moment the relative position of professional revolutionaries

in any country before German and Bolshevik intrigue had been

at work aaid—it must be said—German and Russian gold had

flowed like water, we need not labour cause and effect any further.

We have had, moreover, many official admissions, notwith-

standing, perhaps, an exaggerated reticence, of an alien move-

ment in our midst backed by considerable funds, and this is still

as much German as Bolshevik. No doubt a great deal of mischief

is frustrated, but it is perfectly well known that a great deal is

being perpetrated by the dissemination of ready-made opinions

designed to disintegrate. The movement gains an added force

from the adhesion, more or less, in most countries of a section

of the advanced Revolutionary Social Democrats. Bolshevism is

aiming at a rapprochement with the Italian, Swiss, Norwegian,

Dutch, American, and, now, writh the Independent German Social

Democrats. We thus reach a visualisation of the new enemy
&»^t.

A plot so grandiose in conception as the excitation of actual

revolution throughout the world in the sense of a simultaneous

upheaval of all social order appears to many people to be, primA



an illnBion of tbe imai^at^
\mn perfected down to the nK>G^ minnte detail bef^ the

bei^ning of war in nearly every country is now a demonstrable

truth, and by accumulation it was so directed as to embrace the

habitable globe. The design involved a machinery capable of

promoting outbreaks in every Allied and every neutral country

as and when Germany willed. In the German view, it must be

reiterated, it was a natural ruse de guerre for her ubiquitous

agents to arrange, if they could, for civil and industrial revolt:and

;

insurrection in all enemy countries. To German morality it was

equally a legitimate device to blackmail neutral States by
threatening them with revolution from within, as well as with

invasion from without. Everybody knows something of the part

Germany has played in the Bussian cataclysm; of her past

attempts to convulse the Indian Empire ; of her plots in Morocco,

in Abyssinia, in South Africa, and in Mexico. We have, too; in

spite of an exaggerated reticence, known perfectly well that all

Northern Europe, Switzerland, Spain, for instance, have been

kept on the brink of social or political tumult. All this is common
ground. It is not, perhaps, so obvious that the plot has been

adopted in its entirety by the new Germany, that with variations

dictated by defeat and with German influence discreetly screened

behind Bolshevists, Anarchists, Nationalists, and Internationalists,

it is in full activity to-day.

Yet throughout the Mahommedan world, in spite of the

ludicrous fiasco of the Sultan’s Jihad

,

holy wars are now being

preached by renegade Moslems in Gorman, Bolshevist, or Young
Turk* pay, and. even if they prove, as they always have proved,

immediately abortive, they will sow seed of which the fruit will

have to be harvested some day. Frenzied, and, for the moment,
by no means wholly futile, efforts are still being, and will long be,

made by enemy agents to spread sporadic outbreaJss of Moslem
fanaticism from the Caucasus to Mahommedan China; from
Asiatic Bussia to Afghanistan and Persia ; from Kabul (more than
ever a present and future centre of Genuano-Turkish intrigue)

throughout India; from the Bed Sea to the Niger ; and, in effect,

from Cairo to the Cape. Spain has her own type of epidemic

insubordination, but the patriotic, Press has no illusions as to the

alien origin of the recumng outbreaks now paralysing, or attempt-

ing to paralyse, Spanish industry. The Germans in Spain prefer

fishing in troubled waters. Dutch Communism was a ‘negligible

quantity until backed by the Germano-Bolshevik cabal. The
brand of Germano-Bolshevism which now threatens Norway,
Sweden, and Denmark is of a type made familiar to all dtudents

of i^paganda by the International conspirators who have made
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Stoc^holm^ Goppiihagenf and Chnslaaiiia their oenlx^ of activity.

Italy has survived oiie Bolshey^ outbreak, and is W^tened with

auG^er, as the result of the machinations of “Parvus,^* who was
released from arrest by the Swiss Pederal authorities on the

personal solicitations of the German Minister, and worked up ti^

whole Jhing from a safe asylum in the Canton Grisons. Iienin's

latest dream, “the United States of the Orient,“ presages a union

between Germano-Bolshevism and a new Pan-Islamism which
would make the most bigoted unbeliever realise the nature of the

new Utopia.

We can ignore, in this context, any Bolshevist outbreaks in

Germany itself. No other people has been less actuated by the

revolutionary spirit than the German. The German Bolshevik

pure and simple may really exist, or be evolved ; but Spartacism

is not Bolshevism, while revolutionary Socialism is, again, a

very different thing. Marx saw in science, technique, the developr

ment of machinery, and the concentration of capital, die eigeni-

lichen Revdutiondre. The^ idea of an entirely new social order

is inseparably bound up with his economic interpretation of

history. This is “the inevitable trend of modem industrialism,”

which works evolutionary and revolutionary changes at one and

the same time. But it was in pursuit of an entirely different

policy that Germany sent Bolshevism, as a disintegrating force,

to every country. Sweden, Norway, Denmark, Holland, Switzer-

land, Spain, North and South America, Australia, South Africa,

India, and China have all been supplied with Bolshevist emis-

saries, who have been welcomed by German settlements and

given the free and unrestrained use of “the machine.” Germany,

in sublime indifference to the alleged breach between Berlin and

Moscow, is out to wreck civilisation in the interests of Kultiir»

The paradox presented by the official German hostility to

Bolshevism, and the personal support of its action, more especially

vis-d-vis the Allies, is a great source of confusion of thought. To

many people the precautions of the German Government against

the ^read of the Terror in the Patherland are, in spite of past

intrigues, a crowning proof of good intentions. It is even

solemnly proposed that the Allies should enlist Germany in

policing the Bussian frontier. But we should have badly read the

lessons of the war if we had not learnt that, like Janus, Germania

faces both ways. From the beginning of the Soviet rule of

Russiar—a rule only possible through German aid and German

?l«Sding—we have been confronted with the apparent enigma of

detoans working or fighting on both sides. No doubt the murder

M Count Mirbach—which Lenin has never really eiplained away

-r-estraiiged Berlin from Moscow, .but a dissolution of partnership
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^ ( never easy of consummation l)ecmefi impractic^te

j vitbe in pari delicto. evidence exists of a

Y ; joint German and Bolshevik coiwpiraoy contraMundum,

J ; Last October the German newspapers were publishing lengthy

extracts from the advance proof-eheets of the third volume of

V Herr Heliferich’s Weltkricg. The volume bears the title
4,*‘Vom

Eingreifeii Amerikas bis zum Zusammenbruch/’ and must be

regarded as one of the most important historical documents which

the literature of the war has so far produced. Herr Helfferich

says that Germany’s relations to Bussia and the Ee,st “had long

brooded over him with gloomy insistence/* and that it was at his *

own request that the German Foreign Office sent him on his

“Moscow mission” in 1916. He warned his Government again

and again to abandon all hope of effectual Bolshevist assistance

for German policy. He himself “strove, but without success, to

guide Germany’s Russlandpolitik along entirely different lines/’

Lenin, Trotsky, and Badek never attempted to conceal their real

goal, which was “ to use all available«means to revolutionise Ger-

many.” Even if we accept all Herr Helfferich 's statements at

their face value, the fact remains that, according to his own
admissions, many prominent Germans expected the march of

Bolshevism in Bussia to further German designs in the field of

world-politics.

There is another factor which can only be lightly touched upon

here, and that) is Gennany’s future relations with International

Socialism. It may be admitted at once that many Socialists of all

nationalities pi’ovecl theniKclves to be patriots first all through the

war. But with peace the old lines of cleavage are becoming more

and more apparent. Internationalism is once more asserting its

sway. The second Internationale, which died a sudden death on

the outbreak of war, was under the j)ractically complete control

of the German SixiialistR. We may disregard, as another story,

the diversions of the third Intemathnale, which was captured by

Lenin, and confine ourselves, in this context, to the Gennan effort

to dominate the International proletariat. The movement has a

twofold operation. It is subversive of the existing order and the

national ideal in every country. It is constnictive of an Inter-

national Brotherhood of Man, culminating in “the International

Sotdalist Fatherland,” a conception “made in Germany.”
Lensch lays down as a self-evident proposition that “the future

of Democracy and Socialism is bound up with the fate of Ger-

many.” The statement is pregnant with meaning. The German
Socialist organs are now making a strong appeal to the rest of

Europe for international solidarity. What would Internationalism

have meant for them had the German scheme succeeded according
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stage in the hiatozy 43f European Socialism, one traoes the effort,

unfortunately only too successful, of G^man Socialists to convert

Internationalism into an instrument of DeuUchtum,
General von Bernhardi declares that **the entire development

of ihejmman race is ascnbable to this German people.” And we
have yet to meet the unchanged and unchanging derman concep-

tion, or misconception, that in the pursuit of her historic mission

der Zweck heiligt die Mittel. The Supermen of a Super-State

are not to b^ tarammelled by convention.

It was, comparatively, as easy a matter for the enemy to erect

a machinery for carrying on simultaneously an underground war
after the war as during hostilities. The existence of an organisa-

tion radiating to the uttermost parts of the earth, forming one

coordinated whole, and capable of grappling at will with each

and all of the necessities of the moment, is one of the outstanding

features of contemporary history. Deutschtum im Auslande still

signifies a vast national force of«supreme concern to the rest of

the world. Germans at home are now devoting more energy than

ever to the organisation of this movement, linking it up with all

the elements of Teutonic influence abroad, and laying the founda-

tion of a solid structure for the work of future “penetration.” It

need not be contended that German infiltration abroad as a

whole represents illegitimate activities; but it is demonstrable

that much of it comes to nothing less than a seditious conspiracy.

The end is not yet. All revolutionary parties must make their

ultimate bid avowedly to the “common people.” Is there a class

in the community whose interests are more at. stake? For the

industrial worker victory over Deutschtum on the home front is

a matter of life and death. If in a sense the Great War was in

itself a sign and symbol of the eternal “War of Ideas,” its lesson

remains to indicate the next phase, which will not be the last.

For the two eternal forces directing these ideas are freedom and

despotism.

The revolutionary “made in Germany” is a despot seeking to

exercise the “will to power,” and unless fairly and squarely met

on his own plane, if not by his own methods, it is impossible to

measure his potentiality for working havoc in the world. The

danger threatening us to-day is lest >ve should conclude that the

motive forces which have actuated Deutschtum during the past

half-century reached their final phase with the signing of the

Treaty.

W. Morris Colles.

A. D. McLaren.
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^

Paris Society still exists, although fifty years have elapsed since

that ddhdele at Sedan which overthrew the Napoleonic dynasty and

converted France into a Eepuhlic. The most inveterate haters of

Bonapartism included M. Clemenceau pire, M. Georges Clemen-

ceau fils, and M. Henri Eochcfort, a trio of writers jf whom the

only survivor is the eminent statesman who for the last two years

has guided the fortunes of France. No need to reiterate to

Englishmen that ho is tin esprit fort. With his eighty years close

in front <>f him ho now appears to us in a new character, that of

a novelist.

Eeaders of The Strongest wdll find that the austere, self-

wille<l, autocralic, yet fervently democratic author can be quite

a lively ohroniqueur of Paris Society, learned even in frills and

furbelows and conversant with the wiles and duties of the manne-

quins I And following on the heels <»f these hourie of the man-

milliner's devic/ce come elaborate dissertations upon economics and

“views” on that Labour question. Eemembering our author’s

detestation of tlint Bonnpartist rule which ended, as it seemed,

in a moment, it is agreeable to find him “letting down” that

rdgtme thus gently in the opening sentences of his first chapter :

—

“Henri Lopastre, Marquis do Piiymaiifray, led the great rout of the. last

years of the Second Empire brilliantly. His duels, his adventures in

gallantry, made him famous at Longcharaps, in the, chateaux, at the theatres.

They were very jolly days, as one of the heroes of the occasion said, and

Henri de Pgymaufray was at the height of the carnival of folly. When the

outraged virtue of the sentimental Germans broke up the. carnival with shell

fire, Henri de Puyraaufray went to the front as dashingly as to a rendezvous,

returned with his arm in a sling, and refused to be consoled. He said that

his generation had done too much evil to take pride in the common courage

of resisting the invader.

Of course, 1 am a hero,’ he replied whenever people tried to flatter him,
* but 1 am a hero of a defeat. Ribbons, and pieces in the paper, and the

whole parade that goes with them, will not eonsole me for my country’s loss—

for which we are to blame. What is the slash of a bayonet compared with

other wounds that will never close over? ’ They thought him queer. ‘ The

war struck home to him,' said liis frit'nds. And since he was ruined in any

case, and had retired to what was loft of his estate, they decided that he had

gone imder, and . . . good-night I

*'

Although Henri de Puyraaufray is the most prominent figure in

<1) The Strongeti, By Qeotges Oiemenoeau. Jjemdoa : Eveleigh Nash.
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a gallery of portraits skilfully limned by their creator, and although

we learn very early in the narrative that he “made Claire [a

married woman] love him because he loved her, only to find

Dominic [her husband] already installed in her soul, the legal

father arrayed against the legitimate pretender,” many will refuse

to see-dn him naught but the sinner. Henri’s father, “one-time

gentleman-in-waiting to Charles X., a lover of white wine and

pretty country girls, was killed in a hunting accident before he

knew that he was to have an heir. His mother, n6e Pannetier, a

stupid, ugly creature, daughter of an army contractor, died three

days after the birth of the child.” An uncle was named first as

guardian and then tutor of the little marquis, who was tended

by an ahh& from the bishopric of Nantes and “the two Nanettes,

his childhood’s nurse and her little daughter.”

Henri’s illegitimate daughter, Claudia Harle, is skilfully*

sketched, and outvies the legion of womenfolk surrounding her

—

as she easily might do, for they are Parisian worldlings to their

finger-tips. There is no suspicion by her presumed father that

she is not his daugliter, nor does he learn the truth until the final

pages are reached. She mingles with the grandcs dames of the

capital as one equal in every respect to them all. They took her

to their arms willingly, not merely because she w^as beautiful, but

because she was, in their eyes, the legitimate offspring of the

wealthy plebeian, Dominic Harl(^. “Money needs money,” says

her real father, Puyraaufray, to Mile. Claudia Harl6. “Money
attracts money.” “So it is money,” she retorted.

" It’s everything. What ymi call ' the world ’ is simply a union of the

strongest. Your papa puts that very well. And when you’ve done with

brute force money is the power which includes fjvcrything. The old nobility

protended that they put a crowm of chivalry on wealth and strength. If you

don't look at it too closely it seems a beautiful dream. What's left of it

taday? Richelieu dynamited the chateaux of tbo nobility; Ijouis XIV.

ruined his Court; Ixmis XV. corrupted his. The Revc^Uitiruusts guillotined

the nobility; and, M'hat was worse, put it into their heads to call in aliens

against France. From that time the nobility is nothing but a memory. It's

a memory which some people exploit out of vainglory. Others traffic in it at

the auction sale to which we have reduced marriage. That’s why your papa

dreamed of making you the Comtesse de Hauteroche.''

A propos to-day, whenever they were written, are the passages

in which Claudia’s reputed father, M. Harle, inveighs against the

workpeople at his paper manufactory. In such a matter the

author is entirely on his own ground, and it is easy to imagine

him writing a “leader” for his own journal in past years or

^addressing the proletariat assembled to hear the words of wisdom
thundered forth from the platform by this recognised leader of

the People. He did well, therefore, to make the papermaker
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Harle wliat not a few of his more critical English readers will

regard as the strongest character in this romance, the original

French edition of which, if one remembers aright, provoked no
criticism in this country, and was, one might venture to add,

practically unknown outside France. The same might be said

of the United States, or there would hardly have been an
American edition of The StTongest.

We are taken by M. Harle to his factory, where a visit is paid

to it by some of his aristocratic friends and self-seekers—among
them being that “pushing** lady, the Comtesse de Fourchamps,
to whom the proprietor of the “w^orks ** had explained in advance

his plans for becoming one of the merchant kings of France,

“liverything in the factory had been swept up and polished and
cleaned, but the Comtesse could hardly suppress a movement of

disgust. The Comtesse was more of a spectacle to the factory

than the factory could be to her. She passed with lowered lids

under the ironic silence of the distant creatures at whom she

would not even look. What to her w'erc these men begrimed with

coal or with paste?—these women, so prematurely aged; the

girls, the children, stn])eried with the mechanical grind? They
were at opposite poles.**

The proi)rietor of the factory was the captain at the helm. The
people neither loved nor hated him—they merely obeyed him.

That was all he demanded of them. “He’s part of the factory,’*

they said. The visitors remembered little, if anything, of what
they w^ero shown, “You are a benefactor of mankind,*’ remarked

the Comtesse to Harle. “I hardly needed to get stained and dirty

to find that out.” It is in this section of the story that our author

reveals liis ample knowledge of the reasons, or no reasons, which

animate Capital and Labour wdien l)oth are at daggers drawn,

as they have been for over half a century and as they are to-day.

Tt is conceivable, and perfectly natural, that there will be much
“skipping” by fair readers of these elaborate arguments pro et

con; “so unusual, so out of i>lace in a novel,” one can imagine

them murmuring. And, in truth, M. Clemenceau’s greatest

admirers of all he says and does will be indisposed to regard the

“dry” chapters with anything approaching favour. Our author^

however, is a law unto himself, and he may retort, with that

smiling moqiierie of which he is a master, that what was “good

enough ” for his own feminine Cyompatriots is, or ought to be,

“good enough” for ours.

There is reason to believe that here he is expecting too much.
Even the pliant and always delightful girl whom, until her actual

father’s confession, the wealthy papermaker not unnaturally

believed to be his own child—even the dazzling Claudia crossed
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swords with him when he argued on behalf of the employers and
reviled the employees. She sided with the siducteur of her erring

mother. To the g'irl the erring aristocrat, Fuymaufray, stood in

the relationship of an uncle, nothing more. “I*m like uncle,”

she said; “I wish it were possible to moderate this struggle

betweey conflicting interests. 1 think uncle was right when he

said that all the power [of the capitalists] is in our hands.” “Do
you think, then, that I am abusing my power? Do you think

that that whole organisation of charity which I just showed you

is a malicious tyranny? ” “1 know that it is a good thing. Only,

papa dear, you’re the only one wdio has the right to say how
much each one shall get, and you know that you put conditions

on your charity. Perhaps your men would like to have a word

to say about that.” “Oh, ho! so you want them to get more of

my share? Isn’t it enough for the Government to think always

of ruining me with its taxes and regulations of industry? . . .

Where is it going to stop? . . . Every bocly will be ruined. Then
there will be nothing but poor people. That’s progress for you 1

”

“There ought to be a place for evervone,” said Claudia; “but

how?”
It cannot be denied that all this (and there are pages of it)

is gennane to the conditions of all (X)untrieB prevailing in 1920,

as they have so long prevailed, and as they will remain for an

indefinite jHjriod. But, to employ a racing phrase, is it not

“ trying us too high ” to incorporate it in a work which, albeit it

is a novel, something ostensibly produced for the entertainment

of all and sundry, we take up for amusement rather than for

instruction? Will the mantle of M. Georges Clemenceau cover

the sterility of too many of its three hundred and seventeen pages?

“The answer is in the affirmative.” There is so much that is

attractive and amusing in the narrative that it seems justifiable

to predict for it a genuine success.

For the evidence on this material iwint the reader should turn

to the seventh chapter, p. 141, We are given something more

than a glimpse of the interior of a well-known establishment

(with, presumably, an Englishman at its head), where the only

discourse is of costumes, where the* “rank and fashion ” (et cetera)

of Paris, Princesses and Countesses and Marquises, and Mile.

Claudia herself are, like the dresses, on view’.

The day was a memorable one at Morgan’s. ... It was nearly

three o’clock. The rnarinequim were trotting out in front of a

delegation of Chicagoans when the name went up—like an electric

Melanie ! She ’ s come.
* *

It w^as an exciting moment when Melanie made her dramatic

entrance en seine. All eyes were fixed upon her. “She was
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dEteed in a blue tailor-made suit, with,a waistcoat of white

]^ttily setting off the authority of her figure. Her hat was a

bit * sporty/ but a white veil softened the ef^ct. She did not

even wear a bracelet. The good taste of the dihutante was loudly

approved. ‘ You can see she graduated here,’ said her comrades

very proudly,”

Our truly versatile author here becomes really comical. For

we read :
” As Troy pressed upon the ramparts to see Hector and

Achilles race round the walls, so all the House of Morgan stood,

in silent, closely-packed ranks, deserting the astonished Americans,

to attend the unheard-of event.” It was a great moment when
Melanie let it be seen that the Prince de Luques was with her.

”Ho saluted her as Louis XIV. might have greeted a maid on
the backstaiis at Versailles, and stepped nobly with his com-

panion into the famous white Psyche room. ‘ Tell Morgan we’re

waiting for him, won’t you?* he said casually. And Morgan’
came. The Prince de Luques w^as too valuable.” He was
familiarly known to the foreign element in Paris as one who
could arrange introductions to the French leaders of society. The
Oomtesse de Fourchamps brought Claudia to Morgan’s ateliers on
this auspicious occasion. “My compliments, Monsieur Morgan,”
said the Comtessc ;

“ the end of Melanie for you is as honourable

as her beginning.” “It’s quite Parisian,” Morgan replied. “Tell

us that there’s nothing behind it. Everyone will think you
arranged it on purpose.” “No. It happened of itself, and that’s

what is so beautiful.”

Then the “trying on” business began, Claudia posing as a

martyr, allowing herself to be turned and pushed about until the

question, “Is that all right?” w'as answered by “Not yet.” All

the time the mannequitis came and went, posing before the

Marquis as if saying, “Look at me.” When Morgan was asked

to give his opinion on a robe or a skirt he delivered a lecture.

We have a taking little portrait of one M. Etienne Montperrier,

a young Deputy, “a potential Cabinet Minister, whose eloquence

had so often struck down the Opposition—which always rose

from its ashes.” In such matters as these M. Clemenceau is at

his best.

Whenever Parliamentary affairs are touched upon in The
^irongest we are assured beforehand of amusement, without any
admixture of those depressing economics. (The Comtesse de

Fourchamps called the Deputy Montperrier “ the Bouguereau of

the Tribune ”
; and one can fancy not a few of our fair feminines

somewhat puzzled at his identity. Now Bouguereau was a

famous French painter, who died full of honours in 1905, as might

v^ll have been mentioned in a footnote in this English edition.)
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W6 h^ve acaceely reapbed the ni&tii chapter, which opens with

a reference to the airangeanents for a charity sale on bphalf of

the ** Old and Incorrigible” than we get another instalment of

coinmercialifim. Harld is speaking to Pnymaufray :
“You have

never asked me about my great scheme. In a month we'll be

before^he public. It’s extraordinarily simple.^ I’m becoming a

journalist. Follow my line of thought. I make*paper. I get

my sheets from Norway and Austria. . . . But both countries

stop midway, and I have to take up the work where they leave it.

That’s a los^of power and time. But when I make my paper,

what do I do with it? I hand it over for other people to destroy

its original whiteness with print. They sell it at a good price.

My product is their raw material, just as Norway’s product is

mine. But why shouldn’t I complete my work? Why let some-

one else blacken my sheets and get the proftt? This writing

industry is only recently organised—it’s only beginning to walk.
^

As usual, the beginning is anarchy. Someone must come to group

all these attempts, to organise and co-ordinate the work, for the

greatest possible result. Sic I’ve studied this curious business

thoroughly. It’s strange it should have been neglected until now
by the great organisers fo®, all things considered, it is the thing

that makes humanity act.”

M. Clemenoeau has been throughout his long life as indefatig-

able a student as was Gladstone and as is Lord Morley. His

knowledge is encyclopaedic, as the chapter at which we have now
arrived proves. There is a discussion on the tahlemx vivanU

which are being arranged for the helpless, and the talk chez the

Comtessc de Fourchamps is about everything and everybody. An
ahhi is there, and the hostess hopes that the tableaux will please

him, because he knows in advance by what feelings they are

prompted. “Surely, madame. You can take scenes from the

Bible or from the lives of the Saints.” “But the field has been

pretty Aoroughly gleaned. Couldn’t we join the sacred and the

profile?” “Why not?” answered the abbe, “if you avoid any-

thing shocking.” “That’s the difficulty. M. Deschars has pro-

posed to represent some scenes from the life of Buddha. Isn’t

he a false god?” “Many pagans, notably the Chinese, worship

him as divine. There are dangers in that.” “We need a lot of

money, Father, and M. Deschar’s tableaux would be' the hit of

the evening.” “You make me reconsider, madame. As a matter

of fact* this Buddha was a very modest and a very good man,
v^hp arrived on earth many centuries before Our Lord, and never-

mi^ess had some gleams of the future truth.”

Although M. Clemenceau has never {urofessed to be attached

to the Papal or any other ecclesiastical car, he pursues this
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dogmatic causene into another chapter. Claudia thinks that two
scenes will be enough for India; “the religious scenes will be

simpler to do.” "But, mademoiselle,” says Moqtperrier, “suppose

I ask you to put on tlie visit of the Queen of Bheba to Solomon? ”

"Oh, that’s a lovely idea,” cries Claudia. “We can show the

splendours of the Orient in it, too.” Montperrier agrees^to give

only two scones : the departure of the Prince when he leaves

the royal palace to preach renunciation of the world, and then the

scene of his tejn})tal.ion under the Tree of Knowledge. The
ladies ask him to exf)Iain that. “I don’t want to give you a

lecture,” he replies, “and we needn’t conform strictly to the

legend. The Prince, Riddhartha, never went out of the palace

of the King Kapilavastu, his father.”

This persiflage will probably he more welcome to the average

English reader than the stereotyped leading-article style which
marks the dissertations on strikes and strikers, etc., to which
reference has been made. It is a pity that there is not more
of it.

The final pages make ample atonement for the aridity of some
of those preceding them. In these Harlt^ learns for the first time
the deception which has been practised by the son of that "one-
time gentleman-in-waiting to Charles X., a lover of white wine
and pretty country girls.” This episode is Thackerayan, inevit-

ably recalling the scene between Eawdon Crawley, Becky, and
Lord Steyne. j\t breakfast Hark^, the plebeian papermaker and
proprietor of the Universal Daily, tells his supposed daughter
that the Pope has made him a count, and that he is marrying the

Comtesse de Fourchamps. As to the Papal title, it is a bagatelle

in view of the position he has acquired. He needs no one and
everyone needs him. But (he tells Claudia) "the Comtesse is

our best friend. ... I must have a woman’s aid in the political

career on which I am embarking.” The Comtesse joins Har]4
and Claudia, and there are mutual congratulations. * “I am
delighted,” says the representative of the Paris “world.” “The
old nobility is played out. A man like your father is destined to

set great modem activities astir. Politics must have him.”
Etienne Montperrier, the aspirant to Claudia’s hand, is

aTinounced, and Harle makes matters very easy for them.
JfJxeunt papermaker and his future ; and the lovers are left face

to face. ^
Henri de Puymaufray arriving, and learning that Harle is in

bis study, gives occasion for what the author describes as a
“merciless duel” between Henri and Claudia. “Their eyes

flashed like blades crossing in mid-air. Claudia was on the

defensive, and she faced Henri’s attack without flinching. ‘ So
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you, you have spoken that way,’ he said, approaching her. * Yow,

my daughter!
’

’ Yes; I, your ^od-daughter,* corrected Claudia

coldly.”

Harl4 joins them, and the tragedy begins. Claudia asks

Puymaufray, whom from her childhood she has called "uncle,”

why be had devoted himself all these years to looking after her.

"Surely,” she says, “this was my father’s duty.” “And your

mother’s, too. I received from her the duty of love which to-day

I must fulfil.” She tells him he had made it harder for her to

go her way, 4o follow her father. “My sufferings and my tears

are due to you. I owe to my father nothing but happiness—^my

father, whom you are accusing behind his back.” "Silence!

You do not know what you are saying. With a word I could

bring down your castle in the air. . . . Suddenly, roughly, he

pointed at Claudia and said, ‘ You have willed it. The tomb is

going to open.*
”

“ Puymaufray joins in his stiuly. * I hnvo just- said f»ofM.l-hyo to

Claudia,* Henri began. ‘ *‘Good-byo,” you understand?' Harl^ nodded.
‘ Well? ' he queried. ‘ Well? Nothing. I wanted to talh to her about her

mother, who, on the threshold of death, asked me to watch over her. You
were absent, then ’

‘ Yes, but I am hero now. As for Claudia’s mother,

she was mad.’ ’ I forbid you to insult Claire.' ‘ Claire? ’ cried Harl6,

stupefied. * Who gives you the right ?
’

' I say that I forbid you to

insult Claire,’ repeated Puymaufray menacingly. ‘Listen. The supreme

moment has como. . . . Claudia is my daughter!
* ”

Harl^ fell into a chair, overcome? Finally the explosion came.

The blood had rushed to his face; his eyes were starting from

their sockets.

Without extending these extracts it is only fair to M. Clemen-

ceau to say that, although his leading motive is not an elevating

one, he has treated it with as much delicacy as was possible. If

he is to be blamed for making his plot turn upon the greatest

injury one man can do another, Thackeray cannot escape censure

for the Steyne episode in his Vanity Fair. It is an unques-

tionable fact that the morals of nations and empires do not

appreciably improve with the lapse of time. Tlie painters of

manners would indeed be cravens if they refrained from founding

their plots upon the actualities of everyday life. Whatever may
be the reception given to the renowned statesman’s first issue of

one of his romances in our own language, we may be certain .that

it will receive fair treatment at the hands of those called upon

to pronounce upon its merits, more especially in view of the fact

in the course of a few months The Strongest will be followed

by two cither novels from the same versatile pen.

Edward Legge.



THE SENTIMENTAL INTBEE8T IN POLITICS.

In the July, number of this Ki3VIBW Miss Gertrude Tuckwell

contributed an article upon “The Human Interest in Industry,”

in which she used the need of the wage-earners for improved

working and living conditions as a plea in support of the general

political programme of the Labour Party, and ia particular of

the Nationalisation of all “vital services” and the State regula-

tion of the lives of the people. This line of argument is nowa-

days so frequently employed that many of those who admit the

need for reform are led to believe that the remedy proposed is the

only one that is possible. An ever-increasing number of people,

including many who profess to be opponents of Socialism, are

led to support Socialist remedies, because their heart-felt con-

viction of the need for change blinds their reasoning powers as

to the value and the nature of the remedies proposed. For all

evils Miss Tuckwell has the one remedy—*State action. She does

not define what she means by State action or decide between the

bureaucratic form of Nationalisation proposed by Mr. Sidney

Webb and the Soviet form of Mr. Srnillio. Like most Socialists,

she is content with the name. All our social evils are to be some-

how removed by a supersession of independent action by State

control. The State with its wand of official action is to play the

part of the Fairy Queen in children's tales. In this attitude Miss

Tuckwell is tyjncal of a very large number of social reformers.

To quarrel with the remedies proposed by Miss Tuckwell is

by no means to show lack of appreciation of the need for change

or a want of sympathy with those who suffer from present evils.

It is becoming increasingly common for those who dispute the

merits of the Socialist panacea of State control to be considered

as mere reactionaries. But doubts about the remedies proposed

do not necessarily show any lack of realisation of the evils that

surround us. There is no monopoly of heart-felt sympathy with

those whose life is drab and hard. Sympathy and sentiment are

just as likely to lead to unsound quack remedies as to useful

reforms; “hard cases make bad law” is a maxim well tested by

experience. Plenty of genuine reformers sincerely believe that

State control is baneful. Among the opponents of the creed

which nowadays is summed up by the one word Nationalisation

are plenty of men and women whose eagerness to improve the

conditions around them is at least as genuine as that of the

Socialists. Unfortunately it is widely assumed that to insist that
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: with edpa<lii^ and of bur

of huihad nature seems nowadays to! W accepted as

proof positive of asreactionary and unsympathetdo d^positiom

Few would * qdaitel with Miss TuckweU’s statement of our

social needs. We all want improved wprkii% conditions, better

bousingf more education, and so on. But some of us cannot

accept as proved the assumption that all these ch^ngea can be
brought about Ahrough the enslavement of the public by the

State. No emphasis upon the sentimental side of the case can

convince that Nationalisation is the remedy.

It is becoming common in certain self-styled progressive

quarters to plead “the straining of the spirit of man to be free.**

This phrase, quoted by Miss Tuckwell, happens to come from the

evidence given before the Coal Commission by Mr* William

Straker, Secretary of the Nortliumberlancl Miners* Association,

who advocated the Nationalisation of the coal mines. This kind of

general and sentimental pbruse is being very frequently employed

and is part of a specious ca apaign now' being conducted to secure

a political change by means of arguments that appeal to the

emotions. The case pub forward is that “the workers” (i.e., the

trade unionists) have advanced to such a high moral plane that

they can no longer labour in private employment, but must work

for the good of the community. Those who oppose Nationalisa-

tion of whatever kind are at least as keen as the Socialists that

the W'age-earners should live on a higher plane than heretofore.

But they keenly resent this attempt to claim a monopoly of

democratic sympathy and to attribute to any class a superhuman

altruism.

In the same passage in Mr. Straker *s evidence comes the

following: “Once he (the miner) secures the freedom of spirit,

he will as a natural sequence secure a material welfare equal to

W’hat united brains and hand can w ring from mother earth and

her surrounding atmosphere. Any administration of mines under

Nationalisation must not leave the mine-worker in the position

of a m^e wage-earner, whose sole energies are directed by the

I will of another. He must have a sJiare in the management of

s’ the industry in which he is engaged, and understand all about

the purpose and destination of the product ho is producing/ He
must feel that the industry is being run by him in order to pro-

duce coal for the use of the community, instead of profit for a

few people.” This passage is very typical, and the words in

are significant. All will agree that it is to the general
1

' that the wage-earners should be in the closest possible

touch with the undertaking in which they work. But here this

laudable ambition b used as an excuse for the Soviet rub of
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industry—purchase by the imiion and iiianageincnt by the trade

unions. Mr, Stnikor fuKt (riuiined .slnire" in tlic manage-
ment. but. warming up tu the task, he sliortty afterwards revealed

* his true intentions, namely, that “the workers” should conduct

tlio imhjstry. Tliat this wa.s no mere rhetoric is ]>roved by his

crosjj-e.xamination wliich followed. He was definitely* asked :

“ Vou inorin that the s))iril altroad ainotig the men is^hat unless

tliey get control they will never cease to agitate?’’ Mr. Strakcr’s

reply was : “’riiai is so. Vou <aninji ex|K;ct them to be content

otlitTwiw*..” 'rihs is an excelh tit example of the danger of what
1 have termed “the Honlimental interest in jKilitios.” Miss Tuck-
well was herself curried away by the high-falulin moralising, but

Ignored the nierit.^i of tin*, juactical }K.»litical j>l;»n that lay

heliind it.

The evith-nee given la-fore* iIh- (‘oal t iuiimihsioii in sup|K)rt of

the National!.Ml lion the(»ry was full »d‘ mhIi appeals to sentiment,

'rims Mr. Bulney \VeVd> assert=<‘d that modern s(»eiety has grown
out of the sordul tdea that men work out of selfontcrest. He
maintained that Kelf*int<‘resl lta«l givmi way a realisation of

public wrviee. “The rout cause.” he 'Saul, “of the relative

inellieieney of the British coal supply is its foundation of private

potlii m,iKi*ig ’’ When one of the mine-owners asked him
wiudher, under Nationalisation, men “wnnld not be chiefly

stimulated hy the prospects of porsunal arlvaneemeut? ” Mr.
Webb replied : “I think that is taking t<»o cynical a view. I

think Ihut the stimulus (to wnrk) become.^ more potent when
jieople work directly under the publie service.” Later Mr. Webb
spoke of the ”}>syetiological exhortation” that comes from work-

ing under national control. This vitnv captured e\en Mr. Justice

Sankey. He justified his reeimmieiidation of Naiionalisaliou in

these wv>rds ;
“1 believe that the workers can an».l will maintain

an out [Hit of i!rjO,tK)t),tHKl tons a year at least. 1 rely upon the

honour of the nun’s loaders and of the men to achieve this

result.” Unhappily this result has never hmi achieved, and the

output of coal has eontimied to fall. Mr. Justice Saukey’s own
words form sufTicient comment. “If the output per man con-

tinues to go down, the supremacy of this country is in danger.”

Later Mr. Justice Sankey re])orted that the evils of State manage-

ment (tvhich even he adiuittcxl) could be avoided. He condemned
"the present Civil Service system,” and, relying on the evidence

of Lord Haldane, convinced himself that for national mines the

State could secure, and presumably could retain, **a class of

administrative officers who combine the stroflgest sense of public

duty with the greatest energy and capacity for initiative.” Had
Mr. Justice Sankey had any practical experience of Civil Service
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methods, even in the armies on seiviqe, be would have realised

that the blight of “the Government stroke*’ haunts all State

aetion, even wljcn eircuiristances produce the maximum “f>8ycho-

logical exhortation.” Once more sentimental pleas have succeeded

in winning support for unsound ]>oliticarchanges.

The greatest need in {wlitics at tlie present time* is that men
and women should not he led by captivating phrases and appeals

to sentiment into accepting a |»oJicy which hard ex|.>erience proves

can nevt-r fullil the cxjvectations of its Mj|i|KUfcis. ll is well to

remember that “the J>evil can cite Scripture lor his piirj)ose.**

It is not the avowed sentiments of the ailvocate, but the prac-

tical nature of his plans that dt'iiiand attention. Our need now
is not foi* sentimental generalities, Imt. fnt a discussion of {lolitical

changes in the light of facts and expi rienc»’. Thiue never was

a time in which there wu.s less c(jnsenatisni among public men.

There is now a general willingness to redress t'xisting wrongs,

and to do all tliat is possd)lc to imjauvi* tlic conditions around

an. But only damage ivS done wlien iK>lilicians are induced by

appeals to sciilinictn to tidopt ea.sy paths to illusory utopias.

An excellent cxamijle of this danger is the problem of Indian

jieforin. “Home linle” has a fascination for all theorists, and a

large number of tho.H» who support tlai demand for Home Rule

for India are merely captivated hy the labtd wliich a few astulo

men in India have given to t}i«?ir ]Kdicy. Thus the Labour Party

hears of this denitind and supjMjrts it, rcgardh*sK of the fact that

I lie leaders of the Home Rule movement in India are men who
in reality are more extremely "J’ory and reactionary in all their

domestic politics than any Hriti.di [Militicinns i‘ver were. Prac-

tical men, on hearing a ^leiuand fnun India for Home Rule,

would ask why Home Rule is de.sired. answer is that a

clique of agitators, among whom Brahmins predominate, are

anxious to re-establish their waning power over their fellow-

.subjects. The real dem<H'racy of Trulia, so far us it is caj>able of

expressing il-self at all. is nving loudly fora rfudinuanei: of iiritisJi

rule, since the impartial rule of the Ihitish is its <inly prottjction

against caste and racial oppreB.si<m. This the advocates of Indian

Home Rule are careful to conceal. Tiiey know that the weakness

of British politics is the ^lower of the phrase and of the senti-

mental appeal, and they succeed in capturing the support of

Labour men and women in this countrj^ who know nothing of

India’s’intemal affairs.

But this power of the sentimental appeal shows itself nowhere

W strongly than in the question of Nationalisation. “Public

.t 'dtroU* has become a “blessed word Mesopotamia,” and vast

numbers aife led to believe that to place industry in the bands
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State oS&cials or a oligaif^ ai^uIS a

n^i^aob^ It is easy to upon elislang

' e^Si but it is necessary to analyse V€s:y barefuLiy the value of the

rem^y proposed. Behind this cry for NationaUsation is a **lu8t

for power” in State officiaisjand trWe union executives. The

latter merely .wish for the State to be their anployer fafecauee,

conscious of the political power which organised labour leaves in

the hands of trade union executives, they know that under

Nationalisation industry would be in their power. The issue is

only obscured when sentimental people concentrate Upon what^

ever weaknesses there may be in our present form of society.

NationaUsation stands condemned because it has failed in prac-

tice. The bureaucratic form has proved a failure in the national

post oUice, the x)|ktional telegraphs and telephones, in the muni-

cipal tramways, and in much of the war activities of the various

State Departments. Every promise of its advocates has proved

a snare. Economy has not been secured, profits have not been

obtained for the community, relations between employer and

employed have not been established on a basis of lasting concord,

and, above all, men and women have shown that, whether they

work for the State or not, they are human beings, actuated by
the natural desire for personal advancement and comfort. Of the

Soviet form of Nationalisation nothing need be said save that it

has been tried in Bussia and has there produced universal rUin.

If only the merits of Nationalisation could be judged in the light

.
of economics and experience, the policy would

'
have few BUjh

|x>rters. It is only this cloud of false sentiment that makes
Nationalisation seem attractive.

*

Given continued national security, eonstitutional GoverUment
and industrial peace—^the very conditions which the sentimen-

talists not only frequently ignore but sometimes attack'-^the

wage-earners can continue to win better living and working con-

ditions. This country can be made “fit for heroes to live in.”

But persontil hard w-ork and a realisation of the duties, as well as

of the so-called rights, of citizenship are essential. Without- any
supersession of individual by State action, vast improvj^ents
have already been made in the standard of society. A general

uplifting is now going on. The omnibus conductor or the miner
of to-day stands far higher in the scale of civilisation than his

predecessor of previous generations, and if his son has the
personal ability, there is no limit to his possibilities.* In its

present form society offers unlimited oj^rtunity to those who
have capacity, and as to the majority who have but ordinary
capacity, the fact remains that they are one or more•rungs
fuller up the ladder of civilisation, for all around them is ah
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im^H^ving worlds 7^6 need is for ebiitmtied evoloition, noi for

rash experiments crgapised by the State mtb the pntfessed object

of bringing about Jtitbpia.

These conaideretions .apj^y to all such problems as houfang>

wages, leisure, iwd so on. If trade unions would turn from

attempt to undermine the structure of industry,or to d^tate

the government of the eouhtry, and if they would investigate the

possibilities of co-operating with the employers in social reform,

the pace of progress could be appreciably quickened. Even Miss

Tuckwell saye^that **the best results can only be achieved by the

harmonious and willing co-operation of all concerned”; but she

supports those who seek to shake the foundations of both industry

and society, and thus to prevent the creation of wealth. Miss

Tuckwell joins in the denunciation of “ w^age slavery,” yet neither

she nor any other advocate of the Labour view has shown what

there is wrong in the system of paying and receiving wages or

what could be substituted for it. Why should it be degrading

or “slavery” to receive wages? By all means let the wage-

earners come into the closest possible contact with their industry.

But the whole system of co-partnership and every effort to bring

about a closer union between Capital and Labour is decried by

the Socialist visionaries. As an instance, the proposals of the

mine-owners, in their minority report of the Coal Commission,

-have been dismissed without any consideration by the Socialists.

By the gradual adoption of the Ford-Leverhulme method industry

can be transformed so that the humblest wage-earner can^ secure

a more personal interest in his w^rl and greater amenities of

life. But all attempts at united action are regarded by the

sentimentalists as treachery to the cause of “the worker.”

Political changes cannot be healthy unless they are prepared

and discussed in a scientific manner. We have had enough of

the young dilettante from the university, who. Without any

experience of industry, is ready to remodel the whole of it under

the ins^ation of Fabian tracts and street-corner oratory. We
have had enough of the sentimental enthusiast who carries away

his audience by expatiating upon existing evils and then leads

them more or less blindfolded to an unsound solution which

happens to bear an attractive label. We can only progress by

evolution, and in our efforts to process we must consider, not

only the need for reform, but also the practical nature of the

remedy and its measure of success in so far as it has already

been applied.

Cecil Shielex.

yOL. CVH. N.S. M



INSURANCE^''l^|^Wi}EMPLOYMENT.

CONSIDEBATIONS ON THE QUESTION 01? EXTENSION^

L

It seeius to be generally admitted that adequate provision for

unemployment is under modern conditions a necessary background

to high efficiency in production. The Joint Committee of

Employers and Workmen appointed by the National Industrial

Conference early in 1919 were, for example, unanimous in the

view that “normal provision for maintenance in unemployment

should be on a wider and more adequate basis than is provided

by the National Insurance (Unemployment) Acts . . . whatever

may be the basis of the scheme ultimately adopted it should

include provision for under-employment as well as for unemploy-

ment.” It is recognised that, in a world subject to changes of

season and changes of mood, production, however organised,

must be subject to fluctuations in demand sufficiently extensive to

prevent the volume of labour required when demand is keenest

being fully utilised in periods of depression. In the nature of

things there is an ebb and flow in the tide of industry which no*

devices for equalising demand can wholly overcome, and this fact

tends to reduce efficiency in two ways. In the first place workmen
are influenced by the fear that unstinted output may result in a

shortage of work and wages, and in the second place their capacity

as workmen is liable to deteriorate during spells of no employment

or too little employment.

Agreement as to the nature of the disease does not, however,

extend to the remedies which ought to be applied, and the

introduction of a Government measure dealing with the subject

provides a convenient opportunity for bringing together the main

considerations which have been advanced in this connection. The
provision which ought to be made for unemployment in a modem
economic state is, for reasons described below, a matter on which

there is room for wide diflcrences of opinion, but at the same time

hardly any action can be taken without effective co-eperation

between employers, workmen, and the State; progress is only,

possible in so far as measures can be adopted which meet with

substantial approval amongst all the interests concerned. If

progress has hitherto been slow, it is mainly because the process

of public discussion and analysis has not yet gone far enough to

reveal the basis on which general agreement can be reached.

As the principle of indemnifying individuals against risk of
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anempioyment in return for the payment of a premium shared

between workman, employer, and State has already received

statutory (^nctioniJt might not be thought necessary to preface a

discussion of the problem of imemployment insurance by examin-

ing certain of the alternatives which have from time to time^een

put forward.

The fact that alternatives have been jmt forward is, however,

one of the reasons why progress on the lines of contributory

insurance has hitherto been slow. An addition to the weekly

contribution, .which forms the financial basis of labour

organisations, is obviously not a matter which Labour can be

reasonably expected to welcome, unless all possible alternatives

have been explored and shown to be defective. Accordingly it

may be useful to preface the discussion by setting out the principal

alternatives to contributory insurance.

These can perhaps be most conveniently classified as :

—

(a) Proposals for “making work “ through State factories or

public works.

(b) Proposals for equalising demand for labour over good and

bad times by systematic control over the giving out of Government
orders by central and local authorities.

(c) Proposals for giving all employed i^ersons a more or less

qualified right to a maintenance allowance from public funds when
out of employment.

(d) Proposals for developing insurance against unemployment
by subsidies to trade unions or other organisations undertaking

such provision on a Voluntary basis.

A.

—

“Making Work.”

The argument may be stated thus : The ultimate cost of

unemployment has in any event to be paid for by the Community,
and as things stand the loss is cumulative. There is, first, the

absolute loss of labour power which might and ought to have been
put to making things required for the service of the community.
There is the loss of efficiency inseparable from spells of idleness,

and, eo far ae unemployment results in destitution, there is

super-added the cost of relieving it, whether in the form of indoor

or outdoor relief or private charity. Humanity apart, the State

would, so the argument runs, effect an actual economy by laying

out capital and setting the unemployed to work. Even admitting
that the value of the work done may represent a loss on balance,

'^Ipast some return will be secured for an expenditure which in

Soule form or other cannot in any event be avoided.
The suggesMoh is that the State should offset a reduction in the

m2
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demand for labour due to seasonal or c3^cUcal depressions by

increasing the output of its own factories and putting in hand

useful public improvements of various kinds, .such as the con-

struction of new roads, the reclamation or afforestation of waste

lands, etc. The object in view, the abolition of unemployed

workpeople, would not, of course, be assisted at all unless th|i St^de

undertakings produce at the time and during the period of

depression a net increase in the number employed. From this

f)oint of view the mere transference of undertakings from private

to public control serves no useful purpose. It may, indeed, have

(juitc the contrary etfect, since it is likely to dry up and depress

private enterprise just at the moment when private enterprise most
requires encouragement. If there is necessary and useful work to

be done it had clearly better be done by making use of the normal

trade machinery rather than by improvising ad hoc State

machinery for the puriwse. On the other hand, if, in order to

avoid competition with private traders, the Slate undertakes wwk
which, however useful and ornamental, is not, strictly speaking,

necessary, it is merely adding to the cost of relieving unemploy-

ment the cost of materials and supervision required for setting the

unemployed to work, ^foreover, there is a further difficulty.

The “ unemployed *’ at any time consist of a congeries of

individuals, some skilled, sonie unskilled, drawn from every trade

and including every |)08sible degree of competence and incom-
petence. It is therefore imix)ssible to insist on any definite

standard of industry and output. If, on account of the inferior

out|)ut, less than the full standard rate is paid, the men normally
engaged oJi the class of work in hand have reason to complain that

the State is undercutting tlie standard rate, and everyone engaged
on the job feels that he is justified in exercising the least possible

energy, than which nothing Ciin be more demoralising. On the
other hand, if the full standard rates are j>aid, they are either not
eariKid or they attract competent w’orkmen w'ho could and should
be employed in the normal labour market. That is to say, relief

works end by increasing and accentuating the problem they are
intended to solve, and that in the most costly and demoralising
w^ay. Moreover, the provision of relief works tends to create a
class wdio look to their recurrence year after year.^

B.—Systematising Public Orders.

The dilemma which must, as suggested in the previous para-
graphs, attend any attempt by the State to “ make work ’* might,

(1) Figures in illustration were given in the BpOpon of the Oentral (Unemployed)
Body, 1908-1009. See p. 17 of my Unm^phytMiU and Trade Uniane, 1910
(Longmans, Green & Co.).
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it is urged, be avoided if the State (including, of course, local as

Well as central authorities) in its capacity as a consumer of goods

required for the ppblic services arranged its programme of orders in

such a way as to set off fluctuations of trade. Combined with an

effective decasualisation of labour by the proper use of a system of

national employment exchanges, the State mighl;, it is said, in

this way so far equalise the ideinand as substantially to i>revent

unemployment altogether. No doubt it is possible to mitigate

unemployment in this way, and, so far us the policy here advocated

can be reduced to practice, it .should clearly be thoroiiglily applied.'

It is not clear, however, whether the extent to which public

authorities can exert an effective influence over the labour market

in this way has really been subject to analysis. It is relatively

easy to construct a programme of public requirements under which

orders would be given out in proi)ortion as the labour market w'as

depressed or otherwise, provided the power of the public services to

postpone or anticipate their demands is not subjected to too close

a scrutiny.

There is obviously a point, liowevcr, beyond which orders for

any class of commodity required for the public services cannot

possibly be postponed because the degree of depression at which,

in accordance with the pre-arranged programme, orders ought to

be given out has not yet been reached. Soldiers, policemen, and

postmen cannot go without clothes because the clothing trades

happen to be busy at the wrong time, and the public might not

prove compliant if required to dispense with a due supply of

telephones and post-offices until the curve of unemployment in the

engineering and building trades reached the proper stage.

But if the State cannot postpone, it may be said that it

can, at any rate, anticipate its demands on a sufficient scale

and for a sufficient number of things to exert a real and

invigorating influence on a falling market. But the power

of the State to anticipate requirements in this way must

inevitably be subject to very narrow limitations. . It would only

add to the cost of unemployment to construct battle.ships which

must be obsolete before they are required, even if the loss of

interest involved by such anticipation could he properly ignored.

Similarly the constniction of public buildings, e.g., post-offices and
schools, in anticipation of populations expanding in a definite

locality is almost as likely to be stultified as to be justified by the

eventr No Chanc^lor of the Exchequer could or would consent

to gamble his resources in this way. But finally this theory

, (1) Attention was called to tiie need for better regularisation of Government
^Gmtraots in tiie Report on the Unemployed made to the Poor Law Commission
tn Jennary, 19(^ (Appends, Vofaime XIX, p. 1S3).
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appears to attribute a weight and importance to public require-

ments in comparison with the flow of private orders in the market
for any class of goods which they almost certaiply do not possess.

The clothing required for a few hundred thousand public servants

for a whole decade would, for example, go a very little way towards

setting off a depression in the world market for textile goods. The
great cyclical movements of trade are.world movements, audit is

not yet possible to see how they can be deflected by any devices

within tlie power of Governments.

C.—State Maintenance of the Unemployed.

For reasons explained below, any general measure of unemploy-
ment insurance on a contributory basis inve^ves the reconciliation

of widely divergent interests, and it was evidently not possible

under war conditions to find the time or labour necessary for

launching a difficult and controversial measure of this kind. When
hostilities ceased, it was accordingly deemed necessary to meet the
general dislocation of industry which immediately occurred by the

grant of free out-of-work donation to civilian workers on the lines

of a scheme already prepared to meet the needs of men demobilised
from his Majesty’s Forces. During the twelve months following

the cessation of hostilities, therefore, the State has definitely

undertaken the liability of maintaining unemployed workpeople
under a scheme of free maintenance allowances. There was
obviously considerable justification for a measure of this kind. The
**
change over ** from war to peace conditions involved a general

state of chaos for which neither workmen nor their employers
were in any way responsible. In the circumstances, and in order
to alleviate inevitable hardships and ensure smooth and rapid
demobilisation, it was felt that the State should meet an
unprecedented situation in an unprecedented way.
The question whether unemployment can be dealt with per-

manently on • the principle of free maintenance allowances is,

therefore, of more ‘than academic interest, and it can be discussed
in the light of actual experiment thoroughly carried out bn a great
scale. After all, it may be said, employers and workmen in
general are really no more responsible and have no more control
over seasonal and cyclical fluctuations in the labour market in
normal times than they had in the abnormal circumstances which
obt-ained at the end of a great war. Unemployment is a necessary
incident of the industry by which the community lives, and it is;

therefore, only right that the community should as far as possible
indemnify the individual against the risk to which he is inevii^ly
ex^wsed. It is merely the obvious direct w»ay of meeting a co^
which must in any event in the long run fall upon the community.
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The objection to this theory is the fact that it is not quite

complete in two important particulars. It is true that employers

and workmen in,the mass have no means of controlling fluctua-

tions in the market by which they live. But the question whether

a particular workman shall be retained or dismissed, and the

question whether particular factories shall continue running at all,

and whether with full or reduced staffs, depend on factors over

which individual workmen and employers can and^-ust exercise

immediate and effective control. It is always the least competent

and industrious workman who is selected for dismissal. With
the employers, on the other hand, it is not always the management
which is least progressive and enterprising which may decide to

close down or go on short-time. They may think that the time

has come to atop a fall in prices by starving the market, t.c., by

throwing their men out of work and refraining from producing

goods which the community actually needs at the low price which

the community is willing to pay.

On the one hand, therefore, allowances which cost the individual

nothing, paid under a scheme which leaves i)im with no motive

t6 refrain from claiming them except as a last resort, tend to

undermine the springs of industry in the individual workman, and

are apt to be demoralising for this reason. On the other hand,

when the State is prepared*to maintain his workmen without direct

and obvious expense to himself, the employer has no encourage-

ment to adopt the many devices open to him to keep his staff

together and his hands employed even at some immediate loss

during the period of depression. He is, on the contrary, tempted

to adopt the least desirable of all courses by keeping men idle at

the public cost in order to mulct the community by creating

artificial scarcity and higher prices.

Pinally, any scheme under which payments during sf)ell8 of

idleness bear no relation to work done must be liable to abuse,

since there is no obvious automatic means of preventing the idle

and thriftless securing year by year the maximum amount payable

in respect of unemployment. The State will always be in danger

of securing as much unemployment as it is prepared to pay for.

No administrative rules can wholly eliminate this danger, and so

far as they are effective they must be arbitrary and often unjust

and liable to (rumble under criticism.

D.—State Encouragement op Voluntary Insurance.

This is the oldest, and in many respects the most attractive, of

devices for ensuring provision for workmen who un-

^paployed. Under this system the whole of the* machinery and a

great part pf the funds are provided T>y the workmen themselves
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through their own voluntary trade union organisation, and the

State iherely undertakes to repay to the unions a proportion of

their expenditure on unemployment benefit. Under this plan the

burden on the State is reduced to a minimum, no expensive State

organisation is required, and there is no risk of the State trenching

upon a field \^hicli trade unions Jiave made jx^culiarly their own.

The State merely helps workmen to help themselves through their

own voluntacry organisations. Following a precedent created

originally by the municipality of Ghent, the principle of subsidising

voluntary unemployment funds has been widely ^adopted, and

notably in this country and in Denmark. It is, therefore, possible

to submit this device to the test of actual experience carried out on

a great scale over a considerable period. Since the system rests

on a purely voluntary basis it could not, of course, be expected to

cover all the ground
;
the utmost that could be looked for would be

such a development in the membership of the voluntary organisa-

tion benefiting by the subsidies as would substantially cover the

population exposed to risk so as to make other measures for the

relief of distress due to unemployment unnec/essary, at any rate,

in normal bad times. In Denmark, where this system has bdten

in operation since 1907, and has been very fully developed, whilst

there has been a great increase in the total membership of the

unemployment association (from 95,000 in 1909 to 221,000 in

1918), the subsidies have failed to bring more than a fraction of

the population exposed to risk within the orbit of insurance. In
this country, as is well known, subsidies at the rate of one-sixth

of the amount expended by associations on the provision of benefit

for unemployed members have been giver under Section 106 of

the National Insurance Act, 1911. All trade unions providing
unemployment benefits are eligible for this subsidy, and not merely
unions in trades falling within the scope of compulsory State
insurance. In 1906, according to evidence given by the Board of
Trade before the Poor Law Commission, there were 747 unions,
in this country which provided unemployment benefit with a total

membership of slightly less than 1 J millions. In 1917, according
to figures supplied to the International rjabour C'onference at
Washington, this total liad risen to rather more than millions,
r.c., about one-seventh of the population exposed to risk. Accord-
iugly, judged by the criterion of results, it seems quite clear that
tlie policy of subsidising voluntary insurance, just because it is

voluntary, has not been a really effective substitute for compulsion.
It is defective not only because it fails to cover the ground, but
also because it gives the least help to tlje least skilled and poorest
workmen, who stand most ih need of it. Whereas, for example,
the Dockers’ Union have never been able to provide a voluntary
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benefit for dock labourers, and therefore derive no advantage

from the subsidy, the Navvies* Union, whose members fall within

the compulsdiry scheme of State insurance, have developed volun-

tary insurance as a direct result of the compulsory scheme. They
have done this in order to take advantage of the sccticn of the Act

which jenables unions which supplement the State benefit by

payment out of their own funds to enter into arrangements under

which they administer the State benefit in conjunction with

their own.

It seems clear from this examination that none of the

alternatives ^scussed in the preceding paragraph, however useful

some of them may be, has provided a satisfactory solution of the

problem. On the one hand, demand for labour fluctuates in

sympathy ^with world movements wdiich are as much beyond the

control of individual States as of individual workmen and

employers, and, on the other, any scheme which omits to take into

account all the factors which make for unemployment, including

factors within the personal control of workmen and their employers,

is bound to break down. Accordingly the process of exhaustion

seems to lead to the conclusion that some system of conti*ibutory

insurance is not merely the best, but the only practical method

of dealing with the question on a comprehensive basis. •

Contributory insurar’ce has, howev(*r, to make progress not

merely by eliminating rival methods, but by finding some workable

solution of a difficult problem ))eciiliar to itself. This ariw?s from

the fact that the risk of unemployment is very unevenly distributed

both as between individuals in the same trade and between one

trade and another. In some, groups over a period of years it

amounts to an average of no more than 1 per cent., and in other

cases the average rises to as much as 10 per cent.

It may be deduced from the report of the Government acluary

on the Bill now before Parliament that, whilst the average risk of

unemployment, taking all groups together, is in the neighbourhood

of 4 per cent., a population amounting to nearly a third of the

total and including the great groups of mining, agriculture, and

domestic service is exposed to a risk estimated not to exceed 2 per

cent., whilst another fraction, amounting to approximately

one-quarter of the total, including the imjwrtant group of textile

industries, is exposed to a risk amounting to little more than

three-quarters of the normal risk, taking all industiies together.

In other words, if these three groups are brought into a pool with

other trades they must in effect be compelled to pay a premium
vHfetich may lie two or three times ^eater than their risk is worth.

,
It is to be observed that the difference in rate of exposure to

risk is at least as wide in the case of individuals in the same

VOL. ovir. N.B. M*
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tradd> Even in the Least stable trades there are many individnais

: in security of perfectly “safe ” jobs. It is* in

fact, on this account that all insurance against uhemployment

must contain an element of compulsion. Tbe trade unions secure

this from the fact that the motive for joining the union is found in

the desire to protect the standard of life, and only indir^tly fmr

the purpose of securing an indemnity against risk of unemploy-

ment. -The essence of insurance must be the pooling of risks, and

obviously any scheme which allowed all the good lives to go out

would inevitably break down. If only for this reason, unemploy-

ment insurance must be compulsory, and if it is** to be really

effective must have behind it the force of law. If the State

must compel, it is clearly reaspnable that the State should also

contribute, and, having regard to the direct interest which the

State must have in securing adequate and elfective provision for

unemployment, it seems to follow that this contribution ought

to be a substantial proportion of the whole. A State contribution

is, therefore, one of the essential features of a system of compulsory

insurance and corresponds to the general factors, the world move-

ments influencing the labour market, just as the contributions of

employers and workmen may be said to stand for their obvious

l^orsonal resix)nsjbilities in the matter. Each of these parties has

responsibilities, and it is desirable that the contributions should

be so apportioned that each has a direct premium interest in

reducing unemployment to a minimum arising from the fact that

an increase in the amount of unemployment must result in an

increase in the rate of premium required to cover the risk.

But the State contribution may* bo conveniently regarded also

from another point of view, as a payment intended to equalise the

premiums required to meet the varying risks of different individuals

and different trades. That is to say, the fund derived from the

contributions of the State ought properly to be regarded as a pool

from which each trade draws a diminishing amount as its risk

approaches and falls below the normal. This conception of the

functions of the State contribution, it will be seen, becomes of

importance in considering the possibility of compelling all trades to

insure for identical benefits through a common central insurance
fund which will be dealt with next month.
As regards dissimilar risks in the same trade, the fact that the

State undertakes a substantial part of the cost obviously goes a
long way, from the point of view of the individual, towards
sweetening and justifying compulsion. Apart from this, the
individual, as a rule and in the mass, is influenced biy the feeling
that he is a corporate member of the trade by which he lives, and
ought, therefore, to contribute his fair share towards meeting the
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m less fortunate fellow workmen are exposed. But

when it becomes a question of compelling great trades notoriously

exposed to little qr no risk to pool their contributions with other

trades in which the risk is notoriously high—^in other words, to pay

more for a given rate of benefit in order that other trades may pay

less—human nature is apt to assert itself. It is o| little use, for

example, to point out to agricultural labourers that their relative

immunity from unemployment arises in part from services

rendered to them by the less stable shipbuilding and transport

industries, and that, as all trades are members of one economic

society, it is fair that all should bear an equal share in meeting

the general risk of industry. Accordingly, whilst there is in the

abstract almost everything to be said for comi^elling all trades to

pool their risks in a common fund—this is indeed the very essence

of a scheme of national insurance—it is quite certain tliat, in

practice, unless the pure doctrine of insurance can be modified

in some appropriate way, the scheme will break dov/n owing to

opposition from the trades least exposed to risk.

Cyril Jackson.

(To he continued.)
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Thb recent war has wrought many chaiSges in our institutions and
our modes of thought, and the Church of England has not escaped

the shock of the general upheaval. She has now come to the

crossways, and must either choose the difficult j^atli qf reconsidera-

tion and reform, or the easy road of apathy and complacence

leading to disestablishment, and perhaps to disendowment.

Several Reix)rts of Committees appointed by the Archbishops have
disclosed many blots and defects in the working of her system, and
tlie Jilnabling Bill has been approved of by the House of Commons.
WJiether mere legislation and a wider representation in the

Councils of the Church will render reforms as easily carried out as

most {Xiople wish remains to be seen, but when we see three

independent, organised bodies, such as the “lufe and Liberty,”
'the “Free Catholic” movements, and the Churchmen’s Union,
all advocating reforms from their dilTerent points of view, it is clear

that something will be done.

The question is how far it will be possible to go to satisfy the
claims of those who desire a widcT interpretation of the Scriptures,
a restatement of the Creeds, and a revision of the Services. And
these reformers are no negligible quantity : they comi^rise the
average thinking layman, and many who would come to church
oftener, but stay aw^ay because they are bored or irritated, and not
from irreligion. They see the Church clinging to the letter

of tradition, and almost consciously avoiding the spirit of
Christianity which its Founder intended the Church to spread and
make common among the nations.

For years past there have been few'er University candidates for

Holy Orders, and those have been of a low intellectual average.
Young men of originjblity and leading have been attracted to other
careers because the Church affords little 8co|)e for their powers.
Those who do join are, for the most part, men of mediocre capacity
who, after an absurdly short sojourn at a theological college, are
sent out half-baked to the ministry. The result is that they shape
themselves to one pattern ; they pray alike, think alike, and
preach alike, and this similarity is accentuated in those who have
not had a University training. We all know the parsonic voice.
If a sermon rises above platitude and becomes argumentaRve, it

frequently develops into an unconvincing defence of orthodoxy
against an imaginary opponent. The skittle is placed on a tottering
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foundation, and the bowl never misBca its mark. You are told that

unless you believe what are called the “ cardinal facts of

Christianity as contained in the Creeds ” you are beyond the pale,

and, though the last clause of the Athanasian Creed is seldom

insisted on, there are some left who would like it to remain

together with the Creed of wliich it is a part. On^ reason for this

' is that they have never doubted, nor, like Browning, prized the

doubt.

A curate once came with a long and anxious face to the late

Mr. Eogers,«f St. Botolph*s, Bishopsgate, to confess the awful

fact that he had doubts as to tlie truth of the story of Balaam’s ass,

and Mr. Eogers’ characteristic reply was, “ Sit down and write a

sermon on it, my boy.” If this advice was followed, it is probable

that the result, if not so instructive as Bishop Butler’s sermon,

was at least helpful to his brother doubters. If we could only

hear from the puli>it some of the preacher’s own difTiculties, it

might help us a little to solve our own.

The belief in the divinity of Christ is not necessarily dependent

on belief in all the miracles which are held up as proofs of that

divinity. If w'e accept the general story of His life and follow His

teaching as far as we can, we are surely free to acicept some and to

discard others. The belief that He was born of a pure virgin

does not add one cubit to the stature of His divinity in the eyes of

many people, although we know it is an essential help to others.

We do not find Christ Himself insisting on the fact, but more
often alluding to Himself as “the Son of Man.” We should

therefore be slow to insist upon the letter of our man-made Creeds,

and to condemn those to whom this or that tenet or miracle

presents a serious difficulty. As Bjbrnson once said, “Faitli is

not for judgment, but for guidance.”

But there are some who will raise this objection. “Once you

begin to prune the Creeds, you will go on pruning till there is

nothing left. Belief in the supernatural is essential to religious

faith, and, once you let doubt creep in, there is no knowing where

it will stop.” Now a gardener w-ill say that it is good for some
plants to be pruned occasionally in order that they may bear good

fruit. We have discovered many things, both in science and

biblical criticism, since the days when the Creeds were devised to

distinguish the Christian from the heretic and the heathen. We
live in a rational and critical age, and, if we wish a Creed to be a

living help and reality—to be something which the majority of

,,,^.thii^ng people can hold, we must cut it down to that to which
heir consciences can subscribe. The religious faith of the average

man, if he thinks at all, is not what he is told to believe, but what,

after mature consideration and perhaps mwy changes of opinion,
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he holds to be true. Credo quia impossibile may be well for a few^

ardent souls, but it is a hard saying to the average man.

To him who says that belief in the supernatural is essential to

religious faith the answer is “ Yes, but that depends on what you

mean by supernatural.” There was a time when earthquakes,

eruptions of vplcanocs, and other ^>erturbations of nature were

regarded as miraculous manifestations of an angry Gk)d.

Meteorites and comets were considered portents from heaven.

Men peered into the stars to discover a cause for our good or evil

fortune. They still peer into the hand with the same object. When
we pry into the secrets of Nature we constantly find exceptions to

her apj)arently rigid laws. Biology has disclosed instances of

parthenogenesis, or virgin birth, occurring in certain forms of

animal life. This world sus{x^nded in eciiii[)oisc, a mere fraction of

a minute system amid the immensity of stellar space, is no less a

miracle than the origin of life which we enjoy on its surface. Is

it wise, therefore, to dogmatise too exactly as to events W'liich

happened some two tliousand years ago, and which, according to

recent theological criticism, wore not committed to writing till

nearly a. century had elapst^d since their occurrence? If a firm

belief in these miracles is hel]>ful in making us live virtuous lives,

let us cling to them with all tenacity, but let us not condemn those

who are content with less. Let us each believe as much as we
can. As Pope says :

—

'* Tis with our jiidgemonts, aR our watchen; nono

Goes all alike, but each believes his own.'*

And if we are unable to believe the miraculous part of the biblical

story, we have still that essence of wonder and beauty, His life

and example, and His teaching. These things none can take

from us, for tliey require no proof : their character and cohesion

proclaim them to be the outcome of one divine mind.

There is no reason why onr faith should not be a simpler one,

nor Why the Creeds should not be so revised and restated as to

admit of a broader view and a wider religion more acceptable to

the man in the street. If we keep them in their present form,

they remain for the tactless clergyman to emphasise and force

upon an unwilling congregation, which at present he is justified in

doing because they are made an important part of our Services,

especially the Baptismal Service. There is always a tendency
towards unbelief whenever the strict letter of faith is insisted on,

and this is natural, since no two men’s conception of any set of

facts is likely to be identical. A hard and fast Creed, if not
necessary for all, may be a fatal encumbrance to many. If you
insist that a man ^all carry a walking-stick too heavy for him, he
will end by throwing it away.
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The distaste for rigid formulsa, and the exaggerated value

attached to them, is not confined to the laity, for Bishop Mercer

at a conference of Modern Churchmen went so far as to say :

“ Has the Church the right to demand complete intellectual

submission for any of the dogmas she adopts and formulates?

Such dogmatic statements can never be final or infallible. Even
in the case of the Creeds, some of the articles are open to

criticism from the side of science, and others from that of historical

research. Faith is essential to the existence of religion, but it

cannot provide its own contents. The Church is a (developing

organism, and her doctrines, therefore, are subject to the laws of

development, the goal of the process being free personality.”

And perhaps the late Canon Aingcr snmmod up the matter more
poetically when he said : “Creeds, however they have been worn
and fought for, parties, systems, theories, interpretations—all that

may have been trusted to in times of sunny security—aH vanish,

unhelpful, unprofitable, unless in the great furnace which burns

up all else our eyes are opened to see in the midst One walking in

form like the Son of Ood.”
No one need despair of religion in these days. Mr. Bernard

Shaw has taken his hat off to Christianity in Androcles and the

Lion, and Mr. Wells, the protagonist of materialism and

machinery, while rummaging in his laboratory of experimental

thought, has suddenly discovered God, and roundly proclaimed the

fact. Atheism has nowadays become unfashionable, and I am not

sure that religion in its broadest sense is not very much alive,

though no one talks about it. Certain it is that, during the war,

men have been at close grips with more pain and deliberate cruelty

than has ever been suffered before. Do we hear of atheism or

irreligion in the trenches? On the contrary, we hear of more

practical Christianity and unselfishness than ever came out of

normal life in peace time. Not only have the men been kind to

one another
—

** Tommy never pinches the grub on his comrades,

however hungry he may be **—but also to the enemy wounded and

prisoners, and some who have brought water to wounded Germans
on the battlefield have been shot for their pains. And yet we
hear that they are dreadfully foul-mouthed. True, they “swear

strange oaths,” and “their mouth is full of cursing,” but not of

“ deceit.” Swearing is not a pretty habit, but the guilt of bad

language lies in its evil and malicious intent, and ii^ ninety-nine

cases out of a hundred men mean no harm by it. The man who
described a certain food as a ” maca—bloody—roni ” pudding

o^eant no ill to his neighbour; he merely meant to object

itunorously to the too frequent occnrrence of an otherwise

acceptable dish.
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The point is, however, what influence the Church is going to

have on these men now they have returned from the war, and what

influence our citizen army is going to have on the Church. They

have been face to face with bitter realities, suffering, hardship,

and wounds : they have hardened themselves to sights which

would make us at home sick : they have seen death in its most

revolting aspect. Will they settle down and be contented with

our long, dull, and repetitionary services? They will surely want

something more practical than the insistence on outworn Creeds,

somethiftg nearer to the needs of modern life. During the w^ar

one young officer, a great sportsman, told me that when peace

was declared he would never want to kill anything again, but

would like to plant things and see them grow\ Obviously the

Church will have to see life more clearly, and throw away many
of her trappings and non-essentials to attract and keep such men
within her borders.

I read the other day of a military chaplain who was very

reluctant to administer the Sacrament to any who had not come
to him for confession, and was also perturbed because he could not

got any wafers to distribute at the Service. It might have
occurred to him that Christ took bread, and not wafers, when He
instituted the Sacrament, and that confession w’^as not enjoined
as a necessary preliminary. As regards confession, it is.w^ell to

look back and see in what light the English Church, when it

seceded from that of Horne, regarded this practice. It should be
remembered that one of the Homilies, which were appointed to

he read in all churches instead of sermons, deals with Bepentance.
Its text is taken from the Epistle of St. James : “Acknowledge
your sins one to another, and pray one fbr another that ye may be
saved.’* The winter observes :

** And whereas the adversaries
goe about to wrest this place, for to maintain their auricular
confession withall, they are greatly deceived themselves, and doe
shamefully deceive others : for if the text ought to be understood
of auricular confession : *then the Priests are as much bound to
confesse themselves to the Ijay people as the Lay people are bound
to confesse themselves to them. And if to pray is to absolve : then
the Laytie by this place hath as great authority to absolve the •

Priests as the Priests have to absolve the Laytie.” Then follows
a quotation from St. Augustine :

” What have I to doe with men
that they should heare my confession, as though they were able to
bele my diseases? A curious sort of men to know another man’s
life, and slothfnll to correct and amend their own.” The writer
adds this : I doe not say, but that if any doe find themselves
troubled in conscience they may repair to their learned Curate
of Pastour, or to some other godly learned man and shew the
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trouble : but it is against the true Christian liberty, that any man
should be bound to the numbering of his sinnes, as it hath been

used heretofore the time of blindness and ignorance.” Such

nanrow sectarian views as those of the padre mentioned above will

have to be discarded before the Church becomes popular with the

nation at large.

“ What are the prospects for the future religion of England ?
**

asks Mr. Gordon in his Papers from Picardy. “If we are to

judge by the church-going or professed Christianity of the army,

none but a blind and wilful optimist can deny that the prospects

are gloomy in the extreme.” Now what is the Cliurch going to do

to keep these men ami the mass of the educated ix>pii]ation within

her borders? There is only one way. Discard formalities and

the letter, and adopt more of the spirit of Christianity as laid down
by her Founder.

But, even supposing that we do not revise onr Creeds and
Jjiturgy because we are unable to agree upon a form acceptable to

the majority, we might do well to follow the practice of our

brothers north of the Tweed. There we seldom find djigmas and

creeds insisted on. The creeds arc there, no doubt, but they are

not unduly forced on the congregations. The setvices are simpler,

and the effect on a stranger is that they are more earnestly

conducted than ours. The absence of a Liturgy has its dis-

advantages, but it makes for devoiitness. The minister must at

least think of what he is saying and bring his mind into an

attitude of prayer. Tlierefore it might be well to vary our

beautiful Liturgy with a few extempore prayers. Moreover, it

is the custom in the North to encourage young ministers to read

heretical books in order that they may combat the ideas contained

therein, and this tends to give interest to their sermons. It is a

sad thing to hear, as 1 did once, an English clergyman, a cultivated

University man, confess that he would not read Benan’s Life of

Jesus for fear that it might upset his religion. Probably it

would have helped him to realise the human side of Christ. Yet

such is the attitude of mind surprisingly common m the English

Church. Instead of wandering about between random quotations

constantly wrested from their context, and frequently quoted in

the wrong sense, let our parsons display more mental courage ;

let them try to tackle modern ideas in their sermons, and show
some acquaintance with what the world is thinking about and

doing. \^at is driving the modern young man from the Church

is the weekly effort in the average pulpit. If he is caught young,

may go to early service, but that sermon, to use his own
language, is ‘*the limit.** The sermon is no integral part of

Morning Prayer, neither is the Litany, nor the Communion, and
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it is certain that more would come to Church if these were not

rolled into one, but held separately as they were originally

intended to be. Why should any young man wi^ a scanty general

education and no experience of the world or gift of oratory be

considered competent to stand up and lecture his fellows every

Sunday merely because he has spent a short period in a theelogical

college? “ Jjarge numbers,” says Mr. C. H. S. Matthews,

“hardly open any book but the Bible, home strictly orthodox

commentary thereon, and such little books as are publish^ every

Lent with episcopal commendations,” and about Sk year of this

training, we are told, takes the place of a University training in a

large number of cases. The cure of our bodies is strictly safe-

guarded by medical degrees and severe examinations in the healing

art, and such is the preparation deemed sufficient for the cure of

^.ujC soulfu l No man should be licensed to preach until he has

attained a certain age and gained some knowledge of life, or

evinced some Ri>ecial aptitude for speaking. The result would be

fewer sermons, and perhaps of a better quality. We could still

live virtuous lives if we only heard twelve sermons a year.

“Beligion cannot be kept alive by institutions.” Churches

can only aid us to keep our religious sense keen and bright, and,

as museums and picture-galleries keep our artistic sense pure, so

our churches should give us only what is essential and practical

towards living a higher life. For instance, we do not need

numerous replicas of the Lord’s Prayer, beautiful though it be,

for we have been told to avoid vain repetitions. Neither is it

necessary to read our services in an artificial manner which robs

the words of all their meaning, nor to read the Bible so indistinctly

that only a few can follow the meaning. Is there any reason why
elocution should not form part of the training of the clergy?

In our places of worship we possess the most inspiring buildings

in the world, fit temples in which a man may lift up his soul,

and in the Establishment we have a body of good and earnest men
witli every desire for the Church’s welfare. The machinery is

there, but it needs oiling and readjustment. The nation has come
to demand reality, and not form, in its religion, and if only our
brother in the surplice were less pedantic and hide-bound, and
more natural and articulate in his ministry, the Church wouljd
regain its popularity and become what it ought to be, the National
C hurch. Gilbebt Coiiebidge.
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It is tie decision of the Editor that the pen of young writer

should work in connection with that of Mr. Frederic Harrison,

and should take up every now and then the running commentary

upon affairs which Mr. Harrison initiated last month. It is a

task sufficieirtly heavy to dismay even an infant Hercules, but

it is to my mind desirable that alongside the ripe judgment of

age there should also be heard something of the unblighted hopes

and convictions of youth. The youth of this generation has had

a rude awakening. It has learned to its cost that though it may
be for the Senates to decree, it falls to the iuvenes to execute,

tie decision. It has been brought ruthlessly face to face wdtli the

reality of politics, and it has been proved to it that the contro-

versies of to^ay may effect not merely the scene of its declining

years, but its very existence at the present moment. And while

none have shrunk from their executive responsibility, there have

been many who, while ready to do and die, have not been so

ready to abstain from reasaning why. They are on all sides

making themselves heard, in politics, in literature, and in art.

And they have surely a very real and valuable contribution to

make to the solution of our difficult problems.

This second New Year of Peace found us somewhat dis-

illusioned, with a hope not less steadfast, but certainly less fond,

than that of twelve months ago. We have found, in fact, that

the task of peace-making is more difficult than that of waging

war, as, indeed, creation is always more difficult than destruc-

tion. For it is to the definite creation of a New World, and not

to the mere binding of the wounds of the old, that the nation’s

have set themselves. They have thereby made their own task

more difficult, but the chances of happiness of future generations

incomparably greater. That seems to me to be the fundamental

argument for the League of Nations, and for the type of peace

settlement which it implies. We have learned our lesson and

are unlikely to forget it in our lifetime. The service we can

render to posterity is to create an instrument which they will

find ready to their hand and which was lacking to us in our great

^ergency. And if when the test comes they are to know how
W' use it^ we ourselves must learn to use it and hand it on to

|hem in working order. The strength of the League will come

mt in the main from the ideals which have ini^ired its creation,
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still less from the fears in the nimrlt? of its inventors, but from

the actual every-day ^^’ork it will have to do. The force of the

law is derived not from fear of the jwliceman, still less from

fear of the social chaos it i>rfvents, but from custom. Its

decisions are accepted because it never (xjcurs ^ men to do any-

thing but accept them. Yet the time was when this wastiot so,

when the King’s Courts w'erc but some among many courts, and

the sphere of life mled by them was severely restricted. If w'e

can but contrive that for a generation the League shall really

function, that in its administrative capacity it »shall clearly

facilitate commercial and individual life, that its Labour legisla-

tion shall really bring better conditions to working people; if

we can clearly show that problems apparently insoluble in Paris

have solved tliemselves under its auspices; if we can dissolve

hut one war-cloud by means of its machinery for arbitration,

then W'e can safely leave it to posterity as a going concern, anfl

all the lessons of history go to prove that they wdll accept it.

America’s suspicions of it are easily comprehensible. There

are, in fact, tw'o great movements for the reform of international

politics. One looks to a greater co-ordination of effort on the

part of the different national governments:, the other to a more
rigid control hy the several democracit‘S of the foreign policies

of their respective governments. It is quite obvious that unless

we are careful the.se forces may tend to pull not together, but in

different directions. Tlie Ameiicans not only conceive this to be the

case, but they also consider that they have already attained demo-
cratic control, and see in the lieagiie of Nations and in the w'ay

it was arrived at a definite challenge to tlieir local freedom. We
cannot hope or desire to drag them into it against their will.

All we can do is to go on with the scheme, to ho}^ that they will

co-operate in it up to the maximum they consider possible, and

to endeavour to demonstrate to them its practical advantages.’

We ourselves liave aspired both to splendid isolation and to

absolute parliamentarry freedom in international affairs. "We have
found the one dangerous and the other illusory, and I cannot

but think that the exiierience of the United States will be the

same.

A much more serious danger is the present condition of Europe,
and particularly of Northern and Eastern Europe. We can see

for ourselves in the daily Press the outw’ard manifestations of

an acute economic crisis in the territories which used to be
Germany and Austria. Mr. J. M. Keynes, in his book The
Economic Consequences of the Peace, has given us an exhaueftive
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analysis of the diplomatic mistakes which have done much to

cause and to aggravate this economic disorder. He shows that

we ex^iect of Germany (witness the indemnity clauses of the

Treaty) that, having lost a large pro|X)rtion of her coal and iron

resources in tlie Saar Valley, Alsace-Lorraine and Silesia, and
at thft end of an exhausting war, she is suddenly to transform

herself from a country exporting less than she imported into a

country with exiwrts enormously exceeding her imports. He
also shows that the new political frontiers of Central Europe have

been decideci with little regard to economic considerations, and
may gravely decrease the general productivity of the Continent.

As economic forces are becoming more and more important in

|X>litics, and as the mass of working people are no longer pre-

pared to accept privation as part of the general scheme of things,

we have here all the material for a future conflagration.

It is, of coujse, utterly lamentable, that the new international

order should have to start under this heavy burden of bitterness

and destitution. .1 am not, however, without hope. The bitter-

ness, I think, is already fading away. We arc already willing,

nay, anxious, to subwrihe for the prevention of starvation in

Vienna. As the fond hopes of huge indemnities die W(^ shall,

3 think, soon begin to understand that civilisation is a unit, that

its maintenance and r(‘construction is a single problem, that we
our.selves by our firesides will suffer if it is allowed to perish in

Central lflnr()[)e. Then the inwlification of the had parts of the

Treaty will inevitably follow. Perhaps their most ho))eful feature

is that they are manifestly unworkable. The crucial point is

whether we can keep things going in the interval, whether we
can prevent wholesale starvation, with the concomitant social

disorder, during this very winter. It is to this task rather than

to the trial of the Kaiser and of submarine commanders that I

would like to hear that the Allied statesmen are devoting their

time. Let the dead past bury its dead, and let us turn our faces

away from it and look resolutely to the future. But this imme-

diate necessity only goes to demonstrate still further that the

League is an absolute essential. The sessions of the Peace Con-

ference continue, and who would care to say in how many mouths
or years it will be able to announce that the time is ripe for its

own dissolution? For years a permanent international body in

constant session will be absolutely necessary, and the sooner it

is put upon a pro];)er basis and made fully inclusive the better

it will be for Europe and for all Europeans.

In domestic politics the paramount issue is that of Ireland.
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The positiop^ in that country is such that it may fairly

tliat must either be settled or that she wUl soon have tO;W
recpnquered. She is now in a state of paesi^e mbeUioh vaii0^

by outbreaks of a more violent disorder. Before I go on to make

comments which might seem to support Sinn Fein, I would like

to say that I consider that party utterly mistaken in it» ideas.

It is just about two generations behind the times. Like Signor

D’Annunzio, it belongs to the period of Garibaldi and of insur-

gent nationalism. That period culminated in the great war and

in the worst clauses of the Peace of Versailles, and the sooner

humanity writes it off as a ghastly mistake the better. But
against the background of that past Sinn Fein makes a better

showing than it does against any ideal of future politics. Most
Englishmeri cannot understand how other peoples can be blind

to their transcendent merits, and it is difficult to make them see

that the Irish have no historical reason to do anything but detest

them. But the Home Buie Act of 1914 did seem to show that

at last the Irish were to be allowed to manage or to mismanage
their own affairs. That hope was blighted during years which

saw Poles, Czechs, Yugo-Slavs and other peoples, some of them
scarcely heard of, win their freedom, even though many of them
had taken a most effective part in the military struggle against

the Allies. Is it, then, to be wondered at that the extreme party

in Ireland gained rapidly in strength?

The last year, however, has wrought one great improvement in

the situation, and that not in Ireland, which has gone from bad
to worse, but in Great Britain. There is now no serious opposi-

tion to Home Buie over here. The days when Irish votes or

Ulster militarism were factors in the English x>arty game are,

for the moment at any rate, over. The British people are now
ready to welcome any scheme of Home Buie which has a reason-

able chance of success in Ireland. This is a great gain not only

in itself, but because it means that English opinion can, for

the first time, play a reasonably impartial part as arbitrator

between Irish Nationalism and Ulster Protestantism. The
impediment is now Sinn Fein, which, in spite of its quite natural

growth, is nevertheless advocating a scheme which cannot hope
to come to anything and is, therefore, a political nuisance, and
which, if it did succeed, ^vould result in economic disaster for

Ireland. What, then, ought we over here to do to dissolve the
deadlock?

It seems to me that there are only two alternatives. Let ua

examine first the less i>referable of the two. We can announce
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ftt end of a definite, period dujr goyeniiaeiit will cease

onMde Ulster, and call a constituent assembly to decide the form
the future admij;^^ is to take. We should in that case

announce that we resolutely refuse to hand over Ulster to a
Bepublican Ireland, but that we are not j^epared to back her
in resij^jtanee to a scheme of reasonable Home Buie such as has

been sketched by the Prime Minister or the Timet^. This course

would be a gamble on the reasonable chance that the imminent and
obvious economic disaster of a complete separation of. Southern
and Western Ireland from the rest of the British Isles would bring

the Irish people, as distinct from their present leaders, to their

senses, and that they would return to the Constituent Assembly
delegates prepared for reasonable compromise, and that, if it did

not so happen, a few months of chaos of their own making would
produce a chastening of the spirit.

The other possibility, and, I think, the better course, is to go

on with some such scheme as the Prime Minister’s, to make such

amendments to it as discussion may show to be desirable, and
then to put it into force vi the firm conviction that nothing can

be worse than the present state of affairs, without waiting for its

endorsement by a majority of the Irish people at all. I do not

think there is the slightest chance that such a scheme will be

accepted while in the preliminary stage of being merely an offer.

The Irish will almost all oppose it in the hope either of widening

or restricting its scope. But if it is once in operation it cannot

be treated with more contumely than the present system of

government, and there is a reasonable chance that in the course

of time it may win gradual acceptance. It is said that the Irish

will boycott the elections; they are, in fact, boycotting Parlia-

ment. It is said that there will be disorder; short of rebellion

there could scarcely be more. But if this course is to be taken,

as I think it should, we must keep in mind three essentials. First,

the scheme must be rapidly formulated and put into actual

operation. Secondly, if it is on the lines of the Prime Minister’s

scheme, there should be a clear promise that a much increased

scope, will be granted to the Irish Government if the future

brings reasonable behaviour and unity between the provinces.

Lastly, the Irish Executive must abstain for the next few months
from its present needlessly provocative methods and give the

policy a fair chance.

j The portentous Labour vote in recent bye-elections is most

sig^cant. First of all it means that a great change is coming
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over the Labour Party itself. Hitherto a party only of organised

Trade Unionists with just a sprinkling of middle^lass intellec-:

tualSi the iwlJs at Bromley and St. Albans show that it is no

longer so limited. In a residential suburb and*in an agricultural

constituency with its centre in a cathedral town the purely trade

union vote cannot have been of such dipiensions. The X^abour

policy must haVe attracted the votes of a large number of middle-

class electors. The charge against the party that it is piurely a

class organisation is therefore losing force. The Labour Party

is, in ray opinion, tending more and more to approximate to the

traditional form of a political party in this country, namely, a

general mass of j^KJople inspired by a common principle of political

theory ratlier than a purely class organisation. If, however, it

is to conform in full to our old political traditions, this leavening

of its 'personnel wdll have to spread from the bottom to the surface.

Its Parliamentary representatives are still almost exclusively of

the old trade union type.

The chief cause of this extension of the aj)peal of the Labour

J’arty is tlie Coalition Government. Our constitutional system

dei>ends on the alternation in office of tw^o princii)al parties, the

one coJiservative and the other progressive. The vice of the

(\)alitioii, to my mind, is not so nmcli in its creative as in its

destructive w^ork. It Jias upset the constitutional balance by

attempting to destroy just that ]K)tential alternative government

which is essential to the proper working of the constitution. At

a time when men are more than ever they w^ere divided in

opinion, when nearly every established institution is being

criticised and challenged, when there is an infinity of contro-

versial questions to be settled, the Coalition leaders pretend that

there is substantial unity in the electorate, that they stand for

the vast mass of the national opinion. The bye-elections have

progressively gone to show that they (Jo oot, that the division of

the electorate which our peditical system pre-supposes is still in

existence. Those, therefore, w^ho are dissatisfied with the

Government and who desire a change turn to the party which is

most fundamentally in opposition. A great part of the Labour

vote is not so much a vote for Labour as a vote against the

Government w'hich is choosing the most obvious means of making

itself effective. And whatever the result of a general election

might be, one thing is certain. The Coalition would have to

fight it not as a great national unity, but as one party among and

against others, and without any absolute certainty as to the

result.
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Mr. Churchill is of opinion that Labour could not form a

Government. He shows by that argument that he does at any
rate understand th^ basic principle of the Coalition itself, for that

organisation can only be defended on the ground that no other

Government is possible. His argument, however, has been used so

often before and has always been proved so utterly mistaken that

he would not be well advised to stake too much upon its accuracy.

But if when Labour does obtain a majority it is to form a Govern-

ment which is to be worth considering, it will have to change

not necessarily its policy, but its methods. ] remarked above

that, in spite of the spread of its doctrine in the middle class,

both its Parliamentary members and its candidates are still almost

exclusively of the old trade union type. Many of them are still

union officials. All of them are rather delegates than representa-

tives. Now a Cabinet Minister responsible to Parliament cannot

also be responsible to the members of a particular trade union.

He must be free in details, bound only by the principles of the

political faith for which liis party stands. The Cabinet must be

a Cabinet of plenipotentiaries, not of agents constantly referring

matters for decision by sectional groups.

• Allied to this question of freedom from immediate trade union

control is that of the so-called “intellectuals’* of the party. It

is clear that any effective Lalx)nr Government would have to

include a large proportion of these, a proportion far greater than

the number of their immediate following in the party would

warrant. This fact is, T think, fully realised by the leaders of

the party, but it is not so realised by the local bodies which have

absolute fx)wer over the selection of candidates. The choice of

local trade union officials in preference to non-resident unattached

“intellectuals” was perhaps justifiable when Labour was a small

Parliamentai’y group whose exclusive task was to voice the

opinion of organised workers in a hostile House of Commons. It

will be absolutely stultifying if it is persisted in wlien Labour

is making a definite bid for office. The Labour Party, in fact,

will have to take a lesson from analogous bodies abroad and

become more and more of a Social Pemocratic Party and less

and less of a small annexe of the Trade Union Congress. The
choice before it is this ; Either it can remain a purely trade union

party in essentials, and can combine to form a Government with

the more radical wing of Liberalism, which in that case will in

the long run win back the middle-class vote; or it can try to

*i>8tablish itself as the great all-embracing progressive party which

in our dualistic system provides the alternative to conservative
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government. If it is to do that, it will have to slough off its ^

'

: did cramping trade union skin.

The exhibition of war paintings in Burlington' House is a

great artistic and moral event. My impreilsion of it can he

summed up by saying that these pictures differ mofe from

other war pictures than this war differed from other wars. I

doubt whether war w^as ever like those earlier romantic efforts ;

1 know this war was not. But in some, in many, of these

paintings the spirit of the great conflict has bean caught with

amazing success. The artists have realised that war nowadays
is not an individual, but an elemental thing ; not a beautiful or a
romantic, but an abominable thing. By this I do not mean that

the pictures are gruesome. There are only about two which even

a Jane Austen heroine would call that. But some of them are

horrible, though there is no sanguinary detail in them. Sir

William Orpen in many of his paintings leaves out the soldiers

altogether, and depicts only the scars of the battlefield itself.
*

From nearly all of the exhibits one gets the impression of a
universe in anguish, the suffering of men being only an incidental

part of the w’hole. Coils upon coils of barbed wire, miles upon
miles of shell-holes full of water under a leaden sky, a road with
lorries stretching without a bend into infinity ; that is war, and
it is war as these pictures show it. There is no glamour, nothing
but intolerable discomfort and desolation. There is only one
feature of tlie exhibition which could |)ossibly attract one to war,
and that is the brilliant portraiture of generals and admirals by
Mr. McEvoy. Any man must want to look like that, but he has
only to glance at the remaining pictures to know that after an
hour or two in the trenches he would have no chance of so

looking. That, and jKjssibly one or two of the pictures of aerial

warfare, where a little of the romance of chivalry is preserved.

Taken as a whole the exhibition is the revolt of artistic civilisa-

tion against war, a sign that the age-long prostitution of art to

its service is at an end, that it is to be shown up for the ugly,

devilish thing it is.

Mr. Wells’s Outline of History (Geo. Newnes, Ltd.) bids fair

to be a great literary and educational achievement. There is no
doubt that during the last generation Clio has outgrown her
clothes. She has, in fact, growm so big that we can only see her
through a microscope, and historians sit down no longer, like

Gibbon, to treat of the decline and fall of a civilisation, but to
discuss the events of a single year. And the teaching of histoq^
has been of the same piece-meal type, partial and local, so much
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80 that the student, th^gh expected

to read more b^s than in any other school, may well have

begun with the Middle Ages and never have considered serioudy

any tavillsation other than the European. I do not know of any

other compreheidtsive sketch of the whole process of evolution,;

both {diysical and cultural, siicli as Mr. Wells is attempting, and

it is to be hoped that when it is complete it will be^ given a recog-

nised place in historical curricula. But even in Mr. Wells’s

mrk it is impossible not to see a sign of these bustling times.

A History ot the World produced in about twelve months I A
mere interlude in a literary lifetime. I am loth to believe that

the making of great books is at an end, but how few of them

there are! Men are no longer prepared to devote the greater

part of a lifetime to ^ne masterpiece, one monumental achieve-

ment. Monographs and treatises abound, but at the moment,

in the historical field, I can think only of Sir James Frazer’s

The Golden Bought whicli can be set on a level with the great

books of old.

H. B. USHEB.
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Afiipfu K ivikoaroi fidprupt^ — TiNriAii, Ist Oh/fnpian.

To Mis3 Julia McMahon.

This was the story the camp fire ti>1(] me, when I thought I saw

her image dance in the flames :

—

Mohammed Abdoii, the traveller, w'as returning ^ome from his

long journey. He had visited many lands, witnessed many strange

customs; he had seen the grand Khan of Tartary, talked to the

learned taleba of Fez, and his mind was as a treasure-house filled

with the spoils of experience, and yet he was not happy. “ All is

illusion,
’/
said he sadly to himself, “ vanity and emptiness. Knowledge

does not confer wisdom, nor w'isdom happiness,” and he wondered

whether he had done right to go so far in quest of truth, and whether

it w'ere not better to wait for it by the fountain of Ihti ^losque, and

listen to the tales of the running waters which carry the love mes-

sage of their mother the Earth to her lord the Sun.
** Malesch,” ho munnured, ” that which was to be is, and w'e fight

in vain. I am but as the sand of the desert on the breath of the

great simoon, coming whence I know not,"unwitting whither I go;

at one moment lying corpse-like in the stillness of the desert, then

wafted aloft by the whirlwind to dance fiercely over turrets and

gilded domes, threatening their jn'ide wM*th destruction.” And he

remembered the great cities which now^ lay prone, conquered by

the almighty dust—Palmyra and Baalbeck, whose huge columns

seem raised by Atlas to support the sky, and the seven doors of

Thebes that open no longer, but arc as blind mcn*s eyes, and ho

wondered whether the same fate w’ould ever befall Damascus, the

Pearl of the East that gleams like some great gem in its aigrette of

palm trees. And Allah saw with displeasure that Doubt had crept

into the heart of His servant, and that the time had come when He
should send him another visitation. 8o He summoned the djinn,

and caused a great cloud to surround the caravan, and darkness set

in which no eye could pierce, and the shadows devoured the light

so that men fled one from another in torror, lest their friend should

chance to be an unknowm enemy. The hours passed by in grim

succession, each one slaying her elder sister, for the Present is ever

jealous of the Past, and fearsome «f the Future, which is bound to

overtake and destroy it.

When the spell w'as lifted, Mohammed Abdoii found himself

alone with his camel on the top of a small knoll. Around him lay

the circle of tawny sands like a huge lion’s skin spread over swell

and swale, which the long fingers of the setting sun stroked or

ruffled till the horizon purred voluptuously. No sign of life met his
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anxious gaze as he scanned the vast circle of emptiness when he
bethought himself that the hour was nigh when the muezzin should

call the faithful to^ prayer from the slender minaret. He got off

his camel, and, having performed his ablutions with the sand, ho

spread the sacramental carpet and turned his face towards the East,

where AJpcca stands in all her holiness guarding the Black Stone. As
he knelt and swayed backwards and forwards with the rhythm of

his recitation, his lengthened shadow> would dart out and then speed

back, like the swift tongue of the serpent, while, jingling beside him,

the camel’s bell kept away the evil spirits that might- have troubled

his devotions. ^He arose much comforted, when lo! whut is this

vision which seizes his eyes and holds them fast? A lake, luminous
as a great moon, and palm trees shaking their leaves in the breeze

like birds that i>reen their feathers ; bel(»w ilu'se u dense underbiish

of pomegranates, of orange and lemon trees, with here and there a

gnarled fig tree, twisted and defomied as an old witch; reflected

in the pool shone the whiteness of a small mosque whose cupola

recalled some dervish’s skull cap. All was peace and candour and

beckoned with the enigmatic grace of a tempting houri.

Mohammed Abdou thought his prayer had been vouchsafed,

and, mounting the mchuri, he dug his spur into its riba, and the

beast ambled in the direction of the oasis. As he rode, he kept

wondering what he ^^•ould find, whether some now stopping-stone

to further wanderings, oi* perhaps Shalom, the peace of oblivion,

that rest for which we all crave \vhu have journeyed long, where

the mind is active though the limbs be still, and the heart smiles

w'ith the amber-glow of the midnight lamp in the harem, love’s

sanctuary; Shalom, the Promised Lund, and of all Nomads, of the

Jews, and the Arabs, and the children of the Desert, their last Oasis.

As he sped onwards over the silent billows, expecting each ridge

to become the last, the goal would mockingly sink farther away,

until anxiety seethed in his impatience-panting bosom. Not yet,

though, had he perceived that he was but a plaything in the hands

of irony, for hope wears blinkers, and, like the Arab’s charger, sees

and moves only straight ahead. Suddenly the magic veil w'as rent,

revealing the nothingness behind it—as when the face of one beloved

alights a moment on the mirror's edge, then flits away unclasped

by it or us. “ The mirage,” he exclaimed, ” the echo in the

clouds, is this to be my fate—alone with dreams to die?
” ” No»

no,” Hope answered; ” all dreams come true if we but pursue them
unfiaggingly ; there is no echo without a call, no mirage without an

oasis. Inshallah ! Peace belongs to the dead alone, passion to the

living!
” ” Give me desires aflame, make of my heart a cresset

and a beacon, that 1 see my way through the darkness of the world*

and find the hearth whence came this tiny spark alive in me, the

garden where my flower was culled.
”

All through the night he wandered on, gazing at the stars, till

” pearly miste, the morning’s pride,” streamed phantom-like across
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the tky, and slowly sank to hide in hollows from the all-absorbing

eye of day. Mohammed Abdou again fell on his knees, and eagle-

like, fixing his eyes upon the sun, chanted tho holy truism that

has swept across half the globe, the battle-cry of faith challenging

mankind : “Allah ill’Allah.'* “ It is better,” thought he, “to believe

than to understand, for to believe is to create, and to understand is

merely to answer a question, to relieve a doubt. Knowledge is of

the moment, and changes as do the clouds ; wc learn but to discover

that all things vary with the point of view; meanwhile we hayift

lost the golden key that opens all doors, and unpadlocks the very

mountains from their earthy chains.”

He glanced around him, uncertain as to the direction he would

take, hesitating whether or not he would hold liis course, when the

memory of an adventure in India came back. He was lost in a

dense forest alone, having strayed away from* the camp in his medi-

tation, and ho had wandered hither and thither, trying to find the

trail, quite bewildered, when he decided to follow a small brook,

satisfied it would lead him to a stream, and this to a river and the

haunts of nion. Over rocks he had clambered, fought his way
through thickets, down precipices, he had swum pools and sunk

in mud-banks; but though paths had tempted him, he hod passed

them by, and faithfully clung to the silver thread in the labyrin-

thine wilderness, and he hud been saved. He would do likewise this

time, and follow the portent.
"

All through that day he journeyed, and once again the semblance

beckoned with tho promise of reality ; it was ufoIoss to flog or spur

his mount's fast-ebbing strength, so he spoke to it, and told of its

noble race, and how they had been faithful unto death, so that, to

reward their loyalty, Machmoud himself, the great sultan whom
we call Mahomet 11., hod got oS his battle-steed to make the con-

queror’s entry into Stamboul on a camel’s back. He pleaded, he
threatened, ho claimed the last oimce of quivering flesh, .only to

see the phantasm sucked once more by the thirsty sands; then

despairingly he sank bock in the saddle, and his lifeless weight

bore down tlie humbled ijiehari, as though it had become a mere
beast of burden. A few gasps, a tremor which shook the whole

gaunt body, and it was all over—^the poor creature was dead.

Mohammed Abdou was brave, he had met death face to face xhany

times as an equal, nor could he be cowed into giving up the fight;

but he was weak from hunger and thirst, and the remedy lay prone

at hand. “ You gavemie unstintingly your speed and your endur-

ance, you have given me your life, oh friend, and I thank youi
but 1 must ask for more, and 1 beg forgiveness for what 1 am
about to do,” spoke the traveller, lapsing atavically back to the

strange rites of his ancestors, in dim prehistoric times. “ I beg for-

giveness, for not through greed or anger, revenge or ingratitude, am
1 about to spill your blood. 1 do not wish to hurt you, nor to steal

from your helplessness, but to renew' the covenant between your
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Icffbears and mine, to partake of your luBtihood, tliat your indomitable

vigour should be reborn m me and not die fruitless.’' Then, whip*^

ping out a dagger from its bejewelled sheath, Mohammed Abdou
slit the scrawny neck and sucked the blood of its veins ravenously

like a panther. After a few moments, into him came sleep, that

ruthful mirage, which each day rehearses with us the final act, to

make it less alarming.

When he awoke, the enchanted stillness of the night yet breathed

silent harmonies on myriad strings unseen, and filled liis soul with

rapture pregnant of great hopes that breed victorious deeds. " On-

wards I
” he cried. “ The prize is never nearer than when it seems

most far. It moves to meet us as we ourselves proceed, or, like

the desert-bride, fleeing from her captor-groom, oft turns about,

and if he be tardy she, hastens on, but stays her speed if ho prove

swift of foot and ardent at the chase. Onwards! ” he cried. “ The
minutes fly, each step failed is one move lost in this stern game
of life. We may forfeit our turn, nor cim we take back the pawn
once played; yet Fate must abide by the rules ordained, and they

ore the same for her as for us."

He started, and night smiled on him through her million eyes

that one by one she coyly closes, though maiddike still kpeps one

a-peeping to catch a glimpse of day.

When the cold sweat of morning beaded on the desert's wrin-

kled brow, it stuck clanimily to his aching limbs and froze his

exhausted body, but he kept on gamely.

When noonday heat shimmered on the glistening sands, and
the air seared like the breath of lu furnace, his footprints grow larger

and nearer, yet he still wrote his tale on the dust. He durst not stop,

fearing to be unable to rise again, weary unto death, without thoughts

save one, which obsessed him like a craze—to walk, and still to

walk, whither he knew no longer; w-hy, he had forgot.

Oh, those hours of life which are silent, because wo cannot grasp

their clue, timeless hours fraught with shadows, massive as moun-
tains of lead ! Is it fair we should be the same to-morrow as we were

yesterday, nearer the end, not the goal, walking as blind men do,

when led by another blind man? The astute Cathaian, with a

deep sense of humour grown kindly with age, provided two distinct

lengths for the mile—up hill and down dale, he measures the distance

by the effort entailed : wherefore, alas ! is time so literal and dog-

matic?

Mohammed Abdou kept on walking. He w^as now so feeble, his

track looked like the script engraved on Indian temples: each

parallel footmark linked by a streak; but he noticed it not, though

his eyes seldom left the ground, nor did he ever understand why
suddenly he lifted them, unless through the same instinct which

calls the invisible vulture from the clouds to fall on his quarry.

There, in the sunset, like some embroidered pattern on cloth

of gold, delicate as the arabesques of the copper basin, wherein the

honoured guest dips his fingers before the feast, a line of palm trees
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friezed the horizon; only their tops were visible, aid seemed the
befeathered helmets of some barbaric host in battle array being
reviewed by the fiery war-lord of the West. The magnificence of
the scene filled Mohammed Abdou’s soul with* silence, and stilled

the voices of anxiety and fatigue. “ I have seen,” thought he, ** the

sun rise on old Himalaya’s peaks, singing the glory of the world s

awakening, as«if the rainbow’s seven mystic notes had swelled their

coloured harmonies to conquer the heavens. 1 have seen his mid-

day triumph,' in equatorial skies, when the tireless shadows a];e

trampled underfoot and dare not dog the pilgrim’s strides. And
if to-day 1 should be carried aloft by the forelock of the Faithful, 1

will take with me as an offering to the pride of Eternal Truth, the

symbol of all illusions, Mirage, and my eyes will have ceased seeing

as the splendid cycle comes to an end.”

But it was not to be; so unconsciously he limped along, drawn
by the golden sphere towards that mysterious West, which calls

all men to their migrations, as amber attracts the little shreds of

wool.

Imperceptibly the trees rose out of the ground, straining their

long necks to peer above the rim of the horizon; then gradually

appeared the sacred tomb (Kouba), white as the bones of those

who have fallen on the way, and the tangled mass of fruit trees,

slyly tiptoeing over the neighbour's walls. At last the whole chess-

board of the oasis was lifted into view, with its swaying barley-

fields that humbly surround the central orchard.

“Truth,” he exclaimed, “this is no illusion, for one by one

its several parts have been unfolded—not instantly ns in a vision, bub

in slow-moving sequence.”

Then he bowed his head, and thanked the Lord. “ Allah,” he

X)rayed, “ You have hud mercy on Your servant, and have rewarded

his umvorthiness. Yoir have taught him in Y’^our own tremendous

way that dreams are the fathers of realities, but that we must

become their mother, whose glory it is to be patient, and bear and

be delivered in pain.”

Such was the story the camp fire told me, when 1 thought I saw

her image dance in the flames.

A. Dii: UlClIELIEU.

Paris f
November, 1919.
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The sendii^ qf cCproof is mo guarantee of the acceptance of an
article.
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With bankruptcy, war, and revolution hanging over Europe, the

immediate need is an official declaration by Biitain tliat'Ve do

not now exact the full measure of the Treaty—so-called of Peace.

It is, as I said last month, “impossible, ruinous, suicidal.” When
I 80 described it 1 had not seen Mr. Keynes’ book on its Economic

Consequences (Macinillan, 14th thousand, 1920). The world had

already condemned tlie Treaty as an elaborate scheme to crush

Germany and Austria for a whole generation, to which the fierce

passion of the French Minister and the Mosaic judgment of the

American President had made us a party. Wilson and Clemen-

ceau are gone ; and the dominant part which Wilson held when

he came to Euroix; in 1918 has now passed to Britain. France

and Italy may struggle to get the vast sums and the rich lands

they claim from Germany and Austria. But we can, and we

must, revise the Treaty—or chaos waits for us, at home and

abroad. No doubt the British Government cannot now withdraw

from the Entente, Any formal alteration of the Treaty must

be made by the League of Nations. But Britain should at once

make it clear how far it will assist in crushing Germany and

paralysing Europe.

Mr. Keynes' book has now been published three months, and

no sort of official reply to it has been issued. Nothing but the

angry cries of bureaucrats has been heard. No such crushing

indictment of a great act of international policy, no such revela-

tion of the futility of diplomats has ever been made. In the

teeth of its masterly analysis the literal execution of the Treaty

is out of the question, for it would strangle our own industrial

revival. The Prime Minister said at first—whatever he said after-

wards—^that we ''were not going to wreck our own industries,^' i

We are doing it now. Whatever public men, in or out of office,

may have talked about penalties, indemnities,and reparation,

whatever exultant millions expected in their triumph, we must

VOL. ovn. N.S. K
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ull fiico the factH that tlieae proniiaes and hopes cannot be fu)-

tilled; ii! d to talk more about them is to starve Europe and rain

ourKiflve?’. It in one of the canons of an unlimited democracy:

puinUufi vuli deciin —et dccipiatuf. If Aristides will not humour
llieir passions, he must retire into exile.

I ImVe carefully studied Mr. Keyn€s^‘ bfwk, and I entirely agree

with his rnain So far as it is a personal criticism

of and a |>oIiti(*ai pamphlet, 1 say nothing; nor do I

preiemi lo jialyt^ the deluilH of his economic estimates and his

propfjKtMl “remedies.” Wlialever may be ids miscalculations or

his iridiscrcdons, he has made out un overwhelming case against

the ’Vroaty as it stands- on its econoujic side and the scale of

its rt'parations. Wo arc nut likely to agree to Mr. Keynes* doc-

trine that tlio (iermans can hind us to the e.\act ianguuge of Mr.

Wilri<m's variouH initlrcyseH, sf»occh«‘s and lelUrrs; the words of

which not ton men in Kuroj[»e <»r in America had in mind on

November lltb, 3918, when the German delegates accepted

l och's terms, 'riuy knew they were exhuusted and might be

utterly destroyed. To talk about Wilson's orations in New York

as interpreting the Treaty is mere debating verbiage.
* * « «

The main point.s on which the Treaty is unworkable are these :

(G 'i’hc annihilation of the German meiGintile marine is extrava-

gant, if iiennan trade is to exist at all. Unless it does, no pay-

meniK can be made. (;2t To e.Kclude. Germany from all overseas

lK>Hse»jsioub and to eonli.scate all j»io{>eriy of Germans therein is

a furl her dc.^truclion of German trade. (3) The expropriation of

German private property i.s u vindictive and immoral provision

;

and when it is extended to non-Gennan lands, and even to those

of neutrals, the whole scheme is Indicrous by its im(X>ssibLlity, as

well as infamous in its spite. The complicated attempt to make
(b'rniany an outlaw in international trade

—

economically outside

the pile of civilised nations—is little more than a grim joke.
• •••««

As to the provisos about coal and metal, whilst the savage

destruction of mines by the defeated Germans must be repaired,

this ought not to be i arried out with a violence which would

stifle Grennnn industries. And the prolonged orx'upation of purely

<iemuin lands, ospeciiilly tluxse lying far to the East, will be a

coniinumis a>iirce of unrest to Germany and of risk to the Allies.

And the same holds gocxl of the railway and river trans]X>rt in

German territ^jries. Again, the embargo on the union of German
Austria with the Empire is wanton blindness. In the first place*

the union is inevitable, and, in the next place, without such union
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Vimiixa is a BtarviDg derelict. Writing wbiist evei^thing is still

in the making, and the League without U.S.A. in suspended

animation, waiting for ** artificial respiration," 1 shall say nothing

now about territorial rearrangements. Many of them are quite

questionable, and will have to bo modified. Poland is a

desperate crux,******
The strength of Mr. Keynes’ book, and the key to the problems

of Europe, in the .scheme of reparation, as clesigned in the

Treaty. Its literal exaction would deprive the populations of

Euroi)e, including our own. of tlie moans of livelihood. I make
no attempt to explain, or to criticise, the figuie.H given by Mr.
Keynob, who is a cousuinmato ocunumic and financial authority.

The world knows that, after detaikHl uxutiutiaiion, be puts as a

total recoveral)lc from Germany in a course of years a sum not

more than two thousand millions of fMJuiids in one form or other.

l*crhaps, if he weie writing io-d.*iy iri,>ieiid of last autumn, he would
not put it higher than one thousand million, and that without

interest over a long periiKl. J'or my part, 1 should be glad to

hope that the AiJio:? together may receive even that reduced sum.

It may be a.skt‘d—liow came such an extravagant; .scheme to be

made by the Heads of the Great Powers, ^nd accepted by the

democracies of Britain, America, and France? The answer is

that it w’as done in secret sessions; the real meanings w'cre

falsified; and wlien the Gargantuan Treaty of rhinc 'JSth, 1911),

was at last published, none but professionul publicists ever read

it through, and none but professional ccoiioniist.s could understand

it.*; subtle elTect.s. The thing wa-s a case of ccphalUiit lurgida—
"Swelled head." Wilwm caught the disease from Wilhelm ; and

he improved on it, with the American way of going ten times

better than anyone else. He irif<xrtcd France ; and tlicn British

good sense succumbed. And in the hullabaloo of tJjc Peace cele-

brations real facts and innninent dangers were hidden away and

overlooketl. We were hoodwinked. I know that I was.

I shall not attempt to criticise the "remedies" proposed by

Mr. Keynes, nor do I venture to pro^x/se any others. The burning

question of the hour is rather by w’hat pow'cr, and under what

authority, can any remedies be effected. As the Treaty and the*

Covenant stand, the only lawful w#y of modifying the Treaty

is by revision by the Xieague of Nations. The Niagara Treaty

was signed by twenty-eight StatcK, It consists of AiO Articles,

m2
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and occupied eighty-four columns of close print in the T^mes.

The League of Nations is the Court of Appeal. What is the

League of Nations doing now? And if it be 'in active session,

what chance is there of any decision being taken when, by the

constitution, all decisions must be unanimous? Is it con^vable

that France or Italy will release their claims and forgo the

awards on which they built such hopes? And must we be bound

by their claims and their hopes? I trust not.

tfi. •

Even if the fatal Liberum Veto did not exist, when is the

League going to act in force? But the dangers, the famine, the

bankruptcy arc urgent. Something must be done at once. As
immediate and ofTicial revision by the League is out of the

question—as indeed the Treaty at the moment is almost a scrap

of paper again—action is left for Britain, the only Power whose
head is beginning to shrink to normal pro|)ortions. We can,

and we must, by any such diplomatic camouflage us will serve,

make it understood by Germany that at least by us the {lenal

articles of reparation will now be partly relaxed—and at any rate

will be postponed. U.S.A., which is out of the game, “retired

hurt,” will not complain. Nor will Japan, which has cynically

watched the suicide of Europe. If France insists on full pay-

ment, if Italy desires both sides of the Adriatic and part of

Asia Minor, they must take their own course. Britain is not

bound to help them to ruin civilisation, whilst the author and

potential President of the Covenant is “not taking any.”

m
.

m « m m

. I turn to another book on the Treaty and the League—Europe

and the League of Nation, by Charles Sarolea (G. Bell and Sons,

1919)—a masterly criticism of the Versailles settlement by one

who is a Arm believer in the idea of the Covenant, but has made
a thorough study of all the difficulties and dangers it presents.

Mr. Sarolea, by birth a Belgian, long settled in Britain, and now
Professor in the University of Edinburgh, is one of the best

living authorities in the languages, history, and diplomacy of the

European Powers. His book serves as a counterpart and supple-

ment to that of Mr. Keynes, for it deals largely with the terri-

torial .and national problems of the settlement, as Mr. Keynes
deals with the economic and reparation problems. The two
books together make an unanswerable case for the immediate

revision of the Treaty and for the consolidation of the visionary

League of Nations into a practical international Union.««***•
Mr. Sarolea begins by grasping the enormous problems pre-
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sented by the dissolbtion of four great Empires that extend from

the Bhine to the I’aeific. I hope he overstates the case in saying
—“it will take fifty years to organise the new Europe.” Cer-

tainly it was not dbne in six months at Versailles. The only

remedy against chaos and famine, he says, is international co-

operation ; but Mr. Sarolea* rather undervalues true patriotism

—

whiAi should be neither aggressive nor exclusive. He stoutly

defends the claim of the smaller nations to an equal voice in the

League on tj;je principle of the Amcrjpan Senate’s equality of

votes. The most valuable part of his criticism is the discussion

of the “ Obstacles to the Ijeague ”
: (1) military—that of disarma-

ment by land and by sea; (2) political—the conflict of external

and internal disputes between races and religions ; (3) domestic

—

the adjustment of delegacies to the League with the changing

representatives of nations at home ; (4) then come in difficulties

economic, of the League, or of separate nations ; (5) that of the

biologic growth of peoples within their own borders ; (6) that of

race and of language, of national sentiment, of religion, of intel-

lectual culture; (7) of organisation within the League; and,

finally, of its executive power, t.e., of the sanction to compel

submission to its decisions. He truly says : “A weak League of

Nations would be far more dangerous than no League of Nations.”

As things are, he sees that the League is rudimentary ; but he

has faith that all these obstacles can be overcome.

Would that our able Labour leaders and the vast organisations

they control would take to heart all that Mr. Sarolea writes in

his Chapter VII. on “Democracy in. Foreign Policy.” He shows

how the settlement of Versailles was a compromise made under

conflicting party cries at home. ‘‘The Congress of Versailles

mainly reflected the mind of the mob, whilst the Congress of

Vienna (1814) reflected the sober reason of a few responsible

statesmen.” By the “mob mind” he means, first, the mind of

the war party, and next, “the mob mind systematically worked

by a sensational Press and secretly acted upon by private financial

interests.” “Modern democracies have been more generally

aggressive than pacifist.” And he insists on a really essential

axiom when he writes that “under modern conditions a body of

expert specialist diplomats is even more necessary than under

the old conditions.” “Amateur diplomacy by party politicians”

is a source of danger and confusion. The popular cry for all open

diplomacy in the eyes of the people is as preposterous as to ask

^that banWs and traders should make all business deals in open

exchange. The ultimate assent of the nation to any liability
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cussion of its conditions. , f

* * ..V-..'
^.4^.

One of the most valuable chapters in this* book is that, oin th^

“Future of Poland.” He shows how the policy of the Allies has

varied thrice.
* At the outset there were Polish armies in every

one of the three great armies—shooting down each oth(»? At
first the Allies used Poland against Prussia and Austria. When
Bussia entered Galicia the cause of the Poles was cforgotten and
suppressed. At the end of the war, wfkh Eussia out of it, the

Allies took up the cause again, and even worked to make Poland

a harrier to separate Germany from Eussia. Truly tragic is the

state of Poland, as Mr. Sarolea with first-hand knowledge
describes it as “the most vulnerable of the new States.” It has

no real frontier : an open plain, an historic battlefield. It has

neither true limits nor centre, is surrounded by its secular enemies,

with no homogeneous race, and with five millions of Jews whom
it cannot assimilate, of German and Eussian origins. Divided in

races, religions, industry, classes, and by tradition, Poland is at

the mercy of its mighty neighbours. Its one hope lies in the

League of Nations, which as yet isjitself little more than a hope.
« « » » » »

It is an axiom of politics that as between nations the sentiment

of gratitude has no place. To-day we might rather say that

ingratiindf*. is the natural and normal rule. We are told that our

country is now the object of universal ill-will and depreciation

among our Allies and friendly neutrals. This is utterly unreason-

able, but it seems to be human nature. There is not one Power

which we have injured—nor even one that we have not helped

and treated with singular amity. That France should turn round

on us and talk of breaking up the Entente would be monstrous.

If in August, 1914, we had not rushed in to save her, France

would he now reduced to the level of Spain—^if not of another

Poland. Where is onr offence? Simply that we refuse to be

dragged by France to decimate and crush Germany and to second

all her claims to some Mediterranean coasts. Poland is sore that

we cannot guarantee her the extensions she demands. Eonmania,
Itily, Serbia, Greece, Syria, Arabia—all make impracticable

claims and charge us with deserting them. Because the nations

are bitter to find their extravagant hopes unrealised, they 1ium

round upon the Power which for the time is the least stricken

and seems the strongest.**•#*•.
We have gained nothing ourselves to the detriment of any one

of these nations. On the contrary, we have done all we can to
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meQV and money. Oux sole offence is that

we will iiot^b^^ we cannot—do more ; and we reftise to

follow them in aggressive and impossible adventures. Italy caHs

on us to curb the Serbs and the Greeks. Serbs and Greeks call

on us tg resist the aggression of Italy. Under the impulse of

Wilson—-the Old Man of the Sea striding on the Covenant—^no

'doubt we promised more than we can perform. Things change

—Governments change—^and what is possible one month is

impossible the next. In all our long history there never was a

time when the Governments of Britain were faced with such a

sea of dilemmas. At home and abroad they are beset with cries

to embark on policies which are contradictory, impossible, would

mean new losses, further debt, even more wars—^whilst the whole

world is heaving as if it were waiting for an earthquake.. Give

us all w'e ask—cry foreign nations! Do this—and do not do

that 1—is the babel of party cries at home. The confusion abroad

and at home makes any action impossible—oven if Heaven sent

an archangel to be our Minister.

Of all. the attacks on us the most unreasonable are those of

the baser party Press in America. Of what can the Bepublic

complain? When war v>roke out it stood officially (not too bene-

volently) neutral, grumbling about maritime rights recognised

by nations for centuries and practised of late by U.S.A. We
accepted the lead of their President when he came over, as if he

were President of the United States of Europe. We joined in

with his tremendous schemes for reorganising the world. Was
it for us to ask him to prove that he represented his nation?

, What would have happened if we had said—Bring over senators

of both parties, or we cannot recognise you as representing your

country? To make our Irish trouble an American injury is an

outrageous defiance of national independence. What if we
treated as a British injury the oppression of their coloured citizens

and our Japanese allies, or of all who choose to drink alcohol.

The Irish problem is a struggle between two races and two

religions, not in Britain, but in Ireland—as much a domestic

question as that between Democrats and Bepublicans in the

States.

A new translation in verse of Lucretius which has just reached

m€f—Lucretius on the Nature of Things, by Sir Bobert Allison

. (Arthur L. Humphreys, 1919)—^turned my thoughts again to the

great Boman poet, who in the lurid times of the old Bepublic

leditated on the World and on Man. It is a book to study in

our not quite dissimilar days. And I at once re-read Morley’s
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stirring chapter in his RecoUec^ns, Vol. 11., pp. 113-130, which

he balls “An Easter Digression ”
: a disquisiticsp on the Lucretian

theory of Life and Death. After some telling pasageg from

^ncient and modern writers, he “revives his mehabnes of Xmore-

tius” ;
and a fascinating study in criticism it is. He begins by

quoting various estimates and translations of the poet^; and what

has been said of him by Dryden, Polignac, Voltaire; LAhii^iiie,

Macaulay, Mommsen, Goethe; and then Morley gives us his own
idea of the Pessimism of Lucretius—warmly praising the briHiant

Chapter IV., which J. W. Mackail devotes to this poet in that

most masterly of all hand-books—his Latin Literature,
« » » « « »

Sir Eobert Allison, of Trinity College, Cambridge, already

known by his translations of Plautus and of Cicero, has now put

the 7,400 lines of Lucretius* six books into close and literal blank

verse, nearly keeping line for line. It is impossible to render

Latin hexameters into English pentameters in quite the same

space—above all, such closely-knit verse as that of Lucretius

—

without at times sacrificing an epithet. But this is far better

than Dryden *8 way of adding needless words. So the English

reader, who finds Mnnro’s exact prose version of these mighty

metaphysics rather too stiff and lugubrious, may read the entire

poem in 8ir Robert Allison’s accurate, easy, and sonorous lines.

He adds to the charm of Lucretius by constant quotations in foot-

notes of parallel passages from modem poets—Spenser, Milton,

Shakespeare, Marlowe, Gray, Byron, Keats, Tennyson, Browning,

Swinburne—several of these being evident reminiscences of the

Latin lines.

I cite a few lines of Sir Robert’s version of some famous

phrases that everyone knows :

—

Tanturn rcligio potuii auadere malorum. I. 101.

To such dread deeds did Ruperstition lead

—

Humana ante oculoa foede cum vita jaceret

In torria oppressa gravi Rub religiose

Quae caput a caeli regionibus ostendebat

Horribili super aapcctu mortalibus instans,

Primum GraiuH homo mortales tollere contra

Est oculos ausus primusque obRistere contra. I. 62-67.

When human life lay grovelling on the ground,
A piteous sight, by euperstition crushed,
Who lifting high her head from heaven, looked down
With lowering look, then first a man of Greece
Hared lift his eyes, and dared to face the foe.

Augescunt aliae gentes, aliae minuuntur
Inque brevi spatio mutantur saecla animantum
Bt quasi cursores vitai lampada tradunt. II. 77-79.
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Sotne natiqiiB waat and oUiers .wane, and soon
The raoM ef mahlEind are changed, and each

In ttimj^^ciher hands the torch of life;

'

*. • . « «' ' •

1 welcome a second and revised edition of Mr. F. S. Marvin’s

Century^ of Hope (Oxfoi^l, Clarendon Press, 1920).* It is a v^orthy

continiialion of The Living Pastt now in its fourth impression,

at the same press. The former book vras a sketch of Weshto
Progress down to 1815. The new volume is a manual of the

growth of political, social, scientific, and artistic humanity from
Waterloo to the Great War (1816-1914). It is, of course, only

a summary of the leading ideas in thought, and of the decisive
;

events which made the unity of the West and the progress of a

common civilisation. It deals with Nationality and Imperialism,

with Socialism, Internationalism, Evolution, Education, and
Keligion, in the same spirit of judicial sanity, sound learning, and
synthetic imagination, which make the former book a trustworthy

manual for the teacher. And though written by an ardent patriot

in the midst of war, it is perfectly just to Teutonic energy and

.genius. «««»*«
The Century of Hope is a standing rebuke to the shallow jesters

who cast stones at Victorians—at the work of their own fathers

and grandfathers—as if the nineteenth century was an age of

conventional formulas and contented torpor. On the contrary,

it was an epoch of concentrated effort to expand the life of

civilisation in new achievement. It did not think this could be

realised in an intellectual and moral go-as-you-like
\ nor did it

hail a millennium in anything which looked new and surprising.

But, as Mr. Marvin shows, the age from 1815 to 1914 was

inspired by optimism—at once sane and instructed. Pessimism

and optimism are labels flung about by the frivolous or the
^

ignorant. To be obsessed either by gloom or by hope, without

knowledge of facts, is equally wrong. Humanity is ever en-

circled with tremendous difficulties : it is endowed "with incalcul-

able powers of recuperation. The ignorant do not see the

dangers; the poor-hearted do not feel the hope. The wise^man

is often full of anxiety for the immediate future : he never loses

faith in ultimate victory. He is always at once pessimist and

optimist ; for he never underrates the practical difficulties which

obstruct the path of progress. But all the time he knows that

lnx)gress must in the end prevail. And in the darkest hour he

awaits the certain Dawn of Light.

Fbedebic Habbison.

VOL. ovii. b.s.



GBEMANI’S ECONOMICAL COLLAPSE : A LETTER
PROM BERLIN. .

Bebun, Februaty let

Germany is marching through an economical crigis which may
any day bring about breakdown of the governmental machine,

but which, being national even more than it is State-financial,

will more likely take a chronic form in non-production, hunger

and ultimate deywpulation. To anyone familiar with the econo-

mical development of Russia between the collapse of the Tsardom

and the Revolution of Lenin, the parallel would seem ominously

close; it would, in fact, be a complete parallel were it not that

national questions accelerated Russia’s dissolution, and that in

Germany Bolshevism is so far an insignificant force. But about

German Bolshevism no competent observer feels very certain.

Bolshevism in Russia is quite as much the result of economic

ruin as it is the cause ; as far as paper finance, non-production and

ruined communications go, the Soviet system differs in measure,

but not at all in nature, from the system of the Provisional

Government of Kerensky and Lvoff and from that of the auto-

crac;y which preceded them. Here in Germany, though Bol-

shevism is knocked down every time it raises its head, its

economical motives and impulses are being daily reinforced ; and

the only arguments against it that the masses can understand are

being weakened. These arguments are the hunger and general

material misery of Russia under the Soviets, which naturally

Germany’s vast majority of anti-Bolshevik politicians do not

neglect to parade. But, watching the steady progress of Germany
towards economic ruin, one must ask what will happen when
hunger and mis(?ry come, as they must come, under the present

anti-Bolshevist r^^gime ? Probably the German working man will

reason that systems of government have nothing at all to do with

the jnatter ; he must starve and go naked in any case ; and, if so,

why not have the idealogical consolations and the apparent pro-

letarian triumphs of Bolshevik rule?

During the three months sji^nt by me in Germany, State-

financial and private-financial conditions have grown rapidly

worse ; and in connection therewith has grown worse every branch
of economic activity. The food supply is scantier (its best stage

was reached last summer after the stoppage of the blockade, and
before the new, heavy rises in the foreign exchanges checked
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imppiting) ; induetfy is worse off, because it is worse supplied

witb fuel and raw inaterials ; communications are more immin-

ently threatened with bresikdown; and the currency inflation,

which is one of the causes and also one of the effects of all the

other tfoubles, has gone to extremes. One sees, indeed, serious

attempts to setMn order both State and private finances, and to

provide stable conditions for industry and trade; but so far the

measures taken have been taken too late, and they have not been

drastic enough to meet a desperate situation. Germany’s lack

of a currency system is vitiating every attempt to put govern-

mental and industrial finances in order. Money in the sense of a

constant, or slowly changing, register of the values of commodi-
ties and services no longer exists. Not only has the foreign

exchange of the Beichsmark fallen so low as to make foreign

purchases of necessaries practically impossible, but the movement
of this exchange is so capricious, and so entirely divorced from

the mark’s real value at a given time, that the export operations

of industry have been throwm into hopeless confusion. After the

exchange kept fairly level for two months it dropped in one week

^
of January to less than half, and forced German exporters to

, repudiate dishonestly but inevitably, foreign delivery contracts

concluded in marks only a few weeks before. Merely because the

mark’s purchasing power foi*’ certain raw materials has dropped

80 per cent, within the last six months, German manufacturers

are also repudiating wholesale home delivery contracts ; and the

Courts have just upheld the repudiations on ground of force

majeure. In December, thanks to the energetic Erzberger, the

vast State expenditure of 1920—24,000,000,000 marks—was pro-

vided for, on paper, by a drastic taxation scheme ; but before the

ink of Herr Ebert’s signature was dry, the money-value assump-

tion on which the highly progressive scales were based was

nullified by increasing devaluation; good middle-class incomes

suddenly became working-class existence-minimum incomes, and

the National Assembly had to set to work to amend the law.

Industrial wages which at Christmas were living wages are to-day

impossibly low ; therefore the strike era which, so Germans hoped,

ended in 1919, began again after the New Year, and now
threatens chronic unrest. All this, aggravated by war and by

native disorderliness, also took place in Bussia in the eight months

preceding the coming of the Bolsheviks ; and if the process con-

tinues unchecked for another year Germany can hardly escape

Hs,Bolshevism, anarchy, or some other extremist cataclysm which

the national disillusion and rage.

- Ae economic disease from which Germany is suffering is a

result first of all of the war and of the Bevolution, and not of the

N* 2
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Versailles Peace. Eveiy foreigner here is assured by every

German of the contrary ; the economical proyisions of the Ver-

sailles Treaty, and the territorial provisions in so far as they cut

off resources, make, Germans affirm, recovery impossible. That,

no doubt, is true ;
but it is not at all sure that, indepeh^ntly of

the Treaty, the conditions precedent of recovery exist. This

would require intelligent management by Germans of their badly

damaged afl'airs, which management should have been begun, as

far as was practicable, immediately after the milita/y collapse and

the change of Government. Undoubtedly ill this Germany was
hampered by the continued blockade, the apparent design of

\^hich was to prolong the waste and non^prodnetion which already

threatened Europe with destruction. But the economic policy

pursued by Germany herself has failed badly. During the fifteen

months that followed the Armistice she has conducted her affairs

in the spirit of a half-ruined man who imagines that he can restore

his fortunes by selling everything of value he has, and by accept-

ing every bid, however small. This i)olicy has been carried out

with an unconscious single-mindedness whicli could not have been

bettered if Germany had been deliberately planning to ruin her-

self in order to escape the burdens imposed by the Treaty.

Nothing better than this could be adduced to demonstrate the

fatuity of the Versailles Treaty-drafters in their elaborate attempt

to tie up for reparation claims what remains of Germany’s national

wealth. A very great part of the wealth was flowing unobserved

into neutral and, indeed. Ally (private) pockets while the Treaty

was being drawn up.

On November 18th last, and during the following weeks, sat in the

Berlin Beichswirtschaftsministerium a conference of departmental

representatives and others, with the aim of devising means to

stop the process which newspapers called “The Auction of Ger-

many” {Deutschlands Ausverkauf). The Auction of Germany
is, put briefly, the selling to foreigners as very cheap exports,

for which Germany gets no equivalent imports, of the commodi-

ties which are Germany’s only realisable wealth. This is a con-

sequence of the fall in Beichsmark exchange, and of the resulting

cheapness. Months ago, when the mark’s exchange as against

gold was just three times as high as it is to-day, the National

Assembly member, Baron von Bichthofen, wrote that Germany
^vas the cheapest country in the world. Since then, while Ger-

man prices have risen much, the mark exchange has fallen a

great deal more; and the cheapness is more marked than ever.

This cheapness favoured, and still favours, export ; and the^nti-

dumping agitation of English, American and other manufacturers

was not without cause. But the national loss was Germany’s.
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Had Germany merely undercut her competitors by the narrow

margin of price nepessary for the securing of orders, foreign manu-

facturers might haVe suffered, but she would have gained. With
the large sums received for her exports she could have imported

corresponding values in food and raw materials; and the real

purpose of trade, the gain of an equivalent in comnvjdities, would

have been served. But this did not happen. Germany bought

her imports at full world-market prices, paying since January^

1919, 2, 5, 10, and at last over 20 paper marks for every one gold

mark’s worth hf goods ; but she charged for her exports only their

native paper-mark price, which is a fraction of the price at which
countries with good exchanges put similar products on the world-

market. Put in plain terms of the barter, which trade really is,

Germany exported goods to foreigners and got in exchange goods

worth only a fraction of the exported goods’ value. In this way
Germany during the past year, mostly before she realised what
she was doing, denuded herself of a great part of her national

wealth, and produced accidentally a queer parody of the Versailles

Treaty economical conditions, the burden of which is that they

compel her to deliver goods without her getting any equivalent.

That is just what she has been, and is, still doing; but goods

which, if the pretence of control in the Versailles Treaty had been

a fact, might have gone into the hands of the victor countries

with reparation claims, have been dissipated beyond recall.

The collapse in the mark exchange, which started this bleeding

dry of Germany, is the biggest anomaly in the economical con-

dition of Europe. Every conii)etent judge knows that the mark
has fallen far too low—too low, that is, if only e<;onomical factors

are taken into account, and the political fears of exchange specu-

lators in neutral Europe are ignored. Months ago, when the

mark sold in Stockholm at around 20 ore, less than a quarter of

its gold parity of 89, the Swedish Professor Wicksell calculated

that its buying power was at least 47 ore. A week ago the mark
sold in Stockholm at around 5 ore, though its buying power is

probably 40 ore. Had Germany been able to produce for export

abundantly, a.-d at the same time to prevent import of unneces-

sary goods, the exchange of the mark would stand at the mark's

real buying power. But Germany, though she produces cheaply,

cannot produce abundantly; and she has failed hopelessly to

check the import of unnecessary goods. At the present time some
of Europe’s most prosperous States, among them Denmark and

Norway, are considering—^merely because their exchanges have

fallen a trifle—new drastic prohibitions against import of luxuries.

^:?rmany, though she cannot get enough foreign exchange to pay

for bread or boots, is swamped with imported luxuries for which
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German of the contrary; the economical Symons of the Ifer-

sailles Treaty, and the territorial provisions in so far as they cut

off resources, make, Germans af&rm, recovery impossible. That,

no doubt, is true; but it is not at all sure that, indepehdently of

the Treaty, the conditions precedent of recovilry exist. This

would require intelligent management by Germane of their badly

damaged affairs, which management should have been begun, as

far as was practicable, immediately after the militaj^ collapse and

the change of Government. Undoubtedly ill this Germany was
hampered by the continued blockade, the apparent design of

\Chich was to prolong the waste and nomproduction which already

threatened Europe with destruction. But the economic policy

pursued by Germany herself has failed badly. During the fifteen

months that followed the Armistice she has conducted her affairs .

in the spirit of a half-ruined man who imagines that he can restore

his fortunes by selling everything of value be has, and by accept-

ing every bid, however small. This policy has been carried out

with an unconscious single-mindedness which could not have been

bettered if Germany had been deliberately planning to ruin her-

self in order to escape the burdens imposed by the Treaty.

Nothing better than this could be adduced to demonstrate the

fatuity of the Versailles Treaty-drafters in their elaborate attempt

to tie up for reparation claims what remains of Germany’s national

wealth. A very great part of the wealth was flowing unobserved

into neutral and, indeed, Ally (private) pockets while the Treaty

was being drawn up.

On November 18th last, and during the following weeks, sat in the

Berlin Beichswirtschaftsministerium a conference of departmental

representatives and others, with the aim of devising means to

stop the process which newspapers called “The Auction of Ger-

many” (Deutschlanda Ausverkauf). The Auction of Germany
is, put briefly, the selling to foreigners as very cheap exports,

for which Germany gets no equivalent imports, of the commodi-
ties which are Germany's only realisable wealth. This is a con-

sequence of the fall in Eeichsmark exchange, and of the resulting

cheapness. Months ago, w'hen the mark’s exchange as against

gold was just three times as high as it is to-day, the National

Assembly member, Baron von Bichthofen, wrote that Germany
was the cheapest country in the world. Since then, wlule Ger-

man prices have risen much, the mark exchange has fallen a

great deal more
; and the cheapness is more marked than ever;

This cheapness favoured, and still favours, export ; and the^^ti-
dumping agitation of English, American and other manufsKsturers

was not without cause. But the national loss was Genttany’s-.
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mvjgin of price nepesiwry for the securing of orders, foreign manu-
facti^s might haVe suffered, but she would have gained. With
the large sums reoeiTed for her exports she could have imported

corresponding values in food and raw materials ; and the real

purpose of trade, the gain of an equivalent in commodities, would

have been served. But this did not happen. Germany bought

h^ imports at full world*market prices, paying since Januuy^

1919, 2, 6, 10, and at last over 20 paper marks for every one gold

mark’s worth 5f goods ; but she charged for her exports only their

native paper-mark price, which is a fraction of the price at which
countries with good exchanges put similar products on the world-

market. Put in plain terms of the barter, which trade really is,

Germany exported goods to foreigners and got in exchange goods

worth only a fraction of the exported goods’ value. In this way
Germany during the past year, mostly before she realised what
she was doing, denuded herself of a great part of her national

wealth, and produced accidentally a queer parody of the Yersailles

Treaty economical conditions, the burden of which is that they

compel her to deliver goods without her getting any equivalent.

That is just what she has been, and is, still doing ; but goods

which, if the ‘pretence of control in the Versailles Treaty had been

^a fact, might have gone into the hands of the victor countries

with reparation claims, have been dissipated beyond recall.

The collapse in the mark exchange, which started this bleeding

dry of Germany, is the biggest anomaly in the economical con-

dition of Europe. Eveiy competent judge knows that the mark
has fallen far too low—^too low, that is, if only economical factors

are taken into account, and the political fears of exchange specu-

lators in neutral Europe are ignored. Months ago, when the

mark sold in Stockholm at around 20 5re, less than a quarter of

its gold parity of 89, the Swedish Professor Wicksell calculated

that its buying power was at least 47 ore. A week ago the mark
sold in Stockholm at around 5 ore, though its buying power i^

probably 40 ore. Had Germany been able to produce for export

abundantly, a:.d at the same time to prevent import of unneceEh

gary goods, the exchange of the mark would stand at the mark’s

real buying power. But Germany, though she pioduces cheaply,

cannot produce abundantly ; and she has failed hopelessly to

check the import of unnecessary goods. At the present time Bome
of Europe’s most prosperous States, among them Denmark and

' Norway, are considering—merely because their exchanges have

fallen a trifle—new drastic prohibitions against import of luxuries.

Jemeny, though she cannot get enough foreign exchange to pay

for bread or boots, is sw^amped with imported luxuries for which
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incalculable sums have been paid. In Berlin French perfumes

are sold at 400 marks for a small bottle. These things are in law

import-forbidden, and Germans put all the bfame upon the so-

called Loch im Westen, the “hole in the West ” which cannot be

vigilantly watched owing to the presence of the occupying armies

;

but the Baueiv Government, though it has a well-justified com-

plaint here, has itself neglected to stop the retail sale of smuggled-

in goods. Naturally, the flood of lieichsmarks abroad does not

cease. The other causes of the mark's fall mostly come under

the heading smuggling. Marks are unlawfully smfiggled out, or

goods are lawfully exported) and the proceeds banked to the

exporter’s credit in a foreign bank. Finally, there is speculation.

This started as bull speculation in the belief that the mark would

recover, but it has operated as bear speculation, and helped the

decline. An oflicial estimate of the quantity of marks held abroad

is 17,000,000,000. The estimate of the President of the Darm-
stadt Bank is SO-Gfi ,000,000 ,000. Alone in Denmark, a chief

theatre of German cunency speculations, over a milliard marks

are held. Most of this speculative buying began a year ago when
the mark exchange was at half gold parity. The inexhaustible

possibilities of currency collapse were then not understood ; many
of the marks were bought over-confidently on margins (in Copen-

hagen the mark, when at 40 ore, could be bought on a 10 per

cent, margin) ; and wdion the collapse, which took place in the

latter part of the summer as result of the Peace Terms, forced

these margin-speculators out, the mark went down further still.

The figures of the Zurich exchange tell their own tale :

—

100 Marks = Francs.

Gold parity 123*46

1910, January 2Qd ... 60*60

1919, end March ... ... 46*60

1919, end June ... 42*60

1919, end September 24*76

1919, end December...

1920, January 27tb ...

11*00

6*60

All last year, particularly during the concluding months, Ger-

many’s price-level rose rapidly. But prices could not multiply

elevenfold in thirteen months, as would have been necessary to

k.?ep in tune with the collapse in mark exchange ; hence, priced

in gold or in any stable currency, German goods have been getting

ever cheaper and cheaper ; and the national loss caused by the

Ausvcrkaiif has been getting greater. With the mark at its

present rate of 300 to the £ (it touched 400 on January 27th), the

cost of living in Germany is a sixth, or at most a fifth, of the cost

of living in England. An English working-class income of d£250
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here turns into 75,000 marks, an incomo which only very rich

Germans enjoy. All the prices which directly or indirectly govern

production-cost ans trifling. In Berlin the annual rent of a

modem six-roomed flat is about £12 ; the annual wage of a

female servant ; the annual rent of a telephone 258. ; the stamp

on a l^ter of standard weight about three-twentieths of a penny.

The price of food is extraordinarily low ; though eggs and butter

can hardly be had, they cost a fraction of their price in Denmark,

where they are plentiful. Breadstuffs, having risen 150 per cent,

since 1914, cOst in gold about 16 per cent, of their price of that

year, so that hungry Germany could profitably export flour to

Minnesota. Indeed, rumoure declare that foodstuffs and forage

are being smuggled out of Germany. Even clothing, manufac-

tured as it is mostly out of foreign materials, is, owing to the

cheapness of the other factors in production, about half as dear

as in England. The manufactured goods which Germany pro-

duces specially for export out of native raw materials have prob-

ably gone up all round about fivefold ; that means their gold price

is only a third of that of 1914, or a sixth or a ninth of present

English prices. 'Berlin shops display lead pencils at 40 pfennigs

a dozen, which is about one-fortieth of an English penny each.

Factory rents have risen about 50 {)er cent., which reduces them

to 10 per cent, of their gold price of 1914 ;
industrial wages have

risen about 200 per cent., w-hich means that they cost in gold

one-fifth ; travelling, freight and other production-cost elements

have also fallen to a fraction ; and the cost in gold of the basic

native raw materials was until lately lower than it was before

the war, and even now is much lower than in the best-supplied

countries of the world.

These conditions meant that unregulated export would drain

Germany of everything she possessed. That process has already

gone far. During all last year the Bepublican Government was

extraordinarily lax. It prohibited exports as far as prohibition

was necessary to ensure a home supply ; but it made no attempt

to prevent export-permitted goods being sold at a fraction of their

world-market value. During the second half of last year Gernaany

was overrun by foreigners, including many Englishmen, who

bought up everything they could get—^there was nothing German

that could not be profitably sold in Denmark, Sweden, Holland,

Switzerland or England. At the Frankfurt Fair Germans first

took to charging foreigners a higher price ; but the supplement

so charged was usually only 25 per cent, above home prices, and

this did not frighten off foreign buyers, who could make 500 per

cent, by selling the goods to their own countrymen. Only about

November did the economic import of this begin to penetrate
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the national head; and with Aat began the present agitation

against Deutschlands iitfAferXcotf/. ^ Newspapers have since thmi

teemed with facts as to the lowness of German hxport rates, •^he

President of the General Electricity Company reported that a 52*

ton locomotive had been sold to Luxemburg for 225,000 jparks,

then about d91,$00 ; and that in Spain Germans were offering at 8*6

pesetas small cast-iron articles for which English export manu-

facturers asked 70 pesetas. When the public was sufficiently

educated to the meaning of this, the Beichsbank appealed to

traders to charge foreigners a supplement to ordinal^ prices ; and

since then the big Berlin shops have made a pretence of charging

foreigners an extra 25 per cent. The Solingen steel firms last

month came to an agreement not to sell to English buyers except

in sterling at prices 100-200 per cent, above the peace price ; to

Prench buyers except in francs 200-300 per cent, above peace

price ; and so on. But, in general, German export manufacturers,

rejoicing at the ease with which they can sell abroad at under

world-market prices, care little about the national loss caused

—

the current doctrine that all German resources over the existence

minimum will go into Entente pockets naturally makes the average

German indifferent to such considerations—and it is now plain

that the complete sucking dry and irremediable ruin of Germany
will result unless the State ^astically intervenes.

This the State has now done, though not drastically, and, so

far, only on paper. Two courses were open : one to encourage

German home prices to rise to world-market level, so making the

unprofitable dumping impossible; and the other to keep home
prices low, but to ensure that high prices arc charged to foreigners.

On this question there is a radical difference among Germans.
Faced with the same situation in aggravated form, the Austrian

Finance Minister last month declared in favour of letting native

prices rise till they reached the world level. Here this policy is

advocated by certain experts, among them the raw material mag-
nate, Hugo Stinnes, and, in part, by the former Finance Minister,

Gothein, who points out the absurdity of Germany's exporting

her precious coal at 120 marks, which is only Ss. a ton. The
Government, having its eye on the consumer, opposes this

demand. The official Exchange Committee declares that the

nbandonment of price-limitation measures wUuld lead to a catas-

trophe; Herr Schmidt, Minister of Industry, predicts that price-

freedom would send industrial wages up to the impossible height

of 10 marks an hour, that is (what can better demonstrate Ger-

man cheapness?), to about 8d. The Government in January,

1919, abandoned the policy of maximum prices for iron which had

been in force since July, 1917 ; and because after that the price
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of iron rose rapidly, the maximum-price policy is about to be
reintroduced. The price of native-grown food has been success-

fully kept down, ^eadstuffs, as bought from the farmers, fetch

only 120-150 per c^t. above peace rates, this although field wages
have risen 200 per cent., coal over 1,000 p^ cent., wood 800 per

cent., saddlery 1,600 per cent., and fertilisers up to 900 per cent.

The bad results (apart from the drainage abroad) of this policy

are that production is checked ; and that the State finances—

.

owing to the fact that a Government which hesitates to raise

prices for its Services cannot prevent prices being raised against

itself—^are thrown into confusion. After a period of toler^ly

good supply the German cities are again threatened with severe

shortage of bread. Of 2,000,000 tons of corn which the farmers

ought to have delivered; only 1,000,000 tons have been delivered.

The cause is unwillingness to sell for rapidly depreciating paper

money ; and that is another parallel with Soviet Russia. From
all sides, officials and manual employees make fresh salary

demands upon the State ; but the State does not make the public

pay. The cost of a first-class railway ticket from the Baltic coast

to Berlin is about 4s. gold. Last summer, freight rates were

raised 50 per cent. ; and they are now about to be raised another

100 per cent. ; but the Government admits that rates would have

to be sextupled if the latest increases in wages and salaries are

to be met ; and admits further that home postage, telegraph and

telephone rates w^ould have to be trebled. In practice, of course,

the Government has to recognise the inevitable price-rise ; though

it does that unwillingly, and late. The production of sugar,

which cost 9'50 marks a centner in 1914 and now costs 53 marks,

has fallen off so badly that the price has to be raised to 150 marks.

The big raw material and manufacturing companies put up prices

steadily with or without Government consent; but their works

are still mostly being carried on at a loss, and the price-rises

leave them no better off. Krupp's nett profits of 5,000,000 marks

in 1917-18 turned into a nett loss of 36,000,000 marks in 1918-19

;

the Hohenlohe Mining and Metallurgical Company turned its

16,000,000 marks profits into 6,000,000 marks loss; and many
less important concerns are still worse off. By the time the

Government consents to a new price-rise a new fall in the mark

exchange has probably brought prices, relatively to those of the

world-market, lower than ever. In November the standard pro-

duct bar-iron, which before the war cost only 238 marks a ton,

rose to 1,745 marks; but even then it was less than half the

price of the Swedish products which at 400 crowns cost about

4,000 marks, or of the French product which was costing about

3,600 marks. The Government policy of keeping prices down
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was signally defeated ;
but the opposition policy of letting pzioea

rise to world-market levels was defeated by ever fresh falls in

the mark exchange.

At the end of last year, and as results of the deliberations of

the conference which met first in November, a paper solution

was found, (iermany’s Auction, or, as it appears to foreigners,

Germany’s dumping, is to be made cease by severe export control.

As Government control is here badly discredited, the work is to

be done by unofficial Foreign Trade Bureaux, one for every

exporting branch of export industry, on which the different private

interests concerned will be represented. These bureaux will have

power to prevent export commodities at prices materially under

the world price. To ensure that the higher prices paid by the

foreigner shall not flow into private pockets, export duties will

be tomjK)rarily levied. Whether these measures will stop the

Auction is very doubtful ; and in any case they come too late,

because enormous values in German products necessary for Ger-

many’s own use, and in. theory part of the reparation assets

which the Versailles Treaty-drafters vainly imagined they had
attached, have streamed abroad, without any equivalent being

received, leaving Germany as a debtor country so much the

nearer to insolvency.

The fact that Germany lost a great part of her wealth in the

last year is sufficiently proved by the tremendous price-rise. This
price-rise is usually put down altogether to currency inflation;

and tliat the currency inflation is indeed extreme one may see

from a table of circulation of Reichshank notes and Darlehn-

kassenscheine (which roughly correspond to our Currency

Notes) :

—

1014, 80th Juno

Millions of Marks in Circulation.

Notes. Kassenscheine.

2,406-6 —
1914, Slst December 6,045-9 446-8

1916 6,917-9 972-2

1916 8,064-4 2,878-0

1917 ... 11,467-7 6,264-5

1918 ... 22,191-6 10,242-2

1919 ... 34,1260 13,528-0

This inflation shows no sign of stopping; the increase of the

note and Kassenscheine circulation in the week ending December
28rd. 1919, was the biggest recorded, exceeding even the figures

in the worst week of the great currency panic which followed the

military collapse. Germany’s floating debt is now 86,0()0,(X)0,()00

marks, which nearly equals the total of the War Loans. Chief

cause of the inflation in 1919 was the Government’s inability to

cover current expenditure otherwise than with help of the Beiohs-^
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bank. The monthly deficit during the greater part of the year
was two milliard marks; only in the last months did it sink to

^ milliards. Herr Erzberger’s Savings and Premium Loan of

last autumn, which was to yield 6,000,000,000 marks, yielded

in facUonly 3*8 milliards, and half of this was old War Stock.

Another cause of inflation is hoarding as a means 6f tax evasion.

Herr Eriberger’s plan to stamp all notes in circulation made
hoarding risky ; and last summer as result a period of moderate
deflation began ; but the abandonment of the stamping plan and
the fixing of December Slst next as assessment day for the

Emergency Levy which is to yield fifty milliards caused new
hoarding ; and a rush to remove money from the bank.s was the

result.

The known fact that part of the nearly fifty milliards of notes

and Kassenscheine officially described as in circulation are in

reality hoarded, and the other known fact that money is circu-

lating more slowly than during the war are sufficient proof that

inflation is not the chief cause of the X)rice-riBe. The pric^e-rise

is far greater than could bfi ex|)lained by inflation. Prices of

basic commodities have risen fivefold or sixfold in periods in

which the total of money in circulation rose only 60 per cent.

Money, it is plain, is being devaliiised by other causes than its

absolute amount. The prices of coal and iron, which dominate

every branch of finishing manufacture and largely influence the

production-cost of food, show how far this devaluation has gone.

The biggest jumps upward in price, often at a time exceeding by

several hundred per cent, the whole price of 1914, have taken

place in the last few months. The figures for coal (best Ruhr,

so-called Nusskohle I. and II.) are :

—

Marks.

1914 13

1918, January 15

1918, April 29*40

1919, January 46*40

1919, October 85*60

1919, December 97

1920, January ... 118

1920, February 160

These successive rises were all fought out between the Ruhr

Coal Syndicate and the Government; and in the end always,

owing to easily proved higher cost of wages, higher cost of iron

and wood, the need for renovating plant which has deteriorated

during the war, and other causes (need for miners* dwellings,

etc.), the Government had to abandon its anti-price-rise policy.

It has now decided to raise the coal tax. This tax has been levied
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* since 1918 at the rate of 20 per cent, ad valorem, and it was

Jrielding at the end of last year about 1,500,000,000 marks; it

will be raised until it yields 4,000,000,000 marfis, which means a

tax of over 60 per cent. One aim here is to get better value

booked for the coal which Germany has to deliver unc[er the

Peace conditions, and which must not be charged at higher than

native prices. The price-rise of iron is still greater. The present

rate for pig-iron (haematite) is seven times higher than it was
in January, 1919, and twenty-seven times higher than at the

outbreak of war ;

—

1914 1.1.10 1.4.19 16.6.19 1.10.19 1.12.19 1.1.20 1.8.20

T9-60 314-60 366-60 418*60 673-60 1171*60 1718*60 2227*60

The price of the standard commodity bar-iron was raised last

month to 2,470 marks a ton, and is now nearly 1,000 per cent,

above its 1914 level. But all these prices remain below world-

market levels. Piirther, they are not yet fully felt by the con-

suming public. The manufactured articles now being purchased

were mostly produced when iron and,coal were a fraction of their

present prices. The other elements in production-cost—wages,

rents, freight and taxes—have risen relatively little. That ex-

plains why with coal 1,100 per cent, and iron 2,600 per cent, over

1914 rates, German exporters sell to foreigners metal goods at

only 300 or 400 per cent, over nominal peace prices, and at half

or a quarter of the i^eace gold price ; and that explains why living

conditions for Germans are still bearable. But the rise in native

raw materials, and filso, as result of the falling mark exchange,

in foreign raw materials, is every day becoming more sensible in

ordinary life, and as wages always lag behind rising prices,

adjustment can be achieved only by way of unceasing strikes and
threats of strikes. That is what is happening. The latter half

of 1919 saw exceptionally big rises in the prices of raw materials

;

and the result was soon felt in all trading transactions ; in Berlin

in the three weeks around Christinas the prices of many neces-

saries rose by between 30 and 50 per cent.
; and the strike move-

ment of January was the outcome.

This movement cannot be explained by any cause except the

draining of Germany of necessary commodities by sales abroad,

which have been a sort of tribute to foreigners and which have

therefore aggravated the scarcity caused by low production. The
German business world lias abandoned all hope of cutting down
prices to the normal 150-200 per cent, over peace figures which

is the rate in the more fortunate belligerent and in the neutral

countries ; nud naturally with that has disappeared hope of any

material improvement of the mark exchange. Manufacturers
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b^an last month tjo take formal steps to register this conviction.

For years they kept to their peace price-lists, announcing from
time to time ^‘pfice-supplements,** expressed in a percentage

increase of the peace price. As production-cost rose, the per-

cental rose also
; and at present some firms are charging clients

the peace price plus 1,000 per cent. Last month jsome manufac-
turers, led by the electro-technical concerns, formally abandoned
the peace price-lists, and declared for new price-lists three times

higher, the new prices, however, to be only ground-rates to which
percentage silpplements would be added according to the varying

degree of the mark’s devaluation. In this abandonment of hope
in the stabilisation of prices lies a threat to the State Budget
which Herr Erzberger has so laboriously succeeded in balancing.

In the few weeks which have passed since the yield of the new'

taxes was calculated, prices of all commodities w'hich the State

buys and the wages of State employees have either risen enor-

mously or threaten to rise ; so that, unless the inflation is stopped

and production greatly increased, the Budget three months hence

will not be worth the paper it is written on. The mere stoppage

of the drain abroad—if it is stopped, which is doubtful—will not

check the price-rise as long as Germany consumes far more than

she produces; and that is the case to-day. It means Labour

unrest; disorder in die public finances; inability to buy neces-

saries abroad ; and a serious aggravation in the present semi-

starvation ; and it means in the end the Austrian, or Russian,

condition of irremediable pauperism, and probably in the end

Bolshevism on top of all.

Germany’s production apparatus, human and material, showed

during the second half of 1919 only one promising factor against

a dozen unpromising factors. That is the greater diligence and

steadiness of workmen. Labour unrest of purely political and

revolutionary colour practically ceased. The January railway

strike in Westphalia and Cologne was entirely a wage strike;

and such wage strikes, for the reasons given, must continue. But

industrial company reports agree that, as a rule, better work is

being done—there are even concerns where per capita output has

of late increased 10 per cent. The present industrial output of

Germany is estimated at only 30 per cent, of peace level. In

Berlin the figure is 50 per cent. The cause of this is not Labour

unfitness, but shortage of raw' materials, transport and fuel. Of

these, shortage of raw materials is the least serious. When the

military collapse came the War Ministry had large reserves of

metals, leather and textiles. The transport shortoge and coal

shortage are really one question. Germany’s coal production is

insufficient for the country as a whole
;
yet often, owing to lack
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of rolling Stock, large reserves of coal accumulate at the pits^

mouths. The Westphalian Coal Syndicate even contracted to

raise Holland’s monthly supply from 50,000 to 150,000 tons if

only Holland would send her own transport. Before the war

Germany had 17,500 locomotives in running order; afier the

Armistice deli’^eries she had only 13,200. In the past year she

turned out 1,151. But because the repair shops could not keep

pace with their work, the number of locomotives in running order

steadily decreases. The loss in the last three months is 600, and

the total now available is only 12,700. In this branch German
Labour shows at its worst. The Kailway Department last month
closed two Berlin, two BresLiu, and nine other construction and

repair workshops as result of the incorrigible inefficiency of the

employees. When peace came, the men w^ere physically so run

down that the war standard of required output had to be reduced

by 60 per cent. ; but in some of the closed workshops only a

quarter, and in some only an eighth, of the reduced standard

was reached. One hundred and sixty thousand repairers are

to-day doing less work than 70,000 did before the war. The pro-

duction of new rolling stock, for which the Government has a

definite programme, is checked by shortage of iron ; the shortage

of iron is a result of the shortage of coal ; and the shortage of

coal is in turn a result of the shortage of rolling stock. From
this vicious circle there seems to be no escape, except perhaps by

largely increasing the number of miners; and here progi-ess has

been made. The number employed rose from its 1919 minimum
of 635,000 to 710,000 men; and the number of miners of brown

coal is greater than in 1914. But before the number can be

further increased a big scheme of housing has to be carried

through ; and again the coal shortage hampers ; the cement

industry has only a fraction of the coal it needs; bricks cannot

be baked ;
and there are no trains to carry to the western parts

of the Republic the necessary wood.

How the coal production has fallen since the last peace year

is showm by the following table. The table takes no account of

browm coal, which has tended to increase, and which in 1919, with

77,614,000 tons, was a little above the figure of the last peace

year :

—

Tons.

1918 ... 160,618,000

1910 183,699,000

1917 139,377,000

1918 140,990,000

1919 95,591,000

The average production during the last few months, at about
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10,500,000 tons, is considerably above the motitbly average for

the whole of last year ; but even this is threatened, for the miners,

whose working day has already been reduced from eight and a
half hours to eight and from eight hours to seven, now demand a

six-ho\ir day; which would mean a reduction of 1,500,000 tons

in the monthly output, and would reduce the coal allowance of

industry, which is at present 3,000,000 tons and less than half the

peace figure of 6,500,000 tons, to about a quarter of the peace

figure. At present all industries are starved of coal. The cement
industry is allowed 65,000 tons a month as against 300,000 tons

in peace time ; the potash industry 70,000 tons as against 250,000

tons; the porcelain industry 25,000 tons as against 30,000 tons.

Of 18,000 brick kilns all but 1,200 are closed owing to lack of

coal. In the Siegerland ore and smelting district of Westphalia

seven of the ore mines have ceased work, and are at present in

danger of flooding. The blast furnaces in this district are still.

The Solingen steel works long kept themselves going by trans-

porting coal from the pits in their own motor trucks, and so

managed to meet an unexampled foreign demand, and, as result

of the mark collapse, to undersell Sheffield all over Europe.

They, too, are now in difficulties. In Berlin, the Siemens-

Schuckert and Siemens and Halske Works both, owing to coal

shortage, closed entirely for several days; Hamburg and Altona

have been without electrical power ; and the Bhenish-Westphalia

Syndicate has declared that it will soon be unable to supply local

power stations. The Prussian railways have never more than

eleven days’ supply ;
the Bavarian only three days ; the domestic

supply is chronically on the verge of ceasing, but somehow pre-

cariously keeps going ; in Berlin many schools are closed, and it

was this week declared that within three weeks they would all

be closed;

If for no other reason than the coal shortage, Germany’s

prospects of restoring production would be small ;
as it is, with

shortage of iron and with very small supplies of overseas materials

coming in, her position is desperate. This month she managed

to negotiate wdth Holland a credit for ten years of 200,000,000

gulden, of which 60,000,000 gulden are to be spent on Dutch and

Dutch-Colonial food products and the remaining 140,000,000 on

raw materials, to be purchased in any country. The Berlin

Government has seized at the straw of the proposed International

Financial Conference, which, it is imagined, will help first those

nations with depreciated currencies, this though no international

service can possibly be rendered unless the more prosperous

^nations take upon themselves collectively and officially burdens

and risks from which their financiers at present unofficially shrink.
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Meantime Germany's course lies towards falling production, a

decreasing stock of realisable wealth, devaluation of money,

further inflation, and hopeless disorganisation of State, industrial

and private finance. Already the ominous movement, which is

here called “The Flight from the Reichsmark," has begun. It

takes form of,, frantic efforts to get rid of discredited paper money

and to acquire real values instead. This movement is at present

causing on the Berlin Stock Exchange a boom which is not justi-

fied by anything in the prospects of the concerns involved, most

of which are working at a loss or are not working at all. Native

industrial stocks are already about KK) per cent, above the figure

of January, 1919 ; the quotations of stocks whose future is bound

up with foreign currency have risen since September 1,000 per

cent, and even more; and the boom last month reached such

dangerous length that the chief banks had to inteiTcne and limit

credits. Precisely the same movement goes on in (jcrman-

Aufitria, where the general economical collapse, and in particular

the devaluation of the crown, which is practically complete, are

being registered by a wild Stock Exchange boom. Germany is

still far behind AusTria in the race towards ruin and depopula-

tion, but she is doing her best to catch up.

Robebt Cro/jer Long.



BEFOEli: THE WORLD-WAR.

iNOEpfioN OF Triple Entente and the ALaEciRA^ Conference.

By Alexander Iswolsky.^

My appointment to the postof Minister of Foreign Affairs took

place in the month of May. 1906, and coincided with the opening

of the first Douma. I was a diploniate de carritre, and, from

the time that 1 entered the service of the State, I had been

concerned solely with its exterior relations. But, in October

of the year before, certain circumstances had led me to take an

active part in the domestic affairs of Russia, and this was not

without influence upon the decision of Emperor Nicholas to

entrust me with the direction of my country's foreign policy.

The circumstances to which I have referred w^re, in part,

as follows :

—

I was at the time Minister Plenipotentiary at Copenhagen,

having been transferred from Tokio in 1903, about a year before

the outbreak of the Russo-Japanese War. This post was con-

sidered a very desirable one, in the diplomatic world, by reason

of the close relationship of the Danish royal family with several

European courts, and the long and frequent visits that the Tsar

and the King of England were in the habit of making at Copen-

hagen. The German Emperor, too, was fond of appearing there

unexpectedly, and, as a natural result of the presence of the

rulers of Europe, the Danish capital became a centre of diplo-

matic activity at such times, affording the foreign Ministers

accredited there a particularly favourable opportunity to be in

evidence. Two of my predecessors, Baron Mohrenheim and

Count Benckendorff, had been promoted from Copenhagen to

embassies of the first rank ; a third, Count Mouravieff, a man of

the most mediocre capacities, having succeeded in making him-

self personally agreeable to Emperor Nicholas, had left Copen-

hagen to become Minister of Foreign Affairs.

After the death of the Emperor Alexander III., and, still more,

of Queen Louise, who was called “the mother-in-law of Europe,”

Copenhagen had suffered somewhat in importance, but it was

nevertheless a good point of observation, and from time to time,

although at less frequent intervals, a visit from one or another

of the royal relatives gave it again the prestige of former days.

(1)^ Bz-llimBter of Foreign Affairs in Russia, and before and during the war,

imtQ the overthrow of the Mionarehy, Russian Alkiassador at Paris.
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Ad I have stated elsewhere, it was in the course of one

of King Edward's sojourns that I had the opportunity, during

lox^g interviews with him, to establish the bases' of the agreement

concluded in 1907 between Eussia and ISngland, which exerted

so great an influence on the sequence of events in Europe.

Perwmally, however, I had had every reason to consider my
appcjintmcnt to Copenhagen as in the nature of a disfavour,

because, while I was at Tokio, I had been resolutely opposed to

the “strong “ i)olicy adopted by Tlus^ia toward Japan and inspired

by an irresponsible coterie which had gained great influence over

the Emperor. Without going at length into a relation of the

events which led to the Russo-Japanese. War, it will suffice for

the moment to say that, in my capacity as representative of

Russia at Tokio, 1 had recommended with insistence a concilia-

tory attitude towards Japan and an agreement with that country

on the burning questions of Manchuria and Korea. My efforts

in that direction had resulted in the mission to Europe of that

distinguished statesman. Marquis Ito, with the object of attempt-

ing a rapprochement between Russia and Japan. That mission,

if it had succeeded
,
would have changed the course of events and

prevented the war, but the poor reception accorded to the

Japanese emissary at St. Petersburg and the dilatory ansowers

given him by the Russian Government resulted, unhappily, in its

utter failure. The clever Minister of Japan at London seized the

opportunity to hasten the conclusion of the Anglo-Japanese

Alliance.

Convinced from that moment that the policy adopted by my
Sovereign, under the guidanc.e of M. BiV.obrazoff and Admirals

Abaza and Alexeieff, was leading us inevitably into war, and not

wishing to be made the instrument for carrying it out, I asked

leave to return to Europe. On my arrival at St. Petersburg I

was received very coldly by the Emperor, and the advice that I

tried to give regarding the affairs of the Far East and our rela-

tions with Japan was systematically disregarded. There was

another reason for my cold reception : I had the reputation at

the court of Tsarskoie-Selo of being a “Liberal “ and of sym-

pathising with the movement which w^as already, even at that

period, making itself felt in Russia in favour of constitutional

reform. This could not by any possibility predispose the Tsar

in my favour, and still less the Tsarina, who, even then, mani-

fested reactionary tendencies. Although she had not yet acquired

the influence that became so dominant during the last days of

the monarchy, her prejudice undoubtedly contributed to deprive

me of the Emperor's confidence. Under these conditions there

appeared to be but litt^ chance of my obtaining a diplomatic
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post of any importance; but, on the other hand, the Dowager
Empress, daughter pf King Christian IX., treated me with marked
good-will. This was in great part due to the friendship which
she felt for my wife, who had, so to say, grown up under her eye.

(My wife was the daughter of Count Charles Toll, son of the

famous general of that name, and during many years the Bussian
Minister at Copenhagen.) The Tsar, in deference to his mother,
never named a Minister to (Copenhagen without first consulting

her. So it happened that, in conformity with her wishes, I

received the post, a vei7 honourable one, no doubt, but which
bade fair to be void of any political importance in my case and
in view of the circumstances.

As time went on, however, and the unhappy events of the

Eusso-Japanese War gradually dispelled the Emperor's illusions,

he seemed inclined to recognise my foresight and to be willing

to entrust me with a more active rdle. Toward the end of the

campaign he caused me to be notified of his intention to appoint

me Ambassador to Berlin, a post which was soon to become vacant

by the retirement of the aged Count Osten-Sacken. I learned

afterwards that, in the meantime, the Emperor purposed putting

to good use the special knowledge of Japanese affairs that I had

acquired during my stay in the East. As a result of the mediation

of President Eoosevelt, negotiations were about to be opened

at Portsmouth for the conclusion of peace, and the Emperor had

hesitated for a long time over his choice of a plenipotentiary.

This post had been offered first to M. Nelidoff, Ambassador at

Paris, then to M. Mouravieff, Ambassador at Borne. Both had

refused, the one giving as a reason his incompetence in Far

Eastern affairs, and the other the state of his health. It appears

that, aft^ these refusals, the Emperor had fixed his choice upon

me, and that, for forty-eight hours, I had been considered as the

chief of the mission which was to be sent to America; hut my
candidature was vigorously opposed by the Minister of Foreign

Affairs, Count Lamsdorff, who advocated the appointment of

M. Witte, with whom he was closely allied, not only personally

but politically. Now the candidature of M. Witte was particu-

larly distasteful to the Emperor, who had conceived a dislike to

that eminent statesman and a distrust of him that was no less

enduring even when he summoned him to the highest duties in

the Empire at a later date. As for me, I was absolutely ignorant

of whaj; was going on at the time ;
since the beginning of the war

I had made it a rule not to meddle, in my official dispatches, with

matters that were alien to my own special duties, and to refrain

from offering any advice whatever to the Government concerning

the difficulties that presented themselv^. Nevertheless, I was
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SO perrolkded of the enormous importance that the personalify bi

bur representative would have, in connection with the suoceBs;

or failure of the peace negotiations, that I decided to break my
lienee, and* I wrote a letter to Count Lamsdorff, in which I

expressed my conviction, with all the energy of whicii I was

capable, that"the only man in Eussia who could cope with a task

BO overwhelming was M. Witte. My conviction was based upon

the knowledge that I possessed in regard to the exceptional

prestige which M. Witte enjoyed in Japan and the kindly feeling

that the Japanese retained for him on account of the part he had

played during the period just preceding the war. My letter

readied St. Petersburg at the very moment when Count Lams-

dorfif was at a loss for arguments in favour of M. Witte’s candi-

dature, and, as he himself told me afterwards, it helped to over-

come the objections of the Emperor.

M. Witte went to America, and everyone knows with wliat

consummate talent, I may almost say wdth what genius, he

acquitted himself of his task. The Emperor, when yielding to

the advice of Count Lamsdorff, expressed a desire that I should

accompany M. Witte as second plenipotentiary, but at that time

M. Witte was so strongly prejudiced against me that he insisted

on the appointment of my successor in Japan, Baron Bosen,

whom lie considered to be a more docile colleague. However that

may be, not only have I never regretted for a moment having

inten^ened in favour of the selection of M. Witte, but I am con-

vinced that, if my intervention really <x)ntributed thereto, I

rendered a veritable service to my country. It is a matter of

common knowledge that public opinion in Russia has shown scant

appreciation of the remarkable achievement of M. Witte at Ports-

mouth ; in this, as in other matters, his compatriots and con-

temporaries have done him little justice. Personally, I was never

on intimate terms with M. Witte, and I felt obliged to oppose

energetically some of his political ideas in the domain of foreign

affairs, but I am in duty bound to render him homage for what
he did at Portsmouth. Neither I nor any other diplomat by
profession could have done it ; the task demanded all the personal

prestige of that “self-made man” to make a proper impression

upon the great public of American democracy and to obtain for

Russia, in spite of her reverses, a moral predominance over the

repi esentatives of her adversary. One of the causes of this pre-

dominance was the cleverness with which M. Witte knew how
to make use of the Press in America, as well as in England,

thanks to the devoted and intelligent co-operation of the corre-

spondent of the Daily Telegraph, Dr. E. J. Dillon. That renaark-

ably talented ptiblicist had been for a long time on close terms
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[)£ Inendly intimacy with M. Witte and enjoyed his fulled

Me&ce. He accompanied him to Americai and 1 have no hesita-

(lion in attributing to Dr. Dillon a large part of the success

achieved by the Bushian delegation. In closing my comment
upon this episode, I will add that, when I first had occasion to

addressee Douma, I made it my duty to undertake the defence

of the Treaty of Portsmouth, although it demanded some little

courage to do so at that particular time, and I have the satis-

faction of knowing that M. Witte, whose heart was in the right

place in spite of his many faults, cherished thereafter a warm
feeling of gratitude toward me, his declared political adversary.

While the negotiations at Portsmouth were . in progress I

remained aloof from all active participation in |)oIiticH, but a

little later, in the month of October, 1906, I was pushed suddenly

into a sphere of action that hitherto had been quite unfamiliar

to me—the domestic affairs of the Empire. In this way I was
brought into direct contact with the Tsar and the leading actors

in the drama that w^as then playing in my country.

At that ef)och of her history Bnssia was passing through a

most serious internal crisis. The revolutionary movement, which
had resulted from the reverses of the llussian Army in Manchuria,

culminated in a general strike, which not only stopped all means
of communication, bus also completely paralysed the economic

life of the country. Violent disorders broke out in the provinces,

and the agitation assumed a menacing aspect throughout the

Empire, and especially in the capital. The Dowager Empress,

who was then living at Copenhagen, became extremely alarmed

at this state of things, and in her conversations with me fre-

quently expressed apprehension. I took advantage of these con-

versations to try to convince her, and through her to convince the

Tsar, of the necessity of making concessions, before it was too

late, to the reasonable demands of the moderate Liberal Party,

so as to have the help of that party in resisting the steadily

increasing exactions of the Eadicals and the Kevolutionaries. My
efforts in this direction were seconded energetically by the brother

of the Empress, King Frederick VIII., a man of great good sense

in political matters, who had just succeeded his father, King

Christian IX., on the throne of Denmark. The Empress con-

sented to write to her son and persuade him to grant Russia a

constitutional charter of bis own accord, and it was decided at

the same time that I should go to St. Petersburg, deliver the

letter, and act as the interpreter and the advocate, before the

Emperor, of the counsel which it contained.

It was not an easy matter to reach St. Petersburg quickly, the

journey by land being impracticable by reason of the railwajf
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strike* and there was uo direct steamship communication between

Denmark and Kussia; but, at the request of King Frederick* the

Danish East-Asiatic (Jompany placed at uiaposai one of their

cargo boats, the St, Thomaa, which haul just discharged freight

at the port of Coi>enhagen. 1 was able, consequently, to embark

directly for .St. Detershurg ; the V(jyage was rapid, if not agree-

able, the St, Thomit being in ballast and the Baltic most

tin bulent at that season.

At the tnoinent of niy arrival at St. I'etersburg the crisis was

nearing its ma.xiinum. I do not wish to surcharge this part of

iny story with the details of my three weeks' stay at the capital

in those historic days of the latter jiart of October, 1905 ; it will

sudice to say that, during tiie three weeks, I was not only an

attentive ohw‘rver of tlic events which t(X)k place at the time

that the Manife.sto of October bOth was published, but I also

took [liirt in tlioso events whicli )>rought me in frequent contact

with ICiniH^ror .Nicholas, as well as with the principal Ministers

and political perttujnages of the momcm. Simullitneously with

the promulgation of ihe coiibtitution. Count Witte, ufion whom
this title bad b<M?n conferred immodiattily after hi.s return from

America, was made Pio.sidcnt of the first Constitutional Cabinet,

and applied hmnudf to the task of establishing the foundations

for the new organisation of the Empire, lie commeiKM'd this

arduous labour by summoning to St. Petersburg the loading repre*

sentiitives of the Liberal and MiKlerute Liberal Parties, who were

then in conference at Mo.ww and iqx)n whose collaboration he

countiHl for aid in the accomi>lihlimcnt of his task. Among them
wore Prince Lv(»lT (afterwards head of the first Provisional

(lovcrnment in .191 7 C Princes Oiiroinsoff and 'J’roubetzkoy.

Messrs, tioiitchkon', SiukheviTcli, PoditchelT and Kokoschkine,

who was assa.ssinated in prison by the Ilolshcviks in the year

1918. Count Witte’s object was to draw up, in conjunction with

them, a governmental programme and to persuade some of them
to join his (.'abinet. In the course of the.si' negotiations I devoted

mysi'lf to an earnest advocacy, before the Emperor, of the forma-

tion of an li'M'.iogeru i."..- Goveniinent, comjHDsed of men sincerely

desirous and capable of jmtting in practice the constitutional

reforms contained in the Manifesto, but resolute in a determina-

tion to resist the over-increasing demands of tbe revolutionaries.

.\niong tl»o personages convoked by Count Witte I had some
jH T'soual friciuls, and 1 did my t^et to persuade them to meet him
half-wray : but, unfortunately, this plan, the only one whose
realisation appeared to me to be feasible, was detomed to failure.

^Cone of the men invited by Count Witte consented to collaborate

with him
:
political passions w'cre too intense and party tyranny
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loo absolnte to permit of their deciding wisely. 1 ooDsider even

now that their refusal to sustain Count Witte was a grave political

fault and a great hii&fortune for iliiHsin, for that refusal left him
no other alternative but to fail back upon heterogeneous and
strictly bureaucratic elements for the formation of his Cabinet

—

elements that were essentially unpopular in the country and
unable to give him any strength with which to face the future

Douma.
Toward the end of my stay at St. lVter.sburg the situation was

by DO meaus*favourable : the publication of the Ma^festo had
been followed in the provinces by a series of disorders and anti-

Jewish **|X)groinB.” These events bad taken Count Witte by
surprise, and provoke<l an intmediate cxjuntcr*nu»vc at court. The
reac'tionary party took* occasion to raise its head and to endeavour

to regain its intluence over the Emperor ; a lively struggle ensued

between that party and Count Witte, who had expected, after

the act of October dOtli, a general acquicBceuce. but instead found

hiinself the object of violent attack on the part of the extremists

of both Uighi and Jjcfl, a.s well as the conlempt of the Moderate

J dberuls. When 1 look leave of Count Witte to return to Oopen-

hagou J was struck by the pesHimism of his remarks. *‘Tho

Manifesto of <,)ctober dOth,” he said, **has prevenuxi an imme-
diate catastrophe, but it has brought no radical remedy to a

.situation which i.s still fnmght with peril. All 1 can hojpe is that

I may get along, without Ux) much jostling, until the opening of

the liouma ; but even that is only a hope and far from being

a certainty. A new revolulionar}’ explosion is always possible."

A like pessimi.s]n on the part of so energetic a man could not but

surprise me ; it was only explainable by the profound diBap|x>int-

ment that ho bad exf>eriericed in the immediate results of the

Manifesto, and, above all, the defection of the Moderate liberal

Party, which he had not foreseen and to which he alluded with

the greatest bitterness.

The {>art that 1 had taken in the pourparlers with the Moderate

Liberals made it quite natural that I should be the znost probable

cho^ for the [tost of Minister of Foreign Affairs in a Cabinet

that might be formed with their co-operation. The Emperor,

who at the time appeared to be sincerely receptive to tbe idea of

such a Cabinet, looked with favour upon my candidacy. When
he received me in fiffal audience he told mo that Count Lams-

dorff, a typical functionary of the old regime, who could not and

\vould not accommodate himself to the new order of things, would

retire before the opening of the Douma, and that he had me in

view as Count Lamixlorff’s successor.

After returning to Copenhagen, 1 maintained a close watch
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Upon tbe progress of events in Hussia, and I was more and more

convinced that matters were drawing to a crisis. Count Witte

was facing formidable didiculties, and it was no secret that the

Kmperor, while recognising his extraordinary capacities as"

a

statesman, was unable to overcome the distrust and repugnance

with which he liad long regarded his Minister. Count Witte, as

well, could hardly disguise bis aversion for the successor of

Alexander 111., with whom he had collaborated and whose fullest

coutidenee he had enjoyed. ] have tried elsewhere to define Count

Witte's leading traits of character ; he was beyond doiilit a great

Minister, even one of genius, but his strong will, at that critical

iiioiiifuU of his {country’s history, was destined to be bruised ami

broken against a chain of circumstances. One of the reasons for

this check in his career, ami not the least, was the absolute

contrast between him and Jiis Hfjvereigii. The fact is that ho

hud been forced UiK>n tlie KmjK'ror l»y the progress of events

an<l at a moment when no other choice seemed practicable. "I'lie

ideas of the Liberals wore in the ascendant at c<turt for tlie time

being, but gradually the reactionary party regained its former

iniluence over Is'icholas It., and it was not difticiilt for that; party

to revive his suspicions of the iVeinicr. It was insinuatetl that

Count Witte was amhitious, ready uml willing to overthrow the

monarchy and pnxdaim himself I’resident of the liusaian

Kcjuihlic ; 1 had rea^ui to know, through information furnisluMl

to me by corrt>sfK)iulenls at home, that, the EnuHnor wa.s evidently

more and more inclinetl to listen to such insinuations.

I’ur uiy ]»arl, 1 placed full reliance iijx)!! Count Witte's go<3d

faith and the honesty of his elTorts toward a solution of the

problem without endangering the mouarcliical principle nor the

dynasty, and without, moreover, limiting the lmi>erial preroga-

tives beyond a (loint that was rendered inevitable by the tenor

of the constitutional charter. Again, therefore, I had recourse

to the friendship of the Empress Dowager, who was still living

at CoiHUihageii : my object being to |»ersuade the Emperor to trust

liiniself to Count Witte and afford him full sco[»e for carrying out

his programme. Several letters of this nature were w'rittya by
the Empress to her son, but, apparently, with no lasting OTect.

Count Witte himself was not only fully cognisant of the difficul-

ties of his task, but was less and less sure of being able to finish

it successfully.

Ihe Manifesto of October 3t)th, had it been promulgated six

months earlier, as a s^wntaneoSs act prompted by the Tsar’s owtx

sense of justice, might have conciliated the di.‘*eordant elements

as ('omit \Vitte had exjvcted : but, as it was, that act was con-

sidered by the revolutionary {.»arty as having been forced upon
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tbe Kluperor by the pressure of the general strike. That party

openly declared that it would not be contented with the conucs*

stems already gradted by the Imperial power and that the same
method w^ould be employed to wrest from that j[)ower other and
more sweeping privileges.

The revolutionary agitation was rekindled, but^ at the same
time, it was oountertHi by a movement which arose from tbe

sufferings inflicted by tho strike u|H)n the [K)fuilation of the

j>roviiices. This counter-movement was cleverly fostered by the

reactionary p^rty, which had fotiudcd a vast association calle<l

the “League of the Kussiau J\‘nplo.“ Tliis leugui‘, with tJie con-

nivance of tlie local authorities, organised the so-called “Black
Hundreds,” comj.>osed of the drt^gs of .society arid charged with

the job of instiguliiig anti-revolutionurv tiisturbances. Far from
putting an end to the crisis, Ihc act of October UOth seemed
destined to create a new condition of extreme agitation ; in fact,

the first three month.s following iho granting of the constitution

were marked by a si-ries <if sjuiguinary encounters, bcginiiing with

the Croustadt revolt. 'J'his revolt gave tho signal for other

military and naval mutitiies at Sei»a>toiX)l and elsewhere; the

region and otliois were the theatre of agrarian disorders

and unti-Jewish [Xigroms. Those di.sturbauce» were particularly

violent in the Baltic Provinces, w'here they assumed the character

of a \eritable Jacquerie, and, finally, in the month of December,
came the armed insurrection of Mosa»w, which could only be

suppr<‘b!ied with the aid of regimente of the guard from St.

Petersburg an<l at the cost of great bloodshed.

The effect of all these happenings was to weaken considerably

the jxjsiiion of Count Witte, whose intlucnce was at the same
time being undermined 8y.sl.t?matically by a member of bis

Cabinet, M. Dournovo, Miiiisier of the InUuior, one of the

bureaucrats to whom he had been forced to have recourse, on

account of the defection of the Liberals. M. Di^urnovo had long

been a functionary in the jHiIice service, and \va.s quite as un-

scrupulous as he was ambitious ; but, on the other hand, he was

endj^ed with remarkable iutelligenoe and energy. He was

bacm by the famous General Trepoff, Ibe all-fX)werful Chief of

Police during the period which preceded the promulgation of tbe

Mtuaifesto of October 30th, and, at the time with wrhicb we are

now concerned, Prefect of tho Imperial Palaces, a j>OBition which

brought him in daily contact with the Emperor and enabled him
to play upon his Sovereign’s prejudice and indecision. But that

which gave to M. Dournovo still greater strength w^as the pro-

tection accorded to him by tbe Tsarina, whose reactionary ten-

dencies were no secret. Thanks to all these circumstances,

VOL. cvu. K.s. o
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M. Dournovo, wJio had now become the soul of the reactionary

party, was in a fair way to acquire a preponderating influence

over the Eirq^eror, whom he incited with the utmost perseverance

to annul the constitutional charter and to restore the former

autocratic Government. The Tsar himself appeared to. incline

more and more to these counsels; in the month of December,

1905, wlien receiving a deputation of reactionaries who came to

j)etition for a rc-establisliment of the autocracy, he had still main-

taijied that the Manifesto of October 30th was the “expression

of his unchangeable will and could not undergo the slightest

attaint”
;
hut some weeks later he replied to another deputation,

which in.sisted n]X)n the removal of Count Witte and protested

against the emancipation of the Jew^s, that he w'ould “bear alone

the burden of iKiwer” that he had assumed at Moscow and for

which he acknowlexlged “responsibility to God alone,” and he

added : “The light of truth will hurst forth and all will

become clear; children of Tlussia., unite and hold yourselves

ready.” This enigmatic language, coloured with mysticism, gave

proof of the progress attained by the labours of the reactionary

party and seemed to point to aji anti-revolutionary crisis in the

near future.

In spite of all these {farming symptoms, the situation improved

l)erceptibly at the beginnkig of March. Yielding to the advice

of Count Witte, the Emperor issued a new Manifesto, accom-

panied by two ukases, deiining the new organisation of the

Empii’e iu conformity with.the principles enounced in the Mani-

festo of October 3Uth. The legislative power was delegated to

two Chambers : a Council of the Empire, Or Upper House, with

a membership half nominative and half elective, and the Douma,
all of whose members w^ere to be elected.

This organisation ejidowed llussia with a complete constitu-

tional system, which, although subject to criticism as being

defective and insuflicient in many respects, w^as none the less

a decisive step forward; and for that reason it w^as frankly

accepted by all those, including myself, who represented the

Moderate Liberal Party. This party, which had taken the^ame
of “Octobrist,” continued to oppose Count Witte on personal

rather than political grounds, but declared itself ready and

willing to support any Cabinet sincerely desirous of carrying out

the al>ove reforms. On the other hand, the more advanced

Liberals, called officially the Constitutional Democratic Party, a

name abbreviated to C.D., and then, by a play of words, trans-

formed to “Cadet,” remained hostile, and maintained that the

faculties accorded to the Douma were not sufficient, especially

those concerning the vote on the Budget and the right of inter-
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pellation. The Cadets, who were strongly organised, prepared

for an active electoral campaign, and placed at the head of their

programme a demand for an extension of the powers of the

Douma, the opening of which was to take place on May 10th.

As thA date drew nearer it became more and more evident that

it would be the signal for the dismissal of Count Witte, who was
abandoned by the Emperor and opposed by all the political

parties. Several prominent persons were mentioned as being
likely to succeed him, all belonging to the bureaucracy, and a

number of ministerial slates were drawn up and circulated, almost

all of which contained my name for the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs, causing me no little disquiet, lor, while quite willing to

join a Cabinet composed of men sharing my own political ideas

and with whom I could co-operate in putting the new measures
into working order, 1 did not enjoy the prosixjct of allying myself
with a group of bureaucrats, wlio would be sure to fall foul of

the Douma. Furthermore, having been out of all active diplo-

matic work for three years, 1 felt iiiadequately prepared for the

task of directing the foreign affairs of my country at so troubled

and critical a period. I resolved, then, to try to persuade the

Emperor to place at the Jiead of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs,

for the time being, an older and more experienced diidomatist

—

M, Nelidoff, for example—and appointing me, as he hud at first

intended, to one of the important embassies for a while, in order

that I might acquire a better ki.owJedge of the undercurrent of

European politics.

In the month of March 1 obtained a three weeks’ leave and
went to Paris and London, where I wished to confer on the

general political situation, and my relation thereto, with our

Ambassadors in those capitals, M. Nelidoff and Count Bencken-
dorff. I expected also to rejoin in Paris our Ambassador to Kome,
M. Mouravieff, a near relative. I was on terms of great intimacy

with all three, besides being in perfect accord with them respect-

ing the leading political questions of the day, so that it was
highly important for me to discuss thoroughly with them the

intehiational situation created by the foreign and domestic crisis

that Bussia had just undergone. I hoped, too, to gain M.
Nelidoff's consent to the plan that I intended to propose to the

Emperor.

My stay, in Paris and in London resulted jnost happily for me
in that it gave me the chance to arrive at a complete communion
of ideas with M. Nelidoff, Count Benckendorff and M. Moura-
vieff as to the policy to be adopted by Bussia. It was, in fact,

the identical policy that I submitted to the Tsar when, only a few

weeks later, 1 became Minister of Foreign Affairs, and it finally

o 2
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dcveiofxid iuto iho arrangiiinerii which became known to the

world mi the “Triple Mntente." This couuuunicn of ideas endured

throughout thr «?niiiv uriu td my Miiii»;try, and it is with a

KUitituent <d giatituthr tiiat J invoke in these lines the

JEuefijoiy of those limn; ciniiwnt niulcsuitm w'ho gave rue every

occubion i/jc'ir tnobi iiitoliigent hikI most loyal co-operation, and
not otw of who/]j, ufitH, is liou numljered among the living.

On the other liund, wy p/aii for hriiigiiig about the apjioiiittnent

of M. iVelido/f to the ]»o.st of Minister of Foreign Affairs met
W'ith a categoriea) jcfusal on his j>art, and no other course

remained open to me than Uj prepare myself, quite against my
will, fm' undertaking a task that was rendered peculiarly difficult

and irksome by circumstances.

My sojourn at l^aris and Ijondon coincided wdth an exceedingly

interesting political phase—tlic last days of the Algeciras Con-

ference. The debates at Algeciras summed ux>, one might say,

the diplomatic work that iiad bcim accomplished in Europe for a

year past, and it was of great interest to me to inform myself

of all that had taken place belli nd the scenes at the Conference.

j\r. iS’elidoff and Count BonckeudorlT, with the best of goodwill,

initiated me into all the details of the complex play of rival

interests that became manifest during that memorable meeting.

That period was marked by an incident to which' the historians

of the Conference have given but little attention, but which, to

my mind, exerted great inllueiice upon the relations between

Kussia and (lennanv, and, consequently, upon the course of

events in h]uropc ; I allude to the circular note of Count Lams-
dorlf, directing the Ixu.ssian representatives to convey to the

Governments pailici|'aliiig in the Conference the instructions

that had been issued to the Eussian i>lenij;)otentiaries at Algeciras

with regard U) the crucial question of the police. The object of

that circular w as to put an end to the rumours, started in Berlin,

to the effect that Kussia refused to supjiort Prance in that con-

troversy and was ranging herself under the German flag.

M. Nelidoff, alarmed by those rumours, considered it necessary

to calm Frencli public opinion, and, w-itli that end in view, com-

municated the contents of the despatch to the French journalist,

M. Tardieu, who published a rhumi in Le Temps. This pro-

voked a violent outburst of anger on the part of the German
Emperor, w'ho not only was disappointed because of the assistance

given to France by Kussia in the premises, but felt that a

personal injury had been done him by the publicity with which

it had been accompanied. He did not hesitate to criticise

Nicholas II. in public, and in most uncomplimentary terms, for

the Tsar’s black ingratitude to Germany, and at the same time the
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German Press, reverting tn the well-worn subject of the benefits

heaped upon Pu^sia by Gernuniy (hiring the war with Japan and
Russia's ingratitude therefor, conuneneed a violent campaign

against Bussian diplomacy. purt*iiant, no doubt, to Ooven-tmeut

order^ Finally, the German banks were directed, under pretence

of reprisals, to abstain from all participation in the HusBian Ijoan

which was being negotiated in Paris and a slice of which hud been

reserved for tliem.

It was not until later, when, in my capacity as Minister of

Foreign Affairs, I gained full knowledge of the Kaiser’s efforts

to draw Emperor Nicholas into an alliance with Germany, that I

was in a position to comprehend completely the underlying causes

of the German Emperor’s disappointment and chagrin. His
temporary success in that direction, through the famous inter-

view at Bjorkoe, has since been fully revealed. At the moment
of which 1 am speaking, the German Plrnperor had not lost hope
of holding the Tsar to the Bjorkoe agreement, but the publication

of Count Lamsdorff’s despatch furnished him with a tangible

proof that his plans were definitely upset, and he straightway

conceived for Emperor Nicholas a hatred that he managed to

conceal for some years, but which burst all bounds when he finally

decided to throw off his mask in the month of August, 1914.

This incident of the despatch of Count LamsdorJT had a curious

epilogue at Berlin. Prince von Bfilow, on being interpellated

concerning the subject by Bcbel in the Reichstag, rose to reply,

when he was seized with a fainting-fit. Although his health was
re-established, he remained in private life for some time after.

It is certain that his reply, if it had not been suddenly inter-

rupted, would have revealed to the public the radical change that

had taken place in Eusso-Gcrlnan relations, a change which,

at that time, was not fully comprehended except by those con-'

versant with all the facts.

It was during my visit to Paris and London that I learned the

first results of the elections for the Douma. These results proved

clearly that the Cadets were about to win a crushing victory, not

only over the reactionaries but over the Octobrists as well. The
supremacy of the Cadets was due, principally, to their superior

organisation, but the Government, or, rather, M. Dogrnovo, had
contributed to their success by a policy of blind and brutal

repression that had exasperated the more moderate elements.

This confirmed my fears that the new Cabinet, as it was to be

constituted, would be brought into collision with* the Douma at

the very start, and I felt all the more repugnance at the prospect

of belonging to it.

Shortly s^r my return to Copenhagen I was summoned to
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St. Petersburg by the Emperor, to eucoeed Count .LaniiMbrff. I

hed no choice but to obey, end I errived At Et..'P^o^tburg

seme day that the Douma opened, just in tital tb present at

that memorable ceremony in the Winter Palace. The Smperor

accepted the resignation of Count Witte on that dajy, and

appointed M. Goremykine Prime Minister. An idjnost Offinplete

change in the personnel of the Cabinet followed ; I made a final

attempt to stay out, but the Emperor appealed to my l(^alty in

terms which made it quite impossible for me to persist in my
refusal, and a few days after my appointment to the post of

Minister of Foreign Affairs was gazetted.
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TjEE recent outbr^k in Egypt, and the intensity of hostility

towards ourselves which it has revealed, came as a considerable

shock% most people in this country, who had hitherto believed

that the immense benefits which British administration has con-

ferred on Egypt were generally recognised by its inhabitants.

The causes of the outbreak have been discussed in innumerable

letters and arfcicles in the daily Press, and it is not my pur^se
to revert to them here. But one matter which—to judge by all

one reads and hears—has particularly puzzled the public is the

bitter opposition to even the principle of the Protectorate itself,

which most Englishmen believed had long ago been accepted by

Egyptians. This I hold to be mainly due to errors of judgment

and want of foresight in the method of its establishment and

declaration, which have led to grievances and misunderstanding in

Egypt—supplemented and reinforccxl, of course, by certain other

grave mistakes by which they have been followed. Some explana-

tions, therefore, on this matter may help to an understanding of the

Egyptian point of vie’*'
,
and be of interest at the present moment.

The Protectorate was established by a Proclamation of the

British Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs which was pub-

lished in the Egyptian “OfiScial Journal” and placarded on the

walls of Cairo, on December 18th, 1914, and which stated that,

“in view of the state of war arising out of the action of Turkey,

Egypt was placed under the protection of his Majesty, and would

thenceforth constitute a British Protectorate ; that the suzerainty

of Turkey was terminated ; and that His Majesty’s Government

would defend Egypt and protect its interests and inhabitants.”

This was supplemented by a further rr()claniati(3n, on the

following day, deposing the Khedive, Abbas Hihny IT., and

replacing him on the throne by his uncle, Prince Huss(?iTi Kamel

Pasha, under the style and title of Sultan of Egypt. This latter

Proclamation was accompanied by a despatch from the acting

British Representative in F^gypt, addressed to the new Sultan,

and stating, in very general terms, the views of His Majesty’s

Government with regard to the nature of, and necessity for, the

new Protectorate.

This important pronouncement alluded to a variety of matters

relating to both external and internal sovereignty—such as British

protection for Egyptians abroad, the removal of restrictions on*

the Army and on the grant of honorific distinctions, the privileges

of foreigners, individual liberty, education, agricnlture, religious

institutions, and future self-government. But the only definite
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annoimoement it contained was that the fore gn aiTairs of the

new Protectorate would in future be condujted through His

Majesty’s KeprcBentative in Cairo. This was, in reality, a super-

fluous truism, since it is the universal rule in all Protectorates.^

What the Egyptian [Kiople, and more particularly the ruling

classes, chiefly wanted to know was the degree of intervention the

Protecting State intended tbenceforw^ard to exercise in the internal

affairs of its dependent. This has been, indeed, the principal

bone of contention in most modern Protectorates, and on this

point the official documents preserved a discreet and, to the

Egyptians, exasperating silence. The documents in question

were therefore—as might have been anticipated—the subject of

much acrimonious ciornment. The critics ]X)inted out that if,

among the numerous and thorny points of controversy in these

matters, there is one question of principle on which international

lawyers are generally agreed, it is that intervention by the Pro-

tecting Power in the internal affairs of the Protected State is

permissible only so far as may be indispensable to safeguard the

latter’s responsibility to foreign nations, and no further. They
accordingly suggested, with some degree of plausibility, that in

the absence of any definite statement to the contrary, it must be

assumed that this principle would thereafter regulate official

relations between Great Britain and Egypt.

Moreover, as legal affairs in Egypt have for generations been

mainly conducted on French lines, and French law was adopted,

at the time of the establishment of the Mixed Tribunals in 1875,

as the basis of modem Egyptian law, French principles and in-

stitutions have thus become familiar and congenial to most
educated Egyptians of the official classes, and they are wont
accordingly to turn to French precedents in all such matters.

They did not, therefore, fail to observe that when France estab-

lished her Protectorate in Tunis in 1884 she regulated its nature

and scope with the utmost nicety. The basis of Franco-Tunisian

arrangements was a formal Treaty, of May 12th, 1881, between

the French Kepublic and the Bey of Tunis, and this was supple-

mented by a long series of Conventions and Presidential Decrees

of the President of the French Bepublic, between the years 1882-

1885, which elaborately defined and regulated the rdle of the

Protectorate and the powers and duties of the French Eesident-

General, and in the main define and regulate these matters to

the present day. Why, it was asked, were there no similar

(1) Of. Wostlake, IfUcrruUional Law^ (Cambridge, 1910), Ft. L, p. 22 t

—

“In all Protectorates, it is arranged that the Protected State hull enter

into no treaty or have any diplomatic intercourse vnth outside states, without
the consent of the Protecting State.’*
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arrangements and conventions, established by mutual agreement
between the partfts concerned, in the present instance?

Finally, it was objected that, inasmuch as the political status

of Egypt is the result of a number of International Conventions

made Jjetween the Porte and the Powers, or between the Powers
among themselves, in the course of the nineteenth century, and
such status has been regarded, ever since the London Convention

of 1840, as a matter which cannot be abrogated or varied without

agreement among the Signatory Powers of that Convention, it

was not competent to the British Government alone, by a uni-

lateral act such as this Proclamation of Protectorate, to modify

such status fundamentally, abolish the rights of the Suzerain

Power (Turkey), and change the ruling dynasty in Egypt.

Such were—among others—the principal criticisms levelled

against our Protectorate and the mariner of its establishment. It

must be admitted that they contain some force, but, in essen-

tials, they may be answered.

In the first place, the Protectorate tlms declared was no new
institution, similar to other European or Eastern Protectorates

which at one time or another it has suited some great Power to

set up. The declaration in question was, in reality, little more

than a formal regularisation of a de facto situation arising out of

the circumstance that Great Britain had militarily occupied and

civilly administered the country for some five and thirty years.

Her rights in Egypt are not solely, or even primarily, founded

on vague and general doctrines of international law, but on the

specific and fundamental fact that she rescued the C/Ountry from

anarchy and bankruptcy in 1882, and saved the reigning family

from destruction or exile at the hands of a rebel army. In short,

as the result of our armed intervention, for the benefit of Egypt,

we had had a veiled Protectorate in that country for upwards of

a generation. What we established in 1914 was a formal Pro-

tectorate, superimposed on the military occupation of a country

which, when such occupation commenced, was, to all intents

and purposes, conquered territory. To suggest, under such

circumstances, that the new name necessarily implied a grave

and materiial restriction of the powers of government and adminis-

tration theretofore exercised—and exercised of necessity for the

purpose of maintaining order and effecting reforms—^wae a dialec<

tical quibble of a kind dear to the hearts of* subtle Oriental

lawyers and politicians, but having little relation to political

realities or the necessities of practical administration. As to the

precedent of Tunis, it is sufficient to observe that, though un-

doubtedly instructive, it is far from conclusive, because the local

conditions are qnite different, as could be easily deq^onstrated did

VOL. ovn. N.B. ,0*
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Space permit. The argument concerning the international status

of Egypt is more serious. We have used it ouj^Ives on occasion

in discussions with foreign Powers, and it cannot be lightly dis-

missed. But, as to this, it is material to remember that unce
1904, when we settled our differences with France by the^^glo-
French Convention of that year, the British occupation of Egypt
has been formally recognised by all the Great Powers of Europe;
that the action taken was doubtless approved, or tacitly acquiesced
in, by our Allies

; and that, as regards our enemies, it was plainly a
matter which would necessarily form part of the general settlemcht
to be accepted by, or imposed on, them at the conclusion of Peace.
In the main, therefore, a good answer can be made to the

principal grievances alleged against us. None the less, it cannot,
in my opinion, be denied that our manner of proceeding in this
matter was unfortunate and ill-advised. The more readily the
obvious objections to be encountered could be answered, the more
injudicious it appears that no attempt should have been made to
anticipate and refute them. In view of the mentality and
character of the people of Egypt—and more especially of the
Nationalist Party, which at that time by no means included the
whole nation and whose ranks it was important not to swell—
It was certain that such questions would be raised, sooner or
later in a more or loss acute form, and some effort should there-
iore have been made to forestall them by fuller provisions and
explaMfions at the time. It is. of course, by no means certain
that Jigyphan opposition would have been silenced, if we had

iio*\*°°**
explicit. Ihe Tunisian precedent, to which reference

has been made, does not err on the side of modesty in the r6lealigned to I ranee a nd her representatives (a circumstance, by

tocTwhJ^ T infrequently appear to

i if
*

j
^ discuss our proceedings in Egypt i) and had we

Mould have been particularly pleased. But, at anv rate the
situation would have been frank and clearlv defined and some

'r Sf- interfe/enS^tbir

(11 Of
^ community, for nothing had then

mitors mighT
» “rtsin type of puHioUt.

fmior Orand Muffl, Mohammed AM,i
^ Egyptians, eueb as %s

ttings in French North Afrfc^ ^
picture of tlie state of

%ypt, at the hands of the
^ **‘® sufterings of native

whole administration is direct^ fa'ir^ In Algetia, «»
atpenae of. the natives . . Nor
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been beard—sa'v^ from a few extremists—of claims to “entire

independence.’* Such claims are largely the result of the blunders

before referred to ^ and of appetites whetted by a more or less

successful insurrection.

-It ^as been claimed in Parlivtment by the official spokes-

man of the Poreign Office* that all these* criticisms

to the failure to organise the Protectorate and define its

scope are belated strictures, in the nature of wisdom after the

event, of whiph nothing was heard at the time the Protectorate

was launched, or indeed until the outbreak in Egypt occurred.

This is not the case. And as I was the principal legal adviser of

the Egyptian Government at the time and may be thought to

bear some responsibility for the course taken and the results it

has produced, I feel justified in stating that at a very early stage

of the proceedings 1 made strong representations to the above

effect. In a memorandum from the Ministry of Justice, Cairo,

dated February 8th, 1915, r some six weeks after the Protec-

torate was launched, addressed to the British Residency,* I urged

that the Protectorate should be forthwith organised and defined

—though quite as much, I admit, from the point of view of

efficient control by the Protecting Power (under its increased

responsibilities for the maintenance of order), as from that of

extending the powers of the indigenous Government and con-

ciliating native opinion. “If,” I wrote, “in the case of newly-

declared Protectorates, such as those of Tunis and Morocco, which

were not preceded by any previous military occupation, it was

considered essential to organise minutely the control to be exer-

cised by the Protecting Power, not only over foreign affairs but

over administration generally, a fortiori would such organisation

appear to be desirable in the case of a country where it has, in

fact, existed, albeit in an inchoate and more or less unsatisfactory

form, for upwards of thirty years.” I even ventured to predict

what would happen if no such steps were taken ;
and in the light

of subsequent events it may not be without interest to reproduce

the passage here : “At the present moment the necessity for such

a change of policy (t.c., a more or less precise definition of the

(1) Perhaps the worst and the most fatal of those was the original refusal of the

Foreign Office to allow Egypt any opportunity of explaimng her vim and

aspirations in London or Paris, while the representatives of the ;^new Kingdom

of Arabia (Hedjaa) were received with open anas.

(2) See Statement by the Foreign Secretary m the House of Lords. Times,

Nov. 26th, 1919.

(8) This document presumably still reposes in the archives of that establish-

m^t. The Residency was. at that time, in the charge of an Anglo-Indian

official whom the Foreign Office had sent out. in the preceding December, as

Hi^ Oommisaoiier tp Egypt, to which country, its men and its problems, he

was a total stranger.

o* 2
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rdle of the Protectin^^ Power) is, perhaps, less/apparent than it

has been, at most times, in the course of tlfe last few years.

With war actually within our borders,^ martial law proclaimed

throughout the country, great anxiety in financial matters and

general nneasincMS as to the future, the more turbulent e^^ments

of the commiftjity arci temporarily cowed or quiescent, and order

l,ag—so far—been maintained with little difficulty. But, once

all these checks are removed, and should the country emerge

triumphant from its present j)erils, the more disquieting features

recently observable in local politics, during the first session of the

new Legislative Assembly, will reappear, and probably in an

accentuated form. If no steps are taken to place British control

upon a more definite basis ^ it is probable that the government of

the country, far from becoming easier under the new Protectorate

^

will become inereasinghj difficult. It is impossible to ignore the

fact that there is a ])i-ofound and growing tendency on the part

of the more eulighteiuid—or, rather, of the better educated

—

classes of the popubition io demand increased powers for existing

representative institutions, and further and constant eliminations

of all the foreign elements in the Administration. At times,

indeed, the clamour for increased administrative liberty and full

representative government becomes very loud and insistent. . . .

It must further be borne in mind that the impending abolition

of the Capitulations—in itself a most desirable and indeed indis-

pensable measure—will nevertheless tend to increase, rather than
diminish, the difficulties of the situation. No scheme for
replacing the present Mixed Tribunals, which contains what ihe
British and other European colonies will regard as adeqnste
securities for an efficient administration of justice, will be lik^y
to commeud itself to the classes above referred to.® . . . More-
over, if the Capitulations are abohshed, Egypt will acquire not
only full legislative, but also full fiscal, liberty. And it is especially
in fiscal affairs that a mere moral, vague and unorganised control
would be entirely inadequate.” ®

(p
Tho Turks were then actually attacking, or about to attack, <m the daiial.

(2) It would appear, now that it is proposed to preserve the mixed Tribanaia

—

which are the outcome of tho CapitulationB and their principal bulwark^—andwon to Bt^then their position by transferring to them the iuriadiction of the
^nsulM Courts (see Tinm, Jauuary 24th. p. 11). This, if true, would danote the

sweeping pohey in judicial aSaira which baa
the efforts of certain administrators in B^t latterly. Some Com-mittw wasfomwl at tho Foreign Office, in 1917, for the furtherance ofsuch soheihea.

m Proceedings or opinions has, I bdieve, ever been publiahed.

eaS
question of warning, I may mention that I took an

to f**remont, of endeavouring to draw pubUb attention

A iTAAi.
undefined and unorganised Protectorate-^upwarda of

nari^W the pages of ow leading orgaiLof iftter-
Journal, of the Society of Cofnpi^vc ^
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In referring to these views of five years ago, I am not endeavour-

ing to lay claim Jp any particular political prescience. It seems

to me that, given the general conditions, it was tolerably easy

to foresee what would happen, once the strain of war was

removed, even if—perhaps especially if—we were completely

triumphant. Nevertheless, events proved that th^ authorities in

Cairo were talcen completely by surprise when the outbreak

occurred, shortly after the Armistice, in March, 1919, and had

evidently made no adequate preparation to deal with it.

However, no attention was paid to the above representations, and

we persisted in a course which was, ho doubt, the most convenient

to ourselves at the moment, since it left practically everything

open for future discussion, but which w\as fraught with grave

and obvious dangers. How far the course in question was due

to the views of the Foreign Office itself, or is to be attributed to

the advice of certain officials then in Egypt, I arn unable to say.

But the destinies of the country at that crucial moment of its

fate were, locally, in the sole charge, to all intents and purposes,

of a loeum tenens at the British Agency. This, indeed, invariably

happened in Egypt, before the w^ar, during the summer and early

autumn, and-—in view of the very great responsibilities involved

—^it was one of the least defensible features of our system of

government. That a country of some twelve or thirteen million

inhabitants should be habitually governed—so far as the fco/

authority was concerned—for some three or four months every

year by a Counsellor of Embassy, or even a First Secretary in the

X)iplomatic Service, was little short of a scandal. There should

at least have been associated with him a Commission of Advisers,

or other experienced officials, whom he should have been bound

to consult.! But the circumstances being what they were, it is

evident that the Fordgn Office must bear the full responsibiUty

for all that occurred and its results. These questions of personal

or collective responsibility for past errors, and to whom it belongs,

are obviously invidious and disagreeable, and I am loth to refer

to them; but it is sometimes necessary to do so if any attempt

is to be made—as surely it should be—to prevent the recurrence

of similar errors in future. I hold very strongly the wnviction--

after nearly twenty years* experience of Foreign Office rule in

Beypt-that the control of the destinies of that important country

ought not to be entrusted mainly, or even largely, to the Piplo-

- (l) Tto nwfli. In tunto, set up . Board of &V.1 ^mpteoD^ oan;^
of Bemoh offldUO.. to assW the Beeitot-G^ m ^

tiooB <rf gomnment. See the French Preodrotial

ho#m^^^eoted will, the problem rf theEn^ Otvd Serdw

faltopt, whh* tequta* thoiou^ oveAnuhng. 1* » o* numeroue

auSSrwhidh if, ^btleff,
engeging Ox attention of the lUner Umian.
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matic Service. The talents of the members of that distinguished

Corps, brilliant as they* are in many respects, fio not ordinarily

lie in the field of administration, for which they are manifestly

not intended and not trained, and for which, in Egypt, they

have been too largely used. Under Lord Cromer, the defats of

a system, whi«h had grown up haphazard, were rarely noticed,

because his own prestige and authority early became so great tljp.t

he was seldom interfered with by the Foreign Office, and, in

ICgypfc, he worked in close personal touch with the English heads

of departments (whom, for all important posts, he chose himself),

confining his chancery to diplomatic routine and allowing them '

little influence in the actual government of Egypt. But under

lesser men, and as the volume of the work increased, the defects

and dangers of the system became at once apparent and acute.

Yet we are such creatures of habit that, unless public opinion is

enabled to understand Egyptian affairs, and demands a change,

it is more than probable that we shall continue in the same groove

for another twenty years to come.

My submission is that, in view of the peculiar complexity of

Egyj)tian affairs, which are quite as difficult as those of India

and necessitate an intimate acquaintance with the country for

their comprehensioii
,
the Government Department responsible

in future for wdiatevor degree of control is retained over the

Egyptian Government—and it is to bo hoped that it will be

substantial—should be assisted by some independent council or

Ixxly of expert advisers, without whose co-operation it should not,

in matters of im|xirtance, be at liberty to act.

Malcolm McIlwraith.

Postscriptmn .—Wliile this Ehview is passing through the

Press, the outlook is still further darkened by the unfavourable

news from Cairo concerning the result of the Milner Mission.

It is stated (Times, February 9th) that its members liave scattered

in various dii*ections in Egypt, that its work appears to have

terminated, and that it is believed that it will shortly return to

London.

So far as it is jicssible to judge, at this distance, from the

ordinary sources of information available, it has, indeed,

seemed tolerably evident for some time that the Mission had
not Micceeded in getting into close touch with any important

section of native opinion, or enlisting any considerable body of

support in favour of an understanding. The truth is that, in this

matter, as in so many others during and since the war, we have

been, once more, “too late.” One seems to be reading over again
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tho history of Gallipdi—an abortive start, followed by months of
delay, affording t^e enemy time to organise his forces for defence,

an ineffective campaign, and finally retreat.

If the Mission had been sent to Egypt last spring, or even
sunnier, shortly after its dispatch had been publicly announced,
there can be little doubt that it would have becQ well received

on all sides. All the evidence points to the fact that, at that

time, even the extremists were willing to recognise it and
negotiate with it. Their spirits had been damped by the sub-

sidence of the general effervescence, as a result of the more
energetic measures taken by the authorities, and they were ready
for a compromise. But as time went on and the Mission failed

to appear, they plucked up courage again, resumed their agita-

tion, and demanded, this time, a boycott of the Mission and a

general attitude of complete irreconcilability. It would seem
that they have largely achieved their object.

Various causes have been assigned for the apjmrently inex-

plicable delay in the dispatch of the Mission. Chief among them
are the (alleged) inability of Lord Milner to leave England at

that time, and the express wdsh of the then Egyptian Prime
Minister (Mohammed 8aid Pasha) that the Mission should not

arrive till the autumn. As regards the first reason, if it was true,

some other suitable chairman could doubtless have been found.

Begrettablc as the cliangc would have been, the essential thing

was that there should bo no inordinate delay between the

announcement of the Mission and its actual arrival in Egypt.

This was plain to everyone with any knowledge of the country.

Letters from Egypt at that time were filled with expressions of

astonishment and angry comment at this deplorable procrastina-

tion. As to the views of the Egyptian Prime Minister, on a matter

of this kind, and under all the circumstances, they should have

been disregarded. The small degree of reliance to be placed upon

this personage was demonstrated, later, by the fact that, as soon

as he was subjected to ]>re8siire by a deputation of schoolboys,

he hastened to assure them that, if the Mission came at all, he

should at once resign—a declaration of intention which it is

rumoured that he would subsequently have been very willing to

withdraw, but was very properly compelled to carry out.

However, it is to be hoped that the Mission has succeeded in

collecting sufficient data and information, of various kinds, on

the spot, to enable it to pursue its deliberations with profit in

London, and to formulate a scheme.—M. McT.



GLIMPSES OP THE EUSSIAN THEATEB.*

"Les acteurs'mervcilleux du thetee imperial de Moscou, qtii

nous ^tonneraient,” wrote Antoine in 1907, and when the fortune

of war called me five years ago to Eussia one of my chief desires

was to see something of the acting that had received so high a.

compliment from this fine judge. The coming of the Kussian

ballet had sliown us of what mimic art was capable under the

inspiration of the painters and musicians who had seen its possi-

biJities in Eastern as no one in Western Europe. Vague tales of

the wonderful Moscow Artistic Theatre had penetrated to

England. Gordon Craig had produced Hamlet there. Beerbohm

Tree had journeyed thither only to see it, and came back with a

characteristically witty answer to everyone's question : “Gordon

Craig? Very good indeed. ShakespeareJ? I didn’t notice him
during the i>erformance.” And had not Bernard Shaw, on seeing

Gorky’s The Lower Depths produced by a Eussian actress,

threatened to destroy all his plays and begin to study his art

again ah initio? Then, too, Eussians in England spread the glory

of the recently-founded “miniature" theatres, tiny music-halls,

one made out, where a stream of wit and exotic beauty was poured

into the lap of eclectic, intellectual audiences. Madame Nazi-

mova had conquered America, and here the thrill caused by
Orlenev in a Eussian company playing Chirikov’s The Jews at

the Avenue Theatre was not forgotten. Ex Orients lux. If

Antoine’s realist judgment might be questioned, it was hard to

resist it when backed by that of the director of the classic Commie
Frangaise, Jules Cliiretie, who addressed Madame Yavorska in

the memorable words ; “Vous etes venue de loin nous r^v^ler un
art nouveau.” Obviously a chance to see the Eussian theatre

with one’s own eyes was one to be highly prized.

My first impression, I must confess, w^as not encouraging.

And, indeed, it may be said that my experience was too frag-

mentary throughout to enable me to form a steady opinion.

Eefiigee relief work, concerning which I communicated some
notes to The Fortnightly Ervibw later in 1915, was too

strcduous an occupation to leave regular time free for the theatre,

and the most I ctin claim is to have had glimpses of it. Even
when the exigencies of the Bolshevik Eevolution forced me into

the theatre as to sanctuary, circumstances precluded my making

(1) Unless spooial mention is made to the contrary the conditions described are

those that existed before the Bolshevik revolTitaon of October, 1917.
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ft % flystwnatic Ijtudy. Nevertheless, I was enabled to see many
ih^resting gerfdijmi^es and to be the witness of the curious

i^hase of the stage after all life in Bussia had passed under the

yoke of the Bolsheviks.
'

Tljg organisation of the Eussian theatre, which is dictated by
the immense size of the country, is not quite like anything else

we know in Europe. Similar geographical conditions in America
have there led to a gigantic extension of the touring system,

sometimes as many as five companies going “on the road *’ with

plays that have been successfully produced in New York. In

Bussia, on the other hand, a regular touring system does not

exist. Petrograd and Moscow have each their State (formerly

Imperial) Opera House and Theatre, supplemented by a special

popular, State-supported theatre, known from before the Eevolu-

tion as the People's House. Petrograd has also the Musical

Drama, which corresponds to the Paris Op6ra Comique, and the

Mihailovsky Theatre, where French comedy, performed by a

resident French conjpany, alternated with classical drama

of various nations given by the company of the State

Theatre. Beyond these the two capitals count hardly more than

three eizeable private theatres each, which seems distinctly few

for such large cities. This is said to be partly the result of very

strict building laws, and is probably one cause of the existence

of numerous small houses w^here short plays or composite enter-

tainments, often of much merit, are given. Variety, or, in the

American sense, Vaudeville Theatres on the modern scale are

. unknown, but to make up Petrograd and Moscow both support

large and, so long as normal life lasted, highly successful per-

manent circuses.

The State Theatres have permanent companies; so has the

Artistic Theatre of Moscow ;
other private theatres in the capitals

renew their companies each season, and this is the practice

followed by provincial theatres. The season lasts from September

till Lent ; Lent and Easter constitute a separate short season, for

which theatres are frequently taken by different managers; and

after Easter life stops altogether in those known as “winter”

theatres, and in Petrograd and Moscow and all over the country

freshly combined companies appear before the public in

“summer” theatres, which are frequently buildings of wood in

gardens offering as further a-ttractions variety entertainers and

^vers side-shows, besides restaurants and tea-houses where

citizens ihay disport themselves on the w^arm light evenings.

There is one house in Petrograd where the summer abuts on the

winter theatre, the same stage beingmsed for both, but the back

' wall, of brick, being taken down after Easter and rebuilt where
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the footlights stand in winter. In the provinces every town has

one summer and one winter theatre, and the larger cities, like

Kiev, two or three. In the capitals, except 7n the subsidised

theatres, the long-run system is coming into practice, but in the

provinces repertory w^ork is universal. The bill is changed every

night. Sunday is the chief theatre-going day, when^very

manager looks* to have Jiis house full. Matinees are only given

during Christinas and on other holidays. It might be thought

that the immense size of Eussia and the length of travel from

one town to another would make for complete independence of

theatres and encourage the development of local theatrical and

dramatic talent; but in i^ractice this is not so. Unity is main-

tained by the strong Actors’ Union of Moscow, which, in addition

to protecting the interests of its members, acts as agent for

obtaining them employment and as a sort of clearing-house for

managers, and by the almost autocratic Union of Dramatic

Autliors, which has a representative in every town in Eussia, and

is the sole agent for collecting royalties. ISxcept in the case of

productions of unprinted plays, these consist of a fixed fee per

act, and throughout the provinces managers have the right, with-

out any negotiation, to perform plays that have been produce]^

and printed.

The importance of the i>rovince8 in the Enssian theatrical

system can thus he seen at a glance. To authors it is hardly

to be exaggerated. A play is successfully produced in Petrograd.

It is immediately printed and acted, say, ten times during the

e?eason in each of a hundred provincial theatres. This gives in

the course of six months tlie equivalent of nearly three years’

continuous touring by a single company. Eoyalties are low,

and there are probably no Enssian dramatists w^ho make the for-

tunes amassed by their lucky English confreres ; but there are

undoubtedly far moi-e than among us who make a respectable

living out of writing or translating for the stage. For the actor,

too, the Enssian provincial system has great advantages. A good

actor has an enormous field of activity open to him. He is less

dependent upon the taste or prejudice of the metropolitan

managers. The wide demand for talent brings up salaries to a

distinctly higher point than with ns, when the regularity of work
is taken into accouht. Unemployment among actors, of course,

exif^ts, although, curiously enough, it occurs more frequently

amoiig those w'ho have lisen to the top of the piofession—a para-

dox to be touched upon later. It is also true that should an actor

not obtain work for the w^hole season when contracts are being

made by managers for their companies, there is a good chance

of his remainingyunemployed throughout the winter, unless a
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Stray vacancy oqpurs. Nevertheless, it is clear that a Eussian
actor of even mediocre talent has a much better chance of gaining
a regular livelihood than an English player without special advan-
tages of talent, appearance, or connections,

Ta|{jng this preliminary glance at the general system, we may
now pass to consider the results that are obtained, from it. My
first view of these was at Warsaw, in the spring of 1915, where
the Imperial Theatre of Petrograd used annually to play a short

season after that in the capital. I saw A DolVs House; The King,
the Law, and Freedom, by Leonid Andreev; The Sisters Kedrin,

a new comedy; and The Coulisses, by the poi)ular poetess,

Madame Shchepkina-Iuipernik, a drama of silly sentiment that

had made a success with that heavy middle-class public which
exists in all countries and always has bad taste, and w^as played

with the spiritedness of an old hearse-horse by the Imperial

leading lady. Except for its celebrated doyen, Davydov, whom I

fortunately often saw aftcirwards, the company was nearly at full

strength. What stnick the spectator at once was exactly the

contrary of what report of the Eussian stage had led him to

expect, namely, an extraordinary want of unity in the perform-

aiaces. The effect was as if the producer, after doing his pre-

liminary work of plotting out the positions and establishing the

characteristics of the parts, had fallen ill, and not been replaced

by anyone, so that the actors had had to finish rehearsals without

any guidance from the front. There were some brilliant patches,

but no contact was kept; each performer seemed to exist in an

atmosphere of his own and to be playing only for himself. The

effect on A DolVs House was distressing in the extreme. Ibsen,

less than any author, can be used in this way ;
and the perform-

ance was execrable. Without a directing hand the play seemed

meaningless, and one wondered how so tame and trivial an affair

had come to thrill the world and create dissension in families. Of

the four performances, that of Andreev’s play was the iriost

effective. The title, which is a quotation from La Brahangonne,

gives a fair idea of the work, not, admittedly, one of Andreev’s

best, but interesting as an outburst of patriotic admiration for the

ideals of the war as exemplified in Belgium’s heroic resistance to

the mailed fist. Yuriev, the leading jeune ^premier of the theatre,

was helped in his interpretation of the leading part by a personal

resemblance to King Albert. Just as many of our younger actors

who have attained success worked under Mr. Granville Barker

at the Court Theatre, so in Russia many such worked under

Madame Yavorska at the New Theatre in Petrograd and in the

provinces at about the same time. Evreinov, the producer, Yuriev,

and the leading light comedy actor of the Petrograd Imperial Com-
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pany, Gorin Goryainov, were products of this sqfiool ; but Yuriev

j

despite his great popularity with the Petrograd public and really

accomplished acting, showed himself on^ this occasion, as always

when I saw him afterwards, cold and, from a professional point of

view, selfish. He was cold in Charles V. in Hemani, and oeld in

Chatsky in Griboyedov’s The Folly of Wisdom. The Eussian

public appears, in art as in politics, to be strangely under the

influence of the fait accompli. With them it is a case of omne

notum pro magnifico

;

and if a man succeeds in establishing him-

self in a good position in whatsoever institution, the public will

continue to accept him until the end of time as dowered with

exceptional qualities that they must adore. Only an idde fixe

of this kind, plus the favour of the Commissar of Theatres, a

second-rate actress named Andreeva, Gorky’s “wife,” could

have enabled Yuriev in 1918 to play Macbeth and (Edipus

TyrannuSy parts that both require, above all things, fire.

The best work 1 saw by the Petrograd Imperial Company was
in character parts. Here the company had the advantage of a

remarkable actor, who but for a certain lack of breadth might be

compared to De Ft^raudy of the Commie Fran^aise. Petrovsky’s

performance of a Prussian colonel in Andreev’s play, and of%
police official in The Sisters Kcdririy a clever genre picture of

modern Eussian provincial life, was perfect. Everything that

this admirable artist touches he embellishes with rich and attrac-

tive detail; both in comedy and drama it would be difficult to

find his superior, but he 6|)ecialises in small parts, until he appears

to have lost the habit of constructing a character on a large scale,

so that on the rare occasions when he essays one the picture is

overloaded with minutise, and the general efPect suffers. His
leaving the State Company in 1917 was a serious loss. For the

rest, it must be said that my first impression of the Petrograd

Imperial Theatre was strengthened by subsequent experience.

Th^e was excellent material in the company, but it was un-

directed and did not produce the effect it should have done. The
w'omen were weak. The celebrated comedy actress, Madame
Savina, often compared to Eeichemberg, died in 1915, after a
long and despotic reign that, as happens in such cases, reacted

to the detriment of the company. To consider Madame
Miohurina, to whose ponderous talent allusion has been made,
as n'prosentativc of the best in the Eussian theatre would be to

do it nn injustice. G^, the leading tragedian, on the other hand,

is an actor in the first flight. I saw him give a very fine rendering

of Shylock, tempestuous, stately, sardonic ; he portrayed the

depths of the Jew's despair as I have rarely seen it, and was
indeed the only Shylock I know to approach in grandeur and
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power the level* of Irving's; but, despite the richness of the
coatuznes and the Excellent scenery, that looked as though it came
.straight from Paul Veronese’s pictures, the performance was
strangely unsatisfying. The reason was that the company did

not act together. Each acted with his share of skill, grace and
understandiiig, but alone, so that the play seemed a succession

of monologues delivered by persons waiting to go on and do their

“turn” and without interest in the others’ proceedings. Ge,
whom I saw in several other parts, continued to impress me with
his jfire, force, and strong artistic judgment ; he reminded me of

Holdhaus of Dresden and of Sonnenthal of thfe Burgtbeater, but

he has a swiftness and also a power of immobility that sets him
above the German school. In The Merchant of Venice, at the

crucial moment when Shylock realises that he is caught in the

toils he has woven, Ge stood perfectly still, as it seemed, for a

minute or more, then fell from his height—^being about 6 ft. 1 in.

—on to his fjice, rolling over and over, his whole body racked with

dry sobs of horror and despair.

It was largely as a protest against the fundamental lack of art

of the Petrograd Imperial productions, in which the play is

forgotten for the actors, that Stanislavsky founded the Moscow
Artistic Theatre. His colleagues in the venture, which is now
over a quarter of a century old, were friends and, like him,

amateurs ; his principle, that the object ^)f the theatre is to render

the spirit of the play and not to give a performance of histrionic

talent. He would never show anything to the public that he was

not satisfied was as good as he could make it, and preferred to

spend three months in extra rehearsals than to admit the least

unevenness or blot. Such a programme was evidently impossible

of accomplishment on a commercial basis, and StaniKlavsky and

his business colleague, Nemirovich-Danchenko, were backed to

an unlimited amount by the Maecenas among Moscow mil-

lionaires, Morozov. But the succeeding years created for the

theatre the public that did not exist at the beginning, and before

1912 the subscription list was so heavy that more than half the

house was permanently abound

,

and a thin audience a strange

rarity. The Artistic Theatre has become a cult among Moscow

highbrows, who go over and over again to see the same play in

a spirit of veneration that does not brook even the expression of

approval by the familiar medium of clapping of hands. This

spirit, to the inculcation of which was due the financial success

of the theatre, also indicates its wreakness. In the creation of

such a clique of worshippers is always the danger that the object

of their enthusiasm will either become precious, or will stagnate.

The latter is what has befallen thii Artistic. Theatre. While its
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scope has increased, and it has ^ot off two preparato^ schools

known as Studios of the Artistic Theatre, both of which theno^

selves give performances, and from being an enterprise of Stanis^

lavsky and his immediate circle, has become a co-operative

business in which every member of the company has highly^profit-

able shares, it has not progressed on the plane from which it

takes its name.

Stanislavsky made the great success of the theatre by the plays

of Chehov, and took as its symbol the name of that delicate

dramatist’s best work, The Seagull, Other of his famous pro-

ductions have been Gorky’s The Lower Depths, Tolstoy’s Powers

of Darkness, Ibsen’s /Iw Enemy of the People, and, chief among

them, Maeterlinck’s The Blue Bird. Julius Geesar, of which it

was said that Stanislavsky had brought everything from Eome

—

except the spirit of Shakesi)eare—and Hamlet were failures; it

is more curious that Tolstoy’s Living Corpse w'as not a success.

Stanislavsky himself played Batin, Dr. Stockmann, Uncle Vanya
(in (Jhehov’s play of that name), and created a deep impression

by his sincerity and the ingenuity of his characterisation; and

since he has ceased himself to play in it, An Enemy of the People

has, 1 believe, been dropped. But, generally speaking, the theatre

exists oil the repertory of ten or fifteen years ago. A few plays

liave been added, but Chehov continues to furnish the pidees de
rrsist^ancc. This cannot be healthy for a theatre. Chehov is not

so classic or strong an author that a great theatre can live by
him alone. On the contrary, he was peculiarly representative

of his epoch, and while depicting the traits of his time and class

with delicious art, lets go by much of the broad stream of Bussian
life, to say nothing of problems that vex the world beyond its

borders. In so far as it still relies upon Chehov, the Artistic

Theatre i.s in danger of becoming a backwater.

Chehov has had a further influence on the Artistic Theatre,
also not a good one. To produce their perfect effect his plays
require a uniform, as it were, grey quality in the acting that
from dialogue, often aiiparently trivial, creates a cumulative
impression of deep feeling. If brilliant acting is devoted to them
they become meaningless, and, in fact, we see that The Seagull

produced by the Imperial Theatre in Petrograd failed completely :

Star 'islavsky made it a lasting success. But the method he per-

fected for Chehov, applied to most other plays, results in mono-
tony, and bores. Too much attention cannot be paid to detail

in production ; but it must not be at the expense of the large

lines and the great moments. Now Chehov is all detail, and when
the detail is treated with such loving, thorough care as Stanis-

lavsky gives it, the large lines come out of themselves. Not so
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mth drama of a«obuster stamp. To take the case of The Blue
Bird, which at the Haymarket was a pantomime but at Moscow
a poem, despite the exquisite and chaste beauty of the production
and the high merit of the performers, among whom Madame
Halutina as Tyl Tyl deserves special iijention, the play became
wearisome before the end. •

In these matters the golden mean is struck by the Imperial
Theatre of Moscow, known, in contrast to the Opera House or

Big Theatre, as the Little Theatre. This, in my judgment, is the

best theatre in Bussia, and one of the best in the world. For
strength of company, grand traditions, high endeavour, and all-

round excellence there is nothing to be compared to it bJft the

Th^Sitre Frangais and the Burgtheater of Vienna. As is natural,

its finest work is in Bussian classical drama, and nothing more
perfect could be seen on any stage than the performances here

of Ostrovsky and Griboyedov. The latter*s classical comedy,

The Folly of Wisdom, which to some extent resembles, and was

probably inspired by, The School for Scandal, but is deeper and

more natively human in its appeal than Sheridan’s satire, pro-

vides the Little Theatre with an opportunity tliat never stales.

It is interesting to compare the rendering here with that of the

same play at the Artistic Theatre. Although the latter lavishes

on the production all its resources of costume, gorgeous decoration,

ingenious make-up, and studied manipulation of large crowds

upon the stage, and although Stanislavsky himself plays the

leading part of Famosov, the old Bussian noble whose feelings

are outraged by the new ideas that young Cliatsky imports from

abroad, the effect of the play is weak compared with that produced

with more modest means at the Little Theatre, where attention

is concentrated on the acting. In such plays acting is everything

;

scenery and properties, though entertaining and useful, are of

secondary importance. At the Tattle Theatre Famosov is played

by Yujin, in private life Princie Sumbatov, unquestionably the

finest actor of comedy now alive. Some Bussian critics prefer

Davydov, of the Petrograd Imijerial Company, to him; and

Davydov, it is not to be denied, is superior in subtlety and in a

' naturalness of art that I have never seen equalled on the stage.

But Yujin is stronger and wider, and plays both drama and

comedy with incomparable authority. Tall and slightly heavy

in figure, his marked Caucasian features are illuminated by the

most expressive and roguish pair of eyes ever seen, that in

moments of strong feeling are masked by a kind of hawk-like

lowering of the lids, which, thus shroud^, throw, as it were,

the massive outline of the actor’s whole head into relief. Both

actors, to take a Western criterion, belong to the very small clasB
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of which Coquelin ain^ was incontestably the^ chief; yet it is

doubtful whether Yujin must not be placed higher in point of

breadth and geniality. To see him and Pravdin, the coin4dipti
^

par excellence of the company, playing Beshenya Dengi (“Money

to Burn”), by Ostrovsky, is a pure theatrical joy that^could

hardly be attained elsewhere. Yujin is a fine tragedian, too, and

one of his best parts is held to be Othello. Owing to advancing

years he has now abandoned this part, but if one may judge from

hearing him deliver the Moor’s speech to the Senate, he must

have been very fine in it indeed. In drama he now chiefly

appears in his own plays, for Piince Sumbatov is himself a con-

siderable dramatist, his works, frequently compared to those of

Sudermann and Sir Arthur Pinero, enjoying great popularity with

tlie public.

The Little Theatre is by no means wedded to Rnssian drama,

in which it amply justifies its sobriquet of le tMdtre de MoUtre

russe. English and French plays, as no doubt formerly German,

figure frequently in the repertory. Un Verre d'Eau, by Scribe,

with its ceaseless movement and hrh affords, despite the old-

fashioned flavour, an excellent opportunity to the company.

Among modem English plays Mid-channel has been played with

marked success, while Sir James Barrie’s Rosalind and Oscar

Wilde’s Salome and A Florentine Tragedy are constant favourites.

Those who on the strength of the reminiscences of the author’s

unworthy translator find unholy suggestions in Salome (which,

be it remarked, was refused a licence here not on any moral

grounds, but because it infjinged the rule against the introduction

of persons from the Gospel), would be converted could they see

the play at the Little Theatre. Salome is popular with the whole
Kussian play-going public. Of recent years there have been
several new' productions of it at “miniature ” or Karnmer theatres,

it is considered in llussia a drama of extraordinary beauty and
subtlety on one of the most striking incidents in the New Testar
meut, depicting the downfall of viciousness and the vindication
of the Prophet’s righteousness. Not that the Russian public is

specially interested to draw a moral, but if a moral must be
drawn it is inevitably this. In many productions bizarre effects
are aimed at, either by strange lighting or by some conventional
manner of acting, intended to consort with the reiterated varisr
•-’oiiR in the dialogue that give the play its melody and haunting
Bcase. But at the Little Theatre a different method is adopted.
Here Salome is produced with a simple and virile realism that
immensely enhances its power and, were any such question raised,
would crush once for all the idea that the play, treated at its
true value, could corrupt anyone. The gilded luxury of the
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BooiBnised, Asialiic on its background of the stubborn

znight of the real Borne; the degenerate figure of the Tetrarch;

Me flaunting, betoened wife; and Salome, an elfin creature of

undeveloped mentality : these form a picture that can only revolt

and inspire towards its opposite. At the Little Theatre there is

no doubt VTith whom the audience sympathises, .whose appeal

thrills them : it is the commanding presence of John that rivets

attention, welds the gorgeous phantasmagoria into a drama of

ideals, dominates even when he has left the stage, and points the

meaning of the play. It is certainly not every theatre that has a

Maximov to play John ; but plays must be judged when cast at

their best. Maximov is the best jeune premier at present on the

stage. Graced with a handsome head, lithe figure, and a beautiful

speaking voice, he has also rare gifts of intelligence and quick

feeling. When at a special performance he played Armand in

La Dame aux CamMias to the Marguerite of Madame Yavorska,

he showed both his own merit and much merit in the play that

is often missed. The usual inferiority of the Armand to the

Marguerite makes the story hard to believe; when the actor is

capable of maintaining the balance it is seen as one of great trutli

and interplay of interesting emotion. Maximov played the part

of Armand as tEat of a dejightful boy, completely un self-conscions

and unspoiled, in a way that compelled belief : he was the Sieg-

fried of love, and made real at once Armandos devotion to Mar-

guerite and her infatuation for him. Petrovsky gn this occasion

playing Saint-Gaudens and a well-known tragedian Duval p^re,

the performance excited the highest interest, and the public,

overflowing into the corridors, watched through doors that could

not be shut for the throng.

It would have been a highly meritorious act in a cinema

manager to bring to England the pictures of Tolstoy s Lii ing

Corpse, filmed from the production with Maximov and Vera Holod-

naya as Fedya and Masha. Had Mr. Ainley seen these, he would

have surely altered much in his production of the play (entitled

Reparation at the St. James’s) and in his rendering of the part.

The London production contained, inevitably, many points that

competent Bussian advice would have changed or eliminated, but

the main lesson of the Bussian performance was to be drawn from

the treatment of the central figure. Here Maximov brought out

the inward delicacy of Fedya’s nature, which is for ever seeking

an ideal but has not the strength to achieve it. One felt the

tenderness and the purity of his relations with the gipsy girl whose

passion is that, as it might be, of a flower for the wind, and the

inspiration that Fedya derives from the gipsy music, which Mr.

Ainley’s wallowing on the divan rendered at once incredible.
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And unless these traits are delineated, Tolstoy^s sketch (for- the

play is unfinished) loses its sense. Maximov, it may be noted,

played the gipsy scene in a frock coat and with perfect restraint.

Mr. Ainley might also have learnt that in the later scenes it was
not necessary to give Fedya the complexion of a stoker. #

Taste in plays in Bussia is superior to that in England in so

far as where subsidised theatres exist, regularly playing classical

and good foreign jneces, a standard is kept and a constant process

of education goes on that spreads far beyond the walls of the

actual State or, as in the case of the Moscow Art Theatre for

many years, privately subsidised house. Of British authors,

Oscar Wilde, Pinero, and Bernard Shaw, whose new plays always
prove an attraction, are the most widely known, but Barrie,

Somerset Maugham, Sutro, and others also are played, and
adaptations from Dickens, with whoSe novels every educated
Bussian is acquainted. They are not, perhaps, always presented
entirely as their authors intended them to be, but the fact of their

presentment at all shows catholicity and the modern view. It
would be good for us could we say we w^ere as well instnacted in
the works of Andreev, Artsybashev, Kamensky, Snnibatov, and
Belyaev. Tliere is also, in Bussia as elsewhere, a wide taste for
spurious drama of the type of Mr. Sheldon’s Romance and The
Coulisses mentioned above, and for drawing-room melodrama.
Except at the Imperial and Artistic Theatres, production on its
material side is far less studied than with us, and I have seen a
b^kcloth in The Cherry Orchard at the latter that would cer-
tainly not pass muster in Ijondon. This, however, while jarring
on the eye accustomed to London and Paris perfection in this
respect, is excused by a livelier interest on the part of Bussian
audiences in the contents of the play, and merelv magnificent
spectacles stand little chance.

The organisation of the theatre throughout Bussia in stock
companies, of which there must be two hundred or more, has
besides the merit of providing much well-paid work for actors
that of rendering them remarkably quick at their work.
Rehearsals take place every day throughout the season from
II to 4, and the bill is changed practically every night, thirty or
forty different pjays being given in the season. This means
immensely hard work, which could not be got through at all
without the aid of much native quickness; ftit it also spells
almost complete reliance on the prompter, who gives the text
of the whole play to the company. Here is a defect of the system.
Except in the best theatres the prompter is seldom, as he can
quite well be, inaudible ; while the fact that actors do not have to
rely on their memory for the word tends to make them careless of
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exact poMticm^n the stage (on which Biiglish aotOTB largd^r
rely as a guide to memory), and this in turn tends to take the
edge off the fineness of acting and to make it slipshod and the
players bad “listeners.” At the Little and the Artistic Theatres
the protnpter is seldom required and is never obvious. With
three rehearsals it is hardly possible to give more than an approxi-
mate-rendering of a play, and if a play produced under such
conditions is one that you know, you are seldom satisfied. Never-
theless, the variety and constant application required by the work
give Bussian acting, as a whole, a more intelligent and elastic

quality than is to be found throughout the English theatre.

A further result of the universality of the stock company is

the creation of the class of actor known as “gastrolers,” from the
German word Gastrolle, which means the performance of a
“star” coming from outside. There is a small number of actors

who, owing to racial reasons, such as the brothers Baphael and
Eobert Adelheim, who have a large Jewish following, or to their

strong liberal opinions, such as Madame Yavorska, or to reasons

of personality or temperament, such as Dalsky, Orlenev and

Samoilov, for whom there has been no place on the Imperial stage

or that of the Artistic The »,tre, and are too big to be engaged^

even as leaders of a big provincial theatre, where they would

overbalance the company. These, then, are engaged to give

special performances with local companies, sometimes in the

capitals, sometimes in large provincial towns, or sometimes them-

selves run isolated seasons with temporary companies or make
extended tours through Russia and Siberia. They receive very

large salaries, as much as a thousand roubles (when fifteen roubles

equalled a pound sterling) having been paid to Davydov and

offered to Madame Yavorska for each of ten performances. They

are usually invited to restore the finances or the prestige of a

theatre in need of a fillip, and losses on a bad season may be

entirely recouped by a week with a successful gastroler, such will

be the business done at raised prices. But this results in some

of the best Russian actors occasionally living in retirement for

months together, and has the further disadvantage that these

eminent artists seldom have the chance to study new parts, since

the gafftroler is expected to take with him the prompt books and

parts of all his plays, and if these are entirely strange to the

company he visits he will have to produce the plays himself from

the beginning—an almost intolerable strain. Raphael Adelheim,

who in youth studied at Vienna and resembles in his playing the

celebrated Levinsky, and Madame Yavorska in recent years added

to their repertory, but thus it happens that Dalsky, reputed the

most passionate tragic actor in Russia and hors concours in
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Oth01o and Hamlet, had loot for yoanr befoise his death by Wr
accident in 1918 essayed any new part. Sometimes, too; the

gastroler would be doing more paluable work in e permanent
;

company, as in the case of Samoilov, the most exquisite actor of

light and pathetic comedy I have ever seen, not excepting ^Jeorges

Berr of the Comedie Frangaise. To see Samoilov in a congenial

part is to lose all sense that you are in a theatre. So easy and'

vivacious is his art that you are transported by him into the life

of the play and pass unforgettable moments enwrapped in the

atmosphere of his sensitive emotion. Nor is he only for comedy.
Hamlet is one of his most popular parts, and he is held the best

Fedya yet seen in The Living Corpse.

Sucli was the Bussian theatre as I learnt to know it in glimpses
down to the summer of 1918. The Bevolution and the first six

months of the Bolshevik regime affected it but little ; but when
the new tyrants felt strong enough to extend their grasp to the
theatre, following the State and the Church, it rapidly
detcrionited. Practically no new plays were written or pro-
duced ; favourites of the Councils or Sovieti began to push their
way to the fimit

; outstanding ability in actors was frowned upon
as an offence against the Bolshevik axiom that no one is better
than the worst. Of creative power in the theatre there was no
sign. Bcvolutionary plays were eagerly sought, but not found,
lor the hrench Bevolution with its throbbing patriotism was con-
demned as “counter-revolutionary.” Performances had to be
delayed or cancelled at the caprice of the rulers, and on one
occasion at the Moscow Artistic Theatre the company was forced
to give Act I. over again for the pleasure of a Conciliar bigwig
coming in late. Kachalov, the jeune premier of this theatre, being
on a visit to Harkov when the latter town was captured by
Denikin and taking part in a performance in honour of the
General, Stanislavsky and others of the company were seized by
the Conciliar power in Moscow and thrown into prison as hostages
Theatres grew unkempt, moral and intellectual leadership in them
declined. The one notable achievement in the theatre under
Bolshevik control was the introduction into a pretentious play by
Anatole Kamensky at Moscow of a lady totally nude except for
her slippers. For the credit of the profession let it be esM that
the principal part was played not by an actress, but by a cocotte.
Such is the Bolshevik, not the Bussian, theatre. When the base
pseudo-Socialist mask has disappeared, under cover of which
Germany is striving to turn Bussia into a Teutonic appanage,
the Bussian theatre will in all probability have to reconstruct
itself anew from the foundations.

John Bolloox.



THE SITUATION IN THE FAB EAST.

Onb of the most striking things in the world to-day fs the triumph
of Bolshevism; the triumph may be temporary, perhaps very
temporary, but there it is. At the moment practically all Bussia,
including Siberia to the Pacific, but excluding the “Border
States and the “Government of North Bussia,“ is under Bed
rule, The effort of Yudenitch failed disastrously, and the
“Government of North-West Bussia,” which that general helped
into being, has gone. Denikin has been beaten back to the Black
Sea, and his position, if not hopeless, is most precarious

;
yet as

late as last autumn his advance, rapid and apparently irresistible,

had carried him to a point about two hundred miles from Moscow.
Beports were current that Lenin and Trotsky w'ere preparing to

abandon their capital and move farther east. The Koltchak

rigime, which up to last spring was full of the promise that Bussia

would be redeemed from Bolshevism, has disappeared. In the

overthrow of Koltchak, as in the defeats and retreat of Denikin,

economic and political factors have played a large part, but the

main cause of the great change that has taken place during the

past few months has evidently been the efficiency of the Bed
armies, who have a capable Generalissimo in Kameneff, formerly

a colonel in the old Eussian Army. Koltchak and Denikin were

the two chief opponents in the field of the Bolshevist forces, and

militant Bolshevism has overcome them, in spite of the aid, which

was by no means small, though principally in the shape of muni-

tions and advice, given by the Allies both in Europe and Asia.

The unpalatable tmth is that not only Koltchak and Denikin, but

the Allies, have been beaten, whether in South Bussia or in

Siberia. The success, moreover, of the Bolshevists in these areas,

where they have outfought fairly large and, to some extent, well-

equipped forces, cannot but suggest that the continued existence

of the Government of North Bussia, which has its headquarters

at Archangel, and for which the Allies, particularly the British,

did so much, is problematical in the extreme. Where Koltchak

and Denikin have not been successful, Zuboff, who has replaced

Tschaikovsky, will hardly be able to stand if the Beds make a

determined drive at him. The “Border States” are perhaps in a

somewhat* different category, and before passing on to a con-

sideiialion of the situation in the Far East that has been brought

about by the triumph of Bolshevism, it may be well to devote

some space to the present position of these States^ as their attitude
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iio the Bolshevists the attitude of the Bolis^^ists to.tnem

a bearing on the whole subject. The West cannot be di^xb^

from the East where Eussia is concerned ;
peace for the

shevists on their western front must have a reaction on

eastern fronts.
< i

The Border States, which stretch from the Baltic to the Blm
Sea, consist of Esthonia, Latvia (Lettland appears to be coining

into fashion again as the name of this little country, which, ^w-
cver, it should not be forgotten, contains the great port of Kiga),

Lithuania, Poland, and the Ukraine—^five States, of which the

best organised and most formidable in a military sense is Poland.

As was anticipated by the writer in the article on "The/New

Baltic States,” which was published in the December issue of

this Eeview, Esthonia has come to terms with the Bolshevists,

a “Permanent Armistice Treaty,” as it is called, being signed early

last month. By this treaty the " Workers and Peasants’ Govern-

ment of the Eussian Socialist Federated Soviet Eepublic,** as

Lenin terms the system of tyranny of which he is the head,

recognised unconditionally the independence of the State of

Esthonia, agreed to pay to Esthonia the sum of fifteen million

roubles in gold, and granted to her a concession for the building

of a railway from Moscow to the Esthonian frontier. Thus ends

the conflict between the Eeds and the Esthonians, the losses of

tlie latter in the fighting, which at times was very severe, being

put at upwards of 10,000 men. But it should be noted that a

definite treaty of peace has not been negotiated, and, naturally, it

remains to be seen how the jwjrmanent armistice will work out.

With respect to Latvia, the struggle between the Letts and the

Bolshevists was still going on while this article was being written

;

the Letts had made such good progress that all the territory to

which they lay claim was then in their hands. It seems to be
the case that the three Baltic States have entered into sozhe sort

of alliance, and that Finland and Poland are parties to it. The
settlement of the frontiers of Lithuania and Poland, at any rate,

is T)eing undertaken with a prospect of success. Now that
I'sthonia has come to an arrangement with the Bolshevist Govern-
ment, it is to be expected that Latvia and Lithuania will follow
suit.

Tjenin seeks peace in the West, as the terms of the permanent
armistice with Esthonia are sufficient to indicate. But there is

a further indication in his action regarding Poland, to whom he
has made overtures of peace, or, at least, has proposed an armis-
tice. Before these overtures were made the Poles, in conjunction
with the Letts, had strengthened their northern front by the
capture of Dvihsk, and their advanced troops elsewhere w;ere
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^jllifidmg on pcfoM yfMi^ ih» Bo\^^ Polish,

bat Bussian. It was generally believed th^ Was Iningmg

up large reintocements from the south for the piix|K)^^

the Foles^ and M. Millerand stated in the French Chamber

the other day that the Allies had decided to lend the utmost sup-

port to Poland if she were attacked by the Bol^evists. In

London there had been reports in a contrary sense. Now if there

is one thing mdre than another to which the Allies are comzhitted,

it is to the prot^tion and suppprt of Poland. And Pohmd,
besides, is the principal, the central, member of the Border Sktes

that are supposed to form a wall between Western Euro^ and

Boldievism, and in every way it is to the interests of the Allies

to defend her. But the policy of the Allies respecting the Bol*

shevists has not been consistent ; Poland will, no doubt, devebp
the necessary vigilance and look after herself to the utmost of her

power. In Pilsudsld, the chief of her Government, she has a

strong and able leader. If it depended entirely on herself,

she would have nothing to do with the Lenin-Trotsky gang,

but she must be governed by circumstances. Lenin definitely

j^pognised her independence in his overtures, and proposed that

, a provis frontier should be delimited pending a final demarca-

iapn. His tone was conciliatory, and it is on the cards that an

armistice will be arranged ; it is quite plain that that is his desire.

The last of these Border States between the Baltic and the Black

Sea is the Ukraine, and there the position is very obscure. There

have been rumours that the Ukrainian Government, which has its

seat at Vinnitza, with J. Mazeppa as Premier, was negotiating

with the Bolshevists, and even that a treaty, of which the terms

were published, was under consideration ; but these rumours have

been contradicted officially. According to the Warsaw corre-

spondent of the Times, in a message published by that journal on

February 3rd, the Soviet Government in the Ukraine is regarded

by Lenin as “separate from, but federated to, the rest of Soviet

Bussia.” This probably means, especially when the defeat of

Denikin is taken into account, that the Bolshevists make very

little of the Ukraine as one of the Border States

—

i.e., buffer

States. And if the Ukraine be negligible in this way, the Border

States would in that area be Czecho-Slovakia, Hungary, and

chiefly Bumania. Bcviewing the situation in the West, the out-

look suggests peace for Bolshevism, or, in other words,, w^t is

tantamount to victory in present conditions for it, on its western

front. There remain the Border States of Caucasia to be con-

sidered, but since Denikin was thrown back and a road was opened

for the Bed armies in that region, there must be great uncertainty

as to the immediate future of the little Bepublics of which they
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Bre oomposod, and much doubt whether they be looked on as

forming a barrier to Bolsbevisin. And it has to be borne in mind
that it is across them that the way lies to the north-western side

of the Middle East, the way into Mesopotamia and Persia, where
the British now have great interests.

Still, whatever may b(f the precise {xisition of any or all of

these Border States vijn-a-tk t}»e BolsheviKt Government, these

States at present do in S(une si>rt constitute wliai may be called a

buffer zone b(ftwe<3n that Govepiment and other Kuroi>ean Govern-

uientH. Apart from Traiis-C^iucasia, a gn at natural barrier region,

but now more or loss easily t>eiietral>io because of its railways and

militarv routls, no such btdlor zone us inav found in the West
exists in Asia. With tiu* exception of doubtiul Afghanistan, the

llcds stand slurk and menacing on the frontiers of the Allies

from the Caspian to the Baciiie. All Tiirkislan is as Bed as is

all Hiboria. 'i’urkistan with its railways supplies bases for

assaults, whether hy arms <»r propaganda, oji JVrsiii, Afghanistan,

and ludia, AlrejKly our uowspajKTs contain accf)unl8 of the

ju-opagandist activities of Bolshevist agcmcies in Afghanistan and

India, and thos(3 who are best acquainted with the plausibility

and attractiveness of this propaganda, as well as with the energy

and determination, to say nothing of the skill, with which it is

pushed from its central ofiices at Moscow, maintain that it is

folly not to take it seriously, aiul not to see in it a grave threat

to the British Empire. Btil it is nut only propaganda. There is

the question whether the Bed armies, no longer despicable but

flushed with success, do not staiid behiml Jait j>ro|Uganda. Beports

are current of llu* eoncentrutioa of Bolslievisi forces near the

frontiers in large numbers, and a desirent into lVr.sia would appear

to present no great diiViculty.

It will not do to rule out the [wssibility of Bolshevist attacks

in the Middle East. With |K*aco on their western front, and

jwrhaps a great im rea.se of supplies owing to the raising of the

blockade by tlie Allies, tlie lied armies should be conceived of

by us as the really formidable inslruments of ix>licy outside of

old Asiatic Bussia they can become in the unscrupulous hands of

Ijcnin and Trotsky, and we should govern ourselves accordingly.

The threat is there, and it is idle to alTi^t Hot to see it. And
then, in addition to the i^ossibility of an incursion of militant

Botshevism into the Middle East, there is the possibility—if it is

not already an actuality—of an alliance, as against the Allies, of

the likdshevists with the Pan-lslamic movement, now manifestmg

itself in Asia Minor, Kurdistan, and elsewhere in propaganda and

occasional attacks and outbreaks. A League for the Libwation

of Islam was founded a sliort time ago at Moscow, under the
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auspit^es of the Bolshevist Commissanat for Foreign Affairs, and
its activities extend into India. In his speech at the opening of

the Legislative Council at Delhi in January last Lord Chelmsford,

after stating that the situation in the Middld East was painted in

lurid colours in the European newspapers, said that he did not

desire to minimise the danger, but that he thougtit the danger

lay chiefly in BiMshevist propaganda and secret agitation,

and not in Bolshevist military actkin. He intimated that the

Indian Crovcrnment \sas wntching matters closely* and was
setting up special machinery to deal with tlic Bolshevist “i)ene-

tratiou.” This machinery, it is to be ho[)e(l, will bo set up not

only in India, but, so far as may be. in the vast regions that

adjoin it.

What has haj'pened, and what may hapjK ii, in the Middle East
and in Iruhu, as well as in Enropt‘. gives addetl signilicauce to

the situation in tlu; Fur East, which has developed with aston-

ishing rapidity in the mo!>t t‘x!raordaiary and unexpected fashion

during the last two or three luoiilhs. To go ha(*k a little. It

was almost at the very time when tlu? Allies granteil lo Germany
Armistice which brought tlie tireat War a close that

admiral KoKchak ostablished his “AIMiussia (lovernment*’ at

Omsk, with himself as Supreme lluler.” A wTies of victories

over the Bed armies in the winter of 19 18- 10 carried his cam-
paign against the. Bolshevists beyond the Frals—\vc?ll into Euro-

j>ean Uussia, J Vnii and Ffa being Jield by liini. I’he Bed armies

were reported t<j he disintegrating, and at the end of Ia.st April

Koltcliuk was said lo he so confuient of com] dote suctcess as to

believe that liis forces were adequate to the undertaking, without

the assistance of llic contingents of the Allies. In May it was
stattMl that Japan had “ rec<jgniscd *’ Koltchak, and during the

same month and the following the Council of l-’our took some
steps in the direction of recognising him. Xo one then suspected

tluvt Koltchak had reached his aiK)gee, but long before the end

of that montli of May the Bed armies had rallied, and Koltchak's

left wing was severely defecated, with heavy los.s of men, equip-

ment, and territorj% In Juoe-.luly Koltchak's forces w^re in

retreat ail along the line. Aiigust-Bcptemher showed no im-

provement. In October it became plain th.'it Koltchak would be

unable to withstand the Bed pressure, and in mid-November the

Bolshevists were in Om.sk, the seat of Koltchak’s Goveminent

having been transferred to Irkutsk, hundreds of miles to the east.

At first tlie retreat from Omsk of Koltchak’s troops, then gener-

ally known as the Siberian Army, w^as orderly, hut as it con-

tinued eastward it became more and more difficult, and soon

was disastrous. There was but the single line of railway, and

PVOIi. ovn. N«8.
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ar« oomppsed, and much doubt whether they cj>n be looked on^ as

forming a barrier to Bolshevism. And it has to be borne in mind
that it is across them that the way lies to the north-western side

of the Middle East, the way into Mesopotamia and Persia, where
the British now have great interests.

. Still, whatever may be the precise position of any or all of

these Border States ms-d-vis the Bolshevist Government, these

States at present do in some sort constitute what lhay be called a

buffer zone between that Govepment and other European Govern-

ments. Apart from Trans-Caucasia, a great natural barrier region,

but now more or less easily penetrable because of its railways and
military roads, no such buffer zone as may be found in the West
exists in Asia. With the exception of doubtful Afghanistan, the

Beds stand stark and menacing on the frontiers of the Allies

from the Caspian to the Paciffc. All Turkistan is as Bed as is

all Siberia. Turkistan with its railways supplies bases for

assaults, whether by arms or propaganda, on Persia, Afghanistan,

and India. Already our newspapers contain accounts of the

propagandist activities of Bolshevist agencies in Afghanistan and
India, and those who are best acquainted with the plausibility

and attractiveness of this propaganda, as well as with the energy

and determination, to say nothing of the skill, with which it is

pushed from its central offices at Moscow, maintain that it is

folly not to take it seriously, and not to see in it a grave threat

to the British Empire. But it is not only propaganda. There is

the question whether the Bed armies, no longer despicable but

flushed with success, do not stand behind .,hat propaganda. Beports

are current of the concentration of Bolshevist forces near the

frontiers in large numbers, and a descent into Persia would appear

to present no great difficulty.

It will not do to rule out the possibility of Bolshevist attacks

in the Middle East. With peace oii^their western front, and

perhaps a great inci'ease of supplies owing to the raising of the

blockade by the Allies, the Bed armies should be conceived of

by us as the really formidable instruments of policy outside of

old Asiatic Bussia they can become in the unsapfpulous hands of

Lenin and Trotsky, and we should govern ourselves accordingly.

The threat is there, and it is idle to affect not to see it.. And
then, in addition to the {)ossibi1ity of an incursion of militant

Bolshevism into the Middle East, there is the possibility— it is

not already an actuality—of an alliance, as against the Allies, of

the Bolshavists with the Pan-lslamic movement, now manifesting

itself in Asia Minor, Kurdistan, and elsewhere in prop^anda and

occasional attacks and outbreaks. A League for the Liberation

of Islam was founded a short time ago at Moscow, under the
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^spices of the Bolshevist (jommiBsariat for Foreign Affairs, and
its activities extend into India. In his speech at the opening of

the Legislative Council at Delhi in January last Lord Chelmsford,

after atating that the situation in the Middld East was painted in

lurid flours in the European newspapers, said that he did not

desire to minimise the danger, but that he thought the danger

lay chiefly in Bolshevist propaganda and secret agitation,

and not in Bolshevist military action. He intimated that the

Indian Government was watching matters closely* and was
setting up special machinery to deal with the Bolshevist “pene-

tration.” This machinery, it is to be hoped, will be set up not

only in India, but, so far as may be, in the vast regions that

adjoin it.

What has happened, and what may happen, in the Middle East
and in India, as well as in Europe, gives added significance to

the situation in the Far East, which has developed with aston-

ishing rapidity in the most extraordinary and unexpected fashion

during the last two or three months. To go back a little. It

was almost at the very time when the Alhes granted to Germany
the Armistice wdiicli brought the Great War to a close that

^Admiral Koltchak established his “All-Bussia Government” at

Omsk, with himself as Supreme Ruler.” A series of victories

over the Red armies in the winter of 191B-19 carried his cam-

paign against the Bolshevists beyond the .Urals—well into Euro-

pean Russia, Perm and Ufa being held by him. The Bed armies

were reported to be disintegrating, and at the end of last April

Koltchak was said to be so confident of complete success as to

believe that his forces were adequate to the undertaking, without

the assistance of the contingents of the Allies. In May it was

stated that Japan had “recognised” Koltchak, and during the

same month and the following the Council of Four took some

steps in the direction of recognising him. No one then suspected

that Koltchak had reached his apogee, but long before the end

of that month of May the Bed armies had rallied, and Koltchak*

s

left wing was severely defeated, with heavy loss of men, equip-

ment, and territory. In June-Juiy Koltchak’ s forces Wjpre in

retreat all along the line. August-September showed no im-

provement. In October it became plain that Koltchak would be

unable to withstand the Bed pressure, and in mid-November the

Bolshevists were in Omsk, the seat of Koltchak ’s Government

having been transferred to Irkutsk, hundreds of miles to the east.

At first the retreat from Omsk of Koltchak ’s troops, then gener-

ally known as the Siberian Army, was orderly, but as it con-

tinued eastward it became more and more difdcult, and soon

was disastrous. There was but the single line of railway, and

voii, ovn. N.B.
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the movements of the troops were impeded ,by thousands of

civilians flying from the wrath to come of the victorious Beds.

In the most favourable circumst^ces the retreat would not have

been easy, but neither the railway nor its rolling stock was in

the best condition, the traffic speedily became disorganised, and

the result was.what might be expected. To make matters worse,

the commanders quarrelled among themselves, and ill-feeling

developed between the Eussians and the Czechs. Away from the

railway there were numerous risings against the Koltchak regime

^

and even in Irkutsk its position was very insecure. Such was

the situation as 1919 came to an end.

As the present year opened the Eed armies had advanced half-

way from Omsk to Irkutsk, and their subsequent march eastward

has progressed rapidly, as they have encountered little or no

opposition. It was clear that Koltchak 's power was broken, and

the question arose, what was to be done by the Allies to save

what could be saved from the wreck? General Semenoif, the

Hetman of the Cossacks in the Lake Baikal region, had been

appointed Commander of the country east of Irkutsk by Kolt-

chak, but Semenoll's record had been somewhat spotted by the

exactions and excesses of his troops, who were not much better

than banditti, and it was felt that he was hardly the man to cope

with the emergency. The Great Power among the Allies who
was more directly alfected than the others by the tremendous

change in Siberia, especially having in view what might take

place in Eastern Siberia—the Bussian Ear East—was Japan, and

conferences were held in Washington by Mr. Lansing, then

American Secretary of State, and the Japanese Ambassador, in

order to arrive at some method of dealing with the situation. It

was semi-officially announced that an understanding had been

reached between the United States and Japan by which the

Japanese were to move fresh troops into Eastern Siberia as a

barrier against the Bolshevists. At that time Japanese troops,

it was reported, were holding the line of the Angara before

Irkutsk, and were determined to prevent any advance of the Beds
beyond^ the river. In reality no agreement with respect to action

against* the Beds was come to by the United States and Japan.
Perhaps it was because things moved too fast in Siberia. Irkutsk

successfully revolted against the Koltchak Government, and
Koltchak resigned. All that the Japanese did was to help in

keeping some sort of order in Irkutsk while the Allied detach-

ments were being evacuated, and they probably prevented a good

deal of bloodshed. The British and other Allied Missions retired

to Chita. Koltchak was imprisoned, and shortly afterwards was

murdered. In the end the Koltchak regime perished in the most
pitiful manner.
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Meanwhile it bad become known that the United States was

withdrawing its troops from Siberia. Japan had asked whether

America intended to maintain the Btaius quo^ or proceed with an

entire or partial withdrawal, or whether it was prepared to send

reinf(jp:emehts in case of need. The American Government

replied that it deemed it advisable to withdraw, as•the reinforce-

ment of its troops was impracticable, and as to maintain the

status quo ** might involve it in an undertaking of such an

indehnite character 'as to be inadvisable.’* Speaking in the

Japanese Diet, Viscount Uchida, the Minister for Foreign Affairs,

gave a somewhat different account of the matter. After stating

that the Bussian question was of great moment to Japan, he

commented on the fact tliat anti-Bolshevist forces in European

Bussia were on the wane, and said that it appeared to be the

case that both Great Britain and France had come to the decision

to render no further assistance to Bussia (anti-Bolshevist Bussia).

He then said that Japan had approached America with a view

to arriving at an understanding as to sending reinforcements to

places on the Trans-Siberian railway where the forces of railway

guards had been more or less depleted. Before Japan received

jk reply from America the Commander-in-Chief of the American

x\rmy in Vladivostok told the Japanese Commander-in-Chief in

Siberia that ho had been instructed to withdraw his troops from
that countryi and also that America would cease to participate

in supervising the Siberian railways—in a word, that the United

States was abandoning Siberia to its fate. Later the Japanese

Government received the reply of the American Government to

the same effect. In his speech Viscount Uchida added :

—

‘*Tho netsd oi sending out reinfonjenients to our railway guards having
been intensified, the Japanese Government has taken steps to dispatch about

half a division lor that purpose. At any rate, the present plight of Ilussia

is a matter of grave concern, not only to Ilussia herself, but also to all those

intereste4»in the general peace of the world. The Japanese Government
is extremely anxious to see the speedy establishment of a stable Govern-

ment in Kyssia and the achievement of her complete resuscitation.'’

There had been some idea that Japau would be given a man-
date to intervene in force in Siberia, and it may be conjectured

that in some quarters in Japan such a mandate would have been
received with satisfaction, considering the spread of the Bed Peril

to the Far East. On the other hand, as, according to one well-

informed observer on the spot, her effective intervention to save

even Transbaikalia from the Bolshevists meant putting at least

ten divisions into the field, it is easy to understand that the

majority of her leaders might well hesitate to embark on such

a venture. Besides, the great majority of the Japanese people,

p 2
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if they took any i)articular interest in what going on in

Siberia at all, were against inteiTention. Part of the Japanese

Press favoured intervention, part was much opixised to it. In

the Cabinet the only thorough-going advocate of a strong policy

in Siberia was apparently General Tanaka, the Minister of War.

Opposition ix)liticians ixanted out that Japan’s intervention in

Itussia had already cost tlm «>untry ujwards of twenty millions

sterling—for which there was no return w hatever, and they asked

why the resources of the irountry should he dissi]»atcd on such an

unprolitulde Inisiuess. At all invents, while the qiu^stioji of inter-

vention was being dis(•u^•sed hy |jolitician.s and oconoinists, amid

the a|ttithv rd’ the .lapariese generally, things did not stand still

in the Jlijssian 1‘ar ilast. The state of the country became

chaotic.

HenuMiolfs utlempt to 1‘oiin a (lovernijn’id at Chita- failed, and

part of liis forces went over to tlie Polshcvists. At Harbin

(ieneral iforval, I he ciric^ <lir<rfor <»f the (-hifiese Eastern

Kailway. vvluVIi has its hejidquarlers in that city, issued a pro-

chunatiou stating t/iat he was in sole administrative control of

the Jfussians i/i the area traversed by the line. The Chinese

Eas'tcrn is an integral jHirtaui of the Traiis-Siberiau Pailw^ay,

and passes tlirongli Morthcni Mariehuria from west to east.

Manchuria still belongs to China, as she took care to remind the

world mine days ago, and Jlorvat in liis proclamation was diplo-

matic enough to acknowledge China’s territorial sovereignty. It

looked US’ if there might be a repetition in that area of the

situation as it was in the summer of 11)18—Horvat and his follow-

ing lighting the local 13olsbevist.s, wdtb Cliina intervening in the

end, and driving the lleds out of Manchuria. But in 1920 the

Chinese authorities, wdio again supported Horvat, seem to have

matters well in hand, and .st) far there has been little disorder

in that region. Immediately outside there was much confusion.

The tension between the Czechs and (he llussians led to frequent

clashes with losses to both ; the Czechs had also to combat the

Beds farther west. Tow'ard.s the close of .January the strong east-

ward sweep of the Bolshevist movement was seen when Nikolsk,

which is only some fifty miles north of Vladivostok, and is the

junction of the Chinese Eastern and Ussuri (Amur) Bailways,

\''as suddenly occupied by Bed forces. The important town of

Bbgoveshtchensk on the Amur Bailw^ay passed into the hands

of revolutionaries about the same time. Finally, before the

month ended, Vladivostok, the last stronghold of the anti-

Bolshevist Bussians, became gieatly disturbed, and on January

31st it, too, became Bed, the change taking place peacefully,

as order w^as maintained, in the general interest^ by Japanese
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troops. The Viadivostok coup was not the work, however,

actually of Bolshevists, but of the local Zemstvoists, who estab-

lished a Zemstvo Governnient known as the Uprava. The
Bolshevists of Vladivostok decided to uphold the Uprava, but only

on cQiidition that it “ promptly liquidated the intervention in the

Far East**—that is. got rid of the forces of the Allies—and

“effected the reunion of Soviet liussia.” It is to be expected,

therefore, that Vladivostok will bei'ome Bolshevist: the Zemst-

voists are at the mercy of the extrenu* eh'inents, who will assert

themselves on tlie withdrawal of the Allies.

With all Easttiin Asiatic Bussia in the ]K)\Yer of the Bolshevists,

both China and Japiui have the Beds on their frontiers, and

cannot but view the fiihire .with grave concern. China is open

to Bed pressure, j'n»|i.i;!:indi-t and inilitarv’, in Mongolia and

Manchuria, Japan in Manchuria aiul Korea. Bed forces were

reported to have reached Ihe hoiiralary North-Western Mon-
golia in the last week of January. In Manchuria there? is a con-

siderable body of Chinese troops, and, as previously noted, China

is maintaining order there, but the proviiuie. has been subjected

to Bolshevist proiiagunda, and it is doubtful whether China by

herself could long withstand a strong Bed attack in that region.

The history of China during the last few years was narrated in

brief by the WTiter in an article entitled “Tbe.Sino-Japanese

Afilitary Convention,** which was published in this Keview in

August, 1918, and in another article, headed “China, Japan, and

the Peace,** which appeared in the August, 1919, number. The
predominating feature in Chinese history since it became a

republic is the struggle between the North and the South, between

Peking and Canton, as it might be put. All attempts to bring

about a u^jion liave failed, and, though the effort is about to be

renewed, it hardly seems likely that it will be more successful,

as there is no improvement in the political situation, which is

still controlled by the Military Tuchuns or Governors and their

soldiers rather than by the Central Government or the civil

authorities. The Tuchuns have something like a million men
in their armies, but only a small part of their forces can be

reckoned as fairly good troops. China is very w^eak from the

military point of view, and the Peking Government has no money
in its treasury. On the other hand, there are considerable por-

tions of the country that are prosperous. The bulk of the people

are industrious, hard-working, and most pacific. The great

majority are farmers, each with a bit of land which he cultivates

intenaively, and to which he is attached both for the living it

gives him and because, having come down from his forebears, it

is associated with the ancestor-worship that is his simple religion.
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Some observers think that Bolshevism is not likely to appeal to

him, but he is extraordinarily doeile, and Bolshevist propaganda

is extraordinarily clever and effective. Trotsky was talking non-

sense when he said recently that China was ready to embrace

Bolshevism, but it certainly is true that China lies open to propa-

ganda, if nothing else, llecent Bussiau papers assert that

Bolshevist propaganda is already “intense” in China.

fTapan is the predominant Power in the Far East. She has

great interests in Manchuria, and she is bound to protect them
against the imminent Bolshevist menace. She bolds Korea, and

she is aware that Moscow regards that country as a promising

field for propaganda, as the Koreans still hanker after their

independence, and many of them have not taken kindly to

Jai>anese rule. It is on Japan rather than on China that the

incidence of the Red Peril must mainly fall, and it is Japan that

will much more strenuously combat the Bolshevist attacks, if

they develop. Reports that Bolshevism has penetrated into Japan
proper may be disregarded, and the same may be said of the

rumour that relations have been established between the Bol-

shevists and Japanese troops in Siberia. The spirit of Japan is

entirely opposed to Bolshevism. Jaj-yan will have to make up her

mind quickly regarding what she must do. Divided counsels kept

her from doing anything to stem the tide of Bolshevism after

Omsk had fallen to the Reds. For one thing, she knew that her

Western Allies had decided to render no further assistance to

Russia, and for another she knew that she was not popular in

Siberia. And, as has been said above, most of her own people

were hostile to intervention. Intervention is no longer in ques-

tion ; the time has gone past for it. Japan's attitude now will

he defensive. She is much stronger than ever before, and almost

in every way. She has been most prosperous during the last three

or four years. Many of her people grew rich because of the war.

Figures published of late show the enormous, literally enormous,

expansion of her exports and imports. Japan’s share in the war
caused only a small sum comparatively to be added to her National

Debt—about twenty millions sterling. The Island Empire
emerged from the great struggle in a much better economic con-

dition than did any of the other Allies. She increased very

largely her stock of gold, w^hich is now of the value of nearly

^£130,000,000. Japan’s abounding prosperity made most of her

people indifferent to what was going on in Siberia. In het Diet

the Opposition, which is known as the Kenseikai, and is led by
Viscount Kato, formerly Ambassador to Great Britain, draws its

members from the industrial and commercial centres, and it

clamoured for the withdrawal of the Japanese troops from Siberia.
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The party in po^er, the Seiynkaii the lee^r of which is Mr.
Hara, the Prime Minister, failed to formulate a strong policy.

But with the Beds on the borders of Manchuria, and Korea the

whole situation as it aifects Japan is changed radically, and the

polic^a of her Goveminent must change accordingly ; she must
keep the Reds within purely Russian territory.* All this is

obvious, and in face of it the Japanese will line up with a unani-

mous patriotism.

With regard to protecting Korea from Bolshevist propagandist

or military attaqks, Japan can, of course, take independent action,

for Korea is her own. Her position in Manchuria is different,

for that region is part of China. But, as the Sino-Japanese Con-

vention showed, Japan and China can take action in common.
The Shantung question, which might prevent such action, is

likely to be settled soon, and should form no obstacle. Japan in

mid-January intimated to China that as the Peace Treaty had

come into force, and as the German rights and interests in respect

of Shantung had been definitely transferred to Japan under that

treaty, she was anxious to carry out speedily the restitution of

-Fiao-Chao and other measures in strict conformity with her

v*>epeated declarations and pledges. The Chinese Government was

lUvited to make the necessary preparations for the negotiations,

and to organise a body of Chinese police, Which, when sufficiently

trained, should take over the Shantung Railway from the

Japanese forces now stationed along that line. With the Shan-

tung controversy out of the way, there wduld seem to be no

reason why China and Japan should not cooperate in defending

Manchuria from Red encroachments. And this all the more

because the Military Tuchuns of the North are not unfriendly

to Japan.

Robert Machbay.



THE HESITATION OF AMBBICA.

We have reached a crisis in world afTairs when an over-mastering

cynicism appears to dominate mankind. The bright hopes of a

new international order are paling in the fierce light of current

events, pregnant with evil. A fresh call to courageous endeavour

comes to all men and women of good-will. National boundaries

fall away before the urgency of this summons. Unless speedy

action of the right kind is forthcoming, terrible days loom upon
.

mankind.

It is not inappropriate that the crisis should arise out of

Americajs hesitation to enter the European system. Her inter-

vention supplied the determining factor in winding up the old

order; her participation is essential if the new order is to be

established. Before these words appear it may be that the

willingness of America to join the League of Nations will have

been consummated. In either event, whatever assistance can be

f[iven towards the understanding of America’s attitude concern-

ing the new order should be proffered. The present writer has

just returned from a prolonged stay in the United States, where

he had the advantage of conferring with many leaders of American

, opinion. He tenders the following account of the conclusions

he reached.

It must be said at the outset that the prevailing misunderstand-

ing between Great Britain and America is partly due to the action

which British War Governments, under bad advice, saw fit to

take. In a recent essay of acute penetration and an admirable

combativeness,^ it was declared that “in any state or society

where liberty exists the bad experiments will fail automatically,

whereas in any other society they have a tendency to flourish

artificially.” Neither the United States nor our own land pro-

vided a suitable area*" in which to set up the experiments of

organised propaganda of a particular view of events engaging the

world’s attention and of a censorship prohibiting the dissemina-

tion of opinion not shared by the official agencies controlling its

machinery. As Edmund Burke said in his classic speech on our

original difficulties with the American continent : “First, the

people of the colonies are descendants of Englishmen. Englandi

SiTi is a nation which still, I hope, rejects, and formerly adored,

h«ir freedom. The colonists emigrated from you when this part

{lyT^ OoHfor Liberty hy E. B. P. HayneB (Gnat Bidiacds).
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of your character was meet predominant ; and they took thus bias

and direction the moment they parted from your handk They
are therefore not only devoted to liberty, but to libexfy according

to English id^s, and on English principles. . . . We cannot, I

fear,^alsify the pedigree of this herce people, and persuade them
that they are not sprung from a nation in whose veins the blood

of freedom circulates. The language in which they would hear

you tell them this tale would detect the imposition
;
your speech

would betray you. An Englishman is the unfittest person on
earth to argue another Englishman into slavery.”^ •

Unfortunately, Mr. Asquith’s Governments overlooked these

lessons of history, and their present successor has not omitted to

extend the mischief that resulted. The American people found •

themselves presented with an invitation to enter that European
system which they had never trusted and from which with an
historic decisiveness they had remained free. The invitation was
communicated in a “brief” w'hich was prei>ared with a strict and
exclusive regard to the needs of the petitioners. Facts and
opinions not considered suitable to the case w'ere not only with-

held, but prevented from being presented from other sources,

i The prepared case was argued by a crowd of advocates of exten-

sive and peculiar variety. President Wilson, at appropriate^

moments, reinforced the appeal with compelling eloquence. His
famous Fourteen Points formulated with exactitude the reasons

and purposes for which alone America entered the war. *That

formulation was accepted primarily as a condemnation of the

old European order. America not only repudiated the pre-war

aims and methods of the foreign chancelleries of Europe, but

joined in the effort to save Europe from the natural results of

their engrossing militarism, only on the representation that it

would be ended definitely with the war. “ The war to end war,”

whatever its use aB^« phrase on English platforms, expressed the

settled intentions of America. ^

To understand the American hesitation to accept the Treaty

of Peace with the embodied Covenant of a League of Nations, it

is requisite to recall the^ circumstances. To put the matter

plainly, millions of Americans believe they have been argued into

slavei^T—slavery to the hated European system, with its secret

machinations ostensibly directed to “national” objects, but used

as a screen to cover economic exploitation by favoured groups in

the Parliaments of the Great Powers.

We miy reject this view, but we are not thereby absolved from

the doty of reviewing the grounds on which it is thpuglit to he

CetabLNbed. Newspaper campaigns, on either side of i&e Atlantic,

(1) Qpeeoh qn OopeiKaitiop, Besdutions, of Oommoiu, Mwoh 22, 1775.
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which are conducted with a regimentation mere admirable an

other circumBtances, should not continue to mislead us. America’s

detestation* of the old European diplomacy has been bitterly

diarpened by experience in the war. It must be added, with

particularity, that no personage associated with that order yrould

be acceptable* in any public capacity to large masses of the

American people.

In the Fortnightly Beview some years ago,* the present

writer dealt with this attitude of mind towards the prevailing

European system which then, as now, was assumed by large

numbers of people, both here and in America. He desires to

recall briefly some passages in Mr. W. L. Courtney’s Armo-

geddon—and After (Chapman and Hall, 1914), which express

succinctly the facts that partly explain this disposition. Thus

:

“The conclusion of the French Entente Cordiale in 19(>4, the

launching of the Dreadnought in 1906, the formation of the

Bussian agreement in 1907, and certain changes which we made
in our own Army were obviously intended as warnings to Ger-

many that we were dangerous people to attack. Germany
naturally sought reprisals in her fashion, and gradually Europe

was transfonned into a huge armed camp, divided into two
#powerful organisations wliich necessarily watched each other with

no friendly gaze ” (page 28).

At this time of day, no one will dare to challenge the accuracy

of this description of events. As the chain extended, America’s

disquiet increased. She did not enter the resulting war to assist

in the unwinding of a similar chain.

Again : “Hitherto we have measured national greatness by
military strength, because most of the European nations have
attained their present position through successful war. So long

as we cherish a notion like this, so long shall we be under the

heel of a grinding militarism ” (page 87). These words exactly

define America’s suspicion of European militarism, wherever it

may be found. The lack of warmth shown by some members of

the British Government in contemplating a change in this respect

corresponds with the absence of enthusiasm which their personali-

ties and projects inspire in America.

Finally, for the present purpose, Mr. Courtney’s words must
be cited as foreshadowing the hope which brought the American
^ople into the war. Doubt of the early realisation of that hope
is a large factor in prevailing American opinion. “When the new
Europe arises out of the ashes of the old, it is not very hazardous
to prophesy that diplomacy, with its secret methods, its belief

in phrases and abstract principles,
,
and its assumption of a special

(1) «* The War and BCmtwiBm,*’ Mvoh
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profesBional knchnrledge, will find the range of its powers and the

sphere of its authority sensibly curtailed ” (page 31).

It requires more boldness than the present writer can com-
mand (but it seems to be available elsewhere) to pretend that

substantial grounds do not exist for the American belief that the

old European order not only continues, but is about to be ex-

tended, unless prevented by public opinion. The able Times
correspondent at Washington, in an informative despatch (Feb-

ruary 4th) writes : “I have already shown how one of the great

factors making for American return to the policy of no Euro-
pean commitments is due to the feeling that Europe is still at

her bad old games, or, rather, not playing the game of the new
democracy. The chief thing that has brought the project of

Central European relief tumbling to the ground is the discovery

of the fact that the Polish armies, whom the Bolshevists have
described as being gratuitously about to attack, are stationed in^

liussian territory many scores of miles beyond the frontier allotted

to Poland by the Peace Conference. There may be good reasons

for this. If there are, they should be promptly revealed, for a

i^bate upon the subject may begin on the floor of the House
' my day."

The great event 'which has brought this growing American "

suspicion to a head is the so-called Treaty of Peace. The methods

by which this fateful instrument was prepared were singularly

ill-devised to promote its acceptance. I found in America un-

disguised bewilderment at President Wilson’s failure to insist

upon his primary condition of “open agreements openly arrived

at." Indeed, in many conversations with distinguished Americans

the parts were frankly reversed. Englishmen, I was not surprised

to discover, were expected to be severely critical of President

Wilson. Frequently it happened that the Englishman had to

defend the President from his whilom supporters. On the point

of the secrecy at Paris I could not acquit President Wilson of

blame, but closer observation of some of the personages he had

to contend with inclined me towards larger allowances than many
Americans were prepare4 to make. Whatever the cause, the result

is deplorable. The Paris Conference was the grave of some

reputations; it may become the sepulchre of the largest hopes of

the American people.

In America personality counts more than declarations. A
public man is judged by his performan<^s rather than by his

speeches. Words divorced from suitable action are considered

negligible. I was frequently led to speculate upon the place of

some prominent performers here in the estimation of America.

Newspi^ reputations are more hazardous there than here-
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Perhapts I may he permitted to <^o&sel caution^'in acoaptmg^

pleasing presentations of some i^blic cWacters a friendly Pms
supplies. This has a direct bearing upon the American attitude

towards the Paris Conference. Not only does America believe

that the Paris Conference signalised the return and extension of

the hateful system of secret diplomacy the war was supposed to

end, l)ut it continues to watch with deep suspicion the actions

of the directors of the old order.

Politeness can be over-strained in public affairs, and frank

discussion is advisable and desired. However, 1 leave others to

dwell upon the affection which MM. Clemenceau and Pichon

inspired in the United States. 1 am content to restrict myself

to our own directors and supposed servants. Neither the per-

sonnel nor the machinery of the British Foreign Office, in my
opinion, is selected for its usefulness in presenting democratic

intentions and purposes to other nations. 1 cannot affect surprise

at the doubts this fact evokes, for instance, among the American

people. Certainly, the failure of the British Foreign Office fully

to inform the American Government as to the Secret Treaties,

while perfectly intelligible on this side of the Atlantic, created

in America the worst possible impression, which the efforts of

British propagandists of many sorts and kinds have failed to

remove.

Leaving machinery and agents, and turning to the work done,

the effects produced in America by the Peace Treaty are so

notorious that little need be said now upon a painful subject. In

a sentence, America sees embodied in the Peace Treaty the worst

excesses of the European diplomatic system it has increasingly

detested. The territorial annexations offend American opinion

not only by the wrongs they inflict and the revenge they excite,

but by the use to which they will be put. The process of "man-
dates " has ceased to deceive. America is persuaded that under

high-flying words these schemes are designed to promote exclusive

financial interests. Personages connected with European Govern-

ments are believed to be directly associated with these ventures.

It is also thought that the machinery of European diplomacy

(unknown to the peoples concerned) is used habitually to promote
and cover these designs, and that American power and credit Is

to be relied upon in part to provide international protection.

America has no intention of effecting any such insurance.

The distrust is carried over to the Covenant of the League of

/ Nations. The cardinal American objection to the present League
is that it is to be used, primarily, to underwrite the revived

designs of the old European diplomacy, certain that what-

ever action the American Senate may take in regard te the
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Treaty/ the aiid political guaraiilees ccmtemplated by
Article X. of the League Covenant will not be assumed by
America, for the reason here given. I argued with American

statesmen that Article XX., abrogating understandings and obliga-

tionsbtfiter se which are inconsistent with the terms of the

Covenant, provided a safeguard against this contingent support

of temtorial annexations. Such efforts failed. America on no

account will accept responsibility for the proposals of European
Chauvinists of any nationality. Eor myself, .1 applaud this

attitude as strengthening the hopes of a world without further

war.

Then, again, the failure to include the late enemy Powers in

the original membership of the League gives countenance to the

American complaint that the present League is merely the old

War Alliance, with such neutral Powers as can be persuaded to

assist in keeping up appearances. I am satisfied that the ex-

clusion of these Powers is a profound blunder, dictated by Govern-

ments not representing public opinion in this respect and others.

As a reporter of American opinion, I am sure that their inclusion

•I a condition precedent of America’s confidence in any League

Jl Nations.

On the other hand, the provision in the Cov^hant requiring

unanimity in the decisions of the Assembly and the Council of

thd League will enable any recalcitrant Power to suspend the

League’s work as against any proposal to which it may object.

No one with any practical acquaintance with American habits

and ideas can be surprised at the reception which this extra-

ordinary clause excites. Its insertion is clearly the work of some

Power or Powers whose assistance to the League is hypothetical.

The occasion for such a suspicion is much to be deplored.

Further, the unwisdom of including the British Dependencies

in the original membership of the League while excluding great

States like Germany, Bussia and Austria is apparent to anyone

not blinded by prejudice. The consequent support thus provided

^for Great Britain in the League was hound to cause an unfor-

tunate situation, which is not sensibly relieved by Lord Grey’s

suggestion of increasing the American vote. At the best, this

merely removes one complaint by creating others, a familiar

device of the old diplomacy which is thoroughly discredited. To
prevent misunderstanding, the relations between Great Britain

end her erstwhile Dependencies should have been recast oh the

bSEis.of federation. Membership of the League of Nations would

then have followed as a matter of course on the old Colonies

becomihg indepimdeht States. Such is the true solution of our

impadal difficulties,; as I have contended before in the Fobt-
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MfOHTLT Beview. To take a cosine Ratified duly laota wi^
do not exist is a gratuitous bluote. It seems to me that tlie

onlj way to remove the American objection, which is even

vehemently expressed on all bands in the United States, is to

say that the inclusion of our Dependencies in the League icbonly

part of a readjustment of British Imperial relations which mui4

be speedily effected.

Finally, in connection with the composition and powers of the

League, the absence of any reference to the freedom of the seas

is a serious omission which is affecting American opinion. The
failure of the Paris Conference to consider the reservation, as

promised in the memorandum of the Allied Powers transmitted

through President Wilson to the German Government on Novem-
ber 5th, 1918, has served to emphasise the contentions advanced

to the British Government by President Wilson during the early

years of the war, before America entered the conflict. England
must realise that America, and other Powers, will not acquiesce

indefinitely in the postponement of this question. The high seas

must be ensured as the open highways of the world, under inter-

national protection, and no British interest need suffer under such

an arrangement as the nations will require. This is a matter as

to which frankness is essential. Until it is raised in an effective

sense, American opinion will continue to be greatly exercised, as

the naval proposals show.

Notwithstanding all these difficulties, such is the good feeling

which exists between the two countries that no doubt can be felt

as to the ultimate attainment of a complete solution, linking

America and Great Britain in a comradeship which nothing can

sever. I left ex-President Taft, after a long discussion of many
outstanding matters, convinced that in that eminent statesman

England has a firm, powerful, and affectionate friend. The good-

will is present in abundance, the unity of purpose in striving after

the establishment of a permanent peace order is strong and

enduring ; all that is wanted to bind the partnership in unbreak-

able bonds is a mutuality of accommodation which will be rich in

promise for the world.

This conviction leads me to offer some practical suggestions

designed to facilitate this concord. When I left America the

expectation in influential quarters was that the Treaty difficulty

would be overcome with adequate statesmanship on both sides

of the Atlantic. The determination of America not to enter the
European system, without a drastic revision of the old machinery
and purposes, was conchisive and unyielding. The unqualifi4Bd

acceptance of the Peace Treaty is an iffie dream which responsible

peo|fie must disown, if they ever ent^tained it, which 1 doubt.
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Foolish pcopagcn^ and badly into
error. We mnst reconsider

The only way out is for AmeriiiSa to in
coupled with a declaration of the paihci|yleB^-^ ini^^tneht is

exper^ed; by America to operate. By this ATyiarinA

j^r rightful part in the execution of the Treaty while safeguarding
herself from participation in, or responsibility for, arrangements
she cannot accept. This carries her co-operation in the League,
before which at the earliest moment those parts of the Treaty to

which idle objects must be brought for revision. On these terms
I am convinced that American aid can be assured. Otherwise her
abstention is certain.

In this situation of unparalleled importance to the world, a grave
responsibility rests upon the British Government and people. The
suspicion of America as to certain Governments is ineradicable, and
can end only with their disappearance. Under Providence this

consummation may come more speedily than at present appears,

although one notable event has already occurred. But, delayed or

not, the result can be largely facilitated by action which is open
to Great Britain.

America looks Great Britain to supply an earnest of her

intention to assist in framing, with American help, a new and

permanent international order founded upon public right, mutual

accommodation, and non-militarist principles. Great Britain must

make an effective start towards this realisation. Above all, we
must see that our own State arrangements are in accord with

those we recommend to other nations. In setting out towards a

new order, the relics of the old order must be discarded. On no

other basis can we convince America and the rest of the world

of our sincerity.

In this place I can mention only three steps, but each, as

my Americsin experience showed, is vital for the peace of the

world.

Firstly, we must at once devise means to ensure the British

Parliament and people an effective control over the initiation and

direction of foreign policy. It is the merest academics to argue

that this condition is already provided for. Current events reduce

this evasion to confusion. At this moment Parliament remains

uninformed as to the proposals of the British Foreign Office. As

in 1914, so now, policies are conceived and promoted without the

knowledge of Parliament. The continuance of this state of

affairs is not consistent with the intentions which the Covenant

of the Xieague of Nations is expected to promote. At the first

meeting of ^e League the present Foreign Secretary was under-

stood to express approval of open covenants. A practical illustrar
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tion of this vtew would much imjHPesa Amedca. his attestation

of sincerity is becoming overdue.

The second matter requiring immediate attention is raised in an

acute form by Mr. Winston Ghurchili*B proposals for the after-

war army. This force is to be embodied for purposes whiclfcthe

Secretary for War has been good enough to indicate. I take leave

to doubt whether this enumeration meets with the approval of the

British electorate. It is a singular comment on the victorious

results of a war to end war. It seems to hypothecate a situation

which bears a striking resemblance to that which the democracies

of the world believed the late war was intended to end. Clearly

no working conception of a League of Nations enters into these

calculations. The fact is—and plainness of speech is necessary-

people generally have no desire to substitute another form of

militarism for the vanquished and hated German system. Public

persons who have other ideas are out of place in present-day

Governments. They should seek, before being relegated to, posi-

tions of less responsibility and more leisure. The effect upon
American opinion of the continuance in office of military and nay^
expansionists, with a talkative chorus of admirals and get^alSi

is not helpful tp Anglo-American cooperation. A decided check

upon the exertions of these persons will have to be 8U|$1^ if

the desires of the British people are to be assured and a:

<ff American suspicion removed.

The final suggestion I tender relates to a question

American opinion is sharply exercised. No principle engagM in

the late war affected or expressed American purposes with stzpnger

force than the principle of self-determination,” the right pf an
ethnological unit to a voice in the settlement of its political

fcion and obligations. In the winding up of a war for small nations

and the establishment of public law, the effective appli^tion;:<»f

this principle of self-determination could not well be exduid^*
The Americans are concerned to observe a marked disiT>ft1iiia.ijiiQn
on the part of Great Britain to illustrate this princ^e m Hs
relation to our own subject-nations. I was invited to &
conference to discuss proposals for the institution of a
of Oppressed Peoples.” I expressed surprise that all the
concerned were found within the confines of the British iSUpire-
The concern was entirely genuine, and we should do well to attest
om rincerity to the principle of “self-determination” by oon^
sidering its application to nations within our contiiolv Ths
problems of Ireland and Egypt provide suitable oppbrtufiittss,
while the case of Eussia, continuously mtiddld by sepiSib^ ^
menaal and militarist influences, haf
want of policy, in a strange Ught m
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;T^88 tbm mtte^ can be dealt Tdth speedily and Tigoronsly

by Great Britain. The results would have an enormous
for good upon American opinion. Our predominant position and
influence in the world enables us to set an example of alnoerity

whicif would have untold benefits upon the direction of world
affairs. The nations are confronted with a fateful choice : either

to return to the system of secrecy, aggrandisement and exploita-

tion which resulted in the late war, or to set out upon a new and
better way, resolving present difficulties in the spirit of accom-
modation and mutual obligation, and uniting in a genuine League
of All Nations as the appropriate instrument of international

comity. The call comes with unexampled force to Great Britain

to set an example. By applying ourselves immediately to such
matters as 1 have indicated, we shall attest our sincerity, win
over the large mass of American doubters, and play the noblest

p^t which history has yet assigned us.

In the great task of assisting the nations to fashion new law
to regulate the affairs of a better order of 'international society,

a .special agency could be supplied by the participation of the

^i^anised legal profession. The present writer has repeatedly

^de such a plea in the Fobt]K1GHTly Bevibw.^ Ex-President

^tft and other eminent American lawyers expressed themselves

As in lull agreement with these views. Mr. Taft, a few we<^
since, addr^raseid tothe members of the New York Bcur an eloquent

invitation to s^engthen the Bar Association so that the American

peb|d6 might be helped in the solution of national and inter-

national difficulties. Would that some eminent lawyer here would

make a wniilar appeal. The disorganisation of the English Bar

remaihs a deplorable scandal, as the recent Bar annual meeting

painfully showed, and the absence of effective leadership is in

strange contrast to the vigorous and active-minded direction to

be found in Auaerica.

I cannot linger now to detail impressions of American person-

ages and activities. One meets with, in America, a pulsating,

many-sided, questing disposition—^insistent, direct, vigorous, and

not fea|rinl rashness. It shows itself in a widespread and

crirical : examination of European methods, orgamsations and

personalities. Beputations are not accepted at their face value,;

but weigheB and measured by performance. Capacity is rated at

its highest appraisement. The career is open to the talents, but

the possession of talent is narrowly scrutinised, and make-belieVe

of ail Muds is at a discount. Internal difficulties are acute* and

may beomne dangez^s, eisqwciaiiy in the industrial sphere. But

the ^sppffltibn to learn and a readi^ss to listen will aid in over-
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coming trials which would bewilder us, with our Attachment to old

courses and inadequate leaders.

America is eager to understand the lessons of the collapse of

the old order in Europe and to apply itself with energy to avoid

a recurrence of such dangers, A body drawn from many of the

States, called .the Committee of Forty-eight, is hard at work

hammering out a programme for the new time, and I found among

its leaders some of the most striking and resourceful individuali-

ties I encountered. The cause of civil liberty has far wider

support than misleading newspaper reports would suggest. At

the universities, in the women’s colleges, and among the numerous

and energetic women’s movements, in the large public forums

where one got into direct touch with the electors, one realised

the accumulating power of all this splendid mental alertness and

outlook.

The active
,
participation of America in the new comity of

nations is full of immense ^ssibilities for the world. Every live

movement here which strives after a non-militarist civilisation,

discarding the resort to force and based upon law and amity,

finds its counterpart in the United States. The traditions of a
common stock have issued in a like disposition to tackle the

troubles of the old world and to re-fashion the safeguards of a new
order. On the other hand, commercial links have been forged

in all directions, setting up occasions of competition which rile

baser Press of both lands can exploit.

The hesitation of America is not a settled disposition, but a
passing and just pause before entering upon new reiqponsibiliries.

The readiness to assume them is strong but cautious. We must
riiow a like rea^ness to eschew the chscredited militarist and
exclusive preoccupations of our old politico-diplomatic systm.
If we will, we may lead the nations towards a better order hi

the world. America will advance with us. Together, we can
ensure (in President Wilson’s words) ^*^^6 reign of law based
upon the consent of the governed and sustained by the oxganised
opinion of the world.”

HoiiFobd Eniobt.
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CouiiD this subject only be studied in all its phases, it would prove

sn extremely complex one, and would come under the various

headings of theology, literature, history, physical science and

moral science. More particularly, we could not avoid approach-

ing it trom the physiological and pathological points of view, as

well as from that of inner observation. Still, division of effort has

a place even in science, and it may not be going beyond the bounds

of possibility—leaving on one side all inquiry into the organic

manifestation of mysticism—^to recognise some of its distinguish-

ing characteristics, alike profitable and interesting.

The mystics themselves were frequently great psychologists;

observation of the interior life has eiVer been their predonunant

concern. Now, unless we regard them all as diseased, we must

insLst on due consideration being given to the discoveries they

hiaagine themselves to have made in the domain of the human soul.

5^^ True, the mystics are sometimes set forth as being ordinary

diteased persons. . Were this the case, we should certainly have

to abandon the idea of dealing with the subject of mysticism with-

out studying ita physiological and pathological side, but if we

take the word in ils broadest, historical acceptation, it scarcely

seems that we have any righi in this offhand fashion to speak of^

mystics as diseased persons.
^

An attempt ba* been made to prove that Socrates was a di^ased

person, because he was found to have a leaning towards mysti^sm.

Nothing is more improbable; he was a strong, healthy-mind^

in^vidual, an indefatigable reasoner, who both preached wd

]^factised self•possession above all else. Were Francis of Assisi,

Saint Bernard, Spinozal Schleiennacher, in whom there was a

tege-^ven ov6rwEelming--element of mystidsm, diseased per-

sons? One may bring forward the case of Pascal and affirm that

the pit he constantly saw by his side and the accident on the

Pont de Neuilly had affected hw brain; bfit these paltry tales ^e

groundless; present-day criticism has

biography. * As regards his ecstasy on November 23rd, 1^,
an account of which he gave in what may be called bs memofuU,

phenomenon, which was pajiaally phy^logical in its nature,

was not a cause, it was an effect, of mystidsm. It was a case of

thought oonoentrated for whole months on one and the same

ofeject, which, at a given moment, sets up corresponding sensations
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ili tbe orgduism. Something an^c^ou8» though dissimilar, ha^
j^ned to Descartes, a most calm, uneimitable person.

L

Plotinus gives a fine definition of mysticism, which, he says,

consists in seeing with closed eyes (jivaavra Hyfrtp), with the eyes of

the soul whilst those of the body are shut. The essential ]^no*
menon of mysticism is what is called ecstasy, a state in which,

all communication with the exterior world being broken off, the

soul feels itself oommunicatiug with an interior object : infinite

being, God.

Still, we should form an incomplete idea of mysticism did we
confine it wholly to this phenomenon, which is rather its culmina-

ting point. Mysticism is essentially life, feehng and development

;

it has a determinate character and direction. In reality, how*

ever, all the phases of this^ development are not equally distinct

and manifest in all mystics ; still, by comparing with one another

the accounts of the greatest of them, we can gain a tolerably dear

and precise idea of what the sum total of mystic development is in

its normal complete form. I will attempt, as far as possible, to

reduce life to iormulas and mark off the various stages of this

development.

The point of departure, the first stage, is a mental state diffi-

cult to' define, though tolerably well characterised by the German
word, Sehnsucht, This is a condition of vague, uneasy desire,

very real and susceptible of being an intense passion of the soul,

indeterminate or rather inexplicable as regards its object and

cause. It is an aspiration towards something unknown, some good

thing necessary for the heart, something of which the intellect can

form no clear idea. A sta.te of this kind, indeed, may be found in

altogether dissimilar human beings, and it may present different

meanings. In the case of the mystic it is lx)th profound and

lasting : it leaves the soul no peace, so that this latter gradually

comes to form an idea of the object of its inspiration. This revels^

tion is not a direct one. But, according to inystic experi^oce,

with a greater or less degree of suddenness the things amongst

which we live and upon which our*judgment seemed based now
appear to us in another light. That which charmed'us loses its

attractiveness
; that which we admired becomes indifferent to us

;

our most cherished affections no longer fill the heart. The
objects of the world cease to attract us, each of them has the

effect of awakening within us the idea of its opposite. ^ every*

thing that meets our gaze we s^ only the perversion, the empty»

dull, dead image ol a living, perfect and infinite model which the
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reties pi powerless to express. We £om a oonoeption

of :4he infinite, the eternal, the perfect, 0^;, 9̂ the one supreme

object of our dewes. And as we r^eet cm the feeling that

constituted Ihe origin of this conception, we understand why it

oomlpned a sense of uneasiness with one of necessity, why we
could neither escape from this feeling nor satisfy it. It was the

idea—as yet unconscious—of an infinite object creating in our

consciousness an indefinable maladse regarding the pOBsession of

all finite objects. In the transition of this idea from the realm

of the unconscious to that of distinct consciousness the first phase

of mystic development consists.

The second phase is the effort to become transformed within

oneself in conformity with this idea. Of necessity this effort

expresses itself by struggle. Indeed, we are attached by innumer-

able links to all those surrounding objects which we now look

upon as unworthy of us ; we are accustomed to them, we live in

them, our hearts are filled with them. We now know that we
ought not to love them, that God alone is the one object after

which the soul of man should aspire. An idea, however, is not

a feeling; our very problem is the transformation of idea into

feeUng. Then there begins an interior combat between what we
should like to be and what we are ; between an id^a, which is yet

no more than an abstraction, and feelings, which, although hence-

forth condemned by the intellect, have lost nothing of their reality

and power.

The means employed by the mystic to act upon his feelings

and transform them are purification and asceticism : Kddapat^ and

In his opinion, mortification of the body must liberate

the soul and make it obedient to the dictatesrof the intellect.

The struggle thus entered upon becomes more and more painful

in proportion as there is revealed, by our very effort to break it,

the full force of our attachment to the world. At first it seemed

as though we could do what we pleased with ourselves, that all

we needed to do was to will. But we speedily come to see that

eyeh inertia is resistance, a latent force in which previous actions

are summed up ^nd continued; the more we struggle, the more

distlht and difficult seems the victory.

And: so we have an initial progress in which the soul stiffens

more and more, experiencing temptations to discouragement.

Soon, however, in the man who perseveres with steadfast faith,

tbd diange followed out begins to work, and the suffering caui^

by the struggle becomes blended with satisfaction and hope. The

Bcral exp^ences happiness in suffering, conscious that its suffer-

are productive of results and are bringing it into a state of

joy and rest. By degrees joy permeates and transfonns suffering,
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and filially triumphantly frees itself from soffei^ng* This is the

second stage.

The third is what is called ecstasy : the sudden instantaneous

transition from temporal, movable, complex, imperfect life, to

the one immovable, simple, eternal, perfect and divine^ life.

Ecstasy is th^ union of the soul with its object. . Now there is

no medium between them, the soul sees its object, touches and
];)ossesses it, is in it, is it. No longer is it faith, which believes

without seeing; it is more than knowledge itself, which grasps

being only in its idea; it is perfect union wherein the soul is

conscious of existing in all its fulness from the very fact that it

gives and renounces itself, for that to which it gives itself is very
being and life.

Tho consciousness of this union is love. Love alone possesses the
virtue of uniting persons without absorbing the one into the other,
but rather increasing their reality and awareness as persons.

Moreover, to the love which expresses the union of the soul with
its object is added the intuition of the intellect, pure, complete
light, certainty, in the full sense of the word. Love and light

create in the soul a state of blessedness and perfect joy in the
harmony and foreshadowing of eternity. This is the third stage.

Ecstasy, however, in a finite temporal creature, cannot be
simply an accident. Human life soon begins again with all its

restlessness and imperfection, its deceptive struggles and vic-

tories. In any case, the memory of the things seen at the time of
epstasy is henceforth to be the guiding principle of the mystic’s
intellect and life.

By the light of the truth it has contemplated, the mind looks
within itself and passes in review its previous life, which appears
quite different from what it was seen to be during the time of
stress that preceded conversion. Then the mind imagined it

ascended towards God of itself. The order in which the states

of its soul seemed to generate was first, idea ; second, feeling

;

third, action. But this is an illusion of the immediate conscious-
ness ; in reality all progress comes from above ; it is the perfect,

which, of itself, creates within us the disposition to seek and
desire it.

Goethe said : "Das Vollkommene muss uns erst stimmen und
utis nach und nach zu sich hinauf heben” These words well
express the mystical point of view. It is not idea, but rather
its kanslation, its expression in clear consciousness, that creates
feeling. Feeling, of itself, desire, aspiration, is not the principle

of possession or of the act which is its end. It is because the
soul, ev^ now, in its inmost depths, is partially united to its

object, that it aspires to be fully united to it, to know and see
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itsell united enjoy this union. *'Be of good dbeer,^* said

Jesus Christ to Pasc^^ “thou wouldst not seek me hadst thou

not found'me.”

Thus the real order of events, that in acoordanoe with which
they ^e created, is the inverse of the order in which they appear

to immediate consciousness. First we have action^ the union of

the soul with God ; then comes feeling, a sense of the desire to

continue in this union or to restore it to its fulness if it lacks in

this respect j and, lastly, abstract idea, the representation objec-

tively, in the mirror of the intellect, of this feeling, the interior

might of the soul. The end and object of our effort is its term

and goal only because it is its beginning and principle.

From this point of view, looking upon the state of bewilderment

in which he originally found himself, the mystic forms a totally

different conception of disease and suffering from that of the

natural man. The latter, judging disease by his own suffering,

endeavours to free himself of the latter and thinks himself cured

when, in one way or another, he has succeeded in doing so. In

reality, however, he was diseased before he noticed the fact. We
may even say that it was the latent character of this disease that

constituted its gravity ; that which, in our aversion from suffering,

we call disorder and disease, is rather the effort of the healthy

part of ourselves, the effort of the pure being to which we are

linked, to throw off and eliminate the germs of destruction

accumulating within us. What we call disease is really a salutary

crisis, the first step towards a cure. Instead of the knowledge

of our disease inducing us to seek the remedy for it, it is only in

proportion as we are cured of an evil that wc discover its existence,

its nature and extent. Evil is perceived as evil only by the

resistance it offers to the good with which it is contrasted.

Such is the fourth phase : a return to the previous life and a

new orientation given to judgment and conduct.

Thei3 remains the fifth and last phase. The mystic purposes

to develop and realise in all its fulness that supernatural life,

faint glimmerings of which have been aroused within himself.

Here mystics would seem to be divided into two categoriee. A
certain number attach themselves exclusively to the contempla-

tion of perfect being, and from that time forward look upon
earihly life and temporal things only as an obstacle that separates

from the object of their desires ; they are henceforth

stimgers, sojourners in this world. Their constant preoccupation

is to die to it from that ve^ hour onward. They represent what

may be called ascetic mysticism. Nor is this the only mysticism,

there is also <»ie that may be called joyous : this conrists in trans-

figuring the natural life by infusing into it the supernatural prin-
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eiple: To a iFrancis of Ajssisi, a Jacob Boehmef world is ovil

only if regarded with of the body. To the iqsxit, h^
ever» it is given to perceive the world as God himself sees it, and
how can that which has the divine glance falling upon it be

wholly evil and coirupt? Far from the mystic necessarilyfbemg
condemned to flee from the world and to feel for himself naught

but. scorn and horror, in the union of the soul with God he finds

the very principle that rehabilitates the world and makes it

innocent and health-giving to live in. Omnia sana sanis.

Thus, along divers ways, mystics proceed towards thieir goal

:

the infinite increase of that consciousness wherein the natural

man regards himself as confined, and, as it were, imprisoned.

Man is bom an individual, he desires to become a person. This

he will achieve by returning to spirit, the source of all personality

;

by deriving his distinctive life from this universal principle. In
loving God, he will love all creatures; for by our love of one

another we know that we love God. This possibility of breaking

their material envelope and permeating one another, possessed by
different consciousnesses; this faculty, belonging to beings that

seem alien to one another, of understanding and truly loving each

other ; the living of one common life without annihilation as dis-

tinct beings
; and, finally, union with God as the principle of this

universal communion : such is the idea that governs the mystic

life.

You remember Goethe’s lines :

—

**Pann geht die Seelenkraft dir au/,

Wie epricht ein Oeitt eum andem Oeiat/*

("Then there is developed in thee the might of the soul, and thou

hearest spirit speak to thy spirit.”)

It is this dii'ect communication of spirits through bodies, by

the agency of God, that is the dream of mysticism. Pascal well

expressed the idea in the following sentence, a very simple one

and yet pregnant with meaning, unless I am greatly mistaken

:

* Tout est im, Vun est Vautre, comme dans les trots personnea"

The Christian trinity is the very expression of that peculiarly

personal union, wherein distinction of consciousness exists in a

strict and perfect community.

n.

Such, according to the main representatives of mysticism, is

tile substance of the mystic life and doctrine. To determine its

meaning and vfdue it is interesting, m the first place, to adopt ti^te

point of view taken by mystics themselves. Inves^atiofis cpn-
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4f}e(e4 m this pdbciple wdtild constitute whi^ m,y be called the

psycbolo^ of mysticism.

One of the first traits that such an inquiry would emphasise is

the remarkable way in which mystics interpret interior Observa-

tion or introspection. By this mode of knowledge we frequently

mean observation that is analogous to extemad observation ;
t.e.

which aims at grasping, beneath their immediately given form,

facts of consciousness as well as the relations manifested in them.

Mystic observation is not of this nature. It is not content with

contemplating the surface of the soul, it makes a thorough ex-

amination. The mystic believes that, by reflection, he can ever

penetrate more deeply within his interior nature. He would like to

be able to fathom it. To him, doing is but the phenomenon of

being ; this latter cannot be grasped by that superficial conscious-

ness which suffices for our practical and even our scientific

activity. There are many more things in the soul than our

philosophy dreams of. There are secret failings which, unknown
to ourselves, incline us to evil; there are divine, indestructible

forces that enable us to rise after a fall. In a word, beneath the

conscious is the unconscious, the true substratum of our being,

increasingly accessible to a consciousness which, methodically and

with ever.growing intensity, investigates the ultimate reasons of

our thoughts, |he most secret motives of our actions.

A second psychological process is also brought forward by prac-

tical mystics ; interior experimentation. The possibility of this

process is beyond dispute ; the whole of the mystic life is but a

series of experiences. Given the abstract idea of certain feelings

and mental states, the general problem consists in realising in

the mind the production of these feelings and mental states.

“You are waiting,” exclaims Pascal, “until you have faith, so

that you may give up pleasure. But I tell you that you would

speedily have faith if you had given up pleasure. It is for you

to make a beginning. Give up pleasure and test if what I say

be not true.” Whereas it is commonly thought that, to some

earfent, we can control our actions, though not our feelings, or but

slightly k>, and that we are unable, for instance, to love at will

;

the mystic, who values actions only in so far as they express

feeling j endeavours to rouse within himself, through the moral

orjph]|^al conditions at our disposal, the very feelings by which

^'Haie life of the soul is nourished.

If We pasif from the investigation of method to that of results,

we m at once struck by the relation which the mystic sets up

between knowledge and feeling or action. It is this latter that is

primary ; knowledge depends on it and ooiji^b only after it.

iPdntum int0igitur D^us, quanium dUigitur, Action is the
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<xt power; aefititjr

determines the stmidpc^ and scope of ^jintei%eb^ for

the principles of this latter m but the suhuning^up of our

sftj^rience.'^ he knows| he knows only

what he does.

This' conception of the' of knowledge induces the mystic,

in a general way, to transform the apparent relations of exterionty

and transcendence into relations of interiority and immanenceV

The notion of God, the Creator and L(n?d, for whom the world

cries out from the depth of its emptiness, is resolved into that; of

grace, or divine action present within ourselves; and grace, by

degrees, becomes no longer simply the underlying factor and law

of our freedom, but this very fre^om itself, perceived in its sub-

stratum of spontaneity which is superior to its temporal condi-

tions of determination. In all things the determined, finite, given

reality is no more than the imperfect, fleeting symbol of the

infinite and the ideal.

Moreover, the freedom which the mystic is thus brought to set

up as the tnie origin of action and knowledge, could not, in his

eyes, be the abstract form of a principle indeterminate in itself.

His inner experience enables him to sense in it the infinite

generosity of love ; for true love needs no motives or conditions

before giving itself in utter devotion. It does not j;etum like for

like, nor does it wait for its object to possess any merit before

lavishing itaelf. It gives out of the abundance of the heart, from

sheer goodness, without count or reckoning. This love, not of

oneself in another, but of another in oneself, a full and fruitful

love wherein being is realised by giving itself, is, to the^mystic,

the true moving principle of the universe. “The eternal virgin,”

says Goethe in a fine couplet often grotesquely translated, “the

love of devotion and sacrifice which is the divine essence of the

feminine, draws us above unto itself.”

Dos Ewig-Weiblicht

Zieht vni hinan,**

This ideal love is the root of being, as well as of ourselves.

Thus, in ^ite of appearances, we are not strangers to one another.

“Pool,” said Victor Hugo, “to think that I am not thyself I
” In

vain do bodies, which are in space, set up the impenetrability and

irreducibility of matter over against our desire to think and feel

in common. Even in this life, souls seek and find one another.

Is there not truth in Uhland’s question, translated by Long-

fellow as follows :

—

*'%et whftt binds us, friend to friend.

But that soul with soul can blend?
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Such appear to be the rudiments of a subjective psychology of

mysticism. The remarkable co-ordination of these ideas^ their

power over intellect and will, most assuredly demonstrate their

interest and importance. Still, we cannot help wondering what
would be left of them if regarded not from ^yithin, from a mystical

point of view, but from without, from the point of view of a

scientist, an impartial and unprejudiced observer of human nature.

Do these marvellous objects which so attract the mystic really

exist, or are they hut products of his imagination, subjective pro-

jections of his mental states? Is there anything special or

superior about these mental states themselves, as mystics believe,

or are they only varieiies of ordinary or even morbid phenomena?
A study of these questions would necessitate entering upon the

objective psychology of mysticism.

If the mystic himself were consulted on this point, I think

that, from the outset, he would declare in favour of the most

uncompromising objectivism. He avers that, so far as he

is concerned, the phenomena of mysticism, seen from without,

do not exist as such ; that they assume meaning only in the con-

sciousness of the mystic, as the expression of the life that develops

deep within his soul. The mystic believes that faculties entei*

into activity only in those who exercise them, and that there is

a mode of knowledge which is peculiar to love. In the case of

the man, then, who observes without loving, this knowledge is

impossible.

To one who, adopting a purely objective standpoint, denies the

reaHty of spiritual objects, the mystic would reply, in the words

of Faust to Mephistoplieles :

—

**Jn deinem Niehts hojf ieh daa AU zu finden,**

(“In what, to thee, is nothing, I hope to find the All.’*)

Now, it would appear that, if we look at things from without,

we should have to reduce mystic phenomena to two mental
affections which, indeed, are scarcely compatible with the reality

of the objects of mysticism, viz., auto-suggestion and mono-
ideism.

mystic's whole life is auto-suggestioh. ; he knows this him-
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self, and by this process cturies out his method. Firstj pdE!^

sents to himself a certain idea and then uses all the ineans at

his disposal to transform this idea into force and feehng, desire

and act. He suggests to himself as despicable the earthly joys

in which he took delight, and infinite the" spiritual joys tha^ once

seemed to him vain and worthless. He is satisfied only when

the idea, which before w^as external to himself, has become one

with his soul and body.

This idea, likewise, in the mystic’s thought, must efface all

others by reason of its excellence. The mystic’s aim is to free

his soul from all alien thoughts ; he considers that he has attained

to the goal of his efforts, wdien, in a state of ecstasy, one idea

alone, without a rival, fills the entire field of his consciousness.

Auto-suggestion and mono-ideism : there is nothing more,

objectively, in the manifestations of mysticism.

Does this mean that W’e ought to regard it as nothing else than

individual illusion, devoid of all reality or universal value? Such

a conclusion would be too summary.

There can be no doubt but that auto-suggestion and mono-

ideism frequently show themselves as special abnormal or patho-

logical states, though this is not always so. The genius, too, is

possessed by one single idea; he suggests to himself that he

regards this idea as great and beautiful, and comes to act auto-

matically, as it were, in accordance with it. Nor is it the g^ius

alone—himself not far removed from the mystic—who offers

instances of auto-suggestion and mono-ideism. These two phe-

nomena are met with in every man of action, in all who devote

themselves to any cause, to any mission or task. I feel certain

that both, in short, are conditions of existence in every reflecting

individual. What is the use of living and struggling, toiling and

striving, if our life is of no importance? And how can we be

assured that life is important, that the universe is interested in

the maintenance of this fortnitous assemblage of atoms which

constitutes our individuality, if auto-suggestion does not come

along and fill up the gaps in our knowledge? I approve of myself

for holding on to life, because I imagine I am good for something.

And is not the concentration of our faculties on a single idea,

speaking generally, the very principle of action? It is in pro-

portion as our ideas become exclusive that they cease to he pure

and to attract to themselves the living forces of the soul which

they transform into volitions and acts.

Thus, by reducing mysticism to auto-suggestion and mono-

idmsm, nothing has been set forth that determines its absolute

talue. Everything depends on the value of the idea whkdii l^
mystic places before the consciousness* as his sunt^e and exdit^-
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aliQ. Ib idea tile more or less sym expression of

a reaUty^ inaccessible may be, though evident by of

its powerful and beneficent results, soinewbat like the idea of

the eii^r-preseni and ever-acting divinity to which a Bee^oven
might^scribe his sublime creations, or should it be jplabed in the
same category as the vain illusions in which morbidixnaginations
delight?

It would appear that the mystic idea, in its essential meaning,
belongs to those ideas that cannot be regarded as simple mental
states altogether relative and subjective. The very fact that it

exists, with the characteristics we have pointed out, the fact that

a great number of men, men of the highest endowments, have
interested themselves in and lived by it, places before both
psychologists and i>hilosophers the two following, among other,

problems :

—

Firstly, is there, for ourselves as conscious beings, and apart

from individual life, a possible universal life, one that is even now
real, in some measure? Is our reflective and separate conscious-

ness, according to which wc are external to one another, an absolute

reality, or is it a simple phenomenon beneath which lies concealed

the universal permeation of souls in one single principle?

Secondly, if we thus have two existences, one developed and
linmediately visible : the individual existence ; the other, still

almost unconscious, though superior : the universal existence

;

what is the relation between these two, and what method ought

we to adopt in order to bring the latter existence to full reality?

. Many mystics confine themselves to the ascetic method, i.e.,

they consider the two existences as mutually contradictory and
regard the abolition of the one as the condition of the other's

development. In this system there is no community whatsoever

except by the destruction of individuals, no divine city except by

the annihilation of the human and natural city.

Mysticism, however, suggests the idea of another method. If,

from now henceforth, the individual selfish life is not the only

one that exists in us, if we are actually united secretly to one

anothi^ by our common participation in the life of the universal

spirit, there is no oecasion to set up the plea of incompatibility

between the individual life and the universal life. They are

reeoncili^le, for in essence they are already reconciled to some
ext^t, In that it would be possible to transcend Nature

wi^ont departing therefrom.. Individual conscipusnesses might,

withpiat crushing each other, expand and become penetrable by

one anothezv/ 4nd;.inankind would be privileged to become one,

^ in^ groups which

esdstence is worthy and good
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bang thereby destined to disappeer. Paacat's idea voold be

capable of realisation : “The hnit and the multitude : we may noi

exclude either of these two>”

If there is any basis for these reflections, an extentiee and

complete study of mysticism would appear to be interesting, not

only as a matter of coriotity—even scientific curioaty—but

because of the very direct bearing it has on the life and destiny

both of individuals and of mankind as a whole.

Euile Boutboox.

Authorised translation by Fbed BotewbUi.
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The January number of this Beview contained articles upon

three important aspects of the Middle Eastern Problem—‘‘The
Arab Question,” “The New Poland,” and “The Turkidi Tangle

”

—articles which, however, included practically no reference to the

momentous subject of the new situation in the Eastern Mediter-

ranean. That situation will be of even greater significance in

the future than it has?Jaeen in the past, for, whatever may have

been our hopes at the time of the signature of the Armistice, or

even during the earlier stages of the Peace Conference, it must
now be admitted that the world-w^ar and its after-effects are not

even really over, that the recent conflagration has not in fact

been terminated in such a way as to make it the last of all wars,

and that, League of Nations or no League of Nations, the peace

of the future can hardly be ensured by, world disarmament. Thus,

to mention only one or two of the at present prevailing condi-

tions, we are compelled to recognise that the s2)read of Bolshevism

must make the positiSn in Bussia and in tlic Middle East uncer-

tain for years to come. Whatever, too, may bo the destinies of

the Straits and of the Sultan at Constantinople, the whole future

of what was Turkey in Asia is hanging so completely in the

balance that it must be watched with the closest attention by the

civilised world for an indefinite period. And last, but far from

least, the fact that the United States does not seeAxi prepared

to accept responsibilities and to undertake burdens, which would

have materially furthered the settlement of many features of the

Eastern problem, forces us to admit that Europe will be compelled

to fall bads upon methods more or less dependent upon “balance

of power” and jupon* “compensations,” methods which for a

moment happily almost appeared destined to disappear into

history. ^

' It seems superfluous to remind my readers that the conditions

affecting the situation in the Mediterranean have been materially

changed by the war. On the one band, Austria is no longer a

maritime Power at all, and for the present there are no German

or Bussian Fleets to influence the intematidhal equililSrium.

Likewise, !fhereae Italy, whose naval strength had formerly to

be coiint^ ta the credit of our enemies, has changed ddes, no

States winch have now been enlarged or coihe into existence

need he themselves as formidable from the naval
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standpoint. On tbe other hand, oven were it certain that some
of the above-mentioiled conditions constituted a permanency,
there is no doubt that, in many respects, our problems bound up
with tlie Mediterranean are of even more weight than was the

case in 1914. Thus, whilst the establishment of our Prote'^torate

over E^t i^as not in*any way modified the position of the Sues
Canal, it is obvious that the general deve^pm^t of the Near and
Middle East, including Egypt, will make the Mediterranean, as

a means of communication, of greater significance than was the

case in pre-war days. The expansion of new States, constituted

in parts of Turkey in Asia, will depend, too, particularly so far

as the Allies be concerned, largely upon connection maintained

by means of water highways. Once more, although the Baghdad
Bailway will probably be completed as a through line from Con-
stantinople to the Persian Gulf now that the fettering clauses of

the Turco-German Agreements, intended to prevent competition

with Germany, are done away with, it seems certain either that

this railway will have an important feeder starting from the

Mediterranean, or that an independent line will be constructed

directly from Beirut or some other port to the Persian Gulf. And,

finally, the almost undoubt^ opening and internationalisation of

the Straits and the present and future situations prevailing in the

temtories bordering upon the Black Sea, will make the 2Egean

a naval and commercial highway—the importance of which musb

be vastly g^eater'^than has been the case heretofore. Conse-

quently, wliulst the disappearance of the German North Sea Fleet

may enable us to revert to the policy existing prior to 1912, when
concentration in home waters became a necessity, even a dis-

tribution of British naval strength in such a way as to make us

actually paramount in the Mediterranean will not suffice to safe-

guard the interests of the Empire should the
,

territorial appor-

tionment be such as to place or to leave all the most advantageous

bases in alien, even if at present friendly, hands. -

The object of this article, therefore, is to examine some of the

still unsettled problems of the Mediterranean |r<^ the 'natioiial

international standpoints, and in particular to discuss quite

openly, for open discussion is now desirable, certain of the con-

ditions which must be realised if the safety^ of the Britii^

Commonwealth is to be assured. These questions should, X think,

be considered under two headings—those connected rest)ectiyely

with the Adriatic and the .®gean. In the first of these areas, efo

far as we are conceined, the questions involved are dipUuiuittic

rather than strategic,. In other words, diplomacy n^ay here

allowed to shape its normal course, and this
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ancd of a satisf^tozy settlor is diie liQ the for the-

establishment of permanent peace, rather fear of

adverse oonseqn^nces for British sea power. The problem is com-
plicated by the difficulty of reconciling etha<;Qogicai oonditions

with Allied treaty obligations and of preventing the coipZQercial

liberty of the one party from interfering with the reali^tion of
,

the strategic requirements of the other. But even bo> and much
as we hppe that our Allies—Italy and Jugo-Slavisr—will txM to

a fair agreSfioent—an agreement recognised as essential by aU
Jjihat is best in both countries—the value of such an agreement
is more momentous to the parties concerned than it is to us. For
instance/ were it possible for Jugo>Slavia to claim and to secure

Fiume, all the Dalmatian coast and islands and the northern part

of Albania in urfmi^d and unrestricted ^xissession, her conse-

quent possession of bases, such as the Bocchi di Cattaro, would

not seriously endanger British safety in that that country will

not be in a position to build or to maintain a fleet of world

importance. On the other hand, were Italy to obtain the whole

of the eastern shore of the Adriatic from Fiume to Avlona, unfair

as this would be to Jugo-Slavia, it would not really constitute a

menace to our interests. Indeed, whilst there is no need even

to discuss the question of war with our great southern ally,

towards whom we are drawn by links of friendship and of senti-

ment) the conversion of the Adriatic into an Italian land-locked

sea, even in the unfortunate eventuality of such hosi^ities, would

not be disadvantageous to us. Thus, in such a case, instead of

having to consider the rights of neutrals, as we were compelled

to do in the Baltic during the war, we should he in a position

completely to blockade the whole Adriatic, the domination in

which would then be of minor consequence to us. So far as this

section of the problem under discussion be concerned, therefore,

th^ is little, if anything, to be feared from the precedence of

diplomatic considerations over naval requirements—a precedence

which in the past has sometimes been possessed of disastrous

consequences.
' When we come to the Island of Crete and beyond, however,

that is to say, to the esitreme Eastern Mediterranean and to tbe

iEigean, the situation is entirely different, for in these areas

strategical requirements must be accepted on an equality with,

if not jn priority to, diplomatic and commercial oonsiderationB.

* Here wo have not an enclosed sea, to which naval access is com-

pazarively iznmaterial, hut two maritime areas in which the

strategy position constitutes the foundation of British power in

the Kear/East. Consequently^ whilst endeavours should be mode
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to amV6 at a aettlf^ent, U> iioault in jpormaooot peace and

to meet tbe wisbee of the inlmitants of the ^eae invid^vedb ev«ry

precaution muat be taken to saf^ard British intemta and to

make sure that we are not placed at a disadvantage in peace, or

still more in the unfortunate contingency of renewed war. On
this account it follows that, however reasonable may be the claiins

di several countries closely concerned in the territorial future of

Eastern Mediterranean lands, British statesmanship must look

not only to the present, but to the future. Whatever diplomatic

concessions might be forthcoming elsewhere, it is therefore vital

that there should be no repetition of such mjstakes as that by

which Heligoland was ceded to Germany in 1890 or that bound up
with the acceptance of the Spanish Protectorate in Northern

Morocco, whereby the southern part of tie Straits of Gibraltar

became Spanish territorial waters—mistakes evidently made with-

out pro{)er forethought as to the consequences in regard to the

free exercise of our sea power.

For the moment we can pass over the Eastern Mediterranean,

and this because, although British interests in that zone have

been enlarged during the war, those interests are safeguarded by

the possession of Egypt and by the fact that that country, and

{)artioularly Alexandria, can be used as a base for any operations

which may be necessary in those waters. We then come to the

^geau, the straj^cgical importance of which will be greatly

increased by the almost certain opening and internationaliBation

of the Straits. That sea, which extends from Crete on the south

to the Balkan coast on tlie north, and from Greece on the west

to Asia Minor on the East, contains several islanda the possession

of which is of vital signihcance from the standpoint of naval

power. In order to understand the problem of the .dSgean and

of its control aright, it therefore becomes necessary to conrider

some of the more recent developments which have taken plm
in connection with these islands and to refer to the elituation

existing in regard to them prior to the European War.
At the time of the outbreak of the Turco-ltalian campaign m

1911 all the western islands belonged to Greece. The remainder

of the Archipelago, including the Southern Sporades or Pod«h

kanese Islands formed part of Turkey, Crete and Samos enjo^g
special positions under the protection of the Great Powers. After

some delay, due largely to the attitude of the other membm
the then Triple Alliance, who prevented Italy from ext^ding Ikut

campaign in such a manner as to include the Balkans or any rital

portions of the Asiatic dominions of the Saltan, that ooun1%
effected a landing gt Bbodes in April, 1918, subsequentlj ooc^
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Kyuig 6lem I)|oddiiUQ^;-^|^^

Cii88Qfj, lilisyrosi Symri, (km. fatmoa,
Halid ai^ 8tatn^lia. KevertheleBS, ew ^ien» preawably

oidniGrto the oontinued oppodtlon of tlU aiid part^^

to that of Austria and Germany, many ot the moie important

Turkish idands were left untouched^ and when Turkey was forced

to aecept the inevitable, owing to tiie outbreak of the hrst Balkan

War, it was only the Dodekaoese group which figmK»d in the

Peace teiins. By the Treaty of Lausanne, signed on Octoher

18th, 1912, Italy agreed to evacuate these islands imrnhdtateiy

after Turkey had withdrawn her officers, troops and functionaries

from the noi*th coast of Africa. They were, therefore, to be held

as sort of guarantees for the fulfilment of Turkish obligations, as

no formal claim w^as put forward at this time to their permanent

retention.

The next liistorical stage is that connected with the Balkan

Wars. At that time, as the Ottoman Navy was not sufficiently

powerful to maintain the command of the iEgean, the Greek

Fleet naturally swept the Archipelago, and all the islands, not

already in Italian occupation, fell into Hellenic hands. Crete and,

I believe, Samos also went definitely to Greece. Notwithstanding

this, both during the abortive negotiations which took place in

'London in the winter of 1912-1913 and throughout the Peace

Conference held here in the spring of the lat^r year, the Turks

refused to agree to the cession of the iSilgean Islgbds to their

conquerors,i|pind in the end their future assignment was placed

in the hands of the London Ambassadorial Conference. That

body in its turn found itself be.set by countless national and inter-

national difficulties, and it was only after a delay of many months

that a decision w^as taken to the effect that Imbros, Tenedos and

Ca^llprizzo, situated as they are close to the outer entrance of

the Dardanelles, were to be returned to Turkey, but that aU the

other islands, including Mitylene, Chios and Lemnos, were to

remain Greek, 1 believe with the sole proviso that none of the

neWly-acquired Hellenic possessions w^ere to be fortified or used;

for naval or military purposes. Even then, however, whilst

Greece thus secured as*good, if not a better, settlement than she

cUn the question was by no means closed, for

Ttdorkey refused to acknowledge the Ambassadorial award, and, in

spite^ oonlanUed negotiations between the two Governments,

relations were never re-established. The outbreak of the

War, which found Italy in what was nominally the

ili^p(»!U7 of the Dodekanese, tbi^efcMPe occurred when
igie of the formeriy Ottoman islands was

« 3
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uncertain, and when the decisions cuxived at by the ASpi^s^^
Conference had not been consommated. Since that^^^
principal developments have taken place. Pirstly, by i^e so-

called Pact of London, signed on April 26th, 1915, it was d^rdti^y

recognised by England, Prance and Bnssia that Italy Aodld
obtain all the twelve islands occupied by her in Jfull poetession.

Secondly, when the situation in the East became Critical, I thinlt^

soon after the entrance of Turkey into the war, the Allies, headed

by Great Britain, occupied certain of the disputed iBlgean Islands,

including Lemnos and, I believe, Mitylene.^

The above remarks prove that there are two more or less

distinct problems for settlement in the ^gean. Eirstly, there is

the future of the Dodekanese Islands, where the maintenance or

abrogation of the Pact of London constitutes the vital factor.

Unwelcome as may be its realisation to Great Britain or to Prance,

and unpopular as are its terms in America, who will never really

accept its provisions, that document is undoubtedly binding, and
must be considered as binding by the British and French Govern-
ments, unless they are relieved of their responsibilities by Italy.

Failing such relief, therefore—^relief for which other compensa-
tions could be found—the Dodekanese must become Italian. On
the other hand, if the Jugo-Slavs should accept the compromise
proffered to them by the Peace Conference, that acceptance would
presumably put an end to the Pact of London, not only so far

as the Adriatic is concerned, but also in its relation to the islands

and to the future of Turkey in Asia. If this be b(^ although it

must be anticipated that Italy would maintain a claim to cei^in
of the islands—'probably at least to Bhodes and Stampalia—^the

illotment of the remainder would be in the hands of the Peace
I/onference. In that case, considering the facts that the popula-
iions concerned are preponderatingly Hellenic by race and senti-

nent, and that these islands would have actually fallen into the
lands of Greece during the Balkan War had they not been
Jready occupied by Italy, it would only be fair that they should
ibw be allotted to the former country. For these reasons, and
lecause his attitude is invariably one of moderation, destined to
icbieve real Near Eastern peace, it seems legitimate to suggest
hat M. Venizelos, who has grown to constitute a sort of mouth-
>’epe for all the Balkan States, may have employed his influence
kvith Jugo-Slavia to try to persuade that country to agree to

^.11
oocttpfttion, whioh was neoeMtty in order to provide a baie and oth^

a^tiee, especially during the Dardanellec did not oonstitiite in
irfringement of Greek neixttality beoanee effect had not been given to the
leo^conB of the Ambaaeadorial Confercnoe.
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propoflolB fr6m * wluch slie t^radf the

^ere remaiii, then, for disctti^OB in the

EfiBtem and North-Eastern Mediterranean. may be

t#^ |ilternative forms of procedure for arriving at a decisibn.

Either all the islands, which were in dispute between Turkey and

Greece at the beginning of the war, can be taken as forming part

of the Ottoman territories available for distribution as a result of

the defeat of Turkey, or those allotted to Greece by the Ambas-
sadorial Conference can be accepted as actually belonging to her,

which would leave only the three near the outer entrance of the

Dardanelles in the melting pot. In both cases, however, and

whatever may have been the pros and cons at the outbreak of the

European conflagration, Turkey, having ruled herself out of court

by her adhesion to the cause of the enemy, Greece has now the

best claims to all the islands, except Imbros, Tenedos and Cas-

tellorizzo, which, for reasons given in the January issue of this

Review, should form part of the internationalised Straits* zone.

The gratification of such claims would in its tum become respon-

sible for the question as to how this solution w^ould be destined

to affect British maritime power in this highly important

mrea.

Whilst no oflScial answer has been, or is likely to be, given to

so pertinent a question, it is obvious that, although such an

arrangement may not at present be actively detrimental to our

interests in the East, yet it would create a situation which is not

the most satisfactory to British requirements. Arrangements of

this kind would establish a Greek or a Grseco-Italian .fflgean,

and they would automatically leave us without an advanced base

should operations be necessary either in the approaches to the

Dardanelles or in the Black Sea. With the Straits inter-

nationalised, and therefore with Constantinople and its snrround>>

ings prdbably unavailable -for any naval or military purposer—

a

contingency which may arise at any moment—^we should therefore

be compelled either to rely upon the belligerent co-operatioii ^f
Greece or to be prepared to resort to a forcible occupation of

undisputed neutral Hellenic territory-occupation which, were

it not actually resisted, would be entirely contrary to international

law and to the Covenant of the Ijeague of Nattons. As it is

impossible to suppose that this country could ever be guilty of

following the example set by Germany in regard to Belgium, the

question seems to resolve itself into whether British maritime

power is to become at least somewhat subject to the tenure of

office by M. Yehizelos, who would undoubtedly use all his

i^dence on the side of this country, or whether here and now
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lius power should not be aeeored by meaean&

depend npon the goodwill of any pemn or xei^:^iinr<:

ever friendly liat person or nation inay appear aV itt;-||tiB^

time.

It goes without saying that the latter alternative is

acceptable of adoption to the British peqi>le, and that BUg^;;m»6t

therefore be taken to safeguard our interests in the 'JSSgiut^

interests which I do not believe can be assured vittot idre

possession of a base in that sea. The history of the wsTi and

particularly of the Dardanelks campaign, has proved tfa^woiig
all the islands under discussion the one. possessed of ii|eal

requirements is Lemnos. Located about forty-three m^s'to the

west of the outer entrance to the DardanelleSi it a

model base in exactly the right position. The

fully described in The Mediterrmean Pilot, Vd. IV,, xneaj^a,

about fifteen miles each way. Divided into two alniDgit

paris by the Bay of Pumea on the north and that of Mndrog on
the south, it possesses in the latter and in Port Mudros

and well-sheltered harbour for capital ships—a harbour the^me^
of which require no description here. Mpreoin^, Jdce HijfxUoutbj

with the Hamoaze and the Catte Water, and like Malta, tilth the

Grand Harbour and also the Marsa Musciet, Lemnos Iw the

enormous merit of having Port Kondia, situat^ just to Ibie

of Mudros Bay, which can be utilised as an auxiliai^

petrol craft, thus enabling the main harbotir to be kept olos^
against enemy attack. Moreover, whilst Lemnos haa Mlky vtesb
would enable it to be defended against bombarfnM^t ^fbni

air, it also poBsesses Bnitqble landing-places for our own »ei?o*

planes and seaplanes. In short, the key to an
and open Straits, as Alexandria is the key to the Suez ijanalyW
the base for an attack upon a still closed Dardanelies, Lpbnos
appears to be a pivot of naval power, the present
importance of which we cannot afford to ignore.

It remains to allude to the diplomatic featured of the probtoto
Here it may be said at once that if all the islands, of
futures were not definitely decided prior to the outbre^ the
war, are to be taken as forming part of tha Trirlrinh
and as necessary of allotment by the Peace Confererioe#
occupation of Lemnos and the preponderating rdle wlm^
played in the war gives us as good, if not a better; titfe^
island than that which can be sustained by lUiy
u^ially as Italy will surely retain a fbothold m
^gean, and as the claims of France aeein destined to
fully realised in the Near East, Alternatively, if Lemnoa aftady
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is Iwbded oyer

ti^ockaen and tbs

MHate of .'file island muld pass into tbe lia^ and
Ghnsek Goveniments far discussion. ' Such

ji!but)j) be influem^ by the fact that, wheifeis L^ii^a is an ideid

base Soar us, it ynmld be of no positive or ietibe yalue t6*G«aioa

for that purpose^ for she can never, uhder any oiisi^amBtinoM,

maintain, the command of the iBg<^n in case ^ fi^^pean oozd-

I^GOtions. In addition, when compared with such islands .pA

Ci^ or Mitylene, Lemnos is vastly less important, in that. Whilst

Ohios and Mitylene have populations of respectiv^y over 78,000

and ovbr 182,000 souls, the inhabitants of Lemnos number oply

about 27,000 all told. Considering the relative positions of the

two parties to such a discussion, therefore, it is obvious that thSM
are many directions—^political, financial and economic—in wfaibh

Great Britain is possessed of the means amply to compensate
Greece for any sacrifice to which she zpay consent or which she

may ipake upon a question which has never been one of primary

ii^rtance to her.

fihal^, should its acceptance by us be consideFed advise

^ie, there is a possible diplomatic solution of the questhm-Hk

toldtii^ d^ndent upon the exchange of Cyprus for Letnnos.

Shch an an^ngement would certainly entail a sacrifice on onr

1^, but it could now hardly fail to be acceptable to Greece. It

be a saes^ce to tis because the former island || well placed

as ‘i :]pd^g^pla(^ air route towards the because it

c^s^teu a good base for aerial obsezval^n or opera&ns in this

to^ihty; forms an offset to the valuable advantages

Syria and Armmxia, under the Sykes-Ficoi

^O^ent. Bui whereas from the opening of the Sues Canid

ill 1868, and particulariy f^ the moment when we acquired a

^tblling interest in that undertaking in 18?6, It was vital that

91^ shoidd have an ouipost in this part of the v^orld, Ike stratqgio

iialne of Cyprus gz'eatty decreased from the time of our arrival in

Bgypt in 1882. iliat this has been recogUited in high quM^
k pmved by the fact that the suggested exchange of Cyprus fir

Was Undkr oonaderation before the v^ar and by the offer

ii^ dj^s to GreOce on October 17tb, 1915---en^b^ not then

en^rtaiUed because acceptance would have

ehliarke 0^ into the war^h entrap strongly

oppbs^ Government whmh had been in

aimut days. The xepetitkh of tlk sa^
of an now,

under entirely dxffezpA instead
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of being made dependent upon the immediate /ulfilment of her

treaty obligations towards Serbia, it would carry with it advan-

toges altogether outside and beyond those in any case now to be

secured by Greece. For these reasons, the facts that Cy^s is

the third largest island in the Mediterranean,' that it iitvei^y

fertile,* and that for years there has been an almost opntinual

agitation for union with Greece would seem to mean that such

a proposal would be likely to secure a favourable reception in

that country where the influence of M. Venizelos is at present

stronger than was the case directly after our arrival at Salonica.

in October, 1915. In short, if Great Britain would stand to gain

strategically and militarily by the acquisition of Lemnos, Greece

would realise, by tlie annexation of Cyprus, political, eentimental

and commercial advantages vastly surpassing those bound up with

the possession of any other insular territory—^the future of which

is at present under discussion.

To summarise and to recapitulate, it may be said that even if

the defeat of the Central Empires and the disappearance of their

fleets removes a formerly existing threat to our sea power, that

power cannot be definitely and permanently safeguarded without

adequate forethought as to the distribution of territories in them-

selves possessed of weighty strategic significance. The Mediter-

ranean, the iBlgean, the Dardanelles and the Black Sea are mari-

time areas the situations in which are vital to the safety of the

British Empire. The suggested cession of Cyprus may be

resented by those who have not F9tudied the problem, and it may
be resisted by naval authorities, who are rightly opposed to

sacrifices, however relatively unimportant they may be. But if

it becomes a choice between the maintenance of an antiquated

pistol, pointing towards the coasts of Syria and Southern Asia,

Minor, and the acquisition of an all-important point d'appui at

the entrance to the Dardanelles, then there seems little doubt
as to the proper policy of adoption by British statesmanship.

H. CHABriBs Woods.
Fehrmry 11th, 1920.

P.S.—Since the completion of this article there have occurred
two events which increase the weight of certain arguments
employed above. Firstly, the Supreme Council, assembled in
Downing Street, appears to have decided upon the maintenance
of the Turks at Constantinople, and* upon the establishment of
International Control on the Straits—decisions advocated by irie^

in th^ February issue of this Ebview. This confirms; the
hecesaify for a British base in the .^gean. And, secondly, Sff. ^
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. on tlid subject of the ptovesj W 1 have
'ssid above/ that Arnica v^ll never willu^y the Paot
of London. Whilst it is too early at pr^Mnt tb foiecast the

results of this development upon the future of the
Islands, its effect is likely to tend in the direction of placing the
future of the Dordekanese Islands with the Supreme Council

rather than of leaving them undisputed in the hands of Italy.

—

H. 0. W., February IStK 1920.
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From the eailiest bdllads, where a girl followed her lover to b^ttile

in the armour of his esquire, to that curious mingling of rdmanhe

and psychology. Mademoiselle de Maupin, and numer^s \

modern instances, literature has delighted in the girl-page and

her adventures, and never more so than during the sixteenth and

seventeenth centuries.

Every Elizabethan writer seems to have been tempted by the

possibilities of disguise. The men and women in 'play, romance

and poem have to assume something, if it is but an Italian name.
'

There are repeated instances of a man borrowing a ruff and a

farthingale, but perhaps the favourite of all devices is to send a

girl forth in the apparel of a boy.

-*A brave disguise and a safe one,*’ it gave liberty in an age

when freedom was unknown to women, and nothing entangled a

jfiot so delightfully
;
possibly it owed its origin to the spirit of

adventure so essential an element of the time. Lyly, in

Gdllatheaf where two girls turn boys for a year, was perhaps the

first to introduce the device, but it began to be favoured with

PhilasteT, with Twelfth Night, and As You Like It; the realists

played with it in More Dissemblers Besides Women, The Roaring

Girl, and No Wit, No Help Like a Woman^s, Finally, it de-

generated into a mere conventionaJ figure with Shirley, 'with

some of the later plays ascribed to Fletcher (but assuredly not

by him), and reappeared, robbed of some of its natural and earlier

vividness, as Fidelia in Wycherley's The Plain Dealer,

Perhaps no age was so sensitive to experiment and discovery

as the Elizabethan period. Translations and foreign literature

between them poured vitality into the country and mingled with

the stories of sailors who voyaged not only to the half-known

Indies, but East as well, and northwards as far as Russia.

Travelling became frequent. The world was open to a youth,

and experience bounded only by the skill of his sword and wit.
;

.

Play after play jeered at the foreign fashions that oveiran the

country
;
play after play borrowed its story from a foreign source.

Merchants sought stuffs and tapestries for their wives as far

abroad as Ragusa, till Lady Cressingham’s threat {Anything for
a Quiet L*/e)—“If I Hye another year, I’ll have my agents shali

lie for me at Paris, and at Venice, and at Valladolid in

for intelligence of all new fashions Was rather 4
than a& exaggeration.
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spirit

of an age; had nothing but monotony to giai^ hi^ longing for

ez^rience. A lover was the one break in }»r e^lmon/and he

was x^iosen her. Girls were married, often at fifteen, to men
ihej^ had seen, perhaps, some half a dozen times. Choice of a

husband was the privilege of widows, who alone seem to have

been accorded a slight degree of freedom. For the most part the

following lines express the life they had of necessity to lead :

—

“ We have grown old together,
^

As many ladies and their women do,

With talking nothing, and with doing less;

We have spent our life in that which least concerns life,

Only in putting on our clothes.”

It is questionable how far this dullness, unbroken by adven*

tore, was beguiled with books. Harebrain, in A Mad Worlds

My Masters, says, speaking of his wife : “I have conveyed away
all her wanton pamphlets, as Hero and Leander, Venus aftd

Adonis ’*
; and, forgetful, perhaps, of the emptiness of the day,

Imogen spent her evenings with a poem, as lachimo noted : **She

has been reading late—

“The tale of Terous; here the leaf's turned down
Where Philomel gave up.”

Yet it is doubtful if it ever became the general diversion of

women; and merely to read romances is ever but a poor sub-

sti^te for reality. More often the life women desired was that

pictured for them by Lazarillo, in Blurt, Master Constable : “It

Rball*be your first and finest praise to sing the note of every new
fashion at first sight, and, if you can, to stretch that note above

ela.” Dhey are to pleasure their husbands by learning musicj

“for by this means your secret friend may have free and open

access to you, under the colour of pricking you lessons.” They
are not to rest until they procure a garden a fair distance from

the city :

—

;
^IThen, in the afternoon, when you address your sweet perfumed tedy .tp ^

to thia garden, there to gather a nosegay—sops-in-wine, eowaUpa,

ooinmbinM, heart’s-eMe—the first principle to learn is, that you stick bladk ^^

petdhea the rheum on your delicate blue temples, though there be ^
leom lor the rheum : black patches are comely in most women, and bel^
well fastened, drew men's eyes to shoot at you. Neact, your
must stand in j»tint; and for that purpose, get poking^itioks with fairW
toi9|g mt^bey scorch yotu: lily sweati^ hands. Then ypur hi^ with

Itfhn, if you have a little face; if otherwise, ciherwise. ^esid^, you
|day the wag with your wanton Ian ; have your dog^alled Peari, or

c* Why AA you, or any other pretty namer-dtnee alo^
iM helcre yoft, oa yp.ur'revapl^/lu^.

,;= Q* II'
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They are to seem unwilling if invited out to supper and ip eat

little at table, ‘'because it may be said of you, you are no

cormorant; yet at your coming home you may oounteifeit a

qualm, and so devour a posset.** If they have daughters they

are to marry them to gallants, not citizens, and to ensure* this

they must “go all the ways yourselves you can to be made ladies,

especially if, without danger to his person, or for love or money,

you can procure your husband to be dubbed.”

It is not surprising that with this as a common ideal of a
woman’s existence Elizabethan girls, in despair, sought the wider

life accorded to their brothers, and were willing to turn, for this

freedom, to the doublet and hose of a boy.

It is customary to assert that the frequency with which a page

is found to be a girl disguised is due to the fact that in the

seventeenth century the women’s parts were always acted by boys;

Yet any careful examination of Elizabethan plays must show
that this was the least of many reasons, a thought of modernity,

neglectful of the spirit of that age. If the motive behind the

disguise was indirectly love, to rejoin a husband or to follow a

lover, the actual reason for assuming it was to obtain liberty,

some protection from the dangers inseparable from the voyage.

It was impossible for any unprotected woman to travel alone

during the Elizabethan age. Bobberies, outrage of every kind,

were but too common. No girl above the rank of a waiting

woman might cross the street unattended. It was a period of

parental oppression, when girls were married to the man who
would give the most land for them or claim with them the

smallest dowry
;
}outh sacriiiced to age and spent strength for a

handful of gold. In a time when immorality was more or less

expected, jealousy fettered women until almost the sunlight was
forbidden to their gaze. It is little to be wondered at that any
girl with individuality, a sense of adventure, should prefer to

trust the promises of a young and obedient lover rather than stay

to suffer virtual imprisonment at the tyrannical hands of some
unloved suitor of her parents’ choice.

This impossibility of movement from place to place save as a
man farced half the dramatists to fit their heroines with doublet

and hose. Viola, wrecked and alone in Illyria, assumes the dis-

guise of necessity; it is danger, not desire, which drives Julia

into a page’s suit. Only as a boy inay Bellario follow Philaster

;

only as a gallant may Mistress Lowwater be revenged.

It is easy to imagine a girl, horn into an age of vitality and
discovery, beating against the restrictiems imposed by an oldd:,

jess sensitive world. Beading, the solitary amusement permit^
bir Ip^ging for beauty, would fill her dreams with impos^ls
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romances took tiie coloor of truth beside the unbroken

monotony of her days. She would watch her brothers with life

at their own disposali envious of their freedom. Then some boy,

young in thought as herself, with a letter, moinentB of stolen

meeting, would awaken a new reality that itself was built of

dream. Impetuous, not with the tranquil protest books had

aroused against her existence, but with actual emotions, actual

rebellion, she would grow, with a few weeks, alien to her sur-

roundings, eager to command, unready of obedience. Perhaps

her lover would be sent abroad until the weeks grew barren of

hope, with the one taste of reality to bar her for ever from
childish acceptance of their dreariness. Perhaps some marriage

would be threatened, hateful to her dreams. Perhaps it would

be restraint she was weary of, to follow merely with her eyes the

free birds passing her window, to long and long for the woods
where they nested until the call of wildness might bo stilled no
longer. Knowing the liberty of a boy, she would think of her

lover and the life he had promised till, as the wind rippled the

rose-leaves, she grew mad with the bitterness of. inaction, and

stole out in the summer night, page in heart as well as apparel,

old enough to love adventure, t<^ young to realise its dangers.

Elizabethan plays are full of pictures of these girls, from the

first chance meeting, through every incident and peril of such a

life, up to the final discovery or admission of their disguise.

Julia, pleading with Lucetta for aid, knows it is impossible for

her to rejoin Proteus save as a man :

—

Lvostta. But in wbat habit will you go along?

' JuuA. Not like a woman *, for I would prevent

The loose encounters of lascivious men;

Gentle Lucetta, fit me with such weeds

As may beseem some well-reputed page.

LvomTA. Why, then, your ladyship must cut your hair.

JuUA. No, girl; I’ll knit it up in silken strings,

With twenty odd-conceited true-love knots

;

To be fantastic may become a youth

Of greater time than I shall show to be.

LncsiTA. What fashion, madam, shal^ I make your breeches?

JuiiA. That fits as well as— Tell me, good my lord,

What oompass will you wear your farthingale?
"

Why, even that fashion thou best lik’st, Lucetta.

Lvobita. You must needs have them with a codpiece, madam.
Julia. Out, out, Lucetta I that will bo ill-favoured.

Lucbita. a round hose, madam, now's not worth a pfai,

Unless you have a codpiece to stick pins on.

.
JpuA. jjiuoetta, as thou lov'st me, let me have

What thou think'st meet, and is most msanMly

:

But tell me, wench, how will the world repute ine

fog undertalring so unsiaid a jornney?
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. 1 fear me it will makeW ebimd^i^
Luobkta. If you tliink so. then stay ^ home, go iiot.

Julia. Nay., that I will not.

Lucbxta. Then never di;pam on ijohlpaiy^ go.

It was easy to imagine tbe }oiim6y« easy to prepare to itl^but

for a girl accustomed to 8eclu6ion« to a garden, to BUfamit to'^tbe

perils of Elizabethan voyage-demanded all the courage that would

seem to have been a characteristic of the age. Sometimes her

lover waited for her below, as Lorenzo for Jessica, but this was

rare. Oftener she would creep out alone on her ej:ploration,

afraid, half wishful of discovery, were it not for the sharpness of

her love. . *

Although, Viola, in The Coxcomb of Beaumont and Fletcher,

never assumes a man's suit (it had been safer for her if she had),

her thoughts as she leaves home, lanistful of her lover, might echo

the feelings of Bellario or Julia as they started out.
^

'*The night is terrible, and 1 enclosed

With that my virtue and myself hate most,

D.arkneas; yet I must fear that which I wish,

B^e company; and every step I take

Bounds louder in my fearful ears to-night

Than ever did the shrill and sacred bell

That rang me to my prayers. The house will rise

When I unlock the door. Were it by day

I am bold enough; but then a thousand eyes

Warn me from going. Might not God have made
A time for envious prying fcdk to sleep^

Whilst lovers met, and yet the sun hath shone?

Yet I was bold enough to steal this key

Out of my father’s chamber; and dare not

Venture upon my enemy, the night,

Armed only with my love to meet my friend.

Alas, how valiant a^ how ’fraid at once

Love makes a virgin! I will throw this key

Back through a window. 1 had wealth enough

In jewels with me, if I bold his love

I steal 'em for. Farewell my place of birth I

I never make account to look on thee again.”

This Viola was more thap usually timorous, perhaps with
reason, for on reaching the comer assigned as a meeting^plaibe

by Bioardo, her lover, he comes, truly, but too drunk to reoqgf'

nise her, and she is stript by thieves, plundered of her jew^,^
and forced to work as a farm servant before she is found and
mscued by her f&ther and tepentant loVer, whom, with the weai-
nw common to Elizabeths^ women, she fotgives. y
Ui^ustomed to travel inany Ipid their Way. Martia, ifi

W*do^y overtakes a horseman, rides with him to company
xseadnng a stretch of desolate ecmniaiyi the stranger summiM
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Ma feUow-^T6B robs her of hom, and 1^ If

th^ esoa^ was always di^ebrnfort; the mere
exchlbge such as Imogen’s, hung **with

tapei^ry of sUk smd silver,” for bare ground and starlight, was
hard enough for one who from a window might have watched

nigSticome, but had never known its loveliness :

—

“I Bee a man’s life 18 a tedious one.

1 have tired myself; and for two nights together

Have made the ground my bed.*'

^iB'dod was not always easy to obtain, and even inns were dan-

gerous, as Theodosia found when, believing herself alone, her

weeping betrayed her to her brother, who had come to the room
unobserved.

Even if she reached her lover in safety to be his page was to

,

Joiow a life very different to the existence pictured in some of

the romantic plays. It is worth while reading Middleton’s Afore

Dissemblers Besides Womens if only for the realistic description

of what a girl had to suifer directly she put on doublet and hose.

The Page (throughout the play she is given no other name}
had run away from her friends to serve Lactantio, trustful of .

his promises to love and marry her, and is mocked of him :

—

" If I should marry all those I have promised,

'Twould make one vicar hoarse ere he could dispatch us.**

She is set, not to the tasks assigned to pages in the romantic

plays, but to wait on him, clean his boots, get his clothes ready.

In the following passage she entreats Dondolo, Lactantio’s other

itorvant, to help her with the unaccustomed duties :

—

Page. 1 prithee, Dondolo, take this shirt and air ii a little against my
m^ev rises ; I had rather do anytliing than do 't, i* faith.

DoNDOip. 0 monstrous, horrible, terrible, intolerable! Are you not big

GilOugh to air a shirt? Were it a smotik now, you liquorish page, you*d be

iMo^ed erd you’d pdrt fr(W it.

Page. Pijah; here, Dondolo, prithee, take it.

Dokdolo.’' It’s no more but up and ride with you, then! All my gen^a-:

tion were beadles and ofl&eers, and do you think I*m so easily emreatedl <

you dlall fihd a harder piece of Work, boy, than you imagine, to get anytiUng

: from my hands; I will not disgenerate so much from the nature ci

Id^pd; you must bribe me one way or other, if you look to have anything ,,

: dene, W slse you may do ’t younelf : ’twas just my father’s humour w)^
he bore office. ¥ou know my mind, page; the song! the song I I hausi ^

^ ^ther have the sozig you sung to my master last night when he went
or I’ll not do a* stitoh of service for you from one week’s cnxi to tlie;<^iheir.

you shall brush cloaks, make dean ^hrs, nay,

in the tugging you chance to fall and heeikd the

lor all auiging Bondolo soon tiitol of do|^ her work ior

hid:scorn

'
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.** But you can keep a little tit-mouse page there,

That’s good for nothing but to carry toothpicks,

Put up your pipe or so, that’s all he's good for :

He cannot make him ready as he should do;

I am fain to truss his points every morning;"

She could not even ride :

—

"I think he scarce knows liow to stride a horse;

T saw him with a little hunting nag

But thus high t’other day, and he was fain

To lead him to a high rail, and got up like a butior-weneb."

Sooner or later detection was inevitable. Whether they were

willing or not to give up this perilous liberty is an interesting

point the old dramatists leave unanswered. It is curious to note'

there was ever a slight contempt, felt rather than expressed,

visible in the minds of the other characters. Incredible as it

may seem, the stiff dullness of Arethusa was nearer the Eliza-

bethan ideal of women than the wild loveliness of Bellario. And
why did Shakespeare mar Viola, and Imogen with even the hint

of cowardice? A girl who had suffered shipwreck and the perilous

life of a page would never have shnink so woefully from encounter

with Sir Toby, would never have jidmitted a fear of unsheathed

steel. Imogen would have drawn her rapier boldly—

"and if mine cnorny

But fear the sword like mo, ho ’ll Bccrooly look on’t."

are the only unnatural lines she speaks in Cymbeline. Bellario

was ready enough for fighting if the chance had come, and even

Martia faced the thieves boldly, if she did B}i6il it afterwards by

admitting she knew the pistol was not loaded.

Elizabethan literature is rich in examples of these pages,

though often the disguise is assumed but for a single scene or

by a character of little real importance. The vivid and memor-
able instances are Imogen, Viola, Eosalind, Julia and Jessica in

Shakespeare ; Bellario, Theodosia and Leocadia in Beaumont and

Fletcher; Moll, Mistress Lowwater, the Page and Martia in

Dekker and Middleton ; Gallathea and Fhillida in Lyly
; Ascanio

in Massinger ; Eroclea in Ford.

Perdita, though she is bidden

—

"Dismantle you; and, if you can, dialiken

The truth of your own seeming;
’’

never actually appears as a boy. With Portia and Nerissa one
never loses the sense that they are women, disguised because the

plot requires it, not from any desire of adventure, nor the neces-

sity of life. They are a little solemn with maturity, too con-

fident; the poetry of Imogen, the imaginative seriousness of
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Viola, are alike alien to their thought. The few lines where

Jessica, at the window, plays with Lorenzo and her disguise :

—

lovo is blind, and lovers cannot see

The pretty follies that themselves commit;
For if they could, Cupid liimself would blush

• To see mr thus transformed to a boy.’*

is far more valuable a contribution to the psychology of the girl-

page, whose very essence, in these romantic plays, is the beauty

of childhood, newly touched by youth, but not yet lost to dream.

Of the plays ascribed to Beaumont and Fletcher, Janus in

The Faithful Frienda is so lifeless a figure that this alone would

prove that Fletcher had little or no share in its composition.

Alathe in The Night Walker is more vigorous, but too unreal to

be of value. The Pilgrim is the oddest mixture of a parody of

As You Like lit with the mad-house scenes so favoured of Dekker

and Middleton. Neither Aliena nor Jiiletta impress the reader

once with a sense of life. In Love*s Cure Clara is brought up as

a man, her brother Tjiicio as a woman, on account of their father’s

enemies. He is pardoned, and Clara struggles in vain to adapt

herself to a farthingale
—

“these clothes will never fadge with

me**—and her brother to draw his sword without flinching, until

love makes Clara willing enough to wear a skirir and turns Lucio

from cowardice to bravery. Loce*s Pilgrimage is a more inter-

esting play. Both disguised as men, the discovery by Theodosia

of Leocadia’s sex and the later scene where Philippo pleads with

Leocadia for her love are vivid and full of beauty.

But it is Bellario in Philaster that is one of the loveliest, as

it is one of the most complete, studies of the girl-page that litera-

ture has known. It is the poetry and the spirit and the tragedy

of adventure caught in a single figure. Yet

—

"The trustiest, loving’st and the gentlest boy

That ever masters kept."

possesses a wisdom, a rarity of intuition wholly unboyish, nor is

she hostage to mere restlessness, but rather the embodiment of

that spirit, warm with longing and experiment some have titled

youth. Her very ordering of the flowers by the fountain, at a

moment so decisive to the whole current of her venturing, has a

tinge of that immaturity to whom sunset, gold rose opening upon

a green-leaved, sky, the shape of curving daffodils, were so fresh

in beauty they must be played and trifled with, in all the

enthusiasm of a very young poet, newly compelling words to his

obedient hand. Her pleading with Philaster has the wistful

knowledge of a vision winter has not hardened, in inevitable

conflict with the narrower boundaries of those for whom adven-
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ture iB a myth. Allegiance may be transferred at an express

command, but only a young boldness could imply so well absolute

denial of all save outward surrender, as she enters Arethusa’s

room : “I wait on you, To do him service.” Yet this root of

childishnesB which sets her apart from the others in the pla;j has

scarcely the depth of a leaf. Beneath it her thought divines at

once the Htrangcness of Philaster; “she would fly as far as

morning” for his content. Unlike Viola, she is unsullied

by any cowardice at the glitter of naked steel. There is no com-

promise in her nature; the wish of all who will neither yield nor

obscure their dream, weary of conflict, broke, as Philaster

wounded her, “Oh death, I hope, is come.” The final confession

of her love is imperishable as Illyria itself—Illyria, that region,

sensitive to j-eality, but of too rare imaginings ever to be quite

true even to an Elizabethan day.

Ascanio, in Massinger’s The Bashful Lover; Eroclea, in The
Lover's Melancholy, by Ford, are but pale copies of Bellario, nor

are the single scenes in which Mellida, in Marston’s play, and
Eugenia, in Massinger’s The Duke of Milan, appear as men for

the mere purpose of disguise of any importance.

“Light-colour summer stuff, mingled with divers colours,”

there is a quaint realism about Lyly’s play, Gallathea, which
makes it pleasant enough to read. Especially interesting is the

scene where, newly arrayed as boys, both Gallathea and Phillida

meet and are afraid to speak lest they betray themselves in the

unaccustomed dress.

Gallathea sees Phillida, an apparent shepherd, in the distance

—

Gallathea. But whist 1 liorc commeth a lad ; I will leam of him how to

behave myself.

PHILI.IDA. I neither like my gate, nor my garments; the one untoward,

the other unfit, both unseemly. O Phillida!—^but yonder staieth one, and
therefore say nothing. But 0 Pliillidal

GAiiLATBBA {aside). 1 perceive that boys are in as great disliking of them-
selves as maids, therefore though I wear the apporell, I am glad I am not
the person.

Phillida {aside). It is a pretty boy and a faire, he might well have been
a woman; but because he is not, I am glad I am, for now under the colour

of my coat, I shall decipher the follies of their kind.

Gauathea {aside). I would salute him, but I fear I should make a
curtsie instead of a legge.

Philuda {aside). If I durst tnist my faoe as well as I do my habit, 1
would spend some time to make pastime : for say what they will of a man's
wit, it is no second thing to be a woman.

But Shakespeare and Beaumont and Fletcher’s Philaster

the most interesting example of the disguise is Moll in The
Roaring Girl of Middleton and Dekker. This play seetils to have
baafl founded upon reality, for a Mafy Frith, dommoxUy known ak
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$

Moll Gutpuree, actually lived, thou^li with a far different

character to the one ascribed to her in the play. From youth

until h^ death she refused to wear other than male attirC) is

supposed to have been the hrst woman to smoke in England,

and it is said she once robbed and wounded General Fairfax on
Hou&low Heath. Thieving was the least of her vices. She is

thought to have died about 1659. There are many references to

her in other Elizabethan plays.

Perhaps nothing impresses any student of this age sq much as

the fact that, with the conditions of life such as are pictured

again and again in the realistic comedies, it produced some of

the loveliest, most imaginative poetry literature has known.
Possibly it was sheer escape from the ugliness of existence drove

the dramatists to create for themselves a new world—Illyria,

filled with beauty, where the im|X)ssible might turn to truth;

possibly it was this that drove Dekker and Middleton to fashion

from the sordid reality of Mary Frith the figure of Moll,

expressed most finely iu their own words: “Here's brave

wilfulness 1

“

Mad, merry or honest Moll, as she is in turn called, fights a

duel, it is true, but for honour, not money. Instead of robbing

she discovers thieves; she is ready to help all who are worthy

of her aid. There is no hint of boyishness about her. She is in

thought and speech a man. “Sh’as the spirit of four great

parishes, and a voice that will drown all the city,” is a true

picture of her, and if the poets gave Moll emotions that fitted

their imagination they left untouched the speech and custom of

that day.

No Wit, No Help Like a Woman*s, vivid with pictures of the

life of the time, is another interesting play. Mistress Lowwater,

in order to be revenged on the widow, Lady Goldenfleece, who

has robbed her of her land, takes not only the dress, but the

speech and manners of a gallant, while her husband follows her

disguised as a serving-man. Her boldness, her determination,

are a curious contrast to Julia, to romantic Ascanio. Happier

in a riding suit than ever she would be in woman’s clothes, she

is a fine brother,of Witgood’s spoiled by the mere accident of

her sex.

Mistress Cressingham, Shirley’s heroines, are dull and

weak after these resolute figures invented at the pleasure of

the dramatists, or copied, as Moll was, from life. It becomes

a inere convention in the hands of weaker writers, as dying as

the age. Eestoration plays bring to the disguise a certain

measure of new vitality, but Bellario differs from Fidelia in

mind as well as speech. Much later, Landor’s Aspasia, landing
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at Athens in the dress of an Athenian youth, is curiously truant

in a century that lacked both richness and vitality.

While Lamb’s statement that, “for many years after the date

of Philaster’s first exhibition on the stage, scarce a play can be

found without one of these women-pages in it,” is certainljjr an

exaggeration, it is difficult to account for the frequency with

which the disguise appears in the literature of the period. To

admit the modern theory that it was owing to boys playing the

women’s parts is to ignore Cleopatra, Bellafront, Vittoria Corum-

bona. To ix>rtray the sufferings of the Duchess of Malfi it was

not deemed necessary to transform her into a man. There is

Lodge's inraance of Rosalynde, which was never intended to be

acted. To a certain extent the thought seems to have been

borrowed from Italian and Spanish stories, and it is possible,

also, that it was a convention of the dramatist to give the plot

more liberty, to afford a larger freedom in moving the heroine

from place to place. Yet all these reasons, even Elizabethan

fondness for disguise, are no sufficient explanation of its favour

;

they seem so barren of meaning beside the vivid intensity of the

plays.

To read and re-read Elizabethan poetry is ever to wonder how
much of truth was mingled with imagination, how much was
drawn from life, how much from dream. Was Moll the only

woman to wear a rapier, or did some actual girl steal out, Bellario-

wise, to seize the world as her brothers had seized it, in the

London of these poets ; did meeting with a living Imogen colour

thefe plays with beauty, make them vital as the age? But, what-

ever the reality behind the thought of these girl-pages, whatever

the reason was that led to the favour of this disguise, their soul

was the wildness, native to all poets, that fashioned these figures

of the very spirit of adventure ; the imagination of a child joined

to the freedom of a boy.

W. Bryhek.



HIGH BIETH-RATES AND LOW LIVES.

(Being a Summaby of EviDFjiCE given before the National

Birth-rate Commission.)

To proclaim that a high birth-rate does not profit a nation, indeed,

that it may militate against its prosperity, requires a certain

shamelessness. To cry out against the fall of our birth-rate, and

to demand propaganda and money for the encouragement of

births, places one at once in the jx)sition of a good and public-

spirited citizen. But goodness is a moral quality, and moral

qualities occasionally undergo divorce from the intellect.

A number of people are agitating in favour of a high birth-rate :

clerics in the name of morals ;
Imperialists in the name of -colonial

expansion ;
soldiers in the name of man-j:x)wer, and various people

in the name of nothing in particular. All are well iiitentioned,

and all are deceived by block figures and percentages. Even if

we assume that a high birth-rate is a good thing, we cannot

assume that it should be taken as it stands, disconnected from the

death-rate and from emigration.

Now it may be contended that a higli birth-rate is normally,

perhaps inevitably, accompanied by a high death-rate. One need

not go back to the theory of the survival of the fittest to suggest

that this may be Nature’s way of amending the defects brought

about by her own fruitfulness. Setting aside this semi-scientific,

semi-metaphorical jxiint of view, and considering the facts, we

find curious connections between birth-rates and death-rates.

Take, for instanc^e, the European countries with the lowest birth-

rate figures for the last pre-war year

Birth-rale per 1 ,000, Death rate per

England and Wales ... 23'^ 33'®

France ... ... •••
17’5

Belgium 22<i 15'

Sweden ... 22'4 132

Compare these with the three countries that had the highest

birth-rate :

—

RuBBia 28’8 ,
17^7

Italy 30*9 19*7

Roumania ^I'S 22*

The conclusion is obvious. While it is true that in high birth-

rate countries the balance between births and deaths is higher

than it is in the countries vdth a low birth-rate, it is impossible
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to deny that a death-rate of 22 in Bouinania compares evilly with

a death-rate of 13’2 in Sweden. The high death-rate of the

selected countries points to a low state of hygiene, and to gener^

ally degraded conditions. With regard to the case of France,

where the death-rate is almost as high as that of Eussia * it is

probably true that the Eussian figures are suspect and that both

the ^birth-rate and the death-rate are much higher than appears;

faulty registration is the cause, and one can fairly confidently

assert that the birth-rate is probably 35 or 36, and the death-rate

21 or 22.

Emigration also contributes to reduce the effects of a high

birth-rate. The ideal instance is the case of Germany, from

which, in the ’eighties, emigration to the extent of many hundreds

of thousands took place every year, especially towards North and

South America. Before the war this enormous emigration was
reduced to a figure neighbouring on 20,000. This decrease in

emigration coincided with a fall in the German birth-rate, which

before the war was going down swiftly, to the accompaniment of

outcry from German moralists. No doubt the industrial develop-

ment of Germany contributed to keep at home many who would
have emigrated, but this alone cannot explain the following

phenomenon : during the same period the development of France,

though less considerable, was also very marked ; the rise in French
exports demonstrates this; yet, while Germans were emigrating,

the French were not emigrating. One is therefore entitled to

conclude that Germans were emigrating solely because they were
forced out by their high birth-rate.

These corrections having been applied, one must, however,

acknowdedge that, where the birth-rate is high, the annual balance
of births does raise the population, and so it is important to con-

sider the condition of the people in countries that enjoy the

doubtful blessing of abundant births. One may suggest that a
high birth-rate is inimical to social progress, because large families

lead to a division of effort on the part of parents, and especially

because it degrades the race tow^ards the animal level. Families
find life hard; they pursue mainly food, clothing and shelter;

no time is left for education and culture. The State-mind being
a combination of millions of citizen minds, the State has no
impulse towards its duty. Taking once more the figures of the
four low birth-rate countries, we find that illiteracy per 1,000
appears as follows :

—

England and Wales Under 20.

France About 26.
Belgium 92*4.

Sweden
Jg-j cannot write).
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WMle the three high birth-rate countries yield the following

resiiltB

Bunia ... 730.

Italy By district, 115 to 690.

Boumania 410.

No comments are required on this startling contrast. It has

b^en kept scrupulously fair by inserting in each group one country

practising Roman Catholicism, where interest in education is of

a rather special and inadequate character.

In the more material field it may be suggested that a high

birth-rate tends to coincide with a low level of comfort, and not-

ably that a high birth-rate tends to coincide with poor foreign

trade. Taking the total per head (excluding re-exports) we
obtain the following results in the four low birth-rate countries :

—

£ 8 .

England and Wales 88 0

France * 14 9

Belgium 47 0

Sw^en 15 8

and in the three high birth-rate countries :

—

Bussia 14 9

Italy 8 0

Boumania 6 8

Here, again, a slight dilhculty arises in the comparison between

France and Russia. The Russian records in this case are above

attack, but the case is varied by internal trade, which is in France

enormous and deflects manufacturing energy from the outside

towards the inside. In Russia this is not the case, because wages

are so low that there is little internal purchasing power.

Against the. claim for a high birth-rate stands another argument

which originates in a different field of ideas; it should be obvious

that continual child-bearing has, in the average, an injurious

effect upon the physical and mental condition of women. If the

mother of twelve children (a not infrequent number abroad) is

well-to-do, the cares that accumulate upon her are such l^at in

middle-age she shows herself stupid, uneducated, intolerant. She
may be kind, but kind only as an animal is to its young. If she

be poor, and the modern working-class mother supplies abundant
evidence, lack of leisure converts her into an animal that is

greatly inferior to the male of the species. Physically, the

working-class mother is ruined by the time she is thirty
; not only

does she lose the elements of good looks, such as abundant hair,

hai^thy ^eth, but she suffers from a Qumber of internal dis-
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orders. Care committees know very well that in London, for

instance, not one working woman out of two is physically sound.

But the physical question might, to a certain extent, be solved

by higher wages, reformed housing, compulsory hygiene, etc.

What cannot be solved is the mental question; it is absdiutely

impossible for the working-class mother with as few as four

children to give the slightest attention to public matters, or in

any way to educate herself. As for her opportunities to benefit

by beauty, as represented in the arts, this, so long as a high birth-

rate endures, is not worth mentioning.

Only from two points of view can one possibly support the

agitation for a high birth-rate. One either wants a sufficiency

of cannon fodder, or one has in mind imperial development in

the shape of large white oversea settlements. As regards the

cannon fodder point of view, one m.n.y suggest that the militarist

is making a mistake in demanding enormous armies. Whereas

it is true that in isolated cases the large has triumphed over the

small, it is equally true that in isola’ted cases the small has

triumphed over the large. It may be suggested that the recent

war proved the need for cannon fodder ; it may be urged that, if

in 1918 the American Anny had not entered the battle, the Allies

would have been overcome. That is not supported by evidence

;

one does not kiuw what would have happened if America had

not then inter\'ened . . . and one does know that in 1918 the

internal condition of Germany was terrible, that transport was
breaking down, that raw materials wwe running short, and one

may suggest that even witliont America Geimany would have

crumpled almost as quickly as she did in July, 1918.

Besides, many historic incidents show that a good battalion

can overcome a mediocre brigade. In 1894 little Japan broke

great (3hina; again, in 1905, she broke great Eussia. And in

191*4, once more, great lUissia w^as held up by small German
forces. The partisans of a high birth-rate may reply : “What
foolish arguments! How^ can you compare undeveloped States

like Bussia and China with highly-developed States like Japan

•awA Gevwwmy? ” To which one may retort : “China and Bussia
were undeveloped, uneducated, materially useless, because they
had a high birth-rate and must go down before the highly tech-
nical countries that eiijoj'^ a low birth-rate.”

Before settling aside this question of cannon fodder, it is also
legitimate to say that a high birth-rate automatically brings about
the conditions which eventually demand the use in battle of this
cannon fodder. By making men you make war possible; by
making too ma,ny men you make war necessary

; under present
economic conditions, biologically necessary. Where the bWh-
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rate is high the country grows overcrowded, and there are only

two ways out. One is emigration. The other is the acquisition

of colonies. Where national pride is low, because the people are

oppressed i or because their freedom is of recent growth, or

because their traditions lack glory, they emigrate. That is the

case among Scandinavians, Euthenians, Slovaks, Jtalians, Eussian

and Polish Jews, etc. Where, however, the people live under

a national flag that is truly their own, where national tradition

is magnificent, national pride makes emigration to foreign coun-

tries repulsive. That is the case among peoples such as the

British, the Germans, the French. Emigration being repugnant

to national feeling, the cry goes up that the emigrants are “lost

to the country.” Then the need for new fields of settlement

brings about colonial adventure, and war automatically follows.

Other factors enter, such as vanity, but the main demand is for

space.

The second possible advantage lies in the creation of a colonial

empire ; this from the point of view not only of cannon fodder,

but from that of trade. But it may be suggested that it is an

illusion to think that colonies per se benefit the nation. A com-

parison between the foreign trade per head of Switzerland, who
has no colonies, and the foreign trade per head of France, which

controls four million square miles of the world's surface, is

eloquent evidence of this delusion, for the trade of Switzerland

is twice as large per head as that of her Empire-owning neigh-

bour. But, setting this aside as comparatively irrelevant, one

may suggest that the desire to people as fast as possible and as

thickly as possible the areas which we hold is unpractical. In

the first place, there would be no real advantage to the Mother

Country if the population of Australia were to rise to, say, sixty

millions. Indeed, if our total colonial white population were to

reach two hundred millions (which is quite possible), the most

serious political consequences would follow ; the centre of gravity

of the British Empire could not remain in a Britain where

resided only one white British citizen out of five.

Moreover, the rapid settlement of our dominions would en-

courage war with other growing nations, because it would make

still more difficult than it is now emigration from those nations

into the areas which^ we hold. The case of Australia is eloquent,

for there the cry has arisen for a white Australia. This is all

very well, but one does not see at first sight why Australia should

be white, when white men do not increase fast enough, and while

yellow men seek land on which to live. There is no moi^ a case

for a white Australia than there is for a yellow Australia. And,

if this appears shocking, one might suggest that if yellow men
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are bom, they must either live epmewhere or they killed^

Ab do one in this country suggests that the population of Japan
should be wiped out, one candot refuse the Japanese aoc0ss to

thinly settled lands. Safeguards against low wages should,

of course, be instituted, but it seems unreasonable to describe

countries as “white” or “yellow.” If there are too many men
in the yellow countries, then the white men must give way or

pay the price, which is war. That is a practical reason; if a
logical reason is required, it is fair to point out that North
America is a “red" country, Asia a “brown" country or a
“yellow” country, that Africa is a “black” country . . . and
that the colour question has not stood in the way of millions of

white settlers.

Iteverting to the trade per head, rather an effective illustration

of the fact that a high birth-rate does not go witli high foreign

trodo is found in the statistical abstract of the trade of this country.

Taking the period 1897-1906, we find that during these .ten years
the population rose 9 per cent., while foreign trade rose 32 per
cent. (This particular jMjriod is chosen so as to include the

depression that foHowed the Boer War and to make my case as

bad as possible.) If the good effects of the birth-rate were all

that is claimed for them, there should surely exist a greater

.

oorrcspondencc l)etween the two figures. And if the partisan of
a high birth-rate retorts that j^rogress between 1897 and 1906
should be related to births between, say, 1877 and 1896, then
one must inform him that, during the parallel census period

(1871-1891), the increase of population was only 19 per cent. . . .

which does not improve his case much when compared with a
rise in trade of 32 per cent, ft leaves standing the fact that
trade increased entirely irrespective of the birth-rate.

Finally, we come to a iwint of which much is made, namely,
that if it be established tliat a liigh birth-rate is not in itself a
good thing, it is, however, necessary to maintain the birth-rate

high because “rival nations” have a high birth-rate. Let us
ignore the logical fallacy that lies below this assumption. (If

a high birth-rate is a good thing, then it is a good thing irrespec-*

live of competition ; if it is not, then it harms one’s competitors.)

Let us rather accept the competitive idea. If we do so, we find

that all over the world the birth-rate of “rival nations ” is falling

ye;*r by year as they rise in culture and prosperity. Thus, taking
the bugbear Germany in her three pre-war years : in 1912 the
German excess of births over deaths was 839,887 ; in 1913 it fell,

ta 833,800; and in 1914 to 766,037. This last figu]::e is liot

affected by the war, as no child conceived during the war period

could be born in 1914 ; military deaths are not included. Tb©
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fiame condiUonB appear in the countries that have a high birth-

rate. If we compare the period 1886-1890 with the period 1906-

1910, we find this : the Boumanian birth-rate fell from 40'9 per

1,000 lo 40*3; the Hungarian from 43*7 to 37*2; the Spanish

birth-rate from 86 to 33*6. And, as a contribution to the “Yellow

Peril,^ it is desirable to know that the last Japanese census (1918)

showed an annual increase of 15*99 per 1,000 . . . while the four

following years reduced this to 14’61. It should therefore be

fairly clear that Britain is not alone affected by the fall in the

birth-rate, that this is a normal phenomenon, and that, whether

it makes for good or for evil, it lies outside the realm of national

competition. By degrees the disparity will cease to operate as

an international factor, whether commercial or military.

II.

It foIIoAva from all this that the attitude taken up by specialised

moralists is mistaken. It is worth noting that they are by degrees

abandoning the uncompromising attitude; notably, the Bishop

of Birmingham has approached this question with much more
courage and frankness than any other prelate, has practically

accepted what he describes as unselfish birth control. By this the

Bishop means that birth control is not in itself immoral, but

that it becomes immoral when practised by persons whose means
can meet the needs of a family. One may differ from this view,

but it shows considerable liberalism.

Certain conclusions arise from the foregoing notes :

—

The agitation in favo\ir of a high birth-rate is unreasonable.

It is unreasonable on moral grounds, because it does not

venture to contend openly that a couple capable of producing

twenty children should do so. Kealising that it gives away its

moral case if it sacrifices anything to the practical view, it is

driven to preach “self-control.” By self-control it means either

abstinence froip intercourse for terms of years, which it knows

to be unpractical, or it falls back on the periods of immunity

(either inter-menstrnal, or partmient, or circa-Jactative), which

reduces the moral argument to chaos. It is obviously foolish

to agitate for births, to denounce contraceptives, and yet to

tolerate unlimited indulgence by favour of the immunities

apparently provided by Nature. Any intercourse intentionally

sheltered by these immunities would be as “immoral ” as inter-

oDurse sheltered by mechanical contraceptives.

As regards contraceptives, it therefore seems desirable that we
should continue to tolerate their public exposure for sale and

theijp transmissidh by the mails. It is, moreover, desirable that
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contraceptives should be sold in licensed shops, which should not

be allowed also to provide excitante in the shape of pornographic

literature and pictures. In other words, contraceptives should be

looked upon as legitimate drugs or appliances, and not as accom-

paniments of debauchery.

It also follows that any measures designed to encourage births,

as against infant survival, arc anti-swnal and should be abandoned.

While it is uneconomic to tolerate stillbirths and infantile mor-

tality, because tliesc l)ring about nervous decay among women and

waste of food and clothing, it is equally uneconomic to spend

State funds on the promotion of now births. Welfare work, pre-

natal care, clinics, schools for mothers, all these are admirable

things, because they maintain life ; but other measures, such as

the endow’inent of mi)therhood, which are designed to encourage

births, must in practice lead to evil results.

The reason for this is as follows : If we assume (in a normal

post-war year) 1,000,000 British births a year, how much would

endow'ment cost? The cost depends ujx)n the endowment. The
separation allowance of 5s. for the first child, which was raised

only after public outcry, leads us to the outside figure of 10s.

per week. The endowment for the first year would then be

;£26,000,000. If we continue this to the fourteenth year, which

is the least w^e could do, the permanent endow’inent w^oiild then be

iJ364,000,000 a year. Assuming a death-rate of 15 per cent,

(which is unthinkable), the cndow'inent would be reduced to about

J6300,000,000 a year. Tliat is financially irajiossible, and from

that point of view the idea falls to the ground.

Moreover, the endowment of lOs. a w’cek w-ould be almost use-

less to the skilled artisan class and to the middle class. It would

appeal only to the poorest and the most sickly portions of our

lx>pulation, i.c., it w’ould encourage them in carelessness. It

would not have the effect of raising onr physique, because the

endowment would not go towards the maintenance of existing

children : it would go only towards the maintenance of additional

children. And as these additional children could not be kept on

lOs. a week, we should be adding to tlie already heavy load of

the poor more misery, more poverty, more physical degeneracy.

The proper alternative course is to abandon all aspirations to

a 'high birth-rate, to promote the understanding of contra-

ceptives, so as to counteract the extremely prevalent and highly

damaging methods of quack ^ibortion, to raise by good wages and

good housing the physical and intellectual value of our population,

and to base our quest for national prosperity on good births rather

than on more births.

W. L. George.



A DUBIOUS LICENCE IN FICTION.

The licence to which I refer is as follows. It is a not infrequent

practice to introduce a work of fiction by a preface, or note on

the title-page, in which the author, speaking in his own person,

gives a misleading account of the origin of his story. A well-

known example is the “Advertisement” to the first edition of

Boh Roy (1817), where Scott writes :

—

‘‘It is now about six months since the Author . . . received a

parcel of Papers, containing the Outlines of this narrative, with

a permission, or rather with a request . . . that they might be

given to the Public.*’ Bcott then apologises for errors due to the

Editor of the pa]>erR, and ends, “he takes this public opportunity

to thank the unknown and nameless correspondent.”

In the preface to the edition of 1829 ho writes :
” As it may

be necessary in the present Edition to speak upon the square, the

Author thinks it proper to own that the communication alluded

to is entirely imaginary.”

The practice certainly has the authority of antiquity. Defoe,

who may be considered the earliest English novelist, set the

example. On the title-page of his Journal of the Plague (1722)

it is stated that it was “written by a Citizen who continued all

the while in London.” Defoe was only two years old in 1665.

His object is clear : the book was published anonymqudy, and

no doubt he calculated that its sale would be iqpreased if it were

believed that the author was an eye-witness of the scenes he

described.

When he published anonymously the Memoirs of a Cavalier he

was at greater pains to give his narrative the hall-mark of

authenticity. In the preface to the first edition it was stated

that the memoirs had been above twenty years in the possession

of the persons concerned in the publication ; that they were long

ago found by greafc accident, amongst other valuable papers. In

the closet of an eminent public minister, of no less figure than

one of King William’s secretaries of state.** A memorandum

attached signed I. K. asserted that the MS. “formed part of his

father’s plunder after the battle of Worcester.

In the second edition the publisher addresses the reader; taking

for granted the authenticity of the MemoiTS^ and even hazarding

a guess at the author’s name.

Certainly Defoe had little to learn in the art of throwing dust

in the eyes of the pubUc, though a few years later Swift showed
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thal was a still greater master the art. When GuUitet'g

TraveZA appeared anonymously, the volume was rntroduced by a

preface beaded “The Publisher to the Header signed by i^ici^ard

Sympson, who stated that “the author of these travels, Mr;

Lemuel Gulliver, is my antient and intimate friend **; that he

was still alive and residing at Newark. Mr. Sympson offered

to show anyone interested the original MB.>;*“aB it came from

the hand of the author.” A portrait of Gulliver appeared is tl^

frontispiece.

For the further mystification of the reader there is attached

a letter,! dated 1727, from Captain Gulliver to his editor and
friend, Mr. Sympson, in which he alludes to his cousin Dampier,

the renowned explorer. This is a piece of purh “cheek/V which
Dampier could not expose, as he died twelve years previously.

Gulliver also complains that “you have either omitted some
material circumstances, or minced or changed them in such a
manner, that I do hardly know my own work.”

It may, however, be held that in this case the utter impossi-

bility of the whole book was too great for anyone to be deceived

;

though legends exist that there were innocent souls who took
everything for gospel, and journeyed to Newark to find the
renowned Captain.

By the middle of the century the practice had become common.
Goldsmith published in 1704 a History of Erujland^ w^hich pur-
ported on the title-page to be a series of letters from a nobleman
to his son. The public was deceived, the letters being attributed
to Lord Chesterfield, Lord Orrery, and others; and the book had
a considerable sajp.

In the same year Horace Walpole published anonymously his
Castle of OtrantOt a book which had an extraordinary vogue. In
the preface he stated that the book was a translation of an Italian
original “which was found in the library of an ancient Cathdic
family in the north of England. It was printed at Naples, in
the black letter, in the year 1529,” etc. The translator apologises
for not having done justice to the merits of the original, and
expresses his hope of pubhshing the Italian version at a future
date.

There is no doubt that these stateinents were received in good
faith

; but when the second edition was published in the following
year the public learnt from the preface that “it is fit that he (the
author) should ask pardon of his readers for having offered his

T borrowed personage of a translator.:
As diffidence of his abilities and the novelty of the attempt were
his sole inducements to assume that disguise, hi fiatters himself
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^all eeem i^cupabk. He resigned lug

iinpfMiiial judgo^t of the public : deterxnined tb let it perish in

ol3epiirity» ijt; ^ga^proved ; nor meaning to avow duch a trifle,

qoilm bett^ judges should pronounce that he might own it

without a bliishi^

It must be acknowledged that the wily Horace knew how to

mi^e hijfUBdlf safe in any event. It is, however, worth no^^
that phatteiton m l^t follow Walpole’s example in attributing

his.w^ to another hand; and if (as Mr. J. A. Farrer suggests

in his Ghatterton may have intended to con**

fess the fdrg^ aftegr Bowley had proved a success, he would

have exactly copied his intended patron’s example. .Walpole

seems decidedly inconsistent in proclaiming his detestation

the ma.nner in which Ghatterton had tried to make his nturie

known to the public. Perhaps it was a fellow-feeling which made^

the successful forger so unkind. His attitude to Ghatterton

seems the more ungracious when it is remembered that he also

fabricated a letter from the King of Prussia to Bousseau and
other similar trifles “only to make mischief,” as he confesses.

(Disraeli’s Curiosities of Literature.)

The story of the publication of Vathek is a strange one. Beck-

ford wrote the book in French, and gave the MS. to the Bev. S.

Henley to translate into English. There was a long delay on

Beckford’s part in completing the work, and in 1786 Henley took

matters idto his own hands and published his translation anony-

mously ; but it is noticeable that, following the common practice,

be prefaced his translation by stating that “The original of the

[ollowing story, together with some others of a similar kind, was

3ommunicated to the Editor above three years ago.”

Beokfofd placed the matter in the hands of his solicitor, and

gi once published the work in French as his own to prove that

be was the real author.

“In 1807 appeared ** Letters from England, by Dom Manuel
Alvarez Bspriella, translated from the Spanish.” These were

written by Southey, and the Spanish Dom was a myth.

1 have already alluded to Rob Roy and Scott’s confession of

deception in the second edition. But supposing no second edition

had been called for? Presumably the deception would have never

been acknowledged.

g
There is no* necessity to give further instances to show that

the convention of imaginative prefaces was not . allowed to die

from disuse. Nor need any reference be made to cases of direct

lof^ry, or to such instances of deception as those of which De
^^pjncey was gmlty, whose biographer speaks of his “huml>ious

feux d*esp^ disguised as real narratives . . . circumstantial
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fictions that look as if they were most historical.” ^ The ordinary

reader can himself bring to recollection numerous cases in which

novels have been ushered into the world as founded on old papers

in some ancient chest, or on the diary of some apocryphal

ancestor of the author. It will be more interesting to noi;e the

modern practice.

Andrew Lang, in one case at all events, was a sinner in a

similar way, and a rei>entant sinner; for he ruefully describes

how he suffered for his misdeed. In the preface to the Monk of

Fife he pretended to have discovered the continuation of a genuine

MS. account of .Joan of Arc, ami he went to the trouble of forging

extracts in old h’reiich in order to give verisimilitude to his state-

jneiit. This, as he acknowledged later, was a mistake : the

ordinary novel reader, believing his assertions, objected to reading

real history ; whilst the historiuii was not likely to resort to a

novel for an addition to his historical knowledge. (Lang’s Intro-

duction to Farrer’s LitcraTy Forgeries.)

In fact, nowadays no one gives much credit to the assertion

of the novelist as to the origin of his work, however straight-

forward and circumstantial his account. Of this 1 may quote as

proof an example of somewhat recent date. The Private Papers

of Henry liyecro/l, by the late George Gissing. In the signed

preface Gissing states straightforwardly that he compiled the book

from the papers of Jjis dead friend, and he gives a brief biography

of him; reticent, but circumstantial so far as it goes. Yet by

general consent the whole book was Gissing ’s work, and Eyecroft

merely a stalking horse behijid whom he sheltered himself.

An author who might be challenged to justify such an act would

probably plead that no one would be deceived by his innocent

ruse : that it was a parallel case to that of the conjurer who
proclaims that there is ”no deccj^tion.” But suppose that the

general conclusion in this instance was wrong ; that Henry Eye-

croft was a real person. The preface of his editor w^ould stand

without the alteration of a word. How^ is the public to know
whether it is or is not offering its praise at the wrong shrine?

The reader may be inchued to ask, “What does it matter?”

No one gives any credence to the introduction to a novel ; it is

supposed to be as fictitious as the work itself by a well-understood

convention : a convention, too, which has its origin in the modesty

of the author, or is adopted to give an air of verisimilitude, and

so help the illusion which the reader is only too willing to enjoy.

But the matter is not quite so simple.

The body of the work is the author’s, to do as he likes with.

If he says be is Bobinsou Crusoe there is no one to say him nay.

(1) H. A. Page, De Q«incejf*8 Lift and Letttra, p. 279, Vol. IL
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But in the introduction he speaks in his own person, and the

reader may ‘be pardoned for thinking that when an author

addresses him directly he is telling the truth. But the novel

reader soon discovers that he is mistaken : that he must give no

more, credence to the author’s direct statements than to his

acknowledged fictions. This breetls a habit of incredulity which

reacts injuriously on the more scrupulous writer. How is he to

make the public believe his statements of fact when his fellow-

novelists have made similar statements which liave no founda-

tion ?—sometimes showing a diabolical ingenuity in making their

inventions bear the impress of truth? The result is that, how-
ever straightforwardly an author may address his readers in

explanation of the genesis of the work which he is introducing,

he is met with incredulity. The disadvantage of this state of

things is shown clearly enough in the case of The Young Visiters,

which has enjoye-d an extraordinary popularity as a child’s work
of fiction, and has now been dramatised by Mrs. Norman and

Miss Mackenzie.

This extremely amusing little book is provided with an Intro-

duction by Sir James Barrie, in which he states that : “The
‘ owner of the copyright ’ guarantees that The Young Visiters , is

the unaided effort in fiction of an authoress of nine years." (This

“owner" is Miss Daisy Ashford, now a woman, as appears from

page 9.) “All I can learn of her now," continues Sir James, “is

that she was one of a small family who lived in the country. . . .

She read everything that came her way. . . .
‘ I adored writing,

and used to pray for bad weather, so that I need not go out, but

could stay in and write.’ " (Thi.s is in inverted commas, and

must be a quotation from a letter or statement of Miss Ashford’s.)

“The manuscript is in pencil, in a stout little notebook (two-

pence) ”
; a photograph of the first page is given.

Of course, if the book is a hoax, these details could be invented.

But to all appearance everything is genuine : if not, it is more

than a hoax; it is a deliberate deception for commercial ends;

for a hoax would not have the same attraction for the reading

public.

Public opinion seems to be still undecided. Most of the reviews

which I have seen throw serious doubt on the genuineness of the

book, amongst others the Taller, Sunday Times and Observer

»

whilst the Saturday Review takes for granted tjiat Sir James

Barrie is the real author. It must be acknowledged that there

is a similarity of idea between The Young Visiters and one of the

acts of A Kiss for Cinderella ; and there are certain details in the

story which at first sight seem out of the range of a child’s fancy.

But be would be a bold man who ventured t(f place bounds to

VOL. evil. N.S. B
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the ciipacity of a precocious child for picking up extraordinary

odds and ends; and personalty 1 can find nothing that 1 am
nimble to swallow as the oiitooine of the childish mind. Have
these critics read Pet Marjorie?

There is, moreover, another argument. Snpjxising the affair

to he 11 hoax. Surely the. author would have been careful to

exclude any jHiCiiliarity which the ordinary reader would think

itnprohable in the work of a child; e.g., the nairies Salteena and

I'riKrurio, and the. [)eciili{ir use of the word “ooze” of which so

much has heeii made. These apparent slips are to some only

confirmation of the avowed authorship.

I must, however, draw attention to an article in the Sphere of

St*|)teml»er 27th by K. B. Sjieaking of the doubt that exists,

he acknowledges that “wc have hi.s (Sir James Jlarrie's) explicit

eontra<li(*tion in the preface, and Ids stal(‘ment that it is the

unaided effort in fiction of an authoress of nine years.” Mr.

Bliorter goes on to say :
“ We may assume tliat Sir James Barrie

always sjieaks Die truth, although it may bo urged that truth in

authorship is not quite tlic same thing as any other kind of truth.”

He gives as an instam e Sir Walter Scott’s rleuial of the author-

ship of Waverlvy. Mr, Shorter concludes that “if Sir dames
Barrie did not eilit this MS. . . . .s«>meone wh<» i.s a diligent

student <d Sir thimes 1 ^!hth‘’s work must have t<uu*hed it up . . .

that this Ixvik i.s the work of a child of nine without editorial

us.sistance from sfimeone i.s incredihle.”

\o stronger instance could be given of the un<icsirability of

the practice which has so long l>een condoned. Here we have a

well-known man of letU-rs and critic acknowlwlging that a dis-

tinguisliod brotlier author has made a direct statement, and yet

he unhesitatingly condemns that statement as “incredible,” If

truth in authorship differs from every other kind of truth, it is

quite, time that tlie difference should cease to exi.st, or so much
the worse for literature. It therefore certainly seems desirable

that writers of fiction— and their introiliicers—should hesitate

before im^iorting into prefaces the fiction which properly belongs

to tlie b(x>k itself. It is a practice which, a.s we have seen , lea<ls tip

doubt, even when the preface ret'ords facts and not fiction.

H. M. Paull.

1\S.—I should perhaps add that I had written the greater part

of thi.s article, and had wine to the conclusion of the genuineness

of the lHX)k, before I ha|q)ened by chance to <»btain privately what

is to myself abundant evidence that my view was corretd. I must

therefore acjvnowledge that those not in jX)S8e8sion of such evi*

dence are natnrallv unable to sjvak with the same conviction.

—

H. M. r.



THE RECONS'J’UUCTION OF BELCHUM.

Hkconstruction is proceeding but 8k»wly in Belgium, and it will

be some time yet before substantial progress is made. There is

BO much to do, and such endless didiculties to contend with, that

one maivcls at the stoic fortitude exhibited everywhere. One

must have visited the regions 4.)ccupied for over four and a half

years by the Huns to form even a slight conception of the

imiuense and almost heart-breaking task facing the unfortunate

inhabitants of the devastated areas.

Although the Belgian front formed l>ut a comparatively small

sector of the war. it is incontestuhle that Belgium sufTered more

in proi>ortioTi to her area and the size of lier fopulation than any

of the countries overrun by the cneiiiy—the burden, therefore,

of the reconstruction of her ruined factories and ravaged towns,

together with the restarting of her national industries, will

necessitate colossal elTorts and an unshakul)le confidence in the

future.

That the Belgian nation is endowed with the riMpjisite courage

and determination to overcome all her trials has been sufliciently

proved by what she endurt^d so heroically during those long years

when her fate hung in the balance—it is therefore certain that

it is only a question of time for Belgiiim, not only to recover

her pre-war }X)sition, but to develop still greater industrial pros-

perity than she ever knew before she was laid prostrate and

bleeding at the feet of the invader. But the nation realises that

the hour for lamentation is now past, and tliat the moment has

arrived when the question of making g<x>d the ravages of the war

must be seriously faced.

Beconstruction of the devastated areas may he Tlivided info two

categories—civilian and industrial. The first comprising the

destroyed monuments and habitations, and the second the fac-

tories and other work.s and the railroacfs.

It was officially stated that at the end of May, 1916, 43,198

public buildings and houses had been conjpletely destroyed. At

the date of the Armistice this number, we icam, has increased to

close on 50,(Xi0, and spread over the territories of'more than 600

communes—when, therefore, it is recalled that Belgium is the

first country in Europe with regard to density of population,

namely, seven and a half millions, with an area of nnly 11,400

square miles (397 jK!r square mile), it wdll be realised how terribly

b2
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heavy is her loss, and the magnitude of the burden on the resources

of the country.

Some surprise has been expressed that the work of rebuilding

is not being taken in hand with the energy that is usually so

characteristic of the Belgians, and that the greater part of*the

devastated area is practically in the same condition as it was on

the day of the Armistice.

Several reasons are given to explain this apparent lethargy.

The one with reference to civilian reconstruction is based on

what one may term aisthetic grounds—a wise deliberation is the

order of the day, and decisions are not to be reached hastily, as

it was generally felt that it is preferable to delay beginning opera-

tions rather than start work that may have to be redone in a few

years to come.

With this idea in view, the Belgian Government passed an

Act providing for the adoption by the State of the devastated

villages and cities—the whole work of drawing up the designs

and the rebuilding being undertaken by the Government, after

the plans have been approved by the various communes, grants

in certain cases being made towards the work of reconstruction

w^here a community itself undertakes it.

The reconstruction of the mined portions of historic places will

therefore be only undertaken when plans drawn up by ofiBcially

appointed architects have been carefully considered and sub-

mitted to the most competent authorities on inediotwal subjects.

This decision will assuredly meet with general approval.

Unexpected difficulties have, however, arisen which look like

considerably hampering the prompt carrying out of such plans

as* have already been submitted. There has, for instance,

been found to be a considerable difference of opinion between

certain local authorities as to the architectural lines on which

reconstruction should be carried out, more especially in

some of the moife important places where historic buildings have

been completely destroyed, such as the Palais de Justice of

Termonde ; the Cloth Hall and Church of Nieuport ; the Church

of St. Peter, the Library and the Old Halles of Louvain ;
the

Church of Dinant and the Church of Dixmude, and the Cloth

Hall and the Cathedral of Ypres.

In other places, where no such polemics arise, the lack of

material is proving a very serious obstacle to rapid progress, and

the gravity of this obstacle will be the more readily understood

when one appreciates the magnitude of the effort to be made.

In the meantime, the urgent question of temporarily sheltering

the houseless population of the devastated regions is being taken

up as rapidly as possible, and wooden harraques have been erected
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everywhere, but the accommodation so far is totally inadequate

to meet the demands. Until real headway is made in this respect,

it is obvious that the work of reconstruction will be still further

delayed, as an enormous number of workmen wdll be required in

all districts where building operations are carried out.

With regard to industrial losses, Belgium has proportionately

been still more seriously hit by the war, for, in spite of her small

superficial area, she formerly occupied the fifth rank among the

manufacturing nations of the world.

The Comitd Central Industrial de Belgique eBiim&teB the

damage done to Belgian industry at close on i;500,000,000 sterling

—the greater part of the loss falling on the metal industry, glass

and electric works and textiles, all of which were in the most

flourishing condition before the German invasion.

Apart from destruction of buildings by bombardment, all the

big factories have suffered especially by reason of the deliberate

removal or malicious destruction of machinery, as, for instance,

in the important Cockerill Works at Liege, where the whole

place was practically laid w^aste.

It has been noted that among the industries which suffered

most w'ere those that could compete chiefly with German firms,

and had the most up-to-date equipment ; in this respect, how^ever,

restoration, though slow, has been greatly helped through the

remarkable recovery of a considerable amount of material stolen

by the Germans, fortunately traced by means of an inventory

wrhich, by a strange oversight, they had left behind them in

Belgium.

Other industries, as, for instance, the coal mines, glass works

and sugar factories, did not suffer to the same extent. In fact,

several are rapidly regaining their original position, the sugar

factories especially, which, it is stated, have practically reached

their pre-war output.

In the course of an extensive tour I have just made through

Belgium, I had ample opportunity to get an insight for myself

into the present conditions of the country, and was much im-

pressed with the firm determination of everyone to make up for

the lost years with as little delay as possible.

At the same time, however, one cannot fail to notice the con-

trast in the progress of rehabilitation in the various areas. Whilst

in some places it has been undertaken with reirjarkable energy,

the only traces of devastation being the numbers of new buildings

one sees on all sides—in others the magnitude of the task facing

them appears to have quite sapped the activity of the people,

with the result that grass is rapidly obliterating the mins left

by the Germans.
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The most noticeable example, perhaps, of what can be accom-

plished by indomitable energy is shown in the manner in which

the railways have been reorganised, for not only had many bridges

and culverts to be rebuilt, but the entire track had frequently

to be remade and ballasted for miles. »

Apart from these constructional works, the entire signal sys^m
had to bo wholly reinstated, as the Germans evidently never

attempted to understand the Belgian method, and during the

four and a half years they controlled the railways they scrapped

it all, and installetl a system of their own in its place.

That the lines are now almost in full working order strikes

one in itself as remarkable testimon} to the energy of the Belgian

railway engineers, and more especially when one learns that the

Germans only left about 500 locomotives in the whole country.

Sixty per cent, of the normal traffic is now running, but a very

reduced rate of speed has perforce to be maintained, owing to

the lack of material, and the fact that many of the bridges have

only been rebuilt in a provisional manner.

Life in Brussels appears to be quite normal again, to the extent

of business everywhere having been resumed. The restaurants

are crowded
,
amusements of every description are in full swing

;

everyone seems to have money to burn ; there appears to be no
dearth of anything in the market, with butter, meat, fish, fruit

and sugar in abundance.

But in Belgium, as in England, one soon learns that the cost

of living has risen terribly; and, in consequence, there is an
undercurrent of unrest among the working classes that is mani-

festing itself continually in some form or other. A week or so

ago there was a postal strike; before that the tramways w'ere

“out *’
; now there is a menace of pending trouble on the railway,

and even the employees of the different Ministries say they

cannot live on what they receive—^men who were getting 150 to

250 francs per month before the war and who now average 300

to 400 : nor is this surprising, with bread at 1 franc the kilo,

when it used to be 23 centimes, meat 9 to 11 francs instead of

2.50 francs, butter 12 francs instead of 2.50 francs, and rent, fuel

and lighting treble what they used to be.

The result of all this is that everywhere the working classes

are demanding wages in proportion; and where, for instance, a

skilled workman in pre-war days was satisfied with 70 centimes

per hour, he now claims 2.50 francs, and gets it.

All this unrest, which obviously is retarding the rehabilitation

of the country, is, of course, indirectly attributable with the fall

in value of the franc abroad, and the fact that owing to the

destruction of so many of the big factories it has not yet been
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po^ble to export enough to make up for the ehbtmouB increase

in the cost of raw material.

Still, there is a noticeably general effort to get over the diffi-

culty; everybody is working with a will; and even the strikes

have been of a pacific character, I am told, this being largely

due, I believe, to the wise decree of the Government forbidding

the sale of alcoholic drinks in caf^s and restaurants. In this

connection it may be of interest to mention that alcohol in

Belgium can only be purchased in shops, for home consumption,

and not less than two bottles at a time can be jmrchased. The
high taxation, however, of spirits makes them a prohibitive luxury

for most people.

During the last two years of the German occupation there was,

I am told, but seldom any interference with the everyday life

of the inhabitants. Of course, there was constant evidence of

the hated yoke, but the Hun officials, doubtless on instruction

from headquarters, often went out of their way to make them-

selves agreeable by encouraging gaiety and amusements, and

foster, as far as they could, a spirit of conciliation. Still, from

all accounts, they w'ere apparently under no* illusions as to the

temporary nature of their occupancy, and there was, in conse-

quence, no attempt at any destruction of property in the city;

but confiscation was rife, and all brass, bronze and lead fittings

were removed, and towards the end even feather mattresses and

pillow^s were annexed for their hospitals.

As may be imagined, one was constantly told of incidents that

occurred during the years of bondage. One in connection with

Nurse Cavell struck me as being particularly poignant. It was

related to me by the son of the doctor of the prison of St. Gilles,

where she was incarcerated—all the officials and warders of the

prison, it may be mentioned, being Belgians.

On the day of her execution, as she w^as taken from her cell,

surrounded by soldiers with rifles and fixed bayonets, she passed

the doctor and a number of warders in the prison yard. No
manifestation was possible; the Germans would have instantly

shot down anyone on the slightest provocation. But these brave

fellows, knowing full well what was going to happen to her,

wished to convey their feelings of sympathy and respect, so with

one accord they made some excuse to remove their caps as she

went by, and bowed their heads, whilst all were.moved to tears.

This act of deference has, of course, a special significance in

Catholic countries, where it is the custom to uncover oneself as

a funeral passes. Nurse Cavell raised her eyes, and gave a faint

smile of recognition as though to say : “Thank you all ; I have

seen what you do for me!*’
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But, curioualy enough, many little incidents related to me were

of a humorous character, for the Belgian is a born practical joker,

and not even the fear of condign punishment, if discovered, could

suppress his natural impulse to get a rise out of his enemy on

every possible occasion. The following incident is sufficiently

novel to bear recounting ;

—

It will be recollected that during the whole of the war a journal,

named the IJhre Belgique, was printed and published in Brussels,

and in no small degree helped to keep up the moral of the

Bruxellois.

In spite of every effort of the Germans to suppress it, the

mystery of the habiiai of its printers baffled the acumen of their

smartest detectives, and at last 50,000 francs were offered for

information that would lead to the arrest of anyone connected

with it, but to no avail ; it appeared every week with the regu-

larity of clockwork, although it meant prison, or to be sent to

hard labour in Germany, if you were caught with a copy on you.

Qjie day the Kommandatur received an anonymous letter, the

writer explaining that “out of vengeance” he was going to give

away the mystcjry of the printing of the paper. The addres's of
a private house in a well-known thoroughfare was given ; then

*

followed minute details as to the procedure and precautions to

be taken, and the hour to make the raid, in order to lay hands

on the whole, of the editorial staff. On a certain floor, at the end
of a narrow dark lobby, w'ould be found a door, usually locked,

which opened into the printing room.

The German official lost no time in acting on the information;

a plan of the house was prepared, according to the description

given in the letter, and one dark night the block was surrounded

by soldiers; then a Hauptmann, followed by a posse of burly

handsturmers

,

forced his way into the house, and crept stealthily

up the stairs, pistol in hand. Two of the men carried a baulk

of timber to batter down the door in case it w^as barricaded.

The lobby was reached ; not a sound had disturbed the silence

of the house—so far the plan had succeeded admirably. With a

few wdiispered instructions, tlie Hauptmann dashed forward. The
door proved to be unlocked. Without hesitation he opened it and
rushed in, his men following closely on his heels.

The place was in complete darkness. An ^electric torch was
produced, then,^ to the disgusted stupefaction of the officer, he
discovered he w^as in—a lavatory

!

The anonymous letter was but a well-thought-out practical

joke.

Brussels to-day, in spite of the high cost of living, does not

appear to be at all depressed, and there is a general feeling that
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the work of reconstruction will proceed rapidly, as soon as it can

be taken in hand.

Meanwhile, a somewhat curious state of affairs exists; there

is a wave of speculation" about, and everyone who can scrape

together a few francs seems to be taking a band in the game.

Industrial shares, the exchange—all, in fact, that presents a

sporting chance of “ making a bit.” One is constantly overhearing

” Stock Exchange talk” in railway carriages and other places.

I was told by a houtsier that many people are making quite a

good living out of the fluctuation in the franc on foreign ex-

changes, hence the amount of money so many apparently ordinary

people have to spend on cars and other luxuries.

A visit to Antwerp revealed an enormous amount of prepara-

tion in readiness for the speedy revival in the trade of the Port,

for during the war, owing to the closing of the Scheldt, activity

in Antwerp came to a standstill, so there is a deal of leeway to

make up. This will be gathered from the following figures taken

from the oflicial rejxirt. In the first seven months of 1914, 4,129

ships entered the Port, with a tonnage of 8,311,061 tons. In

December, 1919, 436 vessels entered and cleared tonnage 636,848,

of which 330 ships cleared with cargoes and 136 with ballast.

Calculating on the average tonnage, we get an advance of about

100,000 tons of laden vessels in December over November, a very

healthy sign, as wdll be agreed. Otherwise, conditions in the

towm itself apparently approximate to those in the capital. It

was but little damaged during the war, and business has every

appearance of waking up.

But you are not long realising that to gain even a superficial

conception of the immense effort Belgium will have to make
towards reconstruction would need a very prolonged tour, for,

as I have already mentioned, the destruction extends over some

600 communes. As a matter of fact, with the exception of East

Planders, there was not a portion of the country that escaped the

ruthless devastation of the Hun. Some districts got off more

lightly than others, but it is certainly no exaggeration to state

that from Antwerp to the frontier of Luxembourg, and from the

River Lys to Nieuport, on Armistice Day, was one long succes-

sion of scenes of havoc and desolation, such as were not to be

found on any other of the fronts.

In several of the places I visited the rebuilding of wrecked

houses has been taken in hand promptly by the owner, without

losing time waiting for Government help ; so there is a noticeable

display of new buildings and fresh paint, which is often in curious

contrast to the crumbling masonry around. At Louvain, for

instance, on the Place de la Gare, every house is so entirely new
VOL. cvn. N.S. R*
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that it is impossible to guess what it originally looked like. Even

a cinema has been erected and is already open; while a short

distance away the big gaps filled with rubble remind one of the

agony of the town, and the enormous amount of work that will

have to be carried out before Louvain will be itself again;, for

some 1,120 buildings, many of historic interest, were completely

destroyed, apart from the famous University Library and the

Cathedral.

By quite extraordinary good fortune, the Hotel de Ville, which

is said to be one of the finest speefbens of fourteenth-century

Gothic architecture on the Continent, passed through the ordeal

of hre and shell unscathed, and stands to-day like a beacon in

the midst of .the general ruin around. It had been entirely

restored and the scaffolding only removed a few weeks before the

war broke out. How the Huns came to leave it intact is a

complete mystery 1

In the meantime it is of interest to mention that while the

(ioinmercial life of Louvain is almost at a standstill, the Univer-

sity courses have already been resumed, and one meets students

everywhere. All available accommodation, even of the roughest

description, has been utilised, in order to recommence lectures

and the usual college routine. This “carrying on” amid the

ruins, to my mind, speaks volumes for the moral of the youth

of the nation.

Between Louvain and Liege there afe everywhere reminders

of the war on either side of the line, for in the province of Li4ge

3,444 houses and buildings were destroyed. The city of Li4ge,

however, fortunately escaped practically unscathed, and Donea>f

its historical edifices were seriously damaged, although the city

had suffered what I believe was the first experience in the war

of bombing by Zeppelin and aeroplane, during the night of

August 4th, 1914, and several of the streets in the Faubourgs are

pockmarked with shrapnel and rifle bullets—grim evidence of

the desperate fighting that took place on the entry of the

Germans.

Around Lit^ge, especially in the vicinity of the forts, the whole
district is strewm with ruins—Vise, Juldment, Batice, Herv4 and
Louveigne, in particular.

It is, however, not so much the mined villages that mark the

presence of the Hun there, but the deliberate despoliation of

industries one sees eveijwhere, and which will take years to

make good ; for it is no exaggeration to state that the province

of Li^ge was intentionally crippled in the endeavour to prevent

it ever competing with Germany again.

It has been proved beyond a shadow of a doubt that Hun
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experts were sent here for the sole purpo^ of wrecking at! the

machinery and plant that could not be removed to Germany, and
the looting, as well as destruction, was carried out with a
systematic thoroughness that goes far to demonstrate they had
beenwvell planned beforehand.

This devilish ingenuity was particularly exemplified in all the

electrical and iron works, where the most valuable machinery
and dynamos were actually packed ready for removal when the

Armistice came ; whilst for
,
weeks previously special gangs of

men were occupied in breaking up blast furnaces and other plant.

The scientific devastation at Cockerin’ s I have already referred

to was but a replica of what was carried out in all works of any
consequence in the district.

Another town which also by some fortunate circumstance

managed to get off with comparatively slight damage was Namur.
With the exception of the destruction by fire of the H6tel de
Ville and a big block of houses and shops on the Place d'Armes,
there is no reminder of the occupation. The quiet little town
appears to have quite resumed its usual occupations, and the

various local industries are gradually re-starting.

In marked contrast to Namur is Charleroi, only a very short

distance away. Here all is hustle and prosperity ; in fact, of all

the places I visited in BeJgiuifi, I saw nothing to equal the

activity and industry there. Of reconstruction there is a certain

amount to be done, but tie damage inflicted by the Germans is

trilling—a few big shops and private houses burnt out on the

Boulevard Ardent.

I mention this as comparatively trifling, because everything is

so flourishing in Charleroi that it looks almost as if the inhabitants

were so prosperous that they had not time to undertake repairs

at present ; this remarkable state of affairs being due to the fact

that the Germans did not interfere with, or damage, the big

industries for which Charleroi is famous, and during the whole
of their occupation the mines and factories were compelled to

continue working, so this possibly saved Charleroi from the

destruction meted out elsewhere.

Every factory or mine is in full swing to-day. Manufacturers

of tissues have enough work for the next three years, and will

not accept any more orders. The same thing is told you vidth

regard to glass, coal, iron works, electrical plant and machinery.
Never has there been such prosperity among the working

classes as at present. There are no unemployed in Charleroi

—

unless a man does not want to work, you are told—^pauperism

is unknown, and charity organisations no longer exist. The
money that is being earned by every class of worker here would
^

-B* O
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have appeared fabulous in pre-war days : 17 to 20 francs per day

for ipiners; labourers in the metal works, 13 francs; in the glass

factories, MO to £*80 per month, with an eight-hour day, and

double pay when working on Sundays.

The result of all this is that the bourgeois has been quitfi dis-

placed by the ouvrier—who spends his money as easily as he

earns it ;
only the best on the market satisfies his wife, and in

the evening he crowds the cafes and cinemas.

Beyond Charleroi one enters a veritable zone of destruction,

and the whole way to Dinant there is not a railway bridge or

village that escaped, though a lot of reconstruction has already

been done, which tends to hide it. It is not, however, till one

rea(jhea Dinant that one fully realises what the horrors of war
signified for the unfortunate inhabitants, us the picturesque little

town was almost wiped out. It is as though a tornado had swept

through the place. Becoiistruction here entails rebuilding almost

the entire town on the right bank of the Meuse, and doubtless

many of the inhabitants who survived the horrors of 1914 will

be glad when the work is commenced, as the ruins at prescmt

only serve to keep alive the recollection of those days of anguish

and terror when men, women and children were mercilessly shot

down in the streets by the barbarians.

Beyond Dinant there is a continuous spectacle of ruin as far as

the frontier, which will bear the marlcs of the German invasion

for many years to come.

All this devastation, however, pales into insignificance when
compared with that of West Flanders within the zone comprising

the Ypres salient, for there the whole area has practically to be

procreated, and it will take generations to accomplish this, as the

very soil has been annihilated.

The last official estimate of the number of buildings destroyed

there gives an approximate total of 22,000, out of which Ypres

counts for 3,700r It can, therefore, scarcely be wondered at that

very little has as yet been done. One can quite understand

that the feeling of stupefaction at the magnitude of the work
before them has for the moment deadened the energy of the

inhabitants, apart from which the clearing up of the battlefields

is not yet completed. Until this is done, no serious start can be

made with any scheme of reconstniction.

The railroad'from Courtrai to Ypres passes through the scenes

of some of the sternest fighting of the war, and the ruined stations

bear names that have become historic—Menin, Vevicq, Comines,

for instance. The weird desolation on either side of the line

inspires a feeling akin to awe.

To resuscitate this grim waste will require a big effort indeed 1
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Ypres, to my mind, is too hallowed a place in English eyes to

be mentioned in connection with reconstruction.

,

To-day a placard at the foot of the rugged pile of battered and
shapeless masonry which represents all that remains of the grand

old Qloth Hall and the Cathedral bears the soul-stirring announce-

ment :

—

NOTICE.
THIS IS HOLY GRODND.

No Stone of this Fabric may be taken away.
It is a heritage for all civilised peoples.

By Order,

Town Major, Ypres.

Around the ruins a slight wire fence has been placed and a

Belgian sentry is on guard.

But surely the barrier should he. all round Ypres, for verily

every yard of it is Holy Ground, and there is not a corner of

this soil but where British blood has be^n shed.

T understand that a suggestion has been made that the ruins

of the Cloth Hall and the Cathedral should remain as a record

for all time of British heroism, and that the Belgian Government
and the majority of the nation have received it most sym-

pathetically. It appears, however, that a certain group of in-

fluential Yprois are agitating for the entire rebuilding of their

town.

This controversy on the subject would be comprehensible if

ypres had only been partially destroyed, but there is to-day posi-

tively not even a building or even the smallest house intact, and

the sites of its desolate streets are but rubble-heaps over which a

thick carpet of turf is already spreading. Consequently, it would

be an entirely new Ypres that w^ould arise—fresh as a mushroom

American township—with no sentimental associations whatever,

and which could not by any stretch of the imagination recall its

beautiful old-w'orld predecessor—which, alas! can never be

resuscitated.

I cannot help feeling that it w^ould be a gracious procedure

on the part of the Belgians to build the ne^v town on adjacent

ground, and rail off all the ruins of what was once Ypres as a

perpetual memorial to the imperishable fame of its heroic

defenders.

Julius M. Price.
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Considerations on the Question of Extension

il.

Apart from the difficulty already noticed arising from mequalitj

of risk, the tide is at present running strongly in the directior

of arrangements for all sorts of purposes under which separate

trades, as far as possible, form self-governing units, and it mighi

be said with some justice that any scheme of insurance whicli

failed to take this into account would be out of touch with the

spirit of the age. Moreover, as regards any general extension ol

State insurance, there is a special reason why trades should

desire a high degree of autonomy. The trades brought ink

insurance under the Act of 1911, and also in a less degree the

“war trades” brought in under the Act of 1916, formed a com-

padi group, all the members of which were exposed to a relatively

high risk which took the form of total discharge (unemployment)

rather than short time (under-employment). They were, further,

the trades in which voluntary insurance by trade unions had gone

furthest, and in which the idea of such insurance, and the rules

and limitations under which it can be administered, were matters

of familiar experienc/e. The rules of the State unemployment
fund were in fact based on the rules commonly adopted by the

unions in the trades concerned as regards the administration of

their own benefit, and it was therefore comparatively easy to

assimilate the two systems by an arrangement under which the

trade unions advanced the State benefit to which their unem-
ployed members became entitled, and administered it in con-

junction with the benefit payable from their own funds, the

amount expended on State account being subsequently recovered

by way of a refund. It will be observed that the essence of these

arrangements, w'hich are made under the provision of Section 105

of the Act of 1911, is that an unemployed member of a trade

union is in effect required to satisfy two sets of rules. In order

that his union may secure a refund of the State benefit, he has

to lodge a formal claim with the Employment Exchange and

show that he satisfies the conditions and is free from the dis-

qualifications applying to State benefit ; at the same time he has

to comply with other formalities in order to satisfy his branch

officials that he is entitled to payment under the union rules.

Obviously this arrangement is only workable so long as the two

systems are substantially the same. Outside the limits of the
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present insi^^ frades tbe payment of benefit to .members who
are unemployed, in the sense that they are out of a situation and
available to other jobs,, is rather the exception than the ijple.

Provision for unemployment takes the. form of d;evice8, which
vaiiy indefinitely accoi^ing to the special needs and customs of

each trade, for supplementing the deficient earnings of men who
aie not out of a situation but are for some reason or other not
fully employed, e.g.^ on account of short-time working or tem-
porary breakdown or other reasons. Accordingly, it is natural

that employers and workmen in the trade concerned should feel

strong objection to proposals under which they would be mulcted
in contributions for a benefit wholly inappropriate to the circum-

stances of the trade. On the other hand, a State unemployment
fund could not, without risk of injustice to the contributors in

other trades, undertake the provision of special benefits to meet
the special circumstances of particular trades. It is relatively

easy to estimate the cost and control the administration of benefit

in resiKJct of periods of complete idleness. It is probably impos-

sible, on the data at present available, to estimate the cost of

devices for makiiifif up the earnings of workpeople on short time,

even if the practice of subsidising wages from a public fund in

this way would not open the way to dangerous abuses against

which -the State would have no effective means of protection.

Trade unions have their own means of preventing their funds

from being used as a means of subsidising (and depressing) wages,

and a direct financial motive for using these means effectively.

A State fund would be so obviously in an entirely different position

that it is unnecessary to labour the point.

It will thus be clear from the foregoing paragraphs that no

progress at all can be made with a scheme which should, ex

hypothesi, apply to all workmen in all industries, unless the

difficulties arising from unequal risks and dissimilar needs can

be met in some appropriate way. The various proposals which

have been made for this purpose are examined in the paragraphs

below :

—

Differential Rates of Contributions.—It has been suggested that

a natural way out of the first difficulty—inequality of risk as

between groups—w'ould be to vary the contribution required for

a given rate of benefit in accordance with the risks for each main
group of industry. In this way no group would be overcharged

for the benefit of other trades. This would, however, only solve

the first part of the problem, viz., the inequality of risk ; it would

do nothing to meet the needs of trades which require special

kinds of benefit adapted to their special circumstances, and, as

previously pointed out, there are very great practical objections
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to a system under which different benefits to meet the needa of

each group would he paid out of a common fund. In anj: ^se
there are otlier objections which seem to rule a device of tiis

kincl out of court. Whilst it is possible to frame an estimate pf

the risk of ui)(>nii)loy]nent averaged over all industries with some

coniidcjKtc, outside the limits of the trades already subject tid

insuranw^ (which include most of the great benefit-paying unions),

data for calculating the risk of individual groups, which must in

the nature of things be drawn mainly from trade union experience,

arc scanty, and for some large groups almost entirely non-existent.

It is therefore necessary to rely on estimates, which may, as

regards any particular group, prove seriously wrong. So long as

contributions are determined by the general average over all

industries, these errors tend to cancel each other. If, however,

the contributions for each group are to be calculated according

to the risk of that group, the actuarial problem would be almost

insoluble. Moreover, there would certainly be a tendency, in the

absence of trustworthy data for each group, to press for a low

rate of contribution, result might well be that the insurance

fund would soon become bankrupt. Finally, there is another

difficulty which lies in the way of all proposals which involve

drawing clear-cut administrative distinctions between one group

of trades and other groups. It is that the organisation of industry

is not designed for sub-division by neat vertical lines, clearly

marking all men employed in one industry from all men employed
in any other industry. In practice industries merge imperceptibly

into each other, and any attempt to draw lines of demarcation
between them is necessarily purely arbitrary. Every trade, so

to say, has a fringe of dispuW territory over which it has as

much and as little claim as several other trades. Obviously, when
the decision involved the question whether employer A and work-
man B belonged to a group of trades paying a high or a low
weekly contribution, decisions which seemed arbitrary and un-

reasonable to the individuals concerned would leave behind them
a sense of rankling injustice which would endanger the whole
scheme and leave everyone dissatisfied from the outset. Under
the present Acts the demarcation of a single group of trades
involved the decision of some 2,600 different questions, and the
demarcation of ten or a dozen groups would be quite certainly
a sheer impossibility.

Independent Schemes for each Trade .
—^The objection to

differential rates of contribution noticed in the last paragraph,
especially the demarcation difficulty, would apply equally to pro-
posals based on the principle of applying compulsory insurance
separately to each group with a separate insurance fund and a
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distinct system' of contributions and benefit in ^Eteh case. But
there are further diflBculties.

(a) The State must presumably make the B&me proportiomte

contribution to each of the separate trade funds. If, for example,

the ^tate contribution is fixed in the proportion of one-third (as

proposed in the Bill now before Parliament) or <me-haif (as pro-

posed by the Civil War Workers* Committee) of the -joint con-

tributions of employers and workmen, this contribution must
remain the same for each group. That is to say, in the group in

which the risk is so high as to require, say, a joint contribution

of Is. 6d. from employer and workmen to secure a benefit of, say,

15s., the State would add to this amount 6d. or 9d. according to

the proportion adopted. In other trades, in which the risk was
so low as to require a joint contribution of no more than, say,

3d. per week from employer and workman, the State would add
no more than Id. or l^d., as the case might be. This might be

resented as an injustice, and pressure would be brought for the

purpose of securing an equal State contribution for each inde-

pendent trade scheme, without regard to the differences in the

rate of risk. This would defeat the essential principle of national

insurance against unemployment under which the State contribu-

tion must be regarded as an equalising fund. At the same time

there would be pressure in the opposite direction from groups

exposed to higher risks and requiring higher contributions, on

the ground that it was unfair to make them pay any part of the

extra cost required to cover their higher risks, since their greater

liability to unemployment arises not from any fault of theirs, but

from the nature of the trade, the services of which are equally

beneficial to all trades. No doubt the rejdy would be that this

charge, like any other, wculd in practice be transferred to the

consumer. It may be observed that, at any rate in the case of

trades which depend largely on export, c.f/., shipbuilding, it may
not be possible to transfer the charge.

(b) In any case, the principle of separate trade schemes fails

to take into account the enormous mobility of labour as between

one group and another. At any moment there is in every trade

an army of persons who have just entered or are about to leave

it, and, for this reason, insurance by a considerable number of

separate trade groups would tend to be ineffective. In the first

place, it would not be possible to permit the occurrence of cases

in which unemployed persons would be disqualified for receiving

benefit from the trade which they had entered. In some cases,

in fact, the changes might be so frequent that the workman would

never become entitled to benefit at all, and to this extent the

whole object of general national insurance against unemployment
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would be frustrated. But there would be a further and more

serious difficulty. On the one hand, each group would be tempted

to adopt rules designed to squeeze out its bad lives on the plea

that they were only casually employed, or did not really belong

to the trade, and ought to be maintained during unemployment

by someone else. On the other hand, if the State succeeded in

averting this danger by suitable administrative rules, individual

trades would be driven to impose restriction on the right of entry

lest the new entrant should become a charge on the trade

unemployment fund. In this way insurance would operate as a

check on the mobility of labour as between one industry and

another, just as the old law of settlement imposed obstacles on

migration between one parish and another. This would be almost

certainly retrograde and uneconomic. At present, at any rate

in the case of the less skilled workers, there is a general reserve

on which all trades can draw. In future, instead of one reserve,

the tendency would be for each trade to establish its own reserve,

and insurance, instead of solving, would merely accentuate the

problem of the reserve man—the industrial weakling—w^ho can

only be profitably employed at times of pressure.

lAmitation of Insurance to ** Dangerous " Trades ,—^In view of

these difficulties it has been suggested that compulsory State

insurance should be extended so as to include only the trades

moat exposed to risk of total unemployment. This would, how-

ever, do nothing for the trades in which trade depression results

in under-employment rather than unemployment, and, as the

Civil War Workers’ Committee^ pointed out in rejecting this

proposal, it is impossible to say of any trade that it is never under

any condition likely to be exposed to substantial risk. It is

impossible to foresee, as regards any trade, what the future may
bring in the way of changes of fiscal policy or in the process of

manufacture or organisation which might involve wholesale dis-

location and discharges. In any case, even if the Government
Department concerned could make a satisfactory selection, it by
no means follows that the trade itself would be convinced. There

is necessarily something invidious in being selected for inclusion

in a compulsory scheme which does not apply all round, and the

attempt would quite certainly be resisted. For these reasons a

policy of partial extension is unlikely to meet with success, and
it would in any case fail to cover the ground, and the State would

still find itself ‘in the position of having to improvise special

measures involving disproportionate expense and great risk of

abuse, whenever the need arose in any unexpected quarter.

(1) Civil War Workem* Committee of the Ministry of Reoonstniotion, 2nd
Interim Beport, March, 1918, Cd. 9192. *
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Voluntary Group Insurance outside National Scheme.-—T!he
considerationB wjiich militate against a partial extension of com-

pulsory insurance, it will be observed, apply in some degree to

any proposals under which certain trades little exposed to risk

might be allowed to ** contract out’* of State insurance on the

understanding that they would themselves undertake provision

for their own unemployment on a voluntary basis. The ability

to make provision in this way for all unemployed persons follow-

ing the trade, through the voluntary machinery of the trade itself,

obviously postulates a high and very exceptional degree of

organisation. There are, in fact, no trades in which the organisa-

tion of employers and workmen is so complete as to cover all the

individuals concerned, and in the majority of cases, so far as the

workmen are concerned, the trade associations embrace no more
than a considerable pro]:)ortion of the total numbers employed.
Not much more than onc-third (5 out of 15 millions) of the

employed population is in fact organised at all. Once, however,

it is admitted that any trade might be allowed to “contract out,”

provided the Department responsible for insurance was satisfied

that it was substantially in a position to deal with its own un-

employment, no trade with less than normal risks could be

expected to aexsept the burden of State compulsion. For obvious

reasons they would not admit that their voluntary machinery was
so imperfect that it was necessary to include them in the com-

pulsory State scheme in order to ensure adequate provision for

unemployment. They would insist on the privilege of depending

on their own resources, and if these broke down, as they might

well do in the event of an unexpected strain, the State would

still be driven to the necessity of emergency measures, and the

main object of a system of State insurance as here contemplated

would therefore be defeated. On this account the principle of

allowing individual trades to “contract out” in the sense of

securing’ immunity from any kind of compulsory insurance is

evidently incompatible with any system of National Insurance.

Voluntary Segregation within the National Scheme.—The Civil

War Workers* Committee suggested that the objections of trades

exposed to relatively little risk might perhaps be met by sub-

stituting a special form of arrangement under which all trades

would be required to pay the same fiat rate of contribution, but

individual groups would be allowed to take their contributions

out of the pool and apply the income under suitable ’conditions to

financing a scheme of benefit adapted to their special require-

ments.

In this way no trade need feel thatr it was being required to

pay contributions for the benefit of other trades, or for a kind of
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benefit unsuitable to its special requirements. Such arrangements

would, of course, tend to increase the average risk falling on the

central fund owing to the elimination of those whose risk of

unemployment is least. In order to compensate the central fund,

the Committee pro})ose(l that the State contributions attributable

to the members of associations segregated under such arrange-

ments should remain in the central fund, less a proportion which

would be payable to the associations for administrative expenses.

This is an attractive proposal, and it has behind it the high

authority of Sir Win. Ileveridge, but there are obvious objections

to it whicli would appear to have weighed.with the Government,

since the Bill now before the country contains no provision of this

kind. These may be stated as follows :

—

In the first place, the associations formed in tlie groups least

exposed to risk, on the assumption of a flat rate of contribution

applicable to all gr<ujps, would almost certainly accumulate very

large surpluses. The contributions jMiid by the employers and

workmen in a group cxjKised to a risk estimated at, say, 2 ]3er

cent, or less, at a flat rate calculated to cover the estimated risk

of 4 per cent, for industry as a whole, even if the greater pro-

portion of tlie State contribution remained as proposed in the

central fund, would evidently l>e much more than shfFicient to

provide for the amount of unemployment likely to be experienced.

At the same time there would be a danger that the principle of

a flat rate contribution, combined with freedom to segregate

under the form of arrangement here contemplated, which com-

pelled trades of low risk to raise more than their risk really

needed, could not in the long run be sustained. For reasons

already stated, a State sc^heme with different rates of compulsory

contribution is probably unw^orkable, quite apart from the obvious

administrative ditficulties.

Further, segregation in voluntary groups would enable the

individuals in every trade who happen to be exposed to little

personal risk of unemployment to take their contributions out of

the central fund, which would thus be left with an undue pro-

portion of “bad lives.” No insurance at all is possible except In

so far as the fortunate share the burdens of the unfortunate. It

would clearly be inequitable that the skilled workmen in any
trade, just because they are better paid and more steadily em-
ployed, should escape the obligations of contributing for the

benefit of the les6 fortunate unskilled labourer whose services are

equally essential to the carrying on of the industry on which

both classes depend. Finally, a system of approved societies for

unemployment insurance, such as segregation of this kind implies,

might result, as it did in the case of health insurance, in the work
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being undertaken by profit>making institutions as a business

proposition at the expense of the trade unions who have hitherto

had this field to themselves.

The: Government Proposal .—The scheme adopted by the

Go^rnment in the Bill now before the country embodies a com-
promise which may prove a practical way out of the difficulty.

Agriculture and domestic service arc left out altogether, presum-

ably on the ground that these occupations ai’o substantially not

exposed to risk of unemployment. Provision is, however, made
for including them should this prove desirable at any future time.

Subject to this exception, insurance is made general and com-
pulsory for all occupations, through a Central State Insurance

Fund with a flat rate of contributions and benefits, although

there is provision for setting up special trade schemes in particular

industries outside the general scheme embodied in the Bill.

Insurance under a special scheme is to be statutory and com-
pulsory, and must, broadly speaking, apfily to all workpeople

employed in the industry, but it might presumably be adminis-

tered through the voluntary machinery already in existence by

the industry itself in the form most appropriate to its needs

(e.g., by a payment to make up the earnings of workpeople on
short time to a minimum amount). In this w'ay, whilst the

proposals in the Bill involve the compulsory insurance of sub-

stantially the whole “employed** population in commerce and

industry (estimated at IIJ millions), room is left for wide elas-

ticity as to the means by which this end is to be achieved. Under
the suggested Central (Unemployment) Insurance Fund the

contributions proposed are 3d.
,
per week from employer and

employed in the case of men, and 2Jd. in the case of women,

and the State is to add an amount equal to one-third of the joint

contributions in each case. The benefit is to be at the rate of

15s. per week for men and 12s. for w'omen. In the case of trades

which obtain sanction for a special scheme, the benefit must.be

at least as favourable as the benefit provided by the central fund,

but the precise rate and nature of the benefit and the rate and

method of collecting the contributions will be determined by the

industry itself subject to approval by the Ministry of Labour.

It is proposed that such trades should receive a Government grant

in aid of administrative expenses limited to an amount equivalent

to 10 per cent, of the contributions which would have been paid

by the industry if it had remained under the central fund. On
the assumption that the State contribution in case of National

Unemployment Insurance as suggested above must be regarded

as an equalising fund given with the object of bringing in the

most dangerous trades on the same basis as the others, it seems
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reasonable that the grant to special schemes should be limited

as proposed. If an industry demands a special schemej it does

so for its own convenience, and it cannot therefore equitably claim

the full contribution paid by the State in the case of the cental

fund. On the other hand, as insurance is obligatory, and'<the

contribution of a special scheme tends to relieve the State of

liabilities which would otherwise have fallen on it, some con-

tribution out of public funds seems just.

Whilst the compromise embodied in the proposals outlined

above has evidently been framed with a view to overcoming the

difficulties discussed in the previous pages, it is open to some
criticism. Two very important groups, namely, agriculture and
domestic service, are not covered at all. The scheme is, therefore,

to this extent incomplete, and the danger must be that exemption

in these cases will lead to a demand for similar treatment from

other groups, which will endanger the whole principle of com-

pulsory insurance on national lines. Again, the device of special

schemes for industries which have relatively low risks and require

special forms of benefit has clearly involved a considerable

sachiice in the finance of the central fund. The assumption that

the mean annual risk of unemployment averaged over all employ-

ments is in the neighbourhood of 4 per cent, is borne out by the

figures supplied by the Government actuary in his report on the

Bill, but, after allowing for the effect of segregation under special

schemes, he finds that the average risk falling on the central fund

is 5’3, which represents a material difference. The contributions

and benefits under the central fund have therefore been prejudiced

to this extent. The actuary assumes that the maximum popula-

tion for whom it Is likely that special schemes would be sanc-

tioned is 3J millions. Should this estimate be exceeded, insfurance

under the central fund might be in danger of breaking down
altogether. Apparently the authorities responsible for the Bill

ha^e assumed that the industries which are sufficiently well

organised to undertake the definite statutory liability for providing

for their own unemployed under a special scheme are not so

numerous as to endanger the essential principle of National

Insurance, i.e., the general pooling of risks in a central fund.

They have also assumed that the concession of special schemes

for industries will be sufficient to reconcile the interests which
may object to paying compulsory contributions on a higher basis

than their risk requires for a benefit not necessarily" appropriate

to their needs.

Both these assumptions have yet to stand the result of criti-

cism. As the Government tabl^ their Bill at the end of the

session, they evidently wish to put il; forward as a basis of dis-
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cussion and negotiation with the interests concerned. The
difficulties which stand in the way of a successful scheme of

contributory insurance are so considerable that agreement on the

lines of a practicable scheme can only be hoped for if these dis-

cussions proceed in a spirit of give and take amongst all parties.

It may be added that progress towards a solution of the problem

cannot even begin until there is at least general agreement

amongst those most concerned, in the view that some scheme of

contributory insurance is the most practical method of approach.

Cyril Jackson.
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Althou(jh Turkey was the first of the enemy Powers to go out

of the war, she has been left almost the last with whom Peace

was to be signed, and even now its terras are not agreed upon.

They are believed to be the subject of most urgent discussion at

the present time, but how near to a decision the Allied Powers
may be is not known. It is perhaps not a misfortune that the

fate of Turkey and the future of Constantinojdc should not have
been decided during those early days of confidence following the

Armistice when it was believed that a new world could be made
by a few gentlemen sitting in Paris drawing arbitrary lines and
placing fresh colours on our old maps. No chartographic dex-

terity could obscure the fact that behind those tracings lurked
tlie gravest international problenis, and assuredly of all those

problems none is so grave and so fraught with peril to this country
as the fate of Turlcey and the future of Constantinople. The
moment lias come when a decision may not be deferred in this

matter unless we are prepared to see our position tliroughout the
Eastern world coiniiroraised and imperilled by the revolt of Islam.

An Empire constituted like ours and composed of many different

races and religions cannot, if it is to endure, adopt a policy in

regard to any vital question that must offend and irritate any
considerable section of the whole. That is ah obvious truth of

permanent force. The course of events, the world-evolution on
lines of freedom which our principles and our proclaimed pro-

gramme have played so large a part in setting moving, has made
our rule over dependent communities one of tacit recognition and
loyalty on their part instead of superior strength and power on
ours. Our ideal has been the Pax Britannica, but if internal

discord and strife were to ensue, the stability of our position

would be shaken. If they were clearly attributable to our wilful

blindness and wanton aggression, then it would be morally under-
mined. In India we have sixty million Mahommedan fellow-

subjects. Between India and the Mediterranean there are several

tales and Kingdoms inhabited by peoples more or less of a
common origin and of the same creed, with all of whom we have
had, and must continue to have, relations, generally speaking, of
friendship, if not wholly free from records of strife. In Egypt
and on the Upper Nile the situation is very much the same.
There is one bond of sympathy and union between all these com-
munities and nations—Eeligion. They each, in their respective
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degrees of power and importance, form part of Islam, and from

Morocco to the Ganges, from the Sahara to Siberia, Islam pre-

sents an almost unbroken and uniform whole. Let us be wary

how we approach this vast deposit of dynamite, at a moment, too,

wheiij there are so many intemational perils, and “the war that

w^as to end war** has failed so lamentably in its high purpose.

Let us, then, consider the Turkish problem in a chastened mood,

for if we mishandle it through narrow prejudice or misplaced

passion we may ourselves contribute to bring down the edifice

of our power, and precipitate the time when the lines of Firdusi

will be applied to our Empire :

—

“ The spider spreads the veil in the palaeo of the Ccesars,

And the owl stands sentinel on the wak*h-t<.>wer of Afrnsiab.”

The Turks have been installed in Europe for over five hundred

years, and for most of that long period they have held the Capital

of the Eastern World, so -far as our history goes, and the gates

of Asia. Of course, they were the Moslem and w^e were the

Giaour, but where was the Jew then in our estimation? The
Jew is now everywhere in our midst—the true top dog—and for

the Turk, who has always despised money, all that our assumed

wise people since Gladstone can say is “Out with him bag

and bjiggage !
** which is poor English and worse sense. At all

events, he is still with us. Without mentioning names, is he so

far behind those other representatives of European culture who
must derive their origin from “the Cimmerian gloom**? Two
hundred years ago the draughtsnmn of the ablest conception of a

League of Nations ever devised, to which neither the wit nor the

eloquence of President Wilson could add anything of value,

answered his own question, “Would it not be better to turn the

Turk out of Europe before starting the League?** by admitting

that the Turk must perforce remain, and at the moment that the

Abbe de St. Pierre was formulating his project Prince Eugene
w^as thundering in vain at the gates of Belgrade. But it may
be said that in the two hundred years since that period the

Turk has been pushed back slowly but surely to the very verge

of Europe. Well, has he been replaced by someone far superior?

For an answer let anyone study how the Bulgars have made war.

The Turks have played their part well and usefully in European
history. But for them it may be feared that long ago French
civilisation would have been swamped by German 'savagedom, and
the French are not an unmindful or an ungrateful people. The
Turks were our good friends, and it was our fault, not theirs,

that we ceased to be allies. You cannot anathematise a people

and expect them at the same time to love you
;
you cannot decree
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their extirpation and at the same time feign indignation because,

in the search of safety, they join your enemies. By one of those

stupid secret treaties of 1915—“dividing the bear’s skin before

the bear was slain ."—we gave Constantinople to the Buss believing

that he was to prove “ the steam-roller." The death of Tsardom
disposed of that folly. Some of our guides would force us to

transfer the gift to—whom? Some are too prudent to take it,

others arc obviously too w'eak to hold it, and gradually wise men
are being forced to the conclusion that there is no better course

than to" leave it in the hands of its present Iwlder till at least

some fresh dispensation is revealed. If India did not exist, if

we had not more Mahonimedans within our Empire than there

are men of our own races, that would still be the prudent and
reasonable course from the European point of view. How much
lucre necessary and imperative does the conclusion seem w^hen

v.'c turn our eyes towards India.

Forty years ago, when Russia was at the gates of Constanti-

nople, the Mahommedans of India were greatly concerned at the

menace to the Sultan, who wras the Caliph, not Pope, but sove-

reign ruler, of their race and religion. But at that moment Great

Britain was known to be their and his champion, and Lord
Beaconsfield vigorously and promptly put an end to all cause of

anxiety. The Turks were thereupon with us heart and soul, the

Indian Mahommedans had full confidence in us, it only remained

to give solidity to the alliance by executing the Anglo-Turkish

Convention which was our posUscripluvi to the Treaty of Berlin.

Unfortunately, Lord Beaconsfield was old and died soon after-

wards, while his successor. Lord Salisbury, was so set upon get-

ting the alliance of Russia against Germany, “the future enemy,”

that he conceived it would be sound policy to drop Turkey alto-

gether. He forgot that by this resignation of our rights we not

merely forfeited the goodwill of the Turks which we possessed in

1878 in an unparalleled degree, but that w^e left a vacancy for an

astute enemy to fill up. In the thirty years preceding the war

Germany, like the cuckoo, forced herself into the nest that we had

prepared and possessed at Constantinople. It w^ould be very

unjust to blame the Turks for this change ; we must only blame

ourselves and our very dignified Foreign Office where wisdom

reposes in a collection of pigeon-holes, so bewildering in number
that the right ones are never opened at the proper moment.
Besides, there are other pigeon-holes ticketed “inconvenient ques-

tions" which are never explored at all.

But in those thirty years another and far greater change had

taken place in India. In 1878 the Mahommedan community was

to* a large degree illiterate and inarticulate. It was a common
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reproach to them that they had not profited by our educational

system, and. that all the places and prizes in the administration

went to the Hindoos. This is true no longer, for even if the

Indian Mahommedan does not yet equal the Brahmin and the

Bengali as a place-filler, he is now fully qualified to compel atten-

tion, by the written and the spoken word, for his views and
aspirations. He has his political organisation and his propaganda
bureau, and he is not unaware of the efficiency of that weapon
of moral or immoral suasion termed the boycott. In other words,

the Mahommedan community in India is fully conscious of its

rights and of its power. If in 1878, when it was more or less

speechless, and certainly unorganised, it found means of showing
how deeply it w-as stirred by the Sultan of Turkey’s troubles and
humiliation, certainly to-day it can be much louder, more vigorous,

and more threatening in its denunciation of proceedings which
would in effect expel the Turk from Europe and place Constanti-

nople, their Stambul, in alien hands.

The All-India Moslem League has held many meetings and has

issued more than one protest and appeal on the question. One
thing its leaders certainly cannot be accused of, and that is any

want of frankness and clearness. We are told in no uncertain

terms that if the Turks are turned out of Constantinople England

will be held responsible for their humiliation, and that a tre-

mendous strain will be placed on their loyalty. There never has

been such plain speaking in regard to any political proposal of

our day, and responsible Ministers should pay due heed to it

while there is still time to prevent the most serious trouble and

avert endless mischief. It will be impossible for them to excuse

themselves later on in times of internal turmoil and strife by

alleging that they were not fully apprised and warned of the deep

feeling aroused in the breasts of over sixty million people by a

proposal which seems to that vast community an outrage and

a crime.

There is reason to believe that those persons who will direct

the British policy in regard to Constantinople at the present

juncture are labouring under a curious delusion as to one of the

salient facts. It seems that they are persuaded that the Moslem

world out of Turkey regards the Sultan of the Ottomans merely

as the Head of their religion, a sort of Pope ; and that it is

immaterial whether he remains in Constantinople or is transferred

to Broussa or elsewhere. This view is based on iterance or mis-

apprehension. The Sultan is not a Pope, he is the Caliph, a

sovereign leader. The British Government has been told this

repeatedly by every responsible spokesman in the name of Islam,

and in this matter it is more important to know and appreciate
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what the Moslems of India "say and feel than to be told what
persons in Downing Street believe. They have no right to believe

in this matter anything but the overwhelming evidence that is

exposed to their eyes and poured into their ears. A prominent

member of the Mahornmedan party said recently at a public

meeting at Allahabad > that he seriously doubted whether the

British Government realised the feelings of the Mussulman com-
munity at the present time or knew what they were thinking

about. These are ominous words that should not be treated with

indifference.

The hold of the Sultan of Turkey on the followers of Mahom-
med throughout the world is not to be attributed to any theo-

logical or pontifical authority, but to the historical fact that he

represents the most successful temporal power ever attained by
any Mussulman leader. He cannot be treated like the Pope of

the Christians and shut up in some Vatican of Asia Minor. Those

words are heard almost daily throughout India. There is another

and a more subtle inspiration behind the Indian movement. It

is considered that the expulsion of the Turks from Europe after

a sojourn of over five hundred years would mean a loss of dignity

and a decline in influence that would inflict an irreparable blow

on the prestige of Islam and lower its position in the world. The
possession of Constantinople carries with it the presence of the

Sultan in any assembly of Powers; his relegation to Broussa

would entail his sinking to the status of a local chief. That

decline would be felt as a personal loss and affront by every

Mussulman, for it would signify the waning influence of his

caste and creed in the direction of world movements, and when
be reckons up the total of the followers of the Prophet this seems

to him intolerable and past endurance.

But, it has been said, we have given you a new and a worthier

Caliph than the Sultan in the King of Hedjaz, and are not the

Arabs far superior as a race to the Ottomans? There was much
presumption as well as ignordnee in the effort to provide Islam

with a new Caliph ; but, at all events, it is clear that the Arab

movement has fallen very flat in Mahornmedan India. It could

not have proved more of a damp squib if we had chosen the

Ameer of Afghanistan or the Nizam of Hyderabad as our nominee.

The Indian Mahornmedan has scarcely condescended to notice

the fact that a King of Hedjaz has been nominated by us to hold

some part of the dominions of the Sublime Porte, at least for a

little while. The academical question was asked forty years ago in

the days of that Nestor of the Indian Moslem, Syed Ahmed, “Who
is the Mahornmedan Caliph ? ” It has never been answered more

emphatically or unanimously than to-day in the response, “The
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Sultan of Turkey.” We ought by this time to have known, from

all our experiences of the East, that it would be easier “to call

spirits from the vasty deep” tRan for Giaours to foist a new
Caliph on True Believers.

Let us turn now to the other side of the question. If the

Sultan is turned out of Constantinople, Somebody must be put

in his place. W^ho is there ? In a light moment when we thought

Kussia was going to prove the invincible arbiter of the war we
assigned it to the Tsar. That was to give it to a Great Power,
and in strong hands Constantinople would bo a world capital.

A repetition of the blunder now tinds no advocates. Shall it be

placed in the custody of a weak State? Which shall it be?
Among our Allies there is only Greece. Would she take it?

M. Venizelos is too wise to clutch the pear before it is fully ripe:

Then there was to be an European mandatory, and as a suitable

one could not be found in Europe it was 2^rof)Osed that the United

States shall assume the rdle. It was a strictly English proposal,

and this is the kind of silliness that makes Americans question

our common sense and magnify our troubles. We can no more find

a suitable mandatory than a safe substitute for the Turk. What
is the obvious conclusion? To leave him where he is. It would

not conduce to the peace of the world to place either England or

France or Italy in possession of the gates of Europe and Asia;

it would not gain us a year’s peace to entrust them to Greece

with the Bulgars on one side and the outraged Turks on the

other ; and the suggestion of a mandatory is merely derisible.

But there are still weightier reasons for leaving things as they

were; and they command ready acceptance in Paris and Borne,

as well as among our own trained diplomatists who were pushed

on one side in 1919 by politicians who had no* knowledge for

their part. The Turkish Monarchy or the Sublime Porte is a

properly organised Government on the European model, with

great traditions, and long experience behind it. It has played

its part among us in upholding the balance of power, and France

at least, as has been already observed, has good cause to remember
that more than once the Turks have been her useful and true

ally. And what has been proved true at one epoch may become

not less true at another. But there is another very important

consideration from the French standpoint, and there does not

seem any sound reason for drawing a distinction, between their

interests and ours in this direction. If the Turkish Government
is expelled from Constantinople the problems that will arise in

the scattered and severed divisions of the old dominions of the

Sultan must become more acute and more urgent. Something

of the sort is already visible in Syria and in the valley of the
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Tigris. Blindly and thoughtlessly we, the French and the

English, have taken on our shoulders troubles that are the rightful

task of the Turks, and at the Itome time we have made them
immeasurably more difficult by complicating the situation with
the creation of a new Arab element. Far from settling the situa-

tion, the Arabs can only embitter the strife and render the opposi-

tion to Christian intruders more pronounced and extreme. Some
visionaries seem to have imagined that primitive tribesmen from
Arabia would prove more amenable to civilising influences than

the Turks who have felt them for five centuries. France could

not waive her rights in Syria and abandon the field to England
if the policy of open grab or concealed peaceful penetration were
to be the order of‘ the day, but there can be no doubt that she

would greatly rejoice if the two countries were to quit the shores

of the Levant on the restoration of the Sultan's authority, leaying

the Turks to settle with the Arabs as they best know how.

What is hap{)ening in one small part of the Turkish Empire
should provide us with an instructive object-lesson as to what
must happen on a far larger scale from any greater attempt to

.dislocate the centre of Turkish power. The downfall of the

Sultan’s authority, which is still only in abeyance in some direc-

tions, must be attended by the most serious consequences to those

who decree it, and it would be marvellous if there did not ensue

bickerings, quarrels and bitter enmity among those who had put

their hands to a wanton work of destruction. There is still time

to draw back, and with so many dissatisfied clients on our hands,

and such distraction prevalent in all countries, there may be

enough fear of the consequences, if wisdom finds no play, to

induce the responsible negotiators to leave things alone at Con-

stantinople. lij^tead of confining themselves to making a stable

peace with our enemies, they have meddled and muddled in all

directions until the w’hole universe seems ablaze with trouble, and

the nations are being led to think of violent remedies for their

economic difficulties and to distrust their latest friends. Before

it is too late let us hope that a sign of returning wisdom and self-

restraint may be shown in the decision now to be arrived at with

regard to Constantinople, and that one at least of the temptations

to internecine strife may be thrust into the background, if not

completely stifled.

For this country the question is more important in its Asiatic

Hhan in its European aspect. We are at close grips with

Mahommedan sentiment in many different regions, Egypt and

the Soudan, for instance, and that fact otight at least to bring

hoixie to us the moral bond that unites Islam. In India we are

warned on all sides that the fate of Turkey, which is bound up
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with the future of Constantinople, is a matter of the deepest

coneem to every Mahommedan, and that harsh treatment of the

Sultan must disturb and undermine the loyalty felt towards the

British raj. Even during the war, wh^n no one knew what

ulteripr fate might be reserved for the Sultan and his Govern-

ment, and when it waa not believed that England for her own
sake could be pushed to adopt extreme measures, that loyalty

was greatly strained, and incidents occurred which made it neces-

sary to exercise care in the employment of our Mahommedan
soldiery. But only small detached bodies were involved in those

incidents ; to-day w'e are exposing oui-selves to the resentment of a

vast community, and if that resentment is turned by our decisions

into open hostility, we shall be confronted with the greatest peril

that has fallen upon us since the Mutiny. It will be a peril too

largely of our own making.

Nor must we lightly assume that because the Mahommedans
are made hostile the Hindoos will be rendered more loyal, for

there is a new solidarity afoot in India, and the expulsion of the

Turks from Euroi>e because they are held to be aliens not worthy

to remain among us would raise a point of racial equality, or the

reverse, to which all Asiatics have become increasingly sensitive.

At least it has become evident that the general opinion in India,

Hindoo as w^ell as Islamic, is adverse to the dispossession of the

Turks in Constantinople, not merely as a matter of right and
justice, but because it would be to throw a brand of discord among
themselves from which all the races of the Peninsula would

equally suffer. There are only two kinds of justification for our

presence in India. We give the land interfial i^eace and external

security. If we fail in either respect, we stand self-condemned,

and here we are wantonly and blindly meditating taking a step

with regard to Constantinople which must put an end to domestic

tranquillity and may open the door to the most serious external

danger since the Persian and Afghan conquerors twice sacked

Delhi less than two hundred years ago.

Por we must not blind ourselves to the fact that the shadow

of a great outside danger is beginning to descend on the confines

of India. We know that Bolshevist forces are steadily acChmu-

lating in the region east of the Caspian, and we can form some'

measure of their power by the dramatic ease with which o^r
corps of the same body have absorbed the greater part of Sibisia.

To meet this peril a united and loyal India must be there to*
second and suppoi^ our efforts, and any act that would tend to

create disunion and strife at such a crisis in our position in India

should be denounced as the most reprehenrible foUy. The
Bolshevists, with the aid of nunierous German and Austrian ex-
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prisoners of war, will be quite formidable enough without our

going out of our way to provide them with fresh allies in the

Mahommedans of Turkey and India. The retention of Con-

stantinople, accompanied fiy measures for the rejuvenating and

not the sui3ersession of the Sultan’s rule, would restore confidence

and calm in India, and would put an end to those projects of dis-

integration that have been so lightly embarked upon and that

have already led in so many directions to our disillusionment, and

which, if persisted in, must end in disaster.

France, like ourselves, will have to reckon one day with Islam

if its dormant embers are fanned once more to flame by unpro-

voked agression and reckless interference with places that are

as deeply cherished by Mahommedans as ever they were by

Christians. She at least is in a position to give wise advice and

to urge counsels of moderation. Both of us have sufficient

burdens on our backs without wilfully adding to their number.

Is it not evident that while we have the chance we should seek

to give the Near East some degree of peace and at all costs pre-

vent its becoming an area of new disturbance? That can only

be attained by the revival of the Sultan’s authority and not by
its downfall. With some contrition we should both of ns and

together take up the tangled thread of Ottoman affairs and

endeavour to place them in a fair way to a sound settlement and

a brighter future. With some contrition, I say, because this

course might well be taken up by us in a spirit of atonement,

for it was due to Anglo-French rivalry in the first stage, and to

the ineptitude of British policy in the second, that the fair pros-

pect of a real settlement of the affairs of Turkey became clouded,

and then that Germany was able to seize the opportunity to come

in with her own nefarious designs. Y.

^^*The Editor of this Review does not undertake to return any

manuscripts ; nor in any case can he do so unless either stamps

or a stamped envelope be sent to cover the cost of postage.

It is advisable that articles sent to the Editor should be type-

« written. •

The s ^nding of a proof is no guarantee of the acceptance of an

article.
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The great Conference of Powers, on which the hopes of civilisU'

tion rest and for which infernal chaos yawns, is fast becoming

a matter of comic opera, pantomime, and romance. The firm

of Spenlow, Jorkins, and others, are at their old game. Mr,

Spenlow is in Court—but he can be sent for : he bobs about

beUveen Court and the office. He has a j>artner~-Mr. Jorkins,

“who keeps himself in the background.” Mr. Jorkins is not

seen, “he cannot be seen at present.” But nothing can be done

in business without his approval. “Mr. Jorkins is immovable.”

Mr. Jorkins will not listen to this. Mr. Jorkins “will have his

bond.” He does not cojne down into the office to discuss things

with his partners. However “painful to their feelings,” the

partners dare not act without him. He is really “a mild man
of a heavy temperament ”—but he is “the most obdurate of men.”
I'hat is why business drags on in the firm of Sj^nlow and Jorkins.

Alas ! There is no comedy at all. It is the Tragedy of Nations,

in the twentieth-century crisis of the civilisation of the world.

Famine, massacre, more war—^all are around and upon us.

Everything is adjourned till the Powers can agree.

• . « * *

The imminent danger is that the League of Nations may
become a potential source of international animosity and disputes.

So far from being a means of restoring harmony, it is rapidly

breeding new grounds of division. The tw'entieth-century Gospel

of Peace is passing into a game of grab. Europe was not alto-

gether peaceful before 1914 ; but two great Alliances and Ententes

held the great Powers in some coi^mon policies. America was
thriving more than 'ever and kept aloof. Asia and Africa had

local troubles, but nothing revolutionary. In 1920 it is all

changed. The League of Nations has stirred a cosmopolitan

eruption, far more than Eousseau*s Contrat Social stirred up
,

European revolution. For a generation the Powers have never

been so bitter, so jealous, so suspicious, so keen to seize all they

can, so prom to resent each others’ acts, so obstinate in refusing

agreement. This is true of all. The United States are tom
asunder by the Covenant. They made war and still do not make
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peace. Their executive is in suspended activity. Yet it claims

the right to keep all others in suspense, though it refuses to come

and attend their councils. It has set to its late comrades in war

a complicated but inJiKJssible task to solve—but it refuses to take

any hand in the solution, contenting itself with blocking every

proposed solution by an immovable veto. If European Powers

attempt to act on urgent problems, they are paralysed by an

embargo—^placed on them across three thousand miles of ocean

by a lonely invalid in a locked chamber, who claims to speak for

their mighty comrade—and creditor. The dollar has risen on

the exchange. But the njoral and spiritual currency of the great

Bepublic is sinking down. I have always maintained the excel-

lence of the Constitution of the United States, superior to our

own Parliamentary Executive and Cabinet system now ip decay.

But the great men who organised the Bepublic did not provide

for the case in which the Head of the State, endowed with almost

supreme authority for action, should collapse in body and in mind

80 far as to remain shut in like the Dalai Lama of Tibet

—

ambassadors of foreign Powers and even his owm ministers and

agents excluded—and yet be able to issue peremptory and power-

fully reasoned orders both to his own people and to the world

abroad.
» » » * •

I have always been—and I am still—an ardent believer in the

great destiny and the grand example of the Bepublic. When I

came back from my unforgotten intercourse with its patriotic

citizens now twenty years ago, I published in my Memoirs my
deep conviction that they hold “the crucial pivots on which the

future of humanity will turn, so that the van of human progress

will ultimately point toward the West.” I think so still : I have

never doubted it. The idea of a confederation of Nations is one

that I have myself preached all my life. When Mr. Wilson

formulated it wdth snch eloquence and moral fervour, I was ready

to welcome the Utopian scheme as an ideal; though I said the

nations were not ripe for it unless the spiritual exaltation during

the >var had given them new souls and had cast out the devils

of national gr^d, jealousy, and hate. As to the Adriatic and

Eastern problems, I think Mr. Wilson is right, and I wish the

other Powers would accept his lead. On the other hand, the

reservations of the Senate seem to me inevitable, just, and neces-

sary ;
and I trust that the League will be modified in accordance

with them. But the paralysis of Europe, and the advance on

it of famine and confusion, are too heavy a price to pay^even

for a more reasonable form of peace.

m * * * • a
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An idle discussion seems to be arising as to whether Labour
“can form a Government ”

; and this can only be settled by the

old rule : solvitur amhulando. Surely no one who watches the

debates in, Parliament and in the recent Trades Union Congress

can doubt that such men as now fill the Labour benches, and

many more such men as are quite ready and very likely to join

them^ can form a Ministry fully competent to carry the House
with them and to hold their own in debate. Many an independent

observer would be glad to see such men as Mr. dynes, Mr. J. H.
Thomas, Mr. Adamson, released from perpetual criticism and
placed with all the responsibility of power. But this is only the

Mouse of Commons’ point of view, which now is but part, perhaps

not the principal part, of the vast new problem of Government.

The w'ar and the world-revolution that followed have changed all

things, and especially the tremendous task of administering this

amorphous and unexampled Empire. At times the House seems

to be a mere Duma with no force behind it at all. All the real

forces seem to be seething inside and around the United Kingdom.««*«««
What Mr. dynes and his able comrades will have to consider

is this.. How are they going to keep in hand the “extreme men/'

as they are called, who may be a small minority, but whose

passion will seek to realise the dream of “social liquidation,“ so

dear to European revolutionists, yet which the organised and

entrenched resources of British Conservatieltn will not “ take lying

down,“ as did the plutocracy of Bussia. No one can suspect any

Bolshevism in Parhamentary Labour, but there is plenty of it

outside
; and it is one of the marks of aggressive Democracy to

denounce as traitors those leading democrats who achieve place

and power. What has become of Kerensky and Prince Lvof?

To the question—^How will Labour fill the minor and permanent

offices of civil and imperial administration which require expert

and specially trained servants—a service every day becoming

more complicated and more aiduous?—it is usual to reply—Oh

!

the permanent services will be used. Yes I but will they not be

the real masters of policy? Will not the extremists denounce

them? Besides, if the extirpation of Capitalism were to succeed,

how is the expert training to be got? The whole of our civil,

legal, economic, military, and financial administration is born,

bred, and trained under Capitalism—can be trained in no other

way. Lenin has to get his experts' by high pay and terrorism.

He has to bribe or drive back to work the able men of the old

ri$ime, and he dw not trust them. To work the vaert; and com-

plicated machine of modern society there is needed a lifelong
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training in administration and the inherited and instinctive

resources of capitalist families.

Writing early in Marchi before the new Irish Bill*, has been
debated, it is impossible in this plaA;c to criticise it. As i am
half Irish in blood, have been since 1867 a public advocate of

Irish Nationalism, and in 1886 was a Gladstonian candidate for

Home liule, I cannot forbear a word about the most crucial

problem that has tried British Government in my memory. The
new Bill is, to my mind, the most hopeful of any' that have pre-

ceded it, and in some form I fervently trust it may become law.

Still, I cannot understand the drafting which opens the Bill

with two Parliaments, to be ultimately, if possible, united in one.

I have always maintained that Ireland is one nation, and that

the assertion of that fact is the indispensable basis of all Jrish

l)olicy. The Bill sliould have begun with creating a real Parlia-

ment for Ireland. Then, as the inevitable pledge to preserve the

local claims of the Nortli-East counties, their Parliamentary

representatives should form a statutory, irremovable standing

.

Committee empowered to veto any law, order, or liability imj)osed

on their local areas, under very carefully-contrived clauses of

reasonable conditions. Those who condemn the Bill—whether

they be Unionists, Liberals, Nationalists, or Sinn Feiners-pro-

pose no other, even possible, scheme. Their futile ne.gative, or

mn possumtis, is rank mischief-making.
« * , * « » «

I trust that British patience and coolness will be able to dis-

cuss and modify the Bill, apart from our present excitement over

the horrible criihes rife in Ireland to-day. Let ns remember
- that the demand of separation is an entirely recent and quite

artificial battle-cry, concocted by literary enthusiasts and noisy

town-bred talkers. None of Ireland's real public men ever

dreamed of it—neither O’Connell, nor Butt, nor Parnell, nor

Bedmond, nor any Parliamentary or Nationalist Party for genera-

tions. It has no real hold on the peasants, for all but the most

ignorant know it w^ould be their ruin. It is one of those strident

eatchwoids w^hich suddenly seize the Celtic imagination, as

“Prince Charlie” did the Highlanders in 1745, and the “King”

did to the Bretons in France in 1793. It is a passing delirium

which has' no. hold on the Irish nation. It may destroy the

offered Home Buie. But, whether it passes or not, this last

effort of Britain to restore pi^ace must convince all abroad, even

Irishmen in America and the Dominions, that Britain do^ not

oppress Ireland, but offers her real self-government; and that ths

difficulties which bar a settlement are wholly caused by
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antagonism between Irishmen in Ireland ; and that is an ancient

quarrel of religion and race, bred by ignorance deeper than any
other in the civilised world and fomented by the conspiracy of

a treasonable priesthood.
* * * « » » »

The crisis on the Turkish problem adds new interest to the

history of that land, especially when it comes from a recognised

authority. M. Charles Diehl, of the French Institute, Professor

in the University of Paris, who has devoted so many years of

study to the political and artistic questions of the former Greek
Empire seated at Constantinople, lias just issued a summary of

the history from the first Constantine in 330 A.D, down to the

last Constantine XI, in 1453.* In some 250 pages he tells us

with masterly conciseness this wonderful story of the rise, expan-

sion, decline, and fall of New Pome, over its evolution of 1,123

years, a story hardly inferior in fascination to that of Old Borne

in a similar period. With a multiplicity of dates, lists of one

hundred Emperors, tables of chronology, bibliography of litera-

ture, maps of the City and the Empire at its extension and

decline, he gives fifteen photographs of buildings, drawings,

mosaics, and portraits. The volume forms a scientific account

of the complex dvilisation which the Turks under Mahomet the

Conqueror overwhelmed exactly 467 years ago.
« « « ‘ » • »

The book is an admirable manual for the student or the pub-

licist, as it concentrates in handy form the final judgments of a

master in this branch of history. But it is impossible in the

limits of space to throw over the story the colour of personal or

detailed narrative. The object is to show the nltimate con-

clusions to be drawn on these manifold problemw And this is

done by one whose authority is known in Europe and America;

M. Diehl does ample justice to the real continuity of Byzantine

civilisation, its glorious history as the maintainer of antique

literature, art, and organisation under the barbarous invasions

from North or East, as the champion of Christendom for eight

centuries, as the missionary and teacher of the Slavonic races,

and the source, even in its own ruin, of the European Benasoence

of learning. He explains the vast expansion of the Empire by

Justinian, who ruled the lands round the Mediterranean and the

Empire from Cadiz to the Euphjrates and the Arabian deserts.

He traces the long etory of its gradual decline over nine cen-

turies—the defeat of *the Persians and the fateful battles with

Airabs apd Turka—the bitter strife over image-worship—the civil

and military administration—^the development of art and litera-

ti) Hisipire de PSmpire Sffxafttin, Charles Diehl. A. Pioard, ISmo. 1919.
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ture—the jealous enmity of the Latins and the Boman Church
which led to the breaking up of the Byzantine world and its

domination by Islam.
* » « •

I take much interest in books about Sappho and in the con-

stant attempts at the hopeless task of translating the fragments
which survive. Exactly seventy years ago I told my college tutor

—who seemed not to have read them—that “the world has never

produced the equal of these odes *’
; and in 1892 I wrote the Life

of Sappho for our Calendar of Great Men, calling her “the

greatest genius who has ever appeared amongst women.” So I

welcome a new verse translation of the odes, including the newly-

found ode to Anactoria. Dr. Way, who has done so much by
his verse translations of Homer and of the Greek dramatists, has

now ventured on the impossible in a new and somewhat startling

plan.^ He seeks to present some of Sappho’s thoughts in intelli-

gible sequence, to interest the general reader who may know
nothing of the Greek fragments. In this way he knits together

lines which he thinks belong to a connected poem, retaining

entire the famous Sapphic stanzas, and some others which seem

complete as they stand. Thus the “Invocation to Aphrodite”

is made up of four fragments. The “Leto and Niobe” is com-

pacted out of fourteen fragments.

Dr. Way uses that beautiful little volume of Mr. H. T. Wharton,

2nd ed. <I). Stott, 1887). We find that some six broken and de-

tached lines in the original make no less than twenty lines in Dr.

Way’s “Lament for Adonis.” It is very ingenious, I hesitate to

say more. I fear scholars who love these gems of Greek lyricism

as they are in their ruin, like bits from the Parthenon marbles,

may repeat w'hat Bentley said of Pope’s Homer. Many of these

English verses ore graceful. Only they are not Sappho. Now,
as J. Addington Symonds so well put it, “her every word has.

a

peculiar and unmistakable perfume.” It has the royal hall-mark

of inimitable grace. Poets from Catullus down to Swinburne

have tried to give us that perfume in their own tongue. Alas

!

perfume is a thing that will not hear carriage. It evaporates

in the act of transport. Diamonds are not to be replaced by

paste. A phrase of Sapflho’s, imbedded in an old grammarian's

lucubrations, glows like a dianjpnd on a dark floor.

* * * *

But those who “have no use” for Sappho in Greek—are we
to say now the great majority of future B.A.’s and M.A.'s?

—

I advise to try Dr. Way’s composite version, because some

(1) Sappho and the oj Venus trandated by Azthur S. Way,
MaondUan and Co., 1020.
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pathetic and exquisite lines of Sappho in the original seem mere
commonplace when transposed into literal English. For instance,

the four lines :

—

Ae3i//ic€ fjihf a —«.rA.

The Moon has set, the Pleiades too, etc.—seventeen words in

allr—states a simple fact in plain English, but in Greek it has a

melody and a poignant thrill of its own. Dr. Way has to use

thirty-two words with half a dozen new adjectives and ideas, and

then the four words with which it ends :

—

eya Be fiova KarevBoa—
have to become ton v\ords :

—

“ and I—ah mo!

—

Lie on my conch alone, alone!
”

There are verse translations of this fragment by J. H. Meri-

vale and J. A. Symonds, but both also expand and seek to

decorate the Greek. That simplicity, reticence, reserve in Greek

poetry and art make both inimitable. And of all poetry, ancient

or modern, that is the secret of Bappho.

Let me add that Dr. Way, who is always ingenious, is in many
poems graceful. Take No. 3 :

—
’'A(rTcp€9 fih KoKav aeXdwav—

*• The Stars that round the Queen of Nigid

Lite maids attend her,

Hide as in veils of mist their light

When she, in full-orbed glory bright

O’er all the earth shines from her height

A silver splendour.”

Mr. Wharton quotes versions of this by other poets ; but they

all use twice the number of words and many superfluous images.

Strangely enough, in a ])arallel line, Tennyson, after Homer,

Iliad viii. 655, writes :

—

” Ab when in heaven the stars about the Moon look beautiful— ”

Now, Sappho says that the stars hide tfieir bright light around

the full moon. This is more true—and more poetic. The glory

of the stars is when the moon is down. When ihe moon is full

the stars ^le and cease to show their"beauty. Homer is never

“precious,” and Tennyson is never harsh. But Sappho is always

at once “precious ”—ip a good sense—and lovely.

Frederic Harrison.



HEKR NOSKE, MINISTER OF DEFENCE.^

THEiHi; is Bomething suggestive of thews and sinews in thQ very

name of Noske, something of the strong and masterful with which

it is dangerous to trifle. And strong and masterful is Noske*s

reputation. The idol of a certain middle-class for whom order

in the streets and safety in their homes is the first consideration',

he is hated by those who look upon the present Republic as a

betrayal of the proletariat ideals and see in him the most un-

compromising member of its executive.

In a long motor journey across Europe last autumn we no

sooner reached German soil than we found the name of Noske

on everybody’s lips, but it was not till we came to Munich that

we heard him called “ Schleichhund ** (blooclhound).

The reason for this was obvious. Munich had been the centre

of the Spartakist movement in South Germany. When w’e vrere

there in September feeling was still running high, and the signs

of revolution and civil battle were still there to keep memory of

the j)a8siona they bad aroused alive. All the windows in the

broad avenue which extends right and left of the Palace of

Justice w'ere still patched up with pa])er. Blocks of stone ^ere
still hanging frojii the w'alls of the palace itself. Barbed wire was
still piled in side streets ready for use, in case of a fresh outbreak,

to close the thoroughfares. Machine guns, I was told, were

concealed at every available spot, and from time to time you

heard tlie steady tramp of soldiers marching to their quarters.

One of the leaders of the “Independents,” that is, the left wung
of Social Democracy, the left wing of which Independents are

the Spartakists, listening one day to the tramp, murmured :

“Prussian dogs. He has to get IMissian dogs to do his dirty

work.”

“Who?”
“Noske, a Prussian dog himself.”

And another day an old and dear friend, who like myself had

lost her only and brilliant son in the war, gave me the other

version.

“What a relief it was when we felt there was a strong, firm

hand keeping the peace.' We had had enough of tyranny and
war, and communism is just tyranny of a few imposed by armed
forces. We passed through terrible anxiety lest we should lose

the little w-e had left, and never knowing from day to day whether

our lives w^ere safe. Then came civil war and street fighting,

(1) This article was written before the recent events in Berlin and
Germany.—Ed., F.R.
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and nobody ventured into the street^ for several days while

shrapnel was bursting and machine-guns rattling, and we had* to

stay in our back rooms for fear of the bullets which from time

to time smashed our window-panes and niade holes in the walls.

It was only after we knew Noske’s men had possession of Munich
that we felt safe again.’*

Noske’s iron will is felt throughout the length and breadth of

the land. The danger of weak hands when fainiiie-stricken

people are tempted to pillage or coal shortage drives them into

the street has too often been manifest for the parties in power to

allow the man who has successfully quelled all attempts to dis-

turb the peace of the thoroughfare, however ruthlessly, to be
diB{)0S8es8ed of his office as Minister of what remains in Germany
of an army.

I was being conducted in the Ileichstag to one of the members.
The attendant pointed out different men to me. A man a little

over the average height passed. He had a steady, even gait,

and if his trousers had been made by the German equivalent of

a Maddox Street tailor, I should have exi)ected to hear he

belonged to the upper class. The attendant nudged me, and

under his breath said “Noske.** “That is the man,** he added.

After such evidence of his greatness I felt I had to meet him
as soon as possible

!

I met him the following day at a supper at Erzberger’s. His

general demeanour, like his gait, is reposeful. A Brandenburger,

fifty years of age, son of a- weaver, and himself originally a car-

penter, he was thirty years of age before he began writing, which

he did as contributor to a Kdnigsberg Socialist paper. In due

course he became chairman of a carpenters’ union, a member of

the Konigsberg Towm Council, and in 1906 was eleoted to the

Beichstag by the big Saxon industrial centre of Chemnitz. During

his foifrteen years of Parliamentary experience he took an active

part, by pen and in Parliament, in all the work of his party, and

in February last (1919) became Secretary of State for the

Commonwealth Defence Department.

From the moment I felt his fleshless hand, and he opened his

firm lips, and I could look into his clear, calm eyes, I knew I had

a strong, conscientious, honest man before me. We made an

appointment to meet again. I had mentioned- the Chief of the

Inter-Allied Mission, General Nollet, to him,' and let fall the

remark that France was a chivalrous nation which was likely,

even before her Government, to be the first to understand Ger-

many’s case. No doubt, I argued, the spirit of distrust must be

overcome—distrust among Germans who were attributing the

excessive conditions imposed by the Allies to the intransigeance
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of France, imposed, as thfjy think, with the deliberate iizieiit (A

atoning Germany out of existence ; and distrust among French-

men of Germany, whom they believed to be already preparing

for an early revanche.

“How do you propose to overcome this * distrust he aBked*

“By a friendlier and more intimate attitude of both parties

towards one another; and, to begin with, by a greater freedom

of personal contact among the leading men. When you know
Frenchmen personally you will understand them ^tter and

appreciate their good qualities of heart and head, but so long as

you face one another at a distance, there will be no reciprocal

confidence. Germany and France have now a common interest

in the preservation of peace. The German proletariat holds the

reins of government, and is not likely, I suppose, to lose them

again for some time to come. The French nation of to-day is a

proletariat, and it has the regions you devastated to . .

"Not we only."

“Well, the devastation of the war ... to remind it of who
suffers when the ambitions of politicians are let loose."

“ Other countries may not have the same interest. Their cities

have not been destroyed. But even the French women have not

seen their babes die of inanition at their empty breasts. That

it was which brought about the collapse of Germany—the

blockade. No one who has not lived through it can realise the

place adjustment of food to physical requirements plays in the

affairs of man. As regards France, we hear nothing but words

of hatred still—hatred not only of those who plunged Europe into

war, but of those who are as much its victims as the French
themselves.”

“They think the Social-Democratic Party failed in their

promise to vote against war or against the credits to keep it

going.”

“They surely do not think that a German Social Democrat
should have turned traitor to his native land—that he should

have deserted it before the enemy. Our voting against the war
could not have stopped it, and, once we were in it, there was
no alternative but to show a united front, though at home we
were fighting the men and policy which led us into the war. But
do not think new Germany has any aggressive feelings or that I*

have any of the military yearnings attributed to me. My business

is to keep order throughout the land and see that the freedom of

all men is respected.”

“Do you fear disturbances during the winter?”

“I am doing what 1 can to prepare for them, but the Peace
Treaty would leave me an insufficient force to cope with any
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eeiioiia trouble^ Oi;ipe this winter is passed, I may be able Jo
reduce the force to tiie Peace Treaty dimensions, uid, as the

winter progresses, I may be able to make reductions. In fact, we
need a postponement of a few months for the disbandment."

No^e had only met Nollet officially; they had had no oppor-

tunity of knowing one another’s character better or of attaining

any degree of mutual confidence. I had the privilege of bringing

the two men together.

“What do you, as an international jurist,” asked Noske, “think

of the provision of the Peace Treaty concerning the surrender

of German officers to be tried by tribunals chosen by the nations

which accuse them? Would England, in the same circumstances,

deliver them up? "

“1 do not like to answer that question, because my country

is a party in the issue. But let me ask you why yohr representa-

tives agreed to sign the clause? I can confidently say that no
English representative would have cared or dared sign it, and
I don’t think any English Parliament, if he had signed it, would
have ratified it. Nor do I think any true ‘ sportsman * would

have asked an enemy to sign it.”

“Suppose that, unless the humiliating clause had been signed,

there would have been no Treaty, the blockade would have gone

on, women and children W’ould have continued suffering from

famine, men would have been driven to despair, and Eussian

conditions would have supervened owing to similar economic con-

ditions
;
you understand then why a German Government signed

the Treaty, in spite of the dishonouring clause.”

“I don’t dispute the danger of violating a maxim of such

universal acceptance and application as that no one can be judge

and party in the same cause. Unfortunately, you have accepted

it—under duress, it is true, and if you were in a position to resist,

you would no doubt be entitled to repudiate it according to the

rule of equity that consent obtained under duress is not binding.

But you are not in that position, and can be forced to submit.”

“It can’t be carried and never will be. The Allies were warned

at the time that it coqld not be put in operation and again and

(1) Tho f<^owiiig is an extract on the subject from the German Counter

PropOBaJa to the Draft Versailles Treaty :

—

PenaUiet. Although the oo-operation of Germany either in the constitution of

the tribunsl or in the proceedings or in the surrender is not .provided for, the

German Government by the signing of a Peace Treaty containing article 227

would recognise the justification of such criminal proceedings, the competenee of

such special tribunal and the admissibility of the surrender. Tl^ cannot

bedone*
The intended criminal prosecution is not founded upon any l«gal basis. The

ruling international law gives punishing sanction to ooipmandments and pro-

hiUtioDS ; BO law of may of the interested Powers threatens with punitiunent

8* 2
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again ever since. Like the acknowledgment of responsibifity

Cor the war, it was wrested from us by force and cannot be

regarded as an aocepfcance. Besides, do you think that I, as the

Commonwealth Minister concerned, would be allow'ed to arrest

men, at the order of different foreign Governments, wfthout

inquiry, and hand them over to be tried on allegations of aggrieved

pjirties, while war fever is still raging and the accused men may
exj)ect the worst? No Government would remain a day in oflSce

if it tried to commit such an outrage on the national self-respect.

We don’t object to crimes being tried by an independent tribunal.

We don’t object to trying them ourselves and giving all facilities

for the i)rodiiction and publication of evidence. Why don’t the

French Courts try the English war criminals and the English

the French? Why? Becaii.se they do not consider that even

between Allies justice is likely to be fair where the accuser sits

as judge over the accused. And yet you ask us to acquiesce in a

surrender of our men to be tried by a recent enemy still smarting

from the cursed hardships of w^ar !

”

“But surely it is a good thing for the future to make men feel

they will be punished if they violate the common law in war

time.”

“Is there less crime in any country because crime is punished?
”

“I hope so.”

“Are you sure that it is the fear of punishment that diminishes

crime? May it not be the increase of self-restraint due to higher

civilian development?”

tho violation of the international law of morality or the breach of treaties.

Therefore according to law in force there exists no criminal tribunal competent
to decide the impeachment in question. The Draft, therefore, hod to create a
criminal law with retrospective powers as exceptional law to form the basis

of judgment.

l%e German Government cannot admit that a German be placed before a
foreign special tribunal to be convicted as a consequence of on exceptional

law promulgated by foreign Powers only against him on the principles not
of right but of politics, and to be punishc»d for an actiem which waa not

punishable at the time it was committed. The German Government cannot

either consent to the request being addressed to tho Government of the Netijer*

lands to surrender a German to a foreign Power for t^ purpose unjustifiablo

proceedings.

According to article 228 Germany is further to hand over to her opponents for

conviction by a military tribunal >aay persons accused of having cennmitted

octs of violation of the laws and customs of war, even in cases where proceedings

have already been, instituted against these persons by German Courts, Under
the present law, Germany cannot take upon itself such obligations because par. 9

of the German Criminal Code forbids the extradition of German subiects to

foreign Governments. The Allied and Associated Powers woulditfaus fores upon
the German Republic the alteration of an article of law which is the oommon
property of most peoples, and which, wherever it is in force, posseeses the

authority of a constitutionally autiiorised fundamental law. The refusal of

this proposition is a srif-evident demand of German honour.
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As this was my own theory 1 had not it in my heart to press

objections further. At the beginning of the war I was asked

by a Belgian friend to bring to the notice of the War Office the

conduct of the British soldiers in Belgium. His ch&teau had been
dSralisd, his furniture turned into firewood, his linen and blankets

carried off, etc., etc. I saw a leading Belgian officer on the

subject. He was indignant, but not at the British soldier.

“Your snug civilian friend,” said he, “doesn’t know what war is.

Let him don a uniform and go to the front. He will soon find

out that men who are exposing their lives in the open or in

treiiclies have primal wants which show no respect for jurivate

property. The cowards who stay beyond reach of danger can be
thankful that it is only their proj^erty that is taken.”

“The accused,” Noske went on, “are entitled to a fair trial.

We quite understand the exasperation of the accuser, but retribu-

tion inflicted by the accuser is not justice. I hope that, as a

fair-minded Englishman, you will understand my feelings. I

try to be fair. I have always tried to be fair. . . .” Noske
stopped.

“You know that your own men have been accused of useless

violence and brutality.”

“If they have, which has to be proved, it is due to my having

an insuflicient force at my command, ff I could show a large

force, against which opposition had no chance of success, the mere

calling out of it would suffice, but against a small force rioters

always have a chance and they have to be daunted. A small

force, in fact, is almost necessarily cruel. Bemember, you are

not helping me to keep the peace. I need more men than you

allow me to keep order without bloodshed. Remember, too, that

the German Revolution was a process of evolution. It was not

the imposition of the will of a minority on that of a majority. It

was not a proletariat dictatorship. It was the mere assumption

of power by the majority. An immediate election confirmed it .

as the expression of the national will. We are where we are not

by the grace of God or owing to any theoretical conviction of

writers and lawyers,^! but with the consent and approval of the

united liberalism of Germany. No one has a right to say we are

not doing our best. If the electorate of Germany disapproves of'

ns at the next general elections, we shall abide by its decision,

and see if others show as great a respect as we*do for law and

order^ and strive ns honestly as we to do our duty to those who
have had trust in us.* All opinions short of inciting to disorder

(1) Noske was feforring to the fact that the Independent leaden an niostly

lawyen and writen and do not, like the majority leaden, belong to the

pidlBtaKiat.
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or unlawful conduct are free. Ko Goyemment hais a right to

deter the lawful expression or spreading of opinions subject to

this one condition. Mj business is to keep order, which is in the

general interest, without distinction, to ensure the fullest equality

of right and freedom for all. The opponents of the Government

can agitate as much as they like—but without law-breaking. If

their arguments are better than ours, the majority is free to adopt

them, but we have not overturned one minority rule -to replace

it by another.*’

“But if the majority, by legal methods, by legislation, deter-

mine to become the bondsmen of a minority?”

“That is a purely theoretical hypothesis.”

“Pardon me. Suppose an ignorant proletariat, quite inex-

perienced in the uses of freedom, is deliberately bribed by
capitalist candidates and votes for them, and this is done through-

out an election, and the proletariat comes to be represented by

capitalists; is that a jmrely theoretical hypothesis?”

“You mean the case of pre-Soviet Bussia? ”

“I mean the case of all communities in the same position as

Eussia—that is, whose pmletariat are only a trifle less ex-

perienced than that of Eussia.”

“Well?”
t Then, I ask t Are a minority, whose interest is that of the

majority—a minority of the proletariat who represent the

interest of the mass and have the knowledge and experience-

justified in imposing their will? As they are a minority, how-

ever, they can only rule by force.”

“That does not apply to Germany, and I am concerned with

Germany only. I have three ‘ fronts * to deal with. The
Monarchist reactionaries, though just now quiet, are not dead or

even without hojie, as w-e shall discover when they think their

chance has come ; the Independents and Spartakists, who are

merely biding their time too; and the Allies under the Treaty,

which ties my hands and obliges me, while taking precautions

against both, to carry out diminutions of my ability to cope

with them.”

Our little dinner d trois lasted till the waiter warned us that

the legal closing hour had been reached. Noske rose, observing :

“t am responsible for this disposition and have to obey it.”

Thomas Barolat.



AMEEICA’S ATTITUDE TOWAEDS THE PEACE
TREATY.

I. From the British Standpoint.

Mr. James M. Beck, the eminent New York lawyer and publicist,

rendered valuable service to the caiiRe of the Allies during the

early period of the war by a series of masterly articles in the

New York Times and the Philadelphia Public Ledger. A letter

of keen appreciation published in the hrsi^named paper brought

me, in addition to several violent and abusive letters from persons

bearing German names, friendly communications from the editor

of the Foreign Department of the Times and a New Jersey

clergyman, and a very cordial letter from Mr. Beck which led to

an exchange of views. The latter’s article on “The League of

Nations and Anglo-American Unity “ in the January number of

The Fortnightly Review I naturally read with the keenest

interest. Its i)eru8al yielded the impression that Mr. Beck had

failed adequately to appreciate the British ix)int of view. I have

endeavoured, however imperfectly, to set forth the British case

in the form of an Open Letter to Mr. Beck. I sent him piy

notes and invited comments upon the same or a rejoinder, so

that, upon tlie points raised in ray article, the American as well

as the British view-point could be laid before the readers of the

Review.

Dear Sir,—By most valuable and disinterested service to the

Allies in general, and to the British nation in particular, you have

established your right to speak vrith authqrity on Anglo-American

relations. We do not forget with what celerity, insight and skill

you, upon the outbreak of the Great War, explained the Allies*

war-aims to your own countrymen. That was a very necessary

work done in a masterly way at the psychological moment. A
little later you analysed and collated the official documents of

several of the belligerent nations dealing with the civents and

correspondence which preceded hostilities. You marshalled the

salient facts in such a calm, lucid and judicial manner that

your book—The Evidence in the became-a damning indict-

ment of Germany as the real instigator of the war. Nothing

more cogent or convincing in that line hae appeared in the

interval. Later still, in various ways, you have done much to

mediate between the two branches of the Anglo-Saxon race. We
have learned to regard you as a tried and trusted friend of the
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Jl^tkb peoples—frank, lK>n6fit|

"^^icle on **The League of Nolions and Anglo^itoencaid#
appeared in the January issue of !IteB FbBTNiGHTLt Bbvibw^w^
turned to it with eagerness^ learn your views

^litical deadlock in your own country. The article

lucidity of statement and that sincere desire to further highest

interests of both nations we have learnt to assodate^^dth your

name. But I must confess that I was^ somewhat peitebed by
the serious view you took of the present state of affairs on your

side of the Atlantic. There was also the feeling that amid the

preoccupations of the controversy how raging, you have done less

than justice to certain aspects of the question as thej affect

Britain and the European nations. In the interests of a good

understanding it is very desirable that the case for our side, no

less than for yours, should be fairly, if not fully, stated. It has

occurred to me that if I were to attempt to give the “Etidence

in the Case ” for the Old World, and then invited you, as the

representative of the New World, to make your comments on

the same, some progress might be made towards this “consumma-
tion devoutly to be wished.** You have expressed yourself with

admirable frankness in your article ; I will try to emulate you in

that quality. Surely the two great nations that have stood side

by side in the most momentous conflict in the world history

should welcome frankness in a matter in which such vast issues

are at stake. But, whilst cultivating candour, I will try and

avoid all merely party aspects, and keep as closely as may be to

the table-land of principles. On this side even those who have

a fair knowledge of your country’s Constitution and institutions

would scarcely be able to pass an examination in the history of,

and differences between, Republicaji and Democrat. Possibly the

same deficiency may exist on your side with respect to the shades

of difference between Conservative and Liberal in this country.

Therefore, if I happen to touch upon matters of acute difference

between Republican and Democrat, it will be because my case

seems to make such a reference necessary, and not from any
desire to intrude into your domestic affairs.

I. Ought the Paris Peace Congress to have scrutinised President

Wilson's Credentials?

You admit the difficulty and delicacy of doing this; yet you

appear to think it ought to have been done. But let us view

the- matter from the European standpoint. We had learned to

look upon Dr. Woodrow Wilson as a high-minded Christian states:

man. His culture and erudition were undoubted. In pre-war
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4|I^b tie bad the

j^eriean Co&m<mwealth, and no on#, so hr as 1 know, had

e^usiy question^ bis interpretation of that historic docnmeht;

The prestnnj^n was natural that, as be was well awirS of i;he

extedt Mid iindts of the Presidential powers and prerogatiires, hS

was not bkely to go beyond or to transcend them. Further, he

came to the Peace Congress not only as a delegate, but also as

the elective and elected Head of the greatest Bepublic the world

has yet known. Under such circumstances, to scrutimBe his

credentials would have laid the Congress open to the charge Of

questiopiog his good faith and, possibly, of wounding the;

ceptibilities of a great and proiii people. If a mistake have

made, it was made not through carelessness, but rather obt ^
honest regard for the man and the nation he represented;

II. In Negotiating the Treaty of Paris did President Wilson act

ultra vires?

As a mere layman in relation to constitutional law, it is with

the utmost diffidence that I enter upon the discussion with one

who, in view of his past public service to the State, must be

thoroughly conversant with the “Law and Constitution** of his

country. But it should be faced if the British people are to gain

an intelligible conception of the matter in dispute.

With reference to the question of treaties, the written Con-

stitution simply says that the President “shall have power, by

and with the advice and consent of the Senate, to make treaties,

provided two-thirds of the Senators present concur.*’ What is

the true interpretation of those words? May the President

negotiate the treaty and then carry it to the Senate for its con-

firmation and ratification, without violating the letter or the

spirit of the Constitution? For an answer we naturally turn in

the first instance to those remarkable letters which were pub-

lished in certain New York papers during the months immediately

preceding the date the Constitution came into operation in 1789.

Now published in book form, under the title The Federalist, they

are universally regarded as the classic exposition of federal forms

of government. The joint work of Alexander Hamilton, James
Madison and John Jay, Letter LXIV., which deals with the

“Powers of the Senate,** is ascribed to John Jayr After explain-

ing the care taken, under the new Constitution, in the election

of President and Senators, the writer says :

—

'* The inference wbi<di naturally results from these considerations is this,

that the President and Senators so chosen will always be of the number of

tihoM who best understand our national interests, tid whose reputation for
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integrity inspires and merits eonfidenee. Wi& such men the

mikix® treaties may be safely lodged.**

Further on in the letter he poifts out that

—

> * * #

'* perfect Becrecy and immediaie despatch
** may arise in eoniieotipa ^th

the work of treaty-making* and then says: " There doubtless are many . ; .

who would rely on the secrecy of the President, but would not ooinfide in the

Senate, and still less in that of a large popular Assembly. The Gonyentipn

have done well, therefore, in so disposing of the power of making treaties,

that although i^e President must, in forming them, act by the adrice and

consent of the Senate, yet he will be able to manage the budness of

intelligence in such a manner as prudence may suggest.**

Is it not a natural inference {rom such a passage that, in the

judgment of three of the framers of the Constitution, the

President would be acting within the limits of the prerogative

in negotiating a treaty without first consulting the Senators, so

long as he laid the said treaty before the Senate for its consent

and ratification? Of course, the sine qua non to the validity of

any and every treaty is that it must be confirmed by the vote of

two-thirds of the Senators present.

Nejet we may inquire : What has been the rule or custom in

such matters since tlie Constitution became operative? In Wood-
burn and Moran’s /Imrrican History and Government (p. 200)

it is stated

“ Ji'he early idt^a was that Gongrfss would determiue tbo legislative policy

of the country, and that the President w'as not to interfere unless the

Constitution was violated. President Jai^kson increased the President's

power, and made him equal with Congress in determining poUties and laws.

Jackson's idea of the veto has since prevailed, and it has become an

important power,’*

The same writers say :

—

“ The President has power to negotiate treaties. He does this either

through the Secretary of State, or some Ambassador. He then submits the

treaty to the Senate for its consent, and if two-thirds of the Senators present

agree, the treaty becomes binding when confirmed by the other nation.**

Thus, ill the light of the pertinent passage from the Constitu-

tion, the quotations from The Federalist, and the above state-

ment as to the custom repeatedly follow^ed, at least since the

Presidency of Andrew Jackson, can it be said that President

Wilson has acted ultra vires in the course he has followed ? The
Paris Peace Congress cannot, therefore, be fairly blamed because

it did not submit Dr. Woodrow Wilson’s credentials to careful

scrutiny. *

Whether the President was tactful in his treatment of the

Senate, or politic in his general method of procedure, is quite

another matter. The feeling is growing into a conviction on this
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$aAe that the root ol tbe biischiet Is to be found juat h^. His

stong partisan appeal 6n the eve of the last Oongtei^onal

election caused grave misgivflgs as to its wisdom; and when, a
littlg later, he declined to Associate a leading Bepublican lite

ex-Presid^t Taft, Judge Hughes or Mr. Elihu Boot to act with

himself and others at the Peace Congress, it was widely felt that

an error of judgment had been committed. His actions were in

striking contrast to those of Mr. Asquith and later of Mr. Lloyd
George in the matter of the Coalition. Subsequent developments

have shown that our misgivings were well grounded.

Whilst, in the face of your strictures, I liave endeavoured to

exonerate the Paris Peace Congress from blame, I frankly admit

that the Senate is acting well within its rights under the Con-

stitution in subjecting the Peace Treaty, and the “Covenant” it

embodies, to the keenest scrutiny. If Senators are convinced

that vital principles ara endangered or even seriously com-

promised, they would h i justified in finally rejecting the Treaty,

however embarrassing to you and inconvenient to us that course

might prove. I as strongly deprecate, as you appear to do, any

wild, whirling words the British or Prench Press may have pub-

lished, or any unguarded utterances on the part of publicists here,

who are manifestly unconversant with the spirit and details of

the American Constitution. To impugn—or seem to impugn,

w'hether in the Press or verbally—the good faith of the American

nation in this matter, is a gross abuse of language which can

only work mischief. Every responsible person on this side is

convinced that America is simply incapable of such conduct. The
most and the worst that can be fairly said is that, in the political

controversy now raging, Americans may fail to view the matters

in dispute in true perspective and proportion. Due allowance

should be made for the irritation felt, and here and there expresseJ,

in Europe on account of America’s failure, so far, to sign and

ratify the Treaty, for such failui^ has unquestionably subjected

her chief Allies to great inconvenience, to grave anxieties, to large

additional outlays of money, and has seriously interfered vrith the

general movement of Europe away from the abnormal towards

the normal.

III. If not a League of Nations—what then?

1 must confess that your attitude towards the League of Nations

has come as a surprise and disappointment. That you should take

exception to clauses in the Covenant as embodied in the Treaty

would have been reasonable and intelligible ; but that you should

appear to regard the whole scheme of a League of Nations with
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suspicion, if not with positive aversion, seems strange. In the

first place, the idea had its origin in America. It was only after

the United States of America had been swept by a tomadic wave
of idealism that we began to think there may be something in

the idea. As a nation we are slow to accept new notionB. When
we found ourselves in the midst of the maelstrom, we strove to

demean ourselves in a way worthy of our national traditions;

but under our breath we muttered, ** Never again !
’* We loudly

proclaimed : “This is a war to end war.” How it was to accom-

plish that beneficent purpose beyond ” smashing Prussian mili-

tarism,” we bad but the vaguest notions. At length the overflow

of your idealism reached us, and we saw the glimmer of a great

light in the darkness. Further, this idea of a League of Nations

did not come to us in the first instance from your President or

any of his supporters. It reached us as the considered scheme of

ex-President William H. Taft—a leading Itcpublican. Do you

wonder that we are a bit surprised when we find a distinguished

American publicist turning and rending what we had learnt to

regard as America's beneficent and fruitful contribution towards

the appeasement and security of a distracted and warring world?

You say : ”It is believed by many Americans that the League

of Nations was the subtle suggestion of British statesmanship,

whereby the great Empire w'ould effectually dominate the

destinies of civilisation.” Believe me, nothing could be further

from the truth. Jingoism, like Chauvinism on the continent of

Europe and ” spread-eagleism ” in America, occasionally utters a

shrill shriek. But that small section of the nation is violently

opposed to a League of Nations on the ground that it is likely

to limit, not to advance, the power and prestige of the British

Empire. The great mass of the nation stands by the theory

of a League because it seems to us to be the best method yet

devised whereby reason and common sense may be substituted

for brute force in the settlement of international disputes. The
Covenant is admittedly provisional. I am in full agreement

with you when you say that it was unwise to thrust it into

the forefront of the Treaty of Peace, thus making it impossible

to reject the one without rejecting the other. In face of the

sharp division of opinion among you, that procedine accentuated

the mischief, and transformed the criticisms of clauses of the

Covenant into antagonism towards the entire Treaty. That was

most unfortunate.

As a people we cling to some scheme of k League of Nations

for reasons we consider good and sufficient. For one :thing, if

some definite scheme be not achieved, we shall perforce have to

fall back upon the discredited doctrine of a ”balMioe of power.*'
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A policy of national security, based upon some reasonable arrange-

ment, will have to be adopted by responsible rulers. If civilised

nations decline to band themselves together into a League to

resist and put down the would-be disturber of the peace of the

world, the next best thing will be resorted to—nations will form

themselves into groups for mutual support and protection. That
will involve competitive armaments, international suspicions and
irritations, and end inevitably in another terrible war. It was the

belief that a League of Nations would lift the nations out of tbe

vicious circle in which they moved in pre-war days, which letl

the British people to w'elcome such a scheme. You speak of an
entente between the free peoples of America, Great Britain and
France. Yes, much may be achieved for humanity if they stand

firmly together through good report and through ill report : they

should never again be Bex)arated. Bui could such an entente,

while it should contribute largely tow'ards the preservation of

peace, effectively secure a measure of disarmament, or even limit

armaments to the pre-war scale? Vast and unproductive expendi-

ture upon armaments had become a strain even upon the

wealthiest nations before Armageddon burst upon the world.

With diminished resources and crushing war debts, such an ex-

penditure in the coming years would be the fruitful source of

social unrest within the nation, and irritation bordering on

exasperation in international relations, and the last state of the

world would probably be far worse than the < first. Surely that

way madness lies. Serious persons on this side of the Atlantic

regard even the possibility of a return to pre-war conditions with

dismay akin to despair. It is to obviate this dire possibility that

we are clinging tenaciously to the scheme of a League of Nations.

All we ask is that such a scheme should be honestly tried. Have
we not reached that point in the evolution of the race wlien “the

common sense of most should hold a fretful realm in awe,‘'

instead of depending, in this twentieth Christian century, upon

the unreasoning and brutal arbitrament of the sword? Should

not the civilised nations of the world, at this critical juncture,

take their “tide at its flood ” and float on its bosom to the reign

of reasoijf and international brotherhood based thereon?

IV. Has not the time arrived when the United States of America

should abandon her Traditional Policy of Non-interference in

Extra-AmeHcan Affairs!

«

This is a very delicate question, more especially when it is put

by a non-American ; but, with diflidence and profound respect

for American sentiment, I venture to submit that this is a ques-
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tipn which should be faced. In an old country, rich^ as oinrii is^

in ancient traditions, we greatly appreciate your countrynien's

reverence for the character of George Washington, and their fine

loyalty to his grave warning and earnest injunction, it wbuld

be difficult to discover in the long story of the human race atnan

more worthy of such love and loyalty. He possessed in a pre*

eminent degree the qualities that constitute a great personality-*-

devotion to duty, chivalry, courage, wisdom, prescience, patience,

disinterestedness, unruffied calmness under the most trying cir-

cumstances, and a noble elevation of character. But were George

Washington to “re-visit the glimpses of the moon ” at this time,

w'ould he repeat, under totally altered conditions, the injunction

of his Farewell Address against the perils that would be involved

in “foreign entanglements**?

I do not demur to the distinction you draw between his

reference to “extraordinary emergencies** in world-politics, which

may involve “temporary alliances,** and the “ordinary vicissitudes

of her [Europe’s] politics, or the ordinary combinations or colli-

sions of her friendships or enmities.’* The real crux of the matter

is : Would the founder of the American Commonwealth, under

the conditions that now obtain, counsel his countrymen to with-

draw as speedily as may be from the “entanglement” in which
their participation in the Great War has involved them? Would
he advise that the American delegates should take “no part in

the Paris Conference, other than in the discussion and determina-

tion of such general questions of world-policy as concern all

nations, and are not local controversies between European
States *’? 1 respectfully submit that he would not so advise, and

1 will indicate the grounds of such a conclusion ;

—

(1) Just as the late War was no ordinary war, so the Peace to

be achieved is no ordinary peace. It involves vast areas and

immense populations far beyond the bounds of Europe. America’s

position of semi-detachment should make her cordial co-operation

in the settlement of these extra-European problems of the utmost

value, while the mediation of her delegates in the arrangement

of difficult and delicate problems peculiar to Europe would be

equally valuable.

(2) There is the argument resting upon the fundamental differ-

eivces between the circumstances of Washington’s day and ours.

A ;£laiice at the gradual emergence of the Constitution is desir-

able. From the Declaration of Independence in 1776 until 1781

there was no legal and properly constituted Central Government.

State after State adopted new Constitutions during this period.

Thus State government preceded any attempt at Federal govern-

ment. The States made the Union rather than the Union the
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Staten* Then, in 1781, a form of federal government qnder the

“i^clefi of. Confederation *’ began, and languished until 1787.

It f^ved a fiasco and a failure* for good and sufficient reasons.

It was destitute of executive power. There was no President to

admiiUBter the laws. There was no national judiciary. Men
could not be tried in the national courts for violation of the k^s,

for no provision had been made for such courts. The organisa-

tion of Congress was defective. *'lt consisted of a single House.

Its debates were in secret. Its members were elected by the

States, were paid by the States, could be recalled by the States,

and they voted by States.*' Congress had no power to raise

revenue. It could not collect a dollar by taxation. The Federal

Government was allowed to pay the bills without being given the

right to levy taxes for the purpose. In short, the State rights

were far too numerous and exacting and the federal power too

limited to bring into being a strong Central Government. In
May, 1787, the great “Constitutional” Convention met in Phila-

delphia, and hammered out the present Constitution. As Mr.
Gladstone said on one occasion, it is “the most wonderful work
ever struck off at a given time by the brain and purpose of man.*'

It came into operation in 1789, and George Washington was most
fittingly elected the first President. It was at the close of his

second term as President that, in the beginning of 1797, he
delivered his Farewell Address—one of the most elevated and
noble speeches ever uttered by the lips of a statesman. What had
been the chief weakness in the Government up to this time,

and the source of no little anxiety to Washington and his

Cabinet? The absence of that cohesive power which i^rings from
a strong sense of nationality. Before 1776 the British rule had
been by States. After that rule was sw'ept away, State govern-

ment was dominant for another eleven years ; and when Washing-
ton withdrew, in circumstances of such dignity and pathos, worn
out in the service of his country, internecine strife between State

and State w^as still a grave possibility. To intermeddle with

European, affairs, under such circumstances, might easily lead to

the intervention of Europe in American affairs. Washington saw
very clearly that the line of safety for the thirteen States of the

Union and the territories beyond, was to keep themselves to them-
selves until, at least the more or less “fortuitous concourse of

atoms” had become fused into a real as well as a nominal Union.
Washington uttered three solemn warnings—against any

weakening of the Union ; against the growth of party spirit ; and
against foreign entanglements. The great Civil War in defence

of the Union is America’s heroic answer to the first warning.

But what of the second? Has it not been more honoured in the
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breach, than in the observance? Is it not so honoured at this

hour? It may be, as a writer has remarked, that 'Hhe author

of the Farewell Address desired an excellence incompatible with

the form of government that had been deliberately chosen. A
Democracy that is not governed by parties, parties that are not

affected by the spirit of faction, are things yet undiscovered.”

(Oliver’s Life of Alexander Hamilton, p. 346.)

What a marvellous transformation has been effected in the

intervening 123 years ! The weak and not too harmonious little

Union of thirteen States ha.s evolved into a mighty Union of

forty-eight States with a ix>pulation of 100 millions, covering a

vast area, with resources—material, intellectual and moral—that

are almost boundless. Do you seriously think, in face of the,

world’s great needs, that Washington, Hamilton, Jefferson,

Franklin, and the rest of the able men who rocked the cradle of

the infant Commonwealth would consult their fears rather than

their faith, their caution and their timidities ratlier than the

splendid courage they one and all jx)8sessed, in the advice they

would tender in this day of unequalled opportunities? I don’t.

(3) America owes it to herself, as one of the great civilised and

civilising Powers of the world, to face her moral responsibilities

in relation to vast world-problems. Your countiymen may regard

the tradition of “ non-intervention ” as purely a domestic question

with which no other nation or people has any right to inter-

meddle. Tliey must bear with me if, with profound deference,

I venture to dissent. The United States of America cannot shake

herself free from moral resjwnsibility and its implications by

giving to the question at issue this narrower interpretation. Just

as no individual in civilised society can live to himself, how’ever

much he might desire to do so, so no State can live to itself in

the comity of nations. The law of action and reaction is cease-

lessly at work, and is it not a species of moral cowardice to try

and evade the natural consequences of the operations of natural

laws? In short, do not America’s status and growing influence

in the world make this merely “domestic ’’ aspect of the.question

an impossible one?

This apparent unreadiness on the part of the United States bf

America to bear her fair share of the “White Man’s Burden”
(‘omes to us as a painful disappointment after our hopes had been

kindled by her whole-hearted intervention in the war. Just think

of the burden Britain is bearing. Long before the war it had

become the custom of some of our public,men to speak of our

country as the “weary Titan,” and to look round to see how her

burden might be lightened. The war came as a bolt from the

blue, and then with unfaltering courage she faced the issues which
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eould not honourably be avoided, and during four momentous

years, upon sea and land and in the air, Britain put forth ener-

gies second to none of the belligerents. Now she is facing the

vast issues of a Peace, which should be commensurate with such

a War, with the same calm courage. With an immense Empire

covering nearly one-fourth of the earth’s surface, with commit-

ments in all parts of the world, with problems in Egypt and

India and other portions of her Empire that press for solution,

and with a crushing war debt, she is still ready to add to her

burden and responsibility by the acceptance of vast mandatory
powders under the Peace Treaty. For a time we were heartened

by the thought that the great Bepublic of the West would stand

by our side and take her part and lot iii this civilising and
humanising work. Are our ho})es and expectations to be finally

dashed? We cannot believe it. Bather would we believe that

the present ap|)arent indifference to large moral issues is but a

passing phase of thought, and that when party differences have

been arranged, and a great and virile Baoc has been given time

to look quietly round and read aright its duty and responsibility,

America will yet be found playing a part in world-politics worthy

of a nation that, in the Providence of God and its own great

qualities, stands in the ‘‘foremost files of time.”

With admiration and respect. Sir, I remain,

Yours very faithfully,

D. Henry Bees.

IJ. The American Standpoint.

I greatly appreciate Mr. Bees' courtesy and that of The I'ort-

NiGHTLY Beview in enabling me to comment upon his reply to

my article in the January FortnightIiY Beview. Ijet me say

preliminarily that Mr. Bees’ article seems to me wholly in the

right spirit. Ours are both self-re.specting nations, and our

relations will be improved when mere sentiment—valuable as it

is—^is supplemented by straightforw^ard thinking and speaking.

Apaong the best people in both countries there is such a sincere

and earnest desire for a common understanding and a recognised

entente that the two nations cannot be kept apart if frankness

and sincerity mark any discussions that proceed between us. We
are institutionally one flesh and blood, and having a common
medium of expression, accord need not be difficult if each nation

frankly recognises thi peculiar conditions and limitations of the

other.

Beyerting specifically to Mr. Bees* various theses, I beg to

say
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fOWARD$ THE PEAC^lStBAlT.

I. When wc speak of the Paris Peaoe Gongr^ Bcmtimsmg
President Wilson’s credentials we are speaking figuratively. As
President of the United States, he needed no credentials in the

sense of paper evidence to establish his representative position

in Paris. I cannot agree with Mr. Bees that there was a natural

presuraptii^n that Mr. Wilson had plenary authority because of

his assumed knowledge of the American Constitution or the fact

that he was the Chief hlxecutive of the United States. The Peaoe
Conference could not l)e blind to the fact that the United States

is a corporate entity, having a written Constitution, under which
its public servants have only strictly defined and limited powers.
Apart from the precise language of the Constitution, the relations

between tlie United States and foreign nations for over a century

could not have left the Peace Conference in ignorance of the fact

that President Wilson could not bind the United States by any
treaty without the consent of two-thirds of the Senate. I cannot

see that practical recognition of this fact in Paris need have

wounded the susceptibilities either of Mr. Wilson or the American

people. If the American people prefer—as they undoubtedly do

—a form of government which denies to its ambassadors, or even

its President, plenipotentiary powers, then they cannot complain

if foreign nations take into account the very limited character of

the powers of their diplomatic representatives.

II. Mr. Bees asks whether the President, in negotiating the

Treaty of Paris without first consulting the Senate, acted ultra

vires,

I reply that, as the American Constitution has been interpreted,

he did not. Undoubtedly, the original intention of the framers

of the Constitution w^as to make the President the mere agent

of the Senate in negotiating treaties under its direction and super-

vision. Prior to the adoption of the Constitution the conduct of

foreign affairs was vested in the Continental Congress, and those

who framed the Constitution desired jto continue this control.

They not only realised, however, that Congress could not be con-

tinuously in session, but that it was not always practicable for

the members of the Senate—originally numbering twenty-fouiv-

to conduct negotiations for a treaty; and therefore they so far

i’ompromised the exclusive power* of the Senate as to authorise

the President to “make” treaties “by and with the advice and

consent of the Senate.” The words “advice and consent” were

not tautological. It wras obvious that the “consent” referred to

the final acceptance or rejection. “ Advice meant the co-ordinate

action of the Senate and the President, by which the President

should proceed with the negotiation of the treaty, “vnth the

advice,” and therefore subject to the supervision of the Senate.
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In other watds/ the Senate was originally intended to be as the

Elder Statesman’* in the Japanese Empire.

This was recognised by the first Presidents, those who had sat

in th^ Constitutional Convention which framed the Constitution,

and therefore knew best the intentions of its framers. Thus,

President Washington on many occasions appeared before the

Senate and asked its instructions as to the character of the

negotiations which he intended to initiate. In his conduct of

foreign relations he kept in the most intimate touch with the

Senate, in order to be sure that he would not exceed their wishes

in what he was attempting to do. Thus, in a matter that very

closely pertained to England, Washington, on April 16th, 1704,

consulted the Senate as to the propriety of sending John Jay

to England to negotiate the so-called “Jay Treaty,** and gave his

reasons and suggested the policy that he would instruct Mr. Jay

to follow.

Washington's successor, President Adams, followed the same
procedure. Jefferson, when he sent Livingston and Monroe to

France to negotiate for the acquisition of .Louisiana, suggested

his proposed policy and invited the Senate’s assent or dissent.

Gradually, however, a different procedure was adopted. For

many reasons the President preferred to initiate the negotiations

on his own responsibility and to defer any formal consultation

with the Senate until he was prepared to submit a treaty in a

concrete form. Even in these cases the President generally con-

ferred informally with Senators, in order to be sure that be did

not go to lengths which they would not sanction. In ignoring

the Senate in the initial stages of negotiation, these former

Presidents did so only in cases where they felt a reasonable cer-

tainty that the Senate would subsequently ratify their action.

In all cases of doubt the President, in order to prevent such a

catastrophe as has now happened, either took the advice of the

Senate as a body before initiating or concluding negotiations, or at

least conferred with the Committee on Foreign Relations. Thus,

as late as December 17th, 1861, President Lincoln sent to the

Senate a draft of a convention proposed by the Mexican Govern-

ment, not for ratification, but merely to ask their advice and
whether he ehould proceed with the negotiations. A year later

he again asked advice as to what instructions he should give the

American diplomatic representative in Mexico, and when thie

Senate passed a resolution that it regarded the proposed policy

inadvisable, President Lincoln, in a message dated June 23rd,

1862, said : “The action of the Senate is, of course, conclusive

against acceptance of the treaties on my part.”

In 1871 President Grant transmitted a despatch from the
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American Minister to the Hawaiian Islands and asHbd the advic^,

of the Senate as to the policy to be pursued. Again, in 1872^ ihe
same President asked the advice of the Senate with respect to

the differences which had arisen with England under the Jl^reaty

of Washington.

In 1884 President Arthur asked the advice of the Senate as

to how he should proceed with negotiations with the King of

Hawaii for the extension of the existing reciprocity treaty.

In 1888 the Senate asked President Cleveland to open negotia*

tions with China for the regulation of immigration.

Without multiplying precedents, w^hich are numerous, it is

enough to say that not only have previous Presidents kept in

touch with the Senate in negotiations, but the power of the

Senate to shape them finally has been demonstrated by the fact

that, in the matter of sixty-eight treaties with foreign countries,

the Senate refused its ratification until amendments which they

advised were accepted. The final power of the Senate has been

repeatedly demonstrated by the complete rejection of Jireaties

favoured by the Executive.

Undoubtedly in relatively unimportant negotiations, w'here the

President can proceed with safety, he has negotiated without pre-

liminary consultation with the Senate. But in all grave matters,

especially w’here the issues of peace or war are concerned, every

President, prior to the Treaty of Paris, consulted, formally or

informally, with the Senate, and, as the latter has become a very

large and cumbrous body, the method that has been followed

generally in recent years is for the President to discuss matters

of international policy w ith the Committee on Foreign Belations.

As to many questions, especially in the initial stages, he may
consult only with the members of that Committee who are of his

own party ; but in all grave crises, which rise above party politics,

it was hitherto the unbroken custom for the President to confer

with the members of the Committee on Foreign Belations, without

respect to party. The most recent illustration of this was the

Spanish-American War, when President McKinley, as the crisis

developed, called into frequent consultation the entire body of the

Committee on Foreign Belations, and, w'hen that war was ended,

the President sent, as Commissioners to Paris, members of both

the political parties, including a distinguished Democratic Senator,

who w^as not on domestic questions in political sympathy with

the Administration.

In this way the Constitution has been so interpreted and

applied that hitherto party politics stopped at the margin of the

ocean, and America pursued, with reference to foreign affws, a

reasonably united policy.
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X do not q[^iie8tio& that, as a matter of technical legal right, the

Prudent, under his authority to make treaties, can ignore the

Innate until he is ready to submit to that body the concrete

fcnrin of a treaty. Such a course does not violate the letter of the

Constitution, even though it does offend its spirit, for when the

President completes his negotiations with foreign Powers without

any consultation with the Senate, he frequently makes it difficult,

if not impossible, for that body to express its full and free judg-

ment as to the merits of the proposed treaty. The time gives this

obvious result full proof.

It is obvious from what has preceded that President Wilson,

in his negotiations at Paris, did not follow the wholesome and
consistent precedents of his predecessors. He did not offend the

letter of the Constitution, but he did not observe its spirit, which

commanded him to “make,” i.c., negotiate, his treaties with the

“advice” of the Senate. He has the justification that he works

best alone and when least interfered with |by divided counsels.

Conflicts of opinion confuse him, and he has little of the judicial

faculty of weighing the pros and com of a question, and then

deciding upon which side the balance lies.

The fact is that Mr. Wilson, in his entry into public life from

a lifelong immurement in the cloisters of a college, could not

put aside the spirit of the pedagogue. Accustomed to the domina-

tion of a class-room and speaking ex cathedra

,

he never wholly

acquired the savoir faire of the practical statesman. He deter-

mined from the veiy beginning of his administration that he

w’ould be the sole judge of America’s foreign policies. His pro-

clamation of neutrality at the beginning of the war, when he

invited the American people not only to refrain from acts and
words that were unneutral, but even from thoughts

,

evidenced

his remarkable idea that in the greatest moral crisis of history a

hundred millions of people would cease thinking and allow him
in a matter of conscience to do their thinking for them. Tn no

democracy was this possible—least of all in the United States,

where independent judgment is a matter of habit.

From that time until he submitted the Treaty to the Senate

he consulted with few, even of bis oivn party. I w^as present in

the Capitol on the day that the President submitted his famous

“Fourteen Points.” Even the leaders of his own party did not

know until he opened his mouth upon what subject he intended

to speak. A distinguished Democratic Senator thought that the

address was to treat with the Governmental ownership of rail-

roads, and the leader of the Democratic Party in the Senate after-

wards admitted that he was ignorant of the President's promncui-

nUmto or even its subject-matter until it was ondly delivered;
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and yet that was possibly the most comprehensive and momentous
declaration of foreign policy that any American President had
ever made.

Such an attempt towards exclusive domination of foreign

policies is without a precedent in American history. Even his

own Cabinet Ministers were often ignorant of his plans and
intentions. His Secretary of State, who ordinarily conducts the
foreign negotiations of the country, has frequently been left in
ignorance of what the President was going to do over the name
of the Secretary of State.

Mr. Wilson’s indefensible negotiations in the last months of

1916 to intervene and force a peace were conducted by Colonel

House, who had no legal official status whatever, and the German
Ambassador. Colonel House’s activities as super-Secretary of

State and super-Ambassadoc to all nations were without any
sanction in the Constitution. As to Mr. Wilson’s activities in

Paris, it may be said that never before in the history of the

American Kepublic was there such an exhibition of one-man
power—and Americans, as a habit of mind, do not like one-man
power.

Undoubtedly this grave departure from wholesome precedent

and this repudiation of the basic idea of the Constitution with

respect to the conduct of foreign relations did accentuate the

opposition to the Treaty of Paris to a very considerable extent.

It is not surprising that it did. When the maintenance of the

Constitutional institutions is at stake, the merits of the particular

question out of which it arises are of secondary importance. If

the League of Nations had been of unimpeachable wisdom, it

would nevertheless have excited a great and earnest body of

dissent in America because of the attempt to force it upon the

Senate by means that fell little short of coercion.

1 agree with Mr. Bees that great allowance should be made
for the irritation on both sides of the Atlantic which has followed

America’s failure to act upon the Peace Treaty. The situation

is a most unfortunate one. Undoubtedly it could have .been

avoided, if the simple expedient had been followed to make the

Peace furst and discuss a League of Nations afterwards. Even
though it were advisable to entangle an academic charter of world-

government into a practical peace treaty, the unfortunate dead-

lock between Europe and America ccmld and would have been
avoided if President Wilson had followed the wholesome
dents of his predecessors and tdken the Senate into his con-

fidence. He could have ascertained to whali extent America waa
disposed to abandon its great tradition of detachment from Euro-

pean affairs. A little co-ordination between the Senate and the
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President, as the Constitution contemplated, would, have resulted

in ' an American programme which, if ac^cepted by the Peace

Conference at Paris, would have been promptly and formally

ratified by the Senate. Indeed, if the President had followed the

exampje of President McKinley and taken to Paris several dis-

tinguished members of the Senate of both parties, the present

fiasco would probably have been avoided.

When President Wilson returned to America with the first

draft of the Covenant of the League, the dissent of the Senate

—

though informally expressed—was unmistakable. Thereupon the

Paris Conference, in Mr. Wilson’s absence, wisely decided to

make a Treaty of Peace first wdth the Central Powers, and then

consider, in a supplemental treaty, a League of Nations. On
President Wilson’s return to Paris he insisted that this action

should be reversed, and the fatal blunder of the European Peace

Ck)mmissioner8 was that they yielded to this demand, and, to

please Mr. Wilson, forced the Covenant of the League back into

the Peace Treaty. The obvious purpose was to compel, or at

least induce, the Senate to accept it as a choice of evils. While
it may not have been so intended, in effect this was a challenge

and almost an affront to the Senate and to a majority of the

American people, who had, in the preceding November, given

emphatic expression to their unwillingness to make President

Wilson the sole judge of the extent and manner of America’s

participation in the proposed Treaty.

111. 1 am next asked the following question : "If not a League
of Nations—what then?**

It is suggested that my opposition to the proposed League is

a surprise because, in the first place, the idea had its origin in

America. 1 fail to see what that has to do with it. As a matter

of fact, it had its origin among little groups of idealists, some
of them pacifists, who felt that it was only necessary to draw
the scheme of world-government ujwn paper to ensure its success.

I do not think the problem is so easy. As I said in myprevious
article, the American people unquestionably favoured some
method of international co-operation, as right-minded people in

every country do. They favour it now. But a concrete plan

\^'hich asks America to join in underwriting "the territorial

integrity and political independence** of the world is quite

another matter. That doea«not appeal to the American people.

I cannot ask the space to set" forth my objections to the pro-

posed League of Nations. Many of them would be of doubtful

interest to foreign reaJers, as they concern the peculiar interests

of the United States, the integrity of its institutions and the

maintenance of the policies under which it has grown great. But
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I have (»bjcrtjonH to lit^aguc \iliic}i are quite apart from my
citixeiihbip. Bi>eakiug not merely as an Ainericaii and believing

that fhe progress of oivilisation rises above the interests of any
DHtiou, 1 have, among other reasoiih. :i iosie and fundamental

objection l<i this Ijeague.

A true licague of Nations must he based U[Kni the equality of

right of sovereign nations. In its last analysis that was the issue

of the prewMit world-war. 'I’he present <.'t)venant destroys this

principle by dividing the nations of the world into four unequal

classes. ^I'he lii-st class consists of liv*; mitions who arc vested

with a pcrpeluai tenure of [Hnver in the Kxecutivc C^nincil, and

who coristitiitr- a iii:ij<.)rity thereof. 'J’be second class consists of

the four minority members of the Council, whose power and

influence are luvu'SHurily affected l>y the fact that their tenure

of jK)Wer is limited and uncertain, us tlu‘V may he .‘iupplanted by

other nations, in the .discretion of tlie A.^^semhly. 'I’lie thinl class

is coinj.josed of the remaining inemherB ol the Lcsiguc. who are

only members of the AsNunhly, and, as such, hav(* pK)\vorH which,

as Presijleut Wilson Kiiii, arc little above those of a debating

fiocioiy. The fourth class comprises the many rcinainiug nations

of the world, great and small, who. either of tlndr ^nvn ehoicc

or by the action of the fjCiiguc, are excluded from rnemhership

therein.

In my judgment no true f,eague of Nations can he built u|»on

the false foundation of such discrimiuation between .sovereign

nations. Sooner or later its authority would be challenged, either

by internal <lisst*nsi(tns or by atlaek from without. In fact, its

nM>raI authority is already bankrupt. 'I’lie League of Natioua

ha,s virtually been functioning since the ]\a<e ('onference met
in I’ari.s, and its inqxdence to mi}K.>so its will, except ujwn the

(Vntral l'<jwcr,‘:, is manifest.

hut. Mr. Hces asks: “If not a League of Nations -what
then?”

My answer is to re<’all » classic of American boy and girl

readens when 1 was young, A series of pa|)ers appeared called

"The Peterkin I’ajH'rs." The first of them told a story about a

g«Kxl family by the name of Peterkin. who, although lx>ok learned,

were profoundly stupid. They were thrown into confusion when
the mother of tht‘ family ]»ut salt, instead of sugar, into the coffee,

.1 hereu|N>n the chemist, the phnrmncitt, the scientist, the family

d<H’tor and various other ex[icrts Were called in to determine what
could ho done to neutralise the siiline taste of the coffee. Finally,

when all had exhausted their various remedies, they determined

to consult a certain wi»e lady who came from Philadelphia, and

tihe solved the difficulty by saying: “It ia very simple. Make
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another cup of coffee.” This obvious remedy had never occurred

to the^Peterkiii famiJy, and the Paris Peace Conference does not

seem to be wiser.

The League is already moribund. Few men question the fact

tliat,^ouer or later, it will dissolve like a bubble. Its futility

having b(?en demonstrated, that which remains is to make another

and a- true League of Nations; for the present f^nigue is not u

League at all. In my opinion, the best Leagui^ of Nations that

men have yet devivsed was Tlie Hague Convention, which
respected the basic principle of the equality in rights of sovereign

nations. If it failed in 19M, it was not because of any inherent

defect in its structure, but because its constitueut members did

not havi^ siili’u ii^ut sense of moral res[>on.sibility to it*Bi)ect its

obligations.

I admit that 'I’lic Hagiu' ( ‘oiivuition was (h b'i i iw in one fatal

resjHX’t. There was no provision to summon it to meet quickly

in a sudden crisis. 11 'I'he Hague Conveniioii c-ould Iw recon-

stituted with .some useful arriendnients, and. among the#k*, one

which would Mith<irise the permanent fs'cretariai to Kummon a

mectir g of The Hague Convention, eitlier upon )ns own authority,

whrui tliey .saw a crisis approaching, or upori the requcflt of a

given numlHU of nations, then 1 believe The Hague Convenlion

would function a.s idTectively in pn^venting \^a^ by the j»ow'er

of public o|>inion and the greater pressure of common interestK

as any other method that lias yet been deviwMl. It is true that,

when a world crisis arisc*s, the ineml>ers of 'J'ht* Hague (Conven-

tion might run away from their obligations, as Uk> many of them

did in 1914. Hut if there he not now a sullicien! smi.se of collec-

tive respon.sihilitv in the world for nation.^ tfi .stand together in

the inaintonaixa; of jH.*a<;e, in view of the tragic disa.ster that has

befallen civili.sation, Iheti iv> paj>er form of government would

prevent another war.

IV. Finally, Mr, Hecs asks : “Has lud the time arrived when
the. Fnited .States of America should abaixlon her traditional

ix>licy of non-interference in Luroj>cari affairs'/”

I regret that 1 have not Rufficient s|mre to annwxT this question

adequately.

My reply is that isolation i.s iinx)o.ssih)e for the United States,

As a ix)licy it avus abandoned long l)efore the present world-w^ar.

It may be questioned wdiether the word "i.solation ” ever correctly

described the foreign jwlicy of the UniU-d .States. From its very

beginning it either A^’ciiuntarily entcretl into, or was involuntarily

draw'n into, many world-problems. Its so-called “policy of

isolation” consisted largely in its disinclination, to use Washing-

ton’s words, to “implicate itself by artificial ties in the ordinary
"
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—meaning thereby the local coDcerns—of European politics. In

its early days of weakness it did not desire to b^me the ehuttle-

cock of ICuro|>eau iK>Iitic6. Of that it had had bitter experience

in the colonial wars which preceded the foundation of the

American Kepublic. It did not object to alliances so much as

to “entangling alliances/* and by this oft-quoted expression it

meant such contractual obligations by treaty alliances as would

impair its freedom of action in future crises or contingencies.

Assuming tJiat “isolation** does truly define the past policy of

America
;
yet, from the time of the Spanish-American War,’ when,

in another Treaty of Paris, the United States voluntarily assumed

resfxjnsibilities in the far Orient, the policy of isolation was
definitely abandoned.

As I said in my previous article, America’s entry into the war

in 1917 was not in strictness any departure from its historic

policies, for primarily such entry was due to the purpose of vin-

dicating its rights upon the high seas. Yet the nobler and

broader pur|X)8e, which inspired many Americans, concerned one

of those “extraordinary emergencies” of civilisation—again to

use Washington’s phrase—as to which he advocated the policy

of temporary alliances.

I agree that the United States, as a master-State of the world,

has world-wide obligations from which it cannot escape without

moral suicide. That America will play a great part i^ the future

destinies of civilisation, 1 do not doubt ; but it will play a greater

and more beneficent part if it does not dissipate its moral influence

and impair its disinterested character as a great and friendly

arbiter by intermeddling in the local concerns of Europe. As

President Monroe’s Secretary of State said just a century ago,

in words that I quoted in my previous article : "It may he

observed that for the repose of Europe as well as of America, the

European and American political system should he kept as

separate and distinct from each other as possible
”

James M. Beok.



A DAY IN THE LIFE OF AN INHABITANT OF
PETliOGiiAD.

The btillDefis is deathly.

No cry of the newspaper boy. No cry of the itinerant green-

grocer. No cry of the Tartar old-clothes man. For there are no
free newspapers, Jio plenteous vegetables, no stores of old clothes

to be sold. Everyone who has keeps what he has, and tlnnks

himself blessed in the possession of it. Only those sell who have

no other means to avoid starvation. Except profiteers, into whose

rapacious claws the Bolshevik prohibition of legitimate trade

shovels fortune.

Pale daylight radiates through the room. 1 turn under the

sheepskin coat and blanket that form the bedclothes of my sofa,

and see that it is half-past eight. The room is bitterly cold. I

struggle into my clothes, and tidy up the drawing-room. Alex-

andre Markovich (the young poet) is still sleeping in the dining-

room. Beyond, Maria Victorovna and Anna Constantinovna

occupy the bedroom. I look into the passage, and see that Magdar

lena Dmitrievna, who has the study, is already up and in the

kitchen. Five people to four rooms? Well, we are lucky not to

have eight. There is a fifth room, but there is not enough wood

to keep it even moderately warm.

Magdalena Dmitrievna is wrestling, in an atmosphere about

freezing point, with the samovar—no easy matter when there is

no charcoal. Chips of wood must be used in place of it, and

these, even if quite dry, require constant tending. Magdalena

Dmitrievna’s head is wholly wTapped up in a tattered shawl.

“ Ivan Fedorovich,” she says, ” could you go and get to-day’s

bread before Ifi'eakfast? There’s hardly any left.”

“All right. What else is there?”
” Three herrings that we kept over from supper and four pota-

toes. And let Alexandre Markovich go for the milk on the

medical certificate Anna Constantinovna got yesterday. Poor

thing, with her cough, to stand all those hours at the commis-

sariat to get it.”

By this time A.M. is afoot, and we sally forth wearily. The

glass marks four degrees above zero, which is not pleasant before

breakfast after a very meagre supper the night before. Weariness

clogs the limbs even at daybreak. The neglected surface of the

snowy street is dotted with other figures, similar to ours, wan and

also already weary, bent on similar errands.

T 2
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Id ten mmutea I am back, closely followed by A.M. “ What,
DO bread?”

—“Only after 3 o’clock. And the milk?”—“None
at all, except for infants in arms. It’s always so, you know, or

almost always. Better buy it from a smuggler. I know a man
who sells for 12 roubles a bottle.” £1 4s. for half a pint I

•

The samovar is ready by now, the other two of the household

are about, and we breakfast in their bedroom for warmth : three

cold herrings, four X)otatoes, and about i lb. of bread over from

yestei'day betw^een five i)eoi>le. No butter or sugar, of course.

But the tea is identiful—we have managed to secrete a private

store, the gift of a good Bed Cross samaritan, from last year—and,

thank goodness, hot. Such heat as it and the fare described can

l)ut into us must suffice for the next six hours.

After breakfast the first thing is the stoves^—an urgent necessity,

since if the flat gets cold throughout the consequences may be

bad. But wood must be economised, and A.M. and I get the

bedroom and dining-room stoves going; we will light one or, if

it seem very cold, two others, in the afternoon. This, with

washing iq> and the first primitive dusting of the rooms, takes a

good fifty minutes.

Magdalena Dmitrievna cries disconsolately that the wood in the

kitchen is running short—mure must be fetched from the cellar.

“Didn’t the dvornik promise to bring some this morning?”
” But he hasn’t.”

“Perhaps he will, and, anyhow, there’s no time now. The
rehearsal is at 11, and it’ll take us forty minutes to get there.

Dinner at 5, I suppose? I’ll fetch the bread on the way
back.”

As thus appears, we are no mere “bourgeois,” but a group or

so-called “ collective ” of hard-working actors, huddled together in

one flat, and distributing among ourselves what Americans know
as the chores, happy in the fact that as members of our trade

union we have the right to a quarter of a pound df bread a day

instead of the one-cightli magniflcently allotted to other of the

“intelligentsia.”

“ But if I have to come to the rehearsal I shall never be able

to get dinner by five—oh, and the potatoes are all done, except

tliese few stony ones. I tried all yesterday morning, you know,

ami cx>uldn’t find any.”

This is grievous. To get off rehearsal is one thing. But no

potatoes ! Let those who have tried it testify to the sustenance

obtainable from a dinner composed, as ours. will be, of soup made
from a few boiled salt fish, and then those same few boiled salt

fish served as the pidee de rdaistance, without even the delusion of

solidity that a coujde of potatoes apiece give.
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But Maria Victorovna has a idea. She rings up an unknown
number, and talks—oh, so captivatiiigly—to someone at the other

end of the line. Couldn’t she come and see the lovely little things

that her acquaintance had spoken of? Oh, how kind. Or send?

Snlendid ! At what time? Half-|)ast four? All right. She rings

on, and explains : Yesterday, in the tram, after the show% a lady

admirer had spoken to her, and whispered that she knew where
potatoes could be bought—a wMe pond (40 lbs.) I “And it’s all

right ! You go there, Ivan Fedorovich, and she’ll arrange it for

you. Alexandre Markovich, you can get the bread. No one over-

hearing could liave understood what I meant, do you think? ** For
to buy food privately is a penal offence, punishable with imprison-

ment, or in the extreme cases death.

We rush off to rehearsal. Magdalena Dmitrievna is practically

without boots. Her shoes are gaping at the seams and down
at heel, but a decent second-hand pair, discovered 4with much
searching, is priced at 360 roubles, and she can’t afford them until

her son, who has been forced into the Red Army as instructor,

sends her money. Nevertheless, she will go out and see what
other vegetables can be picked up in the market, and she will

have to stand in the queue for at least an hour to get our monthly

pittance of paraffin, due to-day.

The forty-minute journey l)y foot and tram of the rest of us

calls for no comment. A dead horse is lying in the street, un-

molested. A few months ago the Ixxly would have been devoured

by dogs, but now the dogs have been eaten. When dark comes

it will he cut up by the neighbours. We see two people in the

street fall from inanition, and at the comer of the Nevsky pros-

pect a man in the tram has a sort of seizure. But these are daily

incidents, and pass unremarked.

Now, thank goodness, work begins. Work, you see, is the only

thing that can take your mind of! your stomacli ; for we are

hungry, not because breakfast was insufficient, but because we
are always hungry. Everyone in Petrograd is hungry, except the

commissars and their finends. And work is the only anodyne. Yet

work in a totally unheated theatre with a scratch company on an
all but empty stomach is anything but a joke. Russian rehearsals

run normally from 11 to 4 without a stop. The only refreshment

is a glass of mock tea at two roubles to wash down a mouthful of

buckwheat cooked in castor oil by the dvomik’s wfife, costing five

roubles. To-day we get through without special trouble, as occurs

sometimes when the young lead,” who is on good terms with a

commissar’s brother, feels uppish, or the ” heavy ” man has taken

too much cocaine, which is his way of eluding gruesome reality.

And to-day is i^cially important for me, as there is a hope of
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potatoes. By soon after 4 I ana through^ and j>lod off, the sadc

T have brought under my fur coat, to the address given me. It is

a g(X)dish way, with two tramway changes and half a mile to

walk. Who can these ijeople be to whom I am wending my ,way?
]\fy curiosity is soon enlightened. I find an agreeable youpg
woman in an exquisitely furnished flat, the top floor of a palace

now being used for a district supply committee. She is the wife

of the committee’s manager, and, having access to the stores, pro-

l>
08es to sell vegetables illicitly to Maria Victorovna, the star of

our company. She and her husband, she says, are devotees of

the theatre, and Maria Victorovna’s acting fairly entranced them.

Indeed, they could not have chosen a more welcome way to show
their appreciation. A large basket of potatoes is dragged out from
under the bed, my sack filled, and weighed on scales concealed

beneath an armchair, evidently denoting that this good Samaritan

has befrieiided others. I pay and gratefully depart, sack on

shoulder, and trudge a mile and a half with it, one of the tram

connections, having broken down. Why, I ask a fellow trudger?

“Fire at the paraffin cisterns over there.**
—“Good heavens, the

paraffin will all be destroyed.**
—“Lord, no,** he answers; “it*8

all been stolen and sold, and the employees have fired the place

to hide their tracks.*’ Such practices are too common in Bol-

shevik Bussia to excite remark. Well, there is nothing but to

trudge, one’s hands frozen on to the cords of the sack by an icy

wind.

At last I reach home, and drop my burden, as relieved as

Christian. We now have potatoes for some days, in view of which

I am forgiven for delaying dinner an hour. The meal is as

described above, with the addition of slices of a large radish-like

vegetable that the housekeeper member of our party has found in

some byway. She has had a hard job cx>oking, too. The dvomik,

of course, did not bring wood, and there was barely enough for the

“economka,” or baby stove, that will cook one dish at a time,

has to be watched without stopping, and does not warm the bitter

kitchen at all. Wc wolf down our food in silence, shivering in a

corner by the stove ; then get some comfort from tea, with as a

great luxury a small lump of sugar apiece. But the conversation

that inner warm inspires is not cheerful. True, A.M. is primed

with stories of the British fleet and Array arriving on the Estho-

ninn front to liberate Petrograd, but it is of more immediate im-

portance to know that the expected distribution of potatoes will

not take place before the end of the month*, and there will .be no

more paraffin at all. We hear that all the carrots—some score

tons—received for Petrograd have been held up by the central

supply committee till they are rotten. Sugar is ninety roubles
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a lb., bread 25, butter 100—prices that are prohibitive except for

a treat. Then there has been a perquisition next door, and a

family arrested. Why? Pretext : concealment of arms, Beason :

a denunciation by a dissatisfied servant, whom the family were so

rash a*s to keep. We look grave, for was not a whole family shot

not long since because the forgotten holster of a pistol was found?
Moreover, perquisitions frequently go by districts, and if next door

yesterday, why not our house to-night?

The brief rest over, we must buckle to again. First, the rooms
have to be swept. A modicum of cleanliness is, after all, neces-

sary. Then A.M. and I envelope ourselves again in fur coats,

and go dow’n the back stairs to the wood cellar. The glass is well

below zero now, and the cellar opens direct on to the frozen court-

yard. Tall men like ourselves have to bend nearly double in the

place, and taking the logs five at a time from this rabbit hutch

and upstairs, by the light of a stump of candle, is distinctly uncom-
fortable. Anna Constantinovna, meanwhile, heats the drawing-

room and study stoves. By 10 o’clock we have hauled enough

wood from the dwindling store for several days, and divest our-

selves of “ shubi ’’and thick mittens. There is still to-morrow’s

work to bo prepared, the wdiile a final samovar is coa.xed into life,

and we sit down to tired relaxation, when •

The electric light is suddenly cut off. This happens quite

capriciously, sometimes at 8, sometimes at 11 ; sometimes it burns

all night. The precious but most inadequate lamp is found and

lit, and we bask in relative comfort before T turn in on my sofa.

Biit rest is not yet. The stillness that has again become deathly

is shattered by a motor lorry plunging along the street. A per-

quisition, of course. Only agents of the Extraordinary Com-
mission drive motor lorries at night. We listen intently, each

one holding his breath. Where is it going? Good'God, it is

stopping here 1 Thunderous knocks on the hall door below bring

all to their feet. Is it possible they are coming here—to our flat?

Our papers are all in order, and we have no arms, but no one can

tell what a search may spring from or lead to. Heavy footsteps

on the stair. One of the women begins to cry and can barely be

quieted. Merciful heavens, they have stopped on our landing.

Pictures of the infernal filthy prison den, starvation, humiliation,

the bullying by criminals chosen for warders, tormenting inquisi-

tions, even actual torture, chase one another involuntarily through

the mind ; and what fate may await the women the mind refuses

even to imagine. Strung up to the last degree of tension, we
expect the knock, the summons. But no—incredible relief—it is

to the opposite flat they have gone. Yet relief is not final, since

they may visit us afterwards, and we remain on tenter-hooks, till
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at half-past three they leave the house, and the motor lorry

thunders ofif. No one dares look out.

Such is an ordinary day, described by one who has lived through

it, in Petrograd in January, 1919. We were well-to-do people,

earning a large colle(stive salary at the theatre. We lived miser-

ably. How much more miserable must those have been who had

not our resources, who had no wood, no paraffin, no trade union,

and no friends willing to sell food on the sly.

And how infinitely more terrible has life become in the stricken

city after the lapse of fourteen months under the ceaseless

grinding tyranny that is crushing out the life of Hussia.

John Pollock.



THE RETIJEN OF MR. ASQUITH.

Paisley has repaired the eiTor— it was an error—of East Fife,

and Mr. Asquith has resumed, amid the benevolent congratula-

tions of the great majority of his countrymen, the Parliamentary

career which was interrupted by rather more than a year of exile.

The Unionist candidature was a blunder. As there was no pros-

pect of Mr. MacKean’s success, Mr. Asquith should have been

left a straight fight witli the Labour candidate, on whom he

would then have inflicted a still more crushing defeat. For he

carried at Paisley the flag of Parliameiitary government, as well

as of the existing ]X)litical and ecojnomic system. All these were

directly challenged by the Labour candidate, and thus, while

Mr. Asquith also bore with great gusto an anti-Coalition banner,

the prime significance of the Paisley election was the Labour

defeat and the emphatic verdict given against Nationalisation and

all the vague but menacing revolutionary doctrines which are

being sedulously advanced to-day under Tjabour’s cloak.

Paisley, moreover, was a triumph for Parliamentary efficiency.

Parliament has lost prestige since the General Election . This is not

due solely or mainly to the Coalition Government, for the process

began years ago and continued unchecked throughout the Asquith

Administrations, owing to the furious partisanship which poisoned

political life. But last year the House of Commons suffered prin-

cipally from the lack of Parliamentary ability and authority in

the ranks of the Opposition. The Independent Liberals were

weak both inside and outside the House. The Labour Party,

numerically strong outside, w as relatively weak in the House, and

weaker still in Parliamentary exjierience and debating power.

There never was so feeble a Front Opposition Bench. When Mr.

Balfour and several of his colleagues lost their seats together at

the General Election of 190G, the Unionist Party still had Mr.

Chamberlain, Mr. Bonar Law, Mr. George Wyndham, and a few

others to carry on the old tradition. But all Mr. Asquith’s prin-

cipal lieutenants, without a single exception, shared his exile,

and the Labour Party, which was bitterly disappointed not to

have gained more seats at the polls, has produced no one with

outstanding talent for Parliamentary leadership. Moreover, it

is a party torn by internal dissension, though it contrives to hide

its differences with considerable skill. Mr. Adamson is its leader

only because the miners constitute the most powerful section in

the Labour b/oc, and his leadership, even on his own particular
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sabject of minmg, is flat and nnini^iiing* Those of his riYals

10^0 are conscious of their own much superior talents; len^ him
little effective support. Mr. J. H. Thomas, Mr. Clynes aiid. Mr.

Arthur Henderson speak with an air of complete detachment

from Mr. Adamson, as though hardly conscious of his exisj^ce

and determined to ignore his leadership. The attendance of the

Labour rank and file is so slack that their own Press has been

moved to protest. It is always dangerous for party men to say

that their rivals are unfit to form a Government ; it is still more

dangerous, perhaps, when they honestly believe it. ' The classic

instance occurred in 1905, when Unionist Ministers used to assure

their confidants that they were tired of their long tenure of office

and would gladly make way for the other fellows if only they had

been capable of forming a decent Administration. But it could

not be done, they said, it could not be done. Yet, as everyone

now knows, one of the most capable and strongest all-round

Governments of modern times was produced when the occasion

arose, and it was largely composed of young and untried men.

Mr. Churchill, therefore, might do well to beware the Nemesis

which waits on boastful words, however well warranted his criti-

cism may seem to be. For the fact remains that the House of

Commons has lost prestige for the lack of an Opposition able to

stand boldly up to the Government. The speakers from the Front

Opposition Bench have been overwhelmed, and the back benches

have contrihute<l little to their support. Ministers have been

encouraged to take liberties on which they would never have

presumed had they been faced by men of a calibre equal to their

own. It is no disrespect to Sir Donald Maclean to say that he
has been grievously over-handicapped, and he has not even had
respectable assistance from the Liberals sitting at his side. If

Mr. Asquith, Mr. McEenna, Mr. Runciman, Mr. Samuel and Sir

John Simon had been in their old places, there would have been

a different tale to tell of last Session, even if they had had no
greater weight of numbers behind them. The truth is that no
Government can be at its best without a strong Opposition.

“Parties not only oppose,” as Robert Lowe said in a famous

speech, “they support, strengthen and invigorate one another.”

A strong and capable Leader of the Opposition, therefore, will

do the Government no harm, but rather good, and that is why
Mr. Asquith’s return has been welcomed even by sincere friends

of the Coalition Government.

The personal side of Mr. Asquith’s return is also profoundly

interesting. Before Paisley he stood in danger of total eclipse,

and to be out of sight in politics is to be out of mind. People

were saying that he was a spent force and that his day was done.
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The waters of oblivion were passing over his head. There were,

of course, a faithful few Hfho never lost ah opportunity of

**,weepihg for Tammuz "and lamenting the fact that the destinies

of the Empirct were not in the safe keeping of Mr. Asquith during

the Peace Conferences of last year. And, indeed, there is much

to be smd for the argument that it would have been better for

Great Britain and the world if they had been so placed, for if

Mr. Asquith had been the British negotiator-in-chief, the financial

clauses of the Treaty of Versailles would assuredly have been more

precise and manageable, and it may be doubted if we should have

witnessed quite so many sudden changes of attitude on the part

of the British Government. But, unfortunately for himself, Mr.

Asquith, for all his virtues, was proved by events to be an

indifferent War Minister. Had he been strong, he might still

have been Prime Minister at this hour, for no man ever had

more loyal support from his old political opponents. When ho

failed, as fail he did, his reputation sank to zero and below. It

sank, indeed, far deeper than it deserved. Because he failed to

win the war, there was nothing too bad for large numbers of

j)eojile to believe of him. At one period no story told to Mr.

Asquith’s disparagement was too outrageous to find eager listenera.

He was pro-Gorman, it was said; he did not want to hurt Ger-

many ;
he was surrounded by sinister pro-German influences.

Usually, there w^as no trace of i)oliticaI animosity or party bias

in those who retailed these preposterous slanders; the explana-

tion was that the long strain and cruel disappointments of the

w^ar had had a shattering influence upon ill-balanced minds and

ill-regulated emotions. But very grave injustice was done to Mr.

Asquith ; the part he played at the beginning of the war ,
when

others w'avered and held back, was forgotten. Even the patriotic

self-restraint which kept him, after his fall, from attacking the

Government, as many, perhaps most, politicians would have done,

was misunderstood and misinterpreted. He had several oppor-

tunities of which he could have made effective use, but forebore,

though it is notorious that some of his closest political associates

-^smarting themselves under a sense of personal injury—con-

tinually urged him to assert himself and take vengeance upon his

supplanter. The gratification of private animosity under the guise

of public interest is common enough in public life. Mr. Asquith

put his country first, and when he was swefpt away- in the general

Liberal dSbdole, he waited in patience for the hour of return.

Most estimates of Asquith are either too flattering or too

depreciatory. In the Liberal fold naive attempts are made to

represent him as another "Grand Old Man ** in direct succession

to Mr. Gladstone—^inflexibly just, noble, patriarchal and wise, a
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sort of embodied Equity, more than generous to his op|)oiients,

eminently sane in all his judgments. In short, the perfect

Liberal, which to Liberals is another way of saying the perfect

man, a paragon of human exceUence. If hard pressed to admit
some blemish in their hero, the devout Liberal may hesitatingly

admit a respectful regret that Mr. Asquith has not a little more
heart, a shade more warmth. On the other hand, to the man
in the street the statesman who was Premier of England for nine

years on end has become “Old Wait and See.” Mr. Asquith in

the days before the war little thought, when he scored off

his teasing questioners in the House of Commons by telling them
to “Wait and see,” that he was associating the phrase for ever

with his own name and fame. He gave himself his own nick>

name, and the way it has clung to him vindicates its aptness.

It is denied, of course, by his apologists, and Mr. Asquith himself

is doubtless prepared to prove, that he did not wait on events,

that he was not always “too late,” and that he was not given to

|)ostponing decisions when the arguments for and against a given

course seemed equally balanced. But he will not easily shake

the fixed popular conviction that the change of Government at

the end of 1917 was urgently needed and that another hand
than Mr. Asquith’s was required at the helm if the war was
to be won.

Mr. Asquith, then, has a double task before him—to restore

his ow'n reputation and to restore the fortunes of his party. This

article is written before he has had time to reassert his old

ascendancy in a House of Commons which to him is in large

measure a house of strangers. But his immediate success in this

respect is certain. Mr. Asquith is a consummate Parliamentarian

—perhaps the greatest now living, and there are only tw^o others,

Mr. Balfour and the Prime Minister, to whom such an epithet

can fitly be applied. He has distinct advantages over both. He
is not subtle, like Mr. Balfour; he is not emotional, like Mr.

Jjloyd George. Subtlety and emotionalism are extremely valu-

able qualities at times, but Mr. Asquith’s gifts are always in

season and always equal to the occasion. They suit to perfection

an assembly which is not a little suspicious of mental agility and

tempestuous rhetoric—^though it thoroughly enjoys an occasional

display of either—and reserves its highest admiration for the

statesman whose oratory is alw^ays competent in a grave, digni-

fied, impressive w^ay, who utters sententious wdsdom and looks

wise, solid and firm. Oratio vultns est ardmi, Mr. Asquith, as

a Parliamentarian, is the true inheritor of Pitt and of Peel, whose

contemporary biographers analysed the secret of their authority

over the House of Commons in words which might just as well
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have been written of Mr. Agquith. Take, for example, Disraeli*B

description of Peel in his t^fe of Lord George Bentinck :

—

'* As an orator Sir Robert Peel had perhaps the most available talent

that has ever been brought to beiur in the House of Gominmis. Both in

exposition and in reply he was equally eminent. His statements were per*

spiouous, complete and dignified : when he combated the objections or criti-

cised the propositions of an opponent, he was adroit and acute. Mo speaker

ever sustained a process of argumentation in a public assembly more Ipcidfy,

and none as debaters have united in so conspicuous a degree prudence with
promptness.*'

There to the life stands Mr. Asquith, the Parliamentarian.

Every single characteristic is exact, and of no one else in our day
could the same be said. When Mr. Asquith speaks he seems
the repository of perfect worldly wisdom sanctioned—^and even
hallowed—by an austere morality. He si>eaks as though the par-

ticular measure—^no matter how fiercely controversial-^which he
is recommending to the House has been confided to him in a

special interview from on high. He looks as though he had come
dowm fresh from the mountain, bearing the tablets of a law,

providentially adapted to the shortcomings of the age and to the

spirit of the British Constitution. "There is no resisting Mr.
Asquith's sonorous and majestic commonplace, if one yields

to the emotions so pleasantly excited and forgets how, as a matter

of fact, Bills come to be drafted, what are the springs which move
Ministers to action, and their ceaseless calculations in terms of

votes. The combination of “prudence with promptness,” which

Disraeli noted in Peel, is especially characteristic of Mr. Asquith

in debate. If he rarely scores the sudden and brilliant successes

which Mr, Lloyd George snatches by instant exploitation of the

opportune, he also never comes the occasional cropper which

befalls his more nimble rival. Session after session Mr. Asquith

stood at the table and never dropped his guard. He got into the

habit of never making a statement without the insertion of the

saving phrase. It might not be manifest to the casual reader;

it was often unobserved even by the careful listener ; but it wae

always there. He never rose without the unspoken words, “with-

out prejudice,” governing every clause in every sentence. And
yet all the time he used to create the impression that he was

marking a candid and explicit declaration of policy. In this con-

pectioQ let me quote what one of Canning’s biographers wrote

nearly a century ago .abqut Pitt :

—

*• kfr. Pitt poBsessed in qlmost supernatural perfection the art of appear-

ing to say a great deal without saying anything. His wonderful fluency when

hfl\ had any point to dear*up, but really to confuse, had the effect of filling

the ear without conveying one positive idt>a to the mind. Great was his

skill in crating a dubious impression, which inight be admitted or denied at

oonvenienee."
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Many orators, es^ialiy those of copious sort, had 'tte

same But whereas they hide their true n^ahing;^ a cloud

of words, Mr. Asquith is a pattex^ of conci^ness, He^'^
Jeast wordy speaker of the day, because he chooses his jwqrds

most aptly, with a fondness for those of Ijibtin origin. Hcncie his

greater address. When he was fencing with his opponents bvet tl^e

treatment of Ulster, or over the promise to reform the constitu-

tion of the House of Lords, as contained in,the preamble of the

Parliament Bill, Mr. Asquith showed himsedf as perfect a master

of the art of ambiguous utterance as on normal occasions he is

unrivalled for his powers of lucid exposition. Twenty years ago

Sir Edward Grey, one of his closest associates, said that he had
never seen front rank so quickly taken as Mr. Asquith took it,

and he also added that he had never seen it more nobly held. It

may be doubted whether the historian of the future will describe

the pre-war Premiership of Mr. Asquith as “noble.” It was
disfigured by the grossest spirit of partisanship. Nor was there

much nobility in the spectacle of the Prime Minister of England
“toeing the line” for years marked out for him by Mr. John
Redmond, who held the fate of the Government in his hands.

Nevertheless, Mr. Asquith has always cultivated the grand

manner in politics. He has never cheapened the House of

Commons. He has preserved his equipoise, even in the most

difficult and trying situations, as w^hen he was shouted down by

an excited Opposition and refused a bearing by the hour together.

And on great occasions, when ^the British Parliament has wished

to speak with one voice to the world at large, it has never found

a voice more resonant or more lofty than that of Mr. Asquith.

His early speeches on the war aims of Great Britain and the

Allies were magnificent, and oven in the hour of personal defeat

his utterance never lost its serene confidence of ultimate victory.

On the public platform Mr. Asquith has not taken foremost

rank. He is too cold to strike fire out of great public meetings.

But in the House of Commons, wheri^, as Canning once said,

oratory should “take conversation as its basis,” his perfect artistry

is beautiful to watch, and he has only to appear to be instantly

acknowledged as a master.

It remains to consider what is likely to be the result of Mr.

Asquith’s reappearance on the grouping of parties. He will

rehabilitate himself; but can he restore the Liberal Party? The
situation is unusually involved. Mr. Asquith is leader in

House of Commons of a very undistinguished and commonpla^
gioup, or let us rather say that he is an Emperor without m
army. Can he gather new legions around him? The dumoes look

slight. To begin with, Mr. Asquith has not what is called' a
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iBiBgiietae p^flonality. He makes followersj he does not make
dimiplM. >: ‘He do^ not cause the hearts of those whom he
addresses to hufh within t^m. He staii^eid his |xdit^ career

as a^safe ma^i He never was an enthusiast. He has a lawyer’s

mind. Temperamentally, he has no Iqv^ for the w^lwind.
Agitatipn is not the breath of his nostrils. More(^ery a man may
be alert in icund and yet ];fe lethargic in body. Mr. Asq^th is.

not old in yeurs, as 'statesmen go, but he is not young fbr bis

y^rs. He roused Itself for Paisley, it is true, and fought a

great fight, but let hiiS beware the omen of the Paisley shawl
which was always designed to be the comfort of declining years t

There enters the doubt whether physically Mr. Asquith is fighting

man enough to reunite the broken Liberal hosts. And yet, if

he fails, who looks like succeeding? Liberalism lost its vital

spark when it lost Mr. Lloyd George.

Mr. Asquith has only the rump of a party in the House of

Commons—a poor nucleus, the very leavings, almost the sweep-

ings, of the polls. Nor are their numbers likely to be much in-

creased from by-election:’. The feminised constituencies have been

very capricious of late, l)ut they have not been choosing Liberals.

They may, indeed, relent. Labour, which rode so proudly a few

months ago, is a little chastened by its recent experiences. It is just

I)os8ible—though not probable—that a few Liberals may come in,

according as Fate—^in tlie shape of Death or Promotion—selects

the arenas, and Chance provides the burning issues on which the

elections are fought—whether it be the price of a loaf or the

future of Constantinople. But even if the old Liberal tide, which

was once so docile to '4he Liberal Whips, began to fiow again,

Mr. Asquith’s party in the House of Commons would still remain

a handful, ineffective by itself in the lobbies. Can they be rein-

forced by allies? Mr. Asquith is well used to allies. His Adminis-

tration from 1910 to 1914 rested on alliances. There was the

Irish Alliance on the one side, and the Labour Alliance on the

other. The actual name'may be challenged ; the fact remains un-

challengeable. The Liberal Administration during those critical

years was a sort of Coalition, its main characteristic being that

none but Liberals, enjoyed the sweets and.cares of office. It«was

not technically a Coalition Government, but they had most

assuredly a Coalition policy, for if Liberals possessed a monopoly
of the emoluments, they paid the price in policy to their Irish

Bnd Labour friendlies. And it was a great price 1 Labour did

not ask—and was ilbt asked—to enter the Liberal citadel during

Jhose years, but Labour acquired one by one the keys of the

[tentrance-gates, most of which now hang at its girdle.

However; what are the chances of a new Alliance? The
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are gone from the House, apd there is thus no hppe

^ Teinforcemeut from the Irish benches, unless the Sinn Feinars

should suddenly resolve to swear a false path of feaUy—{or which

they would easily get pb8olution--ahd come to Westminster ip

Older to destroy Parliament from within, just as did Parnell forty

years ago. Even so there are surely limits. Whether or no Mr.

Asquith shook hands with the Dublin^ rebels when he visited them

in gaol in 1916, he could hardly with" decency shake hands with

them in the House of Ck)mmons, so long as they demand an Irish

Bepublic. There is no imn^iate hel|F, therefore, coming to

Liberalism from the Irish hills. Labour alone remains. But

here, too, there is no promise of help. At the moment Labour is

imbued with the true spirit of Sinn Fein. It despises Liberalism

as a creed outworn. It sees itself courted and wooed. An ex*Lord

Chancellor is obviously ready, if not to scale the heights with the

Labour idealists, at least to sit on the Woolsack and volubly

chant their praise. (Lord Haldane excuses himself the arduous

climb, because there is not a peak in Wonderland which he left

unsealed in the days of his springtime, and what he has not seen

be can imagine.) Labour is exultant. Mr. J. H. Thomas
observed the other day that, as Liberalism was a spent force.

Liberals, if they believed in Progress, ought to be told by their

leaders to vote Labour. Mr. Arthur Henderson, pontificating

from a hundred platforms, swears that the Labour Party will

never enter another Coalition, and tliat he will sit with none but

Labour colleagues when he returns to Downing Street. The Labour
Party, therefore, may help Mr. Asquith to destroy the Coalition

Grovernment, but only that they may reapjhe spoils alone. They
will not help him to form another Government. And if they

are fighting one another to the death at every by-election, they

will not i)rove very trusty allies at Westminster.

Mr. Asquith’s return has been a sore blow to Labour. His is

a most inconvenient presence on the Front Opposition Bench.

While they were all mediocrities together, the Labour Eight

Honourables did not feel their inferiority so acutely. Now they

are troubled. If Mr, Adamson precedes Mr. Asquith in debate, he

knows that he bores the House. If he follows him, what is left

for him to say? A damnable dilemma. And yet he must speak,

and must assert himself, and must keep up the pretence that

what he—Mr. Adamson—says in the House of Commons repre-

sents the i)olicy that the electorate is yearning for. Martyrs have

earned their crowns for less pains than Mr. Adamson must suffer,

if he be a man of sensibility, But he shows no sign of it. The

attitude of Labour to Liberalism on the Front Opposition Bench

is one of stubborn insistence on its right to be there. Outside
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PfMrIiAipeBt its attitude is that o! the undet-dog which has

BU^enly become top-dog. . Asquith himself evidently

perturbed. He would Idee to go baeje to 1910-1914 and hcdpme
once more a kindly, benevolent Frospero. * He would take pains

to be*a good master to Caliban, to take him walks>and humour
him, to pet him and keep him in good humour, and h^lp him
to educate himself and display his laboriously learned accomplish-

ments at Liberal misuonary meetings. But Caliban is .not in

the mood to be petted. Hg growls at good Prosperp’s footstep,

refuses scraps, demands the whole joint, and keeps barking

“Nationalisation'* in alarming tones. It is “ Ban-^n-Galiban

;

Got a new master
;
get a new man.” ,

Caliban's new master is Caliban himself, and Mr. Asquith does

not like it. He is pained by ;he ingratitude of the Labour Party.

In his speech to the Eighty Club on March 9th he unburdened
the heaviness of his soul to his brother Liberals. “What have

we done for Labour?” asked Mr. Asquith. “Everything. It

is due to the exertions, the sacrifices, the ceaseless energy and,

I will add, the idealism of the* Ijiberals of the past that Labour
is to-day an active, articulate ix>litical force. It is due to us that

it received both its political and industrial enfranchisement, and

it is due to us, above all, that it obtained and has had safeguarded

the free powder of combination.” There is a curious omission in

this catalogue of Liberal benefactions. Mr. Asquith claimed no

credit for having put the Trade Unions above the law, in a

position of privilege hitherto reserved for autocrats and kings!

But the charge of black ingratitude is well based. After being

taken in out of the. street and received as a son into the Liberal

mansion, Labour now threatens to turn its host out of doors,

and brings against him the charge of fraudulent possession.

The Liberal King Lear is deeply hurt. But worse sorrows are

still in store for liim. The Libenil and Labour Parties are

fighting one another in grim eanie.st. Mr. Asquith, obviously,

would be only too glad to compromise. But Labour believes that

it can deliver a knock-out blow, and until the mastery' is decided

there will be no Alliancre with Liberalism. If there is no decision,

we may expect Mr. Asquith to spin some formula of teinijorary

compromi.se. But for the present he is pledged to the hilt against

Nationalisation, as involving tlie overthrow of private property

and the destruction of private enterprise.

Mr. Asquith may also look across the floor of the House and

scan the rows of facqs opi>osite for signs of wavering loyalty to

the Coalition. The most prominent malcontent da a Unionist,

JjQrd Hobert Cecil, and he is almost as luuch in revolt against

Mr. Bonar Law' as against Mr. Lloyd George, Heredity comes
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peeping out. He is not the first Lord Robert Cecil to turn

his pen into a stiletto against bis party chiefs. The Lord
Robert Cecil of the ’sixties of last century did the same. But
whereas the father preached High Toryism in the Quarterly

against the opportunism of Mr. Disraeli, the son—to be m the

mode—plies his pen in the Sunday picture papers and slyly

insinuates treason against the opportunism of Mr. Lloyd George

and the incapacity of Mr. Bonar Law. All in the name of the

very highest principles, of course, but what those principles may
be, and how they difl'cr from the principles of the Government,

to which he so recently belonged, is not explained. Lord Robert

Cecil disapproves of Mr. Lloyd George. It is not because the

Prime Minister is too democratic for him. That is his eldest

brother’s trouble. It is Lord Salisbury who is flying the Tory

flag. Lord Robert is the hope of the Young Unionists—^though

they are all patently middle-aged—who profess ardent democracy,

and are eager to give the Labour Party anything except what they

are willing to accept. Apparently, it is something in the Prime

Minister’s character which offends the austere Cecilian canon,

and Lord Robert desires the Unionist Party to have done with

him, and gracefully offers himself as the new leader who will

bring the party triumphantly out of the present confusion. Hence
his vehement objections to anything in the shape of fusion. But
vehemence is not enough without numbers, and Lord Robert's

followers in the House of Commons would not fill two benches,

though they spread themselves out ever so widely. No alliance,

however, is conceivable between the Young Unionists and Mr.

Asquith ; the most they will do to help him is to pelt with small

stones the Coalition from the rear.

There is thus no visible hope for an Independent Liberal Party

in Parliament so long as Ajax and Achilles are at daggers drawn

and Mr. Lloyd George maintains his hold over the loyalty of

the Coalition Liberals. Nor is there any sign of reconciliation,

in the one case, or of a weakening of personal ascendancy in the

other. The Prime Minister has had his heart-to-heart talks both

with his Liberal Ministers and with the rank and file of his

supporters. He declared his policy in sufficiefEtly clear terms.

His aim is not re-union with the Inde})endent Liberals, in order

to get the Liberal Party into fighting trim again, so that it may
take the field alone. That would only lead to crushing defeat,

for, in his view, in "a triangular duel ” between the three parties,

Labour would come off best and Liberals worst. And, as a

Labour victory means disaster to our political and industrial

system, he holds that the duty of Liberals is to enter into ** closer

co-operation with Unionists throughout the constituencies and
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to strengthen their common front. “Closer cooperation” is

evidently designed to lead to the creation of a new national party

on progressive but strongly anti-communistic lines, at once con-

servative and liberal, in the best sense of those much abused

word's. It will not be an easy task. These are many reluctants

in both wings of the Coalition. There will be secessions and

threatenings. Jealousies will be excited, and the men with the

best-founded claims to recognition are likely, as usual, to show
the finest spirit. The problem is too big to be discussed at the

tail of an article, but while the internecine Liberal feud continues,

the Liberal Party, as an independent organisation, is doomed to

impotence, and the more the battle rages round the Labour
Party’s socialistic and communistic programme, the more closely

compacted the Coalition must become. It will profit Mr. Asquith

nothing that he is anti-Coalition, if, on the decisive social and

economic issues of the day, he is precluded from making common
cause with his only possible allies. The star which climbed so

valiantly above the horizon at Paisley will cease to mount and

will soon be slipping back.

J. B. Firth.
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It may, I think, be stated without fear of contradiction that no
incident in public life in these countries, despite the compelling

distractions of international complications and the ^nsational

results of the Great War, has so {jowerfiilly concentrated atten-

tion as the recent by-election at l^aisley. In that contest we
saw a statesman who had filled the great position of Prime

Minister for eight years without any interruption of a tenure

which has been more continuous tlian that of any past Beform
Prime Minister ; who had lost his seat in the House of Commons
at a General Election ; who had subsequently been out of Par-

liament for a period of fifteen months—an unparalleled experience

for a man with such antecedents who desired to re-enter the

House of Commons—fighting literally for his political life, not

merely for the purpose of achieving a great triumph, but as the

only way of obtaining a seat in the Assembly in which for a whole

generation he had been a commanding jiersonality. Everyone who
takes an interest, however languid, in public alTairs, was thrilled

by the i>oignancy of contrast betw'een the jicsition of Mr. Asquith

in August, 1914, as one of the most pow'erful Prime Ministers

since the Beform era, and of Mr. Asquith in February, 1920, as a

candidate for a seat in Parliament in a contest wdiere defeat meant

not an immediate return to Parliament for a safe seat for another

constituency, but an exclusion for an indefinite time from Par-

liament. A vicissitude so startling in a great career w^as abun-

dantly sufficient to appeal to any imagination, however torpid,

and hence the interest created in the minds of the public at large

by the Paisley election.

To the students of constitutional development that election and

its attendant circumstances present features of still more absorb-

ing interest by the cliange in the working of our governing

institutions, which are living and growing organisms of which

it is a striking object-lesson. In pre-Beform days, and indeed

for at least tw-o generations after the passing of the first Beform

Act of 1832, the idea of a statesman of the very foremost rank

having to fight not for a particular seat, but when, having lost

a seat in the changes and chances of a General Election, having

to fight to get into the House of Commons At all would be un-

thinkable. If Mr. Pitt had at any time in his great career been

ousted from Cambridge University, it is no exaggeration to say

a dozen seats would have been pressed on him for his acceptance.
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When at the General Election of 1780 Mr. Burke was defeated

at Bristol, a seat for a nomination borough was immediately pro-

vided for him. The issue in those times of particular elections

in which great statesmen w^ere candidates was occasionally, no
doubf, awaited with an anxiety and excitement approaching the

anxiety and excitement with which the result of the Paisley

election was awaited. To give an illustration : At the General
Election of 1784 the Westminster contest excited an interest

which attached to no other single contest, for Westminster was
regarded as holding among boroughs the same sort of precedence

as Yorkshire among counties, and Mr. Fox himself, against whom
the influence of the Court and Government were employed, was
one of the candidates. The poll was kept open for the full legal

period of forty days. On the fortieth day Lord Hood, a Govern-
ment candidate, was at the head of the [xill, but Mr. Fox—^West-

minster w^as at that time, of course, a double-member con-

stituency—had defeated Sir Cecil Wray, the other Government
candidate, by forty-three votes. Mr. Fox, however, was not

returned, for on tbe last day of the ]X)11 Sir Cecil Wray and

thirteen electors presented a paper to the High Bailiff, who was
then the returning officer, complaining of irregularities in the

election and demanding a scrutiny, and the High Bailiff, who
was strongly opjwsed to Mr, Fox, consented to grant it. A
motion for the taking into consideration of a petition demanding

an immediate return of the writ was defeated. The High Bailiff

was, however, directed to “proceed with the scrutiny with all

practicable dispatch,” but in the beginning of the next session,

although eight months had elapsed since the election, the scrutiny

was only complete in two out of the seven parishes into which

Westminster was divided, and it had scarcely affected the relative

positions of the competitors. Several motions calling on the

High Bailiff to make an immediate return were defeated by the

Government with dwindling majorities until at last, in March,

1785, a motion of that character was carried—the Government

being defeated by a majority of thirty-eight. An immediate

return w^as accordingly ordered, and Mr. Fox took his seat for

Westminster. If Mr. Fox, a great figure in Parliamentary his-

tory, had been defeated for Westminster in this momentous
contest, would that defeat have meant his exclusion for an inde-

finite time from Parliament, as a defeat of Mr. Asquith for Paisley

would have meant his exclusion from Parliament for an indefinite

time? Far from it ;,Mr. Fox was not excluded from Parliament

by the conduct of the High Bailiff in granting the Westminster

scrutiny and the consequent delay for many months in the reti^

of the writ which was the calculated result of the High Bailiff's
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action. Mr. Fox bad been returned for the small borough of

Kirkwall in Scotland, and conducted in the House of Commons
his own case for an immediate return of the Westminster writ

w^ith extraordinary eloquence and w'ith a great superiority of

argument to Mr. Pitt, who essayed to justify the conduct of the

returning officer.

Before the Ileform Act—as in the cases of Mr. Burke, of

Mr. Fox, of Mr. Stanley (Earl of Derby), who, when ejected

from Preston, w^as immediately returned for Windsor, and
of Sir Kobert I'eel, who, when ejected from Oxford Uni-

versity, found, in the words of Mr. Gladstone, “at once

refuge and repose ” (at Westbury, and subsequently) at Tam-
worth—it was always easy to find a place for a statesman of

eminence, even if not of Cabinet rank, when excluded from his

seat. After the lleform Act till quite recently a Minister of

foremost rank, excluded from one seat in the House of Commons,
was sure of immediate election for another. Thus Mr. Gladstone,

defeated for Oxford University in 1865, started for a Lancashire

constituency, where a nomination had been reserved for him;
and in 1868, when defeated in Lancashire, had already, in antici-

pation of that defeat, been elected for Greenwich. Sir William

Harcourt, defeated in 1880 for Oxford City, w^as immediately,

by a vacancy created for the purpose, elected for Derby ; and when
defeated at the General Election of 1895 was re-elected to a seat

created for the purpose in West Monmouthshire. When at the

General Election of 1905 Mr. Balfour was ousted from East

Manchester, the delay and difficulty in securing for him a safe

seat, although of only a few weeks’ duration, were regarded as

extraordinary, while the fact that Mr. Asquith was for fifteen

months out of Parliament and has only re-entered the House of

Commons by the winning of a seat in a contest of doubtful issue

and of a most strenous character proves conclusively that hence-

forth a seat in the House of Commons cannot be guaranteed to

anyorte, however great his eminence, and that election to that

Assembly can under any conditions be no longer treated as a

matter of form. The Paisley election may accordingly be regarded

as a striking landmark in our constitutional history and constitu-

tional morality—w'hich emphasises the fact that under the system

in which the franchise has been extended most freely to all sorts

and conditions of men, a statesman of the very highest position,

to wdiatever party he may belong, has no security for access to

the House of Commons in which he has won the respect and

admiration of the country, and in wdiich his presence would be

regarded by all parties in the State as a great intellectual and

nukral asset. The extension of the franchise has certainly pro-
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duced a dilQBciilty heretofore unknown in finding seats in the

House of Commons for men who ought to have a seat therein,

according to the judgment of the public and of Parliament,

whereas before 1832 there w^as a corrective power in the State to

do what the country wishes to be done when the General Election

happens to fail in that duty.

More than two generations ago the probable result of

the Reform legislation in this respect was ixsrceived, although

it had not become so far-reaching as the Reform Acts

subsequent to 1832 have prevailed to make it. So far back

as 1861, when a Bill to appropriate four seats in the House of

Commons which had been vacated by the disfranchisement of

l>oroughs was under consideration in the House of Lords, Lord
Stratheden and Campbell called attention to the fact that a

number of leading men at different times since the Reform Act

of 1832 had been excluded from the House of Commons from

local circumstances and against the wishes of the community at

large from the w-ant of a corrective power in the State to supply

the loss to both i)olitical parties of the old nomination boroughs

and to replace in Parliament men of acknowledged eminence

w'hom the united body of the nation would have returned, but

who had failed to secure the suffrages of particular sections before

whom they had presented themselves at a general election. In

normal times Lord Stratheden and Campbell urged the Bill in

question would be referred to a Select Committee to discuss some

means of applying these surplus seats to such a purpose. Lord

Stratheden and Campbell’s motion for this object was withdrawn

on the opposition of the Government, but he took occasion to

embody the arguments in favour of his proposal in a protest

against the third reading of the Bill. This protest seems to

reflect by anticipation the views of Lord Robert Cecil and

Viscount Chaplin in desiring Mr. Asquith’s presence in the

House of Commons, although opposed to him in party questions,

on the wider ground of national interest, because, in the words

of Lord Robert Cecil, he “is needed in the House of Commons
as the most representative man of a large body of opinion.” In

1867, upon the third reading in the House of Lords of the Reform
Bill of that year. Lord Stratheden and Campbell moved the

insertion of a clause to enable the House of Commons to assign

seats to four persons who might be accidentally, excluded at a

General Election and whose presence in Parliament would be

serviceable to the ooqptry. The Earl of Derby, who was then

Prime Minister, in opposing the motion, assumed an attitude

which was wrholly unassailable in denying virtually that there

was any remedy for an anomaly which Mr. Asquith's exclusion
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from the House of Commons for so long a period-such an
incident could not have occurred in Lord Derby’s time—has
rendered so striking. Lord Derby declared that it would be a
waste of words to enter upon a discussion of a scheme “so utterly
impracticable and so entirely at variance with the principles of
our representative system.” The Paisley contest has brought
home to the meanest intelligence the fact that there is no entrance

henceforth to the House of Commons save by an open election,

while it has shown that Mr. Gladstone’s defence of small

boroughs, in his speech on Lord Derby’s Beform Bill in 1859,
was based on a ground which would have rendered Mr. Asquith’s

lengthened exclusion from the House of Commons impossible.

“What,” asked Mr. Gladstone, “was the case of Sir Bobert
Peel?” The University of Oxford, on account of a conscientious

difference of opinion, refused the continuance of his services.

They might have been lost to the British Parliament at the

moment, at all events. But in Westbury he found an immediate
refuge, and he continued to sit for a small borough for the rest

of his life.

1 will examine, towards the conclusion of this article, the pre-

diction that the I’aisley election will make political history. If

that prediction be verified, the Paisley election can take its place

in the category of two other by-election episodes which can
undoubtedly be said to have made political history—the by-

elections at which Wilkes was returned for Middlesex in the ’six-

ties of the eighteenth century and the by-election in 1828 by
which O’Connell was returned for the County of Clare. It may,
however, be of interest, deferring for the moment the considera-

tion of the effect of by-elections abnormal in tlieir surrounding

circumstances, to endeavour to frame an estimate of the import-

ance to be attached to by-elections under the ordinary conditions

of Parliamentary Government. On this subject two authorities

so great as Mr. Gladstone and Mr. Balfour are at issue. Mr.
Gladstone, when in 1874 he submitted his resignation of the

j>reraier8hip to Queen Victoria, in his formal letter to the Sove-

reign, says : “Mr. Gladstone laid before tlie Cabinet .a pretty full

outline of the case as to the weakness of the Government since

the crisis of last March, and the increase of that weakness,

est>ecially of late, from the unfavourable character of local indica-

tioijs.” In a letter to Lord Aberdare (Mr. Bruce) explaining the

situation, he writes: “The continued loss of elections and, the

expediency of avoiding being further weakened have determined

us at once to take the opinion of the country and to stand or

fall by it.” After the election of 1874 was over, and when Mr.

Gladstone met Parliament again he said ” We found that the
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suspicions we were entertaining ”—explaining the reasons for the

dissolution of Parliament—“ arising from a course of by-elections

and gradually gathering strength were confirmed by the actual

results, and I do not regret a dissolution, whatever its results to

us, or*for the moment to the Party with which I am associate,

which has given to the people of this country a constitutional

opportunity of declaring what its cjonvkrtions were with respect

to the conduct of public affairs.'* On April 4th, 1874, speaking in

the House of Commons, Mr. Gladstone expressed this view even

more emphatk**illy :
“ My regret is not that a dissolution took

place when it did, but that it did not take place before. I am
not willing to hold office under any circumstances with a minority

either in the House or the country. It is repugnant to my feel-

ings, and not compatible with the best interests of the country,

that the Government should continue to govern even with a

numerical majority when its strength is falling away, when there

is daily increasing evidence that it no longer represents the will

and the ofiinion of the constituencies. That is a regret of which

T have to make a frank exiuession.’* Mr. Gladstone certainly was
justified in the expression of his regret in not advising a dissolu-

tion at an earlier period, since in the last two years of the exist-

ence of his Government of 1868-1874 it had gained only one seat

and had lost twenty-three to its opponents at by-elections. Mr.

Balfour, on the other hand—who declared that it was vain to

(piote some obiter dictum of Mr. Glad.stone when in opposition

and to ignore his consistent conduct in every Government of

which he was a member—on July 24th, 1905, as Prime Minister in

the House of Commons in explaining his own attitude with refer-

ence to a defeat sustained by his Government, said : *'It appears

to be a common superstition upon the other.side of the House that

a Minister kept in office by a majority in Parliament ought to con-

sider, in addition to the views of that majority, precisely how
the tide of public opinion is flowing so far as the direction and

the strength of that tide can be judged by the course of by-elec-

tions." Now I assert that this is an absolutely novel principle, a

principle which, so far as I know, has never been suggested by

any responsible Minister of the Crown either in public or in

private. It is alleged of Lord John Hussell that in the midst of

the difficulties of the Melbourne Administration he gave as a
reason against dissolution that candidates in the then state of

public feeling would make inconvenient and dangerous pledges to

their constituents. That was the doctrine which he favoured at

a time when his Government was being constantly defeated in

the House, and when the by-elections were going against it, and

on constitutional matters Lord Johp Russell was no mean
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authority. To the ihufi eiivinciuted by Mr. Balfour the

ex|»resHioiifi of Mr. (iludKtone to which 1 have refenod were

triumphantly quiited aH a distinct refutation hy Sir Henry Cainp-

hell-Bannerinan, Mr. .Asquith, and Mr. Winston Churchill.

The efTee.t of the normal by-election on the course of public

ufTairs has thus been explained by Mr. Ghul.^^tone, not speaking in

the e.\cjtenie!il of jxditical discussion. l)ut writing in the North

Amvriain liivuw for Sepieinher, an article ox})ounding

Britisli I 'll lin;^ iiistilutions to the Americnn public. “In the

Cnilixl Kingdom," wrote Mr. (iladstone, “the ix'ople as such

cannot coium<»uIy act u})on the Ministry as such. But mediately,

though not itumediatcly, they gain the end, for they can work on

that which works u}>on the Mini.stry, namely, on the House of

(•ominous. I’irstly. they have not renounoetl, like the .American

)HHipie, the t xercisc of thew* fiouers for a given time, and they

are at all limes free by sjx'ech, petition, and public meeting to

got it ha<'k in full hy bringing ahnut a dissolution. Secondly, in

a l^irliameiit with nearly W) meinliers (the number of the

memher.s of the House of C’onimons when Mr. (iladstf)ne wrote

was (»5B) vaeaiuies (tccur with tolerable frequency, and as they

are comnuudy fillrd up forthwith tlu‘v (r»ntini]ally nuxlify the

colour of the J’ailiament confonnahly not to the past hut to the

preaent feeling of tin* Nation, or at least of the eonstituency, ^'hich

for practical purjioses is dilTcrt*nt indeed, yet not very different.

Tbit besides exercising a limited [x^sitive influence on the prestmt,

they supply a nnieh less limited indication of the future. Of the

ineinhers who at a given time sit in the House of Commons, the

vast majority, more than nine-tenths, have the desire to sit there

again after a dissolution which may come at any moment. They,

therefore, study jxditical weather wiwlom, and in varying degrees

adapt them.selves to the indications of the sky. It will now be

readily perceived how the ]x)pulnr sentiment in England, so far

as it is awake, is not meanly provided with the ways of making

itwdf respected, whether for the purjxjse of displacing and replac-

ing a >tinistry, or of constraining it (as sometimes happens) to

alter or reverse its policy .sufficiently at least to conjure the gather-

ing and muttering storm.”*

This cxyK^sition of the ^xitency of by-elections in the exercise

of pressure from without on the Hou.se of Commons and through

the House of Commons on the Government which may be

W'cepted as indisputable at the time it was written would, having

(1) In iaS7 Mr. OlndiitonA thun wrote with relei'enee to tha influanoa on

Oowmromta of hy-elactiona ** A Miniater kept in offioa hy a majority in

Parliament ought to consider in adiUtiun to the views of that majority how tha

Uda of p\ih|U’ opinion ia flowing ao far aa ita direction can lia judgi^ by iha

conraa of by-al«ctlona.''
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reil^ard to the involution of the working of the constitution in the

forty years that have since elapsed, be subject to <X)nBiderabte

modification. By-cleetions no longer necesBariiy affect to the same
degree^ the House of Corninons from the fact tliat the feeling of

the constituencies is now far more prone to change than in 1878,

the uncertainty of the result of an ehv^tion in any particular con-

.stituency has become much greater, and tlic dread of Members
of the House of Commons of a dissolution has pro|X)rtionaIly in-

creased. Sir William Anson, writing in 19()8, adopts the words
of Sir Sidney Tjow, writing in 19(V2 ;

“ One cannot,’' wrote Sir

Sidney J.ovv, " at any given moment, except in the few month.s

immediately succeeding a genersd ele«*tion. s.mv that the House of

Common.s represents the opinion even 4if a majority of the. elec-

torate. It may have done so. roughly speahing, wljen it was
ehosen, but it may have lost that character long h(‘fore it has

seemed fit to the Premier to recommend a di.Kfxdntion.” “ This,"

writes Sir William Anson. “ is what makes- the threat of a dissolu-

tion effective, Memliers know that under the proHcnl conditions

of a general <diH.*tion the opinion of the country a.s expressed hy the

result of the polls can only be very roughly descrilied as genuine,

and is almost certainly short-lived. They know, therefore, that

a dissolution means an clwtiori conte.st with a certainty of expense

and a jinihahility of defeat." The wea|)on, then, hy which the

Prime Minister or the Cabinet enforees its will on the House of

Cominon.s is the threat of a dis.sohit!on under the present e^mdi-

fions. Speaking in Manclje.ster on the 7th TVeemher, Mr. Idoyd

Oeorge, with nnmi.stakeahle directness of language, enunciated

the [x^.sition : "At Jhe last fgeneral) election," he said, "I

promised that if T found any lagging, any failure in Parlia-

ment in carrying through any inea.sures of reform (which

I pledged the honour of the Government to put its whole

strength to carry througli), T should advise the King to ask for

further instructions from the Electorate. T stand by every word

of that."

The fact, moreover, that under the provisions of the Place

Acts, wdth some modifications and exceptions, the acceptance of

an office of profit under the Crown vacates a seat in the House

of Commons, but in certain cases renders the Member whose seat

is thus vacated eligible to re-election, make.s by-elections an im-

portant safeguard of our constitutional liberties* The late Sir

William Harcaiirt, in his maiden sj>eech on Feliruary 29th, 1809.

in op{)Osition to a motion for leave to bring in a Bill for the repeal

of the section of the Place Acts (vi. Anne c. 7) relating to the

re-election of Members of the House of Commons accepting oiBoe

under the Crown, thus expounded the political importance of by-
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elections :

‘
‘ The Statute of Anne operated practically like a small

dissolution of Parliament. He had been reading the other day in

the Memoirs of Sir Eobert Peel a memorandum in which he gave

the reason why he dissolved Parliament in 1834 when he had
taken office with a Party which ^’as in a minority in the House
of Commotis. Sir Eobert Peel said ‘ that one of the conclusions

which drove him to that dissolution was the fact that under the

operation of this very Statue of Anne his Government must have
gone to the constituencies.’ That, it seemed to him, was a very

important argument in favour of the existence of such a pro-

vision. They all knew that Governments in a minority were not

always very easily driven to a dissolution, and as it had been

placed on record by the late Sir Eobert Peel that, having taken

office in the j>ccuUar circumstances which attended the formation

of his Government in 1834, the necessity of the re-election of his

Cabinet led him to a conclusion in favour of dissolving Parliament,

that was, he thought, a very stiong reason why they should not

now dispense with so valuable a safeguard for their protection

under similar circumstances. There were cases in which a section

of a Party might sever itself from its own political connections

on a great question of policy, and might join the opposite Party

in Parliament. Now that section might on a change of govern-

ment take office or it might not. But supposing persons who had

severed themselves in action from their own party were to take

office by what was ordinarily called a Coalition with a party that

was opposed to tliem, he wanted to know whether their consti-

tuents were not entitled to express their opinion on the course

they had pursued? And if the Statute of Anne had operated

before and might operate again to prevent such combinations as

these, it seemed to him that it was a useful Statute, and one

with which they could not afford to dispense.”

Having thus sketched in outline the influence of by-elections,

not in any single instance, but collectively, during a not incon-

siderable period to affect the policy of a Government or the dura-

tion of a Parliament, it may be asked whether in any particular

instance by-elections have made history.

The making of political history by by-elections is of rare

• occurrence, unless we include by-elections at which men have

entered the House of Commons for the first time who have been

destined to take a prominent part in the moulding of the history

of the country. In this sense it may be considefed that the by-

elections by which tlie elder and the younger Pitts, Lord John

Bussell . Sir Eobert Peel, Mr. Grattan (in the Parliament of

Ireland and subsequently in the Parliament of the United King-

dom), Mr. Parnell, Mr. Lloyd George, and many other statesmen
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with ^at Parliameiitary careers entered the House of Commons
for the first time have made history. But the instances in which
by-elections have made history in their immediate as contrasted

with their more remote results are few.

The by-election in February^ 1769, by which Wilkes, who had
been returned for Middlesex at the General Election of 1768, and
had been expelled from the House of Commons in 1769, was re-

elected for Middlesex, notwithstanding his expulsion, made history.

The House, irritated by the re-election of Wilkes, proceeded not

merely to expel him, but to declare his election void, but Wilkes
was again elected, and his election was once more declared void.

A new expedient was then tiied. Mr. Luttrell, a Member,
accepted the Chiltern Hundreds, and stood against Wilkes at

the election, and, being defeated, petitioned the House, which was
at that time a judge of returns, against the return of his opponent.

The House ordered that Mr. Luttrell ought to have been returned,

and they amended the return accordingly. These proceedings

were x>roved by unassailable arguments to be illegal. Wilkes was
again elected for Middlesex at the General Election of 1774, and

took his seat without opposition. In 1782 a resolution which he

had moved in five previous years was carried by which the resolu-

tion of the 17th February, 1769, declaring him incapable of being

elected was ordered to be expunged from the journals “ as sub-

versive of the rights of the whole body of the Electors of this

Kingdom.** In 1882 Mr. Bradlaugh, having been expelled, was

immediately returned by the electors of Northampton, and no

question was raised as to the validity of his return. The

Middlesex by-election of 1769 may in its results be regarded as

having settled the doctrine that expulsion does not incapacitate a

Member who has bedD expelled from immediate re-election, and

that the House of Common^ has no control over the eligibility of

its members, except in the adminstration of the law which defines

their qualifications. To that by-^ction is due the establishment

of this rule as a decisive enunciation of the law v. practice of

Parliament. The incidents which arose out of this by-election led

to the abolition of general warrants and the acknowledgment of

the principle by which both Houses of Parliament . are governed,

that BO long as the debates are faithfully and correctly reported

the privilege which prohibits their publication is waived.- The

Middlesex by-election of 1769 may likewise be regarded as* a

factor in the series of enactments beginning with the Grenville

Act of 1770, whereby the right to determine disputed returns of

dections claimed and exercised by the House of Commons itself

was transferred to committees of that House, which were Courts

ind^sradent of the House, though composed of its own members,
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aud hab eveuiually beeu vested in the Judiciary. The Middlesex

by-election of 1769 certainly made history.

And then another by-election stands out prominently as a
maker of history—the by-election for Clare, in 1828, in which Mr.
O’Connell, a Homan Catholic, was returned to the House of

Commons before the passing of the Homan Catholic Emancipation

Act. The Duke of Wellington, who was Prime Minister, and
Sir Hobert Peel, who was leader of the House of Commons, have

placed it on record that that by-election was the turning point of

the Catholic question. It constrained them to reverse the policy

of the Government—a policy in whose exposition the Duke of

Wellington a few months before had declared that “ he could not

comprehend the |)088ibility of placing Homan Catholics in a

l^rotcstaut legislature.** The Duke of Wellington and Sir Hobert

Peel, who had both taken office to defeat Homan Catholic claims,

being convinced that the choice lay between Homan Catholic

Emancipation and Civil War, passed the Homan Catholic Eman-
cipation Act of 18*29 to prevent, in the words of Sir Hobert Peel,

“ public calamity,” and in the words of the Duke of Wellington,

”as the sole method of preventing civil war.” It is a strange

irony that the by-elections of 1769 and of 1828, which made
history, did not place the Members returned as their results in

the House of Commons. Wilkes on his return was immediately

expelled. O’Connell was held to be disquahfied for election as

a Homan Catholic, because he had been elected before the passing

of the Homan Catholic Emancipation Act. A new writ was

issued for Clare, and O’Connell was returned without opposition.

Will the Paisley by-election make history? It has been

described as a by-election which carries with it consequences infi-

nitely more far-reaching than any by-election in the last thirty-

five years. ” If ever,” writes the Times, ” it could be said that

the result of a by-election carried with it a national mandate,

Paisley can enter the claim on behalf of its new Member.” The
fallibility of political prescience is with the historian a common-
place. The view, however, held by Mr. Asquith himself of the

result of the Paisley Election can be gathered from his speeches,

and is of great interest. On the day of the declaration of the poll

Mr. Asquith described the result as ” decisive.” In his election

address Mr. Asquith urged ” the need for a return to healthy

party conditions.” Speaking at Paisley on the 5th February,

Mr. Asquith declared :
” No Government can get on without a

strong opposition, which was indispensable to the conduct of legis-

lation and administration,” thus anticipating the view of

Viscount Chaplin in a letter subsequently written ” that what is

chiefly wanted in the House of Commons is an effective opposi-
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tion/* Mr. Asquith’s proposed plan of action in what has been

described as the dignified and re8i)onBible position of Leader of

the Opposition is in exact conformity with the attitude which Mr.

Lecky, a theoretical writer, thinks should be assumed under a

system of Parliamentary Government. It is an attitude, in the

words of Mr. Winston Churchill at Dundee, in reference to the

Paisley contest, in which there is a difference of method rather

than of principle.” ” The true function of an Opposition,”

writes ]\Ir. Lecky, “is to restrain the Government from isolated

mistakes, to expose such mistakes when they are committed, and

if through blunders or personal unpopularity the Government has

fallen into discredit, to be prepared to take its place, and to carry

on the administration on the same general lines, but with greater

dexterity of management. The great majority of the mistakes

of Governments are at all times unconnected with party prin-

ciples, and a body whose function is to criticise and prevent them

is discharging a duty of great importance. No doctrine in modern

politics is more mischievous than that an Opposition is bound to

justify its separate existence by showing that it differs on broad

questions of principle or policy from the party in power.”

J. G. Swift MacNpjll.



THE NEW OLD-AGE PENBIONS ACT, AND SOME
UNCONSIDEBED POINTS.

Twisre is probabJy no other writer who could cover the same

ground which Miss Edith Sellers* personal and extensive work

amongst old-age pensioners has enabled her to do in an article,

“From the Old-Age Pensioners* Standpoint,” which appeared in

a recent number of The Nineteenths^ Century and After. It is

to be hoped that, except in those instances in which it is already

too late, any future legislation called for on the subject will not

be uninfluenced by the conclusions to which she has been led

by her first-hand knowledge. Everyone who reads the article

must regret that the writer wm not a member of the Depart-

mental Committee on Old-Age Pensions. Such an omission,

unless by her own wish, confirms the somewhat prevalent opinion

that in carrying out Government investigations those individuals

whose knowledge of the subject in hand would be most useful

sometimes get passed over. On this point Miss Sellers is natur-

ally silent, but she does draw attention to the fact that only two

old-age pensioners gave evidence before the Committee. “Had
they beep two hundred,’* she writes, “instead of only two, the

Committee’s acquaintance with the old-age pensioner class . . .

might still have been ... too scant for them to speak with

authority on what concerns their welfare.”

Apparently this dearth of direct evidence from old-age pen-

sioners was not due to backwardness on their part. Two letters

touching on the subject, which appeared in one or two news-

papers before the Eeport of the Committee was issued, brought

me, to my surprise, quite a number of replies, interesting and

intelligent though mostly very sad, from old-age pensioners or

would-be pensioners evidently anxious to state a case either for

themselves or on behalf of others. The letters were not begging

in the ordinary sense. The writers did beg, but it was for

influence to be exerted in their interests, and they warmly appre-

ciated the few words they had read. “Your letter,” wrote one,

“made our poor old hearts jump for joy, after our living in a

state of semi-starvation ever since the war began.” Of these

letters, the last I received was of most importance. The writer,

a woman, broke original ground, and also <confirmed Miss Sellers*

evidence upon a point on which the latter lays the greatest stress,

. . . “the necessity of some sort of homes reserved exclusively

for respectable old people being provided for them at once:” My
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correspondent spoke, as Miss Sellers has done, of the dread over-

shadowing the lives of many respectable old-age pensioners—^pre-

sumably of the “belongingless” class—of being ultimately forced

to the workhouse. She suggested that if some of the workhouses

could be converted into lodgings for old-age pensioners, where

they could “keep their own poor belongings about them,” it would

be the greatest boon, and would, the writer added with some
acumen, save the State the ex|)ense of paying so many officials

as are needed to look after the inmates of a workhouse.^ A propos

of this suggestion, we may note that an inmate of a workhouse
costs the State 7s. (5d. more per week than an old-age pensioner

in receipt of the maximum pension of 10s.

However imperfectly the views of old-age i>ensioners themselves

may have been realised and considered by the Departmental

Committee—sympathetic though their attitude was—there can be
still less doubt that their Ileport and its complications had little

or no influence on Parliamentary action. “The report of Sir

Hyland Adkins’ Committee, which sat for eight months this year

(1919) w^as ignored,” writes “A Student of Politics,” commenting
on the proceedings in the columns of the Times

^
and we may

reasonably infer from this that not all the legislators who passed

the new Act with such promptitude had made themselves

acquainted with its contents. The new Old-Age Pensions Act is,

in short, legislation at its simplest, and it could have been framed

and pOij^d almost as speedily as actually hapx)ened if no Gom-
mitt^wjl sat at all. Public opinion, the most potent factor,

stronger^an any party w ire-puli ing, in modern legislation, had

been aroused, and set strongly in favour of a rise in old-age

t>ensionB; and a rise there accordingly was. The strain of the

situation was relieved by raising the rate of the maximum pension

from 5s. plus 2s. 6d. war bonus to lOs., and the yearly means
limit from ^31 10s. to £49 ITs. 6d., and also by the removal of

certain disqualifications which, hdUever, Miss Sellers assures us,

were by no means disapproved of by the existing class of old-age

pensioners. Whether this disapproval strengthened the case for

their retention—had there been leisure to state such a case—^is

another question, useless to reopen now, since their removal is a

fait accompli. Speaking generally, it may be said that the

removal of the previous disqualifications wdll tend to low^ the

class of old-age pensioners.

Let us consider the question in some of its wider aspects.

Many points remain ^o be thought out since the issue of the

(1) Unfortunately the Mtual words of this letter, which wee, as the writer

eteted, not written ** only for myself/* cannot be given here, as at the time

of writing it is out of reach.

VOL. ovn/ N.S. U
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iJe|mrtujeiital Cornmittee'B lieport and the psBsing of the Bill.

In Hection 17 of the Majority Report we read :

—

“ it will be rcmooibered that under tbe existing Acts the amount of

pension is not designed to be adc^aie bv itself fur cuniploic support. . . .

.Wc find no ground . . . for the impression, whicli is sfjmewliat widely spread,

that old'Ogo pensions were intended to provide a complete livelihood for

those otherwise without resources. Nor (iuii wi* iccoiiimend the adoption

of such a priucijtle.
'

Thia statement marks what must be considered the dividing-

line between the old-age iwuisioncr and the aged pau^^jr. In the

cases of ilie former the State assumes tliut the individual has

resources by which the allotted |>ension can be eked out. If this

principle were carried out to its logical conclusion, old-age pen-

sions would not l)C granted to those who arc otherwise without

resomces, but appnreiitly it has never been applied in this way.

The “resources,” as referred to in tlie llcf)ort, arl^ only considered

in HO far as they affect, first, whether the individual is too well

off to be entitled to a pension at all, and, secondly, what deduc-

tion on this wrore has to be made Ironi tbe inaximiirn f>enHion.

But apparently the grant of an old-age pension is never withheld

because an ajijilicunt can show no other means of livelihowl. The
provision under the new Aet wliieli allows an old-age i>ensioner

tti be also in roeeipl of outdoor relief may |H'rha])s })e regarded

us an expedient for dealing with sucli ca.scs. 'J’he fact that, to

quote fnmi Miss Sellers, “many an <»ld man, and still more old

women . . . would rather .starve tlian receive iKKir relief,” seems

no reason for not placing it within reach of those who are willing

to aoc-ept it, and particularly so now when, for good or ill, old-

age (lensions have been extended to another class.

Miss Sellers passes somewhat lightly over the question of the

means limit, hut there are as|K'ets, other than those she men-

tions, tt) be considered. Swtion 18, "The Means Limit,” of the

Majority Beport states that :

—

" Tbo qui'stii'D AS i<> what means limit should be cmbixlied in an Old-Age

roiisious Aoi, or whether there should be a ixieHiis limit at all, is perhaps

the must iRijh>rt4Uit of all the matters referred to us."

Incidentaliy it may he mentioned that, though most of the

letters that jcacheil me from old-age |>eiKsioners confirmed Miss

Sellers* evidence as to their two main grievances

—

i.e., their dire

need for an increase in the jiension (then 76. 6d.) and the hard-

ship of the rigid age-limit of seventy, which cuts off some of tbe

most necessitous cases from relief—some of the correspondents

took up, and most emphatically, points relating to the "calcnla*

tion of means ” which are dealt with elsewhere in this article.
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The followiog tables, the first of which is taken from Section 6

of the Majority Beport, show how the amount of pension is

affected by the pensioners' “yearly means." Presumably, the

terms “yearly means" stands for the pensioners' assured cash

income—since it would be ditlicult to estimate other resources

with such mathematical precision -but this is not specified. In

the second table, which I have drawn up, the word “income" is

substituted for “means.”

liatcB of Old Atje Pensions under the Aets^ 1908 and 1011.

Equnla
rouftlily Ksteof

£ H. <1. par week. Penaiocu

Yearly nieaus n«»t over 21 0 0 88. 5a.

,, ,, over £'J1 b 0, but not over 2.‘l 12 0 Oa. 4.S.

12 6 „ .. 20 r, 0 lOa. Oa.

£26 n 0 „ „ 2H 17 0 IIb, 2k.

£2H 12 6 „ .. 01 10 0 12a. la.m JO 0 Nil.

Till* aWt'Vf rutc of plus yearly inean^, Wrings- iWe- weekly inootiio

in all ensvH l.M.s, per weeK.

h'aies tij Old .‘W/e pensions under fhc .Vrie Act,

Kquala
roughly Rate of

£ H. d. f»or week. Peuaion*

Yearly income nob over 2R .1 0 108. IOe.

M o £26 h 0, Will. n-l ov. r 31 10 0 12.S. 8k.

m 10 0 ., ,, 00 15 0 14s. Ok.

•f ,t #» COO 16 0 „ „ 42 0 0 16s. 4h.

£42 0 0 47 5 0 18(4. 2h.

JC47 5 0 .. „ 40 17 r. 10k. Is.

M „ £49 17 6 Nil.

Thfi abovcf rate of pcnsir»n, plus yfarJy inctujir, Wrings tins weekly inconip

tn all caaes to J£1 |icrr wi>ck.

It will be seen from thesi^ tables that the end aimed at, and
attained, at any rate on paper, by the means limit, is to ensure

absolute monetary equality among old-age pensioners wlio have

any private means of their own above a fixed sum. The pre-war

weekly income, “yearly means” plus pension, was fixed at 13s.,

and the new Act now fixes it at .iT. According to this principle,

the individual whose private means bring in 19s. a week .is no
better off as a pensioner than one whose income, indef)endently

of the pension, is lOs. a week. The question of the fairness

this arrangement need not be entered into here.. At any rate,

it' affords a working basis for the application of the means limit,

and in any case the eouality is more apparent than real, since

much depends upon whether the pensioner is belongingless or

can make a home with relatives or friends. Independently of

these points, the principle as worked out in the tables is not of

u 2
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great importance, since Miss Seilers tells us that out of 92O5I98

old-age pensioners only 64,924 are affected by the means limit.

The yearly income from all sources of the large majority of pen-

sioners is either below the amount which comes within the scope

of the means limit, or nothing at all. There is therefore plenty

of room for inequality of circumstances among old-age pensioners,

and any scheme of pensions which fails to recognise this as natural

and inevitable can lead to nothing but resentment and deception.

In this connection perhaps 1 ma}- be allowed to quote a passage

from one of the letters to the Press referred to in the earlier part

of this article :

—

" It should be frankly recognised that some old-age pensioners are better

off than others. There is no a priori reason for equality of circumstances

among them, provided that the original qualification for a pension, t.c.,

amount of assured income, remains equal for all persons."

But what is most pertinent to any questions arising in con-

• nection with the “means limit*’ is the principle ufx)n which the

“calculation of means” is based, Tlie technicalities of this

calculation as expounded by the Old-Age I’ensions Act, 1911, are

not referred to in the l{e])ort of the Departmental Committee,

and it is difficult to gather from the lutter how^ the law actually

stands with regard to the various sources of income which are

passed in review.

Among the evidence in the Deport “devoted to pleas for the

exclusion of particular kind of income from the calculation of

means,” we read :

—

" Mauy witnesses have submitt(.*d that assistance given by friends, rela-

tives, and ex-employers should not be taken into account in calculating

means. They argued that under the present system would-bc benefactors arc

faced with the alternative of discontinuing such assistance, or of finding that

it merely results in the reduction or revocation of the pension. . . .

" A number of witnesses supported the view, that personal earnings obtained

by oosuid work or home industry should bo excluded from means. If savings,

gifts, and earnings arc ... to be ignored [that is, as coining within the

means limit] , the only remaining form of income to be included is inherited

property.*’

These quotations, brief as they are, from the longest and most

important section of the Beport seem to show that, as regards

the calculation of means, the witnesses have taken a more rigid

view of their legal aspect lhan is usually accepted or acted upon.

For instance, the plight of the pensioner who is presumably

debarred from accepting gifts without running the risk of being

mulcted by a reduction of the pension, which, be it noted, is not

in itself intended to be sufficient for livelihood, is, to say the least,

a rare one. But this part qf the subject bristles with cqmplica-
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tiouB, and it is because the Committee considered it “imposaible

to differentiate equitably between various kinds of means ** that

the majority felt themselves driven to advocate a sweeping

measure of universal old-age |)en8ioris as being the easiest way
out oi^the tangle.

Putting this solution aside as the new Act has done, and as

being a costly and inadequate remedy rather than one which
meets the present needs—the most pressing of which probably

are : (1) Either free housing or higher pensions than 30s. for the

most needy cases ; (2) the lowering of the age-limit, say, to sixty-

five, in those cases, otherwise eligible, where it can be shown
that regular employment has been lost owing to age and infirmity

—one main question naturally emerges out of many conflicting

points. If old-age pensions are intended to be only supplementary

to other sources of income, where does the advantage come in,

either to the pensioner or to the State, once the pension has

been granted, by imposing restrictions and limitations as to the

additions which by one means or another the pensioner is able

to make to the pension? And, in particular, it may be asked:

Why are any limitations to be placed upon the casual earnings

of the old-age pensioner, precarious as such earnings must
always be?

In all the most necessitous cases, which it should be the main
object of any old-age pension scheme to consider first, every

penny of tlie full pension and every penny that the pensioner can

by personal exertion add to it is needed for providiilg the bare

necessities of life. So long as a pensioner is in receipt of a

yearly salary for work done, that might be taken into account,

though not to its full amount, in the calculation of means, but

earnings of the aged poor short of this should surely be excluded

once and for all.

In connection with the question of casual earnings, the views

of an old-age pensioner, as expressed in one of the letters referred

to earlier in this article, may he given here. He writes :

—

“ It is impossible for poor old people to live on present allowance. Even
if they try to earn a little to help out they are afraid of having their pensions

stopped. . . . What 1 feel is those who are able and willing to do a little

work should be allowed to earn what little they could without interference,

as when people get between 70 and 80 years of age they cannot do much . . .

but where they were not able to work and have to rely solely on pensions,

their pension should be raised to enable them to live a little^more comfortable

than at present. This would not burden the State much more than at the

present time. I do not think Mr. Lloyd George knows the exact working of

the Act. Anyhow, the jrestriction is unnecessary, I call it, under the

present price of everjthiiJj.

{(1) This passage is, as will be seen, unedited, the wording beingjust as received

from the correspondent.
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The question as to how far lodging, or board and lodging,

enter into the caiculation of means is also passed over in the

Majority Beport, though in a reservation by Miss Matheson she

recommends that ** complete board and lodging should not in any

case be reckoned at more than 10s. a week.*’ This suggesfion is

made by her in relation to the means limit. Miss Sellers, how-
ever, gives it as her opinion that it is only those old-age pen-

sioners who are not ” belongingless ** who can get along on the

maximum pension of 10s. This opinion seems to imply that

free housing, at any rate, should not be a reason for reducing the

maximum pension. In a case of which I have personal know-

ledge no inquiries have been made of an old-age jxensioner, who
makes her home with relatives, respecting payment for rent and

board. A clause in the Old-Age Pensions Act, 1911, states

that :

—

“ In calculating the means of a person, account shall be taken of . . .

the yearly value of any benefit or privilege enjoyed by that person.
”

This clause, like many others in Acts of Parliament, lends

itself to some freedom of interpretation, even if the proverbial

** coach and horses” could not be driven through it. The ques-

tion, therefore, of the relation of partial or complete board and

lodging to the means limit must be regarded as more or less an

open one. Probably the simplest way to deal with the means
limit woul4 he to proceed on the lines of what sources of income

ought to be excluded from it, and if this question were to be

submitted to a ix)iiular verdict, probably the first three items to

be ruled out from the calculation of means would be :

—

1. Casual earnings due to the pensioner’s own industry.

2. Gifts, whether in money or kihd, given either by friends,

ex-employers or relatives, with the view of adding to the pension.

3. Bowl and lodging, whether partial or complete.^

It will be seen that these suggestions again imply recognition

of inequality of circumstances among those who are entitled by

the want of independent means to the old-age pensions. Some
would be comfortably off, and some would only just be able to

scrape along, and would need additional help from the State,

either in the form of free housing or outdoor relief, or what not.

No knotty points of this kind disturbed the minds of the

framers of the new Act, and, according to that keen observer of

Parliamentary proceedings, “A Student of Politics,” “the Bill

(1) Hie attempt to diaoriminate between partial and complete board and lodg-

ing might only pave the way to misrepresentation—complete board and lodging

is probably not common.
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was passed through all its stages in less time than it took one

eupeptic man to eat a chop.’* This lightning legislation he

attributed, as did most others, less to philanthropic zeal than to

the near approach of Christinas, to what he termed “cupboard

charitj^,” and he paints the scene accordingly. Take away the

pensioners and bring in the dinner,* says the House of Commons,

the tears chasing down its cheeks.”

Sooner or later the pensioners will have to be brought back.

The problem of how to ensure the greatest benefit from old-age

pensions, combined with all possible economy of expenditure, is

not one to be Imstily solved. Many points taken up by the

Departmental Committee and by others may, and probably will,

come up again for consideration when legislation again concerns

itself with the interests of the old-age f)ensioner.

E. Maud Simon.



WINDOWS.

I.

The Paisley Shawl.

What were his dreams who wove thi.s coloured shawl

—

The grey, hard-bitten weaver, gaunt and dour.

Out of whose grizzled memory, even as a flower

Out of bleak Winter ^at young April's call

In the old tradition of flowers breaks into bloom,

Blossomed the ancient intricate design

Of softly-glowing hues and exquisite line

—

What were his dreams, crouched at his cottage loom?

What w^ere her dreams, the laughing April lass

Who first in flowering of young delight, t?

With parted lips and eager tilted head

And shining eyes, about her shoulders white

Drew the soft fabric of kindling green and red

Standing before the candle-lighted glass?

II,

Thessaly.

Sun-steeped translucent marble, and beyond,

Pale marble hills of amethyst and rose

Above the shadowy olive-grove that shows

A sea-green shimmer like a tide-left pond

Of brackish waters under the pale blue sk^

Of the unclouded noon of Thessaly :

And over that pallid sky and pallid sea

Obliviously the sultry hours drift|by

—

Drift, by in sun-steeped and translucent dream.

Till suddenly a seagull's strident scream
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Stabs through my sense, and once again I ride

In a little coble the dark tossing tide

Of glancing, shivering Northern seas, a boy

Chanting to that dark sky the talc of Troy.

III.

Anthony Eaknshaw.

We found him buried in the drifted snow

Beside liis buried but still-brcathing ewes.

’Tis rarely given for any man to know

And find, unsought, the death that he VYOuld choose :

Yet he who had always laboured among sheep

Since he could walk, and who had often said

That death should find him wrnking, stumbled dead

Succouring his flock, and by them fell asleep.

i

,

Spaic sinewy body and brown knotted bands,

Lean weathered face and eyes that burned so clear

From gazing ever through the wdnds that blow

Over wide grassy spaces, one who stands

Beside you, quiet on your hurdle-bier

Envies your hard-earned death amid the snow.

IV.

Lindisfarne.

Jet-black the crags of False Emanuel Head

Against the Winter sunset : standing stark

Within the shorn sun’s frosty glare, night-dark

A solitary monk with arms^ outspread

In worship or in frustrate tense desire

Qf racked and tibrtured flesh : still young and spare,

With drooping liead he seems to hang in air

’^^^cified on a wheel of blood-red fire.

v6ii^;£vn, N.s. u*
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The red sun dips : and slowly to his side

His slack arms fall ; and in the clear green light

Of the frosty afterglow where coldly burns

A lonely star, a very pillar of night

He stands above the steely shivering tide,

Then slowly to the darkening East he turns.

V.

Hands.

Tempest without; within, the mellow glow

Of mingling lamp and firelight over all

—

Etchings and water-colours on the wall.

Cushions and curtains of clear indigo,

Bugs, damask-red and blue as Tyrian seas,

Deep chairs, black oaken settles, hammered brass,

Translucent porcelain and sea-green glass

—

Colour and warmth and light and dreamy ease :

And I sit wondering where are now the hands

That wrought at anvil, easel, wheel and loom

—

Hands slender, swart, red, gnarled—in foreign lands

Or English shops to furnish this seemly room

:

And all the while, without, the windy rain

Drums like dead fingers tapping at the pane.

VI.

Windows.

I.

i--

The hills of Wales burned only dimmer gold

Beneath gold skies, as over the gneen shires

I looked from my high windows om the fires

Of sunset kindling; but th^ could not hold
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My vagrant thought that in an instant leapt

To a window 'overseas that from a heighi;

Looks down an alley where a girl one night

Was done to death, while, knowing naught, I slept.

And brooding in my chair, I Wonder why

The golden uplands and the glistering sky

Should bring that horror of the dark to mind;

And in my consciousness 1 seek to trace

The ray that glimmers through dark ways and blind

Between the sunset and a dead girl’s face.

n.

If I could live within the ray of light

That runs through all things everlastingly

—

Not only glimpse in moments of clear sight

The glancing of the golden shuttles that ply

’Twixt things diverse in seeming, stars and mud,

Innocence and the deed in darkness done,

The victim and the spiller of the blood

—

The light that weaves the universe in one,

Then might rny heart have ease and rest content

On the golden upland under the clear sky :

But ever must my restless days be spent

Following the fugitive gleam until I die

—

Light-shotten darkness, glory struck from strife,

Terror to beauty kindling, death to life.

Wilfrid Wilson Gibbon.

U* 3



THE GOVERNMENT OF IRELAND : THE FOURTH
HOME RULE BILL.

“ Statesmanship is a practical scioncc, the foundation of which is a

knowledge of the facts to be dealt with, and history helps us to a true

oomprohension of the facts by showing liow they have come into being

and by revealing the causes which have determined their relative import-

ance. . . . TIutc will still remain room for difference of opinion as to the

remedies to bo applied, yet that difforcfnce will be far less wide among
those who have mastered tiio facts of history than it is among those who
derive their views from current Rpcechog and articles; and the former class

will be more diffident and more charitable both in judging the Irish people

and in condemning one another's conclusions."

For the fourth time in one generation the Im|)erial Parliament

is called upon to pronounce a verdict upon a measure of “Home
Rule” for Ireland. To the first Bill, that of 1886, the Ho«Be of

Commons declined to give a second reading, and the electorate,

to whom an appeal was jn-omptly made, vindicated the

judgment of their representatives. Mr. Gladstone’s second

venture of 1893 passed through the House of Commons, but was

decisively rejected in the House of Lords. The electors endorsed

the action of the Peers, and gave to the Unionist Party a mandate

to persevere in their two-fold policy : resolute administration of

the Jaw, combined with the restoration of economic prosperity

to Ireland. The success of that policy was indteputable. The
Unionist Government handed over to their successors in 1905 an

Ireland that was peaceful and prosperous. “Ireland,” said Mr.

(now Lord) Bryce on taking office, “is quiet.” When Mr. Birrell

succeeded Mr. Bryce in 1907 he declared with truth that Ireland

had never been so peaceful for the last six hundred years. Still

more remarkable was the testimony of Mr. John Redmond.

Speaking at Waterford in 1915 to a deputation of Irishmen from

Australia he painted the contrast between the Ireland of 1915

and the Ireland of the ’eighties, when he had himself gone to

Australia to make an appeal on behalf of “an enslaved, famine-

hunted, despairing people.” “To-day,” he said, “the people,

broadly speaking, own the soil ; to-day the labourers live in decent

habitations ; to-day there is absolute freedom in the local govern-

ment and the local taxation of the country. . . . The congested

districts, the scene of some of the most awful horrors of the old

famine days, have been transformed, the farms have been en-

larged, decent dwellings have been provided, and a new spirit

of hope and independence is to-day among the people.”

'

(l)»lielaad. An Enemy of the Allies.** By R. C. Escoulaiie. A brilliant study

of the Irish PxoUexn.
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Meanwhile a change had come over the spirit of the scene.

Once more the evil genius of Ireland, never far away nor long

absent, became ascendant. In two ways the situation rapidly

altered for the worse after 1910. At Westminster Ireland once

more*becam6 the sport of English politics. For nearly a quarter

of a century, with the brief interval from 1892 to 1895, the party

in power had been independent of the Irish vote in the House
of Commons. During that period the revolution to which Mr.
Redmond referred was eilected ; the law' was obeyed ; the people

prospered. But the General Elections of 1910, both fought on
the issue of the House of Lords, made big gaps in the majority

which Mr. Asquith had inherited from Sir Henry Campbell
Bannerman. Once more, as in 1885, the Radical I*arty became
dej^endent upon the Irish Kationalists. Mr. Redmond knew his

power and was prepared to use it. “We wdll make them [the

present leaders of the Liberal Party] toe the line.” So he said

on a memorable occasion. He made good his words. The Radical

l^arty toed the line to some effect.

The way was prepared by the Parliament Act of 1911, which

abolished the referendal iK)wer of the Second Chamber, and left

to the Peers only the shadow of a siisi^ensive veto. In 1912 Mr.

Asquith broiiglit forward the third edition of Home Rule, passed

the Bill through all its stages in the House of Commons, and sent

it up to the House of Lords. Rejected by the House of Ijords in

1912, 1913, and 1914, the Bill, nevertheless, received, in accord-

ance with the provisions of the Parliament Act, the Royal Assent.

Meanwhile the war had broken out ; a party truce had been called,

and it was mutually agreed that the Act should not come into

force until the end of the war, and that Ulster should not be

coerced into an acceptance of its terms. But the Act is on the

Statute Book. Unless it be re]^a!ed or amended, it must come

into operation as soon as Peace is definitively concluded. This

is the basic fact of the situation by which all parties are to-day

confronted.

!rhe main provisions of Mr. Asquith’s Act will engage attention

later on. Meanwhile it may be helpful to recall, in brief outline,

the attempts whid\, in the last seven centuries, England has

made to “settle ” the Irish question.

“In my view,” said Sir Horace Plunkett not long ago, “Anglo-

Irish history is a thing for Englishmen to remember, for Irish-

men to forget.” It» was finely said ; the misfortune is that,

speaking generally, ^ the grim story of Ireland is forgotten

by Englishmen, and only recalled, in bitterness of heart, by

Irishmen. Yet Mr. (now Lord) Bryce was surely right when
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he wrote, some thirty years ago, the passage which 1 have prefixed

to this paper. Irishmen may have many genuine causes com-
plaint against the people with whose fortunes their own are

indissolubly linked ; one thing they cannot justly allege : that

there has been, on the part of England, any reluctance to dbvise

or to apply a large variety of political expedients for the govern-

ment of Ireland.

For four hundred years, after the so-called conquest of

Henry II., England was content to maintain a precarious hold

upon Ireland by means of the “Pale.” No policy could have been

more pernicious. The Anglo-Norman settlement on the east coast

of Ireland acted, in Sir Henry Maine’s striking phrase, “like a

running sore, irritating the Celtic regions beyond the pale and
deepening the confusion which prevailed there.” That confusion

was in large measure the result of the “feudal half conquest ”

effected by Strongbow and the Anglo-Norman barons in the

twelfth century. That “half-conquest” was the initial wrong
inflicted by England upon Ireland. Within four years of the

landing of William the Bastard at Fevensey England lay prostrate

at his feet. After four hundred years of English “occupation”

Ireland remained unconquered. Into the causes and results—

results still unexhausted—of the failure of the Plantagenets to

make a “clean job” of the Conquest of Ireland I cannot enter.

The curious may refer to a little book published in 163.2 by Sir

John Davies, who was at that time Attorney-General for Ireland.

The book bears the significant title ; Discoverie of the True Causes

why Ireland teas riever Entirely Subdued and Brought under

Obedience of the Crown of England until the Beginning of His

Majesty*8 Happy Eeign,^ and is full of ripe wisdom and instruc-

tion for those who would probe the historical grounds for the

unhappy relations which have subsisted between the two islands.

Better far for both peoples had Henry II. 's conquest of Ireland

been as rapid and complete as William’s conquest of England.

As things were, the native and spontaneous development of Ire-

land was artificially arrested ; while at the same time she was

deprived of the advantages that accrued to England from a strong

and efficient administration^

The “Pale” policy was a hopeless failure; by the end of the

fifteenth century the “Pale” itself was virtually extinct.

Henry YIII. attempted to extend English law, English adminis^

tration, and the English tongue to all parts of Ireland. He mi^fat

have succeeded but for the attempt to impose upon Ireland the

reformed Anglican Church. In defiance of;that attempt, Irish-

(1) Tha Diseoperie was xapnbliBlied by G. Boutledge and Sons (n.d.) a« VoL X.
of the Gariabrooke Libraiy.
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1^, always strong Catholics, became violent Papists. The
ati^s of Philip U. of Spain and the Pa^^cy upon the throne

and person of Queen Elizabeth involved Ireland in tiie European

comj^ications of that distracted period. Belucta&tly, but inevit-

ably, Elizabeth had to face the dilemma : abandonment or con-

quest. She chose the latter, and for the first time Ireland was
conquered by England.

Conquest was followed, under the early Stuarts, by colonisation,

a policy which culminated in Ciomwell’s “settlement.” The
Puritan settlement was not, however, carried through, even in

Ulster, Leinster and Munster, to the point designed by Cromwell.

Under the later Stuarts the policy was reversed, and after the

Bevolution of 1688, William III. imposed upon Ireland an

“Orange” settlement. From 1691 to 1782 Ireland, though

possessing a Parliament in Dublin, was in the strictest sense a

“Dependency ” of England. Her commerce was sacrificed to the

jealousy of English traders ; the creed cherished by four-fifths of

her people was proscribed
; the Protestant minority enjoyed com-

plete ascendancy ; while political dependence was maintained by

Poynings’ Law and the declaratory Act of vi. George I.

The successful revolt of the American colonies reacted upon

Ireland, and from 1782 to 1800 the sole link between England

and Ireland was that of the Crown. “Personal union” is, how-

ever, the most transient of political connections : witness Austria-

Hungary, Sweden-Norway, and England-Scotland (1603-1707).

The experiment of legislative independence, as attempted under

the “Grattan Constitution,” was a fiasco. The reasons of the

failure oM not far to seek, but they cannot be explored in this

place. The Legislative Union was the natural sequel, if not the

inevitable consequence, of the rebellion of 1798. The Union

brought to Ireland the boon of complete commercial equality;

could Pitt have had his way it would have brought also equality

of religious rights and a large measure of tithe reform. The con-

cession of Catholic Emancipation as a preferable alternative to

civil war, by Wellington and Peel (1829), came too late to con-

ciliate the Catholics, and served only to inaugurate the movement

for the repeal of the Union.

During the last eighty years the Bepeal movement has passed

through many phases ;
it has never been wholly arrested. Tjx the

’sixties it derived most of its force from the revolutionary 'society

of the Fenians. Fenianism was the direct outcome of the Irish

exodus to the United •States, an exodus which in its turn was due

to the great famine of 1846-47. Mr. Gladstone thought to scotch

the revolutionary movement by large concessions to “moderate”

sentiment. The disestablishment and disendowment of the
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:

Anglican Church in Ireland was followed by the aigriaxian le^la-

tion of 1870 and 1881, and Mr. Gladstone was so far justified

that upon Fenianism there did supervene the “moderate ’* Some
Buie movement 4ed by Isaac Butt. Upon Butt’s movement Mr.
Gladstone, however, poured undiluted scorn. “Can any sensible

man, can any rational man,” he asked, “suppose that at this

time of day, in this condition of the world, we are going to dis-

integrate the great capital institutions of the country for the

purpose of making ourselves ridiculous in the sight of all man-
kind?” (September 26th, 1871).

Butt's movement made little headway, but before another

decade had passed a new leader had appeared in Ireland, and a

new force had begun to operate in English politics. Parnell may
have been animated by love of Ireland, he was certainly inspired

by virulent hatred of England. A visit to America (his mother’s

country) in 1871 confirmed his sympathy with Fenianism and
his hatred for England. He entered the House of Commons in

1875, and, quickly taking the measure of that Assembly, soon

became one of the dominant forces in the House. Devoid of the

ordinary gifts of the Irish demagogue—of eloquence, passion or

sensibility—^Parnell was a born leader of men, and rapidly

acquired, in special measure, the art of the Parliamentary tac-

tician. Convinced that the battle of Home Buie must be won
partly by tactics at Westminster, partly by agitation in Ireland

and America, he wielded the two-edged weapon with consummate
ability. By Parliamentary obstruction ho brought the Govern-

ment into contempt in England ; with the help of Davitt and the

Land League he rendered the Executive impotent i<|Ireland.

Mr. Gladstone vainly imagined that the separatist agitation would

yield to the application of agrarian remedies. His l4and Act of

1881 was conceived on wholly mistaken lines—partly in conse-

quence of his obstinate refusal to consult Irish opinion, or even

the opinion of those of his colleagues like John Bright, who knew
Ireland much better than he did. Agrarian concessions were

followed by an epidemic of outrage and crime, and that in turn

by “coercion.”

A turning-point in Irish politics was reached in 1885. Ireland

was included in the Electoral Beform Act of 1884, and no attempt

was made in the Bedistribntion Act of 1884 to readjust the repre-

sentation of Ireland at Westminster more nearly to population.

The result was that Parnell reappeared in Parliament with a

following of no fewer than eighty-six repejilers. By a curious

coincidence Gladstone’s majority reached exfy::tly the same figure.

Clearly Parnell held the key of the position. If he threw in his

lot with the Tories—then in officers Parliamentary deadlock
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inusl ensue. Mr. Gladstone’s one chance of returning to power

was to secure the Parnellite vote. In this first critical division

in the new Parliament (January 26th, 1886) the Government was

beaten by a majority of 79. Of these 74 were Parnellites.

Mf, Gladstone took office ; Parnell was in power. On April 8th

Mr. Gladstone introduced the first Home Eule ‘Bill. Of all the

measures dealing with the government of Ireland this went
furthest in the direction of separation. Ireland was no longer

to be represented at Westminster. There was to be a Legislative

Body in Dublin—Gladstone consistently and characteristically

avoided the use of the term “Parliament”—to deal with Irish

affairs in strict subordination to the Imperial Parliament. It was
to consist of two “Orders”: one formed of the t>venty-eight

representative Peers of Ireland and seventy-five members elected

by select constituencies
; the other comprising 206 members

elected by the existing rarlianientary constituencies. These two
Orders w’cre to sit together, though either might demand a

separate vote, and in this way exercise a suspensive veto upon

the other. The Irish Legislature was forbidden to deal with the

Crown, the Army, Navy or defence, treaties, peace or war, trade

and navigation, coinage, customs, excise, and many other matters

;

nor was it to establish or endows any particular Church. As
regards the Executive, the Lord Lieutenant was to be converted

into a constitutional ruler, assisted by a Privy Council, but acting

ordinarily on the advice of Ministers responsible to the local legis-

lature. This Executive was ultimately to control the police, and

to appoint the judges.

Alongside this Bill was introduced also a Land Bill giving to

the Irish landlords the option of selling their estates normally at

t^venty years’ purchase of the nett rental. To have left the land-

lords to the tender mercies of the Dublin Parliament would have

been unthinkable, but the terms of the Land Bill did not increase

the chances of the Home Eule Bill. The fate of the latter has

already been described.

The second edition of Home Eule (1893) differed in important

particulars from the first. The Single-Chamber device with its

two “Orders” was dropi)ed, and the bi-cameral principle was
frankly adopted. There was to be a Legislative Council of forty-

eight members, who w’ere to be elected for a term of eight years

by persons who owned or occupied land of the rateable value of

£20 per annum. The Legislative Assembly, or Lower House,

was io consist of 103 members returned by the existing con-

stituencies, except Trinity College. In the event of disagr^ment

between the two Chambers, the question was to be determined,

but not until two years had elapsed, by a bare majority in a joint *
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MS^n. in the original draft of ib<9 ]^1 Msb in^li^a^^ the

number of eighty, were to be retained at Westimni^ ®Gt
to vote on questions affecting Great Britain ei^usively. ;

and out ” clause was subjects to severe but well-meri^ criti*

cism, and was eventually dropped. In the Bill as it l^t* the

House of Commons, eighty Irish representatives were retained

with full powers over British legislation.

The first Bill was frankly separatist; the second moved in the

direction of federalism, but with halting and clumsy gait. Pro-

pelled through the House of Commons by the amazing energy and
undiramed enthusiasm of Mr; Gladstone, the Bill of 1893 was
contemptuously rejected by the Lords by 419 to 41. The Peers

of Gladstone’s own creation would have sufficed to defeat his Bill.

Twenty years elapsed before another attempt to draft a scheme
of Home Buie was made by the ablest of Gladstone’s lieutenants

of 1893. Half the interval was employed by the Unionist Govern-

ments under Lord Salisbury and Mr. Balfour in vindicating the

authority of the law in Ireland, in transferring the ownership

of the soil from the landlords to the cultivators (this was pre-

eminently the work of Mr. George Wyndham), and in laying the

seeds, which have since abundantly fructified, of economic pros-

perity. On taking over the Premiership from Mr. Gladstone in

1894 Lord Bosebery had made the significant admission that

before Home Buie could be carried “England, as t^ pre-

dominant meml)er of the partnership of the three kingdoms, will

have to be convinced of its justice.” •

Of its justice England (iji the narrower sense) never has shown

herself convinced. The General Election of 1906, which hurled

the Unionists from power, was fought on an entirely different and

not less distinct issue. The two elections of 1910 were somewhat

more ambiguous. But the more ambiguous the response, the

greater the dependence of the Badical Government upon* Irish

support in the House of Commons. Hence the Bill of 1912.

It was introduced, in Mr. Asquith’s words, in Reference to the

“deliberate constitutional demands of the vast majority of the

pfrish] nation, repeated and ratified, time after time, during the

best part of the life-time of a generation.” But does. not Mr.

Asquith’s argument prove too much? The vast majority of the

Irish people have at the polls now declared their preference for a

separated and a republican Ireland. If the success of the Sinn

Fein Party be repeated often enough, wull Mr. Asquith, or other

adherents of the doctrine of self-determination (a phrase accepted,

be it said parenthetically, with somewhat too much effusiveness

and too scant analysis), be willing to concede their demand?

After all, the validity of this elusive doctrine depends largely upon
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^ gelecticHCi bf the unit. Is it to be the Ukntthe^o^^ Bnsas;
Csecbo-Slovakia <» SSeoai ; Ireland or Ulster? lie Bill, as intro-

dttbed by Mr. Asquith in 1912 was finally passed by what Sir

Kdwa^ Carson described as “an act of unparalleled treachery ^d
hetra;j/^ ” on September 18th, 1914—seven weeks after the out-

break of war, and after the declaration of a truce between all

parties, Badicals and Unionists, Ulster Covenanters and
Nationalists. Sir Edward Carson’s words may to English ears

sound exaggerated ; Mr. Bonar Law’s, though more restrained,

bite even deeper. Speaking of the determination of Mr. Asquith’s

Ministry—despite the outbreak of war—to put the Bill upon the

Statute Book, together with an agreed moratorium, Mr. Bonar
Law said : “They said to themselves, ‘ Whatever we may do,

they [the Unionistp] are bound in a crisis like this to help their

country. Whatever injustice we inflict upon them, we can count

upon them.* It is not a pretty calculation, but I would like to

say, with the whole authority of our party, that it is a correct

calculation—they can count on us.**

The Bill itself—the third edition of Home Buie, was more

“federal” in texture vhan its predecessors. It was commended
to the House of Commons by its author as a device for “recon-

ciling Ireland and emancipating itself.” Avowedly intended,

though clumsily devised, to fit into a scheme of devolution

for the United Kingdom, it proposed to retain forty-two Irish

members at Westminster, and to secure, unimpaired*and inviolate,

the supremacy of the Imperial Parliament. And yet—one of

several inconsistencies—^the Dublin Parliament wa^ not to stand

to the Imperial Parliament as those of Quebec or Alberta to that

of Canada, still less as those of New South Wales and Victoria to

that of the Commonwealth of Australia.

The Irish Legislature was to consist of two Houses : a Senate

of forty members, nominated in the first instance (virtually) by

the British Executive, and afterwards elected by the four pro-

vinces of Ireland : fourteen by Ulster, eleven by Leinster, nine

by Munster, and six by Connaught. The Senate, so constituted,

was to “safeguard the interests of the minority.** The Lower

House was to consist of 164 members, of whom thirty-one (in

the nine constituencies returning three or more members) were

to be elected on the principle of proportional representation.

Certain powers (similar to those enumerated in the previous Bills)

were reserved to the Imperial Parliament, but the residue of

powers—another infrihgement of the true principle of federalism

—^was vested in the* subordinate Parliament at Dublin. The

financial relations established under the 1914 Act were not merely

complex in themselves, but contradictory to the essential principle
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on which the Act wbb fouhded. ConstitiitioDftl indeji^deDoe wbs
1)0 co-exist with financial dependence. England^ without direct

responsibility, was to continue to meet not only the obligatiohs

incurred under the Land Purchase Acts—^that was a point of

obvious political expediency, not to say of political honoui^ut
the costs as well of the Old-Age Pensions and National Insurance

Acts.

The Executive was to be responsible to the local Legislature,

but to be subject to the same limitations as those imposed upon
the Irish Parliament. “The area of its authority” was, in Mr.
Asquith’s words, to be “co-extensive with the legislative power
of the Parliament, neither greater nor less.” This restriction at

once differentiated the proposed Irish Executive from those in the

self-governing Dominions. If the Act of 1914 was not true

federalism, neither was it “Dominion” Home Rule. That Act

is, subject to a moratorium and conditioned by a solemn promise

to Ulster, still on the Statute Book.

A fourth edition of Home Rule has now been presented to the

House of Commons.
.Tlie latest edition differs very widely from its three prede-

cessors, and in every respect, as it ap|)ea.r8 to the present writer,

for the better. The new scheme is based upon the recognition

of three governing facts : (1) that under no circumstances will

Britain permit Ireland to cut herself adrift from the British

Empire or even from the United Kingdom ; (2) that the hatred of

Nationalist Ireland to British rule in Ireland is not to be appeased

by economic prosperity; and (3) that the claim of the six Pro-

testant counties of Ulster to “self-determination” within Ireland

is not less valid than the claim of Ireland to “ self-determination
”

within the United Kingdom. Conformably with these principles

the new Bill guarantees, so far as words can guarantee it, the

supremacy of the Imperial Parliament ; and it denies to the new
Irish Ivegislatiire the power to deal with the Crown, peace or war,

the armed forces, treaties, dignities, treason, alienage, naturalisa-

tion, etc., external trade, cables, wireless telegraphy, aerial

navigation, lighthouses, etc., coinage, trade marks, copyright,

patents, customs, excise, income tax, etc. ; but, following a bad

precedent, the Bill vests in the local Legislature the residue of

powers. Of this feature more presently. For legislative pur-

poses Ireland is divided into two unequal parts :* (1) Northern

Ireland, comprising the counties of Antrim, Armagh, Down,
Fermanagh, Londonderry and Tyrone, and the Parliamentary

boroughs of Belfast and Londonderry ; and (2) Southern Ireland,

comprising the rest of the country. Each part is to have its own
Single-Chambered Parliament. In addition, “with a view to
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bringing about harmonious action between the Parliaments and
Gk}vernments of Southern Ireland and Northern Ireland^ and to

the promotion of mutual intercourse and uniformity in relation to

matters affecting the whole of Ireland, to providing for the

administration of services which the two Parliaments mutually

agree should be administered uniformly throughout the whole of

Ireland,” there is to be constituted forthwith an All-Ireland

Council, consisting of forty persons, who in the first instance are

to be selected from their own members by the Northern and
Southern Parliaments in equal proj^rtions. Evidently the hope
is that this ingenious arrangement may be only temporary, for

power is given to the two Parliaments, by identical constituent

Acts, to substitute for the All-Ireland Council an All-Irelahd

Parliament of one or two Houses, and therein to merge, should

they so will, their owm separate existence.

This is the one touch of idealism in the scheme. “England,”
it seems to say, “will never force Ulster or the six counties to

come into or under an ‘ Irish ’ Parliament. Should the six counties

w'isli to come in, the machinery, simple but sufficient, is provided ;

not to add some material encouragement.” Meanwhile, North

and South are to me«. c on equal terms in the All-Ireland Council

If they can there learn to co-operate in smaller matters, may it

not lead to co-operation in the larger? The setting up of two

co-ordinate Parliaments, with a delegation from each sitting in

a Common Council, is not without affinity to the Austro-Hun-

garian Ausgleich; the idea of adapting it to the two parts of

Ireland reveals in the Bill a touch of statesmanship.

The provisions of the Bill in regard to the Executive are some-

what complicated. Here the residue of authority remains vested

in his Majesty the King, who may delegate to the Ijord-Lieu-

tenant certain “Irish services,” which are later defined to be “all

public services in connection with the administration of civil

government in Ireland,” except of those matters on which the

Irish Parliaments have no powder to legislate. The intention

clearly is to make the executive authority correspond with the

legislative: but “responsible government” being merely con-

ventional in England does not lend itself easily to legislative

definition or transference. The same difficulty was experienced

when in 1840 England tried to carry out the specific recommenda-

• tion of Lord Durham’s famous report and confer upon Canada

“responsible government.” In the Union Act of 1840 there is,

curiously enough, no mention of a responsible Executive,

and it was not until 1847 that the principle of English

Cabi]||jb government was explicitly transferred to Ottawa,

by formal instructions conveyed to Lord Elgin, the then
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^vemor, by the Secretary of State. The-OaMxiM

in truth, too elusive for an Act of I^Hajment.

Commonwealth Act got nearest to it, and the {nresent BOl makes

an heroic, but only partially successful, effort in the same direc-

tion. Each Parliament is to have its own (presumably) dependent

Executive, whickis to be, in each case, an^ Executive Committee

of the Privy Council of Ireland, comprising the heads of depart-

ments or others appointed by the Lord Lieutenant. All members
of the Executive Committees must be, or within sdx months
become, members of their respective Parliaments. The Magis-

tracy and Police are for three ye^s to remain under the Imperial

Executive ; while the Postal Service, the Post Office and Trustee

Savings Banks, stamps, and the Public Becord Office of Ireland

are to be similarly “reserved” until the date of Irish Union,

i.c.y until the two Parliaments diall agree to set up an All-Irish

Parliament. An Exchequer and a Consolidated Fund is to be

established in the North and the South, “separate from one

another and from those of the United Kingdom.” The financial

provisions are necessarily complicated, and cannot be elucidated

in the present article. Briefly, Ireland is to pay to the Imperial

Exchequer for Imperial services the amount by which in the

current year the revenue derived from Ireland exceeds the cost

of local services. That sum is £18,000,000, and Ireland’s con-

tribution is fixed at that figure for two years, after which it will

be revised at quinquennial intervals by a joint Exchequer Board.

There are other interesting and important points in the Bill,

for the consideration of which space fails me. Peers, English or

Irish, are to be eligible for membership of the local Legislatures,

and Irish representative Peers will (presumably, since thei^ ift no

provision to the contrary) continue to sit in the House of Lords,

while in the House of Commons Ireland is to be represented by

forty-two members—^the figure of the 1914 Act.

Such are the leading provisions'^ of Home Buie—^fourth

edition. In the supreme consideration of recognising facts the

latest edition is incomparably superior to its predecessors. It

shows less deference to windy abstractions; its lines are less

heroic, but it does not seek to evade difficulties by ignoring facts.

What are its chances of political success? These pages are

necessarily written some weeks ahead of the second reading

debate, and before that debate begins, still more before it closes,

many developments may take place. But decisions of the most
momentous importance have already been taken and announced.
Among these, immeasurably the most significant is the tei||}ntion

adopted on March 10th by the Ulster Unionist Council. The
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w31 take^w rei^nsibility for the pasedng of the Bill,

riace they prefer the status quo
; but, inaEutnuch ae the alternative

IB the coming into operation of the Act of 1914, they will not

qppose it. The Southern Unionists ar^ on the contrary, deter-

mined to oppose the Bill by every means in their power. That

their position excites intense sympathy among i^lnglish Unionists

goes without saying^ If Home Rule of any kind is to. be,

plainly it were better for the Southern Unionists to have the

powerful support of Ulster. Partition will deprive them of that

support in a Dublin Parliament and leave them naked and

defenceless in the hands of their remorseless enemies. That their

enemies are also ours—the enemies of Britain and of the Empire
—is a truth which adds poignancy to sympathy, and excites

apprehension as well as remorse. Yet to reject the present Bill

is to leave the 1914 Act to come automatically into operation

without amendment, and to reproduce the appalling situation of

March, 1914.

The dilemma is one of the most difficult and painful ever pre-

sented to the British Parliament.

Two considerations may, however, be urged in favour of an

attempt to solve, at this precise juncture, the Secular problem of

Irish Government. First, there can be no suggestion that

Great Britain is capitulating to fear. Crime has rarely been more,

rampant or more defiant in Ireland than it is to-day ; and, what-

ever happens, the law must, in the interests of England no less

than of Ireland, be vindicated. Sinn Fein outrages have not

extorted the concession ; outrages have not retarded it. The offer

contained in the Bill will not satisfy the Fenian, the Separatist,

the Sinn Feiner ; it is not designed to do so. It will distinguish

between those who are anxious for local autonomy within the

Empire, be they few or many, from those who accept nothing

short of a separate Irish Republic. Secondly, the Bill is differen-

tiated from all its predecessors by virtue of the fact that its

sponsors are not dependent upon the Irish, nor indeed

upon anything except the Unionist, vote in the House of

Commons. The Bill, if it becomes law, will go to Ireland, in

a sense, as the free gift of Unionist Britain. The Unionists may
not be in a position to repeal the third edition of Home Rule,

but they a^ certainly sufficient in numbers to defeat, if they so

will, the fourth. That is the political situation in a nutshell.

How it will develop in the next few weeks no man can say until

those weeks are over.#

J. A. R. Marrioot.
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On^ of the greatest mi^ortunes from which we are suffering in

these times of economic distress arises from the failure t>f the

nation to realiseii first, that this is an island, and, secondly, that

our industries, as well as our commerce and the standard of

comfort we enjoy in our homes, depend, in the last analysis, upon

ample and efficient sea transport. On the one hand, we have

nearly made good the losses of tonnage sustained during the

intensive submarine Campaign, but, on the other, the ships are

carrying only from 60 to 70 per cent, of the volume of goods they

were carrying in 1914—before the peace was broken. In effect,

this country is still being •partiaUy blockaded

,

with the result

that, whereas unthinking consumers of all classes, who have

ample ** paper money** to ^nd, have jumped to the conclusion

that the consequences of the war have passed away and that they

ought to be able to obtain everything they require in abundance,

we are, in fact, confronted with a shortage of supplies—partially

due to world shortage and world dislocation of transport—and the

Government, like Mrs. Partington, is trying to arrest, by the

broom of bureaucratic control, the normal working of economic

laws.

Transportation is civilisation. As we used to carry half the

ocean-home commerce of the world, the reduced efficiency of the

British mercantile marine is handicapping this and other coun-

tries in their efforts to repair the widespread ravages of the war.

Until transport facilities become more or less normal, we cannot

expect a restoration in these islands or elsewhere of the ordinary

conditions of economic life. These depend upon a world-wide

system of exchange and mart, conducted not by Government

officials, but by experienced men, who have devoted their lives

to studying and regulating the complicated and delicately adjusted

machinery which enables the nations of the world to supply each

other’s deficiencies.

It has been suggested that the cure for the paralysis from which

British shipping is suffering lies in the direction of nationalisa-

tion. It has even been urged that the proposal is a compara-

tively simple one, consisting merely of a perpetuation of the

system of control of shipping which existed during 1917 and 1918

and, partially, in 1919 and this year—when the liabilities of the

war were being liquidated. That suggestion rests upon a fallacy

springing from want of knowledge of the organisation of the

Ministry of Shipping. What was the position created as soon

as that Ministry was constituted at the end of 1916? Mr. Lloyd
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George's Govermn<^t on taking office was quick to realise that

^ the British mocantile marine proved unequal to its mission

under war conditions, in transporting troops, carrying food sup-

{dies, providing the stores of raw materials required for the

makiiiqg of munitions, and supplementing the resources of the

Fleet for the patrol of the seas, the Allies must inevitably lose

the war. Experience proved the soundness of that conclusion.

Mr. Lloyd George had sufficient good sense not to, turn the

problem over to a body of civil servants, who knew little or

nothing of shipping matters, or to ask one of his supporters in

the House of Lords or the House of Commons, without experience

of sea affairs, to take the matter in hand. He recognised' that

the shipping problem was an expert matter and could only be

solved by shipping men. Mr.—^now Sir—Joseph Maclay, a well-

known Glasgow shipowner who had spent his life in operating

ships, was invited* to become Shipping Controller. No more
fortunate choice could have been made, for the new Minister was
oiftside the sphere of party politics—^refusing, indeed, to sit in the

House of Commons—was a man of impartial mind, possessed a

charming personality, and, above all, knew all about shipping from

A ^ Z.

What did Sir Joseph Maclay do? His first step was to enlist

the assistance of all the leading men in the shipping industry.

He realised that he was face to face with the greatest national

emergency in British industry, and he found that the great ship-

owners of the country were also not unconscious of the gravity

of the situation. They admitted that the interests of the nation

and the success of the Allied cause were sui)erior to their own
interests, and they placed themselves, their experience, and their

staffs unreservedly at the disposal of the Minister of Shipping.

Many of them had already been co-operating cordially with the

Admiralty and the Board of Trade, and assistance w'as given all

the more readily to one of their own profession w^ho, without fee

or hope of reward, had stepped out from the ranks to take upon

himself a heavy responsibility. Those who are familiar with the

organisation which Sir Joseph Maclay built up round him at the

Ministry of Shipping are aware that he was able to enlist the

aid of everyone concerned in the industry and received the un-

stinted support of the Chamber of Shipping of the United King-

dom, the Liverpool Steam Ship Owners’ Association, Lloyd’s

Register of Shipping, and other organisations. The outstanding

shipowners of the country became heads of the departments

of the Ministry, and were fortunate in gathering round them
staffs of civil servants, who gradually created the most successful

Ministry which the war called into existence. The secret of the
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imaees of the Ministry of $lnppihg is to be fouhd^^^^m

^teness with which all the shipping' firms, as well as ibdn^

try's organisations, co-operated to run the British mercantile

marine in the interests of the State. The spirit of a^eninre,

which produced the British mercantile marine, ready to be^iiiBna

formed into the essential instrument for the winning of 'dctory,

proved in the great crisis superior to all considerations of ;^soiiai

convenience and profit. Throughout the war, when neutral

shipping was earning fabulous freights, British shipowners,

besides giving their services freely, were content to carry on their

businesses on terms dictated by the Government.

Is it imagined that any such emergency organisation as the

Ministry of Shipping, representing a pooling of all the genius

of the leaders of the industry, could be perpetuated? Is it thought

that, the emergency having been surmounted, shipping leaders,

such as Lord Inchcape, Lord Pirrie, Sir Kenneth Anderson, Sir

Thomas Hoyden, M.P., Sir William Haeburn, M.P., Sir

Frederick Lewis, Sir Percy Bates, Sir Norman Hill, Sir Leslie

Fletcher, Sir John Esplen, Mr. Harold Sanderson, Mr. E. D.

Holt, M.P., Mr. J. How^ard Glover, Mr. Howard Houlder, Mr.
Arthur Ritson, Mr. R. S. Dalgleish, and many others would

consent to be tame servants of a State Department? These

men have been accustomed to freedom ; they surrendered it in

large measure during the war, and thus ensured the success

of the Ministry of Shipping. But is it conceivable that they

would agree to entwine themselves permanently in the red tape

of ofi&cialism? Unless their co-operation could be obtained,

the machinery of control would, from the first, be defective.

Business methods and Government methods are incompatible.

As Mr. W. J. Noble, the President of the Chamber of

Shipping of the United Kingdom, observed in his inaugural

address, the country has had nearly five years of Government

control and management of business. “Some of us have been

behind the scenes and have been the victims of the soul-destroying

and paralysing system that seems to be inseparable from Govern-

ment control. What are its characteristics? Government control

is always extravagant and wasteful. It destroys all initiative.

It stereotypes mediocrity. It is self-satisfied. It scorns advice.

The idea of co-ordination is foreign to its nature. As an instance

pf Government methods, it was recently stated that a ship in

St. Katherine's Docks was loaded and unloaded nine times in

pursuance of the conflicting orders of five diiterent Government

Departments.”

But, apart from these considerations, the suggestion that British
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fil^pisg nationalised points to ign<^nce of the

chaoracter of this industry. It has been suggested that %8 it was
possible to nationalise the Post Service and the Telephones^ it

should not be beyond the wit of man to organise a system of State

shipping. That tooidd he true, (a) if we were content to maintain

a mercanMle marine measured by our own insular needs, and

(b) if the mercantile marine consisted exclusively of liners running

on schedules, A merchant navy measured by our insular needs

has not, however, been the limit of the ambition and achievement

of the shipping industry in the past. The merchant navy was
originally a purely British organisation engaged in carrying Bxitish

go^s. In process of time, it was converted by private enter-

prise into a great combin<ation of services, with tentacles stretch-

ing out to the furthest boundaries of civilisation. The majority of

those ships were of the tramp class—the merchant adventurers’

vessels of these modern times—as distinct from liners running in

accordance with time-tables between port and port, the propor-

tion being roughly 60 per cent, of tramps to 40 per cent, of liners.

The merchant adventurers’ shixis, adapting themselves to seasonal

and economic movement-^ in all the oceans and seas, have always

been the backbone of our merchant navy. “It would be impos-

sible for a country like tlie United Kingdom, with its enormous

flow of trade, to depend wholly on regular lines with scheduled

sailings. It is essential that there should be a large amount of

’ loose * tonnage capable of supplementing the liner sailings and

prepared to trade at short notice to any part of the world. Yet,

precisely because of his ubiquitous presence, the tramp owner’s

difficulties are the least easily deflned and met, and he is pecu-

liarly susceptible to any serious modification of the conditions

under which shipping is carried on.” ^ We must cease to think oj

merchant shipping exclusively in terms of stately liners, and

acknowledge our dependence on the wandering ships of the mer-

chant adventurers, going here, there, and everywhere to pick up

cargoes.

On the eve of the war, the British mercantile marine was the

largest, the ships were the most modern, and the services rendered

were the most efficient in comparison with all the other merchant

navies of the world. It comprised nearly one half of the world’s

steam tonnage, and was four times as large as its nearest and

most formidable rival—^the German mercantile* marine. The
propbrtion of steam tonnage owned by the principal maritime

countries of the world"on June 30th, 1914, is shown on following

page.

fl) Keport of the Departmental Committee on Shipping and Shipbuilding.
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British Empire:

—

Per cent.

United Kingdom ... ... 44^4

Dominions and Canada ...
‘ 8.6

Germany

47.9*

m.9

United States' ... ... ... 4.6

Norway" ••• 4*4

France 4.2

Japan 4.0

Netherlands ... ... ... 8.6

Italy ... ... ... 8.4.

Other Countries 16.1

Total ... mO|v

When the war opened, this country possessed in the niirchant

navy, provided by private capital, managed by private firms, and

manned by officers and men nncovenanted to the State, a machine

ivhich, as events were to prove, was the essential factor in

achieving victory. It was more efficiently organised^than any

service under State control. If, in the years before the witivthg'

State had managed the British mercantile marine, will the most

enthusiastic advocate of Government control, whatever the system

favoured, cx)ntend that we should have o(Jcupied the position of

maritime supremacy which* was revealed by the investigation

carried out by Sir Alfred Booth’s Committee on Shipping and

Shipbuilding?

—

Beforo the war over one-half of the world's trade was carried in British

ships, including nine-tonths of the Inter-Imperial trade, over throe-fifths of

the trade between the Empire and foreign countries, and nearly onc-third

of the trade between foreign countries.

Statistics indicate that much of the trade with European and Mediterra-

nean countries was carried in foreign vessels, which loaded over 60 per cent,

of the coal shipped to these destinations. Of the total eiports from the
TTnited Kingdom over one-half was carried in foreign ships.

On the other hand, four-fifths of tjfe shipping movement at United
Kingdom ports between the United Kingdom and countries outside Europe
aud the Mediterranean was British.

*

It is probable that about four-fifths of the shipping of the United
Kingdom was engaged in the Ocean trades, most of the balance trading in
the Mediterranean.

About onc-hnif of the British shipping engaged in the Ocean trades
traded to America, which supplied nearly three-fourths in weight of our
imports from countries outside Europe, including the greater part of the grain
imported into this country. The passenger movement on the Atlantic trades
was fiirther^of great importance to shipping.

Thero figwroa do not include United States vessels engaged in trade cm theNorthern Lakes (1.093,000 tons).
^

tonnage of the three Scandinavian countries (Norway. Sweden•odDmmark) amomited together to 8-4 per cent of the wniWs eteam to
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The importance of the other Ocean trades lies in the great amount of

shipping which they absorbed and in the fact that they are preeminently

Empire trades.

The British liner services directly facilitated the marketing of British

goods abroad; whilst the tramps weri.' indispensable as ameans of moving from

the diffAent parts of the world the seasonal crops of grain» cotton, wocd, rice

and so forth.

The British mercantile marine is not, unlike the Tost Office

and the Telephones, a matter of internal administration, but exerts

its influence wherever there is water on which a ship can float.

It is conceivable that under Government control, accompanied

by the re-imposition of the Navigation Laws, which would raise

the cost of living in this country, we might continue to do most
of the ocean-carrying trade of the British Isles. But what would
happen^ to the trade between the Empire and foreign countries?

Of one-third of the trade between foreign countries hitherto done
under the Bed Ensign, how much would be retained if a bureau-

cracy situated in London were responsible for our shipping?

Sir Frederick Lewis in a recent speech discussed this matter with

the insight and knowledge of a leader in the shipping industry

who has studied its development from his boyhood upwards.

A blight seems to fall upon everything that comes under Government

control, partly, 1 believe, because a Government, by reason of being a

Government and a servant of the public, cannot deal with commercial trans.

actions from a purely business point of view, and is liable to have its deci-

sions influenced by a multitude of considerations which, in the ordinary way,

would not enter into the discussion. ... It necessarily also follows that

the British Morcaniale Marine has only been allowed to occupy the premier

place among ocean carriers because the service that is rendered has been
performed more efficiently by our steamship companies under private enter-

prise than by anyone else.

After referring to the risk which any scheme of nationalisation

involves—for in the ten pre-war years the average profits were not

much over 6 per cent.—Sir Frederick Lewis remarked that “the
formalities incidental to Government Departments, the general

stagnation that pervades official bodies—which have not the

incentive of individual advancement—would inevitably result in

decreased efficiency, and consequent p^alysis of the industry.

The ultimate result would be the falling-off of the high state of

efficiency in which the British mercantile marine was found at

the outbreak of the war, and contributions from the community
for the maintenance of British shipping.”

Apart from the ordiuary workisg arrangements of shipping already

referred to, there are to be taken into account innumerable other considera-

tions involving commercial arrangements with charterers, foreign railroads,

and the many bargains which can only be undertdeen and controlled b/
private and individual enterprise. Liner companies particularly find it
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necessary for the auccossful prosecution of their business to purchase or

lease pier accommodation and wharves, which arrangements will scarcely

be. permitted by foreign Governments to be undertaken by. any other

Ooverxunent.

Then take agencit?s abroad. In some cases shipowners have their oviti

organisations; in many cases agencies are conducted by a firm having no
connection witii the. shipping company; in other cases shipping companies
o^vn a share in the agent’s business. Jn these latter cases, how is it suggested

such invostinenlM shall be dealt with? Would the Govt>rnment under a
nationalisation scheme take over such investments, and if so, on what
basis? Would the ff)reign agent be content to have a foreign Government
as a partner in his business? If not, it would follow that the experience
and knowledge of that particular business would bo lost, and disorganisation,

loss of business, and loss of goodwill would result. Further, the goodwill of
all the siiipping business created by the enterprise of British shipowners
would bo entirely swept away. ...

The nationalisation of Shipping would involve the Government running
the entire Insurance Risk themselves, which would practically put out of
business such industrios as Marine Insurance, Average Adjusting, Protection
and Indemnity Associations, even Chambers of Commerce and other kindred
and 8pecialis(;d institutions, destroying the initiative, enterprise, development
and thinking power of a large section of the community.

It is a inisforimie of the first magnitude that the world-wide
influence exerted by British shipping should be so little under-
stood, and that shipowners should have become the targets of
ill-informed criticism and even of ill-natured abuse. Shipowning
is not an ordinary business, but an industry witfi peculiar respon-
sibilities and risks, in which not a few, but hundreds of thousands
of small investors have adventured their savings. Shipping has
always had an attraction for thrifty persons in coast towns and
villages, who maintain intimate personal relations with officers
and men of merchant ships, and learn from them of the gains

—

and losses—^associated with tlie use of the ocean highways of the
world. Shipping has for many centuries appealed to such persons,
women as well as men, because the industry, with its world-wide
ramifications, has accorded with the habit of mind of an island
people. They have invested in it their money, mostly in com-
paratively small suras, from generation to generation

; sometimes
they have lost it ; at other times they have had to wait in patience
for a profit; and in other instances they have obtained a rich
’.'oward. But, on the balance, hearing in mind tlie risks due to
the uncertainties of the sea and the changing conditions of world
trade, British shipping over a period of years has, as incontestable
records show, returned to shareholders only a modest profit.
In the early days of the war, shipownersf it is true, made large

sugQs, but they did so by imperilling their ships. It was a common
belief in the years of peace that when hostilities occurred British
shipowners would either lay up their vessels or transfer them to
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ueutral flags. It was assumed that they would timorously shrink

from the incalculable dangers of war, and that they would, so to

speakf wrap their talents up in a napkin and wait until peace

came. Tlie war broke on the world with dramatic suddenness,

and ot all the various sections of the community shipowners

showed the greatest courage. They realised that they were not

merely traders, but were essential agents fop maintaining the

economic life of this country, transporting troops and supporting

the Allied cause. They surrendered to the State their ships,

their staffs, and their accumulated experience. The unflinching

manner in w'hich they continued to oi)erate their ships, placing

full reliance, on the one hand, on their own genius and the

courage, resource, and tenacity of officers and men ; and, on the

other, on the efficiency of the Koyal Navy, brought some of them
—and conspicuously Sir Edward CJayzer—to their graves. But
from the opening of the war to its close, confronted with un-

paralleled anxieties, they still held the seas, learning with dismay

of one ship after another being sunk until an aggregate of

8,000,000 tons ha<I been lost. Is it imagined that the insurance

money proved adequate recompense for these losses? To the

average man a ship is merely a ship, but to scores of 8hi][X)wners

their vessels w-ere something more than mere vehicles of profit.

Such gains as accrued to them during the war, modest in com-

parison with the earnings of neutral ships, proved a poor solatium

for the losses that they suffered. But, on the balance, British

shipowners generally made considerable profits so long as they

refrained from placing orders for new ships.^ Shipowniug, how-

ever, is a tradition which is not readily broken, and the majority

of the owners have re-invested, or will, in due course, re-invest,

their insurance money at the ruling rates for shipbuilding, which,

owing to the increased cost of materials and the higher wages of

labour, are, on the average, five or six times what they were on

the eve of the war. It was then possible to build a serviceable

and seaworthy tramp steamer at from dG6 to £7 per ton dead

weight; the charge now ranges from £S0 to £40 per ton.

What is the outlook for British shipping, apart from the deadly

menace of nationalisation which checks initiative and stifles

enterprise? It is uncertain. Every condition governing the

industry has changed owing to circumstances beyond the control

of shipowners. Not only do new ships cost five or six times as

much as they cost in the years before the war, with consequential

increases in the charges for insurance, but the running costs,

including even harbour dues, have mounted rapidly. Seamen

(1) In this oonnfiotion, it diould be remembered that the pordbasiiig value of

the pound eteding isnow only 10/-, or lees, eo that profits appeta BotaUoaaly
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have hceived a greater increase of tcdges than any men engage

in inland industries, Tlie advances have not been be^dged; fot:

these men proved the saviours of the nation during the /ord^l

which Germany forced upon us. But, though the higher wage

is paid in no unwilling spirit by the shipowners, it re^^aSnts an

element in the higher freights now ruling which cannot be

ignored. The officers and men of the mercantile marine, like the

officers and men in the Navy, obtain their food as well as their

lodging free, and, in addition, the standard wage paid to the able

seaman in cash now amounts to ^914 IDs. (d911 10s. wages and

bonus) per month as compared with ^94 lOs. before the war.

In other words, the British seaman, bearing in mind the increased

cost of food which the shipowner bears, is three or four times

better off than he was. At a moderate estimate, allowing for the

time he is off articles, he receives in cash or kind .;9200 per annum.

That increase of wages is only one factor in the heavier cost

of running ships. Lord Inchca]^ recently had an examination

made of the advances which the shipowner has had to meet since

the halcyon year of 1913. These advances •are estimated as

follows :

—

Coal ... 600 to 700 per cent.

Handling cargo 150 to 200 >>

Oilmans’ stores 860 ft

Engino Room Oil ... 174

Ropes 220 >1

(Jauvas 408

Cost of Repairs 339 »»

I’aints ... ... 217

Dock (lues in London 80 If

Beef 158 1,

Mutton 128 »»

Wine (average 90) 55 to 162 *1

Suez Canal Duos ... ... 86
f

,

Olass 338 II

Crockery ... 112 1

1

Linen ... ' 296 If

It is apparent that shipowners are operating their vessels under
conditions of extraordinary difficulty, apart from those which
arise from the congestion of the ports and the shortage and high
price of coal. The first of these difficulties has been dealt with in
the annual report of the Chamber of Shipping. It was pointed out
that the reduction of hours of employment of the workers of the
United Kingdom, and to some extent elsewhere, the policy of the
Government in importing and holding up large, stocks of food-

stuffs, and the shortage or inefficiency of railway rolling and other

stock, and other causes, have all contributed towards the unneces-

sary and useless detention of ships in ports throughout the world,
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lijid especial^ Kingdom, to such an extent that

ISare is a losi?W efiSciency of from SO to 40 per oent. ‘‘That is

to say, if a vessel could, before the war, carry 10(^000 tons in the

course of a year, she can now carry only 60,000 or 70,000 tons,

^ mtsSh of her time being spent in awaiting loading or ^scharge,

or bunkering, or lost in extra time in handling her cargo and
bunkering,” Every day’s delay means waste^waste of interest

represented in the capital invested in the ship, waste of insurance

premium, waste of wages of officers and men, and waste of all

funning charges, fer which, of course, the consumer pays. These

accumulated losses have been steadily increasing during the

present year. On a recent day as many as’ 700 ships were held

up in the Bristol Channel. As the Chamber of Shipping has

pointed out, “these delays are, perhaps, the most serious con-

tributing factor in the maintenance of high freights, for they are

tantamount to a withdrawal from service of a considerable pro-

portion of the available tonnage of the world. The actual tonnage

afloat to-day is estimate ! to exceed by approximately million

gross tons, or 5 per cent,, the pre-war tonnage of the world, which

was a little over 49 million gross tons, but if, as has been stated,

30 to 40 per cent, of the efficiency of this tonnage is wasted, then

it is equivalent to only about 31 to 36 million gross tons of pre-

war shipping.” These delays are occurring, moreover, at a time

when the world’s demands for re-stocking and new plant are

abnormal, and tonnage is being employed in carrying the same

commodities much longer distances than formerly, such as coal

to Italy from the United States of America, instead of from the

United Kingdom, owing to the decreased British output.

In facing these troubles shipowners are not their own masters,

for British shipping still remains under Government control, and

Government control, though it is as intelligent and as little

irritating as the Shipping Controller can make it, complicates the

whole problem. Voyage charters still have to be approved by

the Shipping Controller, and although it is not necessary before

effecting a time voyage charter to obtain the approval of the

Ministry, yet the vessel remains subject to direction of voyage or

control of freight space. Ships are forbidden to undertake certain

voyages, and liner companies have to surrender a certain propor-

tion of their space to Government and directed cargoes. Direction

coupled with limitation rates—representing abnormally cheap

carriage—is applied in regard to the carriage of (1) wheat from

Canada, Australia, the U^nited States of America, and the Plate

;

(2) mai^ from the Plate ; (3) sugar from Cuba, British West

Indies, and Mauritius ; (4> coal coastwise ; (5) timber from Canada.

Direction is aliw applied in favour of the ore and phosphate

von. cvrr. v a. t
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imports, and, though there is no scale of limitation rates, the

freights arc efl'cctively controlled by the quantity of tonnage

forced into markets so narrow. At present practically all large

“tramp” ships not on time charter are running in directed

voyages.

I*frct!nlag(!S of liner space actually taken have, of course, varied

considerably wit.h each lraib\ The proporti'm in the North Atlantic Trade

over the past twtdvc months has averaged approximately 60 per cent,

and this would be. about equalled in the Australia—U.K. and South Africa

—

IJ.K. trades, and, when account is taken (.f tbe Special Board of Trade

Contract for refrigiuatcd space, PlaU;—U.K. tratle. The percentage in the

Far East and souu* other trades is naturally small.

During the twelve months it is fmr to say that approximately 2.6 per

cent, of the imports into U.K. hove been brought at Government rate.s,

which ore, on the. average, roughly at bare cost, if not below*.

Another 2.6 per cent, have betm carried at rates far below the, world's

market level n.s a result of control.

Add to the troubles due, first, to port congestion, arising partly

from the slackness of labour in loading and discharging, and,

secondly, to shipping control, the difficulties associated with

bunkering, and some conception can be formed of the sea of

troubles in which shi|»o\vnei-8 are attempting to swim. Coal

control still continues, and the shipphuj industry
y
in association

tciih our foreign coal cusUmicrSy has to hear the whole burden

of rrminiaining the coal business in this country. Before the war
coal-mining, under private management and free from Govern-

ment interference, was prosperous and profitable. We supplied

our own industrial and domestic needs and had a surplus of

97,000,000 tons available in 191B for the use of sJiipping and for

export to foreign countries, tlie coal being sold at low competitive

rates. The production of coal has decreased so alarmingly during

the past six or seven years that now the mines in Central

England, where the greatest industrial activity prevails, no longer

supply the local needs. The consequence is, first, that coal from

the Durham and Northumberland pits, which w^ould otherwise be

put on board ship, has to be carried into Yorkshire and Lancashire,

and, secondly, tens of thousands of tons of coal from the South

Wales pits, which w^ould also in normal circumstances be Elent

overseas, has to be dispatched on long inland journeys unless

unemployment in Yorkshire and Lancashire is to become wide-

iipread. Oth^r dislocations in the normal flow of coal to the

factory and the home have also occurred. All these diversions

of coal traffic involve long hauls inland 9>t a time when locomo-

tive power is inadequate and there are insufficient wagons for

normal trade requirements. Moreover, in order that industry may
not be checked and our home fires may not go cold, mines are
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being worked which cannot be worked economically, so as to

supplement the output of the richer mines. One-fifth of the mines

now in operation, employing over a quarter of a mUlio'n miners,

are being subsidised by the Government, and only by that means

can idle present reduced output be maintained.

Owing to the increased cost of the miners’ wages and stores,

which now absorb i‘268,000,000 a year, the British mining indus-

try would be bankinipt to-day were it not for the fabulous sums
which are being obtained for the limited amount of coal which

is being either exported or used for bunkering sliipping. The
accountants called in by the Government to examine the Coal

Controller’s accounts estimated that in the twelve months ending

March 31st, exports and bunkers w<^iild produce .1120,000,000.

That is certainly too modest an estimate in view of the increased

prices now^ being obtained for all the coal leaving this country.

Whereas inland industrial coal during March was being supplied

at about 40s. a ton, shipowners w^ere paying three or four times

as much, the price at tlic Port of London in the middle of March
having risen to 155s. The coal-miners for their own domestic

use continue to pay, on an average, 4s. a ton for about 6,000,000

tons annually ! The community as a whole pays through the

higher freights, and tlie limitation of exfwrtation of coal results

in ships going out in ballast, raising inevitably the freights for

the homeward voyages with raw materials and food—and again

the community as a whole pays.

The consumer is, it is true, paying for the paralysis of ship-

ping and the fabulous sums charged for bunker coal ; but the

extent to which the higher freights bear on the cost of food and

other things is frequently exaggerated. The following figures

reveal that, if the cost of sea carriage were eliminated by some

miraculous influence and our food descended upon us as the

manna fell in the wilderness for the supi)ort of the Israelites, the

effect on the cost of living would not be very great :

—

Retail Prices July 1014 aito Fsb. 1920 and Cost or Cabbiaoe by Sea
February 1920.

Cost of
Rise in

retail
oorriago
by sea.

July 1914 Feb. 1920 price. per lb.,
per lb. per Jb. per lb. Feb. 1920

. «. rf. A d. s. d. d.

Baef inpoited rib 1 3f 8i ih-H
Mutton „ legs 1 4

Cheese (Can. or U.S.) 1 8 m fths.

Batter (Silt) *... 1 2 2 8^ 1 6i M
Baoon (Streaky) lU 2 4i 1 i
Tea ... 1 61 2 10| 1 4 n
Sugar (Granulated) 2 8 0 i

Australian Wool (Raw Material) . 1 0 3 8 2 8 n
V o
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In combination, the obstacles to smooth, efficient and cheap

transport are paralysing the British mercantile marine, and
British industry is being handicapped as it prepares to face the

fierce competition of the post-war period. It is a misconception

to suggest that 8hi])ownerB only are concerned with the shipping

industry. Shipping is, hi fact, the basic industry of an insulair

State, and every circumstance which alTects it reacts upon every

British industry, our foreign trade, and our home life. The cause

of the paralysis of British shipping is not far to seek. It is due,

in the first place, to the intensive submarine campaign pursued

by the enemy during the war ; in the second place, to the inter-

ference of Government Departments in shipping affairs, the

coal industry, production generally, and commerce ; and, in the

third place, to labour unrest. As has been already stated,

owing to the activity, although restricted activity, in our

own shipyards and engine shops, and to the volume of enemy
tonnage obtained under the Peace Treaty, we have almost

replaced the shipping which was lost during the war; by the

end of the year the balance will have been righted. The para-

lysis of shipping cannot, therefore, now be attributed to the

sinkings which occurred between August, 1914, and November,

1918. The root of the disease is to be found in one word

—

bureaucracy. That carries with it no condemnation of our Civil

Service, which is j>robably the most efficient possessed by any

country. But the civil servant is by education and training, and

})articu]arly by the conditions in which he works, unfitted for

the conduct of any trade or industry. He is not a free man, but

is subject to rules and regulations, which, however necessary to

check abuse under a Parliamentary system, are the very nega-

tion of the principles of commercial life. At any moment, he is

liable to be called to account, as business men are not liable, and

consequently initiative is killed and enterprise is checked. What-

ever the responsibility the civil servant l^ars, he is set about by

barbed-wire entanglements which experience warns him to avoid.

He is less the servant of the State than the agent of one depart-

ment of a number of more or less unco-ordinated departments.

On entering the portals of the office in which he works, he has

•juenched the spirit of adventure, which is the very life and blood

of commercial success, and becomes a departmentalist. *In his

own sphere, the civil servant, answerable in matters of ex^ndi-

ture to the finance department of his particular office, to the

Treasury as well as the Accountant-General, and to the Public

Accounts Committee; and thus to the House of Commons, works

with a measure of success which is a tribute alike to his ability

and his training.
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But, when all is said, a bureaucracy remains a bureaucracy

when it invades, the business world. Government interference

i^th shipping, as well as with the coal and other industries, illus-

trates what Sir Kenneth Anderson has well described as **the

sleepftig sickness ” of Government control. It lies over the Post

Office and the Telephones ; it is a blight on the Eoyal Dockyards

as well as on the Eoyal Arsenal at Woolwich
;
it pervades every

industrial establishment under its influence. Government control

is incompatible with economical administration, and, though

during war economic laws could be ignored, in peace they are

the arbitrary dictators of national prosperity. Despite all the

efforts of Sir Joseph Maclay and those who have been associated

with him in the Ministry of Shipping, the mercantile marine is

suffering from the ills with which the Government infects every

commercial organisation with which it comes into close contact.

Far from any system of nationalisation of shipping, or of coal,

or of other industries proving the cure for the troubles with \vhich

we are now confronted, it must prove the ruin of all hope of

reconstructing industry and commerce after the late ordeal. This

is not a matter which concerns only shipowners, colliery owners,

manufacturers or merchants, but it is, above all, a question which

concerns 4ihe working classes.

If from any cause the mercantile marine fails to recover its

former primacy and efficiency, our foreign trade must suffer, our

invisible exports, amounting to .I>*400,000,000 or £500,000,000

annually, be reduced and the national wage fund decreased, un-

employment becoming widespread. We live under artificial con-

ditions, obtaining from overseas most of our food and raw materials

in exchange for coal, manufactured cotton, machinery, and

other finished articles ; and if the volume of our exports

decreases (of which 76 per cent, consisted of coal before the war),

we can no longer hope, whatever Labour visionaries may preach,

to support the present population of these islands. It is probably

no exaggeration that if it were not for the extent of our maritime

and commercial operations overseas, and the influence they exert

in sustaining world-wide insurance, financial, and other businesses

with headquarters in these islands, we could not find work for

more than about half the population which now lives in no mean
comfort in this country. We may well beware lest we drop the

substance in endeavouring to seize the shadow ‘which theorists

cast over the substantial hopes of our recovery from all the

manifold evils which the war has brought upon us.

Archibald Hubd.



SOCIAL QUEENS UNDEE THEBE EEIGNS.

The distinction of antiquity at least is not wanting to the Mayfair

Evergreens, wliose best-known representative in our time j^as

recently found her biographer. Among her nineteenth century

predecessors in her peculiar gifts, opportunities, influence, and

achievements. Lady Dorothy Nevill resembled none more closely

than Lady Stanley of Alderley (died October 20th, 1895, in

her seventy-seventh year). A single detail will suffice to

bear out that description. Lady Stanley had been the first of

aristocratic hostesses to admit Daniel O’Connell to her acquaint-

ance and drawing-room. Those were the days in which the

Liberator’s abuse of the future Lord Beaconsfield did a great deal

towards enlisting society in Disraeli’s favour. “I verily believe,”

said “the great Irish beggar-man,” as Punch called him, “if this

Jew’s pedigree could be traced, he would be found the lineal

descendant and the true heir at law of the impenitent thief who
atoned for his crimes on the cross.” Lady Stanley received in-

differently both the author and the object of the terrific denun-

ciation. The Whig interests made it of importance to O’Connell

to be seen in good houses. Lady Stanley gave a banquet in

his honour, followed by a reception, “to meet,” as the invitation

cards announced, “Mr. O’Connell.” After dinner the giant rose

to go, with the words :
“ The friends who are now coming to see

you will not care to meet me.” “On the contrary,” replied the

hostess, “they are all coming with the sole purpose of meeting

you.” Tlie Liberator remained ; the \^iole affair was the great

socio-political success of the season. Disnieli’s Eunnymede letters

remained to show the loathing and terror in which O’Connell was

held by the Tories, as for that matter in their hearts by not a few

of the Wjigs also. The courageous and clever Dover Street

chatelaine survived to show Mr. Gladstone in his Irish policy the

same favour she had bestowed on O’Connell. The Irish mem-
bers, however, continued their resistance to the Liberal leader.

Tlie more agreeable of them, nevertheless, were sometimes Lady
Stanley’s guests when there seemed no danger of their running up
against the statesman, with whom they would not be conciliated.

“I don’t think much of dukes, for I’ve seen too much of them,”

was Lord Eandolph Churchill's opinion about the order in which
he had been born. The late Mr. G.W. E. Bussell, who had received

from destiny nearly the same experiences,^ has traced the begin-

(1) A Poeke^iA of Siaspenoest p. 31.
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iungs of tfie socio-political hostess to Lucy Harington, the seven-

teenth-century Countess of Bedford, addressed by Ben Jonson in

quite the best of his short poems. In another generation Coleridge,

when a republican poet, apostrophised the incomparable Geor-

giana,*Duchess of Devonshire, in the couplet :

—

“0 lady, nursed in pomp and pleasure I

Whence learned you that heroic measure? "

the reference being to her Grace’s poem on the republican

William Tell. The same language might well have been applied

to a Victorian peeress, Queen Victoria’s favourite lady, the

Duchess of Sutherland, whose London home, BtafTord House
(“Aunt Harriet’s Cabin,” as it then came to be called), received

Mrs. Beecher-Stowe ten years before ; in his red shirt Garibaldi

roamed through its galleries and halls.

Edmund Burke’s description of the Queen of France, then the

Dauphiness at Versailles appeared in 1790. As nearly as possible

half a century after th. t John Ruskin, in the most melodious

prose written since Burke’s day, gave his impressions of another

Georgiana, Lady Mount-Temple: “Eminent in her grace

above a stunted group of .-iglil-st?(‘is
;

beautiful with a

beauty which I had only yet dreamed of as possible

—

statuesque severity with womanly sweetness joined. Those

gifts and graces were enhanced in her by a sympathy with

suffering so clean that she could never be happy in a world where

others were miserable,” “As for me, I am not philanthropic and

prefer animals, my storks and Cornish choughs.” So at Stillyans,

her East Sussex home, Lady Dorothy Nevill jestingly said to a

visitor after a panegyric on those ornaments of her sex just

mentioned, winding up with a delicate and beautiful picture of

Florence Nightingale’s character and work. To return for a

moment to the services rendered by Lady Stanley of Alderley to

her party in the matter of O’Connell. With the necessary

changes of scene, name and personage, wc have there a curious

foreshadowing of the socio-political and personal friendship uniting

Lady Dorothy Nevill’s name with more than one of the public

men foremost during the Victorian era’s second half. Like her

brother, Lord Orford, and her first cousin. Sir Henry Drummond-
Wolff, Lady Dorothy Nevill had inherited from her grgat

ancestor. Sir Robert Walpole, an amiably cynical* indifference to

party distinctions and conventions—in the case of another historic

kinsman, one might add, of honours and rewards as well. This

was the Lord Orford, who once received the offer of a vacant

Garter. The Prime Minister’s proposal reaphed him at his

dinner-table, which, when not dining out, was laid daily for
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eight guests, including his favourite physician, just raised td the,

baronetcy as Sir Emulsius Placebo. The latter ventured to

remind him that the Premier’s messenger was waiting in the hall.

“Give me,” said his Lordship, “a piece of paper and a pencil.”

Then, suiting the action to the word, the great man scfibbled

down on the back of a menu-card : “Can’t you give it to some-

body else ? ” This was pre-eminently in the languidly contemp-

tuous, most magnificent Walpolian manner, equally characteristic

of the family and the time. Tn that remarkable blast Anglian

family such airy, patrician insouciance seemed the nineteenth-

century substitute for the eccentric Lord Orford, Lady Dorothy’s

grandfather, who showed his peculiarities^fter a fashion not less

original than that in which his descendant declined the Garter.

Certain Clinton and Trefusis marriages had brought into the

Walpole family a Norfolk estate, Ilsington, once famous for its

many gardens, as well as a Devonshire property, Hcanton. The
early eigliteenth-centiiry possessor of these places found him-

self bored with })icture8, collected with such care and pride by the

founder of his house. He sold the Houghton gallery out of pure

ennui, at the same time saying goalbye to. Ilsington for ever.

He had never seen his West of England possessions ; he actually

roused himself to so much interest in them now as to set off on
a tour of inspection. Ho sent on a mounted courier to instruct

his local agent that rooms and beds at his chief Devonshire seat

should be aired and otherwise prepared for his reception. “Would
your Lordship be pleased to invite some of the chief local gentry

and their ladies to something like a house-warming?” meekly

suggested the man of business. Yes, his Lordship would. “ Send

out,” he added, “the invitations.” The party, however, was fated

not to come off. On the last stage of the journey to his unknown
estate the Earl had an unusually long and sharp attack of disgust

at the region he had reached. “Fresh horses and carriages,” was
his order, and back at once to Criswell ; this was a little Suffolk

village where the noble owner lived entirely by himself for

months, or even longer, together. So it came to pass that Lady
Dorothy Nevill’s ancestor never had a sight of the wide acres in

the Devon valley with which wedlock had endowed his forefathers.

The property itself remained, hovrever, in the family till Lady
Dorothy’s youth, delighting her by its breezy commons and
li^'aths, purpled over with the bloom of heather or shining with

the golden blossoms of that English furze before which the

admiring Linnaeus, when he first beheld it,.kneeled down to thank

God for its beauty. The Walpolian oddities remained in the blood

till the generation of Lady Dorothy herself. Her brother, the

fourth Earl, was Lord Beaconsfield’s chief friend from the very
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earliest days, when few among those whom he met in society, at

Almack's, or at Crockford’s, were disposed to do much more than

acknowledge his cleverness and half-pityingly call him a bad

specimen of a second-rate Jew dandy. In his Cavendish Square

house; he lived entirely by himself, seeing only his family and his

closest fiiends on something like compulsion. King Edward VII.,

as Prince of Wales, entreated his sister’s influence to draw him
out of his shell. Disiaeli's intimate, he had been with Gladstone at

Eton, where he said the future Liberal leader, his studious staid-

ness and horror of all laxity notwithstanding, w'as yet far from
unpopulariias well as marked out by masters and boys for a great

future. After the Heir-Apparent, the fourth Marquis of Hertford

became Lord Orford’s closest associate, as in London so at every

fashionable pleasure resort in Europe. This nobleman’s father,

the third Marquis, was the original of Thackeray’s Lord Steyne

and Disraeli’s Lord Monmouth iii Coniwjsby. That typical peer

had a daughter, known, for her strange adventures as Countess

Zichy, from one end of the Continent to the other ; this versatile

and nimble-witted lady derived from her mother many jewels,

heirlooms in the family of her reputed sire. Blazing in a ball-

room with some of those, she encountered in a Paris assembly-

room the Lord Hertford of the Victorian Age, then the hand-

somest man of his time, unadorned by a single jewel in shirt-front

or on finger. The Countess made some remark about the extreme

simplicity of his costume. “Yes, Ma’am,“ he said, with a low

bow, “the difference between us is : I wear mother o’ pearl, and

you wear the pearls of my grandmother.” The fourth Marquis,

who was Lord Orford’s friend, made the magnificent art collec-

tion which, on his favourite principle of caring for one’s family

first, he left to his natural sem, Sir Ivichard Wallace. That

philanthropic and magnificent connoisseur followed the family

tradition by residing in Paris; there, however, he occasionally

had as bad a time of it as if he had remained in his Eadical-

ridden native land. At the end of the ’forties Europe began to

simmer w^ith revolution. The infection spread to Paris, much to

the indignant discomfort of the British peers who had settled

in that city as an asylum for themselves and their portable

treasures; they therefore hastened to recross the Channel, but

were confronted by an impassable barrier. The Provisional

Government w'ould allow no refugee, whatever his rank, to carry

off his possessions. Lord Pembroke persisted m the attempt.

The mob burned the carts containing his goods, with which they

then swelled the flame’s of a bonfire. Lord Hertford took warning

and waited. He was as anxious to revisit his English estates as

be had been ready to leave them behind. In the French capital,

VOL. evil. N.S. X*
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however, the abolition of ixapriBonment for debt prevented any-

one, peer or peasant, from collecting bis dues. The Marquis,

therefore, was obliged to stay, because there wrs no coin in circula-

tion, and be could not raise the cash to pay his passage home.

Meanwhile, Lady Dorothy Nevill might w'ell consider herself

better off in London than any of her patrician relatives or friends

as with profitless persistency they winged their flight to various

places of refuge beyond the four seas. A ducal acquaintance of

hers, his Grace of Sutherland, presaging in this respect his

descendant of our own day, had no fear whatever of revolutions.

On the contrary, he rather liked them, because they Washed up

to our shores such shoals of exiles, many of whom he found as

little dangerous as they were interesting. Lady Dorothy, there-

fore, if ever intimidated, took heart, paid her town or country

visits, looked in at masquerades and routs, just as if no such thing

as Chartism had been known. To-day there. are rumours of

Devonshire House, Piccadilly, being improved into a mammoth
hotel. During the mid-nineteenth century its evening parties

were beyond all comparison the most cosmopolitan in the British

capital. Thither (March 28th, 1848) went Lady Dorothy to meet

the then Prince of Prussia (the German Emperor of 1871), a

middle-aged, very soldier-like looking man with a determined and

terribly harsh countenance, whose powerful figure seemed to gain

in proportion from its contrast with another foreign guest, of

rather insignificant presence, but of ancient, royal lineage ; Count

de Montemolin, eldest son of the first Don Carlos, esteemed ip

this countiy fifteen years earlier to be the rightful King of Spain,

was the potential monarch whom the late Lady Cardigan imparted

to the world that she might have married, but jilted.*

Hitherto the central personage of this writing had not actually

borne her more familiar and famous name. In the eastern county,

always as dear to her as her adopted Sussex, Lady Dorothy

Walpole became, during 1847, by marriage with her cousin

Reginald, Lady Dorothy Nevill. The w^edding took place at

Wickmere Church, near Wolterton, and was, of course, a pic-

turesquely imposing, family function, with a Walpole for the

officiating clergyman, and the Walpole tenantry, drawn up at

the church gate, jolly and gay with that robust happiness then

characterising Englidi country life. Lord Orford is recalled as

somewhat affected at parting with his clever and beautiful

daughter. The bride hopes she went through the ceremony in a
composed fashion, though she could not pretend to have exhibited

the dashing sang-froid of her sister, who, d propos of a like

experience, protested she was neither nervous nor upset since she

(1) My RecoUwlion$ (Eveleigh Nosh, 1909, p. 71).
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saw nothing to t>e adiamed of in being married. After a lunch

accompanied by many speeches and toasts the happy pair started

for Burnham Thorpe for their honeymoon, in a house once dwelt

in by the hero of Trafalgar. Nelson’s father, a clergyman, had

indeed received his living from its then patron, another Walpole.

After the honeymoon came a family round of country-house visits,

and then the newly-made husband took his bride to his natal

Bridge, escorted there and elsewhere by mounted tenantry. So

far the social atmosphere and surroundings of Beginald Nevill's

partner had been those of picturesque feudalism ; and such indeed

daring at least a part of each year after marriage they remained.

In her London home there began at once, under illustrious aus-

pices, the training for the social position, which, once secured,

she was to fill for something like half a century. In her Norfolk

home during the ’forties her father, as the High Steward of Lynn,
took the chair at a great Protectionist dinner given to Lord
George Bentinck and assisted at by Benjamin Disraeli, then in

the first stage of his career as Conservative member for Shrews-

bury. From that period and that event dated Lady Dorothy

Nevill’s historic friendship with Lord Beaconsfield ; having begun

beneath her father’s roof, it was to be renewed a year or two
later in the London house w^here she and her husband had settled

in Upper Grosvenor Street. Their nearly opposite neighbour was
at Grosvenor Gate, Benjamin Disraeli himself, then preparing for

his conflict with Peel. From the well-known old ISton master,

\5f. G. Cookesley, I have heard how% during these years, Disraeli

walked in the afternoon from the Carlton Club with Cookesley as

his companion to the House of Commons, and how, as they went,

he would rehearse to Cookesley the oratorical effects so carefully

premeditated. “That,” Cookesley continued to me, “was not his

first preparation
; for once or twice he took me to a house near

his own, Grosvenor Gate, occupied by his earliest friends, the

Nevills, before whom he often experimented with his most vehe-

ment or neatly-turned invectives.” It was a healthy, happy, as

well as intensely and variously interesting, life which these same

Nevills lived. Their country home, Dangstein, on the Hamp-
shire-Sussex border, looked over a magnificent view of cornfields,

meadow-lands and woods. The surrounding district still remained

a veritable Arcadia, with manners, institutions and amusements
little changed from an earlier century. At Christmas there were

mummers who, in the grounds or in the central hall, enacted

St^ George and the Dragon. The chief feature and pride of Dang-

stein, however, was its seventeen hot-houses, growing every

manner of tropical fruit-trees, vegetables, flowers, and every known

variety of orchid ; that plant, indeed, was afterwards to serve as

x*5i
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a link between the mistresB of Dangstein and the magnate of

the Midlands. Joseph Chamberlain's success with the flower

seldom absent from his button-hole owed not a little to

Lady Dorothy’s practical hints, bom of wide horticultural ex-

perience. More than a generation, however, had to pass 1>efore

the time was ripe for that acquaintanceship. As for the ferneries

and the glass-covered fern groves, they remained much as they

origina% were till Mr. Keginald NevUl’s death in 1878. Their

fate then seemed a symbolical presage of their latest owner’s

future. For the best of the collection formed by their cosmo-

jx>Iitan
I
assessor were purchased by the Monte Carlo administra-

tion ; they still bloom amid the floral environment of the most

cosmopolitan licll still left to Europe. The Dangstein floral dis-

tinctions are associated with another of their owner’s famous

friendships. The second Duke of Wellington inherited his great

father’s interest in all novelties, artificial or natural ; he suggested

that Lady Dorothy should invite to her country house a botanical

researcher who had discovered how to cultivate in the British

climate the Garshiia Mangostana, as yet exclusively indigenous to

the Straits Settlements. wonder,” said Lady Dorothy,
” whether the man who says he has done all this is, or is not, an
impostor.” “Invite him,” rejoined the Duke, “to view your

garden, and it will go hard if our united wits stop short of the

exact truth.” The invited guest came, and had no sooner arrived

than he excited the suspicion of his entertainers ; he might, they

at once saw, with equal truth have said he had discovered the

philosopher’s stone. The impostor brazened it out with some
success, and departed with a promise of shortly sending news of

fresh discoveries. For the time, ’however, nothing more was
heard of him than a request that his infant daughter, in addition

to Garsinia, might bear the name of Dorothy. Shortly afterwards

certain forgeries conducted the man to Woking Gaol; the last

heard of Dorothy Garsinia’s father was the entreaty that her

Ladyship and his Grace would use their influence to secure a

remission of his sentence and promote his scientific studies by

some relaxation of prison rules in the matter of books, either, as

Lady Dorothy said when relating to me the incident, that he

might make good some deficiences in horticultural knowledge or

take in fresh steam for even higher and bolder flights of fancy.

Before bidding farewell to this clever and kindly hostess of

politicians of all shades of opinion, men and women of fashion,

of letters, poets, painters and journalists, in whose house Lord

Bandolph Churchill made his last social appearance, 1 may reoall

two instances of her shrewd sagacity and even prophetic insight

into character.. Lord Houghton had been mentioning the Liberal
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leader's nnpo{)ulanty in his Lancashire birthplace, and added,

“Nevertheless, Mrs. Gladstone will die Lady Liverpool.” Lady

Dorothy smiled, shook her head, and shook it still more when her

visitor hinted a doubt as to whether Disraeli might care for a

peerage. “It is,” she said, “rfeither the title nor the rank, but

the picturesqueness of the Order which takes his fancy, ^tifies

his decorative taste, and alone gives him his real interest in the

titled aristocracy.” “A young lady who looks as if she had come

out of a picture of George II. *s time.” That is what, on their

first meeting, Disradli said about that daughter of the Walpoles

to whom he presently related his gradual progress with the great

ladies of his time. Prominent among these were the Countess

of . Jersey—the Zenobia of Endymion—in her Berkeley Square

mansion, and Lady Londonderry, who, in her Park Lane palace,

seated on a dais at the upper end of the room, under an awning

projected over her throne, condescended to receive her guests.

Scarcely less was Disraeli’s obligation to nnother lady very

different from any of those already mentioned. This was Lady
Lucy Pusey, the great Churchman’s mother; her home, Pusey

House, Paringdon, had opened its doors to the brilliant Jew
youth in his Young England period, while as yet he was only

meditating his novel Coningshy, Here he first acquired the

interest in Church politics and principles, vividly reflected in the

earliest of his best-known fictions, and colouring the programme

that was also to revive the order of the peasantry as well as

reinvigorate the patriciate, and add strength to the Throne.

Of our social queens belonging to the Victorian Age, Mrs.

Villiers, Lord Clarendon’s mother, died in 1856; Lady Bussell,

Lofd John’s widow, lived till 1878, and Lady Stanley of Alderley

till 1896. Lady Dorothy Nevill, therefore, was the only member
of the group who witnessed the accession of Edward VII.

Between these two last something in the nature of comparison

has already been hinted. Lady Stanley of Alderley, it has been

seen, did her Party and the Liberator himself a good turn by

introducing him to the best houses of the time. Lady Dorothy

Nevill performed something like the same office for Mr. Joseph

Chamberlain ; before his acquaintance with her grew into

intimacy he had never concealed his indifference and even dislike

to fashionable London, giving it as little of his time as possible,

as well as mostly spending his week-ends beneath his own hos-

pitable roof just outside Birmingham. Lady Dorothy’s influence

caused him to mix m«ich more than he had ever done or other-

wise would have done at all in the social functions of Mayfair and

Belgravia. The Belgian Minister in London had once described

him as “Un homme dkngerenx, un rdpublicain autoritaire.”
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Fashionable familiarity soon divested him of all his terrors ; he

had indeed developed into persona! popularity with those who
gave the polite world its tone, before his adoption of the Fair

Trade policy made him the Tory jdol.

A wider gulf than that of years alone separates even states-

womansbip so late as this from the socio-political dispensation of

the present time. No week-end parties of the Victorian kind

follow the rising of the House on Friday evening. The new
restaurants have proved deadly rivals to the clubs, and the joint

stock palaces of Fall Mall and St. James’s have ceased to be on

the first day of the week the emporia of political small-talk or

the resting-places of Eumour* before winging her flight to pro-

vincial gatherings and newspaper ofiices. The personages and

the social accomplishnients now recalled, though no longer mono-
polised by the capital of the Empire, are something more than

mere memories. While actively in operation they proved educa-

tional agencies for country as well as town. Lady Dorothy NevilJ,

like many others, found her hosts and guests far beyond those

limits which confined the “society” of her earlier days. Mr.

Gladstone first, and Lord Beaconsfield afterwards, enlivened their

Parliamentary hospitalities by introducing extra political guests

of distinction, sncli jis Froude, Tennyson, on the rai*e occasions

that he could be caught, Leighton and Millais. The lady whose

biography has served for the occasion of these remarks was her-

self a tie between a greater variety of social orders than before

her day had ever been united by a single influence; a propos

of the table talk and memoir-compiling of her later days, she

sometimes quoted siomething said on the subject by one of her

cleverest contemixjraries. The distinction between society as it

is now and as it was seems to me that to-day people print what

formerly they would not have taken the trouble to say. Not

that this particular “ Mayfair evergreen ” often let off conversa-

tional fireworks. She talked as she wrote—simply, tellingly,

tersely, eschewing anything that approached to anecdote except

when something of the sort seemed necessary by Tvay of concrete

illustration. Like other gifted members of her sex and class,

she exercised something of an educational power much beyond

the limits of her habitual surroundings. “Far or near, Lady
Dorothy Nevill keeps us all up to the mark.” So said the last

Viscountess Str^ngford (nde BeaufQrt) in the Hertford Street

drawing-room of Lady Priestley, the great doctor’s wife, during

the nineteenth century’s second half ; anfi as conversationalist

Lady Strangford had in her particular line few equals and no

superior, unless it were Mrs. Singleton, w^ho died Lady Currie;

this was the ** Violet Fane” of literature; hers was the de8cri{v
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tixm of the gumea-pigs at to Hampshire tiome

selves into a bachelor’s club, that quite fascinated Lord Beacpneh

field. Lady Strangford was the first to call the seventh Earl of

Shaftesbury “the poor man’s peer”; she never expressed herself

more* happily than when on^the subject of Sir A. Layard’s

Nineveh researches. She said :
“When a man has a firman from

the Sultan and sevdl-al pickaxes, he is sure to find something if

he digs long enough.”

Phrasing of this sort in nineteenth-century Mayfair soon found

its echoes in the salons of our great provincial capitals, especially

that on the Mersey. There, indeed, they have not yet died out.

The grave has but recently closed over the widow of Liverpool’s

well-known representative in the late ’sixties and ’seventies;

whether at her London home in Ennismorc Gardens or beneath

her Lancashire roof, Greenhank, Mrs. Bathbone’s drawing-room

possessed all the attractions, social and intellectual, which could

be secured for it by a hostess combining clearness and width of

general outlook with corresponding grace and tact. Neither she

nor her sister, Mrs. Samuel Buthbone, were of Lancashire birth.

Their family, the Lyl s, came from the North of Ireland. To-day

the Bathbone reputation for first-rate brains and public usefulness

is maintained in its normal vigour by the daughter of William

Bathbone 's second marriage—Eleanor. Another daughter of a

Liverj:x)ol house, Miss Boyden, as the evening preacher at the

City Temple, has added national fame and influence to the

wealthy ship-owning family whose name she bears.

The new families created by commerce began to be a power

during the First Beform Bill period. Then they had no repre-

sentatives more famous than the Wliitbreads, whose chief inspired

Canning with his happiest set of occasional verses. The family

name and tradition are still iieqietuated in and out of Parliament

;

nor to-day, outside the hearers of ancient Whig and Tor^ names

or titles, are there any in the land who have a happier habit than

the Whitbreads of obtaining what they or their friends want,

and whose adhesion is a more promising, ominous success for any

new meritorious movement or cause. Just half a century ago

Benjamin pisraeli in his first term of leadership was training the

Shire Knights and other grades of country gentlemen for demo-

cracy; amid all movements, the intrigues and counter-intrigues

of that agitated time, few names were heard and. few brains were

more active than those of an ex-diplomat belonging to a stock

rooted then for more#than two centuries, and still flourishing on

the banks pf the Mersey. Strongly-marked traits of character

had always been, and still are, combined in the Earle family

with rare mtellectfual subtlety. BaJph Earle was the son of a
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^ootxuxierciAl Lancashire wo^y, Cht^s Eari^^ M
;6f the family whose head was Sir Thomas Earle,

General Earle, killed in one of the nineteenth-century

campaigns. With Ealph Earle alone is my present concera. The
fifth Earl Spencer’s Harrow co*itemporary, an extraordfaanly

brilliant and thoughtful boy in Vaughan’s Sixth Form, he Was

attached to our Paris Embassy soon after entering the diplomatic

service—^the one career above all others for which he was pre-

eminently fitted. A little later the object of Earle’s youthful

admiration, Disraeli, then recently risen to fame and power,

became the Ambassador’s guest during his French visit. So

favourably was he impressed by the accomplished and adroit

attachS that, if he cared to exchange foreign for English politics,

he offered to make Earle his private secretary. The prospect

seemed everj^thing that the young man’s fancy had ever painted.

After a term of service with his chief Earle was put into the

House of Commons and provided with an office at the old Board

of Control. Meanwhile, less than is generally supposed at his

own instance than Lord Derby’s suggestion, Disraeli was pre-

paring his Household Franchise Bill. The Adnllamites were only

some among those Conservatives who resented the measure.

About this time, too, for other reasons, there may have been some

friction between the Conservative leader in the Commons and

his private secretary. At any rate, like the future Marquis of

Salisbury, then liord Cianbourne, the Earl of (’\'irnarvon. General

Peel and one or two more, Earle joined in the opposition to the

measure and its authors. These are the undoubted facts; the

controversial influences from, and inter2:)retations of, them have

long since ceased to be of any interest. Ealph Earle’s shining

abilities were not of, the kind specially adapting him to a delibera-

tive assembly ; he found occupation more congenial and infinitely

more profitable in financial enterprises where be could turn to

good account his acquaintance with the coulmes of international

statesmanship.

The matrimonial blend of Mayfair with the City has borne

the test of experience. A Wodehouse-Currie union produced in

the fullness of time the Victorian official called by Palmerston

Uie safest and ablest Secretary of State, whether Colonial or

T'oreign, in the first Earl of Kimberley, the one Liberal, whether

commoner or peer, as Lord Salisbury thought, capable of leading

the Liberal Party after Gladstone. The same marriage also, in

Philip, afterwards Lord Currie, gave the ,Foreign Office during

the last century's second half an Under-Secretary w'ho did as

much towards bringing its methods up to date as just a hundred

years earlier had been done by Sir J. B. Burgess in first organis-
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cc^bin^ thmseiveB at different points in IMy l^Oix^by^

ani^tral line ; she herself attributed some at least of bet social

gifts not (mly to a French strain in her descent, but to a remote

kinship with the family of Mrs. Oldfield, the most animated,

aocompUshed and ^pular among eighteenth-century actresses.

Other considerations than those now mentioned go far towards

explaining the progress of the best provincial society to that of

the metropolis as regards culture distinction, and, above all

things, conversational aptitude and charm. The years between
1780 and 1843 witnessed the signs of the coming French Revolu-

tion and the beginnings of the Victorian Age. The autobio-

graphies and other memoirs of that period show us the best bred,

the most wholesomely witty, and the most variously philanthropic

circles of the time in their making. In Parliament and at Court

the movement against papal disabilities had begun. The polite

world, however, was undisturbed by religions antipathies or

partialities of any kind. The most enlightened, intelligent and
agreeable of London drawing-rooms, dinner-tables, and of English

country houses belonged to the Catholics; their mistresses had

been largely educate^! in Continental convent schools, whose

pupils, indeed, enjoyed a. social vogue under George III. not

unlike that achieved by the trans- Atlantic heiresses of our own
day. Thus a diarist of the period notes the marriage to Lord

Shaftesbury, a Protestant, of Miss Barbara Webb, a Catholic,

brought up by the English nuns at Louvain. The entry continues :

“She is twenty-four and may have a very large fortune. What
brought on this match I can’t tell, but the Catholic ladies seem

to be the fashion.” The Protestants, however, soon took the hint

from the Papists. The Sisterhood which had “finished” Miss

Webb so attractively soon found educational rivals entirely free

from Popish influence or associations. George Ticknor, the

earliest of Anglo-American links, in the course of his European

travels visited many establishments in France and Austria, as

well as in the LoV Countries, whose mistresses, with as much
of Puritanism in their veins, educated intelligent Anglo-Saxon

girls to become charming women. These schools have flourished

wreaaingly from that time to this. They never were so much
in request or so appreciably coloured our family provincial life

as throughout the whole of the last and during thp present genera-

tion. The ladies conducting these institutions, on their holiday

visits to England, took back with them from the great Lancashire

and Midland capitals more students probably than from South

Kensington itself.

In the stage-coach and mail-post days Birmingham could be
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called by De Quincey the centre of our travelling system. As
such, its position was that of the golden milestone set up by

Augustus in the Boman forum, the converging point of all the

Imperial roads. The geographical and locomotive primacy once

enjoyed by the Midland capital gradually transmuted itself into

nineteenth-century ix)litical and intellectual leadership. It not

only became after the Whitbread and Sawbridge precedent the

birthplace of a new political family. The combination of Cham-
berlain-Kenrick hospitalities made it a centre of all those

influences which after the fashion just described did much
towards cementing the fusion of the old rdgime with the new.

The nineteenth-century Boyles, Cavendishes and Bussells claimed,

not without some reason, to be fulfilling the highest traditions

handed dowui to them by the scholarship and literary recreations

of Charles James Fox. 8ir William Harcourt, the most frequent

of the Highbury guests, could pleasantly rally his then Badical

host on reproducing “the best virtues of a country gentleman.**

Beneath no other provincial roof, in the years no'w looked back

upon, were there gathered better representatives of contemporary

life and thought than when Joseph Chamberlain entertained at

most week-ends men of aiTairs like John Bright, W. E. FOrster,

writers such as n former editor of this periodical, the then John
Morley, rysc oflicials and men of the world.

The j)er8onal aspects of the social sovereignty here reviewed

are not likely to repeat themselves amid the new scenery of this

or any future age
;
yet the inevitable solutions of continuity in

our Hcx'io-political development are less numerous and complete

than may be sometimes supposed. During the pre-Paschal session

the same roof as that beneath which Benjamin Disraeli achieved

the social success securing his political career, has witnessed one

grand and crowded reception pretty much of the old sort. At
Ijondonderry House, Park Lane, neither the difficulties of the

time nor the weekly rush out of town after the Friday’s adjourn-

ment interfered with the hostess’s entertaining a company as

brilliant as, and more variously represented than, any of those

bejewelled and bestarred gatherings that in the nineteenth as well

as the eighteenth century made their bows to any of her prede-

cf fisors. The men wore their orders and the women their diamond
tiaras once more after the same grand manner. Nor do the ladies

of the new regime miss their opportunities or forget their parts.

The Labour ladies are also not in the background ; and Mrs. Clynes

is on her probation with a grace, a vivacity, a good sense and a

tact equal to anything which the possibilities of the socio-political

kaleidoscope may have in store.

T. H. 8. Esoott.



MILITARISM AND MORALITY.

In nothing is the shain super-man more easily detected than in tlie

confidence and self-complacency with which he pounces on the immediate
advantage, regardless of the penalty he will have to pay in the future.”

F. S. OuvEB. (Ordeal by Battle.)

Genebal Ludendorff is, I believe, looked ui)on in all countries

as a typical exponent of that undefined quality “militarism,” sq

dear for its variety and vagueness of meaning to platform orators,

and so repulsive to different audiences according to the meanings

they may attach to the expression. Until recently, 1 thought that

the quality of militarism was racial in its origin, and that it was
in no way attributable to membership of national fighting forces,

be they military or naval. In the writings and speeches of pre-

Avar “anti-militarists” the provision of adequate fleets and armies

was opposed on the plea that seamen and soldiers, if such

instruments are placed in their hands, are tempted to seek means

of using them, but J never believed in the general soundness of

that plea. There was a time in my younger days when the mili-

tary art, the art of \^'ar as affecting armies, was taught as if it

were a sort of glorified chess played with human counters ; little

attention was paid to the moral factors affecting success or failure.

So treated, I must confess it was an uninspiring study, which

attracted only as a means of passing tlie examinations upon which

staff employment and advancement depended. But in the years

1904-7 we first realised that the Great General Staff in i^rlin

had drawn up a plan for pouring armies across Belgium in order

to attack France, and it was natural that this circumstance should

have had much influence upon all military studies. (Ludendorff

has now made it quite clear that we were right. He tells us in

his Wat Memories that the plan was that of General Count von

Schlieffen, who retired from his post in Berlin in 1906 or 1907,

which enables us to assign an approximate date for the prepara-

tion of the plan.) It was during those years that the British

“striking force” of about 20,000 was increased to form the

“Expeditionary Force” of six divisions and a cavalry division,

and it was natural that, as an academic study ,* students of the

art of war should discuss the different ways in which such a

force could be emplo'yed if Germany should put her plan into

operation, and if Great Britain were called upon to fulfil her

noTftl obligation to defend tbe neutrality of Belgium. Looked
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at SB a problem in geomc^al sMte^, ta^g
time, Bpaoe, and relative forces, it might be argued that t1^^

thing under such oonditions would be to anticipate tne German
invasion, and to get British troops into Belgium first. It came
within my province in those years to look over and to dischte the

proposals made by several hundred Staff College students at Cam-
berley; not one of them suggested trying to gain a military

advantage by ignoring the moral obligation to respect Belgian

neutrality. The idea naturally occurred to a few, but I never

heard such a plan seriously proposed, although it might, from the’

))iirely military point of view, be the moE^ effective way to use

the new expeditionary force in such an emergency. Coming, as

they did, from every regiment in the British Service, T think

that we may take the view of the four “batches” of students

Avho passed through the Staff College in my time as typical of

regimental opinion, and the views of the Directing Staff (the

names of most of them have become household words in the w'ar)

as typical of the opinion of the higher staff officers ; so it is not

unfair to say that British Army opinion was opposed to ignoring

moral obligation in order to obtain a military advantage at the

outbreak of a war. I believe that the same can be said of the

Naval Service as a whole, in spite of the confession in Lord
Fisher’s Memories that in the years 1906-B he was strongly in

favour of making a sudden attack in time of peace upon the

German Fleet, solely on the plea that “we have eventually to

fight Germany is just as sure as anything can be,” and “we had
a mass of effective submarines and Germany only had three ; w^e

had seven Dreadnoughts fit to fight and Germany had none.”

Let us now turn our thoughts to Gennany before the war. Tn

another of his Memories Lord Fisher leaves us with the im-

pression that the ex-Kaiser knew, and sympathised with, his own
acceptance of the German General Staff theory of launching

“preventive wars” at the most favourable moment against a

nation that may become hostile at some future period. This is

the passage ; the date seems to have been some time in 1906 :

“The German Emperor did say to Beit that I was dangerous,

and that he . . . had heard of my idea for the ' Copenhagening
*

of the German Fleet. But this last I much doubt. He only said

it because he knew it was what we ought to have done.” Mr.

Beil’s own accoupt of the incident, as given to Lord Esher, was ;

“ The Emperor said that England wanted war ; not, perhaps, the

Government; but influential people like Sir John Fisher,” and,

in reply to a remark made by Mr. Beit : “He (Fisher) thinks it

is the hour for attack, and I am not blaming ktm” (my italics).

These extracts throw an interesting light upon the extent to
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the ex^Kaij^r Md bimself been imbued by bis militaiy

advisers with the “militarist” desire to make the most effective

use at the most telling moment of a national fighting force, dis-

regarding all moral considerations, on the plea that if you do

not do so you may some day have to fight on less advantageous

terms. We find, then, that the microbe of “militarism,” for

which we are searching, had ent^ed the mind of the ex-Kaiser

at least eight years before he sanctioned the General Staff plan

to launch an attack across Belgium against France.

This brings us back to Ludendorff as the exponent of the

German General Staff vieWs. One of the most striking features

of his character, disclosed in his War Memories, is his narrowness

of outlook. Of his brilliant attainments as a soldier there could

be no question, if the military art were only what I have called

above a sort of glorified chess, little attention being paid to the

effect of moral factors upon success or failure. His conduct of

the battle of Tannenbcrg affords an example of his brilliance in

the conception and execution of a military operation, making the

utmost use of the human counters at his disix>sal and of the

local topographical conditions. We can imagine him, in a wider

strategical field, being obsessed by the effectiveness of the plan

of his revered chief, Count von Schlieffen, for using that won-

derful engine of war, the German Army, in the most telling way,

from the purely military point of view, in a war against France.

The plan involved the use of Belgian territory for the deployment

of the army on a front wide enough to outflank the line of for-

tresses constructed by the French between Switzerland and the

Belgian frontier. Belgian territory could not be used for such

a purpose without the violation of an international agreement to

which Germany was a party. It might perhaps have been

advanced that an agreement entered into by Prussia in 1839 did

not bind the German Empire, established in 1871 ; but in 1911

the German Imperial Chancellor gave an assurance to the Belgian

Minister in Beriin that Germany had no intention of violating

Belgian neutrality, and in 1913 a Secretary of State announced

in the Reichstag that “Belgian neutrality is provided for by Inter-

national Conventions, and Germany is determined to respect those

Conventions.” While the statesmen were making such announce-

ments, Ludendorff, as Director of Operations in the Great General

. Staff in Berlin, was doubtless putting the finishing touches to the

scheme of his former chief, and bringing up to date the time-

tables of mobilisation and of railway and road movements

involved. It seems probable, from his whole upbringing and the

traditions with which he was surrounded from his earliest youth,

that he became so impressed by the effectiveness of the “glorified
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chess aspect of the scheme that he gradually lost hold altogether

of the moral aspect, looking upon that as an unimportant detail.^

1 am strengtliened in this view by his own statement about his

upbringing : “Love of country, loyalty to my Sovereign, appre-

ciation of the truth that the duty of everyone is to devote his life

to his family and the State, this was the heritage which I took

with me from my liome to be hny portion in life.” This sounds

a high note, but we miss all idea of any individual or State moral

responsibility.

Ludendoi-ll' seems gradually to have lost interest in what {pace

Lord Fisher) I think that many j)eople would have thought the

most important feature of von Schlieffen’s plan; it w’as only to

bo put in operation “on the assumption that France would not

resi)ect Belgian neutrality or that Belgium w^ouJd join France.”

It now quite clear to the world that the Great General Staff

were determined to put the plan in operation in 1914, whether

von Schlieffen’s proviso were fulfilled or not, and in face of the

vvell-know’ii facts no one is likely to accept Ludendorff’s ipse

dixit that the scheme was only carried into execution “w'hen there

was no longer any doubt as to the attitude of France and
Belgium.” To complete our chain of evidence, we now know
from the Kaiitsky disclosures that orders to j^repare for war were

issucxl to the General Staff on July 6th, 1914, that the ultimatum

to Belgium was actually sealed by von Moltke on July 26th, and

that it arriv(»d in Brussels on the 29th. Ludcndorff gives us a

clear view of the “militarist” attitude in the words : “We” (of

the General Staff) “were all convinced of the soundness of this

plan. . . . Nobody believed in Belgium’s neutrality.” I assume

that by “nobody” he means none of his military colleagues. I

do not think that he intends to brand the Imperial Chancellor in

1911, the Secretary of State in 1913, and I may add the German
Minister in Brussels on July Slst, 1914, as deliberate liars. Per-

haps the statesmen of Germany’s ally, Austria-Hungary, were

in a better position to gauge the relative influence of the German
statesmen and the Great General Staff over |X)licy during those

momentous days at the end of July, 1914. Ludendorff himself

was commanding a brigade at Strasburg at the time—^he attri-

butes his having been sent away from Berlin to his own desire

in 3 .V13 to increase the Army beyond the limits desired by the

Govermnent—so the following^does not apply to him personally,

but to the General Staff in general.

Count Czernin, the Austrian statesman, ^es the responsibility

(1) Thu view is clearly correct. From the Kautsky disclosures we know that

the tdtimatum to Belgium was sealed by vm Moltke on July 26, 1914, and that

it reached Brussels on July 29, see below.
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for the war upon two authorities ; the first of these was von
Tschirschky, the German Ambassador in Vienna, who “was
thoroughly convinced that in the immediate future Germany
would have to fight out a war with France and Eussia, and he

oon8i4ered the year 1914 would be more favourable than a later

date ; in the first place, because he believed that neither Eussia

nor France would be ready to strflee a blow.” (Here we have a

German civilian statesman thoroughly imbued by the General

Staff with their doctrine of defensive war.) The second reason

given for von Tschirschky’s attitude was that only on the Serbian

question was the “aged and peace-loving Emperor Francis Joseph

likely to draw the sword for Germany” {sic). The authority

responsible, in Czernin’s opinion, for the war was the Great

General Staff in Berlin. He says that the military took charge

during the last two days in .July ; that if jx)litical factors had been

heeded there would have been no invasion of Belgium, which
was the first fateful victory of the military over the diplomatists

during the war.^ Perhaps the United States Ambassador in

Berlin may be taken as a better independent authority than

Czernin about x*esponsibility for policy in Berlin. His opinion

was that the Great General Staff wdelded the supreme i)Ower of

the State, and when they decided a matter of foreign policy, or

even an internal measure, that decision was final.

To follow up our search for the microbe of “militarism ” which

brought about all the ghastly horror of the five years’ war, we
find it in the spread of the General Staff doctrine of “defensive

war,” and in the fact that the plan for invasion of Belgium was

put into operation without the conditions which it had been

designed to meet—the violation of Belgian neutrality by France,

or “that Belgium should join France”—having been fulfilled.

Ludendorff tells us of his admiration for Bismarck ; he “ ardently

worshipped at the shrine of Bismarck’s powerful and passionate

genius,” If the destinies of the German Empire had been

entrusted in 1914 to an Imperial Chancellor like Bismarck instead

of to a man of the calibre of Bethmann-Hollw^eg, it may be that

other aspects of the General Staff plan of launching a “preven-

tive war ” by an unprovoked onslaught ujxxn Belgium and France

would have carried more weight. It was unfortunate for the

world that Ludendorff, in his ardent worship of Bismarck, did not

remember how the Iron Chancellor at one. time powerfully and

passionately opposed the militarist doctrine of preventive war.

(1) Csemin seems to thiifk that the German troops crossed the Belgian trontier

late at night on August 4th; it is surprising that he is still ignorant of the fact

tM the crossing b^gan by day-break on that day ; Ludendorff, who was present,

calls it “ early on August 4th.”
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“One cannot,*’ Bismarck wrote, “see the cards of Providence so

closely as to anticipate historical development according to one’s

own calculation.” Neither Ludendorff the soldier, nor von
Tschirschky the diplomatist, put any such limitations upon their

own powers in this respect, but they were not the first of their

kind. In the years 1875-6 the Great General Staff pressed for an
unprovoked attack upon France, based upon their preventive-war

doctrine, and it was the Chancellor who put a stop to their pro-

posal. Some interesting light was thrown by Baron von Loe
in the Deutsche Revue for June, 1906, upon Bismarck’s attitude

towards such ideas; these are the words used: “I will never

challenge war because we are the stronger, and in order to utilise

the op|K)rtuiiity of preventing a later war. I bear the burden before

the King, the Fatherland and God, for the heavy sacrifices which

war entails uj>on this country.” But at the end of July, 1914, the

military, or, as we should say, the militarists, took charge. Beth-

mann-Hollweg was not a Bismarck. He also has published his

Reflections on the world-war, based uix)u the idea that a deed

like the treatment of Belgium could be glossed over with a varnish

of ix)lysyllables and platitudes ; but w^e find in all German states-

men of the day the subservience of the civilian to the militarist

dogma of military necessity.

I think that we have discovered in Ludendorff’s War Memories,

checking them with the memories of the civilian statesmen whom
he despises, the germ of the disease of “militarism.” The un-

provoked attack uix)ij France across Belgium owes its origin to

the absorption of the narrow-minded German militarist in the

“glorified chess” aspect of strategy, ignoring altogether the moral

requirements for success. From his own apologia we can gather

the greatness of Ludendorff the soldier, purely as a military

strategist, and the amazing littleness and narrowness of outlook

of Ludendorff the man. But he is only the product of his class.

Von Bethmann-Hollw’'eg has lately told the whole world that

“military opinion held that a condition of success for the Western

offensive was passage through Belgium. Herein political and

military interests came into sharp conflict,” and he, as Imperial

Chancellor, had to “accommodate his view” to that of von

Moltke, the Chief of the General l?taff, who used the plea of

‘'absolute military necessity.”

Let us follow Ludendorff a little farther. We have traced the

first entry of the canker of “militarism” into German policy.

Let us follow its growth until the time when the proud German
Empire collapsed, eaten up by the disease. The collapse, tardy

as it seemed to 4is at the time, can be traced very briefly.

Directly the German Army crossed the frontier Ludendorff
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realised the lack of moral impetus in the advancing troops. The
cause for which they* were fighting was righteous to them by

order and not by conviction. The troops, he tells us, felt nervous

from the beginning of the movement on Liege, and, during the

advance, the men were reluctant to proceed ; he was often com-

pelled to exhort them not to leave him to go on alone. The
abundantly-proved savagery displayed by the German troops

against the civilian population of Belgium he weaves aside, as he

does von Schlieffen’s moral proviso attached to the plan of

invasion, by a simple denial of the facts. He adds a falsehood :

“The Belgian Government . . . had systematically organised

civilian warfare.” (Compare Betlunann-Holhveg’s confession

that the civilian population of Belgium at first showed friendli-

ness,' captured letters and diaries of German soldiers, and the

w^ealth of evidence published by the Belgian Ministries of Justice

and Foreign Affairs.) Hearing firing in the streets in the village

of Herve during the first night that he spent upon Belgian soil,

he gives this incident as his sole evidence that “the franc-Ureur

warfare had begun.” He apparently took no steps to ascertain

the nature of the firing, which we know from reliable evidence

to have been conducted solely by the German troops themselves.

He mentions having been to such places as Vis^, Herve, and

Andenne, where, he mentions casually, that he “saw a gruesome

and distressing example of the devastation that followed /m«c-

tireuT operations.” (These operations having been invented to

justify the horrors perpetrated by the German troops; to quote

from the Bryce report : “murder, rape, arson, and pillage began

from the moment that the German Army crossed the frontier.”)

The principal German authorities on military strategy of the

“glorified chess” type are unanimous in pointing out the im-

I>ortance of the initial movements and direction given to armies.

A grave mistake made at the outset in such matters can seldom

be retrieved subsequently. They are silent about the effect upon
armies, and ultimately upon the nation, of a flaw in moral pur-

pose. The very meaning of moral seems to lie beyond the grasp

of a typical militarist like Ludendorff. He writes of it as if it

were an item of military equipment wdiich he could draw at need

from a Government store. “Our Supreme Army Command made
its requisitions to the Imperial Government with respect to men,
material, and moral." He certainly does recognise the import-

ance of moral factors in the words : “The greater the task, the

more important do these moral factors become ”
; but, according

to his narrow outlook, wre gather that the chief moral factor is

strength of will in the leader of an army or nation ; we find no

(1) Nord^DmOache AUgemeine Zeitung, September 21, 1914.
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conception of moral purpose as an incentive to hold out, such as

those put before the British Army by Lord Haig in his celebrated

“ With our backs to the wall and his other orders. We find

strength of will constantly harped upon by the German “mili-

tarist** writers. It runs as a motif through much of their

teaching. For instance, von Fre5'tag-Loringhoven : “A strong

will to direct the whole, and ix>wer of thought to point the way

to the desired goal.** Professor Spenser Wilkinson has traced the

origin of such quotations to one of Droysen’s books published

thirty years ago. The whole idea seems to be that in an army

or a State the will of the leader is the chief moral factor, in

dealings between States the only one. Put to such a test, the

refusal of Belgium to obey was an offence against the will of

Germany, and, as such, an offence against the only morality of

the militarist code.

Ludendorff exjdains to ns that the resjwnsibility for the U-boat

piracy also falls upon the Great General Staff—this time upon

himself personally. The Chancellor, who seems* to have had a

glimmering of some moral laws not included in tlie militarist

code, was persuaded to report “that if the military authorities

regard it essential, I am not in a ^wsition to withstand it,’’ and

then: “The Emperor commanded that the campaign should

open.’* We can Jay upon the Great General Staff, and in some

measure upon Ijiidcndorff personally, the responsibility for three

of Germany’s greatest errors in the w^ar : the invasion of Belgium,

the atrocities committed there, and the ruthless and piratical

submarine campaign. But all three measures received only the

half-hearted and hesitating support of the Chancellor. A different

view of the moral law from that of the “militarist” gradually

brought stronger and stronger world forces to bear against Ger-

many. The nation longed for peace, w'hich could be obtained

only by renouncing the militarist creed. Bethmann-Hollweg was

inclined to support the national view; Bethmann-Hollweg was

broken by Ludendorff. After explaining the views of succeeding

and even weaker Chancellors, he tells us “one thing was certain :

the pow'er must be in my hands . .
.” and “in order to carry on

the world-war I had to govern the instrument.” “Militarism”

triumphed, the army leaders governed, the fighting forces were

iu» longer the instruments .of the nation, the nation was their

instrument. For two years the skilled soldier pitted the force

of his “will-to-victory ” against the moral impetus behind nations

w'hose armies wrere their instruments, not ‘their masters.

In an article^ written while the issue still appeared to be in

(1) “The Fouarth Dimension in the War/* Ifineteenih Ctntwry ond

November, 1918.
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the balance, I tried to indicate what we believed in this country

to be the nature of the moral force which in the end would

triumph over the force upon which Ludendorff relied. We have

traced the failure of a succeswon of Chanoellors whose business

it was, in his opinion, to direct and foster the spirit of the nation.

We found their policy over-ridden at ev^ turn by “military

necessity.” Gradually they failed to keep up the will-to-victory.

Ludendorff seized the reins of Government himself. His purely

military work took precedence, all else lie looked upon as

secondary. The whole world wondered at the skill with which

he played his game of glorified chess to prolong the struggle

against world forces which a different form of moral imj^etus had

called into being. The years of human agony have left their mark

upon all nations ; wc are still too near the great event to judge

them in their true perspective. It may be that some day his-

torians will trace for the guidance of generations to come the

gradual wearing down of the human will, controlling forces of

terrific strength, by a greater l^ower in the titanic struggle

between Militarism and Moral Force.

George Aston.
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The story of a successful life is always interesting to everybody,

particularly when written by the man himself. The young devour

it with a view to imitation ; the middle-aged study it critically for

the purpose of comparison ; the old linger over it with the gay

wisdom that consoles our closing days. Mr. Kennedy Jones

began life as an office boy on a Glasgow newspaper; he went

through the regular mill as reporter and news-sorter; he passed

through Birmingham, and arrived in London at the age of twenty-

seven,. literally without a shilling; he mn up against Alfred

Harmsworth, and together with him bought the Evening News
;

founded the Daily Mail and the Daily Mirror; in 1908 bought the

controlling shares in the Times

;

and in 1912, at the age of forty-

seven, just twenty years after he had eaten “the sausage and

mash” which he couldn’t pay for, he left Fleet Street with a

fortune of five or six figures at his disposal. All these things

Mr. Kennedy Jones tells us, frankly and artlessly, in Fleet Street

and Downing Street,^ As a document of contemporary mentality

the book is important ; as a record of Fleet Street facts it is

valuable ; as a defence of sensational journalism it amounts, un-

consciously, to a plea of guilty. Perhaps the cleverest thing in

the book is the dual dedication to Lord Northcliffe and Mr. Lloyd

George. For it is an adroit way of asking, Who is going to win

the duel, the Polypapist or the Prime Minister? True to instinct,

or habit, the writer seems to say that he will flyjfc the succour

of the victor. Has the daily Press any political flwer? if so,

how much? And has that power been used for good or evil?

These are the questions with which the book opens. But they

are never clearly or satisfactorily answered, for it all boils down

to this, that when a “stunt” succeeds it succeeds, and when it

fails it fails. Even Mr, Kennedy Jones, past-master as he is of

the art, admits that he never can tell whether a stunt will hit or

miss the popular taste. The publication in 1909 of Mr. Blatch-

ford’s letters against German military aims, quite the most credit-

able service the Daily Mail has rendered to the country, as a

stunt was a failure. The public didn’t want to know the truth.

The politicians were absorbed in taxing landowners, crippling the

House of Lords, and fishing for Irish Nationalist votes. The
masses were lapped in prosperity, and the trade unionists were

(1) Fket Street and Dawning Street. By Kehn^ Jones. Hntehiaaon
and Co.
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hatching strikcB. The attack on the shortage of munitioDB in

1916, again, was a perfectly legitimate subject of Press comment

;

but it was bitterly resented by the public because it appeared

to give information to the enemy. Practical good it did none,

for the* shortage was perfectly well known in Whitehall, and the

articles in the Northcliife Press did not hasten by one hour the

production of a single shell.

Lord Morley is the only journalist who has secured a really

solid position for himself in ]LX)litic6, and meeting the representa-

tive of the new journalism at lunch one day, he said :“In my
time there were none of these enormous circulations. A million

readers were undreamt of.** “You must lemember,** replied

Mr. Jones, “that you left journalism a profession. We have

made it a branch of commei ee **
; and the author goes on to say :

“I doubt whether it ever haiS been or can be or will be a pro-

fession.*’ On another page we have this passage : “The idea that

a leader-writer should be able to guide, inspire and lead public

opinion was to me a vain thing, and directly I went outside the

newspaper office and away from newspaper circles, I coiild dis-

cover no one who believed this to be possible.** If this is so, why
ask whether the Press is a i)olitical power? The question is

nonsense, though not such nonsense as the assertion just quoted.

The ownership of a newsjoaper being a commercial organisation

for the purpose of getting money, its one business is to sell news,

not ideas. It is conceded that to old customers the newspaper

may, whilst delivering news, chat a little, and hazard an opinion

or two, which will be received with the negligent smile accorded

to the hairdresser’s prattle. But the main object of the trades-

man to procure and retail news, as the greengrocer sells onions,

to suit the taste of buyers, must never be lost sight of : news

with “the note of humanity,** however, that is, selected and

manipulated news. The note of humanity, as Mr. Jones calls it,

strikes me as the note of vulgarity, sometimes of depravity. These

.

are harsh expressions, which must be justified by specific

instances. About 1890 a Polish Jew, called Lipski, was found

guilty by a jury* of murder, and sentenced by one of our ablest

judges to death. The Home Secretary was Mr. Matthews, one

of the most accomplished lawyers of his day, who refused, after

carefully considering the case, to advise the Sovereign to exercise

his prerogative of mercy. It occurred, however, to W. T. Stead,

the father of sensational journalism, that it would be a good

“stunt” to declare Lipski innocent and to denounce the Home
Secretary as a judicial murderer. This Stead did every night for

a week in the Pall Mall Gazette, and questions were a^ed in the

House of Commons. On the scaffold Lipski confessed, but Stead
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never wrote a line of regret or apology. Why should he? The

business of a paper being to sell copies, what was it to him that

a weak Home Secretary might have pardoned a murderer, or that

he had unjustly attacked a brave and conscientious Minister?

The business of a newspaper-owmer being to sell his copies, he

must concentrate his faculties and those of his staff on the ques-

tion, What sells a newspaper best? On p. 198, Mr. Kennedy

Jones drops into a candour, which is either unguarded, or cynical

to a degree never before adventured. “What sells a newspaper?

is a question often asked me. The first answer is ‘ War.’ War
not only creates a supply of news, but a demand for it. . . . The
effect of the European War on journalism is patent to everyone,

l^otwithstanding the Censor, it brought back the Times from a

penny to threepence, and restored its old prestige and prosperity

;

it destroyed the ‘ ha’penny sneer ’ at the popular dailies, and by

doubling their price improved equally their finances and in-

fluence.” If ever the Chancellor of the Exchequer does make
up his mind to hunt up “war profiteers,” let him turn his sleuth-

hounds into Fleet Street, for here we have an admission of the.

most explicit kind. Let us cull one more sentence from these

confessions. “War apart, a State Funeral sells more papers than

anything else.” Did I go beyond the mark in saying that the

notes of sensational journalism are vulgarity and depravity?

If the function of journalism be unmoral, or amoral, that is,"

if it has no duty to the public, but merely the duty to itself of

making money, it follows that the newspaper-owmer, like the good

tradesman
, must choose the news that he thinks most likely to

attract, and dress it in the guise most likely to please his cus-

tomers. Is it a travesty of this doctrine to translate it into the

exhortation, “Shout with the largest crowd”? And w-hat crime

in history, perpetrated by a xx>pular fury, does such a doctrine

not cover? In the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries your

sensational newsvendor would have head-lined the drowning of

w’itches and the burning of heretics; and in Paris in 1793 he

would, or rather he did, eagerly seize the catchw^ord during the

trial of Louis XVI. of “La Mori sans phrase.'*

In contradiction to so great an authority as Mr. Kennedy Jones

I maintain that journalism has been, is, and always will be, a

profession, and a noble one, which Kas employed the talents of

nearly all the great writers of our language. There is hardly a

notable man of letters 'who has not written for the daily Press,

and whose leading articles, republished ip books, form the bulk

of our essay-literature. Wandering amongst the historical details,

which are strewn haphazard about this .book in exasperating dis-

order, we run up against Stuart of the Morning Post and Perry
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of the Chronicle

^

and the men of genius whom they sweated,

Coleridge and Hazlitt. Stuart and Perry were men after Mr.

Kennedy Jones’s heart, being out for money all the time. But
Stuart was at least kind to Coleridge, whom he visited daily in

his attempt to extract a leader from the poet, recumbent on a

sofa in King Street. But that rascally Whig toady, Perry, cursed,

even while he sweated, Hazlitt’s exquisite talent. “That damned
fellow’s damned stuff !

*’ he Soared, which is only a coarser way
of expressing “Iv. J.’s” comparison of the leading article to the

impertinent chat of the barber. Whilst be was dining and
wining the Whig lords of the day. Perry allowed Hazlitt to die

in solitude and squalor. Time the avenger unfortunately cannot

“soothe the dull cold ear of death.” Very few^ have heard of

Perry; and very few educated men have not read with delight

that “damned fellow’s damned stuff.”

I do not think I am a prude; and 1 have never been accused

of being an idealist. I hope it is not a sigri of either to reject

Mr. Kennedy Jones’s definition of journalism as degrading and

unworthy. Of coui’se., a newspaj,)er must pay in order to live;

it must earn enough to pay its editor and staff, its contributors,

its publisher and printer, and to return an adequate interest on

the capital employed, measured by the modern scale. But these

profits must be honestly and honourably earned, that is, with a

due regard to the fact—or wKat I submit ought to be the fact

—

that the ownership of a newspaper is in a sense a public trust,

like the possession of a seat in Parliament, an important diiector-

ship, or the occupation of a pulpit. Though he is self-appointed,

the owmer of a newspaper does stand in a fiduciary position

towards his public. He owes his customers, not merely exciting

news, but his honest opinion of public men, and the best judg-

ment he can form of public affairs, and when I say “he,” I mean
the owner or his editor, the relations between the two being

always rather indeterminate. The public buy his paper because

they trust it, and if that trust is abused for the sake of gain, in

the shape of money or titles, the calling of journalism is dis-

credited. And my heaviest charge against the sensational Press

is that it so often does abuse its trust, generally for the sake of

money, but sometimes to support a Minister from whom some-

thing is expected, and sometimes to gratify private resentment.

. I am not writing of the illustrated papers ; I gladly leave that

field of naked backs and empty heads to the polypapist

millionaire; let him oq^ke as much. money there as he likes : Hid,

se jactet in oield : owning a picture-paper is like running a cinema

show. I am thinking of the daily and evening political Press,

and here let me thank Mr. Kennedy Jones in pasdng for the
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obmplimeat he pays the weekly Pjfesa by excluding it front hie

purview of journalism. This book, greeted with the chorus of

praise which in these days is accorded to everyone who makes
a fortune (the sole measure of merit), is in reality a confessipn

of failure. For finally Mr. Kennedy Jones is forced to adsiit the

fact that the pubhc no longer believe the news, which it is the

sole business of the Press to supply. This is sad indeed. The
only raison d'etre of a Kennedy Jones newspaper being to sell

the public news, the public smiles and shrugs, and doesn’t believe

a word. This is dangerously true. The reason why the working

classes won’t believe in the truth of the Bolshevist atrocities in

Eussia is because the Northcliffe Press tells them they are true.

Sensational journalism has thus over-reached itself, and inflicted

a serious blow on the credit of British journalism. The public

may be doing the owners of ETensational newspapers a grievous

wrong
; but they cannot help drawing an obvious inference from

plain facts. They see that all the flourishes about “independence

of party,” public interests, imperial solidarity, and other phrases

that garnish the front windows of Fleet Street, invariably end

in a million and a peerage.

Sensational journalism weakens the power of judgment in the

public by confusing men’s minds, and presenting too many super-

ficies at the same time to 'the eye. The head-line habit is not

only the negation of all candid discussion, but must in time

reduce the popular mind to childishness. Sensational journalism

does much moral harm by encouraging the taste for indecent

curiosity in the private lives of unimportant neighbours, and by
exciting the appetite, far too prevalent, for something strange

and new at all costs. Witness the revival of Spiritualism.

If the definition of a newspaper as a purely commercial con-

cern 1)e rejected, I may faiily be asked to state my own view

of the functions and future of the Press. In a country governed

by discussion, working through Parliamentary institutions, I con-

ceive the functions of the Press to be three, not separate, but

conjunctive, viz. : (1) The lyrical; (2) the informative; (3) the

educational. (1) By the lyrical function I mean the duty of

expressing the best thoughts of the country on great subjects in

ihe best words. This is a function which Bagehot, writing in

the last century, assigns to the House of Commons. To-day this

function of first-rate discussion, is best discharged by the House

of Lords. But it ought to be divided between the Houses of

Parliament and the Press. Jf anyone v^shes to see how this

lyrical function may be discharged by the ^ess I recommend him

to glance at Coleridge’s articles in the Morning Post {HiS Own
Times, Vols. I. and II.), at some of Hazlitt’s essays (PoUttoal
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Essays, “Table Talk’*); or in more modern days let him look

over the leaders in the Times during Delane's reign, say, between

1850 and 1870. It will, of course, happen—and it is right that

it should be so—that the best thoughts of the country on subjects

of firsf-rate importance will be expressed from different points

of view by different organs; otherwise there would not be dis-

cussion. (2) The informative function consists in the Bii])ply of

accurate facts about domestic subjects and foreign nations ; in the

honest supply of news—not news specially selected or dressed up
to suit the views of the paper—;but the truth, the whole truth,

and nothing but the truth. This is most important in the domain
of foreign politics. It has been again and again demonstrated

that in home affairs the I’ress has little influence on the electors,

because they know the facts, and are quite capable of forming

then- own judgment. No Jiian or woman, for instance, requires

to be advised by his paper how he or she should vote on Total

Prohibition. But in foreign affairs, of which people know little

or nothing, the publication of false or inani])ulated news is very

dangerous. Although large sums of money are spent by the big

newspapers on foreign correspondence, the news from foreign

countries, as a rule, nif'ely represent the opinions of “Our Corre-

spondent,” who may be a fool, or a fanatic, or a goHsi]>, or a

knave, and who in nearly all cases writes what he thinks his

employers want to hear. It is ^ commonplace tliat wars have

been caused or averted by the pens of “Our Correspondents.”

This is so important that, though T am no friend to Government

control, I should ahnost be inclined to support a Government

Bureau of Foreign Intelligence, emanating from our embassies.

(3) The educational function of the Press is discharged by the

competent and disinterested criticism of books, plays, and pic-

tures. The critic iriust tell the public not only that a book, or

])oem, a picture or a play is good or had, bui why it is so; he

must give his reasons why his readers should like or dislike a

work of letters or of art. Owing to the dependence of most news-

papers on advertisements rather than on circulation, there is very

little disinterested criticism to-day. Twice within the narrow

scope of my personal experience have publishers withdrawn their

advertisements because of unfavourable reviews of their books.

Two angry letters have been received from actor-managers, one

accusing the paper of “an abuse of hospitality,”. because a free

ticket had been sent for the criticised play ! What editor, even

of a magazine, would have the courage to print Macaulay’s essay

on Montgomery, or Gifford’s criticism of Keats, were those poets

with us to-day? If Mr. Selfridge or Sir Woodman Burbidge will

publish a book of poems I will ensure both, or either, against a

von. ovn. n.s. y
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hostile reception. Nay, I will forfeit a round sum if their lines

be not liailed as crystallising, arresting, whimsical, magical,

fragrant, and all the rest of it. Had Parnell been a draper, as

well as u lover, he would have lived scathless unto this day.

('riticisiii wliicii is not disinterested is worthless. Laudatory

reviews have become purely conventional. Johnson once said to

a Indy, who was teasing him with lier comi>liments ; “Madam,

before you distribute your praise so freely, had you not better

consider what it may be worth?”

If such be the functions of the Press, what of its future? It

iff difficult, if not impossible, to take a sanguine view. Letters

are no longer three parts of life. The increased and increasing

cost of production, the price of paixjr, the rising wages of printers

and their shorter hours, the higher charges of publishing and dis-

tribution, all tend to throw the ownershij) of newspapers into the

hands of big capitalists, whether individuals or trusts. And the

capitalist owner, whether a company or an individual, will surely

share the opinion of Mr. Kennedy Jones that a newspaper is,

first and last, a commercial proposition. 'JUiere are two other

causes which militate against the intellectuality of the Press.

One is that the modern life, wdiether of business or pleasure, is

so exhausting that the? man has no mental vitality left for the

reading of a serious article on any subject. At the end of the

day—in the morning he has no tihie for anything—or of the week,

he is fagged out, and is unable to do more than look listlessly at

j)icture». The illustrated Press is pushing the older newspaper
oil' the pavement. The second cause is the sudden protrusion of

w'omcn into every cranny of life. Women have jilvvays spent

;

formerly the husbaneVs money, now tliey spend their own, and

their Imsband's, if they have got one. To one man who buys a

paper nowadays, there are perhaps ten women. For the majority

of women there is but one topic of real interest, namely, clothes.

I wish some statistician would supply me with a calculation of

tlie thousands of i)oundB spent every day in printing plates of

women’s clothes, and paying people to write about them. I do

not ask for an estimate of the amounts s|)ent in the purchase of

the clothes, for that is incalculable. But it must be obvious that

voraen have exercised a deteriorating influence on the Press.

'I'lie only hope is that the small number of sane and thoughtful

\Aomen may increase with time. The present orgy of extrava-

gance and immodesty cannot last for ever.

As to the questions with which Mr. Kennedy Jones sets

out, Has the Press political power? And how' much? I

take the matter to lie thus. Words, like currencies, have

become devalued by inflation. There are so many words
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Spoken and written, and the emotional or sensational journalist

uses such big words, that they have lost a great deal of their

value ; as the area is widened the power of language diminislies.

We are promised a deflation of currency—in time. Shall we ever

have a deflation of words? Probably not as long as the reign

of democracy lasts, for where would the demagogue be without

words? But even in the universal flux of words there must be

differentiation. The newspajier which is best written, i,c., which

uses the best words, will in the long run secure most readers, just

as the best speaker, in Parliament or pulpit, will attract the

largest audience. The power of the Press can hardly be put

much higher than that in these times, at least amongst educated-

people. In The Warden 'rrolloj)e describes with his beat humour
the terror caused in the cathedral close by the bolts of The
Thunderer. But those were mid-Victorian days, when Delane

was in Printing House Square. The commercial journalism, of

which this volume is the apotheosis, has dethroned the editor, or

at least put him in a comparatively subordinate position. It

seems to me essential, if the authority of the Press is to be

recovered, that the autliority of the editor should bo restored.

The managerial and editorial departments must be kept separate.

The constant interference of the owmer w-ith the editor and the

latter’s insecurity of tenure are incompatible with consistency, or

vigour, or honesty, without w^hich qualities there can be no

[)ower. Arthur A. Baumann.
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Iti an article published in the February number of this Eevibw

I discussed several aspects of the "Turkish Tangle,” devoting

special attention to the problems of Constantinople and the

Straits. I alluded there to the various alternatives open to the

Peace Conference, pointing out the reasons for which 1 think the

Turkish capital should remain on the Jicsphorus, and I attempted

to show that, whilst Constantinople constitutes the piece do

resistance of the Eastern question, so far as Europe be concerned,

the future distribution and government of Asia Minor are in fact

far ijiore important to the various subject races of the Ottoman

Empire. Since the publication of that article the decision of the

Supreme Council to maintain the Sultan in Europe has been

announced, certain other items of information have become public

property, and the situation in Anatolia has developed even more

unfavourably than was anticipated at that time. No apology,

therefore, seems necessary for a renewed discussion of the Eastern

question—a discussion in the course of which I shall endeavour,

firstly, to explain the fundamental circumstances and the events

resjionsible for the present situation, and, secondly, to allude to

certain of the already forecast terms of the Treaty itself.

In order to grasp tlie meaning and complications of the problem

under review, it is necessary to realise that the present situation

and the difficulty of finding a solution for it anse from three more

or less distinct causes—the general conditions which have pre-

vailed in the Near East for years, the events which occurred and

the various international agreements made during the war, and

the developments which have taken place since the conclusion of

the Armistice. With regard to the first of these iioints, it must

always be remembered that in the Ottoman Empire the ruling

nation, the Turks, have constituted, and still constitute, only a

minority of the total population, and that they have formed, and

do form, an army of occupation in the country which they pur-

port to govern. After the re-establishment of the Constitution

in 1908, the Committee of Union and Progress, which from that

time up to the present has been the only real force in the Empire,

recognising this, decided to adopt a definite system of "Turcifica-

tion” and of "Denationalisation”—a system which still con-

stitutes the fundamental basis of the struggle in progress in the

dominions of the Sultan. This system, based upon a regime more
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autocratic than that of Abdul Hamid, carried with it in Asia the

oppression and massacre of tlie non-Turkish i^eoples, especially

of the Armenians, and in Europe a state of things which led to

the formation of the Balkan League and to the first Balkan War.

At one time the Committee seemed destined to suffer a great

loss of prestige and ix)wer as a consequence of this campaign.

Kiamil Pasha w'as, however, driven from office, and Nazim Pasha

was murdered in January, 1013, because these Ministers appeared

willing to cede Adrianople to the Balkan Allies during the first

Armistice. Mahmoud Shevhet i'a.sha, who was never a realjy

whole-heaitied supporter of the Committee, having become Grand
Vizier, he in his turn was assassinated in June, and this because

he was held responsible for the loss of Adrianople, agreed to ))y

t he Treaty of London of May 30th, which fixed the Enos-Midia

line as the frontier of European Turkey. These events con-

stituted the low-water mark of Committee power, or rather a

turning-point in the life of that body, for, wuth the advent to

power of Prince Said Halim as Grand Vizier, Enver and his

colleagues ^^^re again in undisputed jx)8seBsion of the reins of

government. Not slow to utilise the opportunity given by the

outbreak of the second Balkan War, these men tore up the Treaty

of Tjondon and **reconquered ** Adrianople. This event, enabling

its instigators to pmclaim that they were once more the saviours

of the country, regained for the Committee all the influence which

it would otherwise have lost by the disasters of 1912-1913.

Coming to the European conflagration, and ignoring the mili-

tary events of the war, wc have two distinct developments, or

series of developments, which have to be taken into account in

considering the present situation. Firstly, the Committee, once

more in full authority, was responsible for what is really the great

Turkish crime in the war—^the most shocking and atrocious

Armenian massacres of all time. Those massacres, which were

more prolonged and more systematic than any w^hich had pre-

viously taken Y>lace, must have a material effect iiixm the problems

of to-day and of the future, in that, by the destruction of a large

part of that race, the question of the size and the future prosperity

of the new Armenia may have been influenced, and in that the

most absolute and definite safeguards must now be taken to

prevent the recurrence of like events. And, secondly, there is

a whole succession of international treaties, which unfortunately

cannot be ignored in arriving at a settlement of the Turkish

problem. They are of .vital significance from two points of view

—their influence in once more making the people of the United

States distrustful of the methods of European diplomacy and in

preventing them from being willing to undertake a mandate in
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the Ottoman Empire, and their direct bearing npon the future

of Turkey. The moat important of theae arrangements ' are :

—

(1) The agreement, eonclnded in March, 191-5, between Great

Britain, Prance and Bussia in regard to Constantinople. That
understanding, of course, became inoperative with t^e exit of

Knssia from the war, but its original existence is none the less

of significance in that, for more than two years, it removed the

necessity for considering the future of the Ottoman capital, and

in that it clearly defined the extent of the zones (on the European

and Asiatic sides of the Straits) w'hich were to be annexed by
Bussia, to enable that country to safeguard her interests.

(2) The Pact of London, concluded between Great Britain,

Prance and Bussia on the one side and Italy on the other. This

arrangement, which is perhaps more resented than any other in

the United States, gave the Dodekanese Islands to Italy in full

possession and recognised the interests of that country in the

neighbourhood of Adalia. If its terms are carried out it will

probably mean the disa<lvantage of establishing Italy and Greece

as neighbours in Asia Minor.

(3) The agreement of the spring of 1916 between Great Britain,

Prance and Bussia in regard to Asiatic Turkey. This document,

which is now inoperative, at least so far as Bussia be concerned,

gave to that country the vilayets of Trebizond, Erzeroura, Van
and Bitlis. Prance secured the coastal strip of Syria, the vilayet

of Adana, and the territory bounded on the south by a line drawm

from Aintab through Mardin to the future Bussian frontier, and

elsewhere by a curving line, running by way of the Ala Dagh,

round to the north of Sivas and back through Kharput, to the

southern boundary at Mardin. This arrangement effectively

divides the districts which ought to go to form a United Armenia.

(4) The Sykes-Picot agreement® made betw^een England and

France in May, 1916. This agreement seems, so to speak, to

constitute an explanation and an amplification of the last-men-

tioned understanding, and it laid down that the Syrian coast from

Tyre to Alexandretta, Cilicia, and most of Southern Armenia

from Sivas to Diarbekr was to be French. Together with the

remainder of its clauses this arrangement is, presumably, still

binding on the parties concerned, but its execution to the letter

would no doubt be resisted by the Turks to the bitter end.

(1\ In this article 1 have purposely excluded any serious discussion upon the

utures of Palestine, Syria, Arabia and Mesopotamia, and any reference to the

agreementswith the King of the Hedjaz, because, for reasons given inmy Februaxy

article, these amas seem already to have passed definitely out of Turlddi hands;

(2) A summary of this document contained in a letter from Col. T. E. Lawrence
was published by Tlte Times for S^tember 11, 1919.
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The existence of the above-mentioned conditions and agree-

ments would in itself have meant that the Peace Conference was

beset by problems, the magnitude of which it is diiiicult to

exaggerate. But instead of recognising immediately the diverse

comi>Hcations of the Balkan and Tinkisli (juestions, and this at

a time wlien our various enemies wonUl have been prepared to

accept the results of defeat, nothing whatever was done for

months to indicate, even in general terms, the Allied attitude

towards the future of the Near East. Tlie apologists for delay

are no doubt justified in suggesting tliat they were influenced

partially by a desire to await an indication as to the attitude of

the United States. Such a desire, however, provides no adequate

excuse for the pro<?rastinatioii and rcj)eaie<l chuiigek of policy

which have been in progress during tlie last fifteen months.

Indeed, had the “Big Eive” early last year proclaimed the prin-

ciples ujxin which they proposed to act, and had they tlien

ap|)ointed various expert Commissions to deal with details, many
of the actual developments miglit never have taken place.

It is not, therefore, really too niucli to say that the present

highly critical situation is largely the result of events connected

with, and occurring since, the Armistice. To begin with, whilst

the Turkish Army may have been demobilised, there was no

stipulation for effective disarmament ,* and Lord Curzon stated in

the House of Lords on March 11th that disarmament “was a task

entirely beyond our power.** This naturally means, even if the

actual forces of Mustapha Kemal did not now number more

than 50,000 men, that tliese forces are comfjosed partly of ex-

Turkish soldiers, and that this ringleader-Governor can rely upon

the support of a large armed poimlation, the final numerical

strength and the fighting value of which it is impossible to calcu-

late. Moieover, coupled with these features in the situation, the

loss of more than a year’s valuable time has provided ample

opportunity for two distinct agitations—a Pan-Islamistic and a

Pan-Christian agitation—agitations which have undoubtedly still

further disturhcxl the already dangerous atmosphere.

The growth of the power of Mustapha Kemal, which is respon-

sible for the renewed massacres in Cilicia, constitutes a repetition

of events which took place in Turkey in 1913-1914. Although

he did not make his appearance in those colours at first, that

leader, who is still the official Governor of Erzerpum, and who is

a well-known Ottoman General, is really a second Enver. Enjoy-

ing what is obviously complete independence of his nominal

superiors at Constantinople, he is the outward and visible chief

in a movement which, in fact, constitutes the rebirth and the

rejuvenation of the Committee of Union and Progress—a body
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which had lost prestige at the end of 1916 as it bad done in the

summer of 1913. This man, therefore, stands in the eyes of the

Turkish i)ublic as a patriot determined to save his country from

the consequences of a disastrous war. For that reason we must
expect him to leave no stone unturned to resist the Peace treaty

and to prevent the execution of its terms, thus following the

example of Enver, who “reconquered^* Adrianople in 1913.

Equally well, the Armenian massacres form an almost exact

counteipart to the persecution and massacre of the Greeks domi-

ciled in the Ottoman Empire in 1914, for whilst the i)resent

onslaught is being levied for the purpose of weakening the

Armenia of the future, that of six years ago was instituted with

the object hf avenging the loss of the ^gean Islands. In short,

therefore, the failures in Allied statesmanship referred to above,

and especially the events connected with the Greek landing at

Smyrna last spring—a landing which ought never to have been

permitted, still less encouraged, when the future of that district

was still entirely undecided—are responsible for the rehabilita-

tion of the Committee of Union and Progress—a body which was

the link between Turkey and the Central Powers and a body

which is the great barrier to good government in that country.
' At the moment of writing (March 15th), when the information

available is scanty and when the w^hole truth is still unknown,

it is difiicult to review accurately what has taken place in Cilicia.

Knowing this unha])py region as I do, how^ever, I think that

several distinct features of the fatal drama are clearly discernible.

To begin with, whilst all the Allies arc indirectly blamew’orthy

for the present situation in Turkey, no direct responsibility for

the renewed Armenian massacres rests upon this country or upon

the British Government, for in November last we withdrew from

our temporary military occupation of this area, and handed it

over, together with the adjoining portion of the Syrian coast, to

the French. This said, it must also be pointed out that the actual

outbreak in Marasch w’as caused by the hauling dowm of the

T\irkish flag by the French Military Governor of the town, and

that the Turks w^ere alarmed by the presence of troops, partly

compo.sed of Armenians.’ These events, unfortunate as they

w^ere, should not, howT.ver, have been sufficient to bring about the

widespread massacre of Armenians and the regular hostilities

with the occupying troops, and it seems certain, as Lord Curzon

said, that the whole affair formed a part of a definite Nationalist

programme, and that it constitutes one more attempt to solve

the Armenian question by the destruction of that race Bi pro-

(1) See an article from the Constantinople oorrospondent of The Tvateff

published in that paper on March 3, 1920.
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gramme and an attempt which the French seem to have beenr

powerless to prevent. As things stand at present, therefore, all

that can be said is that there now exists what is practically a

state of war between the French garrison of Cilicia and the

Natiohalists, that we can only trust Lord Curzon is right in

believing there is no serious danger of massacres at Adana and
Mersina, and that we must liope the French will now be capable

of undertaking their responsibility which they have assumed in

this neighbourhood. ^

Whilst Lord Curzon was no doubt correct in suggesting, in the

debate which took place in the House of Lords on March 11th,

that a capital has great significance and power, that of no country

is this more true than of Turkey, and that there has been a

constant interchange of communications, of arms and of men
between Constantinople and the Nationalist forces in Asia Minor,

I venture to think that the scene of primary importance has now
been transferred from the Bosphorus to the interior of Anatolia,

and that although Mustapha Kemal may be glad of support fiom
the Central Government, his movements and actions can be no

more controlled by that body than could those of the Salonica

Section of the Committee of Union and Progress be regulated

from Stamboul for several years after the je-establishment of the

Constitution. If this be the case, it is safe to assume, whereas

some months or even weeks ago a material influence might^have

been brought to bear upon the general situation by Allied pressure

in the capital, and whereas such pressure may still prevent com-

munications between that city and the Nationalist Headquarters,

that for to-day, and certainly for the future, the Ottoman Govern-

ment is practically powerless to act against this new and dominat-

ing force—a force which at any moment may join hands, if it

has not already joined hands, with those sections of the Arabs

who are far from contented with the attitude of the Peace Con-

ference, and particularly with the suggested French domination

in Syria. However this may be, too, it w'ould seem that Allied

control, which should have been both real and practical at Con-

stantinople for months, does not recently appear to have achieved

any amelioration of the situation in the interior. This proves,

to my mind, that in the interests of the local inhabitants, as well

as of the Allies, it would have been better to decide, immediately

after the Armistice, to maintain the Sultan at Constantinople

and to support any authoritative and non-Committee form of

Government which coiild be established there. Tlie adoption of

that course w'ould probably have prevented the development of a

situation in which the Supreme Council may be placed in the

position of employing the Greek forces at Smyrna for the purpose

VOL. evil. N.S. Y*
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of dealiiitj with Mustapha Kemai—a' course which would corre-

K|)(uid to Iho writing of Alice in Wondeiiand in blood—of under-

taking extensive and costly Allied operations in Asiatic Turkey,

or of risking the tearing up of the Treaty and the obliteration

of tlie Armenian and other non-Turkish peoples during a dis-

cussion of teniis with Ottoman Ministers, who have no force

behind them.

Turning to the huger cpiestion of the terms of the Treaty, there

are two fundamental conditions w^hich should be fulfilled. Firstly,

the Committee of Uniofi and Progress having acted as the tool

and instrument of (Icrmany, there must be security against the

recurrence of a like development. Secondly, as the Turks have

proved themselves to he bad governors and administrators, especi-

ally of non-Turkish jjeoples, meaaure.s are necessary on the one

hand to create new autonomous or independent national units in

arcus where such units are justified by the ethnical coini)osition

of the ijihabitants, and on the other to insist upon security and

fair treatment for all elements, including the Turkish element

domiciled in territories governed by, to them, alien administra-

tions. The two conditions falling under this second category are

of equal iniix)rtance, for whatever may be the districts to be

included in the new Arpienia, Cilicia, Kurdistan or Cxreek Smyrna,

there \N'ill be Armenians, Kurds aiul Greeks outside their own
, respective confines, and there will be Turks and other Moslems

left witliin the new national units. The most stringent arrange-

ments must, therefore, be made to establish absolute equality

before the law for minorities and majorities, for Christians and

for Afosloms, and this because it is only by such safeguards that

the ill-feeling engendered by centuries of misgovermnent can be

obliterated, aud tliat the predominant races in the respective zones

can be prevented from venting their animosity upon others who,

w’hatever happens, must remain subject Tiationalities.

At the moment of writing things are moving so fast, and the

future is sp unceritiin, that it is only possible to refer in the most

general terms to a few of the probable featiiies of the Treaty itself

—features which can he discussed merely upon the basis of

forecasts and surmises, considering that no detailed ofi&cial

information is available at present. If we take it, as Lord Curzon

has taken it, that the Sultan i.s to remain at Constantinople, then

the only problems connected with Eur()i>ean Turkey are bound

up with the nature of the internationalisation of the Straits and

with ibe future of Thrace. As to the first of these questions, I

say unhesitatingly, as I said two months ago, that I do not

believe international control of the w-aterways will be enough, and

that those waterways should be bordered by bands of territory
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subject to some form of international regime. With regard to

the rest of Thrace, three courses are open :
—

(1) The territory on the Jilgean coast, left at the disposal of

the AUies by the Treaty of Neuilly, might be returned to Bulgaria,

and that country might be allowed to annex the area of Turkish

Thrace situated to the north-west of the Enos-Midia line, special

extraterritorial arrangements being made for the Moslem Holy
Places at Adrianople. For many reasons this would be the most
satisfactory solution, but it is hardly likely to be accepted.

(2) An internationalised zone on the European side of the

Straits might be so extended as to include all pre-war Turkey in

Europe and also the -.diCgean coastal strip now' at the disposition

of the Allies. This would add to the difficulties of finding a
system of internationalisation, but it seems to be favoured in

America, and it would be the only means, except re-annexation,

by w’hich ]?ulgaria could really be given access to the Jlilgean.

(3) The A^lgean territory, now at the disposal of the Allies,

alone, or together with all or the greater ]>art of the pre-war

Turkey, might be given to Greece. Tt seems now’^ to be generally

assumed in Hellenic (drcles that at leasi; the Aegean coastal strij)

is to fall to that country, and there are well-informed Greeks who
believe that it is tolerably certain their frontiers will extend to

the Black Sea and to the Chatalja Lines, and that those frontiers

will run down to the Marmora and include j)art of the Peninsula

of Gallipoli. The acceptance of the lesser of these suggestions

would mean that Bulgaria would, in fact, if not in name, be

denied free access to the Aegean, and it would lead to an armed

peace likely to be of short duration. The more extreme proposal,

whilst carrying with it these disatlvantages, would have the

additional danger of encouraging the Greek claims to Constanti-

nople, of making future war between Greece and Turkey a

certainty, and of hazarding the durability and safety of any

international regime destined to control the Dardanelles.

Coming to Anatolia, and, roughly speaking, Anatolia is all I

propose to consider here, the position is much loss clear and far

more complicated—so complicated, indeed, that unless the United

States could be j^rsuaded to accept a mandate for the whole, or

at any rate for part, of this area, I do not believe that any lasting

or satisfactory settlement will be achieved, at any rate at present.

To begin with, in the Armenian question the Peace Conference

must undoubtedly have been beset by difiSculties unsurpassed by

any which have arisen as a consequence of the war. Here there

are those possessed of the opinion that it would have been better

to create a large autonomous Armenia, composed, for instance,

of something corresponding to the six vilayets and Cilicia—an
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area in which the Armenians could never have had a majority of

the whole population, and a country which could hardly have

been taken completely aw'ay from Turkey. Equally well, there

are those who think that the inclusion of only a much qpialler

district, tacked on to the existing Eepublic of Erivan, will make
for a State more able to maintain its existence and to develop

its prosperity. For better or for worse, it now seems as if the

advocates of the latter policy are to be gratified and as if the

new Armenia is to be made up of Erivan, together with parts of

the vilayets at Trebizond, Erzeroum, Bitlis and Van. Jf this be the

case, the future largely depends upon Avhether or not the new State

is to have a pro|>er access to the Black Sea, upon how much of

the above-mentioned vilayets she is to obtain, and upon the

identity of her Mandatory or Protecting Authority. Here I feel

very strongly, although there is a considerable Grreek population

in the area, that Armenia should embrace all the Turkish coast

to the east of, and including, Trebizond—a port which is the

natural entry into, and exit from, these districts. In the interior,

if possible the town Erzingan, and certainly the cities of

Erzeroum, Bitlis and Van, ought to go to Armenia. With regard

to the Mandate, the case of Armenia is clearly one which should

come under the first class, defined by Article 22 of the Covenant

of the League of Nations; and her people are in a position to

express their senliments u|)ou a question in which they have a

primary interest. Their choice would, without doubt, fall upon
the United States or Great Britain, but failing acceptance by

either of these, resort might well be had to one of the smaller

European Powers—two of whom had already provided Inspectors-

General before the w-ar—America, if possible, being persuaded to

give to the new country her financial assistance.

Closely bound up with that of Armenia are the futures of

Cilicia and of Kurdistan, for whereas, had America been willing to

accept responsibility, these units might very properly have been

merged in one, such a solution is not now practicable. As Cilicia,

composed as it is of the Sanjaks of Adana, Khazan, Djebel-

Bereket and Marasch, cannot be incorporated in Armenia, it

should be guaranteed some special rigime, for the non-Turks

domiciled there cannot be left at the tender mercy of the Ottoman
Government. Moreover, the boundaries of any special zone here

created should 'be extended so as to give it a contiguous frontier

with Armenia proper. The adoption of this course would have

the dual advantage of giving that country access to the Mediter-

ranean and of barring the way against Osmanli intrigues in Syria,

Kurdistan and Mesopotamia. The achievement of such an object

may be beset by ce^ain international and other difficulties, but
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if France were to undertake the Mandate the atnation could no

doubt be regularised by that country foregoing her rights, gained

under the 1916 agreements, to Sivas and the surrounding country,

in exchange for the acquisition of other territories in Kharpout,

Erzei»um and Bitlis—territories which she did not secure under

those agreements. With regard to Kurdistan, it seems probable

that a new autonomous State will be formed to the south of

Armenia, this State being placed either under the influence of

France or of Great Britain, who would naturally form an adminis-

tration, tlepending partly ujx)n the nature of the rdgimv ultimately

to be established in Mesopotamia.

If anything corresjxinding to these suggestions be adopted, it

still leaves .Mpproximately the entire Anatolian Peninsula for

distribution, ^'he whole of that area should remain Turkish, and

the new Ottoman frontier should be common to those of Cilicia

and Armenia. Provided really adequate arrangements be made

to ensure the carrying out of any guarantees instituted for the

protection of the non -Turks, and ]>rovided every opi)ortunity be

given to these j^eople to iiumigrate into territories now to be

allotted to their various nationals, such an arrangement would be

more likely to make for i>eace than would any further sub-divisions

of territory. Tn additioji to many other complications, we are

here, liowevcr, face to face with the difiiculties created by the

Italian claims on the south-western coast, and by the attitude

taken up by the Allies towards Hellenic aspirations- in the Smyrna

region. Beyond the title of comjiensations or balance of j)ower,

there is nothing to justify the Pact of Bondon so far as it con-

cerns Asia Minor. Consequently, while Italy may have a right

to a si)ecially favourable position in regard to commercial enter-

prises and sway in South-Western Asia Minor, any territory

placed under her political influence should be as strictly limited

as is compatible with the agreements concluded before the exit

of Bussia from, and the entry of America into, the w^ar.

The claims of Greece to Smyrna and to its hinterland have to

be considered in a different category. I say this, because, if that

country is to secure, as she ought to secure, a number of the

^gean Islands lying comparatively close to the Asiatic coast, it

is natural that she should covet also a portion of that coast:

Moreover, whether or not the more extreme Greek aspirations

be justified upon the basis of nationality, there is no doubt that,

at least in the town of Smyrna and in the Sanfak of which it is

the centre, the Hellenic element of the population does pre-

dominate, and that there are other coastal towns which are almost

purely Hellenic. On the other hand, any acquisition, not to say

a considerable acquisition, of territory by Greece in Asia Minor
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would give cause to most seiious not only among the

local Moslems, but throughout; worlA—resent-

ment resulting partly from the the popu-

lation outside the Smyrna Sanjak, and partly from the natural

fear that such a loss would mean the stifling; of the trade flf the

interior. This indignation has been greatly aggravate the

events which have accompanied the Grroek occupation—events

no doubt going a long way tow^ds the building up and the

rejuvenation of Turkish Nationalism, which now plays such an

important part in the whole situation. Consequently, if it be
true, as has been suggested, that Greece is to secure the Mandate
for Smyrna, then we can only regret that such an arrangement

will result in continued friction between that country and Turkey
—friction which must react against the interests of both peoples

and especially against those of the large number of Hellenes

who will in any case remain domiciled in territories belonging

to Turkey. Such friction and the critical dangers arising from

it might or might not be diminished by the maintenance of the

nominal sovereignty of the Sultan, which would tend to regularise

various fiscal questions connected with the port. But if resoi't

be had to this expedient, that sovereignty must be accepted by

all parties as a permanent institution, for to recognise it as a

transient phase would be disastrous to all parties.

I have said suflicieiit to prove that for years the Near East has

been a menace to the world’s peace—a menace due partly to

international rivalries and partly to the ever-recurring danger of

insurrection, massacre and local conflict. The war has witnessed

the Gallipoli, the Saloiiica, the Palestine and the Mesopotamian

campaigns—carnpaigns successfully fought to prevent the estab-

lishment of Germanic domination from the North Sea to the

Persian Gulf. Tlie Peace Conference in its turn is faced by the

duty of giving perinanency to these military achievements and

of endeavouring to arrive at a basis of reconstruction which will

be satisfactory and lasting. That basis has not yet been dis-

covered, and it cannot be discovered in an atmosphere of ignor-

ance and procrastination—an atmosphere in which almost all the

methods of pre-vrar and secret negotiation seem to predominate,

'riie task still before Allied diplomacy is, therefore, to find a

.settlement which is judicious, rational, and democratic—a settle-

ment without which the Near East will remain “The Danger

Zone of Europe” and the ready “Cradle” for yet another war.

H. Chables Woods.

March im
, 1920.
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“I BiHOBT you never to debase the moral currency or to lower

the standard of rectitude, but to try others by the maxim ^thet

governs your own lives, and to suffer no man and no cause to e^jpe
the undying penalty which history has the jwwer to inflict bn;

wrong.” So spoke Lord Acton to young historical students, urging

them to admit of no doctrine of relativity in morals, and never to

allow the causes of an evil deed to be quoted as excuses for it.

The saAe principles should surely inspire the contemporary writer

who wishes to be just and who believes that a certain policy has

been, and still is, wrong. The manifest failure of the Peace

Conference to rise to the magnitude of its task, the deplorable

so-called settlement it eventually drew up, are now explained by

saying that it was not possible to reconcile the Allied and Asso-

ciated Governments to any other course. How can such an

argument absolve the Allied and Associated Governments? The

fact that the Treaty is a compromise between certain good prin-

ciples and certain bad principles does not make the bad pnnciples

g(K)d. Nor does it absolve us from the duty of working to secure

their elimination by means of a revision of the Treaty. And it

is surely the most amazing judgment that could be passed upon

any body of plenipotentiaries, that their critics should be justified

in six months, that after that short interval public opinion should

demand the drastic alteration of essential features of the Treaty

they have drawn up, and that they themselves, in the Economic

Memorandum issued three weeks ago, should adopt those critics’

conclusions.

The state of Europe to-day is terrible to contemidato. It is

perhaps most terrible to those who fought in the war and who

took it seriously, who faced its tragedies really believing that

there w-as some ultimate moral purpf)se in it all
;
that history w'ould

be justified of her victims; that the world in travail was really

struggling to bring forth a bettor order. Yet it is difficult not

to admit that all the nations are both morally and materially

worse off than before. Pussia is in chaos, partly as a result of

Allied mishandling. Austria is dying in circuipstances of appal-

ling horror. Germany is moving towards the same ruin. Franco

is intoxicated by victory and blind to the most self-evident facts.

At least part of the famine in Central Europe is due to the desire

of certain of her statesmen that Germany and Austria should be
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ruined in an economic as well as in a military sense. America,

after a brief period of inspiring idealism, has sunk back into a

Pharisaical self-ccntredness, thanking Monroe that she is not as

the European nations are. We, generally more resi)onsive to facts

than receptive of ideas, are already aware of the harm that has

been done, are indeed anxious to do something to remedy it.

But«we are apt to be blind to the fact that in Ireland and else-

where we have our own weak spots, and that the necessary

sacrifices may have to hit us, as they will certainly hit our friends,

somewhere where we shall really feel them. Some people find a

facile comfort in the fact that the Germans and Austrians were
responsible for the war. So they were, in a sense, and •bitterly

they must regret it
;
but this is a case in which the punishment

threatens to react uj[)oii ourselves. It would be better if we put

that responsibility on one side for a moment and shouldered our

own. We are resixinsible for the j)eace and for the sort of world

in which our children will have to live. And posterity will not

excuse us if they suffer owing to our mistakes by saying that

our enemies had made us justifiably angry.

Mr. Ascpiith’s return, however personal its causes, is bound

to have an increasing effect on the future grouping of parties.

Labour wdll be least affected, but even Labour may be taught

that Parliament is not a penny-in-the-slot machine, in which

every member is as good as another. It has got to learn that it

must have at least a sufficient number of the right type of repre-

sentative adequately to fill its Front Bench. Its shortcomings

in this resi>ect will be even more apimrent now that Mr. Asquith

is back than they w'ere before. Independent Liberals will gain

in confidence ; but it is on the Coalition Liberals that the greatest

effect may be expected. Coalition Liberalism is dead as a political

force; it cannot possibly survive another general election on its

present basis. By many of the associations in the constituencies

of sitting members it is openly repudiated. Moreover, the

Unionist electors refuse to recognise the obligation to vote for a

Liberal candidate, even if he be recognised by the authorities.

At the Wrekin they preferred to follow the banner of Mr. Bottom-

ley
; at Stockjxirt they have threatened to do the same. Coalition

J iiberals, therefore, have to regard the support of their own asso-

ciations as doubtful and that of the Unionist associations as

improbable. Three courses are open to them. They can either

turn Conservative under a new name, return to Mr. Asquith, or*

disappear. The “Fusion” scheme is something between a farce

and a fake. The Prime Minister’s call to co-operation is, in fact,

a call to surrender to Conservatism. A party expressly called
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into being to protect the “haves’* against the assumption of

power by the “have-nots” can make no pretence of Liberalism.

The issue now is, How many of the Coalition Liberals will become

in effect Conservatives?

The real interest attaches to the line to be taken in future by

the Independent Liberals. Can they hold their own on the Left

Wing of politics against Labour? There has been a steady drift

of young and enthusiastic s])irit8 to the Ijaboiir I’arty. This is

due to two causes, closely allied to one another. These Radicals

fear that in its recoil from Nationalisation Liberalism will move
ever furtlier to the Right, that as each scat w(»n by Labour gives

its jwlicy greater actuality the movement will be at^celerated.

They believe, in fact, tliat the fear of nationalisation will pre-

dominate over other considerations in the Liberal councils.

Secondly, they believe that the economic issue will, during the

next generation, be [jaramount in domestic [politics, and, apart

altogether from nationalisation, they are with Labour on the

broad issue of substantial equality as against wide differences of

wealth, of industrial democracy as against personal economic

power. Ijiberalism has now time to think out its ix)sition afresli

on these issues. The crisis in foreign affairs threatens to remain

acute, or sub-acute, for some time; and by standing for a real

League of Nations, for a more enlightened }X)licy in Ireland, for

real peace with Russia, and for a drastic revision of the Treaty,

Liberals can maintain their progressive traditions. But

Liberalism depends on the progressive vote, and it will lose it if,

on the broad issue I have outlined, it is felt to be on the Con-

servative side. Many people would not mind ; they find in Labour

all that their souls desire. Others, myself included, would much
regret it; for Labour, though sound on Plquality and Fraternity,

is not so sound on Liberty. There it has much to learn from

Liberalism. Moreover, in a political fight on class lines, such as

the advocates of a Centre Party have so dangerously invited,

much would be swept away that is worth preserving, the value

of which is more fully realised by those trained in the Liberal

school. B\it Liberals have got to make up their minds on which

side they are going to fight in the industrial controversy. 1

believe that if they really face the issue and the consequences

there can be but one answer. But the choice for some of them

is the choice of “the young man with great possessions,” and the

answer is not yet.

I wish I could see some way out of the deadlock over

Naitionalisation. Something might be done if once the air were
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cleared of the many miBConceptions of the problem. Because

our administrative service is bureaucratic in form, it is assumed

that a nationalised coal industry must be managed by a similar

hierarchy. The miners themselves do not want that. The only

part of the industry they really want to see nationalised is the

shareholders’ part. They wish the actual mines to^ be managed

by the present managers, working for salaries, as so many of

them ah-eady do, in co-operation with the miners themselves. So

far as working C/onditions, safety, and so on are concerned, they

have clearly a right to be heard. So far as wages are concerned,

the 8t;ite already, in practice, determines them, and would con-

tinue to do so. As for the business side of mining, the marketing

of the product and the purchase of material, the interests of the

miri<;rs and managers are there identical with those of the owners

to-day, or could easily be made so ; for the fact that miners will

not accept co-partnership with capitalist owners in no way proves

that they ^^•ill not accept co-partnership with the State. They

would then wish to buy cheap and to sell dear, subject to the

controlling power of the community, which is already exercised.

J. see, therefore, no reason why they should not pursue the same

methods, and even make use of the same men on the same terms.

In any case it is clear that there is an infinite field for arrange-

ment and compromise once the actual principle of national owner-

ship is conceded.

A most important consideration is whether one really believes

that Nationalisation is going to come or can be avoided. I am
one of those who think it self-evident that it must come in the

course of a comparatively small number of years. Looking back

in history one can say that democracy w^as bound to come ; that

as soon as the demand for manhood suffrage became clamant,

manhood suffrage became inevitable; that as soon as the demand
for woman’s suffrage became clamant that also was certain to be

conceded. On a priori grounds the things seem both tj be right

and to be in the natural order of progress. Now the principle of

Nationalisation is that the community should owft and control

the commodities and services essential to its life and w^ell-being.

That pro{>osition seems to me self-evident in its truth and its

acceptance to be in the natural order of things, once political

democracy is conceded. The argument against it can only be

pragmatic, namely, that a system of private enterprise produces

more coal at a less cost. That is a statement very widely accepted

on no evidence whatever. We cannot tell until we try, and we
are asked to try in the case of two industries—coal-mining and
the railways. At present the outstanding fact is that private
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enterprise tends to produce less and less coal at an ever-increasing

cost, and this in the main because the miners are disgruntled.

They say they will cease to be disgruntled if .we buy out the

shareholders. In my opinion we ought to try on grounds of mere
expediency alone, and we ought all the more to try because of

the moral and aesthetic truth of the proposition in favour of

national ownership.

But if Liberals are to be aske<l, as I tliiiik they might well

be asked, to reconsider their attitude towards jShitionalisation,

Labour must stoi) flirting with “direct action.’* If Liberalism

means anything, it means the rule of law and constitutional

aiitliority as against every form of force, monarchical, oligarchical,

or militarist. Here it is on the firmest possible ground, and it

would be false to itself if it quitted it for a moment. “Direct

action,” if persisted in, will destroy Labour’s chance of becoming
a great Parliamentary force for a generation, and the strong

Labour polls in recent elections have shown it to be quite un-

necessary. That, of course, is the main objection to it. It is

revolutionary, l)ut revolutions are often quite necessary evils. On
the other hand, a rev- liition is a needlessly wasteful and turbulent,

method of securing e*reij a legitimate end, if that end can be

attained by nonnal and constitutional procedure. TIkj 1918

election, with its amazingly unrepresentative result, came
perilously near to giving the direct uctionists an excuse, if not a

justification. But the [irospects of the next election have removed

that excuse. If Labour and Liberalism coraj)OBe tbeiiwlifferences,

they are bound to secure a large comjKjsite majority at the next

general election. Once in power they can introduce a system of

proportional representation, or the alternative vote, which will

make any further coiux^romise in the constituencies unnecessary.

They can then fight one another, if they wish, in the full know-

ledge that they are not merely presenting a majority of seats to

the Conservative Party. Of course, there are a number of Labour

politicians who think that they in their turn are going to profit

by the three-cornered contests. Ultimately, they hope, the

splitting of the “capitalist” vote will enable Labour candidates

to slip in everywhere. 8uch a re-grouping of forces is, of course,

quite possible. But I think that long before it comes into being,

and before Labour has crept into power by the back door, it

could walk in straightforwardly if it will take the only course

likely to result in the, reform of the electoral system. The Con-

servatives in both Houses, by eliminating this reform from the

Speaker’s franchise scheme, definitely imperilled our whole con-

stitutional system and gave the direct actionists a useful argu-
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ment. For that they deserve the strongest condemnation. But
there is no reason why their opponents should play into their

hands. To sum up, I should like to see Liberals modify their

attitude towards Nationalisation, abandoning their opposition to

the principle and concentrating on the terms of the scheme itself

.

Labour in return should come off its pedestal of moral superiority

and be content to receive in a few years what it cannot snatch

now without endangering our national prosperity.

Mr. J\ennedy Jones’s book on Fleet Street and 33owning Street

brings us face to face with one of the problems of the age. With
his attempt to depreciate the whole moral standing of journalism

I am not concertied. Some newspapers, quite obviously, are run

on the principle that the journalist is a tradesman engaged in

the purveying of news, just as the grocer purveys sugar, some-

times judiciously mixed with a little sand. But Mr. Jones in

one breath minimises the imjwrtance of ox)inion in new'spapers,

and in another admits that the public has become inordinately

suspicious of the news in the papers. And why? Because the

opinions of the editor or proprietor, instead of being argumentii-

tively set out in the leading articles, are suggestively put forwanl

in the news columns. The public, instead^f being given unvar-

nished news in one place and considered comment in another, is

given carefully selected and coloured new^s columns and editorial

comment which no one reads or expects to be read ; or so one

would presume from the w^ay it is done. Take, for instance, the

question of«the Soviet regime in Bussia. In one journal I find

columns about Bolshevik atrocities, columns filled with wdiat are

in fact propagandist articles in the form of descriptions of the

state of Bussia. And I find practically nothing else. 1 turn to

another paper and I find none of this. I find only descriptions

of the admirable state of organisation of such and such factories,

statistics of the number of prisoners lost by Denikin, lurid

accounts of Koltchak’s tyranny, perfervid speeches by Lenin him-

self. I then go and talk to one or two people who have been

in Soviet Bussia, and I find that the truth lies half-way betwreen

the two; that the Bolsheviks have been terrorist and are

tyrannical ; that atrocities have been common on both sides ; that

the Soviet Government is successful, at least in so far that the

people prefer it to its rivals, and that it is coping with some

efficiency with its economic difficulties.

But the mass of people do not meet individuals who have been

in Soviet Bussia, and the mass of people read only one paper.

What sort of chance have they, then, of forming a reason^ly
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well-founded opinion on the state of Kussia on which they may
sui)port this or that policy on the part of Great Britain herself?

None whatever. Now, unier the old journalism, which still exists

fortupately in the cases of a few newspa])er8, both sets of facts

would be fairly set out in the news columns, and the editor would

then give his readers the benefit of his considered judgment in

his articles, which they know to be expressions of opinion and

can accept or reject. Those readers are called upon in their tens

of millions by their votes to pass judgment iiix)n and to determine

policy. And they depend for the raw material of their opinions

on the daily Press

—

“ Blind months! that scarce thcmsolvos know how to hold

A sheep hook, or have liMirned aiijyht else the least

That to the faithful hertlKinairs art belongs.”

i With the decline of Parliament the Press has become

the public iiiairs great platform. He is therefore at the

mercy of the editors, wlio can banish him, if tliey will, to

a constricted space on a back page. And instead of a large

number of newspapers in different hands we are getting large

groups of papers under the control of a few men, the members
of each group speaking viib the same voice; in a different key.

On all sides, also, we find lK)die8 arising to carry on propaganda

on behalf of this or that cause. At present they are most of them

wasting their energy tilting at a windmill they miscall Bol-

shevism
;
hut the method may in time come to be devoted to a

more pernicious end. ^rurmurs are arising from those who serve

the fickle deity ; during the railway strike the printing staffs became

restive, until the rival advertisements of Government and Trade

Union reduced propaganda for the moment to a farce. But this

is a real problem, possibly the most difficult that democracy has

to solve. For the public has to ensure that every opinion has

reasonable freedom of, and scope for, expression, and at the

same time to prevent the wholesale manipulation of opinion for

private and even trivial ends.

H. B. Usher.
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Had your correct butler flung open the drewu^-rpoiii

announced '* Mrs. Warren and Mrs. Thomas " you have

been greatly astonished when the mother and daught^ walked in.

Happily no butler was put to so terrible a test. In the cantonment

of Multan there was no person remotely resembling a butler, and

the bearers and khitmutgars of the Sahib-log would have known
better than to admit Mrs. Warren and Mrs. Thomas. To old people

in England Multan still carries memories of its siege in the last

century, and its great fort still hunches itself above the tortuous

ways of the city. A long, broad road passes from the city to the

big bungalows of the civil lines, past broken ground where IHtle

irrigated fields lie vividly green, and the Mahomedan cemeteries

huddle the dead beneath the pale, parched earth. The Suddar

bazaar hums with native life between the civil lines and the canton-

ment where law and order reigns and the British and Indian regi-

ments dwell side by side. There are huge banyan trees and gardens

full of flowers, great bare parade grounds, the club, the church,

the ranges, and a green golf links among palm groves. A convent

dwells in seclusion by the dusty road where the long strings of

camels defile slowly towards the railway station, and the little

Eurasian pupils go back from the convent school to the small,

untidy bungalows of the railway folk. It is among these people

that you would have found Mrs. Warren and Mrs. Thomas in a

cracked dwelling with a straggling bougainvillia flaming across the

arches of a squalid verandah. Green parrots screamed hideously,

and the wheel of the Persian well made raucous moan in an unkempt

garden where the daughter stood in sullen misery dressed in dingy

widow’s weeds. She was dazzlingly fair with red hair that caught

the light and enriched it, eyes that were green sparkles, and a white

skin which seemed like snow that had frozen the sunshine. A very

daring work of Nature, so boldly bright, so brazenly beautiful. By
her side her little orphan niece went whining. The child was dark

and very sallow, with blue half moons to her dirty finger-nails, and

brown eyes with long black lashes; the ** chaukra ” of the establish-

rritot followed her about and tried to persuade her to eat her

Bupi^cr: “Bohut aoheha hai,* Missy Baba," he reiterated. The

woman turned upon them both.
" Go, you little devil, go," she cried with something so terrifying

in her uncalled-for frenzy of rage that the qhild and the servant

shrunk from lier promptly into the shadows of the house.

The day died, the bats flew about, and the frogs croaked. Mos-

quitoes l>it and hummed in the hot, dry air, and still the woman
(1) «It U very good.”
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stood erect in the darkened garden. She stood there/ very still, but

tense in some ieree fury, till the silver moon swusig into the April

sky/ All the’ |n-do^ yapped, imd "in the hollows among the dwell-

ings of the dead $ie jackals howled and howfhd. And stiU the

camelS padded past, and the dust they raised gritted against'^e
hot skin. A ^ain panted and whistled in the station, and pre^tly
went roaring on its way. By and by the Last Post %6mked
the cantonment.

** Allah I hissed the woman in the garden.

Even as she spoke there was the sound on the verandah of some-
one shuffling into his shoes, and presently a big Afghan swung down
the path and out on to the road. When he wheeled at the comer
the moon serenely revealed him. His long, pointed shoes held feet

ns hard as hom, great baggy white trousers made the man bulk

broad, a leather coat was girded in at the waist by a belt, and a

leather despatch bag studded with brass was flung across his great

shoulders. A dark blue puggaree embroidered with gold turbanned
his bronze head, and his features were fine, regular, and strong.

A wild man, a man of simide purpose, but a])proiujhing that p\irpose

by all the devious paths of complicated intrigue. 1’enacious while

desire held, but oliild-likt or inonkey-liko in the sweeping tempest
of the wish—its coming, its c.xclusion of all else, its passing. Brave
as a tiger is brave. Unhampered by any nerve-wrought need of haste,

using the train and the telegraph at times, hut able to leave both

behind and walk day after day by the camels laden with merchandise

through the mountain passes into Afghanistan, unweary, unhored,

unafraid.

Mrs. Thomas watched him go and then strode hack to the

bungalow and into a whitewashed room where a punka li with a torn

frill hung idle above a bed, and a dressing-table lit by a smelling oil

lamp revealed a few cheap toilet things and the j>hotograph of an

elderly Englishman who might have been a sidesman on Sundays

and a shop-walker for the rest of the w'cek. You may see a hundred

like him. in any provincial town in England. As a matter of fact,

he had been a commercial traveller in India, and was lately dead,

leaving his widow penniless save for the few personal possessions

which littered the room.

Mrs. Thomas pushed through the dim confusion into a room
beyond, where a Mahornedan woman of the runjab sat upon a

string charpoy and smoked a hiikah. Mrs. Warren, widow of a
railway guai’d, an Irishinan who I'etired from the Anriy and married

a native, had been a handsome creature in her youth, and now,
with her pandiment face, clear-cut lips and nose, she was a striking

ruin. In her native draperies, with her dark sari drawn, over her

black hair, and heavy •bracelets upon thin ankles and wrists, she

seemed more in harmony v,ith the vast dark night, the weird

haunting chorus of animals and insects, the city and the plain,

than did the fair Eurasian she bad home in her youth. She was
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no purdah woman, she was no woman of the basjaar—«he 4ad been

wife and mother. She was avaticious and intriguing, she was old

, and shrewd and utterly a daughter of Eve. She was India, and
'

for all the dirt and darkness of her setting ah artist might have

sat and watched her and have dreamed dreams of life, its sWange-

ness, its tragedy, and its lure.

The daughter looked at the earth-coloured mother, and her

impatience blazed like a dame.
“ Bakh, bakh, bakh,’'i ghg cried. I have waited hours, I tell

you—^tliere in the garden with the chiki dik-ing ® me. And the box-

wallah came for his money and would not go away.”

The mother answered in the vernacular. ” Peace—thou—it is

enough. The bundobust is made. He will give the rupees and you

go with him to-morrow. All is well—^he is no budmash, and God

knows where you w’ould find such another.” She raised her voice

to a parrot-like scream: ” Chaukra, chaukra—bring the Memsahib

her dinner.”

The widow blazed again, ” Memsahib,” she derided. ” A Mem-
sahib does not marry a kala admi, mail ” (black man, mother).

” Thy father was a very good Sahib,” said the old lady quietly.

” But thy son or thy daughter might be even as arc the people of

the Punjab.”

“True talk,” assented Mrs. Thomas with sullen indifference.

All through the night they talked, those two, after a desultory

fashion. The white woman clung to her father’s race and her

husband’s race as a rag hanging on a tatter may still hold to the

rest of the fabric by a thread, but in spite of tho.se two men, Mike

Warren and Alf Thomas, the blood of her mother beat in her

pulses, ran in her brain, and raced in her Jieart. To intrigue for

money, to yield to passion—these instincts beset the pride that

clung to her position ns “Memsahib.” The Afghan lover with

whom she had never spoken, w’ho bargained with lier Punjabi mother

for her possession after immemorial Eastern custom, found in the

desire of the eyes a more than sufficient courtsliip— since few bride-

grooms of his people behold the bride till slie is wife. He was
divided from her in that he was Mahomedan and she iioftiinally a

Christian, but be was kin to her in that he was of the East tliat

had mothered her, cradled her, been her home. Her white skin,

that she took together with her European standing from her father,

isolated her from the only land she knew', and her marriage with

all Englishman had further removed her from her mother’s people

;

but the distance she had placed between herself and the overwhelm-

ing numbers of the land had meant a panting strain. Her tongue

held their speech, her debts were sown deep in their bazaars, their

superstitions haunted her mind, and she was not familiar with any

other race or country. It was only apjiearance that set a boundary.

(1) “Talk, talk, talk.' Bothering.
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that divided her from the Punjab woman who pushed her towards

the Afghan suitoiv-the difference in the colour of the skin.

In the end it was a triffe that turned the scale. She stood next

day in the arch of the verandah, while the garden burnt with

poppiee—each petal a flame the sun had Irindled—one arm akimbo

and one flung out against the pillar. Her eyes traced the white

length of it, swelling fore arm, curved elbow, slender WTist, the

golden down of gossamer hairs that caught the light; and then she

noticed on the back of the hand a thousand tiny freckles—sun’s

kisses, brown as the mounds of earth where the Alnhoinedan dust

went back to dust, brown as the broken potter’s vessel that lay at

her feet, brown as the native motlier who had brought her into

ilie world.
“ Memsahih, rnemsahib, the boxwallah has oomo for his money,”

said the chaukra.

*‘Basl * I will go with Amir Khan,*’ said Mrs. Thomas, penniless

and deep in debt, her eyes fastened on those brown freeldes.*^* «!<****
Tlie next day saw her swinging along the. road from Multan to

Dora Ismail Klinn in the great wooden klmjawah on. the back of

a camel, secluded from all eyes by a white lijien burkha that covered

her from liond to foot, while at the side of tlie earned stalked the

Afghan, hut latidy returned from trading in Australia, a passionate

lover, a cruel foe. The Afghan’s wife had been called “ Rosy ” by
licr father and husband. ” I, Rose Emily, take thee, Alfred

Arthur,” slio had decdured at the altar, but she moved across the

desert of the Derajat swinging aloft on the camel's bac:k between

sunrise and sunset as ]\Ioti the Pearl. And as a j)earl she lived

under the sun and stars—to he valued at a price, to be guarded

as a possessum, to be caressed for personal beauty. She was not

unhappy; she was indifferent to much, she thouglit but little, rind

she used her power over the man—which power rested on the slender

fabric of fascination—to obtain the personal comforts and indulgence

tluit she desired, and thus the days j)ussed till, beyond the frontier

cantonment of .T)era Ismail Khun, the dusty file of camels with
Amir Khan at its head came to the camp of tattered brown canvas
and .branches and mud, where women and children waited
through the winter for the Afghan merchants to return from the
ricli south and take them back again across tlje mountains out of

reach of the long ann of the British liaj. Tliere was a riot of

welcome in the camp that night, and small boys clung to the big
men and ate fur more than was good for them.

^
Tall women in

black draperies seemed like the night’s shadows incarnate, and the
little oil lamps twinkling on the hovels shone like golden flowers in
the desert where dwelt these Adams and Eves. Intrigues flickered
through the camp like the serpents that were awaking in every

(1) Enough
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comer of the land to their summer life of love and death. Hospi-

tality there was, and love of ohJldren, and the robust good humour

of well-fed men and the courtesies of Eastern foils, and in the tent

of Moli the Pearl, who for four weeks had been the wife of Amir

Khan, tlie Powindah, there was a whisper of the woman afraid, but

triiim])bant, to the man who, gratified and ardent, was for that

hour a good fellow: kind, indulgent, and considerate after the

fashion t)f those who all their life move through danger and by

rough roads with foals and baby camels to be cared for, and W’Oinen

who Ix-ar children to their lords and masters.

As a rule the road between Hera Ismail Kban and Murtaza runs

quiet as a policeman’s beat in a sleepy Sussex town, but from

Murtaza onward the hills are piequetted, Government goods go by

convoy, and all men are armed. The Powindahs hod theii* rifles

given hack to them once more, and the youngsters ruffled it in the

mountain passes like any young cocks o* the north a hundred and

fifty years'ago in our own Highlands.

On tlie secure side of Murtaza, not far from Tank, a young English

poliire officer, revolver at his hip, struggled with the ill-humours of

Ills motor-bicyclo.

Good morning, sir,” said Amir Khan in English, and the boy

looked up amazed to hear his mother tongue coming as it were

from the check of this lusty Afghan caravan in the midst of the

hostile desert. The effect was as if every camel and woman and

child had grinned.

"Where the devil did yon learn English?” demanded young

Brown as one who is robbed by an inferior of his splendid isolation.

” In Australia, sir.”

Young Brown was mollified. " So you have been to Australia?
"

he said in friendly fashion, for the Englishman likes the bold Pathnn

and Afghan, and Amir Khan’s face, with its genial fierceness—like

a sword that sliincs in the sunshine—was a manly, jolly (countenance.

" Just give me a hand with this, will you?
”

Amir Khan gave him lielp with courtesy and energy, and Gerald

Brown sprawled in the dust and did mysterious tilings with nuts

and valves and hall bearings, the while Moti the Pearl, who had been

Mrs. Thoma.s, poepod at him from the supercilious camel's back.

“Did you like Australia?” he inquired.

“Yes, there aJ*e many Sahibs there,” said Amir Khan. “But
they do not want my people.”

“ White Australia,” grunted Brown. “ Pour a little oil in here

- lliat’s better. Glad to get back to your own country?
”

‘ Ves, I am gjad.”

“1 expect someone will kill you there, you know, just for the

pleasure of a scrap,” remarked the boy amipbly.

“ God knows,” said the Afghan with a broad grin.

“ Well, this thing will go now,” said Brown, standing up and

putting on his goggles. “ Thanks. Good morning.”
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** Sialaam, Sahib/’ said the Afghan.

Hop, hop, hop went Brown's left foot, and phnt, phut, phut

went the motor, and then he disappeared in a cloud of dust. That

evening he dined in the mess of the 40th Sikhs and remarked that

it was*curious to be addressed in English from « kirri; he would

have found the incident ton thousand times more curious had he

known that the speaker, who was worth in money about fifty times

as much as any officer in that mess, had been carrying out of India

among his merchandise a wife as white as any man who drank

King George’s health that night. A woman young Brown was to

moet again.

Two nights later, near one of the Border posts held by a detach-

ment of an Indian regiment under command of nn English subaltern,

some of the camels strayed, and the kirri was in an uproar. Voices

slashed through the quiet dawn uttering curses and insults, three

(iareless youths were sevendy beaten, and savage anger turned the

encampment into a cauldron. None was more fiercely declamatory

than Amir Khan, none more dangerous in his wrath. Rose Emily

blocked up her ears and closed her eyes and shuddered. She felt

the sweat of fear trickle from her copper hair, and she panted

beneath the low roof of her tiny canvas tent. She was carefully

secluded, and no man’s eyes rested on her beautiful face save only

Amir Khan’s, but the other women of the kirri knew little of the

purdah when on the march, and she called to one now in the

propitiatory accents she had learned from her Punjab mother.
“ 0, sister,” she vrhispered in Pushtu. ” 0, sister, what is the

trouble?”
” It is nothing,” said the other cheerfully. ” Amir Khan is angry

over the loss of five camels. He has now gone to tell the Sahib that

they have been raided, and the Sahib will go forth with his sepoy-

people and bring them back.”

And sure enough the Sahib did, under the cruel April sun among
the burning rocks. It was a hard day’s work, and he was extremely

angry when he found the truants peacefully munching thorn bushes,

and his Pathan Subadar explained the situation to him.

He turned his stern young face on Amir Khan. “What do you

mean by it?” he inquired severely.

But who so courteously submissive and plausible as the Powindab ?

“ Sahib, God knows I speak truth. The budmashes, greatly fearing

the Sahib and the sepoy-log, have left the camels here and fled in

haste. By the favour of the Presence my camels are found once
more. Two of my young men W'ere killed, Sahib.” -

** 0 go to blazes,” said the subaltern. ” You. are a liar and a
man without faith. Chelo,i Subadar Sahib.”

And the representatiTje of law and order withdrew to the fort. He
knew fear as little as did the Afghan.

Amir Khan, stomached the insult, ^ince it is necessary to swallow

(1)
" Come on

”
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whatever the stroxiger than jputa m spoon/ but as he watch^
the party go he spat upon the groiipd, somewhat ruined, and he

boasted very greatly to his wife of how hb had outwitted the Sahib.

If she disliked this she had too much caution to show it. Among the

evening shadows of the mountain pass she laughed when he laughed,

nodded atliis assertions, and at the end her red lips parted in praise.

“ O Shabash You are a strong and clever man/’ she said.

So white she was, so strong she looked, the words went to his

liead like wine, and so fiercely he loved and prized her that had

the gaze of one of his fellow Powindahs fallen upon her within the

cloak of his tom wayside tent that night he would have, killed him

there and then, for all that the Afghan women of the kirri showed

their faces to the sun, the stars, and the eyes of their menfolk.

At dawn the wayfarers were up and off again, and Bose Emily

leaned from the khajawah on the gaunt camel's back and waved

her hand to the fort and the one English officer—^lier small white

hand with the brown freckles.

Lingering, quarrelling, fighting, ever moving onward, the huge

caravan came at last to Khandahar and home in the great heat of

June.

It was here that Pat Warren’s surprising daughter encountered

the Other Woman, and needs must live with her for long months.

Amir Khan was none of your stingy Kabulies; he had married after

an open-handed fashion two Afghan ladies. The first had borne

him three strapping boys and then died; the second was childless,

but till the intrusion of Moti the Pearl had held his passion. Now
she fell into utter neglect, widowed of his* love and scorned by his

dependants and servants. Here w'as a good chance for the poisoned

cup and all the bitter intrigue of a forsaken and supplanted wife;

but the tale ran differently from that. The Other Woman had been
ill, and was too weak for vigorous resentment; she merely wept and
wept through saddened days and nights. And Moti was kind.

Haughtily and overbearingly kind, but good to the poor thing in a

consistent and purposeful fashion such as the will of the Eastern
feminine does not know. Her Irish blood kept her generous in spite

of lier grasping Punjab mother, and she shared her plenty. Never
during her life with Alf Thomas in the squalid Calcutta suburb, or

with her Indian parent on the outskirts of Multan, had her white
skin been as vividly recognised and as powerful as it was among
the olive groves of Khandahar. Amir Khan was subject to her
beauty, cruel to the Otlier Woman after his own unthinking fashion

Unit acted as he felt, lovingly where he loved, unmoved by pity

where he was indifferent, and ever indulgent to his three jolly young
rogues of sons. Sunshine, hail, rock, sand, and volcano—^you could
find them all in this primitive man of a very ancient and fierce

people.

In the autumn he left his home for the road and the money-
(1) “Well done!’* fSteraliy—“ Be a king!*'
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getting of India once more. His boys we^ with him, b Hot;

was not strong enough for the long, long way, and stayed behind.

He parted from her easily enough, but he made every arrange-

ment for her with skill and care, very much as a man. may roll e

pearl irfto a strong safe out of the palm of his hand.
.

To her own

surprise she cried bitterly when he had gone, and missed him greatly.

Life was so deadly dull without him. ^

When the orchards blossomed they met once more, and Moti had

a baby girl in her arms, almond-eyed, wheat coloured, a true

daughter of Afghanistan. The Other Woman had crouched beside

her in listless pity when she had fought her way alone through the

Hades of pain to deliverance, and her voice had risen in a wail to

announce the birth of a girl. But Hose Emily accepted the tidings

with indifference, so simply concerned was she with lier own physical

fate. Long hours after she looked at the brown atom and a mother

love, deep as Nature itself, stirred in her heart.

Amir Khun was the father of sons, hence he had no quarrel with

the lovely fat thing that cooed laughter to him from the threshold,

and as its mother had no complaint to make of its sex all was well.

“ Her name is Freckles,” said Moti the Pearl with bitter humour.
“ Freh Khels,” said Amir Khun. “ She is of her father’s people.”

It pleased him to be matter in this, that she boro his earth colour

and not the lily of his wife.

Freckles was very friendly and merry and bold, and Amir Khan
was devoted to her as a boy may love a kitten. When autumn came
round again he made his preparations for the road once more, and
Moti and the child went with him. The w-omau’s beauty had faded

somow'hat, but her temper had waxed imperious, and during the

hot summer days quarrels had iirisen that shook the household, and
once the Other Woman, who was dying, had thrust herself into the

fierce presence of her husband, all panting and trembling, and hud
found, not murder, but a man who threatened to strike and a woman
who furiously defied him. Both had turned suddenly to stare at the
intruder.

“ Go back, sister; you will harm yourself,” cried Moti.
“ I greatly feared,” the deserted wife murmured.
“ I fear nothing,” boasted Moti, and she pushed the Other Woman

back to her seclusion, and, bending, kissed her English fashion in
quick compassion.

On her return Amir Klian was playing with Freckles, and peace
was restored.

” She will certainly die,” he remarked of his childless wife with
complete absence of any emotion.

That is nothing to you,” said Moti boldly. "You have taken
no heed of her.”

I forgot,” said the Afghan simply.
The Other Woman died three weeks after Moti and her child left
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Death comforted hw.' -

On the outskirts 0l Khaii®^t A; ii| a

knot round two iron oagee- There were murmurs'

interest, and one fiendish jeer echoed above the whispert And the

shuffling feet. From one of the iron cages there came hoarse, animid-

like cries of a man in torment. The kirri, wending its wdy out of

the gate, hung slackly upon the camers ropes and stared its fill.

Only Rose Emily covered her.ears and shut her eyes and shuddered

for a mile or more. One of the youths was so fascinated by the

spectacle of the torture of the two condemned wretches that he

lingered, and did not catch up the slowly moving caravan till late in

the evening. She heard Amir Khan shout inquiries to him, and

though she closed her ears against the replies she could hear her

husband's great laugh roar out once or twice, while the camp fires

were kindled and the savage Powindah dogs fought and barked.

And with the breath of India deep disquiet came to Moti. All

through the winter she dwelt in the kirri 's encampment by the

wayside on the Tank Road and quarrelled with the Afghan women,

w'ho, like herself, were left there among a few old men and young

boys while the Powindah s traded south. She ailed and bickered,

and Freckles ailed too. The big boys were rough to the child some-

times, and Rose Emily squabbled with the mothers of sons over

that, and they gave her as good as they got. Twice a day the mail

tongas passed between Tank and Bera Ismail Khan, and at the

sound of the horn ringing over the sand and scrub Moti would stand

at the opening of h^r tent in her soiled white burkha, among the

black draperies of the other women, and watch with haunted eyes

tlie offleors and their servants, the fox terriers and the kit bags,

driving past her. Occasionally motors hastened by, and these curi-

ously enough roused her to a sickening and bewildering discontent.

She looked eagerly for the coming of Amir Khan, but two days

before rumour heralded the approach of the Powindahs across the

Indus, Freckles fell ill, and when the Afghan arrived at the encamp-
ment he found no rapturous welcome, no feast, no preparations.

He found instead a wan, weak baby piteously moaning, with one
little arm thrust out as if to invoke the pity of the world; a shadow
child, soft, lovely, infinitely touching, above whom a hollow-eyed

woman watched intently and spoke in commanding anxiety of

Doctor Sahibs and a return of thirty miles to the hospital at Dera
Tsmail Khan, spoke of a girl child's existence as a thing above price,

to be saved at all cost, spqke with a Western civilisation's energy
of life as precious, spoke as an English mother might speak.
And she spoke to the deaf ears of an Afghan grown indifferent.

A few Powindahs were praying with thfsir faces turned to the
Holy Places, some scofe of babies were nodding off to

,
sleep,

women were busy over cooking pots, and old men helped the boys
look after the camels and their young. Here and there in the
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a-u«k of tfte s(»a^ ;a |^ beast cmaa be seeii

agaiiuit the sky ; he^e luid there a pool ran biood'^4 hi Jie- sunset;

in the distance t^e fi^e mass oi Sheikh Budin hfted height.

On such a night, over such a scene, above Such a people, the moon

David sang of must have looked down in the dark hours of lonff-dead

centuries.

Across the flickering shadows of their tent Bose Emily fought with

Amir Khan, whose three boys complained bitterly that they

hungered.

“Hungry! And my child dies. Go, you devils, go! ’’ the woman
panted, and the boys shrank from the doorway as the Indian chaukra

had slmmk from her two years ago. Women drifted towards the

tent and listened to the hoarse voice, husky with passion.
‘

‘ It is* but a little thing. Place me upon thy camel and take me
now to tlie hospital of the ^Mission Doctor Sahib, and the child will

live. Thou knowest the Doctor Sahib and
“

“ I know him. Peace, woman, we will go in the monufig. Bring

food now*; I w*ould eat.”

‘I, Eat, son of a serpent, while thy child dies! 1 will bring thee

no food. I w'ill kill thee and myself also. I wdll. . .
.“

He made an articiilute sound of rage, go savage tliat the breatli

dried on her lips. But hr eyes fell on the sweet, helpless outlines

of the baby, on the stricken hang of tJie. beloved round Jimbs, and

slie broke out again.

“1 will love thee forever if thou w'ilt take me now. Sec, hero

lies the babe thou didst play wdth so many times. Behold thou

art not as other Afghans; thy heart is good—take ns now! Take
us now! “

“ I will take thee to-rnorrow,” he growled. “ Bo silent now."
She was dumb for a second, helpless before his Eastern lie, for

vrell she knew that he never meant to keep his word. And as she

stood, terribly white, terribly alien, in her tent, the child went
through the throes of death and passed to peace.

A scream tore through the oamj), and the women, curious, peeping,

syrnpatlietic, broke wailing into the tent. They W'ere arrested on

the threshold by Rose Emily ’s voice, speaking cold as arctic snow'

in bitter English.
“ You've killed my child, you dirty native. I’ve done with you.

You've tried your cruel games with a white woman once too often,

you brute. By heaven, I am back off to the English, where men
are men and not savages without a soul. I would trust a dog to

go on caring for a woman or a child he had loved before I'd trust

you.”

The words were without sense to the women, yet held all the
meaning of defiance an^ despair and a power that no other person
in that camp possessed, the power of self-control. To Amir Khan
the word “dog" fell on comprehending ears, but as he stood

between Mrs. Thonoais, tense and aloof above the dead child, and
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the fierce group of Afghan women espousing her woman’s sorrow,

even his spirit quailed. With a darkly brooding face he flung out

of his tent.

At dawn Amir Khan buried his dead, still with that stormy

sadness on his handsome face, and an hour later the caravan^started

on its homeward journey. It was high noon when, across the glare

of the white desert, a village could be seen to the south, and Amir
Khan shouted a direction or two to his sons and then led his own
camel, solitary, across the livid plain towards the squalid liamlet.

Standing by a pool of green filth, he spent half an hour haggling

with the villagers, and then the camel knelt, and Hose Emily
perforce staggered from tlie khajawah to her feet and followed Amir
Khan and an old hag into the inner hovel of a rnud ruin in the heart
of ihk' tftftuous horror of a place. She raised her burkha as she
stood, pale and Ktuiined, iii tlie dirty space, and that old hag looked
intently at her and went out muttering and mumbling to the

sunshine.

Amir Khan hold a rope in his hand, and when his iron grip

touched her arm a ghastly fear struck every limb into a palsy; but
still she jeered him.

Kill me, and the Police Sahib will hang thee,” she cried,

though her voice trembled.

Never a word did the Afghan speak, but ho bound her roughly
hand and foot, and dropped her to ^he ground. She had infiuencod
him as no other woman could have done. Even now something
made him stop short of murder. He turned at the crazy door.
Hog I he said in English, and then went out. Very lonely, very

cruel, very dangerous, he rode forth upon his camel and joined the
kirri.***
^

At twilight the old hag brought the woman chuppatties and water.
She had been a low Musalmani ayah in Multan years before.

Memsahib, salaam I
” she said to the broken figure on the floor.********

Most weird case 1 ever came across,” said young Brown, the
police officer. ** It doesn’t matter telling you fellows now, for the
woman is in the very south of India uind as safe from Afghan
vengeance as we can make her. I tell you, when an ancient female
brought me a postcard beginning, ” Bear Sir, I am an English woman
tied up in the village of ” you could have knocked me down
with a feather, and when I found her there it beat anything I could
have imagined. At first she seemed half dotty, and no wonder.
When I got her into Bera Ismail Khan I thought she was going to
faint, and I said, ” Yoij..io^;very white and she just gazed into
space, sort of, and^^|;5*ft;>bu^.I freckled.”

John Travers.
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lx the unprecedented confusion of Iho hour (April 16th)

— tile Piinie Minister at sea -liis colleagues hardly less so—^the

state of Irelan<l more gliastly than ever, and the new Bill stand-

ing oyer for debate—1). 8. A. not able to decide if it has a govern-

ment or a policy at all—the Bnpreine (kiuncil on tour, now taking

rillef/giatura on the Bivicra—in such a state of things, the wise

man who takes a detached view of public affairs in a remote

retreat will withhold his judgment until better advised. It is

for an omriiseient Press, writing only twelve hours before it is

read at the breakfast table, to tell us what we ought to think

.about it all. Here, down in Bath, I try to possess my soul in

jK'ace with law, i)biloso|)by, and books of the day.

* ^
«

A portentous sign of the New World in which we live is the sud-

denness with which rooted ideas are abandoned and dominant

changes are made. Beforms that have been fought over for

generations pass almost by consent. The franchise is doubled

;

Women have votes and even exceed the male voters; Home Rule

is carried by Unionist majorities against the Liberals; Labour

becomes the New Rich, and the lower Middle Class, whose

“fixed incomes” are now “sinking incomes,” become the New
Poor. Bishops and Deans invite Nonconformists to their cathe-

drals. The Minister of Education welcomes denominationalism

to ))iiblic scliools. The House of Tjords leads the way in Divorce.

Socialism is advocated in academic, literary, and aristocratic

quarters. The biggest Empire on earth is transformed into the

millennium of Labour. And the biggest Republic on earth goes

“dry” and retires from the world.««««««
To an old law^yer one of the most amazing chapges is the wel-

come that has been given to the splendid reform of the law of

Property introduced bji the Lord (Chancellor with so much elo-

quence and learning. It is the greatest and most useful reform

in our Law that has been seen for centuries. As an old con-

VOL. evil. N.S. B
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yeyancer and Profes^r ol

il will confer on the public; oh the piofed&;aB^t^ In
my early days of the law in the 'fifties, 1 renwm Loads liynd-

hurst, Campbell, Westbury, Cairns, and Selbome. i was secre-

tary to the Eoyal Commission of 186d for Digesting the law ; and
for two years I had to register the schemes of famous Judges and
draft those of Bethell, who, whatever his other defects, had a

real passion to restore order and consistency in the law of Pro-

perty. In the present Chancellor law reform has found a younger

and far more practical enthusiast. In these Notes it is impos-

sible to discuss a Bill of 250 pages, with its radical abolition of

antique anomalies and its judicious assimilation of the law of

Inheritance and of Land. As one of the survivors of the law-

reformers of two generations, I trust the Bill will pass with due

amendments in both Houses. It is one of the best products of

the New Time.

,

« '

,
« « « * *

Though the scope of the Bill is so large, and indeed so startling

at first sight to the old-fashioned pundit, it will not disturb the

holders of important landed estates, nor those holders of other

property who take care not to die intestate. The really great

changes in the law introduced by the Bill concern devolution on

intestacy. Those who have any considerable interest in land for

the most part make regular wills, if not elaborate entails.

Speaking generally, the Bill will not affect either the law of Wills

or of Entail. To get rid of the antique feudal survivals will

remove many a trivial nuisance, but need not concern the general

public. But now that so great a body of landed estates are

being broken up, and so many small holdings in land are created,

it is necessary to provide for intestacy. The assimilation of free-

holds to leaseholds is an inevitable result of the immense multi-

plication of small freeholds, as also is the simplification of the

title to land. The Americans who adopted our comfiaon law

naturally got rid of feudal traditions, and called interests in land

and houses real estate. The Bill does this for us.

The new book by the Begius Professor of Modern History at

Cambridge^ must deeply interest all who reflect on the revolu-

tionary age in which our lot is cast. With great and wide learn-

ing and signal detachment of mind, Professor Bury traces the

history of the Idea of Progress as the accepted law of the civilisa-

tion of mankind. He speaks as a historian, not as apostle of

any school, and he gives us an encyclopaidic survey of the suc-

cessive theories by which Progress and Civilisation have grown to

(1) TJk Idea of Progress, by J. B. Bury (Macmillan and Go., 8vo., 19!^).
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^ :He bej^ ii^ olSrirey^^ the

0ieeke--the poets^Arietotle ai^ Boman Epi-

cureans and 3x^8, ^ Medieval Church, the B^accence, Des-

cartes and Ba^h, French and German idealism, the revolu-

tionists; and thence he comes down to Evolution, social and

physical, Comte, Darwin, and Spencer. It is a history of Philo-

sophy so far as belief in a law of progress is a factor in the

civilisation of Humanity. The book is dedicated to Saint-Pierre,

Condorcet, Comte, Spencer, “and other optimists.**
« « * « « «

Like all vast generalisations, the idea of human Progress and

the conscious sense of a common civilisation was a very slow move-

ment, built up gradually by partial enlightenment and fitfully

seen by poets and thinkers in special manifestations. Bacon and

Descartes and their followers in the seventeenth century changed

the whole basis of speculative thought ; Voltaire, Diderot, Turgot,

and the Eiicyclopjedists in the eighteenth century, enlarged these

new ideas so as to touch the moral and social condition of man.
But Professor Bury treats the Abh^ de Saint-Pierre about the

middle of the eighteenth century, famous author of the “Project of

Perpetual Peace,” as tlie first to imagine a Utopia of Progress

in human civilisation. Narrow as was his knowledge of history,

shallow as was his sense of scientific truth, and naif as were his

projects to secure the happiness of all, the generous Abbd’s heart

had inspired a new optimism which dreamed of an indefinite

progress to the welfare of man.»«««««
It is with Montesquieu, Turgot, Diderot, and Condorcet that

the idea of Progress as a practicable enlargement of civilisation

first became a true social law, as part of a scientific philosophy

of life. With all their limitations and prejudices, Montesquieu

and Voltaire did much to popularise the idea of a philosophy of

history. Diderot founded the belief of man as the centre of our

World ; the Encycloprodists and the Elcbnomists in various ways

popularised this idea. Turgot was a great political reformer as

well as a wise philosopher of life. But Condorcet is the true

prophet of Progress, of wliich others had been the intellectual

students. And it is Condorcet whom Professor Bury honours

with special interest. “It is amazing,** he writes, “that the

optimistic Sketch of the Progress of the Human Mind should

have been com})osed when he w'as hiding from Bobespierre in

1793**
; and that it was written without books was “a marvellous

tour de force.** And in the Dedication the Professor couples the

name of Condorcet with that of Comte, as indeed Positivists

do also.
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Mr. Bury passes on to criticise Rousseauism and British and
German philosophers who had visions of Progress ; but he con-

.

siders that it is rather from France in the nineteenth century

that came systematic theories of Progress as an ascertainable

Jaw of civilisation. The more definite schools which made it the

basis of schemes to mould society were those founded by ‘r^aint-

Simon and August Comte. With discernment and solid evi-

dence, the Professor treats Saint-Simon as the successor of Con-

dorcet, and Comte as the successor of Saint-Simon. It was
Saint-Simon who in 1814 trdnsforme<l Condorcet’s idea of Pro-

gress, moaning a growth in knowledge and intellectual sanity

into a far wider social power that explained the medisDval system

and included religion as an essential social force. This pregnant

concejitiori is certainly the foundation of Positivism; and, as

]\Ir. Bury says, Comte derived more from Saint-Simon than he

or his French disciples were willing to admit. Comte broke with

Saint-Simon at the age of twenty-two, and he did not begin his

System of Philosophy until five years after Saint-Simon's death.

Unsystematic and elusive as was that founder of a sect of Social-

ists, the Count must be regarded as the first who propounded a

dogmatic scheme of general social Progress. He it was who in

1814 wrote : “The golden age is not beliind us, but in front of

us. It is the |>erfection of social order.”

But Professor Bury naturally treats Comte as far the most

important and systematic a|X)stle of the idea of Progress. All

Positivists will accept the words with w'hich he opens his

Chapter XVI.
“ AuguKtij Comte did more than any preceding thinlier to establish the

idea of Progress as a Iviminary which could not escape men’s vision. The
brilliant suggestions of Saint-Simon, the writings of Bazaid and Enfantin,

the vagaric.s of Fourier, might be dismissed as curious rather than serious

propositions, but the massive system wrought out by C-omte’s speculative

genius—^liis organic scheme of human knowledge, his elaborate analysis of

history, his new science of Sficiology

—

w&b a great fact with which European

thought was forced to reckon. The soul of this system was Progress, and

the most important ynohlem he set out to solve was the determination of

its laws.” **««««
Professor Bury gives a thoughtful sketch of Comte's philosophy

of history and the famous “law of the three stages.” This is not

the place to discuss his account of the Philosophie Positive

(1830-1842). I will only note one or two points. Comte's law

never implied that the human organism, or Society, was ever

successively in one or other of the three stages ; but that individual

minds and branches of knowledge pass through three phases in

that order individnaJ minds and societies often being in all
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three stages simultaneously as to different matters. I remark

also that Comte did treat the future of Asiatic and Polynesian

races—Islam and Hindooism—^in his Politique Positive (1854).

Again, why assume that men in the earliest prehistoric age were

not fetichists, t.c., attributed to external objects what they them-

selves felt or feared? The races who killed the mammoth may
have had much intelligence ; but what do we know of their

theories about Nature other than such as we find in primitive

people? And, even if tlie tribes who inhabited European caves

had evolved a system of Theology, as Mr. Bur>^ suggests, may
they not have had predecessors, and again, are they the true

ancestors of ourselves to-day? There may have been a huge gap

in the glacier ages.

Professor Bury limits his study of Comte to the Philosophies

and does not seem to know the Politique Positive (1851-1854,

I'lnglish translation and analy.^iis, 1875-1877). But Oolnte’s philo-

sophy of history and of progress is most fully stated in the third

volume of the Politique (1853). Many points in the Professor’s

criticism wovikl be cleared up hy refeiring to this work and to

Dr. J. H. Bridges’ Illustrations of Positivisrn (second edition,

1915). If Professor Bury would turn to the New Calendar of

Great Men (of which a. new edition is in the press), he will find

about seventy of the philosophers and men of science, whom he

mentions, treated in the sense of Comte’s pliilosophy of history,

and largely in complete agreement with his own views. Eefer-

ence to English students of Comte would show that they, at least,

never attribute to his writings any doctrine of finality, that they

recognise many of his speculations as ideals to meditate on rather

than to act out in the immediate present, that they repudiate any

idea of orthodoxy and sacerdotalism, that they in their own society

and the practice of their lives reject the names of “sect,** of

“Comtism,” of “authority”; indeed, as a matter of fact, profess

and claim a full measure of personal liberty of thought and action.

« * * ' «

Mr. Bury then treats of the theory of Evolution and Darwin’s

Origin of Species (1859) as having introduced the third stage in

the idea of Progress. And, as he says,

“ the ablest and most influential development of the argument from evohi-

tion to Progress was the work of Spencer. He extended the principle of

evolution to sociology and ethics, and was the most conspicuous interpreter

of it in an optimistic sense.’*
*

The summary of Spepcer’s Synthetic Philosophy (1862), with

which Mr. Bury practically closes his study, will be accepted by

most of Spencer’s followers, though they may not accept the
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with which it is' &iloir^
ibgards Spencer is the most reMii^Cnphoi^er

** The synthesis of the world-process which these volumes lu^^y s^
suasiyely developed, probably did more than any other Whi ai least in

England, both to drive home the significance of the docidzus; of ^nol^on
and to raise the doctrine of Progress to the rank of a commoi^lace. in

popular estimation, an axiom to which political rhetoric might .efie<^ve]y

appeal."
'

The interesting question then arises ; How far does I^fessor
Bury himself believe in Progress? Is he one of the **oijher

optimists ** to whom, with the leading Pour, his book is dedicated?

We search the Preface and the Epilogue ; and we must admit

that we find no conclusive answer. He declares that his present

attempt is “a purely historical inquiry.’* On the other hand, he

raises the problem of Progress, to a dominant moral and even

religious poVer. He finds that the hope of Progress has reformed

the ethical code of the Western world. The hope of an ultimate

happy state on tKis planet to be enjoyed by future generatione^ has

replaced, as a social power, the hope of felicity in another world.

Progress seems to be a counter-balance to the idea of Providence

and the dogma of personal immortality in Heaven. The Pro-

fessor has spent an immense amount of learning and of thought

on the genesis of this idea. He sees how ethics and creed are

largely involved in it. Is it a great tnith : is it an idolum saecuU?

He leaves the answer to us. As a last word he asks—^if the

law of Progress comes out of the law of Evolution, may it not

be itself evolved into some other unknown law of change?

Optimists will reply : Perhaps it may be ; and we will leave the

infinite aeons to come to settle that question in their own good

time.
« « « » « •

All those who enjoyed the society of Henry iTames, and the far

wider range of his readers all over Euroj>e and America, will be

glad to see the letters which he wrote to his family and his

friends, and which have now been edited with skill and care by

Mr. Percy Lnhbock.' They will reveal to the world without the

* harm of his personality and a nature of rare Rffectionateness,

brimming over with generous sympathy for a.ll forms of beauty

and of intelligence, yet all the while endowed with an inex-

haustible spirit of subtle observation. These letters to parents,

brother, sister, nephews, nieces, cousins, and aunts, give us a

bright picture of New England family Iqye and companionship

(1) The Letters of Henry James, selected and edited by Percy Lubbock

(Macmillan and Co., 2 vole., 8vo., 1920).
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wluch has a jNi^esii iii the : aii ; of our orpwded,

hilling, staudari^d life* Here we a oultored and

keen American nmd: studying British ways and the ever-revoiving

scene of old Europe with thorough detachment, as if it were

being studied from another continent. The young naif traveller

from New York descends upon us, as it might be from Mars, all

eyes, all nature's child, keen to get to the heart of old Euio
finding ho\v staange and complex it is, and yet with gupii culture

in his bnun and such sympathy in his heart that it fills him wiih

intense and growing interest. He is among as-4ong not kt aft

of ufr-^then he passes to view the charm of Italy and the espr^

of France. But Europe, England, London, Kent, grasp ids soul

more and more. Wilsonian neutrality in the great war revolts

him, almost kills him. At lari he is wholly with us on the side

of defending civilisation. In inly, 1915, he is naturalised, Mr.
Asquith and Mr. Gosse being two of liis sponsors. In February,

1916, whilst the Republic s still an unfriendly neutral, he dies

as a British subject and O.M.««»««»
Until the last this loving, generous, gentle soul of his seems

never to have been touched by any public care, seems hardly

aware of war, revolution, or policy, either in America or in

Britain, until the great upheaval of 1914 overwhelmed his hitherto

tranquil spirit of detachment and neutrality. He knew the

leaders; he was in the whirl of our politics; nothing of them

touched him, hardly gave him a moment’s thought. Again,

with a nature of such tenderness, with streams of affection flow-

ing from his pen-tip to scores of “dearest Bmilys,” “dearest

Betsys **—they cannot all l)e cousins—^this love for beautiful and

gracious women never seems to have got concentrated upon any

one, even for a time. In all these forty-six years of a corre-

spondence brimming over with loving words to men and to women
there is not the faintest trace of any supreme affection. This

subtle master of the human heart lets us see no scintilla of per-

sonal romance of his own. Let those who care to read between

the lines ol these letters try if they can discover any such.

« « « * * 0 «

These Letters suggest two points—first as to the mental habit

and secondly as to the style of Henry James. He seems to close

his mind, resolutely against any interest in warring causes and

social movements. In a letter of advice to his nephew he says,

in 1899, “Thank God I’ve no opinions—not even on the Dreyfus

case. I’m more and ipore only aware of things as a more or less

mad panorama, phantasmagoria and dime museum.” And there

is more in this Carlyle vein. But this devotion to Art broke
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down in the Great War iii 1914. Again, the letters prove his

intense modernity of mind. Not only will he put aside the clash

of parties and nations, biit he turns with indifference from the

Past. There is no trace that he ever seriously cared for history,

or lived in the past--eveh in Rome, or Paris, in Florence, Venice,

or Touraine. In each he is the American tourist, keen •about

art and society. He tells Mr. Gosse, in 1900, that he hungers

and thirsts for “a gleam of reflection of the life irc^live, of artistic

or plastic intelligence of it, something one can say Yes or No to,

as discrimination, perception, observation, rendering.”
« « « . • « *

This passion for the present visible scene of modern life reacts

upon his culture and on his style. To read these Letters one

would think that he was indifferent to, almost ignorant of, the

great literature of the past. In a flood of correspondence with

men of letters, students, and critics, there is a great deal about

modem roitiance, drama, and art, but hardly a single word about

our great English writers in verse or prose. I find nothing

about Wordsworth, Cowper, Gray, Bums, Goldsmith, Gibbon,

Fielding, Richardson, Sterne, Dryden, Pope, not even about

Milton or Spenser. He must have read them; but they seenj

not to have been infused into his mind, and they certainly di(i

not form his style. If he had really studied the Letters of

Cowper, of Gray, of Walpole, would he have written these, or

the curiously tesselated and mystically interwoven passages in so

many of his graceful romances? If he had been born and trained

in Old—^not in New—England his mind would have had a broader

range, and his style would have had a simpler and an easier flow.««««**
But let us not overlook the many bright and suggestive pictures

of illustrious Victorians. What loving y)ortraitR of Burne-Jones,

of William Morris and of his wife
—“a grand synthesis of all the

Pre-Raffaelite pictures ”—of Mrs. Humphry Ward, of Turgenev,

of Stevenson, of the Eliot Nortons, of George Meredith, of Glad-

stone, of Buskin, of George Eliot, of Paul I^urget, and Alphonse

Daudet. In this age of caricatures, diaries, and abominable indis-

cretions, how sweet, how generous, how artless are all these

revelations of a very affectionate and subtle spirit poured out in

'‘uch volubility to the men and women of a large and distinguished

family from New England, and to such a circle of cultured people,

both English and foreign. Henry James, though domiciled and

naturalised in Bntain, was still American from first to last. The
simplicity, the lovability, the graceful enfaniiUage, of his open

heart are a refreshing relief from our national morgue.

Frederic Harrison.



IN EUSSIA UNDEE THE BOLSHEVIKS, 1917.

The Writer was one of two hundred British officers and men who,

after being taken prisoners by the Turks, mostly in Knt, were

interned at Kastamuni, in Northern Asia Minor. As has been

described elsewhere, four officers who broke out of this camp
during the summer of 1917 and reached the coast of the Black

Sea -a fortnight later were recaptured on the beach ; but three

of them, including the writer, were rescued by some outlaws, in

whose company they crossed to the Crimea in a small boat a

month afterwards. The writer did not go to England at once,

but spent the autumn in Enssia endeavouring to arrange for the

escape of more British prisoners from Kastamuni. The attempt

was unsuccessful, but his experiences during these mohths, which

could not be made public at the time, seem worth recording.

The three of us reached Sebastopol, the headquarters of the

Eussian Black Sea Fleet, two days after landing in the Crimea.

Tlie Tsar had been dc|K)sed seven months earlier, but under the

IVovisional Cloverninent of Kerensky Eussia was still our ally,

and the British Admiralty had a liaison officer—Engineer Com-
mander Lc Page—in the Black Sea. Through him we at once

represented to the Cominander-in-Chief of the Fleet that there

was no military renson why all the 120 British officers and eighty

British sailors and soldiers in captivity at Kastamuni should not

be kidnapped from the Turks and brought across to Eussia.

Although we ourselves had, from obvious motives, chosen an

indirect course to the coast which involved a cross-country trek

of about two hundred miles, a much shorter route was available.

A fair motor road led from Kastamuni due north to the small

]>ort of Ineboli, a distance of only sixty miles. If sufficient motor

transport were landed, the whole of th§ British prisoners might

be brought dovNii to the coast in a single night, and as the

Eussians had undisputed command of the Black Sea the rest would

be easy. Failing lootors, cavalry with spare horses could do the

job, though the time required would be longer and there would

be some risk of the prisoners being moved further inland before

the rescue party could reach Kastamuni.

The only Turkish forces capable of opposition were less than

a thousand soldiers and zaptiehs (gendarmes) at Ineboli and

Kastamuni-—all either elderly or very young men; and any

resistance they might attempt could be overcome by the fire of

a destroyer and a few machine guns on land. The country
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between the two towns was thinly populated, and |he inhabitants

were not likely to give troublei though it would be necessary to

post small pickets on the bridges. Finally, the force guarding

the prisoners at Kastamuni was about one hundred old men, whom
the prisoners themselves would, we knew, be prepared to disarm

if they had a few hours* notice. Details of the scheme*could

be sent secretly to them by one of our outlaw friends.

The Coirimander-in-Ohief of the Black Sea Fleet was Admiral

Niemetz, who had succeeded Koltchak three months before, when
that officer had thrown his sword into the sea rather than carry

out the policy of the Revolutionary Committee. The Admiral

listened sympathetically to our plan, and told us that a similar

scheme had actually been worked out by his staff some time before

we arrived, but its execution had been postponed, partly for lack

of precise information concerning the strength and dii^sition

of the Turkish forces, and partly because it was intended to

combine the rescue of British prisoners with a raid on barracks

and other buildings near the Anatolian coast. We were able to

supplement the Russian intelligence about the forces likely to

be encountered, and we urged that as the weather would soon

be too cold for sleeping out at night prompt action was essential.

After some discussion Admiral Niemetz promised to cai^y^out

the scheme as soon as sanction could be obtained from Pe^rograd.

He asked that one of us should stay behind to accompany the

landing party, and it was decided that I should remain in Russia

for this purpose. But in order not to attract too much atten-

tion from the many German spies in the Crimea, it was arranged

that the three of us should first proceed to Fetrograd, as if we

were all going home.

Before we could start, a telegram arrived from the British

Mission at Mohileff, the Russian G.H.Q. (commonly called

Stavka), ordering us to report ourselves there. Cross-country

railway journeys being slow and difficult, our best route seeiped

to be from Sebastopol to Odessa by sea and thence vi& Kieff to

Mohileff, especially as the ex-imperial yacht Almaz, in which

we were quartered at Sebastopol, was herself going to Odessa.

Her sailing was, however, postponM in consequence of a report

that the Goehen and Breslau were at sea, and we spent the

interval in visits to various ships in the fleet, from which we

learnt a good deal about the progress of the Revolution.

Sebastopol was far from the storm-centre of Russia, but there

were many indications that the Provisional Government was by

no means firmly established, and that the ^rst effect of Kerensky’s

magnetic oratory had almost disappeared. The murder of about

forty naval officers in the Baltic had not, so far, been imitated
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in th6 Black S^, btit every ^ip and re^ment were already the

{»-ey of Bolshevik agitators. At a meeting of bluejadcets of the.

whole fleet, held at this time, resolutions were passed demanding

that all power be entrusted to committees of sailors, soldiers,

workmen and peasants ; that all officers and hourgeoia resisting

the Bevolution be arrested, and all newspapers unfavourable to

it suppressed ; that the censorship be abolished (this was not quite

consistent with the preceding resolution); that all “agents of

foreign imperialism” be expelled; that an eight-hour working
day be introduced; that commissions in the Navy and Army be
given only to the rank and file ; that the death sentence in both

services be abolished
;
and, finally, that peace be made forthwith.

Early in October a red flag inscribed “Long live the Demo-
cratic Republic of Federated States” was hoisted by many ships

in the fleet. On the same day came the report (already men-
tioned) that tlie Goeben and Breslau were at sea, and the staff

at once issued orders to two dreadnoughts and two d^troyers to

go out to look for them. The crews of these four vessels were
celebrating the hoisting of the red flag, and jumped to the con-

clusion that the order was a ruse for putting an end to the

festivities. Accordingly, they flatly refused to sail ; whereupon

^

Admiral Niemetz, who was frankly afraid of his men, postponed

the time for carrying out the order until the evening I

This was not the only sign of the destruction of discipline

which inevitably followed Kerensky's policy of pandering to the

committees. At sea, watch and look-out were indifferently kept,

in spite of the danger from submarines. In harbour, the ships

were never cleaned, no drills were held, and the men spent half

the day on the quarter deck listening to the frothy orations of

I)olitician8 from the Baltic (who were undoubtedly subsidised

from (Jerman funds), or reading the posters with which the bar-

bettes were plastered. Saluting was a thing of the past, except

between officers, and both seamen and soldiers addressed their

officers as Tovarish (comrade). It was qpite common to see men
monopolising the seats in a boat while their officers were standing

;

and on one occasion I saw the Commander-in-Chief compelled,

on landing from his launch At the principal jetty, to should^
his way through a crowd of bluejackets, who took not the slightest

notice of him. Officers were treated with somewhat more respect

at sea, for every man then realised that his life was in their

hands.

But the sailors of the Black Sea Fleet were not at this period

united. Some crews were opposed to extreme measures, and one
day, when a pogrom was tl^eatened in Sebastopol, they landed

patrols and announced that if disorder occurred the guns of the
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dri^Boughts would be turned Ujton the Baval barraBks,^^t^^^ hot-

hed of sedition. On another occasion, when a destroyer had sunk
*a Turkish destroyer, the creW of one of the dreadnoughts passed

a resolution condemning the action as undemocratic. They even
threatened to punish a repetition of such conduct, whereupon the

crew of the destroyer retorted sarcastically that next time they

were escorting the dreadnought and met a Geiman submarine
they would not fire upon her I

The extremists attached much importance to the destruction

of all concrete reminders of the old rSgime, Statues of Tsars
were boarded up, imperial portraits were removed from all men-
of-war, and imperial emblems were carefully cut away from the
uniforms preserved in the Sebastopol Museum since the Crimean
War. It was said that in some churches the prayer for peace

was amended by adding the words “without annexations or

indemnities,” and even that such expressions as “King David”
and “ The Kingdom of Heaven ” were made more democratic.

Pood was much more plentiful in the Crimea than in N<»:th

Bussia, and white bread was still made, but prices were already

ten times the j)re-war rates. Although tlie harvest had been

gathered, many peasants refused to sell their grain and other

produce because they were unable to buy anything with the

money, both imj[X)rts and manufactures being iu-actically at a

standstill. Clothes were almost unobtainable, and as the uniforms

in which we had escaped w^ere in rags we liad to depend on

Bussian charity for loans of mufti. One chief cause of the rise

in prices was, of course, the depreciation of the paper cunency

;

at the Imperial Mint, wdiere 750 men had sufficed for the coinage

of money before the war, 16,000 were said to be now engaged in

printing it.

The report about the Goeben and Breslau turned out to be

false, and we left Sebastopol in the Almaz on October 4th,

arriving at Odessa next morning. Men-of-w^ar in the harbour

were flying the red flag only, but when they found that we were

still flying the St. Andrew’s ensign they hoisted that also,

evidently wishing to be in the fashion set by the latest arrival

from headquarters.^

The position at Odessa w-as more critical than at Sebastopol.

The whole of the town was in the hands of bluejackets and

soldiers, wbo were terrorising the population and making large

sums of money for themselves by cornering supplies. At night,

burglaries by soldiers wearing masks were frequent, and civilians,

even w^omen, who ventured into the streets after dark ran the

(1) The Almaz remained at Odesna, and was afterwards used by the Bolsheviks

as a tortuie*<diaixiber and slaughterhouse for their viotuns
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risk of being stripped of their plothing, md esp^ally of their

boots. A mne store belonging to $. Frenchman was raided, and

two men who became too drunk to move w^ere drowned in the

wine. On the whole it was well that rioters so soon became

drunk, for they would have done much more dama^ ii they

had reftnained sober. The craving for alcohol, suppressed before

the Bevolution, was such that a tank containing spirit intended

for the manufacture of asphyxiating gas was tapped and several
'

men were poisoned to death. r

The streets were thronged wi : h soldiers who had either openly

deserted from the trenches jr obtained sick leave from the

regimental doctors by threats. We learned that the troops at

the front had refused to prepare winter quarters, on the plea that

the war would not last over the winter. Indeed, some regiments

were already fraternising daily with the enemy, and when a
patriotic Bussian battery opened fire on one of these the gunners

were placed under arrest. Friction between the Bussians and

the Bumanians became so great that barbed wire was put up
between them. Rumania was then at the nadir of her fortunes,

and several British Bed Cross doctors and sisters who had just

arrived in Odessa from tiiat country gave ns a terrible account

of her condition, and of the sufferings of her wounded men.

Odessa contains a large Jewish population, and Mr. Balfour’s

pronouucement at this time in favour of a Jewish State in

Palestine evoked a remarkable pro-British demonstration. But

this enthusiasm was short-lived, for German influence was in the

ascendant. An enormous number of Biissian currency notes

printed (as only experts could detect) in Germany were in circula-

tion, and their amval was followed by an outburst of anti-

British and pro-German propaganda. The news of the execution

of Russian labour leaders at Riga gave some indication of what

a German peace would mean, but the Russian demagogues were

blind to such w'urnings. A separate peace seemed already

inevitable, and many of the intelUgentm were disix)sed to say.

with characteristic fatalism, Let the Germans come and restore

order.

After being generously entertained by the British and American

colony in Odessa, and visiting the races and the opera, which

seemed quite unaffected by the Revolution, w'e left for Kieff on

October 7th. *WagonsMt8 were still running, and soldiers and

peasants thronged the corridors ; but it is a curijpns fact that at

this stage of the Revolution they had sufficient respect for

authority not to entec compartments for which they had no

tickets.
’

At Kieff, the capital of the Ukraine (which had not

yet asserted her independence), we met several British artillery
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oiiicerB and N.C.O/s wHo had be^n eent to tram Buissian soldioTB
in the use of British six-incb guna—some of the hundreds of guns
we supplied to our ally. They complained that the Busman
gunners took no interest whatever in their work. Indeed, our
officers were wasting their time, for a few weeks afterwards the
Bolsheviks placed a guard of Austrian prisoners over theBe*guns

!

Going on from KiefF to Mohileif the same evening, we found that
two Italian officers who had escaped from an Austrian prison camp
were in the train with us. At Mohileff, after giving such informa-
tion as we had brought from Turkey to the British Mission at
the liussian G.H.Q., we dined in a mess which included generals
from nine Allied nations. Less than two months later the
Kussian Government was obliged to warn all these officers that
it could no longer be responsible for their safety.

We reached Petrograd on October 11th, and Captain Tipton
and Lieutenant Bishop, the two other members of our party,

at once began to make arrangements for getting home viA

Finland, Sweden and Norway. Never was such a round game
as obtaining passpSHiB, permits and tickets for this journey, and

three days’ continuous work barely completed the necessary

formalities. The question of clothes was even more formidable.

Mufti was essential for officers passing through neutral countries,

but the suits borrowed in the Qrimea had to be returned from

Petrograd to their owners. A month would not have sufficed to

get clothes made, and the cost would have been fabulous.

Happily, the Naval Attach^ at our Embassy and his assistant

came to the rescue, and Tipton and Bishop left Petrograd on

October 14th and reached England ten days later.

Petrograd at this time was fairly quiet, but the Bolsheviks

were gathering force for their coup d'itat, Komiloff’s attempt

to seize the capital was being used with ever-increasing success

to embitter the people against Kerensky (who knew more about

the attempt than is generally imagined), and against the Cadet

Party and the bourgeoisie as a whole. All of these were branded

as Counter-Eevolutionaries and Boyalists, though none really

desired to restore the old regime. (Compare the charge of wishing

to revive JPsarism brought against Koltchak and Denikin by

certain people in England.) Bed and black processions paraded

in the Nevsky—^red with Bolshevik banners and black with flags

bearing such inscriptions as “Down with the Capitally

Ministers” ; “Djown with the Imperialistic Allies” ;
“Down with

the bourgeoisie.** Kerensky and his Ministers affected to de^iM

these demonstrations, and one of them, lupching with the Bntis

Ambassador, boasted that the one thing the Provisional GovOT-

xnent desired was that the Bolsheviks should take up arms againa
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itr-7-a wish that was very soon to be gratified. The population,

though not yet starving, was 'on a very small ration of bread

(or, rather, of the black, soggy substance which passed for bread),

and long queues lined up outside every food shop. But money
in sufficient quantities could still buy everything, and the best

restaurants were thronged. One by-product of the Revolution

was the refusal of waiters to accept tips, which were deemed
contrary to the principles of democracy; every bill included a

fixed percentage for attendance, which was divided among the

staff. However, in the w-riter’s experience, they were surprised

if they were not tipped as w^ell.

I returned forthwith to Sebastopol by the direct route through

Moscow and Kharkoff, hoping to find that the plans for the

expedition against Turkey were well advanced. But the naval

staff w^as absorbed in political issues, and the moral of the fleet

was such that operations were at present impossible. There was
a chance that they might take place later, and quarters were •

allotted to me, first in the auxiliary cruiser Dacia and then in

the aviation cruiser Imperator Alexander IIL, re-named the

Respuhlicanetz after the Revolution. The Dacia was a Rumanian
liner taken over by the Russian Navy and manned with a

Rumanian navigating crew and Russian officers and gunners,

while the Alexander IIL had been a Russian passenger liner,

built on the Clyde.

The situation in the Black Sea had changed greatly for the

w'orse since we left Odessa a fortnight earlier. A few examples

will show the extent to which the ships* committees, or soviets,

mainly composed of bluejackets, were assuming authority. A
seaplane carrier which had crossed to Sinope for a reconnaissance

preliminary to the projx)sed operations, had lowered her planes

into the water before the ship’s crew noticed that bombs were

attached to them. They at once held a meeting and insisted

that no bombs should be dropped—only proclamations calling

upon the Turks to throw off the German yoke. So also the

committee of the flagship, on hearing of the stern punishment of

a small mutiny in the German Navy, passed a resolution of

sympathy with the mutineers. The Centroflot, or soviet for the

whole fleet, requisitioned one of the principal hotels, and estab-

lished itself on shore for the purpose of controlling the town as

well as the ships. All sailings were suspended during the

election for the Constituent Assembly.

The ships had now ceased to use the Russi&n enrign and flew

the Ukrainian flag and a red flag side by side. But the naval

barracks on shore sorted a new fashion by flying a plain black

flag, and when the Centroflot asked what this meant the reply
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was “Death to everyone.*' Not less wild language was used at

the countless meetings held on board every ship and in the town

Itself. A favourite resolution, as vague as it was visionary,

demanded “complete rupture with the middle classes, who
are sucking the life-blood of the starving workmen and

peasants.”
*

The position of Bussian officers at this time was pitiable, and

few would have remained at their posts had not their country

been still at war—or nominally at war. I was overwhelmed with

inquiries about the prospect of their finding employment in the

British service—no matter in what capacity. In Kussia their

authority was at an end—except when the committees chose to

make use of it. In all ships officers had been deprived of their

swords and revolvers, and in some it was laid down that anyone

wishing to go on shore must obtain permission from the soviet.

A few crews demanded and obtained the use of the wardroom,

and in the ^espuhlicanetz the men refused to enter the cabins,

and announced that officers must in future clean their own boots

and make their own beds. But they made an exception in favour

of the Englishman, and provided him with a servant I This was

not the only incident which showed that in Bussia it was better

to be a British than a Bussian officer, however lonely one might

be through ignorance of the language.

The civilian middle classes w’^ere in almost as unhappy a plight

as the officers. Though the time had not yet arrived when every

bourgeois (a term sometimes defined as a man wearing a linen

collar) went in hourly danger of imprisonment or death, yet

already none dared lift his voice against the decrees of the soviets.

These committees did not confine themselves to the work of the

old Government; their activities extended even to a man’s

domestic affairs. For instance, when a certain householder in

Sebastopol dismissed a servant for refusing to carry out an order,

the local soviet, usurping the functions of the law courts, sent

two of its members to fopce their way into his house and insist

on payment of compensation. The “frightened intelligerdsia”

as the middle classes were often called, were incapable of resist-

ance ; they seemed to despair of the future, to have lost all pride

in their country, and to live only in the past.

Our eleven outlaw friends who had accompanied us from

Turkey had been living comfortably on board a transport in the

harbour as the guests of the Bussian Government, but now
seven of them were sent at their own request to the Caucasus,

whence their ancestors had migrated to Turkey after the Bussian

conquest of that province in the nineteenth century. In payment

for the boat in which we had crossed the Black Sea the Bussian
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Admiralty dibtributed 12,5(X) rqubies betweei^he eleven men—
a high price for a dilapidated two-ton felucca, but the equiva-

lent at that date of the iJT.dOO in gold which our friends

liad given for it. It was the intention of the Bussian Staff to

use this boat in the projwsed operations, and three of the out-

laws-^two Cireassiant? and one Armenian—^remained at Sebastopol

for the same purpose.

In spite of all the signs and portents which have been fnen-

tioned, and of many others besides. Admiral Niemetz still

ex})ressed confidence that the situation would so far improve that

the rescue of uiir men at Kastamuni might be undertaken. But
suddenly, on November 7th, the Bolshevik coup d’Hat in Petro-

giad, which ovoithrew Kerensky’s Government and put Lenin
and Trotsky in power, shattered all idea of a seriouB offensive

against Turkey.

This is not the place to discuss the aims of the Bolsheviks.

The secret of Lenin’s and Trotsky’s success was obviously that

they did not heBitato to use violence to enforce their policy, while

Kerensky relied on speeches and proclamations. The following

incident illustrated the feebleness of the latter's methods in a
crisis. When he addressed the soviet in a certain town it

responded to his appeal for moderation by passing the wildest

and most bloodthirsty resolutions, whereupon the colonel *6! a
Cossack regiment which had come into the town to support him
ordered the meeting to disperse. Yielding to an appeal from the

President, Kerensky severely reprimanded the colonel, who
immediately withdrew his men, remarking that Kerensky evi-

dently did not need his assistance. It was perhaps owing to such

episodes (and the Korniloff affair w^as of the same sort) that even

the Cossack regiments in Petrograd turned Bolshevik, while their

comrades in the Caucasus, w'ho had seen less of Kerensky’s

methods, continued for a long time to oppose Lenin.

At SebastoiKDl the Centroflot ])assed a resolntion condemning

Kerensky and applauding the Bolshevik coup. No bloodshed

followed immediately becaiiseT"although the new Bevolution was
detested by very many, the o]iposition to it was unorganised,

and the Commander-in-Chief, who was extremely unpopular with

his officers, invariably adopted the line of least resistance to the

soviets. But one or two incidents showed that a general con-

flagration could not be long postponed. While the Dacia was
at sea general quarters Were sounded, and during the panic which

ensued the Commander struck a man. He was immediately

placed under arrest byJhis crew, A few days later, while another

cruiser was lying at Batum, the Captain of the Port, on coming

on board, was knocked on the head by a bluejacket who had a
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was not brought to trial.

The advent of the Bolsheviks to power clearly heralded peace

between Kussia and Turkey, and if any help was to be given to

the prisoners at Kastamuni it must be sent without further delay.

Evidently the scheme for landing motors or horses would*never

, be carried out, and the only plan now feasible was to pick up a

few*of our men at a rendezvous on the coast, to which they

would have to make their way on foot. After much argument

the Commander>in-Chief agre^ to provide a destroyer, and the

Centroflot raised no objection.

The following arrangements were decided on. The destroyer

was to land the three outlaws, who were still in Sebastopol, at a

deserted point on the Anatolian coast, near Sinope. They were,

of course, “wanted” by the Turkish authorities and could not

show themselves in public, but they had a friend living near

Sinope whom they would take with them to the outskirts of

Kastamuni, and who would go boldly into the town while they

lay in hiding. The rest of the scheme is set out in the following

letter from myself which the Sinope man was to hand to any

British officer or soldier whom he saw in Kastamuni.

We got through to Bussia.

TUKs letter is brought by a man from the Turkish coast; two Ciroassians

and caie Armenian wait outside the town. They are willing to guide not

morh than six of you to the coast. You will have to walk about 100 miles.

A vessel will be in waiting on December 7th and 8th, and again on Decem-

ber 12th and 18th. I have promised J^OO for each officer that gets through.

Bearer will let you know by letter (enclosed with this letter) bow a reply is

to be sent to him. The reply must i-ither (1) state date and time you will

meet him, or (2) state that you cannot come. If you decide to come, the

men will wait for you, at the time you appoint, by the side of the Sinope

Road, about an hour’s walk from Kastamuni. Strike the road somewhere

beyond the hospital and walk on until they stop you.

You will move at night. Bearer will arrange shelter in huts used by

cowherds in summer. He will be able to buy food cn route.

Wear fezes. Bearer has tix for you, but may not be able to deliver them

until you meet him caa roa'l. lininat^xial whether you wear uniform or

mufti.

If you can't come send letter suggesting any other scheme. How many

men guard you now? What irooi)s and gendarmes are in Kastamuni or

between Kastamuni and coast?

It was, perhaps, dangerous to send an Armenian in company

with two Mahommedans, but he had lived unharmed for some

months with party of outlaws in which he was the only

Christian.

On the morning of November 19th the destroyers Gnyevny and

Buistri, both 1,050 tons, 33 knots, three 4-inch guns, left Sebas-

topol for the Turkish coast. Besides the two CircassiaiiB and
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the Armenian, we had on boaid three Greeks (Turkish subjects),

who had volunteered to row them to the shore and ^ew the

coast. Each of the three outlaws carried a Bussian rifle, a

Caucasian knife, a bomb, a waterproof, a water-bottle, a bag for

bread ; and between them they carried six fezes, a bottle of rum,

and 1L3 lbs. of bacon, which seemed to be the most sustaining

food, in proportion to its weight, that they could carry for the,

use of our officers. To the Armenian was entrusted JGT.lOO in

paper money. It was settled that on their return to the ren-

dezvous a fortnight later they were to light three fires in a row
when they saw the destroyer, to indicate their exact position on
the coast. If the destroyer was unable to send a boat at once,

on account of bad weather, she would acknowledge the signal in

a certain manner and send the boat as soon as possible. The
operation of embarking the three men and the British officers

at the rendezvous was to be covered by the destroyer's gunfire

if necessary.
•

At i a.m. on November 20th the felucca, which had been

carried on deck, was lowered into the water, the Grdeka

duly landed the plucky trio close to Cape Injeh, the northernmost

point of Anatolia. The night was very dark, but the rowers

reported on their return that they had seen a Turkish patrol

and had only just avoided detection. We hoisted the boat on

board again and returned to Sebastopol.

Having nothing to do during the fortnight of waiting I

obtained leave to visit the Caucasus, and took passage to Batum
in the Prinoipesa Maria, a Bussian auxiliary cruiser. The
weather was rough, and on the fourth day the ship found herself

,

near Sukhum, seventy miles out of her course. We had a narrow

escape of meeting a German submarine which had just sunk a

Bussian transport off Sukhum, and two destroyers which had

come out to look for her escorted ns into Batum. We then

learned that the submarine, U.B. 42, had just landed six men
near Poti, and that five of them—two German sailors and three

Georgian officers of the Russian Army—-had been captured. Their

plan was to spread German propaganda in the Caucasus, and

they were supplied with two million roubles of paper money,

most of which was, unluckily, in the possession of the sixth man,
also a Georgian, who escaped. This submarine ha‘d travelled

from Kiel to Constantinople, vid Gibraltar and Pola, in seven

weeks, in company with two others which were still at

Constantinople.

From Batum I .went by train to Tiflis, and while I was

sleeping in th^ upper berth of a coupi a Bussian in the lower

was robbed of the whole of his kit, including his boots. At Tiflis
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military miBsicm was

Bufisian Caucasus Army, aud at ^at time there was a hope that,

eveiii if the Bolsheviks made peace, Armenians, Georgians and
Gircassianfi might unite, with our assistance, to carry on the war
against the Turks. But the Germans soon became so far masters

of the Caucasus that our mission was obliged to retire % few

months later, and eventually it fell into the hands of the

Bolsheviks. After a day in Tidis I obtained a seat on a Bussian

motor lorry crossing the Caucasus by the famous Georgian mili-

tary road, which itself ascends to a height of 7,700 feet and passes

Mount Kasbek, towering another 10,000 feet above it. Soon

after leaving Tiflis we met a body of Armenian soldiers drilling

by the roadside—the first and last time during my three months
in Bussia that 1 saw any troops at work. The road had not been

swept as it is in normal times, and near the summit we looked

like being snowed up, but eventually we got through and reached

Vladikavkaz, on the north side of the Caucasus, after a drive

of 133 miles which took sixteen hours.

In Vladikavkaz Bolshevism was then at a heavy discount, the

town being dominated by General Porloftzoff and his corps of

Don-Kuban Cossacks. The General had been Military Governor

of Petrograd a few weeks earlier, and told me that he had placed

in the hands- of Kerensky, then Minister-President, documentary

proof that Trotsky was in German pay, but Kerensky would take

no action. In the General’s anto-room I met Captain Noel, of the

Indian Political Service, who was on his way to Mesopotamia vid

the Caspian, a journey which led a few weeks later to his capture

by the .langali tribe in North-West Persia, who kept him a

prisoner for six months.

From Vladikavkaz I had a tedious tw’o-day journey by tram

to Novorossisk, where a Bussian vessel was due to call to take

me back to Sebastopol. But the naval staff at Novorossisk had

wo wewR of her, and I had to make my way round to Sebastopol

by rail viA Bostov—a journey which occn]>ied three nights under

very uncomfortable conditions. I met nobody who spoke English

except one man wdio accosted me in broad cockney and explained

that he was a Bussian Jew who had lived for many years in

Whitechapel. Under one of the Military Service Acts he had

l>een given the option of joining the British or the Bussian Army,

and he had cunningly chosen to come to Bussia, knowing that

as the Bussian Army already numbered far more men than could

be equipped he was not likely to be called up.

On arrival at Sebastopol I went with Commander Le Page

to remind Admiral Niemetz about sending a destroyer to the

rendezvous on the appointed dates. But during my absence
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^vexkts bad followed one another with unexj^eted raj^dity, The

Gentrofiot had resohed that aU operations and sailings must be

sanctioned by itself, though the Ck>mmander-in*Chief remained

responsible for the execution of orders, obviously because only

officers understood navigation. A bluejacket named ^manetz
had been appointed Commissary, or executive officer of the Com-
mittee, and no order issued by the Commander-in-Chief was to

be valid without his counter-signature. ‘'The Admiral therefore

expressed his regret that be was powerless to give any directions

for a destroyer to sail, and he referred us to the Gentrofiot,

Going on to the Ccniroflot, we used every argument that we could

muster to persuade the members to send a vessel. Both honour

and humanity, we urged, demanded that neither the three

messengers nor any Britisli officers who might have come back

with them to the coast should be stranded at the rendezvous,

w'here they might die of hunger and exposure. A speech in the

same sense w'as made by the Admiral, who addressed the

assembled bluejackets as Tovarishi (comrades). Several of them
favounnl our application, but tbe meeting w'as turned by

Bomanetz, who argiie<l that as negotiations for an armistice had

already been opened with Turkey no man-of-war (X)uld be sent

to her coast. After a iengthy debate the only concession we could

obtain was that a win? should be sent to (l.il.Q. at Mohileff

to ask for a riding.

'riie days passed and no reply arrived, and it seemed doubtful

whether the message had ever been sent. Then news came
that an armistice had been signed by the Bolsheviks, and as one

of its clauses forbade Bussian vessels to go south of a line drawn

from the Danube to a point near Trebizond all hoi>e of a

destroyer keeping the appointment at the rendezvous had to be

abandoned.

Commander Le Page had meanwhile been called to Odessa,

and 1 telegraphed to ask him whether he could find an Italian

or Bumanian vessel to undertake the trip. Ho made every

jiossible effort, but no ship could be persuaded to sail. The
iVench yacht at SebastoiKil, formerly stationmire at Constanti-

nople, volunteered to go if she could raise steam, but this also

was found impossible on account of the condition of her boilers.

As a last hope a sailing boat was chartered, and several Bussian

naval officers generously offered to man her, though in so doing

they would have risked punishment by the Bolsheviks, besides

endangering their lives in the venture. However, a severe and

prolonged snowstorm put the voyage out of the question for such

a craft. In any case a sailing boat would perhaps have done

more harm than good. The party at the rendezvous w’ould be
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expecting a destroyer, and we should have to fly the British or

Bussian flag to show them who we were. As our boat had no

gun, the flag would bring down upon us and upon them all the

soldiers and zaptiehs who saw us, and the party at the rendezvous

would almost certainly be discovered and recaptured.

Nothing more could be done, and I left for Petrograd on
December 16th, only just before the long-threatened pogrom took

place in the Black Sea ’Fleet, when sixty officers were murdered

in Sebasfcd^l alone.

At Petrograd, all passports for Englishmen were held up by
the Kussian Foreign Office in consequence of the arrest of Lit-

vinofT and other Bolshevik missionaries in England. I was able,

however, to ]^rsuade Trotsky to make an exception in my favour,

on the plea that after escape from an enemy country it was hard

to be imprisoned in an Allied country (the Bolslieviks had not

yefc definitely denounced the alliance). To impress upon me,
perhaps, what a great concession this was, the Red Guards looted

my luggage at the railway station. The journey home took three

weeks, my route being through Finland h) Tornca, and thence

by Stockholiu, Christiania and Bergen to Lerwick and Aberdeen,

which 1 reached late in January, 1918. I had travelled over

10,000 miles since landing in Hiissia three months before.

I did not heju’ until I arrived in England that the camp at

Kastamuni liad been broken up before my letter could have been

delivered, and all the prisoners bad been moved to Changri, sixty

miles further inland, whence the majority of them were after-

wards sent to the still more inaccessible town of Yozgad.

No news of the Armenian and the two Circassians whom I had
been obliged to abandon was received until long after the Turco-

British armistice was signed. Wlmt happened to them was
characteristic of the Ottoman Empire. Soon after they landed

the Circassians quarrelled with the Armenian, murdered him,' and
stole the ifT.lOO which be carried. The body w’as discovered and
identified by zaptiehs, and the arrest of the two men followed.

They bought their lives by revealing the plan for helping our

officers, but both of them were imprisoned. One died in gaol,

the other escaped and is believed to have resumed the profession

which he was following when we first met him in Anatolia.

Thus the plan for helping our men at Kastamuni to escape to

Russia was wrecked three times over. But ifis pleasant to record

that in the following year no less than twenty-five British officers

and one soldier (all, with one exception, men who had been at

Kastamuni) broke out of the camp at Yozgad by their own unaided

resources, and enjoyed varying periods of liberty, eight of them
eventually reaching Cyprus.

E. H. KbbIiING.



FEANCO-BRITISH UNITY.

The Governments of our Allies may well be excused if they
.become a little hazy at different moments as to what really con-

stitutes British opinion. There are the polite phrases and
friendly assurances of the Foreign Office, the abrupt aftd erratic

interventions of the Prime Minister with his eyes fixed on the

Party weather-glass, and the proverbial loyalty and straight deal-

ing of the English people. In the final resort, it is the last that

must prevail.

The cloud of misunderstanding, due perhaps to some misinter-

pretation of the language employed in the official communica-
tions which undoubtedly passed prior to France taking action,

that arose in consequence of the measures that the French
Government felt compelled to adopt on the right bank of the

Bhine, has not disturbed in either Paris or London the deep

conviction that Franco-British unity is an established fact for

our mutual security, and for the preservation of our common
interests in the new European situation created by the war that

ended with the Peace of Versailles. For this reason it cannot

be doubted that any feeling of disappointment or any sentiment

of indignation which may have been engendered during the recent

episode will soon pass away or be buried in oblivion. Great as

is the need to keep Germany to the fulfilment of her obligations,

still more is it incumbent on both Governments and nations

that France and England should not drift apart for the benefit

of their late enemy and for the discomfiture of nobody except

themselves.

The position which the French Government has taken up with

regard to the Buhr is quite natural and far more logical than our

own. The main fact in the situation—and indeed there is no

other if we keep clear of speculation—is the execution of the

conditions of the Peace of Versailles. Those conditions have been

flagrantly and repeatedly broken by Germany ;
indeed, it would

not be difficult to prove that not one of them has been literally

and faithfully complied with. This could not have happened if

the British Government had shown a firm upper lip, and, indeed,

room is left for the suspicion that the German representatives

had some grounds for their subsequent declaration that they had

English assurances that the terms would be modified in their

favour provided they would only sign the Treaty to conclude the

war with a formal act. Official colour was lent to this extra-
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ordinary representation by Earl Curzon’s statement in the House
of Lords on February 10th last tliat “nothing in the Treaty was
sacrosanct,” and that he contemplated many, even great, changes

in it ;
but Lord Curzon went on to add that to merit such con-

cessions Germany would have to make a good show of complying

with its conditions. Well, liave they done so?

It would puzzle Lord Curzon to sj>ecify a single condition with

which Germany has fully and freely complied, and as against

any partial compliance it would be easy to cite three flagrant

breaches. Was it only for this, it may be asked, that the British

taxpayer had to pay three-quarters of a million sterling for the

entertainment of our Councillors, Comniissioners, and their colossal

staffs since tlie Prime Minister first set foot in Paris as a sort of

Dens ex Macliina? Is there anything to marvel at in the French
losing patience with people who have never shown that they can
translate wwds into acts? Is it surprising that M. Millerand

should have decided to act on his own resjwnsibility withont

waiting for tlie formal adhesion of the British Government in the

belief tliat it could not be long in following his initiative? Had
he not a good precedent for acting “wnth or without” the prior

assent of liis Allies in the brusque action of the British Govern-
ment itself at Constantinople? We cannot set up one standard

for ourselves and a different one for France.

The advance of the Beichswehr troops—the nucleus, let it not

be overlooked, of a new German army—into the neutral zone,

despite Frencli warnings that it could not be sanctioned, was an
inexcusalde provocation, nor can it be explained except on the
assumption that the Germans had reason to believe that this

country would offer no opposition to the proc/eeding. Their
raising of the bogey of Bolshevism in the Kuhr was an astute

move to start suspicion and discord between France and England.
It has been said by way of excuse for our tardiness in supporting

France that we could not associate ourselves with her action

because ^^•e had no adequate force ready for the purpose at

Cologne. That illustrates one of our habitual faults in want of

j>revision and preparedness, but it affords no justification for our
neglecting to do our part in thw’arting the schemes of our wily

and wakeful opponent. Moreover, the presence of even a single

British b&ttalion in the Buhr region would have sufficed to show*^

lhat we were in perfect accord wth France in this and every
other matter relating to the Treaty of Versailles. Besides, if that
local display of force wei’e not sufficient, there would always
remain at our disposal the easy alternative of sending a squadron
to the Elbe to bring Berlin to its senses, the sad and disturbing
feature in the whole affair is the suspicion that Germany knew
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somehow or other that France ivas not going to receive the full

and pi-ompt support of the British Government, and that she felt

herself accordingly at liberty to provoke France to take action

that would leave her isolated. Belgium, wiser than Britain,

nipped that ho}X5 in the bud. ft is clear that the sinister pro-

(icrman channels which never failed our astute as w-ell as formid-

able foe during the war arc Jiiore than ever available under the

new dispensation. The .springs of German jxdicy should be

searched for in the centres of international finance that lie between

New Court and Throginortun Street far more diligently than on

the Spree. What is deiiounce<l there as “the precipitation’* of

French action has baffled and brought to naught projects that

aiincMl far more at iieoiiniary profit than the promotion of sound

national policy.

The matters involved in the recent disputation, which w'e are

assured has now closed, are far more complicated and subtle than

either the British or the Frejich public imagines. What was the

rea.son for the extraordinary irritation displayed in the Premier’s

Note and confirmed by the orders sent to our Ambassador in Paris

to absent himself from the Conference? Mr. Lloyd George might

not have been in full or even partial agreement with France, but

that was no justification for em])loying the rudest phraseology

at the sei*vice of a solicitor. But he complains “you did not tell

us beforehand,** “you did not concert mea.sures with us.** Are

we to conclude from this that he does not censure France for

what she did, but only because .she did not give him an oppor-

tunity of joining in? Well, he had the opportunity if he lind

only chosen to take it. He cannot take up the position that the

intentions of the French Government, if the Germans did not

keep their armed forces out of the Buhr districts, were locked up
as a profound secret in ^1. Millerand’s bosom. If he w’anted to

prevent the French advance he should have used all his means
of persuasion to prevent the Germans from persisting in their

provocation. For a fortnight before th® French troops occupied

Frankfort and other places he had been informed in the plainest

terms by the leading Paris papers that his attitude in regard to

this very matter w’ould be regarded as the touchstone of our

sincerity in supporting France. He may accuse the French of

not waiting on his good pleasure either because they were con-

vinced that he would not proceed to action or because they had
persuaded themselves that if they acted he must follow and accept

the fait accojnpH
; but he cannot allege that they made any con-

cealment of their purppse and firm intention. That wras openly

proclaimed to the whole world. Germany had to be taught that

she had reached the limit and could transgress no longer.
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Mr. Lloyd George's irritation to l^ oxpliedia^

far Tomoved from the Bhine. He has large oommitxnents ln^

Ifear East. His adventure at Constantinople is not proving so

very successful. There are clouds on the horizon that not all the

genial breezes at San Bemo will sweep away. He played for

immediate effect, and he has now to provide against thfi con*

tingency of a hasco. He moved troops and the bulk of our fleet

to the Bosphorus in reckless haste, reducing our Mediterranean

garrisons to skeletons and perilously weakening our force in

Egypt, but on the other side of the ledger is impotence against

Germany, unless he resorts to some form of compulsion or con-

scription to raise the army which France has the right to expect

from us whenever the German menace again grows formidable.

Nor is it only in the Near East that our available troops are

locked up. In Ireland the larger part of our Home Army remains

fixed, at the same moment that recruiting from the Sister Isle,

which iised'to feed our voluntary army, has come to an Wd, and

every week heavy drafts have had to be made to India, nor can

they he discontinued. There are, to ]>ut the point bluntly, no

troops available to make a suitable demonstration on the Bhine,

and to justify Mr. Idoyd George's pretension to pose as the boss

of Europe. His irritation at peiceiving that if he acted at all it

would have to be in Marshal Foch’s wake must have been

extreme; but why did he put himself in this position, why did

he not keep ready to hand the force that might be needed at any

moment to impress on Germany the necessity of good faith ?

Because the last thought in his mind, ever since the Peace

negotiations closed with the Treaty of Versailles, seems to have

been to follow German proceedings with the closest vigilance, so

that there might be no departure from its terms. He has dis-

regarded the main issue to commit the country to reckless and

unprofitable side-shows, which are based on economic and

speculative considerations that have no right to a place in the

national policy of a greaji Empire. At one moment the induce-

'

ment dangled before the eyes of the British public is the wheat,

probably rotten even if existent, in the granaries of South Bussia,

at another the oil wells of the Tigris and Euphrates ; and it is more

than probable that behind what the country is asked to regard as

vigorous action at Constantinople are illicit dreams about the

rights of the Baghdad railway, and its attendant coterie of

German-Jew concessionnaires. But it is the honour and security

of the British Empire, threatened at many points, that are com-

promised by these rash and unjustifiable^ adventures. At Con-

stantiuople we are placed in a position that justifies the greatest
’ anxiety, and there is no one to blame for it but the Government.
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itt dealing with GennMiy. In the early days fotlowing the

; Armistice the Premier assured his fellow-subjects more than once

that the whole cost of the war would be recovered from ^rmany,
and the terms of the Treaty justided the hope that a go^ portion

at leadt would come onr way. But calculators on all sides are

now demonstrating that we must not hope for a penny, because

the thousand millions suggested as a maximum will not meet the

material losses of France and Belgium alone. If we are so happily

placed or so prodigal as to be able to dispense with any alleviation

of our financial burden, that is not the position or point of view

of either Belgium or France. For the latter country a consider-

able portion of the indemnity in coin or in its equivalent is a

vital necessity, but instead of receiving practical aid from us in

obtaining it from the guilty, r»r at all events the party liable, the

French have to listen to weekly homilies directed against the

alleged inadequacy of their direct taxation. Now ’among the

resources most easily available for the liquidation of German
liabilities is the coal of the Ruhr region, already partially assigned

- as compensation for the havoc wrought in the mines of Northern

France and Hainan t. The intrusion of the Reichswehr forces has

temporarily arrestci; the stipulated supply from that quarter, and

Belgium has been deprived of one month’s supply of 50,000 tons.

We do not yet know the quantity that has failed to reach France.

Whatever the motive of the recent action in Westphalia, the

Berlin authorities have hindered the compliance which the miners

of the Ruhr had been showing with one of the plainest and most

necessary conditions of the Treaty. The Germans have sys-

tematised the art of cajolery. In the East they coquet with

Bolshevism against the Poles, in the West they accuse the Ruhr
miners of adopting Lenin’s tenets as an excuse for coercing them
by the recognised Prussian methods. It is not surprising that

they should do these things, but it was hardly to be expected

that they would find supporters here at {he expense of France.

History has proved in many instances that nations know no

gratitude in their relations with one another, and it is not as

strange, when allowance is made for the extraordinary hold that

German influences had acquired in our official and commercial

circles during the nineteenth century, as it might appear to out-

siders that since the conclusion of the war the British Govern-
ment has now and then displayed a greater desire to win over

the Germans than to retain and strengthen the new ties binding
us to France and Belgium. This attitude must be destructive of

all real and lasting confidence. It reveals an almost pitiful blind-

ness to the true situation of Europe, which is passing through a
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fltlid stage. Were an instance qsked for to prove this blindness,

it would be found in the extraordinary attempt of the British

Government to impose upon Belgium that condition of enforced

neutrality which almost entailed her ruin in 1914, and which, if

it had been accepted, would have debarred her from coming to

the aid of France the other day.
"

What is the present position in Europe so far as it affects our-

selves? It is quite true that by the disapix^arance of tlie Gennan
Fleet from the seas wo are placed for the time being in a i>osition

of absolute maritime security. There is no longer any rival in

Europe to challenge our naval supremacy. But will this last for

ever, or even for many years? Does this point of view take into

ficcount new forms of warfai’e that promise to be in common use

beffore very long? The United States, in order to establish their

good faith in entering a League of Nations, announce their

intention to have the strongest fleet afloat, and they possess, as

we all ha\’^ reason to know, the Almighty Dollar; Lord Fisher

and others tell us that the day of fleets in the old sense has passed

away, and that the future of nations lies in the air and under

the waters. But the matter is far from ending with these specula-

tions. Big Berthas, which damaged Paris, but which w’^ere really

designed for London if the Germans could only have jdanted

them on the heights of Grisnez and Boulogne, have inaugurated

a system of long-range firing that is still in its infancy. The
Channel may be closed to us some day by a creeping barrage

from the heights of the Black Forest unless w^e realise in good

time that our real frontier is on the Bhine and not at the cliffs

of Dover.

Space w'ill not admit of onr pursuing these speculations any
further, but at least it is clear that the disappearance of the

German Fleet is not a sufficient or lasting guarantee of onr desired

security. These considerations may be recommended to the repre-

sentatives of the old Wolseley school, w'ho still oppose the pro-

jected Channel Tunnel with a quotation from Shakespeare in the

persuasion that w'hat w^as sound in an age of galleons and gallivats

must be equally so in a day of Sopwiths and submarines, to say

nothing of Big Berthas and the new^ Baz gun.

France has still greater need than we have to think of the

security of her frontier and the protection of her provinces from

the ravages of a brutal invader who has left marks of his presence

that will not be obliterate'd for many years. She has suffered

in the most tenible degree, and we were spared that direct

suffering by the valour of her soldiers as well as of our own. The
brutal experience has made an indelible impression on her soul.

Never again, if wisdom and fixity of purpose avail, shall French
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men and women endure such an ordeal, and one precaution on

which she is resolved is to place no reliance on the most specious

assurances of the Germans. We were told that the old Prussian

system and the Prussian military spirit were crushed and extinct,

and our politicians believed it. Our neighbours were sceptical,

and vcti Luttwitz and his confederates have given them reason.

In the opinion of all competent French and Belgian military

authorities the German military organisation is still formidable,

and the more dangerous to their countries because the Allies no

longer present a firm and united front.

What is the evidence that the Prussian military system has

collapsed? There is none except the fantasies created by our

own delusions, which the French people cannot afford to share.

It has still the same Chiefs as in 19M, the same Headquarter

Staff, and never before was the T-niversity Cadet Corps so

numerous, so active?, or so bellicose. In eonjparison with this

country, which has been reckless in the dispersion and destruc-

tion of war matci-ial, Germany is well provided with the munitions

necessary for a fresh war, and from more than one source we
have received warning that in air power she is better equipped

than ever. Finally, in man power Germany has been weakened

far less than Fraiu or even than England when we take into

account the facts that Ireland is closed to us as a recruiting-

ground, and that the natural increase of our jwpulation, long

arrested, seems to bo permanently declining. Wc nurse a delu-

sion in hugging the belief that Germany, in a military sense, is

smashed. We brought her to her knees, but she is rapidly regain-

ing her strength, and making ready for the spring which, aided by
surprise, will, as she hopes, enable her to turn the scale in her

favour. France sees these things and scents the peril from afar.

She is in a position that does not allow her to incur any risks

or to be taken at a momentary disadvantage.

France and England have increasing need of that unity which

sustained them during the long years of the struggle for existence

as well as independence. It will be long before any candid

historian who shows how near they were to perdition will be
believed. Are we to imi)eril that hard-earned success and to lose

its fruits by criticising one another to the satisfaction of the late

enemy gloating over our misunderstandings and disputes? Are
w^e to resort to frowns and to utter rebukes because our neigh-

bours take a more serious view of things and express no faith in

the plausibilities of Teutonic guile? The French are at the

advanced tx)st of danger and wc are far behind. It is doubtful

whether, if the need suddenly arose, we could do as well or be

as quick now as we were in August, 1914 ; to-day, as then, France
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and Belgium would have to bear, the first burst of the storm. But|

although we should not be present—-the little force at Cologne

is scarcely worth counting—our interests wnuld be no less vitally

involved than those of France in what happened in the Ehine
valley.

The immediate needs of the time are to keep Prussian military

forces, whether they are called Beichswehr or some fresh name
for the purpose of camouflage, out of the neutral zone, and to

insist that its resources, assigned foi* the satisfaction of some part

of the claims of France and Belgium, shall not be diverted to

other ends. We cannot take onr eyes off German proceedings

for a moment unless we are prepared to see ourselves circum-

vented. We shall certainly be circumvented unless we stick

close to France and remember that she knows far better than we
do the turns and twists in the German mind. Y.



StR AUCKLAND GfiDDES-AMBASSADOR OF THE
* BRITISH EMPIRE.

The appointment of Sir Auckland GeddeB as British Ambassador

at Washington has aroused a vigorous discussion of his qualities

and previous work. Certainly no American who cares for the

future of the relations between the United States and Great

Britain, certainly no business man in the United States whose

daily affairs are in one way or another affected by the industrial

and economic life of the rest of the world can fail to have an

interest in the personality and career of the man who is British

Ambassador in our country. For the affairs of the Ui\ited States,

whether for good or evil, are bound to be closely involved with

the affairs of England. And the clear fact is that at this time,

on this occasion, the British Government has sent to Washington

a very different person than they have ever sent before. Perhaps

they recognise the possibilities of the future.

In the first place, Sir Auckland Geddes is not an Englishman

at all. He is a Scot. Some people call him dour. He is stolid,

but not in the least stolid in the sense that he is not alive to

everything that goes on about him. He has been in the thickest

of the fight, and because of the character of the very disagreeable

jobs which have been assigned to him in the past by the British

Government, he probably has as many and as lively a set of

enemies as any man in English public life. He will, of course,

represent the British Government at Washington, but he will

peculiarly and especially, by virtue of his training and experience,

represent the British Empire in a way that none of his pre-

decessors could personally have done.

If we look over the distinguished list* of previous British Am-
bassadors during the course of the last thirty years we find, in

the case of Lord Pauncefote, a valuable servant of the Foreign

Office, trained in the technicalities of diplomacy and enlivened

by a warm friendship for America, Sir Michael Herbert held

the post too briefiy for many of us to get any real impression

of him. His successor. Sir Mortimer Durand, was a trained and

genial diplomat, who endeared himself to many Americans, but

who was much more familiar with Oriental affairs than with

Anglo-American problems. Lord Bryce’s eminent ambassador-

ship marked him for ever as the greatest Briton who in recent

years crossed the Atlantic. But, after all, “Mr.” Bryce, as we
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4E^ill like to call him, belongedm one sense to the two worlds, and
he stands, not on a pedestal, bnt still right with ns.

Sir Cecil Spring-Bice, whom some of his friends delighted to

call “Springheels,** was a ‘^diplomatist of career ** who had risen

thronghout his profession hrom the smallest secretaryship to be

Ambassador at what is actually for England the most important

foreign capital in the world. Many in America continue to enjoy

the memory of his versatile character and regret the sacrifice of

his health in the service of his country. More recently Lord
Beading, a Jew by descent, who by his ability and adroitness

had risen to be Lord Chief Justice of England, came to uis at a

peculiarly difficult moment, when the very fortunes of the Great

War hung in the balance. It was his mission to try to adjust

matters so that we could pull together for the victory which we
jointly won. For many days those of us who heard him speak,

both privately and publicly, will retain a memory of his services.

Within the last few months Lord Grey came to us as Special

Ambassador. Even in the darkest shades of academic seclusion

we knew him as the great fighter for European peace, and at last

in those difficult days of August, 1914, we came to know hii?i

as the stern defender of the liberties of the world. At Washing-

ton he scarcely had a chance to show what he could do, but he

will continue to be a potent influence for good.

Now comes Sir Auckland Geddes. The difference is decided.

Some people in England think the appointment a mistake. He
has had what is technically known as rather a bad Press in

England. That is partly due to domestic and political contro-

versies in England with which we in America have nothing to

do. But he comes to America at a peculiarly important and

interesting stage in the development of our relations and, let

us all hope, of our friendship with Great Britain. By virtue of

his career, by virtue of his character and by virtue of his quali-

ties, he is going to be first of all Ambassador of the British

Empire in a way which, without in any way implying the

slightest criticism of any of his predecessors, none of them could

have been. And in order to understand what his appointment

may mean, we must go back to examine in a hasty fashion the

facts of the case. But before anything of that sort is done we
must look at his picture. In profile he represents the idealist

with the fine scholarly lines of the man of real thought and high

heart. Face to face he is tall, awkward, and a bit heavy ; a m&D
you would hate to box with, for he has been a professor of

anatomy and he knows just where to hit. But by his side one
could well trudge along through the roughest sort of w^orld.

In his early years of training he became much interested in
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of nxiUtaiy !£l^aghout,

Ms intere^ ill 1)00^ affcurs Las been dos jtb^^^

of citizenship. H has believed in the value Of

as a service to the community, but he has hated war as

medical mah who has known wctf can. Yet without^
and after dif&cult endeavours to pass Army teats becaiisie W^M
eyesight, he' entered the British Army as a^

occasion of the South African War. ffift a
volunteer “rookie ** to be Brigadier-General is one of tbO c
features of his variegated career. With a long vision he waa one
of the few Britishers who advocated military training years

before the Great War because he feared its coming. When it

came he promptly left his careful professional nest as a
teacher of medicine in Canada and serve^ almost from the
outset.

In France in 1915-lC he was actually in the trenches, and
won his rapid proihotioriS for gallant and distinguished oondoct
in the field. Later at the War Office as Brigadier-General he
was in charge of recruiting. The general scope of his work at

-the War Office was quickly enlarged, and as Minister of National

Service, as a civilian, he had charge of getting the men for the

British Army who were so desperately needed in the spring of

1918, when our American Army was not yet ready to play its

full part in France.

In particular, he took over the organisation and application of

the draft in England wlien it was in its most chaotic condition,

and those of us who know anything of the difficulty of the

application and administration of our own service law will

appreciate that his belated job was no easy one in England.

Naturally, having been in charge of recruiting during the last

years of the war, he was called in to help deal with the problem

of demobilisation. However, he was not responsible for these

matters until January 30th, 1919. Many mistakes had been

previously made by Britain, and, as in other cases. Sir Auckland

Geddes was calle<i up to act as a “doctor” to try to straighten

out conditions for which his predecessors were mainly responsible.

Eapidly he saw that the problem of demobilisation was fundar

mentally connected with that of employment, and, instead of

supporting the policy of doles and temporary assistancef, he took

the larger view and tried to strike at the root of the whole situa-

tion by stimulation of work and industrial reorganisation, so that

the demobilised soldier would not be pauperised or become a mere

^There^in turn his work led direxjtly to the problem of trade,

and the remarkable industrial revival of England during the last

VOL. ovn. N.a. a a
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nine months has been, to a considerable 'degree^ due to the

stimulus which he was officially able to supply. But that is not

by any means to imply that he was, or is, in favour of Govern-

ment control of business life. In fact, probably one of the

bitterest controversies has arisen from his opposition to the

general policy of State control. In particular, he has opposed^

nationalisation of the coal mines. But, with a broad mind, he

does not regard it as permanently impossible ; indeed, eventually

he thinks it may be conceivably necessary. The story is that

in the course of the controversy he has antagonised British labour,

and that he and his brother. Sir Eric Geddes, were partly

responsible for the railway strike of last October. The facts of

the case do not seem to support this tale. There was jb frank

diiferencc of opinion as to policy ; but on the whole Sir Auckland

Geddes is a man who is profoundly interested in humanity, and

as a public servant he has not shown himself indifferent to the

interests of*the great army of industrial workers.

As an interlude in his busy life he took over the Cabinet posi-

tion, in November, 1918, of President of the Local Government

Board, retaining still his position of Minister of National Service.

The reason was that the United Kingdom, through the passage

of'^the fourth Reform Bill, had immensely extended its suffrage.

Women were for the first time given the vote. Universal male

suffrage was to be applied immediately in the general election

of December, 1918, It was necessary, therefore, that a man of

clear mind and extraordinary administrative ability should have

charge of the task of preparing the voting lists. At the War
Office, whenever there was a snarl, the general saying was "send

for Geddes," and in belated fashion the Government "sent for

Geddes" to handle the administrative work of preparation for

the fuller application of democracy in the United Kingdom at the

time of the last general election.

There came also the problem of reconstruction, and following

the general election Sjr Auckland Geddes was called in as

Minister of Beconstruction as vrell as of National Service. The
sudden termination of the war, in spite of the numerous pro-

grammes of reconstruction, found England, as well as other

countries, unprei>ared for peace. Sir Auckland Geddes, there-

fore, dreV the report which attempted to tide over the diffi-

cult period of demobilisation to the time when England might

be ready to go full steam ahead in industrial and commerciaul

matters.

We are now all well aware that the, economic recovery of

England from the strain of the war has been exceptional, and we
will do well to bear in mind that the new British Ambassador
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was largely connected with that revival and the great change

which has taken place in English economic life during the course

of the Iasi eighteen months.

He comes to America, therefore, es|)ecially alive to the ques*

^tion of foreign commerce and international economic relation-

ehips/for he has adopted from the outset the idea that the best

.way for England to resume its normal commercial life was to

remove Governmental control as fast as possible, and to help

the industrial life of tlie country by stimulating the development

of the overseas markets. Of course, the picture here given is

totally inadequate on the administrative side. In fact, one might

very easily suppose that Sir Auckland Geddes was a sort of

handyman who had been U6e<l for any job. Apparently, as a

matter of fact, he got most of the nasty jobs, and was used as a

sort of administrative ** doctor** to pull together a situation which

Governmental delay or incapacity had marked as dangerous.

He is W'hat we might call a “clear desk ** man, for it is his habit

to follow the best ollico methods of the average American business

man, yet without too hasty decision.

A striking fact in the annals of British bureaucracy was that,

on the appointment of Sir Auckland Geddes as Ambassador to

Washington, the various staffs, the servants of the various Depart-

ments of which he had been the head, united in giving him a

dinner as a testimonial of their appreciation of his work. Such
a thing in British official life has never happened before.

On examination. State papers which the new Ambassador has

already prepared with reference to local questions have perhaps

not been quickly understood in England because of his power of

condensation. I suppose that any American audienc/e or reader

may find that there is a chance of missing what Sir Auckland

Geddes really means, since it is not a question only of packed

sentences, but of packed words. The style is lucid, but we must
read slowly and carefully if we are \o understand just what he

means and implies. •

In the House of Commons Sir Auckland Geddes was a new-

comer, as the result of his election as Unionist member for

Basingstoke in December, 1918. He was a man of unusual type,

and in the atmosphere of the House of Commons be was not en-

tirely happy. That was partly due to the fact that the House of

Commons is both a sort of a club and at times a rather rowdy
place. He never would be at home in a rowdy place, and he

would always belong in any community both to the best and
the most human club. ,So that is at least a partial explanation

of the fact that a Parliamentary view of the speeches of the

Ambassador might not be fair.

A A 2
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Perhaps another way to judge, a man is by the places where

he is most appreciated ; and for Americans who kno«r Manchester

and Liveri)ool, the fact that Lancashire is a region where Sir

Auckland Geddes has been*most highly regarded will convey a

further notion of the man’s character and possibilities. But it is

not the fact of any special knowledge of business conditions

which has led to that appreciation, for he is by no means a

specialist ; rather it is his earnestness, conviction and morkl

integrity which won him such a favourable reputation in Lan-

cashire. Those qualities have also marked him in his scientific

work.

Yet as a medical man he was never of the family physician

type. He has been the “laboratory man” who was engaged in

profound research, particularly in embryology, delving into the

very secrets of life. It is also a mark of his calm interest in

social and
^
educational questions that if he had not come to

Washington he would have returned to the world of education

to be head of McGill University.

This brings us to the fact of his interest in affairs outside

England, to the essential qualities of his p]:esent ambassadorship,

for he is in a peculiar way to be the representative of the British

Empire. Educated in Scotland and abroad, be knew South

Africa during stormy days. He has occupied educational positions

at Edinburgh, Lublin and Montreal. Earlier still his father, who
was an engineer, was largely concerned in the construction of

the great railway systems of India, and bis mother belonged to

a family vvliicli was interested in one of the pioneer shipping lines

to Australia. Indeed, many of Sir Auckland Geddes’s family

still live in Australia, ffn this fashion his association with both

shipping and ;railw^ays is connected with his earlier colonial

associations.

His wdfe is of American birth, but of British citizenship, and

he and Lady Geddes have naturally a very large and pleasant

acquaintance with American and British Colonial people. When
we consider the fact of the great diversity of peoples and con-

ditions within our own Empire of America, we can well, value

the sympathetic understanding of a man who also knows the

diversities of the British Empire, for with these diversities and

with the enlarging interests of the self-governing portions of the

British Empire we, as Americans, will have in years to come an
even wider and. greater connection and interest in the differetot

parts of the Empire.
But Sir Auckland Geddes is by no means an Imperialist any

more than he is a Militarist. He has a mind which people in

London sometimes call an “Empire” mind, but which is first
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of all essentially democratic. His life is a very simple one, and

he has always hated fuss and leathers.

In his representation of the British Empire Sir Auckland

Geddes will undoubtedly find his previous colonial experience of

use, as the self-governing dozhinions and commonwealths of the

Empire come to have their own representatives very possibly

appearing in Washington to deal with local matters. In this

sense the new Ambassador will have a chance at co-ordination

of strictly British interests at Washington
,
for he is a man whom

the citizens of the newer countries will readily understand.

If I am any judge of men and affairs, Sir Auckland Geddes

certainly will never twist or turn for the sake of mere diplomacy,

and in view of his career he comes to us as a new sort of person,

representing the British Empire to the Empire of America.

As a medical man, as a soldier, and as an administrator he

has been a great public servant. His work, both for the mutual

and separate interests of our two countries, will now also

undoubtedly be great.

Alfred L. P. Dennis.



JUNKERS, “SCHIEBEBS;* AND BOLSHEVIKS:
A LETTER FROM BERLIN.

Bi:ulin, April Uh.

RuvoLUTioNABX Germany has three empliaiic types -the Junker,

the “Schieber,’* and the Red. This does not mean that any of

the three types, or even all three together, dominate numerically.

It means merely that from the grey mass of the politically inert

and feeble these aggressive }>olitical and social types stand out

best. Anyone who wants a key to the Right Counter-Revolution

of Kaj)p, and to the more significanl Left Revolution that suc-

ceeded it, can, short of any deeper philosophy of revolutionary

history, find the key in the actions and interactions of the

emphatic three. The Revolution, which began in political fer-

ment, is, in fact, developing along much less idealistic pocket

lines; and that is a reversion to |X)litical type, for before the war

four of the five parties (omitting the Centre, though it too had

its economic policies) re]>rescnted, from Right to Left, the

Agrarian, the heavy industry, the middle-class and the industrial-

Labour money interests, and represented nothing politically worth

mentioning. The factions struggling to-day—one may ignore the

Government majority, which struggles only in the way of a worm
trodden on by three successive boots—are influenced by pocket

motives. Monarchy versvs Republic, war versus peaceful sub-

mission to the Versailles humiliation, the two issues which absorb

foreign observers, play no rdic, Vnien Herr Kapp, who at heart

was Monarchist and Militarist enough, established himself for

five days in the Wilhelmstrasse,' he did not dream of doing the

traditionally correct thing for a Monarchist-Militarist—proclaim-

ing a new Kaiserdoin with a programme of national liberation.

He had too close a knowledge of the public mood for that. He
promised unheroically to cleanse bis country business matters

and to abolish the Zwangsxcirtschnft, that is, the Government

control of trade Irom which all except the “ Schiebers ** suffer

;

and so the emblem on his helmets and armoured cars was not

the eagle or the sceptre, but the innocent Svastika cross which,

as adapted by himself, adumbrated a pogrom for the “Schiebers,”

which meant for. the Jews. The extremists at the other end, the

Red Revolutionaries of Westphalia, also have only an economic

programme ; and the correct converse of Kapp’s universal honesty

is their universal plunder. Besides these two factions are the

(also purely economical) “Schiebers,” who gaVe both the Right
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Counter-Revolutionaries and th^ Left Ultra-Revolutionaries their

excuse. In the narrow, original sense, the “Schiebers” are mere
dishonest traders who sell goods above rationed quantities at above

legal prices. In wider sense, they are an enormous class who,

sometimes innocently, have been enriched automatically by the

unexampled displacement of all values w-hich has resulted from
the currency collapse. Socially, the “Schieber ” is a marked type

in every German city; and politically, though he is usually

passive and has naturally no ungrateful prejudice against the

queer Democracy which presents him wdth diamond shirt-studs

and deep sealskin collars, he exerts an unintended influence no
way smaller than the influence of the other tw'o.

The condition of this Germany of Junkers, “ Schiebers,” and
Reds only too closely resembles the condition of Russia in the

eiglit months that passed between the collapse of the Monarchy
and the coming of the Bolsheviks. This is a paradox, for the

springs of Russian history are different from those *of German

;

and even under Bolshevism pocket motives are not to Russians

the chief. But the resemblance is there. Germany, like Russia

in 1917, is struggling for a stable Government; and she has not

attained one because, as in Russia throe years back, men and

classes wuth the will and the ability to rule have not yet appeared.

Her condition is more disappointing than Russia’s was, because

her chances were better. Russia’s consolidation was inevitably

hampered by a foreign war; by national questions—it was the

Ukraine which directly upset Prince Lvoff’s Cabinet ; and by the

fact that, owing to neglect to convoke a Constituent Assembly

immediately, there was no Constitutional Government with a

mandate to rule. Germany for a year past has had a very satis-

factory— paper— Constitution ; and all the best— paper—
machinery for enforcing the Democratic majority will. But, with

these advantages, Germany has so far reached only the same

impossible mechanism of a condominium that brought dissolu-

tion and ultimately Bolshevism to Russia. In Russia in April,

1917, the first Cabinet crisis was solved when the Petrograd

Soviets, which had then no Bolshevik majority, enforced on

Prince Lvoff a written compact which contained very Radical,

and partly Socialistic, schemes of reform; and the whole policy

of the Soviet during the following half-year was, while rlefusing to

take responsibility, to obstruct all measures of firm government.

Here, where the nominal Cabinet has an unimpeachable mandate,

and where there should be no State authority except that upheld

by the National Assembly, the Government majority parties on

March 20th signed a compact, like Prince Lvoff’s, with entirely

irresponsible, extra-Constitotional bodies, conceding these bodies’
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claitQ to make and unmake Cabu^ete, to exact specific legislative

reforms, and to enforce their policies at any time by means of
^

a revolutionary general strike, or, “if necessary,” as the Left’s

chief negotiator put it, “by civil war.” This is only a first step
'

towards Minority Dictatorship of Russian^ kind ; meantime, it

constitutes a Revolution from the Left, quite as unconstitutional

and much more dangerous than the unsubstantial Right Counter-

Revolution of Kapp.

Germany is undoubtedly still in a state of Revolution, which

means that most factions reject Constitutional ways. Kapp’s

coup played into the hands of the most dangerous faction. It was

inevitable that the Eight Counter-Revolution should be seized by

this faction as a lever for unconstitutionally increasing its power.

Here, again, is a close parallel with prc-Bolshevik Russia. In

September, 1917, after Korniloff marched his troops against

Alexander Kerensky, as Kapp and Luettwitz marched theirs

against Baudt, there was an explosion from the Left
; all Socialist

Russia, Bolshevik and anti-Bolshevik, rang with the cry :,“Save

the Revolution !
” Guarantees were to be exacted against fresh

counter-revolutionary attempts of Korniloff’s kind
; but the hour-

Government, insisted the Left outsiders, could not give

thefiic guarantees; only the armed proletariat could. So within

a fortnight the Bolsheviks, whose prospects up till then had been

thin enough, captured first the Petrograd and then the Moscow
Soviet. Practically the same thing has happened here. At first

the general strike had no aim except to overthrow Kapp. In this

it proved a perilous success, convincing the radically-minded that

one can do anything by a strike. So the striking organisations,

whose members had laid down their tools and quitted their c^ce
desks in healthy defence of the Constitution, refused to return

to work unless the Constitution was again wrecked, this time in

their own class interests; and the solution of the trouble was a

compact for divided power between the Cabinet and National

Assembly on one side, and, radical class-organisations on the other,

which promises notliing but trouble for Germany’s future.

The condominium was created by the Peace Treaty of March
20th. The subject of negotiations was the terms on which the

strikers would return to work. On one side were representatives

of the three parties which support the Coalition Cabinet, that is,

the Centre, German Democrats, and Social Democrats; and on
the other the three chief organisations which took part in tbs

strike, the General German Association of Trades Unions, the

United Clerical Unions, arid the German Officials’ Union. The
chief spokesman of the Unions was Herr Legien, member of the

National Assembly and President of the Association of Trades
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Unions. The Unions knew that they had got the Government
into Aeir power. They not only declared that they would con-

tinue the strike if their demands were not granted, but added
that the strike would take sharper forms

; that they would prevent

the return of the Government from Stuttgart ; an# thati if neces-

sary, tthey would not shrink from civil war. They declared, what
the Democratic Party denied, but what was true, that they alone

had beaten Kapp
; and they deminided as reward for their three

Unions a privileged authority over the new Cabinet, though they
later conceded that the other striking organisations should also

be heard. Also they abandoned tem]x>rarily their demand for a
special Workmen’s Parliament which should control the Beichs-

tag. But they insistcnl on dictating the composition of the new
Cabinet and on pledging tlie Government to specific administra-

tive and legislative reforms. The effect of their demands was
that the Trades Unions should lumceforth be a controlling organ

for Cabinet, National Assembly, and coming lleiehstag. The
Social-Democratic members of the Government Coalition on the

whole snp}x)rted the Unions. The Centre and Demwjratic repre-

sentatives saw at once that a new Left Bevolution was the

Unions* jiim
; and they declared that they could not bind their

parties or the coming Cabinet. But they swallowed at last the

programme which the Unions thrust down their throats, and

undertook to recommend acceptance to the rank and file of the

Government parties
;
and with that the new Bevolution from the

Left was put through.

The main conditions of the compact of March 20th were :

—

1. That the present represcntutivi-s of the Majority I’urtii's (i.o., Centre,

German Democrats, and Socialists) will recommend tt> their ])arlieB that in

the intpending reconstruction of the Ooveruments of the Uepublic and ol

Prussia, the question of candidates shall he scttlo<l hy the parties alter an

understanding with the organisations c-t Workm(*n, of Clerical Employees,

and of Officials, which participated in the (leneral Strike; and that these

organisations shall be given a deciding influence uptm the reform of econo-

mical and social legislation, the rights of the national representation being

maintained. *

2. A thorough cleaning out from the entire public departments ... of

counter-revolutionary persons, especially of those who are in leading positions,

and their replacement by reliable persons. . . .

4. Speedjpst possible carrying through of the reform of the administration

on democratic principles, with co-decision of the organisations qf Workmen,

Clerical Employees, and Officials. . . .

6. Immediate taking in liand of the Socialisation of ripe branches of

industry, on the basis of the dccisi<»ns of the Socialisation Commission. . . .

Taking over of the Coal and Potash Syndicates by the Republic. . . .

7. Dissolution of all military units which did not show themselves faithful

to the Constitution, and ttieir replacement by units from among the reliable

republican population, especially from among the organised Workmen,

Clerical Employees, and Officials. . . .
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8. Effective requisitioning, if necessary, confiscation, of stoclcB of food

products. ... •

The provlBions which I have omitted have less importance,

because they have not the openly anti-Constitutional character of

most of the affove. The Government Parties* representatives

signed this agreement, as the ex-Pinance Secretary Gothein *said,

“with heavy heart”; and since then they have been trying to

explain the agreement away. The Democrats have issued a com-
mentary on the Treaty, in which, while showing themselves
afraid to denounce it, they declare that it must be executed
“strictly on the basis of, and within the limits of, the Constitu-

tion,” “with insistence on the Democratic equality of rights of

all citizens, occupations, organisations of employees, agricultural

and industrial,” and, as regards Clause 6, “with due regard for

the present conditions of our national economy,” ^all of which
reservations have no meaning because they do not really qualify

the Treaty, but violate its clear import, which is that the Con-
stitutional mechanism for appointing and dismissing Ministers
and for passing laws is denied. On this point an hour-long wrangle
took place, in which the dictatorial Legien maintained his objec-

tion to ending the first clause with the words, “in accordance
wdth the provisions of the Constitution.” The alternative reserva-

tion, “the rights of the national representation being main-
tained,” means that the Unions believed that they had captured
and bound the nuijority of the national representation

; and the
belief was true, for the majority’s representatives, when signing
the compact, were under the terror of the general strike, not to

mention Herr Legion’s threatened “civil war.” The Unions
immediately exercised their chief new prerogative, the making
and unmaking of Ministers; after throwing out of the Cabinet
the Democratic Herr Schiffer, to whose sacrifice the Democrats
vowed they would never consent, but consented, they overruled
the plan to appoint as Erzberger’s successor at the Ministry of
Pinance Herr Cuno, Director-General of the Hamburg-America
Line, whom most moderate men pronounced to be the best

Pinance Minister conceivable. Since this success the temper of

the Unions has been in the highest degree confident; their

speakers and new'spapers openly proclaim that at the Union
bosses’ behests any Minister may be dismissed or appointed ; and
there are exultant prophecies of new general strikes or “civil war ”

if Herr Muller’s Cabinet does not with sufficient slavisliness clean
out the Army and the bureaucracy and hurry on the promised
Socialisation. This is by far the most striking event of the past
unsettled month. It is a new Kevolution which is only a shade
removed from the ultimate Bevolution—Minority Dictatorship.



A LETTER FROM BERLIN.

The secret of the success <»f a handful of agitators in thus
getting the Bauer Cabinet on the run and preparing a prospect

of humiliating dependence for Bauer’s successor, Miillei', needs
to be explained. It is not explained by assuming great popular

support for the agitators. During the negotiations of March 18th
and 19th, the chief dictator, Legien, boasted that behind the

Unions arc ll,0()(),()()(l workers, making, with their families, the

greater part of the population. In reality, the new dictatorship

is a faction^ictatoj'sliip of Bolshevik kind in which numbers do
not count—were the Unions sure of public support they could

calmly await the coming first Reichstag election and attain power
by Constitutional means. The Unions were able to grasp power
not because they had wide support, hut because the Cabinet of

Herr Bauer had no militant support. The Cabinet was badly dis-

credited by its conduct on March 13th. Kapp’s coup could have

been, and ought to have been, resisted by force. A show of force

w'ould probably liave sufficed. Noske, who is being 'assailed for

bis failure to do this, admits that “a couple of dozen machine

guns” would have stoi)])ed the Doheritz raiders; and he justifies

himself jiersonally w ith tlie story that his commanders, with the

exception of liis chief of staff and one officer, refused to obey.

In fact, had tli<» Cabinet, on discovering that its regular forces

were failing, summoned to its supixirt. a few score Socialist work-^

men with rifles, and ]X)Hted them at the entrance to the city, the

Jvapp-Luettwitz raid would almost certainly have failed through

the refusal of the raiders to shoot; and at worst the bloodshed

would have been a trifle compared with the general slaughter

that has since been going on. Had Kapp won the battle and

arrested Bauer and his colleagues, their moral authority would

have been enormously strengthened. Berlin believed that the

Bauer Cabinet fled ignoiiiinioiisly ;
and this belief was not sliaken

by pro-Govermnent leaflets explaining blandly that the Cabinet

had not abandoned power, but had gone to Dresden (later to

Stuttgart) in order “to rule Germany in quiet.” The Cabinet ran

jiway because it did not feel sure of |X)pular support ; because it

knew that it was highly, and rightly, unpopular ; and because it

probably half believed that Ivapp would not only seize power, but

would keep it with a large measure of popular support.

After the Counter-Revolution’s collapse the legend ’ quickly

spread that Kapp was condemned and execrated by the whole

population. But the legend began with the failure and not with

the attempt. Kapp was at first a hero, not merely to the Junkers

with their satellites, the, farming population, and to the German-

National and German Peoples* Parties which a flay after his

coup d*it(U issued ambiguous manifestoes more for him than
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RgUBst. In addition, as long as, he asemed

»QCe»9—and in the complete

^^ilheimstrasBe, of news*i|>8 to what was happening, manj thckght

Se might succeed—he had a great measure of popularity wttii tto

non-political city populations, particularly with the middle bhuB^r

The well-to-do western suburbs of Berlin, which participalied ih

events merely by collecting at poster pillars and debating Kapp’s

untruthful, and his foes* equally untruthful, manifestoesi^ WCr#
largely pro-Kapp. That was my personal observatSn. But in

these debates one heard nothing at all about the Monarchy, the

Versailles Treaty, or any other high-political issue which logically

ought to have come up when a Junker partisan achieved ,pow«:

through supi)ort of the old Army. . Subject of debate was—the
“Schiebers.” Kapp was the anti-“ Schieber ’* Messiah; Eapp
would allow honest business to take its lawful course ; Kapp would
hang the food-usurers, and stop the progressive enrichment of

parasites and the ruin of hard-working citizens through the

infamous devaluation of money. Eememberihg that Kapp’s coup

took place only a few hours after the Court’s judgment in the

scandalous Erzberger-HeliTerich trial, one can understand this.

Convinced that Herr Bauer’s Finance Secretary was hopelessly

corrupt, and aware that Helfferich had proclaimed this to be the

^inevitable corruption of Democracy, many citizens believed that

the whole Cabinet and all its Democratic hangers-on were dis-

honest, or winkers at dishonesty. “The ‘Schieber’ Govern-
ment !

” was the angry cry. Here w^as a chance to get* rid of

“Schiebers” in and out of office, and to restore the Prussian
virtues—not so popular in the old days when they 'were peppered
with Junker class-spirit and bureaucratic tutelage—of honesty,
industry and sense of duty. Kapp showed that he knew the new
Democracy’s weak point when, instead of proclaiming a Hohen-
zollem princelet whom nobody wanted, or tearing up the Ver-
sailles Treaty which long ago tore itself up, he proclaimed in his
leaflets : -“German Men and Women ! Now Dishonesty is Ended I

The ZwangswirUchaft is abolished ! The ‘ Schiebers ’ and food-
usurers will be gripped by an iron fist ! Capital-smuggling will
be stopped ! Germany will soon again become the Honest Nation
which once it was her pride to be !

” To citizens who trusted
this worthy but chimerical programme, and as long as they trusted
it, Kapp was far more popular than Herr Bauer or Herr Muller
could ever be. ^nd so the flight of the Bauer Cabinet, as well* as
the later surrender to the Trades Unions, were mere expressions
of the Democratic Government’s conviction that it had earned
grave unpopularity, and had even, not always through

, active



f^ts ol its o^; under
the

1^ Gennan Government, one may '

safely; predieti will ever
afsbieve stability until these abuses have eeased ; until a systezii

of State hnance, industry* and trade is establish^ which assuteB
to citizens the fruits of their labour, and under which speculationi
parasitism and downright dishonesty are not the only ways of
attaining wealth, or even living in modest comfort. Under
present conditions every single German man and woman is either
a ** Schieber ** or an enforced patron of, and victim of, ** Schiebers.**

Despite, or because of, all the multitudinous semi-SociaUstic
ration and price measures of Democratic Governments so far, it

is impossible to live without practising or encouraging corruption.

The food, housing and manuiacture laws, which were ostensibly

designed to give a fair chance to all, are violated by all. The
food rationing is an ugly farce which increases the inevitable

advantage of the rich over the poor, and of tlie “ Schieber ** over

the rich. Everywhere, by paying t\vice, five times, or ten times

the legal prices, one can get unlimited amounts of foods which,

in theory, are strictl. rationed. Bationod bread and meat are

bad and in quantity insiifiicieiit ; in Berlin the meat ration is

usually little over J lb. a week. But bakers, in the hearing of

crowds of buyers whom perhaps they have never seen before

i

openly sell white bread which is not supposed to be baked at all

;

and it is far easier for a rich man to get 10 lb. of fresh meat

than it is for a poor man to get his J lb. of canned Argentine.

Farmer-** Schiebers,” who refuse to deliver their legal quota of

food to the authorities, advertise ill-veiled offers to supply rationed

goods to the rich in unlimited amounts. In Berlin, a just Muni-

cipality compels shopkeepers to mark the prices of necessary

manufactured goods displayed in their shop-windows-^nce inside,

the buyer finds that the displayed article cannot be sold because

it has a defect or because it is a model, but that he can have

practically the same thing at double, the marked price. The

shopkeeper truthfully exculpates himself with the plea that he

id turn is a victim of “Schieber ” manufacturers; and these with

equal truth vow that they are victims of “Schieber ” raw-material

producers.
, .

,

Practically no manufacturing branch can be conducted without

preliminary deals with “Schiebers.” The Reichswirtschafta

Ministry haggles for weeks with the big western syndicates ovei

the maximum prices to be charged to manufacturers for different

kinds of iron and steei; and after weeks have gone by in deciding

the precise, providentially just and mathematically absolute prices

of these products (forgetting that during the wrangle the value
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of money has probably dropped 50 per cent.), the new mazimnin

price is unanimously by all parties ignored. Lately the Ministry,

after four weeks of study and dispute, insisted on striking 6 marks

a ton, or 017 per cent., off the price demanded by the Iron

Syndicate for a particular iron plate ; but while this comedy was

proceeding everyone, including the bureaucrats, knew that no

manufacturer could have the plates at less than a 1,000 marks

above the fixed price. About once a month a new elaborate

wrangle begins over the price of pig-iron
; a tremendous pretence

is made of determining the production cost, wages, cost of living,

price of foreign ore, and influence of the exchanges; but, in prac-

tice, pig-iron, which after the last wrangle was fixed at 2,288

marks a ton, cannot be had under 3,800 marks. The manufac-

turer can only get it through a “ Schieber ” who has cornered a

supply; or he pays the producer surreptitiously an extra 1,000

marks, pays him in foreign currency at an arbitrary exchange,

or supplies him with an equivalent weight of scrap-iron at half

the price at which scrap-iron is sold in the open market. The
acute housing problem, though easier than trade to control

officially, is in the end controlled by “Schiebers.” Berlin has a

Central Housing Department without whose certificate one can-

not—in theory—get a dwelling at all; and even when armed

with a certificate the seeker cannot—^in theory—get a house or

flat without another certificate frond the local Municipal Dwell-

ings Office. Every vacant dwelling must be registered; every

applicant must wait his turn ;
all . tenancy contracts must be

officially sanctioned ; and as rents are severely limited there can

be—in theory—no favour for the rich. In practice, dwellings

change hands at enonnous prices, as much as ten times the annual

rent being paid as premium ;
“ Schiebers are ever at hand to

arrange deals by which rich families are first taken in as

“lodgers,” and then allowed to edge out the earlier well-com-

pensated tenant; or by which, as a veiled premium, “furniture,”

which means a few tables and chairs put in specially, are bought

by the new tenant at a thousand times their cost. And this

“Schiebertum ” is often condoned. Though usually unjust to the

poor, it is for a great many citizens a grateful, indispensable

lubricating oil in the stiff machine of bureaucratic over-contipl

;

and there are experts in political economy who even praise it.

Without it, they declare, things would be much worse; if the

farmer could not sell part of his produce illicitly at ten times the

maximum prices, he would refuse, so low are these maximum
prices, to produce for the towns at all, and the familiar food con-

dition of Soviet Bussia would soon be reached.

Characteristic of Germany's economical condition is that^ this
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*Bhon^ and openly illegal “ Schiebertum ” ie far leas reaenied
than the nnoonBoious, automatic “Schiebertum” which leaults
from the progreraive devaluation of the currency. “Sohieber”
meana pusher ; and the devaluation of currency pnshea one
part of the population, often without any effort of its own, intoune*n^ wealth, while it pushes the other part into undeservedmn. The currency inflation I described in the March number ofThe Fobtoigotly Eevirw. Since the end of last year, to which
^ures were then brought, the inundation of jiaper, partly needed
for the lugher price level, partly for the discounting of Treasury
Bills which arc^ the Democratic Government’s one financial
expedient, has risen much higher. In one week alone of Feb-

1,760,600,000 marks, in fresh lleiclisbank notes and
Kassemcheine, were put into circulation. The circulation of both
monies, which on December 31st la.st was 45,600,000,000 marks,
had risen by the 15th of last month to over 55,000,000,000 marks,
so that in the full first three months of 1920 about fwuce as much
new money will have been put into circulation as the whole bank-
note circulation before the war. The rawest student of finance
can tell the effect upon price-levels and upon certain property
relations. But the Government, which in its taxation plana as in

its commercial pi ice-regulation shows the utmost refinement and
the most ponderous bureaucratic conscientiousness for class and
individual justice, ignores altogether these obvious effects. The
effects are that creditors, pensioners, owners of State Loan stocks,

and other persons of fixed income are rapidly ruined
; and that

debtors and persons whose wealth lies in solid property and com-
modities are rapidly enriched. This process is aggravated by the

fact that German business is done on credit to an extent unknown
in England. Nearly all German landowners, however rich, dis-

tribute risk by mortgaging their estates and investing the pro-

ceeds in Government loans or industrial securities *, and there is

hardly a flat-house in the whole Republic that is not mortgaged

to near two-thirds of its value. Before 1914 the money so

borrowed was in good gold marks; and it constituted, as a rule,

a high proportion of the value of the security. To-day, as result

of the inflation, and despite Government limitations of prices,

the values of land, houses, factories, and machinery have risen

enormously, while the creditors’ claims have shrunken to about

a fifteenth of their former gold value. The owner of a factory

•worth 300,000 gold marks, mortgaged for 200,000 gold marks in

1914, can, out of a few months’ profits, easily clear off what is

now a paper mark debt ; the creditor gets back 200,000 paper

marks worth about 18,000 marks gold; and the debtor has his

property, now probably worth 1,500,000 marks, free.
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;T1& Wholly unjust process of displacement of wealth goes on
til all classes and all businesses; and it enco^ages a special type

Of “ Schieber”; the man who, while producing nothing, and Ten-

dering no service to the national economy, gets rich through

exploiting the ceaseless shiftings in the. relative values of com-

modities and money. “ Schiebers,” without any knowledge of

markets or of commodity qualities, buy up indiscriminately food,

clothing, machines, and metal ; heap them in empty dwellings

;

forget them ; and W'ait. Tlie Government with its beneficent note-

printing press will do, they know, the rest ; and three months
hence the public will fight for a chance to buy the goods at thrice

their price-cost. When the State set itself to regulate housing

it ignored entirely the currency inflation, and thereby ruined tens

of thousands of persons and enriched other tens of thousands.

Buying the flat-house in which one lives is a favourite form of

investment for Germans of small means; and before the war the
'

combined rehts of a house of average size yielded a smallish

middle-class income. The housing authorities ruled that rents

may not be raised more than 20 per cent, above the 1914 level

;

and, further, that no tenant can be put out against his will. The
house-owner, who before the war received, . say, 20,000 gold
marks, whic-h was .£1,000, is forbidden to-day to receive more
than 24,000 marks, which is about 1,600 gold marks, and is little

above the working-class minimum income. The tenants, whose
incomes have risen not 20 per cent., but as a rule 300 or 400
per cent., pay rents which, relatively to their incomes, are only a
third or a fourth of what they paid in 1914 ; and the fact that
while paying so little they cannot be put out, creates a valuable

vested interest in the tenancy which can be sold, through the
inevitable “Schieber,” for an enormous sum. The new taxation

is on similar lines. Income tax is to be levied on annual incomes
of 1,500 marks, which is a little above the monthly wage now
being demanded by Berlin Underground Eailway guards; the
tax on increment of incqme ruthlessly treats as war-profiteers

persons who earn a few more paper marks than they formerly
earned of gold marks, and who are therefore beggared; and the
tax on increment of property since 1913 practically expropriates
all increase of paper wealth, while usually leaving entirely nn-
taxed persons whose real wealth, being invested in solid properly,
has risen fivefold or tenfold.

All that is a kind of “ Schiebertum ”
; and at the time of Kapp's

coup there was no class, “Schiebers” excepted, who did not
resent it. The landed classes were incensqd because, though as
debtors they stand to profit ultimately from the currency revolu-
tion, they cannot realise their good fortune as long as food prices
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lure artificially kept down; meantime they realise their bad
fortune in the shape of"tising production costs. The raw material

producers and finishing manufacturers were dissatisfied ; the first

because of the maximum-prices policy, the second because they

had to pay blackmail to “ Schiebers.” The salaried middle class,

officials and professional men felt aggrieved because they could

not raise their nominal earnings in pace with the headlong price-

rise; and the small capitalists and investors because thdr real

incomes were falling to half every three months. The working
classes did not profit even from the policies which were supposed

to be in their interest. Government attempts to keepCiown
retail prices failed ; if wholesale prices were sometimes kept d^n,
the difference went to the “ Schiobers.’* In the second half of

last year the Government increased its Floating Debt by
3,000,000,000 marks merely in order to redifce food prices, and

for this aim it has just now submitted a Bill providing an

additional 2,760,000,000 marks. The two big surfts, spread as

they probably will be over a. whole year, reduce the average family

budget in that term by about 100 marks. But in the last half-

year the mere monthly expenditure of a working-class family on

food has risen by between 300 and 400 marks. Par more easily

than others, the vorkhig classes can put up their wages to meet

increasing prices ; but they do* this only at cost of recurring strikes

and threats of strikes : and they deeply resent the fact that the

industrial cities teem with ostentatious “ Schiehers,*’ who have

grown rapidly rich without doing any work at all.

Since the Kapp revolt these working classes have had almost

complete power in their bands; and they are moving more and

more towards the Tjoft. Their attitude towards Constitutional

Government differs little from that of the rTiinkers who were

behind Kapp. The Kapp Tunkers at least did lip service to the

Constitution when they proclaimed for a new Reichstag on the

established Democratic franchise. The working man, who oi^Jy

a few years back believed that majority Democracy in the seduc-

tive form of Marxian Socialism was the universal arcanum of

happiness, has ceased, under Lenine’s propaganda, to believe in

any kind of Democracy at all. He showed this in the negotiations

which led oh March 20th to the provisional compromi^^ of a

condominium ; but he is too clever to believe that this con-

dominium is more than the necessary pause after an exhausting

round; and there is little doubt that his next revolutionary

attempt will be to establish a Minority Dictatorship of purely

Iieft colour. And it is likely that this attempt will be made, not

merely by the Western Beds, but by the mass of the Unions, at

no remote date; in fact, as soon as the promised reoonstruc-
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tion of the Army upon proletarian lines gives a proi^pect oi
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Unless, that is, the new Democracy tries really to govern and

to create. The present prospects of this are thin. Muller’s

Cabinet is no improvement upon Bauer’s ; Noske, though he failed

badly when he quitted Berlin with his frightened colleagues, had

abilities ;
and Erzberger was the ablest man produced by Demo-

cracy so far. By his influence with the Centre, Erzberger made

possible the three-party Coalition which provides the only con-

ceivable Government majority ; ^Erzberger pushed through a

seemingly impossible taxation scheme which would have balanced

the Budget had his colleagues stopped inflation with a forced

loan and stopped private extravagance with penal sumptuary

laws ; Erzberger won where Finance Secretaries in the easy pre-

war days failed. When he not only transferred direct taxation

rights from the States to the Federal Government, but also, and

against stroflg opposition from State Finance Ministers, estab-

lished the Eepublic’s general financial supremacy. The striking

Unions have taken care that Herr Muller shall not put into his

Cabinet any new Noskes or Erzbergers. The new Cabinet’s

policy towards the Buhr plunderers shows that it is effectively

frightened out of Noske politics. In future, to restore order

where order is broken, the Government must rely upon the

assistance of the same industrial workmen who are determined

to upset it. ithe Beds in Westphalia, though they are at present

dissolved into mere brigand bands, have no intention of dis-

arming or recognising Berlin’s authority. A day after the Govern-

ment’s represen tJitive at Miinster had been forced into the

concession that the Beds should take their weapons to their

homes, “and give them up there,” the Central Soviet at Bochum
issued a proclamation ordering them to keej) their weapons in

readiness for a fresh revolt ; and the whole revolutionary

mechanism of local Soviets is to be maintained “as a fighting

organisation against the bourgeoisie** Bed disorder is formally

legalised. Although the Bed revolt can no more be justified than

the White revolt—^Kapp’s none too militant braves behaved much
better than the Beds—^^the Muller Cabinet is so much in revolu-

tionary hands that in the same agreement in which it promises

“immediate disarmament and punishment of all persons engaged
in the Counter-Bevolutionary attempt of January 13th,” it is

forced to promise, “ full immunity from punishment of the work-

men engaged in the (Bed) revolt.”

Even if the Muller Cabinet gets over t^e immediate crisis, it

will be faced with very difficult administrative and legislative

reforms. The promised political cleaning of the Army will not
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make for trustworthiness, and vnll certainly make for inefficiency.
The Unions aim is to replace Counter-Bevolutionary soldiers not
\^th non-political soldiers, but with Left-Bevolutionary soldiers,
who, like the forces cleansed of Counter-Eevolution by Kerensky
hfter Komiloff’s revolt, will some day put in power the destined
Minority Dictators. The promised combing<out of the higher
bureaucracy has the same aim. The higher bureaucracy did not
support Kapp ; and its offence is that it would not support Legien
or any other proletarian despot. If these troubles are overcome,
if the Democratic Government survives its semi-Bolshevik soldiers

and administrators, serious difficulties will arise in fulfilling the
promise to accelerate Socialisation. In this matter the March
Treaty requires a complete reversal of recent policy. The
Socialisation of mining Avas already prepared—by the law of

March 23rd, 1919, and of the potash industry by the law of April

24th ; but these laws provided neither centralised State Socialism

nor local Municipal Socialism, but only self-government by the

individual industries. This self-government (Selhstvcntaliung)

of industries has been a catchword of economic reformers ever

since the Bevolution
;
and, superficially examined, it is far more

attractive than bureaucratic Nationalisation or disorderly local

Communism. Under self-government all firms and companies

in a given branch of industry are united into a Public Trust, over

which the Central Government has only siij:)ervi8ion rights similar

to a Central Government’s rights of supervision over municipal

local government. The higher policy of the Public Trust is

directed by corporate bodies wliicb represent the interests in the

particular industry, interests here meaning not merely the pro-

ducers, but all classes directly or indirectly affticted : the pro-

ducers, the trader's, and the consumers ; and in the representation

of each of these three classes emidoyers and employees have an

equal share. Similar principles underlie the proposed “Iron

Parliament," and the newly-creatcd Foreign Trade Boards

{AusserihandcUstellcn), which arc to regulate export and import

in each individual trade branch. In industry tlie self-govemment

bodies are required to pursue towards production, prices and sale

conditions the policy which seems most in the whole nation’s

interest. But experience with self-government, in the qualified

way in which it has so far been applied, has not been -favourable.

All the existing Coal Syndicates are fused into a Reichskohlettr

.i>erband, over which as highest instance is a Reichskohlenrat.

The whole of Germany, being interested, has* a voice in the

management of the industry so organised ; and the whole of

Germany’s interest is to increase efficiency of production and to

keep prices down. In practice, the Coal Public Trust and all
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organs the exi^i^yeEB and

enipc^ees of the particular IwSS^^rr^ho^
(^ntra^ interests are solid as agaihst the pulb^l^ ; the empbyers*

Representatives want to put up prioesi the em^py|^?! represaata^:

tives consent to this on condition that wages are rai^; ah4

usually the traders’ representatives, a third iinportant i^ftteat

voting, have no objection—the higher the turnover, the higi^,

as a rule, the trader’s profits. Therefore, the coal price, during

the brief career of coal self-government, rose from 46 to over

200 marks a ton. Outside of the few abready self^governed

branches, Labour is mostly dissatisfied with the results ; tmd there

is strong hankering after the old fetish, State Socialism, and
stronger hankering after local Communism. State Socialisation,

with its bureaucratic methods, is wholly unsuited for a great

competing industry like the potash, in which G-ermany no longer

has an international monopoly; and local Communism, judged

by Eussia’s first experiences under Bolshevism, means industrial

ruin. However, Germany has a too large proportion of working
men who do not care whether they cut the legs from under
industry if at the same time they cut the legs from under the

bourgeoisie; and as the bourgeois minority, with its industrial

ex^^erts, heavy-weight economists, and merely timid politicians,

dominates the National Assembly, and will probably dominate the

coming first Beichstag, the working-class design cannot easily be
put through by Constitutional means. In the minds of those

workmen leaders who realise this. Minority Dictatorship of best

Eussian Bolshevik colour is the ultimate design.

This gives a black view of German prospects. At present no
other view is possible. It is, of course, not certain that because
Germany is marching towards Bolshevism she will reach that
goal. The influences which have diverted her to the present path
may any day be reversed. But the chance of reversal depends
upon the present Democratic system’s displaying more vigour and
will than heretofore, and^ primarily upon the putting in order
of the finances, the anarchy in which is beyond all doubt a chief
cause of the present unrest.

Bobeet Crozibr Long.
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Th^ Foi^tnio^li Eeview for August, 1918, in an article on
^ at Oxford,” I put forward a new interpretation of the
wdU-known statement on the title-page of the first Quarto that
the play had been acted “in the two Vniversities of Gambriid^e
and Oxford.” I sought to show that these words did not
(as was flie accepted view) any academic recognition of the play
or of Shakespeare’s company, but that they merely indicated
per^rmances in the Uruversity towns, with the sanction of the
civic authorities. I ba; 3d my interpretation mainly on two facts

-^the declared hostility of the senior graduates, including even
academic dramatists like William Gager of Christ Church, to

professional players
; and a long series of payment^ beginning in

1587-8, in the Oxford Vice-Chancellors’ accounts, to travelling

companies to take themselves off.^

Amongst those who have accepted my view of the matter are

Sir Sidney Ijee in the revised edition of his Life of Skakespearef

and Sir Walter Ealeigh in his address at the opening of the

Bodleian Shakespeare Exhibition on the occasion of the

Tercentenary in 1916. The first critic (so far as I know)

to challenge my conclusions is Mr. W. J. La«i'rencc in “A

Belated Keply” in The Fobtnkshtly for August, 1919. In

arguing in favour of the traditional view that fJamlet was acted

“at both Universities,” he relies mainly on two pieces of evidence,

the patent of James I. to the Globe Company, henceforth known

as “His Majesty’s Servants,” on May 19th, ‘J603, and the dedica-

tion by Ben Jonson of his Volpone; ot the Fox to the two Uni-

versities. I will attempt to deal with these in turn.

In making use of the patent of May 19lh, 1603, for his pur-

poses. Mr. Lawrence is faced with the preliminary difficulty of

the date of the performances of Hamlet at Oxford and Cambridge.

He contends that the p?itent forced the University authorities to

change their attitude towards the King’s Company. It is there-

fore essential to his argument to prove that the performances

took place in the reign of James and not of Elizabeth. As I do

not believe (for reasons given below) that the fiolicy of the

Universities was affected by the patent, I wM not quarrel with

any date suggested by Mr. Lawrence if there Was evidence for it.

(1) For the evidence on these points I may be allowed to refer to Chapter X

^ miggestod that as we have no proof 11^

woy »d 0-ntaidgein 1601.
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The first Quarto of Hamlet was published in 1603, \ hich extended

to March 21fit, 1604, according to the modern calendar. As

Elizabeth died on March 24th, 1603, there was nearly a year after

the accession of James during which the performances mentioned

on the title-page of the Quarto could have taken place. From
May, 1603, to February, 1603/4, the plague, as Mr. Lsimence

points out, was raging in London, and for the greater part of

this period the theatres were closed.^ It was therefore a time

during which tlie companies might naturally have been expected

to take prolonged provincial tours. But, so far as I know, there

is little documentary evidence of this. In any case, no visit of

the King’s Company to Oxford between Michaelmas, 1602 and

1603, is recorded in the civic accounts; and the fee of twenty

shillings to them in the same accounts for 1603-4 is entered

between payments on May 7th and June 16th, 1604, so that it

ap]>ears to relate to a summer performance—much too late to

have been mentioned in the first Quarto. Hence there is no
evidence that the King’s Company was at Oxford during the first

year of the new reign, tliongh there is always the possibility of

an unrecorded visit.

But on the main question at issue between Mr. Lawrence and

myself tlie question of the date of the performance is, from my
point of view, of little importance. For I am convinced that he

attaches undue significance to the wording of the patent to the

Globe playere^t w’hich he quotes in full. I need therefore only

refer to the clause, on which he Jays stress, licensing the company
to act, when away from London, “within anie towne-halls pr

moutehalls, or other conveniente place? within the liberties and

freedome of anie other cittie, universitie, town, or borougbe what-

soever within our said realmes and doraynions.*’

Upon this Mr. Lawrence comments as follows :

—

“ Whether or not the authority to act at the Universitica wots inserted at

the instance of the players to preclude the possibility of future rebuffs—such,

peiformanGes of HanUei there may have been earlier, possibly between 1692 and
1504, during which time visits to one or other . university by the company
are recorded. In the Times Literary Supplement for 9 January, 1919 Messrs.

A. W. Pollard and J. Dover Wilson writing about the four '*bad quartos’* of

Romeo and Juliet, Henry V, The Merry Wives of Windsor and Hamlet, advance
the theory that these pirated editions " are primarily based on the abridgments
which were hastily made” for the tour on which the company started in

May, 1593, '*the longest provincial tour it ever took.” This theory give

uutopendent support, to my conjecture, but I admit readily that there are

difflofultiea, and as the question of date was quite suboi'dinate to my main
argument, I will not pursue it further here.

(1) I wdcomo Mr. Lawrence’s support of my su^estion that ** the late

nnovation” in the famous passage in Quarto 2 of. Hamlet is to be interpreted as
” tumult ” or ” oommotiott.” But 1 doubt his application of it to the plague.
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maj^hap, as had been already oxperienoed~it was a concession utterly lack-
ing in precedent, and ite insertion has therefore very considerable signifil
canec. . . . Had the privilege proved irksome to the universities, there would
doubtless have been grave complaints to the Privy Council. But the aoa-
demic authorities made no sign, and when, in 1610, the patent to the King’s
men came to be renewed, the old concession was still allowed them. The
humedi granting the patent of 1603 on the heels of the King’s arrival gave
the Globe players such a status and indicated so worm an interest in their
well-being that none but the must resolute and uncompromising of Vice-
Chancellors would have risked the royal displeasure by denying tbem entry
had they presented themselves shortly afterwards at his gates. There are
good reasons to believe that they did so present theiuselves at both univorei-

ticB, and that at each they performed Hamlet during their stay."

Now when Mr. Lawrence speaks of “the authority to act at

tlie Universities” as “a concession utterly lacking in precedent,”

it would naturally be inferred that there was a series of previous

patents not containing the word “universitie.” As a matter of

fact, there appears to have been only earlier royal patent

to a theatrical company, that of Elizabeth to Leicester's men in

1574. The “concession utterly lacking in precedent” therefore

dwindles into a variation from a single exemplar thirty years old.

...Nor was the insertion of “universitie” peculiar to the patent of

the King’s Company, or inteudecl as a mark of special favour,

llie formula, “cittie, universitie, town or boroughe,” is found in

the draft patent for Queen Anne’s players (circa 1604) ;
in the

same patent when completed, April 15th, 1609; and in the

patents to the players of Prince Henry, April 30th, 1606 ; Charles,

Duke of York, March 30th, 1610; the Lady Elizabeth, April 27th,

1611 ; and the Elector Palatine, January llth, 1613.^

Moreover, the new formula had not the awe-inspiring effect

that Mr. Lawrence attributes to it. He has to face the extremely

awkward fact that the Vice-Chancellor’s accounts for 1603-4

include a payment of forty shillings to the Queen’s players “vt

sine strepitu discederent.” These were the players, formerly the

Earl of Worcester’s company, of whom Queen Anne became

patron early in 1604. On Mr. Lawrejqpe’s showing, would not

the King have resented such a rebuff to the servants of “our

moste deerely beloved wiefe Queenc Anne” as deeply as if it

Jiad been offered to his own company? But Mr. Lawrence’s

inference from the payment to the Queen’s players is that, “so

far from indicating that the Vice-Chancellor diplomatically bowed

out all players,” it “rather favours the supposition that the King’s

Company had been there a little previously. Enough being as

good as a feast, some discrimination bad to he exercised. It is

hardly likely that the |icademic authorities would have indulged

(1) The series of royal patents to companies of playere will be found in the

Malone Society’s OoUections, I. 3. pp. 260 ft.
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;^6:^^lSolarB in more than year^:;

with all respect to so distii^pjiipli^^^ nj^itigator; it is difficult

li: this reasonii^^^

Moreover, there is docunaehta^
:

poH^y

•’buying off ” the travelhng eompa^ was continued toter m thg

reign of the first Stuart. I pointed this out in an article iif

Foetnightlv for August, 1918,^ which Mr. Lawrence had evt

dently not seen.^ I will give here in fuller detail the exiracfe

which I was permitted by the Keeper of the Archivjss to make
from the Oxford Vice-Chancellors’ accounts, which run from the

middle or end of July in each year :

—

16ia-4.—Solutum Histrionibus Dominee Begins

—

xx».

1615-e.—Solutum Histrionibus Domini Begis—^xl®,

16ie-7,—Solutum Servicntibus lUustrissimi Principis Caroli, 28° Aug.,

1616—^xxii«.

1619-20.—Solutum Histrionibus vt discedcrcnt ab "Vniversitate—xxii*.

1621-2.—So\utum Histrionibus Begiis vt discedcrcnt ab Academia nec

luderent—XX®,

1628-4.—Solutum quibusdam Histrionibus vt non ludercnt—v*.

If the three first entries stood alone, they would seem, at first

sight, to lend some support to Mr. Lawrence’s theory that there

was a change in the academic attitude towards actors after 1603.

But they are evidently of a piece with the entries that follow,

the reason for the payment being omitted in the shorter form

of- entry. The item for 1621-2 is particularly significant. The
patent to the King’s Company (as Mr. Lawrence points out) was

renewed on March 27th, 1619, and universities were again men-
tioned in it. Yet so soon afterwards this favoured company was
paid to go away from the University and to refrain from acting.

The patents were, in fact, not intended to interfere with the

disciplinary powers of the Vice-Chancellors, whose only concern

with actors at this period was to see that they did not trouble the

University. It is completely to mistake their function to think

of them as rewarding travelling players or “indulging the

scholars ” with professional performances. There was no building

belonging to the University as such in which performances of the

kind could take place. Thus “universitie ” in the patent has a

local, not an academic significance ; it means the university town.
And this is exactly how the word is used on the title-page of the

first Quarto of Hamlet. The play is described as having been
acted “in the Cittie of London; as also in the two Vniversitiec

of Cambridge dncl Oxford, and elsewhere.” The Universities are

here exactly balanced against the City of London, and “else
where.” Hamlet is not said to have been acted “at” the Uni-

(1)
** Theatrical Compamee at Oxford in the Seventeenth Centtuy."
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vetBitiee, y the ;^a£» often

i^ly **
111 ” them, theri m in

3^ur other sins ol the ph^
of :th^ first they were here stating thA i^iynplA tm^iln

.

iChe on which the Vice-Ghahc^jllors' ikM»

record contributions to theatrical entertainments are the visits (>f

3^el or other exalted personages. Even then the payments were
fiar general expenses, such as staging or hire of costumes, and did

hot Include fees to the actors, who were graduate or und^
gr^uate members of the University. These state performances

took place, as a rule, in the hall of Christ Church. On less formal

occasions Magdalen, St. John's and other colleges mounted and
acted their own plays.

It is important to bear these facts in mind when we turn to

Ben Jonson’s dedication of Volpom to the two Universities, which

Mr. Lawrence cites as fhe second main support of his argument.

I had not oyerlooked his (as he seems to think), 'but did not

deal with it becianse, for reasons given below, Hamlet and Volpone

did not seem to me to bo. sulTiciently parallel cases. But as Mr.

Lawrence argues from one to the other, and as there is a primd-

facie similarity, it is necessary to consider the question of the

performance of Bern Jonson’s comedy.

The quarto edition of Volpone is dedicated “to the most noble

and most^quall sisters, the two Vniversities. For their love and

acceptance shew’n to this Poemc in the presentation.” The

relevant passages of the eloquent address to them that follows

are quoted in full by Mr. Lawrence. The most significant words

are those in whicli Jonson speaks of “this my latest Work, which

you, most learned Arhitresses, have scene, judg'd, and to my

crowne approv’d.”
, ^

This Epistle is doted from Jonson’s house in Blackfriars this

11 day of February, 1607,” in all probability 1607/8. The

play must therefore have been acted at Oxford and Cambridge

some time between this date and its first production at the Globe

in 1606. Jonson claims thiit it had received whole-hearted

academic approval, but as to how or where it was performed ho

is tantalisingly vague. He personifies the Umversihee as

“sisters
’’ and “arhitresses,” bnt he does not tell us through whom

or in what fashion they gave a favourable judgment on his work.

is it possible that Volpone was acted by the Ktolars them-

*lves at Christ Chnmh or at Trinity College, Cvnbndge? Many

members of both these societies came, from Westmin^, wai

would doubtless haveiecn glad to perform a work ^
their d.^

tinguidied schoolfellow which was cart mtte mould of claMC

drama. It is worth mentioning that the Christ Church accoun -
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perfonti^^ t>f i|n "Jfinpisii dtiring

3^ fibasion 1606-6. But do <»^ to be known of tbe

University amateurs producmg which was the property,

of one of the professional companies, and which was still in

manuscript. Moreover, had the piece been staged at Ohrilrt

Church or Trinity, Jonson would probably have made •direct

mention of the fact.

If, therefore, an amateur college performance has in all prob-

ability to be rnled out, the only other alternative is that tWi

King’s Company acted Volpone in the usual way at one of the

city inns. We know from the municipal account-books that they

visited Oxford on October 9th, 1606, about the end of July, 1606,

and September 7th, 1607. It was on one of these occasions that

the play doubtless was presented.* Of any formal recognition^

by the University of the performance, or of any payment to the

King’s men by the academic authorities, there can, in my opinion,

for the reasions already given, be no question. But if ever there

was an occasion on which the Vice-Chancellor and Proctors might

be expected to turn “a blind eye ” upon the attendanc/C of scholars

at prohibited professional entertainments, it would be at the

production of Volpone. Nearly sixty years later Anthony Wood
records that on New Year’s Day, and again on Twelfth Night,

1663, he spent sixpence to see " Volponey ” acted at the Oxford

Town Hall by ’prentices and tradesmen. We may b# sure that

when the King’s Company presented the play fresh from its

triumph at the Globe Theatre, gownsmen were among the audience,

and showed their appreciation of such a work so completely after

their own heart. It was Jonson’s cue in his dedication to make
the most of this. His attitude throughout the Epistle is one of

appeal from the Judgment of the vulgar to that of the intellu

genista. He calls them to witness that he "stands off from”

the ordinary writer for the stage, .morally and artistically, as

light from darkness. He admits the indictment against the con-

temporary theatre—except in his own case :

—

“ It will here be hastily answer’d . . . that now especially in Dramaiick,

or (as they terme it) Stage-Poetry nothing but Ribaldry, Profanation,

Blasphemy and Licence of offence to God, and Man, is practised. I dare

not deny a great part of this . . . But that all are embarqu’d in this bold

adventure dor Hell, is a most vncharitable thought, and vtterd, a more mali-

cious slander. For my particular, I can (and from a most cleare conscience)

affirme that I have trembled to thinke toward the least Prophanenesse, have

loathed the use of such foiile Baudry as is now made the foode of ttie

Scene. ...

(1)
" e’ s." (probably Esme StuaS Aubigny) in his Hnes preBzed to th«

qua^ oiJiVolpone, which are quoted by Mr. Lawrence, speaks of the play as beet

known “in both Minerva’s cities.” But the plaee and manner of perfonnanw

are left vague.
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rThe present tirade of the in all iheir miao'liDe EnteM what

kiuned or Uber^ soule doth not already abhor? wh^e Nothing but the

gtfbti^e of the time is ytter*d?

Could any academic Puritan or precisian, even John Rainoldes

hiniself, the opponent alike of the collegiate and the professionj.1

$^age,*hav6 said more?

It is noticeable that in his dedications Jonson speaks of his

comedies and tragedies not as “plays,” but “poems” to be judged

by tl^ classical riilos. So, too, hie friends in some of the comr

meiidatory verses prefixed to the quarto of Voiponc salute him

as the harbinger in England of an art that will revive the glories

of Greece and Rome. Thus Edmnnd Bolton, in Latin hexa-

meters addressed “Ad Vtramque Academiam,” begins;—

TTic ille ost primus, qui dDflum drama IJrilannis,

Oraiornm antiqua, ol Ijatii numimoniti Thoatri,

Tanquam (‘xplorator versans, folicilms ausis,

Prebebit : Mnp[iiis coptis Gemina aalra favrir. *

Anofher admirer, “F. B.,” speaks of

The Art, which thou alone

Hast taught our tongue, the rules of Time, of Plaeo,

And other deliucr’d with the grace

Of comiclc fliile, which onely, is favre more

Then any English stage hath knowne hefori'.

IVliat worlds away are we here from UamUV. Can anyone

imagine Shakespeare dedicating it as a “poem” to the Univer-

sities, or his friends writing Latin panegyrics upon it, or hailing

him as a poetic saviour of English drama?

And if we want to have the typical verdict of early seventeenth

century Oxford on the two playwrights, we have only to open

the poems of William Cartwright of Christ Church, himself a

distinguished academic dramatist. Tn 1638 Cartwnght con-

tributed to the collection of memorial verse, Jonsoms Virhtus, a

poem of nearly 200 lines of unrestrained panegyric. Here are

some characteristic couplets ;

—

Whore fihall we find a Mu^e like thine, Uiat can

So well present and shew roan unto man,

That each one finds his twin, and thinkes tliy Art

Extends not to the gostur«s, hut the heavtV

Wliere one so shewing life to life, that we

Think thou taughtst Ciistomo, and not Custome thee?

* * * *

Whence ’mong the ehoycer Judges rose a, strife

To make thee reo<l o (lassik in ^hy

Those that doc hence applause, and suffrage begge,

’Cause they 8an Poems fonne upon one legge,

Write not to time, but to the Poets day

:

There’s difference between fame, and sudden pay.
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. ^^trast tdth this the ia^rwos

tijpeare in Cartwright * b Fletoheil*

to the 1647 folio ^itic^ ^ Fletck^’s playtfi-*f*

Shakespeare to thee was as duHy wlwse test Ijw

I’ th’ Ladies qoesticms, and ihe Foples r^lye®*

.

Old fashion’d wit, which wink’d from to\to to town

In turn’d Hose, which our i'athers call'd the Clown;

Whoso wit our nice times would ohsceanesse eaUi ..

And which made Bawdry pass for oomictdl.
*

In the light of these two passages from,the pen of “that

typical Oxonicule^ the Bov. William Cartwright” (to borrow

Swinburne's vituperative coinage), can any analogy be drawn

between the. academic attitude to Volpone and to Hamlet, and is

it conceivable that either the University or the college authorities

would have given official countenance to a performance of Shake-

speare's tragedy?

Mr. Lawrence, while disputing my conclusions, is ready to

allow that I am “obviously and honestly intent on'arriving at

the true facts according to the evidence.” I, of course, return

the salute. May I further assure him that I have not been

influenced by any pre-conceived idea, or by a prejudice against

the traditional view? On the contrary, if I may confess it, when
I began to examine some of the college account-books at Oxford
I was not entirely without hope that I might light upon an entry

of a payment to the Lord Chamberlain's Company for a perform-

ance of Hamlet within academic precincts. But as I learnt more
about the contemporary attitude of the University Dons towards
professional players, and realised the rigid line drawn by the
chief academic dramatists, such as Legge of Cambridge and
Gager of Oxford, between amateur acting in college halls arid

“playeinge of Enterludes and settinge forth of other vaine games
and pastimes ” by strolling companies, I gradually became con-
vinced that the statement on the title-page of the first Quarto
of Hamlet had been misinterpreted. Then came the confirmatory
evidence (to which Mr. Madan first drew my attention) of the
payments in the Oxford Vice-Chancellors* accounts to the Londbii
companies to take themselves off. And when I found in ttie

contemporary Oxford municipal accounts that the Mayors wiwe
rewarding the same companies for acting, I drew the uatioal
inference that Hamlet was performed under civic, not academip.
anspices. I sifbihit that this interpretation has stood the i^t of
Mr. Lawrence’s counterblast, and that it still holds the field^

1l*nimimTOTr |3l "RAii
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The cinema is not allowed to be merely a means of enteart^r
aient and amusement. Energetic attempts have been made of/
late to exploit it for didactic purposes. So far as this is done with
a purely educational aim—as, for example, that of teaching botany
and z^logy to children, or explaining to artisans the details of
their industry-^ne can only wish well to the movement. But
the fihn.produoer is on more doubtful ground when he applies
himself to what is called propaganda, and enters the field of
politics, ethics, sociology, or.eoonomics. It is a tendency which
has received a good deal of encouragement from influential

quarters, where it stands in much need of closer and more
eyeful consideration than it seems to have received.

^
In this country the propaganda film is a war product. Thought-

ful persons in high places had not discovered by the summer of

1914 that “the pictures” had outclassed every other form of

entertainment with the masses of the population. As the war
went on, and the expediency of arousing and sustaining popular

enthugiaam became apparent, attention was directed to the possi-

bilities of the screen. The Government was urged to make some

use of this powerful auxiliary. Officialism, very cold and dis-

trustful at first, gradually warmed to action. It established a

cinematograph department, which enlisted the services of leading

mapufacturers and producers, utilised to some extent the resources

of the Admiralty and the War Office, and succeeded in getting a

certain number of war films shown at Ihe picture-houses.

At the outset these were purely informative. They gave vivid

representations of the actual doings of our soldiers, sailors, air-

men, and munition workers. Sucli were the, thrilling Somme

battle ^ries, and the admirable pictures of life and activity in

the Navy and the workshops. These displays were at first attrac-

tive, and for a time valuable. Unhappily the popular interest in

them soon waned; and after the novelty had worn off the

exhibitors felt they had done enough for patriotism, and were

reliictani to go on displaying war-films before an apathetic public

hvhich did not go to “the pictures” to be instructed.

In tiieir new-born eagerness to brings the cinema into action

the; authorities, impatient of the slowness and imperfect methods

of the British companies, turned to the country where mass- .

pToduction.of films was in p'rogress on a gigantic scald. Ameripan
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Wttr-propaganda photo-plays were imported ready-made, and were

freely shown all over England and Scotland, many of them under

the patronage, or at the instance, of the Government publicity

departments. Some of them had been heavily subsidised, directly

or indirectly, out of the Imperial Exchequer. •

These hlm-dramas had the qualities we have been accustomed

to expect in the work of the great American combinations. The
photography was admirable, the stage management clever, the

settings and mechanical effects lavish, and the scenarios were
constructed according to the recognised rules, with ** heart-

interest” and “punch,” and all the rest of it. As entertain-

ments they were gooil of their kind, and some, I believe,

achieved a fair comruercial success. As propaganda they seemed
to me nearly always ineffective, and occasionally harmful. Few
of them could have sent the spectators away in the desired mood
of glowing patriotic enthusiasm, or inspired them with the deter-

mination to ‘“stick it” to the end, and achieve victory at any
cost. They may have provided an agreeable evening for the
spectators

; but they could liurdly have stirred them to passionate
emotion, or steeled them to triumphant resolve.

From this point of view 1 daresay they may have been more
successful in the laud of their nativity. Being designed for

Americans by Americans they were concerned with American
interests and American psychology. The local colour, when it

was not French, was Aix^rican ; the hero was usually an American
youth, and the heroine was an American woman, or sometimes
French or Belgian ; there were American soldiers and French
soldiers, but scarcely any British, except here and there a
Canadian or Australian

; the Stars and Stripes*waved and crackled
throughout the proceedings, but the Union Jack was invisible.

Many Americans, I have been told, are convinced that it was
their Army which “whipped Germany,” with some assistance
from that of France. It is a natiual, perhaps an excusable, error.

But it was not an error tliat need have been widely disseminated
in Britain during the war and afterwardsi, with the assistance of
British officials, British agencies, and British entrepreneurs] nor
•ould its dissemination in these circumstances have had any
sjitisfactory reaction ou the public mcrdl.

Here we had political films which failed to convey the lesson
intended, or which conveyed one of a different kind. There
is another example in the piece called Auctim of Souls, which
excited a lively controver^ before it was exhibited in London.
This Transatlantic composition, according to the programme, was
“presented by the League of Nations Union,” though I believe
that distinguished body has disclaimed any direct participation in
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niie venture. The film deals with the Turkish massacres in

^menia, and is supjposed to * present an authentic picture

ild transcript of the outrages committed upon the hapless

ppistians of that country. What we are invited to witness is

|be record, or alleged record, of an appalling seriesof murders and

iorturee, the butchery of boys and old men, the wholesale viola-

tion of women, merciless floggings, shocking mutilations, every

outrage that unchained lust and maddened cruelty could devise,

Grirls are seen dying under the lash, or hanging naked from the

:^ros8es on which they have been immolated. No wonder indig-

nant protests were heard when it was proposed that such scenes

:irid in(?idonts should be placed on exhibition.

How far the protests caused the piece, as originally produced

in .America, to be modified when presented in London, I caimot

say.. It was, at any rate, most unexpectedly and surprisingly

milder than the subject and the advertisements had led one to

anticipate. The spectator who went into the Albert Hall with

a shudder came out with a yawn. x\ performance which might

have been intolerably ijuiiiful turned out to be rather dull; it

assuredly did not evoke that fever of pity and resentment which

it was, 1 presume, designed to arouse. The failure throws light

on the characteristics and the limitations of the cinema.

The Auction of Souls film does, in a measure, comply with the

promise of its prospectus. The banquet of horrors goes through

its prescribed courses ; the murders, the rapes, the floggings, the

crucifixions are served up on the board. But the scenes of infamy

and terror pass by so swiftly, and sometimes so confusedly, in

the flash and shuttle of the moving reel, that their dreadful

significance does not sink into our minds, and touch our hearts,

as they might if they were set tovth in print or by the spoken

word. The historian or the orator w'ould treat his subject so

that we should naturally be induced to dwell upon its graver

aspects ; we could ponder over and assimilate them ; the high lights

would be concentrated on the essential figures* and events, and

a due proix)rtion kept between w'hat was weighty and terrible and

what was trivial and unimportant. In the cinema one picture

occupies as much space on the screen as another ; however striking

it may be, it has only its life of a minute or less ; it has barely

time to transmit its meaning before it fades out to something else

;

the eye 4s so busy following the lightning procession that the

biiain and soul are out of action. You cannot think in front of

this kaleidoscope, so restlesssly scintillating and Shifting before

you : it is as much as you can do to see. As well try to meditate

on tlie Grand Stand at1!psom, when the great race is being run,

and when all your faculties are wound up to note the relative
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position of the horses as they sweep round the comer and Gomo

thundering up the straight.
*

That is one of the limitations of the bioscope. As eonduOted

at present, there is another which this Armenian piece exem-

plifies. It purports to be a pictorial account of the actual

experiences of Aurora Mardiganian, “the Christian girl who
survived the Great Massacres.” This young lady was engaged to

re-enact her sufferings and adventures before the camera. She

has also committed her narrative to print with the assistance of

an “interpreter.” I got hold of a copy of the volume and

examined it with eonio attention. It is a crude, illiterate com-

position, which tells a hideous story as badly as possible, a mono-

tonous catalogue of sanguinary crimes and acts of bestial wicked-

ness. We see the miserable Armenians driven in herds about

the country. At every halting-place a batch of men are murdered,

and a number of women violated or kidnapped, by Turks, Kurds,

Tartars, and occasionally Germans. One may hope that there

is a good deal of exaggeration in Aurora Mardiganian ’s statement.

She was only fourteen years of age in 1915, and was therefore

not more than eighteen or nineteen when she dictated her

reminiscences. Her recollections are evidently confused on
certain points. We are told that after escaping from her

Turkish captors she wandered “/or months** about the moun-
tain district of Northern Kurdistan, without a rag of clothing,

and with no food except the bark of small trees, “the weeds

that grow in the winter, and the dead blades of grass found under

the snow.” This is incredible. A girl of fifteen or sixteen,

weakened by outrage and suffering, could not have lived “for

months,” or even for days, naked and famished, among the icy

blasts of the Armenian uplands in wintei'. Aurora Mardiganian’s

memory must have deceived her, or she may have been misunder-

stood- by her literary “interpreter.” As evidence on the Armenian
atrocities her narrative must be accepted with considerable

reserve.

However, the narrative, read even with these qualifications,

unfolds a ghastly tale of iniquity which does leave on the reader’s

mind a deep sense of anger against the i)erpetrators of the

wrongs. Nobody who has gone through its pages will regret that

the Allied Council insists on bringing Enver and Talaat to trial.

A bald translation of the volume into photographic terms would
be extremely painful, and to that extent impressive. But ffo

treated it would not have suited the caterers of the picture-

theatres. They felt that Aurora’s autobiography, even when
enacted by Aurora herself, was lacking m the element of popu-
larity. It was necessary to make it interesting, e^patheric.
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the book was takeh in band by a scenario-writeri who worked

hpon it according to the prescribed fpnnula, and turned it into

a film story, twisting and kneading it to the shape he and bis

olients like. Aurora’s statements of fact are very loosely handled

they afe oftdn amplified, sometimes curtailed, constantly

distorted. In the book there are brief references to a Miss

Graham, the head of an English missionary school, whom the

Turks arrested.’ Nothing is said as to this lady's fate, and we
conjecture that American or neutral intervention secured her

speedy release. The scenario-writer saw an opportunity here for

featuring” a bright cinema actress, and featured she is. The
English girl is made joint heroine with Aurora, and shares with

her a round of melodramatic adventure. Aurora describes her

escape from a Turkish prison with the aid of a poor old Armenian

shepherd. But a film-play must have a hero, and the authoress

of the book has provided only villains. The want is supplied by

turning Aurora’s venerable assistant into a handsome young

Christian mountaineer, who pervades the piece in the approved

gallantly improbable fashion, and is constantly seen outwitting

the Turks and delivering the two girls from imminent and deadly

peril. Thus is the requisite “heart-interest” imparted; for if

this dashing gentleman is not rewarded by the hand of one of

the ladies the onlooker feels that he ought to be. In the book

the account of the manner in which Kurds, and Tartars seized

Armenian women, and flung them across their horses like sacks

of meal, is brutal enough. In the play the brutality disappears

as you watch pretty actresses doing cinema “stunts” on horse-

back, and you quite forget that these attractive, barc-legged

damsels are being ridden off to shanie and death.

In spite of all the license he has taken with his text, the author

has not constructed a good story. But it is just good enough,

or bad enough, to cloud the atmosphere and deprive the whole

production of its ostensible justification, which can only be that

of itousing resentment against Turkish rule over Christian sub-

jects. If it does not have that effect its ‘gallery of abominations,

even though obscured and confused, is indefensible. But in the

Auction of Souls film the crusading spirit evaporates. The attack

on Turkish oppression misses fire. To the majority of the

audience the licentious pashas and beys and the persecuted

Christians are only the characters in a trite fairy tale, like the

Tyi^ed noblemen and virtuous poor folks of the serial novel. It

is jurt a story ; not, as I have said, in this cash U good story.

But how is it possible to impose a sense of reality if your medium
compels you to satisfy* a craving for sensational incident and
fam^iar dieap sentiment? In the amalgam of truth with

VOL. OVn.V N.S. B B
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obvious fake ” the serious lesson (be it right or wrong) cannot

be conveyed. It is reduced to triviality, or passes by unnoticed.

The propaganda film does not confine itself to politics. It is

applied to social and ethical uses; and we have had a number

of edifying photo-plays directed against vanity, covetousness,

alcoholism, and sexual immorality. The composers and inspirers

are particularly fond of this last subject, which they discuss

without a shred of reticence. There is nothing “squeamish"

about your film moralist. He calls a spade a spade; and he does

not clean the implement before bringing it into the drawing-room

after poking with it down the sewers. He proposes to induct

you into the paths of virtue by directing your attention, without

the smallest disguise, to the offensive, unwholcFome, and physic-

ally injurious effects of vicious indulgence. To the pathological

side of sin he devotes himself wdth ardour, exhibiting in detail

its painful consequences, not so much to the human soul as the

human body. He wastes no time in telling the sinner he will

go to hell but warns him that he may have to go to the hospital.

Austere and philanthropic persons applaud these demonstrations,

and are even anxious to make the medicine as nauseous as

possible, being convinced that it wall thus be more likely to act

with efficacy as a “ deterrent.”

One wonders if it does. Here again we are back at the old

difficulty. The nauseoiisness is undeniable ; but the compounders

of the medicine know, or think, that it must be administered

with a good allowance of jam in the shape of the customary story.

So the sermon is enwrapped in a melodramatic scenario, which

furnishes the requisite quantity of plot, sentiment, and sympa-

thetic characterisation, worked into forced and artificial connec-

tion with the above-mentioned malodorous details.

There has recently been shown in London a morality play of

this kind (imported, as usual, from America) at that highly

correct establishment, the Kegent Street Polytechnic, under the

patronage of a society of ladies and gentlemen devoted to the.

improvement of public liealth and morals. There is no mistake

about the “candour” of this work of art. It is so candid that

the British Board of Film Censors refused to sanction it ; but

the Board has no official status, being only a private committee

of critics appointed by the trade, so that any showman is at

liberty to ignore its verdict if he pleases. The Polytechnic

managers, and their supporting moralists, did so. They, thought

that the public at large should have opportunities to witness a

piece which men of the world, like Mr. T. P. O’Connor and his

colleagues, deemed too repulsive for public exhibition. As a

alight concession to the champions of an out-of-date decorum it
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was announced that the entertainment was intended **For Adults

Only.” This, on the face of it, ‘is illogical and hypocritical. The
warning the piece is supposed to convey is obviously needed
much more by innocent young persons on the threshold of life

than by those of maturer years. But the rubric “For Adults

Only^’ is leniently interpreted. My immediate right-hand neigh-

bours at the Polytechnic were a male and a female adult, neither

of W'hom seemed to be more than about tw'enty years of age.

On my other side I had a grey-haired woman with a red-faced

elderly gentleman, both, one might conjecture, fortified by the
pitiless years against the special temptations illustrated on the

screen.

The play is ooncenied entirely and explicitly with the subject

of venereal disease. It is a thesis on the proposition that illicit

sexual intercourse may (the authors seem to think it must) lead

to infection with revolting and dangerous consequences. These
consequences are discusse<i and disclosed with the uttnost particu-

larity, and the names, characteristics, and elTects of the maladies
are reiterated and enlarged upon. The adults who assist at this

refined performance have the benefit of seeing patients in various

stages of disease X, and disease Y., of witnessing their treatment

in the clinic and the hospital, and of examining life-like photo-

graphic representations of their limbs and bodies under the worst

ravages of the plague. Festering sores, racking torments, dis-

gusting illnesses, paralysis, blindness, insanity, premature decay

are pictured and described.

Now, is not all this fine, frank morality? Ought not these

painful truths to be made known to the ignorant, the incautious,

the self-indulgent? Possibly. But ought they to be set forth

in this manner, and, if so set forth, can they produce the desired

effect? Is it right or expedient that an intimate medical dis-

quisition should be propounded to a mixed audience of men and
women, young and old, earnest reformers, idle ideasure-seekers,

and prurient amateurs? By all mean.% let us away with “false

modesty.” Let us not pretend we have done with wjcial evils

when we have merely hidden them out of sight. When it is

necessary let us call these things by their right names. Let
our Councils and Committees of public morals circulate informa-

tion upon prophylactics and preventives, if they are Convinced
that this is their honourable and useful function. Let doctors

and preachers and parents be supplied with the requisite know-
ledge, and let them impart it to those ,who may* stand in need
of it. If it promote the public health and continence to nnveil

the secrets of the consulting-room and the hospital ward let that

be done by sober lectures, not for “Adults Only,” but for each

B B 2
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M separately. If it tends to edification for photographs of

diseased limbs and piittid bodies* to be seen let such things be

published in pamphlets, or leafiets, or treatises, which may be

lead carefully and quietly, and pondered over with due attention.

1 do not now discuss whether a widespread popular agitation

on this subject is advisable or not, or whether the “ignorahoe”

upon it is profound enough to call for so active a campaign of

enlightenment. But, assuming the propaganda to be required,

then it ought to be effective ; and to be effective it should be con-

ducted gravely and earnestly by suitable agencies and methods.

It ought not to be hashed up and tricked out as a popular enter-

tainment. The devisers of this End of the Road film are not

content with their clinical and pathological demonstrations. They
also want to make the thing draw, to attract the pubhc, to bring

shillings and dollars to the pay office. So again there is a story,

a film story, with a love interest, a manly hero, a sympathetic

heroine. Shoddy sentiment is sprayed about this charnel-house,

and its sickly perfume mingles with the odour of the disin-

fectants and the carbolised sponges. There is a nice young

woman well brought up by a good mother, and a vain, frivolous

young woman badly “raised” by an ambitious, worldly mother.

The good young woman becomes a nurse, falls in love with a

virtuous doctor, marries him, and lives hai)py ever after. The bad

young woman treads the flowery path of worldly ambition by

becoming an assistant at “the bargain-counter of a fashionable

shop,” falls a prey to one of the young profligates who find their

victims in niu-h places of resort, goes with him to “disreputable

road8i(ie inns” and “country clubs,” and other haunts of iniquity,

and “falls.” Her sin is visited with the appropriate physical

penalties. Otherwise the structure and ethical content of the

tale closely resemble that of a thousand others. “Be good and

you will be happy,” the moralist of the serial story has been

saying this many a month, with no very perceptible result on

the general level of conduct. "Be bad and you will be ill,** cries

the film-propagandist ; and it may be that his exertions will be

no more fruitfully rewarded.

The sermon of The End of the Road is drowned, as it will

always be in these cases, by the story. The surgical photographs

and medical sub-titles lost much of their -poignant realism when
one got them mixed up with a foolish narrative of affection

and adventure. ,The unreality was increased by the transmuta-

tion of American local colour into sham English. Worldly young
Women in America may, for what I kripw, find the “bargun-

oounter** the open i^ad to a bnlUaiit marriage; wealthy rduis
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inAy, in America, pervade the big shops in order to gratify their

licenoe ; in America eminent 'physicians may take their sweet-

hearts and mothers to “country clubs” where rowdies and

demireps get drunk on cocktails. This may be a correct picture

of life in the United States. It is not a correct picture of life

in Ijbndon. A London audience is quite aware of the fact. It

feels itself in a false theatrical atmosphere, assisting again at a

fairy tale. Fairy tales are excellent in their way, but they do

not cause men and women to be more moral : even when they

deal with ogres and monsters and bottomless pits and sloughs

of despond. Messages addressed to “adults only” should not

be conceived in terms suited to exceptionally childish children.

In any case, the moral of The Kmi of the Road is not a lofty

one. I suppose the philanthropists who approve this outrage on
taste and decency think it inculcates self-control and restraint.

That .is not the lesson, if anybody takes the trouble to learn it,

to be drawn from this over-emphasised exposition hf the purely

physical possibilities of vicious indulgence. The film does not

tend to make people more virtuous ; it can only make them more
careful, which is not quite the same thing.

I remember an example of mixed morals in another (American)

photo-play I saw some time ago, called, I think, The Eternal

Evil, It was issued with the support of Miss Jane Addams and

other apostles of “uplift,” and was meant to show how women
are led to their ruin by raascnline profligacy. But it did not

show anything of the kind. The sWy was that of a girl employed

in a large city store, who has to support an idle father, a mother,

and half-a-dozen younger sisters and brothers, out of her scanty

earnings. As all her money is taken from her for this purpose

she cannot afford to buy herself a new pair of boots; and being

in dire need of these articles she eventually obtains them by

“selling herself” to a dissolute young man. The little tale is

told with delicacy and skill, and there is genuine pathos in the

pictures of the poor girl tramping t^ her work in frayed and

broken shoes, bathing her swollen feet at night in her shabby

sleeping-room, and gazing hungrily at the shop-windows where

smart new boots are on view. The part was played with express

sion and feeling by one of those delightful American “cinema
^rls ” whose talent and charm will often make the siniest piece

worth watching.

• This piece, though slight, was not silly ; but its moral was not

that set forth on the programme. Tlve heroine of the broken

shoes cannot properly, be described as a sacrifice to man*s lust.

She was, in reality, sacrificed to a bad economic and social system.

Her father had steadily refused to do any work, preferring to
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lie in bed, smoke, and read dime ^novels, while bis wife washed^
and swept, and tended for him and his numerous progeny ; and
the daughter’s salary was regularly confiscated to supply the

family wants. In England the wife could have .obtained a magis*

terial order compelling the husband to contribute to her support,

or she could have asked for a separation. Either such relief

cannot be obtained in the American state in which the scene is

laid, or social convention allows a W'orthless husband to treat

wife and daughter as his slaves. Instead of trying to extirpate

the “Eternal Evil,” the reformers, it struck mo, might occupy

themselves with the simpler and more practical task of promoting

legislation, and rousing opinion, against the kind of domestic

servitude exhibited. The girl in the film is, it is true, driven

to wrong-doing by distress and suffering, but she vras not forced

inevitably to the particular kind of wrong she committed ; instead

of “selling herself” she might (and in real life probably would)

have simply stolen a pair of boots. The other expedient was
selected by the author as being more dramatic and interesting,

but it is not the natural and necessary moral of the story. If

there is any other, besides those mentioned, it is that parents

ought not to bring into the world more children than they can

properly support. So that the film, if propagandist at all, is

propaganda for the Malthusian Tjeagne; and I am sure that is

not what Miss Addams and her friends intended.

These examples, and many others that could he adduced,

suggest that when the cinema is used for teaching social and

ethical lessons very great care should be taken to see that it does

teach these and not something different. The point should he

specially kept in mind by the committees and societies of well-

intentioned people who rush into hasty alliances with those other

persons, not perhaps quite so altmistic, whose manufacturing

and commercial resources are placed at their disposal. Evan-

gelical zeal and business aptitude do not always run well in

double harness. The producer and the scenario-writer are no

doubt anxious to give the moral lesson its fair scope. But they

are still more anxious—it is the condition of their existence

—

to devise a show which will satisfy the mighty multitude of the

picture-houses. If the alternative lies between emphasising the

sermon and weakening the popular entertainment, it is the

sermon that goes under. For, however convincing the preacher

may be, he will, have small chance of being listened to if be

cannot induce a discriminating public to pay for admission to

his conventicle.

Apart from this essential point, one may question whether the

cinema is in any case a favourable veHcle for guiding and
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informing public opinion. That seems to me to be extremely

doubtful. The cinema appeals primarily to the eye; it is a

“show.** It reaches the understanding through visual representa-

tion of a special kind; for the vital quality of the “moving pic-

tures” is that they are pictures and that they move. There is

no palase, no time for reflection or consideration, as the scenes

flash by in rapid and unbroken continuity. To stop, or even to

slow down below a prescribed pace, is impracticable while the

projector light is on and the film is running off the reel. You
cannot hold up the action, or temporarily suspend it; you cannot,

as in the drama, bring your point home by a long passage of

argument or rhetoric. In the cinema the “sub-titles” must be

short and snappy, limited to a few words, or at most a few brief

sentences. But even the drama, wdth all its advantages of the

spoken word and the living exponent, is not well adapted for

propagandist purj)ose|. The propaganda play has been attempted

at intervals from the days of Aristophanes downward*, and rarely

with success. Tn our own times the thesis-drama, even when it

comes from the hand of a master like Brienx, is closely studied

in the library and usually neglected in the theatre ; unless, indeed,

it is written by an Ibsen or a Dumas who is so much of a play-

wright that we forget he is also a preacher. The drama appeals

the emotions and the instincts, not to the reasoning faculty

;

action, humour, wit, pathos, passion, the clash of character, and

the whirl of life, are what we seek at the theatre. We go there

to be amused, touched, excited, moved to pity or terror, not to

be instructed.

Where the spoken drama fails the picture drama can hardly

succeed. The cinema has large possibilities. Technically it has

gone far ; artistically it is still immature, for it has been

dominated by its advertising tradesmen, stage-managers, and

mechanical experts, and too rapid fortunes have been made by

playing down to popular ignorance and frivolity. Gradually we
may hope that its range will be enlarged, so that we may have

photographic poems and stories and symphonies, composed by

men with imaginative gifts and distinctive talent. The bioscope

has its limitations, but also its special opportunities; if it has its

limitations compared with the spoken drama, it can yet do some
things beyond the drama’s reach. It can handle difeam, and
vision, and myth

;
it can bring the past and present together ; it

oan shake off the trammels of time and space ; it can change its

^nes at will ; it can turn unspoken thoughts inV living images

;

it has all the pictorial aspects of nature and humanity for its

material. It will always remain a “show ”
; but it may become a

plastic show interpenetrated by the spirit of artistic and literary
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cret^iioD. Let it, if it can, strive to reach these heights, and leave

agitation and controversy to less Histracting agencies. When yon

sit down before the printed page, or listen to a gentleman in a

black coat standing behind a table and a decanter of water, you

can give all your mind to the argument. The thread may escape

you when you see a lovely and lightly-clad heroine hurling Herself

over a precipice, or watch a villain expiating his crimes under

the wheels of an avenging motor car. Those who have any social,

political, or philosophical doctrines to lay before the world would

do better to use the newspaper, the lecture-room, the platform,

or the pamphlet, and to turn their thoughts away from the picture

theatre, where their messages, as I have endeavoured to point

out, can seldom be delivered in their integrity, and hardly ever

with entire wncerity and precision.

Sidney Low.



THE MIDDLE EAST.

LooKBU^at frgm a wide point of view, the position of affairs in

the Middle East cannot be said to show any improvement since

the writer dealt with this subject six months ago in this Beview,

in an article entitled *'The New Middle East in the Making.”

At that time Great Britain and Erance had come to a provisional

Military Agreement respecting Palestine, Syria, and Cilicia, and

in consequence of it the dissatisfaction which the Erench Press

had expressed with regard to the British occupation of the greater

part of these territories disappeared amidst professions of mutual

good-will. Under that Agreement the British forces were with-

drawn from Syria, north of Haifa, and from Cilicia, and were

replaced by French troops, except in Eastern SiVria, or that

tract of country containing the cities of Damascus, Homs, Hama,
and Aleppo, where an Arab administration, with the Emir Eeisal

as its head, bad been set up almost immediately after the con-

quest of the country by Allenby about a year before. The British,

however, remained in occupation of Palestine. General Gonraud,

a distinguished soldier of the Great War, was appointed High

Commissioner of the French Eepublic in Syria and Cilicia and

Commander-in-Chief of the Army of the Levant, and in due time

arrived in the coastal region of Syria ; but he had comparatively

insignificant forces at his disposal, and it was soon evident that

they were inadequate.

Gouraud had to control not only the coastal region, but also

the considerable territory that stretched -eastward of the Taurus

far into Southern Armenia. In the former his task was relatively

easy, for its inhabitants were not unfriendly; in the latter he

encountered peculiar difficulties because of the incessant conflict

between the Armenians and the Turks, and because of Turkish

intrigue generally. He had to figure 'besides as the adviser of
* Eeisal, and as the protector of the Lebanon. Eeisal, who had

hitherto leaned on an extremely sympathetic British support, did

not particularly want, or perhaps relish, his advice. And every-

where, from Damascus as a centre, Gouraud was faced, openly

or covertly, with the manifestations and ramifications of the Pan^

Arab movement, the object of which was complete independence

for the Arabs—^in Syria, which in the Araib^view included

Palestine, and in Mesopotamia. This Pdn-Arab movement, often

described as “Nationalist,” was already strong before his arrival

in the county, and the weakness of the force at bis command
VOL. CTO. N.S. B B*
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nSaenoes, to which in Great Britain we are inclined to attach
much mportanoe, the inmost secret of the proclamation

rf Fej^ as png of Syria would appear to lie in the simple fact
that Gourand was not given an army large enough to determine
toe course of events.

In. Mesopotamidy as in Syna, the Pan-Arab movement was
active. About the time when Gouraud took up his quarters in

Syria General Sir George MacMunn, then in command of the

Mesopotamian Expeditionary Force, indited a despatch from
Baghdad—^November 12th, 1919, was its date, though it was not

made public till the second week of March last. Sir George Mac-
Munn had succeeded Sir Alexander Cobbe, who, in his turn, had

replaced Sir William Marshall. Sir George in this despatch noted

first of all that the months immediately following the Armistice

were occupied in demobilising troops surplus to the force con-

sidered necessary for the Army of Occupation, and in reducing

all auxiliary services. During that period there were no local

disturbances in Mesopotamia. But he went on to observe that

the long delay in coming to a decision as to the future of the

country, which originally looked to an effective British control as

certain and immediate, had had a deteriorating effect. He stated

that Pan-Arab enthusiasts, Pan-Islam and Pan-Turk propaganda,

the activities of the Committee of Union and Progress, and the

approach of Bolshevism towards Persia, had all had an adverse

effect on Mesopotamia. Intrigue of every kind had been rife,

and there were many disturbing rumours current. In this

singularly frank despatch Sir George declared that, on taking over

command and after making a survey of the position of affairs in

general, he was much struck with the volcanic possibilities of

the country, the reasons for which were (1) Mahomedan unrest

in Egypt and India, (2) the spread of the Akhwan or new Wahabi

movement in Central Arabia, (3) the unrest among the Kurds,

(4) the Pan-Arab intrigue, and (5) the large number of well-armed

tribes between Baghdad and the Persian Gulf, both on the Tigris

and the Euphrates.

This is .a notable summary of the disturbing and, indeed, dis-

ruptive factors at work in the Land between the Kivers three or

four months ago, and in the adjoining territories. That these

influences, or ^ *least one of them has already borne fruit was

seen in the proclamatioif of FeiBal*s brother, the Emir Abdulla,

as King of Irak or Mesopotamia. Tet ohly a very short time

before MacMunn took over the Mesopotamian Command the
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Arabs of that region had, ahnost with one accord, declared that

they did not want an Arab ruler bver them. In an article entitled

**Th6 Arab Question,** which was published in the March issue

of this Ebvibw, the writer discussed this aspect of affairs in the

Middle East, and quoted from a message to the Times

,

from its

Correspondent at Baghdad, dealing. with replies to a questionnaire

sent out by the British administrators to the Arab chiefs ol

Mesopotamia, which asked their views on the future government

of the country. These chiefs said, with practically complete

unanimity, that no Arab Emir was possible; the exceptions,

apparently without much significance then, but noteworthy ih

the light of subeequent events, were found at Baghdad and the

neighbouring Eadhimain, where local notables suggested that

Mesopotamia should be constituted an independent Musulman
Arab State, with one of the sons of the Sherif of Mecca (King

Hussein of the Hedjaz) as its head. As against this, the sheikhs

of the district of Nasiriyeh, having debated the matter among
themselves, said that if the British administrators **were bent on

appointing an Arab Emir,” that was a thing that should not be

done till after some years, when it would be time enough to select

such a prince, “wdiether from Mecca, the Yemen, or Syria.”

Instead of there being a general demand for an Arab ruler, the

Mesopotamian tribes clamoured for the return of Sir Percy Cox

from Persia to become their Governor. It is certain that up to

the summer of last year the vast majority of the {)eople of the

country still desired to remain under British rule—which, as in

other lands, was developing by the formation of Local Councils,

as at Basra.

To turn to the other parts of the Middle East at the particular

time when the writer’s last article on this‘most important subject

appeared in the Fortnightly, Persia was the country which was

then of special interest, owing to the conclusion of the Anglo-

Persian Agreement in August, 1919, and the approaching visit of

the young Shah to London, in visible confirmation of the compact

that had been made. British critics of our foreign affairs, of very

different schools of thought, regarded that agreement with favour.

Some took the high-political view that it safeguarded India on

the west ; others, from a more broadly human standpoint, saw in

it a tolerably sure prospect of the redemption from anarchy and

ruin of one of the great historic peoples of the world. The Agree-

ir^nt provided, among other things, for the opening up of Persia

by the building of roads and railways, for the* Slicing of the

country, and for new tariff arrangements to give Persia the

revenue she requires! *A British Mission has been at work at

Tehran, an4; in co-operation with the Persian authorities, it has

B 2



#qoBmpH8iii^ B good deal of aiuipaeio^ jCli^ hagim revised. The oouiitty » more tranquil than it has
for many years. The Mejlis, w Parliament, which will bd<|iid
fourth since the .beginning of the Canstitutional rigim^^^
expected to meet at the capital in June, and the results may be
very interesting.

One of the most hopeful things for Persia is that a stmhg
syndicate, composed of the Anglo-Persian Oil Company (in wht^
the British Government last year largely increased its finan^
stake) and of the Armstrong-Whitworth, Vickers, and Weetmah
Pearson groups, is undertaking the survey of a railway to link
with the line east from Baghdad, the railhead of which at present
is at Kuretu, not far from Kasr-i-Shirin, inside of the frontier

of Persia. The survey is to proceed through Kermanshs^,
Hamadan, and Kasvin, whence it will go south-easterly to Tehran
and north-westerly to Bnzeli, on the Caspian. It should not be
so very long4)efore this railway is actually built, with an extension
probably from Tehran to Meshed. A further stage will be the
ipining up of the Persian railways with the railway system of

, India, by way of the Quetta line into Seistan, With the com-
pletion of the Baghdad Railway the overland route to India—
“ Calais-Calcutta **—will be established. This, no doubt, is

looking ahead some years, but it is certain of accomplishment.

The future of Persia, under British guidance, is bright with

promise, though on her northern and north-western frontiers the

Bolshevist menace and questions regarding the delimitation of

her boundaries must for some time be causes of anxiety to her.

So far as is known, the Bolshevists have not violated Persian

territoryj but the threat is always there. In face of the triumph

of Lenin, Persia seems inclined, somewhat like the rest of the

world, to accept the situation and come to some kind of terms

with the Soviet Government. But one would like to know
whether the British Mission or the British Government, which

preserved Persia from the Turks in the last two years of the

Great War, and must ever keep India in mind, with the possi-

bilities of Bolshevist penetration from the west never lost sight

of, has said anything to the Persian Government about tbis. In

any case, for her own sake, Persia, like the rest of the world, will

do well to practise, so far as the Bolsheviki are concerned, that

eternal vigilance which is the price of safety. With respect to

the disputes about the frontier, her case was laid before the
Suprejn© CouilcfJ some weeks ago by Prince Fiiouz Nosrat-ed-
Dauleh, her Minister for Foreign Affairs. She asks for a clear
delimitation of the boundary on the west a»nd north-west—^the

boundary which before the war was a source of perpetual trouble
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Jbe^^n iiedd^ 'in pm^ular, a settlement

all the more becahi^ Kurds
iejtn iio ixiiiw portion bf bw dtm

;^: IB the region ly^ between the

^gris and P^sian Azerbeijan, with its southern limits some
^stance north of the Diala and its northern limits extending into

1%e Armenian Bitlis-Van area. The Mesopotamian Expeditibitiai^

^orce has had some trouble there, as Sir George MadMonn
reoorded in detail in the despatch referred to in the foregaHiigy

but the Civil Administration has been completely restored. Tbe
fate of Kurdistan has still to be decided, but if the British retain

the. Mosul vilayet as part of Mesopotamia—Irak consisted of the

^layets of Baghdad and Basra, and did not include the vilayet

of Mosul—^it will be necessary for them to keep a firm grip of

Kurdistan, which may be a matter of some difficulty, as the

Kurds are a wild, law ess people. Above Kurdistan, Persia, in

her province of Azerbeijan, comes into contact with the new
Caucasian republics of Azerbeijan, the capital of which is Baku,

and of Armenia, whose capital is Erivan, above these, again,

being the republics of Georgia and Daghestan. Great Britain has

recognised all these, except Daghestan, as having de facto Govern-

ments, and Persia recently announced that her policy with respect

to her neighbours of the Caucasus was one of friendship, making

a start with a treaty with Azerbeijan. With the exception of

Batum, Transcaucasia has been evacuated by the British, but

before they retired they did their best to establish peace and good

relations generally among the Caucasian peoples. Some success

attended their efforts, but this was imperilled when it was

announced that the troops were to be withdrawn from Batum.

Fortunately, the British Government reconsidered its decision,

and its soldiers continued in occupation of this important Black

Sea port, which is the western terminus of the railways going by

Tiflis easterly to Baku and south-easterly to Julfa and Tabriz.

Thanks to the retention of Batum by the* British, communications

have been kept open between that town and Rnzeli by way of

Baku, much to the profit of Persia.

It is perhaps too much to say that the presence of a British

force in Batum preserves such tranquillity as there is in Trans-

caucasia, but its withdrawal might well precipitate a catastrophe.

As has often been pointed out, this whole region is peopled by a

medley of races with a medley of religions, as, foy Instance, there

are Shiah Mahomedans as well as Sunni, and the Christians of

Georgia will have nothing to do with the Christians of Armenia.

There was an attempt at solidarity in Caucasia shortly after the

Bussian Bew>lution, but that soon failed. Fighting still proceeds
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betn^^ii the Armenians of Jjiivan and the TartarA of As^heijah,
^6 have made, according to statements which appear to be tz^e
a treaty with Turkey, a thing that is not precisely desirable in
the interests of the Allies at this juncture. Pan-Turk and Pan-
Islam influences are formidable throughout all this difficult, moun-
tainous country, except in the Armenian part of it, wlTich is

faithful to the Allies, though bitterly disappointed by the long
and exasperating delay of the latter in reaching a final settlement
with Turkey. The Armenians of Erivan have been adversely
affected by the massacres of their fellow-countrymen at Marash
and elsewhere, and they await, with natural impatience, the
action of the League of Nations, to which “Armenia” has been
handed over by the Supreme (Council. Just how the League is

to make any action it contemplates generally effective has yet

to be disclosed. And then it remains to be said, in a review of the

situation in Caucasia, that Bolshevist pressure on the north has
gi-eatly increased since the defeat of Denikin, while on the east

side of the Caspian the Beds hold all Transcaspia with the rail-

ways traversing the Central Asian khanates, and touching at

Kushk the frontier of Afghanistan, thus cutting off all that side

of the Middle East from intercourse through Krasnovodsk with

Baku.

But, however uneasy and anxious the situation in Caucasia may
be because of internal, elemental differences, Turkish intrigue,

and Bolshevist menace, it is the Arab question, with its recent

sensational developments, that calls for the most serious con-

sideration at the moment. In other words, what is to be done

about Syria and Mesopotamia? Syria primarily interests France,

Mesopotamia Great Britain—it is of importance to get this clearly

stated at the very start*. Palestine and East Syria excepted, all

Syria and Cilicia passed into the hands of Gouraud before the

close of last year, under the Anglo-French Agreement of Sep-

tember, 1919, Great Britain acknowledged the French claim.

To repeat the terms of the Sykes-Picot Agreement of 1916, and

of the other Agreements that apply in the premises, is needless

;

a sufficiently full account of them was given by the writer in the

February issue of this Review. It was in fulfilment of Great

Britain's bargain with France that the evacuation of the British

troops took place. And with this military withdrawal from the

regions named above there was associated a political withdrawal

on the part of prjeat Britain from the Arab administration, under

Feisal, that was centred in Damascus. Whether implicit or

explicit in the 1919 Agreement, the termsjof which have not been

published officially, this is the fact; instead of looking to the

British for advice and support, as he had hitherto Ipoked,



was to look to the French., This was s|tiown tyiacaJly by his

retain from France, after his labt visit to Paris, in a French war-

ship, whereas he had arrived in a British vessel. Last February
M. Millerand made a complete and detailed statement on the

Syrian question before the Commission on Foreign Affairs at

Pari^, and laid before the Commission the documents in the case.

After a lengthy discussion a motion was adopted to the effect that

in the final settlement of Eastern affairs the long-standing rights

of France in Constantinople and her rights under the Agreements
with respect to Palestine, Syria, and Cilicia must be maintained.

This motion was passed more than a month before the occupation

of Constantinople by the Allies, and almost exactly a month
before the proclamation of Feisal as King of Syria.

Towards the end of March there were debates in the French
Chamber on foreign affairs, including the question of Syria, but

by that time the situation in Syria had undergone its remarkable

transformation. What is termed a Pan-Syrian Congress met in

Damascus early in March, and on the 8th of that month the

President of that body read a declaration of the independence of

Syria, which was adopted unanimously. This declaration, which

is too long to qu ‘to in full, began with the statement that the

Congress, which truly was representative of the “whole Syrian

nation, east, west, and south,’* and had in mind the glorious

civilisation of the Arabs in the past, wished it to be known that

the Arab people had long sought the complete independence of

their country, their aim being to form a nation in control of

its own destiny. The declaration next proceeded to consider the

military occupation of Syria, consequent on Allenby's conquest

of Palestine and Syria from the Turks, and said that Syria had

been divided into three parts for military reasons. The three

parts referred to were known, while under British control, as

O.E.T.A. (Occupied Enemy Territory Administration), South,

West, and East, the first consisting of Palestine, the second of

the coastal region (Beirut, Tripoli, and Alexandretta) and the

Liebanon, and the third of East Syria. The fourth part was

O.E.T.A. North, or the Adana portion of Cilicia, but it was not

mentioned in the declaration, which went on to say that, though

one and a half years had passed since the Armistice, the three

parts, that were mentioned were still in “ foreign military occu-

pation.”

• “We now by our action,” asserted the declaration, “put an end

to this intolerable position, and we proclaim tHe*independenoe of

Syria, including Palestine, within its* proper boundaries, as a

democratic and civilised State,” With regard to the Lebanon,

permission wim given to its inhabitants to retain their national
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iigiris and prerogatives within the ptresent liimts of

but all foreign influence wae barred. The Emir Feisal was

selected as King of Syria, with the title of Eeisal I. A deo^-

tralised civil Governmeni^ respoiisible to the Congress ttntU

siimmoning of a National Parliament, was to be estabHshedC^

the cessation of the foreign military occupation. The
pendence of Mesopotamia was demanded. Finiedly, friendij^'

relations with the Allies and full re^ct to their interests w^
the subject of a short paragraph. ‘ Such, in brief, was the decli^
tion of independence read in the Congress, and after it

approved a deputation waited on Feisal and offered him the crown
of the new kingdom—^there had never been a l^gdom of Syriis

before, the kingdom of the Seleucidee, with Antioch as capital,

being Greek and devoid of any Syrian national character. Feiisal

accepted the crown, and later the declaration of independent
was read in his presence. It was on this day also that his elder

brother, Abdulla, was appointed King of Mesopotamia, the inde-

pendence of which country had been proclaimed by some thirty

notables assembled in Damascus.
It had been understood that Feisal had come to an arrangement

with Clemenceau last autumn before sailing from France for

Syria, and we may be sure that that arrangement did not con-
template an Arab kingdom of Syria, wuth Feisal as its King.
Several explanations of Feisal*s action, which, of course, cannot
be reconciled with French hopes and interests in the Middle East,
have been given. One is that Feisal’s hand was forced by the
extreme Nationalists of the Arab Club of Damascus. Mr.
J. M. N. Jeffries, an able and experienced correspondent of the
Daily Mail, said, in a message from Damascus published in that
paper early last month, that the Emir, with whom he had had
an interview, virtually pleaded that he was compelled to agree
to the proclamation of Syrian and Mesopotamian independence
and to take up the kingship of Syria, or imperil his position.
Mr. Jeffries added :

—

Emir Feisal would have put off the final act while he hoped for some
cablegram from the Supreme Council with enough tangible promiseB in it to
eatisfy the malcontents for a time. A message actually received, as he snys',
declared that the Allies had not forgotten Syrian interests, and invited him
to go to London to plead the Syrian cause. This was not enough for the
advanced patties, who renewed the pressure. At any rate, the Pan-Syrian
Congress took the bit between its teeth, and the Emir understood th^ unless
a declaration c*f independence took place outbreaks of brigandage on a big,
sede would speedily ©cour, threatening his authority here (in Syria) and his*
pr^tige in the West.

On the other hand, Feisal told a oorreEl^hdent of the Petit
Pamien, who interviewed hifn in Damascus, that his pe6{de hftd
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got tiried of the changes of policy the Allies had izi^a respecting

their country^ One day Palestide was given to the Jews, and the

&e|[t day ah ill-defined mandate over Syria was given to France,

a j^ahdate which might or might not be turned into a pcotec-

tosti^e. He averred that all that the Arabs wanted was their

^ji^ndence, and he asked what could the Entente Wish if it

i^is not to grant to the Arabs, who were free peoples, the right

self-determination. The Allies had emphatically declared their

to establish indigenous Governments in the lands i^sciied

fipom the Turks, and thr^ action of the Syrian Congress had
ihezely anticipated the decisions that must inevitably be taken

in that sense by the Peirce Cx)nference. He declined to consider

the possibility that thf Conference might fail to recognise tikei

in^pendence of Syria and his own kingship; if such a thing

happened, neither he nor his people, he declared, would be

responsible for the consequences. In this interview the Emir
appears to speak much in the same vein as in his ftimous state-

ment made last autumn to the Jevmh Chronicle, when he said

that the minimum of the Arab claim in the Middle East was

Syria, Palestine, and Mesopotamia. Further, it has to be realised

that, leaving Palestine aside, all Syria does not favour Feisal, for

protests have come from many quarters. Even before his assump-

tion of the kingship his Government, it will be recalled, was

repudiated at Deir-es-Zor, where a certain Eamadhan Shalesh

openly defied him for a time. After the declaration of Syrian

independence the Lebanon, which was an autonomous sanjak

under -the Turks till the Great War, protested against the corona-

tion of Feisal. Delegates from all parts of this district met at

Baabda, and decided to adopt as the flag of the Lebanon the

tricolor of France, with the addition of a green cedar on the

white ground. Tripoli and other places in the coastal tract have

protested, and declared that they preferred to be under French

rule.

The final decision rests with the Peace Conference, and the

Conference showed what it thought by requesting Feisal to gc

to Paris to explain the position that had arisen. The Conference

did not recognise the Pan-Syrian Congress, and therefore was

oblivious of its decisions. Feisal did not comply with the request

of the Conference, but later sent a representative to -Paris, on

receiving a second summons. About the same time Mr, Lloyd

Go^i'go, iu an answer to a question, said, in the House of Com-

mons, that the Emir had been informed that the Conference

would shortly examine the whole subject with a view to arriving

at a accord with the declarations that had been

exchanged,by the British, French and Arab Governments. In
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be noted heriiM
Minister ^^ ^baite on the ConjB6iida4»^

Bill, that, when the Treaty o£ Beace with Turkey was settled,

the British Government would claina the right to be the

datory Power for Mesopotamia, including the Mosul vilayeS,

which, hb mentioned, contained rich oilfields, but which, he

apparently omitted to state, was reserved to the iPrench as part

of their sphere of influence in the Middle East under the Syke^

Picot Agreement. He did say, however, that Mesopotamia was

not to be treated as if it were an essential part of the British

Empire ; its Government must be Arab, and the business of the

British there was to constitute this Government and advise it.

These remarks of his were made after the proclamation of the

independence of Mesopotamia, with the Emir Abdulla as king.

Similarly, France may be expected to take the view that to con-

stitute and advise Governments or a Government in Syria* is

her affair.
*

Gouraud told the people of the coastal tract that in the absence

,of the authorisation of the Peace Conference the action of the

Congress was illegal. To judge by the latest information from

Damascus, as sent to the Badly Mail by Mr. Jeffries, and pub-

lished on April 5th, it seems that the hot fit of the Congress was
followed by a cold fit, when it was discovered that the Conference

refused to be rushed. **The demand for the formal recognition of

Syrian independence by Britain and France and other Powers
has been practically dropped,” writes Mr. Jeffries, “and probably

a private intimation of a conciliatory nature would suffice to

bring Emir Feisal to London to explain matters.” The steam has

been blown off, and the inexorable realities of the situation assert

themselves in unmistakable fashion. These realities are economic

even more than political, and are uimmed up in the fact that,

apart from subsidy or subsidies from the Allies, there is no revenue

in sight for a king or a kingdom in Syria. A considerable sum
of money will be needed, to work the kingdom as the “demo-
cratic and civilised State” the Congress declared it to be, and
this money is to seek. To those who know the Arabs there is

something Gilbertian in the idea of their becoming, under an
Arab rigime, “habit and repute” taxpayers. One of the ele-

ments in the success of Feisal at the beginning was that he was
abundantly supplied with British gold—actual sovereigns, which
his Bedouin saw^ and handled. Perhaps the most real thing
about the Arab's, whether of Mesopotamia or Syria—the thing
they think most about—is their desire fo^ gold of Europe, and
it may be that they believe more is to be got by them from lavish

England than from thrifty France*
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Congress 1^4 a marked effect 6n tile situation in Pi^’^ine, and
were not without an unfiettling influence on Egypt, though in

the latter country, with its Turkish leanings, this was probably

offset by the Allied occupation of Constantinople‘~-one of the

wisest steps taken by the Supreme Council since the termination,

of the war ; the Oriental, Turk or other, never fails to understand

the “Big Stick” policy, whatever else he fails to understand.

With respect to Palestine, the Emir Peisal has consistently

declared that the Holy Land is an Arab province, and the

Damascus Conference roundly asserted that it forms part of the

“kingdom ” of Syria. Here we are face to face with Mr. Balfour^
historic letter, in which he promised that a Jewish National Home
would be set up in Palestine, the expectation of All Jewry being

that this Home would in time become a Jewish State. The
Arabs maintain that the country is far more Arab and Moslem
than anything else, and the recent riots in Jerusalem show how
strained are the relations between the Jews and the Moslems.

Unquestionably Pan>Arab propaganda accounts for much, but it

is equally certain that some at least of the Zionists are not

altogether free from blame. Mr. Herbert Samuel, M.P,; a

Zionist leader, visited Palestine during last winter, and he has

published his impressions. He considers that the opposition to

Zionism does not go very deep, and that it is based largely on

false ideas of Zionism, such as that in the future Jewish State

Mahomedans and Christians will be placed under the Government

of a Jewish minority, and that the peasants at present in posses-

sion of the soil will be ousted from their holdings. He rightly

says that the economic development of Palestine can only proceed

effectively when the Peace Conference has satisfactorily solved

the political status of that country. This touches the heart of

the whole Arab question. What is wanted is a definite settle-

ment of the Arab Middle East by the Conference as soon as

possible; it has been delayed far too long, with the inevitable

result that the settlement has become much more difficult than

it would otherwise be. And if that settlement is to give the

Arab the best chance, it must be such a settlement as will

put him in his proper place—with firm and strong guidance from

outside. Eobbbt Machbay.



INCOME TAX PKOBLEMS.

Seldom has the Beport of any inquiry been awaited with bo much
interest as that of the Boyal Commission on Income Tax. The
country should be grateful to Lord Colwyn and his colleagues

for the time and labour which they have spent, and for the pains

which they have taken to sift the evidence and to weigh th'e

Buggostions put before them. Many inquiries have been made
before now, but the present law dates largely from the changes

which were made in consequence of the Beport of the Select

Committee of 1906. That Committee rejected the Draft Beport

of their chairman, Sir Charles Dilke, and adopted Sir Thomas
Whittaker’s Draft instead. In the Budget of 1907 Mr. Asquith

carried most of their proposals into effect, and it is assumed that

the main recommendations of the Boyal Commission will be

carried into law during the present session of Parliament. Many
minor changes have taken place in the income tax since 1907,

but the chief difference is the immensely greater amount of

revenue which the tax has to raise. In 1907 it yielded jG32J
millions, in the year just ended it yielded £^59 millions; and the

standard rate of income tax has been raised from Is. to Os. in

the pound, although that rate is only paid in practice by the

small number of persons (about 88,000) whose incomes exceed

^£2,000 per annum.

The present Beport is a very different thing from the brief

recommendations of fourteen years ago, and the summaries which

appeared in the daily Press did much less than justice to the

searching inquiries and detailed proposals for reform which are

made by the Boyal Commisaon.

Naturally enough, public interest was drawn at once to the

proposal that the limit of total exemption should be raised from

^120 to i£150 for single men and women,' and from fl70 to f260

in the case of married persons. The Commissioners also propose

that the allowance for children shall be raised from d£25 to

This means that the normal citizen, f.e., a man with a wife and

three children, will not pay income tax until his income exceeds

4:350 per annum. According to the Estimate (Cmd. 224) pre-

pared by the Board of Inland Bevenue last July, the number of

taxpayers with incomes above d6250 a year was only 1,348,000,

and their taxable income amounted to JE},107 millions. No
precise figure can be given for the total national income, but as

it was reckoned at £2,400 millions Mifoze the war, it cannot be
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reckoned now at less than j£4,000 millions ; consequently, Lord
Golwyn's proposal means that -the cost of Government shall be

thrown, principally, upon those who receive less than one-third

of the national income.

No doubt the raising of the exemption limits will be popular,

but nearly all economists will recognise that it is made at a most

unfortunate time. In the year just closed the genuine revenue

was far from balancing the expenditure, and from the estimates

already published there seems little possibility that the existing

scale of taxation will bring in money enough to cover the expen-

diture of 1920-1921.

If one may judge by the amount as well as by the kind of

evidence tendered in Great George Street, the Commissioners

have had a hard task. The evidence fills five Blue Books, costing

two or three shillings apiece, and in nearly every case the

witnesses came forward with excellent reasons to show why the

persons or the interests whom they represented should receive

special exemptions or allowances. Even the Joint Secretary of

the Income Tax Department, who had prepared several alterna-

tive schemes or graduations, had to meet the following ques-

tion : “If this suggestion of yours represents the view of the

Department, it means that Somerset House will be very much
relieved at the expense of somebody else?” It was not, of

course, suggested that Mr. Hopkins was influenced by personal

considerations, but the questioner went on to ask : “Is it not

in human nature that everybody feels the pressure himself, and
every witness we have had has suggested that the section or

society to which he belongs shall be relieved?.”

This is not strictly true, for the evidence which Sir Edward
Brabrook and the present writer tendered, on behalf of the

British Association Committee on Income Ta,x Reform, was speci-

ally designed not to favour members of the Committee. In

our proposals for extending collection at the source we were

careful to add the “tax on salaries a;nd other periodical pay-

ments ” to the tax on wages. Several witnesses were so intent

upon getting special exemptions and allowances for the classes

whom they represented that they had not even troubled to find

out the provisions of the existing law. A lady who appeared

on behalf of several societies for women’s service, and other

bodies of organised women put forward as her chief grievance

^tiiat husband and wife were assessed together, only to be told

that the law allows separate assessment if either husband or

vrife demands it. The same witness adknitted that the great bulk

of the people for whom she spoke would have a family income

(that is, ^ income of husband and wife) which did not exceed
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j£4 per week ; but with the present allowances for wife and

children these people would not pay any income tax. This lady

also wanted the abolition of indirect taxes, except, perhaps, the

tax on wine. Mr. Kerly, K.C., pointed out that the total indirect

taxation on a family with £200 per annum was about £20 6b. 9d.,

“of which £li 6s. is paid on drink and tobacco, leaving d96

only which is paid on tea, sugar, and other indirect taxes,

including the Post Office.”

The whole question of the basis on which taxation should be

levied was discussed over the evidence of Mr. Charles Edwards,

M.P., who‘ represented the South Wales Miners* Federation.

Mr. Edwards* chief demand was that the exemption limit should

be raised to ,^250 per annum, and one of his arguments was a

belief that the cost of collecting any tax from wage-earners was
“almost equal to the amount collected.” He asserted that “of

the £8 million that it brings more than d04 million goes in

salaries and ..expenses.” The chairman pointed out that the

whole amount spent in collecting income tax in 1918-19 (f.e., of

collecting £810 millions) was only i€3 millions, and the cost of

collecting income tax from the wage-earners was 7 per cent,

of the amount collected, t.c., half a million on .^7,700,000.

If such estimates as that put forward by Mr. Edwards are

really believed by the wage-earners, one can understand their

hostility to the income tax. In a masterly cross-examination

Mr. Kerly extracted from Mr. Edwards the admission that for

many men with families the point at which income tax begins

is higher now than it was before the war ; very much higher, in

fact, for a man with a wife and three children now obtains

allowances and abatements amounting to £285, whereas before

the war he would have begun to pay after .-£190. Mr. Edwards
was finally driven to declare that an unmarried man or woman,
without dependants, ought not to pay taxes of any kind unless

his or her income exceeded £250 a year.

It ought to have been made clear to the Boyal Commissioners

that they were wanted to*show how the income tax might be

made to yield more revenue and not less than at present. There

is no other tax which can be adjusted with anything like accuracy

to the taxpayer's ability to pay, consequently remissions of taxsr

tion, if and "^hen they can be granted, should be made in the

Indirect taxes, such as those on tea, sugar and tobacco. It was
perfecitly right that the Commissioners should recommend a

larger allowance in respect of marriage and of children or other

dependants ; but if the allowance for marriage was to be raised

from £50 to dSlOO, the revenue thus lost* should have been

recovered by lowering the exemption and abatement limits for
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single persons from J6130 and £120 to £100." Perhaps the Com-
missioners were influenced by the hostility to the tax which has

been shown by certain sections of organised labour, notably the

South Wales miners, but it was hardly the business of a Boyal

Commission to give way to such unpatriotic demonstrations. In

the otd days, when the franchise was restricted to a small number
of well-to-do persons, it would have been right that the chief

tax should be restricted in the same way. As a master of fact,

Chancellors of the Exchequer in the old days obtained their

revenue largely from indirect taxation, which was paid to a con-

siderable extent by the classes who had no vote. Now that the

franchise has been extended so widely, it does not appear politic-

ally expedient, although it may be human nature, that the newly
enfranchised millions should shirk their responsibilities.

Apart from this one recommendation, no serious fault can be

found with the Beport. Some people perhaps will object to the

increased powers which the Boyal Commission would confer on

the bureaucracy, and may regret the practical supersession of the

old Local Commissioners. It is easy, however, to attach an

excessive value to the localised administration of 1842. Person-

ally I regret, far more, that the Boyal Commission would not

accept the British Association’s proposal: "That the tax on

salaries, wages and other periodical payments should be' deducted

by the person making the payment at the time of payment.”

We suggested also that the tax should be deducted at the lowest

"earned ” rate from wages and small salaries, and that the tax-

payer’s abatement and allowances should be taken into account

at the time of deduction. Evidently the Commissioners saw the

merits of the proposal, but they got it into their heads that both

employers and workmen were opposed to this extension of

“collection at the source.” I believe that, so far as employers

are concerned, the Boyal Commission was misinformed, for I

have met no employer who saw any difficulty in the matter, and

I have made it my business to ask them. No doubt the employer

does not see why he should be turned* into an unpaid agent for

Soinerset House, as he has been made an unpaid agent under the

National Insurance Acts ; but we provided against this objection

hy suggesting that he should be given some small remuneration

for his trouble. $noe the cost of collecting the tax from wage-

earners is admittedly 7 per cent., there is an ample margin.

We may now turn to the good points in the Beport. At present

the scale of graduation is marred by steps and jumps at arbitrary

points, e.g., at £400, £500, £700, and so*on. The Commissioners

would remove all thdse steps by an extremely ingenious yet

simple plan. They propose (1) that the exemption limit shall
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be the same as the abatement, and (2) that the exemption, abate-

ment and allowances shall be the same for all incomes. May
I mention that this was one of onr “ twenty points ? A uniform

system of abatements and allowances constitutes a kind of

graduation by itself, for the effective rate of tax rises with every

additional pound of income.

But the Commissioners were not satisfied with this reform

:

in order to differentiate between earned and unearned income,

they propose an allowance of one-tenth for earned income, which

again they would make uniform up to £2,000. Then they intro-

duce a new idea of “taxable income.” Although the Eeport

is signed by every member, there are nine Beservations. Sir

J. S. Harmood-Banner and four colleagues disagree with

“differentiation” altogether; they point out that earned incomes

have increased enormously during the war, while the capital value

of Stock Exchange investments “shows an enormous deprecia-

tion”; in fact, every investor has been made aware that the

income from investments may be more precarious than that from

earnings. They insist, too, that “taxable ability is best repre-

sented by the actual income received and not by speculation as

to its source and nature.” Moreover, the increased Death Duties,

which may be regarded as a capitalised income tax on property,

act as a very serious differentiation against unearned income.

Mr. Herbert Samuel, in his presidential address to the Boyal

Statistical Society, reckoned that the provision for Death Dufies

and Income Tax took 64 per cent, from an income of £50,000

a year.

This new definition of "taxable income” is one of the happiest

devices of the Beport. At present there are eleven different rates

of tax ; the Commissioners would sweep all these away and make
the standard rate a reality instead of a fiction. This is where

“taxable income” proves so useful. Taxable income is assess-

able income less the allowances, and what happens is best shown

by an example. Supposing that a man earns £300 per year and

receives another £100 from investments, he will obtain, first of

all, an allowance of one-tenth on his earned income of £300,

then he will get his allowance of nine-tenths of £260 as a
married man, which makes his taxable income £145. But 6b.

in the pound would be too heavy a rate for «n income of this

size, so the Boyal Commissioners have adopted a plan which I

expounded in The Fortnightly Beview five years ago,* and

would charge the £145 at half the standard rate. Thus our £400

man will pay £21 158., by no means sm extortionate sum after

(1) A Bejormed Ineom§ Ttm, January, 1910, p. S40.
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a five years' war, in which, possibly, our taxj^yer has run no

serious risk.

Many illustrations are given in the Beport showing how the

suggested scale would work out in practice. Thus, a bachelor

earning M a week would pay .^7 Ifis, 7cl., or an “effective rate

of about 9d. on each pound of his income ”
; a married man with-

out children, earning ^350 a year, would pay d013 10s., an effec-

tive rate of OJd. ; a married man, with three young children,

earning d6600, would obtain the following allowances : £50 for the

one-tenth on earned income, £225 for marriage, and j£90 for

three children. His taxable income is thus J0135, and half tax

thereon is £20 5s., or 9Jd. on the whole £600.

Obviously it does not matter whether you deduct the allow-

ances at the full rate from the full £500 or at the 90 per cent,

rate from £450. This plan supplies an even graduation and

brings down the effective rate of taxation to be paid by people

with comparatively srnall incomes and large families to a very

reasonable amount. Unfortunately, it also involves a serious

loss of revenue, and, although the Beport suggests that the

taxation of the larger incomes shall be heavier than it is now,

I cannot see how the loss is to be made good. In the first

Beservation Mr. Geoffrey Marks, President of the Institute of

Actuaries, and three colleagues bring forward weighty reasons

against this lowering of taxation on so many incomes. They
quote Mr. Bonar Law's recent statement that, “whereas in 1912

the indirect taxes produced 42 per cent, and the direct taxes

58 per cent, of the total taxation, in 1918 indirect taxation pro-

duced 18 per cent, and direct taxes 82 per cent.” Mr. Marks
and his co-signatories state they have had “clear evidence

from witnesses representing the working* classes that they looked

upon direct taxation as the fairest and best means of taxation,

and that they would not be opposed to an extension in the range

or rate of the income tax if indirect taxation were correspondingly

reduced.” As I have suggested elsewhere,^ it is doubtful whether

most of our present indirect taxes are worth collecting, in view

of the subsidies which tend to cancel them. This Beservation

points out that the total amount of State subsidies comes to

about £182 millions, and it is proposed to extend these subsidies

in the case of education and unemployment. Undoub^tedly they

are right in thinking that “sufficient consideration was not given

to the fact that we are dealing with a War, Budget ” ; most
people will agree with their conclusion that “the price of the

safety achieved by tbo struggle should be more widely dis-

tributed.”

(1) ilbiimal qf ihe Boyai StaHtHecH Soci«§y, Jaiuiaiy, 1920, p. 103.
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In a separate Beservation Mr. Marks contests the whole basis

of the Boport and brings forward arguments with which I believe

most economists will agree. He maintains that, when due regard

is had to allowances and reliefs, the exemption limits recom-

mended by the Commission, namely, :£150 for unmarried tax-

payers and iG250 for married taxpayers, “are too high.**

Feminists will be pleased to hear his opinion that in households

wJiich enjoy only a small income, “the wife is an asset rather

than a liability.** In the case of unmarried persons he thinks that

there would be a taxable margin, “even if the exemption limit

were lowered below .U130.** No doubt, too, he is right in saying

that “undue weight has been given to political considerations.**

Personally, I agree completely with Mr. Marks’ belief that a

proper explanation of the financial position of the country “ would

reconcile wage-earners to the necessity for increased taxation,**'

and with his contention that to raise the country’s revenue, so

far as is possible, by direct taxation on all classes is a desirable

method of bringing home to the mass of voters their political

responsibility. Mr. J. W. Clark, also in a separate Beservation,

takes much the same view. He argues that the Boyal Com-
mission ought to have been allowed to consider the question of

taxation as a whole, and he mentions especially “the crushing

burden of Excess Profits Duty on a trader with a low pre-war

standard,** the bread subsidy, “the tremendous increase of local

rates,** and the Death Duties. All these changes, as he says,

tend to relieve the smaller incomes and to increase the burden

of the larger incomes; consequently, he will not agree to any

raising of the exemption limits, or to any additional taxation on
higher incomes, until he is satisfied “that all incomes are equitably

contributing their quota.**

One of the most debated questions in incx)me tax law is the

exemption of co-operative societies. In their origin co-operative

societies were small groups of workpeople buying for themselves

the common necessaries .of life, and it was clear enough that

they lay outside the scope of income tax. Even six years ago

most members of co-operative societies must have bad incomes

below the taxation limit, although the societies themselves were

doing an increasing trade, and the great C.W.S. was one of the

largest bu'sinesses in the world. Since 1914 everything has been

changed. The income tax itself is required to produce eight

times as much revenue as it did in 1913-14 ; the money incomes

of wage-earners generally have increased by about 160 per cent.,

and the societies have largely extended tfieir operations. l%us
the considerations which led to their exemption from income tax

no longer apply, and the existing law gives them an unfair
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advantage in competing with other traders, who have, of <^urBe,

to pay a higher rate of income tax because the societies pay

nothing. It must be admitted that the Boyal Commissioners

show some weakness in dealing with this question ; they declare

that a society should be treated ** exactly as a limited liability

company trading in similar circumstances,” but their actual pro-

posal differentiates in favour of the societies. They propose to

tax two things : (1) The income derived from invested reserves,

and (2) “any part of the nett proceeds which is not actually

returned to members as dividend or discount.” It will be seen

that the CommissionerB are driven to use the word “proceeds”

instead of “profits,” or they would give away the w^hole case.

In practice it may be found that this recommendation, if adopted

by Parliament, will simply mean that the societies will cut down
their allocation to reserves. Mr. Pretyman, M.P., and Sir J. S.

Harmood-Biinner do not agree with the distinction drawn by
the majority of their colleagues. They have been* “much im-

pressed by the evidence of the growth of these societies, of the

magnitude of their operations, and of their tendency to absorb

business previously carried on by trading organisations whose
liability to income tax is unquestionable.” Obviously, if this

process is continued, the revenue must lose and other taxpayers

must pay more; moreover, this fact increases the advantage of

the societies over private traders, and so must tend “ to accelerate

the progress of their absorption or displacement.” All fair-minded

persons will agree that the present state of the law is inequitable

;

there is much to be said for Mr. Pretyman’s suggestion that if

the income tax does not suit the societies, they should be con-

sulted as to some alternative method.

On the other side, Mr. Brace, M.P., Sfr N. P. Warren Fisher,

and five other Commissioners sign a Beservation insisting that

the societies shall not be taxed at all. The extraordinary fact

about this recommendation is that an ex-Chairman of the Board

of Inland Bevenue, Sir E. E. Nott-Bowjer, and the present Secre-

tary to the Treasury, should endorse the following sentences

:

“But the income tax is not a corporation tax ; it is a tax on the

profits or incomes of the individuals, and though for convenience

it is assessed in the first instance upon corporations in which they

hold interest, the amount of it is always adjusted to the income,

not of the corporation, but of the individual shareholders.” This

may be the law, but, if so, the Treasury and the Board of Inland

Bevenue have been breaking it every day for years past ! Every-

body knows that corporations are forced to pay income tax with-

out any regard to the individuals of which they may be composed.

Tba Connoils of our big towns find themselyes taxed on the
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profits of their gas^ water and tramway undertakings,

Mtlmugh it is perfectly clear that the vast majority of their

citizens axe not liable to income tax. If it were proposed that

co-operative societies should be exempt from local rates, the

injustice of the present law would be clear to everyone, for yon

would have tradesmen on either side of the society paying rates

> from which the society, although doing exactly the same business;

was exempt. If people would only understand that taxes, like

rates, are in the main simply a payment for services renderedi

claims for exemption would be seen in their true light.

Probably the most difficult question submitted to the Boyal
Commission was that known as “double income tax.” Here, as

was perhaps natural, the recommendations take the form of a
compromise. In the case of income tax, both in the United
Kingdom and in the Dominions, the Commissioners propose, in
effect, that the tax collected by the Dominion should count as
tax paid hdi'e, so that the United Kingdom gives up part of its

tax and the Dominion gives up nothing. This concession Is

based upon the theory that within the British Empire we are all

sharing common burdens. In the case of income derived from
foreign countries this theory does not apply, and so, “unless
reciprocal arrangements can be made between our Government
and the Governments of each foreign State where income tax
is in force ” the Commissioners cannot recommend any change
in the existing law. The result is far from satisfactory, yet it
is difficult to see what other conclusion could have been reached

;

possibly a Financial Section of the League of Nations may be
able to devise a system.

Wasting assets formed another difficult question, and again
we meet a compromise*. The CommissionerB found it impossible
to make “any general recommendation that from the income
produced by any asset an allowance i-bould be made for the
amortisation of its capital value.” The Commissioners begin by
saying that no allowanqe shall be made when the life of the
wasting asset is estimated at thirty-five years or longer • conse-
quently, assets with a shorter life “should receive an allowance
dependent on the time by which their life falls short of thirty,
five years.” From an auditor’s point of view, a “wasting asset

”
includes things like leases, of which the value has to be replaced
wjthin a given period. The Commissioners do not take that
TOW ; they pro]jose, as a general principle, that no allowanee
should be granted to any asset other than “an inherently wasting
material asset which has been created by the expenditure bl
capital.” Consequently, leaseholds in general are excluded; bul
the Commissioners would make an allowance where a leasehddei
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r^ni tnone^ order to adapt the to the

oents of a particular business/* They would also make

owance when the right to future profits has been purchased

a vendor who is entirely outside the scope of British

tax.’* Most people look upon “mineral rights’* as an

as example of a wasting asset, but the CommissionerB would

no allowance in respect of them; they insist that these

its have not been created by the^'expenditure of capital ; but

would allow for expenditure on shaft-sinkings and initial

irk on development, and elsewhere on such things as surface

rks and the permanent way and equipment of railways, tram-

ays and docks.

The Boyal Commissioners are at their best when they discuss

he question of married persons and income tax. They give very

^fairly the various arguments for the separate taxation of husband

and wife, and dismiss them as being irreconcilable with the

^fundamental principle of “ability to pay.” A lengthy •Reservation

hy Mrs. Knowles and Mr. J. W. Clark shows how easy it is to

go wrong when one abandons this guiding principle. If the

shmits of total exeir ration are brought down to ;C100 for single

persons, and J6200 lor married couples, there is no reason why
the rest of the Commissioner’s recommendations should not be

^Carried promptly into law, the result would be a much fairer and

Cimpler income tax.

If I end with a word of criticism it would only be to regret

that the Commissioners did not deal with the larger question of

the effect of taxation on prices. Sir Edward Brabrook and I

^ventured to tell the Royal Commission (1) “that, if skilfully

Jadjusted to the * ability ’ of each taxpayer, an income tax irn-

Sposes little real burden,” and (2) “that a heavy income tax has a

;;:tendency to lower prices of commodities in general, just as an

^flation of the currency increases them.” These two prin-

typles, however, assume that all citizens above the poverty line

l^y their quota, thus they provide two further arguments in

pavour of a lower limit of total exemption.

J. E. Allen.
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Tab proposal to levy a tax upon war profits, which, with a cut

and dry scheme prepared by the Board of Inland Revenue, is

now before a Select Committee of the House of Commoift, is in

the nature of a sharper's trick, who, having by his assurances

secured your confidence, then sets about abusing that confidence

by a thin fraud on your resources. We were told, while the

Government during the war was hammering at our doors like

an importunate dun, that the way to win the war was to save

our money and, when by irksome thrift we had done so, to

hand it over as a loan to the Government. We are now told

that in any levy upon war-time wealth it is impossible to dis-

tinguish between the increment of our capital which was due to

the war and any increase which was due to other causes, such

as thrift. It was thrift that the Government insisted upon as the

way that people who were too old to fight and sat at home at

ease *' could do their bit.” Now the savings which have been

accumulated during the five years between June, 1914, and June,

1919, are to be taxed to the extent of one-fourth of their value.

This is their confidence trick.

Of course, it is at present impossible to see why the lines are

drawn at these two particular dates. Why a man who had a

great monetary accretion before June, 1914, or after 1919

should not be taxed, while the man who had had a legacy in 1918

should be compelled to jMirt with onc-fourth of it to the Govern-

ment. That has not been explained, and the injustice of such

a proceeding would soon be made a reason for extending the

tax to all increments *of wealth, and from that stepping-stone

it would only be a short stride to a tax upon all capital wealth.

But there is another aspect in which the proposal has a

fraudulent look. The Government, on the principle that men
should not make money out of the evil plight of the nation in

the Great War, laid upon traders an obligation to pay at first

60 per cent., and later 80 per cent., of their excess profits.

Profits were, in their view, assumed to be made out of, or by

reason of, the war, if the profits in these troubled years exceeded

those which had been made before the war began. Of course,

the inference was not in many cases well founded. In the case

of many industries which had come into existence immediately

prior to the war the profits which were made during the war

might be the ordinary growth of a business, totally unconnected

with any of the events which were happening in Europe. But

all excess profits, however they came, were to be heavily taxed.
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Many people thought it a bad tax. Mr. Illingworth, speaking

at the Bankers' Association Sjuiner in May, 1919, said it was

"the most unjust tax ever imposed upon any community in the

history of finance in this country.*’

But, bad or good, the industries had to pay it. Still, the

payngient was made on the understanding that if a man paid the

;£80 out of his ^£100 excess profits he was to be allowed to keep

the balance. But that, it appears, is not the case. What he

was allowed to retain, if he spent it at Monte Carlo, is, of course,

out of the reach of the Government. If he invested it in jewels

or pictures it may be difficult to tax, but if, on the other hand,

he was foolishly lured by the Government into purchasing

National War or Victory Bonds,' he is to be made to share his

savings with the Government; and the Chancellor of the

Exchequer sees nothing in the principle of his tax which he

does not approve. Stili, Mr. Chamberlain, who, as Chancellor

of the Exchequer, is " hard up,” while he is opposed to a general

capital levy, proposes to impose what is a general capital levy

on all the wealth which has been accumulated during the war.

Not only would he punish the thrifty man, but he would catch

in his indiscriminating net the man whose capital has been

increased during these five years by a fortuitous legacy, or by

the rise in the value of a stock upon which up to June, 1914, he

might have had no returns, and who, since his investment became

remunerative, has been paying an income tax, and possibly a

super tax, to the Government.

It is well, however, that we should understand that the term

"War wealth levy” which has been used in this connection is

a misnomer ; and that what is proposed is a general capital levy

on all wealth, however come by, which has been accumulated

during these five years.

Of course, notwithstanding Mr. Chamberlain’s assurance that

he was opposed to a general capital levy—an assurance which

was given, no doubt, to lull the community into an idea of the

security of their property—there are 'other people who are, at

any rate, candidly in favour of such a tax. The Labour Party

or Socialists—for Mr. Churchill seems to think that these terms

are interchangeable—have all along held that the possession of

capital in private hands is c^inal, and any propqsal which

would take wealth out of the hands of capitalists and put it in

the hands of the State as trustee for the proletariat would be

(1) H the Savings were invested in Victory Bonds the*lavy on the value of

these would be doubly unjust. Persons who bought these at £85, the issue price,

or abont £76, tte proaont price, did so not merdy as an investment but as an

insuranioe, the Governmentiiaving promised to accept these as payment of the

Death Duties at the nominal value of £100.
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regarded by them as a step in the right direction. If, then, we
take the view that the possesskiiv of capita^ or the appiopriation

of profits, by private individuals is inadmissible, there is every-

thing to be said in favour of this tax of Mr. Chamberlain’s as an

exceedingly prudent proposal. If, on the other hand, we are

still of opinion that the profit/wage, and capitalist system should

continue, there seems to be no excuse for the imposition of

this tax.

In the first place it seems bad finance. . The rate of interest

on* capital in this country, taking into consideration not merely

stocks and shares, foreign and colonial and other securities which

were once called “gilt-edged,” but also the return on capital

invested in industrial and commercial undertakings, is certainly

not less than 10 per cent, all round. It may even be at a higher

rate. When we see the profits that have been made by oil

companies, thread manufacturers, and tobacco corporations we
are probably iputting it at too low a figure. But if we lay a tax

on capital and take away the fourth part of the capital of the

country and pay off wdth that a debt which is served by a 5 per

cent, interest, we are clearly carrying out a very foolish financial

operation in the interests of the community. The man or nation

which has borrowed at 5 per cent, and pays off the debt with

capital which is yielding 10 per cent, is not a financier, but

a fool.

But there are other aspects in which the tax is a fooTish one.

Long ago a man who spent money was thought to be doing what

the Poor Law of the reign of Elizabeth purported to do
—

“ setting

the poor on work.” But it is an exploded idea that extravagance

is a benefit to the State, and that the spendthrift is a philan-

thropist. We know better now. It is self-denial, it is thrift, it

is saving that “makes the mare” of production to go. We haVe

too long Ijeen abusing the miser. If he was a wise one, and

instead of putting his savings in a stocking he put them in a

stocking-mill, he wAs doing good. We have, too, in the same

w'ay passed unwise^ usury laws which were intended to pre-

vent the lending of money at interest. The “dark ages” in

relation to such matters have passed away, and we believe in

thrift and investment. But does anyone suppose that a tax

upon savings will not prove a discouragement of thrift, that very

prudent self-denial which accrues to the benefit of the community.

“Save! Why should I save if I am not allowed to keep?” It

was with a view lo encourage saving that the laws of inheritance

allowed a man to hand on his accumulations after his death to

his children or other relations. Now we ^ave already, to some
extent, departed from that wise principle by alt^n^ tlie laws
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of inheritance, and making a man, who has during his lifetime

accumulated £1,000,000 (we only take large figures because they

are quite easy to deal with), hand over as death duty £400,000

to the State. We have, therefore, already put an embargo on
thrift and encouraged not only extravagance, but have also

encouraged evasions by which a man can dispose of his wealth

during his lifetime and leave little or nothing for the harpy Board

of Inland Bevenue to lay its bands on at his death.

Now in extension of this principle the levy on capital would
make him pay ransom during his life, and is even more drastic

condemnation of thrift than the death duties.

df course, such a tax is thought well of by people who have

no accumulated capital, and who only receive a salary or income

for services rendered. At the present time such a man has to

pay 6s. out of every £l so earned. But with such natural pre-

dilections we have nothing to do here. We are not concerned

with the very natural desire of greedy people that the expenses

of the State should be paid out of any pocket but their own;
but are attempting to see if, upon any sound economic principle,

such a tax as the war wealth tax can be justified.

One of the needs of this impoverished time is, of course—we
see it repeated every day—greater production. There is no way
to pay our national debt except by creating and accumulating new
w^ealth. There is no “new way to pay old debts** but that. We
want new trade, we want to sell more and buy less. That wealth

is there for us to produce from our potential resources. It can

only be turned into kinetic wealth by more j^roduction, and the

greater production can only be brought about by increased credit.

People often think that the commercial and industrial world is

run on money, while as a fact its wheels are promises and the

belief that the promises will be kept. But the worth of promises

depends to an enormous extent upon tlie accumulated capital

of the man who makes the promise or draws a bill of exchange.

If, however, you make a capital levy .npoff that accumulated

wealth, you cut the wings of credit. If the State says you must

hand over one-fourth of your capital—in whatever form it is

invested—^to the Exchequer, you limit that man’s credit at a

time when it is essential to the recovery and reconstruction of

industry and commerce, for the creation of new' and the extension

of existing trade. What we require is more credit, not less.

If; therefore, you impose this tax, you will have.qvery capitalist

attempting to realise enough to meet the, duty~at or about the

same time—and even if. as you propose, you spread its payment

over a certain number of years, you will discover that you have

done an irreparable injury to the productivity of the country.

VOL. evif. N.s. 0 Q
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We hear, and it is true, that high prices are the outwazd ani
visible sign of our national poverty which has resulted fmm the

war, and from Governmental extravagance during the war. We
know that into high prices high wages enter largely, and that

besides that element, the fall in the value of gold and the inflation

of the currency have something to do with our present deplorable

plight.

But one of the causes of the prices we are all complaining of

is the diminished utilisation of capital in consequence of the

attitude of labour. If that is so, is this the time to terrify

capital, already all nerves, with the proposal of this capital tax

;

is it a time to diminish credit, which is the mainspring of trade?

We should have thought not I Capital to-day is faced with many
difQculties. The cost of building is enhanced, the cost of repairs

and maintenance, and the recurring call for new capitjil for

replacements are amongst the difliculties in the way of Enter-

prise; and, of course, if enterprise is slow, labour suffers/ But

are you going to make it easier for capital by taking a fourftb part

of it away, by crippling its credit, and attempting to pajjw debts

not by honest work, but by the legerdemain of transferring«^«Ah‘^

burden of the State to the backs of certain of the individual

members of the community? There never was a more foolish

proposal submitted to a Committee of Parliament. There never

was a more suicidal piece of fluance submitted to the public.

Some of the critics of the scheme of the Board of Inland

Bevenue have naturally commented upon the difficulties of

imposing the tax, and the enormous expense of the valuations

which would have to bo made of property as it existed in June,

1914, and in June, 1919. Indeed, the fundamental valuation

upon which the memorandum of the Boaid proceeds, that the

wealth of the country has increased by ^64,000,000,000 during

the war, can be nothing but a guess, probably calculated from

income tax return^. According to Sir John Anderson, machinery,

houses, lands, pictures, .and motor cars in the hands of 340,000

persons are to be included in both valuations. Now, as to these

items of wealth, there can be no accurate estimate of value made
at the present time. But, although the figure he started with,

viz., one-fourth of d64 ,000,000,000. must be erroneous, it is clear,

as some of the critics have pointed out, that when all the

expenses of these valuations have been d^ucted, the yield of the

tax would be, i^all. The Chairman of the Board proposes 40
exempt fortunes whicli in the war period did not exceed i65,000,

and that has the effect of reducing the taxable amount of capital

from j£4,000,000,000 to £2,800,000,000, and the proceeds of the

tax upon the ^0,000 persons^ who would hayoo to pay not
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il.000,000,000, but ^700.000^000. Again, he proposes that

certain allowances should be made so that there ** should be as

little injustice as possible*’ (a curious phrase). For example,

an allowance of dSl.OOO for a wife, d£500 for each child ; and these

allowances would still further reduce the amount of the yield.

But, even mpre significant, and as another means of securing

**as little injustice as possible," Sir John, when asked if persons

who in reply to Government appeals invested largely in War
Loan would receive no further consideration than anyone else,

said : "It would be possible for the Committee to make con*

cessions to persons who had so invested.” We think, ourselves,

that such discrimination would, for obvious reasons, be another

injustice ; but, if it were made, it would still further reduce the

return from this levy.

But, although all these criticisms are sound, and although the

net yield of the tax would, after taking off the ^great cost of

valuation, collection, and the payment in some cases by instal-

ments, be very small,^ they do not go to tlie root of the matter.

If the return was small when only a fourth of the capital was
taken, it would be easy for the Exchequer by the stroke of a pen

to make the tax 50 per cent, instead of 25 [xjr cent, of the War
wealth. Indeed, there is a far more cogent objection to this tax

than that. It is that this is nothing but a " try on " of a general

capital levy, to which Mr. Chamberlain says he objects. It is

said that the money raised by this duty w^ould be applied, not

as the death duties are to revenue purposes, but "solely to the

reduction of the debt." Now it is an excellent thing for a nation

to pay its debts, but it is dishonest to pretend to pay its debts

while it is only transferring the obligations to other shoulders.

As we have said^ the only way to liquidate the debt which we
have contracted is by the creation of new we;tlth. There is no

new wealth created by reducing the national indebtedness by

the ,000,000,000 if the £1,000,000,000 has been secured by a

diminution of that amount of capitaV in private bands. The
country must be richer before it can get out of its obligations

honourably. There is no more wealth in the country because a

highwayman has taken my purse—no doubt he has more and 1

have less; but the country is perhaps worse off if the money is

in less honest hands than it was before. Would anyone tell us

how we are if we inapose this War wealth tax to prevent the

Chancellors of the Exchequer for the future from extending the

principle to all wealth. The public are.bUnd if they do not see

where tiiiis road leads to.

(1> Of eoune, too, the State would lose heavily in other ways. If it appro*

priatet £1,0001000.000 whidiis by the Inland Revenue ea]oulationone*fifteeintb of

thewholenatioiMl wealth,theiacome tax ackd thedeath dtttieB would bedimiDuhed

0 d 2
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But all these expedients for relieving the country of this almost

intolerable burden of debt are fodnded on a supposition that it

is essential ''to get rid of some of the burden at once/’ as Lord

Buckmaster says. As we have said, the only honest way to meet

our expenditure in the past is to earn more than we spend in

the future. Our debts ought to be paid out of revenue. I^ere

is no possibility of paying debt by debt, as the advocates for the

policy of getting rid of the burden at once suppose. To get rid

of it at once you must either, as those in favour of a capital levy

desire, transfer the debt to someone else, or, as Jjord Buckmaster

proposes, repudiate the whole or a part of it. His proposal is,

of course, veiled repudiation, but it is repudiation all the same.

He would have a valuation of capital in private hands and make
each holder subscribe for a bond of the value of 10 per cent, on

his capital holding. That bond, which would bear no interest

(or at most 1 per cent.) for thirteen years, would enable the

Government to cancel a bond of the same amount which bears

interest at 5 per cent. He would give new lamps for old, but the

new one would be a rush light for thirteen years, while the old

w’ould have burned with a steady 5 per cent, candle-power. It

is true that at the end of thirteen years the bonds, according

to him, would be served with 4 per cent, interest, but during

the thirteen years be would have confiscated the holders* 6 per

cent,, or (even if 1 per cent, were i>aid) his 4 per cent. This

is what, in the Sunday Times of March 7th, he calls a “cross-

cancellation scheme.** But it is the cancellation of a security

—

say a Victory Bond—or a bond on which the country has

promised to pay £6 p(jr cent, by a bond on which the subscriber

is to receive nothing, or, at most, 1 per cent. Call it what you

will, it is repudiation ; fbr a debtor—and that is the position of

tlic State—does not only repudiate his debt by refusing to pay

the principal, but by withholding the agreed-upon interest. It

does not make it one bit more honest that the debtor is a State

which can legislate itself gut of its obligations.

But if ever this financial expedient—it is not, we think, toe

harsh to call it a “trick”—were adopted, and partial repudiation

became the financial fashion, it would inevitably lead to further

excursions in that fascinating direction. Lord Buckmaster's

scheme, according to him, would in thirteen years relieve the

country of a burden of i£2,500,000,000 by a 10 per cent. levy.

But if you consider the principle that it is essential to “get rid

of the debt at once ” by repudmtion, why should the taxpayer

remain under the burden of the enormous balance of

£5,500j000;0d0 winch w’ould remam?
This is playing with fire, which, if once lighted, wilbbum down

the whole house. J. H. Balfoub-Bbownb.



OCCULTISM,

Thi! primary meaning of the word occudt is that which is hidden

or mysterious, with an element of tljQ niagical often sTiperadded.

Its believers assort that beyond the world of sense there is a
realm which lies outside the scope of our normal faculties to pene-

trate ; a realm whose secrets are hidden from the scientist and
revealed only to “certain perfected individuals of human lineage **

'

who, in the words of the apostle, “walk not after the flesh, but

after the spirit.”

The astronomer sweeps the skies with his telescope, and,

analysing their light, wrests from the stars the secret of their

structure, but no visions of angels “swim into his ken.” The
occultist, disdaining the use of his senses and of mechanical aids,

can, by virtue of his “psychic faculty,” discern with spintual eyes

a company with whom he claims affinity; “a hierarchy of ever

loftier grades reaching even up to Deity itself.” ® To him the

phantasmal becomes the phenomenal. Such a belief is among
the articles of the spiritualistic creed of minds of the type of

the late Dr. Alfred Pussel Wallace, whose imagination filled “the

infinite chasm between ourselves and Deity with an almost

infinite series of grades of beings, each successive grade having

higher and higher powers in regard to the origination, develop-

ment and control of the universe.® But of late the occult is used

to include the experimental as well as the experiential, gathering

under one cover—^first and foremost—spiritualists, erroneously

so-called, since their theories of the s<Tul and of the conditions

under which it exists in another life are crudely materialistic;

psychometrists, psycho-statists (i.c., soul-weighers), clairvoyants,

automatists, palmists, phrenologists,, astrologists, numerists, theo-

Bophists, ei hoc genus omne.
The extent to which occultism has spread, and is spreading,

in these latter days will, in vulgar phrase, be an "eye-opener” to

many who have dismissed the matter as the passing freak of a

handful of cranks. Into what close organisation the several

branches of occultism are knit together, and how-active and

(1) Art. Oocultism : Hastings, Enoyclop, of RtUgion and SthicA Vpl. 9. p. 4i6.

(2) Jh. pi 445. Gibbon, quoting Libanina, says that the Emperor Julian

lived in a perpetual intercourse with the gods and god^eAee, ** sooh acquiring

such an intimate knowledge of his heavenly guests as readily to distinguish

the voice of Jupiter frona that of Minerva, and the form of Apollo from the

fignre of Recoulee.** Decline and FaU, ch. xxiii. p. 466 (Bury*B Edition).

(3) Woiid etf Life, p. 393.
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earneBt is their propagandisnij can be known to outsid^ns by

reading the journals of the movement, especially their advertise-

ment columns, because these supply the names and addresses of

professors of the several arts. As for the books and pamphlets

on the occult, and the announcements of meetings of the various

spiritualistic associations—these are legion.

Nearly seventy years have passed since the arrival of the first

mediums on these shores. They were from America, which, ever

since, has remained the market of supply of members of the

profession. They were the direct successors of the originators

of the movement, the two Fox sisters, in whose Arcadian home-

stead were first heard rappings interpreted as due to supernatural

agency. In their bag o* tricks Mrs. Hayden, the first to arrive,

and her followers brought the like apparatus, which remains,

with the phenomena of table-talking and table-turning, an

accepted key to spirit messages. Here is one verse from a dog-

gerel hymn sung at gatherings of believers :

—

“ Bap, rap, rap. Bap, rap, rap. Bap, rap, rap,

Loved ones are rapping to-night:

Heaven seems not far away,

Death's sweeping liver is bright*,

Soft is the sheen of its spray,

Magical changes these rappings have, wrought.

Sweet hope to the hopeless their patter has brought;

And death is bridged over with amaranth flowers;

Blest Spirits oome back froin their bright homes to ours. " ^

As for the tables, we have Sir Oliver Lodge’s statement that

they can convey information, indicative of joy or sorrow, fun or

gravity,* “even amorousness, as, when at a family B6ance at his

house, a small table attempted to get into Lady Lodge's lap,

made most caressing movements to and fro, and seemed as if it

could not get close enough to her.” *

Tables, planchettes, and Ouija boards (these last, advertwe-
* ments notify, will not be procurable until after the war), however,

are yielding place to phenomena of a pseudo-psychical kind. We
hear less about high kicks of furniture, of levitation, fire-handling,

showers of flowers with their scents, of onions with their smells,

and horse-play of invisible powers whose mischievous pranks were

matters of sober investigation by dialectical and kindred societies.

Attention is now centred on communications purporting to come
from the departe,d through their “controls,” or seoond personals

ties, who are in direct tquch with mediums. “ Schools of psycho-

logy” for initiation into the mysteries of medinmship exist in

(1) By Emma R. Tuttle, in The Spiritual Songster

(2) Saymond, p. 363. (3) Ib/p.l22J.
*
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plenty, the fees for tuition varying in accordance with the length

and elaboration of the curriculum. “Private development in all

forms ” of the art can be attained for a few shillings even without

the personal attendance of the novitiat(). For as low a fee as

“6d. post free» beginners re seances” can obtain full directions

as tc* procedure. A more frequent class of advertisement is that

issued by psychomagnetics, who insure sufferers from divers

complaints deliverance at a paltry charge. The methods promise

instantaneous cure of neuralgia, of gout and sciatica in a few
minutes, and of appendicitis and internal tumours in a few visits.

Following the “absent treatment” system in Christian Science,

“a lady psychetrist offers to cure patients of any complaint by

correspondence,” the condition being that the details respecting

it are accompanied by the fee. For lialf-a-guinea competing

dealers in "goods for the occult” offer vitic rods to restore

“energy to the anajmio and to arrest senile decay,” while for the

same sum there can be obtained “Memphis Psychic*Screens” for

observing that hypothetical exudation from our bodies nalmed by
the Spiritualists “human aura”—ephemeral, enigmatical pro-

tuberances projected momentarily from the medium’s body
;
pro-

tuberances of various degrees of density—from fluid to hard—
which spring into existence and vanish in the twinkling of an eye.

For two shillings and nine]:)ence there can be purchased Memphis
Incense, the purpose of which is not stated. Possibly the term

may be borrowed from Eabelais, who says that “Pythagoras

travelled far to visit the memphitical vaticinators
”

' (a statement,

by the way, challenged by Prof. Burnet in his Early Greek

Philosophy^). Butter says that a Memphian stone “has power

to bring a deadly sleepe on all the Senses.” ® Perhaps the modern

article has narcotising properties whereby those who inhale it are

lulled to dreamland as was the priestess of Apollo by the miasmic

vapour issuing from the cleft in the Delphian rock. Sir Oliver

Lodge attaches importance to “the somnambulic conditions when,

though the automatic processes of th^ body go on with greater

perfection than usual, the conscious or noticing aspect of the

mind is latent, the things which influence the person are appar-

ently no longer the ordinary events which affect his peripheral

organs, but either something internal or else something not

belonging to the ordinary known universe at all.”** In plain

English, the meaning of this jargon is that a wide-aw^ake condition

*is fatal to obscurity of perception, “which nobody can deny.”

(1) Book 2. dh. 18.

(2)

p.l8.

{9} Shepheqrds Holy Day, see New Oxford DitNonary b.v

(4) Pwwudinqa 8oe^. *or Poyehieoi ReHomh, yo\. 10. Pt. 26. p. 14.
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Sir Oliver has a place among the self-deluded whom Matthew

Arnold vividly describes in Empedocles on Etna :

—

“ Bom into life—^who liRte

May.whflt is false hold dear,

And for himself make mists

Through which to see less clear.”

Occultism is in close alliance with astrology. In the beginning

of the sixth chapter of The Decline atid Fall of the Roman
Empire Gibbon makes reference to “the science of judicial

astrology which in almost every age except the present has main-

tained its dominion over the mind <»f inajj.” * It is pretty certain

that if Gibbon had lived, stepped outside his own circle, he would

have found any number of believers in the influence of the stars

on human destiny. Since the remote time when men were

watchers of the skies that belief has been persistent, and our

daily language bears unconscious witness to the significance which

once inhered in such words as jovial, mercurial, saturnine, con-

sideration, influence and disaster. Zadkiel and Old Moore com-

mand a big circulation, and the Book of Dreams and Fortune-

Teller is a favourite and consulted kitchen oracle. The old

astrology had a certain quality of nobleness about it. As Comte said,

it was an attempt to frame a philosophy of history by reducing the

seemingly capricious character of human actions within the

domain of law. It strove to establish a connection between these

actions and the motions of the heavenly bodies, these being deified

by the ancients and credited with personal will directing the

destiny of man. But the astrology of to-day is a vulgar travesty

of the old.

“Human life is the science of i^^e stars : send me your birth-

time and one-shilling postal order,” says one advertiser. That

appears to be a minimum fee, but the charge varies. For two-

pence more there may be obtained a book wherein, having cast

his nativity, a man can read his own character, learn to what
disorders he is subject and how to cure them, for what occupation

he is best suited, the sort of person he should marry, what his

children will be like and how to govern them. A remittance of

two shillings, accompanied by “small articles worn and birth-

month,” will procure an expert judgment : while for one guinea

a course of “Astrological Correspondence Lessons” will result in

a complete knowledge of “the mystic science.” There is guid-

ance for “the wayfaring man, though a fool.” One journal directs

him on which days he may safely buy property, engage servants,

(1) In his Autobiography he says of an ancestor, ** Several of the most
reqaeotable characters of his age, Sir William Dugd^e, Mr. Aahmole and others

were his friends, and in the society of such men, John Qibbon may be recorded

without diigraoe as the member of an astrological ohab.”
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interview engineers, surgeons, avoid lawyers, and start on new
enterprises. A sporting prophet gives the tip that “horses foaled

when the Sun is conhgurated by trine (120 deg. distance in longi-

tude) with Mars prove winners in their class.’* If a builder does

not .make certain that neither Saturn nor Mars W'ill be in the

lower meridian when he lays the fouiulation-stoue, the house will

be destroyed by fire soon aher its erection. It was through some
shipbuilders neglecting to consult an expert astrologer as to the

auspicious moment for luimching two vessels that one sank in

deep water and that tlie other was wrecked on a rocky coast.

^

Of course. Mars has been to the fore in these tragic times. “Bound
the Zodiac ** with him was the subject of a recent paper in a psychic

journal, wherein his varying activities, as be travels through the

twelve signs, were set forth, the conclusion arrived at being that

“the waging and the ceasing of world-warfare on every plane

to-day depend upon the extent to which every man, woman and

child in the world realises the force of the higlier and lower

Martian-vibrations.** *

So definite a pronouncement should have been followed by

directions to the sixteen hundred millions of human beings who
comprise the world’s population how each one is to be put into

line so as to receive the impact of these vibrations. Otherwise

the war could not have ended till the Greek Kalends.

The International Psychic Gazette of October, 1917, to May,

1918, contains a series of articles on tJie “Significance of Num-
bers,** wherein the theory of Pythagoras runs in riotous extrava-

gance. We know little about that remarkable man, and learn

nothing worth the knowing from the moderns who bear liis name.

He left no writings; his traditional sayings, collected in The
Golden Words, prove the loftiness of h» ethical teaching, while

in the religious brotherhood whicli he founded his aim was the

reformation of public and private life. He is of the rare immortal

company of Ionian philosophers in whose speculations and pre-

visions are the germ of modern discoveries—^notably of the order

and unity of the cosmos. They may he added to the roll-call of

those who **a11 died in faith, not having received the promises,

but, having seen them afar off, were persuaded of them.** ® Thales

held that water is the common primitive element ;
Anaximander

that it is air, and the disciples of Pythagoras applied.his theory

(1)
** The duHuiter to the Titanic should warn, shipbuilders and owners not only

to see that their ships are well-named, but also to insist on the keel being

laid cm a stoong and favourable day. Mo attention should be paid to the

scoffing mateiialistio mind on such matters."

(2) Jiii$nuaUmdl PtyehiS Gazette, Oot. 1817. p. 10

Ol Hebrsfi ii, IS.
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that ntimberfi and geometrical figures are
,
entities to all things

being made of numbers. •

Numbers and astrology, our modern occultists argue, are closely

allied, each number has its spiritual vibration, which is connected

with vibrations from the planets. Number one has a vibration

from the sun; it is the supreme commander and the mighty

Unknowable God of the universe, but it can never be explained.

Number two has a vibration from the moon ; it is psychic

and belongs to the soul and heart plane. It is the number
of the moulding of gross substance in response to the intellect of

the Grand Architect, for God said “It is not good that man should

be alone.” The student of mythology and folklore will bo pre-

pared to meet a ci-owd of examples of* the sacredness and sym-
bolism attached to the number three

;
as in triangles, tripods and-

trinities ; astronomical groupings inhering in a number which has
a vibration from Jupiter, and whose psychic aura “is a deep blue
like the sapphire/*

Four fills in the numerist's calendar the chief place in human
life. It, too, has a vibration from the sini. In the Highest
Sphere there are the four-lettered holy names; the Hebrew
IHVH; the English Lord, the French Dieu, and the Germar
Gott. In the Lower Sphere there are the four human elements,
spirit and mind, soul and body, and the four letters composing
Adam’s name. Five has the most powerful psychic vibration, so
intense that the iiidiviflual who understands its import becomes
a true psychic. Six has a vibration of yellow and is the most per-
fect of all, because God created man on the sixth day. It is the
1 Atii wdiich purifies and illumines, and “is considered unlucky in
racing circles.”

The occultist, by virtue of his mental constitution, cannot ac-
cept the obvious. The explanation of the sanctity and symbolism
ascribed to the number seven as astrological in origin is too simple
to content him, and a matter which is crammed with interest in
its bearing on custom, law^and religion is befogged by the wilful
import of balderdash into it. “It has,” he asserts, “a very fine
psychic vibration of red, and when this powerful energy is trans-
muted on to the higher soul-plane it is- purified into pink and
brings with it the vibration of love and sympathy.” By what pro-
cess this ^mbined chromatir^ and emotional result is effected
the numerist does not explain.

As “on the seventh day God ended the work of creation and.
blessed it and saYictified it,*’ so the number seven represents the
triumph of spirit over m&tter. In the Highest Sphere seven is
the seven-lettered name of God. In the Sphere of Intellect there
are seven angels

; in the Heavenly Sphere there are sevgn planets^ -
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in the Lower Sphere there are seven holes in the head, seven

metals and seven precious stoned. The seventh son of a seventh

son “has great psychic powers.” Of course Shakespeare's

“Seven Ages” is quoted in further proof of the climacteric years

of human life, a superstition on which is founded the belief that

speciod changes and .perils occur at periods which are multiples

of seven, and which explain customs otherwise obscure in origin;

e,g.f the attainment of legal manhood at twenty-one, and the

granting of leases for seven, fourteen and twenty-one years. The
folklore of every people attests the significance attached to this •

number, and a treatise which handles the subject soberly would
be a valuable contribution to the vexed problem whether the

same beliefs and customs have arisen independently in different

centres, or whether they have been distributed from a common
centre through the wanderings of peoples, say, from Egypt, as

some theorists hold.^

The number eight has a vibration from Saturn full of negation

and darkness, and those* on whose life-chart it appears have a

dismal outlook, while the more fortunate who are on the top plane

of that chart wherein the number nine has place have imparted to

them, through its fine psychic vibration of purple, wisdom and

other gifts “more precious than rubies.” “Shakespeare, whom
we can claim as a great p^chic and occultist, often mentions

this in his plays and its remarkable influence on lives of men.”
But it is not a lucky number for a house, “the notorious Fleet

Prison was No. 9, Fleet Street.” The key to a man’s good or

ill fortune, the numerists explain, is determined by his position

on the Life-Chart or numeroscope which is divided into three

planes. Spirit, Soul and Body, his position being ascertained by

equating the date of his birth with certaih filed numbers.

These examples of riotous nonsense on the part of the present-

day numerists should not obscure the fact of the importance

which, from remote ages, has been attached to numbers as

vehicles of magic. What notable parti, for example, four has

played in folk-medicine, in theological speculation, and in reli-

gious symbolism is known to the student and possesses high value

in the history of the confusion between names and things which

persists among civilised as well as barbarous peoples to this day.

Papers on phrenology and advertisements of its professors, fill

goodly spaces in the psychic journals, and how seriously its be-

lisvers handle the subject has example in their demands that it

should be taught in every school, and that “.CaBinet Ministers

ought to be chosen according to the formation of their heads as an

(t) See Prof. Elliot Smith's Influence of Ancient Egyptian CiviUeation in Ihc

mtd in Apgeiiie^ (Longmmis.)

:
• 0 0*.2
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absolute indication of their capacity and abilities.” Only thus

can the present “deplorable state of things” be remedied! To
what audacious extremes this pseudo-science is pushed is shown

in an article by a F.B.P.S. (which initials stand for Fellow of

the British Phrenological Society) on “The Phrenology of Jesus.”

The writer starts with a modest admission of the limitations under

which he approaches the subject. No authentic likeness of Jesus

exists ; the Gospels are silent as to “ the size, form and quality of

his brain,” but they supply sufficient data for “a fairly accurate

picture,” and warrant these inferences. He was of nerval or

sanguine temperament; the paramount lobes of his brain were

Frontal and Parietal : the Temporal being little in evidence. His

organs of Combativeness and Acquisitiveness were weak : Benevo-

lence was strong ; as a celibate and non-parent, family ties were

weak, his love of children not being of the parental kind. Self-

control is evident in his abstinence from food for forty days, wbile

Firmness stands prominently out. Cuvier needed some fragment

of bone before he ventured to name the animal to which it be-

longed, but the phrenologist needs no such material aid to divine

from the mental characters he describes that Jesus had light

auburn hair, dark large eyes, a pallid complexion, high forehead,

and that his profile “would show prominent brows and a beauti-

ful convex curve along them continuing into the top of his head.”

“When,” 'he F.B.P.S. asks, “will some painter or sculptor sup-

plement this phrenological analysis and give us a scientific presen-

tation of the type of head capable of doing wbat is recorded as

having been done by Jesus of Nazareth? ” When, indeed.

In fitting sequel to these specific details on the phrenology of

Jesus we have Sir Oliver Lodge’s pronouncement on his psycho-

logy. In an artifile fin “Fact v. Dogma “ in the Nineteenth

Century of January, 1918, he complains that the modem represen-

tatives of ecclesiastical and official Christianity, true to the spirit

which throughout their history has made them ban inquiry and

frown on psychical resej^rch, contend that “the Founder of

Christianity w'ould have discountenanced even our most devout and
humble methods of communicating with the dead.” Against this

he cites the narratives of the raising of the son of the widow of

Nain, when Jesus restored the “discaraate spirit to its abandoned
body,” and of the raising of Lazarus. Then, referring to the

story of the Transfiguration, when Moses and Elijah “appeared
in visible and audible and fully materialised form,” he asserts that

“therein the Master himself allowed his*occult mediumistic facul-

ties full play.” In a pamphlet on The Phee of Jesus Christ in

Spiritualism the author claims the historic Jesus “not only asM
exceptional medium, physically and psychically, bui as a man
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who himself exceptionally spihtoally progressed, so that he was
practically on the same plane as his highest guides.’*

The founders of phrenology are on a loftier level than their

successors. Gall and Spurzheim were neither quacks nor cranks

:

the determination of character by the shape of the skull and the

relation between brain and mind were matters of honest investiga-

tion on their part, and they gave a stimulus to the science of

cerebral physiology. Their system of partitioning-out the skull

into areas wherein they seated the several faculties, and their

theory that the size of the brain is an index to mental power, are

proved to be unwarranted
;
yet some credit is theirs as pione^s

in anticipatng modern discoveries of location of centres of speech

and other faculties. They would have welcomed the evidence

which proves that the cortex or layer of grey cellular substance

covering the cerebrum is the organ of mind : they would have

repudiated the framers of the specious and extravagant theories

which are promulgated at phrenological congresses to-day.

Closely allied to the charlatans who pretend to find the key to

mental and moral faculties in the bumps of the skull is the ancient

and still flourishing company of diviners who profess to read a

man’s destiny in the lines and configurations in the palm of his

hand, and, in the seven mounts or monticuli of that organ, to

determine qualities connected with the sun, moon and five planets.

The crowd of dupes who consult the palmists might with equal

reason and at no cost read their own future in the creases in

the knees of their trousers and in the elbows of their coats. The

lines which are present in the hand, and which are of necessity

due to the action of infolding of that organ, are present, from

the same cause, in the hand of the ape, on which the palmist has

not experimented. Those who care to know to what extent this

spurious “science” is taken seriously should consult a recently-

issued Catechism of Palmistry which, a psychic journal informs

us, “the British Institute of Mental Science (Incorporated) has

selected as its text-book for candidates who are examined for

its diplomas.”

The war has led to a roaring trade in mascots or luck-bringers

(the word is cognate with the provincial French masco, witch)

and amulets as protection against lethal weapons. Under the

smile which they awaken when their wearers are challenged there

lurks belief in their power to avert the dreaded. Some time back

a Parisian “magician” was laid by the heels .fpr selling rings

which ensured good luck to the wearer, and ruin to his or'lier

enemies. The pet goat or dog of a regiment nerves the soldier

to face death, and the spray of white heather is a talisman against

Bhell-shock*and gas. The famous airman, Wellman, carried a
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bladk cat in his flight across the Atlantic ; the cat falls overboard^

the dirigible picks it up, and is then blown hundreds of miles out

ol its course and lost, but the crew were saved.
,
In view of the

loss of their machine, the advantage of the cat as a mascot is

doubtful. Another aviator attributed his escape from perilous

positions to the magical properties of his mascot, a lion’s tooth.

But, unfortunately, he came to grief in the end. Of one quaint

little figure, named Touchwood (probably from the old superstition

of touching wood when saying anything affecting the future, evil

being further averted by adding the word unberu/en— unspoken),

a million and a quarter had been sold within a year after the out-

break of the war, and belief in its power as a mascot had testimony

in numerous letters addressed to the maker. One of these has

five signatures. “We have been out here for five months fighting

in the trenches, and not had •a scratch. We put our great good

fortune down to your lucky charm, which we treasure highly,” *

Thus mignt run on the story of crazes largely due to the nerve-

tension of these harrowing times. But further recital would only

be repetition, since all are of a piece in their mischievous play

on the hopes and fears of crowds of dupes of all classes of society.

Stultorum infinitua eat numerua. Hence, in the struggle for;:

truth, and for the maintenance of sanity, no quarter can be given

to this obscurantism. Its exponents lack the harmlessness of the

cranky theory-mongers who, if they have wasted our time in the

pamphlets they thrust upon us, at least in some degree condone

the nuisance by the amusement which they Supply. To quote

a few examples : there was the circle-squarer, James Smith; who,
fifty years ago, issued a brochure entitled The Britiah Aaaodaiion

in Jeopardy, and Dr, WheweU, the Maater of TrinUyi in the

Stocks without Hope of Eacape, He was preceded by a Captsdn

il^onnan, B.N.
,
who called the Fellows of the Boyal Astronomical

Society ”oraven dunghill cocks” because they refused to discuss

a book which he wrote against the laws of gravitatibn. Keely

caused a sensation in both hemtspheres by the announcement that

he had discovered perpetual motion, but he was a fraud. After

his death it was found that he made use of a motor worked by
concealed machinery which conveyed compressed air to the ap^
ratus. Honest by contrast was the well-known John Hampden,
bearer of*an historic name, with his theory of a flat earth, **built

upon foundations which the Word of God expressly dedares
cannot be searched out and discovered.” One of his mbdeiAi

representatives recently sent me a large chart and a seraA of

diagrams to prove that the earth does not rotate, as is pxoved^j^;

Scripture in seven places (texts duly quoted). TbfB m tii^^
rouhd the earth, ”but the Bde Star is a fixtnze.^^!^3£ezi

(1) 2Vme«| Ang. so, me.
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were the lunatics,who maintained that the earth is hollow and

has a teeming population in fts interior ; the pseudo-sdentists of

the type of the late Prof. Piazzi Smyth (actually once Astronomer

Boyal for Scotland), with his fatuous theories about the purpose

of the Great Pyramid, which he asserted was built under Divine

Refelation. Many of this crotchety crew have due record in the

late Prof. De Morgan’s Budget of Paradoxes^ a recent reprint of

which is welcome. But, as shown in his book, From Matter to

Spirit, that eminent mathematician was infected with the

spiritualist bacillus.^

The explanation of the persistence of occultism is at hand. It

lies in the fact that since man arrived at the stage when, in self-

dattery, he dubs himself homo sapiens, his instincts and elemental

passions and emotions have remained the same. In a remarkable

paper on “Primitive Man,” read before the British Academy on

November 29th, 1916, Prof. Elliot Smith emphasises this fact.

He says that, “so far as one can judge, there h&s been no far-

reaching and progressive modification of the instincts and emo-

tions since man came into existence beyond the acquisition of the

necessary innate power of using more complex cerebral apparatus

which he has to employ.” And the belief which he has evolved

in his speculations concerning the nature of his surroundings

remain fundamentally the same, however disgui^d in name, alike

among savage and civilised people. Plus change, plus c^est la

mime chose. Man felt before he reasoned. As a creature of

emotion, he has an immeasurable past ; as a creature of reason,

he is only of yesterday. The more unstable his nervous app^atus,

the lower is his mentality ; the moreThe is the slave of instinctive

actions (for we are all automatic in a larger degree than we know)

and of emotions, with their brood of harmful activities, among

which the element of fear plays the leading part. It is only^ in

the higher tnd rarer types that we find a control and inhibition

of the emotions which, unchecked, are the parents of ills that

have made man’s history one prolonged tragedy, a control indis-

pensable to mental balance and to securing that sense of propor-

tion wherein lies the art of life. It is because the emotions are

allowed dominant play that the majority of people travel by

preference along the lines of least resistance, sheep-like, in

“follow my leader” fashion. They are the humah caterpillart

to whom the behaviour of the caterpillars of the Pine Proce^

monary moths suppHes analogy. These tiny preaiures sally forth

from their nests in the tree-tops in sqarch of their food m angle

11 it be rememltfied to Ub credit that he resigned h» Profe^rship

of »t TTni^ty Coflege, Londcm, as a protest «g«nst its Counwl

^en itr^wa to elect James Martineeo to the Philosophy and

IjQgic ^ twM aUhii'adsn I Ihis wne in ItW*
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file.' Th0 leader emits, spider-like, an almost invisible thread, on
which the next caterpillar crawls, doubling it by a like emission,

the process being continued by all the others till there is formed

a narrow ribbon of dazzling whiteness, forming an unbroken link

between the crawling chain. That wonderful entomologist, the

late Henri Fabre, speculating on what might happen if the chain

was broken, had his chance when a procession of these cater-

pillars, each member touching the stern of the one in front of him,

climbed up a big palm pot and marched round the rim. As soon

as it had closed up Fabre broke the string of it and thereby also

the clue by w^hich the caterpillars could find the way back to

their nest. For nearly a week the bewildered hungry creatures

crawled round the rim, stopping only to rest at night ; not one had
the intelligence to leave the track, although their food, scented

pine needles, was only a few inches away.

The parable should come home. Mimics and conservatives as

we are at heart, one of the greatest pains to human nature is that

‘*of a new idea,” ' and they are wise who keep their minds recep-

tive to the end, thus escaping mental ossification. Vested interest

and apathy are kin foes to advancement; so dominant is the

power of feeling over reason, of the wish to believe which calls

for no effort, as opposed to the desire after knowledge, which
can be satisfied only by stremious effort. Sir Leslie Stephen says

that ” mankind resents nothing so much as the intrusion upon
them of a new and disturbing truth . . . progress is the rare

exception.” And he adds that ”it is a plausible, but wnolly false,

presumption that mankind in general acts on rational prin-

ciples.” ® Three hundred years ago Hobbes wrote in the same
key. “The most part of men, though they have the use of

reasoning a little way, yet it serves them to little use in common
life”*; and, more than two thousand years before him, Thucy-
dides thus rebuked the apathy of his time :

“ So little pains will

most men take in search for truth ; so much more readily they
turn to what comes first.”* This operates most forcibly in ajl

matters of belief whose foundations are emotional and therefore

unstable. Social in their origin, religions are necessarily con-

servative, because in revolt therefrom the communal bond is

weakened ; the tribal gods are angered the tithes of the priests

are imperilled and punishment awaits the daring challenger of

established creeds and customs. He is the “eccentric,” who has
put himself outside the circle wherein the majority, the easy-

going “half-belieVers of our casual creeds, who never deeply felt

nor hlearly willed,” are content to abide. Edwabd Clodd.

(1) Bagebot, Phynes and PMiw, p. 163.

Hitiory of BngUfh Thought in Ae XVIIIih Ovtdmy ^ v

(8) Leviathan, ptlelun (4) Bk. 1 86, ^



A NOTE ON THE GENIUS OF LEONARDO DA VINCI.

I.

What counts, certainly, for much of what is so extraordinary in

the genius of Leonardo da Vinci—who died exactly five hundred
years ago—^is the fact that the noble blood he inherited (the

so-called dishonour that hangs over his birth being in his case

a singular honour) is curiously like the stain of some strange

colour in one of his paintings; he being the least of all men to

whom there could be anything poisonous in the exotic flowers of

evil that germinated in Milan ; where, as in Venice and in Rome,
moved a changeful people who, in the very midst of their

exquisite and cruel amusements, committed the most impossibly

delicious sins, and without the slightest stings of conscience.

Savonarola, from whom, in the last years of his life, Botticelli

caught the contagion of the monk's fanaticism, was then

endeavouring to strip off one lovely veil after another from the

beauty of mortal things, rending them angrily ; for which, finally,

he received the baptism of fire. Rodrigo Borgia—a Spaniard

bom in Xativa—^then Pope Alexander VI.
,
was fortunate enough

to possess in his son, Cesare, a man of sinister genius—cruel,

passionate, ardent—who had the wonderful luck of persuading

Leonardo to wander with him in their wild journey over Central

Italy in 1502 as his chief engineer and as inspector of strong-

holds. Not even the living pages of Machiavelli can give us

more than a glimpse of what those conversations between two,

such flame-like creatures must have been
;
yet we are aware of

Desare being condemned by an evil fate, as evil as Nero's, to

be slam at the age of thirty-one, and of Leonardo, guided by his

good genius, living to the age of sixty-seven.

The science of the Renaissance was divided, as it were, by a

thousand refractions of things seen and unseen ; so that when

Leonardo, poring over his crucibles, desires no alchemist's

achievement, but the achievement of the impossible, his vision

is concentrated into infinite experiences, known soldy to him-

self ; exactly as when, in his retirement in the villa of the Melzi,

'his imagination is stirred feverishly as he writer detached notes,

as he dashes off rapid drawings ; and always, not for other men’s

pleasure, but simply /or his own ; careless, as I think few men

of genius have ever been, of anything but the moment’s work,

tbe instafit’a inspiration. And, what is also certain, is that
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da Vinci, like Bhakespeare, created, ambiguonsiy for all the r^t

of the world, desh that ia flesh* and not flesh, bodies that are

bodies and not bodies, by something inexplicable in their genius;

something nervous, magnetic, overwhelming; and, to such an

extent, that if one chooses to call to mind the greatest men of

genius who ever existed, this painter and this dramatist Ynudt

take their places beside iElschylus and beside Balzac.

Of Leonardo da Vinci Pater has said: “Curiosity and. the

desire of beauty—these are the two elementary forces in his

genius; curiosity often in conflict with the desire of beauty, but

generating in union with it, a type of subtle and curious grace.”

Certainly the desire of perfection is, in da Vinci, organic :j so

much BO, that there remains in him always the desire, asVeil
as the aim, of attaining nothing less than finality, which he
achieves more finally than any of the other Italian painters ; and,

mixed with all these, is that mystery which is only one part of

his magic. •

Is all this mystery and beauty, then, only style, and acquired

style? Fortunate time, when style had become of such subtlety

that it affects us to*day as if it were actually a part of the soul I

But was there not, in Leonardo, a special quality which goes
some way to account for this? Does it not happen to us, as we
look at one of his mysterious faces, to seem to distinguish, in the

eyes reluctant to let out their secret, some glimpse, not of the
soul of Monna Lisa, nor of the Virgin of the Bocks, but of our
own, retreating, elusive, not yet recognised soul? Just so, I
fancy, Leonardo may have revealed their own souls to Luini and
to Solano, and in such a way that for those men it was no longer
possible to see themselves without something of a new atmo-
sphere about them, the arfcmosphere of those which Leonardo had

* drawn to him out of the wisdom of secret and eternal things.
With men like Leonardo style is, really, the soul, and their
influence on others the influence of those who have discovert
a little more of the unknown, adding, as it were, new faculties to
the human soul.

Baphael, I have said elsewhere, could "correct” Michelangelo,
could make Michelangelo jealous; Baphael, who said of him tha*
he “treats the Pope as the King of France himself would not
dare to tr^t him,” that he goes along the streets of Borne “like
an executioner ”

; Baphael who for the remaining years of his
life paces the same streets with that grim artist ; of Baphael;
^y it not be afeted : who, in the Vatican, has not turned away
from the Stanze a little weary, as one turns aside out of streets
or rooms thronged with men and women,* happy, ^omus, ani

r strangers; and has not gone back to the Sistine Okapel,
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looked at the oeiling bn which Michelangelo has painted a world

that is not this world, men*and women es magnificent as our

dreams, and has not replunged into that abyss with a great sense

of relief, with a supreme satisfaction?

is this feeling of a kind of revulsion, before so many of his

piclures, really justifiable? Is it, I ask myself, reasonable to com*

plain, as 1 was obliged to complain in Borne, that his women
have no strangeness in their beauty ; that they do not brood over

mysteries, like Monna Li^? Might it not be equally reasonable

to complain of the calm, unthinking faces of Greek statues, in

which the very disturbance of thought—not of emotion—^is blotted

out, as it might be among beings too divine for any meaner energy

than that of mere existence, ^'ideal spectators ” of all that moves
and is restless?

n.

Two men of genius, in our own generation, have revealed for

all time the always inexplicable magic of Leonardo da Vinci

:

Walter Pater in his prose, and Dante Gabriel Bossetti in his

sonnet. It is impossible not to quote this lyrical prose. **The

presence that thfls so strangely rose beside the waters' is expres-

sive of what in the ways of a thousand years men had come to

desire. Here is the head upon which all ‘ the ends of the world

are come,' and the eyelids are a little weary. It is a beauty

wrought out from within upon the flesh, the deposit, little cell by

cell, of strange thoughts and fantastic reveries and exquisite

passions. All the thoughts and experience of the world have been

etched and moulded there in that which they have of power to

refine and make expressive the outward form, the animalism pf

Greece, the lust of Borne, the reverie of the Middle Age with its

spiritual ambition and imaginative loves, the return of the Pagan

world, the sins of the Borgias. She is older than the rocks among

which she sits ; like the vampire, she has been dead many times,

and learned the secrets of the grave ; and has been a diver in deep

seas, and keeps their fallen day about her; and trafficked for

strange webs with Eastern merchants; and, as Leda, was the

mothek of Helen of Troy, and, as Saint Anne, the mother of

Mary ; and all this has been to her but as the sound of lyres and

flutes, and lives only in the delicacy with which it has moulded

the changing lineaments and tinged the eyelide^and the hands.**

Bossetti, whose criticisms on poets are as direct and inevitable

as his finest verse, ^as always his own best critic. He who said

finally : life-blood of rhymed translation is this—that a g<wd

poem |i{lia]l not be turned into a bad one,** was as finally right on
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as he was on others, in hla unsurpassable roTtsion (rf

id the niost imaginative sonnets >6ver written: “A Venetian

Pastoral, by Giorgione.** Certainly no poem of his shows more

plainly the strength and wealth of the workman’s lavish yet studi-

ous hand. And, in this sonnet, as in the one on Leonardo, there

is the absolute transfusion of a spirit that seemed inoommuniciible

from one master’s hand to another’s. the Leonardo,

which I shall quote, there is none of the sovereign oppression of

absolute beauty and the nakedness of burning life that I find in

the Fite Champitre, For in this divine picture the romantic

spirit is born, and with it modem art. Here we see Whistler

and the Japanese ; a picture content to be no more than a pic-

ture; “an instant made eternity,” a moment of colour, of

atmosphere, of the noon’s intense heat, of faultless circumstance.

It is a pause in music, and life itself waits, while men and women
are for a moment happy and content and without desire ; these,

content to be beautiful and to be no more than a strain of music

;

to those others, who are content to know only that the hour

is music.

. Here, then, is Bossetti’s version of the beauty of mysterious

peace which broods over the Virgin of the Roche :

—

“Mother, is this the darkness of the end, *

The Shadow of Death? And is that outer sea

Infinite imminent Eternity?

And does the death-pang by man's seed sustained

In Time’s each instant cause thy face to bend

Its silent prayer upon the Son, while he

Blesses the dead with bis hand silently

To his long day which hours no more offend?

Mother of grace, ^ho pass is difficult,

Keen as these rocks, and the bewildered souls

Throng it like echoes, blindly shuddering through.

Thy name, O Lord, each spirit's voice extols,

Whose peace abides in the dark avenue
Amid the bitterness of things occult.**

So Leonardo, who said “that figure is not good which does not
express through its gestures the passions of its soul,” becomes,
more than any painter, the painter of the soul. He has created,
not only in the Gioconda, a clairvoyant smile, which is the amilft

of mysterious wisdom hidden in things; he has created the
motion of great waters ; he has created types of beauty so exotic
that they are fascinating only to those who are drawn into the •

unmirrored depths of this dreamless mirror. He invents a new
form of landscape, subtle and sorcerous, and^ a whole new move-
ment for an equestrian statue ; besides inventing—what did not
thisTniracuIous man invent?—the first quite simple and natural
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treatment of the Virgin and Child. So, as he was content to do
nothing as it had been done before, he creates in the Gioconda

a new art of portrait painting ; and, in her, so disquieting, that

her eyes, as they follow you persistently, seem to ask one knows
not what impenetrable and seductive question, on which all one’s

happiness might depend. Mysterious and enigmatical as she

is, there is in her face none of the melancholy—which is part of

the melancholy of Venice—that allures one’s senses in a famous
picture in the Accadeipia where, the feast being over, and the

wine drunk, something seems to {)ossess the woman, setting

those pensive lines about her lips, which will smile again when
she has lifted her eyelids.

III.

The sinister side of Leonardo da Vinci’s genius leads him
to the execution of the most prodigious caricatures ever in-

vented: that is to say, before the malevolent and diabolical, and

macabre and malignant creations in this genre, of Goya. In his

Caprichos one sees the man’s immense arrogance, his destruc-

tive and constructive genius, his rebellion—^i)erhap8 even more

so than Leonardo’s—against old tradition ; which he hated and

violated. Dramatic, revolutionary, visionary in his sombre

Spanish fashion, it seems to me that this—one of the supreme

forms of his art—^is, in the same sense as Villon’s Grand

TeskLtneivb, his own Last Testament ; for in both poet and 2>ainter

the nervous magnificence seen equally in the verse and in the

painting is created, almost literally, out of their life-blood.

Only, in I^eonardo, visions shape themselves into strange per-

versities—not the pensive perversities* of Perugino—and assume

aspects of evasive horrors, of the utmost ugliness, and are trans-

formed into aspects of beauty and of cruelty, as the artistVanders

in the hot streets of Florence to catch glimpses of strange hair

and strange faces, as he and they follow the sun’s shadow. He
seizes on them, furiously, curiously, then he refines upon them,

moulding them to the fashion of his own moods; but always

with that unerring sense of beauty which he possesses supremely

—^beauty, often enough, in its remoteness from actual reality.

With passion he tortures them into passionate shapes; with

cruelty he makes them grimace ; abnormally sensitive (as Bodin

i often enough was) he is pitiless on the people he comes in contact

with, setting ironical fiames that circle round*them as in Dante’s

Inferno, where the two most famous Ibvers of all time, Franeesca

and Paolo, endure iSe painted images of the fires of hell, eternally

unconsucned. When he seeks absolute beauty there are times
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when it is beyond the wcdd tha4; he finds it ; when he se^s^;

i^ominy, it is a breath blowing from an invisible darkness wh^
bzihgs it to his nerves. In evoking Angular 'landscapes he

invents the bizarre. When he is ooncemed with the tragic ^Sr
nions of difficult souls he drags them suddenly out of some
obscure covering, and seems, in some of his extravagances; tb

set them naked before us.

As it is Pater who says that inextricably mingled with thois;

qualities there is an element of mockery, *'so that, whether in

sorrow or scorn, he caricatures Dante e^en,'* I am remind
of certain of Botticelli's designs for Dante's Inferno, in which
I find the element of caricature

; as, for instance, when the second
head grows on Dante's shoulders, looking backwards; as in
the face of Beatrice, which is changed into a tragic mask, because
in the poem she refrains from smiling, lest the radiance of the
seventh heaven, drawn into her eyes, shall shrivel Dante into
ashes. •

Nearest to Leonardo in the sinister quality of his genius is

El Greco. I have never forgotten his Dream of Philip IL in
the Escurial, where there is a painted hell that suggests the
fierce material hells of Hieronymus von Bosch ; a huge, fanged
mouth wide open, the damned seen writhing in that red cavern,
a lake of flame awaiting those beyond, where the King, dressed
in black, kneels at the side. It is almost a vision of madness,
and as if this tormented brain of the fanatic who built those
l^ison walls about himself, and shut himself living into a tomb-
like cell, and dead into a more tomb-like crypt, had' wrought
itself into the painter’s brain; who would have found something
not uncongenial to himself in this mountainous place of dust and
pey granite, in which evciy line is rigid, every colour ashen,
in a kind of stony immobility more terrible than any other of
the imagis of death.

I am tempted to bring in here, by way of comparison with
these two artists, Jacques Callot, a painter of extraordinary
genius, bom at Nancy, in Lorraine, in 1692; who in many of
his works created over again ancient dragons and devils

; created
them mth the fury of an invention that never rested. In his
ej^aving of the hanged men there is that strangeness in beauty
which takes ^way much of the horror of the actual thing; and
in hiB monstrous and malignant FarUasie, where two mhuman
creature^in all the splendour of caricature-grind I know not
what ^ison in a wide-mouthed jar, plumed and demoniacal.
La TenMion de Saint Antoine, done in 1635, is stupendous.

High m the sky is the enormous figure of a^:eptile-faced Satan,
:.^ho vomits out of his mouth legions of evil spirits; he iei,winged
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with ferocious wings thftt extend on both sides hugely; one of

his clawed hflOidB is chainedi theright hurls out lighthing. There

is chaos in ibis 'composition, it is imaginative in the highest

degTO of that Satanical quality which produces mohstiosities.

There clawed creatures, that swim in the air, unicorns with

stealldiy glances. And, with his wonderful sense of design* the

S^nt is seen outside his cave, assailed by legions of naked women,

w^ed an^ wanton, shameless and shameful. And what is the

aim^ what is the desire of these evil creatures? To seduce Saint

A^ny of the Temptations.*

Another picture painted on the same subject is that of Grune-

waid, in the Cologne Museum, which represents a tortured

creature who has floated sheer off the earth in his agony, his

face drawn inward, as it were, with hideous pains; near him

a crew of red and green devils, crab-like, dragon-like, who squirm

and gnaw and bark and claw at him, in an obscene whirl and

fierce orgie of onslaught. Below, a strange bar of sunset, and

at the side a row of dripping trees; behind, a black sky almost

crackling with coIo’tc. In some of the other monstrous pictures

I saw suggestions of Beardsley ; as. in the child who kisses the

Virgin with thrust out lips; in those of Meister van S. Severin,

in which I found a conception of Nature as unnatural and as

rigid as that of the Japanese, but turned hideous with hard

German reality, as in the terrifying dolls who are meant to be

gracious in the Italian manner. And in this room I was obliged

to sit in the midst of a great heat, where blood dnps from all

the walls, where torment^ figures writhe among bright-coloured

tormentors; where there is a riot of rich cloths, gold and jewels,

of unnatural beasts, of castles and meadows, in which ^

nothing exquisite ;
only an unending cruelty m things, ihe

very colours cry out at one; they grimace at you ;
a crucified •

thief bends back over the top of the Cross in his struggles ,
all

arotmd. monsters spawn out of every rock and cavern and there

To tom fr<jm these to the Cranaclis in Vienna is to be in

another vrorld of art; an art more puri»sely pemrse, more

ouriouslv unnatural; but where his genius is sh^ at its

'
greatest is in an exquisite Judith holding the head of Hdrfemcs,

which lies, open-eyed, all its red arteries ^sible

She wears orange and red clothes, with collars *
.

slashed sleeves through whwh^any rmgs ^
®

ahn has a larffe red hat placed jauntily on her bead, bhe w all

peach-blossoi^andeoft, half-cruel

^iltewmce of her long narrow eyes the pn* “0"*^

chin Shq,iB a somnambulist, and the sword she holds is scarcely
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‘i^Ained. There are two drops of bloed on the table on which she

rests the great curled head with its opeii eyes ; her fingers rest

the forehead almost caressingly. She is Monna^ Lisa, beconra

German and bourgeoise, having certainly forgotten the mys-

terious secret of which she still keeps the sign on her face.

Writing in Florence on Leonardo da Vinci I used by way of

comparison two Greek marbles 1 had seen in London ; one, the

head of an old man, which is all energy and truth—comparable
only in Greek work with the drunken woman in Munich, and,
in modern art, with La Vieille HeaUlmihe of Bodin; the other,

a woman’s head, which ravishes the mind. The lips and eyes
have no expression by which one can remember them ; but some
infinitely mysterious expression seems to flow through them as
through the eyes and lips of a woman’s head by Leonardo. And
this reminds me of certain unforgettable impressionB; and,
most of all, when in Bologna I saw, in the Museo Civico, the
spoils of Etruscan sepulchres that weighed on me heavily

; and,
at the same time, felt an odour of death, such as I had not even
felt in Pompeii; where in so frightful a step backward of twenty
centuries, the mind reels, clutching at that somewhat pacifying
thought, for at least its momentary relief. Here were the bodies
of men and women, moulded for ever in the gesture of their last
moment, and these rigid corpses are as vivid in their interrupted
life as the damp corpses in the Morgue. In Bologna, as I whs
pursued by the sight of the hairpins of dead women, there flashed
on me this wonderful sentence of Leonardo : "Helen, when she
looked in her mirror, seeing the withered wrinkles made in her
face by old age, wept and wondered why she had twice been
earned away,"

But, as I walked back at night in those desolate streets—so
•essentially desolate after the warmth of Naplee~on my way back
to the hotel where Byron lived before his evil genius hurried him
to an early death, I remembered these two sentences in his let-
ers; one, when in Florence he returns from a picture-gallery&nnk with beauty,” one where, as he sees the painted face^» learned lady, he cries : "This is the kind of face to go mad forbecause it cannot walk ont of its frme There it seems tome that Byron, whose instinct was nnewtain, has by instmot ini a great saying of Whistler’s. It'tras

able
® painting to cstabKsh a leason-able bailee betw^n the man as hejits in the.cbair and theSman reflseted back to you from the canvas. “The one*

* *"
Stand out from the frame—never doubting that on th« oon.iwy, he should, and in truth absolutely does, stand t£
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iame—and at a disttooe ^Mnd it equal to the distance at which

painter had seen it. The frame is inde^ the window
ough which' the painter looks at his model, and nothing could

more offensively inartistic than this brutal attempt to thrust

he model on the hither-side of this window! He never pro-

9, in a picture, to give you something which you could mistake
• reality ; but frankly a picture, a thing which was emphatically

; nature, because it was art ; whereas, in Degas, the beauty is

j
part of truth, a beauty which our eyes are too jaded to distin-

I in the things about us!

^In the Ambrosiana, in Milan, beside two wonderful portraits,

Qoe attributed to Leonardo, and coming near to being worthy of

f
im, are his grotesque drawings, that are astonishing in their

sience, truth and naked beauty. Each is a quite possible, but

i^rrible and abnormal
,
exaggeration of one or another part of the

.'face, which becomes bestial and indeed almost incredible, without

^neasing to be human. Tt is this terrible seriousness that renders

^em so dreadful ; old age, vice, and disease made visible.

b In another room there are many of his miraculously beautiful

swings—the loveliest drawings in the world. Note, for

MS'Oce, the delicious full-face drawing of a child with an enchant-

Ug pout. The women’s faces are miracles. After these all

swings, and their method, seem obvious. The perfect love and

derstanding with which he follows the outline of a lovely cheek,

I of a bestial snout ; there is equal beauty, because there is equal

verence, in each. After this the Baphael cartoon (for the

Ifatican School of Athens) seems merely skilful, a piece of'cono

ornate draughtsmanship; supremely adequate, but entirely

Without miracle.

In one of Leonardo’s drawings in Florence there is a small

donna and Child, that peeps side-ways in half-reassured terror,*

i a huge griflBn with bat-like wings—stupendous in invention-

ends suddenly from the air to snatch up a lion wandering

them. This ipight perhaps have been one of his many
plemgns for the famous Medusa—Aspecta Medusa—in the Uffizzi

;

to quote Pater’s interpretation of this corpse-like creation, “the

liaseination of corruption penetrates in every line its exquisitely

lushed beauty. About the dainty lines of the cheek the bat

pies unheeded. The delicate snakes seem literally Jbo strangle

|uKsh other in terrified struggle to escape the Medusa brain. The
piue which vmlent death brings "with it is in the features.” It

SEf enough to compare any grotesque or evil head in the finest of

IBeardsley’s drawings with Leonardo’S head of Judas in the

Windsor Library, or fi^ith one of those malevolent and malignant

cJmads full of the enererv of the beasts he renresents and of insane
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fttty which bo scatters over tho pages of his sketch-book, to

realise that, in Bcanlsley, the tiling drawn must remain ugly

through n)) ihi; beauty of tlie drawing, and must hurt.

It hurts because he desires to hurt everyone except himself,

knowing, all the time, that he was more bated than loved. Sin

is to him a diabolical bonuiy, not always divided against itself.

Always in his wf)rk is sin -Sin conscious of sin, of an inability

t(» esca|)e from iteclt ; tmnHfjgured often into ugliness and then

transfigurwl from ugliness hack to beauty. Having no convic-

tions, he can when ho chooses make patterns that assume the

form of moral judgments.

TV.

Leonardo da Vinci’s unfinished Saivt Jerome, in the Vatican

at Borne, is exactly like inlarsia work ; the ground almost black,

the man and the lion a liglit brown. This particular wav of

painting reminds me of the intursia work in the stalls in Ranto

Rpirito in IVerjiamo done by Br.j Haminno in 1520: just one year

after Leonardo died. Henr, in this supple and vigorous work in

wood, I saw what could he done by a fine artist in the handling

of somewhat intra<*tftble material. The work was broad or

minute at will, with splendid masses and divisions of colour in

some designs W’hich st'cnuHl to represent the Deluge, sharp, clear,

firmly outlined in the patterns <»f streets and houses; full of rich

colour in tho «4ting of wood ng.iinsf wood, .nnd at times almost

as delicate as a Japanese design. There was the head of John

tho Baptist laid on a stone slab, which was like a drawing of

Daumier. And. in the whole co)npo';ition of the design, W’ith its

two ovals 8e?t on each side like mirrors for the central horror,

there was iierfect balance. Seen there, this su|^rb intarsia work
of Fra Daminno seemed a critici.^^m on Tiotto, the criticism of a

thing, comparatively humble in itself, but in itself wholly satis-

fying, u|)on tho failure of .a more conspicuous endeavour, which

has made its own place in art, to satisfy certain primary demands
which one may logically make upon it.

In the Jerome, as in his finished wwk, one sees Leonardo’s

undeviating devotion to the |)erfect achievement of everything to

w liioh he Btd his hand : one sees how, after a long lapse of time, in

the heat of the day, he crosses Florence to mount the scaffold,

jwlds tw'o or three touclies to a single figure, and returns forthwith.

Never did Michelangelo paint in snch various ways as Leonardo

:

for in his frescoes in the Sistine Cha|>el art ceases to approach

one directly, through this seni« or that, through colour, or some
fancied ouilock of the soul ; only, one seems to be of the saine
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vivid and eternal world as those meditative and joyous bein^^s,

joyous even in bell, where the* rapture of their torment broods

in eyes and limbs with the same oner^rv as the rapture of God
in creation, of the women in disohedicnec.

Certainly, however, in the Jeromv there is a glinfipse of back-

ground in which I find already the siig^^cstion of the magical

rocks of the Virgin and of Moana Lisa : only, it is sketched in

green, and in it there are /»a!int brown rocks, which seem to open

on another glimpse in yelloxy. All the outline is gaunt, both

the saint ami his rocky caw ; only not the lion, who is the most

ample and living heasf 1 have ever s<*en attendant on nmy Jerome.

All the lines are. outlined :'thc painful hut ih»1 grofes4pic anatomy

of the saint and of the sharp angles of the rocks are painted in

dim, almost uniform, tones. Ts the picture rhetorical, like the

other Saint Jeromes, or does it in sf»ine stihtle fashion osc4»j)e?

It Pceiris to mo to est?ape. retaining onl\ the inevitable violence

of gesture and the agony of emotion in body and race ; together

with an immenw dignity, loneliness and obs*.'ure sulTeriiig.

I Leonardo, who w as in Venici* in loOd, eertainly must have

seen TitianV curly Amiun^Mtion in the Sciiola di San IWco,
which is a rebuke to Tintoretto’s explosive CrudlixhtK Before

this picture it struck me that I'intoretto is the Zola of painting.

Here, in this immense drama of paint, is a drama in which the

central motion is lacking ; Christ is no more than the robber who
ia being nailed to the cross or the robber whose cross is being

hoisted. Every part of the huge and bustling scene has equal

interest, equal intensity ; and it it all an interest and intensity

of oTcecution—which in its way is stupendous. But there is no

awo, no religious sense. The beauty of dtdail is enormous, the

energy overwhelming; but there is no- nobility, no subtlety; it

is a tumultuous scene painted to cover a wall.

In the Old Pinakotbek in Munich the finest piece of paint in

the Gallery is the Scourgiiuj of Christ, by Titian. The modem
point of view, indeed most modern art, has come out of it

—

equally in Watts and in Monticelli and in the Impressionists.

We see Titian breaking the achieved rule.s, at the age of ninety,

inventing an art absolutely new, a new’ way, a more immediate

waj^of rendering what he sees, with all that moving beauty of

life in action : lights, colours, and not forms merely, all in move-

ment. The depth and splendour of a moment are caught, with

•all the beauty of every accident in which colour comes or changes,

and in the space of a moment. Colour is no longer set against

colour, each for itself, with its owm calm beauty ; but each tone

rushes with exquisite Violence into the embrace of another tone

;

Ibere^re ^fierce adulteries of colour unheard of till now. And a
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new, adorable, complete thing is bom, which is to give life to

all the painting that is to come after it. It seems as if paint

at last had thoroughly mastered its own language.

I have always believed that Giorgione, born in 1478, one year

before the birth of Titian, played in the development of Venetian

art a part exactly the same as that played by Marlowe, bbm in

the same year as Shakespeare, in the history of our tragic drama.

Shakespeare never forgot Marlowe, Titian never forgot Giorgione

;

only the influence of his predecessor on Shakespeare was a

passing one; that of Giorgione on Titian was, until he finally

escaped from his influence, immense. It is from Andrea del

Verrocchio that Leonardo begins to learn the art of painting;

soon surpasses him. but, as Pater supposes, catches from him
his love of beautiful toys. Giorgione possesses perfection without
excess; Leonardo’s absolute perfection often leads him into

passionate excesses. He adored hair ; and certainly hair has its

own mystery. No one ever experimented in more amazing ways
than Leonardo; but his experiment in attempting to invent a
medium of using oils in the painting of frescoes failed him in
what might have been his masterpiece. The Last Supper, painted
on the damp wall of the refectory, oozing with mineral salts, pf
the Cenacolo Vinciano in Milan. One looks at it as through a
veil, which Time seems to have drawn over it, even when it is

most cracked and chipped. Or it is as if it had soaked inward,
the plaster sullenly absorbing all the colour and all but the life.

It is one of the few absolute things in the world, still; here, for

^

once, a painter who is the subtlest of painters has done a great,
objective thing, a thing in the grand style, supreme, and yet with
no loss of subtlety. It is in a sense the measure of his greatness.
It proves that to be the*painter of Monna Lisa means the power
to do anything.

Arthur Symons.



THE PEOBLEM OP THE LIQUOE TEADE.

The present moment seems a favourable one for dealing tyrith

the liquor evil on bold lines. The war put to the proof many
theories, so that hardly anyone's attitude to the question remains

quite the same as it was before the war. There is a general

consensus of opinion that the time is ripe for reform of some
sort. This in itself is an advance from the old days, when no

one connected in any way with the Trade or its political associates

would admit that there was the slightest reason to regard the

national drink bill as a national evil, or the huge totals of con-

victions for drunkenness as a national disgrace.

On the other hand, there is now perhaps less disposition to

regard mere reduction of licences, with or without compensation

to the licensees, as the aim and object of reform. It is realised

by a new generation of reformers that the main purpose is not

to attack and punish a vested interest, but to help and strengthen

the community as a whole.

A great change came over public opinion during the first few

months of the war, when the high wages earned by casual and

other labour, both male and female, combined with the unusual

strain of continuous work with overtime, caused an outbreak of

heavy drinking which seriously impaired the efficiency of the

country. This drew forth protests from military and naval

authorities and others employing labour on war work. These men
were in no sense temperance reformers* and their demand for

restriction (if not prohibition) of the sale of alcohol was made
purely in the interests of national efficiency. The situation

became so serious that, as everyone knows, a Public Department,

called the Liquor Control Board, was^set up to deal with the

problem.

Prom this point a completely' new chapter was opened in the

history of liquor legislation in this country, and no further

chanj^es can be introduced except in the light of experience

gained as a result of this experiment in State regulation.

The powers witfi which the Board were invested were very

wide. .They could close licensed premises; regulate hours of

sale I imj^se conditions on the supj)ly of liquor
; prohibit the sale

of any s^cific class of liquor; regulate* the transport of liquor;

sttj^rvise licensed buAnesses. These powers were only to be

exermsed in areas scheduled by Order in Council. The motive
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in which the handling of war material

the manufacture of munitiouB wsils being carried on. By dfgreeu;

the extension of munitions centres caused more and more areas

to be scheduled, until practically the whole country came within

the authority of the Board. The Board had also powers to take

over the supply of liquor by,acquiring any licensed prmiseifc and
plant compulsorily, or by the establishment of their own refresh-

ment rooms.

The most urgent need was for such a restriction of the hours

of sale as would prevent people from wasting working hours in

the public-house and from unfitting themselves for an early start

in the morning by drinking* late at night. It was decided, there-

fore, to limit the periods during which drink could be obtained
to meal times and the early evening hours. Before the war the
hours of sale in London were nineteen and a half out of the
twenty-four. Under the Control Board these hours were reduced to
five and a half, namely, two and a half hours at midday and three
hours in the evening. These hours applied to all the scheduled
areas equally. In order to prevent drink being carried home, the
closing time for “off ” sale was, in general, one hour earlier than
that for drink to be consumed on the premises. In the case of
spirits, “off” sale was restricted to the midday hours, and was
forbidden altogether on Saturdays and Sundays,
The policy of the Board as regards spirits was to permit, and

nnaJIy to compel, its dilution in alcoholic strength. By the end
of the war whisky, brandy, rum and gin were subject to a com-
piilsory dilution to 30 degrees under proof, and might be diluted
to 60 degrees. Other regulations aimed at the pocket-flask habit
and at the abuse of railway refreshment rooms. Two long-
established customs were? made illegal by the “no-treating ” orderand thoprder against the “long pull.” Further, the Lr wasclosed against the “Sunday traveller.”

V®? restrictions is seen in the followiae
convictions of drunkennew

berfd tTt the
1914 to 1917. It should be temem-

Whs “ the early

Men.

1,898

1,148

862

Women.
700

624

896

•1914

1916

1916

1917 <(l^rti quarter)

During the same perkil the figures of deaths frnm v-SAtemp^ suicides, delirium tremens, ovAkying of infanteshow jamilar reductitos.
^ ® * infante. aD
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In to ppei»te^ and more

liiSec^ oii tile E^ply of Thie was^^t^ on

oolqptit of bi^ aJjd Spirits under oMets of the

The fiubmarihP had become acute, and barley imd
weFe: wanted for other purposes than beer and spin^, ^roih

^thie^date there was. a still more rapid fall in cahti^na for

drunhenness
;
but it is important to bear in miM th^

was not due to State regulation of sale, but to absolute jahor^e

It ;^as due to a period of relative “dryness” this

whole Country. Prohibitionists argue from this that the experi-

ence of the war does not show that sobriety can be brought abpnt

by State regulation, but that it can be, and was, brought abotit

by cutting off the supply of alcohol.

The weekly average of convictions for drunkenness for both

sexes in England aiid Wales was, in 1914, 3,388, and had fallen

in 1916 to 1,644. In 1917, the first year when the curtailment

of the supply began to be seriously felt, convictidhs fell to 851

j)er week. In 1918 they were down to 538, and were decreasing

each week. For women the weekly average of convictions was

reduced during this period from 718 to 78.

• These and similar figures certainly show that the nation can

actually be made sober by Act of Parliament; for there is np
reason to suppose that, without the restrictions, the great out-

burst of drunkenness which characterised the opening months of

the war would have been followed by a period of such pheno-

menal sobriety. From what has happened since the Armistice

it appears as if it were also true that the nation can be made
less sober by Act of Parliament. Since the Armistice there has

been a gradual relaxation of the restrictions. The output of

beer has been increased ; large quantities of spirits have been

released from bond ; the hours of sale have been exteuded ; and

the no-treating order has been revoked. The general result has

been to give the public greatly increased facilities for the pur-

chase of alcohol. During the same period the weekly convictions

for dninkenness have also greatly increased ;
and in every case

the date of the raising of a restriction has synchronised with a

rise in the weekly totals of convictions. To anyone who sees the

progess plotted out in diagram* form on squared paper the causal

connection must be perfectly plain.

In default of a diagram the table below must suffice. Its

significance can be seen by a study of the footnotes. The figures

are the weekly averages for convictions for drufikenness of both

8^68, the average being struck every *month for the preceding

fbt3i weeks :r---
^
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Date. Weekly Average. See Footnol

December 6, 1918 ... 467 A
January 5, 1919 450

February 2, „ 626

BMarch 2, „ 671

March 80, „ 771 C

April 27, 708 D
May 25 821 E
June 22, „ 1,026 FAG
July 20, „ ... 1,118

August 17, ,, 1,109

September 14, „ ...• 1,277 H
October 12, „ 1,342

November 9, ,, 1,340

December 7, „ 1,601 J

December 28, ,, 1,908

January 25, 1920 ... 1,700

February 22 ,, 3,876

A. ladudes ArmistiGe week.

B. Output of beer increaBed by 25 per cent, on the permitted standard

barrelfl^e. The specific gravity was raised from 1030 degrees to 1032

degrees. This was an increase at the rate of 2,680.000 standard barrels per

annum.

C. Hours of Sale extended from 9 to 9.30 p.m. (Mar. 17.)

D. Output of beer increased by 50 per cent, on the barreloge of 1918, at an

increased gravity of 1040 degrees.

B. Hours again extended from 9.30 to 10 p.m. (May 22.)

F. Output of beer increased from 20,000,000 standard barrels to 26,000,000

(May 28.)

Q. No'treating order revoked. (Juno 3.)

H. All restrictions on quantity of beer to bo brewed removed, (Aug. 19th).

J. All restriotiona on output of spirits removed. (Nov. 18).

It will be seen from the table that each increase in the output

of liquor was followed by a rise in the drunkenness figures. The
abolition of the no-treating order on June 3rd was followed by a
sharp rise in convictions. The abolition of restrictions on the

,supply of spirits on November 18th resulted iii a very large addi-

tion to available supplies, and was followed by very heavy
increases of convictions all over the country, but particularly in

Scotland. The official chart showing the weekly convictions at

Glasgow leapt upw^ards towards Christmas, and the curve finally

disappeared above the top of the paper.

The full effect of the changed conditions is seen by comparing
the first return on January 5th, IQIQ, when the weekly average
convictions were 450, with the return, for December 28th,

when the dVerage was 1,963. During the year 1919 convictions
for drunkenness therefore qna<Irupled in number. These figures

are for both sexeg, and are ther^ore affected by the return of*

men from abroaJ. But equally remarkable figures can be shown
in the case of women* Before the Armisti^ the weekly average
cjonvictions of women were reduced to 78. They have •now ris^n

to 513.
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The position to-day is broadly that, in spite of State regulation,

as represented by the LiqucH: Control Board (which now means

practic^ly little more than restriction of the hours of sale), the

nation is rapidly falling back into its pre-war intemperate habits.

The drinJit evil,, after having been torpedoed by the German
subiharine during the war, is now reappearing, and shows every

sign of becoming as rampant as ever unless prompt measures

are taken to curb it. The national drink bill for 1919 is estimated

by Mr. G. B. ,Wilson at jG38J,(X)0,000, an advance of 49 per cent,

on the 1918 figure.

Few people now imagine that the country will be content to

return to pre-war ‘conditions in respect of the liquor traffic. The
Trade itself has its own plans for reform. There are, in addition,

the plans of the Temperance Party, and the proposal for some
form of State Purchase, which seems to have an influential

backing in more than one political camp.

The Temperance Party contains many schools, hut it may be

fair to take the view of the United Kingdom Alliance as repre-

sentative of thorough-going teetotallers. This point of view is

frankly Prohibitionist ; but it is admitted that Prohibition is, at

the present day, not practical politics. Temperance reform

should accordingly concentrate on the next best thing, namely,

local option. That is to say, local areas should have the option

of voting themselves “dry,” As everyone knows, this has been

carried into law in Scotland by the Temperance (Scotland) Act,

1913, and the Scottish electors will this year have the opportunity

of voting themselves “dry ” by burgh and county. This Act was
a great victory for the old “Local Veto ” Party. The Temperance

Party hope by its means to introduce Prohibition piecemeal by

local referendum. In view of the new women's vote the chance

of many areas voting “ dry ” is not at all remote. A Bill for the
*

introduction of local option into England and Wales has been

presented to the {louse of Commons by the Prohibitionist Party.

Voting would be by parish, borough ^and urban district.

The Temperance Party vigorously maintain this policy of

Local Veto against the policy of reforming the public-house under

State or philanthropic management. They declare that neither

the State nor any philanthropic concern can touch the sale of

liquor without' being defiled, and urge that the modem tendency

to turn the public-'house into a caf4 or restaurant, where families

lesott freely, introduces young people to drink who would

oth^i^ keep clear of it. The efforts of some brewers to make
their hbuj^s more attractive to a temperate and respecteble' class

of cuetibinet^a^ characterised as an attempt to get hold of the

boys brewers, it is said, fear the spread of
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eduj&ation and refinement, and are taking steps to cater for the

new generation.

The advocates of State Purchase include most of those who

have worked on the Liquor Control Board, and a large section

of the Labour Party, who, as nationalisers of everything, favour

State management of an admittedly dangerous trade. 'The

Labour Party have the best of reasons for not making Prohibition

a plank in their platform. They do not desire to deprive the

working man of reasonable refreshment; but, true to their genera]

principles, they believe that State ownership would cure every

existing evil.

In this instance the Labour Party have very influential and*

aristocratic associates, who are by no means “nationalisers” in

general. This school contains many “Tory social reformers,” and

appears to be in the' ascendant. In spite of the danger of a top-

heavy State service, and the inefificiency which commonly accom-

panies it, the ‘State Purchase school make out a strong case for

the exj)ediency of their policy. It is argued that the State is

already drawing a revenue of something like ;tl30,000,000 a year

from the sale of alcohol, and is to that extent directly interested

in the continuance of a dangerous trade. The argument of the

Prohibitionists that the State would bo defiled by benefiting

under the sale of liquor is therefore beside the point, for the State

is, in fact, now benefiting. Under public management the State

would be able to control for the general good a trade upon which

it is now financially dependent. To the argument that the State

would never consent to the reduction of a traffic in which public

money was sunk the State Purchasers reply that the profits on

the trade would be so great that in a few years the whole sum
invested would be wiped* off. It is claimed that as a result of

reduction and sale of licensed premises, more efficient manage-

ment, etc., at Carlisle, the Liquor Control Board would be in a

position to close down the whole trade in the,acquired area at

a date ten years from th^ time of purchase, and not show a

penny of loss. >

A word or tw^o should be said about the Carlisle experiment,

since this is the best example of State Purchase in practice. The
Iriquor Control Board were empowered to acquire any licensed

premises, breweries or other businesses, and to become the ^le
vendors of liquor in any defined area. The area round Carlisle

on both sides of the Border was flooded by munition workers and<.

casual labourers 'during the early months of the war, and the

result was to give rise to* such orgies of drunkenness in the city

tlaat the Lic^noT Control Board was approached, and decided to

apply their powers oi acquisition.
,
All the breweries and licensed
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premises were bought up by (^egrees, the area being gradually

extended on both sides of the Solway Firth. Bedundant licences

were suppressed, including all grocers' licences. Spirits were

withdrawn from sale in houses near the National Factory, and

ever^jwhere on Saturdays. Beer was not supplied to yoilng

persons, except with a meal. Sunday closing was made general.

The public-houses were put in charge of managers, often the old

licensees, who received a commission on the sales of foods and

non-alcoholic drinks, but none on the sales of alcohol.

The effect of these changes was very materially to reduce the

convictions for drunkenness at Carlisle. As was seen in the

recent debate in the House of Commons, there is some difference

of opinion locally as to whether the experiment has been com-

pletely successful; but it is significant that the surrounding

districts have asked to be taken into the controlled area. The
member for Carlisle declared in the course of the dej)ate that the

city had been a much pleasanter place to live in since the trade

was taken over.

The advocates of State I’urchase maintain that the results

obtained at Carlisle justify the extension of the system to the

whole country. In a memorandum of December, 1916, the Liquor

Control Board strongly recommended State Purchase in the

interests of national efficiency and sobriety. On the financial

aspect of the question they stated that the suppression of

redundant licences, the concentration of businesses, the restric-

tion of land transport, and other economies wkich would be

possible under the scheme, wwild result in a large saving of

working expenses. In their opinion no apprehension need be

felt as to the effect of such a reform on the annual revenue of

the State. The indirect saving to the nation by greater sobriety

is of course incalculable.

The most definite scheme of State Purchase in England is

that put forward in the report of the Departmental Committee

over which Lord Sumner presided. •This was published in

1918. According to this plan, the State would acquire

:

breweries; licensed premises; free houses; the interests of

holders of “on ** licences, and the interests of holders of

“off*.* licences, without the premises. The businesses of

wholesale dealers were to be excluded from purchase ; so also

were hotels, restaurants, and railway refreshment rooms. British

bfeer for export (a trade of increasing importanoe), would be ^Id

by the State to the exfjorters.

i'he bams of the purcdiase would be the true commercial proiSt

of each concern on a freehold basis from 1910-1914. This would

be capitaiisbd at fifteen years' purchase. The Committee held
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that in equity the Trade should^ be bought out on the baeis of

itB pre-war profits, capitalised at the rate of capitalisation which

It could have commanded before the war. The pre-war yalue

of the main interests to be acquired was estimated at not less

than J035O,OOO,OOO. This is for England and Wales alone.

Obviously there would be no chance of satisfying the !hade

on any such basis as the above, for the war conditions have

opened up for it an era of prosperity and high profits. To be

bought out on a pre-war basis wouR be an unspeakable calamity.

But if these proposals would not satisfy the Trade, some of the

advocates of State Purchase hope to make them palatable to

the Prohibitionist wing by combining with them a Local Option

scheme. The Trade is to be bought out and run by the State.

But each county and county borough is to have the option, every

few years, of voting for Local Veto. This proposal has a certain

reasonableness. It invalidates the Prohibitionist objection to

State Purchase, that the State, once owning a profitable trade,

would never consent to destroy it. The State will become the

owner of the trade, but the local authorities (which, by the blessed

dispensation of the Constitution, have a certain independence)

will be free to stop the trade entirely in their own area. Every

local community has the power of freeing itself from the State

liquor traffic if it finds it an evil. The proposal has the further

advantage that it will enable experiments to be made in Pro-

hibition. Some areas will go “dry,” and the rest of the country

will be able to see how they prosper or languish under such a

regime. To the argument that the Government would never

purchase a property which the local authorities could destroy the

advocates of the scheme say that State Purchase will be so

profitable that the liabi&ties incurred will all be wiped off before

any great portion of the country goes “dry.” Still, there does

appear to be an element of ride in the transaction, which will

certainly be magnified by opponents of the scheme.

The point of view of the Trade can only be appreciated when
it is borne in mind that the Trade means primarily the brewing

trade, not licensed victuallers or innk^pers. The profits of the

Trade arise from the sale of bear, and the keeping of public-

houses is, and must be under present conditions, a meaps of

pushing the sale of beer. Any efforts of the Trade to improve the

public-house must not be understood as an endeavour to sell

anything else rather than beer. The Trade can therefore ney^
ueriously undertake such action as has been^ undertaken by the

Ljiquor (Control Board at Carlisle, vrlgsre the managers
instructed to push the sale of non-alcoholic drinks and ea^b^*
There is no doubt that, apart from this, the TrSdS is
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IS MsiE^ tho atmosphere of the public-house in response to

changes in public taste. So far as public policy is concerned,

their present aims are to get rid of restrictions imposed during

the war ; to abolish * State regulation by the Liquor Control

Board, or any such body; to prevent any mqp experiments in

State Purchase such as the one at Carlisle; to prevent at all

costs the extension to England and Wales of the Scottish Local

Option Act; and to do away with the Licensing Justices.

The Trade has now a Bill before Parliament which would put

an end to the system of Licensing Justices, and would set up in

its place Licensing Courts presided over by barristers, which
would have power to grant licences for a period of twenty-one

years. Control over licences would be lessened by various pro-

visions, and transfer of licences from decaying to growing neigh-

bourhoods would be facilitated. This Bill meets with very strong

opposition on the ground that it gives the Trade a security and
a freedom from public control such as it has nevef yet enjoyed.

The measure has little chance of passing, but it indicates the

wishes of the Trade.

The attitude of the Trade towards State Purchase is somewhat
difficult to estimate exactly, because complete candour can never

b^ expected from a possible vendor. He is obliged to declare

that nothing would reconcile him to selling. This is in fact what
the Trade is saying to-day. It may be doubted w^hether brewers

are quite as unwilling to listen to a good offer as they unani-

mously declare themselves to be. Business has been very good

during the years of the w^ar. Astounding profits have been made.

Companies which never used to pay a dividend are now paying

handsomely, and paying dividends on past years as well. The
Trade is therefore naturally less willing to hear of State Purchase

than during the lean years before the war. But there is still a

chance that when normal conditions are restored the years of

plenty will come to an end, and with thenr the chance of selling

at a good price. On the whole one, may conjecture that the

Tirade, at heart, is ready to listen to an offer; but it will cer-

tainly stick out for a price based on the capitalisation of present

profits.

\^ith regard to restriction of hours of sale, the wholesale trade

favours a return to longer hours, though not to such dong hours

as before the war. The retail trade is content to make its present

high rate of profit during a limited number of hours, retaining

m ample leisure. This point of view is naturalljr shared by the

staffs of public-houses,^ to whom the shorter hours have brought

the possibility of ** living out’* and a more reasonable existence.

CMier restfk^ions, such as 'those regulating the quality of liquor
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and the conditions of its sale, shonld, in the opinion of the Trade,

be reduced to a miaimum; and should be laid down by Parlia-

meat, noi'by a Government Department exercising iiscretionary

^aSZou has bm made to the proSts made during the war

neriod. These have been astonishing ; but they have not reron-

died brewers to the c>oDtrol under which the profits have been

made. Taxation of beer and spirits has, of course, very much

increased during the war, but pricey have more than kept pace

with taxation. Moreover, the successive orders reducing the

alcoholic strength of beers and spirits enabled the Trade to make

a greatly increased quantity of liquor with the same quantity

of raw materialK, This increased quantity was all sold at the

greatly enhanced prices.

A “standard barrel” of beer, on which the tax is levied, is of

the specific gravity of 1055 degrees. Before the w'ar English

beers were mostly lighter than this, and only some Irish beers

were much heavier. During the war the restrictions on the use

of brewing materials, and subsequently the Orders of the Food
Controller, greatly reduced the gravity of beer. Finally, by the

Order of March, 1918, the gravity was limited to 1030 degrees,

except in Ireland, where a strength of 1045 degrees was per-

mitted. This meant that the materials necessary to produce

1,000 standard barrels would now produce a much greater

number in “bulk” barrels, that is, beer as sold. The following

table shows the number of these bulk barrels which could be

manufactured from the materials necessary to brew 1,000

standard barrels during financial years ending March Slst. The
figures are for England and Wales

1900

1910

1914

1915

1916

1917

1918

1919

No. of l)ulk-barrels.*

1,009

3,051

1,064

1,076

1,089

1,169

1,438

1,873

On April 1st, 1918, the beer duty was put up from 258. to 50s.

[)er standard barrel; but, simultaneously, the gravity of beer

svas lowered to 1030 degrees. This affected profits in the

following way.
,
During the March quarter the duty on 1,000*

standard barrels was iGl,250. From these 1,406 bulk barrels were

aaade and sold for ^610,123, at ^7 4s. per bulk barrel. From
April to December the duty was d92,500 per 1,000 standard
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tii6 same price for d9l3,665. The increase of tax was^ therefore,

only £1,250, whereas the increased return per 1,000 standard

£3,542—a clear gain of £2,200. It is estimated that

the last nine months of 1918 the Trade gained £16,000,000

ppime result of the increased dilutions.

^' tflie retailer Gas benefited almost equally with the brewer,

pfis percentage of profit is smaller, but his turnover is immensely

S^^eater, the selling price including as it does the heavy taxation.

The retailer’s total net profit is consequently much larger than

before the war. The following instances of actual net profits

made by particular licensees before the war and during the past

year show the result as far as the retail trade is concerned :

—

Pre-War Profit. Present Profit.

£ £
76 260

200 600

400 .1,000 •

600 1,600 to 2,000

The record of sales of licensed property at Winchester House
reveals the same tendency. Cases have occurred where a pre-

war value of £1,000 has been fconverted into one of £6,000;

and a pre-ivar value of £500 to over £5,000.

The general
.
situation may thus be summed up. The nation

has sobered itself during the war in^the interests of efficiency and

conservation of food supplies. This was brought about by means

of State control and the cutting off of the supply of alcohol. The

removal of these factors is causing a* return to the pre-war level

of insobriety. There is a general consensus of opinion that some

reform is necessary, and in the opinion of most moderate people

this should be such as will not unduly restrict the liberty of^

individuals, and will not inflict hardship on those drawing a

living from the Trade.

The Government has foreshadowed a continuation of State

Control, and a Bill is to be introduced with this object in view.

A keen battle is believed to be going on behind the scenes to

decide whether this Bill shall merely perpetuate the Liquor

Control Board in a milder and more constitutional form, with

les^ dictatorial powers, or whether the State Authority should

have power to extend its experiments in State Purchase. A
complete scheme of State >^^Barchase appears, at the time of

•writing, to be unlikely; although an influential party in the

House of Commons intends to press fpr such a scheme. It is

evident that only a vqry strong Government could tackle a com-

prehensive scheme of State Purchase, in view of the small likeli-

hood tbatfthe Government .would offer to purchase on a basis of
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present profits. A pre-war basis would meet the united opposi-

tion of the Trade. Some State Purchasers suggest the average

profits of the last ten years as a basis
;
but this is not likely to

meet the wishes either of the Trade or of the Government’s

financial advisers.

In the case of purchase in selected areas the baeis would

apparently have to be on present values, since otherwise loss

would be caused to some individuals in the Trade and not to

others. If a large percentage of war fortunes were to be taken

in taxation the problem would be simplified.

The boldest and simplest course would be to buy up the Trade

at its present value, as was done at Carlisle. Even the Govern-

ment could not fail to make a profit at present prices, and the

inevitable inefficiency of State management would be to some

extent counter-balanced by economies in reduction of licences,

sales of property, etc. But, in this event, local areas should

have the power to protect themselves against the State traffic

by local veto. Anthony Dell.



!Me awakening op HODGE.

Since the Peasant Bevolt of IdSl nothing more dramatic hasr hap-

pened in the life of the agricultural labourer than the rural revival

of 1917-1919. Before the war Hodge liVfed in a state which was
closely related to serfdom ; and it was only a year before its out-

break that Mr. Lloyd George, then his champion, declared he was
about to deliver him “from the shackles of feudalism.” Hodge's
position was well described by one of the official investigators of

the Board of Agriculture (1917-1918). This gentleman, who had

to report upon the wage and conditions of agriculture in a Blue

Book, aptly summed up Hodge’s position thus :
—

“ It may, I think, bo taken for granted, since it is universally agreed

that the farm labourer is the hardest-worked, lowest-paid, worstfed and

clothed, and worst-housed class of the whole British community.
** His pre-war wages did not even warrant him paying 28. 6d. a week

in rent, and, in the vast majority of cases, neither he nor his family could

have existed at all but for the supplementary earnings of his wife. In

having to work, the wife almost invariably suffered in health, as in spirit;

she was obliged to noglect herself, her cliildrcn, her husband, and her

home. Both she and her family occupy, the lowest rung upon the social

ladder, and they are spoken of in tones ol^pity, if not of contempt, by their

more fortunate, better organised brethren and fellow-workers.

“ The farm labourer now, as in the past, approaches nearest the state

of serfdom.* Ho is, in fact, a serf, with the privilege of sleeping under a

roof which, by courtesy, is called his own, though his wages would not allow

of him paying a just rent for it.

“JHitherto he has had no Union to defend his interests; had not a

copper a week to spare for contribution to any scheme of co-operation'

amongst his class.*’

The last historic attempt in which the agricultural labourer

tried to lift himself out of his Slough of Despond was when that

Methodist preacher and labourer, Joseph Arch, responded to a

“call” in 1872 from labourers in a Warwickshire village, Tte

demand was for a rise in wag^s from 12s. to 16b. a week and fer

the hours to be limited from 6 a.m. to 5 p.m. The demand met

with hitter opposition, not only from the farmers, but also from

the squirearchy and the clergy. There were One or two notable

exceptions amongst the clergy, such as Canon Girdlestone, the

Dean^ Hereford, and Cardinal Manning, who did their best to

help the labourers, especially by means of migration and emigra-

tion, but the majority bf the clergy played a craven part with the

farmers and landowners. In spite, however, of the hostility of

VOIi. OVU. N.B. D D*
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landowners, fanners, and clergy, the personality of Joseph Arch

was strong enough to create, in* the course of two years, an

army of organised labourers which numbered as many as

80,000 men.
Bepeated victimisations, lock-outs, and. the consequent deple-

tion of union funds, with the emigration of the finest of the

younger spirits, the bad management of sick benefit funds com-

bined with the agricultural depression, brought about in the

course of a few years the collapse. By the time the rural Magna
Charter of 1894—the Parish Councils Act—was passed, the move-
ment had been almost swept out of existence. Wages slipped

back almost to the level of the pre-Arch days.

It must be borne in mind that during the revolt under the

leadership of Joseph Arch, the agricultural labourer was a vote-

less man. He had no voice in the affairs of Britain either

Imperially or parochially, and a large part of Joseph Arch’s efforts

were expended in fighting for the enfranchisement of the labourer.

This was achieved only in 1884. To the simple-minded the

millennium was then expected. But years of grinding poverty

were still in store for poor Hodge. The agricultural labourer,

destitute of any political or industrial organisation, remained uut

vocal, and, with the single exception of Joseph Arch, unrepre-

sented until the outbreak of war.

One big attempt was made in 1914 to raise wages in Norfolk,

which was almost the only county in England in which farm-

workers were fairly well organised. In 1914 farming was gener-

ally prospering, in spite of the fact that wheat was only 31s. a

quarter. This attempt, which partially succeeded, was known
as “The King’s Pay and the King’s Conditions.” The agitation

arose in this manner. •

* Many of the men on the farms round about Sandringham had

joined the union and struck for 16s. That is to say, they struck

for the same sum as Arch’s men demanded in 1872 ! The move-
ment spread to the Boyal, Sandringham estate, and the agent,

that gallant officer, Captain Beck, who disappeared in a wood
in Gallipoli and has never been heard of again, summoned the

Secretary of the Agricultural Labo]iirers' Union to Sandringham.

The Secretary, answering the summons and accompanied a

colleague, arrived at the station with his bicycle. The station-

master, however, told him to put his bicycle away in the cloak

room, for there was a carriage and pair waiting for the “agijjptor
”

round the corner?
* With a certain amount of trepidation the two

” agitators” stepped into Ihe royal carriage, having .been u^ered
into it by a superb footman. On arriving at the village inn close

to Sandringham they were asked to descend and partake of
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refreshments. Here they found a magnificent luncheon prepared

for them. After luncheon arrangements were amicably made
with Captain Beck to raise the wages to Ifis.

The setting up of the King’s standard of sixteen*shillings in

Norfolk did not make royalty popular amongst the farmers of

that* county. And here I might mention, that to-day, every

physically fit man employed on the royal farms at Sandringham
wears the badge of the Agricultural Labourers’ Union. •

But this is not the only royal estate on which trade unionism

has entered to take up its permanent quarters. During the war
an organiser of the Workers* Union—the other union which
makes a special feature of organising agricultural labourers—^was

allowed to enter the gates of Windsor Castle to settle a dispute

between the men and the Crown, and when he left he had
managed to obtain an agreement for the men employed in the

royal gardens, park, and farms, entitling them to a rise of

10s. a week. To-day every one of the employee’s of Windsor
Castle, excepting two old men, is a member of the Workers’

Union. '

The organisation of the agricultural labourer has for many
years been the despair of the trade union organiser and land

reformer. In 1898 an attempt was made in the Midlands by the

newly-formed Workers’ Union, and two or three thousand did

actually join the union, but the movement died away. The
labourer on 12s. or 13s. a w’eek was really too poor to keep paying

twopence or threepence a week to a trade union in the hope of

getting his wages raised ; and living in many parts in farm-tied

cottages he was afraid of losing his home, as well as his job, if

it became known that he was a union man.

To show how diflicult has been the ta*sk I will cite one or two

instances told me by trade union organisers which happened even-

as late as the beginning of the war.

In a certain Wiltshiie village a branch of the Workers’ Union

was formed, to enjoy but a very short life. The farmers quickly

visited each of jbheir men and told them to hand over their trade

union cards. The men meekly obeyed. The farmers returned

these cards to the office of thA union, and that was the end of

this Ji)ranch.

It may seem surprising that Englishmen should e^er behave

in this manner, but it should not be forgotten that farmers have

unlimited opportunities for sapping the independence and under-

mining the courage of the labourers. Th^y can follow the plough-

man across the field nqjgging at him. They can stand about the

stables whilst the carter is feeding the horses and worry him.

They can Sit on corn-bins in the cowshed and cajole the cowman
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while he milks the cows until he either throws up his job or turns

down his card.

One or tw^o humorous incidents have been related to me by

trade unionorganisers.

Oxfordsliire—that is to say, the Oxfordshire of low-lying fields

in contradistinction to the hilly country—breeds a timid rach of

men. into this part went forth two organisers to hold a meeting.

As they were unable to obtain a room, they held a meeting on a

piece of roadside waste. They spoke to an entirely empty road

and a deserted wayside green ; but they were conscious that at

the back of them stood a blacksmith's ^shop full of men secretly

listening. Thus the trade union orators had the unique ex-

perience of addressing an empty space in front of tliem, whilst

behind them stood an audience straining their necks out of the

windows to catch the words of the speakers. As darkness fell

many of the men crept out of their dug-out in the n*ar and had

the courage to join the union.

The funniest incident, perhap.s, occurred to the Wiltshire

organiser. His rostrum was a roadside bank, and bis audience

lined up in extended order behind the hedge to listen. lVesehtiy'>

a well-known figuie rode proudly by. Every labourer’s head dis-

appeared immediately below tliat hedge as though it had been

chopjied oil by shears, whilst the rider rode by staring hard into

the face of the astonished and silent orator who stood erect and

bare-headed on the bank.

On one ducal estate his Grace was asked by his men if he

would j^erinit them to join the trade union. The duke graciously

conceded this right to these free-born Englishmen. This, how-

ever, was not the attitude of a noble lord, who even, as late as the

,
spring of 1914, refused to employ any man who belonged to a

labourers’ union ! No action could better reveal to us the peculiar

feudal mind of the territorial landowner than Lord Lilford’s, who

denied his labourers the right of combination, tho irony of the

.situation being enriched by the knowledge that the decision was

arrived at on the hunting field. ^ The demand of the men was

merely that their pittance of 14b, a week should be raised to a

princely 16s., and that they should have a weekly half-holiday.

This occurred in Northamptonshire, which h^ always remaiJ^fid

agriculturally a backward county. It is one of:the oonnMes where

our peasantry have suffered most from bdng 4iv<®®ed fifom the

soil ; for the Northamptonshire peasant has been tsolibed of more

land under successive Enclosure Acts than the rnrid workers of

any other county. This has meant a de^tslised phssant^^ *

heritage, and to-day Northamptonshire imnainB a cpimigr ruled by

territorial peers possessing a mental outlook the ^
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which may be gauged by the fact that one of them, the owner of

many thousands of acres, objected to any of his cottages being

occupied by a railway worker I

Yet the agricultural labourers have always fought England’s
battles for her, and it is estimated that, during the Great War, no
fewbr than 400,000 left the plough to shoulder a rifle to fight for

the land of which they own barely a single acre. Of these 250,000

were vol iintcers. Farms became woefully depleted of skilled labour,

and the despised farmer’s bpy became a person of paramount im-

portance. German submarines were rapidly sinking our food ships.

Very little had been done by legislation to increase home-grown
food. The situation was growing desperate. Farmers, when tri-

bunals were set up, would drive their men into the county towns
in order to plead for agricultural exemption. The despised labourer

who had been told that he w'as employed out of charity became the

*'key man,” without whom the farm could not be conducted.

These tribunals revealed many an instance in wliich low wages
had been paid. A farmer of Ledbury, for instance, appealing in

February, 1917, for exemption for his son of nineteen, was asked

what wages the man who had just left him had been receiving.

The answer came ” Ten shillings.” Even in the autumn of 1916,

in the county of Dorset, I found labourers still in receipt of only

13s. and 148. a week, though the prices of food and the other

necessities of life had risen 80 per cent.

During the years 1915 and 1916 the organisers of the two

unions—^the National Agricultural Labourers’ Union and the

Workers* Union—began extending their operations from a few

Eastern and Southern counties to the Midlands and the West.

Labour was getting scarce. In the words of a member of the

House of Commons, “it was easier to fill the place of a Cabinet,

Minister than that of a skilled carter.” Prices of all farm produce

were rising in 1916 far in advance of the relative rise in wages.

Whilst cereals were jumping up 250 per cent, in price, labour

advanced only 30 or 40 per cent. •

But what iKoduced the great dramatic change in the attitude

of the labourer towards trade unionism was the passing of the

Cbm Pioduction Act, with itsfguaranteed prices to farmers and a

wage to labourers of 258. a week. This became law

cm Au^$t 21st, 1917.

Though this minimum did not affect ^ hardly affecti^

»w^eB in Scotland or in the north of England, it inunediately

raised wages in the South. What, however, created the

incentive to labouxerj to join the unions was the providon of

the Act wiiioh set up an A^cultural Wages Board with Dieftrict

Wages Cbmmittees to fix a minimum standard rate for the wage
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for each district, and to define working hours, overtime pay, the

value of allowances, etc., including the important one of farm-

tied cottages. Though the statutory minimum was only 25s., the

Agricultural Wages Board coiild raise this minimum to any sum
they thought necessary. On this Agricultural Wages Board and
on the District Wages Committees it is obligatory that the

labourers should have representatives of the same number as the

farmers ; and added to these are a certain number of “ appointed

members.”

Norfolk was the first county to fix a minimum rate. This, was
fixed at 30s. on May 20th, 1917.

The creation of the Agricultural Wages Board immediately

effected a revolution in the minds not only of labourers^ but al^
in the minds of the farmers. Here was the Government practic-

ally ordering all farmers to join a trade union, as well as all

labourers to join a trade union, so that each side should be

adequately represented on the Agricultural Wages Board and the

District Committees. The National Union of Farmers, like the

agricultural labourers* unions, had been weak in numbers; now
the Farmers possess a membership of 100,000. The organisers

on both sides seized the opportunity to get all the members of •

their craft into their respective trade unions.

The labourer who only saw in trade unions an essentially urban

weapon which reacted against him in making the cost of coal,

or of oil, or of boots greater, now saw in trade unionism a chance

to increase his purchasing powers and to shorten his hours of

labour.

One of the amazing things almut the growth of trade unionism

in the country districts was the w^ay in which the middle-aged

and even the elderly mert joined, for most of the younger and

more ardent spirits had enlisted. The difficulty, though, was to

find labourers who could state their case on Committees consist-

ing of farmers, labourers, and country gentry.

For the most part the tallgng on the men’s side w^as done by the

county organisers, but gradually the ploughman, the cowman, and

the field labourer are becoming vocal. I sit upon one of these

Wages Committees and watch with great interest the growing

boldness and power of expression in the labourer. This cape
home to me very forcibly when, after a series of meetings, a

toil-smitten ploughioan with rings in his ears rose to speak.

We were trying, to fix the wages of boys, and a farmer had
been saying that* boys were no good nowadays and could not

plough. Then the silent labourer spoke. “Lookee here,

Guv’nor I
” he said, “I have four sons fightin’ for our country.

Before the war a boy of mine, aged sixteen, who was ploughin*.
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said to me :
‘ Dad, this country ain’t good enough for me. I'm

goin* to chuck it and emigrater to Australia.' He went to Aus-
tralia, and in 1914 he came hack, with dB200 in his pocket, to

^volunteer for the country that refused to give him a livin’ wage.”
He sat down, and for a moment an intense silence fell upon

the farmers.

It must be remembered that labourers have never been accus-

tomed to meet their masters face to face round the table, for the
farmers until 1915 refused to meet them. These Wages Com-
mittees have not only been an education for the employees, but
also for their employers.

Month by month I mark a change in the mental attitude of

the labourer. He is acquiring more self-confidence, greater moral
courage. Although one of the Board of Agriculture’s investigators

reports that “the old Sussex labourer attired in a smock frock who
touches his hat to a stranger merely because he thinks Viim * a
gentleman * is growing very rare,” and that a farmer said to him,
“ we are afraid of our men now ; we dare not say anything to them,”
in rural areas where the labourers live in farm-tied cottages which
belong to one man there is still the haunting fear of being turned

put on to the roadside. The terrible shortage in cottages every-

w^here makes the fear a more tangible thing than it might other-

wise appear to be. Even as late as a year ago I attended a

meeting in such a village where nearly all the cottages are farm-

tied, and the bailiff of the large landowmer’s farms sat near to

me. When the organiser asked those who wished to join the

union to hold up their hands not a single hand went up. Shortly

after this, at another meeting at which the bailiff was not present,

a branch of the union was formed, and the majority of the men

in the village became members. •

It was said by experts that when once the Agricultural Wages*

Board fixed the legal minimum wage for all counties labourers

would cease to subscribe to their trade unions, seeing that there

was no further necessity to do so; but this prophecy has been

falsified. I have before me a letter from the National Agricultural

Labourers’ Union which informs me that, whilst the total

membership of the union August, 1914, was only 10,000,

to-day it has a membership of 200,000. The story of the Workers

Union is no less dramatic. In August, 1914, I doubt if it had

3,000 agricultural members, but to-day the union has 100,000

* rural workers. By trade union pressure a year after the fixing of

the minimum wage at 30s., the minimum was raised to 36s. 6d.

In Ireland the economic battle so lon^ delayed through political

affinities between farhier and labour is now being waged. The

landless drish labourer is now organising with his fellows and
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putting up a fight against the new race of peasant proprietors

or farmers, who undoubtedly have -been making money.

Scotland has a very powerful organisation called the “Scottish

Farm Ser\^ants’ Union,” which to-day has a menibership of^

35,000. Scotland has been better organised than England
; .and,

indeed, so strong was this union in 1917 that it was found useless

to apply a minimum of 25s. a week to Scotland, and under the

provision of the Act it was found more practicable to legalise the

decisions come to between farmers and men equally represented

on District Committees working under a Central Committee. The
Forfar ploughman now earns a sum equivalent to .-€190 per

annum.

The attitude of the farmer is rapidly changing. He has seen

the value of organisation for himself, for his union now^ has a

network of branches all over England and Scotland, and he sees

that the strikes could be prevented and a great deal of time saved

by meeting responsible leaders of the men round the table. More-

over, the attitude of many of our large landowners who belong to

the aristocracy, and that of the clergy, has considerably changed

since the days of Joseph Arch. Several vicars, men known to me .

personally, have not only allied themselves to agricultural

labourers’ unions, but have taken office as secreta^ or. treasurer.

There are Countesses like those of Warwick and Do la Warr;
landowners like the Earl of Selborne, Lord Bledisloe, the Earl

of Kimberley, besides others of the type of Mr. Christopher

Tumor, who have, I believe, far more sympathy with the labourer

than they have with the farmer. It might, indeed, have been

possible at the beginning of this war for Digraeli’B dream to

become true of the landed aristocracy becoming the ziiEttural leaders

of the rural democracy. But they failed to make good. The trade

union leader came forward instead and led the men to a position

which they had never been able to achieve before.

The men have not been contented with trade union effort only

;

they have used their trade union branches as pidlitical centres,

and have gained many a striking victory on Parish CoundliS, Bural
District Councils, and even County Councils. .

At the last general

election there were quite a number of.pur^iagricultuTal con-

stituencies fought by Labour canmdates, some qf these candi-

dates being agricultural labourers or ex-agriculttml labouOTB. 'In

spite of the overwhelming Coalition victory, Ijsibour^^ C^^
in these rural constituencies polled remarkahiy well, especially in

view of the fact thkt no Labour candidate had ever stood feefere

in these constituencies, which had always been considered safe

Tory seats.

In 1919, for the first time in their history, Enghflb Bijoton
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labourers had representatives sitting on a Boyal Commission on
Agriculture.

Men, instead of working indefinitely for undefined hours,
often with no extra pay, have their hours strictly defined ; the
Saturday half>holiday has been won, and overtime is paid for on
weekdays at time and a quarter, and on Sundays at time and a
half. There are special hay and corn harvest rates ; and no farmer
is allowed to deduct more than 3s. for a farm-tied cottage.

It should be mentioned that there are “ permits ” granted for the
employment of old men or*others who through physical infirmity

are unable to put in a full day’s work. Farmers are allowed to

employ such men at a lower rate. To illustrate the feudal feeling

still lingering in some parts of the country, I might mention that

four men—not old men, but quite physically fit to do an average
day’s work—signed their application to be allowed to work at a
lower than the minimum rate, on the ground that their

master “could not afford to pay a higher wage.” The master
on his side signed his application to employ his men at a lower

rate on the ground that the price of com “did not permit him to

pay higher wages “
; and yet he was getting 75b. a quarter for •

wheat 1 Of course, these permits were not allowed. «
The minimum for England and Wales is now shortly to be

fixed at 42s., and I may safely jgrophesy that all hours worked

above forty-eight hours per week will be paid at overtime rates.

In many counties the minimum will be higher than 42b., but I

am afraid that the extra cost of bread will render the 4b. increase

nugatory, and the minimum of SOs. demanded by the men will

have to be granted, especially in view of the fact that the farmers

are to have an increase of 20s. a quarter on their wheat for 1920

and of 255; for 1921. •

Hodge's political vision has, it should be remembered, no wide

horizon with a glorious dawn; He sees for the most part no

farther afield than a cottage of his own with perha^ a plot of

land. *Very little literature comes his way; and it is amazing,

considering his lack of oppartunitiesl the strides he has recently

made. Possibly the far-flung battle-line has provided him with

a debating society in which Jbe has gleaned ideas from the man

from the town where always “the battle urges,” as Meredith said.

the younger agricultural labourers are^ still in the

Army,^and when these return to the land, especially if granted a

,
cottage with an acre or two attached, it may be that the silent

'

race of English labourers will become still *more vodal than it

has become since the passing of the Com Production Act of 1917

-^tbe Act which has^revolutionised rural England.

F. E. Green.



the MOBALITY of SEA.POWpiB

Wb are confronted by German and other hostile '?ft0paganaist&
**

\\ith the accusation that “British Navalifim '118 Ilk fc^e

in all respects to the “Prussian Militarism ” which

the Great War and the collapse of % German Bmjdre. Will

“navalism’Mead some day to our own collapse?

It seems desirable that I shoirfd . supplement my article on

"Militarism and Morality," published in this Review, in April,

by an investigation into the Morality of Sea-Power, as it was

recently applied by Great Britain. Both forces, “militarism"

and sea-power, were used as a means of breaking down the

opposition of a civilian jwpulation. Militarism used the methods

of indiscriminate slaughter regardless of age or sex, burning

down dwellings, loot, enslavement, violation of women, torture,

and other methods of terror conducted deliberately against the

civilian population ih order to gain the objects of war; sea-power

used the method of slow starvation. Let us recall the facts.

It is important to pay special attention to dates in connection

with the charge that the U-lxiat atrocities were employed as the

only means of loosening the stranglehold of the British sea-

blockade. Before the war the British policy was to put faith in

international obligations, and for many years we opposed pro-

posals for food to be made contraband of war, either conditionally

or otherwise. Immediately after the outbreak of war in August,

1914, the Germans introduced a new factor, forbidden by inter-

national agreement, into sea warfare. They laid mines secretly,

outside territorial water.^i, in highways of sea traffic. We
retaliated, but, for the sake of neutrals, we advertised to the

whole world the positions of the minefields which laid

(October, 1914). The Germans continued to lay more mines, and
on November 3rd, 1914, we retaliated. We published an
announcement describing the whole of the North Sea as a

“military area" on the plea that mine-laying under a neutral
flag and other similar measures were the ordinary German
methods of candncting sea warfare. After explaining the^^^Aangers
to merchant shipping “from mines which it has-been ne<5<eBsary
to lay, and from warships searching vigilantly by night and day
for suspicious cfhft," the Admiralty (not the G:oveniment)
announced in the Press that “from November 6th onwards, ...
a ships passing a line drawn from the northern point of the
Hebndes through the Faroe Islands to Iceland do so-at their
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peril. Ships of all countries wishing to trade to and from Norway;

the Baltic, Denmark, and Holland are advised (»c) to come, if

inward bound, by the English Channel and the Straits of Dover.

There they will be given sailing directions which whi ||aSB them

safely, fib far at least as Great Britain is concerned j up the East

Coast of England to Earn Island, whence a safe route- will, if

possible, be given to Lindenaes Lighthouse.”

Admiral Scheer describes this as a declaration made by the

British Government, and adds that “free trading of neutral mer-

chant vessels on the North* Sea was made impossible when that

was declared to be in the ' war zone,* because every ship that

did not follow the instructions of this declaration was exposed

to the risk of destruction.” We have seen that the first risk of

destruction to such vessels was from German mines laid in the

fair-way of shipping, and that the Admiralty declaration of a

military area provided help to neutral vessels to avoid such

dangers, and risks from the counter-measures applied by Great

Britain. Up to tb time when the German Gk)vernment com-

mandeered all imported food supplies, so that the inference was

that they were destined for the Army, neutral vessels could carry

food to the German civilian population ; the Admiralty announce-

ment even reduced the risks to such vessels from the minefields.

On the plea that the Germans had shown a disregard for all

fnternational obligations and agreements in their conduct of the

war on land, a large section of public opinion in England was

indignant with the Government, or rather with the Foreign

Office, for “not giving the Navy a free hand,** meaning thereby

not at once reversing the policy we had adopted as a neutral in

previous wars. ^

The next step was taken by Germginy. In February, 1916,

all the seas surrounding Great Britain were declared to he a “war-

zone.** As early as November, 1914, Admiral von Pohl, com-

manding the High Seas Fleet, had represented to the Chief of

the Naval Staff that “as England (sic) completely disregards

international law in her actions, there* is not the least reason why

we should exercise any restraint in our conduct of the war, and

he recommended ruthless IJ-boat warfare: “A U-boat cannot

spare the crews of steamers, but must send them to the bottom

wifh their ships.** Certain moral considerationf^alled by

Admiral Scheer “almost entirely a question of politics ”—werd

overcome, and on February 4th, 1915, von Pohl, who by that time

had been made Chief of the Naval Staff, issu^ a notice in the

Imperial Gazette (Reichsanzeiger) establishing round Great

Brftain a “war zdne,^ of a very different nature from the military

area proclaimed by. the British Admiralty
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Channel, are herendth

^Sy 18th, 1916 .
onw«d. every rn^aht War Zm

ffiedeetro^ed. nor wiU H always^ poanble to <4^ toe danger with

which the crews and oesseiiiiers are thereby ihreatonad.

We know, from informatidn Mnpe supplied by. A#eijff«l Ocbeer,

what von Pohl meant by being ’^tb daager ” (sac

extract from his memorandum of November,

Von Pohl’s notice was issued with the consent^^^^

Government, which sent a memorandum to

belligerent Powers adfected.

This lengthy introduction has be^ necessary^ The^
case, repeated ad nauseam, is that the U-boat bilrtalities were

the logical reply to our strict blockade, whki brought German
women and children to the brink of starvation. The first ohre-

stricted U-Boat campaign was publicly decreed, as we have seen,

on February 4th, 1916. It was not until March 11th in that year

that we took the first step towards making the blockade really

effective, and we undertooE that measure as a reprisal. Until

the Germans had issued deliberate instructions which amounted

to an order to the U-boats to drown the crews and passengers in

merchant ships, our Government had abstained from straining the

international agreements which put a brake upon the full effect of

searpower. After the issue of von Pohrs note of February 4th

there could be no further hesitation.. You cannot fight in gloves

against an opponent using bis bare fists.

The Order in Council, issued by the British Government on
March 11th, 1916, prevented merchant ships from sailing to

German ports, from carrying goods destined for Germany to ports

in other countries, from carrying goods from German ports, and
ftom carrying goods of German origin from ports in other coun-
tries. That was the first step in rstablisbing an effective blockade,

though not called by that name. The Germans at the time had
not enough U-boats to make their threats effective. They also,

as a matter of policy rather than morality, made certain ben-
cessions to neutrals when they found that incidents, such as the
murder of the Lusitania*

s

passengers, were likely to raise up new
enemies against them. But, two years later, on Febrotoy Ist,

1917, they threw off all restraints and again proclaiti]^ nnfe-
stricted U-boat warfare, this time with greater resources for its

conduct. We know now that this policy, which brought America
into the war and sounded the death-knell of the German Bmifire,
was again initiated by a Chief of the Naval Staff (von
do^ in a memorandmn dated December *263, l«l^ io
to break England’s back,” whereby “the wa* bi



once in oiir faVDor. Englaad'a mabutay is her duppiitg,

bmgB ta ttie Brili^ Isteff the neoesBary aappHes
mataialB far war industrieB, and ensures tiieir solimcy abiiic»d.”

We ciSkh ba^ w«r the deMh 0
selveB GerixianB, m each iiAticm

to cboi^ ihe life out of the oth^. At first, in epite

tkm of aH internalb^ agre^^
Germany on lai^, w:e tried to conduct the \^sr at sea in accord*

ance with precedents and conventions^ Germany laid mines m
the Inghways of sea traffic. We retaliated, and at the same time
volunteered a safe conduct to neutral shipping willing to conform
to certain conditions. Germany proclaimed unrestricted U-bcat

warfare (February 4th, 1915). We retaliated by our Ord^ in

Council of March lltb, 1915 (see above). G^many again pro-

claimed unrestricted U-boat w^arfare (February Isl, 1917). We
retaliated (February 16th, 1917) with another Order in Council,

first describing the latest German proclamation as being “in

flagrant contradiction with the rules of international law, the

dictates of ‘humanity, and the treaty obligations of the enemy,”
and then assuming that all ships met with at sea on their way to

or from a country affording means of access to Germany were

carrying goods destined for the enemy, or of enemy origin.

There is no need to go into detail about the methods employed

to make the blockade of Germany really effective, such as the

control of jute, the only material from which strong enough bags

can be made to stand the rough handling of certain classes of

merchandise on wharves and quays. The control of bunker coal.

The control of voyages and destination of merchant shipping.

The establishment of “black lists” of individual trading firms.

“Eationing” certain neutral countries to prevent the export of

surplus imported stocks to Germany; and so on. The point is

that, in our reprisals, we went beyond the former conception of

“blockade,” which contemplated no restrictions being imposed

upon an enemy’s trade through neutral countries, excepting in

contraband of war. This policy was justified, not as being in

accordance with international morality, but solely as a reprisal.

I; The inference is that the morality of sea-power qannot he

ibqjlified. Either the laws are not absolute, but relative, or we
the laws in order to conduct reprisals. In plain language,

reduced the civilian population of Germany to the verge of

gfeyntmn as a reprisal for the German violation of Belgian

ibeutrality, treatment of the civil populatioip of Belgium and

France, and murder of the crews and passengers of merchant

^ps. But the statement maintained in Germany, that the

U-boat horrors were reprisals for our contravention of inter-
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national conventions, cannot be maintained. This is confessed

by Admiral Scheer in the following words describing our

blockade :
** Anyone who wished to defend himself by means of

remonstrances or protests in law was foredoomed to defeat owing

to this brutal policy of might; but, unfortunately, this was the

form our own [German] policy had taken.**

There can, I take it, be no comparison between the morality

of sea-power, which puts slow pressure upon a nation, giving the

option of surrender at any time before that pressure becomes

intolerable, and the morality of a ** militarism ** which first defies

all international covenants (“transactions which consist merely

of words .... these, which are very inexpensive, are chiefly

the means with which the wily one takes in those he practises

upon,** as Clausewitz puts it), and then slaughters civilians indis-

criminately as a means of gaining an object in war.

A national war is an unpleasant business at the best. Such

wars are likely lio become more and more unpleasant. It is held

by some authorities that the effect of developing industries, and

crowding the bulk of industrial nations into densely populated

areas drawing supplies of food from elsewhere, will enormously

increase the effect of sea-powder in time of war. Some authorities

hold that our sea blockade was the main factor in bringing about

the defeat of Germany. Personally I do not agree with that view.

I believe that the main factor was the overwhelming man-power

and industrial output in w^ar material, which sea-power conducted

in safety to France and Flanders. The credulous German people

would, I believe, have faced even greater hardships in supporting

their “militarist** rulers, if the German armies had triumphed

in the field ; we cannot generalise upon the effect of the pressure

of sea-power upon Continental nations with access by land to

neutral, or possibly friendly, countries. We know that our own
collapse would be certain if our sea communications were seriously

{nterrupted ; Admiral Scheer was quite right about that. While

not putting the “blockade** first amongst the factors bringing

about the defeat of Germany, we can put it very high. I should

put it third, the moral impetus on the Entente side, and the

victories of the Entente armies, coming before it ; always remem-
bering that, apart from the blockade, sea-power enabled the

man-power tc be applied in the field.

Whether, in the application of sea-power against civilian

populations in future wars, it will be possible to avoid transgress-

ing the letter of international covenants (we never transgressed

against their spirit), will depend upon whether a super-national

authority can be established, capable of enforcing obedience to

its decrees. If so, it may be unnecessary for any strong sda-Power
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to adopt a policy of reprisals, or to cut oif food really destined for

the civilian population. The ^ force of sea-power is tremendous.

It increases yearly in strength as civilised nations develop their

iridustrial activities. Its application without moral sanction would

raise up world forces determined to bring about its downfall. In

spite of the activities of subtle propagandists, whose fallacies it

has been my object in this article to set forth, we secured that

moral sanction and the support of all right-minded peoples in

the Great War. We are differently placed from all other nations

in this respect. We are obliged to be strong at sea, because a

few weeks of effective blockade would with us bring about intoler-

able distress which a similar blockade would not produce in as

many years in any other nation, with the possible exception of

the Japanese. Sea-power, established for oiir own defence, gives

UH a strong force to throw into the balance against the domina-

tion of “militarism,** of the Prussian type, over other countries.

We shall doubtless, in due course, adopt a standard of sea-power,

and. my personal hope is that it will be a two-Power standard,

regardless of flag, but disregarding the. United States of America.

Besides the interests of the United Kingdom, the British Navy
.has to secure the safety of the sea communication for five self-

gfoveming nations, widely distributed about the world, for the

Indian Empire, and for various Protectorates and Colonies. It

would probably be conceded by the great bulk of foreign nations,

having regard to the use to which British sea-power was put in

the Great War, that such a standard would be reasonable, and
the bare minimum required for our security. The possession

of machinery of such influence in world politics carries with it,

naturally, a tremendous responsibility. It is unnecessary to issue

a waVning to those concerned with policy, that if our influence

—

perhaps even our existence—is to endure, it is essential to study*

not also the force, but also the morality of sea-power.

Gbohgb Aston.



THE THREE SISTERS” AND “THE HIGHER COURT “

hou^ever much we try to hide our faith in them from the

world'—rule our Jives, The nmn with no vhioD to g-uJdo him is

scarcely u man at all. However much we scoff outwardly at

dreamers, the moat unyielding kef^.pa, apart in hia aoul, aoiiie dear

dream ci< tu&rfeetmti to (md eachoaCment at atte!c(mc(«d cruKiKiatK to

ayi'Avoua a\v<\ toutVi \i\xeAv\

Aeti ef&uUi earns ia (mitm ia the eamt (ikm at men's souls.

i3ut the true teat of nn ideal 'a worth ia its workaday^ value in ouj

J/vm, Dreaming is not enough. Wo must live true to the faith that
hoid:d us. Va|;ue hopes, too sterile to produce even a sickly blossom,

give life neither perfume nor beauty. We come upon this tragedy

of inactivity and listlosanesa, of mental amemia, in Tchekov’s Three

Sisters.
, No single personnge in the play has the real courage of his

convictions. Not one with any flickering consciousness of purpose is

able to carry his purpose through. The catch-phrase of “I'm
tired “ echoes throughout like a monotonous refrain. Tired I Who
is not tired who dwells upon his tiredness?

What the three sisters want, what their friends and companions
want too, are real things in their way, but their own shifting glances
fail oven to focus wliut is muterial. Work—Moscow—love—are tan-

gible, but the sisters, with vague instincts which never crystallise in

roKolutiuu, do not achieve even a train journey. . . Life, fluid, drips

through their open fingers just os water from a mountain stream
filters through the hands of those who will not hold them cup-wise.

One critic called the play a tragedy of ** stuffy and stagnant in-

action." “Spiritual dry-rot'" follows inevitably in the wake of
“ sickly luck of motive tind direction." I..eavmg the theutre, some
such sense of impotent despair comes on us us we feel when
leaving the Lock Hospital. “ How long, 0 Lord, how long? “ The
liock Hospital suffers unjustly in comparison. A gallant fight is

being put up there. The gloom in one's heart comes through the
initial ill which makes such places necessary. All the same^' we
crave for the tang of clean wind sweeping over mountain beighte,
for space to sketch the soul in, as after the ktat tremulous wlrisp^
at the close of the Three Sietere. “ We remain alone . .

.“ ** It's
all the samel It’s all the samol “

. • .
'• If only we could know!

If only we could know I

'*

Tebekov's tluee uste^ are ,le|H c^iiging to each oUier beoaoae
they have nothing else to cling to. aoD^
and stifling about a play iSce this.

And yat, withal^ Tiidi^T has the .auprerhe aii

itoryelw 0^^^ hve, does undouhh^y pow^‘ ef
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magicBl aalectioa of minute and sxgniBcant touehes/' which Mim
Young has in common with hiin—-touches udiich hliunt us, which

nre even beautiful, which move us even in our worst impatienee at

what, U it weie merely pose, would be intolerable. He throws a

dozen stage conventions to the winds. His characters talk naturally,

follow their oivn currents of tlioupht as we do in real life, aa that,

while our confidagte is deploring the ills which have befallen her,

we answer in terms indicatire of our own remcmbmace of past

wrongs. Masha, Irina, Chebuttkiu, and the others in Tchekov «

play are real in the trend of their ramblingSi even though it be the

renlitY of egotism. This quality gives d\stifveA\(^Tv to the pUy. Wa
asQ ihankCul for smaU mercies m tnodeni dwvros when eomparinn it

witb clusie ut. Wliiit traeedy of (li« poRi Sfiy yem hm tay
claim upon the interest of an unhom generation 7 How many plays

have phnises that go home, that deserve to live? VTe have almost

lost the art of writing lor aW time *' in these negWgent hays. Yha
written word in nine gut of ten cases has no more permanency than

the paper it is typed upon."

The modem dramatist's sense of vocation is lost in his alarming

consciousness of what the public pays to see.

MisH Young’s play,^ simple, poignant, depends for its succesR on

that rarest of all qualities, its startling and uncompromising defini-

tion of Truth. Now Truth, as we know, frightens most of us. It is

so seldom met with face to face that it makes us shrink. The
merest handful " serve the Truth because it's true," and for no

other motive.

m

§

The Higher Court is a drama of sincerity set in conventional

middle-class surroundings. It possesses the essential of real drama
in its conflict between great issues. In the problem play as we
usually know it, in ordinary dzHxna, the supernatural element either

does not imter at all or is so camouflaged with the trappings of what
is currency known os mysticism—an artificial thing more far apart

from xeal mysticism than clay from flo8h-~that it merely appeals to

our love id senuation. Or if
'* religion " is brought in as a weapon

with whiob to pombat some eus&ig wrong, it is, in nine cases out
of ten, dressxi^ Up in pantomimic garments intended to rouse

laUg^tcar. Take the reasonable views of the husband in the erius of

that d^ghtfuUy amusing |llay of Mr. Pint Passes By, for instance.

rocked with laughter when he diffidently suggested

tha^ ^ eqifl4n*t go , on living a woman whe^ he Imd believed

^ a Wtt^ had learned that her husband wasn't
dewd^ and Weren't married at all. . \ Bespect of the

% tlia Pksmt FhpMB at the Sinaid Theatce, Aj^ ilth, 19B0.
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ordinary decent usages of 80cieiy--^to take the question from the

lowest standpoint—seemed to the audience mad and indefensible.

Miss Young, in The Higher Court, presents, starkly, the Catholic

view of divorce. The play opens in humdrum surroundings—Mr.

Pryce-Qreen’s shabby West Kensington flat. The family lives on
next to nothing with a certain nir, mainly through the cleverness of

Idalia, the ** commonpllace daughter with the romantic name
which everyone agrees doesn't at all suit her. I^)lly, her sister, is

romantic. Polly, occupier of the best room and owner of the only

“new” suit the sisters dm buy, is “just starting off to Paris to

study art, having borrowed the money from the one solvent member
of the family, a ship-steward brother. Mr. Pryce-Green’s small

salary in a business firm scarcely pays the way. His remaining son’s

frankly doesn’t pay his. If it were not for Idalia 's scraping and sav-

ing, her happy knack of making galantine from oddments, to give an

example—“ If you only knew what ehe makes it out o/,” say the

family, pressing it on an unwilling guest—^there would be nothing

nt all left in the rent envelope at the end of the quarter.

An aunt who became a nun in a convent was the means of Idalia ’s

getting her education free and becoming a Cntholic in childhood.

The family suffer this quite patiently. But Polly openly rebels

when, on this wet morning, it having been rapidly decided she is to

leave for Frantic by the morning boat, she finds Idalia has gone to

Mass as usual. . . .

But “it wns some good after all, Idalia going to Mass,” for on

her way she meets the young doctor Polly is in love with, and tells

him of the hastened departure, and he blurts out the truth when she

asks him aloofly what he has come for.
»

Dr. Foster {exrflosivtly). You, Polly—^you

!

Polly (/oefnj/ Aim, ktttu and teetpot in either hand). Oh, Fred

!

Dr. Foster (makinff such advances as he can to a lady thus occupied). I—

I

haven’t a penny in the world.* Don’t, say anything! I don’t want anything!
' Only to tell you onco, right out, before you’re off to Paris till nobody knows
when. Only to say that—if ever 1 couM keep a wife, Polly—if ever I could !

Fred Foster, with his knock of telling rich hypochondriacs there

is nothing wrong with them, and sitting up all night to nurse a putient

without a penny, is no matnmonial cutch. Unworldly as he is, Mr.

Pryce-Jones has regretfully to forbid him the house. Idalia, coming

in fresh and rosy into the tense atmosphere, gives the keynote of her

character in a phrase.

Idalia. How I used to howl when I had to start for school \ . . . AIT the

same, once I got there ! . . . Paris will be just like that. You’ll see

!

Polly. Like the Convent! Paris!

Idaua (comfoftaUy). Like anything you're frightened of^hut you're aU rights

when you get there!

Explanations follow. Aiid Idalia, exuberant, breaks out.

Idalia. What does anything matter? . . . Oh ! . -. . Oh ! Give me some of

tHht ham! ^

Bticelbibt [darkly). The girl who can eat that diy old ham——

!
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Strange noises are beard outside^—^tramping of feet. All listen.

The heavy steps go first iipstain^ to Br. Foster’s fiat, and then down
again, to pause at the Pryce-Grecns’ door. Idalia opens it upon a

stretcher borne by policemen, bearing a man who looks at the point

of death, if not already dead.

A stranger has been knocked down in the street—an obviously

shabby stranger who wtiis run over by a motor-car hard by. Picked

up, he gave quite clearly the unusual name of these fiats. The
policeman has tried every door before coming to the Pryce-Green’s,

and nobody wilitake him in.*

He is a stranger.” . . . The eyes of father and daughter meet.

Fussy, overworked little Mr. Pryce-Green has his idcnls too.

Idalia. Papa! The beet room! Polly's!

Ma. Pryce-Gbeen. Bring him in, constable.

Br. Poster comes hurrying up with a nursing sister, a nun, whom
he has collected cn route. Idalia wrenches herself free from thought

and equips Polly with a luncheon-basket that will mean “going
without ” for the rest of the family for days. . . . The man in the

next room is dead by now, perhaps. She prays.

Foster pokes his hetid round round the door.

“He’s coming round I

”

The curtain falls upon the practical Idalia making her list of what
“ the patient” will need.

i

Macmanus, the multi-millionaire financier and newspaper pro-

prietor of the Meteor, has been working himself to a shred. And,

surrounded on the one hand by sycophants and on the other by men
to whose advantage it would be were he quietly “ got out of the

way,” he at last distrusts even the decision of the expert he has

consulted about hi.s health, who orders him a trip in his yacht “ on

the coast of Spain.” A man such as he is can wear anything he

pleases; he has no one to account to for his actions, and nothing*

resembling a home, though he lives in a mansion in Park Lane.

One morning early, neur the Fulham Hoad, he leaves his car and
goes to call at the house of a hard-worked general practitioner called

Weston, who, judging him by his “ half-starved condition ” and seedy

garments, gives him a ” complete over-hduling, ” orders “an hour’s

run daily before breakfast,” an^, feeling diffident about accepting n
half-crown fee, offers him the loan of his own old sweater and shorts.

Macmanus, with an eye to character, sees Weston’s honesty.

Against the grain, next morning he gets up and slips out of the house.

No one misses him at first. With interests in every quarter of the

globe, he takes mysterious journeys frequently. Bounding the comer
of the North End Hoad, he is aware of sudden fitbsh of pain, and
then knows no more till he awakes to see Bister Gertrude’s hood

dark against the light of the little window, and presently the glow

of IdaliaVi “ moming ’I face. He is quite unaware that, in a
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moment's consciousness, the odd nfetme of some flats mentioned in

the Meteor of the previous night lekps to his lips, and accounts for

his presence there.

Here at last is u-mazing, unforeseen “ charity.” Bringing noihing

into this world but borrowed clothes, he is wholly, blissfully de-

pendent upon a family of complete strangers for board, lodging,

nursing, and all. No self-seeking here. These amazing Pryce-

Greens give what they have without stint, and everything centres

round Idalia. Sister Gertrude nurses him back physically, Dr.

Foster superintends the work scrupulously, but idldia's youth and

gaiety, her transparent soul, and its strange workings are the revela-

tion.

He tells them to call him “ the Stowaway,” saying that, though

he remembers his rJlome and where he lives perfectly, he is

deliberately withholding it. They don’t believe him. A man at the

point of death, with nobody near and dear to inquire for him !—and

wanting nobody! . . . Why, it*s incredible. The Stowaway is, of

course, ashamed to admit his mind isn't cleer yet.

Meantime, Foster, coming in and out daily, anxiously sees the

growing strain on the household resources. There is no money left

in the rent envelope, and March quarter-day, '* the worst quarter

for coals and light,” at hand. Ethelbort, the brother, has to walk into

business daily because Idalia can't raise the price of his fare. Some-
thing must bo done. The stranger’s smUshed leg can’t be moved with

safety yet. But he is an educated mtm; there is work he could do,

there in the flat, to pay for some of the long list of delicacies he has
had, Dr. Foster thinks.

Idalia, talking to the stranger, solemnly enters up anything which
can give a clue to his identity in her little book. Beasonable things,

not ubsurdities, as when he tells her, with a twinkle, that he is a
** millionaire in hiding who hoe run away from his job, and come
to a haven where he can lie at anchor, and nobody send him yachting

to the coast of Spain/*

Spain, for Idalia, meuns “ all the wonderful people—St. Dominic,
St. Teresa, St. Ignatius.”

Magmanits. Ignatius Loyola? . You think Jesuita sound nice and sensa-

tional? No? . . . What’s your idea, then?
Idalia {puzzled). 1 haven’t an idea. ... I know Jesuits. Heaps of them.

1 generally go to oonfession to Jesuits. . .

Mackavus. Good Lord ! ... Bo yon mean to say you’re a Roman Catholic?
. . . .You! . . . The <me out-and-out transparent person I have ev«r come
across? ...

If much in the household bewilders Maemanus, one Ihing is clear

:

Dr. Foster and Idalia are in love with each other. Polly>-whom he
has never seen—^is a reix^ote abstraction. The one thing in the
world he wunts, Idalia, his money can't buy. She so obviously is

another person's property 1 But he lacks the courage to leave her,
all the same . . . and the lame leg is a lucky excuse.^ ...
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Fo8t& comeB in upon iihem in high glee. He sends Idalia of! and

iinalBeis Msemanus aware jjEvb lastIn the plainest terms that the family

^^e is living on is crudely poor, that it is up to him ** to turn to as

Boon as possible and pay a little of his debt." Here is the chance.

He can explain this part with Idalia in the room. The papers are

fun of the-ldaemanus mystery. He gives the details to Macmanus.
'And Foster has a clue which could be worked up into a good news-

p^>er story.

When the seedy clerk went to call upon Dr. Foster's friend Weston
in the Fulham Hoad, he left'on the table a gold cigarette case. The
cigarette case is engraved with the Macmanus crest. It has never

been reclaimed, nor the lent clothes returned. Foster's theory is,

** Find that man, and you'll hear something of Macmanus." Here
is the very cigarette case. He begins to read the description of the

millionaire as seen through the eyes of the Meteor employes. A
tattoo mark

(Macmanus hoMtUy dram doton hia a/«evc. Idalia takea the paper away.)

iDAUA. We d<m'i want all that, really !
*

m
The chief story-writer of the Meteor, known to Foster, is ill. But

he’d willingly give a guinea to a man who would draft out the oase.

Will The Stowaway take on the job? There's writing paper and

- pen and ink handy, and the cigarette case Where is the

cigarette case, by the by?

Idalia [haif-impatient, h(df-2>^tying, to Macmandh). Ob, dear! You'vb put

it inj your pocket, of oourae.

It is the beginning of the end. Next morning a detective appears

with the constable who brought the injured man to the Pryoe-

Green's flat, and an unwilling Dr. Weston to identify him. 'J^ey

believe he hus murdered Macmanus. There is nothing for it but for

him to disclose his identity and make preparatiozis to go " home "

that afternoon.
*

He and Idalia are left alone.
^

Macmanus. So you found me out last night? . . . Didn’t you think I was a
praUy mean case? . . . ObtainiDg chaiiiy on false pretences?

iDAiiA. I didn’t think it was fslae pr^enotf

.

Macmanus. Whai did you think ?

ISAUA. That you were hard up, aomebow. ... It took ao little to please

yon
Macmanus. Is this to gjo on all* the time? . . . Giving on your part, and

your fathor’s part, and your brother’s; and taking->-and ^ing—4nd taking on
miiie? . . .

Idalia. Oh I? ... 1 must. . . . (With di^erilty,)*^ want yon to
give me the money for a bill, please. ... I’ll make it out. . . . For some

„ things yon had. ...

li has never ocouzred to her that he could mistake her friendship

lor Foster, and wounded, but acquiescent, she takes his decision

that from to^ay must never meet. Later, by chance, she

mentionsi Polly and Foster’s '* understending."
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Macmakvs. My God ! It’e true! You’re free! And you’ll marry me I

IBALIA [brtattUtsa). Marry! . . . You!* (i>ro2M htf fact in her hands,)

Macmanus. Give me a minute; dear, and I’ll *talk aense. . . . Oh, my God

!

You do see, don’t you, Uiat two minutes ago I waa never going to set eyes on

lyoik again in tliis world? . . .

IDALIA {the jmt anguish in her tone). You aaiid tliat. 'Why? . . .

Macmanus. Will anybody tell me what I^ve done to- have auch a^to have a

woman like—to have you care for me?

Tliey are like children in their happiness. Macmanus rushes on,

planning, scheming. Why can’t they be married that morning? It

could be done. He’s so lonely. ThcTy’ll wait months then, if she

prefers. Since he met her he has begun to l>elieve in—(she looks

up hopeiully)—^mon and women. Her face falls.

Words don’t mean the same to him as to her. Dake “money,”
for instance.

Macmanus. There come into your mind all eorte of comfortable, gentle

things. Little reliefs of mind, and kindnesses, and attentions. Or—valiant
thingB«~like asking for tliat bill! ... A person says “money" to you. And
the thing you h^ar is “Love." Well—(Am voice hardens)— said “Love"
to me. And they meant money. . . . My wife did tliat.

Idalia {startled to understand him a widower). Your wife?

Macmanus. Yes. That’s all over, thank God I

ISAUA {Wincing). Oh—don’ll-

!

She must have time to think—^to consider. There is that question

of the ” mixed marriage ” to talk out with the priest. But before

that, in this supreme joy, as in each other action of her life or any

purpose, she wants, quite naturally, to tell Our Lord in the Blessed

Sucrament about it first.

She leaves him, vaguely apprehensive. . . . She is going to

church. What for? If that Church of hers attempts to separate

them 1

He comes next morning at the appointed hour. Meantime, Polly,

with the account of the Macmanus mystery in the Paris Meteor

• at hand, has read between the lines, and caught the early train back

to use her influence with Idulia. A new Idalia meets her. One
look at her face is enough for a fellow-lover. It is all settled. The
family has just been told. Ethelbert guessed it because there was
such a “ gorgeous spread Rt breakfast ” that Idalia had Actually

dared run into debt to get. . • .

Macmanus hardly dares to face her. He is scared, like a school-

boy. If these priests of hers htive put any obstacles in the way I

He can hardly believe that the vision he sees is real. He had never

dreamed of love like this, of mating such as this will be. And every

unconscious word she says breaks down the habit of a lifetime.

lOALtA. If ii’a a laq^gh you want^ just you wait till you see Father Burke’s
face when you go op and tell him about your enormous richness.

Macmanttb. Our enormous richness.

Idalia. My enormoua richness, I meant! . . . You see, he had only just got
to Mking me whether you could keep a rpof over my head when—
Macmanus. Whsftl You have seen your priest, then?

^
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detesta tlie thought ol bis affairs being talked out with a

stranger. Father Burke has climbed down, though, it seems, though

Idalia will put things so oddly.

Maomanttb. You think that FatlxBr Boike didn't know my namof
IDAUA. 1 know he didn’t. ...

Believed and happy, he gives her an amazing cheque for twelve

hundred pounds to wipe off the debt on the church schools. The

years drop from them both in their happiness. And Idalia, looking

on into the' future, sees visions and dreams dreams.
•

Idalia {hushed with wonder). I bought this for you in the cdiurch porch before

breakfast. . . . Tbe Penny Catechism. {Ske lautjhs.) Price twelve hundred
pounds «to you.

He turns to the " inarriage ** part and reads it. “ No human
power can dissolve the bond of marriage, bceause Christ has said,

‘ What God hath joined together, let no ximn put asunder.’
’*

Macmajtos. Human power ia dissolving marriage every day! {His words fail

like separate blows.) »

Idalia {with quiet certainty). No. It can’t do that.

Macmands {roughly). It doee. What’a divorce?

Idaua. Nothing. That's what Hhe answer telle. There is no divorce.

Macmanus (roughly). No divorce! I’m divorced. . . .

Idalia.—

Y

our wife is living?

.
Mackanits. She’s not my wife ! Do you mean you didn’t know ? . . .

{Silence. Then) Good Lord
!

(He ^rtee to see it. Then) But it was all in the

Meteor! In plain words! (Silence.) Foster read it to you. {Sdence. He
rememhers.) No. He didn’t. But he told you ! . . .

{Silence, Then he
rewiembers:) Hel didn’t. I stopped him. . . .

Follows inevitably, when once and finally she understands, the

Catholic’s decision. No appeui against it. A delicate girl grown

adamant. No more to be said. Nothing to be done. All the tears,

all the reproaches, useless. All the foreshadowed human charitable

acts less than nothing in the scale. God’s Will—God's Words
Who, with a due sense of proportion, cun even contemplate balancing

against ihoir finality, the little sum of even the fiercest or most

glowing human love ?

Yet, being human, how the knife turns in our heart when we
choose ! . . .

Polly and Fred come in radiant, wlien Macmanus has gone. Fancy
’ Idn-lia being sensible, in spite of all . . . They see her face and

understand what has happened. The cheque has been burned. All

is over.

Folly {roughly buttoning her into her coa^.) Here. . . . You go to

ckurch. ...

• Idalia. I'd like to. . . .

{The frov/t door cfcees.J
*

Polly (turns, sobbing, to her lover). Sho cared eo ! I’m frightened ! I’m
Irightened! . . ,

Fosxib. She—isn't ...
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Miw Young 'ft play is the more gaHant in that she has given ua

an extrecnoly case from the human view, hfocmanua hat

always had a ** rotten time/' aa Idalia said; bis wife waa in the

wrong. He is generous and grateful. Idalia had already broken

down many of his projudioea againai her faith; abe would in time

have probably helped to make him see things still obscure in a

clearer light could they have been together.

But to the Oatholic the marriage of divorced persons ia no

marriage at all.

§

A fanatical creed ? A heaven of brass against which poor bruisod

humanity hurthsH itn priiyerH in vain? Who that hu» made such a

o.hoiec, and ubide<] by it, thmugh long years, thinks so?

He iiuiy not pick nor choose his steps who takes the Way of the

Cross. Wo cannot accept the nailing of our hands and feet and

avoid ilie scourging kind Uio niockury and tlie thirst and the desolation.

God’s words arc final and unnitcrable for all the ruling and the

compromise of all thie Churches that seek to modernise them and

bring thein—like llu» nuiKic-hall revue whose b(Xilc is no longer

topical—up to date.

Out of humiliation may dawn glory, and a light never yet on land

oraea. . , . *VHo that, lielievoth God /ukr/h to tin* coimnarul-

ments; and ho that trustoth in Him shall fare never the worse.". . . .

May Batrman.

\^Thr Editor of this Heview does not undertone to return any

ntanuscripU ; nor in any case can he do so unless either stamps

or a stamped envelope be sent to cover the cost of postage.

It is adrisable that artiries sent to the Kdrtor should be type* *

tonttew.

The sending of a proof is no guarantee of the acceptance of an
article.
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Let U8 face the fact.s. The relations between the TbrtHS Great
I’owera and the Licague of Nations are not only anomalous and
confusing, but they show the inifjotenoe of the Covenant for

all effective puri^oses. Tlie Bowers refer a mandate to the League
—which uatunilly refustis it, as having neither authority, nor

arms, nor means. The Thrc^e and the League are really the

same body under different names; but they act as if they were

rival and even unfriendly Bowers. The Three have great armies

in the held and great nations in their hiuidB. The League has

nothing but costly officials, commissions, and resolutions. To
protect a small State it has no more real jK)W^er than the Society

for Protection of Women and Children. It is now certain that

America will never work out in Europe the Wilsonian Covenant.

Without America the League is bankrupt—**a dud.” Let us

face facts, and cease to chase a Utopian mirage. Our three Allied

nations must do the best they can to clear up the urgent .problems

which threaten us all with ruin.
* « • , « «

It is not for us to judge the political problems and parties*

within the Bepublic. There is much to justify both sides in the

deadlock between President and Senate—Democrat and Repub*

lican. It is entirely for them to settle things in their ow*n way
in their own home. But see the result of the deadlock on the

world around ! It is plain that the Covenant and the Fourteen

Points were the American condition on which the Republic

brought its enormous weight, its wealth, its inexhaustible armies

and material resources, into the war. But for that Covenant,

Britain, France, and Italy would have made a quick, plain,

direct Peace with their enemies in some form. But the terms of

American intervention had entirely transformed' the whole situa-

tion. The civilised nations had been banded into a moral Alliance.

Thrir potential force, as well as their material force, as such an

Altianoe, was overwhelming. The Peace had been bound up with

VOL. ovn. n.s, eb
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the American Utopia. And fifty .races in Europe and in Asia

were fired with the passion of self-assertidn at the call of the

biggest of the Entente Powers. Then the domestic quarrel in

the Bepublic broke out. It withdrew both in action and in

council. It left its deserted comrades in war to deal with the

confusion of Europe and to pacify the furious hopes and hates

of races. *««•««
The Bepublic withdrew in action : it did not withdraw in

words. Befusing to meet in Council, refusing men, money, or

goods to its own creation, the League of Nations, it does not cease

to criticise, to complain, and to interfere, both officially and un-

officially, in the doings of its late Allies, and in the execution of

its own Treaty. It will liot ratify its own Treaty, yet it con-

demns the Allies who have ratified theirs. The President will

do nothing, meet no one, discuss nothing
;
yet he claims to dic-

tate to us his wishes or his censures from his sick-room. Senators,

mayors, the Press, bark and growl about British attempts to

settle convulsions in the world—which the Bepublic will not

touch, inasmuch as ^4t passes by on -the other side.’* And the

journals and even important public men, use Ireland, Egypt,*

India, and the sea, as counters in their own party game. We
well know the supreme necessity of a good understanding between

our i)eopleB—the awful consequences of a rupture. And our

public men and oiir Press bear insults and injuries in silence.

But a man, wholly independent of any party or place, a man
who has for a lifetime honoured the greatness and destinies of

the Bepublic, may fairly ask—^in this tefrible hour when civilisa-

tion is in sore straits—is. it an honourable part of so glorious a

•nation to jeer at the Good Samaritan whilst it prefers to “pass

by on the other side”?
• * « « • . »

That the League of Nations formally declines the mandate to

protect and save Armenis^, is a cruel blow to the hopes and
promises w'hich for years have buoyed up that piteous people.

After all that has been said and done by Britons and Americans

from the time of Gladstone and Salisbury, it looks like weakness

or bad faith to surrender these remnants of an ancient race to

thrir oppressors, or rather to their assassins. Yet it cannot be

weakness or bad faith. It is Fate. Who can undertake such a

distant and impracticable task, if the League of Nations declares*'

that it has no power for such an undertaking? What a mockery
is this League which in its consolidate^ might of the Gi^at
Powers was to protect the small weak States. What could have
been done at the end of 1918 is impdsrible now. Where aie the
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annies that can save this ancient, Christum^ civilised, half-

massacred race, surrounded by savage enemies in far-off Asia,

whom our own Musulman feUow-citizens will not permit us to

crush or curb, as it would be disrespectful to the successor of

their Prophet?
. « • « * *

Surely the awful prospect of the final extermination of a Chris-

tian nation must appeal to the great American people who for

generations have worked sex hard and promised so much to help

the oppressed races in Turkey. American missionaries and

philanthropists have done more for Armenians than any others

in Europe. It was the American President and American repre-

sentatives who, during the war and the Conferences, most ]>as-

sionately pleaded for a League of Nations to protect the weak
peoples in the East. The belief of the world was that, whatever

other task the Bepublic undertook, the mandate to save Armenia
would be their obvious duty. And now an internal*dispute seems
to reject that and every European cause until after March, 1921,

at earliest. The League of Nations which Europe accepted at

the urgent insistence of U.S.A. is powerless in the absence of

her vast resources in energy, in wealth, in men. And the strident

appeal to self-determination, which the President fired as a sub-

terranean mine below the heaving crust of European nationalities,

has roused such storms of hope, ambition, and strife that the

victorious Powers are over-strained in efforts to satisfy or control

them. ««««»«
These promises to weak peoples, these ]^)otential mandates,

seem about to breed endless trouble and strife. I view with

anxiety our proffers to Serbia, Greece, ^yria, and Mesopotamia, •

as well as that to Armenians. One of the worst imbroglios is

that of Palestine. 1 fear that Mr. Balfour’s promise to the Jews
was even mo^e dangerous than his treaty with Italy. By all

means let as many Jewish patriots as •desire it, go to Palestine,

purchase estates or farms, and settle there. But, as the country

is BOW occupied by its ancient people, Musulmans, Christians,

and othars, with a very smdll Jewish minority, the idea cl

crealmg in it a new Jewish Nation is nonsense. The Allies and

the Jews themselves are puzzled and divided about what Zionism

nwans. There has been some ridiculous “hot air”—wiuch we
B^ht oaU Zangwillism—which talks about dispos^sang the Arab

and imn-Jewi^ population, even by fc»:ce, and of constituting a

Muocabean kingdom according to the “Jewish P^.” But evm
the m&te modei^ Zk>msm of bringing many Jews to Palestine

is a landfill Sinn Pein kii# of dream. And I hope that our

bb2
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Government will give no more encouragement to the nonsenBe

of creating any sort of Jewish nation.

» « « * « . «

1 am invited by the Zionist Central body to sign and support

their Ap|)eal to have Palestine made the Jewish National Home.
Of all the mischievous and absurd cries about Races, this is the

worst. Jews may be a race, or a sect : they are not a nation.

They have a religion of their own, and inherit physical, moral,

and intellectual (lualities. Bui that does not make a nation

;

much less docs it give a right to turn other races out of their

own homes. Catholic's do not pretend to be a nation, nor do

they claim to turn ail inhabitants out of the Papal States of the

Church. Gypsies arc not a nation : nor do they claim to return

and drive the Pellahccn out of Egypt. All people with red hair

or long noses, or all the Smiths and Joneses in the Empire or

America, might as well pretend to be a “ nation **
; or the Danes

claim to return to their ancestral homes in East Anglia. Je\r8

not only are not a nation ; but they have been for 2,000 years

citizens of almost every nation on the earth. They have been

active members of countless political nationalities for ages

—

especially of British, American, French, Italian, and German.

They are no more a nation than Buddhists or Quakers.

* « »

And what right have they to Palestine? More than 1,000 years

before Ghi'ist they savagely overran that land and massacred its

native peoples. If race is decisive, it belongs to the remnants

of the Hittites, Amorites, Canaanites, Perizzites, Hivites, and

Jebusites. History records no more ruthless extermination than

.
the story in Holy Writ “how they destroyed man and woman,
young and old, ox, shee}), and ass—all except their friend, Bahab,

the harlot. Nothing more horrible is recorded of Attila and bis

Huns, or of Wilhelm and his **Huns.’* A few centuries later they

were carried oflf as slaves f and, except for short intervals, they

never recovered the country as a nation, but lived in it as

scattered exiles. In Greek and Roman times they were only

refugees, who had no national or territorial rights. In the Gospel

age the inhabitants of all Syria w^erc largely Greek oi Roman in

race, in allegiance, in language, and in civilisation. And now,

because of this original massacre and because they crucified the

Rounder of Christianity, this Arab tribe, which has been want
dering about the world for two thousand years and has lost all

sense of common language, or political unity, or agricultural

habits, summons the Supreme Council to '^lace it as “a nation,**

and imitate Joshua in turning out t|pb lawM inhabitants. Many
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rash pvomiBes were made in the stress of war, and we have too

many mandates as it is.
*******

I cannot pass over the Centenary of Herbert Spencer without

a word to express my honour to the most important English

philosopher of the nineteenth century. I knew him well for more

than forty years ; I worked with him in many a public cause ; I

carried on controversies with him, which happily ended in per-

sonal sympathies; and I have published in more than one book,

and especially in my Oxford Herbert Spencer Lecture, 1986,

my own estimate of his system of philosophy. I am well aware

that the twentieth century turns, with a perhaps inevitable

reaction, from those whom the nineteenth century honoured. But
the mature judgment of the future will do justice to the profound

powers of mind and the inexhaustible industry which Spencer

brought to his task in a long life of devotion to intellectual and

moral progress. His signal achievement was to have been the

only English thinker, since the crude attempt of Bacon, who
had systematically worked out a Synthesis of general knowledge.

^ This is so vast, so rare, and yet so dominant an achievement

that, even if later knowledge reveals its errors and its incom-

pleteness, it takes a place of its own in the history of human
thought. In a new book Professor Bury has shown how a syn-

thetic theory of civilisation reacts on moral, political, and religious

ideas from age to age ; and ho very justly groups together as the

founders of our law of Progress Condorcet, Comte, and Spencer.

It is Spencer, in fact, who alone in the English-speaking world

has develdped the philosophy which on the Continent arose after

the convulsion that closed the eighteenth century. Our great*

English men of physical science and of moral and social science

have worked more or less on specialist and limited fields, where

condusive accepted results are possible. Spencer is still *‘onr

one synthetic philosopher.” The attempt to frame a real con-

catenation of scientific and moral ideas has effects so pervading

and constructive that it retains its permanent power over subse-

quent thought, although in many parts its solutions are not

accepted as final. Thus Spencer will rank with Bacon, Locke,

Hume, Adam Smith, and Darwin.*«»**•
* I am much interested in the very timely book just published

by Mr. Hartley Withers.^ He is an economist of great experience

and of signal independence of judgment ; and he has written a

(1) ^^Oatejor Oapikiitm (Eveleigh Nash Co.), pp, 266.



lucid and balanced estimate of current schemea of industeial

reform. It is a manual of the ca^ for Capitalism, which ahonld

be invaluable were it taken to heart both by employere and

employed, for it is by no means a partisan defence of Capital,

of which it frankly states the evils and the defects under presmit

conditions. For its evils and its defects he proposes social, moral,

and practical remedies ; but after a close examination of various

forms of Communism, State Socialism, Bureaucratic, and Guild

Socialism, he shows the solid advantages of a recognised system

of Capitalism over all the tyranny, monopoly, and chaos which

must result from any of the familiar schemes of eliminating

Capital by a vast social and economic revolution,*«««*«
He opens his study with a chapter on the "Weakness and

Strength of Capitalism ”
; and in this he states fully the ordinary

attacks made on it, and then the gain to freedom and general

utility which it confers on the mass of the citizens in a normal

democracy. There is another chapter on the “Achievements of

Capitalism ** in conferring on the public the enormous improve-

ments in human life in recent times, as compared with the

oppression and sufferings of former generations—and this ia

spite of all that rhetoric can declaim as to still unremedied abuses.

In the incalculable multiplicity of modern life the demagogue

can find a ready text. The tme reformer in politics or in

economics must patiently survey the entire field and set off local

and partial evils against the widespread ruin that yawns in the

darkness of an unknown abyss of social upheaval. We can all

see how a crazy social gospel of new industry converts a mag-
nificent and populous city into the dying wilderness of Leningrad.

« . « ' « 0 • •

With inexorable logic Mr. Withers exposes the mendadons
sophists who tell excitable workmen that the “capitalist is a

thief”; and the card-Bharper trick of Karl Marx that Capital

robs Labour of the “ surplhs value.” This is the poison seed that

has grown up as Bolshevism. Every sane economist knows that

“profit ” earned over the wages paid out usually has to be devoted

(1) to the debts due for rent, plant, materials, and capital

lent for u^r, (2) to reserve and fresh industrial undertakings,

aiul f3) in a very minor degree, often very moderate, to the per-

sonal use of the capitalist. Without No. (1) there would have
been no work produced and no wages at all paid ; without No.*

there would be constant stagnation and no increase of .busin^w
or wider employment. And yet Laboni; leaders allow ignc^^*
workmen to be gulled into fancying that the enti^ «(enf^Jus„
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jtfofit '* is (a) their own product at^i properly, and (h) is plun-

dered by the capitalist. Labour will nevei^ be 8t to form a

Government until it has induced the working masses to put aside

this silly falsehood of Marx.
• « . « * • *

After showing the radical antagonism between State Socialism

and Guild Socialism, and the repudiation of State bureaucracy

by both, Mr. Withers ends with an admirable chapter on
Capitalism and Freedom.** Though Capitalism has ita own

defects, it protects citizens* against the oppressive bondage inevit-

able in every known form of Communism, Socialism, or Guilds.

Guilds could only live by enforcing rigid monopolies. Socialism

cannot wriggle itself out of bureaucratic despotism. Socialists

and Guildists regard the general public as mere “fodder** for

their fade. The “consumers** mean the whole commonwealth
except themselves, and are to be their bond-slaves, to buy what
they tell them, do what they are ordere<l to do, and pay the prices

that they fix. Socialism and Guildism are Sinn Fein in working

clothes. Ireland and Ilussia to-day are the Paradise of the “top-

dog.** As to workmen showing rare zeal for the State, Mr.
Withers tells us how the Tommies in camp laughed when he
asked if they found “fatigue work** so stimulating. Altogether

Mr. Withers’ book is a wholesome manual of rational industry.

Tho only part of the case for Capitalism which he omits is that

of the moral value and the moral duty of Capitalism, so powerr

fully enforced by Auguste Comte in his Polity as the Social ideal

of a regenerated Humanity.«««•*«
The last—alas I the posthumous—tale of Mrs. Humphry Ward

(Harvest, Collins and Co.) will be widely read by all who love

her books, but also as a record of her splendid activity to the

last breath of life during these cruel days of war and toil. I

know not if it will add to her literary reputation. For myself,

as an old friend, I value it for telling us so much of herself. No
woman in all these six years of stress and strain worked so hard,

saw so much, studied so deeply the problems in France, Bel-

giu^l, and America, appealed. so vividly to the hearts of men and
of women, in the cause of a better world for those who are to

cofne. Years hence this little book will be foupd a living

chronicle to explain how women took to the land and to men’s

^
work and ways and clothes, how the villages took their part, and

pensioners of both sexes, parsons, and squifes, Canadians and

Americans, fell into rank in the old Country. Mrs. Ward was

to the last one of the most strenuous opponents of Votes for

WomeB.* This book will show that she rejoiced in seeing all that
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women could do—and only wished them to hold fast to whftt

women can do best.
* * « « * «

Although the young mockers cease not to call out “Go up”
to the bald-headed Victorian prophets, it is curious how per-

sistently the Georgians seem busy with records of Victorian work.

The poets, priests, writers, and politicians of the nineteenth

century have been studied in abundant biographies and criticisms

;

and a brilliant satirist has portrayed, four Eminent Victorians

in pungent vignettes, which look too much like snap-shots in a

picture-paper. Happily now truer portraits of seven eminent

Victorians have been given us by a sympathetic and serious

student of modern thought. Mrs. W. L. Courtney’s portraits*

have every quality that Mr. Lytton Strachey’s want. They
are based on careful study of the originals : they are singularly

truthful: and they judge the character and the work of each

subject with ari impartial but kindly mind. I have been myself

in close touch with Frederick Denison Maurice, Matthew Arnold,

Charles Bradlaugh, Thomas Huxley, and Leslie Stephen ; and I

have myself written estimates of Miss Martineau and of Charles

Kingsley. And I am amazed to find how^ faithfully a Georgian

lady from books has made my friends live again.
» « * * * *

The four “Eminent Victorians” were good subjects to be

analysed—but they were not typical leaders of nineteenth-cen-

tury thought and progress. The seven leaders of thought, chosen

as types of Victorian opinion, differ widely both in character and

in creed ; but they were all stout asserters of liberty of judgment

and pioneers of new phases of belief. “Free-thinkers” does not

mean sceptics : it moans those who burst obsolete bonds of tradi-

tion. Two of the seven were earnest parish priests : Arnold was
a reformer of the Church : Huxley, Stephen, and perhaps Miss

Martineau, were Agnostics : Bradlaugh was the only real Icono-

clast. The seven Victorians have perhaps hardly any common
mark except Honesty, Courage, Conviction. To my memory all

seven are set forth in this book in the living form as I knew
them—and withal are judged with a genial independence of

mind. Mrs. Courtney is neither advocate nor satirist ; she gives

us the facts, and does not range herself under anyone. I am
myself personally much interested in her story of Maurice’s life

and family, as of, all the seven I had chiefly moral sympathy

«

with him, albeit the least intellectual agreement. In creed I am
far more with Huxley and Stephen: and in sympathy and in

{1) freeiMnkers of ihe Nineteenth Oentwy, bj Janet B. Courtney, O.B.X*
Ohapmaa and Hall, 1920.

*
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belief, least of all the seven with Bradlaugh. If Maurice and

Stephen could be amalgamated in one religious eirenicon, it

would go far to realise a Positivist ideal.*•««««
Of the seven biographies—suggestive and sound as they all

are—^the central and dominant names are those of Huxley and

of Stephen (the only one who survived Queen Victoria). These

two studies I would 8[)ecially recommend young readers to mark,

if they care to understand what we Mid-Victorians w’ere thinking.

They are also the only studies which Mrs. Courtney seems to

have made from personal knowle<lgc. Of Maurice, Arnold, Hux-
ley, and Kingsley I have written so much in various books of my
own, that I will only now say how entirely I am in general agree-

ment with Mrs. Courtney’s iwrlraits. Both her Huxley and her

Stephen are most faithful and interesting estimates. Stephen

of them all w'as most near to me in age, in social and intellectual

fellowship ; and 1 find in these pages a fine record of a noble life.

I wwked with him in many a stiff road that he trod so stoutly :

and 1 grieved to find that be would not join mo when I trod

«

paths of my own. Mrs. Courtney has told most vividly and

faithfully her story of some who in the last century fought and

died in the long battle which, for more than fifty years, was waged

to secure intellectual freedom for our children.

Frederic Harrison.

voii. tjvn. N.S. E E
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No one knows exactly what Job meant when he expressed the

wish that “mine adversary had written a book/* but I could desire

for a friend no pleasanter accomplishment. It reveals human

nature from a new and agreeable angle and discovers to the

author unexpected sympathies. As the ways of the world are

BO crowded, it is impossible to move in any direction to-day

without treading accidentally on someone's toes. So an author

to bis surprise may suddenly find an angry man hopping round

him on one foot, uttering strange cries, while nursing in his hand

a bruised pet com. This may be amusing, but the moS; enter-

taining part of the achievement is to learn what apparent annoy-

ance can he caused by stating in cold type a fact so self-evident

that were it brought forward at a luncheon-table it would not

even provoke a discussion.

I repeated in Fleet Street and Dowmng Street a conversation

1 had had with Viscount Morley of Blackburn some years pre-

viously, w'hen I remarked that I had helped to make popular

daily journalism a branch of commerce. Had I asserted that

journalism through me had become a branch of murder, a modern

system of assassination, the slow ix)isoning of the public mind,

1 could hardly have been rebuked more roundly in Fleet Street

for giving publicity to what I have been assured is “the most

contemptible view of journalism that has yet been given to the

w’orld.'* The entertaining part is that, wherever I turn, I find

the same truth repeated. *The Times last autumn published an
article on the French Press, in which it wrote :

—

In recent years there has been a marked tendency in the (French) Press,

notably in Paris, to a^pt some o! the features of English and American

journalism. This has resulted in a process of industrial realisation and in

the evolution of those Paris papers w'hich arc known as the *' Grande
Presse." The Grande Fresse *'

is, ae a rule, much more concerned with
its circulation than with its politics, ' although it, too, in times of

|\olitioBl oonunotion is mobilised on one side or the other. . . The Grande
]|^eEse oomppses the Petit Parisien^ Le Afaiin, Le Petit Journal, *Le

.

Journal, and VEcho d$ Pam, All of these papers arc very large business

onneems.

So far as I am dware, no French journalist regarded his honour

tarnished by this plain statement of fact ; certainly no letters of

protest appeared in the Times. Yet it doeh not go beyond any-

thing 1 have said. And, as if this were not sufficient prdbf of tk
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of my thesis, we have I^ord Eothennere, the founder of the
Sunday PtctoHalf to my mind one of the most marvellous illustra-

tiohs of the successful commercialism of popular journalism

—

Mr. Bottomley^s John Bull is another—openly stating, when
applying for half a million pounds sterling of public money

:

“There are few sounder businesses than a newspaper that has
once thoroughly established itself in the favour of the public.”

The Bvemng News was bought for .£25,000 in 1894 • in 1896
the Daily Mail was founded with a capital outlay of £13,000;
a few years later the Weekly Dispatch, a Sunday newspaper, was
acquired for £25,000. These three papers were subsequently
formed into a public company, Associated Newspapers, Limited,
with a capital of £1,600,000. The shares of Associated News-
papers are quoted almost daily in the Times' financial columns
under the heading “Commercial, Industrial, etc.” The Times,

after having been a family property for over one hundred and
twenty years was converted in 1908 into a limited liability com-
pany, with a capital of three-quarters of a million. In face of

these facts and figures, it is difficult to see how else you can

speak of these dailies than as “a branch of ca merce” (my
phrase) or “large business concerns” (the Times’^ phrase). The
instances I have cited are not isolated; for it is the exception

nowadays to find a daily paper which is still a private property.

The Morning Post and the Daily Telegraph are the two most

notable instances.

The term “newspaper proprietor” which one sees and hears

so frequently is usually a misnomer and leads to confusion of

thought. It is a mistake into which I admit I have fallen. In

Fleet Street to-day, a’s a rule, men control newspapers ;
they do

not own them. This is a significant distinction. Lord North-*

cliffe, for example, is not the proprietor of either the Times or

the Daily Mail; he controls both journals. Ck>ntrol of a public

company is legally secured by holding or having the command

of at least 61 per cent, of its voting power. Notwithstanding

this, control can rightly be disputed, and under certain conditions

actually imperilled, if the company fails to be a commercial

success. But let the success be not only assured, but brilliant,

andr the controller is permitted to exercise the fullest powers

vdthout the slightest restraint. It is truer at the. present ^^e
than at any other period in the history of the daily paper, that

Vhe policy and general conduct of the daily Press turns on com-

mercial success.

The explanation of the offence I appear to have caused in Fleet

Street is probably that we do not take the same view of com-

meroB. S have always thought that the Britidi Empire was

B B* 2 .



up by Britisii merchapts, and th9,t in ncffsaal times

intuitional friendship was based on int^tioh^;^

But, as the very word implies, a profit is anticipate^ oh^

mercial enterprises. Is it degrading that newsp^r compaMbft

with capitals of from half a million sterling upwaide must bejao

conducted that they yield profits? When I am told that in ttfer

to do this the controller must trim his sails to catch every popular

breeze, I can only smile. This criticism obviously overlooks that

these 'are the days of steam, when everyone works under thb

high pressure of comj>etition and quick living.

My assertion that I and my associates had converted daily

‘ journalism into a branch of commerce was, like all generalities,

only partially true; the process had begun forty years b^ore

my tiine. The first man who discovered the potentialities of a

daily paper conducted on commercial principles was that very

shrewd journalist, Mr. Joseph Levy, who, directly taxes on

advertisements and news-sheets were removed and before the

paper duty was abolished, produced in 1855 the penny Daily

Telegraph. He not only put all his money into the business,

but, according to the D.AM?., indxiced other members of his

family to do the same. His foresight was fully justified by •

results. From the very first the penny Daily Telegraph has been

conducted on sound commercial principles. But this did not

imply sixty years ago, any more than it implies to-day, that its

editorial pronouncements lacked humanity, sincerity, and charac-

ter, or that the editor was forced constantly to play to the gallery or

to keep his ear to the ground. There is no great London daily

which has run a straighter course, adhered more closely to the

principles on which it began, been more lo^^al both to its readers

»and to its staff, than the DaUy Telegraph, and yet there has been
none whose prosperity has been more constant. The only postible

explanation is that it has always been conducted on sound
commercial principles.

It may be well to outliife one or two of the principles which,
in my opinion, form the foundation of a successful daily paper.
I omit any reference to distribution, for I have dealt fully with
that in my book. In the first place, the news must be wide and
varied; it qmst be presented brightly and so arranged, as to* be
quickly assimilated. It must be recognised that the advertise-
ment columns have a nows value and a selling power equally

:

with the editorial columns. News interest must never be allows*
to slacken.

I speak from memory, but T believe I am right in saying it

was the Daily Telegraph which originated the “silly season**
correspondence. Here is an excellent instance of sbxpwd epm*
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mAans^im at a wheia pubMo iatatieiil lii^aa i^oat monopoliiad

% p<^tic8. ParlUmont had Hsen
;
politics for the moment were

It was holiday time, hut a daily paper, run on ocunmercial
j^ndples, could not risk loss of interest in its columns. A “ silly

season ” topic was started, something light and trivial to keep on
the tongues of holiday-makers the name of the paper and to

maintain popular interest in its columns.
The Times under present management has been a distinct

commercial success. Analyse that success. I leave opinion out
of the question, as I shall come to that presently. The general
news of the Times, in comparison with the London Press as a
whole, is little better now than at any time during the last

hundred years, but it is presented better, it is an'anged more
dalfully. The Times is a blind man's paper—that is to say, a
Bian who has lost his sight may ask anyone to read the paper out

to him, and he, though sightless, can tell the reader to which page
to turn for the special news he wants, e.g. ;— *

“The Times, you tell me, is to-day twenty-eight pages. Look
at page 17 and read out the headlines of the leaders. Now turn

over to page 19 and read out the social paragraphs. Afterwards

go back to the opening pages and tell me about si)ort.“ And
BO on, and so on.

This careful arrangement of news is nowadays a vital com-

mercial principle, and it needs not only considerable technical

skill on the part of those who “make up" the paper, but also

the full recognition by whoever is at the head of the administra-

tion that a careful arrangement of news and a close adherence

day by day to the same positions is a primary essential in the

success of a newspaper.

Just one other illustration of these j^rinciples—short advertise-

ments. The news value of short advertisements was recognised

by Daniel Stuart of the Mormrig Post at the end of the eighteenth

century. It has never altered. The short advertisements of the

Daily Telegraph are an impregnable defence. The Times has

been working them up and with considerable success. It began

with its “agony” column—i.c., the column next “Births, Mar-

riages, and Deaths ” on the ffbnt page, where personal announoe-

m^ts are published. This column has been devoted to this class

of advertising for certainly w^ell over eighty ye&rs. It has

been long known that an “agony” advertisement may contain a

secret code. During the war I was called to^ serve on Parlia-

mentary Committees which had to among otj^ier matters,

this very question. It was then openly stated, what for a long

time had been commdh knowledge in Fleet Street, that many of

these “agonies” are written within the office. The writers need
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a oerUin knack, bat^ having it, they will tom (mt tfter

day Burpriaing examplcB of genuine thrills. And these pmpoal
adTertisemeutB, asBumed to conceal tragedies, mysterieB, and
romances, are not only widely read by the readers of the paper,

but they are copied into other journals and thus actually adver-

tise the columns in which they originally appear. This is good
advertising, sound business.

The Times has lately made a clever move to assure that its

short advertisements should be read.
^
It is to women that they

are intended especially to appeal. So a fashion plate by a fashion

artist of high repute is printed daily among these advertisements,

and attention is drawn to it by a headed paragraph on a pro-

minent news page. It cannot surely be urged that either in

arrangement of news or development of advertising there is any-

thing derogatory to the standard of journalism. Yet these are the

commercial principles to which, in these days of severe competi-

tion and high dost of production, 1 maintain a daily paper must
conform.

As regards leading articles—that is to say, the expression of

views and opinions—commercially speaking, they carry little

weight. It was not so in mid-Victorian times, and the Daily
.

Telegraph

t

to confine myself to the one example already quoted,

fully established that a daily paper that relied on its views to

any extent for its sales, had only to display consistent humanity,

sincerity, and character in order to win readers. The commercial

value of opinion was already waning when 1 entered journalism.

The people had begun to learn to think for themselves and were

displaying a disinclination to have ready-made views thrust upon

them. A dozen years later, when I found myself occupying a

responsible position in 'Fleet Street, this disinclination had

become more marked, and 1 and those associated with me realised

we must look to news to sell our papers and to attract advertises.

We worked accordingly. There was nothing original in our

methods. Wo followed the natural trend of development, and,

as I have pointed out, the men in whose footsteps we most closely

trod were W. T. Stead and George Newnes.

Nor can I see any reason to modify my belief that any change

has occurred in the relative value of views as compared with

news since 'I left journalism. I admit readily that there Is

a small percentage.of thoughtful people who do select tEeir daily

paper for the honesty of its opinions and its literary worth, but .

this percentage is so smell that it does not suffice to secure '

financial stability. I have not failed to notice what is apparent'

to anyone who makes a study of the diurfial Press that the cme

great London daily which in recent months has adveliised te
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new xoaitoB is the very paper whose leading ittticles axe not only
disi^guished for their honesty, fearlessness, and independence,

but also for a X)eculiarly high literary merit, which is admitted
on all sides.

Since I declared daily journalism to be a branch of commerce,
all kinds oi faults and offences have been imputed to this cause.

'

For instance, I have been told that the suppression of the facts

concerning the anarchy in the south and west of Ireland is due
to commercialism. When a schoolgirl of eighteen, with the
melodramatic name of Leonora, ran away with a boy lover

without telling her parents, and instead of being left to her
mother to be properly spanked was converted into the heroine of

the hour by the popular Press, this also was attributed to the

newspaper being now regarded “as wholly an article of com>

^
merce.*’ The same cause is assigned for the skilful selection and
presentation of news in order to advance political or private pur-

poses, although one reviewer, who disagreed wifh my views on
every other point, did agree with me that “this distrust of the

columns of the Press synchronises with the period in which the

use of the word ‘ official ’ has become a commonplace in pre-

senting the fare of the day,”

These faults or defects, call them which you will, have been

inherent in the daily Press for at least two hundred years. There

is no difficulty in putting the finger on their counterpart at almost

any time during this period. All that has happened is that “the

, industrial realisation ” of the daily paper, to adopt the Times*

phrase, has put a different gloss on them and given to them a

new significance.

Never for an instant did I dream that because I asserted daily

journalism to be a branch of commerce and doubted whether

journalism was a profession I could be charged with placing

journalists on the same level as hucksters, thimble-riggers, and

three-card-tricksters. Yet I am told I have done this. Surely

commercialism is not a term that applies to these gentry, and in

the field of commerce, though men work primarily for profit,

they are animated by a high sense of integrity and patriotism.

The best of them give of their best ; which is equally true in

jgymalism. Commerce also employs others beside commercial

men, scientists for example; and journalism, ^ branch of

^commerce, employs other than journalists, for example, men
• belonging to the profession of letters. Thei:^ is no occanon to

labour this point. One of my oldest,journalistic colleagues has

pointed out in a private letter that you can never get two m«ii

in Fleet Street to agfee on the philosophy of journalism. Since

my boctfwas published, 1 have read an article by that delightful
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writer^ Mr. E. B. Osbom of the Morning PoH, in whidi he

aoousee Thackeray, of all men, of 'guying jonmalism and jonr*

naliats. If Thackeray with his grand conception of “the

great engine" cannot escape this charge, who am I to

complain?

1 have been amused to read almost in the same hour an accusa-

tion of taking an ignoble view of daily journalism and a private

letter from a man of letters, an old friend, who for twenty years

was a regular contributor to a daily paper with which I was at

one time closely associated, in which he reminds me that his

invariable view of daily journalism Has been that it is a sausage

machine. There is a good deal to be said for his point of view,

but I tremble at the consequences had I dared to put it forward.

Because I gave the public what it wanted, I have seen it stated

this implies that 1 must have pandered to their lowest tastes, not-

withstanding I have said distinctly that in my opinion popular

taste is too often misjudged, and the people have to accept the

worse because the better is withheld from them. The Old Vic

bears evidence to this truth to this day where public entertain-

ments are concerned ; the immediate success of TiUBits and after-

wards of the Daily Mail was proof of it in popular journalism.

While every reviewer has commented on my view of daily

journalism as a branch of commerce, and most of them have dis-

cussed it in a full and friendly spirit, it is to me a rather remark-

able fact that not one, not even the rare malignants, have put

their finger on what to my mind is a possible danger that may
arise from this development.

I have alluded to the few traditions that flourish'in Fleet Street.

They are strongest in newspaper offices whem a single family has

ruled for several generations. I have already referred to the

Daily Tdegraph. Lord Burnham, as his father before him,

makes it abundantly plain that in his eyes the position of a news-

paper proprietor involves duties and responsibilities not only to his

staff but to the public, noi only as a private citizen, but as a

publicist.

Exactly the same spirit is manifest in the Morning Post office

under Lady Bathurst. It is now nearly fifty years since hw
father, the late Lord Glenesk, then Mr. Algernon Borthwi^,
ceased to be* his own editor. In this half-century, though there

have been changes by death and voluntary retirement, only once,

has the editorial ch^ir become vacant through disagreement with

the proprietor. There a^ posts in that office which descend

from father to son. It is now nine years since my friend,

Mr. H. A. Gwynne, was appointed editbr, and the. editorial

oohimns during that period testify that the traditiond* of the
• «
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Morning Pat, in regard to the duty and xesponsibiiity it owes to

the public, are as stoutly maintained as ever.

With the industrial Fealisation of the daily paper a new element
was introduced by the proprietor giving place to the controller.

Here I would make one point quite clear. This realisation fol-

lowed on the success of the popular daily ; the commercial success

of the daily was not due to it. In the middle nineties it was un-

imaginable that a halfpenny morning daily and a halfpenny even-

ing daily combined with a 4>enny Sunday paper could employ pro-

fitably capital of over one and a half millions sterling.

So long as the controller is a journalist or, failing to l>e one, is

content to leave the editorial management in the hands of jour-

nalists, the custom of Fleet Street will be more or less adhered

to. But for a moment assume that the control of a wealthy cor-

poration owning onp or more dailies passes into the hands of an
exceedingly clever tradesman with a genius for commercial organi-

sation, and a thirst for power, but with no sense of duty or re-

sponsibility to other than his own interests. What happens

then? Human nature is the same all the world over, and the

same tyranny can be anticipated which followed on the indus-

trial realisation of the necessities of life in the United States,

and led to the Anti-Trust lavrs. There would be“ accusations of

the vague kind by which despotisms of all sects love to clothe

their vengeance against individuals who have incurred the hatred

of the despots or who have awakened their fear.'’ Thus the

Times, in describing the other day the bullying of the Bolshevik

Government in Moscow, defined the bullying of all despotisms.

And this danger is not impossible in Fleet Street.

I think it can be safely left to the young men who throng

and will continue to throng the StrecJt of Adventure. I may bo

right or I may be wrong in regarding them as merchant adven-

turers, but of this I am certain, that no valiant knights of old in

the brightest hour of chivalry will be quicker or bolder than they

to defend the right and to protect the wronged should ever occa-

sion arise.

Kennedy Jones.
(Author of FUet Street and Downing Street,)
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From San Eem the scene shifts to Spa. The final s^ts of the

drama of peace-making have seen many changes of ddcor, Paris

and Versailles long remained the back^und of the action ; and

then we have gone from England to Italy, back again to Eng-
land, and then to Belgium. What passes at Spa was prepared

at San Eemo and Hythe. San Eemo was where the plot of

capitulation (as it is called by many people) was secretly woveh.

Spa is the denouement.

On the Italian Eiviera a month ago I watched the statesmen at

work. One came into constant contact with them ; one saw the

play and interplay of ideas; the clash of interests; the search

for the common, denominator. To say that the Lloyd George

thesis has triumphed, or to declare that the Millerand concep-

tion has prevailed, would be to express the matter wrongly.

Everybody sincerely desired to find the solution of the problem

which the impracticability of the 1919 Treaty had set up. There

were no ready-made answers. The answer was elaborated by

the statesmen together. Naturally there were leanings in this

direction or in that ; but in the result there was an agreement

on principles : the Allies put themselves, as they should do, in

woord before meeting the German delegation at Spa. Much
more was done under the blue sky of Italy than was revealed.

It would have been folly to come into direct touch with the

Germans for the first time without at least a tacit and provisional

understanding on the two questions of disardiament and repara-

tions. When two partners go into conference with a third party

it would argue incompetence if they did not both know before-

hand what aim they had in the negotiations. Spa was arranged

in more senses than one on the sunny shore of the Mediter-

ranean. That there 'was a tug-of-war, a reluctant abandonment

of certain preconceived notions, goes without saying. Spa is

a revolution. It is a complete reversal of the international policy

hitherto pursued. It is, w'hether we like it or not, 1920 con-

fronting 1919^. 1920 does not necessarily condemn 1919. The.

two dates demand different methods; what was right then may
be wrong now ;

what is right now may have been wrong then.

To change the foQirs of our minds is not easy; and there are

doubtless politicians who would adopt an attitude identical 'with

that of last year, five years, ten years, hence. Yet practical per-

sons who take stock of the world from time to time wilj re^se
that the^ factors of the sum have changed. «
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HoiWf. Signor Nitti expressed it well when he reminded ns
that we were at peace and not at war, and that it was therefore

wrong to preserve the war spirit. We have to cultivate the peace

i^mt. That does not, of course, mean that we are to forget the

grievous sins of Germany, or condone her present deptorable

demonstrations of bad faith. Far from it. But the British Prime
Minister, whatever language he* may employ, lets it be clearly

understood in every speech that the salient fact in European
relationships at this moment is the need of an industrial renais-

sance,. of a general economic co-operation. When we get down
to realities the reconstruction of Europe as a whole is more
important than political quarrels and phrase-mongering. With-
out adopting the concipsions of Mr. Maynard Keynes, without

the smalleBt desire to spare Geimany the just chastisement that

has fallen upon her, or to save her from her infrangible obhga-

tions towards France, the time has come to ascertain how and
what she can pay, in what conditions she can Acquit herself of

her debt, and how France, England, Germany herself, and other

countries may benefit. They will benefit from a solvent Ger-

many. They cannot prolong the grave risk of having an insol-

vent Germany. What will it profit France, the chief creditor,

to have huge vague sums owing but never paid? France as a

senrible nation began to reason logically that the only way of

obtaining reparations of any kind was to coino to terms with

Germany—^to make a composition. The fixed-sum suggestion of

San Eemo, though at first shocking to French sentiment, was

soon seen to be inevitable.

Let it not be forgotten that the fixed sum is foreseen in the

Treaty. I have criticised the Treaty as much as most political

writers, but I think it is grossly unfair to imagine that all that

is being done is in contradiction with the Treaty. The Treaty

ought to be re-read. It contains much. On this particular point

it should be recalled that the Eeparations Commission in any

event is obliged to present the total bill to Germany not latef

than a year hence. Germany herself may make an offer. True,

she has not done so : and that must be counted against her,

though it may be difficult to* ascertain what can be paid, and, as

^r. Lloyd George points out, the present German rulers are in

any case muddlers whose mediocrity is patent. The Spa Con-

ference may, however, raise an important issue with the Eepara-

tions Commission. That body is the sole authority which has a

right to settle this question; and th^ Suprenfe Council, though

doubtless it possesses sovereign power and is master of its own

acts and the acts of Subordinate authorities, is certainly engaged

in straftgling its own infant in the cradle. The Eeparationf
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ComiBission hais certain membeiA wj^p may not b6 .c»nt«nit

strangled. In case of a conflict, oTpen or covert, the isMpeptiw

governments can doubtless deal as they please with their T8]^er>

eentatives; but it would, nevertheless, he a pity if all finandai

mbposals do not go through the proper channel.

A fixed sum, or a lump sum? The phrase “lump sum” WM
much used at San Eemo, when what was meant was an ambimt

definitely laid down, but presumably payable in instalments oyer

the period of thirty years provided by. the Peace Treaty. But*

of course, there is no reason why, the amount once known, Ger-?

many should not acquit herself if she can of her debt at an

earlier date. My own view is that she will repeat the feat of

France, who speedily paid off the indemnity imposed in 1871, to

the surprise and regret of Germany. There is something stimu-

lating in the knowledge that it is possible to rid ourselves by

supreme efforts of a burden ;
and Germany is capable of these

supreme efforts.* That is a reason, it will be urged, for putting

the figure as high as possible. It may be so. It is at any rate

a most excellent reason for not waiting even until May, 1921,

before which date the Eeparations Commission need not draw

up the total list of claims, to make known to Germany precisely

what is demanded of her. Everybody who is acquainted with

the conditions of the Continent knows that the chief curse is this

brooding sense of uncertainty. It is not only in Gormany that

there is an apathy bom of sheer inability to envisage the future.

France suffers from it. What is worth while? What is the use

of labour when no one knows what to-morrow will bring forth?

Will there be a radical transformation of society? Does bank-

ruptcy await the world? These are the kiUing questions that

destroy all enterprise, that crush all energy. France labours

under a feeling of disillusion. Germany would pay, the Allies

would help, peace would bring prosperit} : alas I the painful reality

is that economically and financially she is worse off than ever,

and we are still all in a state cof expectation, waiting for we know
not what to turn up. This disillusion, as M. Isaac, the Minister
of Commerce, clearly sees, is largely responsible for the prodi-

gality, the indifference, the unrest. A healthy dose of realism
would do us all good. Instead of indulging in grandiloquez)4
hopes, or relapsing into blank despair, the fixation of an amount
of reparations which might be seriously reckoned upon would
act as a tonic upon Prance. Something tangible enough to put
down in the national balance-sheet is worth much more than a

nebulous promise in which nobody believes.

I speak of France because, alt^ugb only^ 55 per cent, of the
relations obtained were, according to the agreement 'feadhed
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ill last year,Mw the Btatesmen, to go to FrancOi there

HMiy be iii view of the special advantages of other countries

—

notably Bngland—a readjustment of this percentage ; and in any

case ]^nce is certainly by far the most interested nation in this

question of reparations. It is only fair that her views should

<»rz7 additional weight. It would be comparatively easy for

England, wbo does not look to anybody for anything (though the

tadc is difficult and England cannot really afford to make great

sacnfices), to adopt a generous attitude, to wave a magnanimous

hand, to wipe out or to reduce the debt of Germany. But she

has no right to do so, even though she desired to make such a

beau g^te. She has to listen to France, who has a predominant

right to speak ; it is her duty to back up France, to enable France

to obtain reparations from Germany or—to give them to France

herself ! That being said, it still remains true that France had

to consider which was the wiser course—^to take^the bird in the

hand or to choose two birds in the bush ;
to reach after the

shadow and drop the substance, or to give her debtor a chance

to pay something in the pound.

At San Remo, after the first rather shocked remonstrances

which were provoked by a misunderstanding—a singular belief

that England was backing Germany for commercial reasons and

letting down France—M. Millerand and his advisers were, I

found, intrigued by the proposal that Germany should at the

earliest possible moment learn the full extent of her liabilities,

and France du mSme coup leam the full extent of her assets.

To wait a year longer—well, many things may happen in a year if

stability is not earnestly striven for. This problem could not ^
tackled too soon. Therefore, while France is in this matter the

party chiefly interested, it is not wise of France to place obstacl^

in the way of a financial arrangement. Would she get more by

holding out, by trying to drive a harder bargain? It may be

doubted. It may be properly contended that she is almost sure

to lose by such a policy. If Genfiany went up m flames, if

nothing were left but ruins, the fact that Franco had large

creSn paper would be of little importance. She

money lo<*ed up in Turkey, in Eubm^ fw her not to see the

sense of saving what she can m Germ^y.

On Germany the effect of a fixation of her mdebtedness wouU

be maaical. An unknown sum, or an unpossible sum, simply

™tsT?renuum on idleness. If the harder dip work, during tto

months (and remember the-second anmy^ of ^
AmisLe is in sight, and Uttle has been done to bniW up wrecked

EuiopeXthe more stfe is to be mulcted. th« fte Mtmal

quen^iWill be that die will not put bar heart into her work.
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Another year of drift may be fati^l. It is ohyioasly wrong, in

the present circumstances to give any country an interest, or a
supposed interest, in remaining poor, in remaining in a poten-

tially anarchical state. That the fate of Europe will be one, tha^

the breaking-up process cannot possibly be confined to Germany,

are statements which are no less true because they have become
hackneyed commonplaces. Germany, to produce and to pay, must
see daylight—a mere glimmer of daylight, if you like, at the

end of a long, black tunnel—^but still daylight. That is the case

for telling Germany the worst at once, and of giving her every

opportunity of making good. You cannot discourage Germany
and expect her to pay : you cannot deny her the means, moral

and material, of her resurrection if you* want something from

her. It would not be surprising to find some vindictive feelings

in France—^it would be surprising not to find them—^but M.
Millerand particularly impresses me in private even more than in

public life as logical and essentially reasonable ; and at San Bemo
he did not hesitate long in rallying to the British point of view.

What everybody is afraid of is the word “revision.” How we
start at shadows 1 It is not ideas that appal us so much as

terminology. If modification, adjustment, or some other phrase

which in this connection means exactly the same thing, is used,

nobody is alarmed. But that cursed word “revision ” gives us all

pause. Personally I see no honest reason why the Versailles

Treaty should not be revised if the need is shown. There would
bo no confession of failure in that. There would be no humilia-

tion. There would be no surrender. There is nothing immutable
in such a document. It is merely a vehicle by which to convey

the will of the Allies. If circumstances changed, the Allies would
surely not permit themselves to become prisoners tied to the

wheel of the chariot. The Treaty is a convenient conventional

form in which is expressed a diplomatic purpose. It is possible

to conceive the purpose changing—^that would be grave ; but it

is possible to conceive an unchanged purpose expressing itself in

a more appropriate manner. At any rate, it is certain that in

playing with words we lose sight of facts ; our principal political

blunders all arise out of our self-constituted slavery to images of

our own creation. There would be nothing in itself appalling

in the revision of the Treaty, which is certainly badly botched

in some respects, if by revision we brought it more into con-

formity with our intentions. The outcry against any actum,

whether sensible or not, on the ground that it implies revision,

is surely unwise. At San Bemo this fear han^pered M. MiUerand.

Mr. Lloyd George was obliged to affirm emphatically that he did

n^i fcopose any sort of revirion-^nd immediately to suggest that
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Oyarmasy ipight be allowed to keep twice as many men as the

Treaty permitted, and that we should try to oome to an arrange-

ment about payment in direct conversations between German
delegates and the peace-makers instead of through the Bepara-

tions Ck>mmission ! He was obliged to put some perfectly con-

ventional phrases in the joint declaration about the strict fulfil-

ment of the Treaty before going on to promise that the Treaty

might serve as a starting-point for discussion. Surely it would
be better to be entirely frank. Diplomatists understand well

enough the bit that is put in for the public and the bit that is

intended seriously for them ; but there is something too con-

temptuous in this division of recent manifestoes into two distinct

parts. M. Millerand, be it noted, in principle agrepd both to a
larger Army and an early fixation of indemnities; but bis

ostensible policy is guided by considerations of domestic politics.

How eagerly he seized upon the German demand for conversa-

tions respecting economic relations the moment *he returned to

Paris. He knows that commerce between the two countries is

a necessity. What has held him back is fear of popular indigna-

tion. There is also the hostile attitude of M. Poincar^ and M.
Tardieu, w^ho are implacable and may become formidable political

opponents.

Perhaps the most complete change of attitude is in the

throwing over of the method of note-writing. Last year M.
Glemenceau would not hear of any meeting with the Germans.

The epistolary style which he cultivated sufficed for the regulation

of all questions. He insisted that everything should be done by

letter. There is something to be said for this, but it also has

its inconveniences. Now the Allies expressly state that problems

can be resolved more easily by an exchange of views between the,

heads of the various Governments than by a constant stream of

notes. Hitherto we have said : “Write to us, but do not speak

to us.” Now we say :
“ Speak to us and do not trouble us with

notes.” The story of the Silent Wife and the Silent Husband,

which was told at length in a Sunday newspaper, is no longer

found amusing when translated into the diplomatic sphere.

Both the British and the French Prime Minister found the

question of the size of the German Army perfectly simple in

itself. It is only complicated by the necessity of avoiding all

appearance of giving way to the exigencies of Germany, What
•are the facts? They are for the experts to ascertain. If in the

present troubled state of Germany 200,000 men or 150,000 are

nequiied, that should be the figure, whatever the Treaty happens

to say. For a point ol punctilio to allow Bolshevism or anarchy

reign i§. Germany is pure folly. On the other hand, if 100,000
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men are enough, then it would be wrong to play into the hands

of the militarists by granting Gertnany a bigger Army. Now it

happens that, whether judging by the standard of other coun-

tries or by direct calculations in Germany, every military man is

of the opinion that considerably more than 100,000 men are

needed. But there must be no camouflaged troops. In givii^

a bigger Army to Germany there should be guarantees that bogus

gymnastic schools and civic guards and other devices are to be

abandoned. As a fact, all British mi^tary reports from Germany
demonstrate quite clearly that she is absolutely incapable of any

military effort now or for some time to come. Morally and

materially, she is down and out. That is, however, not a reason

for neglecting to take precautions, and if French fears some-

times seem unreasonable, it is better to be over-fearful than over-

confident. There has been a violent campaign in the French

Prfess for the disarmament of Germany, and M. Clemenceau

was bitterly attacked for not disarming her. Precisely what these

publicists and Parliamentarians mean it W'ould be difficult to say.

Surely they cannot conceive a Germany entirely without troops.

In the ultimate resort all Governmental authority reposes on

force. Surely 100,000 is the minimum for the policing of a

country of 60,000,000 inhabitants. Univerf»l opinion, including

that of Marshal Foch, is that the number is too small. When
the troops are scattered in little packets about the whole territory

there can in ordinar}^ circumstances be hardly more than a

battalion in any place. Concentration is out of the question.

The real question which has blocked the way to European
restoration is not military (that ought to be settled by soldiers),

but financial (and that is for politicians rather than for econo-

mists). It would be inopportune for me to go into figures, since

a sum may, when this article is published, have already been

decided upon. But it is permissible to reveal that at San Bemo
the sum was placed, in spite of the Treaty, as low as sixty mil-

liards of marks ; while the French preliminary conversations in

Paris between the Premier and M. Poincar4, the President of

the Beparations Commission, who does not intend that this body

should be robbed of its functions, ‘suggested to me that nothing

less than 150 milliards of marks could be accepted—a figure which
will be found in the American proposition of March, 1919. \
minimum amount, needless to say, will become the maximum.
As I write, the Fjrench member of the Beparations Commission,
is throwing his ihfluence ,in favour of a scheme of thirty annual

payments on an ascen^ng scale which operates as Germany
recovers her prosperity. It is satisfactory^ to note that there is,

except for some of those who actually hel^ to frame Treaty,
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general agreement that nothing more could be expected by
delaying the fixation for twelve months. ^"Pertinax,” the much-
qnoted French publicist, puts the case well when he says :

—

As time passes it becomes more difficult for us to obtain credits in other

countries: it becomes clearer that we cannot operate the machinery of inter,

national credit, thrown out of gear by the war, without being able to show
precisely the figures on our balancc-sheot. We cannot compel Germany to

fulfil her pecuniary engagements to us until after wo have revised, in face of

her, the union of all the interests of British and Americans, the interests

of neutrals who have Isrge commercial credits, the interests of other Allies

who demand large war indemnities. And this union cannot exist unUsis

there now is a definitive fixation of the claima' of each for the purpose of a

vast financial operation.

In other woxxIb, nobody will help either Prance or Germany
any longer, until there Is a general agreement between Allies,

Germans, and neutral countries—and the neutral countries who
are creditors of Germany are extremely important—as to the

debts of Germany ; and the methods, the extent, and the priority

of their reclamation. When once the wheels of high finance

begin to w'-ork they may turn against France and in favour of

Germany, or at least in favour of other Powers. It is dangerous

to delay. The conception of an Anglo-German or an Americo-

German commercial alliance cannot be dismissexi ; and such a

combination would not a't to the benefit of France. Once there

i.s accord on the main question, once the interests of France are

secured, she could only, from the financial point of view, rejoice

in any aid that came to Germany, since that aid indirectly w’ould

be to her. But on what basis can money be lent or credits given

now to a Germany which does not know what it has to pay?

What is surprising^ but extremely significant, is that, even in

actual circumstances, America especialjy seems anxious to place

her money in Germany. The extraordinary story has been*

repeated at San Remo, at Paris, at London, that once the debt

of Germany is fixed a great consortium of American financiers

will take it up, satisfy all the creditors, and remain the sole

creditors of Germany, which they hope to exploit. Such fantastic

rumours show at least w'hich way the w^ind is blowing. It is true

that Germany is endeavouring to strike a bargain with American

bankers and merebABts. Towns such as Darmstadt have sue-

eeSded in placing loans on the American market. ^Ten million

marks may not be much, but it is a beginning. Even last year

Goblentz secretly placed part of her loan in the States, and this

* year the town may openly ask for fifty milli6]} marks. Credits

ate being sought by the German manufacturers for raw materials,

and they are likely to be granted. In Silesia cotton spinners offer

privileges to an American group in return for cotton on credit.
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Ti|e Chicago packers have ran up a big bill for ddivei^ of

moat and fat ; and with the rise in the value of the inark they

are renewing their confidence. There is no doubt that there wUl

b*; much foreign capital presently dependent upon the econoniic

reUvement of Germany. The Times has called attention to the

negotiations and the agreements in respect of the peraonnei of

the merchant marine. England offered to employ various in-

stallations and staffs, useless to Germany now that she has lost

her ships ; but Germany chose to put these establishments at the

service of America, which is compara^vely inexperienced. What
is really happening is that Gennano-American consortia are

being created ; and there is fear in France, as, I believe, in

England, that the part of Germany may become preponderant.

Obviously there are various ways of kx)king at such transactions

;

but the P9int to make is that it is time that we all—France,

England,' Italy, and neutral countries, besides America—knew
exactly where ^we were, came to definite decisions upon repara-

tions, commerce, and all other economic questions; and then

went ahead to build up Europe.

San Homo was the first move towards a real peace which must
be based on economic accord—on economic rivalry if you will

—

in any case on the economic terrain. It is to be hoped that Spa
has proved, or will prove, to be the second.

Sisley Huddleston.



WITH A RUSSIAN BOLCHEVIST IN BERLIN.

My long motor-joumey of two months across Central Europe to

Warsaw and back to Raris was coming to an end. I had seen

neutral Switzerland at tlie height of her prosperity; Baden>

Wurtemberg, Bavaria, through no fault of theirs, reduced to

penury with not an ox, a pig, or a sheep left on which to feed

the native population; the territory of Salzburg with a rural

population not outwardly sud'ering ; Vienna»dying of starvation

;

Czecho-Slovachia chaotic, but struggling manfully to solve the

quadrature of the circle
;
Galicia wondering at what had happened

and not quite sure that the change was good; Poland in the

throes of financial problems which had reachecL the high-water

mark of the many for which the long duration of the war is

responsible; Posnania still dissatisfied; East Prussia orderly,

efean, and making the best quietly of a bad job; and now at

Berlin I had seen many old friends and made the acquaintance

of most of the new leaders.

I had conversed with practically all the men whose names loom

large on the political horizon of all Central Europe, and my only

regret was not to have been able to push forward to Moscow and

see Lenin and Trotzky and the other men so much discussed

of Eastern Europe. As I could not, I did the next best thing,

which was to meet one of Lenin’s chief lieutenants.

“Polish disconteqjis are largely responsible for the Bolchevist

movement. I know most of them,” observed a Polish friend.

“Are you a Bolchevist?”

“No, but I’m not fool enough to call Bolchevism bad names

without knowing what it is, or think I have extinguished Radek

by calling him Kradek.”

'

“Are the Poles in the movement Jews? ”

“No, not all. Pietr Dzierzyuski, who is the most powerful man
in the party after Lenin hiiuself, is not a Jew. He is the anti-

Counter-Revolution Commissary, and has charge of the lepres-

•sibn of speculation. Nor is Kozlowski, one of the Foreign Rela-

tions Commissaries. The others mostly are. Bachs, the Finandal

^ Commissary; Warshawski, the Commercial Commissary; and

tJmschlicbt, the Commissary who has charge of all matters

relating to prisoners and fugitives ; anH Radek are Jews. Joseph

.Umschlicht is one the noblest figures in the xpovement, in

• (1) Kradek.itaeeziiax&eaaainBiUBiinas^^
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^Mch there are many men of antique Tirtue. Umschlicht, when
barely o/it of his teens, was exiled to Siberia, and he grew up
with a sense of the terrible dishonesty, corruption, and injustioe

of the then existing system, and the determination to devote his

life to the cult of political and social integrity.**

“Are the leaders not all intdgres?**

“1 think they all are now. But some of them have gone
through terrible temptations—temptations of want and starve-

tion, but their offences have not been those of greed or avgrioe,

and men like Lenin and IJmschlicht would go to the scaffold rather

than do a thing they regarded as contrary to the public or general

interest.”

“AndRadek?” •

“ Karol Radek-Sobelsohn is one of the* most cultured and most
brilliant thinkers among the party, but he may not have always
had the moral fortitude to resist temptation, and accusations

have been brought against him. However, he has never been
tried by independent judges. Though still a man of only thirty-

eight years of age, he has had an immense experience, and no
one is equal to him in knowledge of the Balkans. He studied

chiefly at Cracow and Brussels, and belonged to Pilsudski's

party, the P.P.S. {Polish Socialist Parttj).^ Radek is a Galician

Jew, hailing from near Cracow.”

“Can I meet him?”
“I don’t know if he is in Berlin. If you wish to meet a real

Russian Bolchevist leader, I can arrange a rendez-vous,**

To meet an authentife friend and 8ui>porter of Jicnin in Berlin

—a genuine believer in his theories—a real Russian Bolchevist

—

was not banal. Nor was it an easy task, Russian Bolcbevists

being exposed to expulsion. My friend, however, managed it

for me, and W’e met where he was not likely to be discovered

—

in a fashionable caf6.

He was interested, on his side, my friend told me, to meet
an unprejudiced observer like myself, who had just come fmm
Poland.

This Bolchevist, like my introducer, was an intellectual—^like

practically all the advanced poUticsjl leaders in Central Europe.
He was introduced to me by a Christian name. Let me call

him Serge.®

“We are represented,** he said, “as carrying on a crusade

—

as trying by force of arms to implant our social theories among
our neighbours, eiid Poland is supposed to be holding us back.

(1) Rosa Luxemburg stso was a Pole.

(2) He may have been Radek or Yictot Kopp—or f^oth I I was not to ask w
tnention names.
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All this is the absolute contrary of fact. We are defending oor-

selves on all sides against a crasade for our extermination. The
Poles are merely playing the same game as Denikin and Kolt-

cbak. We want peace above everything, peace to work at the

problems with ' which the liussian people on the threshold of

their liberty are faced."

"But Lenin’s methods are violent. He has imposed himself,

by getting hold of the handle of the Government machine, on a

people which has not chosen him."

"And by what right do you suppose Koltchak, or Denikin, or

any other military leader claims to dispossess Lenin and take

his place? Have they a mandate from the Hussian* people ?
"

"But they have promised to obtain one."

Serge shrugged liis shoulders and smiled, and I did not feel

my convictions or arguments strong enough to press the point.

"Do you know the Itussian people?" he asked.

"No."

"I do. Can you imagine a jK'opIe of whom pnly 15 per cent,

can read or write?
”

"Is it not 20 per cent?
"

"May be—who really knows? One would say from practical

experience not 5 per cent. Can you imagine with your Western

notions bow such a people, inaccessible to elementary knowledge,

without any national ideal—an inarticulate nation—can possibly

express itself? You talk of the Hussian nation as if it were

being defrauded of something it never has had. What has Lenin

done? What is he doing? He is making Bussia articulate by

education. That is the first step in the conquest of freedom.”

"But be has confiecated private property, w^hich is the most

precious of freedom’s achievements." •

"You are mistaken : he has equalised it. Everyone is now'

an owner of something."

I must have looked aghast, for he went on ;

—

"You know not only nothing abQut Bussia, but you know
nothing about Lenin or his work, and yet you—Oh, I don’t mean
you personally—you have the impertinence to judge it as if you

did. Has it ever occurred Vo you that Parliamentary govern-

ment presupposes certain conditions? It presupposes that men
are able to understand what is said to them, to read ciewspapers,

party professions, and are accessible to all the other methods by

whi^ a nation distinguishes between rival candidates, is able to

choose between suggested reforms and ideas. CaH us an oligarchy,

an autocracy, anything yon like, but you must admit that ourj

is a less pernicious poetical system than that we have displaced.

We have* begun the work of making a free people, of ensuring
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its tine emancipatbiH^mancipation fxom ignomioe sod

iliitsracj. We may or we may not succeed in mamtainiag a

system of socialisation which will give every man his due, but

any rate we shall have given the Russian people the means <0!

judging for itself.**

**ButBolcbevism has been accompanied by wholesale assassma^

tion and pillage.’*

**Is there any birth without pain? 1 can neither deny nor

agree to what you say. 1 have as little right as you to judge

without evidence.”

To that I had nothing to reply, for, in fact, I have only heard

ex parte statements.

^rge went on :
” The Allies have been guilty of many

firimes.” ...
“Bo you mean the Versailles Council?**

“Yes, I mean it, but 1 have not heard loud protests of indig-

nation against ' their iiifumuus work. They are helping two

military adventurers.” ...
“Not exactly.**

“Well, two generals at the head of mercenary armies.” . . .

“Are you sure they are mercenary?”

“Well, they are helping two Russian armies to destroy a third

Russian army. Have they thought that every advance of one or

the other means ruin and misery to the native population ? Have
they thought that, if Kolt(!hak or Denikin were victorious, it

would mean wholesale slaughter, that they are abetting the most

terrible of wars—civil Avar? Are they so blinded by terror lert

the Russian people should become conscious of its own destiny

that they seek to plunge it once more into" the darkness of the

age from which we are helping it to emerge? The men who are

guilty of this hideous crime have earned the curse, not only of

the Russian people, but of the whole world.’*

1 could not reply. 'I seemed to be once more hearing Use

song of the Volga, the poetry of Lermontoff—-the stories of

Tolstoy—the inexorable fate that tortures RusEfiar—of the demon,
whose kiss of love is death. I had just been reading my young
relative, Robert Burness*, translation of Ifermontoff’s Demon,
the Demon from the West who seems to pursue Russia witib

attentions Which have always been fatal to her, who is now
feverishly arming Slav against Slav, as if in a last wild effort

at extermination.

“Yes,” he went on, “you are committing a terrible cmne
against the Russian people, a crime the Russian people will find

it bard to forget or forgive>-4n assisting 'vith money, ammuni-
tion, even tanks and blinding gasses, to slaughte and maim
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eE who only want to be at peace with you. Why are you doing

s terrible thing?
”

^*You know the reasons given : overthrow Lenin » Trotsky, and

the other leadm, and hold an election, and you will have peace

at once.”

“Are you serious?”

“Don't ask me personally. You asked me why the British

and French Governments are fighting against you on the side of

Koltchak and Denikin. 1 suppose my answer is correct.”

“Then the crime is all the greater—because they ask for an

impossible thing as the only ground on which they will stop

their murder of the Bussian i)eopie. That is not war. War has

a possible purpose. Do your friends mean that they expect the

men and women who have found salvation in Lenin and Trotsky

to seize them and hand them over to their enemies? Or to

'^urder them in cold blood, and surrender to the massacres which

feoltchak and Denikin would carry out if we yielded to them?”
i “But would they massacre?”

“ Massacre—you don't know' Kussia. Massacre is habitual in

Bussia. Even we, who are humanitarians, cannot prevent a

tendency to kill. It has been the only weapon against oifr

tyrants for centuries. Life and liberty have been of little account

too long to wanaiit any ho^^e that these men will be different

from the class to- which they belong. We hoped for other things

from the French. They had been friends of the Bussians, though

out of ignorance they had lent the Itussian Government money
to help our oppressors to oppress us more. That in our trouble

they should rend us is strange. That aristocratic England

should wish to restcAre the reactionaries to power does not

surprise us. And yet we feel that Engfand is not willingly sup-

porting our enemies. Englishmen—I know them well—are too

fair-minded, too human (menschlich), and too experienced not

to know what is in store for Bussia, if our enemies prevail. See

what this civil war means. We need* our men to work at the

regeneration of Bussia. You must have seen our schemes for

giving Bussia electric power, railways, canals, and roads for her

economic development. 1 have already mentioned schools and

ii^^^trial training.”

“But you know people say they are only paper schemes.”

“They lie. Does not the word, the X070?, the intent, always

precede the deed? We are doing what we can. Our workman
have to be dragged from their work to fight the men you are

arming to destroy us, our locomotives from economic traffic to

convey soldiers to the wious fronts on which you are helping to

attack us./ Our food supply—and God knows how small it is—
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has to be whittled down more and more to feed our men who afd

fighting instead of labouring as* they ought to be—and yet we
are working out our programme of bettermentj in spite of you.

Go to Bussia. See for yourself. See the holy fire of the men
who are struggling against these terrific odds to make their

country a better country to live in and compare them with those

they have supplanted ! Bussia will take her place among the

happiest nations in the world. The spirit of justice, the revolt

against injustice, is ''biting*- deeper and deeper into the long-

suffering Bussian soul. Proud of their redeemers who share the

tribulations of the people, the people feel and know these

redeemers are honestly trying to lift the pall of sadness which

weighs upon Bussia, and you—^what are you doing?’*

“What right,” I asked, “have you, however, a minority, to

dictate to the majority?”

“Assuming that we were a minority, what right,” retorted he,

“has a parent to dictate to his inexperienced young children?

What right has he to educate them, to look after their well-being,

and make them capable and self-governing citizens? Are these

Bussian peasants not just children? Under the old rigime, were
they educated? Were they trained to be capable, self-governing

citizens?
”

There was truth in what he said, and 1 could not, on the spur

of the moment, think of a good argument to the contrary. I am
not sure that there is a good argument to the contrary. But the

theory is a double-edged one which might be used by all tyrants

to justify the imposition of their will on a dissenting people.

Thomas Barclay.



SHALL WE SUFFEB ECLIPSE BY SEA? AMEBiOAN
PROGEESS.

In competition for sea-power, whether interpreted in terms o!

men-of-war or merchant ships, lie the seeds of misunderstanding

and grave trouble between .this country and the United States

;

while, on the other han4, the future of civilisation throughout

the w<M*ld depends mainly on the preservation of that intimate

relationship between the two nations which existed during the

last eighteen months of the Great War.
It would be the height of folly to shut our eyes to the attempt

of certain sections of the population in the United States, in

particular those of German and Irish sympathies^ to utilise the

maritime rivalry of the two countries, in itself not unhealthy if

marked by goodwill, for fanning into flame the instinctive

^national jealousies of the two nations. They are more or less

avowedly scheming to make mischief by exciting the American

Eagle, on the one hand, and twisting the British Lion’s tail, on

the other. Their ambition is by word and act to bring the two

nations into an attitude of undisguised opposition the one to the

other. We may hope that those who have at heart only the

welfare of humanity, whether studied through British or American

spectacles, will determine to defeat this campaign, realising that

its success must arrest the oo-operation of the British and

American peoples, which offers the brightest promise that the

Great War will provd not to have been fought in vain. But, if

we are to avoid this trap, it is essential that we should keep,

ourselves informed of the movement of events, lest we be taken

by surprise some day and in our haste rush to conclusions which

would bode ill for peace and concord in the world. Any idiot

can make trouble, but, once made, it h the difficult work of the

wisest statesmen to compose it.

There is a tendency on this side of the Atlantic to conclude

that our supremacy on the seas is an inalienable heritage, and

tbat America can never again be a serious rival, as it was in the

early years of lost century when its tonnage almost equalled

that of this country. Much the same attitude was assumed

towards Germany when that Power was expanding its Navy,

develofong its maritime resources, and promoting its foreign

larade with all the assistance which the German Govern-

mant could render. .Twenty yeara ago there was a con-

sensus o£«opmion that the Germans' ware not seamen and that

voL. cvn. N.S.
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they did not understand foreign ^trading. Time was to prove

that those theories rested on slender foundations. The closely-

knit policy of German manufacturers, merchants, and shipowners,

supported by the State, had already achieved a large measure of

success when the military party in Berlin was seized with mad-

ness, and brought down in ruins the structure to which so much
eilort had been successfally applied. The United States, like

Germany, is a Protectionist country, which means that the tariff

can be employed in the promotion of mercantile and maritime

policy, and the Americans possess the commercial instinct, as

well as the sea instinct, possibly more markedly than the

Germans. If we are not to have a rude awakening, we should

do well to brush aside the suggestion that the United States

can never compete with us on the seas, and coucjentrate our

attention without ill-feeling, much less aniinosity, on the inevit-

able contest which is now opening.

When Mr. Josephus Daniels, the Secretary for the United

States Navy, told the members of Congress that the American

Navy “must Ix^ st^cond to none in the world,” he was indulging

in no empty and boastful phrase. If imral power is to be judged

by the numher of wost efficient capital ships possessed by any

country, then within three, or at most four, years, the

American Fleet will have outdistanced the British Fleet. This

is not a matter of idle prophecy, but is a statement which rests

upon events which cannot now be annulled and on work which

is in steady progress in the American shipyards.

In the first place, when the Armistice svas signed the Admiralty,

urged to a course of economy in view of our financial situation

and the prospect which the League of Nations opened to view,

cancelled the greater proixirtion of the contracts for men-of-war,

and has since refrained from laying down the keel of a single

ship—battleship, battle-cruiser, light cruiser, destroyer, or sub-

marine. Since November, 1918, no man-of-war of any kind has

been begun in this country. It is also true that naval construc-

tion has not been lenewed by any other European Power since

the war ended. The task of strengthening the French and Italian

Fleets was arrested for a period of over four years by hostilities

w^hich caused both countries to devote all their attention to the

making of army equipment and munitions, with the result that

those two navies have practically ceased to count in any evalua-

tion of sea-power based upon the theories which produced the

super-Dreadnought tyi>e. France has to-day, and will have to

the limit of vision, no battleships of the first class~that is,

mounting 15-inch or 16-inch guns; but she will possess eight

vessels of the second class, caizying 13'4-inch guns. Italy is in
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6Teh worse plight. Like Frajice, she has xiot a single battle-

cruiser, and all her battleships will, three or four years hence, be

classified as third class, corresponding to types which by that

time will have entirely disappeared from the British Fleet.

Germany and Austria-Hungary having ceased to be sea-Powers,

the British Fleet has attained a superiority in European waters

greater than at any period .during the last hundred years. It is

the only first-class Fleet of the Old World which remains in this

post-war period. All the old standards of strength round which
controversy raged in the past have become meaningless. They
applied only to the navies of the Powers of the Old World, since

we studiously avoided in our estimates, as a matter of good

.^policy, as well as good sense, to take account of the progress of

-naval construction in the United States, and the Japanese Fleet

>Jever attained proportions to excite a tinge of jealousy, Japan
iecoming, moreover, in accordance with the wise direction of

.British and Japanese jx)licy, this country’s ally. As a direct

consequence of the war, our position in European waters as a

naval Power is now so assured that for the first time for several

centuries we can banish all the old fears, though financial strin-

gency, in association with a desire to discourage any tendency by
the European Powers to embark upon a fresh competition in

armaments, has led us to refrain from laying down any new
ships of war. The most careful investigation of our naval records

would certainly prove that the existing situation has no parallel

since the reign of Henry VIII. During intervening centuries

capital ships were alw'ays on the stocks, while now, as has been

stated, their construction in this country ceased when H.M.S.
Hood was completed a few months ago.

If we glance further afield the situation which is now rapidly

developing is one which is calculated to wound our national pride,

for in first-class capital ships the United States will have out-

distanced this country by 1924, When the Armistice was signed

the American Navy Department, fai; from arresting the work of

naval construction, redoubled its energies with the full concur-

rence of Congress. It vras determined to push on with battle-

ships which had not yet becii laid down, and to re-design battle-

craisers, the characteristics of which were unsatisfactory in view

*of the lessons enforced by the war. Little or no> difference of

opinion was revealed during the discussions in the House of

Bepresentatives and the Senate, and American naval officers of

standing; in agreement with the Secretary of* the Navy Depart-

ment, did not conceal their ambition that the United States Navy
should out-rival that of this country. On all hands a,determina-

tion waft expressed to place the American Fleet, judged by ships
• F F 2
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of the firsi^laes, ahead of all other fleets, not even excinding oikr

own. As a consequence of the activity which is now heang

exhibited in the United States and the inactivity which hae been

deliberately enforced upon British shipyards, engineering estab-

lishments and ordnance works, the United States will rank ahead

of this country, at latest, by 1924 in capital ships of the largest,

most iwwerfui, and most rec^ontly birilt ciasses, as the following

figures reveal :

—

Rklativk Naval Stben^tii- 1924.

llritiiih. American

(lA in. (IS in. gans.)

Fii*8t-Cla«H HattUwliiiw ;

riAs?*. Class.

!V»yal Siivorcign 6 liidiniiH ... *«• *>• s

Queen EliiuiU'lh ...
‘ 5 Washington 4

10 10

Sucuud'Oliuw hatt.l«Hliii|»H

:

ill. (14 in. guns)

Iron Duku 4 t.-alifornia 2

King < rforgn V New Mexici) ... 3

Orion 4 I’eimsyJvnnia... 2

Kryi 1 Oklahoma 2

Oau^lu 1 New York 2

11

Firit-CIn.H« lijitLlo ( UMiisi-rs

;

(lo in. guiiH). (16 in. guns).

Hood 1 Luiingtoji 6

llonown 2 -

a 6

gocoud*Cliiii8 Ikitlle CniiHer.s

:

(M5 in. gunn).
,

Tiger ... 1 ~

Lion 2

t a

British. .American.

Firtti'Clam Cepital Siiip^s 13 16

Seoond-Clwa CapitAl Ships JC 11

In litis connection, a member of Congress, Mr. Britten, of

llliuois, iias recently made a pronouncement which reveals that

informed Americans are not unconscious of the significance of

the movement now in progress. His information, as be has

explained, was obtained from the Bureau of Naval Intelligence

at Washington, and he forecasts the position in 1923. He has

assumed that wheu the United States has thirty-three capita]
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'ships oi bB dasoes—for he inclades ceitain vessels of the third-

class, which will probably be m reserve by that time—the British

Navy will possess tbirty-hve of comparative dates. On this basis

he has remarked

'

It will be noted that titr Atnrrioau Khips hnvo a total tonnage of

l,lld|B50 tons agBlnsi the British 884,100 tons, showing a superiority of

284,550 tons, or an advantage o! 8,638 toni< piT ship. In average speed of

all veaaela wo arcs practically the sanu\ showing a fra(>t.ion less than 28*7

knots average per ship. In main batteries we have 340 giina t« 814 for the

British, with an average of 10*8 big guns iH>t ship, to the British B‘97 guns

per ship, while our guns will average 14i inches against the British

15| inches, and this w^ould appear to give us a tremondous advantage in

{iweight of steel thrown by one hrowlside, when we will hurl 548,400 pounds

‘'Isgainst 452,000 pounds by all British big guns. '

' In secondary batteries, Mr. Britten claims that the American

^leet will have a greater advantage

Our 404 guns in this class average 5*4 inch calibre (gainst the British

526 guns with an average of 41) int?h('.«i, showing our guns to average large.r

in calibre and power, thronging 40,158 pouiifk projectiles against 82,080 ff>r

the British secondary battery, wliich means tliak our ships will average

1,216| pounds against 016^ pounds for ih(» British, or more than thirty-throe

per cent, to our Navy’s advantage. . .

Circat Britain has 350 destroyers built and htiilding, while w^e have 822,

but ours arc larger, fa.ster and more modern, and it i« not unroasonablc to

assume our superiority in destroyers is «»ven greater than in first line battle-

ships and cruisers. In submarines England has 150 built or building, and

we have 150 built or building.

Concluding hi.s e.xamination of thefic statistics, based on official

information which was issued undoubtedly for a purpose, this

member of Congress remarked

Great Britain has hut one sup^r-dreadnouglit of the Hood typo, of 41,200

tons displacement, with a tbiri3'-ono knot speed, (tarrying eight 15-inch^

guns; which is in no dirceti^.n the ecjual of our Indiana tj-pc of super-dread-

nought of 48,200 tons, twenty-three-knot speed, carrying twelve 16-inoh

guns. During the past tw'clve montlis Great Britain lias destroyed the form

works and keel of at least one sister ship of the Hood class* in the interest

of economy, and I maintain that until she ban pay interf^t on her bonded

indebtedness, at least to her foreign creditors, she would not be justified in

going ahead wnth a costly competitive battlc.ship programme, and particularly

so not with us, when she realises fully tlmt we have no designs upon any-

thing she may have.

• While the pride of England may be hurt by her slide into second place

among the naval jyiw'ers, she certainly cannot hope to successfully compete

against us if wo are reidiy det(‘rznined to take the place we are entitled to

fin the seas as the world s foremost nation, and where American commerce
can receive the protection it failed to get prior to our entrance into the

World War. •

(1) Army and Navy Joumalt ^Washington) April 17, 1920.

jut Tbne veasels were, in laeii, destroyed.
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The phrase, "the freedom of the seas," will mean just exactly what it

says, and our supremacy thereon w'ill nearer justify the control regula-

tion of the commerce of all nations merely because we have the power to

do soj as England has done in the jjast, much to pur disappointment, and,

at times, humiliation.

Whether the battleships and battle-cruisers, to the number of

eighteen, which the United States Navy Department is now
building, will rank as first-class eight or nine years hence, is

a matter upon which it would be unwise to dogmatise. State-

ments by the First Lord of the Admiralty and by British naval

officers of high standing and wide experience of the war sug-

gest that, though the capital ship is not dead, the type may
undergo somewhat radical changes. The lessons of the war,

which American naval officers are apparently satisfied that they

have completely digested, are still being studied by the War Staff

of the Admiralty. Boar-Admiral Sh- Alfred Chatfield, Assistant

Chief of the Naral Staff, recently stated—while, indeed, H.M.S.
Hood was undergoing her trials—that, if the naval authorities

were engaged in designing a capital ship to-day, they would

not embody in that vessel the characteristics of the Hood. That

statement, in association with the absence from the Navy
Estimates for 1920-1 of any provision for new construction, and

the silence of the First Lord of the Admiralty as to a desire

at present to build any large capital ships, suggests that possibly

experience will show' that the American naval authorities are

exhibiting something less than the highest wisdom in pressing

forward the ships which are now in hand. It is an open secret,

for instance, that the six battle-cruisers of the Lexington type,

which have recently been laid down in American yards, closely

resemble the Hood, which, as Sir Alfred Chatfield has suggested,

is regarded by the Admiralty as embodying a design which will

be obsolescent in a few years’ time. But these considerations

apart, and bearing in mind that no addition will be made to the

British Fleet during the next three or four years, the American

Navy will rank above the Kavy of this country in 1923 or 1924

in ships which are now regarded as first-class. There will then

be only three major navies in the world—the American Fleet

with sixteen first-class capital ships, the British with thirteen,

and the Japsinese with two. If we ignore this meticulous classi-

fication and take account of all ships of the line mounting 13'5-

inch guns and upwards, the standing of these three fleets will

be : first, the British Navy with twenty-nine units ; second, the

'

United States Navy with twenty-seven ; and, third, the Japanese

Navy with eleven.

So much for the outlook judged from the point of viftw of the
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fighting navies. If we turn to merchant shipping, we are con-

fronted with a situation which is at once interesting and dis-

quieting. We may hope that*in onr tiine we shall not engage

in a war of violence on the seas with any other country, and

least of all with the United States ; but not only will the economic

contest—the struggle for trade—continue, but it will undoubtedly

become increasingly keen. During the war the United States,

prompted by an appreciation of the danger confronting the

Allies, develojxid to the utmost its resources for building mer-

^t ships. The w'ar closed before any considerable proportion

\iose vessels had heefi completed. In the meantime, the

^emiiiusiasm of no mean section of the American people had been

fired. They asked themselves the not unnatural question, “Why
should we continue to bo dependent on foreign, and particularly

British, merchant ships for carrying the exports and imports, and

especially the former, of the United States?**' On the eve of

the war, the steamships under the United States flag, which
were registered as engaged in the foreign trade* amounted to

only 1,304,667 tons. During the progress of the war, not

only were new shipyards laid out and thousands of ship-

yard workers trained, but under the impulse of the munition

movement the Americans developed their manufacturing

resources to such an extent as to suggest that the output of goods

would far exceed the consumption of the country, leaving a large

surplus for export. In these circumstances, those who were

associated with the shipbuilding movement urged that it was
desirable to extend the railway system of the United States to

every port in the world by means of ships, so as to obtain direct

access to foreign markets. By the end of last year they were

able to claim that * the American sea-going fleet, apart from

vessels on the Great Lakes, had attained the second place among
the merchant fleets of the world. The tonnage had been*

increased by 3821 per cent, since the outbreak of the Great War.
At that time a large number of ships were still under construc-

tion. By the end of this year American sea-going vessels,

as a result of the varied activities of the shipyards, which are

continuing without pause, will amount to about 13,800,000 gross

tons. Whether the ships built on account of the Government
will continue to be State owned or whether they will pass into

private ownership, it is certain that the United States Govern-

ment, particularly as the Presidential Election is on the horizon,

’intends to take no small part in encouraging and consolidating
•

(1) Of the total foreign trade oondoeted in i^eaBela in 1914 only 0*7 per oent.

in value waa carried in vessels belonging to the United States. The proportion
in 1850 was 72*5 per cent.

.
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the mot^meni for re^stobli^ung the American mercantile

at aea and promoting foreign tra^, as the formation of triide

banks abroad and other incidents indicate.

A significant report, reflecting the opinion of an indnentiid

seetion of Americans, was recently made by the Commerce
Committee of the United States Senate * :

—

Nations that have been doing the ocean-carrying trade during the last

fifty years ore not going to give it up without a fierce struggle. They are

ii(0t willing for us to have a fair part. They know the business. They have

experience and business facilities and connections throughout the world

which gives them a great advantage. Governmental aid and power will be

co-ordinated witii private energy and initiafive to maintain their posi-

tion, and must be met in the same way.

Nations ore not free which depend upon foreign fleets to carry tiseir

products and bring to them their supplies. The peace of the world is not

secure so long as one nation wholly dimiinatcs the carrying trade. But we
do seek to do a just and proper part of it, and especially of our own. If

we cannot attain this end now we can never do it.

No halting, hesitating, doubting policy will succeed. We must take

risks^ We must encourage our capital and energy to go into this contest,

and assure them we are behind them to build up and sustain, rather than

to tear down. We have a large tonnage now. This, however, does not

make a permanent Idarine. Steamship lines must be established, and a

regular, certain, and permanent s«>rvice be secured.

In a material eense the United States has emerged from the

Great War as the victor among the victors. A prophecy .which

Grand Admiral von Tirpitz embodied in the memorandum which

accompanied the German Navy Act of 1900 has been fulfilled,

although not, perhaps, in the sense that he anticipated. He
foresaw the possibility of the German Fleet being defeated in

battle by superior forces, and he consoled himself with the reflec-

tion that the battle would so substantially weaken **l;he greatest

sea Power ” that, in spite of the victory, “its own position in the

world would no longer be secured by an adequate fleet.’* The
hope of Germany—and it was on that hope that their propa-

ganda in the United States during the war was based—^was that

if she herself were defeated the United States would gain in

influence and power—particularly on the seas—and that thus

Germany, represented in the American population by millions

of men and women of Teutonic origin, would be revenged. Ger-

many’s agents believed that the prospect of gaining solid adv^i-^

tages from neutrality would prevent the American people from

intervening in the war. That anticipation was not fulfilled, but

when we recall the, impetus which participation in the war gave

to merchant sbipbailding ^nd the enthusiasm for a predominant

place in the world’s commerce which was aroused, it may be

(l) Washington oorrespondent of the Morning, PoH, May 6, J020.
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doubted whether the course which events took, oontrary to Ghtrt

many’s sinister policy, has hot tended to emphasise the aigni*

fioanoe of the prophecy of 1900. In first-class capital ships the

United States will soon hold first place, and in merchant tonnage

^e is creeping up to this country’s aggregate, for while American

yards are building almost exclusively for the American Bag, one-

third of the tonnage in hand in British establishments will, in

accordance with post-war arrangements made with France, Italy,

and Norway, pass to the /'agisters of those countries. In effect,

what has happened is that the United States, so far as sea-power

is concerned, has stepped into the position which Germany
occupied six years ago; but while the Germans, with their

tongues in their cheeky, protested that they had no intention of

out-rivalling this country, some American Ministers and others

make no secret of their ambition to oust this country from the

place on the seas which it has held for several centuries.

The issue of the contest in sea-power, whether expressed in

terms of men-of-war or commercial vessels, does not depend

entirely or even mainly on the volume of shipping, paval or

mercantile, possessed by the respective countries, but on inter-

dependent industrial and economic conditions. It is sometimes

stated that if the Americans, with more than twice the population

of this country, and vast financial resources, determine to be

supreme on the world’s seas, there is nothing which can hinder

them. Extent of territory, size of population, and financial

resources are not, however, the deciding factors. They may
appear for a time to exercise a great influence, but their per-

manent effect is less considerable than is frequently suggested.

We speak of “holding the trident,” but that emblem of sea-power

must prove a costly, and indeed a ruinous, possession if it falls

into the hands of a country to which it is merely a weapon 6f

power rather than an instrument which reflects geographical con-

ditions, inherited instincts, and national necessities.

In every essential respect the Upited States and the United

Kingdom differ. The former is a great land-power with an area

of nearly 3,000,000 square miles, stretching from the Atlantic to *

the Pacific. It possesses •a population of about 100,000,000

ppople, who are served by a network of, approximately, a quarter

*of a million miles of railway. The United States is largely

independent of outside sources for raw materials ; it is almost

entirely independent also of outside resources in manufacturesi

and, above all, it produces a surplus, ^though a decreasing one, of

food. Except at times of inevitable depression, the supply of

workers fails to keep pace with the demand. That is the con*

dition present, lor during the war emigration practically

vovovn. N.S.
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ceased, ^th the result that, whereas in the Old ftere is

a surplus of workers, throughout Aiherica a large short^e exi^,

and there is no sufficient motive among a population without the

sea instinct widely diffused, and in the main out of torn* witti

the sea, to furnish crews either for a supreme navy or a lairge

inercantile marine. Evidence of the crisis which is develpping

in the sea services of the United States is suppHed by the recent

experience of the American Navy, from which desertions have

been going on in increasing numbers ^ce the end of fte

As the number of ships of war and ships of commerce increase,

so, in spite of the most strenuous efforts on the part of the

Government Departments ppecially concerned, the body of sea-

men available to man them shrinks, owing to the lure of the

high wages and comfort of shore life. Since the Armistice was

signed th^e decline in the personnel of the Navy has exceeded all

expectations, and the present shortage of men in the United

States Fleet ambunts to about 50 per cent.

,We are tempted to think of naval personnel in terms of “sea-

men,” but a modern Navy must have a large number of highly-

trained men of various qualifications. In the British Fleet, for

instance, the following, among other ranks and ratings, are essen-

tial, and the American Fleet has the same needs :

—

1 .

Banks and Batinos.

2 .

Beamon.

General service.

Gunnoiy and torpedo ratings,

including, amongst others:

—

'Bange-takers.

Sight-setters.
•

. Gun-layers.

Instructors.

Transmitter men.

Signalmen.

Helmsmen.

Engine Room.

Stokers.

Boilermakers.

Flitters..

Engincsmiths.

CoppersmithB.

Pettem-makers.

Moulders.

Bricklayers.

Turners.

Artisans. Various.

Shipwrights.

Joiners.

Plumbers. *

Blacksmiths.

Coopers.

Painters.
^

"

Electricians.

Vf^iremen.

Armourers.

Ordnance artificers.

Police branch.

Bootmakers.

Tailors.

Cooks.

Stewards.

Writers.

Victuallers.

Tdegraphistsk

Wireless operators.
(
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5. C.

MBdiaal, Boyal ICaniiM, wlio also supply

Kurses. gunuenijt

Maefieuses.

I>eatal meohanics.

Zymotic specialists.

In every Navy there are “skilled” ratings, and what may be

called “unskilled,” and it is in the former respect that the

American Navy is being depleted :

—

This shortage of men on sea-going ships is not of deck-hands, but of

skilled men, mechanics trained to their work, without whose services the

successful and efficient operation of the ships is next to impossible.

The attempts of the department to recruit tlie needed trained forces from

civilian life has been an ali:9ost complete failure. The only men who will

enlist are those who have m^e so great a failure in their civilian work that

they are glad to get a chance under the Government. The employment pf

such workmen is neither satisfactory nor economical, and every ono of them

that is hired reduces the efficiency of the organisation as a whole.

How greatly the navy is liampcrcd by lack of men is shown by the fact

that (of 104 destroyers that should be ready for use, seventy-three are tied

up at docks because there are no men to operate tliem, and of the thirty-

one which are in operate i nearly all arc running with a reduced force of

men. In the submarine flotilla each skilled man whose enlistment expires

before next jOctober was asked to make a statement as to his intentions for

rc-cnlistment. Only seven men reported that they would continue in ser-

vice after their present term expired.'

Congress by increasing the pay of the Navy may endeavour

to make the Service more attractive; whatever steps in this

direction may be taken will almost inevitably react on the com-

mercial fleet, increasing the cost of running the ships pnder the

American flag.
, i

•

In contrast with Ihe United States, the United Kingdom is

entirely dependent upon the sea. “Upwards of 40 per cent

the total population of the United Kingdom lives within fifteen

miles of a port, and a further 20 per cent, on canals which are

served by ports. There is no considerable centre of population

in anv nart of the United Kingdom dependent on oversea trade

which is more than fifty miles from a port. The^ I»rt8 range

from the big ports which are able to accommodate ships of all

uzes down to those which can only handle the small co^
of.lW tons, and in great m^ure tte

“"“Jf^
served already determines the capacity of the port. Out of

tuitions of sea dependence, we em«g^ after centimee

If developmenli as the greatest sea-Power. Before the invention

P)
SteamAip OwnM.’ A-ooirtton. D«. »>•

1919* F F* 2
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'of tbe steam engine, which gave ns the railway W
iSimd communicationB were of the most €xiguoiiif;eKia»4^r J fte

trainswrt of goods in our internal trade was neeessaply;^^^^

:^a. Our coasting trade was the school of our ^ors the

foundation upon which our foreign trade was built upiinf

Bince we can only trade with other countries by using ships, we

gradually created a powerful mercantile ma^e. We have pever

experienced much difl&culty in manning our ships m^
of commerce, because we have always possessed a siuplua:' of

population and we have the salt of tiie sea in our ymu. li is

to employ no empty phrase to say that Ve live by tlm .eee. lota*

out of every five loaves, as well as most of the raw n^tenals

used in our manufactures, come to us in sh^.

If by any chance^ whetJier foreign conupetition or Govemmeni

interference with what is essentially an in^vidualiei^

our mercantile murine seriously declined, it is prohahle thgt at

least half our worhing population would he thrown (nit of sWr

ployment. It is a significant fact that at the beginning the

nineteenth century we supported a population of rather less than

16,400,000, whereas to>day we maintain on a far higher standard

of living no fewer than 47,000,000, the population of Ireland in

the meantime having declined by upwards of 1,000,000/ It is

apparent that our sea-power is an expression of national necessity.

Unfortunately, the leaders of the Trade Unions throughout the

country are still unconscious of the extent to which their mem-
bers are dependent for work on the external trade which has

been built up by the initiative, courage, and resource of the great

pioneers of British industry. We do not live in an economic
vacuum, as their statements suggest

; our prosperity depends on
our ability to hold our place in foreign markets and to maintain
bur supremacy on the seas, our merchant ships serving us as the
railways serve the United States.

The movement of Labour opinion indicates that the lessons
of the disastrous Government control during the war have been
lost upon no small portion of the people of this country,
for the Labour Party is committed to the nationalisailon of
shipping. Little has been heard of. this leap in the dark, becaui^
the attack on the coal industry represents, as the Miners* Federa-
tion realisess an assault upon the outworks of the shippmg in*
dustry. Not only are our ships dependent to a great extent jxpmml for their motive power, but 76 per cent, of the volume if.
tne outward cargoes from this country consist of ml. The
argument is : “Let us first secure the nationalisation of ooeiv imd
tte nationahsation of the mercantile marine will soonWe must get in the thin end of the wedge, and we iswis
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difi» it homE,** The otmc^ption of tlw Britkh pctesii^ 1^^
wwked by a c^tral organuation, ia one yd&A is caloolated to
ihake experi^oed ^ipownen, as well as tOaonfactman and
iji^chtots, despair of the sanity of many of their fehow-ooYlii^*

tofn. It would have to control the movement of upwards Of 8iG&
steamships, apart from severBl thousand sailing vessels, bugee*
tenders^ and the other misoellaneous craft which serve the
larger ships; and of those steamships no mean proportion tie^:
between foreign porta carrying at times exclusively foreigh
goods.

We can only hope to hold our position on the seas if the British

mercantile marine is able to offer efficient service^ It was
efficient service which enabled us to attain the position of carriers

of half the ocean-borne commerce in the world. Because
Government control all the world over is necessarily inefficient,

the organisation reacting only slowly to changing conditions,

American shipowners and merchants have been led to demand
that Government-built vessels shall be transferred to private

ownership, the State merely assisting to encourage shipfung by
the reservation of the coasting trade of the United States and its

dependencies (including the Philippines), by the dexterous mani-

pulation of the tariff, by legislation favouring American ship-

owners at the expense of rivals, or by other measures, such as

Germany adopted with a considerable measure of success. If,

in opposition to the tendencies of the American policy, this

country were to nationalise its shipping, not only would the mer-

cantile marine shrink under costly and wasteful administrative

methods, but its decline would affect adversely every trade and

industry in this country, reducing the volume of employment. In

particular, the shipbuilding and engineering industries would be

.

injured, for our maritime supremacy siipj^rts tens of thousands

of workers who will in future have their most serious rivals on

the other side of the Atlantic. The American shipyard worker

is not unconscious of the struggle whidlvlies ahead. Only about

20 per cent, of the wage-earners in the United States are

organised on trade-union lines,' and in American shipyards, in

contrast with the shipyards of this country, not only is labour-

saving machinery welcomed, but the workers utilise it to the

utmost advantage. An illustration of the efficiency which is

being attained by American shipyard workers is afforded by the

exberience of the American International Corporation, which laid

out the great establishment at Hog Island for the construction

of fabricated vessels. The workers had not merely to be

collected, but they had.to be trained for their tasks, and already,
*

• (1) Times, Saturday, May S, 1920.
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as the recent report of the Presidpt of the Corporation revealsi

remarkable results have been achieved

For the first flix months of 1919 there were launched 27 ships, and there

wore delivered 26. This gave a weekly reqord of almost one ship per week

delivered and rather bettci than one per week launched. In the second six

months of the year there were launched 39 ships and 39 were delivered-

boing an average of one and ono-half launchings and one and one-half

deliveries every week.
i ^ wu i • u -i i-

The records of riveting are particularly .interesting. When sliipbmlding

began in earnest at the yard in the summer of 1918, the average num.

her of rivets driven per gang per hour wtfs about 20. For the first

tAx months of 1919 the average was about 26, but in the last half-year

a marked gain was slyi'^m. hi «Tuly the rate was 27, in August 32-7, in

September 36, in October 36 9, in November 3.6‘2, and in December 87. In

^January, 1920, tlio average rate was 39*6; for the first two weeks of

February it was over 43, aud lias been as high aa 45 for several days con-

secutively.

Those figures show that w'e w'orc able to develop at Hog Island a highly

competent force of shipbuilders. 8uoh results, moreover, would not

have been possible without co-operation and team work of the first class

on the part of all engaged on the work. As illustrating the possibilities of

quantity production aud what can be accomplished by training men for work

of this sort, it is interesting to note that the first ship, the Quistconck, built

on way No. 1, required 1,100,000 man-lvours, the second ship built on tbo

same way and identical with it required 601,000 man-hours, and the third

ship on the same way and identical in all respects required only 400,000

man-hours.

We shall be living in a fool’s paradise if we imagine that now
that Germany has for a time been banished from the seas, we
Lave little serious conijx*tition to fear. We are confronted with

a movement in the United States, which is,supported not merely

by large sections of the manufacturing and trading classes, but

‘by no mean portion of the workers. And there are other mer-
cantile marines besides that of the United States. The com-
petition of Japan, as well as of the countries of Northern Europe,
in the sea-carrying trade, will he more severe in the future than
it was before the war. ' These shipowners have built up large

reserves, and they are to a great extent immune from many
restrictions which are imposed upon British shipowners by Parlia-

ment, besides being subject to far less onerous taxation.
Apart from questions of efficiency, the overwhelming argunfent

against nationalisation of shipping which must appeal to all who
desire to promote friendly relations between this country and the.,

United States, in, particular, is that State control might bring tie
two countries into positiohs of definite antagonism. Sir Eennetti
^derson put this point lucidly and succinctly in a recent speaph.
Benunding us of the experience of past centuries, he teiaaiked
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For the most part wars in the past have had their origin in two causes,

religion and trade, or the possesslpns conferred b; trade, the latter tending

more and mote to be the underlying motive even where superficially dynastio

pr military ambition has appeared to be the predominant cause. This is

peculiarly true of maritime wars, because the sea is the highway of World

Trade, and its mastery is the key to world-wide possessions. Thus it was

for trade, or the possessions acquired by trade, that the Greeks fought and

conquered the Phoenicians; that the Rhodians fought the Greeks; that Rome
fought Carthage; and so dpwn through the series of Merchant Empires of

Genoa, Venice, the Hanseatic League, Portugal, Spain, and the Netherlands,

until, in her turn, Groat Britain displaced the Dutch from their supremacy

at sea, and, in fact, though perhaps with less conscious and deliberate pur-

pose, from early in the 18tli century to the c^nd of the. Napoleonic Wars,

contended with France for what is now the British Empire.

We are face to face in the demand for nationalisation with a

menace to the peace of the world, and especially tlie peace of

the English-speaking peoples. It would involve the respective

Governments in disputes, the consequences of which would be

far more serious than the differences of opinion jvhich occur from

time to time between individual traders. As Sir Kenneth Ander-

son has suggested, individual traders when they have a. dispute

can either refer it to a court of law or compromise. They may

even fight it out, but the fight is one in which only guineas are

spilt and only themselves are involved. “With Governments as

parties to disputes the point of national honour would preclude

compromise, and there would be no court of ap|3eal save the

appeal of arms.**

We in this insular country cannot recognise too soon that in

the immediate future we, as the foremost sea-carriers of

the world, shall be confronted with keen competition on the

part of the Amerioan and other mercantile marines. So long as

that competition is conducted with justice and equity, we shah

have no cause of complaint; and, even if American shipping* is

flubsidised or otherwise favoured by State policy, it will behove

us to watch the course of events without feelings of bitterness

or animosity. We possess no inalienable right to the position

of the sea-camers of the world, and if we are to r^ain our

primacy we Ynust do so by offering, as we offered in 1914 and

earlier years, the most efficient service, and, for the rest, place

our reliance on the sea instinct and sea

, Inherited,
^
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*^The faculty of Attention” said Henry James in a letter^ te

Mr. W. D. Howells (1902), “has utterly vanished fromi the

general Anglo-Saxon mind.” And, writing in 1906 to Mr. H.

Wells, he indicates as one of the right conditions of noyel-reading

“rapt surrender of attention.” This question ^f attention he

brought up again in a conversation I had with him not long

before his death, when he maintained that an author had a right

to the full measure of attention required of his work. He spoke

with emphasis, for it was a sore point with him. He was an

author who demanded more of the reader’s attention than nine

out of ten readers are disposed to give. It is idle to say that this

is a vulgar economic question and that an author’s “sales” have

nothing to do with his position as an artist. For novels are

made to be read. It may be true that the essence of art is

expression; but an expression that is not communicated to the

outer world is chimaera homhinans in vacuo. The unread novelist

is driven in upon himself, abounds in his own difficulty, becomes

m^e and more doggedly esoteric. Henry James was led, by

his own admission, to “over-treatment”—to which also a merely

mechanical cause perhaps contributed, that fatal temptation to

prolixity, dictation to a typist. Writing (1904) to his literary

agent about The Golden Bowl, he says :
“ I can work only in

my own way—a deuoedly good one by the feame token!—and
am producing the best book, I seem to conceive, that I have

evbr done. 1 have really done it fast, for what it is, and for the

way I do it—the way I seemed condemned to ; which is to orcf-

treat my subject by developments and amplifications that have,

in large part, eventually to .be greatly compressed, but to the

prior operation of which the thing afterwards owes what
is most durable in* its quality. I have written, in perfec*

tion, 200,(X)0 words of the G. B.—with the rarest perfection!^

and you can imagine how much of that, which has taken time^

has had to come out. It is not, assuredly, an economical way
of work in the short run, but it is, for me, in the long

; and at

. any rate one can proceed but in one’s own manner.” Well,

beautiful work as The Golden Bowl is, does it not still retain

top many traces of over-treatment? Those interminable con-

(1) IVie LeUera o/ Henru Jamea selected and edited by Percy Lubbock,



t^iatuma the AadnghflffioA, ijpidaitt iA the

la^’B ebamber; are they not hw-tieaiWf ^
: Ahd ih another letter (1^) to Mr* SowoBb yesa oatoh an «fen

haore intimate* glimpse of the artist as heontonttmorottfiiefiOf, the

atithor setting himself “stumpers” : “I find our art, all the while,

more difficult of practice, and want, with that, to do it in a more

and more difficult way ; it being really, at bottom, only difficulty

that interests me. Which is a most accursed way. to be tHk*

stituted.” Assuredly, the giuthor whom only difficulty interests

will be apt to find himself the only person interested. In one

of the la^ letters (August, 1915) you find a passage sadly tes^-

fying to this. “ I am past all praying for anywhere ;
remain

at my age (which you know) and after my long career,-' utterly,

insurmountably, unsaleable.*’

Thus the unpopular novelist is driven in upon himself. Nor

is that all. The select minority who do succeed in mastering a

“difficult” author somewhat ostentatiously reject I^ick Swiveller s

advice to the Marchioness; they will on no account moderate

their transports. They pride themselves on being “the happy

few, the band of brot’ ers.” They do their author the ill-service

of making him the idol of a mysterious cult. France has had its

Stendhalians. We have had our Peacockians, and now we have

our modern Jacobites. The hieratic solemnity of the “initiated

causes the ungodly to blaspheme. Many of them are of the more

impressionable sex. I remember tho devotion with which a

British matron, espying him quietly seated at luncheon at a

“mixed” club, approached and saluted him with a fervent Uft,

Master, Master!” The Master himself was rather staggered.

Like an earlier ‘‘p«ychologicar’ novelist, Samuel

he had many literary sultanas, but, unlike Eichaidson he_

Sver let them turn his head. Tho “dearests” of many of the

letters to ladies must not be

Impertinents, whether his^he^^ h^ to been

would reply, ^ old man to a young one abo^
“menaced. Writing

remark : “I think I don’t regret

J'lVVing,” he drops a
vouth-I only regret, in my

er single excess ^ . J po'ssibilities I didn’t embr^.
chilled age, ^ reXded of Urddfiric and Mme.
.Beadera

htat“Te -,nlT allrftion in the oo«e-

Artoux. But this faint hint
j doubt

B]tonden« to Hen^ m
Lubbock has not piihlito

rw-»» “
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gzotmd. It is right to say that the editor on the wliolle

hSB done his elucidatory work very well. He must have had

Imfore him what Henry James himself said about another pub*

Hshed correspondence ; “The meanness and poorness of editing----

the absence of any attempt to project the Image (of character,

temper, quantity and quality of mind, general size and sort of

personality) that such a subject cries aloud for ; to the shame of

our publi^ed criticism. For such a Vividness to go a-begging

!

. . . When one thinks of what Vividness would in France, in

such a case, have leaped to its feet in commemoration and critical

response I
” If Mr. Lubbock’s projection of his Image is not

exactly vivid, it is solid, rich in detail, informative. If any fault

is to be found, it is a natural one in a young man dealing with
a grave and reverend senior—a certain timidity of approach.
Henry James was perhaps more “human,** more of a “character,**

more given to little oddities and weaknesses, which he was him^lf
always ready to laugh good-humouredly about—^in a word, more
lovable—than those who only know him in Mr. Lubbock’s pages
will suppose.

I will instance only one trait, his ingrained love of mystery.
The gratuitous mystery-making in his books may have seemed
to many people a mere literary artifice, a part of his stock-in-
trade. How fond he is in his dialogue of making each of his inter-
locutors utter ambiguities, leaving the other to guess the meaning I

What was the my.sterious article of manufacture from which
Chad's people in The Ambassadors derived their wealth? Ques-
tions are asked about it, curiosity is excited, but no one is ever
told—not even the reader, in confidence. Then there is the Figure
in the Carpet, the secret which the novelist (an obvious projection
of Henry James himself) -said it was the business of the critics
to find out for themselves-but whicn they never did. What
happened precisely when Densher paid his last visit to Millv
at her Venetian palace in The Wings of a Dove? A puzzled
re^er, I have been told, put this question to the author himself^^hed oracularly “Oh. everything.” One is reminded of

Iddi««
when asked for his

w * w
® comprehensive wave of his stick over theW«t End of London, “I live there.” That HemTam«

i«tw (1899) to Mrs. Humphry Ward : “I think vonr . ' «

offers a little fronj the fact tL the reader feSC an^SS.S ite elements, the^ in

’

your hand, too bang off from the first ^ u 1

impose Itself, the antechamber or‘two and the crooked
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corridor before he is already in the Piesenoe." Bat the truth is,

the author here only reflected'the man. He was temperamentally

vague. If a lady took him out into the country for an aftesmoon

trip in her car (and he liked nothing better), she was never told

who had taken him out the day before—it was always “another

charming lady.’* This was not mere observance of the ordinary

usage du monde which refrains from needlessly naming names to

third parties : he was “festively engaged “ that evening or “going

to the play”—^though his intended companions wore intimate

friends, as he well knew, of the person he was addressing.

Always the little air of mystery.

It is interesting to note that Boswell records the very same

trait in Dr. Johnson. .“We stopped first (Tuesday, April 28th,

1778) at the bottom of Hedge Lane, into which he went to leave

a letter, * with good news for a poor man in distress,* as he told

me. I did not question him particularly as to this. He himself

often resembled Lady Bolingbroke’s lively description of Pope;

that ‘ he was un politique aux choux et aux raves.* He would

say, ‘ I dine to-day in Grosvenor Square *
;

this might be with a

Duke : or, perhaps, ‘ I dine to-day at the other end of the town *

;

or, * A gentleman <1 great eminence called on me yesterday. He

loved thus to keep things floating in conjecture : Omne ignotum

pro magnifico est. I believe I ventured to dissipate the doud,

to unveil the mystery, more freely and frequently than any of

his friends.**
, , « n j

But Mr. Lubbock is far too di^ified to play the Boswell, ana

his blest discretion cannot but irritate many old friends of

James, whose instinctive cry is : Give us every little bit of the

lovable man ! N<ft even the letters themBelveg, self-revealing as

they are, quite do that. For hie influence, hw appeal, I thn*,

were latgelv personal. Not to have met him was to have nus^

hie crowning charm-the Buave. indulgent, awncnlM ben^ty

of manner ^Indeed, not a few people loved him who confessed

that they “stuck” at his books, not being able to compass the

b«k .o tb.t. » i. -1^
well to say as the Croceans do, that the artist who has expressed

to himself has done his work. At one time Henry

.
iimselt, if on^

consoled himself with thiswifiw, which he
James appe

before it became promoted to a philo-

hiB brother Willia
, h^ye made np one s

tk. 0» k- l-y • 'I”"”
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if Dike haB an audible tibration-—eyen if it dsotild otily

from one's self." Had Bobink>n Gmaoe been a noTelist

ndght bave consoled himself thas. But a novelist who Uves, not

on a desert island, but among his fellow-men, yearns to com-

mimicate with them, and for that he must pay the price, con-

ttive to have the “vibrations" that they are willing to hear.

Henry James's vibrations were too fine and too strange to gain

the attention of the “general" ear. It was not merely a question

of a “difficult" style—all alembication, involution, and convolu-

tion. It was the unusualness of the thought behind the style, the

utter unimportance of the facts narrated compared with the

reverberation of these facts in the minds of the interested parties.

To those who would give the necessary ^ittention this peculiar

“psychological” process yielded the rarest, the most exquisite, of

literary delights. But for the world in general the preliminary

effort was too formidable; they could not enjoy because they

would not attend.'

What is involved in the attention w^e pay to a wwk of art in

order to enjoy it? Is it not a process of self-abnegation and sur-

render? We take on momentarily the artist’s self, put ourselves

in his place and at his point of view, and reproduce his work
within ourselves. The more unlike to us the artist is, the greater

our sacrifice of self. Well, the natural, egoistic man simply

declines to make it. He prefers to take what costs him no effort,

no surrender of his personality. Let others “swot" over Dante
and Beethoven ; he will stick to Offenbach and the Bab Ballads.

This natural egoism of man, I may hint in passing, is one of the

reasons why there is so much bad criticism. Sturdy, positive,

dogged men are unwilling to surrender themselves. Who is this

precious author, pray, that they should transfer themselves to his

point of view?

But there is another class of recalcitrants, whose failure in self-

surrender to the artist must be ascribed to something else than

ordinary human egoism. These are the other artists. The very

force within them, which gives the' impulse to creation, binds

them fast to their own artistic ego, and is fatal to catholicity of

.taste. Every critical preference a “creative” artist expresses is

apt to be a veiled justification of himself. As Stendhal said,,

every eulogy between confrhre and confrere is a certificate of

resemblance. There is an amusing illustration in Aubrey de

Vere’s BerrUniscences of Tennyson :

“
* Bead the exquisite semgs -

of Burns,’ Tennyson exclaimed. * In shape, each of them has

the perfection of the berry; in light, the radiance of the dew^

dii^i you forget for its sake those stupid thingS) his serious

pieoe«i* The same day I met Wordsworth and named BmptiB to
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Wordsworth praised him evon n^oro vobemently tbAB
T^soyspxi hard done ; he added, ^ Of ooutae, I refer to his serions

efforts ; Ihose foolish little amatory songs of his one has to foiget.*

1 told the tale to Henry Taylor the same evening, and his answer
was :

* Burns’s exquisite songs and Bums’s serious efforts are to

me alike tedious and disagreeable reading.'
"

Such are the criticisms of authors, unable to surrender their own
artistic self in favour of the author they criticise. Will it be

believed that Henry James, notoriously the victim of the ordinary

reader’s inability to malce this surrender, exhibited the same
inability himself? Oh, Irony I Yet over and over again in his

letters he makes it plain that the attention he couldn’t gain he

couldn't himself give—but only a sort of inverted attention.

When reading a novel, *m8tead of putting himself at his author's

point of view, he dragged the author over to his point of view,

and mentally re-wrote the novel as a James novel. Not once, but

half-ardozen times does be make this curious admission. “I can

read nothing, if I read it at all, save in the light of how one would

one's self proceed in tackling the same data] ” be writes (1899)

to Mrs. Humphry Ward; and in continuation, *‘I*m a wretched

person to read a novel—I begin so quickly and concomitantly, for

myself, to write it rather—even before I know clearly what it's

about 1 The novel I can only read, I can't read at all !
" Again

(1902) to Mrs. Cadwallader Jones :
" If a work of imagination,

of fiction, inteiests me at all (and very few, alas, do !) I always

want to write it over in my own way, handle the subject from

my own sense of it." Again (1903) to Mr. Howard Sturgis : “I

am a bad person, really, to expose ‘ fictitious work ’ to—I, as a

battered producer and ‘ technician ’ myself, have long since in-

evitably ceased to read with naivete; I can only read critically,

constructively, re-constructively, writing the thing over (if I can

swallow it at all) my way, and looking at it, so to speak, from

within.” Once more (1912) to Mrs. W. K. Clifford : “My only

way of reading is to imagine myself writing the thing before me,

treating the subject—and thereby often differing from the author

and his—or her—way." Finally (1913) to Mr. H. G. Wells

:

“To read a novel at all 1 perform afresh, to my sense, the act of

writing it—that is, of re-handling the subject according to my
•own lights and overscoring the author’s form and. pressure with

my own vision and understanding of the way—this, of course, I

.mean when I see a*«ubject in what he has done and feel its

appeal to me as one : which 1 fear I vei^. often don't. This

produces refiectiems and reserves—if s the very measure of my
attention and my interest."

Bid «ver wthor ^give away " his critical character with suob
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iteration and such zest? The very measure of his attention to i

novel was the degree in which it allowed him to pay attention

to an improvised novel of his own I The great question for him
was, not what the author had set out to express and how far he
had succeeded in expressing it in his own way, but how it might

have been expressed had the author not been himself but Henry
James. After this one turns to the criticisms of other novelists,

scattered through the correspondence, with fear and trembling

—

or, rather, with a dismal conviction of the sort of judgment one
is doomed to find. There can be no certificate of resemblance,*’

because no other novelist happens to write like Henry James.

But *'if you can’t be like us,” as they used to sing in The Belle

of New York, “be as like us as you can.” There was M. Paul

Bourget, a brother “psychologist,” and one, therefore, with whom
something might be done—^if he would only be so obliging as to

write a Bourget novel as a James novel. “No two men in the

world,” his correspondent blandly begins, “have the same idea,

image, and measure of presentation.” (Precisely! then why
go on?) “All the same I must some day read one of your books

with you, so interesting would it be to me—if not to you!—to

put, from page to page and chapter to chapter, your finger on
certain places, showing you just where and why {selon moi 1) you
are too prophetic, too exposedly constructive, too disposed your-

self to swim in the thick reflective element in which you set your

figures afloat. . . . Tour love of intellectual daylight, absolutely

your pursuit of complexities, is an injury to the patches of

ambiguity and the abysses of shadow which really are the clothing

—or much of it—of the effects that constitute the material of our

trade.” The “patches of ambiguity”—^yes, we know how thick

the inveterate mystery-monger would have laid them on ! Then
there was (reorge Meredith, with his “unspeakable Lord Ormont,

which I have been reading at the maximum rate of ten pages

—

ten insufferable and unprofitable pages—^a day. It fills me with

a critical rage, an artistic fury, utterly blighting in me the artistic

principle of respect. . . . Not a difficulty met, not a figure pre-

sented, not a scene constituted—^not a dim shadow condensing

once either into audible or into visible reality—^making you hear

for an instant the tap of its feet on the earth. Of course there

are pretty things, but for what they are they come so much too.

dear, and so many of the profundities and tortuosities prove when
thrashed out to be only pretentious statements of the very„

simplest propositions.” Set a “difficult ” author to catch another

“difficult” author! How *80 very un-Jameslike an author as

Mr. Kipling will fare one can see with half an eye. “My view

of his prose future has much shrunken ill the l^ht of one's
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incrsasmgly observing hov/ little life be can make use of . . . .

Almost nothing of the complicated soul or of the female fonn
or of any ques^on of shades—-which latter constitute, to my sense,

the real formative literary discipline,” Enfonci, Kipling! As
for poor Mr. Hardy, the process of re-w^riting him in the James
manner is obviously hopeless, so have at him ! “I grant you

*’

(B. L. S., who had been having his little whack—oh, these

authors!) “Hardy with all my heart ... I am meek and
ashamed when the public olamour is deafening—so I bowed my
head and let Tess of the 0*s pass. But oh, yes, dear Louis, she

is vile. The pretence of ‘ sexuality * is only equalled by the

absence of it, and the aliomination of the language by the

author’s reputation for style.” Mr. Hardy, for that matter, was
an old hHe noire of his. Twenty years earlier, reviewing Far
from the Madding Crowd in the New York Nation, he had declared

that “it has a fatal lack of magic. . . . Everything human in the

book strikes us as factitious and unsubstantial
;

flie only things

we believe in are the slieep and the dogs.” But enough of these

^strange performances ! They will have served their purpose

in sufficiently showing the very same failure in Henry James
as in the public that “couldn’t read” him—failure to comply

with the condition precedent to all right reading, the self-

surrdhder of the reader. Thus was he hoist wdth his own petard.

It is odd that a man of this self-contained, unaccommodating

temper should ever have fixed his hopes on success in the theatre.

For the general playgoer is even less disposed than the general

reader to go out to meet his author. He won’t budge an inch.

He requires his story to be brought to his door, thrust under his

nose, and realised for him in flesh and blood, physical action and

human voice. Here we get back to our old question of attention.^

The playgoer is, temperamentally, self-attentive. Further, he is

one of a crowd, and a crowd cannot but find itself an interesting

spectacle, which means that the “house” takes some of the

attention which should be given to •the stage. The mountain

won’t go to Mahomet, so Mahomet must go to the mountain.

What a quandary for an author of the kind requiring, in Henry

James’s own phrase, a “rapt feurrender of attention ”
! And then

.there is that outstanding peculiarity of Henry James’s work

which I have called his interest in the “reverberattons ” of his

facts, rather than in the facts themselves. Where was there

•rfiom for that in the theatre, which is all factsr—facts of deed or

facts of speech? This was no question of theatrical “technique
”

(which, he wrote to his brother, he had “made absolutely his

own, put into his poqket”), but of the quintessential quality ol

the manfs art itself.



; fathetic enough, then, are the letters showing how aa a JOUng
Uaan and well on in the middle years he was ohsesBed wi^ tM
theatre. As far back as 1878 he told his brother : **lt has long

been my most earnest and definite intention to commence at play*

writing as soon as I can. This will be soon, and then 1 shaU

astound the world! My inspection of the French theatre wil}

fructify. I have thoroughly mastered Dumas, Augier, and

Bardou, and I know all they know and a great deal more besides.

Seriously speaking, 1 have a great many ideas on this sub-

ject. . .
.** And to Mr. Howells (1880) : “Happy man to be

going, like that, to see your plays acted. It is a sensation I am
dying (though not as yet trying) to cultivate.” He dramatised

Daisy Miller, but it remained unacted. “Drop a tear,” he writes

to Mrs. J. L. Gardner (1882), “ui)on the fact that my drama is

not after all to be brought out in New York. ... It is possible

it may see the light here. 1 am to read it to the people of the

St. James’s Theatre next week.” In 1891 The American was
produced by Edward Compton Southport, and Henry James
writes to his brother : “Now that I have tasted blood, e’est une

rage (of determination to do, and triumph, on my part), for I feel

at last as if 1 had found my real form, which 1 am capable of

carrying far, and for which the pale little art of fiction, as 1 have

practised it, has been, fhr me, but a limited and restricted sub-

stitute. The strange thing is that 1 always, universally, knew
this was my more characteristic form. ... As for the form itself

,

its honour and inspiration are (d difaut d^cMtres) in its difficulty.

If it were easy to write a good play I couldn't and wouldn't thii^

of it ; but it is, in fact, damnably hard (to this truth the paucity

of the article—in the Euglish-speaking world—testifies), and that

constitutes a solid respectability—^guarantees one’s intellectual

self-respect.” His real, his characteristic form ! Was ever znan

so self-deceived?

Then came the crushing disaster of Guy Domville (1895).

Even before its production he wrote to his brother in a mood of

discouragement :
“ The whole odiousness of the thing lies in the

^nnection between the drama and the theatre. The one is admir-

able in its interest and difficulty, the other loathsome in its condi-

tions”; and, to another correspondent, “I may have been meant
for the Drama-T-God knows !—^but I certainly wasn’t meant i<a

the Theatre.” Guy DomvUle was, in fact, a charmii^ thing to

read---^eorg6 Alexander lent me a ‘‘prompt ” copy (it has never

been published)-^but, as might have been expected, lacked

theatrical “punch.” I shall never forget the first night, ^'^be

delicate, picturesque, extremely human and extremely artistic

little play,” writes the author to his brother, “was pro*
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fanely by a brutal and ill-disposed gallery which had shown signs

of malice prepense from the first, and which, held in hand till

the end, kicked up an infernal row at the fall of fhe curtain.

There followed an abominable quarter of an hour, during which

all the forces of civilisation in the house waged a battle of most

gallaht, prolonged, and sustained applause with the hoots and

jeers and catcalls of the roughs, whose roars (like those of a cage

of beasts at some infernal ' zoo’) where only exacerbated (as i1

were) by the conflict.” More than a dozen years elapsed before

he ventured again to approach the theatre—or rather, as he

significantly put it, “of «11 things in the world, let himself be

drawn into a theatrical adventure.” This was with The High
Bid, B, dramatisation of Covering End, pleasantly played by the

Forbes-Robertsons, but gaining nothing more than a success “of

esteem.” Two of his plays have been tried after his death,

showing, both of them, that he had “put” the theatrical

technique “in his ix)cket ’’-—indeed, that the pocket rather bulged

—though by no means showing that he was meant for the drama.

But, as he was fond of saying, hasta, hasta t

I have been picking out, with the aid of the letters, a few

aspects of Henry James the literary artist. Their rich record of

Henry James the man—his warm family affections, his^ faithful

friendships, his scjcial adventures, his Continental tours, his gradual

estrangement from his native country and lus love growing into

devotion for the country of his adoption, his splendid response to

the call of the war—1 must leave untouched. But always they are

the letters of a man of the rarest type—^the man who lives abso-

lutely, dedicatedly, for literature. They give precisely what, he

complained, the letters of George Meredith failed to give—^“the

sense of his living in the world of art-^in that v/hole divine pre-

occupation, that whole intimate restlessness of projection and

p^oeption.” Indeed, since the Goncourt diary, I can call to

mind no book that gives so fascinating a vision of the literary

i^mne as these tw’o volumes of Henry James’s letters. Not that

be himself 'Wbuld have accepted anything so humble as the

culinary metaphor for questions of literary creation. “These,”

he proudly wrote to Mrs. Humphry Ward, “are the noblest

speculations that can engage the human mind.”
. • • A. B. Walklbt.



THE SPIRIT OP AMERICA AFTER THE WAR.

It is already a truism to say that the war has affected profoundly

every nation in the world. Notably : Russia lies in social ruins;

Germany is reduced to zero in power, and across her nothingness

anarchy rages; Great Britain is befogged, and iinder cover of

the fog her industrial masses march aggressively forward. But
America? America surely must be an exception—the great

creditor nation, the nation that drank deep of lihe glory of victory

though not too deep of the cup of pain. No, with America it is

as with the rest, the War and the Peace have struck her a strange

blow and perverted her life also. He who sat upon the throne

said : “Behold, I make all things new.” Behold, He is msiking

them new. In the current politico-economic jargon : “The anti-

thesis of pre-war society must be achieve^l l)efore the new syn-

thesis can be obtained *’
; the new synthesis being that new state

of society which the visionary sees on the other side of

Bolshevism and chaos.

Whether that new state of society of which men dream can be

obtained we do not know. Modern civilised man abhors in mind
the idea of chaos. He must excuse it as a “transition stage.”

He pulls down
,
in order to rebuild. He makes a desert and calls

it peace, as the saying is. But, except however in our pathetic

human hope, there is no guarantee that chaos once attained will

not be permanent. Thus to-day American civilisation, which was
not one-third developed in 1917, has stopped short in its process

pf organic assimilation, turned about, and faced that from w^hich

it rose to corporate life. Whilst the old nations of Europe in their

post-maturity might conceivably die in the course of Nature,

there is something terrifying in the prospect of the failure and

collapse of a young nation like America. To fall away

—

*• in hor first aj^e's Spring

Whilst yet her leafe was green© and fresh her rinde.**

It does not seem like dying in order to have new life. It j^st

seems like dying

Seven years ago America was the most promising nation of

the West. She coupterbalanced with her progressive materialism

the static idealism of Russia in the East. America led like a

great ship on the se^i, with all the tide of the Atlantic following

her. She was the working man’s dream country—^the El Dorado
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of eyery proletarian of Europe. The young poet Bynner on the

threshold of his life could write.;

—

*' Ab immigrants come toward America
On their continual shipa oiit of the past

So on my ship America, have I, by l)irth

Come forth at last

From all the bitter corners of the earth.'*

You went to America pour reprendre la foi. When America

declared war in 1917, how natural it was for all of us to say that

the New World had been 'called in to redress the balance of

the Old. *

America presented the spectacle of the choir-dance of the races,

the mingling of every ethnological clement in mazes of life and

colour; human beings danced as the molecules and atoms may
be imagined to dance in the mystery of chemical change.

Her faith was that all could be absorbed and that One could be

found—an eventual new unity, more fit for life, more glorious

to God.
'

The Germans in those days were the “most readily assimilated,

the best type “
; the persistently separate Jew rolled into America

as into Zangwill’s “Melting Pot”; Mary Antin hailed America

for her Polish-Jewish compatriots as The Promised Land, which

was as much as to cjill Europe Egypt and to give up Zion. The
Swedes in the Middle West were greeted with the reverend

words “0 Pioneers.” The Irish then were not “Por themselves

Alone," and had no republic other than the republic of the United

States. Into the great ofjcn arms of the Hudson every discon-

tented Radical and agitator or unhappy wage-slave or seeker of

new life came happily, as it were, to the very bosom of the

statue of Liberty. feapy)y days then in America, when all went

well, and in every street they were singing the sweetest of

sentimental popular songs.

The change began in August, 1914, when the first bugles of

war challenged America. Belgium was overrun, and did America

sleep? Germany was making her great bid for world-empire,

and was it nought to America? It was the hour of evil chance

as in a fairy tale. Trans-Atlantic civilisation reposed on the

assumption that no European quarrels were its quarrels. It

-tocitly inferred the corollary of the Monroe Doctrine, and allowed

Co its conscience that “Hands off America” meant 'also “Hands
off Europe** as far as America was concerned. America, how-
ever, soon realised that, though she might officially hold herself

aloof from the European quarrel, yet iier con^ituent races must
of necessity be violently affected both in imagination and in

eentimeigt. A partisanship at once sprang up which was far from
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ittud it by no means in keeping with the pleasasit

theofry of neutrality. Against a}l probability the “reliable”

Genhan-Americans forgot that they had renounced the Father-

land and espoused America; they forgot that they -had fled from

Prussian militarism and conscription ; forgot all their grievances

against the old country and threw money and life and energy

into the pro-German cause. That many in their passion for

Germany were disloyal to America needs no demonstration now.

America was greatly embarrassed by her Germans. Their

defection was the beginning of disruption.

The sinking of the Lusitania then raised a turbulent “pro-

Ally” faction. But the Irish seilition saw independent Ireland

begin to raise her head higher than it had ever been before and
Sinn Fein was bom. The Bussophobe crowd, the Irish, and the

Germans were at issue with the pro-Ally Anglo-Saxondom of

America and the partisans of France and Italy. The former were
possibly the stronger until the Eussian Kevolution detached a

great number of Eussians. President Wilson sought his second

term of office as a pacifist, the man who had kept America out

of the war, kept her from joining Britain and France and Russia.

There was never, indeed, any question of America’s coming in

on the German side. Most of those who were against the Allies

voted for Wilson and they brought him in. It was the Russian

Revolution, coupled with the continued insolence of Germany and

her diplomatic falsity, that made it possible for America to

declare war at last.

But when war was made, then all the partisans of Germany
became America’s enemies and were involved in bitter and wide-

spread persecution, which did not make them into better and
more loyal Americans. For the most part they effaced them-

selves. The pliable affected patriotism and subscribed to war
charities. The stubborn were hushed by sympathetic friends or

subterraneanised their activities. The young men were drafted.

“Pro-Ally” enthusiasm, on the other hand, knew no bounds; it

engulfed all other moods. There was enough of it to hide all

disunity. It roared in the Press and roared from the platform.

It sounded to the world as exclusively for the Allies and for the

Allies* cause. But it contained also a great expression of partisan

hatred for all American dissenters. One .
hundred per cent.

Americamsra was the cry, hundred per cent, loyalty, hundred per

cent, unanimity, and the American mob at home proceeded to'

make America of^ one mind by force. The chief test of

Americanism was made by dollar-drives and rallying everyone to

subscribe* to Liberty Loan.

CammitteeB were formed to inquire as to the means of ririzene.
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snd if the letter were thought Uot to have eontriboied auffieiently

they were sharply informed of the fact. This was not confined

to tibe rich and commercial, but was applied also to the less

representative and more humble classes of the community. A
Negro minister in a church near Vicksburg was thought to have

taken too few bonds, but he said he could not afford more.

Behold, whilst he is giving his sermon next Sunday morning a
little white boy comes through the coloured congregation along

the aisle and-up the pulpit steps, and he hands the Negro a piece

of paper on which is written : “You have half an hour to leave

this town ; and he knows that he must quit there and then to

be safe from the mob. On the town hall steps those lacking in

patriotism were exhibitecl, having been first steeped in hot pitch

and rolled in feathers. A milder way, if you had not subscribed

to Liberty Ijoan, was to find your house painted green overnight.

This was specially in vogue in the Middle West for Swedes and
Grermans and those of the Mennonite persuasion. ^There also the

committees went so far as to seize cattle and make compulsory

sales to invest in the Loan. A hundred per cent. Americanism

must be proved everywhere—even in big shops and department

stores whole staffs were practically forced to subscribe and the

amounts deducted in instalments from wages—so that the

hundred per cent, flag could be displayed.

The money-collecting rampage was the chief outward evidence

of American unanimity. It was whipped up and speeded to

frenzy by the “four minute men,” a vast army of spouters en-

rolled to make patriotic speeches. Under cover of the din dissen-

sion was hushed, and America herself felt that as never before

she was One, she was a grand unity, a great tide of all the

peoples of the world moving as one man. It became a platitude

to say that America had been unified by the war and that the

process of assimilation hod been speeded up as by miracle. The
heart of the genuine American was gladdened by the illusion,

lind many are the regrets to-day that the joy of the pulse of the

war moment has gone. ** We are all one in the war,’* they say,

“bnt how that there is peace every man is against every other.”

The fact is, however, it was only a seeming unity caused by the

effei^scent high tide of “pro-Ally” America. The very violence

of. that tide was itself making for more disunity and a shore

8ia;ewh with ruin when the tide went out.

» ^he reaction from intolerance is severe and universal, and it

ie sbmplicated with all manner of new-born affinities for Europe.
war, and not the intolerance, is, however, the prime cause

ef disaffeotion. The quarrel searched the hearts of Americans
aid showed them where their true allegiance lay. The Peace
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Tmty and the general development of European politics have

strengthened the new allegiances.

Thus the Polos of America » who only believed in tfie resurrec*

Uon of Poland as one believes in the immortality of the soul*

could hardly have exjiected that in their lifetime they would

receive again a Fatherland. Yet, having received it, what is

more natural but that they should relate themselves to Poland

rather than to America?

The Czechs and the Slovaks could hardly have -expected the

rc-birth of Bohemia, but now they are all agog with Czech news-

l^apers and dreams of the new State of Czecho-Slovakia.

The Slovenes and the Croats have been related to the new

State of Jugo-Slavia.

The Kussian Jews see arising a new State of llussia immune

from Jewish perw'cution, and, indeed, largely governed by Jewish

intellectuals and traders. The political exiles of llussia, to whom
America in the past has afforded such unqualified protection, are

no longer dead to their native land, but regard it with astonishing

enthusiasm. Indeed, they have transferred most of their political

hatred to the institutions and government of the United States,

which they freely compare with those of Tsardom. At their

meetings they stand to sing the Russian revolutionary anthem

and cheer it with the utmost zest, but they only sing “The Star-

spangled Banner ” in the most perfunctory w'ay. There is more

antagonism between the old Americans and tbeir Russian millions

than between any other races. “Deport the lot,’* is the common
cry. “Send them all back to Russia.” But it is not generally

realised that that is what a great number of the Russians would

like. They look forward to a^return home ^/henever a favourable

opportunity occurs. Meanwhile most of them are proud of Lenin

‘and Trotsky, and are fomenting revolution in the industrial

circles to which they belong.

Then the Irish have used the opportunity of the “small nation
”

cry to agitate tbeir cause ,with a new vigour. They have raised

the idea of a separate Ireland to a great height. All Catholic

Irish now think it realisable. The streets of New York and

13oston arc placarded with maps, of Ireland and an appeal to

Americans to help Ireland win that independence which America

won in 1783. “President” Valera is given the freedom of New
York. An Irish reservation to the Peace Treaty is scheduled.

The exchequer of^ the Irish Republic is filled with the money,

not only of the
*
Irish, but of thousands of those anti-Ally

, Americans who hate England and think that it was her conning

that contrived America’s entry into the war and their consequent

persecution. Irish Liberty Loon has been readily subscribed,
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ftnd it is a war chest for fighting America's greatest potential

friend—Great Britain.

It may often be overlooked that Irish separatism means not

only separateness of Ireland from Britain, but the separateness

of Irish immigrants from America. Such patriotism as that of

the Irish in America is obviously not compatible with being **gQod

Americans." It means that the Irish are not devoting themselves

to America's affairs ; and the specttacle of the Irish schism is as

appalling a discord as that of the disalfecled Kussians and Bussian

Jews.

It goes without siiying tliut the Germans are not particolarly

in love with the American ideal, and that, though perforce they

must lie low and be qiiipt just now, they are not ethnologically

at one with the American iiaiioii. Other peoples, such as the

Italians, have not been particularly bappy in America. Pro-

hibition has affected them considerably, arul they reckon that

there is not much on which the labourer can pleasurably sj^end

his wages. Then, as if tiie.se disaffections were not sufficient,

there iooiiis uj) another perhaps mure menacing and troublesome

than all the rest, and that is the ferment of the Negroes. There

are said to be boiuc fiit<;cn millions of coloured )ieople in the

United States—the ex-slavcs and their children. The war has

affected these black masses in a profound way. America does not

advertise her Negro populations and her Negro problem; she

has kept the Negro in the background of her composite national

life. And the Negro has felt himself to be in the background.

He has not been in vital touch with Europe as the white man
has been. It was therefore a dumbfounding moment when the

United States began to take the Negro young men and drill them
and draft them into its vast new conscript army. It would not

have been so strange but that the Negro in the South is deprived

socially of the status of man, and for the Southerner ranks with

the animals. He is denied his legal rights at every turn, and

languishes in a state of peonage which in some resiiects is every

whit as bad as the slavery from which he escaped in 1863. The
lynching and burning of Negroes has not disappeared, but has

become a sport, beginning generally with a man-hunt with blood-

hounds. When the Negro was told that he had to go to Germany
and stop the Germans committing atrocities he ^vas surprised,

%nd, well, his native humour came to the rescue of his mind, and

he chuckled, and said to his neighbour in the ranks : "Brother,

we's going to make the world safe for democracy," which he

seemed to regard as one of the greatest of jokes.

The Southern white man had two points of view about the

Negro ir^ the army ; one was that be ought not to be taken at all,
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ii mib ifBA noi worthy of dying for bis country ; the othe^ was
that it was a good thing to send the Negro to France, as a Uurge

number would then l>e. killed, and it would be a bleBsing to be

lid of them. The story of the consequent treatment of the Negro

units is t(K> large to bo dcscrilied detailedly. Suffice it that it

Was V43ry unworthy. The Negroes proved themselves excellent

soldiers and won the unqualified adniiration of the French, who
know more about the uierits of a fighting force than does

America. Bui their Hiirrifico to duty and their heroism in the

field did not make tin* Negrot-H iiuiiiuiic'from di.sguAting outrages

in America. Hiotn and lyiichingK increa^d, and there were most

terribk: examples of hunuiig Negrcics over slow fires
—“making

*em die slow ** before ihoiisaiids of whit® spt'ctators. And there

was the terrililo. affair at Berlin, tjeorgia, where a Negro woman
was burned, uiid her (diild, born whiht she was burning, was
kicked among the crowd ior sport, ftacc-rioting broke out in

the North, at <!hicago, even at WoHliington. The Negroes fought

the white mob at C-liicngci, and. indeed, fought the riot till it

ceased. The <*oKtijred jicopU' have bw;n forced to organise them-

stdves to resist intoleraiu-e. Tbe legend of the love of the

Boutherner f<ir the Negro and of the Negro for the Southerner

has at last been dis.sipatcd. Mothers now (each their children

that the wdiite man is their enemy. Afro-Amcrican racial pride

is fostered at every Negrt> sc!u»nl and by every Negro society;

but tilt: idea of the merging of the two races in one has been

Btop])ed, the blacks have tweepted the iuqiopsibility of a general

blending, and now demand the iiican? of equal parallel and
distinH developmeni.

E pluribnn itnnm is Uie motto of America, but the aspiration

has never :^:emod less likely of fultilmont than now. There re-

mains ns the one solid and loyal body of Americans—the

desex^ndants of the onginnl colonists augmented by British emi-

grants and a sprinkling of loyal fiiroigners. It now' appears that

those who dissent, the nonconformists to the American national

ideal, are ns numerous ns tho.«(o who are loyal and true. How
vital a matter that is may be judged in the light of the tniiam

that the future of America is de^wndeut u{K)n her power to assimi-

late her constituent races.

The old America was a protest against John Bull ; the new ha*s

been founiied on a sort of official contempt of European nation-

hood. America was always better. Hence the lack of enthusiasm

for the l.eaguc of Nations; There is more desire for a league of

the English-stH^aking nations of the world than for tfie League of

Natious. The Anglophiltsm of the loyal half of Amerifra is the

greatest positive characteristic of the America of to-day. Tkue,
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it is faced by the greatest Anglophobia that America has ever

manifested, the inoKt noisy jiiid tniublosomc Anglophobia, but

the quiet, fervid love and trasi of England on the part of the

other |)eople is not less strong.

What stands most in the way of Anglo-American friendsliip is

the political [>ower of that part of the electorate which is against

it. No i.)oiitical idealist in Aineiim dare at present proclaim that

friendship as an object. This is pitifully noticeable in the pre-

liminary fight for tlie next 1 'residency- each Hindidate pablicly

disavowing Anglupbilisin. ' Is not the dominant Republican party

piOctically mortgaged t<Mlie Irish vote? Not tliat most Republi-

can.^' arc anti-British! Bar frf>ni that! Ihit ofricially Itopiibli-

canisitiMare not pronounce for a close and iniimute British frieiid-

ship in the. future. •

The s<xN)nd thing that stands in the way of friendship is rivalry

on the st a. America, having signed away the great German
liners, triiil to withhold .‘iouie of them when the time came. The
BCjrdid quarrel over the Imprrator wa.s oiu* id (ho first public signs

of this rivalry. It was a real rivain' and then it was fomented

and exaggerated by wliat is ealbtl the llchist Vress. It linked

with the determination of the .AiiuTican <Iov<Tiime.nt to build a

greater navy than tir.U of Britain. It was not iinprove<l by

Admiral Sims* diselosure that it had been said to him that

America would as .soon tight Britain as Germany. Keeling wn«

no doubt stirred by the repeated ji.sFwrrtion in tlie Press that Britain

was bankrupt and <‘ould not pay her debt to the PnifiHl States.

According to tlie riiun in the street. Britain had fallen behiml and

taken a tK'Cond place and America must not be h.Kdf'd out of licr

rights. She must lead on the s<.>a and Brilaiii must be hiiHtled

out of tho way.

The Empire as such i.s unpopular in America, and the moat ja

made of its diilicultic.^i in India and Egypt. M'he story of General

Dyer made an adverse impn^.ssiori and has been w idely used among
the Radicals as an exantple of British rule. It is vaguely thought

that now the Russian and German eitipires have fallen the BritiRh

Empire is an anachronism. The greatness of the fur-flung Britisli

unity is also appalling to .some wlio would fain rcc it disintegrated

into petty states. Even iimbiig the Negroes, propaganda against

the Knapirc is to be found, though the lot of coloured i^ciople under

"the Union Jack i.s one of which British government can legiti-

•mately be proud. South Africa forms the one exception, and

*it is stories of the ill-treatment of the Kaffirs that are being

circulated to British discredit. Imperial rui^ of all kind ia said

to be bad—though with all the local responsibility of the British

self-governing colonies it is difficult to see where Imperial rule

,voL4*cvn. x.s.
* 0 0
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comes in. Yet IMi; Jim Larkin, wiio is being kept pitifully

waiting week ut ter and month, after mouth with a charge of

criminal unaretiv over Iuk head,' can Kay : **To Hell with the

British Krnpitv, \n hi-il with tlie American Ktnpire, Ut hell with all

«in[iireK " and win inuch approval from his followers, though it

reniifulM un Lii^il-!-ii..!!i of that injnriuuK anil discrediting utter-

ance he made in hiihliii years ago; “To hell with contracts/’

Yes, the idea *>f empire will have, to g*). It is just a little more

than a name, and perhaps the name is passing. It is sjKiken of

freely now as the- JJrilish i'oiiiinoijwValth ihe British group of

nations. As such it. emiid he the largtM and most humane fact

in the world, and of iio dfl'eiifr to any I >emtKTat.

The vast numhers <if .semi odieisd propagandists sent to America

have d<ine harm, it is e<iiiiiiiouly said in a random way that

Britiiiii has spent hillions of dollars in pro|>:igamla in America.

The suspiehtn licit a man is a )>ropagilndi^f is often enough to

damn him, and .si viwal eeUdirated Kiiglish men of letters have

Bulfered somewhat Iroin the :Uspieiori. The oijri<»us thing aVnuit

the Briti.sli piopagamli.si'^ is that tliey nearly always have to face

fushionuhle audienees wliieh an- entirely Aiigh»phile, and they

wonder where the Aiigl«»pla»hia i,**. 'I'he propagamlist is seldom

intrcxluced to |K»or or L’adiea! or fon igii or eveM Irish amlience.s :

the enemies of I'.ril.nn will not pay to conu'. in and hear him.

Vet certainly Anii riea is lainri under the |tropag.'indist than tlic

Brihtn. Witm-ss the rude rei-epia>n of
“ “ Johnson

in lioiahui. 'rin-rt* is very liiile rooin h»r Amenean IVuhihition

propagaiitli.sls in tireat Britain.

“ rrohihilioii “ is a remarkahlf plauioiuenon. It seem.s to have

hecoiiitr absolute during these last six months, and piildu: ()|)itiioii

has hardened in its favour. It al»>ne earries tlie eharaetoristie

sipirit of Americ;i, 'i«. inanifestrd hefi»re the war. a step onward
toward complete n alisaiion. Siiangcly enough, the experiment

was made in llus^ia lirst. during the war, hut it is mure out of

keeping with the Bu-.siaii charaeter than with the American. It

i.s iv fruit of \Vi .-tern j*rogn'ss. It will he interesting to ohwTve
h(»w‘ it alTecls tin* general charaeter of the jX'ople. Anti-smoking

has made some ].irngre.-^.‘-. W ianan sulTragi* seems roming i>retl.y

suwly. though a few hack ward slates have obstinately barr^ the

way to this Wesiein conception of woman’s ros|Ha>sihilitii>s wlvich

Grx\*it Britaiii has a!ri-.idy aee«*pitNl, In the domain of what is

CHlIed re]igioi\ in America there has l»eon rn> revival. The
Heveiei (1 William Sunday has saved innumeralde studs, but one

does not notice them. He. for his part . is .so much to the fore,

repcMits the jokes and the hits that have won in the past, and is not

(1) uw senltMiriHl Co five years ienpruonmeut in Sing-Sing.

'
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now in demand. Tlie rise in the coal of living and of the general

upkeep of churches has fluttoml the profesBionat side of organised

religion, and every denoniitiiition is trying, on the one hand, to

raise funds aAd. on the other, to cut ex|.>en!H's. The Baptists have

be.eii greatly to the fore in dollar drives: the Methodists also.

But ap|X:'uls for inoih'v Sunday alter SinuJtiy are without spiritual

edification. U'ho fact that Atnerica fetds wound up to a high

degree of moral excellenee tl»n.ingh I'ruhihilioii and other reforms

leaves the elmrehe.s without rnneh J'or there is very little

of praise or Siterifiee in Ameriiaii ehiirehes. IhtViculty is found

i;i inaking religions feJrviei* vital. l>r. 1‘ercy Oniut very

ciiurageonsly upoiwd his ehnivh lu a pnhlu- disen-sion of the jnerits

of Bulshevi^ni and other |M>litie.il topic.s, l>n( he got into a great

deal of trouhle when )n eompaied the “Soviet Ark" carrying

deported Ihi-^sians hack to Kurofn* to tlie .U '»////<> //;it hringing

the ancestral pride of Aiii(.‘rica from intolerant I'higlaiid. Grant

certainly k«eps his rinin h full, anil it is possihUT at ev«*nsong to

hear iiftoii iioo.isjuii Vachrt l.ind.'''ay chant iiis fM>cin.s, an«i that

is better than iiM»t .HTnion.-s. At a chiin-h in the Bowitv they

frankly sing “ 1‘ju lv all y«.»nr troubles in your «)ld kit hag " and

the "i.'Uig, long trail a-\\ iiiding instead of liymiis. 'J'he

curate sways tlio audience tii the i'oniniunal singing of "Jingle

Jiells" and "The hull-fnig on the hank and llie hull-frog in llic

(Kiol
"—there is a .striking ritual of making the: church dark and

then lighting a great llame on the altar. 'J'liiis an Anglican

church takes to itself uii iniMM'rnt token lire^uorsliip. There

is also a |H.*rfovniaiu'0. lien* again the church

i.s full and everyone sccrn.s t«> he happy. W hether if ha.s iniieh to

till with religion i.*^ another jiialt.iT. Jhal religion sei’ins .*H/melio\v

to have lost it.^elf ifi nuHt (‘omijiuniiie:! of the I nited States an

exception might he made in rc.*-jw<.'l of lio^lon. where "spiritual

healing" and. to ;i certain extent, “ Chnstian Sc-ieno; ’’ may he

said to be supplying .something. What tlie Church is lo.siFig the

theatre is gaining. 'I'lie theatre seeiH.^ to he full of life. »lo}in

I.)rinkwater's Ahra/nnfi l/ttnuffii if a grt?iiter siiccev^ at the

Cort Theatre than even at tJie L\rifr. It doi‘s not strike an

Knglishmari as heiiig h* well acted, hut t licit Americans know
their own tyf»es. Lincoln is suppijsod to he fu true to life that

old folk* who knew the great President break intti tears and
cxcluirn that it is the old man right enough. John h'eryuson was
•discovered and made also a great success in ^Vew York. Many
delightful American coiiJodie.«, s:ur:h ikh^Lighinih\ are to tic seen

on Broadway—fine's only regret on viewing the theatre as a
whole i.s the absence of any play of Sbakes|ieare or of anything

classical.* The cost of living and of upkeep has hit the libraries

a ,0 2
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bidly. They b&v« been exceUent in the past but they can

buy btti few bookn now. Carnegie generally presented a building

on condition that the town or city provided annual fundr^o the

extent of ten fier cent, of tlie original cost of the establishment.

Thus a thirty-tbousand'dollur building has to be kepi up on three

thousawl dollars, i.c. i;750, a year. This is extremely difficult

now. 8o much goes for cleaning and iittcndanco that there is

little enough to keep the librarian, far less keep the library up
to date. This shows the danger of the iiauperisation of public

institutions hy the rich. Tiie fMHiple obtain the idea that they

need not pay for their lihniries themselves. Doubtless, however,

if the national s]>irit of .\tuerica were again on the crest of the

wave, instead of in the hollow, she would UmjIc after churches and

libraries and schools and all those iiiHtiiutioiis whose upkeep has

been HO ulTected.

Eeononiii'ully the most interesting phenomenon in America is

the Hlowing down <»f the rapidity of success. It is less and less

easy to make a sudden headway in business or to advance one's

position in life, A more feudal or static stale of business has set

in. America is more like England in this respect. Men begin

to lie in that suite of lift? Ui which it has [)lciisi.*(l (Jod to call them,

it was not so before. The immigrant on Ellis Island could look

forward to swift transition from poverty to riches. Now,
although wagt‘S rise, it is not easy to change one’s job. The
reawHi for this is that the gnait Hood of immigration bus ceastwl.

The new-come immigrant naturally look the worst and the dirtiest

jobs, and in doing so relieved a iiutiiher of other men who had

been just a little longer in the country, and they could go higlier

und do bettor. The How of cheap labour was constant, and it

set up a current of .success, u si,>rt of moving staircase for the whole

population, which made the life of America wliolly difTcrent from
that of any State of Europe. It was wught for a while to keep

the move.inonl by imiKirting into the industrial North masses of

Negro labourers from the Sesith. Eut then the cotton fields

sufTereil and the plantens were vociferous. Organised Labour,
htrungc to say, seems to be against the resumption of that un-

entrammelltHl and nbimdtint immigration which supplied America
before Iho war. It is thought that the immigrant by his cheap
and pditictelly unorganised toil brings down the scale of wages.
Irfiboui does not realise that it is just because of the absence of

the immigrant thiit labour as a whole is stagnant. The rich and
cultured are also opposed, to the flood of immigration, but for an
entirely different reason. They think America has enough
foreigners, luid must absorb what she has, or she will endanger
her whole individuality and her national sfienrity,
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8t01, DO one wants to <1o the hard and the unpleasant work in

America. No one, indeed, wiglts to work at a1J»and there lies

another problem.

The innumerable now troubles and perplexities are discussed

daily in sinal) parap-aplis and on narrow platforms. As Mr.
Charles It. Crane said to me, “ Nf> vt»iee earrie.*? more than a
hundred yards. .^lueriea will not li\e fi>r business. She must
have ideals and lejklership.*’ Wanted, a Iioader—that is

America's inward seiisi* of ilie sitiiaiiitn. It is only a great

pcrscnial loader that can tj\ke her out of thi» haek>|)siihs where
she is Ifjst and make lier One.

President Wilkin eanit» in hy the vrdes itf the poirihsts and
then waged war, and lie pnuniilgated lii.s id«‘alisti(; ('onception

of j>?aco, and strove f<»r’ his fourteen ]Hjints (afiainst his Ito-

piihlicnn Senate) and then at Pari.-* wa.< eiuistraiised ii^ abandon
them. He pave the world the arinisfiee and an end of slauphlor,

l»ut he lo.«t his 1ar;re following of ideall.'^ts. .and Ije h»st his hold

on the imagination /d tlie p»-ople n,s a whole. If. was a fatal

matter when physiiMlly he liroke down. l*'or .Ximuica is no place

for n sick man. and has no sympathy even f«n- a great man when
gfricken. The ino.st defdoTahli? .sloii<*s Were tohl iihout the
*' fifitient of the While Hoii.se/’ and perhaps President Wilwm
would have? <h>ne heller to resign.

Still Wilson was the he.*^! America had to show, and his fnihirc

look.s like the failure of the highest Iiojh's of the eoiirifry. Ilenco

the hurly-burly of lO^O,

Put it may he urgCMl that America 1h rich and f>rostx.'rf»iiK and

that the dollar rises in value whilst the money eurreiiev of all

other eountrieft falls. Tt looks a.* thoiiph America, mighjf. gain

the whole world’s hnsiiie.s;s through fjnan<’e. It <loes lof»k that

way sometimes. Hut America’s jiersonal ef]uatif»n diminishes,

as the eo-efficient of her wealth increases. Thf‘ war broke Prerj-

dent Wilson aa it broke lmf>erial PiiKsia and (iermany, and as

it has broken the Ameri<*a of 1914. It is the fu.shkm in I''nrofte to

envy America for her wealfli, but T Taney that Anu'rica would

give all her present prosperity to reguin the steady {>iil.se and

the calm and the spirit and the radiant faith which were hers

seven years ago.

Stephen Gkaham.
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liosr.MARV for rorTK^mbrnnco Ik Oii* rip}il of Mrs. Humphry War^.

\Vi hoforc kIi« was l:ii«l in her f(rave the jurrinjj note of premature

critieism w>untle<l harslily. The i>liviouR ilcfwts of her qiialiticB

have hecn uiMlerliiie*l, tlie. erpially obvious merits iimlervalned,

for <»f her it surely mi*!ht lie sairl : “Slie nothinfr common dhl or

mean." It was Kuldeoin^' to note the rarity ••f ueneroiis rew)"-

nition t>f her hiibslantial services to her* country ami to its litera-

ture. Tf few dared blame ber oriee, few apparently dared praise

her m»w. It fs true. she. iw-wt p<issessed the majiic of })crsonnl

charm. It is true she biave«l C4>iiieiiipt by leadifio the forlorn

hope of the anti-siilTni'’# < aus(‘.

Yet. tlies(‘ are tritli'.-i eompared witli the arhiovenient of a

laborious life. ’Like Sir Walter Fes;nd. wliose dream of AU.

Sorts awl t'owtithas of Men built the Peopb-'s Palace, the

visions of Tloherl KlsiiU'ie hei'ame eonerete in the u<'-ful Pa.s.s-

more Fidwartls setll<*menl. That thousand.^ of little joyless

ehihlren learnt to play hceaiise of the bt‘:nitilul eompassion of

Mrs. Uumpliry \\'anl is eimujih to make her name “smell s\v«H

and blossom in the dust." 'Hhui. when war cliimj^iMl the world,

she made “I’.nfiland's effort" her own. and toiled “towanls the

fioal " to “fiidds <»f vieforv." These brief, strong Ixjoks, with their

noble trihut** lo Franee, their neciiracv. .s<*nse, and {ilowin;,^

imtrudi.sni, did their propajraiidist work well, nolaldy in .\morica

w'htT4‘ Mrs. Ward won and maintain.^ a hijjli |»osition. No woman
novoli.st of that lirsi elass, in which it is far Km:> .smui to prnpliesy

whether she will he included, has such a record. Kven the^ life

of (reor^v Filiot looks self^’entred beside this hiYi.shed j)cr.sonal

servii’e, and the lauj.'htcr of the slum hahies makes merrier music

than tlio immlerous stTinons «>f Theoplirastus Such. Of which

other of the writers of her sex ran it he said that if her writings

were ftjrgoiien her work would remain?

Pare menti»>n (»f thi.s faet is essential in ^fair estimate of a

group of the heroines of the lon|j series of novels ending in

In <mo res|KVt ^^rs. Humphry Ward had unique oppor-

tunity. Not- to b^inny Burney, to Jane Austen, Maria Edge-

wortli. t»r Susan .I'orrier. not t<i the passion-wracked Brontes oif

to tieorge Eliot Iterself was given sneh Fcop<» for portraiture of

women in suc!» infmite variety. She watched harrier after harrier

fall, 'riu* moving prayer in Shirletj that the desfiised old maid

sliould be conceded her right to oIh'V the Church Catechism, and
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learn and labour truly to hiT 4nvn living, was granted l)eyond

the wildest inuiginiiigs of ('h:u*h*tte Urimte heforu Mrs. Wan! laid

down her pen. If she was convineed the extensii»n of the fran-

chise hod been belter denied or dtdaviul. tIic vo(?a-tions and the

prominence of her heroine.- provt* her :i geniiiiie feminist. More
than half her stendy si?«]iienef of no\els bi'Mr I heir names --Afi/fa

lireiherton , Marcdh, Pnfihnt\ t^hautir^ I^uiiut Maflonj, Ddia
Hinnn'hflomr, hmly Thr Mniimj of Lydia, Thr ^S/ory

of Hcftftir CitsirvU. In «>tliois ihev ]*!ayed iht? lead, even if tho

frequently iinsalisfaelory f»f‘ro ii-iir}Nd the title.

fJiimphrv \Viinl*\\as proftuiiidly iniere>fe»l in her own
se.\, and hival to her unqiie^-lionahle hiiili in its developiiu*nt in

the spaeions new held. Siu*h salire.'i ;i> those of ( Odette Yvor
U|iot) Priuctx/it's ill' Si i^rru f or hanu's du i'lilats, :n(‘ tud to be

huind in her relhvs of herov.n elr.iiieejihli . tinM^^. where tin- worker

is invariably treated willi « yinpalhetie res|M‘i|. It was a blow

i i n niiniher iif di.^tiii.LMiished iin'ii at Oxiori) liiMqtly impressed

with the wholarship of Mrs. llunqilirv W'ard when she I'oi-sCKik

erudite researeh to prodiier- Mlx.^ Jlrtdhrrhm in She hegiin

with llie story of an aelre.-.s vindiea.tin^ the liononi’ of her ]mv
fession ; she ende«l w’ith the ajiotheo-is of the land-^^irl leafung

the sunny eorntields sh<' had ;.‘one forth to sow at the eall of

England. She was never .‘^iirprisejl hy the.-^* surprises of the

wonderful years, as was fmisin I’liilip when Helena f‘itslontt

flung <»1T her ra.-^hionahh! finery to don her uniform, and ilrive a

lair to the n si'ue in ma-st^-rly wi'^•. .Nas, iimre ; she spent almost

too iiiueh tiirie in enforeinj.: her oj»timi>tie ^-lei^l that In'iniU',

eapaeily, iind intelleet oflen ;!o hand in hatni. Hi-auls, indeed,

made, a potent ap}it*al to her, tuii alwav}- lorpl in due elieek hy

anistie retieenee. It has hci-n justly ylh-'ed that she eoiild draw

a ptdty-natured wom.an tfj |>erfeeTioii, :i‘i in the ease of poor liiiey,

wife to David Grieve. Yet sh<^ was not ernel, and has no piirallel

to that merciless feat of viviseelion, Tlosurnond Viru'ey. whose

husband called her bis basil piatit, or that modern instance, this

horrible Alicia of Lrynid, George f’.Iiot soinetime.u wr<jte. ns if

jealous of tho good looks with whieli .«he had Iietvelf endowed her

clmraoterg, Mrs. Ward as rcfador.« would never vi.snalisi* hers

as good-looking enough without |>erpdual reminfliTs,

, How Tar they trere creations and not draw n from Jife is a morit

question still unanswi-red, for in the rece/it wck.’ome fragment

of autobiography no (Xinfidenco.s were maile a.^ to method of com-
position. If, as is conMantlv maintainoir,, ^^^s. Ward was
deficient xii creative power, then ihc^ daughters of our day, as

reflected in her pages, show ta predominance of .sound minds in

bodies of physical perfection, auspictotiH for the future of thf* rikjc.
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Her went of humour in her deelinge with her formidable regi-

ment of women Ih, of cotirne, the Mtorn and byword of her

deiractorfc. Without the IcaKt gratitude to her for re(y>gnition of

her own liniitations, and merciful avoiduncc of forced effort to

aparkle, they ask with wunc show of justice when literary immor-

tB'lity has been attained by woman withrmt the golden gift? If

Wulherintf Ifflights lowers solitary in the miiid^ its nornbre pre-

Bence muken it logical to Cidio the opinion of Mr. Stephen Gwynn
that “Mrs. Ward will go down to jKihterity as the writer who
has know'n how' to dramatise' in intercKfing fashion, not so much
the life as the intcilivliml It ralencies 'of her generation.” If

Michael Angelo had not- been wrong in his faith that genius wa.s

eternal patience, then Mrs. Humphry Ward ii»iglrt have claimed

the crown she did not win.

For, although prolilh? in production, slie was never slovenly

nor over-hasty. Her descriptive passages were often touched

with the light that really is on sea or laml. if never with that

faery light tliai never was. If >lie has an irn-pressibh* love of

the great country hoiis«*s with their h»rm»T <»nlered luxury, now
for the most isirt empty shells dolefully awaiting the tap (»f the

haininer of the niudumeer, she shared th<* weakness— if weakness

it he—with Meredith. If she dwelt with rather t(*o TiieticiilouB

delight upm furnilfire, who ((unrrels with Ital/ac for cataloguing

tables and chairs as if he were ah adevd in trade? Mr. Gwynn
rightly considers it **advantng<v»us that Mrs. Ward has birn able

to he* |>opijlar with the uninlcllectual,” for surely, when her

average level i.s ef:>ntnisi<*d with that of the average be.st-8eller,

the eomparis«)n is all in her fa-vour. Her women being far

sufH*rior to her men in aeluality aral artistry, there is reason for

f>Hiising over eortaiii of the more arresting. “Miss Bretherton,”

the phontuncnally lovely |K*rson who trt»k Tjondon by storm in

a play C4Hieerning the White I*ady i>f the Hohcnzollcrns then

d h mode, is amateurish and uncertain of oiitliuo. To l>eliev6

that one si*ohliiig from an Oxford high-hrovv could make a star

of a sti(*k is only |)ossihIo t4> thos<> young ladies of the ’eighties,

reuily to he .1uliet.s in a week. Tlie unpretentious tale made no
mark. Critics wTa* had excusably dismissed it lightly were
amazed when, only two years later, Ilobtrt FAsmere agitated

Bishops and set Cabinet Ministers at variance. The cborua'of

praise silenced the lament of Freeman. “I have been reading

Hohert Klsmvrv, What a hxd lie was ; and for this kind of thing

the West Gothic Kings are left untouclied.” He should have

been thankful Mrs. Ward never tried to convert them into fiction

or put on the “cap of lea*! “ worn for the making of Romola,

This book woe one of those <*omplete successes somew'bat in-
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comprehensible after cool, unprejudiced re-reading. To take up
ttie thick tome, founder of a i^iort-lived school of inferior disciples

eager to pander to the otld fancy for technical tlieology in novels,

is to find otisselveH wearied hy the souhsearoliings of Robert and

bored by the Machiavellian squire. Of tiic wit and brilliancy of

the latter we hear ttxi nnich, though Mr.s. Ward - for once wiser*

than Meredith with Ihaiia- -avoids sainpios. All the vitality is

centred upon the two htuoines. rulhcrine and Host' Jjcybum
live in the inernory, even if the fonner belongs to a lyj4 there

are now “none to praise, hnd very few to love.” They are flesh

and blnCNl, and the doubl^ tragedy of (‘atheriiie toikhe.s the heart

if her “delicate .austerity'* is little to modern taste.

For (Catherine’s was one of Ihose'iinhappy. exalted spirits never

realising that life. wlieU rounded to completeness, holds laughter

as wcdl as tears. That awful, mistaken line, “Thy Saviour acn-

teiwed joy," was her wateduvord. She consi>«*rates existence to

mother and sistem by a soU'inn vuw beside the*,death-bed of Iwjr

father. When she ha^ renoiincoil her IcSver, and gloried in

rcnoiineeinciit d<*spite her anguish, site linds this fXTl'ectly natural

mother fascinated by the prospect of a go*id rnateli f«»r her firat-

born, and N.'cretly revelling in vi.Mons of a “white, soft riiorsel"

—her gnind(!}iil<l. Tin* sister she strives to train in the way she

has no wish to go. breaks out into protest \vhen she discoverH

Kaintly (’alherino has leartit to love. (>f course, it’s our nalva-

tion in this svorld and the next,’ thought Rose. ... * I wish to

goodness Catherine woiildirt think .‘-o •much of mine, at any

rate. I hate,’ add<‘d this incorrigible jaumg jicrHon, * I hato

being the tliircl part of a moral (distade against my will. I

doedare I don’t l)fji(?ve we shouhl any of us go to |)er(|lition if

Catherine did marry.'" Ro.se is readily forgiven fiir her remark

W’hen Catherine yields. "We are abaruhmed, and we are frwL"
Poor Catherine ! 1'he devotion of her husband never cpiih^

cured the jiang of that first disillusion. ‘And whem liohcrt failed

her she knew a second time the dcytli of hitterness of the loss

of clieiished ideals. Jfer pain, her piteous bewilderment, her

ache of longing for her home in the clean, niin-washod hills

—

all this is poignantly conveyed. It was an «nclijvalroiis critic who
said of some dull hero, “He was dreary enough to marry the widow

.ETsmefe." For Catherine was of the stuff making Florence

Nightingales or Edith Cavells. She would have found herself

;in 1914.

Ro.se, w ith her pas.sion for the violin sheT plays superbly after

the due training Catherine dreafls a moral danger, stands

equally dearly before our eyes. She is bom to the frequent

goodlyahentage of ta Humphry Ward heroine, wedding the right

voL*-ovn. N.s. a c*
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rich eligible after junt onuugli engaging hefdlation. Well ought

Mrs. Thorbiirn nav : ** Girls get so frightfully fiarticular nowadays.

. . . VVhy» wilt'll William fell in love with me, I fell in love

with him ut otue hecause he did. And if it hadn't l>oen William,

but sriiiH'one else, it would have heeo the same.’* Her husband,

the iloiioiinihle l]ii;>h Klaxinun, is a men* lay figure. The com-

plex vi.-t lypinil Oxl'iinl don to wlmni all unwillingly she gives her

first love is far mole iiileioiing. ’I’lie .surn uiler ot this bright

beinjj^vihii has m.ule liluiity her idol ,*.tnkingly told. “The old

M'lise. of (Mpture, uf lieljt|essiu‘.''S. as of .some lass(.i(*d.

creature. de.s<*ended ti|Kiii her. She lay sobbing there, trying to

nviill w luit sbi* laid been a wt'ek In'tore
;
the whirl of licr Ijondon

visit, IIh' ambit iiiiis with whieh it had tilled }ier, the Im:>w ildering

muny-eoloiired lights it had thrown on life, the int«ixi<?aling senw
ol urtiKlie power. In vain. . . . She fell In r self bereft, JeS|H>iled.

And Vf't through it all. as slu* lay w»**‘ping, there i-anie flooding

a Ntraiigt? eontradietorv m use of gtowtli, of enriehiuent. In sueli

moments of f>ain di.N-s a woman first begin to live.”

Il is ^•n|•i^uls tti olvserve that /Nir/d (Irin't altraeied tw(» Hutch

translators, despih? ii ^ dialect. It is a thing of slinnls and patches,

of velvet and lliinrs . nie'-.s list act or\ as a whole. Mrs. Ward
wisluMl 11'. to hrlievi* liei terribly at ea.<«'. in the C'alV des Kats

and in the nsu.d Paris of tin- laoelist. Carelul reading of Murger
el Cu*. was inad« t|ii:ile. Sin- should liave reinaiiKHl in Westmore-
land, wh« re the earhesi >s< nes are iuiil, or at Jea.^ in Mamdiesler.

It may iml have bei'ii sound leeliniipic to give the inherently

vicious sister of Havid tlrie\<* sueli a <*t»inin:mding iK»sition, His
spiritual Siurtn nml / »r<i//i/ Ih** the.-isof his hiography was quite

detacheil from the sens*' t»f ivs|H»nsihility he thing to the four

winds when he ina<le his rieiclyped flight with Klise, whom
wi‘ have met loo «»rten before iior eared to meet again. Ijouio

jiistities ber tmtinineiiee by her vivid reality among skilfully con-

strneted w a\.works. From her naughty, admirably drawn child-

liootl, her lurid hgun- eom{K'ls aitenlion. J>id Mrs. Wanl
elaborate ber to try and proVe that eliurches— .Anglican 4 ir Homan

have no lu»ld over such >iiu!s insurgent? If it were thus, she

half relented in be% silver |H)int oJ[ l>ora—lovable, despite her

narrowness, tiiuliug suivea.se from care as she kuotds at St.

iki oian's, or stitches extpiisilely and reverently at Lor altar

fivini; Is. M*rs. Ward agnvs with Mrs. Browning : “Get leave

to work. In this world: 'tis the In'si you'll get at all.” Dora can
endure hi'r niispri/ed love, eomfortod by her supremacy in her
Bftrenc art. Soim 'thing of-“the lovely self-forgetfulness” applies

to'her, though Mrs. Ward remarked it in another.

Ifelhirk of IhinuistUilc is surely the masterpiece, Latina Foun-
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tain her most arresting heroine. Is it t^'Cause it is tlie eonveise of

Robert Elsmere that it is siifKTior? Here the woman doubts, the

man believes, and Laura is f.ir more huiiuin than lUibeii. What

she regarded as the '‘spiritiia] intrusiveness** of the Catholic

religion was repugnant to Ix-r. and her iranspareiit honesty 4*ould

not ctmeeal it. 'rh4> nuitiial iwi^siori 4if two line, natures is erystiil

pure. Fnmi thu dawn of the rliild who “had the stirpriaing

gift for happiness*’ to her dark night, iiiteivst in Laura ia

unfailing. Her siiJiggh' for faith ha?' lo‘en f-atho-:. “J st»€'m to

have nothing to do with half yonr life: ilierr is u shut d<K>r

between me and it.” Lon."ing t*» grant hei InvtT his <iiie desire,

her eonverskui. .^he giv«s him an in>tant t>f raptun*. "hear, the

(.'htireh will ^Iraw uui .mi inidi-rU,” he |»?*anises. 'riuUi (nui-

Keienee tortures lier .•dVe.-'li. and slur s»vk.s ih alli to hpare TJ«'lheck

one more iwnig.

'.riio inevitahiv tr:igi<‘ sitirx is srt 'Ui a lofty plane. It ejiiisi.*s

regret that ehangii g fa disin ioni|.ted Mrs. W ard to re.ase doing

what, she did lu-.'t. ii.Hiirpril ilu* plaia* of prohleiijK. fJreat

ladies, Imis\ \\iiv-|i(jlhng, IrailtHl Miniptnou." skiil.s through marble

halls. Vast wai'ilrolM's 4*ould he lilhnl with their 1 rocks, (‘hira

Middk'toii and I’egyv Lovell Wi-n? not hetlor dr«*.s<«*d hv lliti

eminent man-milliiu'r, Meredith ; Ihekeii.s wa^ not more insistent

u|i4»n the alluniiienl of dainty .shoo'^ and slim. .silk-Ktin’klngeti

ankle.s. Thev \v< re usually heyoiul .•“•iieh sf»rdid eonsideralloiis as

hills. '• Marcella.” if Mic began in griitccl /Hiveily. G lided with

her adoring laud Ma.\we]l, thirty thousand a year, and Sir

(Jeorge Tressiidy, to " Vouloir ipie vou^^ voiih’/, ipiand voiis

ne voulez pas ce i|ir»)ii viait.”

In dealing witliHlhc schooldays of Mari-idia at the M'<*tind ri'it4.*

ClilT House, Mr.-. Want again .-rhowed hi-r sunpathy with what

are expres.sively termed difiicult children. Marcella in heil in tTm

chilly dormitory ean forget even sennu tea in an imderworld

where she is the friend oi a radiant prim e^'j, and always wears

white muslin with eljerry-t'oloun'd rihhon.^^. She i.s quit*: a <lear

—Tiiut'h more attractive than a.s a ‘‘%enturist ” prig, or when

teaching jKjor Sir (ieorge to know his plai'o. Hor flight fmm
afwr jilting tlu^ lialiftfit man she finally marric<l, made a

good district nurse of her. !Mrs. WanI weleoines tliis chanoo of

•showing her for the calling, laying stress ujKjn the

missionary value of the nurses Nursing is hut one of Maretdla's

many phases, yet it improves her. Thf! scenes in lufr district

are well done, and if her earlier ardent championship of a con-

demned poacher is too prolonged, it is winning in its quixotic

uaaelbshnesfi.

Mniq* Villard, in Her Femwe Aivjiaiee dit SiMe,

G 0* 2 ^
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payg a high tribute Uj MatccUa, evi da moms pour in-

(U^iiiable r^HutUt dc fixer, de dc^velopfier ot dc gen^raliner le type

fie la femnie t^iii h iiilf-rpitKC: 4 la cauMs Hociale. Nous nVn voulona

d'aiitre iircuvc* h teiitoignage donnc cn 1911 }Hir Ic critique

le |i!iis i^f'ni'lraril dt* I!i*s»^m!uH6 ungiaiso, H. (i. Wells” and this

remark ai»pli«?.s frM(ril>ly to otlier of heruiTM^s.

Mrs. Ward is a devtnit helb^ver in youth. Blic knows that

jciinr-Mit*'. ttarait it would In> a sad world. She knows our need

of the “Clu-valuri- d’Aviil”; “ ht urs yeux luu-ore l>rillantH dc

ii'avoir point pUfiiiv.'’ In her Inioks youth ami beauty oan*y all

heforv. tlMun with »ii imwitability making for (‘hastened melan-

choly. IChinwr is the eliiinix. It proves the futility of cultivated

ehuriii, distinction, and Hire gifts in a wotnan hardy thirty, when
“sweet and twenty*’ eiinu* to roh her of her hojn*. The Italian

Htdting of thi.s intirnati' revelation delights. Sonthrrn sunshine

warms the pages, eomisMisating for their minute, jiainful analysis.

It is hjM-d to believe the siihth' ineonsf* Kleanor burnt before

her fetisli was iiu*lTeetuaL Why she and New England Ijiicy

loved Manisty is iu»l dear. It mwer will he. though such things

happen every day. Alanisty was a selfish l)ore, at times helving

hirtli and breeding by sheer want of (*ourtesy. Like that of

Sipiiro Wendovor, his invisible brillium y is tlic subjts.‘t of inneh

adiiiiration. Yet Mrs. Ward was awurt* it is ’“just such select

women as l<!leanor who drajs^ wooilen dligies with their ideals,

after the fashion of painters (liiiging gorgeous luoeades over hare

lay figures.

When F.h'utior courted disaster as a play, failure was a fore-

g(ui(^ conclusion. No actor eonid inako Manisty what he W’as

meant to he. In the glan' of the fmitlights l’*dcanor rushing away
with fjiicy that he should "not win her hovered dangerously near

the absurd. In the lunik , however, Eleanor is always dignified.

**tinidnally there h:id sjiruiig up in her that inner sweetness,

that gentle, restoring flume that comes from the life of ideas,

the life of knowledge,” Wholesome, bonnie Lucy somehow
misses sueee.ss, despite care. Mru. Ward’s far-fetched simile,

"Her nature seemed at oik'c stiff and rich, like some heavy

church stulT shot with gold,” is iiof illuminating. Both she und
Eleanor were veritable Ibvatuiers to Manisty. Vet the cardinal

virtue to a vain man proved vain till Lucy was the listener. She
was shy, and only blossomed out into a beauty when Eleanor,

pOiW sonl. had done her hair and magnanimously kept her from
wxariug a hideous '^\vp of check. Eleanor died, as Mrs.

Humphry Ward's characters often die, at the right moment.
“For peace her sonl was yearning”; and it is easier to imagine

her attaining it than to be sure that LucyVa^ happy. ’.Manisty

would have b^en troublesome to have and to bold.
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If space lacks for dwelling upon many of this crowd of heroines,

it is iinjierative for the trio licioks in which Mrs. Ward con-

fesBodly took fatuous people, gave them. new names, even different

nationalities* and almost ai^hie^^t the iin]x>ssihle in justifying

the strange expt'riment to which she may liave been lured by

the critical ciurnoiir for “inOre story.” 'riiere is no analogy with

sequela such asi tho.«^ of Sir Tiariy* .lohnston to Dombey and

Son or Mm. Warren^s Proiemon. Mrs. Ward sought to trnna-

fonn, not fiction, but life, Fnitrick'g Canrr was n revised ver-

aion of the legend linking Ibminey to Lady Haniilton. It did

not greatly please, though it offered hcu|K* for pnwing sound

knowledge of ]>ainicrs and ]uiinting. 7Vrr Marriaiir of WUHam
Aghe was, howi^ver, liiglily praiwHl. lUion and Jj.idy Carolino

Ijamb are here re-crciited. (Miffi*, the |XM‘t. i.s a. v<ry pale reflex.

The robust J^yron of Mr. Maurice llewlett rings truer. But
Lady Kitty, hovering near her dreadful dawn of insanity, wither-

ing in her flower from con.siiinption instead, is an engaging

p<?rsonality. The fantastic magic is not mere hearsay. It. is felt.

With her abundant .diare of “female errors,” the reawm of her

power of attraction is plain, and. as sh<* says: ”lV*oplc don't

laugh when it’s death.” It is huperfliious io consider whether

Kitty is Lady Caroline Lamb; it is enough that she lives, and

moves, and has her being.

Hero Mrs. Wan! was untrammelled by an obstacle marring

tjUdy Rngc'g Dnufjhter, for all its )K»puljnity. 7’he tragi-comecly

of Miulame dii IVfl’and, and that elusive being. Mademoiselle

de Tjospinasse, was the subjwd. It was easy to shift the K(.*onery

of the drama to London, and the drawing-rooms of Tjady Henry
were congenial to her proUdype. The chapter ^\llere slie'di^RCjmds

from her fiu;k-he<] to find her compariioii triumphantly u.surping

her throne, is highly effective. But to turn a de IjffspinaPHe into

even half an Englishwoman was not to }m» done. .As well hop© to

convert Dorothy Oslxirno into a l.*a.risienne. The familiar love-

letters arc a fatal bar. Their poetry keeps tlieir fires ardent.

Only a French grande amowtruge could have written them. They
are a world away from li’inglish points of view. Mrs. Ward
expends no mean skill without prriducing the desired result. Miss

1^ Breton is. at h<?!st, a de Lespinassc in an unbecoming ma»-

qUwraJe array. Her duplicity towards Lady Henry seeins more
calculated, and when her devoted duke that i« to he rescues her

from moral shipwreck there i.s a sense of ^grievement that she

should get all that better folks desire in vain, flh© deserved sharper

panisfament than the discovery, wl^n she opened a salon in a

^bby house with a cup of tea, that her conceit had played her

false. * She needed* more than freedom to eclipse Lady Henry
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M a Hocial f)(>v<;rcign. If the eituation in Paria recalls the memor-

able journey of .Ih'flwortli to cornix*! Diana bac;k to duty and

friend8hi]>, it w to (he diKidvantago of Lady Rosens Daughter.

She iH no i)iaiia» and (he reason of the infatuation Vhe inspired

with her own is more mysterious than her captiure of Duke
Jacoh -- name to handicap romance.

Mrs. Ward wfis at her best in Ji roomy novel.* The |K>wer to

iadioato a picdiire iti a line, u jiorlrait in a dozen words, was not

JicrK. She loft no slu)rt stories to ^pproiudi the first Indian

Hketch(>K of Mrs. Stetd, with tlieir Htinosplu^re of spi< y |H>rfumc.

The pitiable suicide, licssio <‘t)strell, i.s not impressive. She

should have been haiulled by (b?or‘<e Kliot. 1I(T tale of love is

drab, nw'diiifi a Mrs. Jlmkit. a Mrs. I'ovser, to ligliten the

g;l(X>rji. Hinriiiiir is never nititv neeihMl than amid rural surround-

ings. The aneieiit iiicit of Hardy, the group round the hearth

at llu‘. ‘MhiinkiW /' tliest* wmild have given clioric savour and salt

hy their cornMK'rn'.

reeenlly Mrs. Ilurnphrv Ward darirjgly labelled An

ntpiiilly brief talc .1 (irntl Snrnss. This, ihongli entertaining,

it is too slight to he. Fur oiiee the voting heroine is arinising

and “not tptile pretty.”' She illnstrate.s books to help fwy the

hills, she never grtinible.s, and she helieves in Iter hnsband. Ilks

“lia l>rnyere-like “ leclinvs niiike him the eornet of a st?.asnn, and

v^<lnderful prices promis«*d for reprints temj>t him to extrava-

gance. Society makes a p<*i of him. 'I\> his credit he does not

wish to go where his wife i.s not asked, though he^ is obtuse

in }HM-i*eiving her unhappiness when week-ending with a hoKteas

beside whom liiuly Catherine De Uourgh was eivil. Whi.sking

o!T the- ehos*Mi to a dneal castle, .s|ie leaves Doris without her lea.

'Phere is at- loa.st no reeord'td the (’ollins party being deprived

of a. meal even when d’Arev was at llosings. When Doris gets

her ehanee <»f avenging studied slights, she shows real generosity

with a smile and without lien>ics. She rescues the heir from a
aud wo enjoy the humiliation of his odious mother

in having to he grateful. Her husband Sixm gets tired of “too

much eleverality.” He wearies 4)f endeavour to scintillate all

day, and of siml aftinilies who wish to collaborate and to improve
his viirk. He wisely finds out that Doris is. ns Dr. Johnson
said e«* Kitty Clive ; “Clive, Sir, is a good thing to sit by, she

umlerslands what you say.”

As mikdi can hardly be said of .Lady Contiie, the central figure

of a rather unlin]t|\v nttemjH to re-create the Oxford of the

’eighties thoroughly, as Mrs. Ward understood it. It has been
called snobhi.^h hocanse all the I-niversifey ran after a titled l^eauty

:

yet the earlier chapters were attractive to those w’ho were there
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ODoe upon a time. Recalling the notorioiiB triumphs of a certain

American Venus Victrix in Oxford then, those of Lady CV)ntiie

seem scarcely exaggerated. Her nnivo iiinnxeiuent when one

captive breaks his chains and marries a girl worth a dozen of

her is genuinely funny. He is fortunate ‘in l>econiing a sensible

husband instead of remaining an invertebrato pliilandoror.

The steady industry of Mrs. Ward is rnanifi?Ht by a sequence

of wliat we hxisely define a.s war novels. 'Pbese api^eared regu-

larly, despite the fact that,arduous patriotie labour "for the love

of God and the service of Jiian
** was beiiig done by a woman

no longer young. .\ny ignoramus can i)iclv boles in them under

the delusion that dies hardest--- tliaf hmltdinding need.s ability.

Have our other novelists, then, givon us masJcr|ueces? Have
they siieeetvled in “dipping their hrn.sh in ehaoK*' jmd painting

with snob genius fhnt tlie wlnde picture flames eomplidc before our

eyes? Mrs. Ward was too astute to strive to Im‘ the Tolstoy we
still await. Her huinl»lor aspiration \\as to sot •forth, if hut in

part., s<une iwonl of the attitude of woinan in the (Ireal War.
Tt is es|svially praiM*worihy that, heloiiging to a j»ast genera-

tion, she belli out <*ordial hands to the all-ilaring newcornf»r».

She dwelt upon the nobler aspe.et of their I'flort, and was eager

to seek to invest it with glamour. Tier viriory over ]*re.jndie,e

is no trifling mutter. There is no harking hack to those of her

own youth as superior, fow^/w Philip is intellectually far from

the level of Pur id (irkve

:

yet in Helena the evane-sceid mood
of a moment of transition is eaiight uilh nu unfailing touch. Her
love affairs do not matter. It is wTien she is driving the car amt

obeys her order to wait instead of whirling into the niid.sf of the

strike riot.s her attitude has meaning. For this spoilt cWld has

learnt the pricfdess lesson of di.s'ipliilt;, and ser\<*s as a- h<ipefiil

objetd-lesson for the future.
•

Missivg is easily forgotten, save for its inf»ving sketch of the

marriage of a boy on short leave, and of a liospital in France;

Elizabeth and the War was alsf) a difcai^poiutment.

Then by a pathetic coincidence, of title came Tfarrcfit, with

its (song of prais«^ for the, daughters of the- plough. “Th<i good

we are bidden to speak of the dead musf !« free frruii the insult

of ^att^ry.** This book, with it.s exciting plot. c,nnnot vie in

Execution with the handling of the earlier novels with their fine

shades. Yet it is strangely impres-sive, this plain record of a

strong woman T'^ying for one w’eakncs.s to the. uttermost farthing.

In spite of period and staging, old-fie^hioned. For here

Mrs. Ward, not for the first time, y>roves tlie stem text, “The
wages of sin is death,” to he an integral part of her cree<l. To
half thaTmoderns the* wages of sin is—whitewash. Extenuating
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drcamstances for sore tempted Bachel Henderson did not deliver

her. Her passion for the loveri Oanadian bom, glows with a

clear heat, freeing Mrs. Ward from the reproach that passion

was to her a sealed book. Bachel confessed and repented. Her

reward was an instant of rapture, and then what was for her a

happy ending in the arms of one grciit-hcarted enough to forgive.

Her friend and good angel, Janet, who runs the*pro6i)erous farm

with her, is equally alive after her more tranquil fashion. Mrs.

Humphry Ward is out to tell us the luivl-girl is no mere Bosalind

in Arden. The graceful orator in her becoming uniform, eloquent

beside the flag in the market-place, is no doll. One of the hewers

of wood and drawers of water of her own sex fii)eciilates if such a

wonder ever had to clean pigsties, only to be assured she bad done

it often and done it thoroughly.

Kuchcl Henderson is the last to onttu* into the garden of girls

where Mrs. Humphry Ward stands with a maternal smile, a

maternal rciuliiuss to make allowances. Jioarning. education,

cx[x»riencc, intimiwy with Nature and art, knowledge of the

world, equipped her hravcly for her task as novelist. Her most

stubborn enemies admit this: yet her tenderness to her hcroinqi^-

is often forgotten, the teiuh'rness akin to that for tie* children

“sjult like Idols aUmt the. eity/* ])roving it not to liave heon

imaginary. “But the wtmien- oughtn’t tliev to he in the shrine

tending the mystic fire? What if the tire g(H> out, and the bean

of. the nation dies?** This is Nfrs. llunipliry Ward's wistful

question. It is still unanswered.

Rowland Gri:y.



NATIONAL FINANCE: THE BUDGET OP 1920.

** JRinaooe^is not mere arithtoietic; finance is a great policy. Without
sound finance no sound Govrnuncnt is jwssible.’*—AVilbon.

Good finance consists more in the spending than in tlio collecting of
revenue. Gudbtonb.

The aphorisms quoted at the head of this nrtiole were never

more pertinent than thljy are to-day. The oftiee of Chancellor

of the Exchequer is incomparahly the most iinjwrlnrit in the

Government, and were the amount of revenue the

test of financial greatness Mr. Chaiulierlnin would be, beyond dis-

pute, the greatest financier whom this or periiaps any of her country

has ever producx^tl. No one antidpatfd that wo Kliould. in the

current year, get hack to normality in n‘HjK'cl pit her of oxjwndi-

lure or of revenue; still less, liowovor, did they cxfX'ct that in

the second year after the formal <‘ess:ai(>n of liostiIitic‘«, the

country would he called upon to raise a. levoniie of over

i;i.400,(MH;),(Kl0. Assuming an entire ahsiMieo (»f untoward

incidents, assuming also (a most extravagant imsiimption) that

supplementary estimates do not exceed £*'Jt».fM)(),f)(K), there will,

on March 3.l.st, H^21, he a balunee. of avoilahle for

the reduction of debt ; hut, even ni, and opart from this, wv< are

asked to provide, for a total expfmiliture of .t'l.jBI,fK)0.(K)0. Of

this, the Civil Servic.e are responsilile for over tlie

National .IVht Service for X’lJ45.tHjG,W), and the Figliting Service

for X'230,0f)0,(XXJ * the third and least wuhstantially excet'ding the

total pre-war revenue.

Of the total revenue of the taxi s are estimated

to produce over X’l .rXXh(X)0,0(¥) ;
of the balance more than

X‘300.000,0(X) is to be raised by the sale of surfdus war storcB

—

assets which, having been purchased out of borrowed money,

ought indubitably to be severely alkwiiUed to Ibc redemption of

debt. Of the tax revenue. Customs and Excise are to yield, In

round figures, X'350.0(X), while from Inland llevenue we arc to

look for no less than X*68'2/KXl,000. Towards thi.s latter total,

£)state, etc., Duties arc to contribute X'45,fXK>.fXX), Stamps

.000,00(1, E’xcess Profits I>uty—levies! at the rate of 60 per

cent.—JP220,000,000, and Income Tax ^including Super-Tax)

£385,000,000.

Such, in barest outline, are the Budget profN>.salfi for the

current year. I propose, in the first place, to offer some observa-

taoDs upon the Avenue side of the account. The propoaed ex-
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penditnre may be not merely defensible, but inevitable—a ques-

tion to which T Rball return, but the broad fact remnins that never

in the history of this country have the taxpayers been asked to

provide, in » sin^jlc twelvemonth, over t'l,tVn»,(i(Kj‘(HKj. The

Budget cfitiinate for 1019 20cainedjingeroiiKly near (,1*940.000,000)

this |)ortentous figure. The actiuil rtveij)ts (lOOB.OfiO.OCK)) came

nearer still. Nevertheless, the Budget of this* year marks a

furtlier stage in the rake’s |>rogre.«H, and it is not a pleasant one

hi wmteinplatc. For all taxation, kd it bo reineiitbered, is per

nc an evil. 1 am aware that in enunciating this truism 1 risk the

imputation of medijevalisin. or what would set^in to be oven more

antiquated, tliat of “mid-Vietohanism.” None the less, 1 believe

Bicardo to have heeu jKirfoetly right when Jie said ;

—

“ Tlio Rroat rvil lA taxatieri is <*> In? found nr>t so jiiucli in any s.'U'i'iion

of its as in tlic K<''Ui'ral arnouni of its rffcctfi t-aken rolicclively.

"

What Bicardo \v,)uld have sjud could lie have forest'en the day

w'hon the aggregate taxation in tJiis cf»ui.itiy should exceed one

thousand iiiillioiis. may he imagined. Taxation, though an evil.

iH a neceRsary evil, but it <*nn be justitie*! only on th<‘ hy]«>thesis

that there are some services wJiieh can he more elT<?(dlvely per-

formed hy tlie eomnmnity than by imlividuals or by the voluntary

Hsfiocintion of indivi<luals. In the complex life of the nuKlern

State, that gins without saying; none the less, it was never more

eRHenlial than it is lo-dav to insist ujHui the uniKipular truth that

every new function thrust upon the State, every fresh resjioiisi-

bility acceptiMl by it. needs to be jusiitied on its merits. In a

backward commuiiijly ruled by the representatives of a more

nilvanced t'ivilisatinn the State may |H*rhaps he trusted to make
better use of money t’xtracteil fmm tlie |HK*kets of the taxpayer

than the individual eiti/en.N; hut this is an argument which can

hardly he accepted in the cas«' tif an educati'd ileimx'racy. Even
there the Stat** may iHThap.< he more enlighteiuxi than the aggre-

gate of its citizens : what is certain is that it will he far more
extravagant, .\uofher |Hiint less frequently emphasised : the

efliciency of Siatt* admini.stration is almost certain to be in inverse

ratio to its oxttMision. 1’he phiioso}>l)ors predieted this : exjieri-

cnco litis proveil it. The new* r>epiirtments are notoriously, less^

efficient and far^more extravagant than the old ones. Taxation

was deemed to he an evil by our fntlu'rs Ivcause it took out of

the pcM'kets of the imlividnal citizen wealth which would fructify

—to tlie benefit, in the long run, not inerely of the individual,

but of the wiiuniunity—more rapidly and more effectively in Iub

pocketB than in those of the State. If the argument were valid

then, it is fitiil more inqiiirtant now. Apart, then, from all ques-
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tions as to the equity or the ceonotny of this tax or that, we may
assent to Eicardo’s aphorism, that (lie {^reat evil of taxation is

to be found “in the general amount qf its effects taken collec-

tively.”

We may now pass to the s{)ecific mot hods by which the huge

aggregate revenue is, during the present iinancial year, to be

raiscil.

Among these, the Income Tax stands out pre-eminent. In

view of the r(H*ent history of National Finance, it is curioua to

recall the opfMisition offerod by the liilierai rarty to this "odious

iii][X)st ” wlien Sir Ibihcrt IVel revivi-d it in 184*2. On that occa-

sion the debate on the Income 'J'ax rowliition lasted for eight

night.^i; and so late as 18i>l Mr. (ilad-stone, vvliilc admitting that

the tax was- “an engine of gigantic |)tmri* for great national pur-

poses," declared with cin]>lmsis that tlu‘re were "circumstances

attending its operation which make it dilTIuMilt, iKuliap.'i iin|H)Ksih1e,

or at any rate not desirable, to maintain it asiii {Mirtion of the

jiormanent and ordinary finance of the country." Mr. (.Jladstone

was convinced that wc slmiild never revert "to the <»ld si»irit of

economy so long as we had tin* .Income '[.’ax." "'riicrc," he said,

"or hard by, lie <leop ]>ractical r)nostions of moment." Nor wtis

he the man to <’lieris!i a conviction without making a practical

attempt to translate principles into action, in his first lludgoi

—that of 185;i—Mr. (ihulstone pro}K>iind<‘d, and indeed <*arried, a

KcluMiie for the early iibandonriicrit of the "odious inifnist." The
tax was reinj|Kis(.*d. hut only for a definiN- term of wn’en years:

for the fii*.‘*t two it was to he ul flu* rate, of 7il. ; for a further two

at Od. : for tlireo more at 5fl. ; and it was finally to di.sappear as

from April 5th, The Tsar .Nicholas and the J»lm|K!:ror

Xatxileon comhined to upset Mr. niadstfjue’s appUseari. liardly

were the w'ords out of ^Tr. Mladstone's mouth heff>re the Enro-

pt?an sky l.^ec^llne over<*ust, and the t- rimean War ilissipated his

dream. But only for the moment. More than 50 per cent,

(thirty-eight millions as againsi thirty-two millions added to the

debt) of the war cxpeiulitgrt* w-as met out of revenue. The
rrimean War was only the ojiening i»f a period »)f turmoil and

unrest : the Tersian War, the Indian Mutiny, two f'hincHC wars,

the Italian War, the Civil War in America. But Mr. (liadatone

was not to l>e turned from his pitr|Kisi\ By 1805 he had got the

income tax down to 4(1., by 1873 to and in his famoua elec-

tion address of 1874 he held out the hope, nay. he made a definite

promise, that if he were n’tumed to |x)wer.the country should

“enjoy the advantage and relief of the total reijcal of the Income

Tax." Disraeli could offer no less, though he offered it in more

general terms, so that on January' 26th, 1874, the Timett could
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Mj: is now evident that, whoever is Chancellor of the

Exchequer when the Budget is produced the Income Tax will

be abolished.** Mr. Gladstone was heavily defeated at the polls,

and the hopes he had held out never materialised, though in 1874

Sir Stafford Northcote; one of Mr. Gladstone’s most faithful

disciples in finance, reduced the Income Tax to 2d. At that rate

it produced ^£4,306,000.

Quantum mutatus ah illo. How far we have travelled from

Gladsionian principlos and practice may be judged from the fact

that in the last year of peace (ending April 5th, 191*1) the “odious

im}M)st'' yielded no less than ;£47,(KK),0d0, a sum which already

se/ems insignificaiit as compared with the gigantic total of to-day.

In view of the new record established by the propowils of Mr.

Austen Chamberlain, it is plainly of the utmost imxx>rtance that

the assessment and collection of the Income Tax should be in

the strictest st*ns(» equitable as between individual citizens and

economical and prodticiive as regards the State. In short, the

largest |K>hsible reveiuu' shmilil be obtained with the least i>ossible

friction to individuals, and with the smallest )Mr)ssible. dislocation

to trade. It is from these points of vi(‘\v tb.'it the of the

Income 'I’ax Commissioners and tlK‘ pro|H)sals of the Chancellor

of the ExclK*<|uor founthHl thereon must be eUwely scrutinisc^d.

Many of the rec<»iumendiiiinns mmlo by the Cuiiimissioners will

Im3 generally mvepled witliout rontroversy : thi* relief frtmi

“double income tax** within the Empire; the relief granted in

r08|H*ct of family re.s|»onsibilitie!i; ; allowanee fnr wasting asw*ts;

and BO forth. Kor is the new scheme of graduation likedy to rai.s«*

any obstinate questioning. The present s\.siem is jidmittetlly

arbitrary and unscientific. The proposed changes are, iji effect,

thotigh not. in ap|H*nrnnee. at once simpler and more equitable.

The gra4luation is ti> prcn'Otnl by incremeut.s i»f 2d. or 3d. from an

effective rate of l.Jd. in the A* on an “investment** income of

A'l49 a year up to I Is, Kl. on an income, of .X*l50,0(t0. This result

is achieved by an iiig».‘niou8 conibinatit>n of devices which in the

aggregate stvnro soniotliing as near to equity as can he reason-

ably looked for in iiscal matters. Hitlierto wc have bad varying

ntles of tax for various grades of income. Henceforward there

w*ill be a ** standard rate.’* while the rate h>r small incomes will

be half the standard rate. For the current year this reduced,

rate will apply to ail cases iu which tlie “taxable income*' does

not exceed .^25, while, in the case of taxable incomes exceeding,

A'225, the first ;£225 will be charged at half the standard rate, and
the excf^SB over £225 at the hill standard rate (Finance Bill, § 22).

The term “taxable income** involves a new and valuable defini-

tion, viz., the “assessable income*’ (which is the actual invest-
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meut income or the earned income reduced by one-tenth) leas the

allowance for the taxpayer-^liis wife, children, dependent rela-

tives, etc. Thus no wholly -earned income will be charged at

more than half the standard rate if it does not exceed d£400 in

the case of a bachelor ; £500 in the case of a married couple with-

out children ; .£600 in that of a married couple with three children.

In the case (»f wholly invested income the corres{)onding figures

are £360, £450, and £5-10. -

It will be noted that from earned incomes there will be allowed

a deduction of <»nc-ton1.h of the amount of the aH.ses8ad)lc income,

provided that the deduction does not, in any individual case,

exceed £'2(K). In other words, the allowance will not oiwrate on

any portion of an earned income whicli exceeds £*2,tX)0. This is

the device—a very siinplc one—to secure some degn^e of differen-

tiation in favour (»f earned incomes. In resjx^ct of the smaller

incomes, that tiifft;rentiation has hitherto been unduly favourable

to earnings. It is, indeed, open to seritMiK ijue#tion whether the

principle, of diiVcrenliation should he admitted at all. If it he

deemed (‘({uilahle and expedient to lay sfHudal burdens upon

inlieriied wealth, the apfinipriate method is hy meuriH of estate

duties. Apart from inheritiMi wealth, ** unearned inci.>me
** must bo

the result of industry and thrift; it aris(.>s front the deliberate

jto.stpoueiiieiu fif the sati.sfaeiion of rlesiren, hut it is as much
*‘(‘!irned ” ha the iru'oine to which tliat invidious term is at present

applu‘il. Many of the straiter send of economists {among whom
1 shoulil s<‘ok inclusion) woidd have been gliwl Ut see the mis-

lejidiii" and unfair di.*dincliori between "earned " and "unearned"

incomes -
.'I dihtinclion which, in a legislative wmse, ilates only

fmm Mr. .Vsquitli-'s .Budget of lOfi?— swept away altogether. And
for a very simple rc.nson. If we aw? to have a real recovery in

tradi'—as distinguished from an artificial inflation of values

—

if we are to secure increased pnaluction and w to bring alxnit that

general reduction in prices which of all social reforms is by far tho

most insistent, one tiling, though not one only, is esBential ; cheap

and abundaiit capital. Kvpn the. most extreme Socialist admita

that capital is e.^senlial to production, even thougli capitalists be

an economic excroK-ence. Will Mr. Cburnberlain and hi.s depart-

mental advisers infurin us how capital is to be increased and

cliea^Hmed cxce|>l by the old-fasliHined device of siipultaneouBly in-

creasing f»roduction and diininishing immediate consumption; in a

word, by saving? If, however, thrift is to be encouraged
, can it be

the [lart of prudence or of common sense to* pffer every discourage-

ment to those who are willing to pt'actise this homely but in^s-

pensable virtue? But wiiat encouragement is to be found in the

.Budget proposal-s for the current year? An Income Tax mounting
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to 12«. in the JG
;
Exceas Profits Duty at 60 per cent. ; a new

Corporation Profits Tax which wiP. militate against "Beserves,**

accuinnlated for trading development puriKjscs by limited liability

comiamieH- could anything be devised more likely nn the aggre-

gate to encourage personal and cor|)oni!.c exiravagam^e and to

exaggrraU' all the inwuwonieiices—and worse—which arise from

the Kcsircity and coriHef|uent dearness of cajiital?.

Til ivluni to the iiicoine Tax. Tlw Cojuinissioners have .satis-

fied tlieiuselvcK that *'to <!o away with the ail vantage which since

1907 has hccii gnirili'ii (within certain litnits) to incomes earned

by |Mirson:il exertion would he a distinctly retrograde step, and

would ignore the deeply-rooted eunvietion which undoubtediy

exists in the public* mind that there is a real difTiTcnce in taxable

ability between the two cfhissis of iiiconie in cpiestion.” Whether
that “deeply rooted cronvielion “ is biunded u|K)n reason or uiwn
prejudice is a ipiesticui to which 1 will not n;vert : enough to sny

that the ('oinii issuuiers, while res|v*< tiMg the principle, have

nevertheless come to tlu» cHuu lusion that “the preseid diiTe?entia-

iion against small Trrtearned incomes is too groat/' and also that

“there is good reason for diminisiiing the juesont dilTerenliation

in the ease of lurgcT incomes, though not to so great an extent

as in the ease of the smaller iiieomes.** I’o tliew.^ conclusions

Ijractical elTeet has. as wc’ have scm*ii. been given in the Thidget.
'

A more din'icult problem remains. Of all the questions c*on-

sidered by tlu' Income 'Fax I’ommissioners, it was at once the

most controversial and. from a purely income-tax .^tand)ioint, the

least inifHirtant. ! refer to flic taxation of co-operative societies.

Tbe mutter has generated a vast uinoimt of licsit on Iwith sides,

and it lais been the subjtvt of imu-h debate? oi: the Finance Bill.

On the one hand, it is urged (chiefly by or ou behalf of private

twulers^ that eo-operaiive societies ait' unduly au<! unfairly

favoured by the existing law: on the other, that when “a group

of ptu’sons club together lor a joint iind(*rtaking. any payments

that they make among theinstdves are in tlie nature of transfers

or eoiitributums to u common |V)o], and cannot, t1ierefort\ give

rise to any pmfii,*’ and e<»nsequently cannot pro|XTly be .subject

to income tax. Thi.s latter eontention rests u|)on a theory tech-

nically known as llie “principle of mutUHlity.’* The impartial

olwrver is hound to eonsider the matter less from the point of

view of rival traders, and alternative systems of trading, than

from that of the interests iif 11k» natumal Exchequer, on the one

hand, and, on the other, the social life of the {xy>p1e.

On its distributive side the co-o]H'rative movement has achieved

an amazing measure of success; it has not only inculcated the

virtues of thrift, but has taught millions of |)eop]e bow '^o prac-
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tise them ; it has reveal^ to thousands something of the intricacy

of trade, and has given them a pra(‘tica] training in the conduct

of commerce ; it did much at one time for working-(;Iass educa-

tion ; it liasjbelped small men to piiridmse houses, and to actmmn-

late capital ; in fine, it has nmde a ivaj contribution to the im-

provement of the WK'ial ccvidition of the, |)iNip]e. lint its very

success lias raised fiscal problems nf considoriible magnitude.

SiK'ieties wliicli* do a. trade of wliich einbra(;e a

menibersbipof home l.OJMl.tXH) iK'ople, with "‘protits ” in the neigb-

btuirhood of iiiOjHHi.tKMr, can hardly a Ivance a claim to legis-

lative indiil^icnco sucli as was williiif^ly conceded to the iiiove-

inenl in earlier days.

.I'>oes it, as a fael. enjoy such iiitliiljienee? The income of a
eo-o|S:*rativii .society i.s^it lire^eiit diH|K>M‘d of as follows: (1) in-

terest limited to 5 per cent.) on shares paid to iiidividnai ineni-

bers : eji deposit intiMcM paid It) iiidi\ itbials who have placed

iiionev on d< |H..sii with the .su’iety : appnvpr^iition to reserves;

and i4i |iayinenfs l<i’i i<» nieinber.o. i/o to iion-nu'inbers, of dividends

on piireliases l aleidated on the liasi.s of tlieir individual purebuMi^H.

On 0) and n(» (ple^fion arises. Individiial.s, lialde to income

tax, imi.sf ri.tiirii intt iest .so r4M'ei\ed, just ns they iriiiht n^turn

inte.r<*vt uti bank di jsisits. If interest is not deducte<i (as in the

eas4t^ of a liiiiilt'd c*.»injniny.» “at ibe source,” it. is for pur|MiHCK of

public e(‘onomy. becausi' most of tin* sliarelioldiTs are not liable,

and wtiuld tbcivl'orc be <*)i;;iblc to n*cover ; but 1 umierstiind llint

the |>?*jiciiee is ti» fiiiiiisb the loc:i| SuiKWor of 'I'axes with th|!

nariic.s of .*.biirebold**rs, so that any failure to return may bo

resniily <letceti d. .\.s rej;a.ids ('.i), there is at present a dilT(Tontia-

lion in favnur i^f cn-ojjerative .Micieties for wbieli h seeinv difTiciilt

to di.scover any warrant in e«jiiity. limited wmipany, even a

statiitorv company, has at pre.sent tu j>ay income ta.\ (though

not .super tax) on income appr<»priated to re.serves, and c<M»fH>ra-

tivc scicieties nu^ibt, surely, in iIu.h ri-.-'|K*et. to be placed on tbo

same bidding. Nor, in ccpiity, can there be any controveray as

to “dividends” paid to noiernembers. Mueli (»bsciirity woiikl be

avoided and much prejudiec*n*movcd if the term “dividend " were

abandoned, and the sums—arnouiitiiig in the, uggregnte U> iiiariy

millions— thu.*< paid out were. de.^crilH*.d by their true nitme—
deferred discounts. "J’be.se dividend.s are not strictly “profit**.”

They are, as a minority of the (’ommissionerH boiiiewhat naTvely

remark, “a refund for an overcharge." That “overcharge ” might

be refunded as a di.scount for ready money* pver the counter; or

it might not be made ; in neither trase could it l>e claimed as

“profit" for incoinc-ta.x purfx>s(^s. As a fact, it is an essential

feature, of the co-ojx^rative system to retain such diBCounts for a
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period o£ three or six months, and to encourage members to invest

them as capital with the societies. That this is an advantage to

the community cannot be denied. Were an attempt made to tax

these “deferred discounts,'* the societies could easily defeat it;

if private traders choose to imitate the practice, there would

appear to be nothing to prevent thorn.

Apart, however, from the question of law, there is a larger

question of equity, or ix^rhaps of common sense. The principle of

“mutuality" was defensible so long as cooperative societies con-

sisted of small groups of persons genuinely co-operating for certain

pnrtx)8es; it is slrcUdiing a sound principle too far to apply it

to a movement which embraces nearly four million persons.

Moreover, as Mr. JVetymnn ^minted out in his reservation,

there is uudouhtedly a tendency for cd-oi)erative societies “to

absorb business jtreviously curried on by trading organisations

whose liability to income tax is unquestionable." What would

ha{tpiMi to the FxcluMjuer or to income tax-payers were this pro-

cess indefinitely extend(s1V The triumph of the co-oT>erative sys-

tem would result in a fiscal rvductio ad absurdum.

Partly, no doubt, with a view to i>roviding a way of csca|)e

from this dilemma, ^fr. Chamberlain proposes to employ a new
fiscal instrument, a Cor|>oration Profits Tax, which is to be levied

u'lion the profits of all cuinpanics “carrying on any trade or busi-

ness, or luiy undortaking of a similar character.” Deductions arc

to be allowe<l for interest paid on }>erraanent loans, debentures,

^nd (generally) preference shares, with a special proviso exempt-

ing—in the case of mutual trading concerns—any sums paid “by
way of bonus, discount, or dividend on purchases.” The minority

of tlio rommissioners -including the Labour members and the

spCHual rc|iresrntative of co-o]>enitive societies—would appear

to have approved by iiiiticipation of this device, for they state

in their memorandum : “If there were in the United Kingdom,
as there is in the United States of America, a corporation tax.

levied 8|KXMully on corporations us such, it would, no doubt, be

proper that a co-oinuative society should, as a separate legal

entity, be made liable to that tax.** With that conclusion most

reasonable pc>ople will agree. How the new tax will work out

it is, as vet, difficult to sav. but there is one class of investor
• •

upon whom, unless amended, the impost will fall with merciies^

severity. Upon holders of deferred shares in companies which
possess sub-divided ordinary capital, the tax, at the rates pre-

scribed in the Finance Act, may mean an additional income tax

of several shillings in the £, It is hoped that for ordinary share-

holders in statutory companies—railways, gas and electric lighting

companies, and the like—some relief may be forthcoming. JJn-
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like indnetrial companies, they cannot, speaking generally, hand
on the burden to the consumer, and their lot, therefore, be

a singularly unhappy one.

As a levenne-produccr the new tax will not, at present, com-
pare with the Excess Profits Duty. It was confidently expected

by the business community .that from this duty—avowedly im-

posed for war pur{x)ses—they would henceforth be free. The
words of the Chancellor of the F.xchequor a year ago certainly

encouraged the confident expectation. Not at all. Instead of

remission, there is to be efn additional 20 ]>or cent., bringing it

up to 60 per cent, in alh Small wonder that this ileni in. .the

Budget proposals has been received with a howl of disappointment

and indignation. The E.P.D. (to use a foririula becoming pain-

fully familiar) possesses/ by general admission, almost every fault

a tax can have : it is grossly unequal in its incidence ; it is fatally

deterrent to enterprise: it encourages extravagance and puts a

premium ufX)n dishonesty. It has only one virtjie : it brings in

money. But at w*hosc exfwnsc? The opposition to this tax has

come—for obvious reasmis—mainly from the employing class.

Were its incidence .cxjrroctly a]»prchendcd, it would have come
from the consumers. Of most taxes it is tnic that they fall

ultimately upon the general body of consutners ; it is particnlarly

and palpably true of K.P.D. Riich an impost must further

accentuate the intensely difficult problem of high prices and thus

give another imjietus to the vicious circle already revolving with

ever increasing velocity : higher cost of production ; higher

prices ; higher wages

—

da capo.

But Mr. Chamberlain off<?r8 a way of escape. “Oive me a levy

on * war wealth,’ apd you sliall have your 20 |>er cent, remitted

at once : nay, you may hope for total remission in the neor

future. The alternative offered has one indubitable advantage.:

if it yielded a sum equal to expectation ^
, it would

mean a pro tofifo reduction of debt, borrowed and repaid in the same
depreciated currency. That is no mean advantage ; nevertheless, 1

agree with those who hold that the price to be paid for it is too

high, and that the duty on excess profits, objectionable though it

be, is on the whole preferable to any sort of levy on capital. Even
if such a leyy proved to be practicable—a fK>int on which I am still

poe{)tic8el—^its imposition would, in my judgment, deal a blow at the

whole structure of credit under which it would reel lor generations

to come. I say nothing of the charge of bad faith, though it would

far from easy for those who have preached the duty of sub-

scribing liberally to war loans to face ^he wrath of the subscribers

when a substantial portion of their subscriptions is demanded

back on.the plea of a.levy on war wealth. Fiscally and economic-
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ally, the question is one of expediency. A differentiated income
tax is bad enough ; death duties are perhaps worse, but if the

Treasury onoc nriakes an inroad u]yon the capital of the living,

the saving classes will begin to think that they might as well be

living under tlic rule of the Grand Turk; all sense of financial

stability will be fatally undermined.

All such arguments are apprcciatcHl at least as keenly at the

Treasury as in the City, but their answer is the tj*rant‘s per-

jietiial plea—new^ssity : “\Vc must have the money.” That is

precisely the point in dispute. Ts it really “necessary” to raise,

by taxes, a revenue of over I cannot, in the

present article, claim the neceswiry space to discuss in detail the

problem of Ihiblic I*'x|)cnditure. T hope to return to it in a siib-

sf^quent article!, h^ir the moment I will content myself with

saying that miudi of tlie eritieism commonly directed against

"Governmental extravagance,” is aimed at fonns of expenditure

whk'h are relatively insignificant. If the country is in earnest

in demaiuling large rciliictions in public ex|x*nditiire, it will have,

on the one hand, to revise drastically the outlay upon arma-

ments, and, on the oth(*r, to abandon the whole system of sub-

sidies, direct and indirect, as well ns fK)st|V)ne the operation of

many fibrins of "publi<! social wTviee” which, however desirable in

themselves, arc indubitably costly. To cry for social refonn, and

to grudge the necessary expt?nditure, is merely childish. The
country must make up its mind on which horn of the dilemma it

prefers to he impaled. Meanwhile, T would again eiriphnsise Mr.

Gladstone’s ajdiorism that "Good finance consists more in the

sflending than in the collecting of revenue.”

J. A. K. Marriott.



AN “AMENDE HONORABLE.”

(From the Rcminiscewes of a iletirvd Diplomat)

A YEAR had already elapsed aiuee tlie Berlin Congress—which

1 attended as a junior member of the Greek Delegation—^bad

sanctioned the cession of Epirus and Thessaly to Greece; but

Turkey continued teniiwrising. in spite of the pressure of French

diplomacy and the activities of the “Greek Commi Itee.”

That great Philhellenid organisation originated at a private

meeting, in my chambers in ]*all Mall. i>f Sir Charles Dilke,

Mr. Joseph Chamberlain. Mr. Shaw Ii<*fevrt* (now liord Evera-

ley), and Mr. Arthur Arnold. The movement R)on gained

strength by tlio {ie(;esbion of the Manpiis of Ijnnsdowne, the

Marquis of Rath, lionl Arthur Ibisw!!. I’rofessor (now Viwxmnt)

Bryec, G. 0. Trevelyan, W. !•'. Uaxter, and many other

prominent men in letters and |H)liti<'s, under tjic presidency of

Lord Rosebery.

The Jjondon season of .IS70 was marked by the company of

the Conu'die Fraii(;’aiso n<ding, for the first time of its existence,

outside France, and by the j>rescnee in London of some of the

most eininerdi IVench men of letters, who had come as members
of an international iit<*rary congress.

One of those was M. ICdmund About, the author of those two

political lanijKxms against the Greece <if King Otho, La Grtce

Contrmporame (18.51) and l*c Uoi drft Moolatjni’s (1857), which,

although meant to pi(durc a f»ast generation, were .steadily quoted

against us whenever the claims of the enslaved Greeks were

being urgent. It thus .seemed self-conlradictory for French policy

to press tbo.se claims, while the .sqiubt^of one of tlie most brilliant

of French publicists were recorded to owr distldvantagc.

M. About I had known in my very early <lays ; T still remem-

bered him as a friendly foreigner in Athens. J therefore resolved

to meet him again, and T requested my dear friend Dilke to invite

us both to a small and intimate dinner party. Our meeting

prove4i reciprocally congeniaf, so that on leaving 70 RIoanc Street

I accompanied M. About to the hotel he had put at, some-

where near Coven t (larden.

'

During our leisurely walk, on one of those London summer

nights that are often brighter than the days, we talked of old

‘times in Athens, and it was not long t»efore I induced him to

admit that his. strictures, even if taken pleasantries, w'ere

unfairly severe and damaging. I reminded him that when a

member of the French Archaeological School be was hospitably

receive^ by everyone in Athens—by my own father, also whose
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literary evenings fae often attended. He knew we were all warm
friends and admirers of France: .that we were unforgettably

grateful to those noble French Philhellenes whom our struggle

for independence had called together. I expressed the convic-

tion that lie had not intended his two books on Greece to be used

to our detriment, and that he could hardly desire to be quoted

now as in opposition to the generous policy of his own Gk)vern-

ment. I appealed to him to devise some moans for undoing the

harm already done.

The youthful fervour with which tbe*fate of Epirus—the cradle

of my paternal family—^inspired me ; tbs earnestness and direct-

ness of my appeal, the justice of the cause I was pleading, seemed
to move him deeply. And with a warm shake of the hand, with

the frankness of a gallant Frenchman, he promised me to make
an amende honorable. Three days later, on June 19th, 1879, the

following letter appeared in the Times. Tt produced an excellent

impression and benefited our cause. I hastened to telegraph its

contents to my Government, with feelings of intense gratification

and relief. And, at a time when the fate of millions of my
countrymen is being decided, that memorable letter, couched in

an elegance of diction which only the best of French Httdrateurs

can command, may be reproduced with advantage and instruc-

tion. J. Gbnnadius.

TNb “Times,** June 17th, 1870,‘

Af. Edmond About on htf Visit to England.

Wo have received the following letter:

—

Monsieur xnon confrere ,—Le Times est trop anglais pour n’Atre pas

hospitalier. 11 permettra sans douto qu*un Atrangcr aoeoutumA k stiivrc en

Ini, commo dans un vieux miroir de Venisc, tons les reflets de ropiniem,

eonfie & Isa vaste publicite pour un cordial et recormaissant adieu. Les

Anglais, gui ont fait acte -de oourtoisie envers mes compatriotea ot moi.

Boat trop nombreuz pour que nous puissions les remeroier sApar^ent; ct

d'ailleurs il faudrait remercicr ainsi vos musses, qui nous ont montrA tant

de chefs-d*()e.uvres, vos promonades, oh noua avons odmird les plus belles

personnes qui eoient au monde; vos pares, qui ont fleuri comxne pour nous;

votre soleil, qui nous a favorisAs do,trois beaux jours en une semaine; ct ee

joli printemps anglais qui, dans sa fraicheur et sa grfice capricieuses,

rapeUe un peu LMmour mouilU d’AnacrAon.

Le Congrhf Littdraire do Londres outre les rdsultats que nous avions le

droit d*en tfttendre, a produit des eflets inespdrAs. H n*a pas sculement

rapproohd lea honunes qui composent le quatritme pouvoir chex deux peuples

faits pour s'entendre; il a rapproebA les pays, il a rcss^rrA le dAtroit, et je na<

doute pas que ma traveisAe de oe matin ne soft plus courte que la demitre.

Encore qudques visites des dorivoins anglais en France, ou des auteurs

fraiiQais en Angletcire, et nous n*auroa8 plus boeoin du tunnel.

L*aocueil que vous nous avex fait et la sympathie si honorable ,dont vous

entourez nos artistes au Tbiktee de la Gaitd, rdchaufforont hien des cobuib

sur la terre de France. Je vous-proniets que mes ooncitoyens n'epprendront

(1) letter ia iqproduced with the consent of the Editor of the rifUMw—

'

[Bd. F.im
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PM Baiu une B^rieuse Emotion que BBinedi Bolr, au baaqiiei du Savage Gub*
ie noUe et spirituel lord qui prdudaifc la ttte tftait aBsis entre M. Oladstone,

le pluB grand orateur de TAngletene, et mon vieil ami Got, notre plus grand
artiste dramaiique. C'est que la C^^dio Franqaise a pluB fait en quinae

jours pour I'udion des esprits ct des ocBure que touie la diplomatie n'aurait

8u faire en six nwis. Bien de tel que le souffle des grands gdnies, oommie

MoiiAre ou Victor Hugo, pour dissiper lea petite nuages.

Le mal-entcndu passagcr qui avait, siuon trouble, du moins refroidi

]*amiiid r4cipioque* do nos doux nations n'dtait pas des plus graves, et no
pouvait en aucuu cos d^halner les tempdtes. 11 s'agissait d*un petit people
quo la France et rAugleterro savent log^ trop k I'^troit, et A qui

vous suuhaitcz, commo nous* une fionti^re moins dtoufFante. Personne

moins que moi u*a dattd los Grecs, et quoiqu'ils me soiGnt chers depuis

kxngtempB, jo leur ai puut-ctrc" appliqud trop rudcment dans ma jeuncsse

ie vieux dicton
;
Qui bene mnat, bene eaetigai. J 'ai done un peu le droit

d'etre 4coutc lorsque jo dis : ce pcuple cst plciii d 'esprit, il cst aettif, il est

brave, il apparticut sans contest A I'aristocratie du genre liunrain. Depuis

quelques anndes il a fait des progrAs en tout, et particulitroment on sageBsa.

11 m^rite done de vivro, et pourtant la diplomatie no I'a pas orAo viable. Le
territoirc dtroit sur ioqiicl on I’a confiud manque presquo partout de terre

vegetable, et reasomblc & uu os rongd. Ce n'est pas la paresse des habitants

aciuels, mais I'incurie des auciens maitreR, qui a rdduit cc beau pays A une

condition miserable ct econontiquoment impossible. La pJupart dos ddfauta

quo Ton rcproche aux Grecs—la rage des oarriAres libdrales, rinvaaion des

cmplois publics, 1 'agitation, I'iustabilitd, I'osprit do conqueto^'expliqueui

et s'exciiscnt par rimpossibiliid do vivro en paix dans la cage oil TEuropo
IcB a ontermds. Cclui^ui empriRoime un dcurcuil dans un c;ylindre do ill de

for aurait mauvaise grAce de maudirc oe petit animal qui no sc Uent jamais*

tranquille.

L'AngIetcn*e qui cst juste ct gendrouso souvent, a fait un acto de haute

moralitd prditiquo lorsqu'clle a rcuoued spontaneinont uu proteotorat des

lies lonicnucs et ajoutd cettc jolie province A la GrAcc. 11 lui repugne, ct

nous Jc oomprenons, de faire une nouvelle largosso du bien d'autrui. On no
peut plus dtendre la QrAce sans rdduiro la Turquie, ct vous aver, entrepris

de sauver oe qui reste do I'Empire Ottoman. VoilA pourquoi vous n'Ates

pas tombes d 'accord %vcc nous sur I'interprdtation d'un vcoii du I'ongrAs A
Berlin. Nf)us voudriuns qii'ou donnat un«peu plus, vous vouler. donner un
pou moins; c’est und^uestion do mesure. Mais la France a trop de raison

pour vous demander rimpossiblo, et vou.s avez trop d'humanitd pour nous

jicfusGr le possible. D'ailleurs, il s'agit de savoir si I'intdrAt des Turcs eux-

mAm(^s n'est pas do coutenter les Greos et de Jes occuper pour cinquante

ans. SuppoaeZ'tes i;n possessipn de Jimina, cette ville aussi greoque

qu’AthAncs, et dites si rorgonisation du nouveau ierritoire, les routes A

order, loB (dicmins de fer A consiruire, les forAts et leB mines A exploiter, le

sol A ddfricher, ne representent pas un dcmi-siAcle de travail ‘honnAte, utile,

et calmanti

^
Enfin

,
je serais bien surpris si la sage et prdvoyaate Angleterre ne sentait

pas oombien il importe d’opposcr au Panslavisme, notre ganger commiin^

I’Anergie et la brillante vitalitd de FHolldnisme.

Hais pardon 1 J'ai failli oublier, Monsieur, que je n'ai pM lliQimeor

d'Bpparicnir A votro redaction politique. Excuses# la lil^ertA que j'ai prise,

et n'y voyez qu'un sincAre ct profond ddsir d'eoarter ce qui nous sdpare en
insistent sur oe qui nous unit.

*

Je Buis, Monsieur mon confrAre, bien oordialement A vous,

• • Edmond About.

Lq&^s, 16 Juin.*



A rOOTNOTi: TO COLERIDGE:

CoiiKKfiXiE iH one of our yaat iiw-ii.wlio rt^f|uire many footnotes,

for llic rt! lire cliarju-loristii-K of liis whit li need aji the extenuation

they can Unw troinrs it, for in^tanci;, Hint he could write, and

not only write hut puhlish, in the saiiie decade, and sotnetiuios'

in the same- year, iKxIry whieli is ot onr \ory best, and some

which for frozen inanity il woulil he hard to e*jual anywhere?

How could a thinker of his |H4\ver of lirain (‘ovei* leagues of

letter-|»ta|H'r witli windy noiiM n'^e and mawkish iiisincerity ?

And iUially, of what <|naiily was the talk of one whose social life

was entirely moiiologiur? To the lirsl of these qiiestioriH Words-

worth |>erha|)s helps with an analogy, hut not very far : for il is

certain that W'ojdswortirs 4)]iinion.uf tiu; iniportaiiee of his own
verses was inllcxihle, wliercas ( 'olerkige, having anolhci* medium

of expression, was hy no uumiis so insiMi'iit u|H.>n puhlisliing.

Ujxm the seeond, it may he ohservid that when a phikiMJidie** »

u( the same time a jujet, and IhiTcfore his t»v\n rt»s' n'S'tnic-

prohahle that lu' will eharm the imderstandm^of many, '.Wcertain

that he will hewiteh his own. The eertainty is elinehed when the

rhapsiHlist is without the iminorous >ens4‘. Jt was the jKissession

of that wliieh i^nahkxl ( haties Latuh, who loved him, to see liiin

“Archangel, a little damaged.” and e\en in one dreadful moment

of hi.s life to reprove him for a Ph> oleaginous synipttiy. i iamb,

ill fact, was always able to vu-w Ids IritMul with elear eyes. In a

letter to Mamdng, inclosing “all Coleridge’s letters” to himself,

hu say.s that in them Manidng will I’nul “a goi^l deal of amuse-

incnt, to see genuine talent struggling agains^u iX)m|H)Uh display

of it.” No erilieisin eould he sounder. l»ut Coleriilge never

wavered fnuii ih<^ belief that he was in no phase of his being an

ordimu’y man. If his thoughts were not ordinary tiionglits, his

imaginings not ordinary imaginings, then his stomach-aches were

not ordinary stomach-aches, Imt strokes of calamity so grievoii.s

as to demand from him copious commentary and apt^eals for more

sympathy tlwn is ordinarily given to onlinary men. And, strange

to say, he received it. TIutc was that in the “noticeaWe man

with largo gray eyes” which drew the love of his friends and

tlie regard of acquaintance. His talk had the quality of his

Ancient Mariner's ; one could not choose but hear. The’

accounts which we have of that, howrever, are mainly sympathetic

;

it is not so certain how it affected hearers who were not

predisposed.
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Lately a book has been publislied. or rather re-published, which
illustrates Coleridge's relations^ with u world outside his owu. A
House of Letters (Jarrolds—K.D.), coiitainiug a selection of the

memoirs and • corres})oiuiencc of Miss jMury Matilda Betham,
includes u good many letters from (’oleridge, and some few from
Charles liUmb wliieh haw luit far hoeii recordcil elsewhere.

Mi,’:. Betham, who was liurn iii 177(*, was a luiiiiature-paintor by
prolession, and so far as can hi* ju^'ged by ivf>rud>icliou.s a good

She was a !oo. and the eonipiler of a Biographical

I'krfionury of ('olehratiul ^N'oinen. In 17U7 ^he piihlished a

voJauie of ICtegirs, which,* in IStrJ. was sent to t'oleridtfe by his

friend Lady Boiighion, and t»f winch a short piece, “On a Cloud,’*

tran6|K>rted hint. Ikr addresstnl iinniediatcly a hlunk-vcrse

exhortation “To ^iatii<la Betham, from a Stranger," dated it

“Keswick, September Otii, lSt>2," signed it “S. T. and

sent it oil'.

“MutiliJal I tittvp lii^anl a pwort. tuijf |.IuyVt

On a t instriiuii lit -tliy r»*ij«u?,‘’

it began ; and went on to hope

rin|i<...
'’'J'ljat (»tir own itrituin, uur d' Or iintthir Lli*,

'' ni^y txiU'ii oii!- Muwl, a imetfK**

(.ir<<al as th' iiupas^iumil J^t-Khian, in Kwr-c.t KMig,

And <)! of liolii-r mind, and >ia]»|>i«r futi;.”

That was wliat lie called twining her \crnal wreath .iround the

blows of ]»!itriot llo]>e. J Ic concluded w'ith sunu. cautioiiury linea

whose epithet.^ arc irresistibly comie :

•’Bo kilil, int«d. Wi.inaii- but bv \vi-«;ly b#ild!

Fly. i** trlrli Jik**, Itnii iund lutu alli tliy f#i.”

And for her ultimaie iv^'ard,

, “Wliat iiwbl'-r iiivimI. MatiUla! tlidu win

Than t' ars af islaihwi-s iu a BiiUf'ltl'.n'K t-yfi*,

And f.xiiltution i v^ti in slraiigtTK’ hearts?
”

It is a wonderful thing indeed that, having coni[>t»Si*d 7’he Aticicnl

Mariner (3797), Lori- <17111*;: i’hristabtl ( I797”1B<.K)». and Kuhla

Khun (1798), he shonhl slip back iiibi this eigliieimth-emtury

flatulence—but Coleriilgi; cowkl do such Ibinga and not turn a

hair. .

*

’ Neverthtdesfi, to a young pcM?u*.ss, u bad |M>em is*&till a poem,

and means a reader. Au acquaintance invited in such terms will

thrive, and that of Miss Betham and the Stranger ripened into a

friendship. She went to stay at Orfta Hal>, painted portraits

of Mrs. Coleridge and Sara, and of sfime of the Boutlieys too-

Through them slie became acquainted with the Lambsj and if
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never one of their inner circle, was a familiar correspondent,

and had relations with George Dyer, the Morgans, the Thelwalls,

Montagues, Holcrofts and others. Altogether Lady Boughton's
bow at a venture brought down a goodly quarry for Miss Betham,
but many waters were to flow under the restless philosopher

before he could swim into her ken again.

It was in 1808, in fact, when he was living in London (at the

Courier oflice, 348 Strand), and in the midst of his second course

of lectures, that the intercourse was renewed—or rather it is there

that A House of Letters enables us ^ pick it up.
,
We And him

then writing in this kind of strain to Matilda ;

—

' “What joy would it not be to you, or to me, Miss Betham, to

meet a Milton in a future state, and with that reverence due to

a superior, pour forth our deep thanks *for the noble feelings he
had aroused in us, for the impossibility of many mean and vulgar

feelings and objects which his writings had secured us I

**

The Americi^B call that sort of thing poppycock, which seems

a useful phrase. No doubt there was more of it, though it is
'

precisely -there, without subscription or signature, that the Editor

of A House of Letters thinks fit to conclude. He has much to

learn of the duties of editorship, among other things, as we shall

have to note before long, reasonable care in recording and printing

bis originals. Upon that letter, at any rate, post if not propter,

Miss Betham proix)sed to the philosopher that he should sit to

her, and that, with some demur, he promised to do. An
appointment was made to that end, and punctually broken.

Then came this letter of excuse, which should have been worth

many a miniature, being indeed a fulblength portrait done by a

maBte]:-hand

“Dear Miss BETnAM,'-Not my will,* but accident and neces-

sity, made me a truant from my promise. I was to have left

Merton, in Surrey, at half-past eight on Tuesday morfling with a

Mr. Hail, who would have driven me in hTs chaise to town by

ten ; but having w'alked an unusual distance on the Monday, and

talked and exerted myself in spints that have been long unknovii

to me, on my return to my friend’s house, being thirsty, I drank •

at least a quart of lemonade; the consequence was that all

Tuesday momjpg, till indeed two o'clock in the afternoon, I was

in exceeding pain, and incapable of quitting my room; or 'dis-

missing the not flannels applied to my body, This was no

ordinary philosopher ; but the chapter is not yet full.

He left Merton, he says, at five, walked stoutly .on, was detaioe^

an hour and a half on dapham C!ommon “in an act of mere

humanity,” and finally reached Vauxhall.

. “At Vauxhall I took a boat for Somerpet House; two mere
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ciuldroil weie my Gharons; however, tfaon^ egaiost tide, we
euled safely to the landiog-j^laoe, when, as 1 was getting out,

one of the little ones (God blesa him 1) moved the boat. On
timing half-^ay ro^ind to reprove him‘, he moved it again, and

1 fell back on t^ landing-place. By my.exertionB I should have

saved myself but for a large stone which I struck against just

under my crown and unfortunately in the very some place which

had been contused at Melton (sic) when I fell backward after

learning suddenly and most abruptly of Captain Wordsworth's

fate in the Abergavenny, aTmost dear friend of mine. Since that

time any great agitation has occasioned a feeling of, as it were,

a shuttle moving from that part of the back of my head hori-

zontally to my forehead, with some pain but more confusion."

The unction of that blessing called down upon his persecutor is

truly Ooleridgian. “Melton” is the Editor's reading of Malta,

where Coleridge was when he beard of John Wordsworth's

drowning in 1805. He had kept his bed for a fortnight, or so he

told Mrs. Coleridge.

Apparently no meeting took place, as yet another letter, dated

May 7th, relates how instead of going to New Cavendish Street,

where Miss Betham lived, he went to Old Cavendish Street,

where she did not. “I knocked at every door in Old Cavendish

Street, not unrecompensed for the present pain by the remem-

brances of the diilerent characters of voice and countenance with

which my question was answered in all gradations, from gentle

-

and hospitable kindness to downright bnitality." Further

promises and assurances are given, and in July, as we learn

from a letter of Southey’s, the good Matilda was still high in

hopes that her sitter would eventually sit. Her'hopes could not

have come from Southey, who had^ none. “You would have

found him the most wonderful man ’living in conversation, but

the most impracticable one for a painter, and had you begun the

picture it is ten thousand to one that you must have finished it

from memory." He was right. When his lectures were over,

in June, Coleridge went to Bury St. Edmunds, and by September

the 9th he was in Cumberlahd. “Coleridge has arrived at last,

about half as big as the house," Southey writes to his brother

on that day. There he cogitated and there begjm The Friend,

pnd there the separation from his wife was finally made.

After the separation, very characteristically, he was less

separated from Mrs. CJoleridge than he had been for many years,

in 1810 he was. rtill in the Lakes, in the sumiper at which year

his wife gives news of him to the poetess. “Goleridge has been

with me for some time past, in good health, spirits and humour,

but the for some unaccountable reason, or ior no reason

yoL. ovn. N.s. * h h
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ftt atl, k utterly Bilent. Thie^ you will easily believe, is matter

of perpetual grief to me, but 1 am not only obliged to be mient

on the subject, although ever upiJermost in my thoughts, but 1

am obliged to bear about a cheerful countenance, knowing as 1 do

by sad experience that to expostulate, or even to hazard one

anxious look, would soon drive him Itcnce.'* Then comes a

sidelight on tlio Wordsworths. ** Coleridge sepds you his best

tlumks for the elegant little book; 1 shall hot, however, let it

be carried over to Grasmere, for there it would soon be soiled, for

the Wordsworths are woeful destroyers of good bo<>k8, as our poor

library will witness."

But all this was too good to last, ami, as everybody knows,

it did not. In October Coleridge left (be Lakes with the

Montagues, and almo.st immediately after that the rupture with

the WordswortliB occurred, which involved also the family at

Keswick. Southey's letter to Miss ]3ctham, giving her an

account of the u^uir, has been published by Mr. Dykes Campbell,

and is misplaced in A House of Letters. The unfortunate

philosopher set up bis rest with the Morgans, friends of the

Lambs, at Hammersmith; and there he was in February, 1611,

when Miss Ik^tham conceived her project of getting him as a lion

at the party of her friend liudy derninghani.

Lady Jerningham, blue mother of a bluer daughter (Lady

Bedingfeld), was a friend of Beihiun's of old standing.

Severul letters of hors arc in .A House of Letters, hut many more

of her daughter's. Whether it was Jier ladysliip's or Miss

Bethain’s protK)sal there's no tolling now ; hut Miss Betham, at

any rate, did u(»t feel equal to the job, and called in Charles and

Mary Lamb to help her. Mary, in the tirst instance, sounded

the philosopher, and with suwess. I quote from Mr. Lucas's

edition of the Lamb letters, as the editor of Miss Botham’s

misreads and misprints his original. “Coleridge," she writes,

“has given me a very cheerful promise that lie will wait on Lady

Jerninghain any day you will he pleased to api>oint. He offered

to WTite to you, but 1 founJ it was to be done tO'tnorrow, and as

1 am pretty* well acquainted with bis to-morrows. 1 thought good

to let you. know his determination to-day. He is in town to-day,

but as ho is often going to Hammersmith for a night or two, you

hod better perhaps send the invitation through me. and I will

manage it for you as well as I can. You had better let him have

fotir or five days’ previous notice, and you had better send th6

invitation as soon as you can : for he w;ems tolerably well jusl

now. I mention all these betters, because I wish to do the best

I can for yon, perceiving, as 1 do, it is a thing you have set your

heart on.**
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Charles wae next brought in. Mr. Lucas gi?ea his letter

(I, 429) to John Morgan, w|iicb says, “Tbere-^n't read any
further, because the letter is not intended for you, but for

Coleridge, w^o might perhaps not have opened it, directed to

him suo nomine. It is to invite C. to. Lady Jerningham's on
Sunday."

Finally, Coleridge went to the party, and ap|)arontly in com-
pany, though it is not clear in whose company. This ie what
Lady Jerninghaui thought about it :

—

**My dear Mi8s BetiTam,—I have been pleased with your

friends, tho’ (which is not singular) they sometimes fly higher

than my imagination cun follow. 1 think the author ought to

mix more, 1 will nut say with Fools, but with People of Common
Comprehension. J:ii.s own intellect would be as bright, and what
emanated from it luore clear. This is perhaps a very im|x*rtineDt

Bemark for me to venlure at making, but your indulgence invited

sincerity." ,

That letter, i think, whuae ca2>iial.s are 2>urt)cularly graphic,

throws the whole {tarty up in a <iry light. One can see the

rhapBodist talking interminably, involving himself over deeplier

in a web of his own S2>iiining; the great lady gazing in wonder.

It is one of the very few impartial witnesses we have to lus

conversational feats. Nearly all the evidence is tainted eitbe^by

predisposition in his favour or the reverse. Hazlitt, however, a

mainly hostile witness, says that he talked well on every subject

;

Godwin on none. One suspects antithesis there. He reports

Holcroft us saying that '‘hu thought Mr. C. a very clever man,
with a great cominaud of language, but that he feared he did

not always Affix very precise ideas to the words he used
'

’ I Then
we have Byron, who WTote for effect^ and whose aim was acorn.

“Coleridge is lecturing. * Many an old fool,' said Hannibal to

some such lecturer, * but such as this, never.'" Tom Moore,

who met Coleridge at Monkhouse's famous {x>Gt8' dinner-party,

goes no further than to allow that “Coleridge told some tolerable

things " : but what Tom w'anted was anecdote. Directly

. Coleridge began uj>on theory Moore was bored. He shuts him
down with a “This is absurd." Bogers was present at that

party, but we don't know wiiat he thought about it. He admits

thtffc Coleridge was a marvelloii.<^ talker, however. “One moaning

when Hookham Frcre also breakfasLed w ith me., Coleridge talked

Tor three hours without intermission about poetry, and so

admirably that.I wish every word he uttered bad been written

down." But it was not always so wo41. He says elsewhere that

be and Wordsworth once called ufion him. Co|eridg6 “talked

unintergiptedly for ^jbout two hours, during which Wordsworth

H H 2
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liBtened with profound attention, every now and then nodding hie

head. On quitting the lodging, I said to Wordsworth, *W49II, to
my own part, 1 could not make head or tail of Coleridge*8 oration

:

pray, did you understand it?' ‘Not one syllable of it,' was
Wordsworth's reply.”

Keats' account is capital. He met the Sage between Highgate

and Hampstead, he says, and “walked with him, at his alderman-

after-dinner pace, for near two miles, 1 suppose. In those two
miles he broached a thousand things. Let me see if I can give

you a list—nightingales—poetry—on poetical sensation—meta-

physics—different genera and s|}ecies of dreams—nightmare—

a

dream accompanied with a sense of touch—single and double touch
—^a dream related—^first and second consciousness—^the difference'

explained between will and volition—so say metaphysicians from

a want of smoking the second consciousness—monsters-the

Krakcn mermaids—Southey believes in them—Southey's belief

too much diluted—a ghost slory—Good morning—1 heard his

voice as he came towards me—1 heard it as he moved away—

I

had heard it all the interval—^if it may be called so.”

Charles Lamb's is even better. On his way to the city he

met Coleridge, and “in spite of my assuring him that time was
precious, he drew me within the door of an unoccupied garden

by^he roadside, and there, slieltered from observation by a hedge

of evergreens, he took me by the button of my coat, and closing

his eyes commenced an eloquent discourse, waving his right hand

gently, as the musical w*ords flowed in an unbroken. stream from

his lips. I listened entranced ; but the striking of a church-clock

recalled mo to a sense of duty.” Charles cut himself free with

a pen-knife, he says, and went off to his office. “Five hours

afterwards, in passing the garden on my w-ay home, I heard

Coleridge’s voice, and on looking in, there he was, with closed

eyes—the button in his Angers—his right hand gracefully

waving.” A good story, at least. This was no company for

Lady Jeruingham, wdio demanded clarity, and probably had a

good deal to do.

Lastly, we have Coleridge's own confession to Miss Betham

that “Bacchus ever sleek and young,” as at this time Lamb
called him, “pouring down,” he went on to say, “goblet after

goblet,” must have outdone his usual outdoings. Here is the Lest

he can say for himself :—
“True history will be my sufficient apology. After my retuinf

from Lady J.'s on Monday night, or rather morning, I awdee

from my first short sleep unusually indisposed, and was at last

foEoed to call up the good daughter of the house at an early hour

to get me hot water and procure me medicine. I could not leave
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my bed iiU pasC six Monday evening, when I crawled out in

order to see Charles Lamb, and to afford him such poor comfort

as my society might perhaps do in the present dejection of his

spirits and IdUelmess.'* *

There is much more to the same effect; and surely it is not

often that a philosopher, of even n poet, will treat lus post-

prandial dumps Ho call them so) as a stroke of adverse/fortune.

Coleridge takes it as an Act of God. **Tliis, my dear Miss
Betham, waiving all conne;cion of sentences, is the history of my
breach of engagement, of its cause, and of the occasion of that

cause." There is much of Mr. Micawber here.

And here, so far as A House of Letters can help us, Coleridge's

correspondence with Matilda Betharn ends. It may well have

been the end indeed. From that date onwards the wTock of the

thinker and poet slid swiftly down the slope appointed, until he

came up, after many bumps, in the hospitable Highgato back-

water where he was to end his da^'s. It was a wnndcrful Ijondon

which within the same twenty years could harbour three men,

like Blake, Coleridge and Shelley, in whom the incondite spirit

which we call genius dwelt so near the surface of conscious l)eing,

and had such freedom to range. With Blake and Shelley,

however, once over the threshold, it was untrammelled—and with

Blake at least entirely innocuous to society, excejit to one drunken

soldier who richly deserved what he got. But with Coleridge,

throughout his career, one sees it struggling like a fly glued in

treacle, pausing often to cleanse its wings. The fly, you adjudge,

walked into the treacle. But Coleridge always thought that it

w'as the treacle which had walked over hinj.
• - Maurice Hewlett.



JOSEPH PELS.*

I.

I BAD never heard of JoReph Fein until a sliiniu^-eyed little man
walked into my office nnannoiinml and unheralded, and offered

me a hundred thousand dollars. It was in Essex Street, where
Dr. Johnson had once presided over Sam’s Club, that this miracle

occurred. In this old-world by-way off the Q’hames, in an atmos-

phere of solicitors and sporting psipers, the Jewish Territorial

Organisation (yclept for short, T.T.O.) had raised the standard

of the Jewish Stale, and the visitor’s offer was meant as a con-

tribution to the 'sinews of war. TTnfortunately, it is not only the

propositions of Satan that have strings to them. Even angels,

whose visits arc so few and far between, hedge their gifts with

conditions, and what Mr. hVIs wanted was that the State to he

brought into being should he established f)n a single-tax basis.

Syrapathetieally disj^ow'd ns 1 was h>wards land-nationalisation,

and still more towards f.T.O. eapitalisation, 1 was unable to

pledge- the organisation to the Henry Georgian principle, heenuee

it was impossihh* to foivst^e the cirruijistaneeK and conditions

under whieh the desired tract of territory would heroine attain-

able—if, indeed, it would become attainable at all in a world ruled

by unreahon and the swonl. In the motto of the old Flemish

painter, ” not ns I would, but as 1 can.” Car first Husincss was

to obtain a territory. For'Fels the first business was to single-

tax it. One could not know him for a day without discovering

that to him Henry George was Mo.ses, and “ single-tax “ all the

law and the pn)])liets. “A Galvinistic preacher," .says Hazlitt,

“ would not relimpu.sli a single ]H>int of faith to be the Poi>e of

Rome," Fols would imt satiction private piofiorty in land to l)e

the President of the United States: taxation of land values was

the medicine for all human ills. Ihough when I once bantered him

upon his persuasion that it was a panacea, ho replied with a

hiimo-ir as characteristic as his fervour. " I don’t say it will enro

in-growing toe-nails." It was this humour that made him bear-

able even to the heathen who swrare not by St. George, nor held

the single-tax sacred. He sixike the American language with a

fund of rich and racy locutions that recalled the pungent vitality

of the early Mark Twain. They added—if anything could—to the

<l) Oopfrighl U.S.A. rawnned.
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radiation he gave of absolute sincerity, and were the joy of his

audiences, public or private.* *'I love a fanatic,” said Oscar

Straus to me after an hour of Joseph. Fels, with whom he dis-

agreed profoundly. But Joseph Fels was loved in despite of his

fanaticism as well as on account of it. •

•

II.

Nor did his fanaticism prevent his co-operation in other causes,

though it prevented his absorption in them. He was interested

in the Woman Question, ‘and played a useful part in bailing out

suffragettes, male or female. He was of similar service in the

Tchaikowsky and other troubles in Russia—indee<l, in an age

when money is so rarrily forthcoming at the call of the spirit,

though it can he had in sacksfnl for caustts of recognised respect-

ability, Fels lillcd a r6Jo in which it is not easy to replace him.

He was the universal provider, the financier of,the unprofitable,

the philanthropic publicist, the h.andy-tnan of the soc.ial revolu-

tion, the rhancellor (»f llie Kxchequer of Bohemia. He adver-

tised his soap, FelsA'uptha, in p.njicr.s chosen not for their dixui-

lation but for their l:i<*K' <»r it ; sweet are the u.scs of advertisement.

He commissioned a sinple-tax play : sculptiin‘s \V4we dumped in

his drawirig-rooni. 1 once calculated with him the annual income

necessary for rescuing from the toils of fKjvcrty all the nnn'-

cognised geniuses of the day— the toll was not alamung. The
people who count are easily counted. The pn>phets, ptK'ts, and

painters, the thinkers and teachers of the world, could he siip-

fKjrted by the State at the annual cost of one .shfdl sent on its

mis-sion of destriictjon from a scrventecn-inch gun. It is a splendid

of)cning for a small capitalist. Fels actually did siihsidisc geniuses

ot various sorts, inueii as Wedgwwd suhsidised Coleridge : |«js-

sibly also charlatans. T bad the sensr- of his being siirnuinded by

wild-cat schemes and schemers, as well a« by men splendidly

devoted to himself and the common cause. Ticss directly he. sub-

sidised scribes, esi>ecially of the siiTgle-tax specie.s. A book on

the creed, or in its spirit, he would buy up and circailatn by the

hundred. It is an example that as an author T warmly cf)mmcnd.

Henry George’s ProgrrsM anU Porerty ho of course disfrihiited by

,thC bushel as a missionary distributes Bibles. In my own capacity

aa a heathen savage I received two copie.** inBcriUed, “It ia to

Jeam.” I never got a letter from him hut was surcharge^] with

tracts, mottos, .and verses. He was niy hidkiest correspondent

;

no doubt others too received this tuition by dorwspondenoe. A«

he appraised men by their soundness on the single-tax and

despised some of rny most admired friends, his patience towards



me jxmst have been the missionary's hq>e of fais prey. Un-

lese it was that his interest in the Jewish question was far deeper

than he admitted even to himself.

m.

He would have called the I.T.O. one of his side-shows, but he

never wilfully missed a committee meeting or a public gathering,

and his speeches upon our platform were not infrequent. But

though lie never neglected the opportunity to propagate the

single-tax, he could not have entertained more than a shadowy

prospect of - propagating it practically through a Jewish State,

and if his purse was tl)o first to open to our necessitieB and the

last to close, it could only have l^n because of his increasing

perception of the Jewish tragedy. He contributed liberally to the

expenses of our investigation of Cyrenaica under Professor

Gregory, and in his eagerness to hear the results he accompanied

me to Folkestone to meet the returning expedition, and keen

was his disappointment to Icam that that vaunted land was

a dangerous desert (as the Italian Imperialists who burked our

report have since found to their cost). And when it looked as if

Portugal in her fear of German grabbing would concede Angola,

or a stretch of it, ‘for Jewish Colonisation, the new expedition

would not liave been able \<o set out at all had Pels not gener-

ously advanced half the initial outlay. Nor was he by any means
a passive committee-man. More than once he tried to hustle a

world that is not to be hustled, to poke up Colonial statesmen, to

interview business men. His greatest feat on our behalf was his

journey to Mexico to obtain a concession of territory from Presi-

dent Diaz. That great if not good man was more than willing

to facilitate a large immigration of Jewish industrial and com-

mercial workers, but did not welcome the idea of a special terri-

tory upon an agricultural basis. It has just transpired that thirty

years ago Diaz himself sought to attract a large Jewish colonisa-

tion, and that he was even willing to pay the expenses of a
scientific commission to investigate his offer. Our Organisation

was not then in existence to educate the Jews on the necestuty

of a national home if they wished to survive, and this, like many
another chance in Canada and Australasia, was let slip, tifistory

docs not go back on itself, andr the I.T.O., like Germany, began

to feel it had come too late.

At one time Pels, thought that a tract in Paraguay, which be
had secured for the purpose of obtaining an ingredient of his Pels-

Naptha soap, might afford the nucleus of the desired development

while the extracting of this ingredient would afford empli>yiiient



to {Boiieer immigrants, and help the early atagea o£ oolonisation.

It was a scheme that would have made both of his ends meet.

1 remember a long council-meeting at his house with his Paraguay

agents, whdh we worked out the details, but Paraguay, already

the scene of so many fantastic and socialistic experiments, has

hitherto remained immune' from ours. Latterly, Pels became
enthusiaBtic for a Mesopotamian scheme, which I had publicly

broached, but his zeal for which owed perhaps more to Zionism,

and most to his wife's intuition in its favour, an intuition, he

told me proudly, that hs^ never been at fault.

IV.

So far, indeed, was he beguiled into side-excursionB from the high

road of the single-tax that he joined the department of the I.T.O.

founded to regulate emigration in view of needs that could not

await the foundation of a State. The gravitation of the Jewish

masses to New York and the Eastern cities of America had pro-

duced an unhealthy congestion, and to avoid the slums and

competition of these self-made Ghettos our Emigration Regulation

Department set about educating the Bussian masses, in the words

of Horace Greeley, to “go West.** They were to enter by

Galveston—a port utterly unknown in the Pale—end thence to be

distributed over the immense region west of the MisBissippi. Of
the London Committee constituted to supervise this deflection of

the human current, Joseph Pels was an original member. The
Committee sat in the historic building of the Bothschilds in

St. Swithin's Lane,- and Mr. Leopold de Rothschild acted as

Honorary* Treasurer. To Pels this alliance with the high priest-

hood of capitalism was something like a pill, but he swallowed

it bravely in view of the importance of the work. When by an

unconstitutional caprice of the immigration authorities at

Washington, a large batch of brawny emigrants was rejected at

Galveston on the plea of “ poor physique,*’ and I travelled across

the North Sea to meet th^ unhappy victims deported from Ellis

Isjand, men who had sold off their homes in Russia and were

now thrown back upon Europe, penniless. Pels accompanied

me to Bremen and worked many hours with me at the task of

men^g all this superfluous man-made misery. He also hunted

up a photographer to prove how many muscular giants the party

contained, and as the emigration building^todt Waivatc—held
likewise numerous other transmigrants, including half a hundred

children. Pels had all the little ondh photographed in a group—
flpimidid population-stuff for the States they looked—-and he

hongl^ft up all the ^eets in the establishment for them. But then

YOIi: ovn. H.s/ E E*
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children were always a weakness of his. If I had a boy like

yours/' he said, rebuking my paternal stoicism, *' I should want

to have him by me all the time."

V.

Fels would not have been Ftds if he had not taken advantage

of the contiguity with the late Lonl liothMchild to seek an inter-

view with the uncrowned King of Jewry : n(»t, needless to say, in

any courtier spirit, but in the spirit of Catherine of Siena beard-

ing the Pojie at Avignon, <jr an early (Juaker lady setting out to

convert the Cirand Turk. Whctlufr the vices of capitalism or

tlie virtues of the single-tax forint^l the main object of this mis-

sion 1 never quite unr1erst<H)d. Tint, kimwing both iny men, I had

no felicitous nngiirv of the result. h'or liord Tiothsebild was

hnis<]ue, deaf, and des(K)ti4;, and hVls cheery and irrcprcRsible.

Tlic meeting wa;'., I gathered, brief. Tiord Kothschild generally

Hccurud the last word b,. leaving the room abruptly, and it is un-

likely that he failed to apply '!.is skilful diahTtical method on this

occasion. What is certain is that Fels’s opinion of j)eers. never

very tr<»pi<rnl, fell twdow freezing jKunl. There was hardly any-

ImmIv he could not call comrade or brother, hut 1 suspect that his

sense of cainariwlerie stojiped thenceforward at 1 jord Kothschild.

VI.

Jlis notion of true inanhixid ha*! been formed at the foot of his

neighbour, Walt Wliitmaii. and it was “tlu gtKid gray poet ” who
inspirt'vi th<« general (Mithusiasiii for himmnity, for which Henry
George provided the sjaria^! conduit . 'riie reading of Progre$8

and Poverty was the turning-|ioint in his life. Tt was a oonvo'-

sion, a finding of salvation, in the fullest meaning of these terms.

Thoncefurth ho had a creoil by whieh to live and die. For, of

course, he ilid not st?e the sifigle-tux like a C'hnnccllor of the

KxcluHjuer hailing a fruitful fi.scal expedient, but like Abou
ben Adheni (may bis tribe inenrase!*. who loved his fellow-men,

and like Don Quixote out to charge against a monstrous wrong.

Henry George hflul in fact more to give than a dry, economic

device, he was a dynamic emotional impulse against evil,' a

prophet even in the minor txmse of predicting. Nor was his

intellectual contribution to ixditical economy at all negligible. It

was conen^te and busine.ss-like, or it would not have carried away
a keen business man like Fels, w'ho had his Sanebo-Panza side

and when another business man tried to best him felt the original

sin in him leap like a tiger to the fray, much as the hero of
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Les Affaires Soni Les Affaires bristled for business-combat even

over the body of his onJy son! The creator of Fels-Naptha was
the last man in the world to bo carried away by soft soap. Land
really is—how can one deny it?—man’s indisponaable standing-

ground ; no nebulous luii. a very solid basis (or an economic

philosophy. That tins national necessity should be in private

bands is clearly diseordatH with our eonnnunal thinking. (Even
Stonehenge has Ken siild. as if m liisttiric a stone mystery could

be subject to Ibe whim prtiprut4»r -in Italy or any civilified

country it wouki ho a "lu^tional nionunuMit.'*) I’hat land should

be taxed |>e4*uliarly nr cvfii taxed away without compensation—
is a proposition nut altogether indefcnsihle. Ibit Fels went niucli

further. lie* had so convinced liiins<‘lf that private land-owner-

ship was t]ie sin against the Holy (Jliosf, and the taxation of

land and all the valu.-s inherent and involvwl in it hiok on so

many as|M*cfs to hif^ imagination, tli.at he beheld all life enriched

and anieli"rated hy the nntlinching application of*his golden rule.

Avenues and jierspei lives inniiinerahle ofxnuNl U)> to his vision,

and with almost ]»< rvertod iiigetjuity he w(»uld trace every social

evil to its rout in tin* in»'Mo}«)lis‘ition of latul values. IVmsibly

that iinpahsioned }»a.-s:jge inislod liirii in which the Master cries

out ;

*'
It is this th.il turns tlu? blessings of material progress into

a curse. It this that crowds human K/ir^gs into noisoino cellars

and squalid tenement hoiise.s: that TiIIh prisons and bmtbelB
;
that

goads men with want and consuiinr.*; ihein with greed; that robs

women of grace and beauty of perfect womanhood : that takes

from little childreti the joy and irinrs'ence of life's morning."
•

VIT.

The single-lax is aft'-r all only a fi.sc^d ex|>edient which would
lessen the timuicial luirdens of the i»f*t)r, and even if it increnB<»d

production and thus rliminished Poverty, ixjsitive.ly as well as

negatively, Poverty is, alas ! only onc«f.)f the many rofds of human
misery, and were all the prisons, hrotlicls. ugly wonjcn and
blighted children due to it eliminatixl, I can imagine them all

co-existing—if in .«in:illcr numhers—with comparative. Comfort.
It pot lioverty that Sodom and (iomorrah sufferwl from. Still

Poverty is such a (iiant l Vsj»air that to despatch him at a stroke

would he an aehievcri.M.*iit h> massive that the single-taxers need
hardly put their claim higher. But their cause suffers from under-

statement a.« well a« over-statement, for *' land-values " is an un-
fortunate term which to tlie vulgar connotes mostly rent or price
per acre, whcroa.s to thf* true !?ingle-taxcr it means likewise rent or
price foT tramway, railway, lighting, cable, or other conoeasiiins,

H 2
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and tbe amomatic tapping by the oommniiity of theee aad whait-

oever other |K>tentialitieB of profit are created less by the initia-

tire of the individual than by the accretion of the population, no

nnii of which haa earned the increment arising from the aggre-

gation. It is a concept not easily distinguishable—in this enlarged

form—from Socialism profier. Hut Pels drew the line a€

Socialisni, though he sliared its spirit. Tn view of the redemptive

efficiency of tlie siugic-tax, lie thought it su|>erfluou8. In the

words of the Master : All that is necessary to social regeneration

is included in the inutlo of those Kussian patriots, sometimes

called NihiliHis
—

* Land and Liberty *
!

"

VlII.

If I occasionully rallied hitn on his foruiuWof-all-work, 1 was
none the less aware that it is only (he ortc-eycMl who ac‘cx>inpiish

anything in the world of action, and that Argus with his hundred

eyes proved lioficicssly inefikient at his c»iie job of watching. If

the epithet " one-^'.yed ” displeases, h*t it be rcjdaced by “ single-

eyed,” which carries the meaning with inoro dignity. I'Vds had

no eye, for example, for lliu sumtinientul feide of land, the emo-

tional value of a ineadow or an orchard to a family : to such

iirtistk iKMiiities as inhere in the feudal system of great eslah's he

was blind. Jhirke, aceoniing to Kazlitt, thought it as absurd

to reduce all mankind to the same insipid level as to destroy the

inequalities of surface in a <?oiintry for the l>enefil of agriculture-

and cumiiiercc. Pels thought inequalities that diminished

ugriciilturo and eommcrec, nut picturesque, hut criminal.

The groat landtvl arishamey of Englard was* anathema.

The English ideal of isola^on was antipathetic to his American

{>a8Bion for f. 'i .. i:::i 1’ho more i>eople enjoying and

subdividing a piece of land, the merrier. What light had

you to cling to an old family garden, if labourers lacked land

for their cottages or the villagers plots for their potatoes? That
there were impoiukrable luiul-value.s by which society benefited,

even tbougli inirnatcrially and indirectly—as through the poems
and pictiires and thoughts they inspired—he w*ould not admit.

There was something of an inverted Gradgrind in this remoTBe-

less pi^rsuit of happiness for the million.

Nor did he allow sufficiently for the fact that the gospel of

Henry' George arose in a late and sophisticxited period of civilieih-

tion, when the first* efforts to break in an intractable earth had
already l>een made, and land had ceased to have its original

relation with pioneer laliour. It so happened that the Jewish

Territmrial Organisation brought him into contact with the pbaae
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of the fcoMaiii that Henry George had overkxA»d. But even

the fact that the I.T.O. did ndt consider Cyrenaioa worth the cost

cl cultivation or irrigation did not alter his senee that its land-

values should *be taxed. In the pioneering stage of land-develop-

ment the increment is by no means unearned : it is hard-earn^

by danger, initiative, and capita). That at a later stage the land-

krnl. especially in growing cities, receives a fat and dispro-

portionate increment is a separate question, Itui once land has

been treated as private property, traiisferahle like any other form,

society can only gradually, undo what it has done.

Fels learnt no lesson either from the failure of his Essex experi-

ment, ‘^Maylands,*’ which struck me, when 1 visited it, us a

melancholy and expensi\;e refutation of his tlicories of the small

cultivator and the converted townsman. Farming is, in fact, an

exix'rt occiipation, and tlio viilne of land qua land is absolutely

fit/. In Cnna>da you mtiy still liavo I HO acres for nothing or,

rather, in excliange for your pioneer labour.
*

On the other hand, Fels did splendidly practical and hiiccessfiil

work by his S(»ci<'ty for the Cultivation of Waste Spaces—of

which I was an otiose and absent bodied memlier. That is an

enterprise which, started long before the war, found imitation in

more than one of the belligerent countrie.8, anxious about the

fo<Ml-8upply. And, of course, in estimating his practical achieve-

ments one must not forgot that Fels-naptlia has lightened

w'iishing-Qay in a million homes.

IX.

If Fels ojvckI mucli lo Walt Whitman, and more to Henry
George, he had his own spiritual (kjwcf w'elliiig uj> from tils own
racial founts. For was he not of the rat;e whose prophet taught

land-nationalisation three thousaml years iMdore Henry George,

and whose teachers had risen—even before Jesus—from the

brotherhood of Israel to the thought of tlie brotherhood of the

nations? It is not without signiflt’anco that Christians pro-

nounced him the best Christitin they had ever know'ii. He and

I had a gfiod chuckle together over the correKix)ndcDt wlio wrote

to the papers to ask what was* the gor;d of Mr. Joseph Fels trying

to hringi the land to the people, when alien Jews were battening

dpon Britain? He himself knew no blank p;ige 1>etween the

Old and New Testaments, regardfng the spiritual tradition as

dbntinuous, and doubtless at the bottom of his soul he believed

it waa a single-taxer that drove the iponey changers out of the

Temple. And, in truth, did not Jesus say he was come to fulfil

tiie taw of Moses, not to destroy it? We know as a fact that

the jubifee provinon/of the Mosaic land-laws had always been



evaded. Bot Fela bad none of tlie other-worldlineaa which often

adulterates earthly goodness. He had no wish to **lay up
treasure in heaven.'* He had no conception of future reward—
even future life had been left by Henry Cleorgc as af mere hope

—

but he wanteiil to see heaven here hclow. He wanted to see with

his own eyes the Kingdom coming hearer. Post-mortem philan-

thropy was bis abhorrence. His money must he spent here and

DOW ; indeed, it was only his in the sense that he bad the respon-

sibility of its si>endirig. To denounce himself as u capitalist,

fattening on the lahours of his fellow-men, was no rhetorical

figure or sensational trick. While iK>t unconscious of the humour
of his situation and even with a certain whimsical enjoyment of

the disconcertment of other mcinbers of his firm, he bad a

genuine conviction of sin. wliich amid he cnncollcd only by re-

storing his business profits to the world's service. Tie was stained

with the crime of capitalism— he was grubby with earth privately

owned—why should he not ufse his soap to wash himself clean?

TTtmce it was that he raluccd his persona] cxftendillire to a

iniiumum, eschewing, for exaitiple, Pullman carriages and inotor-

cjirs, and riding third class o” in omnibuses. True, he was far

loss rich than the rimumr of him, hut tht*n his donations wore

so large, his feat in financing the single-lnx movement in so many
countries so unique, that pt»ople. mtver guessing he was giving

to his utmost, tlioiighi his gifts mere crumbs from the millionaire's

table. Thc?y more nearly ivprescniod the millionaire's meal. The
millionaire, in fact, was a myth, and even a bit of a fraud. " The
more T give, the more they think T’ve got,” lie said to me once

with a droll twinkle. The more ho gave the less he had, and

he would quite cheerfully have gone to the workhouse to ensure

that the land it stood on should revert to the pcojile.

But if his was not the charity that gives away whut it does not

want, neither was it the charity of cheques. ” You cannot give

money and nut yourself,*' he said. What he gave in time and

work, in self-consuming zeal, was even more than he gave in

money. No journey was too great to make for his ideal. He
would have travelled to Tilnii to educate the Grand liama, or

unflinchingly ackliv^ssed Icelandic audiences in Americanese. Nor
was his the charity that breeds charity. He hated subscriptiona

to per^K^tual {lalliatives, donations that ]>auperi8ed and not 're-

deemed. Even the propping up of art and artists began to

appeal less to him when he realised that his money scarcely

sufficed for his central mission. The Apostle became jealous of

the Maiecenas, and the only time I ever saw him fly into a

passion was against himself. The thought that be was letting

his pockets be plucked at from every side threw him into a
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sudden ri^. One had to support ideas, not individuals. The
ideas would ultimately support the individuals. A distich con-

veying this moral was one of his favourite enclosures.

X.

Nevertheless, Joe Pels was no lover of abstractions. He was
always surrounded hy individuals, not nil of wlnun clung to

him for KupfK)rt, though he ronderotl friendly serx'iees to them all,

fmm pritnr donm to j^rofifsstirs, fnari imisieians to Labour Mem-
bers or wtmfur/t. 0 nests of every nationality. es]MHMally the

lloheinian. and eijil>raein'», etpiully pfX'ts and liwly iHundresses,

iiiillenariiui nieiit-)>a(‘ko!v, and ve'^t'tnriuns, you would always find

at his house in Ih-f’enl V Uurk- indeetl, he never seemed to ** live

unto hirnsidf alone.” And with hi.*^ orratie. hal»it: of di*a|k%'ing one

home to eat tjr sl**ep. lu* iinist h:ivo had in Mrs, Pels a house-

koe{H.T, as well a.s a hosHtss, <if genius. Hut all liis motley guests

wore made info oiio happy family, jind there was always more
than enough to eat. if not always enough to sleep on. All the

men were liis brothers and all the women his sisters, and the

atinopphm? of an (*arly Christian agaiauiione |’M^rvadwl tlieae

meals, eaten as if it) eonirnunion.

ThiiACt guests of his included wmic of the most diHtinguished

persons of oiir tiiik*, and it is no small trihuto to his fascination

that with only a moderate e<pn'pnient of wliication, with no graces

breeding, and the handie.ip of a .sriap-husincss, he was able to

attract .sr) uuiny diverse pTPonalilirs. It was the moral <x>r(3 of

the man, the passion of faith, which raised him to etpiality with

them, na» tliat made them hi.s inferiors, and sometimes his con-

scious inferiors. Memhers of Parliament acknowledged his force

and leadensliip. He had confabulations with Cahimd Ministers.

He inspired a hand' of workers in a do/xui oountrioB. He was
received in Spain with the honours of a proj>het, nor was he

without honour even ij» his native America. Persons who spend

huge sums to uplift themselves socially may note with envy

at how’ small a money-price it is p^issihle to become a world-

figure, if advertisement is the last thing yon are thinking of.

'* To how few of those who*sow the seed.” writes Hehry George

wtstfiHly, ” is it given to see it grf>w, or even w^ith certainty know
that it will grow.** Josefdi Fels was one of theTortunate few.

His death was sadly premature. *but in his comparatively brief

span he set in motion historic influences, and be saw them begin

to modify historj’. And he enjoyed Jiis succ^fiB. ** I am having

the time of my life,*' he told me, when the movement began to

hum epd bis partners to be wroth. Wherein the devotees of en-
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joyment may read another leflaon. Boi Mill hae already poinfed

out the paradox that happtneae ooines not to the wilful hunter,

if, indeed, it had not been pointed out long before in Galilee.

Of his domeatic happinesa it is not for an outaider to speak.

But it may be recorded without indiscretion that he once said

to me : "I saw niy wife first when she was a very young girl,

and I made up my mind there and then that I would many no-

body else.*' The two were cousins, but it is curious that they

should have found each other so unerringly, for, though equaUy

rare souls, they were supplementary rather than similar.*^ 1

remember a period at which Mrs. FelsVas not unreservedly a

dovoi<‘e of the single-tax Female Suffrage, 1 imagine, ranked

higher. But I remember no time at which Mr. Fels was not un-

reservedly a devotee of Mr.s. Fels. Wlien lie parted with her in

I*iccadilly-“to iner^t two hours later in llegent's Park—he took

farewell as if her omnibus were a liner bearing her across the

seas. It was an. inspiring instance of his delicate instinct to

make her the sole and unconditioned liencficiary of his estate.

That he died when he did, in the flush of his hope and his

happiness, and did not live to see all the dreams of the agee

mocked by a senstdess and ineffably ghastly war, is no tragedy,

so far as he wa.s c<»noerned. We may even rejoice that he was
spared to see the sinister fulfilment of the propliecy of the Master

:

The civilised world is Irenibling on the. verge of a great move-

ment. Either it must be a leap upwards, which will ojien the

way to advances yet undreamed of, or it must be n plunge down-

ward, which will carrv’ us hack toward barbarism.” To live to

sec the grimmer alternative would have been agony to this man
of folloWvf<H>ling. But for the world it is tragic to bo, bereft of

him at a moment when it needs every glimmer of optimism and

aspiration. And for his friends life would have l.»cen a little leas

dark, had wo still the snstaimnent of his sunny camaraderie, hia

indomitable idealism, his breezy pugnacity, his lovable laughter.

By what strange prescience was it that Henry George prefixed

to the concluding chapter of his Gospel a stanza that might have

been written for the passing of his chief disciple?

" Tlic days of tlip natioDs boar no trieo

Of idl the flunthine to far foretold

;

The cannon speakt in the teicther’t plice—
The age it weaty with work and gold

And high hopes wither, and memoriet wane;
On hcaiihe elten the firet are deed;

But that breve leith haii not lived in vafn—
And ihjt It all thei our watcher eeid.**

TsRAEIi Zangwill.



“THE JOVIAL BATCHELT.QK”

'Betwixt the Maiden and the Deri* Ska.

The ppenent serJous shortage in liuBlmnds ]ias luul to be taken

ene^etically in hand. Tlie cry of the spinsters lias attracted the

notice and enlisted the professional syuifxitliy of the Ohatieellor of

the Exchequer, and the baulielors arc to lie encouraged to the

altar with income-tax jiapers. In Franco the n^sult of a similar

appeal has startled no o*ne tnoh* than tlie {petitioners themselves,

for the Solomon who oilininiKtcrs the Ministt^re dos I'iiianees fans

IMjweTR to mete out ctjiial justice, and the sly bachelor and clamant

spinster are accorded equal taxation. #

The fact is that the iHuidiiltiin of History, after a three hundred

years* swing, is back more or less where it was. Alanil the middle

of the 17th century a hiisband-faniiiio aniictod the land—but

mainly the metro{Kilis—and so continuiHl to its end. But the

attention of Parliament was too conocut rated on the iiiaintenance

of its ow'n liberties and on the solution of the tremendous problems

which were at the root of the country’s interiiecino strife to lend

an car to the, fKUhetic succession of women's “ {udi lions ** and

“appeals.” These drop|wd from the JVes.s in what was the

most convenient form of pamphlets, broadsidj-s, and sonic-

times books. But the maids' agitation fur forcing young men to

pass bcneifth the rnarriage-yoke, failing to gain the attention of

the authorities, fell flat Wherefora in due course the youth of

London—now about two hundred and fifty years ago-'-'Celebrab'd

their liberty in song, and “I am a -lovial Batchellor !
” enjoyed a

great vogue.

The deplorable condition of the marriage-market could not have

been, as was clairoe<I, a resqit of war’s slaughter, as is uiihB|ipily

in so great a measure tlie case to-day. )t was rather the outcome

of what must he regarded as the most vinilont and mo.st sustained

Sex-War in our history—an extraordinary {dienomenun. It must

• be admitted that if the men shirked wdiat plainly .was in theoiy

. their duty, they do not appear in Ihe main to have been actuated

• by monetary oonsiderationB, whether as to simple outlay in the

support of wife and family, or in,the way of t^x imposition. Prob-

ably a leas subtle Chancellor in Stew'art and Cromwellian timea

would have oonaidered the taxation of a bachelor as likely, in

affect, ,)4o diaconraga manriage through confiecatkm or appiopiiar
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ium of tavingfi thriftily set by to that end, and would have re-

frained from transferring matrimony tftom the list of Vital Neoea-

sariee to that of Luxuries. . Later on, we find that the crude ques-

tion of cost did come to be regarded as a prime consideration, and

towards the end of the oentury-lcmg altercation—-in 1720, or there-

abouts—appeared *8uch tracts as None but Fools Marry,** re-

ducing the argument to a matter of mere cash, and **The

Batchelors Estimate of the Expenses of a Married Life " : a view

which may be called sordid, but which was obviously imposed by

prudence.. While ways and means were to the men a facto#of

primary importance, the maids were moved by them little, if at all

;

they wantixl men or they wanted vengeance, and an Act of Parlia-

ment was the obvious engine of compulsion, with its satisfactory

alternative |)cna1ty . It all points to the too slow abatement in that

strange hatred of women, and incidentally of marriage, which for

nearly a couple of centuries infected a not inconsiderable, yet

certainly a very articulate, section of the educated public. It is

easy to make too much of the agitation, but that it existed the

following pages are witness. To this point we shall return in a

rnomeni. It is the insistent virgin wail for husbands, resounding

throughout the age, that strikes the ear and claims first attention.

What first slung women and their male champions into recourse

to publicity, and to seek in the printing-press—in part the instru-

ment of their undoing—a remedy for their trouble, was the urgent

necessity for making reply not only to books and the like, but to

plays that a(.^ted ns hideous danger-signals to young men, warn-

ing them of the appalling dangers that* awaited them in matri-

mony. But that was nothing new. From its beginning litera-

ture for the ))opu1aee at large— (I am discussing here nCthing but

middle-class writings for middle-class people)—had drawn a

frightening picture of feminine turpitude and of the superlative

risk of contamination or misery from frie.Ddship or commerce with

women. Most of it, no doubt, w'as not very seriously meant or

seriously taken ; but not a few jmblications of the time were aflame

with malignancy. Even at so early, a period as the Wakefield

Miracle plays (say alx>ut the year 1425)—in one of the most

popular and humorous numbers of the Cycle—The Shepherds*

P/ay—wt! have the Second Shepherd sadly declaring. *' We silly

wed-men dree jnickle woe "—or, as modem youth would exprek
it—** We silly husbands have a.rotten time!

**

Wherever we look our chance glance is apt to fall upon some
phase of the generaj 'attack. Thus in Faire Em (c. 1689), a
comedy as popular in print* as on the stage, William the Con-

queror, tricked by Mariana, who has sought to serve the Princess

Blanncb in her love for the English King/ bursts oat-;;aB ha
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indignantly r^cts the King of Denmark's offer of his daughter's

hand— •

“A proper oonjunotion t as who should say,

lialiely come out of the fire.

I would go thrust myself into the flanio . . .

Utterly I do abhor their sex. ‘

^

They are all disloyal* uneonstant, all unjust;

Whottries as I have tried, and finds as I have found

.Will say there's no such ereaiiirus on the ground."

Again, the miserly hu|;abug Hoard, in Middleton's A Trick to

Cdlch the Old One (1607), about to marry n disreputable person

whom he believes to be an heiress, pharasaically observes

—

"Who would not wed? Tin* dolieiouH life I

No joys are like the c’omfort of a wife."

To which his friend Lamprey caustically replies

—

'
,

. "S>i we haclu'lors think, that are uoi irouhlrd with thriii."

Jjudovico SforzH, the virtuous ndinonishcr of the (^nscience-

strickon Bellafrpnt in the Stjcoiid Tart of Honest Whore
(1630) flings open the flood-gates of his proverbial philosophy ;

“ Women are like medlars," he exclaims. " no sooner ripe than

rotten "
; Woman was made of the rib of a man, and that rib

was crooked ! "—and so on with interminable rebuke, until he

w*earies us with his misogynisms and reduces the peccant girl to

repentajice and remorseful tears. Thew* few examples may be

taken as showing how drama, literntiin*, ballad and broadside

—

the last two constituting the real voic<* of fb • people—were joined

in a conspiracy to produce and inflame inistnisl of women ; where-

fore tlie “Woman-hater” became a common object among the

types of .the perjod. It may be alioweri that much of the re-

sponsibility and the blame for the situation in the. 16t]i century

and onwards is to be laid to the charge of women’s conduct and to

the general deplonible state of public morals oven more than to

their ignorance and folly. It says much for the good temper of

women that on the whole they bore with much moderation the

coarse abuse and unmeasured inv^tive profusely showered upon

ibem—as a sex at large—through half a century ; and if at last

they burst out and turned upon their persecutors, who shall blame

them?
* That half-century was devoted mainly to an attempt to melt

the hearts of selfish men, who, however, merely spurned the

marriage offer, with the cold retort, " HuBbands? Tou may goe

looke !
'* At the opening of the 17th century Dekker—^than

whom DO one knew better the foul and sealny side of life, or was

more moved by it
—^issued what might be called the Induction to

the tragi-com^y which was to he played out tl^ughoot the
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yeftrs, wdi^Ugh two oentories, thikt wen to follow. Tbig was bis

attack on woman called “The Batchelera Banquet '* (1603), which

title reappeared in 1631 and 1660. T)ie object of the Feminist

appeals seems to have been to remonstrate with the men and

draw them on—failing which to secure the help of legislation.

They bGQan with pamphlets and tracls the text of which often

l»clicd the sweet reasonableness of their title-pages. The situa-

tion was pathetic. Marriage, in certain quarters aiul classes, was

tinpopular ; the innocent were stiiTering. with the guilty ; while

men nqoiml greatly in their freedom, girls lifted up their

voices and wept, and reminded the young men of “the fyftene

joyes of innryage'* (which, by the way, Wynkyn de. Woide bad

prinUid "ni the sygne of the Konne in fletestrete'* in 15<K)).

In spite of the re-issue of “The Batchelors I^nnqiict’* in 1631,

little reply was made by women for ten years; but then the series

began, all directing attention to the unkindness of men.” Here

is a representative selection of them, in most cases with their

titles alibrcvinted for the saving of space, and arranged chrono-

logically

1641.

—Tlici Petition ol iho Womnen of Mitldlogex . . .

1642,

*—Tlio lluniblo Petition of manv humlrodfl of Women . . .

1642.

—-Tthi VirfiiiiA ('oinp)aiiit for Uu’ los-ti- of tlirir Sw» ot Ilinirt^, by these

present Wars), And their owne lonj; »):lihtde and kt^pin}? their

Virftinitieyi sRainiit their wnlls. PrtMonted in the narnee and on

hehaife'i^.'f nil the Dniii^els hoUi Country and i'ity, Joiinary 20, by

Riindry Virgins of iiie City of T«mdon. 1642,

To the KeeomI issue, wliieh was put forth only four days later
—

“is

added a mournful Dittk' writ-t^'ii by some of the wittiest wenches
among fhoni.” What ‘Hht* present wnra ” may have been, I know
not; the rout <if Kewburn had taken place two years before; the

appalling massacre of rrot. slonts in Ireland in 1641 could scarre have

touched the T/ondon maids, and ua for the Civil War, Charles did

. not raise bis atandard until August -seven months after the publica-

tion of the Petition. Tliere was a similar Petition from the *'PreD-

tieea and Tong-men " dated 1642, but not issued till 1043. It referred

to the wap—iiot a won! about the damsels,

1643.

—The Humble Petition of mauf Thoiisanih of Wives. , . .

1647.—Tlie Maids Petition: PrinU'd for A.«L. in the Terr of England!
freedoms and Uberty.

.1647.—Hie Humble Petition of the Wel-Aftectod Young Men. . . .

1660.—The Batehelers Banquet (third appesiance).

1675.

—The Maide Complaint against the Batchclers.

1676.

—Thf» BatehoHors Anawer.
1600.—^Thr Maidens reply to the Young mans Resolution.

1608.—Hie Petition of the Ladies of London and Westminster. . . .

Printed by Mary VTant^man, the Fore-maid of the Peflttoners. . . •

1668.—The Petition of the Widows in and ahoui London and Westminster.

1608.—An Humble Rnnaqslraiicc of the Batchelors to th^ Honourable House.
Printed and »dd by the BooksoPing Batoheiors in St. Paiil'a Churdi
Teid—[a queer instance—if genuine—of a bodx of booksellers, or ol

any other trade, entering into a confraternity of d^tanoe agdait a
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"batdielora here rel^rred to are the olaae, eo-eaUed, bduw that

of Liverymen in the Cit^' Companies}, who sometimea dined with the

Lord Uayor~-4<)inetiinci} 100 or an, but as many aa 800 ia 1060].

These publications, which I have come across, are probably

but a fraction of the whole : but they suffice to tlurow a lurid

light on the relations of the boxeii, among the middle and lower

middle classes, and the wrong which, between them, W'aa done to

the State. It was not only tiiul girls were in want of husbands

;

they feared, many of tncin, ladng damned into ^'lec^ng apes

in Hell "—which according to the am pted KU|)erstitLon waa the

punishment meted out to her who died ati old maid. As for

the men, they contented themselves with the conviction that

it was the maidens’ bcdmvuuir—loostmess in conduct and pre-

sumption in manner - thnl had summoned up the spirits of

hostility and retribution

‘'Corrujil tliv.v an- iit \m{W uiut in iniude, •

l\‘i tlio elnis and Kaio, uri* imkinde.'*

It is a fairly safe rule, if you would test the historian's state-

ment. or even the contention of the. continni»f)rary controversialist,

us to the iJOj)ular verdict on any given subject, or would inform

yourself as to what the [)c}4>lc really thoiight of it, that you

should ascertain w^hat they sang about it. 1-ntil the introduction

and popular HUp|H)rt of nc\vKpa}K;rs, ballads and Itroudsidos were

bought, sung, and read all the country over, and were a great

feature in every fainng, as Autolycus has so vividly set lH*forc us.

(The Winter 8 Tale, 1611.) \Vc find a clust< r of such buna4lK

which corroborate, and, us it were, underline, the eondition of

RfTair.s between man and maid as rev«!alcd in the series Tif " Peti-

tions." They started t^arly. Wc need go no farther back than

1535, ilie year about which llichard ('ophind, illustrating the

dangers of ill-timed matrimony -too fMXiii or too latt;—suggested

to the hesitator that the safest plan was not to marry at all. Such

was the moral of liis fiocrns, translated out of the French, " The
Complaynte of them that ben to late tnaryed," ami its counter-

part, “ A Complaynte of them that be to soone roaryed

(written in 8-line stanzasb Henry VII 1., in whose reign they

appeared, must have read them with a grim fouile, for be bad

a " short way " with him to srtt such troubles right. There bad

been one of the usual attacks, in ^er.sc—if not actually a ballad, it

was in rhyming balhtd metre—which was replied to by Edward

More in 1660, also in ballad form, in " \ Lytle and bryefe

treatyse, called the defence of women, and especially of Englyshe

women; made agaynst the Schole-bowse of women."
The genuine ballads and broadsides lend themselves to bmg
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grouped—-female and male ; lamentation and exultation. Here is

a apecimen series of them, mostly" of the Bestoration period,

typical in their kind, as in their support of the two sides of the

controversy. The piteous refrain there finds expression in '‘'The

Borrowfull Damsels Lamentation for the Want of a Husband*'

(to the tune of which " The Batchelours Guide and the Married

mans Comfort*' was apjwinted to be sung); "‘The Country

Lawyers Maid Joan, Containing her Languishing Lamentation

for want of a Man"; "Virginity grown troublesome: or the

Younger Sisters Lamentation for want, of a Husband"; and
“ The Virgins complaint against Young Men’s Unkindness "

—

callously directed to be sung to the tune of the joyous ballad
" (Cupids Courtesie."

These pitiful oiit|K)urings made not a rap of difference to the
" mere man "—(an ex])ression, by the w^ay, which I have not

met with earlier than 1619—then from the mouth of Belleur in

Fletcher’s The W ild-googe Chase, IV., ii.). They were simply

met—as in the case, of the tracts—with provoking expressions of

contentment with things as they were :
" The Batchelors Delight,

lieiiig a pleasant new Bong, shewing the happiness of a single

life " The Young Man’s advice to his fellow Batchelors "
; and

that jubilant misogamous pa^an
—

"I am a Jovial Batchellor!
"

These affronts, rather from their implied contumely than from

any expression of llbu8^^ forced the girls into the retort courteous,

through the pens of sympathising poets (husbands, perhaps), who
wore at their purses’ service. " The Maids Answer to the

Batchelours Ballad : or, Ijovo without a Remedy," was the first

of the gentle answers; " The Maidens reply to the Young Mans
Resolution ’’ (in the terms of the tract) ; and then a more hopeful

note : “The Credulous Virgins complaint : or Lovers made happy

at last
’’ and " The Batchelours Guide " (already mentioned)

—

to the accompaniment, however, of a significant and timely warn-

ing :
" A Caution for Scolds : or a True Way of taming a Shrew."

Petruchio’s " true way," expressed in his own words, was "to
kill a wife with kindness *’ (c. 1595)—the hint which was taken by

Thomas Heywood for his tragedy, A Woman Kilde with Kind-

nesso (before 1603), wherein Mrs. Franeford, having too lightly

ac-cepied Wenddll’s advances and fallen into dishonour, dies in a

passion of remorse and gratitude awakened by the gentle pardon

and affection of her husband—a very poignant and beautiful

picture of overwhelming sorrow exacting full and final toll.

It scarcely concerns us whether it was the Hoentiousnesa of

Elizabeth’s Court setting an example which was widely followed

in land, or the general laxity in morals, demeanour, and

language, which distinguished the succeedin^.age, that idgpired
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the denmiciftlioiiB uttered in the pulpit and promulgated by the

printing*pre68r—invective thdt waxed bitterer ae the Puritan

party gained force, and drowned the sober protests of temperate

and jnore oodvincing censors. It matters not whether the reaction

caused by the Bestoration and the relief 'from the Commonwealth
encouraged a situation that' filled quiet people, the backbone of

the country, with sorrow. We can but take note of the frequent

passion in statement, amounting to execration of one-half of the

human race by a small but noisy and persistent section of the

other half, explicable only on the ground of the crudest fftnaticism

or religious mania. Of course, John Knox*s First Blast of the

Trumpet against the Monstrous Begiment of Women " (1558) had

thrown the weight of the great Calvinist's authority into the

balance against the equality of the female whom he maintained

to be unfit for government—even though the two ladies at whom
he aimed his dart bore the names of Mary and Elizabeth of Eng-

land. Some there wore who were relatively ifioderate in tone,

w-hile impertinent in manner, like William Goddard, who, about

the year 1615, fired off his sneering “ Satyrioall Dialogve or a

Sharplye-invective Conference, betweene Alexander the great,

and that truelye woman-hater Diogynes. Imprinted in the Low-
countryes [the meanness of the insult !]

for all such gentlewomen

as are not altogeather Idle nor yet well Gevpyed." It was pub-

lished a couple of years after the poisoning by the guilty and

murderous pair—^Bobert Carr and the Countess of Essex—-of Sir

Thomas Overbury, whose admired didactic poem, " A Wife, now
a Widowe,” had just appeared. Manners show'ed little sign of

improvement ; in due bourse a reckless satirist, maintaining the

strict anonymity of a poltroon, dragged out by name certain well-

known ladies of high bi^th, about whom rumour had been busy,

attacking them with ruthless candour and setting them up in

his professedly facetious pillory, in “ Newes from the New Ex-

change, or the Commonwealth of Ladies Drawn to the Life," with

the appropriate imprint, Printed indhe Year of Women without

grace, 1650. It was by no means an exceptional case : the

notorious " Love given Over; or a Satyr against the Pride, Lust,

and Inconstancy of Woman." (1687) reached nearly to the high-

w%ter .mark of scurrility—thr^ "Ladies'* of tbe time, Lady

'•Bewley, Lady Creswel, and Lady Stratford, being «ll exposed to

• the scorn of a public so appreciative of the scandal that three more

editions were called for up to 1710. (Mr. P, J. Dobell, I believe,

has copies of them all.) There were spirited replies, no doubt.

" Sylvia's Bevenge, or a Satyr again^ Man," was one of them

;

but what can be the effect of a woman's tu qUoque against man
when t6e rest of he/ sex are bumiug to marry him?
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If proof woro noedod tliat tiio ioeidioua i^ort of wonum-butiag

hod infeeted peoplo not in any prone to miflogyny, we may
find it in the fact that the grave and jiidicioog Camden<--«noBt

delightful and lovable of antiquaries—must needs have hia fling

too, though his missile is soft and sugar-coated. In his ** Bemaina

concerning Britain " (J(i05j lie cannot refrain from quoting the

wise Kfieech of Eubulus, a Hcofling Comical Greek Poet,” who,

invoking a curse ujk)!! himself if ever he o|>ened hia Ups against

women (a practice not unknown even among the Greeks), rap-

turously declared, as a zealous champion defending the wronged

sex, that hud women hu<1 their counterparts in good; for

oxampith-if Medea were wicked, yet Penelope was peerless; if

Clytomncstra were W'orthless, Alcestis was ** passing good**; and

if Phanlra were datnnahle—well, some other woman must have

been praiscnvortliy. AikI then - - ” llere 1 am at a stand ; of good

women I find not one more, but of the w'icked I remember
thoiiKands.”

The most resounding literary attack u|H)n women, and inci-

dentally u|K)n tiuuTiage, n'cnis to have l>cen that made by Joseph

Kwetnain, who in 1GI5 issued his outrageous and cowardly libel

:

*‘T1m) Araignuiout of licwde, idle, froward. and unconstant

Women ; or the idle Vanitie, choose you wiK'lher. With a com-

inondatiou of wise, vertuous, uiul honest Women (1015; and

lOlt), 1(V2R, 10J4, lOno, etc.).” It was met by a i»ow'crful but

belated ix'ply in liiudiel S[H»ght‘s retort—delay iiKTcasing the

imergy of its pent-up uJigcr -entitled : *‘A MOVZELL fi.c.,

inii//le] for Melastoimis, tlie Cynicall Buyler of, and foule

mouthed barker against i'iVah's sex, or sm iipulogeticall answere

to that irreligious illiterate |umpblct made by Jo. few.*’ (3617).

Aiul this WHS immediately supported^ by the snappish little

Kiipplementiiry publication, yet a cry of satisfaction—*‘ Ester

liulh bang’d ifatium ; by Ester Sowenuan—[a feminine effort

at wit in antithesis: •Sour-uam—K''«Tff-nam !)" Other pamphlets

followcHl. Ihit the real snuishing of the reviler came from the

anonymous comedy, printetl some little time after its production :

Surinam, The Woman-hater, Arraigned by Women. A new
ComediVf .acted at the lied Bull, by the late Queenes SeruanUf

1620 [t.c., of Queen Anne (of 3>eiimark). who had died in ,the

previous yeai*]. In this play two plots run alongside, yet arc

(I) Tt»«r« esa, I tliiak. be little doubt that tbaohief ohaiaotenof tho piaoo,

sxoepi Swetnam bimaelf were iutendad to ze|ireMnt tha Royal fauiily. The viee,

om-just King Attiou^ ia Jaumi 1.; Quoou Aunlia R hia*Qiieen Anne; tlMir

vorluoua eldoet non who died ycong. Lueypput. la Priuea Haniy ; the praniiiiig

younger son I^treaso in Gbarlea, aftarwaida King. Laonida, their only

Sa tha Frinoeai Elisabeth; and Liaaadxo, Pritiaa of Naplea, b Frederick. S3aolor

Malbia whom eha inamad---aa in the play, lha paiillBl aaenia aoniiiftts.
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deverly iiiftde to touch, in the one 6wetQiiin» opposed in ergument

by ^ onreobgniaed Prince in woman*s ek^bes (a sort of Portia

m eonifepariit), wins his case in his depunciatkm of woman, and

seoom the Princess’s condemnation; in the other, dragged by

women before their own court, prcsuled over by the "Lady
Chiefe Justice,” and refused a hearing (a taste of woman's
justice) he is beaten and biiDitul into reeaiilation. He is called

Myimgenos, •until he is unmasked, and Melnstomus - supposedly

after the Bouth African ^lani the fruit of which blackens the

mouth, whence “foule mniithetl.” lie expresses the b(di<‘f that

his ” thundering Book wilf [h> more lerri!>ie in womoirs ears Than
ever yet in Misogenysts hath been.” “A woman 1

” he cries :

—

*‘Sh<f*s an at ti‘n, a Saint u*.

A Di'vil at fnrtifl, ami a Witrh at fourswri*.'*

"If all the world wore pa|wr ; the sea. ink : trees sukI plants, pens;

and every iiian eh/rks, s(‘ri!>e.s, and notaries: yejt. would all that

paper be &‘ril)l)Ied over, the ink wasted, pons worn to the stumps,

and all the scrivenors weary, before they could d<srribc the

hundredth part of u ’woman’s wickedness.” 'I'lnis is his l^ook

(pioted agfiinct the wretolusl defendant and his refort-nee to good

womeu ignored. The ehargo here presented is hut a mild intro-

duction to the invective and nhu>e that follow. Of e<uirw, he is

(vtndemncd and is to he persiHuited nut of the land.

What, in fact, did lH*conie of the real Swefnam? Tjikely

enough, owing to his notoriety an4l to the anger of women, his

native town of Bristol, and Loiulon became t-fsi hot for him,

and be emigrated. Tlfp play wn.s pHsiuced in 1C20 : in that year

the Pilgrim Fathejrs sailed ami arrived in Virginia - iij which

State we find, near Fairfax and on same river, tlic tow‘n of

SwetnaAi—the only instanm?, probably, of the name uynm the

map. If the conjecture be true-'-the man cannot conceivably be

the contemporary Bwetnain of the Botuety of Jesus—wo can but

amile at the irony of Fate which bmuglit him to the State and

perpetuated his name in it, ^hich, Ceyond all others, iHTRonifies

that purity in woman which Bwetnam so foully denied.

Women bad been criticised in plays often enough before, but

that was rather banter than Virulent attack. Yet when, in 1610,

Jtlskthaifiel Field produced a skit so mild as Womam a WeathvT-

cock—dedicated to any icofnan ichci hca iu>t been a tceathercock—
.which sufficiently gained the approval of George Chapman for

him to write laudatory verses for it—the outcry of women who
were wounded by .the truth, caused *the author lo compose "A
Second Part,*' to our thinking hardly less affronting : Amende fat

ladiee^ IFtfh ike Merry fra’nkre [a euphemism fra- reckless
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criminality] of Moll Cui^mne: Or^ the humoun of roa/Hng^ a

Comedy full of honeet mirth and wit (1618). Moll Cntpiirfle,

of all people !—the notoriona Mary Frith, whom Middleton and

Dekker so delightfully whitewaRhed and even rendered syinpathetic

in their capital comedy of The Jioaritig Girl, in the same year

as Field 'n former play.

Halfway through the reign of Oharlea IT. the sex-war was

rcRumed in onrneRt. Chivalry was wholly forgotten by the pam-

phleteors. and cahiinny was n weapon which tliey used with a

r<*rtnin navage nkill, Kicliard Head’a naltry—and anonymoos

—

attack ; “'I'lie ‘ Mias' displayod with all her wheadling arts and

circiiinvenlioiifi ” (1075) and ita aucccsMjr, ‘‘Madame Wheadle**

(167B), arc noteworthy only in having drawn forth a reply which,

so far as T know, in the first rciiouh claim by women to the

equality of the sexes. (To this fKiint T return in a moment.)

The incident has its inqwrlance hecuiist^ (he “hatchellor" Iwcarae

more alarmed than ever. It was enough that woman should be

cried down ns “the very moral of human turpitude,’*: hut that

she should pnxdaiin equality ami equal rights, and in due time,

no doubt, asserf. her Rin»eri»»rity, was that little more-'-and how
much it was ! - whereby the raft* of exchange from the Celibate

Order to that of the Hyrnenisl was further deprcsw»d. In 1683

“The Woman’s Advocate, Hy a |M*rson of quality of the Female

Sex,” sliowtHl the way to Miss Sarah Fyge Egerton. w»ho in

1686 published *‘1'he Female .\dvocate, written by a Lady in

vindication of Imt Se\,“ to the second edition in the following

year apjH'nding a rei)ly to the unconscionable attack, “Tjove given

Over.*’ already mentioned. In 1090 “Gallantry Unmask’d” pro-

fessed to show “womiui in their proper colours,” and, in the

following vi'ar. came the riirious “poem” iKsiied ns "A New
Batyr against Women : <iccasi«>ned by an Infant who was the

eause of the T>«'ath of my friend.” d(»hn Wilmot, second Earl

of Ibu’hesler the wild and worthless son of the man who, in

1668. had written those beautiful verses, “My Dear Mistress has

a Heart”! wrote, as a nitfusaijn Jtujet might. “A Satyr against

^^arriage.“ This was in 1697. and it w’as followed a few months

later by lloberl (.loiild’s variations on the theme: “A Satyr

against Women ” and “ A Satyr against Wooing : with a view of

the ill consequences that attend it.”

In tli'> way the woman-hater was “willing to bury the hatchet

— in the side of his ^nemy, and leave it there,” as Whistler was

fond of quoting. ^le would not let the matter rest. He pub-

lished “A bride-woman's counsellor” which brought from Lady
Mary Chudleigh, 'in 1709, by way of answer, “The Ladies

Defence—a Poem,” cleverly introducing w^ll-known, oi^ection-
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able ohanuiters from the masouline dramar—Sir John Brute, Sir

William Lovall, and others-^likely to turn confusion into the

male camp. Then Mary Astell carno* to the rescue with her

**Easay in defence of the Female Sex ” and had the satisfaction

of seeing a fourth edition called for in 1721. Byt the attack was
so periustent that a female champion lost patience and published

"Woman's Advocate, or the Ba—dy Batchelor out in his Calcu-

lation,” which so shocked neutrals and combatants alike that

“The Moderator between Jho Married'Men and the Batchelors”

(1729) sought to act the cyuriliator. and, as was natural, was duly
ignored. I pass over other incidents in the fend ; for still abuse

flowed on—even tlie ballad “As Colen drove his hogs along” was
deliberately reprinted, wjih variations in the title and in the lines,

ns “Cullen with his flock of Misses.” Ami in dne course John
Wilkes capjx'd all that had gone before with his disgrueefiil

“Fssay upon Woman.”
Is it to be wondered at. in the eireiiinslanres, *if women, failing

to get hn.4ain<la of their own. had to content themselves with

tho«» of other women, and if rampant lihertiiiage rendered

nugatory the effort of all the propagandist “petitions” and
“apjjcals" advanced hy the unfortunate maidens, nwist of whom,
fcj' this time, must have been “leading a]veR in Hell ”V

Woman’s claim to K(]uality, already referred to. was one of the

first fruits of Restoration morals and of llu* freedom in feminine

manners. Tt was the consrience of women {iwakening to their

position in the world. The. qualities of humility, g»>ntle ohi^lience,

and strict propriety, at that time considered, along with chu.stity,

(lie most admirable of'wif^’ virtues, were iu>w about to he dis-

missed with scorn.* No longer was a girl to accept with modesty
a husband chosen for her hy her gnai^ian, as pictured in Wager’s
The Three Lords and Three Toadies nf London (1590) when Lafly

Oonscience replies to the -grave, Chorus-like Nemo, who bids her

select one of the Tjords for her spouse :

—

“ The ni'vlc'iilie that dootb oar h x

Fm-bida my trAgi^n therein l«> t^-H my

No longer was pretty humility to sj^II s^df-humiiiation, as in

floio a man may chusc a Qood Wife fmm a Bad (ICOO), when
young villain of the piece is reproaclu'd by his friend for

hating his beautiful and peerl'es-s wife -a.H dutiful, and loving as

Patient Grissit, or as Luce (in The London ProdigaU, 1606)—
with the words :

—

*'Tou*did admire her br'aiitii*. prai^idc- hcrjacc.

Were proud to fcaiir her follotP at. your hfirltti

Through tks hroed ^treetet*''

—cveivaB, it is aaidr wives in Germany are content to do to-day.
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But wm woman woa coming into her own, and i»<to piitCi «§

well. The trumpet caH--“Woman as Good m the Man, or The
Equality of the SexeR." was the first real bloat, and waa blown

in 1676. Tn 1760 came a revivai. and the feeble protest "Idaii

Baperior to Woman, by a Gentleman *'—was clearly a mere draw,

a red clcaik waved, matador fashion*, before the cow—suoccasfal

in firinj^ing in following year a Hpiritocl but not very originid

ndort from Kophia :
** Woman not Inferior to Man/' with,

immediotoly afterwards, the brilliant “Bccond part"—“Woman's
Superior Excellence over Man.” Praise, says the Princess to

Boyet in Love's Labour's Lnsi—'^Vrami we may afford To any

Indy that subdues a lord.” Bo in “The Passionate Pilgrim”

—

women still think they can equal or lead men ; and we chuckle

«t Mrs. Centlivre’s sally in The Wonder! a iroman Keeps a Secret

(1713),when Don Pelix declares to Violante :

—

“ No mor<* li-t u^i ihy Pf-x's eonrliici blamo,

Siiirc^ Ihon'rt a freot of • it-rnal fame

That man Iirn no at}vant.«if{*> but thn ntunri
"

But the wonderful series of had women who gave life to the

w'venteenih-oentiiry sfage helped to piit its h:in on marriage. It

is probable lluit the twvntieth-eentnry cinematograph theatre

with its films which put forward as truth that vi'oman, naturally

as bad ns man, given the opiKirtnnity, is more reckless, more vile

than the worst, dfH*s not make for rpsjx‘ct for woman, nor for

reBp<*ct for marriage in the younger minds that revel in these

scenes—if we may judge hy the applause at feminine crime and
resourceful vill,-tiny. Mr, rhamherlain^ preaching patriotism, may
stand at the cinema door, ]V)(?kcting with one hand the enter-

tainmenhtax derived from the degrading s|:>cctaclo, with an

income-tax paper in the other hand to on force his point, and
demand from the bachelor, ” Y<iur money or your liberty !

” But
it may l>e expected that the w;ared young “hntchellor” of any
spirit-- bearing akdt the banner of his patron-saint, St. CuthbeH
the Misogenist -will pay his tax, and remain as “jovial ” as he
may on the residue.

M. H. Spiulmann.
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It is surprising that nobody jios ever tlioiight of laying docently

to rest the troubled ghoi«t of an old insistent theory, whiclt still

oocaaionslly .reseeks the pale gliuipses of the moon under the

spells of idle necromancers^ by resorting to some very simple

hocus pocuB. This theory, originally Tiivk's, runs to the effect

that Shakespeare wrulc The Tempest to order in duo celebration

of distinguished miptinls. To burst that pretty bubble one has

only to lay emphasis on the painful unsuitability of the inter-

calated mas<pie for such a purj>u«e. flow anybody can ever have

taken it as an epUnguo to wedding Udis fuissirs eomjtrelieusion.

So far from bring u iiupiiui niasipie, it is tiiat niiieh rarer thing

—

rarer, that is, both on the stage and rdf- a betrothal luamjite.

There is absolfitely no ambiguity on this point : the fart could be

clearly deduced even if ludhing but the masque remained. Iris's

reference to the vows

, tlini tii'i l»-d«righi ^^hall bo puid

Till llyruen'K knvli bo lighbd,’’

can never have been penned tu Ikj sjx^ken for Iho first time in

tlio presence of a bride and bridegrmmi.

Absurd and all, however, as is Tietdi’s profKjsition, T um per-

sonally willing to adinit that, in ehilil-play phraa*, he was at

least “ warm.” This concession is due to the. cinHiuistance tliat

I have ho|X:s of estaWishing a theory, which, if viewed with

general acceptance,* would materially break the old German com-

mentator's fall. My belief is that the mas(|ue w’us not jMirt of

the original texture of the play, that it was w'ritten by Sbakfe-

Bpeare in association with tlie ewning nuptials of the Kleetor

Palatine and the Princofi.s Elizabeth, tliat in consonance with the

action of the play it had to be a betrrjthal, rather than n werWing,

masque, and that con.stnjueiftly, not only because of its direct

allusivencss but for a rnorc^ [»otcnt reawm presently to he un-

folded, the King’.s Players. found it necessary to present the

amondqd play at court imuKulialely after the ceremony of affiance.

TMs theory bases on the fact that The Tempest, having already

'beefi; iMsted before the King on November 1, IGll, w'as at that

period a well-known play. It owes nothin;? to Fleay's theory,

as set forward in bis Life and IVorjc of Shi^kespeare, that the

masque was an iaterpolatjon of Beaumont’s on the occasion of

mm Palsgrave’s maniage. The idea of interpolation lias arisen
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fiom time to time indepeodeDtly in eefrenl miads priocijp^ly

owing to the B[xjradic crudity of the verse and the damsinesa of

the dovetailing, blemishes which i)oint inevitably to the con-

closimi thui Sbfikes|>eare wrote the masque under conditions of

oonsideruble haste. Bui that the work was done at the ^ery

close of his career he would doubtless, indefatigable improver

as he WHS, li.ive tiikon occanioii to smooth out the asperities later.

The UMJ of the word “foison/*’ as has been {jointed out by

Mr. Morton Jjure, IkiIIi in the masque and in Act IT., sc. 2,

1. 163, not to h()eiik of other iiidicution.s, proves that the

whole scMcfion was w ritten by the one diand. Fleay*8 claim for

Iteaumoni niiiy lx.'! ermfidently hrushcKl aside. One feels assured

that the iKTcidcntal reseniblaneo in t‘,hararterisation between the

iiias<|U(' in The Tempest and Beaumont's Masque of the

inner Temple and Grays Inn, given at Whitehall in Febru-

ary, 1613, almost u week after the wedding, would have been

avoided by Beaumont had he been res|x>nBible for both. The
clash was in {Mirt due to the rireum.^^tance that naiades had l>een

in the air over since Daniel introduc^ed them at court in Tethys*

Festival in 1610, and in |>art to the happening that river nymphs
came to be looked u[>on us fitting accessories of a marriage which

united the Thames and the lUiinc.

Thews are roasonablo grounds for sus|»ecting that in the fourth

act, Ferdinaixl and Miranda wore originally treated to a far

digeront kind of cntortaiinnent to that which has come down
to us. As it now stands. Ariel's dippant reply to Prospero when
bidden to incite "the rabble" of spirits lo "quick motion,"

sounds incongruous

:

“ Each one tripping on bis toe,

Will bo boro with mop and mow."

Beading this for the tirst time, no one would suspect that it was
designed to herald a masque of sw’eet gravity and delicate charm.
The mind instinctively reverts to the magic-banquet scene where
the spirits have already danced " with mocks and mows." There
is, indeed, some significance in the ik-rution of the phrasing which

the masque itself only obscures.

(1) In bit Inter period Shnketponn tbowt n partiality for tbit uoMuman
wor4 utiug it flva tinm in four playt. Put by him in The Ttmpcet into Jie
mouth of it itvemarkable that it should oeour again in aaweiaCionwitha
nfoMDos to Geres in tho sfdendid inmation to Man in The Two NMe
Kinmiwn^ v., 1. As 1 have alraady shown in The Aihtnmim of Novetmber SI,.

Iai9 (p. 1235, art. ** The Date of The Dueheee oj Malji," footnote), this play
of imiob-dwputed origin was produced by the King's Men at the ”^-Hifrime In.

the autumn of 1013. Assuredly, the band that wrote the marque in the oao
phiy was engaged much about the same time in writing the iavocation in tiia

WWW
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Tliat*the maaqae had at first been arranged for performance

on a temporary and not fully ^quipped stage and the action after-

wards altered for representation at Blackfriars and the Globe ia

readily dedugble from the text and stage directions. Juno's

mystifying double entry, before wliicli all .the commentators stand

aghast^ can be accounted for .only in this way. In the Folio, our

sole authority fo^ the play, Juno is indicated as making descent

in her car at line 72, but thirty lines later, Ceres remarks her

ap|>rooch on foot, rocognisiug her by. her gait, and the text is

iiuincdiately coniirincd by 'the direction, "Enter Juno.'.' Now,
we have got fo ask ourBCl^'es. at what particular kind of per-

fonnance would .luno have walktNl on? Not certainly in u public

theatre, where deities, as in the substantive court masques on the

special masquo-stage, Invariably made their apfiearance ea:

machiiin, and where the requisite apiairatus was ])ermuiienily

provided. Wo are accordingly left to assume that Juno walked

on at some private i)erfoniianc4', wliere the sta^^ was of a tem-

porary order and not fully equiji|icd in the matter of inecbaniKtn.

As it hap|)eiis, re<?onl.s clearly show that the first court performance

given before the Palsgrave iimne<l)utely after his arrival took

place in the ri>yal (.'ockftit, then and for twenty years after only

a makeshift playhouse. ‘ It would have been an easy matter

to convert the builditig into a small |)erxnanent theatre, as was,

indeed, eventually done in 1634. but the first of the Htuarts was
too devoted to c<K;kfighting to contemplate with cquaniuiity the

necessary alt(*ratioiis. In the circumstances tlic best that could

be done was fo fit up a tem{X)rary stage us occasion dcriuindcd,

and on such a stage jlie flights of the gods would hardly be

attempted. • ,

Experts in early stage history will, naturally suy that to con-

cede on the score of its elahorotcDcss that the ran.sque in The
TempeH was essentially of court origin is. by a parity of reason-

ing, to demand for the masque in The Maid^s Tratjedy a like

origin. Of the two, the latter certainly called for the more care

and supervision in the performance? It had a visualised back-

ground which in the other is backing. To this ruling I cheerfully

acquiesce. The cases arc not alone analogou.s, but, in admitting

of proof, the one helps to establish the other. As it happens both

g
ays were given at court before the Palsgrave and^ the Princese

lizabeth some time immediately, before or after tficir marriage.

They are enumerated in the Treasurer of the ChamlMTs* Accounts

(1) Sw Ifiebbl’s Pngrttte* of Jmtu§ /, II., M8ff.*for» fuU account of the

Migiaivu'f vUl. Otliar important detoilii in tbia ortidclMVie been dertvadfrom
thatnasoopteol thaTmonuerof theChambon* AcooualagivanlurOiinniiigbara,

JtaMlf AteoimU, pp. In TIu Skokupmn SMUHf/ 1845. II, p. 123,

ndin Ty New Aa3«!peare rromociiow, IS76-6, pt. 11. p. 4ia
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ifi thei list of foorieeQ f^ys leled at Wliitehali in their pmenee
hy the King's Players. Although The Maid*9 Tragedy was tte
a comparatively old play and an intercalated first-act masqiiis

must have Ixifen an integral feature from the beginning, there is

a topical allupion in the masque as it haa come down to us ^hicb

proves that either the original masque had beeu amplified or

(what is more feasible) a new masque substituted. In this con-

nection it is important to note that the play was not .printed un'dl

1(V19. Wlmt is the particular appositeness in the passage

delivered by Cintliia:

*' You sliall hav<* many fluids And higher

Than you liavo uiiihed lor; and no ebb shall dare

To kl the day ate whore your dwellingH are "?

Fleay is utidoniahly riglit in his contention that we have here an

alluifioii to the great tlocxls of October-Docember, 1612. The
lines are absolutely {loiiitless unless one can take that reading. Do
they not therefore yield a clear indication of the pe!r*.>d when the

masque was written or amended?
One remarkable feature of the masque in The Tnnprst, which

has somehow (*scajx;<l all observation, goes to show that not alone

was it written for |)n vale [Kuformance but for the adroit conveyance

of a direct c.oru])JimtM]t to a betndhed couple. There was in the

Stuart niusqiiCK a cumiuon practice, deriv<nl from earlier times,,

of going u]) to tlio State " to sound the praisi's of the King and

Qu<.y.Mi in s|ioc(:h or .song. Towards the close ol the entertainment

the characters generally de.scended from the singe by means of

that invariable concfimitant, the front stei>s, and proceeded across

tiic dancing ))laca to indulge in strophes ot conventional hyperbole

right under tlic royal canopy. Wo find an example of this in the

hist of the Caroliui* niastpics. Daveuant’s Salmacida Spofia where

the chorus go up to State and sing a cojigratulutory ode to the

Queen-Mother. Nor were e^mipliiiients of tlie sort wholly con-

firuxl to masques. When the quaint morality-play, Lihcrafity

and ProdigaUty, was acted by the Chapel ('hildreu before Queen
Elisabeth on February 28, IGOl, tht* boy-actor of Virtue went up
to the State at the close to deliver the epilogue. Now and again

the devoir paid consisted of something more satisfying than the

mere utterance of a courtly formula. Costly gifts were presented.

One recaile ' the memorable instance associated with the

pcrformtinco of Solomon*9 Temple^ and the Coming of the Queen

of 6'hcha, at Tlnmlvold's on July 24, 1606, in honour of the King
Denmark, wheit. as Sii; John Harrington tells us, "the lady

who played the Queen's part carried precious gifts to both their

Majesties, but forgetting the ste|>3 arising to the canopy, overset
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the carets into his Dankh Majeaty'a lap, and fell at bis feat,

or rather iuto his face.*' Iq the first maeque James ever saw
after coming to the English throne. The Magician of China, given

at Hampton jDourt on New Year's Night, 1604, the first masquer
to aftproach the State, according to Dudley Garleton, presented to

the iving divers things, and among them *'a*je\vell of 40,000

Crowns valew which the King is to buy of Peter van Lore, but that

is n)orc than every man knew, and it made a fa ire shew to the

French ambassador's, etc., whose master would have been well

pleased with such a masker's present, but not at that prise/’

After this, it is not surprising to learn that sundry modern Queens
of Song thoughtfully provided their own bouquets. They had
excellent ]irccedent. As a rule, ho^vever, gifts of this sort were
of a genuine enough ortler : no suspicion attuches itself, for ex-

ample, to the jewt'lled sword preseitted to Prince Henry in

Tethys' Festival, that truly noble masque given in 1610 after his

insiiillation is Prince of Wales. ,

Armed with this knowledge, we turn again to the masque in

The Tanpest, and what do we find? Koniething little slioi’t of

surprising. Kej>lying lo Ceres' inquiry as to why she had been

summoned. Iris says ;

'* A oontraot of true love in celebrato;

And fconie donation freely to oistato

On thf hlwt lovew.”

Hitlierto it has been {Mjpulurly supposed that the " donation
"

was simply Juno's' and Ceres’ good wishes as expressed in by

no means impeccable ver.se. But there are indications that it

took a less evanescent form. Before the two proceed to sing their

benedictions, Juno says

:

** How does my bounteous sister? Go with me
To hivss thin twain, thtii tlK\v may pr:>bpc’rouH be

And honour'd in their issue.
*'

Why "go with me"? At first sight this request seems super-

fiiious, seeing that Ferdinand and Miranda are seMed quite close

to the masquers. Moreover, we know that in episodical theatre

^sques the ” gomg up to .the State ” was one of the featuraa

never junitated, incapable of imitation, indeed, because of the

•wholly different situation of the mimic audience. If then, Jono's

request has any meaning—and, much as he was given to expatia-

-tion, Shakespeare was no ivaster of w'ords—it implies that the two

descended to the State and presented the Palsgrave and his fiancee

with some gift. From whom if canie is immaterial : it was as*

suredly not from the players. On this showing The Tempest

voiN^cvn. H.s. II



nmst have berai given at Whitehall on Iteeiiiber 27» ]tii2, the

night of the betrothal. *

It ia necessary to recall that there was much play-actmg and

maaquMcting during the Palsgrave’s sc^ourn. J^tween his

arrival in London on October IB, 1G12, and his departure to Cam*
bridge early in the following March all the more important

theatrical companies had ap|>eare<l at court, and something like

twenty-five or thirty plays, besides three notable masques, had
been given. Dance speaks a universal language in a very agree-

able tongue, and dance in drama would have been a grateful

auxiliary to the im])osing array of one hundred and forty retainers

the Palsgrave brought in its trnin. most of whom knew no English.

It was not without forethought, therefore, that the players

largely chose for court £>erforiiiancc at this juncture plays like

The Widow's Tears presenting iinridental inastpies, or like A
Winter's Tale preM>.nting a sort of primitive ballet.

Little time wjvk lust in coinmoncing tlie festiviticF. On Tues-

day. October 20, the Princess invited her pro.spcc!live husband to

a play in the Hoyal Cockpit given by the players who bore her

name. On Novendier 2 she iigaiii invited him tlierc, possibly to

see the saine company. In the interim tliere may bave been

other performanocs, hut one can only trout of those definitely

on record. Pour days IuUt, after a Bliorl illness, Prince Henry,

the pride and liope of the n.ition, di<d. A month elapsed before

his burial, and it hardly siM riis likely there was much, if any,

play-acting at court again until Christinas, the jicriod of the be-

trothal ceremony. The Princt^’s untimely taking of! seriously

upset all arrangeuienis. The marriago <l\d not take place until

St. Valentine's Day, i013, in all likelihood a pionth Lter than it

w'otild have done, had no such niisfortuno hupix'xicd. Possibly

Shakes]K‘aro, in writing the masque, reckoned iqx>n an earlier

date, and, as Mr. D. Wilson conjectures, at first fashioned lines

114-5 to read :

—

** Offspring coru* .you ai farthest

In the verv t-nJ of hr rvest."

The delay consequent on Prince Henry’s death would have

warned him of the inuppropriateuess of the sentiment, and

ooc'asiontHl alteration to the limp and hobbling

Spring conic to you at the farthest

In the very etid of harvoet.**

W. J. Lawbencb.



THE CASE FOR STATE PURCHASE AND CONTROL
* OF THE LIQUOR TRAFFIC.

^
•

,
A Qi'kstion fon W’omkn.

Tiie question of drink reform is one that has always iutorcstod

women, and the reason is 4iot far to It is the Momen and
children of the country \Uio have sufForeil mainly from 'the low

standard of living*- caused hy the excessive drinkinjr of the wage-
earner. Behind the <|iiestioii of i>iiny bodies and feeble con-

stitutions lies the ijucmNoii of foiul, wurtn clotliing, und*goo(l

houHiiig. It is not the fashion to say this just now, but it is

none the less true.

The start hug imnibor of men graib'<l at C 3 during the war
revealed our national weakness, and wc must R'e*lo it that wsigo-

rofonii, hoiisinj^-iefonn, ami all the r4'fonns of which wc hear

HO iuucl.1
,
go luiTid in hand with a drastic and |»erniaiieni reform

of the liquor tiUdo. The drink bill for 1918 was 4.**2r>9,fMK),(HK)

;

for 1039 if is in the regi'm of i'lOO.ootMKH). That siieli large

sums should be spud on liquor at a time when the iiwmI for

economy is so pressing that <uir very existeneo as an industrial

nation de|wnds (ui it, is a national disgriue, and gives cause, for

the profoundesl himiiJiution. Truly tlx* fruits of peace will turn

to aslics in our innuths unless tin,* women of this country bestir

themselves and make thr? reform of the liquor trade <>ne of the
first causes, to w bich 'tliey devote their well-canu'd riphts of

citizenship. In the fiast, reforiri of any lasting or fM^njianent

nature has been practically imposKibfe, m.»t only bpcause of the

organised strength of the trade, which is md to be over-rat<id,

but because of tlie ai)athy aiwl Ht'lf-induigcnco of the people.

Women, the mothers and protectors f»f the race, have inherently

a greater capacity for self-sacrifice tlian men, and if ever they
realise that sacrifice of an\'*6ort is dcinanrled of them in the

matter, it wall be given witJioiit hesitation. Women are also

less prejudiced than men on- the subject; they have no precon-

ceived theories; they have not yet coinmitted themselves for,

6r against, State purchase, neither have they pledge] themselves

to the party system. Also, I thihk it may be said that they
have had little to do with llie fxilicy of the United Kingdom
Alliance, br with the Trade Defence Association—two }>odies that

have done more to hinder legislative reform than all the men
in the street. The man in the street, however, is a formidable

^ 1 I 2 •
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oppODont; one has only to watch him when the sabject is die-

cossed, and at unce it is obvious that he wants do interferenoe;

as he would call it. Thii^rs as tiiey are are good enough for him.

It is as hard to fight against this tM)Ud lump of imD70vabiUty and

prejudice as it is to convince (Hir most active oj)|X)nent8. In

dealing with the subject of State purchase and control, it may be

well to remind ourselves that at one time, u little over two

hundred years ago, bei-r was sold as frcndy as bread/ No charge

was made for the privilege; of selling it, and only when the ale-

houses became, in tlu^ fifteenth century, a centre for “unlawful

gaines’* were any restrict ions iin{)osod! These restrictions wore

purely for the pui'iioiM? of fHcililating |K»lice suj>ervision- Hence
wo nete that at an early date ale-houstis nect*ssitated State regu-

lations, and we note further that, simultaneously w'ith restric-

tion, summary powers of supprcH-skm were given to the Justices

of the Peace. Jn 1710 the first licence duty of Is. w*as imposed

on the liconml victuallers* anniinl ale licence, and. in course of

the century, it was increased by sub.sequent additions to two

guineas, these stamp duties being inifxiwfd for revenue purposes.

Early in the f'li'Aisj cemtury the stamp duty wa.s abolished,

and an oxcIm? duty not excmling four guineas per annum, later

reduced to three guineas ]mt tinniiiu. was made.

During the niuoteonth century the value of the trade increased

by leaps and bouiuls; again and again variou.s public bodies called

the attention of the Oovcrninent of the day to the fact that,

in view' of the gn'at increase in the value of f>ublic-houses, the

existing taxation was entirely inade<juate. The Select Committee
on Public Houses in 1858 show'ed that the grant of a spirit licence

was frcqiii'iitiy e<iuivalctii to a gift of hundreds/ if not of

thuusaiuls. of |H)uuds. In 1871 Mr. Bruce, later Lord Aberdare,

made an effort to secure to the State some of the profits of what

had already become a very wealthy monopoly; hia Bill, however,

shared the fate of nuniberle.ss measimes on the same subject, and

it w'as eventually withdrawn. The licensing system as it obtains

to-day dates from 1880, when Mr. Gladstone created the present

full publican’s licence under wdiich the licensee is entitled to ‘

sell any kind of alcoholic liquor for “on '* and “off” consumption,

thus doing away with the separate ale, wine, and spirit licences.

The licence charge varies according to the rateable valud ofUf
licensed ]>renuses, and ranges from £4 lOs. to dG60 per annum.,

Since that date no addition has been made in the charge fdf ,

licences, end the slow process of restriction during the Jaat toty
years, coupled with the yearly increasing aom ofwmaj ipant

on haa enonnooriy enhanced the valoe of oniating piddifi-

In ounparing the years 1881 wilii I908i m ggin iniig
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idea as to one of the resnlts of restriction. Tn the year ending

March, 1681 , the year succeeding Mr. Gladstone’s revision of

the license duties, 96,727 licences were granted in the United

Kingdom. In 1906 . twenty-seven years later, 89,498 were

granted, showing a decrease of 7.281 during that time. The drink

bill, however, for the respective years increased* by £21 ,478 ,
200,

This large additional sum pai«sing ihrongli the coffers of the

existing puWic-house.s naturally increa^.d thoir value very con-*

siderably. Tn spite of tbis.Jiowever, tln» basis of taxation remains

the same as in 1860. From 18.'^) to 1900 tlic Trade prospered

and ftfrengtliened its pofiftion. E.nrly in the ’nineties many of

the private breweries were turned into companies which bought
up the large majority of pnblic>hoiise.s iti England and Wales.

The brewers thus became tlieir own distributing agents and the

license-holders their sc'rvants. w'ho.se interest it was to push
the sale of fhoir goods. TVom a htisinesa point of view' this was
a very astute piece of policy. The sum of two•hundred million

pounds was invested in the trade, thus enabling it to extend its

business and at the same time to hrofiden the basis of self-interest,

Mr. Balfour’s Bill of 1901, in which the, annual licence was prac-

tically made a continuous property, stnmgthened the position of

the Trade still further. Side by side, however, with the growth

and power of the liquor traffic, there, sprang up from the middle

of the last century societies of all kinds determined to struggle

against w^hat wras now Teoognised as a gigantic evil. Bnmonre
of Prohibition in America fanned the flame of enthiisiasin, and
a large number of the temperance societies limited their activities

to procuring pledges of•total abstinence, in the hope that by this

means the dbuntry ^ould eventually become teetotal. That day

is still awaited. Thousands, nay miUinns, of pledges have been

signed, and the drink bill to-day stands in the neighbourhood <if

four hundred million pounds annually. The temperance societies

have done a great work by what we may call preventive methods

and in calling the attention of the ppblic unceasingly to the far-

reaching results of excessive drinking. They have, however,

during the sixty to seventy odd years of their existence never

produced and carried through any sound piece of legislative

reform. The opportunity of remedying this comes to them to-

day. T{ took a European War to galvanise our Goxgrnment into

^ectiva activity with regard to the Jioensing laws of the country,

when it did so, startling and perhaps^ unexpected results

; ilMiided its effort. In view our war ex^riences, it can no
loQger be said that the law cannot make-a man spber. It can

and did. Wltbiii a^week of the outbrendc of tiie war the Navy
and Aragy airtiicriliea»daii^ and obtained new powers over the .
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iijiioT traffic in naval and military areas. Before a monih bad

passed the licensing jnstioes were given additional powers in
,

regulating the sale of drink. In February, 1916, Mr. Lloyd

George, in his famous speech at Bangor, referredfto the *Mure

of the drink ” as^being the chief cause for the delay and hold-up

of munitions. He told us also that "drink was a greater peril to

our country than the German submarine. In war on such a

colossal scale everyone roust work at the highest point of

efficiency, and efficiency Vas breaking down because of drink.

When a man drinks in time of peace his wife and family suffer,

and the wastage of labour is his own concern. During the war

it was discovered that no roan's concern was his own ; it was the

concern of the State, and wastage of labour was a serious loss,

to the nation. In 1915 and 1916 drink retarded and hampered the

output of munitions, it hampered and hindered the transport of

troops, it delayed the repairing and building of battleships, orders

that should have been on the rail by a certain date were not there.

At last the nation awoke. It was indeed time for the Rtatc to

control the liquor traffic. What was to be done? A section of

the public, backed by the Spectatcr, urged prohibition ; those,

however, who were in close and intimate contact with the work-

shops of the country deemed this impracticable. It is an open
secret that Mr. Lloyd George urged Mr. Asquith's Cabinet in

1916 to bring in a Bill for State Purchase and Control of the

Trade. The Cabinet rejected the proposal, but the principle of

the elimination of private interest in the sale of liquor lived on

in the Liquor Control Board established in May, 1915. The
Board was given far-reaching powers. It was enabled to control

the sale of liquor in any area,. defined by an Order in Council,

upon evidence being supplied that “it is expedient for the pur-

pose of the successful prosecution of the present war that the

sale and supply of intoxicating liquor . . . should be controlled

by the State.*’ It was enabled also to suppress entirely the sale

of liquor in a defined area if evidence justified the step, and it was
enabled to purchase “any licensed ^or other premises or business

in the area, or any interest therein.” It is the experiment under-
*

taken under this last clause with which we are mainly concerned.

When once the sale of liquor is in the hands of the State, the

inducement of the private individual to sell as much drink as

possible is gone. It was this elimination of private interest in

the sale of drink that worked the Carlisle mirade. .

The sole purpose of the Liquor Control Board was to conduct
•the sale of liquor to the bbst interests of the public. It at once
set to work on a bold policy of restriction. Among other reforms

the hours for the sale of liqnor were reduced from ninettfen and a
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ball (fH^wflur boars m the Metzcpdlitoa mi) to five «ad & bait,

boms, tw oobBamption on the. premises. Treating Was pro*

bibited, ipirits were diluted, and tbe hawking of liquor forbidden.

But in manjr overcrowded areas it was practically impossible to

see'tbat restnctions were observed. To expect ready acquiescence

on tbe part of a trade whose business it is at all costs to sell,

and obedience on the part of a thirsty public waiting to buy, was
to expect too much of human nature. At every point restriction

was checked by the interests and supposed rights of the license-

holder. The effort to lesf^bn consumption of liquor, and the desire

on the part of the license-holder to sell «*ir much as posable, pro-

duces, and always will produce, a condition of perpetual

antagonism. In Carlisle and the district restriction entirely

failed. At the call of the Ministry of Munitions, ten to twelve

thousand workers jixiured into Carlisle, preceded by ten to twelve

thousand navvies, who w^ere engaged in buikliug a large inanition

factory in the neighbourhood. The housing ^problem at once

became acute, every mom being used as a bedrr)om and the occu-

pants turned out into the street until bed-time. No wonder the

streets of the quiet little town of Qai'lisle became a bedlam. A
writer tells us that call the places of entertainment were packed

and overcrowded every night. **Mon fought like beasts; fierce

fights raged round the doors of the pabliohonses. The diminished

police force were unable to cope with the situation. Almost every

alley was littered with drunken men.” It was time for drastic

action. In June, 191G, the Liquor Control Board decided to take

the traffic into its own hands, for the policy of restriction under

private ownership had broken down. Early in the year licensed

premises bad already been taken over hy the Board ia one or

two of the surrounding villages. In July of the same year the

State purchase area was extended and Carlisle included, ^e
foUowing year the breweries and licensed premises of five hundred

square miles, with a war-time population of one hundred and

forty thousand inhabitants, came under the State purchase and
control scheme. With what resulfk? State purchase is of itself

no panacea for the evils of excessive drinking. But State pur-

chase, acting in the best interests of the public, has proved itself

the one remedy for ^ condition of affairs which Was rapidly

sapping the virility of our nation. The Board immediately

appointed managers of the public-houses who Were paid fixed

salaries; in the majority of cases 'these managers were the former

license-holders^ most of whom loyally supported the aims of the

Board. Up to the end of 1918, of the total*of two hundred and

twenty-seven *‘off ’* and “on ” licences in the ^tate purchase area,

a hunted qpd fourhad been suppressed as redundant or undesir-
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i^le. X will call the attention of those who place their ‘futh in

Mr. Balfour's Bill of 1904 for the reduction of public-houses to

the fact that it took ten years—from 1905 to 1915—-to leduce

the public-houses in Carlisle by eighteen. All advertisements

were abolished; no spirits were sold to young people under

eighteen, lilo spirits were sold on Baturdays. Sunday closing

was enforced, and many other sweeping reforms established, for

which we have worked in the past in vain. Many, structural

improvements wore made, and the public-houses became decently

conducted places of refreshment. Almost at once there was a

marked improvement in public order. State purchase and control

began in July. 1916, and a steady drop in the nuinber of convic-

tions for drunkenness began. The following table gives the

monthly figures of convictions for drunkenness at the Carlisle

City Police Court for six years

1013 1 *.* 1 4 101.V 1016 1017 1018

Jaiiuery ... 21 23 12 .51 53 11

Feiiruery... l‘.i l‘.» 13 73 6.3 18

March i:t 2'» i:t 89 48 7

April ... i;t 16 12 08 31 9
May 22 3J 12 114 20 •»

June 21 20 m 130 14 3
July i.*o 27 <) 91 14 0
Aupusi ... IH 26 11 46 20 3
Heptemlkur 22 2H 62 14 4
<Mober ... ... ]•» 22 57 16 4

Noveiiilwr 20 14 59 55 15 4
Peremlwr 2;i 20 76 78 12 12

237 275
‘

J77 1{53 320 m
On February 2nd, 1920. the Chief Oonstal>le of Carlisle re-

porUnl to the licensing sessions that he attributed the continuance
of sobriety in the l<K*al area almost entirely to the system under
which intoxicants are sold in connection' with the schemes of the
Liquor Control Board. It is noticeable that the number of con-

victions for drunkenness are* very much lower for the years
1918 and 1919 than for the pre-w'ar yhors, though, in considering
these dgures. allowance must be made for the shortage of lieer

and spirits. The activities of the liiqiior Control Board cease in

June. 1920. and already under pressure from the trade unions
and the Trade "the spiritless week-end and Sunday closing liave

l^n revoked, and all over the ’country the loosening of restric-

tions has resulted in increased drunkenness. We cannot let the
(I) Por the fint nim monilw <111 1910 the Agures Show a mailced fadnetioa

owing doubtless %a the exoduM* of men from the eity and the lestrieliesw of the
Liqnor Control Board. With the inflm of munition workers in the antumn of
laiS llie rsHtrictions broke down.
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resulting wantage of life and labour contiime. What has been
done in Garliide can be done throughout the United Kingdom.
There will be many objections. It \nll be said that we cannot
afford to buy out the trade. The* Advisoiry Committee which was
constituted in 1915 to inquire into the 'financial aspects of State

purchase reported unanimously that State purchase was not only

priicticable, but simple of achievement. Later, in 1917, when
this scheme was considered by the War Cabinet, three other

expert Committees, one for each divinon of the United Kingdom,
were ap]X)intcd to inquire into and report upon the. terms on
which the trade could b*e bought by tlie State. All three Com-
mittees re|)orted the financial practicability of State purchase, and
estimated that it will cost hundred million {louiids to buy the

Trade in f^ngland and Wales, and in the neighlKnirhood of four

hundred million for the whole of the United Kingdom. There
are many who will say that these large sums cannot be produced.

The Committee, however, point out that no laj-go sum of money
will be needed. It is proix)PCNl that the price be paid in Govern-

ment slock, the interest on which will he provided from the

profits of the trade, the stuck being redeemable in from thirty to

forty years. There are others who oj>fK>wi State piircdiaHe on the

ground that hi drink alcoholic lic4Uor is in itself sin. This view

obtains very generally in Nonconformist circles, and to my per-

K)nal knowledge is practically universal in Welsh Non<v>nformist

circles. To those who object conscdentif.msly on this score there

would ar>|H^ar to he no answer. I'hcy go, in my judgment, far

beyond any touching to be found iu the Now Testament; but

for the man who ho|jls this point of view there is nothing more
to be saidr He iaan AlK)litioniHt, and cannot make aiiy-ftfTort to

refonn what is in itself sin. There; are others, again, who, while

not bolding such strong views, arc anxious lest the nation should

be involved in the traffic. But the nation is already involved.

The Statff obtains between sixty to a iiiindred miilioji annually

in revenue from the trade, and no one can avoid participating

in the pur|K;8es to which fjiis sum is applied.

Of one thing we may be quite certain : we carmot afford to

sec the drink bill of the country mounting up to ye* more millions

;

we cannot afford the wasta'ge of labour, of child-life, of enfeebled

UbdiCb, that we have so long ignored. Wc c^annot, in short, -afford

to leave the sale of liquor in the hands of those who' are

encouraged to push the sal } by a trade that is obliged to make as

large a,profit out of it as possible. The scheme for State purchase

has the support of the Labour Party ^ And*in November of last

year two hundred delegates of Trade Union and Labour organisa-

tions jn thg Carlislp area passed a resolution urging '*all Labour
voL^ evn. H.a? 1 1*
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AffiieB and Trade Cioiiiidls to pmn for the Mutticm of t],.

pnoci^ of State ovnerslup M'tid

abject to BDch modificatiop in 'adiaiiDirfBiti6ii'^

have ahown to be necessuy," ‘ It ia a^
Prime Minuter advocates as a peimaimt BiEdn&ia''^ ^
social ptdblem. Hi; is, indeed, the only pdiqr .wh£dt :|«bvi^ ^
practical solution of the difficulty and at the same tiine Settles' it

on tarns equitable to the Trade.

The Time* recently referred to the importrmt and silent body
of voterfri-the women. To those whc^ memories cany
back a few short years, this from the Times is not without
humour. But let that pass. The Times is right, only it omitted
to mention another silent foroe waiting ^ emerge into pnlit{«fl

)

activity—the demobilised men. In pre-war days the ordinary
man had few political ideas and no desire for aomal reform at all.
It is a very different thing now. Let the men and worrren of this
country unite in a determination to bring about the pnr.
chase of the liquor trade as a stepping-stone to the more easy
accomplishment of many other long-desired reforms. If this is
done the new era will be one of such progress as to repay us even
for the immeasurable cort of the war. The task will not be easy

;

but wo need not fear failure if we weave into the warp and woof
of om national life those lessons of determination and self-
saonfioe, taught us during the past years of anxiety and sorrow.

BeATBIOB FrCTON-TDBBEBVIUt.



MABY ROSE, THE GRAIN O'F MUSTARD SEED, AND
THE SKIN GAME.

•

Bobb 1 • Mary Bose t
" The agonised cry of the bereaved

husband faints away upon the darknesa, and in our throats an un^

wonted lump rises. Mary Bose 1 Mary Jtose 1 None who have seen

w21 ever icurget the sweetness and grave elfin grace that hangs about

her. None will come away^rom the spectacle of her tragedy without

exaltation and the feeling of dross purged from his heart.

*'Tbe Lowlands and the Highlanda of the unfoigotten lalaads

Tlie lidanda of the Bleaaed end the rest they cannot find.”

Who has not sought for them in dreams and waking hours? Who
has not seemed at moments to be cm the point of stepping through

the veU that surrounds us, and finding at once reality and peace .from

the turbid phantasmagoria of this world by—>by what? By a charm,

a formula, a trick, or ly the faith that can move mountains or alter

a seated outlook on life. The Easterns believe that long reflection

and abstinence from fleshly delights bring man to the edge of the

great discovery. Europeans and Americans prefer ^ort cuts and

pin their hopes on automatic writing and the professional medium’s
apparatus. The craving that attempts to find on outlet through the

planchette is at the bottom of the popularity of all tales of the

unknown. Put on the magic cap, and you shall voyage with the

winds to Soria Moria Castle. Sit with Sir Purun Bass on a hillside

for twenty years, and the veil may be lifted. Alice melting through

the Looking-glass is every man searching for the beyond. This is the

endless theme which Sir James Barrie has taken for his play, Mary

Bose, and worked out with a new strength and a nobility thiA mark

a period in a literary career as full of interest as any of our day.
** Peter Pan—or the Boy who Wouldn't Grow Up.” That was

another facet of the crystal mto which all men love to gaze. Eternal

youth was the li^t in which its author then saw the world; youth

the all-conquering, that robs homes of their happiness, fathers and

mothers of their children, with the ckrelessness that is its essence.

This idea still haunts him; bul whereas then it transpearted life to a

bomdless playground whence in the end all returned to good cheer,

now it comeB in the guise of a destructive force tearing souls to

pieces,.wounding and terrifying in its wild course, and allayed only

by deep love and understanding, which yet is powerless to repair the

damage wrought. The happiness of the quiet Morland family, im-

mersed in the daily round of fair Sussex, chequered only by the

affectionate squabble of old cremies over ^‘the& ^hobbies, is no more

respected by the torrent than is the boisterous, practical virtue oi

Simon Blake, the true-hearted sailor who risea to be a gr^t captain

in the ^ritii^^ Navy^ When the call comes, Mazy Boae, loving

ii* a*
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daiiditer, wSb, aod moaitt. ainla^ ®e siffiiite/ jMQldiq; aoft and

Imo^Hng nothing of the disaBta

The stoiy of the play is by now iridely ^ ezposi.

tion hae. Its action oov^ over thirty yem and, Im Romance (if

the ridiculous may be dj^saed with the aublirde) and Uke afflestones.

shows us the life«of more than one generation. And this> strange;

was the author aware of it or not, some thirty yeart ago the .very

fhiwg that he relates happened in fact, if credible people may be

believed, though the place of the event was not in Scdtltaid, but in

Norway. There seems ap^priateness*jn the new scene. There is

a kinship between the mystic imagination of the Norse and of the

Scotch, and if things beyond our ken may take place, if magic exists,

then what has happened in the Norwegian fiords may surdy happen

in a loch in the Outer Hebrides. There ore more things in heaven

and earth, Horatio, than are dreamt of in*thy jhilosc^y and the

audience attest the extent to which they live in imagination the life

of the play by their noticeable disinclination to chatter between the

acts. 1 have heard it said that Mary Bose is unreal. To me, I

confess, what gives the play its peculiarly poignant qualily is exactly

its reality. For this doubtless the dramatist's art is in the first place

respcmsible. There is no need to believe in enchanted islands, or in

"ihem"—the **they," whom with a touch of universal trulh the

Highland boatman refuses otherwise to name—^in order to feel the

reality of Mary Bose’s fate. Even before we see her, the note of

impending doom is struck. The first sign of her, the voice coming

from nowhere, as it seems, like a fairy bell breaking the still air, in

answer to the fun her father prophetically pokes at telephones, makes
the spectator sit more rigidly in his chair in the theaire than Mr.

Morland in the play. He is but mildly surprised, till Mary Bose

calls out that she is in the apple-tree outside the window : we take

the act^of unseen presence as an omen. l5extgrously, •without em-

phasis, ihe impressioa is given of something about her that is not

chancy," as the boatman IsSicr says. Her mother describes her as

a flower touched by a late frost; it is not said, but w© feel that she

is, as it were, apart, withdrawn from the commoiQ human tidea, a

thing marked, almost consecrated. A aiTnllnr atmosph^e hangs round

Ellida in The Lady from the Siea, to which Mary Rose has interesting

points of resemblance. The family of neither knows quite, as the

saying is, how to take them. There is aubject with them that

ia taboo, gnd reticence of this sort always a warping effect- It

makes no difference that Mary Bose is not herself conscious d
reticence, or even of the existence of the subject, whereaft Bflidg

imows well; Ihe effect of her surroundings, if more delicate, is none
e lera deep. The life of the Lady from the Sea is warped : of Mary

Bose it is perhaps more, true ihat a gulf is fixed between her ena
tooee who love heft We. yrho witness throu^ tie auttor's eyes,

know that fteir belief in its having closed » iH-foonded, and w
await with hearts that almost fear to beat the moment Bdien it will

open and swallow them all. .In this Ibeen own



fidfioee fhat, mde dr^SfoL a<^deqt tan^ is
wHioh EUida is eau|^i will tmraTel and slia esaaiie ta liEa aaod :

b^pinen. Baxrie, on the oontcavyi, despite his tebdemess a&d the
d laughter that iAuminates the surface, never gives us hope

of salvatum on this plane. In both dramas the 8ea,^ifyzDbol of etenial

mvest,* plage a similar, yet different part.

TUb moviag waten ab thair prietb-lika tadc
* Of pure ablation roand aarth't human ahorea

form the badcground of each. It is from the sea that the Stranger
comes; it is the s^ that haunts Ellida and gives her visions; it is

from the sea that the Islaiiil came— people say it was not always
here "—and it is to the sea that Mary Bose’s boy, Harry, runs away,
thus completing the desolation of the family. But with Ibsen, when
the weird force of beauty and impersonal cruelty materialises, its

diarm is spent and avails not against the strength of the human soul.

Here it is triumphant : it takes to itself in order to destroy, and it

gives back only to fulfil destruction yet more completely. A*s far as

this life is concerned, thn inspiration of Mary Bose Is pessimism.

Nowhere is this more clearly seen than in the opening of the laat

act. Grief has been smoothed by years. Time, the best medicine,

has effaced from the minds of the mother and father the keenness

of their loss. We see them, especially him, with minds filled in

the sere of life by the small events of day to day; we smile at the

pretty little humbugging with which the old lady (though somehow
both are older than seventy years make people in life) cajoles the old

man into the comforts that an uneasy mind would make him
renounce. The picture is exquisito and the truth of the woman’s

greater constancy is felt. The husband, too, a man in his prime,

grizzled with work, has passed beyond his suffering on the path of

usefulness opd ambition* Mary Bose, who was snatched from their

world by them ’’who rule the Island of Enchantment, ‘h'as her

place in memory alone. Then suddenly*Mary Bose comes back. But

what a coming back I Not of j(^ous reunion, nor of love tearfully

renewed. Parents and husband have moved onwards in the world

and changed with it. She, type of something finer, unconscious

embodiment of the ,

Aspimtion of ibe eieatwe towards tbs unity of naturs.

has remained as she was, and what she finds is to her as far removed

from reason as she herself is to them. Love, hope, devotion, all that

map h(jid8 best, is shown to be fleeting and defenceless against the

tnarch of time and circumstance, but dust and bitt^ a^ea. * It

•would be a horrible scene, were it not unrolled with incomparable

gentleness. Very painful is the old man’s inability to face the naked

feet his pathdtia attempt to seek refuge in his own rooted, alender

interests; and most of all, when he is torn from* them, the quertkn

that is a cry of the very entrails,
•’ Oh, do you think she should

have cope baj^?
”
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& m^ Beene the audianoe has need ol )R$8id|^a:^

author'B part, in that which foBows he.ha& 3^^>a
To handlfh real ghost upon the stage fc a test Icir the finast ^na^ttlb^

but to make that ghost aUnoat .corporeal, to give it BubBtanee esudi

muaolea to use a knife,' and yet not overstep the boundt ol verhdt^?

tude might well ^em to court failure. One word too much oc honie

tardy off, and all would be lost; yet the'wand is waved Bod^EtehMiBly

that there is no mistaking this strange intermingling«o(E spirit and deah

for anything but truth. The scene rings as true as that ^idsite

piece of writing, the end of-the TankerMQ Ohoii; and if Sir James

Baijrie caniiot quite vie with the magic of Oscar Wilde's language, it

must be said that he set himself a hardeif task, for Wilde’s entrance

into the garden of beauty from the paradox farcical ghoatland

affords a c(»itrast that is a lure to the imagination: the author of

Mary Bose has to emerge from a moment* of exaltation after whidi

the slightest clumi^ step would create on irresistible stimulus to

nervous laughter. He has done more than avoid it. He has done

what perhaps Wilde’s lovely fancy suggested but did not cany out,

and depicted for lit the psychology of the spirit severed from its body.

Like the old people in Maeterlinck’s The Blue Bird, we see it sum-
moned to converse with the living by the force of thought; like them
it lives in memory, but with this difference, that we see it subject to

change and decay. Oh, wonder; Mary Bose, who in life was change-

less, can grow old after death, and tired, and forgetful of the object

for which she was searching. Alas, poor ghost 1 Thus is the last

illusion slain : here is no flattering unction of communion with the

dead, but rather a glimpse of portals closed beyond hope. The final

call to the island of the blessed and the rest she cannot Pomes
in answer to the love of her son whom she sought and, having found,

could not recognise. And we who have suffered with her find in

her departure the catharsis of feelings that have been raised and
troubled! •

Mary Rose has the acting that it deserves. Where TSngluih acting

ii^ at its best it would be invidious to discriizimate. Mr. Bobert
Loraine, portraying two generations and three ages, has the lion's

shore and the hardest port. It is safe to say that po other living

English actor could acquit himself so well. There is none who has
his gift of simple naturalness combined with strength. He never
tries to avoid difQoultics by the use of the diminuendo
too common nowadays, but plays out his dimaxes lor all they aie

worth, wiih an ease and a justice that* are a testimony to sciund-

nesB* of his theatrical schooling, apd particularly to those
who remcnibdr with affection the work of William TerriBS on thff

stage. The unaffectedness of hts playing •molrAft avery moment live;*

his sincerity at the crucial point when Mary Boae returns, an un-
earthly immortelle, ato her husband, now a middle-aged, aueoiSpiW
aailor^^might be taken as a fnodel by all actors. Mf^ni ciompton, as

»•.
^nf. nnh an eaav cue* pcan*
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iion. /I^ Mm of Ae 0Qinpaay.i^ kboreato th^ fepuiaiioii

ibeir wa^ in the p^jMifr-'NoKmaa Forbes, who Is rarely seien in

so moving a part, a^ rendered {dir. Morland wilb a delicacy and

dap& of wfaioh only a real artist is oapd)le, and Mr.'Btnest Thesiger.

TTia part of Gameron, the Highland crofter’s qpn and aq>irant for

the *pieBbyteiy, ia one of its author’s peculiarly delightful figures.

has indeed 4he most telling Imes, which cause the house to ro<^

with laughter* but delivers them wilh a gravity that is delighi*^^ ^
itself.

Only one spot invites &e caviller—the part of Mr. Aipy. Kiis is

no reflection on the Aotinfe of Mr. Arthur Whitby, breathlessly charm-

ing as always, but rather an expression of regret that the dramatist

yielded to the temptation, or felt the necessity, of introducing oomio

relief not arising out trf ihe pbt. • Trae, it is demand<^ by the

picture, but it is impossible not to feel that the hand which makes

laui^tw spring so naturally from the essential components of Act II.,

instinct though they are with menace and fear, could, had*he wished,

have produced the same result in other ports of his canvas by nftans

more welded into the substance of the theme. As it is, a feeling is

left as though, having overcome its supreme difficulties, he had

wearied and thrown m Mr. Amy’s pleasant quirks and bickermgs,

without troubling as to their artificial appearance in a play other-

wise conspicuous for absence of artifice. But for t^t
:

tion of Mary Bose mi^t be pronounced wellmgh perfect. If it may

be said without oflence. Sir James Barrie has here wholly avoided the

taint of mawkishnesB that discriminating admirers have

found hard to bear. Mary Bose is beyond doubt

ment so fax. It is. in a way. his Die Versunkene Glocke, less deep

and less poetic, but not inferior to Hauptmam s

n^er while Mary Bose herself is brought oioser than

Rautendelein to fhankind by an intimacy that J®^ ^

Tba bod. ol Obnrt'b JCe MaUn it /bw
A. tto of (®*“*“*'

A «mitt of fflffl Vo>^< J»idL
toXolWb. *tat h. aota. tobloirdoim Jencto*

^todn’i •»* •

down in o>^
»nd

Pohti<^pl^> burlesque, enffer from the di^wn-
«. “ke Th* ^ believable. Is eo far « fliey«
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real, politics owe their reality to tbeir being actual; on the atyga or

.

norelfl they cannot be actual, thco^efore they aaem unreal. Mr. JEta

wood's Garibaldi of housing reform, cOfirted by a Tory GoTemmen
in search of a new shirt to ‘cover its nalcedness, remains a misit

figure despite the considerable amount of detail thrown •in to doQ,u

ment the politioal qftuaiicm. Mr. Belloc's extravaganzas arc mori

real, just because of tbeir extravagance.* No one believes Dollf, it

A Change in the Cabinet, to be an actual person; therefore be oarriei

ccmiotion. The very pains that Mr. Harwood takes to give actuality

to Jerry Weston, M.P., reduce him to fajrtaay, and because there is

nothing faxutastic about him he never gets i)eyond being a figment.

The Grain of Mustard Seed takes for its Subject the single-minded

idealist versus the plnce politician. Weston, who has made a fortune

out of Pongo Patent Pap for infants, is bent on proving the greatness

of faith—" patent foods or politics are all thelaame,” he says; " they

are both a question of faith. ’’ His method is that of a bull at a gate.

The middle-elass manufacturer, of course, dishes the aristocrats.

Victoiy the polls over Lord Henry Markham's wire-pulling is

crowned by the coxA^uest of Marjorie Corbett's affections, a young
lady who steps straight out of Les Demi-Vierges, and this synthesis
of Georges Ohnet and Marcel Prevost is brought up to date by the
authw's adoption of Chehov’s formula, excluding the use of the
climax. Chehov, however, among other assets, has emotional
climaxes under the surface to make up for his renunciation of action,
and, failing to give us these, Mr. Harwood's calculated incomplete-
nessJeaves the mind unsatisfied. Marcel Prevost's heroine besides
has a motive for her conduct. She adores Subersaut, and she is
poOT. Marjorie has no passion for her lover, though her virtue is
ewier thm Maud’s, and her family is obviously rich. It would seem
that she has no compelJing reason to accept the hand of a parvenu
wjtli whom she has nothing in common, unle«s it be to provide a

thpm
^p

relations wi^ the young man or an excuse for breaking
both these^motives are carefully excluded, the

siturtion, starting from an action that is without cause, lacks the
materids for development into JJie acute mental atruggle

aSteafa ^ diacuaaioii of aenial.

«ui genuine devote

4 mottM thei
iaw-been led to use for ineidental purpoaea
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gh&ati of epigram^ like all salt and no egg. Mixed pickles are
gim but TOke& alone *inake a windy meal. Moreover,
ulMer .fte direction of Mr. Ncarman McKinnel, mountainous in senti*

Ilijmt as in^ person, the acting is 'anything but epigrammatic. Mr.
Kwr, a ripe favourite, could not be />i^er than smooth and neat

%',-ihe part of Lord Arthur, but even he cannot escape the general
||S||||enass that pndilutcd fippancy entails. ‘When he is not on the

as jn Act II, sc. 1, the feeling of “ Now, let's all be very

l^og and witty " evaporates and leaves a dank void. The rest are

ipNQUOus in their effort not to bo guilty of any acting inconsistent

drawing-room, one. might almost say. back* drawing-oroom,

^iji^dards. Do you really believe,” says one of the characters,

;j!f||hat the war has changed us all so much? ” One thing it has
oo^inly not changed ps Mr. McEinners custom of wearing collars

appear too tight for him This may look a triviality, but it is

impossible for a man whoso neck is unnaturally confined in staroh

to ^liver spacious seniiinents with effect. Mr. McKipncl'B one

jmee of good rant, whore W^cston denounces the caucus game,

iilm^ os constricted us his Adam’s apple; portiaps it was as well,

te a genuine explosion might have played havoc with Mr. Harwood's

tads macum for politicians. On the social side of the picture, Miss

,Cathleen Nesbitt is equally unhappy. To an atmosphere of nioe

and a nice country cottage her habit, apparently inveterate,

ad .
using her hand like a poker is uncongenial. The stage is art, not

I

us. and to move on it an art in itself. Juxtaposition with two such

'lititmt movers as Miss Grace Lime and Miss Mabel Terry Lewis is

pahuapB unkind to Miss Nesbitt; but in any case her favourite

** flopping, " in Jerry Cruncher’s word, is not a compensation for

ioadladgod deportment

V^t was the w/ir fought te? ” asks Mr. HarwocKl’s politician

Ah, tjiere you ’avo me,” retorts the chnuffeiu; who was

^/Mespot. If Mr. Harwood had turned his question to tho drama

have done much to perfect*a work which contains too many
fUugs for us not to regret its lack of some essential to artistic

j^'pei^ir The Grain of Mustard Seed pleases the public; but that

be enough for so genuine a crafteman as Mr. Harwood. His

plays excel the present; and I have enough of l^e faith that

^"ijEC&aibes of success in politics to expect him to outdo it by te in

Gants, by Mr John Galsworthy, is very differmit mental

two plays we have been considering. *If it resemble)

in its deep seriousness*, it is unlike both Sir James Bazric

Qarwood by reason of intense actuality of its theme!

it kpes the flitting moment .liy aUusioiur to the poeb*iMii

pSsM m which we live, but it is of*our*life ae we know it, ahowini

English beingB at loggerheads, and* ihe result of tfteh

rninn. end sqiudtble affeotkig life and happmess. Hie p!^ h
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notewociliy to, xcaay Teapedte. It has, yc^itog, to*®

of improving as it goes on» Act H. is ,b6ttecfiaa& Act l.| Act 111-

immeasurably better than Act H. Then it is unCiqpected. We ace

accustomed by a hundred plays, among them Mr. Harw^’s, to see

the fine gentleman scored oft, the old giving way to the new, we^
and native ability besting tradition; here }t is the aristocrat who vbw*

the old traditions thot stand up to fast bowling ^and knock the

upstart out of the field. Viewed all round, the anstocrat, type of

the couniy family whom Mr. XJalsworthy loves to portray, is a better

man than the manufacturing ihtruder : kindlier, less selfish, ii^pired

by a higher standard of charity than his opponent. -The final insult.

Hypocrite! ” that the beaten Homblower hurls at Mr. Hillcrist.

as he flings out of the latter’s home that he tried to make unbearable,

and out of the neighbourhood that he wanijpd to commercialise, is

unjust, not only towards the squire, thou^ die taunt moves his soft

heart to tears
—

“ I never could hate properly,” he explains—but

even towq^ds the squire’s wife, whose steely detomination formed

the rampart on which Homblower’s bounce and malicious pushful-

ness broke. She used a cruel and wicked weapon when she forced

his hand by threatening to reveal a shameful secret in his daughter-

in-law’s past; and had Homblower’s entrepme been governed by

motives of a business character, there would obviously bo nothing

to be said for her. It is recognised that to use private weapons in

a busincBB quarrel is disgraceful, the more so if they are directed

against a woman; but Hornblowcr’s motive in the first instance was
to have revenge for the slight Mrs. Hillcrist put on his son’s wife.

Chloo, in not calling on her. He admits that he could put up his

factory in another place than just opposite Hillcrist’s windows, and
his obstinacy in choosing this site w'as due to bis desire to drive a
family who hod socially ignored his out of the home to which they
had bee]\ attached for generations. Mrs. Hil^OTisJ cannot therefore

be wholly condemned for the hard, even usurious, want of scruple
with which she defends her owfi. or for riposting with a stroke that
dea£ ruin, perhaps death, to a young woman whose history when
known certainly shows her to bo dubious company for decent people.
For Ghloe had in former days frequented ” the promenade.” prer
sumably at the Hmpire of ancippt fame. was used by shady
solicitors as a professicmal means for prewing misconduct in coHusive
divorce proceedings. Chance puts the knowledge into Mrs. Hill-
crist’s hands, and she uses it with devastating effect.
The Skin Same is remarkable also for this,, that Mr. Galswcrttiy

has atdast fouM himself as a dramatist. There is still aometiund
of his special mihiOT catechism, both in the tiresome harping on flip
name (do any people really label *their own actions refer esv<^
step in them to the label?), ,and in the moraliaing Hillorvt girl, who
w not saved frotn being a bore by Miss Meggie AlbWs 'biec^
pOTOBaliiy. The reiterated sj^bolism of the chimneys aod.
fields gtidks a little in the throat, and there are mom^ts when tou
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^ V-’.

that Mr.^aliwoc^y is -going back to tlie cnido effects

that Vmed.the essentially melodramatic basis of

Box, Strife, and iustice. But, whether consciously or

^lob has' got hold of him, once be is fairly started he
:j^ure drama and holds you breathless and palpitating in

Some trammels that restrained Mrf Galsworthy seem
off, and when we see Chloe at grips with the pursu-

kose^on her by her loving father-in-law's ferocity against

ins, we n^alise with joy that we have to do with an

.. .
lirm not run a\^y from his big scenes, but will give free

opposing pas^ons that burst forth from* the' clash of

charuct(>rs imd interests. The drama is worked out to

wiili sound logic from its pretnises, and there is no
theatre who not cry in his heart, *' This is right,

4^ real thing I

*'

enough, ihorc is cme point which suggests that Idr.

.di|iiil||d^^ to make insufficient use of the materials in his

hiiw-'Xw a powerful scene in Chloe *s room, on the evening after

. where Uomblowcr has defeated Killcrist in their fightW tl^ peoperty needed to complete his plans, a scene cxcellentljr

contiibed nd staged, the terrified young woman ap])cal8 to Hill-

^^mt'ji agent, who has collected tlie evidence against her. She offers

jaBgdbing to lot lier off—^ber money, her pearls, herself. The
woa played with affecting intensity by Miss Mary Clare,

adad by Mr. George Elton; but the edge of it was token off

jl^liiiMiwledgG of the lady’s-maid being conceaUid bchimi Ihu

^.'J^liriiOBC inten^st tho maid was spying, by whom paid, and

pitfoee, was never revealed. She can only have been put

to justify the agent's protestation in the last

‘ff^.;1k''ha8 not split upon Chloe, and that the Homblowers*

t and ^ill the village ore talking of her shapie. But
be presumed to spy and risk, and in this case receive,

iout motive; and the motives here were unexpressed,

:Mr. Galsworthy wished to throw in a page from hfir-

0tvimal d*une Femme de Chamhre, just to give atmo-

:

picture of the browbeating nonconformist family. But

Gbloo and Homblowertfrom their mutually incompat-

with Dawke# and Mrs. Hillorist, is too poignant for

of this unsubstantiated reptilian creature,. whosO

for tho pipy, was exaggerated by thp Mephisitp-

ief her imperscHiatrix. Circumstantial touches axo wk
fferceness of the dramatic flame. On |h6 other hiu^|

mig^t have allowed us more such at^ cqpenkil

all we see, the Hillcrists and the Hcmbldwi^^;)^^

^.;c]rld. and have no conceriiB* outside, Bocitiidikg->^

r-hear of the Duke and ijf fkdss SuUinSi Wt they are

' Here is a Duke; Uiere a spkster,*' as the Bliza-

placards for scehezy and inform^ the aodieitce th^



^gbaxk of

idiipB. It ^uidiiiftto

.aennjip of a staniggle i&volTi}ig' thfif^eilbeiDg

other lepreseniatiyes of ooun^ sodefy diould be

atluaid with qrmpathy and advice for their idiampiciii agah^ M
formidable an assailant. . The Hillcrists seem only to exist in* the

single moment oopwhich attenticm is c^oncentrated. Dumas, or

Sir Arthur Pinero with a few concise strdkes would have drawn a
wider picture to show the general interests at stake; the omissioii to

do so suggests that in Mr. Galswc^y the dramatist has not yet quite

vanquish^ the hot gospeller of ref(am« * The deeper though less

exciting imprassian made with far slighter^means by Chdiov, treating

substantially the same theme in The Cherry Orchard, is largely due
to his inspirmg belief in the completeness of his characters* person'
alities.

In the fierce battle that swings this way and that and seems
undecided till almost the end, the protagonists are Mrs. Hillcrist, an
intensely vital character, and H(xmblower. Miss Helen Haye gave a
strong performance of the woman standing not so much for rights of
a class as for a standard, albeit a narrow one, of conduct. ** We*re
better people than these Homblowcrs; they are not going to stay
here, and we are,** is her philosophy. Mr. Athole Stewart is a
good complement to her, with just the right touch of breeding and
consideration for others. Homblower is Mr. Edmund Gwenn and
fi^Gwem is Homblower. No one else with us cotild have been so

“ difficult not to compare him with de Fdraudy
Mirbeau *8 Ua Affaires aont lea Affaires.

Both for the actor and for the play it is high praise to say that, where
80 much resemblance, both are nevertheless entirely distinct.

“d greater brilUance, if less

nnaifiAn r.*
ue Fdraudy's genius m me com-pMito of middle-class and ^rking-mun's characters, and of fiUmg

wealth at detail, ao ae to ieate the

His sineet^ i.**^

individuality. But Ife. Qweon does very much

oairv us
njoments td coaoeiitrated passion

su^A ?® *«»^e power that Qairidk had in the

his muacles^Jie^wCT
“ ***® lassitude of d^at

Homhi™..* mental weariness. He portrays perfectly

re£l^
s m^ihty to comprehend the Hillcrists’ positian, which

«.yfj.Tn 1^ ^arkable feature in Mr. Galsworthy’s con-*

dWinct’t^ rf
to be typical of «e between

tlJitrte^ji&il*“ “ eriiaarating view cf.•“*“ ** » Mr. Harwoo^'B gras^ eqi^ his
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i would A ezoeptional trio to fibest of in oue i

Vdovdop intkilie.long-awaii6d diwui^ irae oottioi^.

. Bttrie'e aolueTem^t oaxmot aiitontito thduiili

4a4i^t all- to witnosa .the *perleotion to u^oh lui

I
Hb methods and the wider»^ deeper inteiests he is

But Mr. Galsworthy both pleases and surprises. All

) drama will hope for his con^uanoe in the path of archi-

Q, where his virile emotion and strong charaoter-

i hlmost unlimited scope. There is promise in his latest

I for our highbrows from the grey, blank qualities over

[ cliques of ten years ago went into ecstgsieB. Wl^at-

there is much to evdce our thanks now. It is rare

; can offer 8(» warm a tribute of praise to three English

whose works have been produced within the space of

John Pollock.



OCCASIONAL NOTES.

If we believe in Hhe League of Nations, either as a real and rntrinsi-

cally desirable force for the betterment of the w(}rld, or only as a

last straw at which a foundering civilisation must clul^ willy-nilly,

then we must pray for the early demi^e of the Supreme Council.

For that organisation is slowly killing its ewn offspring and heir. The

offer of the gbardionship of Armenia to the Leagife was bad enough,

for con insincerity go much further than when three Prime Ministers

sit down and make an offer to themselves in another manifestation

and then instruct their subordinatos to reject that offer? The League

was intended for a better purpose than to be the mere waste paper

basket into which these three statesmen can hurl their more awkward

problems. But our own Prime Minister went even further, and

proceeded to use-^he refusal of the Council of the League to under-

take a task, which he and his colleagues at Son Bemo had failed to

empower it to undertake, as an argument against the League and in

favour of the Supreme Council. The League, pf course, has no
power except that the nations comprising it arc disposed to invest

it with, and os an international authority it cannot exist side by side

with the Supreme Council. The proposal to make the Supreme

Council permanent is a proposal to strangle the League at birth. It

is also a proposal to abandon any hope of a co-operative international

order. For the Supreme Council is only an ad hoc committee repre-

senting the' nations successfui in the recent war. It possesses for

the moment a semblance of omnipotence, tho^igh its reputatm in

that respect has been gravely shaken by Ue failures in Bussia,

Poland; Armenia, and the AdriaMc. It cah nevcr'podl(SIS(6 the moral

authority of an assembly incly^ing all the nations.

•
”

Moreover, the League when it achieves universality can also begin

to hope 'for immortality. The Supreme* Council cannot. It is &e
organ of an alliance of which no one can guarantee the permanence.

At San Bemo it became perfedi/’blear that there was a wide diverg-

ence of view between 'M. Millerand md Signor Nitti. There was

certainly not complete unanimity between M. Millerand and Mr.

Lloyd George. We must ever remember that alliances, though

reinf(»T.ed by sentiment, are based on a common interest. We h%ve

to .think in teiinB not of mcoiths but of decades, and we know fromi

past history that as the common interest disappears the community

of sentiment begins to weaken. It is already becoming clear that,

English and Frenph policies differ in respect of the ‘treatment of

Germany. It is the* traditional Whig policy of this country, when
victorious in war, not to press its advantage too far, not to imperil

the reality of ite succees by making a recrudescence the conflict
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liiin in the fatoro.l^at is the view which the veet mass of the

bsh people take of p^aee!kn^mg,*and judged frmu that angle they

i the present ae^ment h^. French policy is diff^ent. When
fnining it it is one's duty to be scrupulously fair, especially if one

I thmgs t& say which sound d little h<urd* France has suffered

rilfly from Qermany; in reality she has suffosed more from the

r she has just won. than fi^ the me she lost in 187Q. She is left

h a vast belt of her industrial country devastated and out of

ion, and with an overwhelming burden of debt. And many of her

ling statesmen do not heliove in a ftTiiire of peace. They believe

l^r in-a permanent hostility of France and Germany. They desire

haake the most out of the present, and to make themselves as

tare as possible in a military sense in tbo future.

w.But when all that is said and admitted, they are not going the jight

M|y about it. They demand frrni Germany on indemnity so vast
most people believe she can in no circumstances pay it, at any
of such dimensions that Germany would have to create so great

exportable surplus of goods that she would become by far the
strongest industrial nation. From a nation so strong it would mani-
'fesily be difficult to get anything at all. France also desires to see

Iflffermany completely disunned, but she rofiiaes to allow the weak
P^ert Government sufficient strength to disami the half-independent
pTunkcr divisiotis which still exist. She needs desperately, her quota

coal from Germany, yet she instantly vetoed the stops taken by
-.the German Government to reduce to order the Buhr district from
Kwhioh that coal must come. She is, in fact, trying to have it both
Sways on the very largest possible scale. The gravest danger of all

I
is that there is a strong party in France, supposed to be influential in

Government circles, iSliich is quite aware of the impossibility of

V.exacting tne luirdment of the Treaty, and which hopes to make the

:
Germans' failure to perform their ol^igutions an excuse for demand*
ing the Bhine frontier. Then the'^^atch on the Bhine would Ijegin

again with a vengeance, and another war would bo inevitable. The
Prime Minister seems to' bo fully alive to the danger, though his
position has been weakened by-^foe pledges of the 1918 election and
by the Treaty itself But the'gi*)£ve6t possible disservice is being
done to Fronoe and to the iBntcnte by those papers which would
have the French believe that the British public will back them,
agrast our own statesmen,, if any disagreement should occur. The
Jiritish Government cannot, in my opinion, begin to. get tlimga
Btrwght Bgm until it winds hp the work of the Supreme Council,
which has its basis in the war and the Treaty, and refers the whole
problem of the present to the League of Nations, which should be
ab^ to take ^ more forward-looking view. "

Six years ago Sir Edward Carson strode •out of the House of
^mafipuB, .jhen ^aged in discussing Home Kulg, and retired to
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h»C«ve<rfAduUami»Belf4«l Now tiie whjil has o<^o fall

and a Home Buie Billis gwng throug^i to Bs^ta^ ol om

Biaffle NationaUst member. It ia very eaqr to lay to blame for

everything on to imposaibilfam of to Irish* but- there must be acme

real reason for their refusal to accept now wfiat th^ w%re

ing for in 1914. One cause lies in the ^iU itself, and to tot Mall

refer later, but to main cause is the behaviour of ^e IriBh Emeu-

tive from to moment when it endeavoured to make conscription a

condition of self-government, down to the present day. W ptoJ <a

fact our attempt at resolute-^ government, has been an ignommiouB

failure, as Jt wfws bound to be, for a Prussifn helmet docs not fit to

Englishman's head. We do not understand the rudiments of coct-

cion. If we adopted the method pursued by to Germaiw in

Belgium, Ireland would be reduced to order*in a few months, if not

weeks. But no British Government will a^opt those methods, and

the public would never permit it to do so even- if it wished. The

Germans would have taken hostages from among the most prcmiinent

Sinn Feiners (in goint of fact the Government have got plenty to

hand in totr varioife prisons), and would have shot one or two every

time a policeman was murdered. If that failed th^ would have

burned a village here and there. But as there is very fortunately

no chance of our applying the Strafford, and Gdhnan, policy of

Thorough ” in Ireland, we might just as well admit that coercion

is bound to fail. It has failed already. Public opinion has refused

to allow untried prisoners to be detained when detention involved

their death, and the Government yielded, vociferacmg its intention

to resist while the prisoners were in fact on their way through the

prison gate. Hist ^oision marks the end of imprisonment without

trial, because it means that every man can free himself who is

willing to make himself 01. The Govemmenfr^vn been compelled to

fell back^upon to course they ought to have adoptejjttJto begin-

ning, and* to agree to submit all these cases to an independent
judicial tribunal. That uNtum means that they will no
longbr be able to imprison men simply lx their opinions, as the
document .they tried to force Alderman 0'Prion to sign proves them
to have done in to past. .

There will never be a chance of tiie better government of Ireland
until Dublin Castle is purged of the fanatically Unionist element. Its
traditional policy has always been ihat> its duty is not merely to
govern Ireland, but also to fight Nationalism. Unfortunateiji, its
thec^ has involved the 'superintendence of its activities from
London, which has spoiled moet,^ough not all, of its best efforts.
hw rejoiced in politick imprisonments, and in treating politicai

offeidere as if ihey,were criminals. Prean the famous ‘days whenMr Bf^our WM cartoned Kinning away with Mr O'Brien's trousers^i
It hM been beheved tot to spirit of Natifinalists could be brok^
by dothing theoyn broad awows and making th^ eat skilly|%N<w
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^^ropdeitiong aboutUe government ol Irelttid must be admitted

HUB. If IrelandV governed drom Londpn* the Executive in

I mdtt futhfully carry out the policy of the Cabinet at Weat-
r, aa any other Department bl State ia ei^ected to do.

I^t n(» liave independent ideaa of its own. Moreover, if the

^i^of thS Q-ovemment is one of conoiHaticxi and aelf-government,

Rpolioy of thtt Executive in Dublin must not be one of irritation

/ infringmeni of the most elementary rights of the ordinary

citizen. As a result of its recent activitiQB, it finds itBelf

’'^*'ed to barracks'* ifi Ireland, ht* ^yrosB-purposcB with ita

in London, and distrusted by the British

second essential is that we should seriously settle down to

IVexaxnination of what the Irish really want. Their demands can

l^aummed up in two words, independence and unity. The Home
fill gK'cs them neither. The Home Buie Act, on the other

and, did at least give them the latter. To my mind ^the only

oaaible solution is to offer the fullest scheme of Dondnion Home
mle, which would go a good deal farther in advance of the present

dieme thiui the jircsent scheme does from complete union with

ffeat Britain. The Ulster difficulty would have to be met, but such

ifficulties have been met in Canada with very little trouble. It

1 be met in thin case quite sufficiently by giving the Ulster repre-

iivos in an A«l- Ireland Parliament the right to veto, so far as

‘ was concerned, legislation on certain specified points, such as

1 , educatiou, and discriminatory taxation. Personally, if Sinn

i cannot bo ])]acuted without, I would be quite prepared to throw

I'
a provision that a plebiscite on the issue of total independence

janld bo taken fifteen years alter the Irish Parliament began to

with the clause that Ulster would, of course, be

jiieniittod hei^olf back into union with Great Britain. That

iiard, together with the obvious ^conomic adva^iitageS of theo-

1 unity with Britain, 'would, ii\/-jy opinion, and in that of many
aen, be quite sufficient to prevent any vote for independence

jjjj^
the present bitten had passed away, and when substantial

'^-udence had been enjoyed fer a considerable period. In the

ae, until the Dublin Pfiri|pment is. in operation, a council

be appointed to advur:^the Viceroy.^^t should consist of a

of Nationalists whom the Irish tru^t even though they do

|t.for the Dioincnt follow.

^ is a spectre lurking at Ahe back of the Irish question that is

fIjMe talked about, especially and for very good feasems, by Sinn

and that is the drift to th^ Left qf the Irish Labour move-

|-''Xi-a^ya has been extreme, apd-^t is-:npw more or less

*^';Bol8hlvik. Now many of th^most pfommeiL^t leaders of

,
like many pauninent Natio&lists before them, are Con-

I h^ganeral politics. Nationalist feeling cute across all the
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wdinory political linaa of cleavage» a fact J^lucb acoouz^ba'toftitg

being anathema in nwy advanced Labouri^oIeB. I waa told flM

'

o&er day ihat Xnah Labour suppcffba Burn rein, partly bcKsauae it is

ainoerely Nationalist, but also bepause it believes that a Soviet revo-

lution would be very easy once a new and rather wea]^ jnd ^vided

Sinn Fein Govexnpient was#m being. Moreover, it is, begind^. t^

break down the barriers between Ulster^nd the Sou^."^ The woryuff
people of Belfast are becoming a little tired of th6i:^.^con:blete politi-

cal BubprdinatiQn to a small group of Ulster landowners dnd big busi-

ness men. This* of coursp, ‘ accounts for f!.good deal. It accounts,

among other tbir gs, for the readiness with which the Ulster- leaders

have* abandoned the three Nationalist Ulster counties. They would
have been an awkward leaven of Irish Labour in the Ulster loaf.

It may even account for the acceptance of Buie by the Carson
party, for these, on this thecH^, however 'much they may dislike

division from Britain, would be tempted to loap at the chance of

creating a political barrier between the North of Ireland and the
South. •

I bear that a largo section of the Guild Socialists in this country
have boon led so far astray by the success of the Soviet Government
in Bussia that they are adopting its tenets of <he catastrophic
revolution and of minority rule. If they do it will be a pity,

because one of the most hopeful of the advanced schools of thought
among the younger men will have to be written ofE by practical
reformers. Very few people in England have taken the trouble to
find out what Bolshevism really means. They have contented them-
selves with abusing it fa: irrelevant reasons. The Bolshevik theory
and practice is based on three main propositions. First, it is main-
tained that an electoral system based on gtij^a^ical constatuencies
cannot provide a sound and representative as^mly. Secondly! that
society ilt« always been ruled, in fact if not in by a minority
working in its own interests. 'HJjurdly, that th:*. majority is at once
tooispathetic to overthrow the domination of jj^ho wealthy class and
too un\7idldy to govern, at any rate duri]

2
g,:^ae transitional stage.

H^nco under the name of the djctatoriuiip of the proletariat **
all

the Bussions have really got is thdMictatorship of a small minority
of politically active people. Tfiis^V^yrity subjects the mass of
ordinary w^kers to a rigorous discipline, all, of course, for their own
good. Thk part of the theory is really the old idea of an aristocracy
of talent under another name. It has attracted political theorists in
every age.* It is open to two objections, which to my mind aro
insupJr^le.

» J—y—

—

In the first place the j^-rjn^ipal reason for the evolutionary success
of democracy, Ijv' ^ifich I'mpan for the moment majoity is not
so much its^greater ffiimess' fe comparison with any other system^
but its greater stability. Monarchs may be overthrown by baror®^
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bourgeois, by sheer farce of ntunb^. . DemocracyKd4>ajroitf by , ,

Bfith all i^iai^ts and inefi9||ien^, stands on thetbroad basis that the

PHajority cib get their way T^lhout upsetting" the Constitution,

thatas so, every acute controversy mq^t expose |ihe State to

ger of I'evolutionr And scidefy has^nc^v become so complex

ifiex]i»|Ghmoet justifiabla revoluti^iis bound «to be a disaster,

ni ^a highly chmplex machine, and ^veiy individuaymust suffer if

it is disorgams^dw any way. Unless, therefore, th-^ circumstances

re inWexable it is bettel to win reforms slov^ly , t^an to/throw

jciety ev^n 'teAporarily imp chaos. Mke^xy ruie ves a constant

mptation to gre^s not in power to seize .‘t *by the

aeans as did ^le ruling group before them, namely, by organising

stronger mmorit;^out of the vast reserve provided by the inajorit;^

^ a group of sdzed power in this (country by means of a

revolutionary coup curing a general strike, they would bo lucky if

they retained powerpur six months. And on tbeir own confessed

principles they would have no right to, except ttiat they thought their

theories right and that they possessed the power to^ jmt'thom into

^practice. Everyone else would be entitled to hold d contniry opinion

^d to meet force with force. The result would bo a constant series

upheavals imtil a saddonod and wiser society realised that majority

inle is the only Sdfe and stable biisis on which to build a iiKjdern

Btate, that if the majority like to be misled they ore i>erfecily entitled

a be, and thuX if th*: majority are apathetic it is possibly because

^ir conditiouH eff life, are by no means intolerable. It is not us if

dbrities need ever despair of convincing the majority. Every
|xn is at- first advocated by one minority, ridiculed by onotlier,

^'ignored by the majority. If it is sound it wins tlirough in tiic

.xig run. Nearly ev^y one of the demands of the Chartists are now
l^ted conmu>n]»luc as luur political life.

^Another fatal ol>p.‘ct (jn to this claim p£ a minority vic'ize power

l^lbc© is that its rigl^ to act in the ’ ..Berests tlie majority ennnot

^ A^boittod for a morn ut. Every tyrant and every group ofojefdb-

pbrs in history liu\e *»de that claim, including the IncjpIlRtors,

j&o burned pco^de for the gbo^ their souls. The answer to the

|pe of Lenin is the pose of KoU^pdaJ^ as the savirur of Kussia, and
Dipuch circumstances the first V> claim that|the people as a whole
WBBBl choose freely between the rival parties puts himself in a very

impg moral position. Moreover, all this talk about the )apathet%

jHHhnty is really great nonsense. No one is really apathetic who
tiSH the trouble to vote at all, and those who are so apatl^etic as
IK vote do not influence any ^ue in cither directAm. Socialists

M)t need to convince the majesri^Vj th<;/ only need to convihee

Umi than they antagonise, which is a Vbx Vy^firgfit tiling;. If they
80 tbhj ^1 get their way. If theypo uqf,^^fwer can get

Ub^ftentiy, a. country with a poli^^^past like oursXOnly one
e minority s takmg drahtic action by forca\nd that
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ia tiie sap^Buda bjr the powen that bew Jta rial,* - •

heard. That I acL"ajt it muat %ht for,-afo ^

at dl’ainoere.
,
la ?«t. I ahouM ftit thTlJS

laws far a stable, dexi\gcr/ii^c eo^efy.. One ia that
right to enforce its wiK on a majfirify, how^^ eot^,

that its docinneeB sounjl^^^e othe^is that no
right to prevent a minority ftcgp ex^essing its

pemioieuB it nty think thoBe opiniooB to be.

truthB*that ouf^Jathere^ifcovered for u», fund it eeemB a

that this gencjfai?*^^^ i*® disbchter them ever

in both histancfilf Buch is the case. If tfie^uild^Kj;: alibis go wroiog

over the firsts them it will be a greatVty. m/har theory^^i

functional repreaentatm th^ are putting forwacaa valuable
i

intercBting idea. A general assembly eleetaA^Jjjjjr^

stituencies does not represent the voter properly / a worker, ^Bumei

and individual. Devolutitm is almost certainly^needed m two direr

tionsa and not only in one, by which I moan that Parliament shou

cede contret ^lot only over certain areas, but also over certa

H. B. Usher
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